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FOREWORD 
...................... , .................................................................................................................... . 

I have been asked to write a prefatory note for this book, because of 
the part played by the Carnegie Corporation in inaugurating the compre
hensive study of which it is the outcome. In the public mind, the American 
foundations are associated with gifts for endowment and buildings to 
universities, colleges and other cultural and scientific institutions, and to a 
lesser degree with the financial support of fundamental research. It is true 
that a great part of the funds for which their Trustees are responsible have 
been distributed for these purposes, but the foundations do other things 
not so generally recognized. There arc, for example, problems which face 
the American people, an<l sometimes mankind in general, which call for 
studies upon a scale too broad for any single institution or association to 
undert:ike, and in recent years certain foundations have devoted a consider
able part of their available resources to the financing of such comprehensive 
studies. ,. 

The primary purpose of studies of this character is the collection, analysis 
and interpretation of existing knowledge; it is true that considerable 
n:search may prove necessary to fill the gaps as they reveal themselves, 
but such n:search is a secondary rather than a primary part of the under
taking as a whole. Provided the foundation limits itself to its proper func
ti,m, namely to make the facts available and let them speak for themselves, 
and docs not undertake to instruct the public as to what to do about them, 
studies of this kind provide a wholly proper and, as experience has shown, 
sometimes a highly important use of their funds. 

As examples, we may take the inquiry and report of the Committee on 
the Costs of Medical Care (1928-1933), made possible by a group of 
foundations. Lord Hailey's memorable study, An African Survey, in the 
thirties was financed by the Carnegie Corporation. The significance of such 
undertakings cannot be measured by their cost. The volumes on the Poor 
Whites of South Africa, published in 1932, represent a relatively modest 
enterprise, but they have largely changed the thinking of the South 
Africans upon a social question of great importance to them. 

While the underlying purpose of these studies is to contribute to the 
general "advancement and diffusion of knowledge and understanding,,, 
to quote the Charter of the Carnegie Corporation, it sometimes happens 
that a secondary factor, namely the need of the foundation itself for fuller 
light in the formulation and development of its own program, has been 
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in6ucntial in their inception. This is true in the present case. The wide 
sweep of Andrew Carnegie's interests included the Negro, he gave gener-· 
ously to Negro institutions, and was closely identified with both Hampton 
and Tuskegee Institutes. The Corporation which he created maintained 
that interest, and during the years between its organization in 1911 and the 
inauguration of the present study, it made grants of more than two and 
one-half million dollars in direct response thereto. 

In 1931, the late Newton D. Baker joined the Corporation Board. He 
was the son of a Confederate officer, attended the Episcopal Academy in 
Virginia and the Law School of Washington and Lee University, and spent 
the greater part of his early years in the Border states of West Virginia 
and Maryland. His services first as City Solicitor and later as Mayor of 
Cleveland gave him direct experience with the growing Negro populations 
in Northern cities, and as Secretary of War he had faced the special prob
lems which the presence of the Negro element in our population inevitably 
creates in time of national crisis. 

Mr. 'Baker knew so much more than the rest of us on the 'Board about 
these questions, and his mind had been so deeply concerned with them, 
that we readily agreed when he told us that more knowledge and better 
organized and interrelated knowledge were essential before the Corpora
tion could intelligently distribute its own funds. We agreed with him 
further in believing that the gathering and digestion of the material might 
well have a usefulness far beyond our own needs. 

The direction of such a comprehensive study of the Negro in America, 
as the Board thereupon authorized, was a serious question. There was no 
lack of competent scholars in the United States who were deeply interested 
in the problem and had already devoted themselves to its study, but the 
whole question had been for nearly a hundred years so charged with 
emotion that it appeared wise to seek as the responsible head of the under
taking someone who could approach his task with a fresh mind, uninflu
enced by traditional attitudes or by earlier conclusions, and it was therefore 
decided to "import" a general director-somewhat as the late Charles P. 
Howland was called across the Atlantic to supervise the repatriation of 
the Greeks in Asia Minor after the dose of the first World War. And since 
the emotional factor affects the Negroes no less than the whites, the search 
was limited to countries of high intellectual and scholarly standards but 
with no background or traditions of imperialism which might lessen the 
c~~dence of the Negroes in the United States as to the complete impar
tiality of the study and the validity of its findings. Under these limitations, 
the obvious places to look were Switzerland and the Scandinavian countries, 
and the search ended in the selection of Dr. Gunruu- Myrdal, a scholar who 
des?ite his youth had already achieved an international reputation a.a a 
s0e1al economist, a professor in the University of Stockholm, economic 
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adviser to the Swedish Government, and a.member of the Swedish Senate. 
Dr. Myrdal had a decade earlier spent a year in the United States as a 
Fellow of the Spelman Fund, and when the invitation was extended to 
him by the Corporation in 1937, was about to make a second visit at the 
invitation of Harvard University to deliver the Godkin Lectures. 

It was understood that he should be free to appoint and organize a staff 
of his own selection in the United States and that he should draw upon 
the experience of other scholars and experts in less formal fashion, but 
that the report as finally drawn up and presented to the public should 
represent and portray his own decisions, alike in the selection of data and 
in the conclusions as to their relative importance. Upon him rested the 
responsibility, and to him should go the credit for what I for one believe 
to be a remarkable accomplishment. 

The difficulties of Dr. Myrdal's task, which would have been great 
enough in any event, were much increased by the outbreak of the present 
war. At a critical point in the development of the enterprise, he returned 
to Sweden to confer with his colleagues in the Government and tbe Univer
sity, and only after nine months was he enabled to return by a long and 
circuitous route. Meanwhile, defense and war needs here had taken more 
and more of the time and energies of his collaborators. Despite all these 
difficulties, delays and complications, his task has now been completed and 
is presented in these volumes. The Carnegie Corporation is under deep 
and lasting obligation to Dr. Myrdal. The full degree of this obligation 
will be appreciated only when the material he has gathered and interpreted 
becomes generally known. 

Though he has achieved an extraordinary mastery of the English lan:-
5.iage, Dr. Myrdal is not writing in his mother tongue. As a result, there 
is a. freshness and often a piquancy in his choice of words and phrases which 
is an element of strength. Here and there it may lead to the possibility of 
misunderstanding of some word or some phrase. This is a risk that has 
been deliberately taken. It would have been possible for some American 
to edit the very life out of Dr. Myrdal's manuscript in an effort to avoid 
all possibility of offending the susceptibilities of his readers, but the result 
would have been a less vital and a far less valuable document than it is 
in its present form. 

Thanks are also due to the Director's many associates and advisers, and in 
particular to Professor Samuel A. Stouffer and Dr. Richard Sterner, who 
during Dr. Myrdal's absence carried the burden of direction and decision, 
and to Messrs. Shelby M. Harrison, William F. Ogburn and Donald R. 
Young for their generously given editorial services in connection with ~e 
publication of some of the research memoranda prepared by Dr. Myrdal's 
collaborators. 

When the Trustees of the Carnegie Corporation asked for the preparation 
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of this report in 1937, no one ( except possibly Adolf Hitler) could have 
foreseen that it would be made public at a day when the place of the 
Negro in our American life would be the subject of greatly heightened 
interest in the United States, because of the social questions which the 
war has brought in its train both in our military and in our industrial life. 
It is a day, furthermore, when the eyes of men of all races the world over 
are turned upon us to see how the people of the most powerful of the 
United Nations are dealing at home with a major problem of race relations. 

It would have been better in some ways if the book could have appeared 
somewhat earlier, for the process of digestion would then have taken place 
under more favorable conditions, but, be that as it may, it is fortunate that 
its appearance is no longer delayed. 

I venture to close these introductory paragraphs with a personal word 
dealing with a matter upon which Dr. Myrdal himself has touched in his 
preface, but which I feel moved to state in my own words. It is inevitable 
that many a reader will find in these volumes statements and conclusions 
to which he strongly objects, be he white or colored, Northerner or South
erner. May I urge upon each such reader that he make every effort to react 
to these statements intellectually and not emotionally. This advice, I 
realize, is much more easy to give than to follow, but it is given with a 
serious purpose. The author is under no delusions of omniscience; as a 
scholar, he is inured to taking hard knocks as well as giving them, and he 
will be the first to welcome challenges as to the accuracy of any data he has 
presented, the soundness of any general conclusions he has reached, and 
the relative weight assigned by him to any factor or factors in the compli
cated picture he draws. Criticism and correction on these lines will add 
greatly to the value of the whole undertaking. 

F. P. KEPPEL 

December I 5, 1942. 
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'!!!!:·-······· .. ····················~··············· .. ·•·····••······················· ... ·················································•· 
Late in the summer of 19.37 Frederick P. Keppel, on behalf of the 

Trustees of the Carnegie Corporation of New York, of which he was then 
President, invited me to become the director of "a comprehensive study 
of the Negro in the United States, to be undertaken in a wholly objective 
and dispassionate way as a social phenomenon." 

Our idea, so far as we have developed it, would be to invite one man to be respon• 
sible for the study as a whole, but to place at his disposal the services of a grour 
of associates, Americans, who would be competent to deal as experts with the anthro
pological, economic, educational and social aspects of the question, including publi.
health and public administration.• 

After some correspondence and, later, personal conferences in the spring 
of 1938, when I was in the United States for another purpose, the matter 
was settled. It was envisaged that the study would require a minimum of 
two years of intensive work, but that it might take a longer time before the 
final report could be submitted. 

On September 10, 1938, I arrived in America to start the work. Richard 
Sterner of the Royal Social Board, Stockholm, had been asked to accom
pany me. On Mr. Keppel's advice, we started out in the beginning of 
October on a two months' exploratory journey through the Southern states. 
Jackson Davis, of the General Education Board, who has behind him the 
experiences of a whole life devoted to improving race relations in the 
South and is himself a Southerner, kindly agreed to be our guide, and has 
since then remained a friend and an advisor. 

We traveled by car from Richmond, Virginia, and passed through most of the 
Southern states. We established contact with a great number of white and Negro 
leaders in nrious activities; visited universities, colleges, schools, churches, and 
various state and community agencies as well as factories and plantations; talked to 
police officers, teachers, preachers, politicians, journalists, agriculturists, workers, 
aharecroppers, and in fact, all sorta of people, colored and white ••• 

During this trip the State Agents for Negro Education in the variom states were 
our key contacts. They were all extremely generous with their time and intereat, and 
were very helpful. 

The trip was an exploratory journey: we went around with our eyes wide open and 
gathered impressions, but did not feel ready, and in any case, had not the neceasar, 
time to collect in an original way data and material for the Study. The experiencei 

• Letter from Mr. Frederick P. Keppel, Auguat u, 1937. 
ix 
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however, was neceuary. Without it our later studies will have no concrete pointt at 
which to be fixed •• 

After a period of library work a :first memorandum on the planning of 
. the research to be undertaken was submitted to Mr. Keppel on January 2.8, 

1939. It was later mimeographed, and I had, at this stage of the study, the 
advantage of criticisms and suggestions, in oral discussions and by letter, 
from a number of scholars and experts, among whom were: W. W. Alex
ander, Ruth Benedict, Franz Boas, Midian 0. Bousfield, Sterling Brown, 
W. 0. Brown, Ralph J. Bunche, Eveline Burns, Horace Cayton, Allison 
Davis, Jackson Davis, John Dollard, W. E. B. Du Bois, Edwin Embree, 
Earl Engle, Clark Foreman, E. Franklin Frazier, Abram L. Harris, 
Melville J. Herskovits, Charles S. Johnson, Guion G. Johnson, Guy B. 
Johnson, Eugene Kinckle Jones, Thomas Jesse Jones, Otto Klineberg, 
Ralph Linton, Alain Locke, Frank Lorimer, George Lundberg, Frank 
Notestein, Howard W. Odum, Frederick Osborn, Robert E. Park, Hortense 
Powdermaker, Arthur Raper, Ira DeA. Reid, E. B. Reuter, Sterling Spero, 
Dorothy Swaine Thomas, W. I. Thomas, Charles H. Thompson, Edward 
L. Thorndike, Rupert B. Vance, Jacob Viner, Walter White, Doxey A. 
Wilkerson, Faith Williams, Louis Wirth, L. Hollingsworth Wood, 
Thomas J. Woofter, Jr., Donald R. Young. 

During the further planning of the study in terms of specific research 
projects and collaborators, Donald R. Young of the Social Science Research 
Council, Charles S. Johnson of Fisk University, and Thomas J. Woofter, 
Jr., then of the Works Progress Administration, were relied upon heavily 
for advice. Mr. Young, in particular, during this entire stage of the study, 
was continuously consulted not only on all major questions but on many 
smaller concerns as they arose from day to day, and he placed at my 
disposal his great familiarity with the field· of study as wdl as with 
available academic personnel. Upon the basis of the reactions I had 
received, I reworked my plans and gradually gave them a more defuiite 
form in terms of feasible approaches and the manner of actually handling 
tbe problems. A conference was held at Asbury Park New Jersey from 
April 23 to April 28 inclusive, at which were present Ralph J. B~che, 
Charles S. Johnson, Guy B. Johnson, Richard Sterner, Dorothy S. Thomas, 
T.homas J. ~oofter, Jr., and Donald R. Young. As a result of the confer
ence _I submitted to Mr. Keppel, in a Jetter of April 28, 1939, a more 
delinite plan for the next stage of the study. The general terms of reference 
were defined in the following way: 

• The study, thaa conceived, ahould aim at determining the eoci-1 pol't'--1 ed 
t1011ai and · ;u, 1 '""'• aca-• . econom_1c ltatua of the Negro in the United States II well aa de£ni 
oprn,o;• held by ddferent groups of Negroes and whitea as to hia "right" ,tatua. ~ 
•must, urther, be concerned 1'Vith both recent changes and current trends with respect 

Memorandum to M,. Keppel, January as, 11139. 
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to the Negro'• position in American aociety. Attention must also be given to the 
total American picture with particular emphasis on relations between the two racee. 
Finally, it must consider what changes are being or can be induced by education, 
legislation, interracial efforts, concerted action by Negro groups, etc. 

• Mr. Keppel, who from the start had given me the benefit of his most 
personal interest and advice, and who had followed the gradual develop
ment of the approach, gave his approval to the practical plans. Needed 
were a working staff, consisting of experts who could devote their whole 
time to the project, and, in addition, the collaboration of other experts to 
prepare research memoranda on special subjects. I ,was most fortunate in 
securing the cooperation needed. The following staff members were 
engaged, besides Richard Sterner: Ralph J. Bunche, Guy B. Johnson, Paul 
H. Norgren, Dorothy S. Thomas, and Doxey A. Wilkerson. Norgren did 
not join the staff until November I, 1939. Mrs. Thomas left the study on 
January 15, 1940, for another engagement. Outside the staff, the following 
persons undertook various research tasks, namely: M. F. Ashley-Montagu, 
Margaret Brenman, Sterling Brown, Barbara Burks, Allison Davis, J. G. 
St. Clair Drake, Harold F. Dorn, G. James Fleming, Lyonel C. Florant, 
E. Franklin Frazier, Herbert Goldhamer, Melville J. Herskovits~ T. 
Arnold Hill, Eugene L. Horowitz, Eleanor C. Isbell, Charles S. Johnson, 
Guion G. Johnson, Dudley Kirk, Louise K. Kiser, Otto Klineberg, Ruth 
Landes, Gunnar Lange, T. C. McCormick, Benjamin Malzberg, Gladys 
Palmer, Arthur Raper, Ira DeA. Reid, Edward Shils, Bernhard J. Stern, 
Louis Wirth, T. J. Woofter, Jr. There were the following assistants to 
staff members and outside collaborators, who worked for various periods: 
Berta Asch, Lloyd H. Bailer, Louis Boone, Frieda Brim, Vincent Brown, 
William B. Bryant, Elwood C. Chisolm, Walter Chivers, Kenneth Clark, 
Belle Cooper, Lenore Epstein, Edm,mia Grant, Louis 0. Harper, James 
Healy, Mary C. Ingham, James E. Jackson, Jr., Wilhelmina Jackson, 
Anne De B. Johnson, Louis W. Jones, Alan D. Kandel, Simon Marcson, 
Felix E. Moore, Jr., Rose K. Nelson, Herbert R. Northrup, Edward N. 
Palmer, Lemuel A. Penn, Glaucia B. Roberts, Arnold M. Rose, George 
C. Stoney, Joseph Taylor, Benjamin Tepping, Harry J. Walker, Richard 
B. Whitten, Milton Woll, Rowena Wyant, and Walter Wynne. Mrs. 
Rowena Hadsell Saeger was the executive secretary of the study through
out this stage. 

During the summer of 1939 I prepared a detailed plan for the study.• 
The work on the various research memoranda started gradually during 
the summer and fall of 1939, and I remained in close touch with all_ my. 
collaborators. As I wantea to be able to corroborate, as far as poast"ble, 

• "Memorandum OD the Disposition of the Study OD the American Nqn,.,, 
information in the literary sources and in the research memoranda being 
1;>repared for the study, by looking at interracial relations in various parts 
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of the country with my own eyes, I continued to reserve as much of my 
time as possible for work in the field. 

After the Germans had invaded Denmark and Norway in April, 1940, 
Mr. Keppel and I agreed that my duty was to go home to Sweden. Samuel 
A. Stouffer-who, meanwhile, had undertaken the responsibilities on the 
staff which Mrs. Thomas had left-agreed to take upon himself the burden 
of directing the project in my absence. Without reserve, he unselfishly 
devoted all his talents and all his energy to the task of bringing the research 
to completion by September I, I 940, and he succeeded. I shall always 
remain in deep gratitude to Stouffer for what he did during those months 
and for the moral support he thereafter has unfailingly given me and the 
project. 

Because of the delay in the completion of the work-and, indeed, the 
uncertainty as to whether I would ever be able to return to the task of 
writing a final report-the Corporation decided, in the fall of I 940, to 
facilitate the publication of some of the memoranda. A Committee to advise 
in the selection of those contributions most nearly ready for publication 
was appointed, consisting of Donald R. Young, Chairman, Shelby M. 
Harrison and William F. Ogburn. Samuel A. Stouffer served as Secretary 
to this committee. The following volumes have been published: 

Melville J. Henkoviu, The Myth of the Negro Past. New York: Harper & Brothen, 
1941. 

Charles S. Johnson, Patterns of Negro Segregation. New York: Harper & Brothers, 
1943. 

Richard Sterner, The Negro's S/1,(Jt"e. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1943. 

A fourth volume is to be published later: 

Otto Klineberg, editor, CkaracteriJti&s of the American Negro. New York: Harper 8t 
Brothen. 

This volume contains the following research memoranda, the manuscripts 
of which will be deposited in the Schomburg Collection of the New York 
Public Library. 

Otto Klineberg, "Tests of Negro Intelligence," "Experimental Studies of Negro 
Personality." 

Benjamin Malzberg, "Mental Disease among American Negroes: A Statistical 
Analysis." 

Louis Wirth and Herbert Goldhamer, "The Hybrid and the Problem of Miscegena-
tion." 

Eugene L. Horowitz, " 'Race' Attitudes." 
Guy Johnson, "The Stereotypes of the American Negro." · 

The following unpublished manuscripts, prepared for the study-after 
some provision has been made to preserve the authors' right~ bein~ 
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deposited in the Schomburg Collection of the New York Public Library 
where they will be available for scientific reference:• 

M. F. Ashley-Montagu, "Origin, Composition and Physical Characteristics of the 
American Negro Population." 

Margaret Brenman, "Personality Traits of Urban Negro Girls." 
Sterling Brown, "The Negro in American Culture" (fragment). 
Ralph Bunche, "Conceptions and Ideologies of the Negro Problem," "The Pro

grams, Ideologies, Tactics, and Achievements of Negro Betterment and Inter
racial Organizations," "A Brief :md Tentative Analysis of Negro LeadeI'llhip," 
"The Political Status of the Negro," 

Barbara Burks, "The Present Status of the Nature-Nurture Problem as It Relates to 
Intelligence." 

Allison Da\·is, "Negro Churches and .t\,;.~ociations in the Lower South." 
Harold F. Dorn, "The Health of the Negro." 
J. G. St. Clair Drake, "Negro Churclws anJ Asmciations in Chicago." 
G. James Fleming, "The Negro Press." 
Lyonel C. Florant, "Critique of the Census of the United States," ''Negro Mig,a

tion-1860-1940" (revised edition, 1942, of the Stouffer-Florant manuscript). 
E. Franklin Frazier, "Recreation and Amusement among American Negroes," "Stories 

of Experiences with Whites." 
T. Arnold Hill, "Digest and Analysis of Questionnaires Submitted by Urban League 

Secretaries for 'The Negro in America.' Churches and Lodges, Negro Business 
and Businessmen, Racial Attitudes, Recreation and Leisure Time," 

E. C. Isbell, "The Negro FJmily in America," "Statistics of Population Growth 
and Composition.'' · 

Guion G. Johnson, "A History of Racial Ideologies in the United States with Refer
ence to the Negro.'' 

Guion G. Johnson and Guy B. Johnson, "The Church and the Race Problem in 
the United States.'' 

Guy B. Johnson and Louise K. Kiser, "The Negro and Crime.'' 
Dudley Kirk, "The Fertility of the Negro.'' 
Ruth Landes, "The Ethos of the Negro in the New World." 
Gunnar Lange, "Trends in Southern Agriculture," "The Agricultural Adjustment 

Program and the Negro" (fragment). 
T. C. McCormick, "The Negro in ;-\griculture.'' 
Benjamin Malzberg, "A Study of Delusions among Negroes with Mental Diseases.'' 
Paul Norgren, "Negro Labor and Its Problems.'' 

• In addition to the unpublished research memoranda listed, the following material is also 
deposited in the Schomburg Collection: 

Memorandum to Mr. Keppel, January :i8, 1939 (containing the first plan of the Study) 
Memorandum to the Stafi, "Disposition of the Study on the American Negro," September 

10, 1939 (containing the definitive reaearch program) 
Memorandum to the Staff, "Main Vic:wpoints and Emphases of tbe Study," February 8, 

1940 
Memorandum to the Staff, "Preparation of Manuscripts," February S, 1940 
Memorandum to the Staff, "Bibliographies," October J 1, 1939 
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E. Nelson Palmer, "A Note on the Development of Negro Lodges in the United 
States." 

Arthur Raper, "Race and Class Pressures." 
Ira DeA. Reid, "The Negro in the American Economic System." 
Edward A. Shils, "The Bases of Social Stratification in Negro Society." 
Bernhard J. Stern, "The Negro in Adult Education." 
Samuel A. Stouffer and Lyonel C. Florant, "Negro Population and Negro Popula-

tion Movements: I 860-1940, in Relation to Social and Economic Factors." 
Doxey Wilkerson, "The Negro in American Education" (fragment). 
T. J. Woofter, Jr., "The Negro and Agricultural Policy." 

The Advisory Committee appointed by the Corporation has gone 
through all the published and unpublished memoranda listed above. 
Coming to the material from outside and viewing it with fresh eyes, the 
Committee felt justified in giving the following appraisal: 

The Committee found that every manuscript submitted offered significant con
tributions. In serving the purposes of the Study so well, the contributors necessarily 
subordinated their individual publication interests to the interests of the central 
project. This is evidence of unselfish team-play which deserves respect and com
mendation.a 

To this high appreciation, which needs no amplification on my part, I want 
to add some words of personal gratitude to my colleagues in the first stage 
of the study. The collaboration in the study-which embraced, in friend
ship and concerted efforts, white and Negro men and women of different 
specialties, ages, and previous accomplishments-gave more than is con
tained in the 15,000 typewritten pages of manuscript. Even about the 
specific problems of race relations, which we were studying together, I 
learned much more from our informal conferences than I can ever duly 
account for in this book. 

To Mrs. Rowena Hadsell Saeger I remain grateful for her great 
devotion and, specifically, for the efficient manner in which she relieved 
me of much office work in directing the study, thereby allowing me to use 
much of the year for continuing my field trips. 

The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, The 
Urban League, The Commission for Interracial Cooperation, private and 
public research institutions, several branche.s of the federal government, 
and state and municipal authorities in different parts of the country, and, 
in addition, a great number of individuals, have aided me and my collalr 
orators to an extent which makes any detailed acknowledgment difficult. 

The first stage of the study closed with the completion of the several 
research memoranda which are published or, in unpublished form are 
made available for students of the Negro problem. ' 

• Foreword by the Committee to: Melville J. Herskovits, The Myth of the Negro Past 
(1941), p. x. 
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The second stage of the study began when I returned to America on 
March 6, 194r. In writing the present book, which has been produced 
during this second stage, I have utilized the unpublished manuscripts, 
prepared for the study during its first stage, in the same manner as I have 
used the printed literature. I have, therefore, had frequent occasion to cite 
them. As a glance at the footnotes will reveal, the unpublished manuscripts 
on which I have relied most heavily are those by Bunche, Norgren, Raper, 
Stouffer and Florant, and, in the next place, those of Dorn, Drake, Kirk 
and Lange. I have, of course, depended upon the printed literature to an 
even greater extent than upon the specially prepared monographs. Mnch 
of the library work was done during the summer of 1941 in the excellent 
Baker Library of Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire. Use 
was also made of the Columbia University Library, the New York Public 
Library, the Princeton University Library and the Russell Sage Founda
tion's library. I have also drawn upon my personal observations of condi
tions and attitudes in various parts of the country and upon the observations 
of Sterner and Rose. Most of the book was written in Princeton, New 
Jersey. 

In September, 1941, I was joined by Richard Sterner and Arnold Rose, 
whose names rightly appear on the title page as assistants. Richard Sterner 
has been my associate in this work from the first day. Together we explored 
the Negro problem in America, which was so new and foreign to us both, 
and together we discussed the task to be accomplished. Sterner assisted in 
an essential way in outlining the program for the first stage of the work. 
Besides the special investigation of the Negro's standard of living, which 
he later undertook as one of the staff members and which resulted in his 
now published book, The Negro's Share: In Income, Consumption, Hous
ing and Public Assistance, he kept, upon my request, a general interest and 
a general responsibility for the wider economic problems of the Negro in 
America. For the present book he has prepared manuscripts in draft form 
for nine chapters in Part IV on economic problems. Appendix: 6, "Pre-War 
Conditions of the Negro Wage Earner in Selected Industries and Occupa
tions," is written by him. He has carefully gone through the several 
succeeding drafts of other parts of the book and has given me criticism 
which has not only referred to details but often to fundamental views and 
arrangement. For the final shape of Part Von the political problems, for 
instance, his criticism has been of greatest importance since it has led me 
to stress, much more than I had succeeded in doing in a first draft, the 
elements of actual and pending change in the political scene of the Sbuth. 
His critique of this and other parts has had a specific functional .. rvalue for 
the writing of this book, as he, being a stranger like myself ihd having 
the same cultural background, was inside the points of ~iew which have 
been applied throughout the work. I should also mentjo:ri that when state-
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ments in this book are made in a conjectural form and based on personal 
observations, these observations are often made by Sterner or by both 
Sterner and myself. 

Arnold Rose has prepared drafts for Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8 on problems 
connected with race and population, Chapter 22 on the present political 
scene, Chapter 29 on the patterns of discrimination, Chapters 41 and 42 on 
church and education, and Appendices 4, 7 and 8. He has also prepared 
drafts for many sections of other chapters. For still other chapters he has 
assembled data and filled in gaps. For the final formulation of the main 
methodological analysis in Appendix 2 on facts and values in social science, 
his contribution has been of great importance. He has read the manuscripts 
of all parts and edited them. His editing work has included much more 
than polishing the English. It has, rather, been a most conscientious check
ing of basic data as well as of inferences, and a critical consideration of 
arrangement, viewpoints and conclusions. Both his criticisms and sugges
tions have, with few exceptions, led to changes in the final manuscript, and 
many of these changes are important. His wide knowledge of the social 
science literature and his sound judgment on methodological problems 
have, in this critical work, been significant. When I delivered the manu
script and departed from America, there was still a great deal of checking 
to be done and gaps to be filled in for which he was responsible, as well 
45 for the proof reading. He also had to write Chapters 43 and 4-1-, on the 
Negro community and culture, and Sections I and 4 of Appendix 10. For 
the present form of these two chapters and the appendix, Rose is himself 
responsible. 

About the contributions of both Sterner and Rose I want to add the 
following. The size of the book, and still more the scope of the problems 
involved, will make it understandable even to the reader who is not him
self familiar with many of the specific fields, that the work done has been 
immense. We have had to dig deep into primary sources in many fields 
of social science and a major part of this digging has been done by them. 
The collaboration, which stretched ruthlessly over evenings and weekends, 
has been a sheer pleasure to me, as I have felt more than I have ever 
experienced before the stimulation of an ideal cooperation where we not 
only added together the results of our labor but imagined that we in our 
concerted endeavors sometimes reached higher than an arithmetical sum. 
A similar outlook on the methodological problems of social science and a 
mutually shared scientific curiosity in seeing our structure of hypothesis, 
data, and conclusion rise, have given to our collaboration a spirit of intel-
lectual exploration which I will not soon forget. · 

To Miss Ruth Mo'\1lik, who has been our secretary and who will con
tinue to stay with the book until it has come through the press, we an: 
grateful for her skill and great devotion. Besides the responsibility for 
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the office and, particularly, for the typing and checking of the manuscript, 
she has helped us by statistical computations, by digging up sources in the 
library, by checking statistical data and quotations, and in many other ways. 

In the last, hectic stage of the study, from September through December, 
1942., Caroline Baer Rose was a member of the little group of three who 
had to carry on after Sterner and I departed for Sweden. She worked 
unsdfishly through all hours, including evenings and weekends, and 
brought to the study her frank personality and broad background. She 
assisted Mr. Rose in checking data and filling in gaps and was especially 
helpful in doing these things on the economics part. She also wrote the 
first draft of Chapter 44, Section 4, on "Recreation." 

Before making my final revision of the manuscript I have had the 
invaluable help of having it read critically and carefully by two friends 
who are at the same time outstanding social scientists with a great familiarity 
with the problems treated in the book: Professors E. Franklin Frazier of 
Howard University and Louis Wirth of the University of Chicago. They 
have not spared any effort, and as a result I have had their criticisms and. 
suggestions often from page to page, referring to everything from the 
syntax and the arrangement of chapters and appendices to fundamental 
problems of approach and to conclusions. In my revision nearly every 
point raised by them has caused omissions, additions, rearrangements, 
clarifications or other alterations. Paul H. Norgren has read Appendix 6 
and a first draft of Chapter 19. Gunnar Lange has read Chapters IO to 12. 
and a first draft of Chapter I 8. The final manuscript has benefited by their 
criticism. Alva Myrdal has read various chapters; her criticism of Appendix 
1 and Chapter 41 on Negro education has been particularly valuable. 

The relation of the study to the Carnegie Corporation of New York 
must be accounted for. The study has an unusual character as it was not 
initiated by any individual scholar or academic institution but sponsored 
by the Carnegie Corporation itself and, in a sense, carried out within the 
Corporation. The general plan that a number of American experts should 
be asked to collaborate by preparing research monographs while the director 
himself should write a final report, was also developed by the Corporation. 
All decisions on practical and financial matters have been taken on the 
responsibility of the Corporation. The Trustees of the Corporation have 
been most generous and prompt in appropriating necessary funds for the 
study. 

Mr. Keppel has had to keep in closer touch with the progress of the 
work th~n is usual when a study is sponsored by an outside institution. No 
conventional words of appreciation can express what his unfailing personal 
interest in the project has meant in upholding the courage of the present 
author throughout his tribulations. Charles Dollard, the Assistant to the 
President of the Carnegie Corporation, has followed the work in all its 
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practical details and has, with Keppel, contributed most in terms of moral 
support and advice. Both Keppel and Dollard have read the manuscript 
and given me their criticisms and suggestions, which have been very 
valuable. 

For the content of the book, I am solely responsible. 

The scope and main direction of this book will be explained in the 
"Introduction." There are, however, some few notes of a more personal 
character for which the proper place is at the close of this preface. To 
invite a foreigner-someone "in a nonimperialistic country with no back
ground of domination of one race over another" who, presumably "would 
approach the situation with an entirely fresh mind"; I am here again 
quoting Keppel's first letter, August 12, 1937-to review the most serious 
race problem in the country, is an idea singularly American. In any other 
COWltry such a proposal would have been defeated by afterthoughts of 
practical and political expediency. Many will deem it a foolish idea. But 

. more fundamentally it is a new demonstration, in a minor matter, of 
American moralism, rationalism, and optimism-and a demonstration of 
America's unfailing conviction of its basic soundness and strength. Early 
in the course of this work, when I had found out the seriousness of the 
task before me, I proposed to Mr. Keppel that a committee be formed of 
a Southern white, a Northern white, and a Negro. In such a group we 
could have allowed for political considerations and worked out a basis for 
practical understanding, to which each one could have subscribed, since the 
representation of different viewpoints would have accounted for the intel
lectual compromises involved. This was, however, not at all what he 
wanted. He told me that everyone would generously help and advise me
and there he proved right-but that I would have· to find out for myself, 
and upon my own responsibility, the truth in the- matter without any side 
glances as to what was politically desirable and expedient. 

This book is the result. Let it be added at once that the author does not 
have any pretension of having produced the definitive statement of the 

• Negro problem in America. The problem is too big and too complicated, 
and also things are rapidly changing while one writes. Time has, as always, 
been a limitation. When I now leave the work, I know that many chapters 
could be improved. But apart from such shortcomings, there is a more basic 
relativism which the reader should keep in mind. Things look difftJl'ent, 
d111mding upon "'WhfJl'fJ yo11 stand" as the American expression runs. The 
author fully realizes, and hopes the reader will remember, that he has 
never been subject to the strains involved in living in a black:white society 
and never has had t9 become adjusted to such a situation-and that this 
condition was the very reason why he was asked to undertake the work. 
He was requested to see things as a stranger. Indeed, he was asked to he 
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both the subject and the object of a cultural experiment in the &eld of social 
science. 

As he, in this problem-to which he previously had given hardly a 
thought-was nearly stripped of all the familiar and conventional moorings 
of viewpoints and valuations, he had to construct for himself a system of 
coordinates. He found this in the American ideals of equality and liberty. 
Being a stranger to the problem, he has had perhaps a greater awareness 
of the extent to which human valuations everywhere enter into our scientific 
discussion of the Negro problem. In two appendices on valuations, beliefs, 

. and facts he has attempted to clear the methodological ground for a 
scientific approach which keeps the valuations explicit and hinders them 
from going underground in the form of biases distorting the facts. And he 
has followed the rule all through the book of inserting the terms "the 
American Creed" and "value premise" and of specifying those value 
premises and printing them in italics. The reader will be less irritated by 
their repetition if he understands that these terms are placed as signs of 
warning to the reader and to the writer alike: the search for scientific 
knowledge and the drawing of practical conclusions are dependent upon 
valuations as well as upon facts. 

When, in this way, the data on the American Negro problem are mar
shaled under the high ideals of the American Creed, the fact must be faced 
that the result is rather dark. Indeed, as will be pointed out in the first 
chapter, the Negro problem in America represents a moral lag in the 
development of the nation and a study of it must record nearly everything 
which is bad and wrong in America. The reading of this book must be 
somewhat of an ordeal to the good citizen. I do not know if it can be 
offered as a consolation that the writing of the book, for much the same 
reason, has been an ordeal to the author who loves and admires America 
next to his own country-and does it even more sincerely after having had 
to become an expert on American imperfections. To a scholar a work is 
always something of a fate. His personal controls are diminutive; he is 
in the hands of the facts, of his professional standards, and of the funda
mental approach chosen. 

If this book gives a more complete record than is up to now available 
of American shortcomings in this field, I hope, however, that it also 
accounts more completely for the mutability in relations, the hope for 
great improvement in the near future and, particularly, the dominant role 
of ideals in the social dynamics of America. When looking back over the 
long manuscript, one main conclusion-which should be stressed here since 
it cannot be reiterated through the whole book-is this: that not Jm&II 

Reconstruction has there been more reason to anticipate fundtmum,u 
changes in American race relations, changes which will imolve o ae'Uelop
mmt to'"""" the American itleols. 
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To the friends, colleagues, experts, and administrators of both races who 
have been helpful to me in the course of this study, l want to say plainly 
that in a job of this kind the attempt to be completely honest involves the 
author in the risk of losing friends. If this does not happen in the present 
instance, I shall ascribe this to the singular American magnanimity which 
is demonstrated in the very initiative of calling for this study. 

GUNNAR MYRDAL 

Stockholm, October, I 942 
University of Stockholm 
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INTRODUCTION 
........................................................ , .................................................................................. .. 

I. THE NEGRO PROBLEM AS A MORAL ISSUE 

There is a "Negro problem" in the United States and most Americans 
are aware of it, although it assumes varying forms and intensity in differ
ent regions of the country and among diverse groups of the American 
people. Americans have to react to it, politically as citizens and, where 
there are Negroes preient in the community, privately as neighbors. 

To the great majority of white Americans the Negro problem has dis
tinctly negative connotations. It suggc:sts something difficult to settle and 
equally difficult to leave alone. It is ,embarrassing. It makes for moral 
uneasiness. The very presence of the Negro in America•; his fate in this 
country through slavery, Civil \Var and Reconstruction; his recent career 
and his present status; his accommodation; his protest and his aspiration; 
in fact his entire biological, historical and social existence as a participant 
American represent to the ordinary white man in the North as well as in 
the South an anomaly in the very structure of American society. To many, 
this takes on the proportion of a menace-biological, economic, social, 
cultural, and, at times, political. This anxiety may be mingled with a feel
ing of individual and collective guilt. A few sec the problem as a chal
lenge to statesmanship. To all it is a trouble. 

These and many other mutually inconsistent attitudes are blended into 
none too logical a scheme which, in turn, may be quite inconsistent with 
the wider personal, moral, religious, and civic sentiments and ideas of the 
Americans. Now and theu, even the least sophisticated individual becomes 
aware of his own confusion and the contradiction in his attitudes. Occasion
ally he may recognize, even if only for a moment, the incongruence of his 
state of mind and find it so intolerable that the whole organization of his 
moral precepts is shaken. But most people, most of the time, suppress such 
threats to their moral integrity together with all of the confusion, the 
ambiguity, and inconsistency which lurks in the basement of man's soul. 
This, however, is rarely accomplished without mental strain. Out of the 
strain comes a sense of uneasiness and awkwardness which always seems 
attached to the Negro problem. 

The strain is increased in democratic America by the freedom left open 
• The word America will be used in this book aa a synonym for continental United 

States. 
xiv 
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-even in the South,a to a considerable extent-for the advocates of the 
Negro, his rights and welfare. All "pro-Negro" forces in American society, 
whether organized or not, and irrespective of their wide differences in both 
strategy and tactics, sense that this is the situation. They all work on the 
national conscience. They all seek to fix everybody's attention on the sup
pressed moral conflict. No wonder that they are often regarded as public 
nuisances, or worse-even when they succeed in getting grudging conces
sions to Negro rights and welfare. 

At this point it must be observed that America, relative to all the other 
branches of Western civilization, is moralistic and "moral-conscious." The 
ordinary American is the opposite of a cynic. He is on the average more of 
a believer and a defender of the faith in humanity than the rest of the 
Occidentals. It is a relatively important matter to him to be true to his own 
ideals and to carry them out in actual life. We recognize the American, 
wherever we meet him, as a practical idealist. Compared with members of 
other nations of Western civilization, the ordinary American is a rational
istic being, and there are close relations between his moralism and his 
rationalism. Even romanticism, transcendentalism, and mysticism tend to 
be, in the American culture, rational, pragmatic and optimistic. American 
civilization early acquired a flavor of enlightenment which has affected the 
ordinary American's whole personality and especially his conception of 
how ideas and ideals ought to "click" together. He has never developed 
that particular brand of tired mysticism and romanticism which finds 
delight in the inextricable confusion in the order of things and in ineffec
tuality of the human mind. He finds such leanings intellectuaHy perverse. 

These generalizations might seem venturesome and questionable to the 
reflective American himself, who, naturally enough, has his attention 
directed more on the dissimilarities than on the similarities within his 
culture. What is common is usually not obvious, and it never becomes 
striking. But to the stranger it is obvious and even striking. In the social 
sciences, for instance, the American has, more courageously than anywhere 
else on the globe, started to measure, not only human intelligence, apti
tudes, and personality traits, but moral leanings and the "goodness" of 
communities. This man is a rationalist; he wants intellectual order in his 
moral set-up; he wants to pursue his own inclinations into their hidden 
hawits; arid he is likely to expose himself and his kind in a most undiplo
matic manner. 

In hasty strokes we are now depicting the essentials of the American 
~thos. This moralism and rationalism are to many of us-among them the 
author of this book-the glory of. the nation, its youthful strength, perhaps 
the salvation of mankind. The analysis of this "American Creed" and its 

• The more precise meaning of the words, Sowh, North, and other terms for regiou ill 
America will be a:pla.ined in Appendix 4-. 
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implications have an important place in our inquiry. While on the one 
hand, to such a moralistic and rationalistic being as the ordinary American, 
the Negro problem and his own confused and contradictory attitudes 
toward it must be disturbing; on the other hand, the very mass of unsettled 
problems in his heterogeneous and changing culture, and the inherited 
liberalistic trust that things will ultimately take care of themselves and 
get settled in one way or another, enable the ordinary American to live 
on happily, with recognized contradictions around him and within him, 
in a kind of bright fatalism which is unmatched in the rest of the Western 
world. This fatalism also belongs to the national ethos. 

The American Negro problem i.r a problem in the heart of the American. 
h .is there that the interracial tension has its focus. It is tluro that tlu 
decisive struggle goes on. This is the central viewpoint of this treatise. 
Though our study includes economic, social, and political race relations, 
at bottom our problem is the moral dilemma of tl.e American-the conflict 
between his moral valuations on various levels of consciousness and general
ity. The "American Dilemma," referred to in the title of this book, is the 
ever-raging conflict between, on the one hand, the valuations preserved on 
the general plane which we slzall call the "American Creed," where the 
American thinks, talks, and acts under the influence of high national and 
Christian precepts, and, on the other hand, the valuations on specific planes 
of individual and group living, where personal and local interests; eco
nomic, social, and sexual jealousies; considerations of community prestige 
and conformity; group -prejudice against particular persons or types of 
people; and •ll sorts of miscellaneous wants, impulses, and habits dominats 
his outlook. 

The American philosopher, John Dewey, whose immense influence is 
to be explained by his rare gift for projecting faithfully the aspirations and 
possibilities of the culture he was born into, in the maturity of age and 
wisdom has written a book on Freedom and Culture, in which he says: 

Anything that obscures the fundamentally moral nature of the social problem ia 
harmful, no matter whether it proceeds from the side of physical or of psychological 
theory. Any doctrine that eliminates or even obscures the function of choice of values 
and enlistment of desires and emotions in behalf of those chosen weakens penonal 
responsibility for judgment and for action. It thus helps create the attitudes that 
wdcome and support the totalitari:m state.1 

We shall attempt to follow through Dewey's conception of what a social 
problem really is. 

2. VALUATIONS AND BELIEFS 

The Negro problem in America would be of a different nature, and, 
indeed, would be simpler to handle scientifically, if the moral conflict 
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raged only between valuations held by different persons and groups of 
persons. The essence of the moral situation is, however, that the conflicting 
valuations are also held by the same person. The mo1"al stt"uggle goes on 
within people and not only between them. As people's valuations at"e con
fticling, behfll}KJ1" no,-mally becomes a moral compromi.re. T hMe at"e no 
homogeneous "attitudes" behind human behavior but a mesh of strogglmg 
inclinatkJns, interests, and ideals, some held conscious and some suppressed 
for long intervals but all active in bending behavior in theit" direction. 

The unity of a culture consists in the fact that all valuations are 
mutually shared in some degree. We shall find that even a poor and 
uneducated white person in some isolated and backward rural region in 
the Deep South, who is violently prejudiced against the Negro and intent 
upon depriving him of civic rights and human independence, has also a 
whole compartment in his valuation sphere housing the entire American 
Creed of liberty, equality, justice, and fair opportunity for everybody. He 
is actually also a good Christian and honestly devoted to the ideals of 
human brotherhood and the Golden Rule. And these more general valua
tions-more general in the sense that they refer to all human beings-are, 
to some extent, effective in shaping his behavior. Indeed, it would be impos
sible to understand why the Negro does not fare worse in some regions of 
America if it were not constantly kept in mind that behavior is the outcome 
of a compromise between valuations, among which the equalitarian ideal 
is one. At the other end, there are few liberals, even in New England, who 
have not a well-furnished compartment of race prejudice, even if it is usually 
suppressed from conscious attention. Even the American Negroes share 
in this community of valuations: they have eagerly imbibed the American 
Creed and the revolutionary Christian teaching of common brotherhood; 
under closer study, they usually reveal also that they hold something of 
the majority prejudice against their own kind and its characteristics. 

The intensities and proportions in whith these conflicting valuations are 
present vary considerably from one American to another, and within the 
same individual, from one situation to another. The cultural unity of the 
nation consists, however, in the fact that most Americans liave ·most valua
tions in common though they are arranged differently in the sphere of 
valuations of different individuals and groups and bear different intensity 
coefficients. This cultural unity is the indispensable basis for discussion 
between persons and groups. It is the floor upon which the democratic 
process goes on. 

In America as everywhere else people agree, as an abstract proposition. 
that the more general valuatfoni-those which refer to man as such and 
not to any particular_ group or temporary situation-are morally higher. 
These valuations are also given the sanction of · religion and national 
legislation. They are incorporated into the American Creed. The other 
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valuations-which refer to various smaller groups of mankind or to partic
ular occasions-are commonly referred to as "irrational>' or "prejudiced," 
sometimes even by people who express and stress them. They are defended 
in terms of tradition, expediency or utility. 

Trying to defend their behavior to others, and primarily to themselves, 
people will attempt to conceal the conflict between their different valua
tions of what is desirable and undesirable, right or wrong, by keeping away 
some valuations from awareness and by focusing attention on others. For 
the same opportune purpose, people will twist and mutilate their beliefs 
of how social reality actually is. In our study we encounter whole systems 
of firmly entrenched popular beliefs concerning the Negro and his relations 
to the larger society, which are bluntly false and which can only be under
stood when we remember the opportunistic ad hoc purposes they serve. 
These "popular theories," because of the rationafo.ing function they serve, 
are heavily loaded with emotions. But people also want to be rational. 
Scientific truth-seeking and education arc slowly rectifying the beliefs and 
thereby also influencing the valuations. In a rationalistic civilization it is 
not only that the beliefs arc shaped by the valuations, but also that the 
valuations depend upon the beliefs.• 

Our task in this inquiry is to ascertain social reality as it is. We shall seek 
to depict the actual life conditions of the American Negro people and their 
manifold relations to the larger American society. We must describe, in as 
much detail as our observations and space here allow, who the American 
Negro is, and how he fares. Whenever possible, we shall present quantita
tive indices of his existence and of the material conditions for his existence. 
But this is not all and, from our point of view, not even the most important 
part of social reality. \Ve must go further and attempt to discover and 
dissect the doctrines and ideologies, valuations and beliefs, embedded in the 
minds of white and Negro Americans. We want to follow through W. I. 
Thomas's theme, namely, that when people define situations as real, they 
arc real.2 We shall try to remember throughout our inquiry that material 
facts in large measure arc the product of what people think, feel and 
believe. The actual conditions, as they are, indicate from this point of view 
the great disparities bctween the whites' and the Negroes' aspirations and 
realizations. The interrelations between the material facts and people's 
valuations of and beliefs about these facts are precisely what make the 
Negro a social problem. 

It is sometimes assumed to be the mark of "sound" research to dis
regard the fact that people are moral beings and that they are struggling 
for their conscience. In our view, this is a bias and a blindness, dangerous to 

• The theory of human behavior and its motivation, which is sketched in the text and ii 
basic to our approach to the Negro problem, is explained in Appendix 1, "A Methodological 
Note on Valuations and Beliefs." 
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the possibility of enabling scientific study to arrive at true knowledge. Every 
social study must have its center in an investigation of people's conflicting 
valuations and their opportune beliefs. They are social facts and can be 
observed by direct and indirect manifestations. We are, of course, also 
interested in discovering how these inclinations and loyalties came about 
and what the factors are upon which they rest. We want to keep free, how
ever, at least at the outset, from any preconceived doctrine or theory, 
whether of the type making biological characteristics, or economic inter
ests, sexual complexes, power relations, or anything else, the "ultimate" 
or "basic'' cause of these valuations. We hope to come out with a type of 
systematic understanding as eclectic as common sense itself when it is open
minded. 

When we thus choose to view the Negro problem as primarily a moral 
issue, we are in line with popular thinking. It is as a moral issue that this 
problem presents itself in the daily life of ordinary people; it is as a 
moral issue that they brood over it in their thoughtful moments. It is in 
terms of conflicting moral valuations that it is discussed in church and 
school, in the family circle, in the workshop, on the street corner, as well 
as in the press, over the radio, in trade union meetings, in the state legis
latures, the Congress and the Supreme Court. The social scientist, in his 
effort to lay bare concealed truths and to become maximally useful in 
guiding practical and political action, is prudent when, in the approach to 
a problem, he sticks as closely as possible to the common man's ideas and 
formulations, even though he knows that further investigation will carry 
him into tracts uncharted in the popular consciousness. There is a pragmatic 
common sense in people's ideas about themselves and their worries, which 
we cannot afford to miss when we start out to explore social reality. Other
wise we are often too easily distracted by our learned arbitrariness and our 
pet theories, concepts, and hypotheses, not to mention our barbarous ter
minology, which we generally are tempted to mistake for something more 
than mere words. Throughout this study we will constantly take our 
starting point in the ordinary man's own ideas, doctrines, theories and 
mental constructs. 

In approaching the Negro problem as primarily a moral issue of con
:fiicting valuations, it is not implied, of course, that ours is the prerogative 
of pronouncing on a priori grounds which values are "right" and which are 
"wrong." In fact, such judgments are out of the realm of social science, 
and will not be attempted in this inquiry. Our investigation will naturally 
be an analysis of morals and not in morals. In so far as we make our own 
judgments of value, they will be based on explicitly r.tated value premises, 
se~ected from ~ong those valuation~ actually observed as existing in the 
rrunds of the white and Negro Americans and tested as to their social and 
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political relevance and signi6cance. Our value judgments are thus derived 
and have no greater validity than the value premises postulated. 

3. A WHITE MAN'S PROBLEM 

Although the Negro problem is a moral issue both to Negroes and to 
whites in America, we shall in this book have to give primary attention 
to what goes on in the minds of white Americans. To explain this direction 
of our interest a general conclusion from our studies needs to be stated at 
this point. When the present investigator started his inquiry, his preconcep
tion was that it had to be focused on the Negro people and their peculiari
ties. This is understandable since, from a superficial view, Negro Americans, 
not only in physical appearance, but also in thoughts, feelings, and in 
manner of life, seemed stranger to him than did white Americans. Further
more, most of the literature on the Negro problem dealt with the Negroes: 
their racial and cultural characteristics, their living standards and occupa
tional pursuits, their stratification in social classes, their migration, their 
family organization, their religion, their illiteracy, delinquency and dis
ease, and so on. But as he proceeded in his studies into the Negro problem, 
it became increasingly evident that little, if anything, could be scienti6ca11y 
explained in terms of the peculiarities of the Negroes themselves. 

As a matter of fact, in their basic human traits the Negroei; are inherently 
not much different from other people. Neither are, incidentaJly, the white 
Americans. But Negroes and whites in the United States Jive in singular 
human relations with each other. All the circumstances of life-the 
"environmental'' conditions in the broadest meaning of that term-diverge 
more from the "normal" for the Negroes than for the whites, if only 
because of the statistical fact that the Negroes are the smaller group. The 
average Negro must experience many times more of the "abnormal'' inter
racial relations than the average white man in America.0 The more impor
tant fact, however, is that practically all the economic, social, and political 
power is held by whites. The Negroes do not by far have anything 
approaching a tenth of the things worth having in America. 

It is thus the white majority group that naturally determines the Negro's 
"place." All our attempts to reach scientific explanations of why the Negroes 
are what they are and why they live as they do have regularly led to 
determinants on the white side of the race line. In the practical and politi
cal struggles of effecting changes, the views and attitudes of the white 
Americans are likewise strategic. The Negro's entire life, and, consequently, 
also his opinions on the Negro problem, are, in the main, trJ be considered 
as secondary reactions to more primary pressures from the side of the 
dominant white majority. 

I 

• This is less true, of course, in communities where the rat;o between the num1,e1 of 
Negroes and the number of whites diverges sharply from the average ratio of one to ten 
fnr the whole nation. 
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The Negro was brought to America for the sake of the white man's 
prolit. He was kept in slavery for generations in the same interest. A civil 
war was fought between two regional groups of white Americans. For two 
years no one wanted Negroes involved in the fighting. Later on some two 
hundred thousand Negro soldiers fought in the Northern army, in addi
tion to all the Negro laborers, servants, spies, and he]pers in both armies. 
But it was not the Negroes' war. As a result of the war, which took a toll 
of some half million ki11ed and many more wounded, the four million 
Negro slaves were liberated. Since then the Negro's "place" in American 
society has been precarious, uncertain and changing; he was no longer so 
necessary and profitable to the white man as in slavery before the Civil War. 
In the main, however, the conflicting and vacillating valuations of the white 
majority have been decisive, whether the issue was segregation in the 
schools, discrimination with reference to public facilities, equal justice and 
protection under the laws, enjoyment of the franchise, or the freedom to 
enter a vocation and earn an honest living. The Negro, as a minority, and a 
poor and suppressed minority at that, in the final analysis, has had little 
other strategy open to him than to play on the conflicting values held in the 
white majority group. In so doing, he has been able to identify his cause 
with broader isoiucs in American politics and social life and with moral 
principles held dear by the white Americans. This is the situation even today 
and will remain so in the foreseeable future. In that sense, "this is a white 
man's country." 

This stress in the formulation of our problem, it must be repeated, is 
motivated by an ambition to be realistic about the actual power relations in 
American society. It should not be taken as a doctrinaire approach. In the 
degree that the Negro people succeed in acquiring and institutionalizing 
footholds of power in society with the help of interested white groups
for example, if they can freely .use their votes, as they can in the North, or 
press themselves into the industrial labor market and the trade unions
they will increasingly be able to act and not only to react. Under all 
circumstances, in fact even in slavery, the attitudes and activities of the 
Negro people do, to a certain extent, influence the attitudes and policies of 
the white majority group in power, as account is taken by the whites of the 
Negro's reactions. Even if the prevailing power situation is reason enough 
to look for the primary responsibility for what happens in the valuations of 
the white people, these same valuations are themselves the product of a 
two-way interracial relationship. 

4. NOT AN ISOLATED PROBLEM 

. Closely related to the thesis that the Negro problem is predominantly 
a white man's problem is another conclusion, which slowly dawned upon 
the author, though it undoubtedly is not news to many of his American 
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readers: The Negro -problem is an integral part of, or a special phase of, 
the whole complex of problems in the larger American civilization. It can
not be treated in isolation. There is no single side of the Negro problem
whether it be the Negro,s political status, the education he gets, his place 
in the labor market, his cultural and personality traits, or anything else
which is not predominantly determined by its total American setting. We 
shall, therefore, constantly be studying the American civilization in its 
entirety, though viewed in its implications for the most disadvantaged 
population group. 

There is a natural tendency on the part of white people in America to 
attempt to localize and demarcate the Negro problem into the segregated 
sector of American society where the Negroes live. This tendency is visible 
~ven in many scientific treatments of the Negro problem. The Negro 
spokesmen, on their side, are often equally tempted to stress the singularity 
of their grievances to the extent of not considering the broader setting. 
The fact of segregation also often makes them lcs!! familiar with the 
American society at large. The Negro social scientists have their special 
opportunity in knowing intimately the Negro community and will-with a 
few outstanding exceptions 3-treat their problems in isolation. 

The assumption underlying the approach in this book is, on the contrary, 
that the Negro problem exists and changes because of conditions and forces 
operating in the larger American society. Establishing this integration is 
thought to make the analysis more realistic. This will explain and, the 
author believes, justify the fact that in all parts of this inquiry attention is 
given to the characteristics of the American society at large in which the 
Negro becomes a problem. 

The relationship between American society and the Negro problem is not 
one-sided. The entire structure of American society is itself greatly con
ditioned by the presence of the thirteen million Negro citizens. American 
politics, the labor market, education, religious life, civic ideals, art, and 
recreation are as they are partly because of the important conditioning 
factor working throughout the history of the nation. New impulses from the 
Negro people are constantly affecting the American way of life, bending 
in some degree all American institutions and bringing changes in every 
aspect of the American's complex world view. While primary attention 
will be focused on the Negro people and on the influences from the larger 
society working on them, their influence back on white society will not be 
ignored. 

This plan of keeping the entire American culture within the focus ·of 
. our study will, of course, increase the difficulties of our task. There arc 
some ideas concerning the larger society, in which our special problem has 
its play, which are so general that they are hard to grasp and give definite 
form and, in any case, almost impossible to prove. Everyone has 11•1ch 
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ideas, and of necessity, they determine the scientific treatment of a specific 
social problem. In few instances is it possible to check them by present-day 
scientific tools. It is still less possible to check one's ideas about the larger 
society within the frame of a specializ.ed investigation. In the main, they 
remain unchecked, as they are derived by common sense intuition and every· 
day reflection. They are generaliz.ed inductions from a vast mass of 
unassorted, scientifically uncontrolled personal experience. Few of them arc 
obtained from books dealing with the larger society. But since they 
determine the study, they should be accounted for as far as possible. This 
is usually difficult, as these ideas-in the degree they conform to the cul
tural milieu-do not stand out clear1y in the consciousness of an investigator. 
No doubt most social scientists honestly believe they have no such pre
conceptions. Their prevalence becomes obvious, however, when time has 
passed and the milieu has changed. Then we see how the scientists in the 
past period unconsciously worked under certain preconceptions, which we 
now find erroneous llr not adequate for the present situation. These general 
ideas can also become explicit when one becomes acquainted with a dif
ferent civilization and views one's own society through the prism of such 
an alien milieu. 

The present writer has been looking not only at the Negro people but 
at all America from the outside. In fact, it has been his chief and sometimes 
overwhelming difficulty in this work that he had to start from the beginning 
and try to understand not only the Negro problem but the entire American 
culture in which it is encompassed. Comparatively little in American 
civilization is natural to him. He is constantly reminded of the preconcep
tions he utilizes to understand the larger American society. The difference 
is not that he has preconceptions and his American colleagues do not. The 
difference is that, being an outsider, he is compelled to be more conscious 
of them, and has had to try to reach them by deliberate intellectual efforts. 
In this situation he is tempted to turn a deficiency into a virtue. At any 
rate, he is under the pressure to state to himself what he thinks about this 
somewhat strange culture. He can then attempt an experiment in more 
rigorous social science methods in the interests of objectivity by laying 
open even this type of preconception. He is thereby attempting rationally 
to assist his critics. Not only in the next few chapters but everywhere in the 
book I express general views on the larger American society; many general 
statements about the Negro and race relations belong to the same type of 
judgment. 

Some readers may disagree with many of my preconceptions of America. 
All will probably disagree with some. Just because in this experiment the 
preconceptions are not hidden but are openly set out, the reader is offered 
a guide to the specific mistakes which, in pursuing the study, might have 
been commi~ted on account of false preconceptions about the larger Ameri-
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can society and the Negro problem. If the reader is equally careful he wi11, 
however, also remember that, at least in the present stage of social research, 
it is next to impossible to judge rationally our most general assumptions 
concerning a civilization. The possibility always remains, therefore, that on 
some points he is wrong, and I am right. But a good result will in any 
case be reached, as we shall have determined the locus of fundamental dis
agreement, and thus we shall be better prepared to direct further research 
toward its scientific solution. 

These assumptions are all, in a sense, subjective. I have, naturally, tried 
to acquire as objectively true an understanding of America and the Ameri
can Negro as I am capable of reaching. And, equall}' naturally, it would 
be most fortunate to the investigation if these main assumptions approached 
objective truth and were relevant to the problems under study. But they 
are, of course, not proved; they are not part of scientifically verified truth. 
The only definite statement I can make is that the picture is subjectively 
"true"; that is, that it faithfully represents what the author, upon careful 
consideration, believes to be true. 

5. SoME FuRTHER No-rEs ON THE Sco1•.1,; AND 

DIRECTION OF THIS STUDY' 

This book is an analysis, not a description. It presents facts only for the 
sake of their meaning in the interpretation. Since, however, an attempt at 
a comprehensive analysis was made, the scope of the facts, even when com
pressed into outline form, is extensive, though, we hope, selective. The 
author had available not only the vast existing published literature, but 
also some specialJy prepared research memoranda, a portion of which are 
being published, and all of which are made available to the inquiring 
reader.• 

On the theoretical b side> the aim of this book is to formulate tentative 
generaliz.ations on the basis of known facts. A corollary of this scientific 
task is to indicate gaps in knowledge. These gaps will be noted in passing, 
and in some respects positive suggestions for investigation will be offered. 
Undoubtedly, we shall sometimes be found to have overlooked existing 
sources. In view of the scope of the investigation this is inevitable but, 
nevertheless, regrettable. 

As the known and verified facts are scarce, a courageous use will be made 
of the writer's own observations. Their conjectural character will always 
be made explicit. They arc the author's best judgments, when pubfahed data 

• A list of these will be found in the Preface. The u11publisl1ed memoranda can ~ 
consulted in the Schomburg Collection of the New York Public Library. 

• The terms theoretical and practical ( or political) a.re used in thia hook a.a in the 
discipline of philosophy. The former word implies thinking in terms of ca.uses and cffccta\ 
the latter words imply thinking in terms of means and ends. {See Appendix :1., Section 4.) 
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are insufficient, as to what is the truth, and they should be taken only for 
what they are. For the outlining of further research they may serve as the: 
projection of plausible hypotheses. 

On the practical side, the aim of this book is to throw light on the future, 
and to construct, in a preliminary way, bases for rational policy. This is one 
reason why the theoretical analysis will stress interrelations and trends. 
Even though reliable prognoses cannot be made in many respects, various 
possibilities can be presented and their probabilities estimated. 

Explicit value premises will be introduced, usually in the beginning of 
each main part of the inquiry. As a source for the value premises, the 
relatively comprehensive and definite body of political ideals contained in 
the "American Creed" will be used; we shall sketch the historical origin 
of the American Creed in the first chapter. The use of explicit value 
premises serves three main purposes: (I) to purge as far as possible the 
scientific investigation of distorting biases which are usually the result of 
hidden biases; (2) to determine in a rational way the statement of problems 
and the definition of terms for the theoretical analysis; (3) to lay a logical 
basis for practical and political conclusions.• 

Our aim is to organize the entire treatise around one single sequence of 
thoughts. We shall proceed from the American scene at large to the facts 
and problems of Negro life, to the trends, to the specific policies, to their 
final integration into the structure of national policies. This plan is, within 
limits, the basis of organization for each major part of the inquiry. 

The main axes to be drawn through our subject and in accordance with 
which we shall organize the materials are pretty much determined by the 
object under study. Those of most general relevance are: color, region, 
urban-rural residence, social class, education, sex, and age. Comparisons 
between Negroes and whites-in such things, for example, as vital indices, 
criminality, family patterns-~ill not be made indiscriminately but, as far 
as possible, will be standardized by comparing Negroes with a duly defined 
control group of whites, or by comparing subgroups of Negroes and 
whites of equal social, economic, and educational status. This attempt is, 
however, all too often frustrated through insurmountable difficulties due to 
the scarcity of available data. 

The book concentrates on present conditions but does not neglect the 
future. While it would add to our comprehension to examine the historical 
development behind the existing situation, this is beyond the scope of our 
inquiry. In a sense and to a degree present conditions and trends can be 
analyzed without consideration of their antecedents. This should not be 

• The problem of bias, of theoretical and pl'actical research, and of the utilization of the 
11tientific technique of explicit value premises are treated in Appendix z, "A Methodological 
Note on Facts and Valuations in Social Science." The author may be allowed to point out 
that a critfoal study of this inquiry auumea the reading of Appendix z. 
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taken to mean that the author has not tried-within the time available
to familiarize himself with the history of the Negro problem in America, 
but merely that this book has a limited scope and does not intend to give 
the history of the Negro problem. Where, in the course of the presentation, 
it is deemed necessary to review some aspect of the past in order to under
stand present problems, historical outlines will be offered. '\Ve are, how
ever, not concerned with the past for its own sake, but merely in so far as 
important happenings in the past have influenced present situations and 
trends. Even in this narrower sphere we do not have the historian's inter
est in the "uniquely historical datum" but the social scientist's interest in 
broad and general relations and main trends. 

Other problems of race relations in the United States and the Negro 
problem in areas outside of the United States will be left entirely outside 
the scope of the present inquiry. Good reasons could be given for stretching 
the boundaries of the study considerably in both directions. Unquestionably 
it could contribute vastly to a more complete understanding of the Ameri
can Negro problem. Obvious restrictions of space and capacity, however, 
stand in the way. 

The book has grown to considerable length, and the author realizes that 
some readers cannot afford the time or energy to read it all. The main parts 
have, therefore, been arranged so that they can be read independently. 
This has involved some repetitions of facts and main viewpoints. Even for 
the reader who reads the w~olc book, the repetitions have been thought 
to be less burdensome than the risk of obscurity. When he surveyed a wide 
field of American culture, James Bryce said: 

Whenever it has been necessary to trace a phenomenon to its source or to explain 
the connection between several phenomena, I have not hesitated, knowing that one 
must not expect a reader to carry in his mind all that has been told already, to re-state 
a material fact, or re-enforce a view which gives to the facts what I conceive to be 
their true significance.4 

Technical terms will be avoided except when they are necessary for 
clarity. Words will be used in their common sense meaning unless the 
danger of ambiguity forces us explicitly to restrict the meaning of the 
term. Some of the main terms which are understood to be value loaded
such as discrimination, disfranchisement, caste, and class-will be expressly· 
defined in relation to our set of value premises.• 

If we have departed from the usual techniques of style in minor respects, 
we have done so with the hope of helping the reader. One thing may be 
mentioned here: We have classified footnotes into two groups. Those 
marked by letters of the alphabet are placed at the bottom of the page; 
we believe that they should be read with the text since they are integral 

• See Appendix z, Section 1-. 
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parts of it, but would make the text clumsy if they were to be inserted in it. 
Those marked by numbers are placed at the end of the book; they are 
mainly for scholars who wish concrete evidence of sources, but we believe 
the general reader will wish to skim over them. Our classification is sub
jective and does not rigidly follow any rules. 

6. A WARNING TO THE READER. 

Before embarking upon the study, the simple old reminder should be 
repeated that no person or culture can be judged solely by its imperfections. 
The subject of this book-American attitudes and actions with respect to 
the Negro and the disparity between American ideals and behavior in this 
field-forces us to dig in dark corners and to wash dirty linen in public. 
But we wish to warn the reader that we do not, and he should not, regard 
our analysis as a complete evaluation of America. 

As interests in social studies are often concentrated on problem groups 
and areas, a delusion is easily created that the situation in America is worse 
than it actually is. "Moral statistics" consist traditionally of a recording of 
all the negative items in a culture: crime, illegitimacy, suicide and so on. 
This tradition has arisen because data for abnormalities are available. Figureii 
on divorces have been calculated in all countries-and, of course, America 
ranks among the highest-but there has never been any comprehensive 
enumeration of the happy marriages. There are statistics on crime-and they 
are ugly for America-but none on civil decency. The method of measuring 
moral levels by statistics and descriptions oE what is extremely bad and 
wrong in a society is thus heavily loaded against a nation with a particularly 
wide range of moral behavior. This is a fact not always taken into account 
even by the American specialists on the evils and the wrongs of society. 

In setting out upon investigating a subject. matter, which is bound to deal 
for the most part with various forms of social pathology in America, the 
autnor must stress that, in his opinion, large groups of the American popu
lation probably live a more "righteous" life, measured by whatever 
standard one chooses, than any large group of people anywhere else in 
the Western world. Even in the large cities with a shocking amount of 
political corruption, crime, and vice, by far the greater part of the popula
tion has no more contact with these phenomena than if they lived in another 
country. The moral latitude is so very wide in America: if thert1 is abnor
fMlly much that is 'fJery bad, there is also unusually mU&h that is e:<tremt1ly 
good. 

Thus a study of America centered upon the Negro problem must not 
be expcc:tcid to- give a comprehens.ive and balanced cultural analysis of the 
nation any more than would a study centered on crime or political corrup
tion. Under a broader perspective the Negro is only a corner-although a 
fairly big one-of American civilization. This corner is one of the least 
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clean in the national household: we shall see plenty of law-breaking, crime 
and corruption, poverty and distress, heartlessness and ignorance. We shall 
continuously be dealing with the frictions, worries and shortcomings of 
America. 

Studying the Negro problem gives a "frog-perspective" of the cultural 
situation, not a bird's eye view. Although the frog-perspective does reveal 
some of the real virtues of a society, as we shall find, it focuses more com
pletely on its faults. For a general purpose, it is not a true perspective.11 

I am eager to have the warning expressly stated in the introduction to this 
book, that anyone who uncritically utilizes the viewpoints and findings of 
this inquiry on the American Negro problem for wider conclusions con
cerning the United States and its civilization than are wa"anted by ilS 
direction of interest is misusing them. 
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THE APPROACH 
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CHAPTBll I 

AMERICAN IDEALS 

AND THE AMERICAN CONSCIENCE 

............................................................................................................................................ 

I. UNITY OF !DEALS AND DIVERSITY OF CULTURE 

It is a commonplace to point out the heterogeneity of the American 
nation and the swift succession of all sorts of changes in all its component 
parts and, as it often seems, in every conceivable direction. America is 
truly a shock to the stranger. The bewildering impression it gives of dis
similarity throughout and of chaotic unrest is indicated by the fact that 
few outside observers-and, indeed, few native Americans-have been able 
to ~void the intellectual escape of speaking about America as "paradoxical." 

Still there is evidently a strong unity in this nation and a basic homo
geneity and stability in its valuations. Americans of all national origins, 
classes, regions, creeds, and colors, have something in common: a social 
ethos, a political creed. It is difficult to avoid the judgment that this 
"American Creed" is the cement in the structure of this great and disparate 
nation. 

When the American Creed is once detected, the cacophony becomes a 
melody. The further observation then becomes apparent: that America, 
compared to every other country in Western civilization, large or small, 
has the most explicitly expressed system of general ideals in reference to 
human interrelations. This body of ideals is more widely understood and 
appreciated than similar ideals are anywhere else. The American Creed is 
not merely-as in some other countries-the implicit background of the 
nation's political and judicial order as it functions. To be sure, the political 
creed of America is not very satisfactorily effectuated in actual social life. 
But as principles which ought to rule, the Creed has been made conscious 
to everyone in American society. · 

Sometimes one even gets the impression that there is a relation between 
the intense apprehension of high and uncompromising ideals and the 
spotty reality. One feels that it is, perhaps, the difficulty of giving reality 
to the ethos in this young and still somewhat unorganized nation-that it 
is the prevalence of "wrongs" in America, "wrongs" judged by the high 
$t&ndards of the national Creed-which helps make the ideals stand out eo 

, 
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dearlr.. America is continously struggling for its soul. These principles of 
social ethics have been hammered into easily remembered formulas. All 
means of intellectual communication are utilized to stamp them into every
body's mind. The schools teach them, the churches preach them. The 
courts propounce their judicial decisions in their terms. They permeate 
editorials with a pattern of idealism so ingrained that the writers could 
scarcely free themselves from it even if they tried. They have fixed a 
custom of indulging in high-sounding generalities in all written or spoken 
addresses to the American public, otherwise so splendidly gifted for the 
matter-of-fact approach to things and problems. Even the stranger, when 
he has to appear before an American audience, feels this, if he is sensitive 
at all, and finds himself espousing the national Creed, as this is the only 
means by which a speaker can obtain human response from the people to 
whom he talks. 

The Negro people in America are no exception to the national pattern. 
"It was a revelation to me to hear Negroes sometimes indulge in a glorifi
cation of American democracy in the same uncritical way as unsophisticated 
whites often do/' relates the Dutch observer, Bertram Schrickc.1 A Negro 
political scientist, Ralph Bunche, observes: 

Every man in the street, white, black, red or yellow, knows that this is "the land of 
the free," the "land of opportunity," the "cradle of liberty," the "home of democ
racy," that the American Bag symbolizes the "equality of all men" and guarantees to 
us all "the protection of life, liberty and property," freedom of speech, freedom of 
religion and racial tolerance. 2 

The present writer has made the same observation. The American Negroes 
know that they are a subordinated group experiencing, more than anybody 
else in the nation, the consequences of the fact that the Creed is not lived up 
to in America. Yet their faith in the Creed is not simply a means of pleading 
their unfulfilled rights. They,· like the whites, are under the spell of the 
-great national suggestion. With one part of themselves they actually 
believe, as do the whites, that the Creed is ruling America. 

These ideals of the essential dignity of the individual human being, of 
the fundamental equality of all men, and of certain inalienable rights to 
freedom, justice, and a fair opportunity represent to the American people 
the essential meaning of the nation's early struggle for independence, In 
the clarity and intellectual boldness of the Enlightenment period these 
tenets were written into the Declaration of Independence, the Preamble 
of the Constitution, the Bill of Rights and into the constitutions of the 
several states. The ideals of the American Creed have thus become the 
highest law of the land. The Supreme Court pays its reverence to these 
gc;neral principles wh~n it declares what is constitutional and what is not. 
They have been elaborated upon by all national leaders, thinkers and 
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statesmen. America has had, throughout its history, a continuous discussion 
of the principles and implications of democracy, a discussion wffich, in 
every epoch, measured by any standard, remained high, not only quanti
tatively but also qualitatively. The fl.ow of learned treatises and popular 
tracts on the subject has not ebbed, nor is it likely to do so. In all wars, 
including the present one, the American Creed has been the ideological 
foundation of national morale. 

2. AMERICAN NATIONALISM 

The American Creed is identified with America's peculiar brand of na
tionalism, and it gives the common American his feeling of the historical 
mission of America in the world-a fact which just now becomes of global 
importance but which is also of highest significance for the particular prob
lem studied in this book. The great national historian of the middle nine
teenth century, George Bancroft, expressed this national feeling of pride 
and responsibility: 

In the fulness of time a republic rose in the wilderness of America. Thousands of 
years had passed away before this child of the ages could be born. From whatever 
there was of good in the S)'Stcms of the former centuries she drew her nourishment; 
the wrecks of the past were her warnings •. , The fame of this only daughter of 
freedom went out into all the lands of the earth; from her the human race drew 
hope.8 

And Frederick ]. Turner, who injected the naturalistic explanation into 
history that American democracy was a native-born product of the Western 
frontier, early in this century wrote in a similar vein: 

Other nations ha\'c been rich and prosperous and powerful. But the United States 
has believed that it had an original contribution to make to the history of society by 
the production of a sclf-clctcrmining, self-restrained, intelligent democracy.' 

Wilson's fourteen points and Roosevelt's four freedoms have more recently 
expressed to the world the boundless idealistic aspirations of this American 
Creed. For a century and more before the present epoch, when the oceans 
gave reality to the Monroe Doctrine, America at least applauded heartily 
every uprising of the people in any corner of the world. This was a tra
dition from America's own Revolution. The political revolutionaries of 
foreign countries were approved even by the conservatives in America. 
And America wanted generously to share its precious ideals and its happi
ness in enjoying a society ruled by its own people with all who would come 
here. James Truslow Adams tells us: 

The American dream that h:1s lured tens of millions of all nations to our ahoree in 
the past century has not been a dream of merely material plenty, though that haa 
doubtless counted heavily. It has been much more than that. It has been a dream of 
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- being able to grow to futleat develapment as man and woman, unhampered by the bar
riers *hich had slowly been erected in older civilizations, anrepreased by social orders 
which had developed for the benefit of classes rather than for the simple human being 
of any and every class. And that dream has been realized more fully in actual life here 
than anywhere else, though very imperfectly even among oursclves.11 

This is what the Western frontier country could say to the ''East." And 
even the skeptic cannot help feeling that, perhaps, this youthful exuberant 
America has the destiny to do for the whole Old World what the frontier 
did to the old colonies. American nationalism is permeated hy the American 
Creed, and therefore becomes international in its essence. 

3. SoME HtSTOIUCAL REFLECTIONS 

It is remarkable that a vast democracy with so many cultural disparities 
has been able to reach this unanimity of ideals and to devate them 
supremely over the thresh.>ld of popular perception. Totalitarian fascism 
and nazism have not in their own countries-at least not in the short range 
of their present rule-succeeded in accomplishing a similar result, in spite 
of the fact that those governments, after having subdued the principal 
precepts most akin to the American Creed, have attempted to coerce the 
minds of their people by means of a centrally controlled, ruthless, and 
scientifically contrived apparatus of propaganda and violence. 

There are more things to be wondered about. The disparity of national 
origin, language, religion, and culture, during the long era of mass immi
gration into the United States, has been closely correlated with income 
differences and social class distinctions. Successive vintages of ccold Amer
icans" have owned the country and held the dominant political power; they 
have often despised and exploited "the foreigners." To this extent condi
tions in America must be said to have been particularly favorable to the 
stratification of a rigid class society. 

But it has not come to be. On' the question of why the trend took the 
other course, the historians, from Turner on, point to the free land and 
the boundless resources. The persistent drive from the Western frontier
now and then swelling into great tides as in the J effcrsonian movement 
around I 800, the Jacksonian movement a generation later, and the succes
sive third-party movements and breaks in the traditional parties-could, 
however, reach its historical potency only because of the fact that America, 
from the Revolution onward, had an equalitarian creed as a going national 
ethos. The economic determinants and the force of the ideals can be shown 
to be interrelated. But the latter should not be relegated to merely a 
dependent variable. Vernon L. Parrington, the great historian of the devel
opment of the American mind, writes thus: 

'The humanitarian idealism of the Declaration [ of Independence] haa always 
echoed II a battle-cry in the hearts of those who dream of an America dedicated to 
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democratic ends. It cannot be long ignored or repudiated, for sooner or later it 
retlU'DS to plague the council of practical palitics. It is constantly breaking out in fresh 
revolt ••.• Without its freshening influence our political history would ha\·e been 
much more sordid and materialistic.0 

Indeed, the new republic began its career with a reaction. Charles Beard, 
in An Economic lnte,·pretation of the Constitution of the United States,1 
and a group of modern historians, throwing aside the much cherished 
national mythology which had blurred the difference in spirit between the 
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution, have shown that the 
latter was conceived in considerable suspicion against democracy and fear 
of "the people." It was dominated by property consciousness and designed 
as a defense against the democratic spirit let loose during the Revolution. 

But, admitting all this, the Constitution which actually emerged out of 
the compromises in the drafting convention provided for the most demo
cratic state structure in existence anywhere in the world at that time. And 
many of the safeguards so skillfully thought out by the conservatives to 
protect "the rich, the wellborn, and the capable" against majority rule 
melted when the new order began to function. Other conservative safe
guards have fastened themselves into the political pattern. And "in the 
ceaseless conflict between the man and the dollar, between democracy and 
property"-again to quote ParringtonR-propcrty has for long periods 
triumphed and blocked the will of the people. And there are today large 
geographical regions and fields of human life which, particularly when 
measured by the high goals of the American Creed, are conspicuously 
lagging. But taking the broad historical view, the American Creed has 
triumphed. It has given the main direction to change in this country. 
America has had gifted conservative statesmen and national leaders, and 
they have often determined the course of public affairs. But with few 
exceptions, only the liberals have gone down in history as national heroes.0 

America is, as we shall point out, conservative in fundamental principles, 
and in much more than that, though hopefully experimentalistic in regard 
to much of the practical arrangements in society. But the principles cotJ
served are W;eral and some, indeed, are radical. 

America got this dynamic Creed much as a political convenience and a 
device of strategy during the long struggle with the English Crown, the 
London Parliament and the various British powerholders in the colonies. 
It served as the rallying center for the growing national unity that was 
needed. Later it was a necessary device for building up a national morale 
in order to enlist and sustain the people in the Revolutionary War. In this 
spirit the famous declarations were resolved, the glorious speeches made, 
the inciting pamphlets written and spread. "The appeal to arms would 
seem to have been brought about by a minority of the American people, 
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directed by a small group of skillful leaders, who, like Indian scouts; 
covered their tracks so cleverly, that only the keenest trailers can nOVI' 
follow their course and understand their strategy.mo 

But the Creed, once set forth and disseminated among the Americar. 
people, became so strongly entrenched in their hearts, and the circum
stances have since then been so relatively favorable, that it has succeeded in 
keeping itself very much alive for more than a century and a half. 

4. THE RoOTS OF THE AMERICAN CREED IN THE 

PHILOSOPHY OF ENLIGHTENMENT 

The American Creed is a humanistic liberalism developing out of the 
epoch of Enlightenment when America received its national consciousness 
and its political structure. The Revolution did not stop short of anything 
less than the heroic desire for the "emancipation of human nature." The 
enticing flavor of the eighteenth century, so dear to every intellectual and 
rationalist, has not been lost on the long journey up to the present time. 
Let us quote a contemporary exegesis: 

Democracy is a form of political association in which the general control and 
direction of the commonwealth is habitually determined by the bulk of the com
munity in accordance with understandings and procedures providing for popular 
participation and consent. Its postulates arc: 
I, The essential dignity of man, the importance of protecting and cultivating his 

personality on a fraternal rather than upon a differential basis, of reconciling the 
needs of the personality within tlte frame-work of the common good in a formula 
of liberty, justice, welfare. 

2. The perfectibility of man; confidence in the possibilities of the human personal
ity, as over against the doctrines of caste, cJass, and slavery. 

3. That the gains of commonwealths are essentially mass gains rather than the efforts 
of the few and should be diffused as promptly as possible throughout the com
munity without too great delay. or too wide a spread in differentials. 

4. Confidence in the value of the consent of the governed expressed in institutions, 
understandings and practices :i.s a basis of order, liberty, justice. 

5. The value of decisions arrh·cd at by common counsel rather than by violence and 
brutality. 

These postulates rest upon (I) reason in regarding the essential nature of the 
political man, upon (2) observation, experience and inference, and (3) the fulfill
ment of the democratic ideal is strengthened by a faith in the final triumph of ideals 
of human behavior in general and of political behavior in particular.11 

For practical purposes the main norms of the American Creed as usually 
pronounced are centered in the belief in equality and in the rights to 
liberty.12 In the Declaration of Independence-as in the earlier Virginia 
Bill of Rights-equality was given the supreme rank and the rights to 
liberty are posited as derived from equality. This .logic was even more 
clearly expressed in Jefferson's original formulation of the first of the 
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"self-evident truths": "All men are created equal and from that equal 
creation they derive rights inherent and unalienable, among which are the 
preservation of life and liberty and the pursuit of happiness.ms 

Liberty, in a sense, was easiest to reach. It is a vague ideal: everything 
turns arowid whose liberty is preserved, to what c:>ctcnt and in what direc
tion. In society liberty for one may mean the suppression of liberty for 
others. The result of competition will be determined by who got a head 
start and who is handicapped. In America as everywhere else-and some
times, perhaps, on the average, a Jittle more ruthlessly-liberty often 
provided an opportunity for the stronger to rob the weaker. Against this, 
the equalitarianism in the Cree<l has been persistent! y revolting. The 
struggle is far from ended. The reason why American liberty was not 
more dangerous to equality was, of course, the open frontier and the free 
land. When opportunity became bounded in the last generation, the inher
ent conflict between equality and liberty flared up. Equality is slowly 
winning. The New Deal during the 'thirties was a landslide." 

5. TnE RooTs IN CHRISTIANITY 

If the European philosophy of Enlightenment was one of the ideological 
roots of the American Creed, another equally important one was Christian
ity, particularly as it took the form in the colonies of various lower class 
Protestant sects, split off from the Anglican Church.b "Democracy was 
envisaged in religious terms long before it assumed a political termi
nology." H 

It is true that modern history has relegated to the category of the pious 
patriotic myths the popular belief that all the colonies had been founded 
to get religious liberty, which could not be had in the Old World. Some 
of the colonies were commercial adventures and the settlers came to them, 
and even to the religious colonies later, to improve their economic status. 
It is also true that the churches in the early colonial times did not always 
exactly represent the idea of democratic government in America but most 
often a harsher tyranny over people's souls and behavior than either King 
or Parliament ever cared to widd. 

But the myth itself is a social reality with important effects. It was strong 

• New Dealers, like most American liberals today, pronounce liberty before equality. But 
they do so in the eighteenth century Jeffersonian sen~, not in the American businessman'• 
sense. The "four freedom~" of Franklin U. Roosevelt are liberties, but they arc liberties to 
get equality, not liberties of the stronger to infringe on the weaker. In this sense, equality 
is logically derivable from liberty, ju~l as liberty is from equality: if there is real liberty 
for all there will be equal opportunity and equal justice for all, and there will even be 
social equality limited only by minor biological inequalities. 

b While the Protestant sects emphasized the elements of the American Creed, it aho~. 
not be forgotten that there was an older trait of humanitarianism and equalitarianiem in . 
creed of the Medieval Church. 
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already in the period of the Revolution and continued to grow. A small 
proportion of new immigrants throughout the nineteenth century came 
for religious reasons, or partly so, and a great many more wanted to 
rationalize their uprooting and transplantation in such terms. So religion 
itself in America took on a spirit of fight for liberty. The Bible is full of 
support for such a spirit. It consists to a large extent of the tales of oppres
sion and redemption from oppression: in the Old Testament of the Jewish 
people and in the New Testament of the early Christians. The rich and 
mighty are most often the wrongdoers, while the poor and lowly are the 
followers of God and Christ. 

The basic teaching of Protestant Christianity is democratic. We are all 
poor sinners and have the same heavenly father. The concept of natural 
rights in the philosophy of Enlightenment corresponded rather closely 
with the idea of moral law in the Christian faith: 

The doctrine of the free individual, postulating the gradual escape of men from 
external political control, as they learned to obey the moral law, had its counterpart 
in the emphasis of evangelicism upon the freedom of the regenerated man from the 
terrors of the Old Testament code framed for the curbing of unruly and sinful 
generations. The philosophy of progress was similar to the Utopian hopes of the 
millennarians. The mission of American democracy to save the world from the 
oppression of autocrats was a secular version of the destiny of Christianity to save 
the world from the governance of Satan.15 

But apart from the historical problem of the extent to which church and 
religion in America actually inspired the American Creed, they became a 
powerful container and preserver of the Creed when it was once in exist
ence. This was true from the beginning. While in Europe after the Napo
leonic Wars the increasing power of the churches everywhere spelled a 
period of reaction, tl).e great revivals beginning around I 800 in America 
were a sort of religious continuation of the Revolution. 

In this way great numbers whom the more-or-less involved theory of natural 
rights had escaped came under the leveling influence of a religious doctrine which 
held that all men were equal in the sight of God. Throughout the Revival period the 
upper classes looked upon the movement as "a religious distemper" which spread 
like a contagious disease, and they pointed out that it made its greatest appeal to 
"those of weak intellect and unstable emotions, women, adolescents, and Negroes." 
But to the poor farmer who had helped to win the Revolution only to find himself 
oppressed as much by the American ruling classes as he had ever been by Crown 
officials, the movement was "the _greatest stir of Religion since the day of Pentecost."10 

Religion is still a potent force in American life. "They are a religious 
people," observed Lord Bryce about Americans a half a century ago, with 
great understanding for the importance of this fact for their national 
ideology.17 American scientific observers are likely to get their attentions 
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fixed upon the process of progressive secularization to the extent that they 
do not see this main fact, that America probably is still the most religious 
country in the Western world. Political leaders are continuously deducing 
the American Creed out of the Bible. Vice-President Henry Wallace, in 
his historic speech of May 8, r942, to the Free World Association, where 
he declared the present war to be "a :fight between a slave world and a 
free world" and declared himself for "a people's peace" to inaugurate "the 
century of the common man," spoke thus: 

The idea of freedom-the freedom that we in the United States know and love 
so well-is derived from the Bible with its extraordinary emphasis on the dignity 
of the individual. Democracy is the only true politicaf expression of Christianity. 

The prophets of the Old Testament were the first to preach social justice. But 
that which was sensed by the prophets many centuries before Christ was not given 
complete and powerful political expression until our Nation was formed as a Federal 
Union a century and a half ago.18 

Ministers have often been reactionaries in America. They have often 
tried to stifle free speech; they have organized persecution of unpopular 
dissenters and have even, in some regions, been active as the organizers of 
the Ku Klux Klan and similar "un-American" (in terms of the ·American 
Creed) movements. But, on the whole, church and religion in America are 
a force strengthening the American Creed. The fundamental tenets of 
Christianity press for expression even in the most bigoted setting. And, 
again on the whole, American religion is not particularly bigoted, but on 
the contrary, rather open-minded. The mere fact that there are many 
denominations, and that there is competition between them, forces Amer
ican churches to a greater tolerance and ecumenical understanding and to 
a greater humanism and interest in social problems than the people in 
the churches would otherwise call for. 

I also believe that American churches and their teachings have contrib
uted something essential to the emotional temper of the Creed and, indeed, 
of the American people. Competent and sympathetic foreign observers have 
always noted the generosity and helpfulness of Americans.19 This and the 
equally conspicuous formal democracy in human contacts have undoubtedly 
had much to do with the predominantly lower class origin of the American 
people, and even more perhaps, with the mobility and the opportunities
what de Tocqueville called the "equality of condition"-in the nation 
when it was in its formative stage. But I cannot help feeling that the 
Christian neighborliness of the common American reflects, also, an influ
ence from the churches. Apart from its origin, this temper of the Americans 
is part and parcel of the American Creed. It shows up in the Americans' 
readiness to make :financial sacrifices for charitable purposes. No country 
has so many cheerful givers as America. It was not only "rugged individ-
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ualism," nor a relatively continuous prosperity, that made it possible for 
America to get along without a publicly organized welfare policy almost 
up to the Great Depression in the 'thirties but it was also the world's most 
generous private charity. 

6. THE RooTs IN ENGLISH LAw 

The third main ideological influence behind the American Creed is 
English law. The indebtedness of American civilization to the culture of 
the mother country is nowhere else as great as in respect to the democratic 
concept of law and order, which it inherited almost without noticing it. 
It is the glory of England that, after many generations of hard struggle, 
it established the principles of justice, equity, and equality before the law 
even in an age when the rest of Europe ( except for the cultural islands 
of Switzerland, Iceland, and Scandinavia) based personal security on the 
arbitrary police and on lettres de cachet. 

This concept of a government "of laws and not of men" contained 
certain fundamentals of both equality and liberty. It will be a part of our 
task to study how these elemental demands arc not nearly realized 
even in present-day America. But in the American Creed they have never 
been questioned. And it is no exaggeration to state that the philosophical 
ideas of human equality and the inalienable rights to life, liberty, and 
property, hastily sowed on American ground in a period of revolution 
when they were opportune-even allowing ever so much credit to the 
influences from the free life on the Western frontier-would not have 
struck root as they did if the soil had not already been cultivated by 
English Jaw. 

Law and order represent such a crucial element both in the American 
Creed and in the spotty Amt:rican reality that, at a later stage of our 
argument in this chapter, we shall have to devote some further remarks 
to this particular set of ideological roots. 

7. AMERICAN CONSERVATISM 

These ideological forces-the Christian religion and the English law
also exolain why America through all its adventures has so doggedly stuck 
to its high ideals: why it has been so conservative in keeping to liberalism 
as a national creed even if not as its actual way of life. This conservatism, 
in fundamental principles, has, to a great extent, been perverted into a 
nearly fetishistic cult of the Constitution. This is unfortunate since the 
150-year-old Constitution is in many respects impractical and ill-suited for 
modern conditions and since, furthermore, the drafters of the document 
m~e it technically difficult to change even if there were no popular feeling 
against change. 

The worship of the Constitution also is a most flagrant violation of the 
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American Creed which, as far as the technical arrangements for executing 
the power of the people are concerned, is strongly opposed to stiff formulas. 
Jefferson actually referred to the American form of government as an 
experiment. The young Walt Whitman, among many other liberals before 
and after him, expressed the spirit of the American Revolution more 
faithfully when he demanded "continual additions to our great experiment 
of how much liberty society will bear." Modern historical studies of how 
the Constitution came to be as it is reveal that the Constitutional Conven
tion was nearly a plot against the common people. Until recently, the 
Constitution has been used to block the popular will: the Fourteenth 
Amendment inserted after the Civil War to protect the civil rights of the 
poor freedmen has, for instance, been used more to protect business corpor.: 
ations against public control.a 

But when all this is said, it docs not give more than one side of the cult 
of the Constitution. The common American is not informed on the tech
nicalities and has never thought of any great difference in spirit between 
the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. When he worships 
the Constitution, it is an act of American nationalism, and in this the 
American Creed is inextricab]y blended. The liberal Creed, even in its 
dynamic formulation by Jefferson, is adhered to by every American. The 
unanimity around, and the explicitness of, this Cretd is the great wonder of 
America. The "Old Americans," all those who have thoroughly come tc 
identify themselves with the nation-which arc many more than the Sons 
and Daughters of the Revolution-adhere to the Creed as the faith of their 
ancestors. The others-the Negroes, the new immigrants, the Jews, and 
other disadvantaged and unpopular groups-could not possibly have in
vented a system of political ideals which better corresponded to their 
interests. So, by the logic of the unique American history, it has developed 
that the rich and secure, out of pride and conservatism, and the poor and 
insecure, out of dire need, have come to profess the identical socia1 ideals. 
The reflecting observer comes to feel that this spiritual convergence, more 
than America's strategic position behind the oceans and its immense material 
resources, is what makes the nation great and what promises it a still greater 
future. Behind it a11 is the historical reality which makes it possible for 
the President to appeal to all in the nation in this way: "Let us not forget 
that we are all descendants from revolutionaries and immigrants." 

8. THE AMERICAN CONCEPTION OF LAW AND ORDER 

While the Creed is important and is enacted into law, it is not lived up 
to in practice. To understand this we shall have to examine American 

' See Chapter 2.0, Section 5. 
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attitudes toward law. It is necessary to discuss the legal tradition of Amer
ica at the outset, since it gives a unique twist to each of the specific problems 
that we shall take up in ensuing chapters.• 

Americans are accustomed to inscribe their ideals in laws, ranging from 
their national Constitution to their local traffic rules. American laws thus 
often contain, in addition to the actually enforced rules ( that is, "laws" in 
the ordinary technical meaning of the term), other rules which are not 
valid or operative but merely express the legislators' hopes, desires, advice 
or dreams. There is nothing in the legal form to distinguish the latter 
rules from the former ones. Much of the political discussion has to do with 
the question of strengthening the administration of laws or taking other 
measures so as to enforce them. Between the completely enforced rules 
and the unenforceable ones there are many intermediary types which are 
sometimes, under some conditions, or in some part, only conditionally and 
incompletely enforced. 

To an extent this peculiar cultural trait of America is explainable by the 
fact that the nation is young and, even more, that it owes its state structure 
to a revolution-a revolution in the courageously rationalistic age of 
Enlightenment. Americans have kept to this custom of inscribing their 
ideals in laws,h 

The "function," from the legislator's point of view, of legislating national 
ideals is, of course, a pedagogical one of giving them high publicity and 
prestige. Legislating ideals has also a "function" of dedicating the nation 
to the task of gradually approaching them. In a. new nation made up of 
immigrants from all corners of the world and constantly growing by the 
arrival of other immigrants, carrying with them a greatly diversified cul
tural heritage, these goals must have stood out as important to statesmen 
and political thinkers. . 

Another cultural trait of Americans is a relatively low degree of respect 
for law and order. This trait, as well as the other one just mentioned, is 
of paramount importance for the Negro problem as we shall show in some 
detail in later chapters. There is a relation between these two traits, of 
high ideals in some laws and low respect for all laws, but this relation 
is by no means as simple as it appears. 

• Our analysis is somewhat parallel to that of James Truslow Adams, "Our Lawless 
Heritage," Atlantic Monthly (December, 1928), pp. 732-740. 

b Other countries, and I am thinking primarily of Great Britain, Holland, and Scandi
navia, also sometimes commit their ideals to legislation, but they do so rarely and with 
great circumspection and extreme raution. -On tht' whole, these countries have left even the 
eascntial liberties of citizen, in a democracy unformulated as merely implied in all legislation 
and judicial procedure. Yet they have atforded a greater protecthn of the common citizcm' 
libertiea under the law than America (although thev have not faced the same problem, 
as America). 
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9- NATURAL LAW AND AMERICAN PURITANISM 

On this point we must observe somewhat more closely the moralistic 
attitude toward law in America, expressed in the common belief that there 
is a "higher law', behind and above the specific laws contained in constitu
tions, statutes and other regulations. 

The idea of a "natural law" has long been a part of our common line 
of legal tradition. When the elected "lawman" in pre-Christian times 
"spoke the law" to the assembled arm-bearing freemen, he was not assumed 
to make the law or invent it but to expound something which existed prior 
to and independent of himself and all others participating in the procedure. 
The idea of a "higher law," as well as the whole procedure of letting it 
become a social reality and, indeed, the entire legal system as it functioned 
and grew in the northern countries, had deep roots in primitive religion 
and magic, as is revealed by studies of the contemporary mythology and 
the peculiar formalistic mechanisms of the creation and operation of law. 
The distinguishing mark of the particular type of magical thinking in these 
countries was, however, that out of it developed what we now understand 
to be the characteristic respect for law of modern democracy. 

When representative bodies, among them the English Parliament, 
emerged as political institutions, they also did not conceive of themselves 
as "legislatures" in the modern sense, but pretended only to state the law 
that already "existed." Even when these legislatures began to take on new 
functions and to make rules to meet new situations, they still kept up the 
fiction that they only "declared'' or "explained" the law as it existed. The 
modern idea of creating laws by "legislation" is thus a late product in the 
historical development of Western democracy, and it was never totally 
freed from the connotation of its subordination to a "higher law" existing 
independent of all formally fixed rules. 

In America the Revolution gave a tremendous spread to this primitive 
idea of "natural law" as it, in the meantime, had been developed in the 
philosophies of Enlightenment under the further influences of Greek 
speculation, Roman law, medieval scholasticism, and free naturalistic 
speculation since Francis Bacon, Thomas Hobbes and Hugo Grotius. 
American religion supported it strongly. The idea fixed itself upon the 
entire American state structure. "A peculiarity of American democracy 
had been from the beginning that it put its faith in a higher law rather 
than in the changing will of the people.mo The role given to the Supreme 
Court and the tradition of this tribunal not to "legiblate," which as a court 
it could hardly have the right_ to do, but to refer to the higher principles 
bade of the Constitution strengthened still more the grip of this old idea 
on the mind of the Americans. 

The adherence even in modern times to this idealistic conception of the 
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origin and reality of the judicial order undoubtedly, in one way, raised its 
moral prestige among the American people as it had done earlier in the 
history of the Old World. No careful observer of the present American 
scene should miss seeing, in spite of everything we shall discuss presently, 
the common American's pride in and devotion to the nation's judicial system 
and its legal institutions. Government authorities constantly appeal to this 
idealistic pride and devotion of the citizens in order to enforce the law. In 
America, there is a continuous endeavor to keep the judicial system orderly, 
and there is a continuous educational campaign on behalf of this idealism. 
Undoubtedly the idealistic concept of American law as an emanation of 
"natural lau•" is a force •which strengthens the rule of law in America. 

But, in another way, it is at the same time most detrimental to auto
matic, unreAecting law observance on the part of the citizens. Laws become 
disputable on moral grounds. Each legislative statute is judged by the 
common citizen in terms of his conception of the higher "natural law." 
He decides whether it is "just" or "unjust" and has the dangerous attitude 
that, if it i.s unjust, he may feel free to disobey it.21 The strong stress on 
individual rights and the almost complete silence on the citizen's duties 
in the American Creed make this reaction the more natural. The Jeffer
sonian distrust of government-"that government is best which governs 
least"-soon took the form, particularly on the Western frontier, of a 
distrust and disrespect for the enacted laws. The doctrine of a higher law 
fosters an "extra-legal" disposition towards the state and excuses illegal 
acts. 

But the frontier was not, in this respect, fundamentally different from 
the old colonies. Without stepping outside the American tradition, Garrison 
could pronounce even the Constitution to be a "compact with Hell" on the 
slavery issue. This, by itself, would not have been dangerous to democ
racy, if he had meant to argue only for a change of the Constitution. But 
he and many more Northerners of conscientious inclinations found it a 

.,. moral obligation not to obey the fugitive slave laws. Here the citizen does 
not stop to criticize the laws and the judicial system and demand a change 
in them, but he sets his own conception of the "higher law" above the 
existing laws in society and feels it his right to disobey them. It is against 
this background also that we shall have to study the amazing disrespect 
for law and order which even today characterizes the Southern states in 
America and constitutes such a large part of the Negro problem. This 
anarchistic tendency founded upon a primitive concept of natural law has 
never left American political speculation or American popular thought. 22 

This anarchistic tendency in America's legal culture becomes even more 
dangerous -because of the presence of a quite different tendency: a desirt1 
to 'rttp/418 human behavior tyrannically by means \J/ formal laws. This 
last tendency is a heritage from early American puritanism which was some-
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times fanatical and dogmatic and always had a strong inclination to mind 
other people's business. So we find that this American, who is so proud to 
announce that he will not obey faws other than those which are "good" 
and "just," as soon as the discussion turns to something which in his opinion 
is bad and unjust, will emphatically pronounce that "there ought to be a 
law against , •• " To demand and legislate all sorts of laws against this or 
that is just as much part of American freedom as to disobey the laws when 
they are enact'!d. America has bt:come a country where exceedingly much 
is permitted in practice but at the same time exceedingly much is forbidden 
in law. 

By instituting a national prohibition of the sale of liquor without taking 
adequate steps for its enforcement, America was nearly drenched in cor
ruption and organized crime until the statute was repealed. The laws 
against gambling have, on a smaller scale, the same effect at the present 
time. And ma.ny more of those unrespected laws arc damaging in so far 
as they, for example, prevent a rational organization of various public 
activities, or when they can be used by individuals for blackmailing pur
poses or by the state or municipal authorities to persecute unpopular indi
viduals or groups. Such practices are conducive to a general disrespect for 
law in America. Actually today it is a necessity in everyday living for the 
common good American citi1.cn to decide for himself which laws should 
be observed and which not. 

10. TuE FALTERING JuDICIAJ. ORDER 

We shall meet this conflict as a central theme in all angles of the Negro 
problem. The conflict should not, however, be formulated only in terms 
of the national ideology. Or, rather, this ideology is not fully explainable 
in terms of the thoughts and feelings out of which the American Creed 
was composed. 

A low degree of law observance alrea-ly became habitual and nationally 
cherished in colonial times when the British Parliament and Crown, increas
ingly looked upon as a. foreign ruler by the Americans, insisted upon 
passing laws which the Americans considered unwise, impractical or simply 
unjust. The free life on the frontier also strained legal bonds. There the 
conflict between puritanical intolerance and untamed desire for individual 
freedom clashed more severely than anywhere else. The mass immigration 
and the cultural heterogeneity were other factors hampering the fixation of 
a firm legal order in America. The presence of states within the nation 
with different sets of laws and the high mobility between states were con
tributing factors. The jurisdictional friction between states and the federal 
government, the technical and political difficulties in changing the federal 
Constitution, the consequent great complexity of the American legal 
system, and the mass of legal fiction and plain trickery also are among the 
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important factors. For example, it cannot be conducive to the highest 
respect for the legal system that the federal government is forced to carry 
out important social legislation under the fiction that it is regulating "inter
state commerce," or that federal prosecuting agencies punish dangerous 
gangsters for income tax evasion rather than for the felonies they have 
committed. 

So this idealistic America also became the country of legalistic formalism. 
Contrary to America's basic ideology of natural law and its strong practical 
sense, "the letter of the law," as opposed to its "spirit,,, came to have an 
excessive importance. The weak bureaucracy" became tangled up in "red 
tape." The clever lawyer came to pby a large and unsavory role in politics, 
in business, and in the everyday life of the citizens. The Americans thus 
got a judicial order which is in many respects contrary to all their inclina
tions. 

Under the influence of all these and many .Jther factors the common 
American citizen has acquired a comparatively low degree of personal 
identification with the state and the legal machinery. An American, when 
he accidentally comes by the scene of a crime or of an attempt by the police 
to seize an offender, is, on the average, more inclined to hurry on in order 
not to get involved in something unpleasant, and less inclined to stop and 
help the arm of the Jaw, than a Britisher or a Scandinavian would be under 
similar circumstances. I le is more likely to look on his country's and his 
community's politics and administration as something to be indulged and 
tolerated, as outside his own responsibility, and less likely to think and act 
as a would-be legislator, in a cooperative endeavor to organize a decent 
social Iife.b He is even inclined to dissociate himself from politics as some
thing unworthy and to take measures to keep the worthy things "out of 
politics." This is part of what Lord Bryce called "the fatalism of the 
multitude" in America. This political fatalism and the lack of identification 
and participation work as a vicious circle, being both cause and effect of 
corruption and political machine rule. 

The authorities, when not relying upon the idealistic appeal, will most 
often meet the citizen's individualistic inclinations by trying to educate him 
to obey the law less in terms of collective interest than in terms of self
interest. They try to tell the young that "crime does not pay," which, in 
some areas, is a statement of doubtful truth. 

In the exploitation of the new continent business leaders were not 
particular about whether or not the means they used corresponded either 
with the natural law or with the specific laws of the nation or the states. 
This became of greater importance· because of the central position of busi
nes,, in the formation ~f national aspirations and ideitls. When Theodore 

• See Chapter 20, Section 2. 

• The low degree of participation will be di&eussed in Chapter 33, 
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Roosevelt exclaimed: "Damn the law! I want the canal built,'' he spoke 
:he language of his contemporary business world and of the ordinary 
American. 

We have to conceive of all the numerous breaches of law, which an 
American citizen commits or learns about in the course of ordinary living, 
as psychologically a series of shocks which condition him and the entire 
society to a low degree of law observance. The American nation has, 
further, experienced disappointments in its attempts to legisJate social 
change, which, with few exceptions, have been badly prepared and ineffi
ciently carried out. The almost traumatic effects of these historical dis
appointments have been enhanced by America's conspicuous success in so 
many fields other than legislation. One of the trauma was the Reconstruc
tion legislation, which attempted to give Negroes civil rights in the South; 
another one was the anti-trust legislation prcss1:d by tht. Western farmers 
and enacted to curb the growth of monopolistic finance capitalism; a third 
one was the prohibition amendment. 

11. INTELLECTUAL DEFEATISM 

Agrunst this background, and remembering the puritan tendency in 
America to make all sorts of haphazard Jaws directed at symptoms and 
not at causes and without much consideration for social facts and 
possibilities/3 it is understandab]e that the social scientists, particularly the 
sociologists, in America have deve1opcd a defeatist attitude towards the 
possibility of inducing social change by means of legislation.• The political 
"do-nothing" tendency is strong in present-day social science in America. 
It is, typically enough, developed as a general theory-actually as a 
scientific translation of the old natural law idea in its negative import. The 
social scientists simply reflect the general distrust of politics and legislation 
that is widespread among t11c educated classes of Americans. 

Of particular importance to us is that this view is common even among 
Negro intellectuals when reflecting on various aspects of the Negro 
problem. The failure of Reconstruction had especially severe effects on 
them. Younger Negro intellectuals are disposed to express disbelief in the 
possibility that much can be won by politics, legislation, and law suits, and 
have become inclined to set their hopes on what they conceive of as more 
fundamental changes of the economic structure. Sometimes they think in 
terms of an economic revolution. But, whether their thoughts take such a 
radical direction or stay conservative, a common trait is fatalism in regard 
to politics and legislation. Fatalism in regard to res publica is, however, 

• These points are developed at greater length in Appendix 2.. We are here referring not 
to the specialists on law and law enforcement but to the general sociologist, economiat, or 
political scientist when he meets legislation as an angle of his respective problems. 
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by'no means a Negro characteristic. It is a common American disease of 
the democratic spirit which is on the way to becoming chronic. 

We shall meet this tendency as it affects various aspects of the Negro 
problem as we go along. A few critical remarks on the general theory that 
"stateways cannot change folkways" need to be made at the start. In this 
abstract form and as applied to various specific problems, the theory cannot 
be true, since in other parts of the world similar changes are effectuated 
by means of legislation. The theory must, therefore, be qualified in the 
light of specific America11 conditions. But even in America new legislation, 
infringing upon old customs and upon individual and local interests, is 
often made fairly watertight nowadays.2" The general explanation why 
some laws have been more successful than others in America is that they 
have heen better prepared and better administered. 

This means that, among the explanations for the general disrepute and 
deficiency of law and order in America, there are two other factors: the 
habit of passing laws without careful investigation, and the relatively low 
standard of American administration of law. To the latter point we shall 
return in a later chapter,11 where we shall point also to the new but strong 
tendency in America toward the building up of an independent and legal 
administration. On the former point we shall restrict ourselves to quoting 
a high authority: "For nothing is done with so little of scientific or orderly 
method as the legislative making of laws.mr. 

These two factors arc strategic. When the foolish attempts to suppress 
symptoms of ills while leaving the causes untouched become censored, and 
when lawmaking increasingly becomes an important task of scientific social 
engineering, and when, further, administration becomes independent, legal, 
impartial, and efficient, better laws will be made, and they wiJl be better 
enforced even in America. It is a problem to explain why lawmaking and 
administration have been so backward in a nation where private business 
and also private agencies for public good are often excellently organized. 

The mere possibility of change in these two factors shows the fallacy 
of the general theory that law cannot change custom. In the face of the 
tendency in American society toward more careful lawmaking and improved 
administration the theory appears politically as well as theoretically biased; 
biased against induced change. In this book we shall meet other dynamic 
tendencies in American society favoring the same development, the chief 
among them be.ing, perhaps, the growing cultural homogeneity and the 
increasing political and social participation of the masses. Many social 
scientists tend not only to ignore these changes, but to deny them and, in 
some cases, to oppose them. 

I£ in the course of time Americans are brought to be a law-abiding 
people, and if they at the same time succeed in keeping alive not only their 

• See Chapter ao. 
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conservatism in fundamental principles and their pride and devotion to 
their national political institutions, but also some of their puritan eagerness 
and courage in attempting to reform themselves and the world-redirected 
somewhat from the old Biblical inclination of thinking only in terms of 
prescriptions and purges-this great nation may become the master builder 
of a stable but progressive commonwealth. 

12. "LIP-SERVICE" 

The conflict in the American concept of law and order is only one side 
of the "moral overstrain" of the nation. America believes in and aspires 
to something much higher than its plane of actual life. The subordinate 
position of Negroes is perhaps the most glaring conflict in the American 
conscience and the greatest unsolved task for American democracy. But 
it is by no means the only one. Donald Young complains: 

In our more introspecti,·e moments, nca1l>· all of us Americans will admit that 
our government contains imperfections and anachronisms. We who have been born 
and brought up under the erils of g.'.lng rule, graft, political incompetence, inade
quate representation, and some of the other weaknesses of democracy, American plan, 
ha\'e developed mental callouses and arc no longer sensitive to thcm.26 

The popular explanation of the disparity in America between ideals and 
actual behavior is that Americans do not have the slightest intention of 
living up to the ideals which they talk about and put into their Constitution 
and laws. Many Americans are accustomed to talk loosely and disparagingly 
about adherence to the American Creed as "lip-service" and even "hypoc
risy." Foreigners are even more prone to make such a characterization. 

This explanation is too superficial. To begin with, the true hypocrite sins 
in secret; he conceals his faults. The American, on the contrary, is strongly 
and sincerely "against sin," even, and not least, his own sins. He investi
gates his faults, puts them on record, and shouts them from the housetops, 
adding the most severe recriminations against himself, including the 
accusation of hypocrisy. If all the world is well informed about the political 
corruption, organized crime, and faltering system of justice in America, 
it is primarily not due to its malice but to American publicity about its own 
imperfections. America's handling of the Negro problem has been criticized 
most emphatically by white Americans since long before the Revolution, 
and the criticism has steadily gone on and will not stop until America has 
completely reformed itself. 

Bryce observed: "They know, and are content that all the world should 
know, the worst as well as the best of themselves. They have a boundless 
faith in free inquiry and full discussion. They admit the possibility of any 
number of temporary errors and delusions."~7 The present author remem
bers, from his first visit to this country as an inexperienced social scientist 
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at the end of the 'twenties, how confused he ohen felt when Americans 
in all walks of life were trustingly asking him to tell them what was 
"wrong with this country." It is true that this open-mindedness, particularly 
against the outside world, may have decreased considerably since then on 
account of the depression, and that the present War might work in the same 
direction, though this is not certain; and it is true also that the opposite 
tendency always had its strong representation in America. But, by and 
large, America has been and will remain, in all probability, a society which 
is eager to indulge in self-scrutiny and to welcome criticism. 

This American eagerness to get on record one's sins and their causes is 
illustrated in the often quoted letter by Patrick Henry (1772), where he 
confessed that he had slaves because he was "drawn along by the general 
inconvenience of living here without them." 

I will not, I cannot, justify it. However culpable my conduct, I will so far pay 
my devoir to virtue as to own the excellence and rectitude of her precepts, and 
lament my want of conformity to them.::11 

American rationalism and moralism spoke through Patrick Henry. America 
as a nation is like its courageous and eloquent son of the Revolution. It is 
continuously paying its devoir to virtue; it is repeating its allegiance to the 
full American Creed by lamenting its want of conformity to it. The 
strength and security of the nation helped this puritan tradition to continue. 
No weak nation anxious for its future could ever have done it. Americans 
believe in their own ability and in progress. They are at bottom moral 
optimists. 

In a great nation there is, of course, division of labor. Some Americans 
do most of the sinning, but most do some of it. Some specialize in muck
raking, preaching, and lamentation; but there is a little of the muckraker 
and preacher in all Americans .. On the other hand, superficially viewed, 
Americans often appear cynical. Their social science has lately developed 
along a deterministic track of amoralistic nonconcernedness; but this is 
itself easily seen to be a moralistic reaction. As a matter of fact, this young 
nation is the least cynical of all nations. It is not hypocritical in the usual 
sense of the word, but labors persistently with its moral problems. It is 
taking its Creed very seriously indeed, and this is the reason why the ideals 
are not only continuously discussed but also represent a social force-why 
they receive more tl,ian "lip-service" in the collective life of the nation. The 
cultural unity of the nation is this common sharing in both the consciousness 
of sins and the devotion to high ideals. 

Americans accuse themselves, and are accused by others, of being materi
alists. But they are equally extreme in the other direction. Sometimes an 
American feels moved· to put the matter right, as Josiah Royce did when 
he explained: 
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When foreigners accuse us of extraordinary love for gain, and of practical materi
alism, they fail to see how hr.:;ely we are a nation of idealists, Yet that we are such 
a nation is something constantly brought to the attention of those whose calling 
requires them to observe any of the tendencies prevalent in our recent intellectual 
life in America/.!& 

The American problem to be studied in this book would, indeed, have an 
entirely different prognosis if this fact were forgotten. 

13. VALUE PREMISES IN Tms STUDY 

For the study of a national problem which cuts so sharply through the 
whole body politic as does the Negro problem, no other set of valuations 
could serve as adequately as the norm for an incisive formulation of our 
value premises as can the American Creed. No other norm could compete 
in authority over people's minds. "The American democratic faith is a 
pattern of ideals providing standards of value with which the accomplish
ments of realistic democracy may be judged,,, observes an author surveying 
the historical trends of American thinking.80 

And there is no doubt that these ideals are active realities. The student 
of American history must be professionally near-sighted or blinded by a 
doctrinal belief in a materialistic determinism if he fails to see the signif
icance of tracing how the Creed is gradually.realizing itself. The American 
Creed i.s itself one of the dominant "social trfflds." "Call it a dream or 
call it vision," says John Dewey, "it has been interwoven in a tradition 
that has had an immense effect upon American life."31 Or, to quote a 
distinguished Negro thinker, the late Kelly Miller: 

In this country political, social and economic conditions gravitate toward equality. 
We may continue to expect thunderstorms in the political firmament so long aa 
there exists inequality of political temperature in the atmosphere of the two regions. 
Neither Massachusetts nor Mississippi will rest satisfied until there is an equality of 
political condition in both States •..• Democratic institutions can no more tolerate 
a double political status than two standards of ethics or discrepant units of weight 
and measure.82 

But apart from trends, the American Creed represents the national con
science. The Negro is a "problem" to the average American partly because 
of a palpable conflict between the status actually awarded him and those 
ideals. 

The American Creed, just because it is a living reality in a developing 
democracy, is not a fixed and clear-cut dogma. It is still growing. During 
the Revolutionary epoch the interests of statesmen and philosophers and 
of the general public were focused on the more formal aspects of freedom, 
equality and justice. After a long period of material expansion but not 
rapid spiritual growth, the American Creed is in this generation again in 
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a formative stage. It is now discovering its ideals in the social and economic 
sphere and in the realm of international organization. 

While this is going on, there are great disparities in opinions even on 
fundamentals in these new fields of valuation-as there were during the 
Revolution concerning the ideals which then became crystallized. Some 
Americans see in trade unions a denial of the rights to human liberty; 
others see in the unions an expression of the common man's right to reach 
for greater equality and freedom. Some Americans want to tax property 
and nationalize public utilities in order to defend equality of opportunity· 
for the masses of the people and to preserve their liberties; others see in 
such attempts an assault upon American principles of liberty. In the inter
national field American ideals in recent decades and even today seem 
divided and rambling in the wide space of the triangle marked by the 
three points: absolute isolationism, an organized world democracy, and 
American world imperialism. 

These great disparities of opinion would, in any other social problem, 
considerably increase the technical difficulties of utilizing the Creed as a 
set of specified and definite value premises for research. When in later 
chapters we face the task of defining our value premises specificaJly, we 
shall find that this is not the case in the Negro problem. The Creed is 
expressive and definite in practically all respects of importance for the 
Negro problem. Most of th!! value premises with which we shall be 
concerned have actually been incorporated for a long time in the niitional 
Constitution and in the constitutions and laws of the several states. 

The deeper reason for the technical simplicity of the value aspect of the 
Negro problem is this: From the point of view of the American Creed 
the status accorded the Negro in America represents nothing more and 
nothing less than a century-long lag of public morals. In principle the 
Negro problem was settled long ago; in practice the solution is not effec
tuated. The Negro in America has not yet been given the elemental civil 
and political rights of formal democracy, including a fair opportunity to 
earn his living, upon which a general accord was already won when the 
American Creed was first taking form. And this anachronism constitutes 
the contemporary "problem" both to Negroes and to whites. 

If those rights were respected, many other pressing social problems 
would, of course, still remain. Many Negroes would, together with many 
whites, belong to groups which would invoke the old ideals of equality and 
liberty in demanding more eff cctive protection for their social and economic 
opportunities. But there would no longer be a Negro problem. This does 
not mean that the Negro problem is an easy problem to solve. It is a 
tremendous task for theoretical research to find out why the Negro's status 
is what it is. In its unsolved form it further intertwines with all other social 
problems. It is simple only in the technical sense that in America the value 
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premises-if they are conceived to be the ideals of the American Creed
are extraordinarily specific and definite. 

Finally, in order to avoid possible misunderstandings, it should be 
explained that we have called this Creed "American" in the sense that it is 
adhered to by the Americans. This is the only matter which interests us 
in this book, which is focused upon the Negro problem as part of American 
life and American politics. But this Creed is, of course, no American 
monopoly. With minor variations, some of which, however, are not without 
importance, the American Creed is the common democratic creed. "Ameri
can ideals" are just humane ideals as they have matured in our common 
Western civilization upon the foundation of Christianity and pre-Christian 
legalism and under the influence of the economic, scientific, and political 
development over a number of centuries. The American Creed is older and 
wider than America itself. 



CHAPTER 2 

ENCOUNTERING THE NEGRO PROBLEM 

.................................................................................................................... u, ................ ,u, 

I. ON THE MINDS OF THE WHITFS 

When we say that there is a Negro problem in America, what we mean 
is that the Americans are worried about it. It is on their minds and on their 
consciences. 

To begin with, the Negro is a problem to himself. If a multitude of 
first-hand random observations, such as we have made over the whole 
country, are any evidence, the contented Negro, whose mind is at peace 
on the race issue, is a rare phenomenon. As a generalization he is definitely 
a myth. Whether the myth was ever wholly true in the past, I cannot say. 
It is evident, however, that for a long time the Negro protest has been 
rising. This trend became sharply accentuated during the First World 
War. The present War will, in all probability, increase their discontent 
with their status in America. 

The Negro problem is working on the white man's mind too, even, and 
not least, when he wants to convince himself and others that it is settled 
for all time. The problem has varying degrees of importance in different 
regions, depending partly on their historical backgrounds and on the 
relative proportion of Negroes in their populations, as also in different social 
classes and under different religious, educational and ideological influences. 
Over large areas of America where there are few or no Negroes, the Negro 
problem is of minor importance to the people living there. To these 
ordinary white Americans, the only reason why the Negro problem has a 
higher salience than, say, the problem of British imperialism in India or, 
earlier, the Irish question, is his citizenship in the United States and, 
consequently, his feeling of national responsibility. The frequent reminders 
in the press and in public discussions of the practice of lynching and the 
agitation around the proposed anti-lynching legislation, the reports of 
Negro criminality, the continuous recollections of discrimination in educa
tion and in the labor market, and_ just now the public discomfort around 
the racial angle of both the larger world conflict and the war efforts at 
home-all constantly actualize to some degree this feeling of responsibility. 

This national participation in the Negro problem should not be exag
d 
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geratcd. Neither should it be minimized. It is the writer's conclusion that 
even in those Northern states with few Negroes, the Negro problem is 
always present though relatively quiescent. Nearly everybody in America 
is prepared to discuss the issue, and almost nobody is entirely without 
opinions on it. The opinions vary. They may be vague and hesitating or 
even questioning, or they may be hardened and articulate. But few Amer
icans are unaware of the Negro problem. 

So it seems always to have been. Wandering around the stacks of a good 
American library, one is amazed at the huge amount of printed material on 
the Negro problem. A really complete bibliography would run up to 
several hundred thousand titles.1 Nobody has ever mastered this material 
exhaustively, and probably nobody ever will. The intellectual energy spent 
on the Negro problem in America should, if concentrated in a single 
direction, have moved mountains. 

This does not imply that the Negro problem approaches the status of a 
dominant issue. It is not now a main divider of opinions in national politics, 
although it was so in the decades before and after the Civil War. There 
were other periods in American history, however, when it was in the back
ground, perhaps never so much as in the decades before the First World 
War. But as a secondary problem and as a peculiar influence on all the 
dominant national issues, it has always held a rank among the most 
conspicuous. Through the generations, it has disturbed the religious 
moralists, the political philosophers, the statesmen, the philanthropists, 
the social scientists, the politicians, the businessmen and the plain citizens. 

A number of factors underlie the present trends-such as the danger of 
continued and, after the Second World War, intensified economic disloca
tion with its serious effects on Negro employment; the rising tension 
around democracy as a form of government and a way of life; and, finally, 
the rising educational level and intensified group consciousness and discon
tent of the Negro people themselves. All this makes it probable that the 
Negro problem in America is again going to mount high in relative impor
tance among national issues. 

2. To THE NEGROES THEMSELVES 

To the Negro himself, the problem is all-important. A Negro probably 
seldom talks to a white man, and still less to a white woman, without 
consciousness of this problem. Even in a mixed white and Negro group 
of closest friends in Northern intellectual circles, and probably even in an 
all-Negro group, the Negro problem constantly looms in the background 
of social intercourse. It steers the jokes and the allusions, if it is not one 
of the dominant topics of conversation. As an inescapable overtone in social 
relations, "race" is probably just as strong as sex-even in those most 
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emancipated American environments where apparently sex is relatively 
released and "race" is suppressed. 

The Negro leader, the Negro social scientist, the Negro man of art and 
letters is disposed to view all social, economic, political, indeed, even 
esthetic and philosophical issues from the Negro angle. What is more, he 
is expected to do so. He would seem entirely out of place if he spoke 
simply as a member of a community, a citizen of America or as a man 
of the world. In the existing American civilization he can grow to a degree 
of distinction, but always as a representative of "his people,n not as an ordi
nary American or an individual in humanity. He might protest; if he does 
it for the proper audience and in the proper forms, he is allowed to pro
test: but he protests as a Negro. He can criticize, but only as a Negro de
fending Negro interests. That is the social role awarded him, and he cannot 
step out of it. He is defined as a "race man" regardless of the role he 
might wish to choose for himself. He cannot publicly argue about collective 
bargaining generally in America, the need of a national budgetary reform, 
monetary schemes for world organization, moral philosophies and esthetic 
principles. 

Even if originally he should have had the interests and the aptitudes for 
wider knowledge and a broader career, the pressure of this expectancy on 
the part of society conditions his personality and forces him, willy-nilly, 
into the role of a Negro champion. This expectancy is entrenched in all 
institutions in American society, including universities, learned societies and 
foundations. It animates even the staunchest friends and protectors of the 
Negro minority, often, indeed, for the reason that the Negroes sorely 
need their leadership. The same expectancy of their leaders is shared by 
the Negro people. The Negro leader, sensing that his own people need 
him and conscious that his racial origin offers him an easy opportunity for 
a role in life, thus acquires his characteristic direction. Even women in 
modern times do not have their souls so pressed into one single narrow 
furrow of human interests by the tyrannic expectancy of society, although 
the women's lot in this, as in many other respects, offers the nearest analogy. 
The Negro genius is imprisoned in the Negro problem. There is through
out the entire history of the United Stutes no single example of an excep
tion to this rule important enough to be cited.2 

The difference in this respect between the Negro and other "racial" 
minorities-the Jews, for example-is notable. The difference is not ex
plainable simply in terms of differences in natural and cultural abilities 
between the two groups. A Jewish economist is not expected to be a special
ist on Jewish labor. A Jewish sociologist is not assumed to confine himself 
always to studying ~e Ghetto. A Jewish singer is not doomed eternally 
to perform Jewish folk songs. A Jew is not out of place either as a governor 
of a state or as a planner of world reconstruction. The Jew is discri(Il.inated 
against in America, but there is a quantitative difference between this and 
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the discrimination against the Negro which is so great that it becomes 
qualitative. On the in_te11ectua1 Jevel, which we are now discussing, the 
fettering of the Negro spirit within the Negro problem is not accomplished 
so much by simple discrimination as by the prejudice inherent even in the 
most friendly but restrictive expectancy, including the expectancy of the 
Negro people. 

So far we have been commenting on the fate of those rare persons with 
extraordinary talents who, if any, should have both the intellectual 
strength and the opportunities to break out of the prison of the Negro 
problem. To the ordinary members of the Negro upper and middle class, 
even the window shutters of the prison are closed. It will be the theme 
of following chapters to show in some detail how Negro preachers, 
teachers, professionals, and businessmen have had to build their whole 
economic and social existence on the basis of the segregation of their 
people, in response to the dictates of the white society. To state the 
situation bluntly: these upper class Negroes are left free to earn their 
living and their reputation in the b.ickwatcr of discrimination, but they are 
not free to go into the main current of the river itself. On the one hand, 
they are kept fully aware of the wider range of opportunities from which 
they are excluded by segregation and discrimination. On the other hand, 
they know equally well how they arc sheltered by the monopoly left to 
them in their little world apart. In their whole outlook on life and society 
they are forced into an impossible and tragic dilemma. 

The masses of the Negro people, however, unlike tht: more advantaged 
leaders, professionals, and businessmen, derive almost none of the com
pensatory gains from the caste system. They sense how they are hampered 
and enclosed behind the walls of segregation and discrimination more 
acutely than might be '!Xpccted. 

They do not usually spend too much of their mental energy on theoriz
ing over the Negro problem. Their days are filled with toil and more 
personal troubles and pleasures. But, as we shall find, in most of these varied 
activities, the Negro problem enters as a loud overtone. It is heard in 
church, in school, on the work place, in the play yard and on the street. 
They, too, are imprisoned in the Negro problem. 

The broad masses of Negroes are also enclosed in the prison as effec
tively by the restrictive expectancy of their friends as by the persecutions 
of their enemies. 

The patronizing attitude is really more damning than the competitive struggle. 
The stone wall of calm assumption of his inferiority is to the Negro a keener hurt 
and a greater obstacle than the battle which admits an adversary worth fighting 
against. It is hard to keep ambition alive anu to maintain morale when those for 
whom you have fondness and respect keep thinking and saying that you arc only 
children, that you can never grow up, that you are cast by God in an inferior mould. 1 
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The late James Weldon Johnson sums up this situation of the Negro 
people in the following way: 

And thia is the dwarfing, warping, distorting influence which operates upon each 
and every coloured man in the United States. He is forced to take his outlook on 
all things, not from the view-point of a citizen, or a man, or even a human being, 
but from the view-point of a coloured man. It is wonderful to me that the race has 
progressed so broadly as it has, since most of its thought and all of its activity must 
run through the narrow neck of this one funnel.4 

3. EXPLAINING THE PROBLEM AWAY 

To the white Americans the possibilities of keeping the Negro problem 
out of their minds are, naturally, greater and, in addition, they have 
certainly good selfish reasons for keeping it below the level of conscious
ness. To be sure, it was a not unusual experience of the writer to be told 
confidently sometimes by the learned, but most often by the laity, that 
there is "no Negro problem" in America and that, if there ever was one, 
it is solved and settled for all time and to the full satisfaction of both 
parties. Everything is quiet on the racial front. We think the Negroes are 
all right in their place; and they on their part do not want things changed. 
In fact, they are the happiest lot on earth. Just look at them: how they laugh 
and enjoy themselves; how they sing and praise the Lord. • 

This attitude was met most frequently and expressed most emphatically 
in the Deep South. It was often maliciously added that there was surely 
a Negro problem in the North, but only because the Yankees have not yet 
learned to know the Negro and how to keep him in his proper place. The 
situation, if true, would certainly deserve to be called paradoxical: The 
Negroes should be least of a problem to the whites in the regions where 
they are most numerous. They should show up among the human and 
national worries, though certainly not as a principal one, of a Minnesota 
farmer who never secs Negroes, but be no problem at all to the Southern 
planter who works them in scores and is always surrounded by them. 

All this is not true, of course. A contrary statement, th:i.t the white South 
is virtually obsessed by the Negro problem, that the South has allowed the 
Negro problem to rule its politics and its business, fetter its intelligence and 
human liberties, and hamper its progress in all directions, would be nearer 
the truth.GA brilliant Northerner, Frank Tannenbaum,6 has taken up this 
thought and, presumably fully in earnest, suggested, as the only hope of 
~olving the Southern problem, that the Southerners get other worries to 
!ceep their minds off the Negro: they should get labor troubles, try to get 
immigrants and develop a complex at home against white "foreigners," and 
_generally get some real issues into their petty politics. This might be carry
i4,g an idea to an extreme for educational purposes, but certainly there is 
~.kemd of sense in it. 
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Apart from the few intellectuals of pronounced liberal leanings, however: 

statements to the effect that there really is no Negro problem have become 
part of the common stock of stereotyped opinions in the South, and the) 
are not entirely absent from the North. But such statements cover a 
volcanic ground of doubt, disagreement, concern, and even anxiety-of 
moral tension and need for escape and defense. To furnish such a covering 
is, from a psychological point of view, their very "function." The 
prevalence of such opinions and the intensity with which they are expressed 
might serve as an index of the latent interracial tension felt in the white 
world. 

The usefulness of this escape rationalization has .._ limit, however. The 
limit is reached when overt interracial struggles appear. The notion of "no 
Negro problem'' is then suddenly transformed into an alarming awareness 
that the contrary is so. This contr;1ry reaction can be invoked experimen
tally, simply by directing attention to the potentialities of conflict. Particu
larly when talking to people among the poorer classes of whites with less 
intellectual control over their thoughts and feelings, the· writer has 
repeatedly observed the most flagrant contradictions on this point, some
times appearing within the same sentence. A white Southerner can defend, 
for instance, the suppression of the Negroes by saying that they are satis
fied with their status and lack a desire for change. Without any intermediate 
remarks, he can then proceed to explain that suppression is necessary, that 
Negroes must be kept down by all means, and that Negroes have an ineradi
cable craving to be like white people. Attempts on the part of the inter
locutor to draw attention to the contradiction have seldom succeeded. 

Some light might be thrown on this state of mind of many American 
whites by observing the different state of mind of the Negroes. The 
Negroes cannot, of course, feel an equivalent need for this special type of 
self-defense, that there is "no Negro problem," which in the white world 
is a defense against one's own thoughts and feelings and the opinions of 
other whites. Actually, it often happened that the writer was told by 
Negroes in the South that race relations in their part of the country offered 
no particular difficulties and were not much of a problem. White people 
present at such pronouncements took great pleasure in the corroboration of 
their own statements. It would seem that such statements from Negro 
leaders are part of the moral tribute expected from those leaders at all 
public interracial affairs, such as school festivals, programs of entertain
ment centered around Negro singers, interchurch meetings, and other 
occasions where white representatives are present. That the Negroes should 
be a.llowed to voice complaints, even though only in a cautious tone, con
stituted the radical departure in the innovation of interracial commissions 
after the First World War. Their meetin25 are between the "best people 
of the two races," and are typically not open to the general public. 
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Statements that interracial relations are good thus belong in the South to 
the etiquette of Negro college presidents, principals and teachers of Negro 
schools, and all other Negroes enjoying upper or middle class ~tatus under 
the sanction of the power of appointment and dismissal in the hands of 
white boards or officials. They are also widely accepted as a way of getting 
along by a considerable number of Negro preachers and by the handful 
of thriving and successful Negro businessmen. In return, these persons are 
allowed much leeway, particularly in the Upper South. These sentiments 
are sometimes also expressed by Negro professionals who are aware of the 
local requirements for successful leadership. 

But, even in these cases, the statements that there is "no Negro problem" 
have an easily detected difference in tone when pronounced by Negroes. 
To begin with, they arc usually restricted expressly to the local com
munity, and often qualified by certain reservations as to this or that which 
might need improvement, while the corresponding white pronouncements 
are mostly broad and absolute in character. They arc, further, as a defense 
mechanism, primarily directed against provoking the suspicions of the other 
group. They are, finally, not to be taken too seriously. The writer 
repeatedly made the observation, both in the Deep South and in the Upper 
South, as well as in the North, that a Negro seldom took this position when 
talking freely and when there was no point in hiding his real feelings. 

The difference between the two groups, with respect to the recognition 
of the Negro problem, corresponds, of course, to the fundamental fact that 
the white group is above and the Negro group is below, that the one is 
intent upon preserving the status quo, while the other wants change and 
relief from the pressure of the dominant group. The one group is tempted 
to convince itself and others that there is "no problem." The other group 
has a contrary interest to see clearly and even make visible to others the 
existence of a real problem. This latter group may be hushed by fear or 
opportunistic calculations. These calculations can, of course, be of the most 
respectable character; indeed, they often are part of the cautious Negro 
patriot's wise policy of trying to safeguard his people from needless suffer
ings and to gain favors for them from the dominating white group. But, in 
any case, the explanation is not to be sought in such deep-seated internal 
tensions as with the white people. The Negro's rationalization, when it 
is articulated, is likely to be much more overt and, indeed, sometimes 
cynically so. It has not the same character of a self-deceiving defense con
struction against one's own moral feelings. 

4. EXPLORATIONS IN EscAPE 

,In a big city in the D~ep South I was once taken by a .friend to an upper class 
club for a 10cial luncheon party. The conversation turned around world affairs, the 
business trend, art, literature and some personal gossiping; the tone was most con• 
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genial and free, perhaps even carefree, and had the distinctive mark of skeptical 
openmindedness which accompanies soci:il ~ccurity and a lifelong experience of 
unhampered cultural opportunities, Near the intended end of the party, my friend 
announced the peculiar reason for my hein.e; in America at the present time and 
invited the company to tell me their frank orinions on the Negro problem. 

For a moment a somewhat awkw,1nl ~ilc1ll'e descended upon our party, :i queer 
feeling that our relation of human understanding was broken. An illusion was shat
tered. Here we had all been behaving on the understanding th:it we were men of 
the world, members of that select cosmopolitan fellowship which senses no strong 
local ties and wl10se minds meet in most bro:id topics of general and human interest; 
and then suddenly my friend had ,·iolated this undmt:mding by adJressing all the 
others as a local fraternity sharing a dark scr:-ret together, while I was m;irked off 
as the stranger peeping in on them and their ser:-ret, the Negro problem. 

The situation most urgently had to be redefined. The responsibility was shouldered 
by an elderly, very distinguished doc-tor. Ile maJe a short speech (the disc-ussion had 
suddenly turned very formal) to the effect that in the South there was "no Negro 
problem"; a static equilibrium h.1d bcm reached, and was going to remain. and it 
.fitted the situation as a glove fits the hand. More p:uticufarly, he went on, the 
relations between the two races in the South corrcsrondcd to their inherited abilities 
and aptitudes. A long time :igo those relations had hren strarificd into "folkways and 
mores," known and rcspectcd hy both uces and taken for granted, or rather as sdf
evident, in view of the inferior endowments of the African race and the superior 
qualities of the Anglo-Saxon master race. The dortor ended up by pointing out that 
it was, in fact, inherent in this very notion of "mores," that they could never be 
questioned or disputed or cvt·n consciously analyzed, There could, indeed, by defini
tion, never be a "problem" concerning the mores of society. The very question was 
nonsensical. The mores were the ground everybody walked upon, the axioms of 
social life, even more unquestioned than the religious truths and for more substantial 
psychological reasons. 

The doctor finished. Everybody agreed, and there was really nothing in the is.que 
to discuss. The few moments' stress was cased, and a measure of c-ongeniality again 
restored. I then reflected that the South wa~, as I was finding out, now on the way 
to giving the Negroes a real chance in education. I referred to the continuous 
improvement of public schools even for Negroes and to the growing number of 
Negro youths who were permitted to acquire a higher education of a kind, even in 
the South. It hacl occurred to me, I continued, that this tread in education-leaving 
many other primary causes of change unmentioneq,-reprcsented a dynamic factor 
of cumulative importance. If it was given time, andl}.·the direct and indirect effects 
in all spheres of life were allowed to accumulate, the resultant social change might 
finally attain a momentum where it could seriously challenge, or at least move quite 
a bit, the "folkways and mores" our doctor had rooted so firmly, not only in tradi
tion, but in the very nature of things and particularly in the biology of the races. 
Yes, it might make it difficult to keep the Negro in his place. It might, for instance, 
make it much less easy to hold him disfranchised; in all certainty it would soon 
render obsolete one of the principal arguments and constitutional instruments for 
denying him the ballot-namely, his illiteracy. 

After this remark, I did not need to say anything more for the next hour or two 
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bat could lean bad: and listen to one of the most revealing and most ably performed, 
though 101Detimes heated, intellectual debates on the Negro problem in America I 
had, up till then, and e,•en thereafter, heard. This was not a theater performance 
staged for my benefit; the arguments were too well considered and reawned to be 
suspected of being improvised for the occasion; I was, indeed, happily forgotten 
moat of the time. There was genuine concern, and there was serious disagreement. 
Profeuor Sumner's theory of folkways and mores had evaporated into the thinneat 
nothing; even the doctor never said a word more about the mystically unproblematic 
"mores." At the end I had the opportunity to restore good feeling between the 
debaters in a roar of understanding laughter when I closed my thanks for Southern 
hoapitality with the observation that apparently they seemed to ha,•e a most disturb
ing Negro problem on their minds down in the Old South. 

A situation in the Negro world parallel to this experience showing how the prob
lem burns under the cover of a placid stereotype was given me in one of the very 
first weeks of my study of the Negro problem in America. When I and my Swedish 
associate (accompanied at this occasion by a white friend of the Negro people, a 
professor at a Southern university) visited a Negro leader prominent in banking 
and insurance in a city of the Upper South, he had kindly arranged for a gathering 
in his office of a group of about thirty Negro gentlemen of upper class status, repre
senting business, cI1urch, university and professions. One of his suhordinates had 
been given the function of relating statistics on the progress of Negro business in 
America. He fulfilled his task with murh ability and eloquence. The figures some
times rose to millions and hundreds of millions and, nevertheless, were presented 
to the last unit; they marched along solemnly and created an illusion of greatness 
and success. The lecture ended up in a cheerful and challenging mood. All had 
listened as to a sermon and felt duly elevated. 

Thia spirit prevailed until I happened to touch off some of the unfortunate real
ities RO guardedly concealed within the statistical house of cards that had just been 
erected. I referred to the facts, that one of the white companies alone had more 
Negro insurance business than all the Negro companies together, while the latter had 
practica1ly no white business at all; that Negro banking had a rather serious record 
of bankruptcies; that Negroes wcte practically excluded from all production and 
wholesale trade; that they controlled only an incomiderable fraction of retail trade 
even in the Negro consumers' market and practically none in the white market. 

My remarks were formulated as questions, and I was hoping for some discussion. 
But I had never expected the tumultuous and agitated controversy which, much to 
the embarrassment of our dignified host, broke loose. The comforting unanimity a 
few minutes before was sudd( ,Jy decomposed into the wide and glaring spectrum 0£ 
American Negro ideologies, bearing not only on business but on all other aspects of 
life as well. All possible opinions were vented in a debate where seldom one spoke 
at a time, ranging from au old-fashioned revolutionism demanding violent resistance 
and aggrepion by force ,1gainst the white suppressors, on the infra-red end, to a 
pious tcligious plea, voiced by an elderly preacher, for endurance, forbcarai:ce, and 
patience ~ruler the sufferings, 011 the ultra-violet end. 

,"5 ·these two occurrences exemplify, the artificially constructed escapist 
C®ICJllUS is liable to crash if pushed from the outside. It is inherent in the 
sitiation, however, that such pushes do not originate from inside, or, if they 
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do, that an attempt is made to canalize them safely. An unstable equilib
rium is retained and actually believed to be stable. 

I once visited an art exhibition in one of the cultural centers of the Old South 
where everything from the city plan to the interests :md manners of the people 
carries the cherished memories of the rc:mantic, glorious past. Among other exhibits 
was a man-sized sculpture in tcrra cotta called "Soldier in Rain," representing a 
Negro man lynched br hanging. The piece was forcefully done; and, as I thought, 
a real masterpiere. The hanging man was clothed only in a shirt and a pair of trousers 
tightly stretched around the body by the rain. On the chest there was a medal affixed 
to the shirt; a raindrop was suspended under the medal. I was absorbed in admiring 
the sculpture with two laJics who W<·re supervising the exhibition. They were true 
experts in art appreciation and had kindly followed me around and told me many 
things which I could not otherwise have seen for myself. 

Quite unintentionally I happmed to refer to the sculpture as representing a 
lynching. My hostesses immediately reacted as to a shock and explained eagerly that 
I was totally mistaken. The sculpture represented a soldier being hanged, probably 
behind the front for some offl"nse, a soldier in ab1tracto, "just any soldier." It had 
nothing to do with the Negro problem. They were bent on convincing me that 1 
was wrong; they mentioned that none of all the thousands of visitors to the exhibi
tion had ever hinted at the possibility that the sculpture represented a lynched Negro 
and eagerly showed me newspaper clippings with reviews where the sculpture was 
discussed in terms of "a soldier," "a simple soldier," "a soldier behind the line." 
I answered that soldiers were never anywhere executed by hanging either at or behind 
the line, and that in the whole world h:mging was, in the popular conception, which 
is the important thing for an artist, usu,11ly associated with the English nistom of 
hanging petty thieves and with American lynching parties. I was even brought to 
point Ollt that the sculptor h,1d endowed the hant{cd man with the long limbs and 
facial characteristics C()llllJIOnly ascribed to the Negro race. But no argumc·nts had 
any weight. I am convinced that they sincerely believed they were right, and I 
preposterously wrong. The visit ended with some mutually felt embarrassment. 

As my curiosity was awakened, I went to see the sculptor. He is an immigrant 
from one of the republics of Latin America and is of nearly pure Indian descent. I was 
told later that because of his slightly dark color, he sometimes had met some 
difficulties when he was not personally recognized. On one occasion, quite recently, 
he had been beaten by the police when he had appeared un the street one night with 
a white woman. I now told him about my experience at the exhibition and asked 
him to clear up the matter for me. His first answer was that there was nothing to 
clear up: his sculpture was an ahstract piece of art and represented a soldier being 
hanged, "any soldier." We discussed the matter for a while on this line. But grad
ually, I must confess, I came to feel s1igbtly exasperated, and I said, "If you, the 
artist, do not know what you have created, I know it as an art spectator. You have 
depicted a lynching, and, mon: particularly, a lynching of a Negro." The sculptor 
then suddenly changed personJlity, became intimate and open, and said: "l believe 
you are right. And I ha,·c intended it all the time." I asked, "Don't you think 
everybody must know it?" Ile said, "Yes, in a way, but they don't want to know it." 
t asked again, "Why have you spent your time in producing this piece? You under• 
3tand as well as I that, even if it is admirable and is also being greatly admired by 
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the whole public, nobody is actually going to buy it. PersonaUy, I would not dare 
to have it in the cellar of my house, still less in a room where I lived.'' He answered, 
"I know. I suppose that I hal'e made this for mrsclf. I am going to keep it in a 
closet. This is the 'American Skeleton in the Cfosct.' That would be the right name 
of my sculpture. 'Soldier in Rain' is only a fal..c, a deception between me and the 
public down here." 

The situation described is a beautiful crystallization of moral escape. A 
sculptor, with so much color in his skin and such life experiences because of 
his skin color that a degree of identification with the American Negro 
people has been established, is living out his aggression in a piece of art 
which, in reality, is meant as an accusation against society. In the layer of 
his mind where his artistic imagination works and directs his skilful hands, 
he is clear and bent on his purpose; and the result is forceful and exact. 
In the layer where he meets the community, there is twilight. He gave me 
two contradictory statements as to what the sculpture actually represented, 
and he was, as I believe, serious and honest both times. The art appreciative 
public in this refined old city shares in his twilight. They accept his fake 
with grace and gratitude. To some extent they also share in the deep 
meaning of the sculpture to its creator. They probably even "get a kick'' 
out of an obvious association which, however, they suppress. Probably none 
of the visitors to the exhibition would ever take part in a lynching or have 
anything but regret for its o::currcnce. But they partake in a national and 
regional responsibility. Lynching, further, stands only as a symbol for a 
whole system of suppression measures, in which they daily are participants. 
Their valuations are in conflict. Art, particularly when presented in such 
a tactful way, has a function of releasing the tension of suppressed moral 
conflicts. 

5. THE EnauETTE OF D1scuss10N 

Generally the form of a matter becomes important when the matter itself 
is touchy. Explosives must be handled with care. Educators, reformers, and 
journalists with liberal leanings in the South have a standard text which 
they recite to please one another and the visitor. Everything can be said 
in the South if it is said "in the right way." Criticisms and even factual state
ments should be phrased in such a manner that they do not "offend" or 
create "embarrassment." I have listened again and again to the pronounce
ments of this theory of Southern indirectness from liberal white Southerners 
who have been most eager that I should understand, not only the esthetics, 
but also the pragmatic purpose of this escape machinery. I have been told 
countless examples, where, as my interlocutor confided to me, he was able 
to ~get by11 in saying so and so to such and such a person because he phrased 
it '1 this or that way, 'Or how this or that change for the better in inter
racial relations was "put over" on the public by letting it appear in a euphe-
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mistie light. I have sensed the high subjective pleasure of this persistent 
balancing on the margins and the corresponding pleasures of the less liberal 
audience in being merely teased but never affronted by the sore points. 1 
have come to understand how a whole system of moral escape has become 
polite form in the South. This form is applicable even to scientific writings 
and, definitely, to public discussion and teaching on all levels. It is some
times developed into an exquisite and absorbing art. 

It renders the spoken or written word less effective. It is contrary to the 
aims of raising issues and facing problems; it makes difficult an effective 
choice of words. It represents an extra encumbrance in intellectual inter
course. At the same time as it purposively opens a means of escape, it also 
fetters everything to the very complex suppressed by this means: the Negro 
problem on their minds. 

This form h.-is even cryst.-illized into a peculiar theory of induced social 
change. It has become policy. There is nearly common agreement in the 
South that reforms in interracial relations should be introduced with a!t 
little discussion about them as possible. It is actually assumed that the race 
issue is a half dormant, but easily awakened, beast. It is a complex which 
is irrational and uncontrollable, laden with emotions, and to be touched as 
little as possible. 

When talking about the Negro problem, everybody-not only the 
intellectual liberals-is thus anxious to locate race prejudice outside him
self. The impersonal "public opinion'' or "community feelings" are held 
responsible. The whites practically never discuss the issue in terms of "l" 
or "we" but always in terms of "they," "people in the South," "people in 
this community," or "folks down here will not stand for ... " this or that. 
One can go around for weeks talking to white people in all walks of life 
and constantly hear about the wishes and beliefs of this collective being, 
yet seldom meeting a person who actually identifies himself with it. But he 
follows it. 

In the more formal life of the community the Negro problem and, in 
fact, the Negro himself, is almost completely avoided. "In effect the,Negro 
is segregated in public thought as well as in public carriers,,, complains 
Robert R. Moton.7 The subject is only seldom referred to in the church. 
In the school it will be circumvented like sex; it docs not fit naturally in 
any one of the regular courses given. Sometimes, but rarely, the topic 
will be taken up for ostentatious treatment as part of an effort toward 
interracial good-will. The press, with remarkable exceptions, ignores the 
Negroes, except for their crimes. There was earlier an unwritten rule in 
the South that a picture of a Negro should never appear in print, and even 
now it is rare. The public affairs of community and state are ordinarilv dis
cussed as if Negroes :were not part of the population. The strange unreality 
of this situation becomes apparent when one comes to realize that for 
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generations hardly any public issue of importance has been free from a 
heavy load of the race issue, and that the entire culture of the region
its religion, literature, art, music, dance, its politics and education, its 
language and cooking-are partly to be explained by positive or negative 
influences from the Negro. 

If the Negro is a shunned topic in formal intercourse among whites in 
the South, he enters all informal life to a disproportionate extent. He creeps 
up as soon as the white Southerner is at ease and not restraining himself. 
He is the standard joke. It is interesting to notice the great pleasure white 
people in all classes take in these stereotyped jokes and in indulging in dis
cussions about the Negro and what he does, says and thinks. It is apparently 
felt as a release. Ray Stannard Baker, surveying the South and the Negro 
problem a generation ago, told a story, which the present writer has encoun
tered several times and which seems to define the situation properly.8 

A Negro minister I met told me a story of a boy who went as a sort of butler's 
assistant in the home of a prominent family in Atlanta. His people were naturally 
curious about what went on in the white man's house. One day they asked him: 

"What do they talk about when they arc eating?" 

The boy thought a moment; then he said: 
"Mostly they discusses us cullud folks." 

As Baker adds, the same consuming interest exists among Negroes. A 
large part of their conversation deals with the race question. One gets the 
feeling that the two groups are sitting behind. their fences, publicly ignor
ing each other but privately giving free rein to a curiosity emotionalized 
to the highest degree. 

The stories and the jokes give release to troubled people. It is no 
accident that Americans generally are a story-telling nation, and that jokes 
play a particularly importannole in the lives of the Southerners, white and 
black, and specifically in race relations. It should not surprise us that sex 
relations are another field of human life with a great prolification of jokes. 
There-is much of human brotherhood in humor-a sort of fundamental 
democracy in a plane deeper than the usual one. It usually conveys a notion 
that we are all sinners before the Lord. When people are up against great 
inconsistencies in their creed and behavior which they cannot, or do not 
want to, account for rationally, humor is a way out. It gives a symbolic 
excuse for inperfections, a point to what would otherwise be ambiguous. It 
gives also a compensation to the sufferer. The "understanding laugh" is 
an intuitive absolution between sinners and sometimes also between the 
sinner and his victim. The main "function" of the joke is thus to create a 
~ve surreptitious approbation for something which cannot be approved 
;~tly because of moral inhibitions. To the whites the Negro jokes 
further serve the function of "proving" the inferiority of the Negro. To the 
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Negroes the function of anti-white jokes is partly to pose the whites in a 
ridiculous light, which to them is a compensation. Partly it is a mechanism 
of psychological adjustment; they "laugh off" their misfortunes, their 
faults, their inferiority. 

In this situation the minds of people are, however, likely to show signs 
of deep-seated ambivalence. White Southerners like and love individual 
Negroes and sometimes Negroes in general; they apparently also hate them. 
I have often witnessed how the feeling tone can pass from the one emo
tional pole to the other abruptly as a result of a remark changing the 
imagined type of interrelation toward which the person reacts. 

What applies to the emotional level may also be found on the intel
lectual level. Thus a Southerner, while extolling the virtues of the "good 
old Negroes" he used to know and deploring the vices of the young who 
go to school and are recalcitrant, may suddenly turn an intellectual somer
sault and bemoan the. ignorance and backwardness of the older group and 
become enthusiastic about the intelligence and progressiveness of the young. 
I have come to know how fundamental and common this ambivalence of 
Southern white people is toward the relative value of the different Negro 
generations and how strategically. important it is for policy, educational 
policy particularly. 

Sometimes mental contradictions are elaborated into theories and find 
their way into learned treatises and documents of state policy. An example 
is the theory that Negroes have "lower costs of living," which defends
in the writers' minds- lower salaries for Negroes against the equalitarian 
principles of the Constitution. The all-embracing Jim Crow doctrine "equal 
but separate" belongs to the same category of systematized inte11ectual and 
moral inconsistency. A partial blinding of a person's knowledge of reality 
is sometimes necessary. There are plenty of people in the South who will 
tell you, honestly and sincerely, that Negroes have equal educational 
opportunities with whites. I think they believe it-for a moment, in a way, 
and with a part of their minds. Their conviction rests on two contradictory 
principles between which they shift. 

This mental training of the Southerner, which makes him shift between 
principles according to momentary change or stimulus, spreads from the 
Negro problem to other issues. The Negro problem is unique only in 
intensity. But in most of the other issues, the Negro problem is, directly or 
indirectly, involved. One meets it in the attitude toward trade unionism, 
factory legislation, social security programs, educational policies, and 
virtually all other public issues. 

I once went to see the director of the Department of Labor in a Southern capital. 
The discussion started by his asking me if trade unions were strong in Sweden, to 
which I answered, "Yes." Without any initiative from my side, he then told me 
how the trade union movement in this region had the great sympathy of the atate 
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and municipal authoritiea, and how it was favored in all ways. I said to him, "Look 
here, I am an economist. I know that this state is not ric:h. Your infant industry has 
to overcome a ruthless competition from the North where industry is long estab
lished. Trade unions mean higher production costs. ls it really a wise policy to lay 
this extra burden upon your young industry?" My interlocutor immediately changed 
mood. "Now you hit the point. And this is the reason why we try to keep the unions 
out of this state." Then he started to tell me the techniques used to keep out labor 
organizers from the state. 

I changed the subject of conversation and told him I had been visiting some mills 
and felt that there was too little interest shown for security measures to protect the 
workers against accidents. The official started out to give me a vivid impression of 
factory legislation and factory inspection as being the very thing nearest to the legis
lators' hearts in this state. Again I invoked my profession as an economist, empha
sized the cost factor and the competitive situation; and again I got the answer, "You 
hit the point" and the totally different story about the attitude of the state. 

These inconsistencies and contradictions should not be taken as indicat
ing simply personal insincerity. They are, rather, symptoms of much 
deeper, unsettled conflicts of valuations. The absorbing interest in the form 
of a matter; the indirectness of approach to a person, a subject, or a 
policy; the training to circumvent sore points and touchy complexes-which 
we consider as symptoms of escape-arc developing into a pattern of 
thinking and behavior which molds the entire personality. People become 
trained generally to sacrifice truth, realism, and accuracy for the sake of 
keeping superficial harmony in every social situation. Discussion is sub
dued; criticism is enveloped in praise. Agreement is elevated as the true 
social value irrespective of what is to be agreed upon. Grace becomes the 
supreme virtue; to be "matter of fact" is crude. It is said about the Southern 
Negro that he is apt to tell you what he thinks you want him to say. This 
characteristic ascribed to the :Negro fits, to a considerable extent, the whole 
civilization where he lives. 

This escape mechanism works, however, only to a point. When that 
point is reached, it can suddenly be thrown out of gear. Then grace and 
chivalry, in fact, all decent form, is forgotten; criticism becomes bitter; 
opinions are asserted with a vehemence bordering on violence; and dis
agreement can turn into physical conflict. Then it is no longer a question 
of escape. The conflict is raging in the open. 

6. THE CoNVENIENCE OF foNORANCE 

In this connection the remarkable lack of correct information about the 
Negroes and their living conditions should at least be hinted at. One 
need not be a trained student of the race problem to learn a lot in a couple 

· of days about the Negroes in a community whic.h is not known by even 
its otherwise enlightened white residents. To an extent this ignorance is 
n~ simply "natural" but is part of the opportunistic escape reaction. 
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It thus happens that not only the man in the street, but also the prer 
fessional man, shows ignorance in his own field of work. One meets physi
cians who hold absurd ideas about the anatomical characteristics of the Negro 
people or about the frequency of disease among the Negroes in their 
own community; educators who have succeeded in keeping wholly unaware 
of the results of modern intel1igence research; lawyers who believe that 
practically all the lynchings are caused by rape; ministers of the gospel 
who know practically nothing about Negro churches in their own town. 
In the North, particularly in such groups where contacts with Negroes are 
lacking or scarce, the knowledge might not be greater, but the number of 
erroneous conceptions seems much smaller. The important thing and the 
reason for suspecting this ignorance to be part of the escape apparatus is 
that knowledge is constantly twisted in one direction-toward classifying 
the Negro low and the white high. 

The ignorance about the Negro is the more striking as the Southerner 
is himself convinced that he "knows the Negro," while the Yankee is sup
posedly ignorant on the subject. The insistence on the pa1·t of the Southern 
whites that they have reliable and intimate knowledge about the Negro 
prubkm is one of the most pathetic stereotypes in the South. In fact, the 
average Southerm:r "knows» the Negro anJ the interracial problem as the 
patient "knows" the toothache-in the sense that he feels a concern-not 
as the diagnosing dentist knows his own or his patient's trouble. I Ic further 
"knows" the Negro in thc sense that he is brought up to use a social tech
nique in dealing with Negroes Ly which he is able to get them into sub
missive patterns of behavior. This technique is simple; I have often 
observed that merely speaking the Southern dialect works the trick. 

Segregation is now becoming so complete that the white Southerner 
practically never sees a Negro except as his servant and in other stan
dardized and formalized caste siti1ations. The situation may have been dif
ferent in the old patriarchial timcs with their greater abundance of primary 
contacts. Today the average Southerner of middle or upper class status 
seems to be just as likely as the typical Northerner to judge all Negroes b)' 
his cook, and he is definitely murc disposed than the Northerner to draw 
the widest conclusions from this restricted source of information. I have 
also found that the white participants in the work of the local interracial 
commissions-who arc not typical ~outhcrncrs because they are extraor
dinarily friendly to the Negro and are looked upon as local experts on the 
race problem-regularly stress the importance of those meetings in bring
ing together representatives of the two races :m that they can "come to know 
t:ach other." They often confess how vastly their own knowledge of the 
Negro has increased because they, in these meetings, had a chance to talk to 
Reverend So-and-so or Doctor So-and-so. These testimonies are the more 
telling when one has been present at a few of these interracial meetings 
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and observed how strictly formal and ruled by mental inhibitions the) are. 
It is also astounding to observe that at such meetings Negro members, by 
relating simple and obvious facts in the local situation, can reveal things 
unknown to the whites present. Even when true friendliness is the basis 
for the approach, the awkwardness and anxiety shown in these interracial 
contacts is often apparent. 

The ignorance about the Negro is not, it must be stressed, just a random 
lack of interest and knowledge. It is a tense and highstrung restriction and 
distortion of knowledge, and it indicates much deeper dislocations within 
the minds of the Southern whites. The blind spots are clearly visible in 
stereotyped opinions. The "function" of those stereotypes is, in fact, to 
serve as intellectual blinds.0 Thinking and talking in terms of stereotypes 
appear to be more common in the Negro problem than in other issues and 
more dominant in the regions of America where the race problem is 
prominent. 

The stereotypes are ideological fragments which have been coined and 
sanctioned. They are abstract and unqualified, as popular thinking always 
tends to be. They express a belief that "all niggers" are thus and so. But, 
in addition, they are loaded with pretention to deep insight. It is because 
of this emotional charge that they can serve to block accurate observation 
in everyday living and detached thinking. They are treated as magical 
formulas. It is amazing to see the stern look of even educated people when 
they repeat these trite and worn banalities, inherited through the genera
tions, as if they were pointing out something new and tremendously impor
tant, and also to watch their consternation and confusion when one tries 
to disturb their conventional thoughtways by "outlandish" questions. 

7. NEGRO AND WHITE Vo1c.ES 

What is at the bottom of this elaborated escape psychology? Has the old 
Negro fighter and scholar W. E. B. Du Bois struck a. vein of truth when 
he remarks; 

Nor does the paradox and danger of this situation fail to interest and perplex the 
best conscience of the South. Deeply religious and intensely democratic as arc the 
maaa of the whites, they feel acutely the false position in which the Negro problems 
place them. Such an essentially honest-hearted and generous people cannot cite the 
caste levelling precepts of Christianity, or believe in equality of opportunity for all 
men, without coming to feel more and more with each generation that the present 
drawing of the color-line is a flat contradiction to their beliefs and profcssions.10 

He ~y e~r~es the opinion of enlightened Negroes. Booker T. 
Washington said, m. essence, the same thing whr:n, in discussing white 
people's prejudice against and their fear of the Negro, he explained that 
they 
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, •. are moved by a bad conscience. lf they really believe there is danger from the 
Negro it must be because they do not intend to give him justice. Injustice always 
breeds fear.11 

James Weldon Johnson, a third Negro leader, pointed out that 

••. the main difficulty of the race question does not lie so much in the actual 
condition of the blacks as it does in the mental attitude of the whites.12 

And again: 

The race question involves the saving of bl:1ck America's body :md white Americ-a's 
soul.18 

White people have seen the same thing. Ray Stannard Baker wrote: 

It keeps coming to me that this is more :i white m~n's problem than it is a Negro 
problem.14 

A Southern academician, Thomas P. Bailey, whose book on the Negro 
problem has not been surpassed in scrupulous moral honesty, said: 

The real problem is not the negro but the white man's attitude toward the negro. 

and 

Yes, we Southerners need a freedom from su~pic-ion, feu, anxiety, doubt, unrest, 
hate, contempt, disgust, and :1ll the rest of the race-frcling-hegotten brood of viper• 
ous emotions.15 

The Negroes base their fundamental strategy for improving their status 
9n this insight. Moton tells us: 

••• the careful observer will discm·er another characteristic of Negro psychology
his quick perception of physical di~advantage and his equally quick adjustment to 
secure the moral advantage. In all the agitation concerning the Negro's btatus in 
America, the moral advantage has always been on his side, and with that as a lever 
he has steadily effected progress in spite of material disadvantages,16 

James Weldon Johnson puts it this way: 

Black America is called upon to stand as the protagonist of tolerance, of fair play, 
of justice, and of good will. Until white America heeds, we shall never let its 
conscience sleep .••• White America cannot saYe itself if it prevents us from being 
aaved,11 

And the moral situation of white Southerners is such that Johnson can 
confidently explain: 

Negroes in the South have a simple and direct manner of estimating the moral 
worth of a white man. He is good or bad according to his attitude toward colored 
people. This test is not only a practical and logical one for Negroes to use, but the 
absolute truth of its results averages pretty high. The results on the positive side arc, 
I think, invariably correct; I myself have yet to know a Southern white man who ii 
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liberal in his attitude toward the Negro :ind on the race question and is not a man 
of moral worth.18 

The white man is driven to apologies, not by the Negro, because the 
Negro is not so strong, but by his own moral principles. We shall have to 
study those apologies intensively in this inquiry. Only as a foretaste we 
quote James Truslow Adams, who pleads: 

The condition of the portion of th:it continent from which he came was one not 
only of savagery but of chronic warfare, quite irrespective of the activities of the 
slave traders. A negro in his nati\•e land was liable at any moment to be att:icked, 
captured, enslaved by other bl:tcks, torn from his family, or killed and in some cases 
eaten. Would tl1c 11,000,000 of negroes in the United States tod:iy prefer that their 
ancestors had ne\•er been enslaved and that therefore they thernsch-es, if alive, 
should at this moment be living as savages or barbarians in the African j\1ngle? 
Would a DuRois prefer to be head man to an African chief instead of a Harvard 
graduate, scholar and writer? W011ld a Robeson prefer beating a tom tom to thrilling 
audiences throughout the world with l1is beautiful \'Oice? Would the colored washer
woman I had in the North give up her comfortable house and her car, in which 
she motored her family to Virginia each summer, for the ancestral grass hut in the 
jungle? 19 

An editorial commenting upon certain demands raised by a committee 
of Negro citizens of the City of New York and presented under the 
auspices of a wartime organization for the propagation of democracy in 
America reads: 

••• as a group, even in this great free city, they [ the Negroes] haven't enjoyed 
equality of opportunity, They have been at a disadvantage in housing .••• For no 
reason except color, they find many jobs closed to them • , • the Negro suffers from 
an undeserved historic misfortune. He docs not enjoy, anywhere in the United 
States, opportunities equal to his individual capacity .••• It is time that more of his 
white neighbors stopped being so patient about this situation. An injustice to any 
group, whether we realize the truth or not, hurts all of us.20 

And so the conflict in the troubled white man's soul goes on. 

8. Tim NottTH AND THE SouTu 

In the North the observer finds a different mental situation in regard to 
the Negro problem. The South is divergent from the rest of the country 
not only in having the bulk of the Negro population within its region but 
also in a number of other traits and circumstances-all, as we shall find, 
directly or indirectly connected with the Negro problem. 

There h:is been.less social change in the South. Industrialization has 
lagged until recently. The South is more agricultural and rural. Parts of 
it are isolated. There has been relatively little immigration from foreign 
countries or from the North; practically all migration has been internal 
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or outward. The South is poorer on the average: it is true both that there 
are more poor people in the South and that they are poorer than in the 
North.• Farm tenancy is common in the South but rarer in the North. The 
tradition of the "independent farmer'' is largely a Northern tradition. 
On the other hand, the tradition of aristocracy is much stronger in the 
South; "the Southern gentlemen," "the Southern lady," and "Southern 
hospitality" are proverbial, even if stereotyped. 

Because of this tradition and because of the relative lack of industrial
ization, a main way to get and remain rich in the South has been to exploit 
the Negroes and other weaker people, rather than to work diligently, 
make oneself indispensable and have brilliant ideas. The South has been 
relatively intolerant of reform movements of any sort. Circumstances con
nected not only with the Negro problem but also with such traditions as 
state's rights make change seem more hazardous than in the North. Educa
tion for all groups and on all levels has been inferior in the South. The 
trauma of the Civil War is still acute. The observer finds many Southerners 
still "fighting'' the Civil War. In the North it is forgotten. 

The mere existence of a more rapid tempo of life in the North, the 
constant changes, and the feeling of progress push the Negro problem into 
the background. And the human capacity for interesting oneself in social 
problems is crowded by many other worries. There have been more 
frequent clashes of political opinions in the North. The North has been 
made to feel labor problems. The Northern farmers have been more 
restless and articulate in their demands. The continuous mass immigration 
of foreigners has created local problems of exploitation and poverty, 
maladjustment and cultural assimilation. Placed beside these problems a 
local Negro problem, where it existed in the North, became robbed of its 
singularity and shrank in significance. 

The Negro problem has nowhere in the North the importance it has in 
the South. "Too often we find," complained a Southern student of the 
Negro problem long ago, "that when our Northern journalism discusses 
wrongs at the North or at the West, it criticizes the wrongs, but when it 
discusses wrongs at the South, it criticizes the South.mi This is a correct 
observation. But the explanation and, we must add, the justification of this 
fact is, first, that the Negro problem actually is a main determinant of all 
local, regional, and national issues, whether political, economic, or broadly 
cultural, in the South, while this is not true in the North; and, second, 
that there is a "Solid South" backing the "wrongs" in the one region, 
while opinions are much more diversified in the North. 

a Contrary to the general impressi"on, however, the well-to-do whites in the South ue in 
about the same proportion in the population as are the well-to-do whites in the North. 
(We except here the very few tremendous fortunes in the North which are more numerous 
than in the South.) Also, the Southern whites as a whole have about the same in1.-ome as do 
Northern whites: a large proponion of the poor in the South are Negroea. (See Chapter 16.) 
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There are few Negroes living in most of the North. This is especially 
true of the rural regions. Where Negroes live in small cities, particularly 
in the New England states, they are a small element of the population 
who have never been much of a problem. In the big cities where the 
greater part of the total Northern Negro population lives, the whites are 
protected from getting the Negro problem too much on their minds by 
the anonymity of life and the spatial segregation of racial, ethnic, and 
economic groups typical of the metropolitan organization of social relations. 

The Northern whites have also been able to console themselves by 
comparing the favorable treatment of Negroes in the North with that of 
the South. Negroes have votes in the North and are, on the whole, 
guaranteed equality before the law. No cumbersome racial etiquette in 
personal relations is insisted upon. The whole caste system has big holes 
in the North, even if prejudice in personal relations is pronounced, and the 
Negroes are generally kept out of the better jobs. Reports of how Negroes 
fare in the South tend to make the Northernere satisfied with themselves, 
if not smug, without, in most cases, making them want to start again to 
reform the South. We fought a Civil War over the Negroes once, they 
will say; it didn't do any good and we are not going to do it again. 

The mass migration of Southern Negroes to the North since the begin
ning of the First World War leads naturally-especially in periods of 
economic depression-to the reflection on the part of the Northerners that 
improvement of conditions for Negroes in their own communities is 
dangerous as it will encourage more Southern Negroes to come North. 
Most white Northerners seem to hold that the Negroes ought to stay on 
Southern land, and that, in any case, they cannot be asked to accept any 
responsibility for recent Negro migrants. Few Northerners have any idea 
that the Negroes are being pushed off the land in the South by the develop
ment of world competition against Southern agricultural products in com
bination with a national agricultural policy discriminating severely against 
the Negroes. This argument that Negroes should not he encouraged to 
come North-which is in the minds of many Northern city authorities-is 
a chief factor in hampering a sound welfare policy for Negroes. 

This "passing the buck" is, of course, not only a device of Northerners 
to quiet their conscience. It is prominently displayed also by Southerners. 
The latter get satisfaction out of every indication that Negroes are not 
treated well in the North and, indeed, that groups other than Negroes arc 
living in distress in the North. Such things help to assuage their own 
conscience. They need a rationaliz.ation against their sympathy for the 
underdog and against their dislike of the caste pressure inflicted upon the 
Negro. This situatio~ has prevailed since before the· Civil War. The horrors 
of Northern free-labor slavery and Northern city slums have never left 
the Southerner's mind. The object of this maltreatment, namely, the poor 
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Negro in both South and North, is the loser. Meanwhile each of the two 
guilty regions points to the other's sins-the South assuaging its conscience 
by the fact that "the Negro problem is finally becoming national in scope" 
and the North that "Negroes are much worse off in the South." 

The Civil War, even if it does not figure so highly in Northern con
sciousness as the corresponding memories in the South, is a definite source 
of historical pride in the North. Many families, particularly in the higher 
social classes which contain "Old Americans," have ancestors who fought 
in the War, the recollection of which carries emotional identification with 
the Northern cause. The teaching in the schools of the North spreads an 
identification and a vicarious pride even to the Northerners whose ancestors 
were Europeans at the time of the Civil War. The liberation of the slaves 
plays an important part in this idealization. But, paradoxically enough, it 
turns against the Negro in his present situation: "We gave him full 
citizenship," the Northerner will say. "Now it is his own funeral if he 
hasn't got the guts to take care of himself. It would be an injustice in the 
opposite direction to do more for him than for people in general just 
because of his race. The Negro shouldn't be the ward of the nation. Look 
at all other poor, hardworking people in America. My grandfather had 
to sweat and work before he got through the mill." 

This rationalized political valuation, which can be heard anywhere in the 
North, goes back to the Northern ideological retreat and the national com
promise of the 187o's. It still, in disguised forms, creeps into even the 
scientific writings of Yankee authors. Donald Young, for example, writes: 

With the Civil War came emancipation, enfranchisement, and guaranties of equal 
rights for bfock and white. If anything, Northern politicians did their best to give 
the Negro a favored status w~ich in effect would have made him almost a ward of 
the government .••. Although a reaction to slavery was naturally to Le expected, it 
would have been a mistake to give the freedman any more protection from private 
or public; persecution than is afforded a citizen of any other color. Fortunately, the 
United States Supreme Court and the post-Civil War decline in emotionalism and 
increase in political sanity prevented the consummation of such attempts at special 
Negro legislation protection as the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments and 
Sumner's Civil Rights Bill originaJly intended.22 

The logic of this argument is weak. From the basic equalitarian assump
tion, it could not, of course, be deemed to be an unjust favoring of the 
Negro people on account of their race, if they were protected from the 
specific discriminations which a_re inflicted upon them just because of their 
race. Guaranteeing them civil liberties as citizens could not be said to be 
making them the wards of the nation in this particular sense. But even if 
this Northern rationalization is, in fact, an escape notion like many others 
we have found in the South, it is not charged with much emotion. The 
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Northerner does not have his social conscience and all his political thinking 
permeated with the Negro problem as the Southerner does. 

Rather, he succeeds in forgetting about it most of the time. The North
ern newspapers help him by minimizing all Negro news, except crime news. 
The Northerners want to hear as little as possible about the Negroes, 
both in the South and in the North, and they have, of course, good reasons 
for that. The result is an astonishing ignorance about the Negro on the 
part of the white public in the North. White Southerners, too, are ignorant 
of many phases of the Negro's life, but their ignorance has not such a 
simple and unemotional character as that in the North. There are many 
educated Northerners who are well informed about foreign problems but 
almost absolutely ignorant about Negro conditions both in their own city 
and in the nation as a whole. 

This has great practical importance for the Negro people. A great many 
Northerners, perhaps the majority, get shocked and shaken in their con
science when they learn the facts. The average Northerner does not under
stand the reality and the effects of such discriminations as those in which 
he himself is talcing part in his routine of life. To get publicity is of the 
highest strategic importance to the Negro people. The Negro protection 
and betterment organizations and many white liberals see this clearly and 
work hard to articulate the sufferings of the Negroes. 

There is no doubt, in the writer's opinion, that a great majority of white 
people in America would be prepared to give the Negro a substantially 
better deal if they knew the facts. But to understand the difficulty the 
Negroes have to overcome in order to get publicity, we must never forget 
the opportunistic desire of the whites for ignorance. It is so much more 
comfqrtable to know as little as possible about Negroes, except that there 
are a lot of them in Harlem, the Black Belt, or whatever name is given 
to the segregated slum quarters where they live, and that there are still 
more of them in the South; that they are criminal and of disgustingly, but 
somewhat enticingly, loose sexual morals; that they are religious and have 
a gift for dancing and singing; and that they are the happy-go-lucky 
children of nature who get a kick. out of life which white people are too 
civilized to get. 

Just one note more should be added: the Southerners are not entirely 
different on this last point from the Northerners. I have become convinced 
also that a majority even of Southerners would be prepared for much 
more justice to the Negro if they were really brought to know the situation. 
The younger generations of Southern whites are less indoctrinated against 
,he Negro than their parents were. But they are also farther away from 
him, know less about him and, sometimes, get more irritated by what fatle 
they see. We do not share the skepticism against education as a means of 
mitigating racial intolerance which recently has spread among American 
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sociologists as a reaction against an important doctrine in the American 
Creed. The simple fact is that an educational offensive against racial intoler
ance, going deeper than the reiteration of the "glittering gt>neralities,, in 
the nation's political creed, haJ ni:ve1· !eriouJly been attempted in America. 



CHAPTEll 3 

FACETS OF THE NEGRO PROBLEM 

........................................................................................................................................... 
1. AMERICAN l\1INORITY PROBLEMS 

For some decades there has been a tendency to incorporate the American 
Negro problem into the broader American minority problem.1 In the 
United States, the tc.:rm "minority people" has a connotation different from 
that in other parts of the world and especially in Central and Eastern 
Europe, where minority problems have existed. This difference in problem 
is due to a difference in situation. The minority peoples of the United 
States are fighting for status in the larger society; the minorities of Europe 
are mainly fighting for independence from it. In the United States the 
so-called minority groups as they exist today-except the Indians and the 
Negroes-are mostly the result of a relatively recent immigration, which 
it was for a long time the established policy to welcome as a nationally 
advantageous means of populating and cultivating the country. ,The new
comers themselves were bent upon giving up their language and other 
cultural heritages and acquiring the ways and attitudes of the new nation. 
There have been degrees of friction and delay in this assimilation process, 
and even a partial conscious resistance by certain immigrant groups. But 
these elements of friction and resistance are really only of a character and 
magnitude to bring into relief the fundamental difference between the typi
cal American minority problems and those in, say, the old Austrian Empire. 
Of greatest importance, finally, is the fact that the official political creed of 
America denounced, in general but vigorous terms, all forms of suppression 
and discrimination, and affirmed human equality. 

In addition to a cultural difference between the native-born and the 
foreign-born in the United States, there was always a class difference. At 
every point of time many of those who were already established in the 
new country had acquired wealth and power, and were thus in a position 
to lay down the rules to late-comers. The immigrants, who left their native 
lands mainly because they had little wealth, had to fit themselves as best 
they could into the new situation. Their lack of familiarity with the English 
lru:iguage and ways of life also made them an easy prey of economic 
exploitation. But as long as the West was open to expansion, immigrant 
groups could avoid becoming a subordinate class by going to a place 

so 
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where they were the only class. Gradually the frontier filled up, and free 
land no longer offered the immigrants cultural independence and economic 
self.protection. Increasingly the}' tended to come from lands where the 
cultures were ever more distant from the established American standards. 
They became distinguished more markedly as half-digested isolates, set 
down in the slums of American cities, and the level of discrimination rose. 

The first stage of their assimilation often took them through the worst 
slums of the nation. Group after group of immigrants from every part of 
the world had their first course in Americanization in the squalid and con
gested quarters of New York's East Side and similar surroundings. They 
found themselves placed in the midst of utter poverty, crime, prostitution, 
lawlessness, and other undesirable social conditions. The assimilation process 
brought the immigrants through totally uncontrolled labor conditions and 
often through personal misery and social pressures of all kinds. The Ameri
can social scientist might direct his curiosity to the occasional failures of the 
assimilation process and the tension created in the entire structure of larger 
society during its course. To the outside observer, on the other hand, the 
relative success will forever remain the first and greatest riddle to solve, 
when he sees that the children and grandchildren of these unassimilated 
foreigners are well-ad justed Americans. He will have to account for the 
basic human power of resistance and the flexibility of people's minds and 
cultures. He will. have to appreciate the tremendous force in the American 
educational system. But it will not suffice as an explanation. He will be 
tempted to infer the influence upon the immigrant of a great national ethos, 
in which optimism and carelessness, generosity and callousness, were so 
blended as to provide him with hope and endurance. 

From the viewpoint of the struggling immigrant himself, the harsh class 
structure, which thrust him to the bottom of the social heap, did not seem 
to be a rigid social determinant. In two or three generations, if not in one, 
the immigrant and his descendants moved into, and identified themselves 
with, the dominant American group, and-with luck and ability-took their 
position in the higher strata. Only because of this continuous movement of 
former immigrants and their descendants up and into the established group 
could the so-called "Americans'' remain the majority during a century 
which saw more than a score of millions of immigrants added to its popula
tion. The causal mechanism of this social process has been aptly described 
as a continuous "push upwards" by a steady stream of new masses of toil
ing immigrants filling the ranks. of the lower social strata. The class struc
ture remained, therefore, fairly stable, while millions of individuals 
were continuously climbing the social ladder which it constituted. The 
unceasing process of social mobility and the prospect of its continuation, and 
aiso the established Creed of America promising and sanctioning social 
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mobility, together with many other factors of importance, kept the minority 
groups contented and bent on assimilation. 

Religious differences, differences in fundamental attitudes, and "racial" 
differences entered early as elements of friction in the process of assimila~ 
tion and as reasons for discrimination while the process was going on. With 
the growing importance of the new immigration from Southern and 
Eastern Europe in the decades before the War, these factors acquired 
increased importance. They are, in a considerable degree, responsible for 
the fact that even recent community surveys, undertaken decades after the 
end of the mass immigration, give a picture of American class stratification 
which closely corresponds to the differentiation in national groups. This 
type of differentiation is one of the most distinguishing characteristics of 
the American social order. 

The split of the nation into a dominant "American" group and a large 
number of minority groups means that American civilization is permeated 
by animosities and prejudices attached to ethnic origin or what is popularly 
recognized as the "race" of a person.a These animosities or prejudices are 
commonly advanced in defense of various discriminations which tend to 
keep the minority groups in a disadvantaged economic and social status. 
They are contrary to the American Creed, which is emphatic in denouncing 
differences made on account of "race, creed or color." In regard to the 
Negro, as well as more generally to all the other minorities, this conflict 
is what constitutes the problem, and it also contains the main factors in the 
dynamic development. Taking a cross-sectional ·view at any point of time, 
there is thus revealed an inconsistency in practically every American's 
social orientation. The inconsistency is not dissolved, at least not in the 
short run. Race prejudice and discrimination persist. But neither will the 
American Creed be thrown out. It is a hasty conclusion from the actual 

• The popular term "race prejudice," as it is commonly used, embraces the whole complex 
0£ valuations and beliefs which are behind discriminatory behavior on the part of the 
majority group {or, sometimes, also on the part of the minority group) and which are 
contrary to the equalitarian ideals in the American Creed. In this very inclusive sense the 
term will be used in this foquiry, It should be noted that little is explained when we say 
that "discrimination is due to prejudice." The concept "race prejudice" unfortunately 
carries connotations that the intergroup situation is fairly stable and that the compla of 
attitudes behind discrimination is homogeneous and solid. (This is, incidentally, the danger 
with the concept of "attitude" as it is often used1 see Appendix 1.) For a discussion of 
the empirical study of race prejudice, see Appendix 10, Section 4, 

We do not need to enter into a discussion of ,vhether "anti-minority feelings" in general 
are different from the "race prejudices" as they are displayed against Negroes. On the one 
hand, people in general also refer the ·former attitude to what they usually perceive of a, 

"race." As Donald Young pointa out, there is also something of a common pattern in all 
cliacriminatiom (see footnote I to this chapter). On the othe1, hand, there is this significant 
difference which we ,hall stress, that in regard to the colored minorities, amalgamation is 
violently denied them, while in regard to all the other minorities_, it is welcomed ab a long
nm procea. 
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facts of discrimination that the Creed will be without influence in the long 
run, even if it is suppressed for the moment, or even that it is uninfluential 
in the short run. 

In trying to reconcile conflicting valuations the ordinary American 
apparently is inclined to believe that, as generations pass on, the remain· 
ing minority groups-with certain distinct exceptions which will presently 
be discussed-will be assimilated into a homogeneous nation.2 The American 
Creed is at least partially responsible for this, as well as for the American's 
inclination to deem this assimilation desirable. Of course, this view is also 
based on the memories of previous absorption of minority groups into the 
dominant "American" population. Even the American Indians arc now 
considered as ultimately assimilable. "The American Indian, once con
stituting an inferior caste in the social hierarchy, now constitutes little 
more than a social class, sinc1.: today his inferior status may be sloughed 
off by the process of cultural assimilation.":, This, incidentally, speaks 
against the doctrine that racc prejudice under all circumstances is an 
unchangeable pattern of attitudes. 

This long-range view of ultimate assimilation can be found to coexist 
with any degree of race prejudice in the actual present-day situation. In 
many parts of the country Mexicans arc kept in a status similar to the 
Negro's or only a step above. Likcwisc, in most places anti-Semitism is 
strong and has apparently been growing for the last ten years.4 Italians, 
Poles, Finns, arc distrusttd in some communities; Germans, Scandinavians, 
and the Irish arc disliked in others, or somctirncs the same communities. 
There arc sections of the majority group which draw the circle exclusively 
and who hate all "foreigners." There arc others who kccp a somewhat 
distinct line only around the more exotic peoples. The individual, regional, 
and class differentials in anti-minority feeling arc great.5 

In spite of all race pn:judice, few Americans seem to doubt that it is the 
ultimate fate of this nation to incorporate without distinction not only all 
the Northern European stocks, but also the people from Eastern and 
Southern Europe, the Near East and Mexico. They sec obstacles; they 
emphasize the religious and "racial" differences; they believe it will take 
a long time. But they assume that it is going to happen, and do not have, 
on the whole, strung objections to it-provided it is located in a distant 
future. 

2. Tim ANTI-AMALGAMATION Doc1·R1NE 

The Negroes, on the other hand, are commonly assumed to be unassimi
lable and this is the reason why the characterization of the Negro problem 
as a minority problem docs not exhaust its true import.a The Negroes are 
set apart, together with other colored peoples, principally the Chinese and 

• See Chapter 4. 
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the Japanese. America £ears the segregation into distinctive isolated groups 
of all other elements of its population and looks upon the preservation of 
their separate national attributes and group loyalties as a hazard to Ameri
can institutions. Considerable efforts are directed toward "Americanizing" 
all groups of alien origin. But in regard to the colored peoples, the Ameri
can policy is the reverse. They are excluded from assimilation. Even by their 
best friends in the dominant white group and by the promoters of racial 
peace and good-will, they are usually advised to keep to themselves and 
develop a race pride of their own. 

Among the groups commonly considered unassimilable, the Negro peo
ple is by far the largest. The Negroes do not, like the Japanese and the 
Chinese, have a politically organized nation and an accepted culture of their 
own outside of America to fall back upon. Unlike the Oriental, there 
attaches to the Negro an historical memory of slavery and inferiority. It 
is more difficult for them to answer prejudice with prejudice and, as the 
Orientals may do, to consider themselves and their history superior to the 
white Americans and their recent cultural achievements. The Negroes do 
not have these fortifications for self-respect. They are more helplessly 
imprisoned as a subordinate caste in America, a caste• of people deemed to 
be lacking a cultural past and assumed to be incapable of a cultural future. 

To the ordinary white American the caste line between whites and 
Negroes is based upon, and defended by, the anti-amalgamation doctrine. 
This doctrine, more than anything else, gives the Negro problem its unique
ness among other problems of lower status groups, not only in terms of 
intensity of feelings but more fundamentally in the character of the 
problem. We follow a general methodological principle, presented pre
viously, when we now start out from the ordinary white man's notion of 
what constitutes the heart of ~he Negro problem. 

When the Negro people, unlike the white minority groups, is commonly 
characterized as unassimilable, it is not, of course, implied that amalgama
tion is not biologically possible. But crossbreeding is considered undesir
able. Sometimes the view is expressed that the offspring of cross
breeding is inferior to both parental stocks. Usually it is only asserted that 
it is inferior to the "pure" white stock. The assumption evidently held 
is that the Negro stock is "inferior" to the white stock. On the inherited 

• In this inquiry we shall use the term "caste" to denote the social status difference 
between Negroes and whites in America. The concept and its implications will be discUIICd 
in 10mc detail in Part VIII. It should be emphasized that, although the Jiwling Zina 
between Negroes and whites is held fixed and rigid so that no Negro legitimately can pass 
over from his caste to the higher white caste, the relations between members of the two 
Cllltel are difi'erent in different regions and social classes and changing in time. It is true 
that tlle term "caste" commonly connotes a static situation even in the latter respect. How
ever, for a social phenomenon we prefer to use a 10cial concept with too static connotations 
rather than the biological concept "race" which, of course, carries not only static but many 
much more erroneous connotationa. 
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inferiority of the Negro people there exists among white Americans a 
whole folklore, which is remarkably similar throughout the country. To this 
we shall refer in the next chapter. 

Whether this concept of the inferiority of the Negro stock is psycho
logically basic to the doctrine that amalgamation should be prohibited, or 
is only a rationalization of this doctrine, may for the moment be left open. 
The two notions, at any rate, appear together. The fact that one is used as 
argument for the other does not necessarily prove such a causal psychic 
relation between them. In many cases one meets an unargued and not 
further dissolvable primary valuation, which is assumed to be self-evident 
even without support of the inferiority premise. Miscegenation• is said 
to be a threat to "racial purity." It is alleged to be contrary to "human 
instincts." It is "contrary to nature" and "detestable." Not only in the 
South but often also in the North the stereotyped and hypothetical ques
tion is regularly raised without any intermediary reasoning as to its applic
ability or relevance to the social problem discussed: "WouJd you like to 
have your sister or daughter marry a Negro?" This is an unargued appeal 
to "racial solidarity" as a primary valuation. It is corollary to this attitude 
that in America the offspring of miscegenation is relegated to the Negro 
race. 

A remarkable and hardly expected peculiarity of this American doctrine, 
expounded so directly in biological and racial terms, is that it is applied 
with a vast discretion depending upon the purely social and legal circum
stances under which miscegenation t'.lkes place. As far as lawful marriage 
is concerned, the racial doctrine is laden with emotion. Even in the Northern 
states where, for the most part, intermarriage is not barred by the force 
of law, the social sanctions blocking its way are serious. Mixed couples are 
punished by nearly complete social ostracism. On the other hand, in many 
regions, especially in the South where the prohibition against intermarriage 
and the general reprehension against miscegenation have the strongest 
moorings, illicit relations have been widespread and occasionally allowed 
to acquire a nearly institutional character. Even if, as we shall find later 
when we come to analyze the matter more in detail,h such relations are per
haps now on the decline, they arc still not entirely stamped out. 

Considering the biological emphasis of the anti-amalgamation doctrine 
and the strong social sanctions against intermarriage tied to that doctrine, 
the astonishing fact is the great indifference of most white Americans 

• Miscegenation is mainly an American term and is in America almost always uac:d to 
denote only relations between Negro,:s and white&. Although it literally implies only mixture 
of genes between members of different races, it has acquired a definite emotional connotation. 
We U&e jr in its literal sense-without implying necessarily that it is undesirablc-aa a 
convenient synonym of amalgamation. 

b See Chapter 5. 
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toward real but illicit miscegenation. In spite of the doctrine, in some 
regions with a large Negro populat~on, cohabitation with a Negro woman 
is, apparently, considered a less serious breach of sexual morals than illicit 
intercourse with a white woman. The illicit relations freely allowed or only 
frowned upon are, however, restricted to those between white men and 
Negro women. A white woman's relation with a Negro man is met by th.: 
full fury of anti-amalgamation sanctions. 

If we now turn to the American Negro people, we can hardly avoid the 
strong impression that what there is of reluctance in principle toward 
amalgamation is merely in the nature of a reaction or response to the 
white doctrine, which thus stands as primary in the causal sense and 
strategic in a practical sense. It is true that white people, when facing the 
Negro group, make an ideological application of the general Jim Crow 
principle-"equal but separate" treatment and accommodations for the two 
racial groups-and proceed from the assertion that both races are good to 
the explanation that there is a value in keeping them unmixed. They appeal 
also to the Negroes' "race pride" and their interest in keeping their own 
blood "pure." But this is a white, not a Negro, argument. 

The Negro will be found to doubt the sincerity of the white folks' inter
est in the purity of the Negro race. It will sound to him too much like a 
rationalization, in strained equalitarian terms, of the white supremacy 
doctrine of race purity. "But the outstanding joke is to hear a white man 
talk about race integrity, though at this the Negro is in doubt whether to 
laugh or swear." 6 Even the Negro in the uneducated classes is sensitive to 
the nuances of sincerity, trained as he is both in slavery and afterwards to 
be a good dissembler himself. The Negro will, furthermore, encounter con
siderable intellectual difficulties inherent in the idea of keeping his blood 
pure, owing to the fact that the large majority of American Negroes actually 
are of mixed descent. They alr~ady have white and Indian ancestry as well 
as African Negro blood. And in general they--are aware of this fact. 

In spite of this, race pride, with this particular connotation of the unde
sirability of miscegenation, has been growing in the Negro group. This is, 
however, probably to be interpreted as a defense reaction, a derived second
•ry attitude as arc so many other attitudes of the Negro people.• After 
weighing all available evidence carefully, it seems frankly incredible that 
the Negro people in America should feel inclined to develop any particular 
race pride at all or have any dislike for amalgamation, were it not for the 
common white opinion of the racial inferiority of the Negro people and the 
whites' intense dislike for miscegenation. The fact that a large amount of 
exploitative sexual intercourse between white men and Negro women has 
~ways been, and still is, part of interracial relat,ions, coupled with the 
further fact that the Negroes sense the disgrace of their women who are 

• See Appendix 101 Section 4. 
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not accepted into matrimony, and the inferior status of their mixed off
spring, is a strong practical reason for the Negro's preaching ''race pride" 
in his own group. But it is almost certainly not based on any fundamental 
feeling condemning miscegenation on racial or biological grounds. 

On this central point, as on so many others, the whites' attitudes arc 
primary and decisive; the Negroes' arc in the nature of accommodation or 
protest. 

3. THE WHITF. MAN'S THF.ORV OF COLOR CASTE 

We have attempted to present in compressed and abstract formulation 
the white supremacy doctrine as applit>d to amalgamation, sex relations and 
marriage. The difficulty inherent in this ta~k is great. As no scientifically 
controlled nation-wide investigations have been made, the author has here, 
as in other sections, had to rely on his own obscrvations.7 

Every widening of the writer's experience of white Americans has only 
driven home to him more strongly that the opinion that the Negro is 
unassimilable, or, rather, that his amalgamation into the American nation 
is undesirable, is held more commonly, absolutely, and intensely than 
would be assumed from a general knowledge of American thoughtways. 
Except for a handful of rational intellectual liberals-who also, in many 
cases, add to their acceptance in principle of amalgamation an admission 
that they personally fed an irrational emotional inhibition against it-it is a 
rare case to meet a white American who will confess that, if it were not for 
public opinion and social sanctions not removable by private choice, he 
would have no strong objection to intermarriage. 

The intensity of the attitude seems to be markedly stronger in the South 
than in the North. Its strength seems generally to be inversely related 
to the economic and social status of the informant and his educational 
level. It is usually strong even in most of the non-colored minority groups, 
if they are above the lowest plane of indifference. To the poor and socially 
insecure, but struggling, white individual, a fixed opinion on this point 
seems an important matter of prestige and distinction. 

But even a liberal-minded Northerner of cosmopolitan culture and with 
a minimum of conventional blinds will, in nine cases out of ten, express a 
definite feeling against amalgamation. He will not be willing usually to 
hinder intermarriage by law. Individual liberty is to him a higher principle 
and, what is more important, he actually invokes it. But he will regret the 
exceptional cases that occur. He may sometimes hold a philosophical view 
that in centuries to come amalgamation is bound to happen and might 
become the solution. But he will be inclined to look on it as an inevitable 
deterioration. a 

• The response is likely to be anything but pleasant if one jestingly argues that possibly 
a small fraction of Negro blood in the Amerll'lln people, if it were blended well with all 
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This attitude of refusing to consider amalgMMtson-felt and ex-pressed 
in the mtire co,mtry-constitute.r the ce,,ter in the complex of attitudes 
which can be described as the "common denominator'' in the prohlem. 
It defines the Negro group in contradistinction to all the non-colored 
minority groups in America and all other lower class groups. The boundary 
between Negro and white is not simply a class line which can be success
fully crossed by education, integration into the national culture, and 
individual economic advancement. The boundary is fixed. It is not a tem
porary expediency during an apprenticeship in the national culture. It 
is a bar erected with the intention of permanency. It is directed against the 
whole group. Actually, however, "passing" as a white person is possible 
when a Negro is white enough to conceal his Negro heritage. But the dif
ference between "passing'' and ordinary social climbing reveals the distinc
tion between a class line, in the ordinary sense, and a caste line. 

This brings us to the point where we shall attempt to sketch, only in an 
abstract and preliminary form, the social mechanism by which the anti
amalgamation maxim determines race relations. This mechanism is per
ceived by nearly everybody in America, but most clearly in the South. 
Almost unanimously white Americans have communicated to the author 
the following logic of the caste situation which we shall call the "white 
man's theory of color caste." 
(I) The concern for "race purity" is basic in the whole issue; the primary 

and essential command is to prevent amalgamation; the whites are 
determined to utilize every means to this end. 

(2) Rejection of "social equality" is to be understood as a precaution to 
hinder miscegenation and particularly intermarriage. 

(3) The danger of miscegenation is so tremendous that the segregation 
and discrimination inherent in the refusal of "social equality" must be 
extended to nearly all spheres of life. There must be segregation and 
discrimination in recreation, in religious service, in education, before 
the law, in politics, in housing, in stores and in breadwinning. 

This popular theory of the American caste mechanism is, of course, open 
to criticism. It can be criticized from a valuational point of vi(:W by main-

the other good stuff brought over to the new continent, might create a race of unsurpused 
er.c:ellence: a people with just a little sunburn without extra trouble and even through the 
winter1 with 1ome curl in the hair without the cost of a permanent wave1 with, perhaps, 
a little more emotional warmth in their soula1 and a little more religion, music, laughter, 
and carefreeneu in their lives. Amalgamation is, to the ordinary American, not a proper 
subject for jokea at all, unless it can· be pulled down to the level of dirty stories, where, 
however, it enjoys a fa, orcd place. Referred to society as a whole and viewed as a principle, 

., the anti-amalgamation ·naxim is held holy; it is a consecrated taboo. The maxim might, 
indeed, be a remnant of something really in the "mores." It is kept unproblematic, which ia 
certamly not the caae with a.II the rest of etiquette and aegregation and d.iacrimination 
patterns, for which this quality is sometimes erroneously claimed. 
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taining that hindering miscegenation is not a worthwhile end, or that as 
an end it is not sufficiently worthwhile to counterbalance the sufferings 
inflicted upon the suppressed caste and the general depression of productive 
efficiency, standards of living and human culture in the American society 
at large-costs appreciated by all parties concerned. This criticism does not, 
however, endanger the theory which assumes that white people actually 
are following another valuation of means and ends and are prepared to 
pay the costs for attaining the ends. A second criticism would point out that, 
assuming the desirability of the end, this end could be reached without 
the complicated and, in all respects, socially expensive caste apparatus now 
employed. This criticism, however adequate though it be on the practical 
or political plane of discussion, does not disprove that people believe other
wise, and that the popular theory is a true representation of their beliefs 
and actions. 

To undermine the popular theory of the caste mechanism, as based on 
the anti-amalgamation maxim, it would, of course, be necessary to prove 
that people really are influenced by other motives than the ones pro
nounced. Much material has, as we shall find, been brought together indicat
ing that, among other things, competitive economic interests, which do not 
figure at all in the popular rationalization referred to, play a decisive role, 
The announced concern about racial purity is, when this economic motive 
it taken into account, no longer awarded the exclusive role as the basic 
cause in the psychology of the race problem. 

Though the popular theory of color caste turns out to be a rationaliza
tion, this does not destroy it. For among the forces in the minds of the 
white people are certainly not only economic interests (if these were the 
only ones, the popular theory would be utterly demolished), but also 
sexual urges, inhibitions, and jealousies, and social fears and cravings for 
prestige and security. When they come under the scrutiny of scientific 
research, both the sexual and the social complexes take on unexpected 
designs. We shall then also get a clue to understanding the remarkable 
tendency of this presumably biological doctrine, that it refers only to 
legal marriage and to relations between Negro men and white women, 
but not to extra-marital sex relations between white men and Negro women. 

However these sexual and social complexes might turn out whe11 
analyzed, they will reveal the psychological nature of the anti-amalgama
tion doctrine and show its "meaning." They will also explain the com
pressed emotion attached to the Negro problem. It is inherent in our type 
of modern Western civilization that sex and social status are for most indi
viduals the danger points, the directions whence he fearS the sinister 
onslaughts on his personal security. These two factors are more likely than 
anything else to push a life problem deep down into the subconscious and 
load it with emotions. There is some probability that in America both com-
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plexes are particularly laden with emotions. The American puritan tradi
tion gives everything connected with sex a higher emotional charge. The 
roads for social climbing have been kept more open in America than 
perhaps anywhere else in the world, but in this upward struggle the com
petition for social status has also become more absorbing. In a manner 
and to a degree most uncomfortable for the Negro people in America, both 
the sexual and the social complexes have become related to the Negro 
problem. 

These complexes are most of the time kept concealed. In occasional 
groups of persons and situations they break into the open. Even when not 
consciously perceived or expressed, they ordinarily determine interracial be
havior on· the white side. 

4. THE "RANK ORDER OF DrsCRIMINATIONs" 

The anti-amalgamation doctrine represents a strategic constellation of 
forces in race relations. Their charting will allow us a first general overview 
of the discrimination patterns and will have the advantage that white 
Americans themselves will recognize their own paths on the map we draw. 
When white Southerners arc asked to rank, in order of importance, various 
types of discrimination,& they consistently present a list in which these types 
of discrimination are ranked according to the degree of closeness of their 
relation to the anti-amalgamation doctrine. This rank order-which will 
be referred to as "the white man's rank order of discrimination.s"-will 
serve as an organizing principle in this book. l,t appears, actually, only as an 
elaboration of the popular theory of color caste sketched above. Like that 
theory, it is most clearly and distinctly perceived in the South; in the North 
ideas are more vague but, on the whole, not greatly divergent. Neither the 
popular theory of caste nor the rank order of discriminations has been 
noted much in scientific literature on the Negro problem. 

The rank order held nearly unanimously is the following: 

Rank I. Highest in this order stands the bar against intermarriage and sexual inter
course involving white women. 

Rank 2. Next come the several etiquettes and discriminations, which specifically 
concern behavior in p•:rsonal relations. (These are the barriers against 
dancing, bathing, eating, drinking together, and social intercoi,ne generally; 
peculiar rules as to handshaking, hat lifting, use of titles, house entrance 
to be used, social forms when meeting on streets and in work, and so forth. 
These patterns are sometime~ referred to as the denial of "social equality" 
in the narrow meaning of the term.) 

• Ill this introductory sketrh the distinction between "segregation" and "discrimination" 
, is entirety disregarded. This distinction, sig:::.ified by the popular theory and legal construct 

llaeparate but equal," is mainly to be regarded as an e<Jualitarian rationalization on the part 
of the -white Americans, indicating the fundamental conflict of valuations involved in the 
matter. "Segrc;gation" means only separation and does not, in principle, imply "discrimin• 
ation." In practice it almost always does. lSee Chapter 28.) 
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Ran!: 3. Thereafter follow the segregations and discriminations in use of public 

facilities such as schools, churches and means of conveyance, 
Rank 4. Next comes political disfr:mchiscmcnt. 
Rank 5. Thereafter come discriminations in law courts, by the police, and by other 

public servants. 
Rank 6. Finally come the discriminations in securing land, credit, jobs, or other 

means of earning a li1·ing, and discriminations in public relief and other 
social welfare activities. 

It is unfortunate that this cornerstone in our edifice of basic hypotheses, 
like many of our other generalizations, has to be constructed upon the 
author's observations.11 It is desirable that scientifically controlled, 
quantitative knowledge Le substituted for iff,pressionistic judgme11ts as soon 
as possible. 0 It should be noted that the rank order is very apparently 
determined by the factors of sex and social status, so that the closer the 
association of a type of interracial behavior is to sexual and social inter
course on an equalitarian basis, the higher it ranks among the forbidden 
things. 

Next in importance to the fact of the white man's rank order of dis
criminations is the fact that the Nr-gro's own ran!~ order is just about 
parallel, but im•erse, to that of the wh1te man. The Negro resists least the 
discrimination on the ranks placed highest in the white man's evaluation and 
resents most any discrimination on the lowest level. This is in accord with 
the Negro's immediate interests. Negroes arc in desperate need of jobs and 
bread, even more so than of justice in the courts, and of the vote. These 
latter needs are, in their turn, more urgent even than better schools and 
playgrounds, or, rather, they are primary means of reaching equality in the 
use of community facilities. Such facilities are, in turn, more important 
than civil courtesies. The marriage matter, finaJJy, is of rather distant and 
doubtful interest. 

Such reflections are obvious; and most Negroes have them in their minds. 
It is another matter, however, whether the white man is prepared to stick 
honestly to the rank order which he is so explicit and emphatic in announc
ing. The question is whether he is really prepared to give the Negro a good 
job, or even the vote, rather than to allow him entrance to his front door 
or to ride beside him in the street car. 

Upon the assumption that this question is given an affirmative answer, 
that the white man is actually prepared to carry out in practice the implica
tions of his theories, this inverse relationship between the Negro's and the 
white man's rank orders becomes of strategical importance in the practical 
and political sphere of the Negro problem. Although not formulated in this 
way, such a relationship, or such a minimum moral demand on the ordinary 
white man, has always been the basis of all attempts to com.promise and 
come to a better understanding between leaders of the two groups. It has 
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been the basis for all interracial policy and also for most of the practical 
work actually carried out by Negro betterment organizations. Followed to 
its logical end, it should fundamentally change the race situation in 
America. 

It has thus always been a primary requirement upon every Negro leader 
-who aspires to get any hearing at all from the white majority group, and 
who does not want to appear dangerously radical to the Negro group and 
at the same time hurt the "race pride" it has built up as a defense-that 
he shall explicitly condone the anti-amalgamation maxim, which is the 
keystone in the white man's structure of race prejudice, and forbear to 
express any desire on the part of the Negro people to aspire to inter
marriage with the whites. The request for intermarriage is easy for the 
Negro leader to give up. Intermarriage cannot possibly be a practical object 
of Negro public policy. Independent of the Negroes> wishes, the opportun
ity for intermarriage is not favorable as long as the great majority of the 
white population dislikes the very idea. As a defense reaction a strong 
attitude against intermarriage has developed in the Negro people itself.10 

And the Negro people have no interest in defending the exploitative illicit 
relations between white men and Negro women. This race mingling is, 
on the contrary, commonly felt among Negroes to be disgraceful. And it 
often arouses the jealousy of Negro men. 

The required soothing gesture toward the anti-amalgamation doctrine 
is, therefore, readily delivered. It is iterated at every convenient oppor
tunity and belongs to the established routine of Negro leadership. For 
example, Robert R. Moton writes: 

As for amalgamation, very few expect it; still fewer want it; no one advocates it; 
•nd only • constantly diminishing minority practise it, and that surreptitiously. It is 
generally accepted on both sides of the colour line that it is best for the two races 
to remain ethnologically distinct.11 

There seems thus to be unanimity among Negro leaders on the point 
deemed crucial by white Americans. If we attend carefully, we shall, how
ever, detect some important differences in formulation. The Negro spokes
man will never, to begin with, accept the common white premise of racial 
inferiority of the Negro stock. To quote Moton again: 

••• even in the matter of the mingling of racial strains, however undesirable it 
might seem to be from a social point of view, he [ the Negro] would never admit 
that hia blood carries any taint of. physiological, mental, or spiritual inferiority.12 

1A doctrine of equal natural endowments-a doctrine contrary to the white 
man'a' assumption of Negro inferiority, which is' at the basis of the anti
amalgamation theory-has been consistently upheld. If a Negro leader 
p'lblicly ev~n hinted at the possibility of inherent racial inferiority 1 he 
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would immediately lose his following. The entire Negro press watches the 
Negro leaders on this point. · 

Even Booker T. Washington, the supreme diplomat of the Negro people 
through a generation filled with severe trials, who was able by studied 
unobtrusiveness to wring so many favors from the white majority, never 
dared to allude to such a possibility, though he sometimes criticized most 
severely his own people for lack of thrift, skill, perseverance and general 
culture. In fact, there is no reason to think that he did not firmly believe 
in the fundamental equality of inherent capacities. Privately, local Negro 
leaders might find it advisable to admit Negro inferiority and, particularly 
earlier, many individual Negroes might have shared the white man's 
view. But it will not be expressed by national leaders and, in fact, never 
when they are under public scrutiny.13 An emphatic assertion of equal 
endowments is article number one in the growing Negro "race pride." 

Another deviation of the Negro faith in the anti-amalgamation doctrine 
is the stress that they, for natural reasons, lay on condemning exploitative 
illicit amalgamation. They turn the tables and accuse white men of debasing 
Negro womanhood, and the entire white culture for not rising up against 
this practice as their expressed antagonism against miscegenation should 
demand. Herc they have a strong point, and they know how to press it.1' 

A third qualification in the Negro's acceptance of the anti-amalgamation 
doctrine, expressed not only by the more "radical" and outspoken Negro 
leaders, is the assertion that intermarriage should not be barred by law. 
The respect for individual liberty is invoked as an argument. But, in 
addition, it is pointed out that this barrier, by releasing the white man 
from the consequences of intimacy with a Negro woman, actually has the 
effect of inducing such intimacy and thus tends to increase miscegenation. 
Moton makes this point: 

The Negro woman suffers not only from the handicap of economic and social 
discriminations imposed upon the race as a whole, but is in addition the victim of 
unfavourable legislation incorporated in the marriage laws of twenty-nine states, 
which forbid the intermarriage of black and white. The disadvantage of these 
statutes lies, not as is generally represented, in the legal obstacle they present to social 
equality, but rather in the fact that such laws specifically deny to the Negro woman 
and her offspring that safeguard from abuse and exploitation with which the women 
of the white race are abundantly surrounded. On the other side, the effect of such 
legislation leaves the white man, who is so inclined, free of any responsibility 
attending his amatory excursions across the colour line and leaves the coloured woman 
without redress for any of the consequences of her defencelessness; whereas white 
women have every protection, from fine and imprisonment under the law to enforced 
marriage and lynching outside the law,1G 

But even with all these qualifications, the anti-amalgamation doctrine, 
the necessity of assenting to which is understood by nearly· everybody, 
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obviously encounters some difficulties in the minds of intellectual Negroes. 
They can hardly be expected to accept it as a just rule of conduct. They 
tend to accept it merely as a temporary expedient necessitated by human 
weakness. Kelly Miller thus wrote: 

••• you would hardly expect the Negro, in derogation of his common human 
qualities, to proclaim that he is so diverse from God's other human creatures as to 
make the blending of the races contrary to the law of nature. The Negro refuses to 
become excited or share in your frenzy on this subject. The amalgamation of the 
races is an ultimate possibility, though not an immediate probability. But what have 
you and I to do with ultimate questions, anyway? 16 

And a few years later; he said: 

It must be taken for granted in the final outcome of things that the color line 
will be wholly obliterated. While blood may be thicker than water, it docs not possess 
the spissitude or inhercncy of everlasting principle. The brotherhood of man is 
more fundamental than the fellowship of race. A phy~ical and spiritual identity of 
all peoples occupying common territory is a logical necessity of thought. The clear 
aeeing mind refuses to yield or give its assent to any other ultimate conclusion. This 
consummation, howe,·er, is far too removed from the sphere of present probability 
to have decisive influence upon practical proccdure.17 

This problem is, of courst, tied up with the freedom of the individual. 
:iTheoretically Negroes would all subscribe to the right of freedom ol 
.:hoice in marriage even between the two raccs,ms wrote Moton. And Du 
Bois formulates it in stronger terms: 

••• a woman may say, I do not want to marry this blad. man, or this red man, or 
thia white man. . • . Hut the impudent and vicious demand that all colored folk 
shall write themselves down as brutes by a general assertion of their unfitness to 
marry other decent folk is a nightmare.19 

Negroes have always pointed" out that the white man must not be very 
certain of his woman's lack of interest when he rises to such frenzy on 
behalf of the danger to her and feels compelled to build up such formid
able fences to prevent her from marrying a Negro. 

With these reservations both Negro leadership and the Negro masses 
acquiesce in the white anti-amalgamation doctrine. This attitude is noted 
with satisfaction in the white camp. The writer has observed, however, 
that the average white man, particularly in the South, does not feel quite 
convinced of the Negro's acquiescence. In several conversations, the same 
white person, in the same breath, has assured me, on the one hand, that the 
Negroes are perfectly satisfied i_n their position and would not like to be 
treated as equals, and on the other hand, that the only thing these Negroes 
long for is to be like white people and to marry their daughters. 

Whereas the Negro spokesman finds it possible to assent to the first 
rank of discrimination, namely, that involving miscegenation, it is more 
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difficult for him to give his approval t~ the second rank of discrimination, 
namely, that involving "etiquette" and consisting in the white man's 
refusal to extend the ordinary courtesies to Negroes in daily life and his 
expectation of receiving certam symbolic signs of submissiveness from the 
Negro. The Negro leader could not do so without serious risk of censor
ship by his own people and rebuke by the Negro press. In a11 articulate 
groupr of Negroes there is a demand to have white men call them by their 
titles of Mr., Mrs., and Miss; to have white men take off their hats on 
entering a Negro's house; to be able to enter a white man's house through 
the front door rather than the back door, and so on. But on the whole, and 
in spite of the rule that they stand up for "social equality" in this sense, 
most Negroes in the South obey the white man's rules. 

Booker T. Washington went a long way, it is true, in his Atlanta speech 
in I 89 5 where he explained that: "In aJl things that are purely social we 
rthe two races] can be as separate as the fi11gers, yet one as the hand in all 
thmgs essential to mutual progress.mo He there seemed to condone not 
only these rules of "etiquette" but also the denial of "social equality" in 
a broader sense, including some of the further categories in the white man's 
rank order of discrimination. He himself was always most eager to observe 
the rules. But Washington was bitterly rebuked for this capitulation, 
particularly by Negroes in the North. And a long time has passed since 
then; the whole spirit in the Negro world has changed considerably in 
~hree decades. 

The modern Negro leader will try to solve this dilemma by iterating 
that no Negroes want to intrude upon white people's private lives. But 
this is not what Southern white opinion asks for. It is not satisfied with 
the natural rules of polite conduct that no individual, of whatever race, 
shall push his presence on a society where he is not wanted. It asks for a 
general order according to which all Negroes are placed under all white 
people and excluded from not only the white man's society but also from 
the ordinary symbols of respect. No Negro shall ever aspire to them, and 
no white shall be allowed to offer them. 

Thus, on this second rank of discrimination there is a wide gap between 
the ideologies of the two groups. As we then continue downward in our 
rank order and arrive at the ordinary Jim Crow practices, the segregation 
in schools, the disfranchisement, and the discrimination in employment, we 
find, on the one hand, that increasingly larger groups of white people are 
prepared to take a stand against these discriminations. Many a liberal white 
professor in the South who, for his own welfare, would not dare to entertain 
a Negro in his home and perhaps not even speak to him in a friendly man
ner on the street, will be found prepared publicly to condemn disfranchise
ment, lynching, and the forcing of the Negro· out of employment. Also, 
on the other hand, Negro spokesmen are becoming increasingly firm in 
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·., - dieir oppoeition to discrimination on the,e lower levels. It is principally on 
· theee -lower levels of the white man's rank order of discriminations that 

dte race struggle goes on. The struggle will widen to embrace all the 
th0U1and pt'Oblems of education, politics, economic standards, and so forth, 
and the frontier will shift from day to day according to varying events. 

Even a superficial view of discrimination in America will reveal to the 
obeerver: first, that there are great diff~ces, not only between larger 
regions, but between neighboring communities; and, second, that even in 
the same community, changes occur from one time to another. There is 
&Jso, contrary to the rule that all Negroes are to be treated alike, a certain 
amount of discretion depending upon the class and social status of the 
Negro in question. A white person, especially if he has high status in the 
community, is, furthermore, supposed to be free, within limits, to overstep 
the rules. The rules are primarily to govern the Negro's behavior. 

Some of these differences and changes can be explained. But the need 
for their interpretation is perhaps less than has sometimes been assumed. 
The variations in discrimination between local communities or from one 
tune to another are often not of primary consequence. All of these thousand 
and one precepts, etiquettes, taboos, and disabilities inflicted upon the Negro 
have a common purpose: to express the subordinate status of the Negro 
people and the exalted position of the whites. They have their meaning and 
chief function as symbols. As symbols they are, however, interchangeable 
to an extent: one can serve in place of another without causing material 
difference in the essential social relations in the community. 

The differences in patterns of discrimination between the larger regions 
of the country and the temporal changes of patterns within one region, 
which reveal a definite trend, have, on the contrary, more material import. 
These differences and changes imply, in fact, a considerable margin of 
ftriation within the very notion of American caste, which is not true of 
all the other minor differences between the changes in localities within a 
tingle region-hence the reason for a clear distinction. For exemplification 
i may suffice here to refer only to the differentials in space. As one moves 
from the Deep South through the Upper South and the Border states to 
die North, the manifestations of discrimination decrease in extent and 
~; at the same time the rules become more uncertain and capricious. 

·, ~ "color line" becomes a broad ribbon of arbitrariness. The old New 
England states stand, on the whole, as the antipode to the Deep South. 
This. generalization requires important qualifications, and the relations are 
in .process of change. . 
~· The decreasing discrimination as we go from South to North in the 
llaitcd States is apparently related to a weaker )asie prejudice. In the 
North the Negroes have &ir justice and are not disfranchised; they are 
not- Jim-Crowed in public means o£ conveyance; educational in.."¢itutions 
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are less segregated. The interesting thing is that the decrease of diac:rim
ination does not regularly follow the white man's rank order. Thus inter
marriage, placed on the top of the rank: order, is legally permitted in all 
but one of the Northern states east of the Mississippi. The racial etiquette, 
being the most conspicuous element in the second rank:, is, practically 
speaking, absent from the North. On the other hand, employment discrim
inations, placed at the bottom of the rank: order, at times are equally 
severe, or more so, in some Northern communities than in the South, even 
if it is true that Negroes have been able to press themselves into many 
more new avenues of employment during the last generation in the North 
than in the South. 

There is plenty of discrimination in the North. But it is-or rather its 
rationalization is-kept hidden. We can, in the North, witness the legis
lators' obedience to the American Creed when they solemnly pass laws and 
regulations to condemn and punish such acts of discrimination which, as 
a matter of routine, are committed daily by the great majority of the 
white citizens and by the legislators themselves. In the North, as indeed 
often in the South, public speakers frequently pronounce principles of 
human and civic equality. We see here revealed in relief the Negro problem 
as an American Dilemma. 

5. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN Lown CLASS G1t.ouPs 

It was important to compare the Negro problem with American minority 
problems in general because both the similarities and the dissimilarities are 
instructive. Comparisons give leads, and they furnish perspective. 

This same reason permits us to point out that the consideration of the 
Negro problem as one minority problem among others is far too narrow. 
The Negro has usually the same disadvantages and some extra ones in 
addition. To these other disadvantaged groups in America belong not 
only the groups recognized as minorities, but all economically weak classes 
in the nation, the bulk of the Southern people, women,8 and others. This 
country is a "white man's country," but, in addition, it is a country belong
ing primarily to the elderly, male, upper class, Protestant Northerner. 
Viewed in this setting the Negro problem in America is but one local and 
temporary facet of that eternal problem of world dimension-how to 
regulate the conflicting interests of groups in the best interest of justice 
and fairness. The latter ideals are vague and conflicting, and their meaning 
is changing in the course of the struggle. • . 

There seems to be a general s~ructure of social relations between pups 
on different levels of power and advantage. From a consideration of 0'11' 

• The parallel between the status of Negroes and of women, who are neither & mizaosity 
croup nor a low·eocial class, is particularly inatructives see Appendix 5, "A Paralle1 to t1w 
Ne,ro Problem." 
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euggeratedly ''typical" case-the Negro-we may hope to reach some 
auggeations toward a more satisfactory general theory about· this social 
power structure in general. Our hypothesis is that in a society where there 
are broad social classes and, in addition, more minute distinctions and 
splits in the lower strata, tht1 lowtlf' class groups 'Will, to a grt1at t1xtent, tale, 
&IW6 of le66'jJing t1a&h otht1r subdutld, thus relieving, to that extent, the 
higher classes of this otherwise painful task necessary to the monopolization 
of the power and the advantages. 

It will be observed that this hypothesis is contrary to the Marxian theory 
of class society, which in the period between the two World Wars has been 
so powerful, directly and indirectly, consciously and unconsciously, in 
American social science thinking generally. The Marxian scheme assumes 
that there is an actual solidarity between the several lower class groups 
against the higher classes, or, in any case, a potential solidarity which as a 
matter of natural devdopment is bound to emerge. The inevitable result 
is a ''class ·struggle" where all poor and disadvantaged groups are united 
behind the barricades. 

Such a construction has had a considerable vogue in all discussions on 
the American Negro problem since the First World War. We are not here 
taking issue with the political desirability of a common front between the 
poorer classes of whites and the Negro people who, for the most part, 
belong to the proletariat. In fact, we can well see that such a practical 
judgment is motivated as a conclusion from certain value premises in line 
with the American Creed. But the thesis has also been given a theoretical 
oontent as describing actual trends in reality and not only political 
tlesitlt1rata. A solidarity between poor whites and Negroes has been said 
to be "natural" and the conflicts to be due to "illusions." This thesis, 
which will be discussed in some detail in Chapter 38, has been a leading 
one in the 6dd and much has been made of even the faintest demonstration 
of such solidarity. 
· In partial anticipation of what is to follow later in this volume, we might 

be permitted to make a few general, and perhaps rather dogmatic, remarks 
in criticism of this theory. Everything we know about human frustration 
and aggression, and the displacement of aggression, speaks against it. For 
jn individual to feel interest solidarity with a group assumes his psycho
!ogical identification with the group. This identification must be of con
:,iderable strength·;· as the very meaning of solidarity is that he is pre
pared to se~ aside and even sacrifice his own short-range private interests 
for the lo.t'S-irange interests of his group. Every vertical split within the 

. ·lower cl.#'llagregate will stand as an obstacle to the feding of solidarity. 
\~ven withm .. the white -working class itself, as within the entire American 
nation;':.the feeling of solidarity and loyalty is relritively low.• De.spite the 

• See Chapter u.' · 
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considerable mobility, especially in the North, the Negroes arc held apart 
from the whites by caste, which furnishes a formidable bar to mutual 
identincation and solidarity. 

It has often occurred to me, when reflecting upon the responses I get 
from white laboring people on this strategic question, that my friends among 
the younger Negro intellectuals, whose judgment I otherwise have 
learned to admire greatly, have perhaps, and for natural reasons, not had 
enough occasion to find out for themselves what a bitter, spiteful, and 
relentless feeling often prevails against the Negroes among lower class 
white people in America. Again relying upon my own observations, l have 
become convinced that the laboring Negroes do not resent whites in any 
degree comparable with the resentment shown in the opposite direction 
by the laboring whites. The competitive situation is, and is likely to remain, 
highly unstable. 

It must be admitted that, in the midst of harsh caste resentment, signs 
of newborn working class solidarity are not entirely lacking; we shall have 
to discuss these recent tendencies in some detail in order to evaluate the 
resultant trend and the prospects for the future.a On this point there 
seems, however, to be a danger of wishful thinking present in most writ
ings on the subject. The Marxian solidarity between the toilers of all the 
~arth will, indeed, have a long way to go as far as concerns solidarity of 
the poor white Americans with the toiling Negro. This is particularly true 
of the South but true also of the communities in the North where the 
Negroes are numerous and competing with the whites for employment. 

Our hypothesis is similar to the view taken by an older group of Negro 
writers and by most white writers who have touched this crucial question: 
that the Negro's friend-or the one who is least unfriendly-is still rather 
the upper class of white people, the people with economic and social security 
who are truly a "noncompeting group." There are many things in the 
economic, political, and social history of the Negro which are simply 
inexplicable by the Marxian theory of class solidarity but which fit into 
our hypothesis of the predominance of internal lower class struggle. Du 
Bois, in BltJCk Reconstruction, argues that it would have been desirable 
if after the Civil War the landless Negroes and the poor whites had joined 
hands to retain political power and carry out a land reform and a progres
sive government in the Southern states; one sometimes feels that he thinks 
it would have been a possibility.21 From our point of view such a possibility 
did not exist at all, and the negative outcome was neither an accident nor 
a result of simple deception or delusion. These two groups, illiterate and 
insecure in an impoverished South, placed in an intensified competition 
with each other, lacking every trace of primary solidarity, and marked oi 
from each other by color and tradition, could not possibly be expected to 

• See Chapter 1 a. 
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~- lands. There is a Swedish proverb-: "When the feed.box is empty, 
the horses will bite each other." · 
.. That part of the country where, even today, the Negro is dealt with 
most severely, ihe South, is also a disadvantaged and, in most respects, 
backward region in the nation. The Negro lives there in the midst of other 
relatively subordinated groups. Like the Negro, the entire South is a 
problem. We do not want to minimize other obvious explanations of the 
harsher treatment of the Negro in the South: his concentration there in 
large numbers, the tradition of subordination retained from slavery, and 
the traumatic effect of the Civil War and Reconstruction; but we do want 
to stress the fact that the masses of white Southerners are poor and to keep 
in mind the tendency of lower class groups to struggle against each other.• 

• The great similarity in cultural aitnation--on a different level--b!tween the Negro 
people in all America and the white South ahould not be overlooked. Many of thr, general 
thing, which can be 11aid about the Negroes hold true, in large measure, of the white 
Southerner., or something quite similar can be asserted. Thus, just as the Negro sees him
•lf economically excluded and exploited, so the Southern white man has been trained to 
thii:ak of hia economy as a colony for Yankee exploitation. Ail the Negro has been compelled 
tO develop_ race pride and a "protective" community, so the white South has also a strong 
pcn,p feeling. The white South is also something of a nation within a nation. It is cer
tawy no accident that a ccregional approach" in social acience baa been streased in the 
South. The Southerner, like the Negro, is apt to be sensitive and to take any personal 
ffmark or observation as a rebuke, and a rebuke not only against himself but against the 
whole South. In analyzing himself, he finds the same general traits of extreme individ~lism 
aad romanticism which are ascribed to the Negro. His educaton and intellectual leaders 
find it nece•ry to complain of the same shortcomings in him aa he finds in the Negro: 
'ftOlence, laziness, lack of thrift, lack of rational efficiency and respect for law and social 
order, lack of punctuality and respect for deadlines. The rickety rocking-chair c,·1 the 
porch baa a symbolic meaning in the South not entirely different from that of the Negro's 
;ratermelon, although there i1 more an association of gloom and dreariness around the 
former 111:ereotype, and happy-go-lucky carefreeness around the latter. The expression 
''C.P.T.11-colored people's time--~ often referred to in the South, but nearly as frequently 
k is jeatingly suggested that it fits the folkways also of the white Southerners. The caaual 
C'Al'rying of weapons, which is so &111ociated in the Northerners' minds with the Negro, ie 
commonplace among white Southemen. Both group, are on the avenge more religious 
dlan the reat of America, and the preacher is, or hu been, more powerful in aociety, In 
Jioth gioupa there is also a tendency toward fundamentalism and emotionalilm, the former 
.characteristic more important for the whitea, the latter for the Negroes. The general 
educational level in the South has, for lack of school facilities, been lower than the 
-~doml norm, and as a result an obvious double standard in favor of Southerners j, 
actaally being applied by higher educational institutions and by such organizations aa 
loundations •1!•1~Dg fellowships and encouraging reaearch projects. Tho Yankee prejudice 
:.against the .~~D takes the form of a paternalistic favoring of a weaker group. The 
·"White • •• South, like the Negro writers, are accustomed to work mainly for a 
· "fore· ' ,,,_.,;; readers. And they .have, for the benefit of the out-group, exploited the 
:··in-g ~ and oddne11. During the 'twentie, both groups had a literary renaia-

. ' deac:ribed in both caaea aa an emancipation f tom outside determinants and 
·· bound ,;.iiam. This list could be continued' to a considerable length, but 

- it -IIM "'ciy been made understandable both why the Ncgi-o in a way feel• ao much .at 
--._ iii the South and why bu lot the.re aometimes becomea ao ,ad and even trasic,. 
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A few remarks are now relevant on the internal social strati&ation of 
the Negro group itself. The stratification of the Negro caste into classes 
is well developed and the significance attached to class distinctions is great. 
This is not surprising in view of the fact that caste ba,rricrs, which prevent 
individuals of the lower group from rising out of it, force all social climbing 
to occur within the caste and encourage an increase in internal social com
petition for the symbols of prestige and power. Caste consigns the over
whelming majority of Negroes to the lower class. But at the same time as 
it makes higher class status rarer, it accentuates the desire for prestige and 
social distance within the Negro caste. It fact it sometimes causes a more 
minute class division than the ordinary one, and always invests it with 
more subjective importance.• The social distinctions within a disadvantaged 
group for this reason become a fairly adequate index of the group's social 
isolation from the larger society. 

Caste produces, on the one hand, a strong feeling of mutuality of fate, 
of in-group fellowship-much stronger than a general low class position 
can develop. The Negro community is a protective community, and we 
shall~ in the following chapters, see this trait reflected in practically all 
aspects of the Negro problem. But, on the other hand, the interclass 
strivings, often heightened to vigorous mutual repulsion and resentment, 
are equally conspicuous. 

Negro writers, especially newspapermen, particularly when directing 
themselves to a Negro audience, have always pointed out, as the great 
fault of the race, its lack of solidarity. The same note is struck in practically 
every public address and often in sermons when the preacher for a moment 
leaves his other-worldliness. It is the campaign cry of the organizations 
for Negro business. Everywhere one meets the same endless complaints: 
that the Negroes won't stick together, that they don't trust each other but 
rather the white man, that they can't plan and act in common, that they 
don't back their leaders, that the leaders can't agree, or that they deceive 
the people and sell out their interests to the whites. 

In order not to be dogmatic in a direction opposite to the one criticized, 
we should point out that the principle of internal struggle in the lower 
classes is only one social force among many. Other forces are making for 
solidarity in the lower classes. In both of the two problems raised-the 
solidarity between lower class whites and Negroes and the internal solidarity 
UlitAin the Negro group-there can be any degree of solidarity, ranging 
between utter mistrust and complete trustfulness. The scientific problem is 
to 6.nd out and measure the degree of solidarity and the social forces 
determining it, not just to assume that solidarity will come about "naturally" 
and "inevitably." The factors making for solidarity are both irrational and 
rational. Among the irrational factors are tradition, fear, charisma, brute 

• See Chapter JS. 
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force, propaganda. The main rational factors are economic and social 
security and a planned program of civic education. 

While visiting in Southern Negro communities, the writer was forced 
to the observation that often the most effective Negro leaders-those with 
a rational balance of courage and restraint, a realistic understanding of the 
power situation, and an unfailing loyalty to the Negro cause-were federal 
employees (for example, postal clerb}, petty railway officials, or other 
persons with their economic basis outside the local white or Negro com
munity and who had consequently a measure of economic security and 
some leisure time for thinking and studying. They were, unfortunately, 
few. Generally speaking, whenever the masses, in any part of the world, 
have permanently improved their social, economic, and political status 
through orderly organizations founded upon solidarity, these masses have 
not been a semi-iliiterate proletariat, but have already achieved a measure 
of economic security and education. The vanguards of such mass reform 
movements have always belonged to the upper fringe of the lower classes 
concerned. 

If this hypothesis is correct and if the lower classes have interests in 
common, the steady trend in this country toward improved educational 
facilities and toward widened social security for the masses of the people 
will work for increased solidarity between the lower class groups. But 
changes in this direction will probably be slow, both because of some 
general factors impeding broad democratic mass movements in America• 
aid-in our special problems, solidarity bet\\'.een whites and Negroes
because of the existence of caste. 

In this connection we must not forget the influence of ideological forces. 
And we must guard against the common mistake of reducing them solely 
to secondary expressions of economic interests. Independent ( that is, 
independent of the economic interests involved in the Negro problem} 
ideological forces of a liberal character are particularly strong in America 
because of the central and influential position of the American Creed in 
people's valuations. 

It may be suggested as an hypothesis, already fairly well substantiated 
by research and by common observation, that those liberal ideological 
forces tend to create a tie between the problems of all disadvantaged groups 
in society, and that they work for solidarity between these groups. A study 
of opinions in the Negro problem will reveal, we believe, that persons 
who are inclined to favor measures to help the underdog generally, are 
also, and as a. put of this attitude, usually inclined to give the Negro a lift. 
There is a~on between political opinions in different issues,b which 
probably~ ~n.a basis of temperamental personality traits and has its 

• See Chaptu 33. 
• For a diec:ulaion of the correlation of opinion, in diHerent iuues, aee AppeadJz S. 

8Ndoa1. 
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deeper roq,ta in all the cultural influences working upon a personality. If 
this correlation is represented by a composite scale running from radicalism, 
throug'h liberalism and conservatism, to reactionism, it is suggested that 
it will be found that all subordinate groups-Negroes, women, minorities 
in general, poor people, prisoners, and so forth-will find their interests 
more favored in political opinion as we move toward the left of the scale. 
This hypothesis of a system of opinion correlation will, however, have to 
be taken with a grain of salt, since this correlation is obviously far from 
complete. 

In general, poor people are not radical and not even liberal, though to 
have such political opinions would often be in their interest. Liberalism is 
not characteristic of Negroes either, except, of course, that they take a 
radical position in the Negro problem. We must guard against a superficial 
bias (probably of Marxian origin) which makes us believe that the lower 
classes are naturally prepared to take a broad point of view and a friendly 
attitude toward all disadvantaged groups. A liberal outlook is much more 
likely to emerge among people in a somewhat secure social and economic 
situation and with a background of education. The problem for political 
liberalism-if, for example, we might be allowed to pose the problem in 
the practical, instead of the theoretical mode-appears to be first to lift 
the masses to security and education and then to work to make them liberal. 

Th_e South, compared to the other regions of America, has the least 
economic security, the lowest educational level, and is most conservative. 
The South's conservatism is manifested not only with respect to the Negra 
problem but also with respect to all the other important problems of the 
last decades-woman suffrage, trade unionism, labor legislation, social 
security reforms, penal reforms, civil liberties-and with respect to broad 
philosophical matters, such as the character of religious beliefs and practices. 
Even at present the South does not have a full spectrum of political 
opinions represented within its public discussion. There are relatively few 
liberals in the South and practically no radicals.a 

The recent economic stagnation ( which for the rural South has lasted 
much more than ten years), the flood of social reforms thrust upon the 
South by the federal government, and the fact that the rate of industrial
ization in the South is higher than in the rest of the nation, may well come 
to cause an upheaval in the South's entire opinion structure. The importance 
of this for the Negro problem may be considerable.b 

6. THE MANIFOLDNESS AND THE UNITY oF THE NEGao PaoBLE~ 

The Negro problem has th'e manifoldness of human life. Like the 
women's problem, it touches every other social issue, or rather, it repre
sents an angle of them all. A glance at the table of contents of this volume 

• See Chapter :n, Section S• 
'See Chapter :u, Sectioo • 
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shows that in our attempt to analyze the Negro problem we halC not been 
able to avoid anything: race, culture, population, breadwinning, economic 
and social policy, law, crime, class, family, recreation, school, church; press, 
organizations, politics, attitudes. 

The perplexities and manifoldness of the Negro problem have even 
increased considerably during the last generation. One reason is migration 
and industrialization. The Negro has left his seclusion. A much smaller 
portion of the Negro people of today lives in the static, rather inarticulate 
folk society of the old plantation economy. The Negro people have increas
ingly stepped into the midst of America's high-geared metropolitan life, 
and they have by their coming added to the complication of these already 
tremendously complicated communities. This mass movement of Negroes 
from farms to cities and from the South to the North has, contrary to 
expectation, kept up in bad times as in good, an~ is likely to continue. 

Another and equally important reason why the Negro problem shows 
an increasing involvement with all sorts of other special problems is the 
fact that America, especially during the last ten years, has started to use 
the state as an instrument for induced social change. The New Deal has 
actually changed the whole configuration of the Negro problem. Particu
larly when looked upon from the practical and political viewpoints, the 
contrast between the present situation and the one prior to the New Deal 
is striking. 

Until then the practical Negro problem involved civil rights, education, 
charity, and little more. Now it has widened, in pace with public policy in 
the new "welf...re state," and involves housing, nutrition, medicine, educa
tion, relief and social security, wages and hours, working conditions, child 
and woman labor, and, lately, the armed forces and the war industries. 
The Negro's share may be meager in all this new state activity, but he 
has been given a share. He has been given a broader and more variegated 
front to defend and from which to push forward. This is the great import 
of the New Deal to the Negro. For almost the first time in the history of 
the nation the state has done something substantial in a social way without 
excluding the Negro. 

In this situation it has sometimes appeared as if there were no longer a 
Negro problem distinct from all the other social problems in the United 
States. In popular periodicals, articles on the general Negro problem gave 
way to much more specific subjects during the 'thirties. Even on the 
theoretical level it has occurred to many that it was time to stop studying 
the Negro problem in itself. The younger generation of Negro intellectuals. 
have become tired of all the talk about the Negro problem on which they 

. were brought up, and which sometimes seemed to them so barren of real 
deliveries. They started to criticize the older generation of Negroes for 
their obsession with the Negro problem. In many ways this was a move-
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ment which could be considered as the continuation, during the 'thirties, 
of the "New Negro Movement" of the 'twenties. 

We hear it said nowadays that there is no "race problem," but only a 
"class problem." The Negro sharecropper is alleged to be destitute not 
because of his color but because of his class position-and it is pointed out 
that there are white people who are equally poor. From a practical angle 
there is a point in this reasoning. But from a theoretical angle it contains 
escapism in new form.• It also draws too heavily on the idealistic Marxian 
doctrine of the "class struggle." And it tends to conceal the whole system 
of special deprivations visited upon the Negro only because he is not white. 
We find also that as soon as the Negro scholar, ideologist, or reformer 
leaves these general ideas about how the Negro should think, he finds 
himself discussing nothing but Negro rights, the Negro's share, injustices 
against Negroes, discrimination against Negroes, Negro interests-nothing, 
indeed, but the old familiar Negro problem, though in some new political 
relations. He is back again in the "race issue." And there is substantial 
reason for it. 

The reason, of course, is that there is really a common tie and, therefore, 
a unity in all the special angles of the Negro problem. All these specific 
problems are only outcroppings of one fundamental complex of human 
valuations-that of American caste. This fundamental complex derives 
its emotional charge from the equally common race prejudice, from its 
manifestations in a general tendency toward discrimination, and from its 
political potentialities through its very inconsistency with the American 
Creed. 

7. TuE THEORY OF THE V1c1ous CIR.CLE 

A deeper reason for the unity of the Negro problem will be apparent 
when we now try to formulate our hypothesis concerning its dynamic 
causation. The mechanism that operates here is the "principle of cumula
tion," also commonly called the "vicious circle." 11 This principle has a much 
wider application in social relations. It is, or should be developed into, a 
main theoretical tool in studying social change. 

Throughout this inquiry, we shall assume a general interdependence 
between all the factors in the Negro problem. White prejudice and 
discrimination keep the Negro low in standards of living, health, education, 
manners and morals. This, in its turn, gives support to white prejudice. 
White prejudice and Negro standards thus mutually "cause" each other. 
If things remain about as they .are and have been, this means that the two 

• See Chapter 38, Sections 5 to 7, 
• See Appendix 31 "A Methodological Note on the Principle of Cumulation." We call 

the principle the "principle of cumulation" rather than ''vicious circle" becauae it can work 
in an "upward" detlirable direction as well as in a "downward'' undeairable direction. 
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forces happen to balance each other. Such a static "accommodation" is, 
however, entirely accidental. If either of the factors changes, this will 
cause a change in the other factor, too, and start a process of interaction 
where the change in one factor will continuously be supported by the 
reaction of the other factor. The whole system will be moving in the 
direction of the primary change, but much further. This is what we mean 
by cumulative causation. 

If, for example, we assume that for some reason white prejudice could 
be decreased and discrimination mitigated, this is likdy to cause a rise in 
Negro standards, which may decrease white prejudice still a little more, 
which would again allow Negro standards to rise, and so on through 
mutual interaction. If, instead, discrimination should become intensified, we 
should see the vicious circle spiraling downward. The original change can 
as easily be a change of Negro standards upward or downward. The effects 
would, in a similar manner, run back and forth in the interlocking system 
of interdependent causation. In any case, the initial change would be 
supported by consecutive waves of back-effects from the reactions of the 
other factor. 

The same principle holds true if we split one of our two variables into 
component factors. A rise in Negro employment, for instance, will raise 
family incomes, standards of nutrition, housing, and health, the possibil
ities of giving the Negro youth more education, and so forth, and all these 
effects of the initial change, will, in their turn, improve the Negroes' 
possibilities of getting employment and earning a living. The original push 
could have been on some other factor than employment, say, for example, 
an improvement of health or educational facilities for Negroes. Through 
action and interaction the whole system of the Negro's ''status" would 
have been set in motion in t~e direction indicated by the first push. Much 
the same thing holds true of the development of white prejudice. Even 
assuming no changes in Negro standards, white prejudice can change, for 
example, as a result of an increased general knowledge about biology, 
eradicating some of the false beliefs among whites concerning Negro racial 
inferiority. If this is accomplished, it will in some degree censor the hostile 
and derogatory valuations which fortify the false beliefs, and education will 
then be able to fight racial beliefs with more success. 

By this we have only wanted to give a hint of an explanatory scheme of 
dynamic causation which we are going to utilize throughout this inquiry. 
As pointed out in Appendix 3, and as we shall find in later chapters1 the 
interrelations are in reality much more complicated than in our abstract 
illustrations, and there are all sorts of irregularities in the reaction of 

1 
various factors. But the complications should not force us to give up our 
main hypothem that a cumulative principle is working in social change. It 
is actually this hypothesis which gives a theoretical meaning to the Negro 
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problem as a special phase of all other social problems in America. Behind 
the barrier of common discrimtnation, there is unity and close interrelation 
between the Negro's political power; his civil rights; his employment 
opportunities; his standards of housing, nutrition and clothing; his health, 
manners, and law observance; his ideals and ideologies. The unity is largely 
the result of cumulative causation binding them all together in a system 
and tying them to white discrimination. It is useful, therefore, to interpret 
all the separate factors from a central vantage point-the point of view 
of the Negro problem. 

Another corollary from our hypothesis is practical. In the field of Negro 
politics any push upward directed on any one of those factors-if our main 
hypothesis is correct-moves all other factors in the same direction and 
has, through them, a cumulative effect upon general Negro status. An 
upward trend of Negro status in general can be effected by any number 
of measures, rather independent of where the initial push is localized. By 
the process of cumulation it will be transferred through the whole system. 

But, as in the field of economic anti-depression policy, it matters a lot 
how the measures are proportior!ed and applied. The directing and 
proportioning of the measures is the task of social engineering. This 
engineering should be based on a knowledge of how all the factors 
are actually interrelated: what effect a primary change upon each factor 
will have on all other factors. It can be generally stated, however, 
that it is likely that a rational policy will never work hy changing 
only one factor, least of all if attempted suddenly and with great force. 
In most cases that would either throw the system entirely out of gear or 
else prove to be a wasteful expenditure of effort which could reach much 
further by being spread strategically over various factors in the system and 
over a period of time. 

This-and the impracticability of getting political support for a great 
and sudden change of just one factor-is the rational refutation of so-called 
panaceas. Panaceas are now generally repudiated in the literature on the 
Negro problem, though usually without much rational motivation. There 
still exists, however, another theoretical idea which is similar to the idea 
of panacea: the idea that there is one predominant factor, a "basic factor." 
Usually the sa<alled "economic factor" is assumed to be this basic factor. 
A vague conception of economic determinism has, iu fact, come to color 
most of the modern writings on the Negro problem far outside the Marxist 
school. Such a view has unwarrantedJy acquired the prestige of being a 
particularly "hard-boiled" scientific approach. 

As we look upon the problem of dynamic social causation, this approach 
is unrealistic and narrow. We do not, of course, deny that the conditions 
under which Negroes are allowed to earn a living are tremendously 
important for their welfare. But these conditions are closely interrelated 
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to all other conditions of Negro life. When studying the variegated ca.uses 
of discrimination in the labor market, it is, iqdeed, difficult to perceive what 
precisely is meant by "the economic factor." The Negro's legal and political 
status and all the causes behind this, considerations by whites of social 
prestige, and everything else in the Negro problem belong to the causation 
of discrimination in the labor market, in exactly the same way as the 
Nq?;ro's low economic status is influential in keeping down his health, his 
educational level, his political power, and his status in other respects. 
Neither from a theoretical point of view-in seeking to explain the Negro'& 
~.u,tc status in American society-nor from a practical point of view-in 
a tempting to assign the strategic points which can most effectively be 
atta.c.k<.d in order to raise his status-is there any reason, or, indeed, any 
possibility of singling out "the economic factor'' as basic. In an interde
pendent system of dynamic causation there is no ''primary cause" but 
everything is cause to everything else. 

If this theoretical approach is bound to do away in the practical sphere 
with all panaceas, it is, on the other hand, equally bound to encourage the 
reformer. The principle of cumulation-in so far as it holds true-promises 
final effects of greater magnitude than the efforts and costs of the reform!! 
themselves. The low status of the Negro is tremendously wasteful all 
around-the low educational standard causes low earnings and health 
deliciencies, for example. The cumulatively magnified eftect of a push 
upward on any one of the relevant factors is, in one sense, a demonstration 
and a measure of the earlier existing waste. In the end, the cost of raising 
the status of the Negro may not involve any "real costs" at all for society, 
but instead may result in great "social gain!>" and actual savings for society. 
A movement downward will, for the same reason, increase "social waste" 
out of proportion to the original saving involved in the push downward 
of one factor or another. · 

These dynamic concepts of "social waste," "social gain," and "real costs" 
are mental tools originated in the practical man's workshop. To give them 
a clearer meaning-which implies expressing also the underlying social 
value premises-and to measure them in quantitative terms represents 
from a practical viewpoint a main task of social science. Fulfilling that task 
in a truly comprehensive way is a stage of dynamic social theory still to be 
reached but definitely within vision. 

8. A THEORY OF DEMOCRACY 

The factors working on the white side in our system of dynamic causation 
were brought together under the heading "race prejudice." For our present 
purpose, it it ~ed as discrimination by whites against Negroes. One 
viewpoint on race prejudice needs to be presented at this point, chiefty 
because of its dose relation to our hypothesis of cumulative causation. 
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The chemists talk about "irreversible processes," meaning a trait of a 

chemical process to go in one direction with ease but, for all practicaJ 
purposes, to be unchangeable back to its original state ( as when a house 
burns down). When wc observe race prejudice as it appears in American 
daily life, it is difficult to avoid the reflection that it seems so much easier 
to increase than to decrease race prejudice. One is reminded of the old 
uying that nineteen fresh apples do not make a single rotten apple fresh, 
but that one rotten apple rapidly turns the fresh ones rotten. \Vhen we 
come to consider the various causative factors underlying race prejudice
economic competition; urges and fears for social status; and sexual drives, 
fears, jealousies, and inhibitions-this view will come to be understandable. 
It is a common observation that the white Northerner who sdtlcs in the 
South will rapidly take on the stronger race prejudice of the new sur
roundings; while the Southerner going North is likely to keep his race 
prejudice rather unchanged and perhaps even to communicate it to those 
he meets. The Northerner in the South will find the whole community 
intent upon his conforming to local patterns. The Southerner in the North 
will not meet such concerted action, but will feel, rather, that others are 
adjusting toward him wherever he goes. If the local hotel in a New 
England town has accommodated a few Negro guests without much worry 
one way or the other, the appearance one evening of a single white guest 
who makes an angry protest against it might permanently change the 
policy of the hotel. · 

If we assume that a decrease in race prejudice is desirable-on grounds 
of the value premise of the American Creed and of the mechanism of 
cumulative wastage just discussed-such a general tendcucy, inherent in the 
psychology of race prejudice, would be likely to force us to a pessimistic 
outlook. One would expect a constant tendency toward increased race 
prejudice, and the interlocking causation with the several factors on the 
Negro side would be expected to reinforce the movement. Aside from all 
valuations, the question must be raised: Why is race prejudice, in spite of 
this tendency to continued inten,;;ification which we have observed, never
theless, on the whole not increasing but decreasing? 

This question is, in fact, only a special variant of the enigma of philos
ophers for several thousands of years: the problem of Good and Evil 
in the world. One iJ reminded of that cynical but wise old man, Thomas 
Hobbes, who proved rather conclusively that, while any person's actual 
possibilities to improve the lot of his fellow creatures amounted to almost 
nothing, everyone's opportunity to do damage was always immense. The 
wisest and most virtuous man will hardly leave a print in the sand behind 
him, meant Hobbes, but an imbecile crank can set fire to a whole town. 
Why is the world, then, not steadily and rapidly deteriorating, but rather~ 
at least over long periods, progressing? Hobbes raised this question. His 
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answer was, as we know: the State, Leviathan. Our own tentative answer 
to the more specific but still overwhelmingly general question we have 
raised above will have something in common with that of the post-Eliza
bethan materialist and hedonist, but it will have its stress placed differently, 
as we shall subsequently see. 

Two principal points will be made by way of a preliminary and hypo
thetical answer, as they influence greatly our general approach to the Negro 
problem. The first point is the American Creed, the relation of which to 
the Negro problem will become apparent as our inquiry proceeds. The 
Creed of progress, liberty, equality, and humanitarianism is not so unin
Buential on everyday life as might sometimes appear. 

The second point is the existence in society of huge institutional struc
tures like the church, the school, the university, the foundation, the trade 
union, the association generally, and, of course, the state. It is true, as we 
shall find, that these institutional structures in their operation show an 
accommodation to local and temporary interests and prejudices-they could 
not be expected to do otherwise as they are made up of individuals with 
all their local and temporary characteristics. As institutions they are, how
ever, devoted to certain broad ideals. It is in these institutions that the 
American Creed has its instruments: it plays upon them as on mighty 
organs. In adhering to these ideals, the institutions show a pertinacity, 
matched only by their great flexibility in local and temporary accommo
dation. 

The school, in every community, is likely to be a degree more broad
minded than local opinion. So is the sermon in church. The national labor 
assembly is prone to decide slightly above the prejudice of the median 
member. Legislation will, on the whole, be more equitable than the legis
lators are themselves as priv~te individuals. When the man in the street 
acts through his orderly collective bodies, he acts more as an American, as 
a Christian, and as a humanitarian than if he were acting independently. 
He thus shapes social controls which are going to condition even himself. 

Through these huge institutional structures, a constant pressure is 
brought to bear on race prejudice, counteracting the natural tendency for 
it to spread and become more intense. The same people are acting in the 
institutions as when manifesting personal prejudice. But they obey different 
moral valuations on different planes of life. In their institutions they have 
invested more than their everyday ideas which parallel their actual be
havior. They have placed in them their ideals of how the world rightly 
ought to be. The ideals thereby gain fortifications of power and in8uence in 
society. This is a theory of social self-healing that applies to the type of 
'society we call democracy. 
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RACIAL BELIEFS 
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1. BIOLOGY AND MoRAL EQuALJTARIANtSM 

Few problems are more heavily loaded with political valuations and, 
consequently, wishful thinking than the controversy concerning the relative 
importance of nature and nurture. Opinions on this question signify more 
than anything else where each of us stands on the scale between extreme 
conservatism and radicalism. The liberal is inclined to believe that it is 
the occasion that makes the thief, while the conservative is likely to hold 
that the thief is likely to create the occasion. The individual and society 
can, therefore, according to the liberal, be purposively improved through 
education and so.cial reform. The conservative, 011 the other hand, thinks 
that it is "human nature" and not its environment which, on the whole, 
makes individuals and society what they arc. He sees therein a reason and 
a justification for his skepticism in regard to reforms.• 

The liberalism of the Enlightenment which later developed such strong 
roots in this country tended to minimize the differences between individuals 
and peoples as to inborn capacities and aptitudes. To Locke, the newborn 
child was a tabula rasa upon which the "sensations"-that is, in modern 
language, the entirety of life experiences-made their imprint. Environ
ment was thus made supreme. As to the inborn capacities and inclinations, 
men were, on the whole, supposed to be similar; apparent differences were 
of cultural origin, and men could be changed through education. This 
was the basis for the philosophical radicalism and the rationalistic optimism 
which French, and also some English, writers developed during the 
eighteenth century. Individual differences in mental traits were sometimes 
recognized. But so far as groups of people were concerned-social classes, 
nations, and what was beginning to be called "races"-equality of natural 
endowments was the general assumption. 

It should be remembered that these philosophers were primarily reacting 
• The generalization expressed in this paragraph haa its exceptions. Though it is hardly 

posaible to be a true biological determinist and yet a political liberal, it is poeaible to be 
an environmentalist and yet a conservative. The easiest rationalization in the latter cue ia 
to perceive of the environment as very tough against politically induced changes. William 
Sumner and his theory of more, ia the classical American example of such a marriage 
between a radical environmentalism and an extreme political conaervatiam. (See Appendix a.) 
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against that particular extension of feudalism into modern times which 
was represented in their home countries by the theories of mercantilism 
and the social order of estates and privileges. Dissimilar minority races 
were not much in the foreground of their political thinking, but social 
classes were. The upper classes in England and France, as everywhere 
else, developed a vague popular theory that the lower classes, urban 
proletariat, and rural peasantry were less well endowed by nature.• It 
was against this convenient belief that the radical philosophers of the 
Enlightenment reacted. Their main interest was, however, not naturalistic 
but moralistic. Equality in "natural rights of man," rather than equality in 
natural endowments, was central in their thought. 

The former equality was, of course, not necessarily made dependent 
upon the latter. Even if some people were weaker, the moral philosophers 
did not think that this was a sound reason for giving them less protection 
in their natural rights. But the radical and optimistic belief in the possibility 
of social improvement, which they also held, did require the environment
alistic assumption. Thus a strong tendency toward a belief in natural 
equality became associated with the doctrine of moral equality in the 
philosophy of the Enlightenment. 

When transferred to America the equality doctrine became even more 
bent toward the moral sphere. There are several reasons for this. Origin
ally the doctrine had a function in the political disputes with the mother 
country, England. These disputes concerned rights and not natural endow
ments. The strong impact of religion in America following the Revolution 
is another reason. A third reason was the actual presence within America 
of a different "race." 

There is thus no doubt that the declaration that all men were "created 
equal" and, therefore, endowed with natural rights has to be understood 
in the moral sense that they were born equal as to human rights. Neverthe
less, the moral equality doctrine carried with it, even in America, a tendency 
toward a belief in biological equalitarianism. Among the educated classes, 
race prejudice was low in the generation around the Revolution. This is 
easily seen even by a superficial survey of the American political literature 
of the age. 

2. THE IDEOLOGICAL CLASH IN AMERICA 

When the Negro was first enslaved, his subjugation was not justified in 
terms of. his biological inferior~ty. Prior to the influences of the Enlighten
ment, ·1iwna.n servitude was taken as a much more unquestioned element 

' in t~~(·mtmg order of economic classes and social estates, since this W:-Y 

"It 'llrould be noted that just as a biological rationalization was then and i1 now invoked 
to juatify class, so arguments concerning the "social order" have alwayt been employed 
to j11stify Negro slavery and, later, color caste. (See Chapter 2.8, Section 5.) 
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of thinking was taken over from feudal and post-feudal Europe. The 
historical literature on this early period also records that the imported 
Negroes-and the captured Indians-originally were kept in much the 
same status as the white indentured servants.1 When later the Negroes 
gradually were pushed down into chattel slavery while the white servants 
were allowed to work off their bond, the need was felt, in this Christian 
country, for some kind of justification above mere economic expediency 
and the might of the strong. The arguments called forth by this need 
were, however, for a time not biological in character, although they later 
easily merged into the dogma of natural inequality. The arguments were 
broadly these: that the Negro was a heathen and a barbarian, an outcast 
among the peoples of the earth, a descendant of Noah's son Ham, cursed 
by God himself and doomed to be a servant forever on account of an 
ancient sin.2 

The ideas of the American Revolution added their influence to those 
of some early Christian thinkers and preachers, particularly among the 
Quakers, in deprecating these arguments. And they gave an entirely new 
vision of society as it is and as it ought to he. This vision was dominated 
by a radically equalitarian political morality and could not possibly include 
slavery as a social institution. The philosophical ideas of man's natural 
rights merged with the Golden Rule of Christianity, "Do unto others as 
you would have them do unto you." 

How it actually looked in the minds of the enlightened slaveholders 
who played a prominent role in the Revolution is well known, since they 
were under the urge to intellectual clarity of their age, and in pamphlets, 
speeches, and letters frequently discussed the troubles of their conscience. 
Most of them saw clearly the inconsistency between American democracy 
and Negro slavery. To these men slaver}' was an "abominable crime," a 
"wicked cause," a "supreme misfortune," an "inherited evil," a "cancer 
in the body politic." Jefferson himself made several attacks on the institu
tion of slavery, and some of them were politically nearly successful. Later 
in his life ( 1821) he wrote in his autobiography: 

... it was found that the public mind would not bear the proposition [ of gradual 
emancipation], nor will it bear it even at this day. Yet the day is not far distant 
when it must bear it, or worse will follow. Nothing is ruore certainly written in the 
book of fate than that these people arc to be free,8 

It was among Washington's first wishes"· .. to see a plan adopted for the 
abolition of it [slavery]; but there is only one proper and effectual mode 
by which it can be accomplished and that is by legislative authority •••• '" 

• In this period the mam American religious denominations also went on 
record to denounce slavery. . 

Even in terms of economic usefulness slavery seemed for a time to be 
a decaying institution. Slave prices were falling. Public opinion also was 
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definitely in motion. In the North where it was most unprofitable, slavery 
was abolished in state after state during this revolutionary era. Also South
ern states took certain legislative steps against slave trade and relaxed 
their slave codes and their laws on manumission. It is probable that the 
majority of Americans considered Negro slavery to be doomed. But in 
the South the slaves represented an enormous investment to the slave 
owners, and the agricultural economy was largely founded on slave labor. 
When the Constitution was written, slavery had to be taken as an economic 
and political fact. It is, however, indicative of the moral situation in 
America at that time that the words ''slave" and "slavery" were avoided. 
"Somehow," reflects Kelly Miller, "the fathers and fashioners of this basic 
docwnent of liberty hoped that the reprobated institution would in time 
pass away when there should be no verbal survival as a memorial of its 
previous existence."5 

In the first two decades of the nineteenth century, the Abolitionist move
ment was as strong in the South as in the North, if not stronger. A most 
fateful economic factor had, however, entered into the historical develop
ment, and it profoundly changed the complexion of the issue. Several 
inventions in the process of cotton manufacture, and principally Eli Whit
ney's invention of the cotton gin in I 794, transformed Southern agricul
ture. Increased cotton production and its profitability gave impetus to a 
southward and westward migration from the old liberal Upper South, and 
raised the prices of slaves which had previously been declining.6 

In explaining the ensuing ideological reaction in the South we must not 
forget, however, that the revolutionary movement, typified by the Declara
tion of Independence, represented a considerable over-exertion of American 
liberalism generally, and that by the time of the writing of the Constitution 
a reaction was on its way. In Europe after the Napoleonic Wars a reaction 
set in, visible in all countries and in all fields of culture. The North 
released itself rather completely from the influences of the European 
reaction. The South, on the contrary, imbibed it and continued on an 
accentuated political and cultural reaction even when the European move
ment had turned again toward liberalism. Around the I 8 3o's, the pro
slavery sentiment in the South began to stiffen. During the three decades 
leading up to the Civil War, an elaborate ideology developed in defense 
of slavery. This Southern ideology was contrary to the democratic creed 
of the Old Virginia statesmen of the American Revolution. 

The pro-slavery theory of the ante-bellum South is basic to certain ideas1 

attitudes, and policies prevalent in all fields of human relations even at the 
present time.• The central theme in the Southern theory is the moral and • 

'political dictum that slavery did not violate the "higher law," that it was 

• See Chapters 10, ao, a4 and 28. 
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condoned by the Bible and by the "laws of nature," and that "free society," 
in contrast, was a violation of those laws. 

More and more boldly as the conflict drew nearer, churchmen, writers, 
and statesmen of the South came out against the principle of equality as 
formulated in the Declaration of Independence. This principle came to 
be ridiculed as a set of empty generalities and meaningless abstractions. 
Common experience and everyday observation showed that it was wrong. 
Indeed, it was "exuberantly false, and arborescently fallacious": 

Is it not ralpably nearer the truth to say that no man was ever born free and no 
two men were ever born equal, than to say that all men are born free :2nd equal? 
••• Man is born to subjection ...• The proclivity of the natural man is to domineer 
or to be subscrvient.7 

Here we should recall that Jefferson and his contemporaries, when they 
said that men were equal, had meant it primarily in the moral sense that 
they should have equal rights, the weaker not less than the stronger.'1 

This was fundamentally what the South denied. So far as the Negroes were 
concerned, the South departed radically from the American Creed. Lincoln 
later made the matter plain when he observed that one section of the coun
try thought slavery was right while the otht:r held it to be wrong. 

The militant Northern Abolitionists strongly pressed the view that 
human slavery was an offense against the fundamental moral law. Their 
spiritual ground was puritan Christianity and the revolutionary philosophy 
of human rights. They campaigned widely, but most Northerners-sensing 
the dynamite in the issue and not liking too well the few Negroes they had 
with them in the North-kept aloof. In the South the break from the 
unmodified American Creed continued and widened. Free discussion was 
effectively cut off at least after I 840. Around this central moral conflict 
a whole complex of economic and political conflicts between the North and 
the South grew up.• The most bloody contest in history before the First 
World War became inevitable. De Tocqucville's forecast that the abolition 
of slavery would not mean the end of the Negro problem came true. It 
is with the American nation today, and it is not likely to be settled 
tomorrow. 

It should be observed that in the pro-slavery thinking of the ante-bellum 
South, the Southerners stuck to the American Creed as far as whites were 
concerned; in fact, they argued that slavery was necessary in order to 
establish equality and liberty for the whites. In the precarious ideological 
situation-where the South wanted to defend a political and civic institu
tion of inequality which showed increasingly great prospects for new land 
exploitation and commercial profit, but where they also wanted to retain 
the democratic creed of the nation-the race doctrine of biological ine'luality 

• The role of the Negro and slavery as causative factors for the War will be com~ented 
upon in Chapter ao. · 
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between. wh;tes and Negroes offered the most convenient solution.' The 
logic forcing the static and conservative ideology of the South to base itself 
partly on a belief in natural inequality is parallel but opposite to the ten
dency of the original philosophy of Enlightenment in Europe and the 
American Revolution to evolve a doctrine of natural equality in order to 
make room for progress and liberalism.10 

3. THE IDEOLOGICAL COMPROMISE 

After the War and Emancipation, the race dogma was retained in the 
South as necessary to justify the caste system which succeeded slavery as the 
social organization of Negro-white relations. In fact, it is probable that 
racial prejudice increased in the South at least up to the end of Reconstruc
tion and probably until the beginning of the twentieth century.11 

The North never had cleansed its own record in its dealing with the 
Negro even if it freed him and gave him permanent civil rights and the 
vote. In the North, however, race prejudice was never so deep and so 
widespread as in the South. During and after the Civil War it is probable 
that the North relaxed its prejudices even further. But Reconstruction was 
followed by the national compromise of the 187o's when the North allowed 
the South to have its own way with the Negroes in obvious contradiction to 
what a decade earlier had been declared to be the ideals of the victorious 
North and the polity of the nation. The North now also needed the race 
dogma to justify its course. As the North itself did not retreat from most of 
the Reconstruction legislation, and as the whole matter did not concern the 
average Northerner so much, the pressure on him was not hard, and the 
belief in racial inequality never became intense. But this period was, in this 
field, one of reaction in the North, too. 

The fact that the same rationalizations are used to defend slavery and 
caste is one of the connecting links between the two social institutions. In 
the South the connection is psychologically direct. Even today the average 
white Southerner really uses the race dogma to defend not only the present 
caste situation but also ante-bellum slavery and, consequently, the righteous
ness of the Southern cause in the Civil War. This psychological unity of 
defense is one strong reason, among others, why the generally advanced 
assertion is correct that the slavery tradition is a tremendous impediment 
in the way of improvement of the Negro's lot. The caste system has 
inherited the defense ideology of slavery. 

The partial exclusion of the Negro from American democracy, however, 
has in no way dethroned the .American Creed. This faith actually became 
strengthened by the victorious War which saved the Union and stopped 
the Southerners from publicly denouncing the cherished national principles 
that all men are born equal and have inalienable civil rights. The question 
can be asked: What do the millions of white people in the South and in 
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the North actually think when, year after year, on the m':ional holidays 
dedicated to the service of the democratic ideals, they read, recite, and 
listen to the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution? Do they or 
do they not include Negroes among "all men"? The same question is 
raised when we observe how, in newspaper editorials and public spec::ches, 
unqualified general statements are made asserting the principles and the 
fact of American democracy. Our tentative answer is this: In solemn 
moments, Americans try to forget about the Negroes as about other 
worries. If this is not possible they think in vague and irrational terms; 
in these terms the idea of the Negroes' bio]ogical inferiority is a nearly 
necessary rationalization. 

The dogma of racial inequality may, in a sense, be regarded as a strange 
fruit of the Enlightenment. The fateful word race itself is actually not yet 
two hundred years old. The biological ideology had to be utilized as an 
intellectual explanation of, and a moral apology for, slavery in a society 
which went out emphatically to invoke as its highest principles the ideals 
of the inalienable rights of all men to freedom and equality of opportunity. 
It was born out of the conflict between an old harshly nonequalitarian insti
tution-which was not, or perhaps in a short time could not be, erased-and 
the new shining faith in human liberty and democracy. Another accom
plishment of early rationalistic Enlightenment had laid the theoretical basis 
for the racial defense of slavery; the recognition of Homo sapicns as only 
a species of the animal world and the emerging study of the human body 
and mind as biological phenomena. Until this philosophical basis was laid, 
racialism was not an intellectual possibility. 

The influences from the American Creed thus had, and still have, a 
double-direction. On the other hand, the equalitarian Creed operates directly 
to supress the dogma of the Negro's racial inferiority and to make people's 
thoughts more and more "independent of race, creed or color," as the 
American slogan runs. On the other hand, it indirectly calls forth the 
same dogma to justify a blatant exception to the Creed. The race dogma 
is nearly the only way out for a people so moralistically equalitarian, if it 
is not prepared to live up to its faith. A nation less fervently committed to 
democracy could, probably, live happily in a caste system with a some
what less intensive belief in the biological inferiority of the subordinate 
group. The need for race prejudice is, from this point of view, a need for 
defense .on the part of the Americans against their own national Creed, 
again.,t their own most cherished ideals. And race prejudice is, in this sense, 
a function of equalitarianism. The former is a perversion of the latter.12 

4. REFLECTIONS IN SCIENCE 

This split in the American soul has been, and still is, ~effected in ~ci~n
tific thought and in the literature on the Negro race and its charactenst1cs. 
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Thomas Jefferson, the author of the Declaration of Independence and the 
supreme exponent of early American liberalism, in· his famous Noles on 
Virginia (1781-1782) deals with the Negro problem in a chapter on "The 
Administration of Justice and the Description of the Laws." He posits his 
ideas about race as an argument for emancipating the slaves, educating 
them, and assisting them to settle in Africa: 

Deep-rooted prejudices entertained by the whites; ten thousand recollections, by 
the blacks, of the injuries they have sustained; new provocations; the real distinctions 
which nature has made; and many other circumstances, will divide us into parties, 
and produce convulsions, which will probably never end but in the extermination 
of the one or the other race.18 

He goes on to enumerate the "real distinctions" between Negroes and 
whites and gives a fairly complete list of them as they were seen by 
liberal people of his time: color, hair form, secretion, less physiological 
need of sleep but sleepiness in work, lack: of reasoning power, lack of depth 
in emotion, poverty of imagination and so on. In all these respects he is 
inclined to believe that "it is not their condition, then, but nature, which 
has produced the distinction." But he is cautious in tone, has his attention 
upon the fact that popular opinions are prejudiced, and points to the pos
sibility that further scientific studies may, or may not, verify his con• 
jectures.14 

This guarded treatment of the subject marks a high point in the early 
history of the literature on Negro racial characteristics. In critical sense and 
in the reservation for the results of further research, it was not surpassed 
by white writers until recent decades. As the Civil War drew nearer, intel
lectuals were increasingly mobilized to serve the Southern cause and to 
satisfy the Southern needs .for rationalization. After Reconstruction their 
theories were taken over by the whole nation. Biology and ethnology were 
increasingly supplanting theology and history in providing justification 
for slavery and, later, caste. Even the friends of the Negroes assumed great 
racial differences, even if, out of charity, they avoided elaborating on them. 
The numerous enemies of the Negro left a whole crop of pseudo-scientific 
writings in the libraries, emphasizing racial differences. Robert W. 
Shufeldt's book, America's Greatest Problem: the Negro 15 which had 
considerable influence for a time-illustrating the inferiority argument by 
a picture of a Negro lad between two monkeys and filled with an imposing 
mass of presumed evidences for Negro inferiority-is a late example of this 
literature at its worst.18 

Without much change this situation continued into the twentieth century. 
At this-time the heavily prejudiced position of ECience on the race problem 
~, ~ver, beginning to be undermined. Professor Franz Boas and a 
Yl:aole school of anthropologists had already come out against these argu-
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ments for racial differences based on the primitive people's lack of culture.U 
The outlines of a radically environmentalistic sociology were being drawn 
by W. G. Sumner, W. I. Thomas and C.H. Cooley. The early research on 
intelligence pronounced that there '\\'ere considerable racial differences but 
it had already encountered some doubts as to validity.a Improved techniques 
in the fields of anatomy and anthropometry had begun to disprove earlier 
statements on Negro physical traits.h 

The last two or three decades have seen a veritable revolution in scienti
fic thought on the racial characteristics of the Negro. This revolution has 
actually a much wider scope: it embraces not only the whole race issue even 
outside the Negro problem, but the fundamental assumptions on the nature
nurture question. The social sciences in America, and particularly sociology, 
anthropology, and psychology,18 have gone through a conspicuous develop
ment, increasingly giving the preponderance to environment instead of to 
heredity. 

In order to retain a proper perspective 011 this scientific revolution, we 
have to recall that American social science is not many decades old. The 
biological sciences and medicine, firmly entrenched much earlier in American 
universities, h1d not, and have not yd, the same dose ideological ties to 
the American Creed. They have been associated in America, as in the rest 
of the world, with conservative and even reactionary ideologies.111 Under 
their long hegemony, there has been a kndency to assume biological causa
tion without question, and to accept social explanations only under the 
duress of a siege of irresistible evidence. ln political questions, this tendency 
favored a do-nothing policy. This tendency also, in the main, for a century 
and more, determined people's attitudes toward the racial traits of tht: 
Negro. ln the years around the First World War, it cxplOllcd in a ca.sea.de 
of scientific and popular writings ~0 with a strong racialistic bias, ratilmali:ling 

• Cooley challenged Galton's hereditary explanation of racial genius in 1897. (Charles 
H. Cooley, "Genius, :Fame and the Comparison of Raet·s," Annals of tl,c Ame,kan ,fradcmy 
of Political and Social Scimce lMay, 1897 }, pp. 317-358); see Chapter 6, Section 3. 

b Several scientist;, for example, had criticized 111ud1 of the early rci;e-.irch on brain anJ 
akull differences. One of the most notorious of the expos~s was that of Rubert B. Beau by 
Franklin P. Mall. Bean was a Southern student of Mall's in the latter's laboratory at Johns 
Hopkins. In an elaborate study of :Kcgro skulls and brains, he attempted to show that the 
skulls were smaller than the skulls of white men, and that the bl'ains were less ~,,11vol1.1ted 
and otherwise deficient. After Bean published his findings (Rubert B, Dean, 11::..,•ue Rad:.l 
Peculiarities of the Negro Brain," American Journal of Anatomy [September, 1906], 
pp. a7-43a), Mall repeated the measurements on 1na.ny of the same specimens and found 
that Bean had completely JistortcJ his measurement& and conclusions. (Franklin P. Mall! 
"On Several Anatomical Characters of the Human Brain, Said to Vary According to Race 
and Sex, With Especial Reference to the Weight of the Frontal Lobe," American Journal 
of Anatomy [February, 1909], pp. 1-32.). Bean's sample, too, waa grossly inadequa~1 it 
consisted of 103 Negroes and 49 whites in the Baltimore morgue who had been uncla.imed 
at death. 
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the growing feeling in America against the "new" immigrants pouring into 
a country whose last frontier was now occupied and congregating in the 
big cities where they competed with American labor. In addition to the 
social friction they created, the idea that these newcomers represented an 
inferior stock provided much of the popular theory for the restrictive 
immigration legislation. 21 

The wave of racialism for a time swayed not only public opinion but also 
some psychologists who were measuring psychic traits, especially intelli
gence, and perhaps also some few representatives of related social sciences.22 

But the social sciences had now developed strength and were well on the 
way toward freeing themselves entirely from the old biologistic tendency. 
The social sciences received an impetus to their modern development by 
reacting against this biologistic onslaught. They fought for the theory of 
environmental causation. Their primary object of suspicion became more 
and more the old static entity, "human nature," and the belief that funda
mental differences between economic, social, or racial groups were due to 
"nature.,, 

From the vantage point of their present research front, the situation 
looks somewhat like this: a handful of social and biological scientists over 
the last fifty years have gradually forced informed people to give up some 
of the more blatant of our bioJogical errors. But there must be still other 
countless errors of the same sort that no living man can yet detect, because 
of the fog within which our type of Western culture envelops us. Cultural 
influences have set up the assumptions about. the mind, the body, and the 
universe with which we begin; pose the questions we ask; influence the 
facts we seek; determine the interpretation we give these facts; and direct 
our reaction to these interpretations and conclusions. 

Social research has thus ~come militantly critical. It goes from discovery 
to discovery by challenging this basic assumption in various areas of life. 
It is constantly disproving inherent differences and explaining apparent 
ones in cultural and social terms. By inventing and apP.lying ingenious 
specialized research methods, the popular race dogma is being victoriously 
pursued into every corner and effectively exposed as fallacious or at least 
unsubstantiated. So this research becomes truly revolutionary in the spirit 
of the cherished American tradition. A contrast is apparent not only in 
comparison with earlier stands of American social science but also with 
contemporary scientific trends in other countries. The democratic ones 
have, on the whole, followed a similar course, but America has been lead
ing. It jg interesting to obsenre how on this point the radical tendency in 
Americail social research of today dominates even the work and writings 
of scfeatists who -feel and pronounce their own political inclination to be .. 
consenratJve. 

What has happened is in line with the great traditions of the American 
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Creed, the principles of which are themselves, actually, piecemeal becoming 
substantiated by research and elaborated into scientific theory. American 
social scientists might-in a natural effort to defend their objectivity
dislike this characterization, but to the outsider it is a simple and obvious 
fact that the social sciences in America at present have definitely a spirit 
in many respects r~miniscent of eighteenth century Enlightenment. The 
ordinary man's ideas have not, however, kept up to those of the scientist. 
Hardly anywhere else or in any other issue is there-in spite of intensive 
and laudable efforts to popularize the new results of research-such a wide 
gap between scientific thought and popular belief. At least potentially these 
ideas have, however, a much greater importance in America than could be 
assumed upon casual observation and for the reason that the ordinary 
American has a most honored place in his heart for equalitarianism. 

This trend in social sciences to discount earlier notions of great differences 
in "nature" between the advantaged and the disadvantaged groups (rich
poor, men-women, whites-Negroes) runs parallel to another equally con
spicuous trend in American political ideology since the First World War: 
an increased interest and belief in social reforms. The latter trend broke 
through in the course of the Great Depression following the crisis of 1929; 
and it materialized in the New Deal, whose principles, even if not methods, 
are now widely accepted. We have already stressed the strategic importance 
for political Jiberalism and radicalism of the modern social science point 
of view on the basic problem of nurture •1Jcrsus nature. The scientific trend 
in non-democratic countries during the same period-and specifically the 
sway of racialism over German universities and research centers under the 
Nazi regime-provides a contrast which vividly illustrates our thesis. 

As always, we can, of course, assume that basically both the scientific. 
trend and the political development in a civilization are functions of a 
larger synchronized development of social ideology. A suspicion is, then, 
natural that fundamentally the scientific trend in America is a rational
ization of changed political valuations. This trend has, however, had its 
course during a remarkable improvement of observation and measurement 
techniques and has been determined by real efforts to criticize research 
methods and the manner in which scientific inferences are made from 
research data. It has, to a large extent, been running against expectation 
and, we may assume, wishes. This is the general reason why, in spite 0£ 
the natural suspicion, we can feel confident that the scientific trend is, on 
the whole, a definite approach toward objective truth. 

5. THE POSITION OF THE NEGRO WRITERS 

As creators 0£ original scientific theories and as independent research 
workers in the field of social science, as in other fields, the Negroes came 
late and are even now rather exceptional. This is a consequence of the 
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American caste system. But for a much longer time they have had gifted 
essayists well in touch with the trends in social sciences. From the begin
ning, Negro writers took the stand that the American dogma of racial 
inequality was a scientific fake.23 The late Kelly Miller, particularly, knew 
how to present the Negro's case effectively. He had well digested the 
anthropological criticism against the argument that the Negroes had never 
produced a culture of their own in Africa and knew how to turn it around: 

Because any particuJar race or class has not yet been caught up by the current of 
the world movement is no adequate reason to conclude that it must forever fal) 

without the reach of its onward flow. If history teaches any clear lesson, it is that 
civilization is communicable to the tougher and hardier breeds of men, whose 
physical stamina can endure the awful stress of transmission. To damn a people to 
everlasting inferiority because of deficiency in historical distinction shows the same: 
faultiness of logic as the assumption that what never has been never can be. The 
application of this test a thousand years ago would have placed under the ban of 
reproach all of the vigorous and virile nations of modern times.21 

and: 

••• hiatory plays havoc with the vainglorious boasting of national and racial conceit. 
Where are the Babylonians, the Assyrians and the Egyptians, who once lorded it 
over the earth? In the historical recessional of races they are "one with Nineveh and 
Tyre." Expeditions must be sent from some distanet continent to unearth the glori
ous monuments of their ancestors from beneath the very feet of their degenerate 
descendants. The lordly Greeks who ruled the world through the achievements of 
the mind, who gave the world Homer and Socrates and Phidias in the heyday of 
their glory, have so sunken in the scale of excellence that, to use the language of 
Macaulay, "their people have degenerated into timid slaves and their language into 
a barbarous jargon." On the other hand, the barbarians w110, Aristotle tells us, could 
not count beyond ten fingers in his day subsequently produced Kant and Shakespeare 
and Newton,.211 

Miller reminds his white countrymen: 

Our own country has not escaped the odium of intellectual inferiority. The 
generation has scarcely passed away in whO!'e ears used to ring the standing sneer, 
''Who reads an American book?" lt was ir. the day of Thomas Jefferson that a 
learned European declared: "America has not ~rodurcd one good poet, one able 
mathematician, one man of genius in a single art or science." In response to this 
charge Jefferson enters an eloquent special plea. He says: "When we shall have 
existed as a people aa long as the Greeks did before they produced a Homer, the 
Romans, a Virgil, the French, a. Racine, the English, a Shakespeare anci Milton, 
mould this reproach be still true, we will inquire from what unfriendly cause it haa 
procccded.",How analogous to this is the reproach wh·~~h you fThomas Dixon, Jr,] 
and Mr: Wat-on,. treading the track of Thomas Nelson· Page, and those of his school 
of thoapt;' o.ow hurl against the Negro race? The response of Jelferson defending 
the American coloniea from the reproach of innate inferiority will apply with 
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augmented emphuis to ward off similar charges against the despised and rejected 
Negro.28 

To the Southerners particularly he gave the following rejoinder: 

The white people of the South claim, or rather boast of, a race prepotency and 
inheritance as great as that of any breed of men in the world. But they clearly £ail 
to show like attainment.27 

and added maliciously: 

Has it C\'er occurred to you th:it the people of New England blood, who have 
done and are doing most to make the white race great and glorious in this land, are 
the most reticent about cxtra\·agant claims to everlasting superiority? You protest too 
much. Your loud pretensions, backed up by such exclamatory outburst of passion, 
make upon the reflecting mind the impression that you entertain a sneaking suspicion 
of their validity.211 

This is heated polemics but not without its point. 011 the central issue his 
best formulated argument i~ probably contained in the following sentences: 

The Negro has r.crer, Juring the whole course of history, been surrounded by 
those influences which tend to strengthen and develop the mind. To expect the 
Negroes of Georgia to produce a great general like Napoleon when they are not 
even allowed to rarry anns, or to deride them for not producing scholars like those 
of the Renaissance whC!n a few years ago they were forbidden the use of letten, 
verges closely upon the outer rim of absurdity. Do you look for great Negro statea. 
men in States where black men arc not allowtJ to vote? :io 

Concerning the physical disabilities of the Negro, he was full of scorn: 

Do you recall the school of pro-slavery scientists who demonstrated beyond doubt 
that the Negro's skull was too thick to comprehend the substance of Aryan knowl
edge? Have you not read in the now discredited scientific books of that period with 
what triumphant acclaim it was shown that the shape and size of the Negro's skull, 
facial angle, and cephalic configuration rendered him forever impervious to the 
white man's civilization? But all enlightened minds arc now as ashamed of that 
doctrine as they are of the one-time dogma that the Negro had no soul.80 

If at the time when he was writing, he could have seen the modern devel
opment of intelligence research, on which we shall comment in a later 
chapter, he would have had still more arrows for his bow. 

Miller has been quoted at some length here because his attitude is typical 
of the thinking of the intellectual Negroes on this issue for several dec
ades,81 in fact, from the first time the Negro people had a group of 
individuals trained to independent scholarly thinking. These early Negro 
intellectuals were in all certainty just as much driven by their rationalization 
interests as their white colleagues. Only their interest went in the opposite 
direction. In the development of intelligence research it is apparent that 
Negroes and members of other minority groups always had a tendency to 
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find environmental explanations for differences in intelligence perfor
mance, while the "American" scientists and, particularly, Southerners and 
other Americans who for one reason or other felt tender toward the 
Southern cause, for a long time labored under the bias of expecting to find 
iMate differences. 

From one point of view it is, of course, merely an historical accident that 
modern research has tended to confirm the Negroes' view and not the 
whites'. The Negro writers constantly have proceeded upon the assumption, 
later formulated by Du Bois in Black Reconstruction:"· .. that the Negro 
in America and in general is an average and ordinary human being, who 
under given environment develops like other human beings .... "32 This 
assumption is now, but was not a couple of decades agu, also the assumption 
of white writers.88 Negro writings from around the turn of the century, 
therefore, sound so much more modern than white writings. It is mainly 
this historical accident which explains why, for example, Du Bois' study of 
the Philadelphia Negro community,84 published in the 'nineties, stands 
out even today as a most valuable contribution, while white authors like 
H. W. Odum and C. C. Brigham have been compelled-and have had 
the scientific integrity and personal courage-to retreat from writings of 
earlier decades even though they were published after Du Bois' study.3

j 

The white authors have changed while the Negro authors can stand by 
their guns. It is also apparent, when going through the literature on the 
Negro, that the whole tone, the "degree of friendliness" in viewpoints and 
conclusions, has been modified immensely in favor of the Negro since the 
beginning of the 'twenties.80 This trend is, of course, intimately related to 
the general trend in social sciences, referred to above, and to the still 
broader political and social development in the American nation. 

The Negro intellectuals' resistance to the white race dogma has been 
widely popularized among the Negro people through the Negro press, 
the Negro school and the Negro pulpit. As it corresponds closely to Negro 
interests, it will now be found to emerge as a popular belief in all Negro 
communities in America, except the backward ones. It may be assumed that 
formerly the Negroes more often took over white beliefs as a matter of 
accommodation. 

The spread of the same conclusions from modern research has been 
much slower among whites, which is also natural, as they do not coincide 
with their interest in defending the caste order, and in any case, do not 
have the $1Ulle relevance to their own personal problems of adjustment. 
One most important result is, however, that it is now becoming difficult for 
evm popular writers to express other views than the ones of racial equal
'itnni.sm and still retain intellectual respect. This inhibition works also 
on the journalists, even in the South and even outside of the important 
circle of ~~n white liberals. The final result of this change might, in 
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time, be considerable. Research and education are bolstering the American 
Creed in its influence toward greater equalitarianism. 

6. THE RACIAL BELIEFS OF THE UNSOPHISTICATED 

Our characterization of the race dogma as a reaction against the equali
tarian Creed of revolutionary America is a schematization too simple to 
be exact unless reservations are added. Undoubtedly the low regard for 
the Negro people before the eighteenth century contained intellectual 
elements which later could have been recognized as a racial theory in 
disguise. The division of mankind into whites, blacks, and yellows stretches 
back to ancient civilization. A loose idea that barbarism 'is something 
inherent in certain peoples is equally old. On the other hand, the masses 
of white Americans even today do not always, when they refer to the 
inferiority of the Negro race, think clearly in straight biological terms. 

The race dogma developed gradually. The older Biblical and socio
political arguments in defense of slavery retained in the South much of 
their force long beyond the Civil War. Under the duress of the ideological 
need of justification for Negro slavery, they were even for a time becoming 
increasingly elaborated. Their decline during recent decades is probably a 
result of the secularization and urbanization of the American people, which 
in these respects, as in so many others, represents a con~inuation of the 
main trend begun by the revolutionary ideological impulses of the eight
eenth century. In this development, the biological inferiority dogma 
threatens to become the lone surviving ideological support of color caste 
in America. 

In trying to understand how ordinary white people came to believe in 
the Negro's biological inferiority, we must observe that there was a shift 
from theological to biological thinking after the eighteenth century. Ai; 
soon as the idea was spread that man belongs to the biological universe, 
the conclusion that the Negro was biologically inferior was natural to the 
unsophisticated white man. It is obvious to the ordinary unsophisticated 
white man, from his everyday experience, that the Negro is inferior. Anti 
inferior the Negro really is; so he shows up even under scientific study. 
He is, on the average, poorer; his body is more often deformed; his 
health is more precarious and his mortality rate higher; his intelligence 
performance, manners, and morals are lower. The correct observation that 
the Negro is inferior was tied up to the correct belief that man belongs 
to the biological universe, and, by twisting logic, the incorrect deduction 
was made that the inferiority is biological in nature. 

Race is a comparatively simple idea which easily becomes applied to 
r.ertain outward signs of "social visibility," such as physiognomy. Explana
tions in terms of environment, on the contrary, tax knowledge and imagi
nation heavily. It is difficult for the ordinary man to envisage clearly how 
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such factors as malnutrition, bad housing, and lack of schooling actually 
deform the body and the soul of people. The ordinary white man cannot 
be expected to be aware of such subtle influences as the denial of certain 
outlets for ambitions, social disparagement, cultural isolation, and the early 
conditioning of the Negro child's mind by the caste situation, as factors 
molding the Negro's personality and behavior. The white man is, there
fore, speaking in good faith when he says that he sincerely believes that 
the Negro is racially inferior, not merely because he has an interest in this 
belief, but simply because he has seen it. He "knows" it. 

Tradition strengthens this honest faith. The factors of environment 
were, to the ordinary white man, still less of a concrete reality one hundred 
years ago when the racial dogma began to crystaJlize. Originally the 
imported Negro slaves had hardly a trace of Western culture. The tremen
dous cultural difference between whites and Negroes was maintained• and, 
perhaps, relatively increased by the Negroes being kept, first, in slavery 
and, later, in a subordinate caste, while American white culture changed 
apace. By both institutions the Negroes' acculturation was hampered and 
steered in certain directions. The Negroes, moreover, showed obvious 
differences in physical appearance. 

From the beginning these two concomitant differences-the physical and 
the cultural-must have been associated in the minds of white people. 
"When color differences coincide with differences in cultural levels, then 
color becomes symbolic and each individual is automatically classified by 
the racial uniform he wears.1

'
37 Darker color, ·woolly hair, and other con

spicuous physical Negro characteristics became steadily associated with 
servile status, backward culture, low intelligence performance and lack 
of morals. All unfavorable reactions to Negroes-which for social if not 
for biological reasons, are relatively much more numerous than favorable 
reactions-became thus easily attributed to e'Very Negro as a Negro, that 
is, to the race and to the individual only secondarily as a member of the 
race. Whites categorize Negroes. As has been observed also in other racial 
contacts, visible characteristics have a power to overshadow all other 
characteristics and to create an illusion of a greater similarity between the 
individuals of the out-race and a greater difference from the in-race than 
is actually warranted.88 

This last factor is the more important as the unsophisticated mind is 
much mqr~ "theoretical"-in the popular meaning of being bent upon 
simple, abstract, clear-cut generalizations-than the scientifically trained 
mind.89 This works in favor of the race dogma. To conceive that apparent 

, differences in capacities and aptitudes could be cultural in origin means a 
deferment of- judgment that is foreign to popular thinki11g. It requires 

• When we 1llJ' -that cultural differences were maintained, we do 110~ refer one way or the 
other to the ntention of African culture, 
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diffic.ult and complicated thinking about a multitude of mutually dependent 
variables, thinking which does not easily break into the lazy formalism of 
unintellectual people. 

We should not be understood, however, to assume that the simpler 
concept of race is clear in the popular mind. From the beginning, as is 
apparent from the literature through the decades, environmental factors 
to some extent, hav1.. ·been taken into account. But they are discounted, and 
they are applied in a loose way-partly under the influence of vulgarized 
pre-Darwinian and Darwinian evolutionism-to the race rather than to 
the individual. The Negro race is said to be several hundreds or thousands 
of years behind the white man in "development." CuJture is then assumed 
to be an accumulated mass of memories in the race, transmitted through 
the genes. A definite biological ceiling is usually provided: the mind of 
the Negro race cannot be improved beyond a given level. This odd theory 
is repeated through more than a century of literature: it is phrased as an 
excuse by the Negro's friends and as an accusation by his enemies. The 
present writer has met it everywhere in contemporary white America. 

Closely related to this popular theory is the historical and cultural 
demonstration of Negro inferiority already referred to. It is constantly 
pointed out as a proof of his racial backwardness that in Africa the Negro 
was never able to achieve a culture of his own. Descriptions of hideous 
conditions in Africa have belonged to this popular theory from the begin
ning. Civilization is :illeged to be the accomplishment of the white race; the 
Negro, particularly, is without a share in it. As typical not only of long 
literature but, what is here important, of the actual beliefs among ordinary 
white people in America> two quotations from a fairly recent exponent of 
the theory may be given: 

To begin with, the black peoples have no hi&toric pasts. Never having evolved 
civilizations of their own, they are practically devoid of t11at accumulated mass of 
beliefs, thoughts, and experiences which render Asiatics so impenetrable and so 
h0&tile to white influences .••• Left to himself, he [ the Negro] remained a savage, 
and in the past his only quickening has been where brown men have imposed their 
ideas and altered his blood. The origi11ating powers of the European and the Asiatic 
are not in him.40 

The black race has never shown real constructive power. It has never built up a 
native civilization. Such progress as certain ncgro groups have made has been due to 
aternal pressure and has ncvc·r long out! ived that pressure's removal, for the negro, 
when left to himself, as in Haiti and Liberia, rapidly reverts to his ancestral. waya. 
The negro is a facile, even eager, imitator; but there he stops. He adopts, but he 
does not adapt, assimilate, and give forth creatively again. , •• 

Unless, then, every lesson of history is to be disregarded, we must conclude that 
black Africa is un:ible to stand alone. The black man'$ numbers may increaae pro
digiously and acquire alien veneers, but the black man's nature will not change.'1 
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Without any doubt there is also in the white man's concept of the Negro 
"race" an irrational element which cannot be grasped in terms of either 
biological or cultural differences. It is like the concept "unclean" in primi
tive religion. It is invoked by the metaphor "blood" when describing 
ancestry. The ordinary man means something particular but beyond secular 
and rational understanding when he refers to "blood." The one who has 
got the smallest drop of "Negro blood" is as one who is smitten by a hide
ous disease. It does not help if he is good and honest, educated and intelli
gent, a good worker, an excellent citizen and an agreeable fellow. Inside 
him are hidden some unkncwn and dangerous potentialities, something 
which will sooner or later crop up. This totally irrational, actually magical, 
belief is implied in the system of specific taboos to be analyzed in Part VII. 
White intellectuals, particularly in the South, have often, in attempting 
to clarify to the writer their own attitude toward taboos, referred to this 
irrational eleme11t and described it in the terms utilized above. They some
times talked of it as an "instinct," but were well aware that they could 
not grasp it by this ton sober physio-psychological analogy. 

In this magical sphere of the white man's mind, the Negro is inferior, 
totally independent of rational proofs or disproofs. And he is inferior in a 
deep and mystical sense. The "reality" of !,is inferiority is the white man's 
own indubitable sensing of it, and that f celing applies to eve1·y single Negro. 
This is a manifestation of the most primitive form of religion. There is 
fear of the unknown in this feeling, which is "superstition" in the literal 
sense of this old word. Fear is only increased by the difficulties in expressing 
it in rational language and explaining it in such a way that it makes sense. 
So the Negro becomes a "contrast conception." He is "the opposite race"
an inner enemy, "antithesis of character and properties of the white man."•2 

His name is the antonym of white. As the color white is associated with 
everything good, with Christ -and the angels, with heaven, fairness, clean
liness, virtue, intelligence, courage, and progress, so black has, through 
the ages, carried associations with all that is bad and low: black stands for 
dirt, sin, and the devil.48 It becomes understandable and "natural" on a 
deeper magical plane of reasoning that the Negro is believed to be stupid, 
immoral, diseased, lazy, incompetent, and dangerous-dangerous to the 
white man's virtue and social order. 

The Negro is segregated, and one deep idea behind segregation is that 
of quarantining what is evil, shameful, and feared in society! When one 
speaks about "Americans" or "Southerners," the Negro is not counted in. 
When the "public" is invited, he is not expected. Like the devil and all 
his synonyms and satellites, he · is enticing at the same time that he is 

, • To illustrate this point and to exemplify how racial beliefs develop in an individual, 
we have included u footnote 44 to this chapter one of the dearest analyses of his own 
f~rmer J>re.iadiM by a Southerner to be found in the literature. 
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disgusting. Like them he is also humorous in a way, and it is possible to 
pity him. As the devil with his goat's foot is earth-bound in a sinister sense, 
so the Negro is also more part of "nature" than the white man. The old 
theologians of the South meant something specific when they equipped the 
Negro with a disproportionate amount of original sin just as Christian 
theologians generally characterize the devil as a fallen angel. Behind all 
these associations is the heritage of magic and primitive religion which 
we carry from prehistoric time and which is always with us in metaphorical 
meanings attached to the words we use. 

The stereotyped opinions of the Negro express themselves in institu
tionalized behavior, in jokes and stories, and in fiction. Fiction as a sound
ing board for, and as a magnifier of, popular prejudices is an object for 
research which deserves much more attention. The printed word has an 
easily detected magical import and authority for the unintellectual mind." 
It is generalized. People want to see their favorite opinions set forth and 
elaborated in print.46 One of the sources for studying the stereotyped 
opinions on the Negro is, therefore, fiction.411 

7. BELIEFS WITH A PURPOSE 

The low plane of living, the cultural isolation, and all the resulting 
bodily, intellectual, and moral disabilities and distortions of the average 
Negro make it natural for the ordinary white man not only to see that the 
Negro is inferior but also to believe honestly that the Negro's inferiority 
is inborn. This belief means, of course, that all attempts to improve the 
Negro by education, health reforms, or merely by giving him his rights · 
as a worker and a citizen must seem to be less promising of success than 
they otherwise would be. The Negro is judged to be fundamentally incor
rigible and he is, therefore, kept in a slum existence which, in its turn, 
leaves the imprint upon his body and soul which makes it natural for the 
white man to believe in his inferiority.b This is a vicious circle; it is, indeed, 
one of the chief examples of cumulative causation.C From a practical point 
of view, it signifies that one of the ways, in the long run, to raise the white 
man's estimate of the Negro is to improve the Negro's status and, thereby, 
his qualities. It means also, however, that one of the chief hindrances to 
improving the Negro is the white man's firm belief in his inferiority. "· •• 
what the greater part of white America merely thinks about us is an influ-

• Every lawyer knows from experience that by presenting a printed blank of a drafted 
contract, he can much more easily get a~yone to sign it than if it waa written for the 
occasion. 

' "· •• the haughty American Nation .•• makes the negro clean its boots and then proves 
the moral and physical inferiority of the negro by the fact that he ia a shoeblack." (Georp 
Bernard Shaw, Man anJ Superman [H)16; fi.nt edition, 1903], p. xviii.) 

• See Chapter 31 Section 7. 
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ential factor in making our actual condition what it is," complains James 
Weldon Johnson.41 

The Negro's situation being what it is and the unsophisticated white 
man's mind working as it does, the white man can honestly think and say 
that his beliefs are founded upon dose personal experience and hard facts. 
He is not deliberately deceiving himself; but the beliefs are opportunistic. 
The typical white individual does not fabricate his theory for a purpose. 
The ordinary white American is an upright and honest fellow who tries 
to think straight and wants to be just to everybody. He does not consciously 
concoct his prejudices for a purpose. 

But unscrupulous demagogues do it all the time with great profit. Many 
other white individuals will occasionally find it to their private interests 
to stretch their biased beliefs a little more in a direction unfavorable to the 
Negro. Much of this might happen just on the margin of what is con
sciously acknowledged. Practically no white people are sufficiently incited 
by self-interest to scrutinize their beliefs critically. And so through the 
generations, strengthened by tradition and community consensus, a public 
opinion among whites is formulated which is plainly opportunistic in the 
interest of the majority group. The individual in the group can remain 
confident in his moral and intellectual integrity. He "sees" the facts for 
himself. Tradition and consensus seem to him to be additional intellectual 
evidence and moral sanction for what he already believes. They relieve 
him of any duty he otherwise might have felt to criticize seriously his 
observations and inferences. The recognition that the racial beliefs thus 

, have a social purpose opens up a perspective on the causal mechanism 
behind their formation and gives us a clue for the further study of their 
structure, to which we now proceed. 

If white Americans can ~lieve that Negro Americans belong to a lower 
biological species than they themselves, this provides a motivation for their 
doctrine that the white race should be kept pure and that amalgamation 
should, by all means, be prevented. The theory of the inborn inferiority 
of the Negro people is, accordingly, used as an argument for the anti
amalgamation doctrine. This doctrine, in its turn, has, as we have seen, a 
central position in the American system of color caste.• The belief in 
biological inferiority is thus another basic support, in addition to the 
no-social-equality, anti-amalgamation doctrine, of the system of segregation 
and discrimination, Whereas the anti-amalgamation doctrine has its main 
importance in the «social" field, the belief in the Negro's biological inferi
ority is basic to discrimination in all fields. White Americans have an 
interest~· ~precating the Negro race in so far as they identify themselves 

' with..:-~ prevailing system of color caste. They have such an interest, 
t~ 'in a lower degree, even if their only attachment to the caste order 

• Sic .Qapter 3, Section :a. 
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is that they do not stand up energetically as individuals and citizens to 
eradicate it. 

We are not under any obligation, of course, to extend civil courtesies, 
equal justice, suffrage, and fair competition to animals, however much we 
love them. Kind treatment of animals is not a "right" of theirs but is 
rather construed as a_n obligation to our own humane feelings and to those 
of our equals. In so far as the Negro can be placed lower in the biological 
order than the white man and nearer to the animals, he is also, to an 
extent, kept outside the white man's social and moral order. The white 
man's entire system of discrimination is then in no need of moral defense. 
The Negro becomes deprived of the "natural rights of man," and will, 
instead, have his protection in the civil kindness toward inferior and 
dependent beings, which behooves a Christian society. He will be asked 
not to insist on "rights" but to pray for favors • 

• • • the thought of the older South-the sincere and passionate belief that some
where between men and cattle, God created a tertium fJUiJ, and called it a Negro-
a clownish, simple creature, at times even lovable within its limitations, but straitly 
foreordained to walk within the Veil. To be sure, behind the thought lurks the 
afterthought-11ome of them with favoring chance might become men, but in sheer 
self-defense we dare not let them, and we build about them walls so high, and hang 
between them and the light a veil so thick, that they shall not even think of breaking 
through.48 

Another analogy may be found in the status of women and children.• 
They, too, were-in a considerable measure-wards of the adult males, 
particularly in the period when the race dogma was being built up. They 
did not enjoy "equal rights" but had to rely for their protection upon 
kindly considerations from their superiors. Their status was also partly 
explained and justified by biological inferiority or lack of maturity. The 
Negro can be classified as nearer the animal but still a man, although not 
a mature man. Unlike children, he can be assumed never to grow to full 
maturity. Not only the individual Negro but the Negro race as a whole 
can be said to be "undeveloped" and "childish." 

The dominant interest in rationalizing and defending the caste system 
can be specified in the demand that the following statements shall be held 
true: 

(I) The Negro people belongs to a separate race of mankind. 
(2) The Negro race has an entirely different ancestry. 
(3) The Negro race is inferior in as many capacities as possible. 
(4) The Negro race has a place in the biolo~cal hierarchy somewhere 

between the white man and the anthropoids. 
(5) The Negro race is so different both in ancestry and in characteristics 

"See Appendiit 5. 
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that all white peoples in America, in contradistinction to the Negroes, 
can be considered a homogeneous race. 

( 6) The individuals in the Negro race are comparatively similar to one 
another and, in any case, all of them are definitely more akin to one 
another than to any white man. 

Our assumption is that the abstract scheme of opportunistic ideas, stated 
in the six points above, represents the ordinary white American's ad hoc 
theory on the Negro race. The assumption is based on the fact that the 
scheme closely corresponds to obvious needs for rationalization inherent 
in the American caste situation. Not only can the scheme be deduced from 
the rationalization needs, but it has been induced from our observations of 
opinions actually held among unsophisticated whites over the whole 
country. Such beliefs seem to have particular strength in the South and 
in other regions and groups where the Negro problem has a high salience. 
Their strength seems everywhere to stand in a close inverse relation to the 
individual white's level of education. Its relation to social class-if 
standardiud j or edw;ation-seems more doubtful. The white upper class 
person might feel a greater biological distance from the average Negro, but 
he has not the same need to emphasize the race dogma, since the social 
distance is so great and so secure. He will often be found both more willing 
to recognize individual Negroes as exceptions to the race dogma and more 
likely to classify poor whites as of an inferior stock, and, sometimes, "just 
as bad as" the average Negro. The lower classes of whites seem to be much 
more careful to keep the race dogma straight in both these respects. 

In adhering to this biological rationalization, specified in the six points 
stated above, the white man meets certain difficulties. A factual difficulty 
to begin with is that individual Negroes and even larger groups of Negroes 
often, in spite of the handicaps they encounter, show themselves to be 
better than they ought to be according to the popular theory. A whole 
defense system serves to minimize this disturbance of the racial dogma, 
which insists that all Negroes are inferior. From one point of view, segre
gation of the Negro people fulfills a function in this defense system. It is, 
of course, not consciously devised for this purpose, and it serves other 
purposes as well, but this does not make its defense function less important. 
Segregation isolates in particular the middle and upper class Negroes: and 
thus permits the ordinary white man in America t9 avoid meeting an 
educated Negro. The systematic tendency to leave the Negro out when 
discussing public affairs and to avoid mentioning anything about Negroes 
in the press except their ·crimes also serves this purpose.b The aggressive 
and derogatory a~titude toward "uppity" Negroes and, in particular, the 

• See Chapter :30, Section 2.1 and Chapter 3:1.. 
'See Chat*t a, and Chap~r 30, Section 3. 
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tendency to relegate all educated Negroes to this group also belongs to the 
defense system.• 

Since he has a psychological need to believe the popular theory of Negro 
racial inferiority, it is understandable why the ordinary white man is disin
clined to hear about good qualities or achievements of Negroes. "The 
merits of Negro soldiers should not be too warmly praised, especially in 
the presence of Americans," reads one of the advices which the French 
Military Mission, stationed with the American Expeditionary Army during 
the First World War, circulated but later withdrew.49 It should be added 
that white people who work to help the Negro people and to improve race 
relations see the strategic importance of this factor and direct their work 
toward spreading information about Negroes of quality among the whites. 

Another difficulty has always been the mulatto}' White Americans want 
to keep biological distance from the out-race and will, therefore, be tempted 
to discount the proportion of mulattoes and believe that a greater part of 
the Negro people is pure bred than is warranted by the facts. A sort of 
collective guilt on the part of white people for the large-scale miscegenation1 

which has so apparently changed the racial character of the Negro people) 
enforces this interest. 

The literature on the Negro problem strengthens this hypothesis. Only 
some exceptional authors, usually Negroes, gave more adequate estimates 
of the proportion of mixed breeds/0 and it was left to Hrdlicka and 
Herskovits in the late ,twenties to set this whole problem on a more 
scientific basis.C The under-enumeration of mulattoes by the census takers 
decade after decade and also, until recently, the rather uncritical utilization 
of this material, indicate a tendency toward bias. The observations of the 
present author have, practically without exception, indicated that the non
expert white population shows a systematic tendency grossly to under
estimate the number of mulattoes in the Negro population. 

It may, of course, be said against this assumption of a hidden purpose 
that one should not assume the ability of uninformed and untrained persons 
to distinguish a mulatto from a pure bred Negro. But the facts of historical 
and actual miscegenation are fairly well known, at least in the South, and are 
discussed with interest everywhere. And if a wrong estimate systematicallu 
goes in the same direction, there is reason to ask for a cause. It has alsc 

• See Chapter 31. The term "uppity" is a. Southern white man's term for all Negroes 
who try to rise, or have risen, out of the lower classes. Negroes use the term also, but are 
more inclined to substitute "biggity" for it. 

b The term "mulatto" is, according to American custom, understood to include all 
Negroes of mixed ancestry, regardless of the degree of intermixture and the remoteneta of 
its occunence. The term includes in addition to "true" mulattoes also quadroona and 
octoroona and all other types of cross-breeds, In America they are all grouped with the 
Negro race. (See Chapter 5, Section 1.) 

• See Chapter 5, Section 6. 
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been observed that the ordinary white American gets disturbed when 
encountering the new scientific estimates that the great majority of Amer
ican Negroes are not of pure African descent. Similarly, the ordinary white 
American is disturbed when he hears that Negroes sometimes pass for 
white. He wants, and he must w,.nt, to keep biological distance. 

But the mulatto is a disturbance to the popular race theory not only 
because of his numbers. The question is also raised: Is the mulatto a 
deteriorated or an improved Negro? In fact, there seems never to have 
been popular agreement among white Americans whether the mulatto is 
worse than the pure bred Negro, or whether he is better because of his 
partially white ancestry. The former belief should per SfJ strengthen the 
anti-amalgamation doctrine, in fact, make adherence to it to the interest 
of the entire society. The second belief can serve a purpose of explaining 
away Negro accomplishments which are, with few exceptions, made by 
mulattoes and which then could be ascribed to the white blood.111 Actually, 
I have often heard the same man use both arguments. 

8. SPECIFIC RATIONALIZATION NEEDS 

When analyzing the actual beliefs, we must take account of much more 
specific needs for rationalization. Specific beliefs seem to have specific 
rationalization purposes besides the general one of justifying the caste order 
as a whole. Practically every type of white-Negro relation, every type of 
discrimination behavior, every type of interracial policy, raises its own 
peculiar demands for justification. And practically every special Negro 
characteristic, actual or only presumed, opens the possibility of meeting one 
or more of these special demands. 

The specific demands are embraced in the general one, in the same way 
as the caste order consists after all of the aggregate of a great number of 
specific discriminations and disabilities. Some of the beliefs are directly 
connected with a purpose of rationalizing a particular phase of the caste 
order. Others are only indirectly connected with such a specific purpose. 
The connection is sometimes obvious, as when a certain belief is regularly 
brought forward as a reason for a certain item of the caste order. Some
times the connection is less apparent to the observer; we shall even have 
to expect that at times it will be hidden from both the consciousness of the 
believer and the superficial observation of the investigator. The following 
exemplifications in most cases indicate only those direct connections between 
beliefs and specific purposes which are more apparent. All the beliefs to be 
mentioned have been scientincally disproved, as we shall find in the next 
two chapters. _ 

Tae beliefs that Negroes get sleepy when working with machines and 
that they, on the whole, lack mechanical aptitudes, serve a need for justi-
4cation of their being kept out of industry. The beliefs of their general 
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unreliability, their inborn lack of aptitude for sustained mental activity, 
and, particularly, their lower intelligence, help to justify this vocational 
segregation and to excuse the barriers against promotion of Negroes to 
skilled and supervisory positions. The beliefs that the Negro race is 
"childish," immature, undeveloped, servile, lacking in initiative, are used 
to justify the denial of full civic rights and suffrage to Negroes. 

The Negro's presumed lower intelligence and the belief that the mind 
of the Negro cannot be improved beyond a given level have always been 
main arguments for discrimination in education, and, specifically, for 
directing Negro education toward developing his hands and not his brains. 
The beliefs that Negroes have a much smaller cranial capacity and lower 
brain weight, a less complicated brain structure, thicker skull hones, an 
earlier closing of the cranial sutures, have a function to explain and fortify 
the beliefs in the lesser development of the Negro's higher brain centers 
and, consequently, his lower intelligence and reasoning power. 

The beliefs in the Negro's inborn laziness and thriftlessness, his happy
g-o-lucky nature, his lack of morals, his criminal tendencies, and so on, 
serve the purpose of easing the conscience of the good, upright white 
citizen when he thinks of the physical and moral slum conditions which 
are allowed in the Negro sections of all communities in America. They also 
rationalize the demand for housing segregation, and tend, on the whole, 
to picture the Negro as a menace to orderly society unless "kept in his 
place" by the caste system. The exaggerated beliefs in the Negro's higher 
susceptibility to various diseases have, in particular, the function to explain, 
in a way less compromising for the larger community, the high mortality 
rates and the bad health conditions among the Negro population. Until 
recently, these beliefs have discouraged all programs of health improve
ment among Negroes. 

The belief in a peculiar "hircine odor" of Negroes, like similar beliefs 
concerning other r::r.ces, touches a personal sphere and is useful to justify 
the denial of social intercourse and the use of public conveniences which 
would imply close contact, such as restaurants, theaters and public convey
ances. It is remarkable that it does not hinder the utilization of Negroes in 
even the most intimate household work and personal services. 

There are many popular beliefs deprecating the mulatto: that they are 
more criminally disposed even than Negroes in general; that they tend 
to be sterile; that they-having parents of two distinct races-are not 
harmoniously proportioned, but have a trait of one parent side by side 
with a trait of the other parent, paired in such a way that the two cannot 
£unction together properly; that they are more susceptible to tuberculosis; 
that, because Negroes have relatively long, narrow heads, Negro women, 
with narrow pelvises, and their mulatto offspring are endangered when 
they bear children of white men whose heads are rounder, and so on. 
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These belie& are all of a nature to discourage mi~genat1on ana to 1eecp 
up biological distance even in regard to cross-breeds. The assertion, partic
ularly common among Southerners, that there are infallible signs to detect 
everyone with the slightest amount of Negro blood, which is so easy for 
the observer to disprove by experiment, is a reassuring belief with a similar 
function. 

The belief that practically all Negro women lack virtue and sexual 
morals bolsters up a collective bad conscience for the many generations of 
miscegenation. At the same time, it is, occasionally, a wishful expression of 
sexual appetite on the part of white men. The belief in the strong sexual 
urge and the superior sexual skill and capacity of Negro women (the 
"tigress" myth) has more obviously this latter function. The belief that 
Negro males have extraordinarily large genitalia is to be taken as an 
expression of a similar sexual envy and, at the same time, as pa.rt of the 
social control devices to aid in preventing intercourse between Negro males 
and white females. 

There are also popular beliefs which are friendly and actually ascribe 
some sort of superiority to the Negro: for exampJe, that he is more gifted 
in music, the arts, dancing, and acting than white people; that he is better 
in handling animals or, sometimes, children; that he is loyal and reliable 
as a servant ( often the opposite is, however, asserted); that he is, on the 
whole, a more happy and mentally balanced human being; that he has 
more emotional warmth; that he can take sorrows and disappointments 
more easily; that he is more religious in his nature. All such favorable 
beliefs seem to have this in common, that they do not raise any question 
concerning the advisability or righteousness of keeping the Negro in his 
place in the caste order. They do not react against the major need for 
justification. They rather make it natural that he shall remain subordinate. 

The list of beliefs with specific purposes could be made much longer. 
The underlying hypothesis is this, that in analyzing the popular beliefs, 
we have to work as a detective reconstructing the solution of a crime from 
scattered evidence. For both the student of popular beliefs on the Negro 
and the detective, the guide to the explanation is given in the question: 
To whose good? Beliefs are opportune; they are in the service of interests. 
It is these general and specific rationalization needs which give the beliefs 
their pertinacity. They give to the stereotypes their emotional load, and 
their "value" to the people who hold to them.112 

9. RECTIFYING BELIEFS 

T •. ~nali~tion needs do not work in an. intellectual vacuum. They 
must ha'ft! raw material to shape into the desired form. This material con
am of white people's experiences of Negroes, how they behave and what 
'they are, from his point of view. We have already observed that the 
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ordinary white man'J actual observations of average Negroes in theil' 
present inferior status make most of his beliefs natural and reasonab~" to 
him. The dependent Negro's attempts to accommodate to the wishes and 
exp~ctations of the dominant white group facilitate this tendency. This all 
refers to the South. In the North, white people may have few personal 
experiences of Negroes, but they take over the myths, legends, and stereo
types that are existent in their culture. 

Assuming as our value -premise that we want to reduce the bias in white 
people's racial beliefs concerning Negroes," our first practical conclusion 
is that we can effect this result to a degree by actually improving Negro 
status, Negro behavior, Negro characteristics. The impediment in the way 
of this strategy is, of course, that white beliefs, directly and indirectly, are 
active forces in keeping the Negroes low. We have already referred to this 
vicious circle. 

A second line of strategy must be to rectify the ordinary white man's 
«;>bservations of Negro characteristics and inform him of the specific mistakes 
he is making in ascribing them wholesale to inborn racial traits. We may 
assume that, until the Negro people were studied scientifically-which in 
a strict sense of the term means not until recent decades-the raw material 
for beliefs which the average white man had at his disposal in the form of 
transmitted knowledge and personal observations placed only the most 
flexible Hmits to his opportunistic imagination. When, however, scientific 
Knowledge is being spread among people and becomes absorbed by then1 
through popular literature, press, radio, school, and church, this means 
that the beliefs are gradually placed under firmer control of reality. People 
want to be rational, to be honest and well informed. This want, if it is 
properly nourished, acts as a competing force among the opportunistic 
mterests. To a degree the desire to be rational slowly overcomes the 
resistance of the desire to build false rationalizations. The resistance is, 
however, keen. Professor Young tells us: 

More than five hundred students of the author continued to rank the "American" 
as the superior "race" after completing a course on race relations! The "will to 
believe'' • • • is strong! 53 

The paramount practical importance of scientific research on the Negro 
is apparent for improvement of interracial relations. It is no accident that 
popular beliefs are biased heavily in a direction unfavorable to the Negro 
people-because they are steered by white peopl~'s nee~ for justi~cati_on 
of the caste order. And it is, consequently, no acadent either that SC1entdic 
research, as it is progressing, is unmasking and rejecting these beliefs an~ 
giving rational reasons for beliefs more favorable to the Negroes. It JS 

1 The desire to be rational, to know the truth, and to think straight ia-aa need not be 
elaborated upon-c:entr:il in the American Creed, and is ILCCCpted by everybody in prillciple. 
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principally through encouraging research and through exposing the masses 
of people to its results that society can correct the false popular beliefs
by objectivizing the material out of which beliefs are fabricated. Seen in 
long-range perspective, a cautious optimism as to the results of gathering 
and spreading true information among the American people in racial mat
ters seems warranted. The impression of the author is that the younger, 
and better educated, generation has, on the whole, somewhat fewer 
superstitious beliefs, and that, during the last decade at least, the racial 
beliefs have begun to be slowly rectified in the whole nation. 

A third line of strategy is, naturally, to attack the valuations for the 
rationalization of which false beliefs are employed. This must mean 
strengthening the American Creed in its primary function of bending 
people's minds toward equalitarianism. Everything done to modify the 
caste order must diminish the moral conflict in the hearts of the Americans 
and thus decrease the defense needs which give emotional energy to the 
false racial beliefs. Indirectly, the valuations conflicting with the Creed al~ 
are becoming deflated as beliefs are becoming rectified. Valuations depend, 
to an extent, on the availability of functional beliefs in which they can be 
"lived out» and expressed.• 

In this way the moral and the intellectual tasks of education are closely 
:related. The interrelation extends even to our first line of strategy. Every 
improvement of the actual level of Negro character will increase the 
dfectiveness of both the intellectual and mo~l education of white people 
in racial matters and vice versa. It is this mechanism of mutual and cumula
tive dynamic causation which explains the actual situation in theory and, at 
the same time, affords the basis for constructive practical policy. 

IO. :J'HE STUDY OF BELIEFS 

It should by this time be clear that it is the popular beliefs, and they 
only, which enter directly into the causal mechanism of interracial relations. 
The scientific facts of race and racial characteristics of the Negro people 
are only of secondary and indirect importance for the social problem under 
·study in this volume. In themselves they are only virtual but not actual 
social facts. "· •• to understand race conflict we need fundamentally to 
understand conflict and not race.''r,¾ We have concluded, further, from the 
actual power situation in America that the beliefs held by white people 
rather than those held by Negroes are of primary importance." 

The po}'.\ular beliefs concei:ning the Negro race pose two different tasks 
for scientific research. One task is to criticize and refute the beliefs when 
they -are wrong. American anthropology and psychology have, in recent 
decades, worked in this direction. It was, in fact, a necessary work to be 

·• See Appendix 1. 

•
15ee Introduction, Section 3. 
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performed in order to free science itself from the load of inherited racial 
bias. Another task which, in the end, might turn out to be of equal practicaJ 
importance and which has a more central theoretical relevance is to study 
the_,.acial beliefs themselves as social facts: to record them carefully; to 
analyze their causation and explain their role in people's emotions, 
thoughts, and actions; their "function" in the caste order of American 
society. 

Practically nothing has been done in a comprehensive and systematic 
compass to study the popular racial beliefs as social facts.'111 The racial 
beliefs have not even been recorded in a scientifically controlJed manner. 
It is true that the beliefs can be perceived by an observer in America. They 
can also be recorded from the press and tl1e popular literature. Selected 
fragments of evidence on various sectors of racial beliefs have, for a long 
time, been recorded in the scientific literature on the Negro problem.118 

Until a few decades ago, however, even this literature had more the charac
ter of folklore itself than of a study of folklore. Impressionistic information 
of this type permits discussion of the problem in a hypothetical manner. 
It allows the outlining of a problem for study but not its solution. The 
foregoing pages are written in this vein. In order to lay the factual basis 
for a truly scientific analysis, which is more than suggestive and conjectural 
in character, beliefs must be observed and recorded i11 a systematic way 
under controlled research conditions.51 

In such studies the assumption should be that people's beliefs are no1 
necessarily consistent. The utmost care should be taken not to press upon 
the informants a greater systematic order than there actually exists in theit 
beliefs. For our assumption is, further, that the very inconsistencies are 
illuminating and of highest importance, particularly for the analytical 
approach to the deeper problem of the causation o"f the beliefs. Our hypo
thesis is that the beliefs are oppo1·tunistic and have the "function" to defend 
interests. The ordinary American's interests in the Negro problem should 
not be assumed to be simple and harmonious. They are, instead, complicatc!d 
and conflicting. The conflicts are largely suppressed and only vaguely 
conscious. 

The analysis of the racial beliefs will, therefore, reach down to the 
deeper-seated conflicts of valuations. As people's thought, speech, and 
behavior regularly are in the nature of moral compromises, this deeper 
analysis cannot be accomplished simply by recording and systematizing 
the actual beliefs themselves, but must endeavor-by comparing various 
beliefs and particularly their inconsistencies-to understand them by infer
ences as to their "function" in the individual's opportunistic world view. 

In this deeper analysis-and only in this stage of the belief study-the 
scientific facts of race and racial traits become of importance. They have 
no direct importance per se; indirectly they are of importance in that they 
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always, to an extent determined by exposure to education, form part of 
the raw material out of which actual beliefs are shaped. But in the analysis 
of beliefs they contribute the objective norms in relation to which the degree 
of incompleteness and the degree and direction of falsification of the actual 
beliefs can be scientifically ascertained and measured. As the distortion of 
truth in the beliefs is assumed to signify the opportunism of the latter, its 
measurement opens the door to a scientific study of the fundamental con
flicts in valuations! 

The main conclusion from this conjectural discussion of racial beliefs is, 
therefore, that a set of most fascinating research problems of great theoret
ical and practical importance is waiting for investigation. Such studies will 
demonstrate to what extent the hypotheses developed above will hold true 
when tested against properly recorded research data. 

• See Appendix r, Section J· 



CHAPTER 5 

RACE AND ANCESTRY 

............................................................................................................................................ 
I. THE AMERICAN DEFINITION OF "NEGRO" 

The "Negro race" is defined in America by the white people. It is 
defined in terms of parentage. Everybody having a known trace of Negro 
blood in his veins-no matter how far back it was acquired-is classified 
as a Negro. No amount of white ancestry, except one hundred per cent, 
will permit entrance to the white race. As miscegenation has largely been 
an affair between white men and Negro women, it is a fair approximation 
to characterize the Negro race in America as the descendants of Negro 
women and Negro or white men through the generations-minus the 
persons having "passed" from the Negro into the white group and their 
offspring.a 

This definition of the Negro race in the United States is at variance 
with that held in the rest of the American continent. ''In Latin America 
whoever is not black is white: in tcutonic America whoever is not white 
is black.m This definition differs also from that of the British colonies and 
dominions, primarily South Africa, where the hybrids (half-castes) are 
considered as a group distinct from both whites and Negroes. Even in the 
United States many persons with a mixture of Indian and white blood are 
regarded as whites ( for example, ex-Vice President Curtis and Will 
Rogers). 

Legislation in this respect tends to conform to social usage, although 
ohen it is not so exclusive.2 In some states one Negro grandparent defines 
a person as a Negro for legal purposes, in other states any Negro ancestor 
-no matter how far removed-is sufficient. In the Southern states defini
tions of who is a Negro are often conflicting. Since Reconstruction, there 
has been a tendency to broaden the definition. The Northeastern states 
generally have no definition of a Negro in law. These legal definitions and 
their changes and differences should not be taken too seriously, however. 
The more absolutistic "social"_ definition is, in most life situations, the 
decisive one.3 

• fhis approximative summary neglccta, of coune, the Indian element in the anceetry of 
some Negroes, and the passing of pan-Negro persons into the American Indian population, 
u well u the relatively few part-Negro o.ff'1pring of white mothers. 

IIJ 
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This social definition of the Negro race, even if it does not change any
thing in the biological situation, increases the number of individuals actually 
included in the ~egro race. It relegates a large number of individuals who 
look like white people, or almost so, to the Negro race and cause! the 
Negro race to show a greater variability generally than it would show if 
the race were denned more narrowly in accordance with quantitative 
ethnological or biological criteria. ''The farcical side of the color question in 
the States"---says Sir Harry H. Johnston-"is that at least a considerable 
proportion of the 'colored people' are almost white-skinned, and belong in 
the preponderance of their descent and in their mental associations to the 
white race." 4 In the American white population the so-called Nordic type, 
which is popularly assumed to be the opposite extreme from the black 
Negro, is a rare phenomenon. This statement is especially true after the 
"new" immigration from Southern and Eastern Europe and from the 
Near East. But even the "Old American stock" was preponderantly "non
Norclic." • There are, however, also American Negroes with the clearest 
of white skin, the bluest of blue eyes, and the long and narrow head which 
happens to be both a Negro and a "Nordic" trait. 

The popular belief rationalizing the exclusive social definition of the 
Negro race is well expressed by the high priest of racialism in America, 
Madison Grant, in the following words: 

It must be borne in mind that the specializations which characterize the higher 
races are of relatively recent development, are highly unstable and when mixed with 
generalized or primitive characters tend to disappear. Whether we like to admit it 
or not, the result of the mixture of two races, in the long run, gives us a race revert
ing to the more ancient, generalized and lower type. The cross between a white man 
and an Indian is an Indian; the cross between a white man and a Negro is a Negro; 
the crou between a white man and. a Hindu is a Hindu; and the croas between any 
of three European races afld a Jew is a Jew.5 

The fact that this belief is contrary to scientifically established truth does 
not diminish its force as a belief. An additional fortification in the sphere 
of beliefs is the "black baby myth," the popular theory that the slightest 
amount of Negro ancestry in an individual, who does not show even a trace 
of Negro characteristics, can cause a "throw-back" and that he-in a mating 
with a white individual-can become the parent of a black baby.b 

There has been much speculation about how this very exclusive racial 
• Iu m~ his famous study of the physical tra.ita of "Old Americans" (practically all 

of EnglWI) Scotch, Irish, Dutch, French, or German ancestry), Hrdlicka encountered great 
diticulty iii' inding persons of pure "Nordic'' ancestry. (See Ales Hrdlicka, The Oltl 
4_,.;_, [192.5], especially p. 5.) 

t.,~_:the population of Sweden, supposed to be the purest '~ordic" stock in existence, 
only :ao,pr: · 15 per cent can be clasaifi.ed aa "Nordics" on strict anthropometric grounds. 

• Here two additional popular beliefs are added to our list in Chapter 4, Section 7, of 
belie& with a apecial purpoae. Concel'lliDf thi: black baby myth, ace Section 7 of this chapter. 
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definition came to fasten itself on America. These speculations run all the 
way from an often asserted, particularly strong "racial instinct" in the 
"Anglo-Saxon race" to Embree's remark that ''this custom grew up during 
slavery in order to increase the number of slaves, who constituted valuable 
property." 8 When attempting to account for the historical origin of the 
social definition of the Negro, the fact should be taken into account that 
mixed offspring were almost always the result of illegitimate sex relations 
in which, according to common law, the ordinary paternal lineage becomes 
broken. This question of how the very inclusive definition of the Negro 
race arose in American cultural history is not solved. 

The dennition of the "Negro race" is thus a social and conventional, not 
a biological concept. The social definition and not the biological facts 
actually determines the status of an individual and his place in interracial 
relations.• This also relieves us of the otherwise cumbersome duty of 
explaining exhaustively what we, in a scientific sense, could understand by 
"race" as an ethnological and biological entity.7 In modern biological or 
ethnological research "race" as a scientific concept has lost sharpness of 
meaning, and the term is disappearing in sober writings. In something even 
remotely approaching its strict sense, it applies only to exceptionally isolated 
population groups, usually with a backward culture, which thus seems to 
be the concomitant of "racial purity." 

Thus the scientific concept of race is totally inapplicable at the very spots 
where we recognize "race problems." It is being replaced by quantitative 
notions of the relative frequency of common ancestry and differentiating 
traits. "Racial purity" is thus relativized, and the hybridity of all peoples 
on earth is no longer minimized. Only the ignorant talk about the "Swed
ish" or "Scandinavian rac.e," not to speak of the "Anglo-Saxon" or "German 
race." The "white American race" is gradually beginning to be merely a 
joke even among the populace, except in the South. The great variability 
of traits among individuals in every population group is becoming stressed, 
and the considerable amount of overlapping between all existing groups 
increasingly recognized. Besides the recognized differences among individ
uals in any one group, the differences among averages of groups tend to 
pale into insignificance. 

The fundamental unity and similarity of mankind-above minor 
individual and group differentials-is becoming scientifically established. 
While formerly attention was fixed on the few obvious distinguishing 
characteristics, and while the as:mmption was always that there existed 

• In recognition of this, we regularly subatitute in thia book the term, the "Nerro 
people," the "Negro group" or the "Negro population" for the term, the "Negro race." 
When we ,ometimes, for the sake of convenience, talk about "race," "racial" characteristics, 
or "racial" relations, we should be understood to refer to the popular concq,tion of the 
word, not the acientific one. 
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other differences in regard to less observable facts, scientists now stress the 
unity of mankind and are skeptical of differences until they are demon
strated. The old custom of describing population groups in terms of "types" 
-the so-called "Nordic" type, for instance-which were not true types in 
the statistical sense but idealized, or caricatured, types, is being discredited. 
Even the use of average or modal figures for measuring traits is beginning 
to be considered scientifically unsatisfactory. It is recognized that the 
representation of the traits of a group should be made in the form of curves 
of frequency distribution or scatter diagrams. An absolutistic metaphysical 
system of opportunistic beliefs is, in this way, gradually being demolished, 
and humble, relativistic scientific knowledge raised on its ruins. Qualitative 
conceptions are translated into quantitative ones. This is a common trend of 
modern scientific development. 

The common belief that the races could be ordered as higher or lower in 
an evolutionary series, so that Negroids could be deemed more ape-like than 
Caucasoids, is entirely discredited. It is now commonly assumed by expert 
opinion that man-the species Homo sapiens--evolved only once, and 
that such average differences as now exist between men are due to living 
under different geographic conditions after having separated from the com
mon place of origin. Independent of this hypothesis, which, of course, can 
hardly be checked, it is a fact that the Negro is no more akin to the apes 
than the white man is. Of the four most noticeable characteristics generally 
ascribed to the average or typical Negro-dar~ skin, broad nose, woolly 
hair, thick lips-only the first two make him slightly more similar to the 
apes. The white man's thin lips and straight hair are, on the other hand, 
much nearer to the traits of the apes. 

When all this is said, when anticipating some later conclusions, it is 
recognized that the great majority of American Negroes have Caucasoid 
ancestry as well as Negroid, and when it is also recognized that modern 
psychological research has discounted the previously held opinions that 
there are great innate mental differentials between racially defined popula
tion groups, it still does not follow that the race concept is unimportant in 
the Negro problem, and that continued and intensified ethnological, bio
logical, and psychological research on the American Negro people is 
unnecessary. In spite of all heterogeneity, the average white man's unmis
takable observation is that most Negroes in America have dark skin and 
woolly luw, and he is, of course, right. 

He is also right in ascribing. the occurrence of these characteristics to 
African ancestry. His delineation of the Negro race might be ever so 
arbitrary and scientiiica.lly inaccurate; his ideas about concomitant mental 
and moral traits might be fantastic and untenable; but the fact is that "race" 
in his definition is the basis of the social caste system as it exists in America. 
Bec:11a Qf social visibility and of community knowledge of the parentage 
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of individuals, "race" has tremendous cultural consequences. Under the 
exposure of science and education the white people in America might, in 
times to come, gradually rectify their opportunistic beliefs and even change 
their valuations to agree more with the national Creed of justice and 
equality of opportunity, so that these cultural consequences will be 
mitigated or obliterated. But for the time being, this is not so. 

From one viewpoint the entire Negro problem in America hinges upon 
this social definition of "race." Should America wake up one morning with 
all knowledge about the African ancestry of part of its popul:ition and all 
memories of color caste absolutely forgotten and find all the outward 
physical characteristics of the Negro people eradicated, but no change in 
their mental or moral characteristics, nothing we know about this group 
and other population groups in America would lead us to believe that 
the American Negro would not rapidly come to fit in as a well-adjusted 
ordinary American. His poverty and general backwardness would mean 
a low starting point and cause a larger portion of this population group to 
remain in the lower social strata. But, having been relieved of the specific 
caste deprivations and hindrances, his relative preponderance in the dis
advantaged classes would, from the beginning, decrease. 

His earlier relative isolation in America through slavery and subor
dinate caste position and, perhaps, also a few faint traditions and customs 
kept from Africa, would, for a time, endow him with remnants of some 
peculiar cultural and personality traits. But they would be negligible even 
in the beginning-if, as we assume, they are unrelated through social 
visibility to his caste status--<ompared with the much more glaring and 
"non-American" peculiarities of various groups of recent immigrants. 

But this is only a dream. The Negro has to be defined according to 
social usage, and his African ancestry and physical characteristics are fixed 
to his person much more ineffaceably than the yellow star is fixed to the 
Jew during the Nazi regime in Germany. With the social definition comes 
the whole stock of valuations, beliefs, and expectations in the two groups, 
causing and constituting the order of color caste in America. 

This defines our problem in this and the next chapters. Our task is to 
describe the ancestry and the characteristics of this clear! y delineated social 
group in America which is known under the somewhat incorrect term 
of the Negro "race." 

2. AFRICAN ANCESTRY 

Part of the ancestry of the American Negro people is African, and it 
is proper to start out from this line of parentage as it is the one from which 
their name and status are derived. Too, the fact must not be ignored that 
:he major proportion of their ancestors, back to the time of the first con
taet between Negroes and whites, is African Negro.' 
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No ofnclal registration records were kept of the number of slaves 
imported, but compilations have been made on the basis of ship captains' 
reports and port records. The compilation which has been most extensively 
quoted has been that of Henry C. Carey, as modined by the United States 
Bureau of the Census. Carey estimated that a total of about 333,000 Negroes 
had been imported into the United States up to 1808, when federal law 
prohibited the slave trade.11 Of this ngure the Census Bureau said, "It is 
claimed, however, that this total is too small, and that a closer estimate 
would bring the number to 370,000 or even 400,000." • These slaves were 
brought from Africa and from the West Indies. b 

TABLE I 

CAREY'S ESTIMATES OF THE NUMBER OF SLAVES IMPORTED 

INTO 1'HE UNITED STATES AT VARIOUS TIME PERIODS 

Number of Avrage 
Time Period Slaves Import 

Imported Pe Year 

Prior to 1715 30,000 -
1715-1750 90,000 z,500 
1751-1760 35,000 3,500 
1761-1770 74,500 7,400 
1771-1790 34,ooo 1,700 
1791-1808 70,000 3,900 

Total 333,500 

S-U: Henry C, Carey, Th, Slawe Tra,u (1853), p, 18, 

Some 50,000 more slaves were brought within the boundaries of the 
United States between 1790. and 1860 by annexations of territory
principally of Louisiana, Florida and Texas.10 There are not even private 
records to guide us in estimating how many slaves were smuggled into the 
country between I 808 and 1860. Herskovits mentions the fantastically high 
figure of two and a half millions.11 Dublin, after examining the data on 
smuggling and on births and deaths, concluded: "The unlawful trade in 
Negroes can at most account for the increase of less than one-half of I per 

• U. S. Bureau of the Census, A Century of Population Growth in the United States: 
1790-1900 (1909) 1 p. 36. A figure of slightly below 400,000 slaves imported before 1808 
aeema reasonable in the light of the fact that the total Negro population was only 75,,000 
in 1790 and that this estimate allows for an import of 330,000 up to 1790. 

11 It ii impossible to estimate how many_ came from Africa and how many from the West 
India, not only because no adequate records were kept, but also because there was the 
cuatom of bringing &laves intended for the United States first to the West Indies for a few 
yean where they were made accustomed to theh- new life by the older West Indian slaves. 
I~ 1ee1111 to be the consensus of opinion, however, that the proportion of West Indian 
114,,.. bn»u.-ht to the United State, did not become significant until the nineteenrh century. 
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cent a year. The rest of the increase, namely, about 2 per cent .•• repre
sented the excess of births over deaths.ma Dublin's proportion of smliggled 
Negroes is equivalent to an absolute figure of about 563,000,11 but even this 
must be taken, as he says, to be a ma.'<imum figure. All estimates of the nu.'11-
ber of slaves smuggled in between I 808 and 1860 must be regarded in the 
light of the fact that apparently only 330,000 to 400,000 Negroes were 
imported during the entire period before 1808, when the slave trade was 
federally legal. Although it is possible that there were more slaves smuggled 
into the United States between 1808 and 1860 than there were legally 
imported in the two centuries before 1808, it is probable that the former 
figure was, at best, not much larger. A good many of the Negro slaves who 
were liberated after the Civil War were African-born. Whatever historical 
research ultimately determines these two figures to be, it is extremely 
likely that the total number of slaves imported into the United States 
before 1860, by whatever means, was less than a million. 

The Negroid element in the ancestry of the present-day American Negro 
people, whether brought here directly or via the West Indies, had its 
original home in Africa and in the islands close to that continent.13 The 
population of Africa was not homogeneous during the period of the slave 
trade.a In the region of the Sahara Desert and surrounding districts, there 
had been intermixtures between Negroids and Caucasoids for an unknown 
number of centuries. In the Southern portion of the Continent were the 
Bushmen and the Hottentots. In the section known as the "West Coast"
which is really only the central part of the African coast facing the Atlantic 
Ocean-lived the "true Negro." b The remainder of Central and Southern 
Africa was inhabited by various groups of Negroes who are often lumped 
together for convenience and called the "Bantu-speaking stocks." 

These problems-from what regions and from what Negroid peoples in 
Africa the Negro ancestors of the present-day American Negroes came, and 
in what proportions during various periods of the slave trade the direct 
and indirect import to America was furnished-are still far from settled 
in a conclusive way. Since anthropometric evidence is difficult or impossible 
to bring to bear on these problems--<lue, among other things, to the later 
miscegenation of the various Negro groups in America-anthropologists 
have had to rely on the relatively meager historical evidence that can be 
discovered, scanty oral traditions in Afnca, and cultural remnants in the 

•The census reports an increase of 31064,022 Negroes between 1810 and 1860. The 
application of Dublin's ratio (4 to 1) to this gives 612,804 Negroes who had to be 
accounted for by factors other than natural increase. Some 50,000 of these came into the 
country when new territory was annexed. This leaves 56i,804 as a maximum figure for 
the number smuggled. 

• This is a technical anthropological term, according to Herskovits, and ahould not bo 
taken to imply a value judgment that the West Coast Negroes are "truer" Negroee tJiaa 
any othen. 
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New World.111 This evidence seems to indicate that the great majority of 
slaves brought directly to the United States came from the West Coast 
and hence belonged predominantly to that racial group known as the ''true 
Negroes." A small proportion of the slaves came from other points in 
Central and South Africa and from Madagascar, some few also from East 
Africa and North Africa.16 It would seem probable, however, that the 
proportion of slaves from parts of Africa other than the West Coast 
increased toward the end of the slave trade era, as it became increasingly 
difficult to get enough West Coast Negroes. But the proportion from other 
parts of Africa never became predominant. During the later period also, 
slaves were brought from the West Indies, and the Negro ancestors of 
these people came from all over Africa.17 

Since Emancipation there has been an addition to the American Negro 
population through immigration. This has never been large, however. In 
1940 there were only about 84,000 foreign-born Negroes in the entire 
United States. Three-fourths of these were from the West Indies and so 
may be presumed to have a significant proportion of white and Indian 
ancestry.18 Only about r,ooo came from Africa, but this does not necessarily 
mean that they were of unmixed Negroid stock.• In common with most 
foreign-born groups, these foreign-born Negroes have a high birth rate,19 

and so tend to have an effect on the genetic composition of the American 
Negro people in slightly larger proportion than their small numbers 
would indicate. This effect is largely offset, however, by the facts that they 
are genetically much more like the native American Negro and that they 
are concentrated in Northern cities where the birth rate rapidly becomes 
depressed. Consequently, they will tend not to have such an important 
effect on the genetic composition of the American Negro population. 

3· CHANGES 
0

lN PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

Even if we ignore the fact that there has been an admixture of white 
and Indian blood b into the American Negro population, there have been 
some changes in this population stock which make it different from those 
African tribes from which it has descended. Those who became slaves in 
America were only a selection of Africans, not a representative sample of 
them. They were probably made even less representative by the rigors of 
the displacement from Africa to America, which killed off a certain number 
of them. After the Negroes came to America, their biological composition 
was probably changed by differential reproductivity and possibly by m1.-.ta~ 
tions. There may also have been environmentally caused chang~ in 

• While the total figures are from the 1940 Census, the proportions from the West Indies 
Ind from Africa are fnim the 1930 Census, The latter fir;ures for 1940 are not yet 
available. It a probable that these proportions have not chang-ed significantly from 1930 
&o 1940. ,, , 

~ Race mixtoi:e will be d.iscuued in the following aections. 
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physical appearance which have no relation to genetic changes. About the 
effects of most of these causes of change, our knowledge is conjectural. 

The slave trade itself could be assumed to follow a selective pattern. It 
.ilas been part of the system of popular beliefs of white people in America 
to assume that the captured slaves were predominantly of low class origin, 
of a docile nature and with less intelligence and courage than the average 
in their homeland. Modern research tends to rectify the idea of the extreme 
submissiveness shown by the American Negro in slavery-a belief which 
became of particularly great importance as part of the Southern ideological 
armor before and immediately after the Civil War-and also to render 
probable that the slaves were a cross-section of the population from which 
they were drawn.20 Several instances of African royalty and nobility are 
recorded among the slaves. The means by which Africans were made slaves 
cannot be used to argue for any unfavorable selection. Persons who had been 
captured in war, who had committed crimes, or who had failed to pay 
their debts, were sold to traders. Other slaves were those who were simply 
kidnapped by the white traders or by their black assistants. Warfare and 
kidnapping were nonselective. Punishment for crimes or debt was certainly 
socially selective, but there is no evidence that it was biologicaHy selective. 
In any case, this source of slaves was of rather small importance. 

Another source of selectivity-this one in the positive direction-might 
have been the rigors of the voyage from Africa to America. Available 
evidence is contradictory as to the extent of mortality during the period 
from the seizure of slaves in Africa to their ultimate s,i]e in America. The 
old standard evidence pointed to a death rate as high as five-sixths of all 
Negroes captured. Some recent sources of information, however, mention a 
mortality as low as 13 per cent.21 Even if the evidence were not contra
dictory as to the extent of mortality, the biologically selective nature of this 
mortality would not be definitely known-although it seems reasonable to 
suppose that the weakest died first. More definitdy selective than the death 
rate was the unwi1lingness of the slavers to ship sick, disabled or wt lk 
persons. They were ]ooking for the able-bodied to b sent as slaves. 

Slavery as an institution must, in various ways, have h::J selective effects 
upon the genetic composition of the American Negro population. Plan~n.
tion owners, particularly in the slave-breeding states in the Upper South 
during the first half of the nineteenth century, took measures of positive 
eugenics in controlling mating.22 The slave breeders can r;enerally be 
assumed to have favored the reproduction of docile and physica1ly strong 
specimens of the slave population. The historical sources give frequent 
references to such practices. Other practices-such as the killing of slaves 
who attempted to escape and the selling of ''bad niggers" down the river 
to the Deep South where life expectancy was shorter-may also have 
had some genetic effect. 
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It is also possible to speculate about the eugenic effects of such selective 
factors of reproduction as the bad health conditions and the high mortality 
rates in the freed Negro population up to the present time and of the looser 
sex mores in the Negro population. But in these respects, as in regard to 
all the other sources of selectiveness mentioned above, the prudent con
clusion must be that our factual knowledge of each source is next to nothing, 
and that there is no possibility of weighing them together into a conclusion 
concerning their resultant effect upon the genetic composition of the Negro 
people. It is probable that we shall ne'tJer come to know, in a scientific way, 
what these various selective factors have meant for the genetic composition 
of the Amer~can Negro people. 

Mutations, as well as selection~ 'll . have made the American Negro 
different in some respects and in some degree from the corresponding 
population groups of the African continent. There is no knowledge as to 
the number or character of the genetic mutations that have occurred in the 
Negro population since coming to the Western Hemisphere, but there 
have undoubtedly been some. Since the cessation of the slave trade, the 
Africans, too, must have had mutations that did not get transmitted to the 
American Negro people because of isolation. About this we know nothing. 

Such mutations must be distinguished from changes which appear to be 
''biological'' but yet are not, or may not be, inherited by transmission of 
genes. In recent decades there have been many studies, usually not with 
specific reference to the Negro, .indicating ho'Y such things as glandular 
activity, diet, and physical handling of infants may affect physical traits. 
Since Negroes experienced changes in climate, diet, and customary practices 
in care of infants, and perhaps even in glandular activity, when they made 
the drastic transition from Africa to America, their physical traits may be 
expected to have changed. The studies of physical changes of immigrants 
inaugurated by Boas 1n open the possibility that changes may occur even in 
such standard traits as head form. Since no anthropometric studies were 
made of Negroes before they were shipped to America, ~owledge is lack
ing as to the specific character of the changes in physical form. But that 
there were some of this type, there is good reason to expect. u Changes in 
cultural conditions since the period of slave importation, and the more 
recent migration from the rural South to the urban North, may also have 
modified the Negro's physical appearance since he landed on America.'1 
shores.• 

The infl~ences affecting the Negro's physical appearance are sometimes 
0£ an intentional type which do· not need gross changes in environment to 
exert their. d,fects .. The Negro woman can, and. does, lighten her face 

• In ~·,-agraph we are coasidering only the physical changes due to direct eawon
mental •· ... lllllllcel, The paychic change~hich are probably more importaut--will be 
treate'il.Ja.:Claapter 6, 
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with powder and bleaches. The Negro can-but does not, usually, because 
of the high cost-remodel the shape of his nose and lips. The 
changes which can be effected by this conscious type of modification of 
physical appearance are not numerous, but they may increase with advances 
in medical and surgical knowledge. 

4. EARL v MISCEGENATION 

The slaves imported from Africa by no means represented "pure Negro 
races." Of the original tribal stocks many had an admixture of Caucasoid 
genes from crosses with Mediterranean peoples. During the slave trade 
more white genes were added. The Portuguese who settled on the Guinea 
Coast had relations with the natives. The slave traders themselves were 
known frequently to have had .. promiscuous intercourse with their female 
merchandise. Even more important as a source of infiltration of white blood 
into the Negro slave population bt:fore arriving in what is now the United 
States was slavery in the West Indies. \Vhilt: some of the slaves in these 
islands came directly from Africa, others were brought indirectly by way 
of Spain and Portugal. The importation of Negro slaves into those 
European countries was in practice by the beginning of the sixteenth 
century, and by 1539 there is some evidence that it reached the figure of 
10,000 to I 2,000 a year.~~. It seems that there was extensive miscegenation 
in these two European nations. Part of the offspring remained and became 
engulfed in the population of the Iberian Peninsula. Those brought over 
to the West Indies formed a large proportion of their slave population. 
This continuously received further additions of non-Negro blood from the 
white and Indian inhabitants of these islands. No one knows exactly what 
proportion of the slave population of the United States W'.ts brought by way 
of the West Indies, hut the proportion would be significant. As the slave 
import from the West Indies formed an increasing proportion of all slave 
importation during the later periods of slavery in America, and as Negro 
immigration after Emancipation has been largely from the West Indies, 
the elements in the American Negro people with the shortest line of 
ancestry in this country arc, therefore, not of purer breed but rather the 
contrary.26 

Upon their arrival in the New World, one type of mixture which is 
important, although not often referred to in this relation, did not -per se 
involve Indian and white stock. We refer to the wholesale mingling of the 
various African stocks with each other. Historical sources from the period 
often ascribe to the slaveholders a conscious purpose to break up tribaJ 
coherence and allegiance between the slave masses in order to decrease their . 

• • 1 I f h" b' "bk • " 21 Bt resistance agamst s avery. t was part o t e1r emg ro en m. u 
even apart from such a purpose, a co~pulsory labor. syste~ ma~aged ~y 
persons who, in any cas~, had no feelmg ~or upholdmg tribal d1fferent1a-
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tion, even when they did not consciously follow the opposite policy, must 
have had this result. This intermingling between the African tribes also had 
its beginnings in Africa, where commerce and wars, slaveholding and slave 
trade, for thousands of years, had this effect.28 The extensive slave trading 
by Europeans after the discovery of the New World, and the stirring up of 
population movements in Africa caused thereby, only_ intensified a process 
already taking place. Its final consummation occurred in America.• 

In the United States miscegenation with Indians and whites occurred from 
the very beginning. Indians were held as slaves in some of the American 
colonies while Negro slaves were being imported. Equality of social status 
between Indians and Negroes favored intermingling. The whites had little 
interest in hindering it.29 As the number of Negro slaves increased, the In
dian slaves gradually disappeared into the farger Negro population. Whole 
tribes of Indians became untraceably lost in the Negro population of the 
South.b Some Indian tribes held Negro slaves with whom they mingled, 
and some were active in the internal Negro slave trade. Runaway Negro 
slaves and free Negroes often took refuge in the Indian camps, where they 
then were kept as slaves or were adopted. They took part in the wars and 
insurrections and became completely amalgamated in the Indian tribes with 
which they lived. In a few cases the i11termixture produced a group that 
was recognized neither as Indian nor as Negro. A few isolated groups of 
this type remain to the present day. 80 

During the nineteenth century, the Indians declined as a significant ele
ment in the population of the South, and those who remained began to 
take on the attitudes of the white man toward the Negro. From this 
time on, Indian-Negro mixture was probably no more important than 
Indian-white mixture in the South. But the early interbreeding between 
Negroes and Indians has beefl, of greater importance for the genetic com
position of the American Negro population than has until recently been 
realized.81 Twenty-seven and three-tenths per cent of the Negro sample of 
1,551 individuals examined by Herskovits claimed some Indian ancestry.a: 

The relations between Negro and white indentured servants during the 
seventeenth century had much the same social basis as the Negro-Indian 
intermixture. As already pointed out, some time lapsed before the imported 
Negroes were pushed down to the lower status of chattel slavery, and 
racial prejudice developed only gradually. All through. the colonial period, 
the white population showed a marked excess of males and a scarcity of 
femal~as did also the Negro population-which per se is a factor tending 

· • This intcnmngllng, both in Africa and in America, will be considered again when we 
di.tcuss the ppii!qble conle'quence of a new "brown race" in Afllerica. (See Section 9 of thia 
chapter.) .. 

• M&DJ :.tber Indian tribes, of course, moved West, so that the relative absence of Indians 
in the ·South is by no means due solely to amalgamation with the more numerous Negroes. 
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to promote interracial sex relations. 88 It seems from the historical records 
that the two dependent groups-Negro and white servants-were often 
bound together by considerable sympathy during most of the seventeenth 
century; the extreme contempt and hatred between Negroes and poor 
whites which has prevailed into the present time seems, in any case, to 
be a later development. H 

Sexual relations occurred under these conditions rather freely and 
a half-breed stock appeared early. Some bf those early relations involved, 
as the sporadic historical sources reveal, white women; some of the rela
tions in both directions had the character of legal marriage. But from 
the beginning the much larger portion of the intermixture occurred between 
white men and Negro women and most of it was extra-marital. When a 
mulatto generation came into existence, it served as a new stimulus to 
relations between the Negro and white groups, as mulatto women were 
preferred to pure-blooded Negroes as sexual objects. Even if in these early 
relations it seems that most of the time the white male partner belonged to 
the lower classes, the higher classes, who owned and could dispose of their 
slave women, already had given a share to the paternity of the growing 
Negro population of America. 

Parallel to the stratification of the lower slave status for Negroes, the 
various states started to pass laws against intermarriage and other types of 
interracial sex relations.8

~ It is apparent from a casual inspection of these 
laws that they were largely guided by the property holders' interest in keep
ing parents and offspring in slavery.a Their chief effect upon interracial sex 
relations was probably to drive them even more toward the illicit type. 
It probably did not diminish their actual occurrence to any appreciable 
:iegree, since there was practically no attempt to enforce the law prohibit
ing interracial intercourse outside of marriage. 

5. ANTE-BELLUM MISCEGENATION 

As the slavery and plantation system became more firmly established in 
the early eighteenth century, a second stage was reached in Negro-white 
sex relations. White servitude was already on the decline while the num
ber of Negro slaves was increasing. Some authors hold the opinion that, 
as a result, miscegenation decreased considerably, but their arguments are 
not convincing. 86 

A final answer to this question will probably never be reached, the less 
so as the matter of interracial sex relations had become an important issue 
between the white Southerners and the Northern Abolitionists in the 
decades preceding the Civil War. The accusation that there was sexual 

• Before these la:ws were passed, there waa aome question as to whetller the oiaprin,r. oE 
1. free person and a slave waa free or not. There was also aoine question as to the legal 
1tatus of both parents in such a caR. 
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exploitation of Negro women was one of the most effective means of con
solidating public opinion against slavery in the puritan North. Thus 
Southern writers of the period avoided mentioning the point, especially 
as it involved white men of the master class and their female slaves. What 
the present writer has been able to read in historical sources and, in addi
tion, to learn from the rumors in the South leads him to believe that Wirth 
gives a balanced statement on the "amount of miscegenation during the 
period of slavery" when he says: 

The contemporary observer;, on the whole, tend to leave an impression that no 
likely looking Negro, or more especially mulatto, girl was apt to be left unmolested 
by the white males; that very few of the young white men grew up "virtuously," 
and that their Joss of virtue was scarcely to be attributed to cohabitation with white 
women. While such impressionistic statements lead to the inference that interracial 
sexual relations were normal experiences for at least the white men of well-to-do 
families, they reveal nothing concerning the proportion cf Negro women and, of 
JeS1Cr importance, of Negro men, who entered into interracial unions. It is quite 
conceivable that the very great emphasis on the sexual activities of the white male has 
tended to obscure the extent to which large numbers of Negro women may have 
been free from any sexual experiences with men of the white race.37 

It should not be assumed that interracial sex relations were a pattern only 
of the Southern rural plantations. There is general agreement, among the 
authors who have studied the question of interracial sexual relations of this 
period, that such relations-measured in proportion to Negro women 
involved-were even more frequent in the Southern cities and in the North. 
The Negro population in these urban communities contained a larger pro
portion of mulattoes, partly as a result of race mixture there and partly 
because slaveholding fathers· of mulatto children sometimes freed their 
offspring and moved them to the cities or to the free territory in the North. 
The North contained more light-colored Negroes also because there were 
many states without laws prohibiting intermarriage. Mulatto women have 
always been preferred to full-blooded Negroes as sex mates. A large pro
portion of city Negroes were free; in the North all Negroes were free. 
City life-both in the South and in the North-was more anonymous, even 
for the slaves. In cities a larger proportion of Negroes were engaged in 
household work. They were fewer and were more scattered through the 
white population. All these factors tended to make interracial sex relations 
relatively more numerous in the Southern and Northern cities than in the 
Southern r~ areas. The only factor, apparently, working in the opposite 

• direction-to decrease sex contacts between the races in the North-was the 
North's _lack. of interest in breeding mulattoes for the slave market. These 
interracial ~ relations in the North and in Southern cities had only a 
minor inBuence on the gen~tic composition of the total Negro population, 
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however, since the bulk of the Negro population during the slavery period 
was rural Southern. 

6. MISCEGENATION IN RECENT TIMES 

The third stage of Negro-white sex contact came with the Civil War and 
its aftermath. The Northern army left an unknown amount of Yankee 
genes in the Southern Negro people.38 The prolonged disturbances follow
ing the War were probably even more important. Reuter summarizes the 
situation in these words: 

The emancipation of the slaves and the breakdown of the master-slave relationship 
was followed by a prolonged period of profound disorganization. Restraints were 
removed and the manumitted slaves wandered in celebration. The period was one 
of more or less unrestrained promiscuity.30 

This period was not a short one. When the Negro population gradually 
settled down in the caste status which had been substituted for slavery, sex
ual mores can be assumed to have been continued much along antc-bellum 
lines. The only new element in the situation, apparently, was the lack of. 
interest in breeding mulatto children for the slave market, because the latter 
no longer existed. What evidence there is on interracial sexual relations 
during the later decades of the nineteenth century does not indicate that such 
relations were considerably less frequent than during slavery; they might 
even have been somewhat more frequent. 

It is more difficult to form even a conjectural judgment as to the amount 
of interracial sexual relations during the twentieth century and as to the 
present trend than it is to ascertain broadly the facts for earlier periods. 
Interracial sexual relations are more closely guarded than ever, and life 
is more anonymous and less fixed in groups about whose behavior simple • 
and valid generalizations might be made. The slight increase in scientific 
research on the subject has not compensated for these trends. Among 
factors which might have tended to increase interracial sexual contact must 
be reckoned: increased Negro migration to cities and the North; slow but 
gradual urbanization even of rural districts in the South; and the seculariza
tion of sexual morals, particularly among the white population. Among 
factors tending to have an opposite effect are: in the white population, the 
gradual breakdown of the sexual double standard ( making for easier accessi
bility of white women for extra-marital purposes), the balancing of the 
sex ratio, and the publicity aboqt the high rate of venereal disease among 
Negroes; in the Negro population, the gradually increasing race pride, the 
relatively lessened value of concubinage with a white man, the slowly 
spreading middle class morality in sex matters. Public opinion in the 
South also has become firmer in condemning white men's sex relations 
with Negro women, and the segregation of the Negro people has become 
more complete. 
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There· ~ve been no scientific studies which even suggest tentatively the 
actual quantitative trend of interracial sexual relations. Most of the infor
mants the writer has questioned on local trends-but by no means all-have 
agreed in the belief that sex relations between members of the two groups 
are decreasing. The same opinion is expressed in the literature.40 It should, 
however, be considered with the greatest reservation, as such an opinon 
is opportune in both the white and the Negro groups. The matter is of 
great social importance because of the way in which the Negro problem has 
been defined in America, and it is, therefore, urgent that science should 
bring light upon this phase of social life-in spite of the natural reluctance 
and perhaps even resistance from the side of the public. 

But even if interracial sexual relations were not decreasing, the offspring 
from intermixture may be decreasing. The scanty evidence available seems 
to point in this direction.41 In considering trends in the injection of white 
genes into the American Negro population, the amount of sex relations 
between members of the two races is not the only factor which must be 
taken into consideration. 

An increased utilization of effective contraception, decreasing the rela
tive and absolute amount of mixed offspring, has the same genetic effect 
as decreased interracial sexual relations. Writers who have considered 
recent trends in miscegenation generally tend to ignore trends in use of 
contraceptive devices.42 It is possible that, as means of effective birth control 
have become spread among the American population, they have been 
utilized with particular eagerness and efficiency in mixed sexual relations.'~ 
The writer has, from the information he has been able to gather from 
doctors, social workers, Negroes with wide community knowledge, and, 
occasionally, from average Negroes themselves, got the impression that, 
at least in cities, even Negroes in lower strata have kept pace with knowl
edge about contraceptives. 44 

Even more important is a change in the character of interracial sexual 
relations. The more stable type of sex unions-marriage and concubinage
have probably been decreasing,46 and these are the types of relations most 
productive of offspring.a On the other hand, prostitution is mostly sterile, 
while other casual types of relations may have increasingly involved the 
use of contraceptives.40 

The probable decline in offspring with one white parent and one Negro 
parent should, therefore, not be taken to mean that interracial sex contacts 
have necessarily decreased: a_ rise in prbstitution and other casual sex 
contacts may have counterbalanced the decline in marriage and concubinage. 

~ From a~ sta,ndpoint, the only sex relations which matter are those 

• The cµltml, toci&l, and personal side of miscegenation, the different types of sexual 
llflions, the ~n against intermarriage and the research on intermarriage will be dealt 
with in latei•cliapters on discrimination and caste. (See Chapters 29 and 31.) 
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Jeading to mixed offspring. The scanty quantitative evidence. and general 
opinion seem to indicate that there has been a dedine in the rate at which 
white genes are being added to the Negro population. 

7. "PASSING" 

Because of the American caste rule of classifying all hybrids as Negroes, 
it might be thought that no Negro blood would ever get into the white 
population. However, some extremely light Negroes-usually having more 
white ancestry than Negro-leave the Negro caste and become "white." 
"Passing" is the backwash of miscegenation, and one of its ~urest results. 
Passing must have been going on in America ever since the time when 
mulattoes first appeared. Passing may occur only for segmented areas of 
life-such as the occupational or recreational-or it may be complete; it 
may be temporary or permanent; it may be voluntary or involuntary; it 
may be with knowledge on the part of the passer or without his knowledge; 
it may be individual or collcctivc.47 Usually the only kind that is 
important for the genetic composition of both the white and the Negro 
population is that kind which is complete and permanent.• 

Usually only the lighter colored Negroes pass in the United States. 
However, some of the darker do also by pretending to be Filipinos, Span
iards, Italians or Mexicans. Day's study further reveals how capable of 
passing are persons with one-fourth, three-eighths, and even one-half, 
Negro blood, not to speak of persons with even smaller admixtures.'8 

Because those who pass usually have more white ancestors than Negro, it 
is genetically less important that these people go over into the white world 
than if they were to remain in the Negro. Passing, therefore, involves far 
greater change in social definition of the individual than it does in his 
biological classification. 

It is difficult to determine the extent of passing. Those who have passed 
conceal it, and some who have passed permanently are not even aware of 
it themselves because their parents or grandparents hid the knowledge 
from them. Census data and vital statistics are not accurate enough to 
permit of estimates within reasonable limits. The possible methods for 
estimating the extent of passing are: ( 1) getting at genealogies by direct 
questioning or other means; (2) noting discrepancies between the observed 
numbers of Negroes in the census and those which may be expected on 
the basis of the previous census and birth and death figures for the inter
censal years; (3) noting deviations from normal in the sex ratio of Negroes. 
All these methods have been employed, but-for one reason or anothet"
have not permitted us to state the extent of passing.49 

~ The cultural, social, and personal problems raised by the phenomenon of pa19ing will 
be discussed in Chapter 31. 
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Passing has genetic significance for both whites and Negroes.• The whites 
get a certain admixture of Negro genes. This may modify certain charac
teristics of their physical structure to an extent which must be slight, on 
account of both the great size of the white population and the predominance 
of Caucasoid genes in the passers. It cannot make the white population 
much darker even if continued for a long time. 110 The main genetic conse
quence of passing for the Negro people is that some of the near-Caucasoid 
elements are being constantly removed from the possibility of reducing 
the proportion of Negroid genes in the remaining American Negro popula
tion. This is, of course, a relative matter, since far from all light Negroes 
attempt to pass, and since many who cannot pass have a large admixture 
of white blood. Passing is apparently more common to men than to women, 
judging by opinion and the sex ratio.h This does not reduce the genetic 
significance of passing, however, since the contribution of genes by a father 
is just as great as that by a mother. Of some consequence for genetic com
position is the fact that young adults arc those who pass most frequently. 
These are the persons who bear most children, who are, consequently, 
usually lost to the Negro group. 

8. SOCIAL AND BIOLOGICAL SELECTION 

There are no data to permit the conclusion that, in the rural South where 
most of the miscegenation has taken place, one social class of the white 
population was more responsible for the existence of the mixed-blood 
population than corresponds to its relative proportion in the population. 
Neither does the available evidence allow the contrary conclusion. But 
even if one social class of white people in the South should have been more 
predominantly involved in miscegenation, this would not necessarily have 
great genetic importance, since· it is not scientifically established that social 
classes of whites in the South differed significantly in genetic composition, 
in spite of the popular opinion that poor whites are degenerate.GI It is also 
not possible to state that within the various social classes of whites, mis
cegenation has followed any pattern of individual selection. 

Turning to the Negro partners in miscegenation it would, however, on 
a priori grounds, seem probable that a factor of positive selection in mating 
could have been at work, at least until recent times when Negro pride 
became important. The Negro girl whose physical appearance and cultural 
manners approximated the prevalent standards in the higher caste would 

• In the following discussion and thro~ghout the book, we discuss certain implications of 
the inheritance of akin color as an example of all physical traits which have significance for 
aq_cial status,. !11,1Ch as breadth of nose, thickness of lips and hair form. 

'This ·probably occurs because passing usually involves economic advantages to Negro 
males w_ho niuat compete in a white man's world, but economic disadvantages to a Negro 
female who could get a white husband only from the lower classes, but possibly a Negro 
hueband from the upper clasaea. 
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certainly be preferred as a sexual partner. Such girls tended, at least after 
the first generation in America, to be mulattoes rather than pure-blooded 
Negroes. The fact that a similar preference probably occurred in the choice 
of Negro girls for household work, where they became more exposed to 
sexual advances, would strengthen its importance. Within the Negro 
marriage market the mulattoes' lighter skin has had, and continues to have, 
a strong competitive value. This can again be assumed to work as a factor 
of positive selection favoring the mulatto group: Dark males who have 
distinguished themselves in any way tend to take light mulatto women 
as wives. 

As a result of this marriage selection, whatever talent there is among the mulattoes 
remains among the mulattoes; whatever talent there is among the black group marries 
into the mulatto caste. In either e\·ent the talent of the Negro race finds its way into 
the mulatto groups. The descendants of these talented· men are mulattoes, and what
ever of the father's superior mentality and energy they may show or carry becomes 
an asset to the mulatto group, and the full-blood group is correspondingly impovcr• 
ished. The mulatto caste loses none of its native worth and is constantly reinforced 
by the addition to it of the best of the variant types which appear among the 
numerically larger group.~2 

We cannot accept this line of reasoning, however, without qualifications, 
since it is not certain that whites have predominantly selected innately 
superior Negro girls to have sex relations with, or that socially successful 
dark Negroes who marry light girls arc also biologically superior, or that 
the inferiority of the white parents of mulattoes has not balanced the 
superiority of their Negro parents. The proof that mulattoes are biolog
ically superior to full-blooded Negroes must go beyond the finding that 
mulattoes have made greater achievements than pure-blooded 'Negroes, 
since the latter have had more social handicaps than the former.03 

Differences in fertility and mortality between groups with a varying 
degree of white ancestry must, through the generations, have affected the 
results of miscegenation upon the genetic composition of the present-day 
American Negro people. While opportunistic opinions have been expressed 
both to the effect that mulattoes were sterile, or more sterile, than full. 
blooded Negroes, on the one hand, and that they were unusually prolific, 
on the other hand, there is not the slightest shred of scientific evidence for 
either of these opposing popular beliefs.114 

It is certain, however, that mulattoes are concentrated in cities in the 
higher economic brackets, where:--because of greater use of effective birth 
control-they have a lower fertility than the Negro population as a whole. 
Nor does the probable lower death rate of mulattoes entirely counter
balance their lower birth rate. This differential reproductivity has been 
tending to reduce the proportion of white genes in the total Negro popula
tion. While other effects on genetic composition by differential reproduc-
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tivity have been claimed ( such as the presumed selective migration of 
BUperior Negroes to the cities, where the birth rate is low),111 ·these have 
thus far no basis in demonstrated facts. 

Length of residence of different elements of the Negro population in 
the United States must have had an influence on the genetic composition 
of the American Negro people. Because the Negro net reproduction rate 
has, until recently, been far above unity-so that a given group of American 
Negroes has always more than reproduced itself in the next generation
the earlier a certain element has entered the American Negro population, 
the greater the proportion of the total Negro population does this element 
form,8 in relation to its original size. This factor operates on the genetic 
distribution of the descendants of the various African races in favor of the 
"true Negroes" from the West Coast, since Africans outside this latter group 
were probably not brought to America in significant numbers until the 
nineteenth century. The factor also makes less important the relative num
bers of Negroes coming via the West Indies, who also did not come in 
significant numbers until relatively recently. It also enhances the genetic 
significance of the earlier interracial sex contacts with the Indians and the 
indentured white servants brought from Europe in the seventeenth century. 
Finally, it makes more important the interracial sex contacts with the North 
and West Europeans that occurred in the earlier days than those with South 
and East Europeans that have tended to become relatively more numerous 
since the Civil War. 

9. PRESENT AND FUTURE GENETIC COMPOSITION TRENDS 

Everything said so far about the racial character of the slaves originally 
imported, about miscegenation and passing in this country, and about the 
various general factors which. have influenced the American Negro stock, 
has been highly conjectural and speculative. Summing up this unsatisfactory 
knowledge can hardly lead to anything more than an expectation that the 
American Negro people should show up as a considerably mixed population 
group. It is the merit of Professor Melville J. Herskovits116 that he has 
fuia.lly approached this problem directly and, taking his departure in 
anthropometric research of the present Negro group in America and its 
genealogy, has tried to ascertain the actual composition of the group. 

Herskovits' most significant finding was that 71. 7 per cent of his presum
ably representative sample of 1,551 Negroes.had knowledge of some white 
ancestry, and that z 7 .2 per cent knew of some Indian ancestry. 111 Hersko
vits claims that his sample is representative because the groups of Negroes 
• frQDl various sectio11s of the country were founq to be similar in several 

• The element need not have remained intact in certain family lines, of course. The 
ataaement in the text refers to the proportion of genes in the Negro population, therefore, 
and not to .:tl,lt ,proportion of penom. 
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physical traits. This does not constitute proof of representativeness, how
ever, because it is likely that each group of Negroes (from each section 
of the country) is an upper class group, and Herskovits does not define 
the degree of closeness of trait which constitutes similarity. Too, the list of 
traits which were compared does not include color or other important 
differentiating traits. It is likely that Herskovits' sample contains too many 
upper class Negroes who are known to have a disproportionate amount of 
white ancestry.• The fact that many Negroes may not know of white 
ancestry of several generations back118 may, however, counterbalance the 
lielective factor in Herskovits' sample and leave his figure of 71. 7 per cent 
with white ancestry not too inaccurate. Thus, while we cannot say that 
existing research permits a definitive answer to the question as to how many 
Negroes have some white blood, the best available evidence and expert 
opinion point to a figure around 70 per cent. This figure must tend to 
increase with time, if for no other reason than that full-blooded Negroes 
intermarry with mixed bloods and their offspring become mixed bloods. 
Herskovits' other important conclusion-that in many physical traits the 
present American Negro population shows less variability than its parent 
African Negro, American white, and American Indian populations, and so 
are rapidly forming a genetically homogeneous group-<annot be accepted 
as demonstrated. 119 

A forecast of the future trend of genetic changes must, in its very nature, 
be highly conjectural, and, if stretched beyond the next few decades, it 
cannot possibly be more than an amateurish guess. Even for the immediate 
future it can amount to little more than an enumeration of the relevant 
factors and a consideration of their interrelations. Any statement concerning 
the resultant effect of the forces at play has no greater validity than the 
specific premises stated concerning the primary factors at work. 

Miscegenation between American Negroes and whites is commonly be
lieved to be on the decrease. Even if it is not certain that sex relations 
between members of the two groups are decreasing, there is more reason 
to feel confident that children of white-Negro unions are becoming rarer, 
in both absolute numbers and relative proportions. Information on, and 
accessibility to, contraceptive devices is increasing; and their further 
technical perfection is generally expected among population experts. A 
decreasing rate of birth of offspring with parents representing the two races 
will not of course decrease the proportion of white genes in the Negro , , h d' people but will slow down their further increase and postpone t e 1stant 
possibility of full amalgamation. . 

Passing is becoming easier in the more mobile and anonymous sooety 
of today and tomorrow. The more recent immigration of darker peop1es 

• It also seems that Herskovits' sample contains too many Negroes from the Atlantic 
seaboard states, who are known to have a disproportionate amount of white ancestry, 
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from Eastern Europe and from around the Mediterranean Sea 1:1,nd also 
from Latin America, especially from Mexico, and the rising sociaJ respect
ability of the American Indian, have made passing easier for the Negro. 
Warmer relations with the republics of South America will perhaps be an 
inBuence in the same direction. The increasing segregation, on the other 
hand, which tends to create economic and social monopolies for the Negro 
upper class (to which most of the light-colored mulattoes belong) will 
tend to decrease the desire to pass. So also will the rising race pride.• 
America is unique among all countries having a mixed population-not 
excluding countries like Brazil where discrimination is so much milder
in having a significant number of white or almost white Negroes, who 
could easily pass but prefer not to do so. 

As the individuals who pass must be near-white, the extent of passing 
is a function of the number of such individuals. Continued miscegenation 
between whites and Negroes will tend to increase that number; miscegena
tion between mulattoes and darker Negroes-as well as low reproduction 
rates for mulattoes-will tend to decrease it. What the trend of passing is, 
and will be, resulting from the interplay of these various factors, is impos
sible to ascertain on the basis of present evidence. 

The effect of passing, whatever its extent, is to neutralize the effect of 
miscegenation on the genetic composition of the Negro people.b It is even 
possible to conceive of a temporary condition in which the rate of passing 
would exceed the rate of addition of new white blood into the Negro group 
so that there would be a tendency for the American Negro group to 
become more negroidized. 

Differential reproductivity is a factor which can be expected to have 
a continuing importance within the next decades.00 Our knowledge of social 
and economic conditions among the Negro people and of the development 
of differential reproductivity in other countries which are more advanced 

. i!l birth control rather favors the forecast that present fertility differences 
.:t~een the various Negro groups are not going to decrease much for a 
":tong time." Infant mortality and, genecally, mortality in the lower age 

groups may be expected, on the other hand, to become gradually more 
equalized.4 There arc, further, no sure signs that light-colored people will 
not remain in the upper class. Since, with increasing segregation, the Negro 

• See Chapter 30, Section 1. t 
• The elfect of paasing on the American 'lJJhill population can never become import.ant 

because those who pass usually have more Caucasoid genes than Negroid, and because 
I 
the 

num~1,1 ,.,~o pass are insignifiCllnt ·compared to the huge American white population. , 
• F~f differentials may decrease, however, if Southern states extend the policy, wh.'ch 

a few of them now have, of setting up birth control clinics in rural areas. (See Chapter ,:, 
Sectioa · ,.~ 

11 Sec! Chapter ,. Section 1. 
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11pper class is relatively growing, it can come to include a relatively greater 
number of black Negroes without losing many of its mulattoes. 

Reproduction differences have, in the main, the same effect on the Negro 
group as passing, except that the effect is not so exclusively concentrated on 
the extremely light-colored Negroes.a This factor, therefore, enters into 
the balance between miscegenation and passing and makes it more probable 
that the effects of miscegenation can be fully, or more than fully, counter
weighted. 

Internal miscegenation within the Negro group between individuals 
with a varying degree of white ancestry is, and will in the future be, going 
on. The result is a tendency toward a slow but continuous equalization of 
Negro and white genes in. the Negro people, decreasing the relative num
bers at both the black and white extremes and concentrating the individuals 
ever closer to the average. The changes in position of the average itself 
will depend upon the balance, referred to above, between white-Negro 
miscegenation, on the one hand, and passing and reproductivity differ
entials, on the other hand. 

Immigration of Negroes (and mixed bloods) from the West Indies and 
from South America-the latter of which might become more important 
in the future-will, in so far as the immigrants enter the country as 
Negroes, somewhat change the genetic composition of the Negro people 
in a direction dependent upon the genetic constitution of the newcomers. 
As the stocks are not very different,h this factor, even if the immigration 
should increase, will not effect great changes in the American Negro people. 

The three main problems to be stressed in a theoretical analysis starting 
out from such considerations as those stated above-assuming immigration 
inconsequential, and disregarding the effects on the white population-are: 

( 1) The interdependence between the various factors. Passing is, for 
example, a function of Negro-white and Negro-mulatto miscegenation 
and of differential reproductivity. 

(2) The position of the average in the various traits which differentiate 
whites from Negroes. This position is a function of miscegenation, 
passing and differential reproductivity. 

(3) The homogeneity of the Negro population. The degree of dispersion 
around the average is generally a function of internal miscegenation 
and, particularly in regard to the form of the frequency curve at the 
white end, a function of external miscegenation, passing and differ
ential reproductivity. . 

• It has, of course, in contradistinction to passing, no effects at all on the white population, 
• They contain, however, relatively more genes of other original African stocks than the 

''true Negro," which predominated in the import to the United States, and of different 
groups of Indians than those that were to be found in the United States. They also bring 
their own mutations and other physical changes of the last four hundred yean. 
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The above generalizations may be integrated into a system of simple 
mathematical equations. In view of the paucity of data on the extent and 
trends of misc~genation, passing, and differential reproductivity, such a 
mathematical formulation could not be used to predict the probable future 
genetic composition and physical appearance of American Negroes. How
ever, it might have the value of allowing the student to realize more 
easily the logical possibilities in the future. It may also have the value of 
checking the looser type of judgments made even by respectable authors. 
The construction of such a theoretical model, however, is a major task in 
itself and is beyond the scope of this book. 

This chapter has mainly been a review of a great number of questions 
upon which science docs not as yet provide precise and definite answers. 
We can, however, state confidently that there are no reasons to believe 
that a more complete amalgamation between whites and Negroes will 
occur within the surveyable future. It is even possible, though not certain, 
that the proportion of very light mulattoes who now, so to speak, form 
a bridge between the two population groups will decrease by passing and 
by marriage with darker Negroes. That the Negro group is not disappear
ing will be a theme of Chapter 7. Finally, we remind the reader again 
that the concept of the American Negro is a social concept and not a 
biological one. Even considerable changes in the genetic composition of the 
Negro people may leave the social problems, around which this inquiry i~ 
centered, unchanged. 



CHAPTER 6 

RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS 

............................................................................................................................................ 
I. PHYSICAL TRAITS 

In our discussion of "racial" characteristics, which is only a brief 
summary, we are separating those traits which are physical from those 
which are psychic, thus following the traditional division between anthro
pology and psychology. In presenting the facts, particularly on the physical 
traits, but also on the psychic traits, we have to build upon studies mainly 
concerned with those traits in which Negroes differ from whites, which, by 
itself, represents a biased statement of the problem tending to exaggerate 
differences and minimize similarities. We are, furthermore, limited almost 
to what we have ourselves criticized-namely, presenting differences 
between the means of the two groups-because these are practically all the 
facts available. The dispersion around the means is usually measured only 
by standard deviation and other abstract indices which do not allow an inten
sive study of the concrete distribution and of overlapping. Still worse, the 
available data are so weak that even the differences between means cannot 
be said to be satisfactorily established. 

Ascertaining the differences between Negroes and whites in respect to 
physical traits involves not only measurements of Negroes but also the 
establishment of a "standard" set of measurements of whites. No anthropo
metric measurements of the American population have ever been under
taken on such a large scale and with such methodological precautions that 
valid comparisons between one sub-group and the rest of the population 
are made possible. Nearest the ideal in regard to large number of ca:.es 
was the Army study,1 but the technique of measurement had several weak:
n'esses.2 

There are, however, a large number of studies on small samples of 
American Negroes and various groups of whites. For the Negroes, Hersko
vits' study is by far the best available. During his investigations, Herskovits 
tried to determine the representativeness of his sample; we have in the 
preceding chapter accounted for the general reasons why we cannot accept 
his claims. The investigators of white samples have not even made efforts 
to get representativeness. 

Apart from this question of representativeness, which is particularly 
1J7 
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important because of the heterogeneous origin of the American population, 
the samples are often too small to allow even for reliability in a formal 
statistical sense, especially after differences in age and sex have been taken 
into account. There are also differences in criteria and in techniques of 
measurement utilized in the various studies which make comparisons 
extremely hazardous. Some of these differences can be accounted for, but 
some arc hidden in the results and, consequently, unknown. Only when 
the two groups have been studied by one investigator in one integrated 
atudy is there full security on this point, but few such studies have been 
made; and they have no claims to representativeness and reliability.8 

The white population most often used for furnishing a standard set of 
measurements of whites has been Hrdlicka's Old Americans.' Hrdlicka's 
sample-which includes 900 complete and I ,ooo incomplete cases of indi
viduals measured over a period of I 5 years-is not, and was never meant 
to be, representative of the white American population. It is instead a 
sample of those white Americans whose ancestors had been longest in this 
country-predominantly British, Germans and Scandinavians. To get his 
sample, Hrdlicka took only Americans whose ancestors on both sides had 
been in the United States for at least two generations. The exclusiveness 
as to ancestral stock implied in this selection is coupled with a definite bias 
toward including a disproportionate number of persons of high socio
economic status. Only those "Old Americans" who did not marry the 
poorer immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe were accepted as 
proper ancestors to the individuals in the sample. An even stronger source 
of bias in the same direction was Hrdlicka's device of selecting persons 
from patriotic societies, especially the Daughters of the American Revolu
tion, and from large Eastern .universities. 0 Also he made an intentional 
selection of persons who were healthy and "normal." The socio-economic 
bias generally, and particularly the demand for healthiness and "normal
ity," must be considered to be the more important as several physical traits 
are known, and some others are suspected, not to be true hereditary traits 
but to be determined also by nutrition and other environmental factors. 

Thus, to sum up, when Negroes are compared with whites, in the United 
States, and Hrdlicka's sample is used, they are compared with a vagudy 
denned group of "normal,'' healthy, white persons of Western European 
ancestry in which the upper classes were heavily over-represented. 
Hrdlicka.'s study has many outstanding qualities, but it offers a poor 
substitute for the standard set of measurements of a representative sample 
0£ the American white population needed for comparison when Negro 
pliysical traits are to 'be determined. 

It is no exaggeration to 5ay that no physical difference between the 
average American Negro and the average American white, not even differ
ence in color, has yet been measured quantitatively by research methods 
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which conform to the rigid standards of statistics. The present undeveloped 
state of this field of physical anthropology should not lead us to accept 
low scientific standards and to make conclusions which are not warranted. 
At the maximum we are justified in drawing from available studies only 
rather qualitative statements concerning average differences, the actual 
quantities of which-as well as the actual spreads around the means-are 
not known or known only approximately, so that words and not figures are 
their more appropriate expressions. 

Compared to the average white man, the average Negro of the present 
day seems to exhibit the following physical traits :8 head slightly longer 
and narrower; cranial capacity slightly less; interpupillary distance greater; 
nose broader; lips thicker; external ear shorter; nasal depth greater; nose 
and head shorter; torso shorter; arms and legs longer; pelvis narrower 
and smaller; stature shorter; skin with greater amount of black pigment; 
hair wavy, curly, frizzly or woolly; distribution of hair less thick; more 
sweat glands. Prognathism is greater, not because the brain case stops 
growing in early childhood, but because the upper jawbone continues to 
grow after the age at which that of the white man stops. A larger propor
tion of Negroes have brown eyes, black hair, and sacral pigment spots than 
do Old Americans.7 This summary contains all those physical traits, 
reported by more than one anthropologist, that distinguish the American 
Negro from the Old American. The traits vary greatly among different 
groups of Negroes and in the total population of Negroes at different 
times, since-as we have seen-Negroes are not genetically homogeneous 
and stable. Stature, cranial capacity, and perhaps other traits are also 
modifiable by environmental changes over time, and the differences do 
not, therefore, necessarily, or wholly, represent hereditary traits. 

In many of these traits Negroes differ only slightly from white men; in 
nearly all of them there is some overlapping between Negroes and whites. 
The average person is, for these reasons, not aware of some of these differ
ences. Some of the traits are outstanding and easily '7isible in the average 
Negro-although nearly or entirely lacking in many individual members 
of the Negro group-such as dark skin, woolly hair, broad nose, thick lips 
and prognathism. They are the basic traits that account for the Negro's 
"social visibility." 

The white man might be aware of other differences but grossly exag• 
gerates them in his imagination, not because he has observed the diffep 
ences, but because he has certain opportunistic beliefs which he fortifies by 
hearsay testimony and by such occasional experiences of his own as happen 
to confirm his beliefs. He also usually attaches an incorrect interpretation 
to them. An example is the slightly smaller cranial capacity of the average 
Negro which the white man associates with alleged lower reasoning power 
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of the Negro despite the £act that no connection has been proved between 
cranial capacity and mental capacity. 

Certain traits are found only in popular beliefs and have no foundation 
at all in fact. Such are the beliefs that the time of suture closure in the 
bra.in case of the Negro is earlier than that of the Caucasoid, that the 
Negro's hands and feet are larger, and that his forehead slopes more. It 
would be instructive to trace the psychological significance of these and 
other false beliefs to those who hold them.• To the same category belongs 
the belief that the Negro has different vocal cords. This is associated with 
the rather unique pronunciation and speech habits of a large proportion 
of the Negro population.b 

Certain common beliefs have as yet not been checked by scientific re
search. This is, for instance, true of the beliefs that male Negroes have 
extraordinarily large genitalia and all Negroes a peculiar odor.8 These 
beliefs have a strategic function in the justification of the American caste 
system.c Occasionally even social scientists express the stereotypes with no 
evidence behind them. These beliefs are certainly not "the cause" of race 
prejudice, but they enter into its fixation. 

Since measurements of the American Negro are intended to be those 
of the average individual, and since the majority of American Negroes 
are mulattoes, the traits measured are predominantly those of mulattoes. 
Little is known of the actual mechanism of inheritance of the various traits 
when races cross, except that it is far from being simple Mendelian inherit
ance. Anthropologists who have studied the biological effects of miscegena
tion have been forced to use the indirect technique of observing what 
differences are found on the a\-erage between persons of varying degrees of 
white blood. They find the changes in traits from those of the pure Negro 
type to be roughly proportional,0 on the whole, to the amount of admixture 
of white blood.10 

Little is known about the functional correlates of the physical traits of 
Segroe_s, although if might be expected that there are some. There has 
been some speculation, for example, as to what anatomical traits of Negroes 
cause their supposed superiority in athletics, b~t no one has yet succeeded 
ln proving any hypothesis, and, therefore, it is not known whether the 
,uperiority, if it exists, has a genetic basis or not.11 

2. B10LOG1CAL SuscEPTIBILITY TO D1sEASE 

11iere is one type of physical trait which has not usually been discussed 
'by anthropologists but which has' occupied medical students for generations 

• See Chapter 4, Sectioa 7. 
• Such cultural clilerencea will be diacuued in Chapter 44, 
• See Cha-ptu 41 Section 7, and Chapter :&S, Section S, 
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and which, if substantiated, would have great practical importance. We 
rder to the possibility of a differential susceptibility to various diseases. 

The discussion concerning whether the Negro is innately susceptible to 
certain diseases has had a history similar to the discussion concerning 
whether the Negro is mentally inferior to the white man.12 The first 
inference was that the difference in specific disease rates was due to differ
ences in biological constitution. An elaborate explanation was built up in 
terms of the Negro's biological inability to adapt to a cold climate, the 
dark color of the Negro's viscera, the maldistribution of the Negro's nerve 
cells, and so on. The great decline in the Negro death rate since the turn 
of the century, almost paralleling, at a higher level, the decline in the 
white death rate,• forced investigators to recognize environmental factors. 

The mode of investigati0n then became one of holding constant a few 
environmental factors-such as rural-urban residence and economic status
and attributing the remaining discrepancies to differences in innate suscepti
bility. In some studies the explicit assumption is made, without evidence, 
that there are no other relevant differences in the average Jiving conditions 
of Negroes and whites. In other studies the same assumption is made 
implicitly. Few, if any, investigators have reali7.ed fully that the whole 
mode of existence of Negroes-with their segregation, over-crowding, 
and ignorance-helps to create a higher disease rate as compared to whites; 
and that these factors cannot be held constant completely because there 
is no group exactiy comparable in the white world. 

The implication is that only an experimental procedure, in which all 
environmental factors were controllable, would answer the question as to 
what degree the present difference in disease and death rates is due to an 
inferior biological constitution on the p:11t of the Negroes. This experiment 
would have to take into consideration the fact that resistance to disease is 
a function not only of heredity and environment at a certain time, but also 
of environmental conditions throughout the life history of the individuals 
under observation-for resistance to disease is built up in an individual 
during his childhood and even before his birth.13 

. 

We may briefly consider the facts concerning differences in disease and 
death rates between Negroes and whitcs.14 First, we must observe that the 
reporting of deaths and the designation of a cause of death are very 
inadequate. This has significance in studying differences between Negroes 
and whites, for Negroes are concentrated in those population groups for 
which reporting is least complete. Second, the fact that ~ertain beliefs are 
prevalent about Negro susceptibilities, and that there is often a question 
as to what shall be reported as the "cause of death," make the official 
statistics an imperfect source for determining ethnic differences in disease. 
This is especially important in the case of those diseases to which Negroes 

• See Chapter 71 Section a. 
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are traditionaliy supposed to be relatively immune, such as scarlet fever 
and diabetes. Diseases which are not frequently a cause of death are 
reported so badly or are reported for such inadequate samples that it is 
almost inevitable that Negroes would appear to be immune to them even 
if they were not really so. Such diseases include hookworm, gout, goiter 
and skin diseases. 

Most of the discussion, however, has been relative to the diseases to 
which Negroes may be especially susceptible, because their rates in these 
diseases are higher than those for whites. A large number of such diseases 
have been recorded by different investigators, 15 but we shall consider only 
those which are important as causes of death and those for which the 
differences between Negroes and whites are large enough to indicate that 
they are due to real differences and not to errors in sampling16 or observa
tion. This narrows our problem down to pellagra, syphilis, nephritis, 
tuberculosis, and pneumonia-influenza as important diseases which are 
definitely more prevalent among Negroes than among whites. No one 
seems to have advanced the claim that the Negro's higher death rates due 
to pellagra, syphilis, or nephritis result from his biological constitution. 
The question of innate racial differences seems to have cropped up mainly 
with reference to tuberculosis and pneumonia-influenza. Enough facts are 
available to indicate that the main reasons for the discrepancy between 
Negroes and whites in the incidence of tuberculosis are environmental and 
not hereditary: 

r. A study made before the Civil War shows that the incidence of 
tuberculosis at that time was considerably higher for whites than 'for 
Negroes.17 A survey made by Dr. Frederick L. Hoffman indicated: "The 
opinion of southern physicians who practised among Negroes before the 
Civil War was almost unanimous that consumption was less frequent 
among the colored population than among the whites.ms It was only after 
Emancipation that the Negro rate jumped high above that of the whites. 

2. Negro deaths from tuberculosis have decreased considerably in recent 
years as public health facilities have been improved and made more avail
able to Negroes. :Between 1920 and 1933, the rate per roo,ooo population 
declined from 344 to 232 in the North, and from 229 to 130 in the South.19 

3. While, since the Civil War, the Negro tuberculosis rate has always 
been higher than the white tuberculosis rate, the Negro rate today is lower 
than the white rate was a few decades ago.20 

4. In a few u11usual communities in Tennessee, where the Negroes have 
a higher occupational status than whites, the tuberculosis rates· are higher 
for whites than for Negroes.21 

There is not so much direct evidence that the higher pneumonia-influenza 
rate for Negroes is due to environmental causes. However, other etiological 
studies of these allied diseases have not succeeded in finding a strong 
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hereditary susceptibility. Also a report by Love ane'l. Davenport,22 on the 
incidence of these diseases among World War troops, indicates that 
Negroes are no more susceptible to both these diseases together but are 
more likely to get the more dangerous pneumonia and less likely to get 
the less dangerous influenza. This suggests that when influenza strikes, it 
takes a more serious form among Negroes because their constitution is not 
so strong-which, of course, does not indicate a hereditary trait-but that 
Negroes are no more susceptible in the first instance to pneumonia-influenza. 

In trying to determine whether Negroes have any special susceptibility 
to mental disease, there are even more difficulties than in the case of 
physical disease.a The only information comes from hospitals, which vary 
greatly in their policy respecting admittance. Some of the mental diseases 
have a known physical basis; for others no physical basis has been discov
ered. When Pollock, for example, tried to show that Negroes were more 
susceptible to dementia praecox, by pointing out that in Illinois, Negroes 
had a rate of 57. I as compared to I 5 .6 for whites, it was easy to disprove 
his conclusion.23 In New York, the discrepancy between the races was not 
so great. 24 In both Illinois and New York, Negroes were concentrated in 
cities, which generally have a rate twice as high as the rural areas. Negroes 
were also concentrated in those age and income groups with the highest 
rates of dementia praecox. Further, the Negro population of New York and 
Chicago contained a much larger proportion of recent migrants, and 
instability seems to have a connection with dementia praecox. 

Another type of difficulty in the way of determining whether there is 
any hereditary difference in susceptibility is illustrated by the data on 
general paresis. The rate for Negroes in New York State (r929-1931) 
was 25.0 as compared to 7.0 for whites. The ratio of the Negro rate to the 
white rate remained high when considered for New York City alone (3.9 
to I) and when standardized for: age ( 4. I to I). The explanation seems 
to be simply that New York Negroes have much more syphilis than whites, 
and syphilis is the major cause .of paresis. Thus, Negroes have a greater 
incidence of paresis because they have more syphilis, but no racial suscepti
bility to syphilis has been demonstrated. In view of all these complications, 
recent students of mental disease have tended to avoid completely the 
question as to whether Negroes have any special susceptibilities to mental 
disease. 

In general, we must conclude that no innate susceptibilities or immunities 
to specific diseases on the part of the Negro have yet been conclusively 
demonstrated. Disease is the result of a complicated interplay of hereditary 
and environmental factors, and no one has yet succeeded in holding constant 

• At this point we shall consider only the question as to whether there are hereditary 
racial differences in mental disease. For other aspects of mental disease, see Chapter 44, 

Section l-
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the environmental factors to determine that the heredity of the Negro is 
such as to make him more or less susceptible to certain diseases than the 
white man. Even disease susceptibilities and immunities that are passed on 
from parent to child may not be genetic, since infection may occur before 
or aher birth, and some environmental influences on the mother are visited 
upon her unborn children. 

That there may be hereditary di.ll'crences in mental or physical diseases 
we cannot deny.• But what we do know about the changes in the disease 
rate and the differentials in incidence under different environmental condi
tions leads us to the conclusion that any hereditary differentials in suscepti
bility (which may ultimately be detected) are likely to be small in compari
sop to the changes which can be brought about by varying the mode of 
living and the quality of medical care. Too, susceptibility does not mean 
disease: for proper preventive efforts can reduce the ill-effects of any 
degree of susceptibility. Our practical conclusion is, therefore, that there 
is no reason for feeling complacent about the higher disease and death rates 
of Negroes on the ground that they have a greater innate susceptibility. 

3. PsvcHIC TRAITS 

Most of the physical differences between Negroes and whites may be 
directly translated into terms of esthetic valuation, capacity for physical 
labor, and bodily healthiness. Except in the first respect, which, of course, 
is subjective, they do not, even if exaggerated, warrant any great depre
ciation of the Negro as a fellow human being. The differences, assumed 
or factual, as to size and structure of the brain have, in addition, been 
utilized for supporting beliefs in innate characteristics which are vastly 
more important-namely, the Negro's mental abilities and general psychic 
inclinations, and, consequently, his capacity for culture and morals. The 

• The fact that the Negro is somewhat different physically from the white man makes 
it likely that there are small racial differences in susceptibility. But nothing is definitely 
known about this, and the physical differences may have a complicated effect, as the 
following example will show. The black pigment in the Negro's skin is a protection against 
sunlight, and some investigato~but not all-think this involves a lessening of the amount 
of ultra-violet light absorbed by Negroes. Since ultra-violet light is a preventive of rickets, 
and since Negroes seem to have more than their fair share of rickets, some have claimed 
that the Negro's black skin has given him a greater biological susceptibility to rickets, But 
the skin of Negroes secretes more sebum, which makes ultra-violet light more potent. Too, 
diet deficiencies are a demonstrated cause of rickets, and Southern Negroes have notorious 
diet deficiencies. (See Julian Herman Lewis, T/14 Biolon of tlu Nigro [ 1942.], pp. 94-96.) 

Similarly, the Negro's supposed emotional traits have been advanced to explain certain 
of the diseases for which he has a high rate. For example, his excitability is supposed to 
cause hn,trtensiott of the heart, but his lack of excitability has been advanced by some to 
expl&in ~ high rate of angina pectori-nother heart disease. Neither the emotional traits 
nor their connection with the diseues in Negroes have been demonstrated. (Ibid., pp. 2.91-
2.99.) ; 
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belief in the innate inferiority of the Negro in mental capacities and moral 
traits has naturally been central in the race dogma from the beginning. It 
is strategic in the justification of color caste. Obvious culture inferiorities, 
existing in the Negro population, made an inference back to innate cultural 
capacities not only opportune but also easy and, in fact, to he expected. 

When direct attempts were made to study scientifically these psychic 
differences and to measure their magnitude, virtually no one-or at least 
very few 2G-had any doubts that they realJy existed as biological traits, 
and that they were large. The history of the measurement of the psychic 
traits of the American Negro began with attempts to quantify what was 
already "known" about him. And usually the scientists found what they 
were seeking. 

Ferguson/0 for example, proceeding on his "demonstration" that the 
bUperiority of whites was "indubitable," even after various e'lvironmental 
influences were held "constant," correlated performance with skin color 
and found a perfect upward progression from pure Negro, through three
fourths pure Negro, mulattoes, and quadroons.27 Ferguson even went so 
far as to attempt a quantitative statemc-nt of intelligence differences among 
the different color groups. "It is probably correct to say that pure Negroes, 
Negroes three-fourths pure, mulattoes and quadroons, have, roughly, 60, 
70, So, and 90 per cent, respectively, of white intellectual efficiency." He 
dismissed the possibility that social differences may have caused the differ
ences in performance: "Among Negroes in general there are no considerable 
social dii.tinctions based on color. A colored person is a Colored person, 
whether he be mulatto or Negro, and all mingle together as one race." 
Another example may be taken from the report of one of the earliest and 
most publicized studies of Negro-white personality differences.28 The 
author, who concludes that Negroes are much less able to inhibit their 
impulses, significantly begins his paper with the statement: "It is with the 
issue here raised that the present study primarily concerns itself. Namely: 
what is the psychological explanation of the impulsiveness, improvidence 
and immorality which the Negro everywhere manifests?" 

For a time it seemed as if finally a firm basis was being laid for a science 
of psychic racial differences, extending our knowledge, not only by quanti
fying the apparent differences in innate cultural capacities, but by specifying 
the particular respects in which the Negro was inherently inferior to the 
white man. When we now look back on this stage of psychological research, 
we must remember that there was this common belief of Negro inferiority 
and, in addition, that many of the earlier studies had a direct or indirect 
connection with practical questions, such as segregation in schools, which 
tended to enforce the opportunistic bias. 

Independent of any special bias, or of the general bias inherent in the 
total cultural situation of American caste society, the scientist of that day 
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had to say to himself, as most authors are saying today, that psychic differ
ences simply are to be expected. We know that individuals are different, 
and that heredity is an appreciable component in individual differences. 
We know also that there are average physical differences between Negroes 
and whites, although we have not succeeded in measuring them. Hence 
why should there not be innate psychic differences as well? Why should 
not the differences in ancestry and in the natural and cultural factors which 
have influenced biological history somewhat differently for the average 
American Negro also show up in differences as to average character, 
temperament, sensory powers and intelligence? Professor Boas, who cer
tainly did not share in any bias in favor of racial differences, said: 

It does not seem probable that the minds of races which show variations in their 
anatomical structure should act in exactly the same way. Differences of structure 
muat be accompanied by differences of function, physiological as well as psychological; 
and, as we found clear evidence of difference in structure between the races, we 
must anticipate that differences in mental characteristics will be found.29 

With particular reference to Negro-white differences, Boas said: 

••• it would be erroneous to assume that there arc no differences in the mental 
make-up of the Negro r:ice and of other races, and that their activities should mix 
in the same lines. On the contrary, if there is any meaning in correlation of anatom
ical structure and physiological function, we must expect that differences exist.80 

Such statements are made by almost everyone who touches- the problem. 
In view of these presumptions and biases, whether valid or invalid, the 

startling thing is that psychological research has failed to prove what it 
set out to prove. Huxley and Haddon-who, like most of the others, 
emphasize that "It is clear that there must exist innate genetic differences 
between human groups in regard to intelligence, temperament, and other 
psychological traits . . ."31-make the important remark that it is "not 
without significance that such an enormous mass of investigation has failed 
to demonstrate what so many are eager to prove.m2 This fact is of some 
importance as it should increase our right to feel confident in the results 
of the scientific trend, on the part of scientists, toward finding no psychic 
difference between Negroes and whites. The desire to attain methodolog
ically valid results is tending to overcome-in the long run-presumptions 
and biases. 

Research on psychic differences has, almost from the beginning, been 
dominated by methodological criticism and a.gradual refinement of research 
methoda. The story has been told several times in technical and popular 
works and will not be retold here.83 A few generalizations may suffice. 

A, in the case of the similar problems in regard to the differences be
tween-social classes and between the two sexes, the great differences between 
individuals within each of the two groups tended from the beginning to 
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make judgments more relativistic concerning the differences between the 
Averages of the groups. The large amount of overlapping brought out the 
fa.ct that both Negroes and whites belonged to the same human species and 
had many more similarities than differences. The averages themselves 
tended to come nearer each other when the measurements were refined to 
exclude more and more the influences of differences in environment, such 
as education, cultural background and experience, socio-economic class; and 
the social factors in the test situation itself, such as motivation and rapport 
with the tester. 

The intensive studies of these last influences proved, in addition, that 
no psychological tests yet invented come even close to measuring innate 
psychic traits, absolutely undistorted by these influences. They rather 
rendered it probable that average differences would practically disappear 
if all environmental factors could be controlled. Psychologists are coming 
to realize that they are not, and probably never will be, measuring innate 
traits directly but are, rather, measuring performance in a limited number 
of selected tasks, and that performance is determined-in a most comple.< 
fashion-by many influences besides innate capacity. 

Most of this work has concerned intelligence, as measured by the Intelli
gence Quotient. The inferences to be drawn are, on the whole, negative as 
far as hereditary differences are concerned: it has not been possible to prove 
beyond doubt the existence of any differences at all in innate intelligence 
between American Negroes and whites; neither has it been possible to 
prove, on the other hand, that no differences exist. In regard to environ
mental factors the inferences are, however, positive: it has been proved 
that environmental differences account for large differences in the measured 
intelligence performances. Present evidence seems, therefore, to make it 
highly improbable that innate differences exist which arc as large as is 
popularly assumed and as was assumed even by scholars a few decades ago. 

What is here said about the general level of intelligence applies also to 
more specific mental traits. Nothing is definitely proved in the nature of 
qualitative differences; even the suggestion that Negro children have 
superior memory is not proved.84 Neither is it made credible that there are 
fewer Negroes in the highest ranges of intelligence.3;s The earlier assumed 
difference that the intelligence of Negro youth ceases to develop at an 
earlier age does not stand criticism.86 Nothing is proved concernjng differ
ences between Negroes and whites in sensory powers. Other personality 
traits have been studied, but such studies have yielded no conclusions with 
regard to innate differences which could be considered valid.37 Finally it 
should be mentioned that studies of different groups of American Negroes 
with a different amount of white blood have not given more positive 
results.88 

These negative conclusions from many decades of the most painstaking 
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scientific labor stand in glaring contrast to the ordinary white American's 
firm conviction that there are fundamental psychic differences between 
Negroes and whites. The reason for this contrast is not so much that the 
ordinary white American has made an error in observation, for most 
studies of intelligence show that the average Negro in the sample, if judged 
by performance on the test, is inferior to the average white person in the 
sample,a and some studies show that the average Negro has certain specific 
personality differences from the white man/ but that he has made an error 
in inferring that observed differences were innate and a part of "nature." 
He has not been able to discern the influence of gross environmental 
differences, much less the influence of more subtle life experiences. The 
fact should not be ignored, however, that he has also made many observa
tional errors, because his observations have been limited and biased. 

Even as long ago as r93o-and that is long ago in this field of study, 
which is comparatively recent and has developed rapidly-a questionnaire 
circulated among "competent scholars in the field of racial differences" 
revealed that only 4 per cent of the respondents believed in race superiority 
and inferiority.•· It is doubtful whether the proportion would be as large 

• Summaries of studies using intelligence tests make it quite clear that Negroes rank 
below whites. See: (1) T. R. Garth, Race Prychology (1931); (2) Paul A. Witty and 
H. C. Lehman, "Racial DiHerences: The Dogma of Superiority," Jonmal of Social 
Psychology (August, 1930), pp. 394-418; (3) Rudolph Pintner, Intelligence Testing 
(1931), pp. 432.-433; (4) Otto Klineberg (editor), Clsatacteristics of the American Negro, 
prepared for this study1 to be published, manuscript pages 1-119. Not all groups of 
Negroes h11ve been found inferior to alt groups of whites, however. In the Army intelligence 
tests during the First World War, for example, the Negroes of the Northern 6tates of Ohio, 
Illinois, New York, and Pennsylvania topped the whites of the Southern states of Mississippi, 
Arkansas, Kentucky and Georgia. See Otto Klineberg, Negro Intelligence and. Selective 
Migration (1935), p. 2. . 

b It is not so much in the simple personality traits--measurahle by existing psychological 
test-that Negroes differ from whites, but in the complex traits connected with the cultural 
differences, Klineberg's recent summary shows that few, if any, psychological studies indicate 
Negro-white personality differences. ("Experimental Studies of Negro Personality," in 
Klineberg (editor), Cl,aracteristics of the American Negro, manuscript pages 1-65.) For a 
discussion of Negro personality and culture, see Chapters 36, 43 and 44. 

• Charles H. Thompson, "The Conclusions of Scientists Relative to Ra.cial Differences," 
T/,e Journal of Negro Education (July, 1914), pp. 494-512. Although this study was not 
published until 1934, the questionnaire on which it was based was circulated in 1929•1930. 

This trend toward the repudiation of all positive findings with respect to racial differ
ences may b1: exemplified further by a. statement made by Professor C. C. Brigham, whose 
A Study of American Intelligence (1923) was one of the references most frequently cited 
by those who held to Negro-white differences in intelligenc-e. After reviewing studies made 
by others in the late 'twenties, Brigham concludes: 

"Thia review has summarized some. of the more recent test findings which show that 
comparative studies of various national and racial groups may not be made with existing 
tests, aa4 which ahow, in particular, that one of the most pretentious of these comparative 
racial studies--the writer's own-was without foundation," ("Intelligence Tests of lmmi• 
grant Groupa," Psychological Rwi,w (March, 1930), p. 165). 
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today. The attitude of the psychologists reflects the state of the scientific 
findings in their field. 

But while they seem to be negative, these conclusions of psychological 
research have probably been more revolutionary and practically important, 
with respect to the Negro problem, than the conclusions from any other 
sphere of science. It is true that science's last word has not been said even 
on the Negro's innate intelligence and still less on his other psychic traits. 
But the undermining of the basis of certitude for popular beliefs has been 
accomplished. Also the research literature on the subject indicates that 
even if future research should be able to establish and measure certain 
innate psychic differences between American Negroes and whites, on the 
average, it is highly improbable that such differences would be so large, 
that-particularly when the overlapping is considered-they could justify 
a differential treatment in matters of public policy, such as m education> 
suffrage and entrance to various sections of the labor market. This is a 
practical conclusion of immense importance. 

For the theoretical study of the Negro problem in all its other branches 
-from breadwinning and crime to institutions and cultural accomplish
ments-the negative results in regard to heredity and the positive findings 
in regard to milieu are also of paramount importance. It means that when 
we approach those problems on the hypothesis that differences in behavior 
are to be explained largely in terms of social and cultural factors, we are 
on scientifically safe ground. If we should, however, approach them on th" 
hypothesis that they are to be explained primarily in terms of heredity, we 
do not have any scientific basis for our assumption. 

4. FRONTIERS OF CONSTRUCTIVE RESEARCH 

The main need in physical anthropology is an application of some of the 
general precepts of statistics. No accurate description can be made of the 
physical traits of a group of people unless one measures a representative 
sample of that group. It may be stated bluntly that no anthropologist has 
yet measured a representative sample of Americans, or any specific sub
group of Americans.• 1n making measurements, differences in age, sex, 
economic status, and ethnic background need to be taken into consideration. 
These demands on representativeness and specification will imply demands 
for larger sameles than individual investigators can be expected to handle 
on their own resources and, consequently, planned cooperative work is 
necessary.811 In the selection of traits to be measured, a more unbiased and 
comprehensive approach should be adhered to, so that interest is awarded 
equally to traits where groups can be ·expected to be similar on the average 
and to traits where the expectation is the contrary. Instead of reporting 
results only in terms of abstract averages, standard deviations, and coefli-

• Sec footnotes 31 41 and 5 of this chapter. 
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dents of correlation, they should be presented in terms of the concrete 
frequency distributions as well, so that dispersion, exceptions, overlapping, 
and number of cases may be easily determined.40 

The importance of environmental factors for physical traits needs more 
stress. Indeed a new direction in problems for research may be had by turn
ing from e~tmg averages and limits to changes in traits which accompany 
certain unplanned or induced changes in environment and biological func
tions. Boas' research41 on the changes in the physical traits of immigrants 
opened up problems for further research which are still far from solved 
after an interval of over thirty years. For the anthropology of the Negro, 
it may be observed that the possible physical correlates of the northward 
migration, of the improvements in diet, of the decline in many specific 
disease rates, of the increased wearing of shoes, and of many other changes, 
have never been studied. Controlled biological experiments on the Negro 
are not out of the question: Concentrated vitamin B1 has been administered 
to white persons and the effects of greater energy and optimism and lesser 
susceptibility to fatigue noted.42 Is it not a reasonable and verifiable hypo
thesis that the administration of concentrated doses of vitamins would have 
even greater effects on Negroes, whose diets are, on the average, even 
more deficient than those of whites? 

The possibilities of redirecting psychological investigation are perhaps 
even greater. Even if the intelligence and personality measurement devices 
cannot be used to measure innate differences between Negroes and whites, 
they may be invaluable in detecting cultural differences and thereby in 
suggesting spots where education could improve Negroes. Recently, 
students of the Negro-following the lead of social anthropologists48

-

have been putting mental testing devices to this use.44 In general, psycho
logical measuring devices can be used as instruments for detecting social 
differences, for predicting individual behavior in certain types of situations, 
and for suggesting techniques of control and improvement. 

The idea of using the intelligence tests as devices for measuring the 
psychological effects of unplanned or induced changes is not new to the 
psychologists. A large number of studies have been made of the effects of 
foster homes on the Intelligence Quotient of children.411 In 1935, Klineberg 
reported a study in which he showed that there was a corrdation between 
the I.Q. of Negro school children who had immigrated to New York 
from the South and the length of their residence in New Y ork.48 Canady 
has reported that a group of Negro stude.nts showed an average I.Q. six 
points higher when tested by a Negro psychologist than when tested by 
a white pl)'thologist, and that a group of wnite students showed an average 
I.Q. six points lower when tested by a Negro psychologist than when tested 
ht a white psychologist." 

While many other examples could be cited of the use of intelligence tests 
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to measure the influences of various environmental changes on the I.Q., 
this field has, however, as yet scarcely been tapped. With reference to the 
Negro, the writer knows of no studies which have been made to determine 
the effect on test performance of such influences as: the shock of the Negro 
child when he first learns that he is a Negro and realizes the social import 
of this fact; foster-placement in white homes; isolated development in 
white neighborhoods while still in the parental Negro home; shock of 
news about lynching as compared to other types of shock unconnected with 
race relations; group testing of Negroes isolated among white children 
as over against group testing of these same Negroes among other Negro 
children; various locations for the administration of tests to the same 
group of Southern Negroes, such as Negro schools, white schools, and 
courthouses; new schools and educational equipment in the same or differ
ent locales; special training in language usage, vocabulary, and logic; 
special rewards of different types (having some significance in the Negro 
world and in race relations) for high performance; and other significant 
influences.48 To determine the effect on test performance of such influences 
the experiment must be set up very carefully. The effect of the influences 
should be noted, not only on intelligence test performance, but also on 
performance on the various types of personality trait measurement devices. 

The type of research suggested here would involve a radical change in 
point of view in psychological research. It would be freed from the tradi
tional discussion of racial traits and no longer look upon the environmental 
factors and their psychic effects as simple modifiers which hinder the 
attempt to determine psychic traits conceived of as static biological entities, 
a measurement of which would be eternally valid. It would rather look on 
environmental factors and their effects as the main objects for study. The 
psychic traits would be comprehended as continually changing ways of 
acting, and as the product of an individual's original endowment and all 
his life experiences as actively integrated by him into a unity. 

Environmental stimuli would be studied as experiences from the point 
of view of the individual, and effects on intelligence and personality would 
be correlated with these experiences and not simply with external economic 
status, education, housing and so on. The effect of a new experience is not 
simply one of addition or subtraction, since an individual defines this 
experience in terms of all his previous experiences. No environmental 
stimulus has the same effect upon different individuals since it affects 
different individuals after they have h~ different experiences in different 
succession. 

The question as to what extent and in what ways biological constitution 
determines individual differences in performance on intelligence and per
sonality tests can no longer be answered by conceiving of certain inherited 
triuts as constituting independent variables which can be thought of as 
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isolated. Two of the specific questions which should be asked-from the 
point of view discussed here-to determine the role of heredity in intelli
gence and personality have been stated in a report sponsored by the Social 
Science Research Council: 

In studying this problem two questions should be considered. Fir~t, to what extent 
do individuals differ in degree of flexibility to environmental influence1--i.e., are 
the congenital attributes of some persons less subject to modification by environ
mental forces than are those of other persons? Secondly, to what extent does the 
congenital equipment of the person determine his subsequent environment-i.e., to 
what extent do his congenital traits predispose him to select or modify various 
aspects of his environment? 40 

Little of the existing research on the role of heredity in the determination 
of psychic traits and capacities has been undertaken with either of these 
two questions in mind. As we have seen, the presumption has been-and 
still is, among most students-that, because there are certain physical differ
ences between Negroes and whites, there may also be expected to be certain 
psychological differences. This docs not necessarily follow, however, and 
the use of the presumption as a working hypothesis is a source of bias, for 
the following reason: Everything we know-from the work of the child 
psychologists, the psychiatrists, and the social psychologists-about develop
ment in the individual indicates that specific psychic traits, especially 
personality traits, but also the components of intelligence,110 are not present 
at birth and do not "maturate" but actually develop through experience. 
Specific psychological traits, therefore, cannot be compared with specific 
physical traits in respect to their hereditary determination. 

Whether underlying capacities and the most general personality traits
speed of reaction, for example-differ in average between the two races 
is not known, but it should not be forgotten that they are never subject to 
direct observation in the same sense that physical traits are. Thus, even if 
there were some hereditary differences in psychic traits and capacities, it 
would still not be necessary for empiricaJly observable traits and capacities 
to differ at all between the two races. It is possible that we shall never know 
if there are hereditary differences in psychic traits between the average 
Negro and the average white man. The fact of being a Negro is so -inter
woven with all other aspects of a Negro's life that to hold constant these 
other aspects ( e.g., economic and social status, education, and so on) would 
be equivalent to holding the racial factor constant also. 

From the standpoint of the attainment of pure scientific knowledge, it 
is, of course, unfortunate that the early measurement of psychic traits of 
different social groups was guided by biased assumptions. When viewed in 
an historical context, however, it becomes apparent that biased popular 
opinion g1ve psychologists the stimulus to go out and try to measure the 
things which were previously only the subjects of impression. After the 
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biased conclusions were made, they came to be criticized on grounds of 
methodological inadequacy. Thus began a trend toward improvement of 
techniques and qualification of conclusions that Jed to much of the present 
knowledge about the actual forces determining the intelligence and person
ality of disadvantaged groups. Such knowledge has been used and is being 
used to great advantage in the correction of popular beliefs. 

Now that this phase of scientific effort is coming to a climax, psycholo
gists can begin to direct their efforts in a more positive direction. While 
the pioneer outposts of this new research have given us several stimulating 
hints of the direction of this research, the field is still open for challenging 
hypotheses as yet not thought of. 
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CHAPTER. 7 

POPULATION 

........................................................................................................................................... 

1. THE GROWTH OF THE NEGRO POPULATION 

There were about 17 times as many Negroes in the United States in 
1940 as there were in 1790, when the first census was taken, but in the 
same period the whita population increased 37 times (Figure 1). Negroes 
were 19.3 per cent of the American population in 1790, but only 9.8 per 
cent in 1940. Except for the first decade in the nineteenth century and the 
193o's, this proportion has been steadily declining. The trend in the propor 
tion has been governed by the natural increase of the two population 
stocks, by expansion of the territorial limits of the United States and by 
immigration. Since all figures on these things are uncertain, it is not possible 
to make an accurate imputation of the changes in the relative importance 
of these factors. Since descendants of immigrants after the second genera
tion are included in the category of "native born," it is still less possible to 
calculate what the proportion of Negroes would have been had there been 
no immigration of either race to the United States after 1790. 

In a previous chapter we have discussed the considerable slave import, 
legal up to 1808 and illegal from then until the Civil War. After the War 
immigration of Negroes became inconsequential.• The immigration of 
whites from Europe was much heavier, even in relation to the larger white 
stock, during practically the whole period. b There is no doubt that this 
hctor accounts for the great decline in the proportion of Negroes until 
recently. Additions of territory to continental United States have brought 
in a more than proportional share of whites.° 

There has been a radical change in these factors, a change which promises 
to stop the downward trend of the proportion of Negroes and probably 
send it slightly upward. There have been no acquisitions of continental 
territory for a long while, and it is not likely that there will be any more. 
Immigration from Europe was largely halted by the First World War, 

• See Chapter s, Section 2.. 

b The immigration of foreign-born whites has meant much not only for its direct addi
tiona to the white American population, but also because tbe foreign-bom have had a high 
birth rate. 

• Only the acquisition of Louisiana in 1803 and of Florida in 1819 brought in aignificant 
numbers of Nerroea. · 
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F1cuaa 1. NEcao PoPULATION OF '111E UN1TEJ> STATES: 1790 TO 1940 
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and the restrictive legislation of the 192o's •-not likely to be repealed
has continued to hold that immigration low. Economic stagnation during 
the r93o's operated to reduce the immigration below the legal quota, even 
when the latter was temporarily further reduced by Executive Order.1 

Only the refugees coming after 1933 made the immigration from Europe 
at all significant. It is not likely that immigration from Europe will rise 
after the present War. We can assume that from now on, as during the 
193o's, the immigration from Europe will not greatly exceed the emigra
tion to Europe. 

Both white and Negro population groups are, therefore, now changing 
and will continue to change-if our assumption is correct-almost entirely 
in accord with their respective birth and death rates. One important excep
tion to this is the continuing immigration of Mexicans and Canadians.b 
These groups will continue to provide a small but steady addition to the 
white population. Like immigration, passing may be ignored as relatively 
negligibJe in the estimation of probable changes in the relative numbers of 
Negroes and whites.c 

While there arc more statistics on population than in most other fields, 
they are less adequate for many of the problems we are interested in. 
There is continuous registration of births and deaths, compiled annually, 
but the failure to register large numbers of births and deaths makes it 
extremely hazardous to use these statistics.2 Much more complete is the 
decennial census, but for our purposes this also is inadequate since young 
children are frequently overlooked (in different degree for the different 
regions and races), and since the census asked no direct question on internal 
migration until I 940. 8 

The inadequacies of both vital registration and census enumeration are 
greater for the South than for the North, greater for rural areas than for 
urban, and even in the same areas, greater for Negroes than for whites, 
V,/ e are handicapped also by the fact that, at the time of writing ( summer, 
1942) the compilation of the 1940 Census is far from complete, and the 
1930 Census is too old to be of much use in showing the present situation. 
For all these reasons it will be somewhat hazardous to present the facts 
about population beyond the crude trends we have already noted. We shall 
present only those facts about which we feel fairly certain, but it should 
be understood that the figures cited are approximations. 

• See Chapter 4, footnote :u. 
b Although there is no provision in law setting quotas on immigrants from other 

American countries, actually there are serious restrictions which keep down this immigration. 
Every prospel·tive immigrant must pass a strict examination before the American consul to 
whom he applies for his permit: he must med certain standards of pbyi.ical and mental 
health, literacy, and show the ability to support himself. There is no appeal from the 
decision of the consul. 

• See Chapter 5, Section 7. 
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For our first observation of Negro and white natural increase-that is, 
the balance of births and deaths-we may turn to the net reproduction rate. 
This rate is a combined measure of the birth and death rates ad justed to 
a stable age distribution of the population. It is the number of girls which 
1,000 newborn girls may be expected to bear during their lifetime, assum
ing existing rates of fertility and mortality. Estimates of the Bureau of the 
Census, based on a 5 per cent cross-section of the I 940 Census returns, 
indicate a net reproduction of 107 for nonwhites and 94 for whites including 
Mexicans (Table 1).4 For 1930 the comparable rates-calculated from all 
census returns-were 110 and I 11, respectively.Ii Despite errors in the data, 
it is possible to derive the following tentative conclusions: ( 1) that Negroes, 

TABLE 1 

N1,.T REl'Rouuc110N RA11.s BY CotoR A1'D llRDAN-RuRAI. Rn1o~·Nc1,., 

)OR THE lJNJH.D ~IAfi:b, BY Rl:.GltJ'<b. l9JO AND 1940 

(1940 d.ita are estimates h.1qcd on ,1 prelumnary tnbulat10n of a 
5 per cent cross-section of the 1940 Cenbus returns.) 

Region Rural- Rural- Rur~I- Rur,il-
and Color Tot.ii Urban nonfarm faun Total Ur!J,m noufarm farm 

--------
All Classes 

United States 96 74 J14 144 111 88 132 159 
North 87 74 109 133 103 90 128 150 
South Ill 75 u8 150 127 86 138 165 
West .......;c.9=-5 __ 7'"""5'--- __ 11_0 ___ 1"-38 ___ 1_01 80 ___ 12~9 ___ -'1s=s_ 

H'hile 
United States 94 74 I14 14q III 90 13.; 159 
North 87 74 109 IJJ 104 91 1:28 150 
South 110 76 120 145 132 92 145 169 
West --"9-'-4 __ _,7_6 ___ 1_1"-9 ___ 13""'4 __ ~99"-----'-79'--__ 12_8 ___ 1~5_1_ 

Nonwl,ite 
United States 107 
North 83 
South 113 
West II9 

74 
79 
71 
(.1) 

I14 
(n) 
II2 
(a) 

16o 
(a) 
16o 
(a) 

I!O 

87 
us 
157 

75 
82 
71 
(a) 

JI9 
(a) 
rr6 
(a) 

156 
(a) 
153 
(a) 

Source: ~oxt,cnth C ms,u of the Uaoted Stales: 1040. Popula1;,,n. I'reliminary ReJ..,se; Series P-s, No. 13 

(a) Rates not showr1 £or those population groups wlbch, in r940, had fewer than .io,ooo females u11det 
s yeara old. 

like whites, are not reproducing themselves so rapidly as they used to, (2) 
that probably their rate is now higher than that of the whites, and (3) 
that this differential is a new phenomenon, at least in so far as it is signifi
cant. If such a differential continues into the future and if it is not fully 
compensated fur by immigration of whites, the proportion of Negroes in 
the American population may be expected to rise, though slowly.6 
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While in the country as a whole, around 1930, the net reproduction 
rate for Negroes and for whites was about the same, the Negro rate was 
significantly below the white rate in each region of the country and in rural 
and urban areas taken separately. This situation occurred, of course, because 
Negroes were concentrated in the South and in rural areas, which have 
high rates for both whites and Negroes compared to other areas. In other 
words, it was only because of their unusual geographic distribution that 
Negroes were reproducing themselves as rapidly as whites. During the 
193o's, however, it would seem that a fundamental change took place: 
the white rates had dropped until they were no longer above the Negro 
rates in each region and in rural and urban areas taken separately.a If the 
1940 rates for the whole country are "standardized" to show what the 
rates would be if both color groups were distributed by residence areas 
in the same proportion as the total population, the whites rise from 94 to 
97 and the nonwhites drop from 107 to 102.7 That is, even if differences 
in regional and rural-urban residence are "held constant," Negroes now have 
a higher net reproduction rate than whites. Since the errors in the census 
are greater for Negroes than for whites and, therefore, the discrepancy 
is greater-if anything-than shown by the figures we have presented, we 
feel justified in presenting the following as a fourth conclusion from the 
net reproduction figures: (4) Even within regions and rural-urban areas 
taken separately, Negroes are no longer reproducing themselves at a lower 
rate than whites. In fact, the figures suggest that they are reproducing them
selves more-thus reversing the position they held in 1930 and earlier. 

2. BIRTHS AND DEATHS 

To determine the causes of these differentials and trends, we shall first 
have to go to the birth and death rates which compose the net reproduction 
rates. Unfortunately these rates are even more unreliable than the composite 
net reproduction rate.8 Certain general conclusions are justified, however, 
even if we cannot rely on the exact magnitudes. 

The Negro birth rate, like the white birth rate, has been falling at least 
since 1880 and perhaps longer.9 And since 1850 it has been consistently 
higher than the white birth rate. These important generalizations about 
the birth rate have held true in recent years: in 1928-1932 the corrected 
gross reproduction rateb was 136 for Negroes-as compared to 122 for 
whites (1930)-and by 1933-1937 the Negro rate had fallen to 130.10 

• These rates apply in the North only to the urban areas. 
• The groq reproduction rate is a refined bi"rth rate adjusted to a stable age distribution. 

It ii the number of girl babies born to the average woman throughout her reproductive 
period. It is computed by applying crude birth rates to a life table population of 1,000 

women and summing the age specific fertility rates thus obtained. The rates for Negroes 
were calculated and corrected for under-registration by Kirk, and the rates for whita 
were calculated by Lotka from the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company's files. (See 
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While there are proportionately more Negro than white infants born, 
significantly fewer of the Negro infants live. During 1940, 73 out of every 
I ,ooo live Negro infants were recorded to have died before reaching their 
first birthday, as compared to 43 white babies out of every 1,000 born.11 If 
the official statistics were more accurate, they would undoubtedly reveal a 
much greater differential in infant mortality rates. While a good many 
more 'Negro infants die than white infants, in proportion to their total 
numbers, the difference in death rates £or children and mature adults is 
apparently even greater.12 Only at ages above 50 does the Negro death rate 
apparently begin to fall to the level of the white death rate. If a Negro child 
is born alive,18 it has {in 1930), on the average, a life expectancy of roughly 
48.5 years, while the average white newborn child can expect to reach the 
age of 60.9 years.14 For a stationary population with a stable age distribu
tion, these expectancy figures would correspond to a death rate for Negroes 
of 20.6 per thousand population and for whites of 16.4. Th~ actually 
registered death rates were, in I 930, 16.5 per thousand for Negroes and 10.8 
for whites.111 The lower actual rates are due not only to under-registration, 
but also to the abnormal age structure: both Negroes and whites have 
a disproportionate number of young adults. 

As we said, the birth rate has been falling for both Negroes and whites. 
The fall in fertility is the major factor behind the secular decline in net 
reproduction for both population groups; the decrease in mortality has not 
been able to effect more than a rather slight checking of this decline. It is 
probable that since 1930 the birth rate for whites has fallen more rapidly 
than the· birth rate for Negroes.18 

The existing data regarding trends in the death rate are so faulty and 
self-contradictory that it is hardly worth while to quote them. The avail
able data do not permit us to compare trends in the Negro and white death 
rates. IT If the death rates have been falling for both groups, it wouid 
seem that they were falling more rapidly for whites than for Negroes until 
1930. In 1930 the mortality rate for the Negro population was higher 
than the rate for the white population thirty years previously, in 1900.18 

It is likely that since 1930 the death rate has fallen more rapidly for 
Negroes than for whites. I 8 

The decline in the birth rate for both whites and Negroes has been chang
ing the age structure of the populations and this, in turn, is ha:ving certain 
effects on both birth and death rates. Even if the age specific birth rates 
( that is, the birth rate for each age group of women) should remain constant, 
the crude birth rate ( that is, the birth rate· for the entire population) will 
ultimately drop as the populatii:>n grows older. The crude ~irth rate is now 

Dudley Kut_i:,'IIIThe Fertility of the Negroes," unpublished manuscript prepared for thia 
atady Lool,1'· r4.) Not only are there erron due to under-registration in these calcula
tiom, bat· there an abo erron due to miareporting of ace by women. 
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abnormally high, since there is an abnormally large nwnber of penons in 
the child-bearing age groups ( this is so because they were born in a period 
with higher fertility). This is slightly more true of Negroes than of whites, 
since most of the foreign-born are white, and they are now mostly in the 
older age groups. In 1940, 41.1 per cent of the nonwhite females, as com
pared to 39.2 per cent of the white females, were between the ages of 20 

and 45.!!0 The effect on the white birth rate will come sooner, both because 
Negroes have had a somewhat higher birth rate and because they, as a 
result of higher mortality and fewer foreign-born, have, and probably will 
continue to have, a relatively smaller proportion of persons in ages above 
the fertile age groups. Likewise, even though the death rate declines some
what for each age group of both white and Negro populations, the crude 
death rate will tend to increase as the proportion of persons in high age 
groups increases. And for the same reasons, the rise in the death rate will 
come sooner for whites than for Negroes. 

Considering the differences in age structure alone, which are causing the 
decline in the crude birth rate and the rise in the crude rate to come 
sooner for whites than for Negroes, we have another reason why-for a 
while at least-the proportion of Negroes in the total population will 
increase. It must be remembered, however, that future changes in fertility 
and mortality will change the entire pattern. Of particular interest for our 
present problem would be the effects of a large-scale disease prevention 
campaign. Since Negro death rates are now considerably higher than white 
death rates, it is more possible to bring them down. Any impartial efforts 
to reduce sickness and death in the nation will have much more effect on 
Negroes than on whites simply because Negroes have much more pre
ventable and curable disease to begin with.• We have observed that a more 
rapid fall of Negro mortality has probably already occurred during the 
'thirties. 

Migration will continue to be a great importance for future trends 
in Negro birth and death rates. Migration from rural to urban areas 
universally r~duces the birth rate.21 It has been related to the main set of 
causal factors behind the reduction of both white and Negro fertility over 
the last 70 years. In recent decades the effects have probably been more 
pronounced for the Negroes than for the whites, since a larger proportion 
of Negroes have left the farms for the cities, and since the rural South 
and the urban North represent more the extremes of country and city 
than the places whites predominantly come from and go to.22 Even within 
the South the places to which Negroes have been migrating-the larger 
cities and the rural areas of the Mississippi V alley23-are those of lowest 
birth rate. While whites also are moving to cities and to rural areas in the 
western part of the South, their birth rates are apparently not lowered so 

• See Section s of th1s chapter. 
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much as those of Negroes. 24 In the migration to cities the Negro birth rate 
is affected by two special factors: (1) When they migrate to cities, Negro 
women seek jobs more than white women do, and all urban occupations, 
especially domestic service, in which Negroes are concentrated, make 
child-bearing disadvantageous. 211 

( 2) When Negroes have migrated to 
cities, the men have gone more to some cities and the women more to 
other cities than in the case of the whites. This is because Negro women 
seek jobs in cities more than do white women, and they have gone mainly to 
commercial cities where there is a greater demand for domestic servants. 
Negro men, on the other hand, find more opportunities in industrial cities 
than the Negro women do. The result is that migration involves a greater 
unbalancing of the sex ratio for Negroes than for whites, and consequently 
the birth rate is reduced more. 

Also, migration has probably meant a somewhat reduced death rate for 
the Negroes,2° but the decline in death rate has not balanced the decline 
in birth rate. In 1940, the nonwhite net reproduction rate for rural-farm 
areas was 154, as compared to 76 for urban areas; for whites the compara
ble figures were 132 and 76, respectively.27 

The future of Negro migration is, of course, uncertain. In following 
chapters we shall find that there are reasons to anticipate that Negroes, more 
than whites, will be pushed from the Southern land and also that they, 
more than whites, will attempt to come North. If we consider migration 
alone, therefore, the effects of urbanization on fertility seem likely to con
tinue to be somewhat greater for Negroes than for whites. This is uncertain, 
however, as the fertility of urban whites now has dropped sharply and may 
continue to fall more rapidly than Negro fertility. The sex ratio for Negroes 
has been tending to even out and will continue to do so. Negroes are 
becoming more accustomed to the strains of city life and its effects on their 
health may not be so great as has been the case in the last two decades. The 
death rate of Negroes in Northern cities might also decrease considerably 
if better health facilities are made available to them and taken advantage 
of by them. For all these reasons, the net reproduction rate might reach 
a lower limit which would be higher than the white rate. 

Other differentials between various classes and groups of Negroes are 
important in estimating trends in Negro population. First, there is the 
income differential. Among Negroes, as among whites, the larger the 
income, the lower the birth rate, the lower the death rate, and the lower 
the net reproduction rate. 28 These relations are characteristic only during 
the p~_.-before the practice of birth control is taken up b~ the lower 
s~~mic groups. But fgr America as a whole, and particularly for 
*:!i~·people, this phase is likely to last for many more decades. What 
~ce these differentials will have for the future of the Negro popula
tion it is difficult to say. As we do not foresee any great rise of economic 
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status for the masses of Negroes in the immediate future, and not even 
a great increase in the small upper and middle strata,a it is not likely that 
the factor of a rising standard of living will per se be of great importance 
for either fertility or mortality. 

The future development of welfare policy might become much more 
important, but its effect would be different from a direct rise in income. 
If the social security system is extended and if allowances are going to be 
given to children, and if other welfare policies-in regard to public housing, 
nutrition, and health-are developed and directed more upon the welfare 
of children, this might stop the decline in fertility, decrease mortality and 
raise net reproduction. These effects would be greater for poor people 
than for the well-to-do people, and therefore would be greater for Negroes 
than for whites-since Negroes are more concentrated in the lower income 
strata. If there is an increased spread of information on birth control, there 
will be a decrease in fertility, mortality and net reproduction. 

Another possible influence on the future of Negro population in the 
United States is immigration. In the 1940 Census, there were enumerated 
only 84,000 foreign-born Negroes in the entire country.29 In 1900, there 
were 41,000 foreign-born Negroes in the country. The total Negro popula
tion in that year was 8,833,994.30 The bulk of the foreign-born Negroes 
came from the West Indies. Lack of opportunities for Negroes in the 
United States makes it improbable that the rate of Negro immigration 
will become significant, but there is always a possibility. Despite the fact 
that the majority of these immigrant Negroes live in New York City, 
and most of the remainder live in other cities, they seem to have a high 
fertility. 81 

3. SuMMAR.Y 

Popular theories on the growth of the Negro population in America 
h;1ve been diverse. At times it has been claimed that Negroes "breed like 
rabbits," and that they will ultimately crowd out the whites if they are not 
deported or their procreation restricted. At other times it has been pro
nounced that they are a "dying race," bound to lose out in the "struggle 
for survival." Statistics-both of the comprehensive kind in the United 
States Census and the limited kind gathered in sample surveys-have been 
used to bolster both arguments.82 

With the very insufficient and inadequate measures of the factors of 
change affecting the reproduction of the Negro population in America, it 
is difficult to piece together a satisfactory prediction of the future course 
of the total number and the proportion of Negroes in the United States. 
It can be stated confidently, though, that both these extremes of popular 

• See Part lV. 
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ideas are wrong. In their "#/"otluction Americfln Neg,.oe.s •e luee Ameri&M 
whites tmd. show the sMne sort of differmt111Zs by f'egions tmd. groups. 

From 1790 to 1930 the proportion of Negroes in America decreased to 
about a half of what it had been in the beginning of this period (Figure 
1). But this was due, not to any peculiarities in reproduction, but to the 
overweight of white immigration. The situation began to change during the 
First World War and the 'twenties: the immigration of whites from 
Europe fell until it was no longer significant. If there is no substantial 
change in foreign immigration again, and if conditions affecting births and 
deaths of both whites and Negroes remain about the same as they are now, 
or change so that the effect on whites is similar to the effect on Negroes, it 
is probable that the proportion of Negroes in the total population will rise 
slowly. There was a rise of one-tenth of I per cent of the proportion of 
Negroes in the total population during the 'thirties. This increase may con
tinue and even become somewhat more marked, but not much. The main 
reason for this is that Negroes are concentrated in the rural South where the 
birth rate is generally very high. 

If Negroes continue to migrate to Southern and Northern cities, the rate 
of Negro reproduction will be lowered in relation to the white rate
although possibly not so much as in the past. If there were an economic 
improvement among Negroes, which does not seem immediately likely, 
it would seem probable that this would also tend to decrease fertility more 
than mortality. The development of a social welfare policy, which seems 
much more probable, would in all likelihood brake the fall in fertility as 
well as decrease mortality. A mitigation of discrimination in the granting 
of medical and other health advantages to Negroes, particularly if con
comitant with a general improvement of these advantages for all poor 
people, would have profound effects 1n reducing the large Negro death 
rate and in raising Negro reproduction. The spread of birth control among 
Negroes will decrease the rate of reproduction. Immigration of foreign-born 
Negroes-which does not promise to become important-would increase 
the Negro population, not only because it adds directly tf> their numbers, 
but also because these immigrants seem to have a high fertility. 

Of course, changes affecting the Negro population will not go on in 
va&uo, and there will be similar changes in the white population-all of 
which will affect the future proportion of Negroes in the total population 
of the United States. A dominating factor will be the decline in fertility in 
both popu).ation groups. Comparisons with other countries, as well as 
between. ·~ent groups in America, make it seem highly probable that 
this Wife will continue. But for several reasons which we have noted, 
~~_i,]i~ly'that, for a short time at least, the decline in the white birth rate 
·-·more rapid than the decline in the Negro birth rate. 

', , ... 
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4- ENDS AND MEANS OF POPULATION POLICY. 

As is apparent from what we have said, several of the factors of change 
are dependent upon policy, and we shall now turn to programs instead of 
prognoses. Our discussion of population policy will have to be most abstract 
and, in part, conjectural. For not only are the basic data poor, but there 
has been less thinking in America devoted to the · broad problem of a 
rational population policy than to other spheres of social engineering. 

One reason for the inarticulateness and inadequacy of American discu.'1-
sion of population policy is the heterogeneity of America's population, and 
the fact that some of its component groups are commonly considered to be 
inferior. This complicates tremendously the formulation of a rational and 
unified population policy. It creates conflicts of valuations which make it 
uncomfortable to discuss the problem. The strength of church and religion 
in America presents another inhibition. Specifically, the fundamentalistic 
Protestant religion in some of the regions where fertility is highest in the 
South and the Catholic Church in the big Northern cities are against discus
sions of population policy.33 

We shall avoid the unsettled problem of an American population policy 
at large and restrict our treatment to the Negro angle of it. In stating our 
value premises a distinction must be made between ends and means. H 

We shall find that for the white people the desired quantitative goal con
flicts sharply with their valuation of the means of attaining that goal. For 
Negroes no such conflict is present. 

If we forget about the means, for the moment, and consider only the 
quantitative goal for Negro population policy, there is no doubt that the 
overwhelming majority of white Americans desire that there be as few 
Negroes as possible in America. If the Negroes could be eliminated from 
America or greatly decreased in numbers, this would meet the whites' 
approval-provided that it could be accomplished by means which are also 
ar,roved. Correspondingly, an increase of the proportion of Negroes in the 
American population is commonly looked upon as undesirable. These 
opinions are seldom expressed publicly. As the opinions, for reasons which 
we shall develop, are not practicable either, they are not much in the fore
ground of public attention. But as general valuations they are nearly always 
present. Commonly it is considered a great misfortune for America that 
Negro slaves were ever imported. The presence of Negroes in America 
today is usually considered as a "plight"- of the nation, and particularly of 
the South. It should be noted that the general valuation of the desirability 

• This section will be concerned with policy only as it deals with the total number of 
Negroes in the United States. Population policy as it deals with the distribution of Negroea 
within the United States will be discussed in the next chapter. Population policy aa it deale 
with the migration of the Negro people will be discuued in Chapter 17, Section J• 
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of a decrease of the Negro population is not necessarily hostile to the Negro 
people. It is shared even by enlightened white Americans who do not 
hold the common belief that Negroes are inferior as a race. Usually it is 
pointed out·that Negroes fare better and meet less prejudice when they are 
few in number. 

There is an important qualification to be made to these statements. As 
we have found at many points in this study, people are not always con
sistent in their valuations. Many white Southerners live by exploiting 
Negroes, and many fortunes have been built up by cheating Negroes; many 
white Southerners realize their economic dependence on the Negro and 
would not like to lose him. Many white Southerners have opposed all 
"back-to-Africa" or "forty-ninth State" movements, which would eliminate 
Negroes from their midst. When Negroes began to migrate northward in 
great numbers during the First World War, many white Southerners made 
strenuous efforts to stop them: propaganda was distributed; threats were 
made; Negro leaders were bribed; favors were bestowed; Northern labor 
agents were prohibited, fined or beaten up. The dominant upper and middle 
classes of whites in the South realize, for the most part, that they would 
stand to lose economically if the Negro were to disappear. With the 
decline of the cotton economy, which we shall analyze in Chapters I I and 
12., the valuation is not so strong now as in 1917-1918. Too, the valuation 
is not held by most Northerners or by Southern poor whites. And this 
valuation in the economic sphere is not necessarily tied to the Negro. If 
poor whites could be exploited with the same facility, the dominant white 
Southerners would be glad to be rid of the Negro. The valuation in the 
socio-political sphere, however, is tied to the Negro: the Negro is a 
problem and practically all Southerners (as practically all Northerners) 
would like to get rid of him. More important from a practical and polit
ical standpoint is that the valuation in the economic sphere is only a short
time attitude. Southerners who gain economically from the presence of 
the Negro are concerned only that the Negro should not disappear during 
their lifetime or, at most, their children's lifetime. When they think in 
terms of a long span of future generations, the valuation that the Negro 
should be eliminated is almost completely dominant. And as we shall 
presently see, all white Americans agree that, if the Negro is to be elimi
nated, he must be eliminated slowly so as not to hurt any living individual 
Negroes. Therefore, the dominant American valuation is that the Negro 
should be eliminated from the American ~ne, but .slowly. 

The Negroes cannot be expected to have the same view on the quanti-
. tative goal of Negro population. Of course Negroes are familiar with the 

general fact that prejudice against them is in part a function of their num
ber. But I have never met a Negro who drew the conclusion from this that 
a decrease of the American Negro population would be advantageous. 
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Rather it is sometimes contended that the Negro's power would increase 
with his numbers, and that the most virile people is the one that survives 
in the universal struggle. With the increase in "race pride" and "race con
sciousness," which is a consequence of the rising tide of the Negro protest,• 
almost every Negro, who is brought to think about the problem, wants th, 
Negro population to be as large as possible. This is sometimes even 
expressed in writing. W. Montague Cobb, for instance, opens his summary 
"prescription" for the Negro with the following precepts: 

I. He should maintain his high birth rate, observing the conditions of life necessary 
to this end. This alone has made him able to increase, in spite of decimating 
mortality and hardships. If the tide should turn against him later, strength will be 
better than weakness in numbers. 

2. He should make a fetish of health. Progressive eradication of tuberculosis, 
venereal disease, pneumonia, and maternal and infant mortality, will give him 
sounder and more abundant parental stock and offspring. 

3. He should cultivate excellence in sports. This spreads healthful habits.8G 

While whites and Negroes have widely divergent valuations in regard to 
the desirable quantity of the American Negro population, they agree on 
the qualitative goal. It is implicit in the American Creed, with its stress on 
the value and dignity of the individual human being, that both white and 
Negro Americans in principle find it desirable to raise the (]uality of the 
Negro people Du Bois, for example, criticized those Negroes who 

... :ire quite led away by the fallacy of numbers. They want the black race to 
survive. They arc cheered by a census return of increasing numbers and a high rate 
of increase. They must learn that among human races and groups, as among vegetables, 
quality and not mere quantity really counts.86 

Since the biological principles of eugenics cannot be applied until environ
mental conditions are more equalized,37 and since the American Creed places 
inhibitions in the way of applying eugenics, to improve the quality of the 
Negro people means primarily to improve their environmental conditions. 
It is true that the average white American does not want to sacrifice much 
himself in order to improve the living conditions of Negroes. This is the 
explanation of discrimination in public service generally. But on this point 
the American Creed is quite clear and explicit, and we can proceed safely on 
the value premise that the medical and health facilities and, i,uleed, all 
public measures in the field of education, sanitation, housing, nutrition, 
hospitalization and so forth, to improve th-e tJWlity of the population and to 
advance individuals and groups physically, mentally, or morally, should 
be made just as available for Negroes as for whites in similar circumstances 
and with similar needs. This value premise has, in £act, sanction in the 
Constitution of the United States. 

• • Cb&\)ter 15, 
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In our further discussion of the means in Negro population policy we 
might start out from the desire of the politically dominant white popula
tion to get rid of the Negroes.- This is a goal difficult to reach by approved 
rneans, and the desire has never been translated into action directly, and 
probably never will be. All the most obvious means go strongly against the 
American Creed. The Negroes cannot be killed off. Compulsory deporta
tion would infringe upon personal liberty in such a radical fashion that it 
is excluded. Voluntary exportation of Negroes could not be carried on 
extensively because of unwillingness on the part of recipient nations as well 
as on the part of the American Negroes themselves, who usually do not 
want to leave the country but prefer to stay and fight it out here.• Neither 
is it possible to effectuate the goal by keeping up the Negro death rate. 
A high death rate is an unhumanitarian and undemocratic way to restrict the 
Negro population and, in addition, expensive to society and dangerous to 
the white population. The only possible way of decreasing Negro popula
tion is by means of controlling fertility. But as we shall find, even birth 
control-for Negroes as well as for whites-will, in practice, have to be 
considered primarily as a means to other ends than that of decreasing the 
Negro population. 

In the final analysis all these theoretically possible policies to effectuate 
the white desire to decrease the Negro population are blocked by the 
American Creed ( except birth control which, however, is largely attached 
to other ends). This is why the desire is never publicly expressed. The 
iruluence of the American Creed goes even further. Should America in 
the future, when the net reproduction of the nation has decreased still 
further, embark upon a policy to stimulate the bearing and rearing of 
children, the democratic Creed of this ~ountry will come to prescribe that 
aids to families be equally available to Negroes and other unpopular 
groups, "independent of creed, color or race." 

In sum, if America does not turn fascist, the numerically and politically 
dominant white population will be driven by its national ethos to abstain 
from taking any practical measures to realize its desire to decrease the 
Negro population. Instead, it will be compelled to extend to the Negroes 
the population measures taken primarily to build up the white population. 
This is, of course, exactly what the Negroes want, and a unity of purposa 
/,t1comes established on the basis of the American Creed. 

Meanwhile, the basic conflict of valuations on the part of the dominant 
whites is, a.s we pointed out, one of the explanations why there is so little 
discussi~-~ broad population policy in America. It helps, further, to 
cxplailt_mwch of the discrimination and indifference about Negro welfare 
and .dte::great difficulty in stamping it out. On the other hand, it should, 
at least,. ·$ive an extra impetus to make effective birth control available 

• See, however, Chapter JB, Section ia, 
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to Negroes. We can see signs of this already in several of the Southern 
states. 

5. CoNTR.OLLING THE DEATH RATE 

Since there is no evidence at present that certain diseases are genetically 
more characteristic or less characteristic of Negroes than of whites
although it is possible that slight differences in one direction or the other 
may some day be revealed-it is not necessary to single out Negroes for 
special attention in any efforts to cure or prevent disease.0 The application 
of the equalitarian principles of "need" in the cure of disease and ill 
health and of "equality of opportunity'' in their prevention-which are 
our value premises in this section-will suffice to eliminate any special 
Negro disabilities. 

If disease prevention work is to be effective, it must be planned on a 
national basis without regard to the color of the inhabitants. In the South 
as well as in the North there is an increasing popular recognition among 
whites that "diseases cannot be segregated," and that high rates of death, 
sickness, and poor health among Negroes carry tremendous social costs, 
directly and indirectly, even if they cannot be calculated accurately in dollars 
and cents. 

There are special social costs connected with infant mortality. There 
are costs to society as well as to the parents of bearing and raising a child 
if it dies before it contributes to the world by its labor and other personal 
qualities. From practically any point of view, it would be better not to have 
certain children born at all rather than to have them die before completing 
a normal lifetime. And if healthy children are born, it is in the interest of 
everyone to see that they are given the opportunity to remain healthy. 

These considerations apply to both Negroes and whites. But they apply 
with greater forcefulness to Negroes since differential death rates reveal 
that equalization of health conditions, even without advance in medical 
knowledge or practice, would pull the Negro death rate down sharply. To 
give Negroes adequate medical facilities fits in both with the equalitarian 
Creed and with the interests of whites. The observer finds in the South that 
the propaganda by experts and humanitarians regularly and bluntly makes 
this appeal to "enlightened self-interest." 

Medical knowledge has advanced beyond medical practice, and medical 
practice has advanced far beyond most people's opportunity to take advan
tage of it. A reduction in these lags would have tremendous consequences 
for the well-being and happiness of every person in the nation. Of special 
significance to the Negroes is the lag of opportunity for some people to 
obtain the advantages of medical practices available to other people. Area 
for area, class for class, Negroes cannot get the same advantages in the 

• See Chapter 6, Section ~-
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way of prevention and cure of disease that the whites can. There is dis
aimination against the Negro in the availability to him of medical facilities. 

It is hard to separate the effects of discrimination from those of con
centration of Negroes in areas where medical facilities are not easily avail
able and in those income brackets which do not permit the purchase of 
medical facilities in the competitive market. Discrimination increases Negro 
sickness and death both directly and indirectly and manifests itself both 
consciously and unconsciously. Discrimination is involved when hospitals 
will not take in Negro patients; or when-if they do permit Negro patients 
-they restrict their numbers, give them the poorest quarters, and refuse 
to hire Negro doctors and nurses to attend them.• The number of hospital 
beds recently available to Negroes in the South is not known except in 
Mississippi (1938)88 where there were 0.7 beds per 1,000 Negroes as com
pared to 2.4 per 1,000 whites, and in the Carolinas (1938) 88 where there 
were 1.2 beds per 1,000 Negroes as compared to 2.1 per 1,000 whites. In 
1928 there was available in the United States one hospital bed for each 139 
of the white population, but only one hospital bed for each 1,941 of the 
colored population. This means that at that time each white inhabitant of 
the United States had 14 times as good a chance for proper hospital care 
as had the colored citizen.40 The facilities for Negroes are generally of a 
much poorer quality than for whites. In 1937 only about 35 per cent of 
Southern Negro babies were delivered by a physician, as compared to 90 
per cent of Southern white babies and 98 per cent of Northern white and 
Negro babies.41 In the whole United States in 1930 there were only about 
3,805 Negro doctors, 5,728 Negro nurses, and 1,773 Negro dentists, and a 
disproportionate number of these were employed in the North.42 It is 
true, of course, that Negroes cannot afford doctors and hospitals to the 
same extent as whites, but that does not eliminate the fact of discrimination. 

Discrimination manifesting itself against the Negro's health is indirect 
as well as direct, and fits into the pattern of the vicious circle. Inadequate 
education for Negroes, partly due to economic inability to keep young 
people in schools and partly due to inferior schools for Negroes in the 
South, not only prevents the training of Negro medical experts, but also 
keeps knowledge about sanitation and health in the general population at 
an extremely low level. Magical and superstitious practices continue in an 
unenlightened Negro population,43 and customary patterns of behavior 
dangero_U$ to health are brought from t.qe South to the North. Ill health 
red~·* chances of economic advancement, which in turn operates to 

. , '.~, ·-a ~mmary of the facts oil health facilities and medical c1uc for Negroes, ace 
.. ~ F. Dora, "The Health of the Negro," unpublished manuscript prepared for thie 
~--(1940), pp. 94a-114b and 131-208. Efforts by the government and private organiza
tiom to improve health conditions among Nerroe1 will be taken up in Chapter 1 5, Section 4, 
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reduce the chances of getting adequate medical facilities or the knowledge 
necessary for personal health care. 

Any intelligent efforts to reduce Negro morbidity and mortality will 
·result in striking success. This we may deduce from a knowledge of the 
vicious circle mechanism and from a knowledge of existing Negro-white 
differentials. Perhaps the greatest need of the Negroes, in the way of 
reducing sickness and death, is for a dissemination of knowledge on how to 
take care of the body in both its normal and its pathological state. Other 
needs are indicated by the diseases for which the Negro rate is strikingly 
higher than the white rate (Figure 2).• These include pellagra (a result 
of dietary deficiency), syphilis ( a function of inadequate information, on 
the one hand, and social disorganization, on the other), homicide (partly 
a result of cultural isolation of a subordinated people and lack of police 
protection in Negro communities),b pneumonia and influenza (a function 
of inadequate care), and tuberculosis (a result, largely, of inadequate sanita
tion and poor diet).e These diseases not only kill, but also reduce the 
efficiency of Negroes to a much greater extent than that of whites. Pellagra, 
syphilis, and tuberculosis, at least, can easily be recognized as public prob
lems-the eradication of which is necessary to the health and efficiency of 
the entire nation. 

The infant mortality rate as registered is 69 per cent higher among 
Negroes than among whites ( 1940); the actual difference is probably even 
greater.'• The discrepancy in maternal mortality rates between the two 
races is much higher-official figures indicate that the rate for Negro mothers 
is two and one-half times as high as the rate for white mothers ( 1940). 411 

Both infant mortality and maternal mortality among the Negroes have been 
declining in the last decade. But the fact that they are still much higher 
for Negroes indicates that much can yet be done to reduce these types of 
death among Negroes. 

Ill health reduces the birth rate in ways other than killing off mothers in 
. their child-bearing period. In the 6.rst place, it increases sterility among 
men and women. That there is more sterility among Negroes than among 
whites is shown by the fact that there are more childless women, both 
married and unmarried, among Negroes and that the higher Negro birth 
rate is due to a higher average number of children per mother.48 This 
sterility is not innate, as Pearl47 has demonstrated, but is caused by general 

• We use the data on causes of death to ~t an index of Negro-white differentials in 
d.ieeue. Only the causes of death which have a marked differential effect (ID Negroes and 
whites are mentioned here. Practically all causes have aome differential effects in favor of 
the whites. The only possible exception-which seem to affect whites more than Ncgroea
are acarlet kcver, cancer, diabetes, and perhaps a few of the minor rich man's diaeuc, 1uch 
as gout.. '.;: 

i. Sec.~ V and IX. 
• See CIJapter 6, Section a. 
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diseases, venereal diseases, induced abortion and organic deficiencies. All 
these things may be reduced by means available to modern science or by 
more general diffusion of a few simple items of information. The same 
causes keep the Negro stillbirth rate high, and so lower the birth rate. In 
1940, the reported Negro stillbirth rate was 58.1 per 1,000 live births as 
compared to 27.6 for whites.48 If the unreported stillbirths and spontaneous 
abortions were added to this, the discrepancy would, no doubt, be much 
greater. 

All these types of death rates have apparently been falling recently, for 
Negroes as well as for whites. It is useless to cite statistics because the 
reporting of deaths has progressively improved and, therefore, no adequate 
comparison can be made between two periods.• But the direct and indirect 
evidence available shows a decline in the death rates.49 The greatest prog
ress seems to be in reducing deaths among Negroes due to tuberculosis, 
syphilis, diphtheria, whooping cough, diarrhea, and enteritis. But the 
Negro rates are still much higher than the white rates, and there is much 
that can be done for both Negroes and whites. 

In Chapter 15, Section 4, we shall comment somewhat more in detail 
both upon what is being done in the way of public policy to prevent and cure 
disease and upon the actual discrimination against the Negroes which 
up to now has rendered the public measures less effective for them. We 
can conclude from known facts and the stated value premises that what is 
needed in the way of special attention to Negroes is constant vigilance 
against popular and official prejudice in the application of a general medical 
and health program. In view of the racial attitudes prevalent in the South, 
and in view of the generally greater needs and smaller resources of the 
South, it is almost necessary that national organizations, and specifically the 
federal government, take a firm lead in this work. A national policy, work
ing toward an improvement of health and a decline in disease, will increase 
the happiness and efficiency, not only of those directly served, but also of 
the general population. It will also, if carried out with intelligence and 
fairness, be a major example of the democratic process. 

6. THE CASE FOR CoNTROLLING THE NEGRO BIRTH RATE 

Aside from any desire on the part of white people to check the growth 
of the Negro population, there are in the South a great number of Negroes 
-as of whites-who are so destitute that from a general social point of view 
it would be highly desirable that they did not procreate. The same is true, 
though to a much lesser degree, about the North. Many of these people are 

• It is not reasonable to compare Negro death rates even in those Northern atatea that 
have had adequate registration for a long while, since in these states the Negro population 
hu changed drastically due to migration from the South. For the available data, however, 
aee Sec:uoa a of thia chapter. 
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so jgnorant and so poor that they are not desirable parents and cannot offer 
their chHdren a reasonably good home. The chances of thcir children dying 
at any early age are much greater than those of other children. No social 
policy, however radically framed, would be able to lih the standards of these 
people immediately. The most direct way of meeting the problem, not tak
ing account of the value premises in the American Creed, would be to 
sterilize them. The fact that most whites would want to decrease the Negro 
population-particularly the lower class Negroes-would strengthen the 
argument for sterilization of destitute Negroes. 

We find, however, that such proposals, if they are made at all, are 
almost as repugnant to the average white American in the South and the 
North as to the Negro. In general he is not inclined to consider steriliza
tion as a means of birth control except to prevent the reproduction of the 
feeble-minded, the insane, and the severely malformed when a hereditary 
causation can be shown:10 Outside of those rare cases he is against steriliza
tion even if entirely voluntary. 

For this he gives not only the reason that in many regions of the South 
the political and judicial system is such that, for Negroes and perhaps other 
poor people, a system of "voluntary" sterilization might in practice turn 
out to be compulsory. His resistance goes deeper. He reacts against the 
idea that any individual, for reasons which have no biological but only 
social causes, should undergo an unnatural restriction of his procreative 
possibilities. Outside the narrow field of negative eugenics, sterilization is, 
therefore, excluded as a means of controlling fertility. Except for individual 
cases in which life or health is threatened by child-bearing, the average 
American takes a similar attitude toward induced abortion. In his opinion, 
life should not be extinguished. Abortion, further, is not entirely free from 
health risks.• 

The type of birth control which we shall have to discuss as a means of 
population policy is thus for all practical purposes restricted to contracep
tion. As we have already seen, the whites' desire to decrease the Negro 
populatjon becomes, even in regard to birth control, entirely overshadowed 
by quite other valuations centered on the health and happiness of the 
individual parents and children, which are all backed by the American 
Creed and shared by the Negroes. The full possibilities of these latter 
valuations in permitting a birth control policy in America have not yet been 
realized. Under their sanction birth control facilities could be extended 
relati:v_ely more to Negroes than to whites, since Negroes are more con
centratetj. in the lower inr.ome and education classes and since they now know 
less abot modern techniques of birth control. On this score there would 
probaliyibe no conflict of policy between Negroes and whites. 

• The prevalence of thia political attitude does not prevent individuals from resorting 
to abortion when they .at to interrapt 1111detired prepaaciet. 
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Without going into the general reasons for spreading birth control in 

any population,61 a few remarks on the special reasons for Negroes are in 
point. One of the most obvious misfortunes which a reduced birth rate 
could relieve is the poverty of the Negro masses. This is especially true as 
new legislation, urbanization, and technological advance operate to diminish 
child labor. It is particularly strong as long as the state shares only slightly 
in paying for the investment in a new generation and leaves the rising 
costs of bearing and rearing children almost entirely to the individual 
families. Since Negro women are employed to a greater extent than white 
women, the periods of pregnancy, delivery, and dependency are a relatively 
greater economic burden to Negro families. If pregnancies occur too fre
quently, the mother's health is endangered. To poor Negro mothers m 
communities which do not provide proper natal and pre-natal care for 
Negroes, any pregnancy is a health risk. 

Besides poverty, there are other conditions among Negroes which moti
vate birth control. One is the high disease rate. In so far as diseases of parents 
are transmitted to their children, killing or permanently maiming them, 
such parents ought to be encouraged not to have children. The special refer
ence here, of course, is to the venereal diseases which afflict Negroes to a 
much greater extent than whites.62 Poindexter511 estimates that of the con
ceptions of untreated syphilitic women, about 30 per cent die in utcro, 40 
per cent die within the first two years of life, and the remaining 30 per cent, 
while they live past the age of two, usually have some permanent defect. 
There can be no excuse for having children under such circumstances, and 
the provision of contraceptive information and devices would be to ev.ery
one's advantage. There are in the United States over 2,500 clinics154 the 
function of which is to cure cases of venereal disease. Since a good proportion 
of the cost of these clinics is borne by the federal government, 65 they are 
roughly distributed in accordance with need. Thus the South, with only 31 
per cent of the total population but 79 per cent of the Negro population, 
had 6 I per cent of these dinics in I 940. 116 In connection with the work of 
these clinics there is much publicity on the prevention and cure of venereal 
disease. It would be a simple matter, and one much in accord with the 
purpose of this work, for the clinics to provide, and give information about, 
contraceptives to those who have the diseases which they are combating. 
The funds for these activities need to be increased, and clinics set up where 
none are now available. A case could also be made for extending the scope 
of the circumstances under which physicians may legally perform thera
peutic abortions. D7 

A third special problem in connection with the formation of a policy 
toward Negro fertility is suggested by the extremely high illegitimacy rate 
among Negroes.• Reported illegitimate births constituted 16.2 per cent of 

• The e&UICI of thie high birth rate to 1111married mother, will be considered iD Chapter 
43, Section a, 
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all reported births among nonwhites in 1936, and 2.0 per cent among 
whites. The illegitimate child is under many handicaps and seldom has the 
opportunity to develop into a desirable citizen.68 Even if he has a good 
mother, she cannot give him the proper care since she must usually earn 
her own living and cannot afford to place him under proper supervision. 
The absence of a father is detrimental to the development of a child's 
personality, as is the mockery from the outside world which the illegiti
mate child is sometimes forced to experience. a Too, the unwed mother tends 
--4.lthough there are many exceptions-to have looser morals and lower 
standards, and in this respect does not provide the proper milieu for her 
child. It would be better both for society in general and for the mother if 
she had no child. 

In all these respects the extra strength of the reasons for birth control 
among Negroes is due only to the fact that, as a group, they are more 
touched by poverty, disease, and family disorganization than is common 
among the whites in America. If caste with all its consequences were to 
disappear, there would, from these viewpoints, be no more need for birth 
control among Negroes than among whites. But the general reasons for 
family limitation would remain, and they would have a strength depending 
upon the extent to which society was reformed to become a more favor
able environment for families with children.Go Until these reforms are 
carried out, and as long as the burden of caste is laid upon American 
Negroes, even an extreme birth control program is warranted by reasons 
of individual and social welfare. 

7. BIRTH CoNTROL FACILITIES FOR NEGROES 

The birth control movement in A~rica was one which had the support 
of liberals but met the fiercest opposition of the Catholic Church and other 
organized groups with conservative leanings. It also had to deal with the 
inertia and puritanical morality of the masses. 00 Only in the last fifteen 
years has it become possible to discuss the subject publicly without being 
criticized or condemned as immoral. Only in the last five years has the 
legal prohibition against dissemination of information about birth control 
let up significantly, and there are still all sorts of legal obstacles to the 
movement. 81 

In the last decade some significant changes have occurred. Public opinion, 
as measured by polls, is increasingly in favor of birth control. National 
magazines have had frank articles on it. The number of contraceptive clinics 
rose from 34 m 1930 to 8,03 in 1942.82 In three states-North Carolina, 
Sout.l_!. Carolina, and Alabama-public health authorities 'have taken the 
leaci:•' ~ng birth control clinics to rural areas, where they are most 

• ~'la mnch lea social derogation of the illegitimate child among Negroes than among 
•bi• See Cha,w +3, Section a. 
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needed. Several other Southern states arc on the verge 0£ following the 
example of these three. In 1937 the conservative American Medical Associa
tion accepted birth control as an "integral part of medical practice and 
education." These rapid changes are partly the result of the general trend 
toward social amelioration and secularization. They are also the result 0£ 
the excellent propaganda and organizational work under the movement 
now known as the Planned Parenthood Federation of America. The lead
ing spirit in the movement, since 1916, has been Mrs. Margaret Sanger. 

While the birth control movement is generally considered to be a liberal 
movement, and the South is generally the least hospitable section of the 
country to liberal movements, the South now leads other sections 0£ the 
country in accepting birth control.68 The relative absence of Roman· 
Catholics in the South, the great attention recently of the birth control 
organizations to the South, and the greater need of the South are important 
reasons for this. But it is reasonable to assume that the large number of 
undesired Negroes in the rural districts also has something to do with the 
lack of opposition on the part of the white South! 

There is some variation in the technical organization of the programs 
in the three Southern states which now have public birth control clinics, 
but there is enough in common to describe a general pattern. H These 
clinics were started by the action of the chief health officer in each state; 
he sent letters to each of the local health officers to ask them if they would 
accept birth control clinics as a part of their regular health clinics. Those 
who acceptedb-and this now includes most of the local health officers in 
North Carolina and a signincant proportion in South Carolina and Alabama 
-received advice, instruction and special supplies. The regular local health 
offices-some of which, therefore, now have birth control clinics-are paid 
for by the state governments and by the Children's Bureau of the federal 
government on a grant-in-aid basis, but they are under the control of 
locally appointed health officers. The cost of birth control supplies is often 
borne by the private birth control organization of the state. When the 
public clinics began in North Carolina, a nurse whose salary and expenses 
were paid by the Planned Parenthood Federation of America gave 
instruction and supplies to the local doctors and nurses. The clinics in the 
other states had a similar start. Thus at the beginning the expenses of the 
program were borri.e by private groups, but there is a strong tendency 

• As we observed in the previous sections of this chapter, Southerners will never publicly 
admit that they would like to see the Negro population decrease, but they do point to the 
poverty that could be avoided if there were fewer Negroes. Another indication that the 
presence of the Negroes is a main reason for the lack of opposition to birth control in the 
South is that, despite lack of opposition to it, birth control is taboo as a aubject for public 
or polite conversation even more in the South than ~ the North. 

• In many ClL8e8 the local health officer had to get the approval of the county medical 
society. 
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toward state support with federal aid. Sometimes the patients pay a. nominal 
fee. 

Most of the 452 privately supported birth control clinics in the United 
States in 1942 were under the sponsorship of the Planned Parenthood 
Federation of America or its local affiliates. Most of these are in cities. The 
Harlem section of New York got a clinic in 1930. The Federation-with 
funds made available by a white philanthropist-is conducting two demon
stration projects important to Negroes: one in urban Nashville, Tennessee, 
and the other in rural Berkeley County, South Carolina. Both projects are 
for Negroes only. The Federation has a Division of Negro Service whose 
primary function is educational. Aided by a national Negro Advisory 

· Council of 34 ~minent Negro leaders, it works through the Urban Leagues, 
Negro doctors and nurses, the National Hospital Association, the Negro 
press and Negro clubwomen.m; Some 200 of the Negro Jeanes teachers 
have requested information of the Federation's Division of Negro Service, 
as have hundreds of Southern white health officers and doctors.86 

The activity of the birth control movement's workers, the Southern 
whites, and the Negro leaders-all with the same aim of spreading birth 
control among Negroes-promises a great development of the movement 
in the future. Since few Negroes are Catholics, and since they do not live 
in areas where Catholics predominate, the chief remaining weakness, as 
far as Negroes a.re concerned, is the lack of funds for educational work. 
It would seem that, more and more, the Southern states are on the way to 
making public funds available for birth control work. Too, it is likely that 
philanthropy will be more willing to come into this field since it has become 
legal and popularly acceptable in the last five years. 

A more serious difficulty is that of educating Southern Negroes to the 
advantages of birth control. Negroes, on the whole, have all the prejudices 
against it that other poor, ignorant, superstitious people have.87 More 
serious is the fact that even when they do accept it, they are not very 
efficient in obeying instructions and sometimes they come to feel that it is 
a fake. 88 An intensive educational campaign is needed, giving special recog
nition to the prejudices and ignorance of the people whom the campaign 
is to benefit. The use of Negro doctors and nurses is essential. 

With the growing popular and legal acceptance of birth control, it would 
seem that a shift in emphasis is needed.89 None of ~e present activities 
should be cut out, but the time has come for more direct and more wide
spread educational work. The birth control organizations, having been 
stung so many times, are chary of direct propaganda that might antagonize 
doctors and others among the ''best people." It is true that they seek to 
reach the masses of Negroes through the Urban Leagues, Negro news
papers, Jeanes teachers, a.ad Negro clubwomen, But they only tell people 
to sec a doctor and so do not get over the fact that there are more e9.-uJy 
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accessible devices for birth control and venereal prophylaxis than the ones 
usually prescribed by physicians. 70 

Of course special cases do require medical attention, and all persons 
should be told to see a doctor if possible. 11 Medical advice will always be 
an asset in getting over improved techniques of birth control, in ad justing 
individual problems and in securing general health improvement. But 
there is no need for all people to refrain from birth control or prophylaxis 
until they have seen a doctor. So far contraception has been most successful 
on a mass basis among city people who learn about simple methods from 
their friends, not from doctors. What city Negroes now know-as evidenced 
by their low birth rate-merely needs to be told to country Negroes. The 
birth control organizations can do this more effectively, more speedily, and 
more scientifically, than can rumors and jokes. 

The main reason for advocating this shift in emphasis is that mass 
instruction and propaganda reach more people in less time and at lower 
cost than the clinics run by doctors and nurses.72 The need for birth control 
is common, and is only slightly touched by present activities, despite their 
high cost. I£ birth control is to achie.ve mass utili2ation, there must be a 
shift in emphasis from time-consuming and expensive instruction of indi
viduals to a speedy and inexpensive education of groups. And there should 
not only be groups of women, but also groups of men. Birth control is 
fundamentally a simple matter, and it calls for adult education befor, 
clinical consultation. 



CHAPTER 8 

MIGRATION 
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r. OvERVIEW 

There are no comprehensive statistics on internal migration in America. 
Census data on population increase of the several regions from one decade . 
to another, and ori the state of birth of individuals, will have to be relied 
upon for giving what indirect information on migration they can. What 
we get from these sources is merely a very approximate measure of the 
trend of long-range net migration, between regions, of Negroes as com
pared with whites.1 Our interest in this chapter will be focused on migration 
de:6.ned in this way. 

Ever since they were brought to this country as slaves, Negroes have 
been concentrated in the South. There had been little use for slaves in the 
North, and the Northern state governments early abolished what slavery 
there was. The South, on the other hand, after an initial period of experi
mentation, came to regard slavery as an essential part of its economy, and 
brought Negroes in as long as it was legally possible to do so, and after 
that bred and smuggled them to increase the number of slaves. Part of the 
frontier was then in the Southeast and the Negroes were brought along as 
slaves in the great southward and westward movement of the plantation 
economy. The restriction of slavery to the South, among many other 
factors, limited this forced migration to this new region. The stream of 
free Negroes and fugitive slaves to the North, though highly important 
politically, was not quantitatively significant.2 If the southward and west
ward movement within the slave territory be ignored, the distribution of 
Negroes in the main regions of the country was substantially the same in 
1860 as it was in 1790. In 1860 there was only a scattering of Negroes in 
the North and practically none in the West.a 

The Civil War removed the legal restrictions on Negro mobility. It 
also removed the slave owners' interest in moving the Negroes to places 
where they could .be most profitably used. There was apparently much 

• In 1860, 94.9 per cent of the Negroes in the United States lived in the South (including 
Missouri). Only one-tenth of I per cent lived in non-Southern states west of the Mississippi 
River, and the remaining 5 per cent lived in Northern states east of the Mississippi River. 
(Eighth Census of the United States: I86o, Vol. I, p. xiii.) 
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wandering locally. Perhaps, Negroes moved locally more than did whites 
in the South since Emancipation gave them a psychological release, and 
since they did not own much land to tie them down. Even today Negroes 
are less "attached to the soil" than whites, and the turnover of Negro share 
tenants is high.• But there was, for a long time, little long-distance migra
tion out of the South. And even within the South the Negroes seem, on 
the whole, to have become rather more tied to the districts where they 
lived before Emancipation than they had been earlier when they were 
productive capital owned by the employers, and when the plantation 
economy was in its expanding stage. Outside the local migration, the only 
numerically significant migration of Negroes between the Civil War and 
the World War was from rural areas to cities within the South (including 
Washington, D.C.). 

The proportion of Negroes in the North and Westb rose from 5.1 per 
cent in 1860 to 10.4 per cent in 1910. In•1910 Negroes made up only 1.6 
per cent of the total Northern and Western population (it was 1.2 per 
cent in 1860). In 1910, 79.3 per cent of all Northern Negroes lived in 
cities (it was 64.3 per cent in 1860). The urban Negro population in the 
South increased during the same period from 6.7 to 22.0 per cent of the 
total Negro population in the region. In 1860 Negroes constituted 19.3 
per cent of the Southern urban population and 24.5 per cent in 1910. 

The Great Migration, starting in 1915 and continuing in waves from 
then on, has brought changes in the distribution of Negroes in the United 
States. The proportion of all Negroes living in the North and West rose 
to 23.8 per cent in 19401 which signifies a total net migration between 
1910 and 1940 of about 1,750,000 from the South.8 Negroes constituted, 
in 1940, 3.7 per cent of the total Northern population. Practically all of 
the migrants had gone to the cities and almost all to the big cities. In 1940, 
90.1 per cent of all Negroes in Northern and Western states outside of 
Missouri lived in urban areas. New York City alone claimed 16.9 per cent 
of all Negroes living in the North and West. If the Negroes of Chicago, 
Philadelphia, Detroit, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh are added to those of 
New York, the proportion rises to 47.2 per cent. The rural North and 
West still remain practically void of Negroes. The total Negro rural-farm 
population outside the South was only 269,760 in 1940c as against 190,572 
in 1910. In most smaller cities in the North Negroes are also absent, or 

• See Chapter 11, Section 8. 
• In this chapter we include Missouri in the South together with the 16 states and the 

District of Columbia, defined by the census as the South. The West, as we define it here, 
includes all states west of the Mississippi River except Louisiana, Arkansae, Miasouri, Teua 
and Oklahoma. 

• Of these 2691760 Negroes, 218,963 were rural-nonfarm Negroes and only 50,797 were 
rural farm Negroes. A comparable break.down in the figures for 1910 is not available, 
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the small stock of old Negro inhabitants has not been materially increased. 

In the South the proportion of the Negro population that lived in cities 
increased from 22.0 per cent to 37.3 per cent between 1910 and 1940. 
Negroes now make up 22.3 per cent of the total urban population of the 
South, while a generation ago the corresponding figure was 24.5 per cent. 
The Southern rural Negro population has shrunk from 78.0 per cent of 
the total number of Southern Negroes in 1910 to 62.7 per cent in 1940. 
The rural Negroes are still distributed in various parts of the South in 
much the same way as in 1910 and, indeed, as in 1860 on the eve of the 
Civil War. 

In spite of the considerable mobility in the last thirty years, the great 
majority of Negroes in the United States still live in the South (Figure 3). 

2. A CLOSER VIEW 

Why has the Negro not moved around more in America? And why 
have his moves-even in the last generation-been so restricted to a few 
main streams? A satisfactory answer cannot be given because of fragmen
tary knowledge. Our attempted answer will have to be abstract, as practi
cally all phases of the Negro problem are involved.• 

After Emancipation the great masses of American Negroes were concen
trated in the rural South, actually some four-fifths of the total Negro 
population. Theoretically, there were four possible types of places where 
they could move. First, they could leave the United States. Second, they 
could take part in the settlement of the frontier West. Third, they could 
move to the growing cities of the South or to other rural areas in the 
South. Finally, they could go North. A consideration of why the Negro 
did, or-did not, make each of these types of movements, and of his motives 
for so doing, will at least formulate some of the main problems involved.b 

Colonization abroad had been attempted in the ante-bellum South as a 
method of getting rid of the free Negroes. The back-to-Africa movement 
is interesting from an ideological point of view .C Its quantitative effects 
upon the Negro population in America were, however, almost nothing. 
Not many white people were ever deeply interested; fewer still were 
prepared to make the necessary financial sacrifices for the passage and 
settlement of Negroes abroad. Most Negroes were not willing to leave 

• For a more intemive treatment of several factors only hinted at in this chapter, we refer 
the reader to later parts of this book, particularly Part IV on the economic status of the 
Negro, 

' Most of the factual material for this discussion has been taken from Samuel A. Stouffer 
and Lyonel C. Florant, "Negro Population and Negro Population Movements :-t 8 60-1940, 
in Relation to Social and Economic Factors," unpublished manuscript prepared for thia study 
(1940, 1eviscd by Lyonel Flora.nt under title, ''Negro Migration:--1860-1940"' [1942]). 

• See Chapter 38, Section n. Also see Stouffer and Florant, ot. cit., pp. 35-:18. 
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America. Nevertheless, the idea of mass emigration. to Africa or some other 
place _outside the United States is still not completely out of American 
thinking,• although in practice it has not amounted to much so far. 

Some ten thousand Negroes went to Liberia and some thousands to 
Haiti before the Civil War, but after the War this emigration practically 
ceased.• Particularly after the Civil War, Negroes in small numbers 
traveled back and forth between the United States and the West Indies, 
but there has been little opportunity for any large-scale emigration to these 
heavily populated, small islands. South America-especially Brazil, where 
there is already a large proportion of Negroes-would seem to offer many 
possibilities to Negroes who wish to leave the United States. Although it 
is conceivable that the closer cultural relations now opening between the 
United States and South America will lead to a significant intermigration 
between these two areas, few have yet taken advantage of those oppor
tunities. 

Negroes did not participate in the settlement of the West. In fact, there 
are not many Negroes in the West even today. In 1940 only 2.2 per cent 
of all American Negroes lived west of the Mississippi River ( outside of 
Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, which states may be 
considered as part of the South rather than the West). Most of the Negro 
migration to the West has occurred in the last decade: the Western popula
tion of Negroes increased 2r.r per cent between 1930 and 1940. But there 
was little migration when the West was a frontier, and land was cheap. 
In 1890 there were only mo,986 Negroes in the West, in 1910 still only 
135,872. 

The reasons for this are not clear, and some historian can do a service by 
investigating the problem. We know that the settlement of Negro freedmen 
in- the West was a frequently discussed possibility immediately after the 
Civil War. A few movements to get away from the South developed rather 
soon. By far the biggest one was to Kansas, and may have brought as many 
as 40,000 Negroes to that statc.5 There are reasons to believe that the lack 
of capital and experience on the part of Southern Negroes is only a small 
part of the explanation as to why westward migration generally became 
abortive. There were Negroes who had the little capital necessary to get 
started on their own in the West; others could have begun as laborers, 
who were needed not only on the £arms but in the huge construction work 
?ng on. The primary explanation seems to be that in rural areas of the 
West, white settlers decided that there were not to be any Negroes.b The 
same seen;_is to have been true. in most rural areas of the N9rtheast and in 

• See Chapter 31, Section u. 
b Thia is all the more incomprehensible because Chinese were imported to do the COil• 

atruction work in the West, and there was much greater prejudice ap.inat them than apinat 
Negroee, 
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most small towns of the entire North. The closer neighborhood controls 
in smaller communities seem to have blocked the Negro from moving in 
when he was no longer protected as a slave. Even apart from actual pres
sure there must have been imagined pressure: individuals in a lower caste, 
like the Negroes, are always on the lookout for discrimination and intimi
dation and probably felt that it was not safe to :venture into the loneliness 
of a small community. At any rate, it soon became a popular belief among 
Southern Negroes that the only outlet from the Southern Black Belt was 
to the cities and preferably to the big cities, where Negro neighb6rhoods 
were already established. Negro migration thus early tended to become 
migration between fairly large-sized Negro communities or to be stopped 
altogether. 

But there were cities in the West, and a few of these grew rapidly. In 
them smali Negro communities developed, and the Negro inhabitants 
fqund that there was less prejudice in these new cities than even in the 
Northeastern cities. James Weldon Johnson described San Francisco, for 
example, in I 90 5: 

I was delighted with San Francisco. Here was a civilized center, metropolitan and 
urbane. With respect to the Negro race, I found it a freer city than New York. I 
encountered no bar against me in hotels, restaurants, theaters, or other places of 
public accommodation and entertainment. We hired a furnished apartment in the 
business area, and took our meals wherever it was most convenient, l moved about 
with a sense of confidence and security, and entirely from under that cloud of doubt 
and apprehension that constantly hangs over an intelligent Negro in every Southern 
city and in a great many cities of the North •••. The black population was relatively 
small, but the colored people that I met and visited lived in good homes and 
appeared to be prosperous. I talked with some of them about rare conditions; the 
consensus of their comment was that Sa.n Francisco was the best city in the United 
States for a Negro. This may, of course, have been in some degree a reflex of 
prevalent Pacific Coast boosting.8 

It is surprising that cities like San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Seattle did 
not attract a greater Negro population. Perhaps the long and expensive 
journey to the Western cities has been a deterrent. The competition from 
Orientals and Mexicans as domestics and laborers also has played a role. 
But we are not satisfied with this explanation, although we have nothing 
better to offer. 

The South also had its western frontier. In 1860, there was relatively 
little population in the large area whic;h is now Oklahoma and Western 
Texas. After I 860, whites began to flow in from more eastern places in 
the South. Later, as the boll weevil, erosion, and mechanization shifted 
cotton westward; and as new occupations developed in agriculture, in live
stock production, in mining, and in manufacturing in these areas, whites 
moved in at an increasing rate. But Negroes did not come in any signmcant 
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numbers. By 1940, Negroes constituted only 12.5 per cent of the population 
of Texas and Oklahoma, and they were not often employed in the new 
occupations. Oil and gas wells in these two states gave employment to 
90,000 in 1930, of whom only 800 were Negroes. In the cities, Negroes 
had little opportunity outside of domestic and personal service: in 1930 
they constituted only 8 per cent of the gainfully occupied in nonagricul
tural pursuits aside from domestic and personal service. Negroes did not 
even get much of a share in the new cotton production of these states.• 
Southern prejudice against the Negro seems to be the most potent factor 
in keeping the Negro out of the new opportunities in Texas and Oklahoma. 
In some towns Negroes are not permitted to remain over 24 hours; every
where the Negro is "kept in his place." Another factor has been the com
petition from the Mexicans, who went into the lowest occupations and 
.611ed the traditional "Negro jobs." 

Negroes did go to the Southern cities but not nearly to the same extent 
as did the whites. In 1940, Negroes constituted only 22.4 per cent of the 
population of Southern cities over 100,000, and 22.5 per cent of the cities 
of that size having 20 per cent of their employed workers in manufacturing 
and construction industries. The growth of the city represents the greatest 
:conomic change in the South that has occurred since the Civil War. The 
Industrial Revolution, with all its connotation of modern progress and new 
opportunity, came to the South later than it did to the North, but it did 
come. Negroes, however, were not allowed to share in many of its fruits. 
The tradition persisted that Negroes could not operate machines, or at 
least this was the rationalization used to keep them from the new occupa
tions. Negroes lost out in many of the skilled occupations they had for
merly had. In the Southern city, the Negro is now mainly an unskilled 
laborer or a servant. b • 

While the Negroes have probably moved aroW1d locally in the South 
a great deal since 1860, the net result of this movement has been surpris
ingly insignificant. Negroes have not been permitted to take advantage of 
new opportunities in rural areas any more than they have been in urban 
areas. By a reclassification of the South into 140 districts which are much 
more homogeneous in regard to Negroes than the political units formerly 
used by the Census Bureau,7 Stouffer and Wyant have shown three striking 
facts: 

1. Those Southern districts which tended to have relatively few Negroes 
in 1860 grew faster both absolutely and relatively between 186o and 
1930, than those with many Negroes. The former included most of 
the districts which were destined to be most heavily urban in 1930. 

• See Chapter 11, Section 4, and Chapter u, Section 6. 
• For a more detailed dcacription of the Negro in Southern industry, ace Chapter 13. 
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2. Those Southern districts which tended to have relatively few Negroes 

in 1860 also had relatively few in 1930.8 

3. In 1930, as in 1860, the regions of dense Negro population were 
concentrated in the crescent, sometimes narrow, sometimes broad, 
between the Potomac and Texas and between the mountains and the 
sea (see Figure 2). This old plantation belt is "black'' today, as it was 
at the time of Emancipation, although the proportion of Negroes in 
the population has declined. The two great mountain regions-the 
Appalachians and the Ozarks-were still almost entirely devoid of 
Negroes, and areas in the Border states outside the mountains tended 
to show decreases rather than increases in the percentage Negro. 

Not only did the Negro not share in the expanding opportunities in the 
South, but also the areas in which the Negroes lived declined from an 
economic standpoint. Most important was the deterioration of cotton pro
duction in the Black Belt of the Southeast. In the states east of Mississippi, 
Negro-operated farms produced 643,000 fewer bales of cotton in 1929 
than in 1909, while white-operated farms increased production by 90,000 
bales.9 

Thus we have seen that the Negro did not share much in the growth 
of the West and of the South. For a long while-until the World War, 
in fact-it did not seem that he would share in the even greater growth 
of the North. During and immediately after the First World War came 
the Great Migration, and ever since then Negroes have not stopped coming 
to the urban North.10 Negroes probably came in greater relative numbers 
than the Southern whites who had more opportunities within the old South 
and in the new South of Texas and Oklahoma, but they did not come as 
rapidly after 1915 as did the white immigrants from Europe before the 
First World War. By 1940 there were 2,439,201 Negroes living in the 
North, east of the Mississippi River, or 19.0 per cent of the total Negro 
population in the country and 3.9 per cent of the total Northern population. 
Population distribution within the South was, of course, somewhat affected 
by the northward migration after 1914. Many Negroes went North from 
the Border states, and their number was not quite replenished by Negroes 
coming from farther South. Those portions of Virginia, the Carolinas, and 
Georgia which lie east of the mountains lost Negro population most heavily, 
but have made it up-except for the Piedmont area-by natural increase.11 

The inadequate explanation that we gave in discussing lack of migration 
to the West is all we have to account for the extreme concentration in a 
few Northern cities. There is enough industrial activity, and there could 
be opportunity for anonymity, as well as a low level of race prejudice, in 
many cf the smaller cities of the North to permit a significant immigration 
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of Negroes. That Negroes have not migrated to these places is as much 
of a mystery as the relative absence of migration to the West. 

Another mystery-which is not entirely outside our problem, as the 
conditions and behavior of Negroes are constantly compared with those 
of their white neighbors-is why poor white Southerners during the entire 
period after the Civil War did not move in greater numbers to the North 
than they did. The Industrial Revolution came to the Northern cities long 
before the Civil War. But the period since 1860 has witnessed the greatest 
mechanization and expansion of industry. Over-population and poverty 
have loomed over the South all the time. It is true that the whites could 
move to the Southwest which was mostly closed to the Negroes. The 
whites also reserved for themselves most of the jobs in the developing 
industry in the South. But industrial wages were low and many whites 
were pressed down to share tenancy in the rural districts.• As compared to 
the European immigrants, who formed the bulk: of the labor supply for 
the factories in the North, they should have had the advantage of knowing 
the language and of being more familiar with American ways and manners. 

In 1930 the percentage of all Southern-born Negroes who lived in the 
Northern states east of the Mississippi River was double the percentage of 
Southern-born whites living in these Northern states. Most of the Southern 
whites living in the North were from the Border states. If we leave the 
Border states out of consideration, the proportion of N~groes born in the 
Lower South and living in the North outnumbered, by a ratio of five to 
one, the proportion of whites born in the Lower South and living in the 
North. Despite the fact that most Southern-born whites living in the North 
came from the Border states, Negroes born in the Border states and living 
in the North outnumbered, by a ratio of two to one, the proportion of 
whites born in the Border states and living in the North.12 This lack of 
migration of whites from the South is especially striking when it is realized 
that there were almost as many Northern-born whites in the South as there 
were Southern-born whites in the North. In 1930 there were 1,931,799 
Southern-born whites living in the Northern states outside of the Mountain 
and Paci6.c Divisions; but there were 1,821,678 whites born in these 
Northern states living in the South.1

~ Even if we subtract Northern-born 
whites living in Washington, D.C., from the latter figure, we have 
1,732,120 Northern-born whites living in the South.1' 

The corresponding figures for Negroes were: 1,355,789 Southern-born 
Negroes living in the Northern states outside of the Mountain and Pacific 
Divis.ions and 521338 Negro~ born in these Northern states living in the 
South. Of the latter, 4,621 were living in Washington, D.C., which left 
only 47,717 Northern-born Negroes living in the rest of the South.15 The 
diftercnce between numbers of Southern whites and Southern Negroes 

a See Chapter I I. 
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living in the North is even more striking when it is remembered that there 
were more than two and a half times as many whites born in the South as 
there were Negroes. Thus, when discussing the causes as to why the stream 
of Negro migrants to the North before 1915 was so small, it should be 
remembered that the Southern whites followed the same pattern. And the 
Great Migration of Negroes after 1915 is the more significant when it is 
realized that it was much bigger-relative to the size of the respective 
population-than the corresponding migration of Southern whites. 

3. THE GREAT MIGRATION TO THE URBAN NoRTH10 

For the average Negro, living conditions in the North have always been 
more favorable than in the South. The North has-in spite of considerable 
discrimination-offered him more economic opportunities (in relief if not 
in employment), more security as a citizen, and a greater freedom as a 
human being. The concrete import of this general statement will become 
clearer as we proceed in our inquiry. Nevertheless, this great difference 
did not, by itself, cause more than a tiny stream of northward migration 
for almost two generations. 

On the whole, the difference was probably widening after 1870. Jim 
Crow legislation and disfranchisement were being perfected in the South 
in the decades around the turn of the century. Lynching and legal inse
curity did not start to decrease until the I 89o's, and the drop was not great 
until the 192o's. Schools for Negroes were generally improved but not 
so fast as for the whites and not nearly so fast as in the North. The slow 
trend toward Negro landownership was broken just after the turn of the 
century. The natural increase of the Southern population was large, and 
the corresponding expansion of employment opportunities retarded. 
Negroes were not allowed to share much in the opportunities that did 
develop. Whites began to monopolize the new cotton growing in the 
Southwest and also to infringe on the traditional "Negro jobs." Except for 
a small proportion of Negro professionals and businessmen who served 
their own people, few Negroes in the South had opportunity to improve 
their economic position. At least in a subjective sense-which is the impor
tant thing in discussing human motivation-the difference in desirability 
between South and North widened as Southern Negroes became more 
educated and came to know the outside world better. 

In the North, industrial expansion was tremendous after the Civil War, 
creating new employment opportunities for millions of immigrants. The 
few Negroes in the North were largely kept out of industrial employment 
but found a ready demand as domestics and in other service jobs. In many 
places it was a fashion among the wealthy to hire Negroes as servants in 
preference to European immigrants. Many middle class whites also came 
to prefer Negroes-largely because they did not object to the hardeat work 
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and did not expect much in wages. A second important demand factor 
came from the big industries when white workers went out on strike. A 
third element in the migration before the First World War was the escape 
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of upper class Negroes who desired to improve themselves. These ;ere 
few in number, and many managed to get placed in commerce and industry 
ou an almost equal basis with the whites.17 
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But-except for occasional sudden influxes of Negroes as a result of the 
demands for strikebreakers-the stream of Negroes moving to the North 
never swelled much (Figure 4). In the normal case the industrial em
ployers found their demand for unskilled labor well filled by European 
immigrants. The workers themselves often resented Negro competition. 
This is not a full explanation of why the North did not attract more 
Negroes, however, since the labor market was immense in comparison to 
the supply of Negro labor, and since the service occupations would, even 
at that time, have been preferable to Southern Negroes, particularly when 
we remember all the other advantages for a Negro in the North. The slow 
but accelerating increase in northward Negro net migration (Figure 4) 
confirms our general hypothesis of a widening gap in the subjective desir
ability between the two regions as places to live. But, as we said, the rate 
of migration did not become large until the World War. Much in the 
Great Migration after I 9 r 5 is left unexplained if we do not assume that 
there was before 1915 an existing and widening difference in living condi
tions between South and North which did not express itself in a mass 
migration simply because the latter did not get a start and become a pattern. 

In this situation of accumulated migration potentialities several factors 
of change coincided and created a shock effect after 1915. In the South 
"white infiltration" into the types of work formerly monopolized by 
Negroes, the relative shift westward of cotton growing, and the ravages 
of the boll weevil made the Negro cotton farmer still worse off. Drought, 
too, made farming difficult in I 9 I 6 and I 9 r 7. The First World War 
stirred up people's minds and prepared them for change. The draft actually 
moved a great number of Negro men from their home communities. The 
draft of white workers, the stopping of immigration, and the general war 
prosperity forced Northern industry to turn actively to Negroes for new 
workers. There was a "push" in the South and there was a "pull11 in the 
North, widening tremendously the already existing differences in oppor
tunities for a Negro in the two regions. When factors of inertia were once 
overcome and the northward mass migration was started, the movement 
quickly took on momentum. A new pattern of behavior was set; a new 
hope in the possibilities in the North was created. Lines of communication 
between North and South were established. 

If the migration is thus explained in terms of "conditions" and "factors" 
and a "difference in opportunities," it should, of course, not be assumed 
that an accurate picture has thereby beeh given of the actual motivation of 
the individuals moving. The motivation was probably different for each 
Negro who migrated, and it involved a conscious consideration of all the 
personal elements in the situation that the individual happened to think 
of and judged as relevant-not only, and sometimes not even primarily, 
the economic opportunities.18 It also involved a number of poorly-thought· 
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out elements, unconscious influences and "chance" factors. The precipitating 
"cause" of migration of an individual might be such an event as the spurn
ing of a young man by his sweetheart, or the death of a grandmother who 
was too old to be moved.11 

What actually happened to a great number of Negroes at the start of 
the Great Migration must have been that they were unsettled, like every
one else, by the War and by all the changes occurring in the industrial 
system and the labor market. They found their chances in the South 
particularly bad. In addition, they heard about new openings in the North. 
Negroes already in the North wrote letters to relatives or friends in the 
South. Such letters were often passed around the community or their 
contents were passed on by word of mouth among the illiterates. To these 
means of communication were added those of the Negro press and the 
labor agents. Negro newspapers stimulated migration not only by printing 
advertisements of specific jobs, but also by editorials and news comments 
on the better conditions for Negroes in the North. These affected individual 
Negroes and also set the topic of friendly social discussion in many Negro 
communities. 

It is impossible to estimate the influence of agents, both white and 
Negro, sent out by Northern industries. At first they were ignored by the 
Southern whites, but during the boom days of 1917 and thereafter, their 
activities were hampered in many ways, both legally and illegally. Not 
only were there agents with specific promises of jobs and money to pay 
the railroad fare of Negroes who desired to take these jobs, but there were 
rumors of agents who did not exist except in the distorted perceptions or 
imaginations of rumor-spreaders. Negroes who were influenced by such 
rumors did not have much difficulty in getting jobs during the War, but 
they had to pay their own railroad fare when they had not expected to. 

A desire to improve oneself economically by going North was, of course, 
a chief motive for migration. Many had heard about specific job opportu
nities, and many had friends who had become well-to-do in the North, but 
just as important was the general myth of Northern prosperity. Generally, 
the Negro was sought as an unskilled laborer and in such an occupation, for 
the most part, he had to stay. The North, as well as the South, has been 
hesitant to mix the machine and the Negro;• and yet, whether measured 
in terms of proportions in "desirable" occupations, average income, avail
ability of unemployment relief, or of other types of social security bendits, 
the Negro is considerably better off in the North than in the South.b 

Allied. with the desire for ~conomic improvement was a desire for social 
improveaent. Like many other oppressed people, Negroes placed a high 
P~-~n education. In the North, Negroes not only had access to more 

• For evidence, aee Chapter 13. 
11 For ttatilltical documemation of t1ieae ltatements, see Chapten 13, 14, 15 and 16. 
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and better schools, but they could more easily earn the money to go to 
them. Many Negroes also felt they could no longer tolerate their subor
dinate and restricted position. Both the fact and the myth of Northern 
equality played a role in stimulating some Negroes to go North. Such 
Negroes were usually those who had some taste of a society in which their 
position was not so low-such as those who read books or corresponded 
with Northern friends, or those who had served in the United States Army 
during the World War. The general freedom, excitement, and anonymity 
of city life also attracted many rural Southern Negroes. A small number 
of Negroes went North because they found themselves persona non grata 
with Southern whites for one reason or another. 

There were a number of things which retarded migration. Even the 
Great Migration during and after the World War brought only a small 
proportion of Southern Negroes to the North. Perhaps a majority of them 
were not even considering migrating. Except during the war boom, 
Negroes realized that there were only a limited number of jobs in the 
North. Owners of Northern industry were not very willing to hire Negro 
workers except when orders were pilling up, and European immigrant 
laborers could not be had because of the War or legal restrictions on immi
gration. Northern industrialists often believed in the stereotype of the 
lazy and inefficient Negro, and often their limited observations strengthened 
their belief. Some had the legitimate doubt whether Negroes, used to 
forced labor on farms, could be adapted to free labor in factories. Too, 
they did not wish to offend their white workers, who were in the majority. 
Most white unions, faced with Negroes coming into their industries, fought 
the Negroes; and white workers generally opposed black competition. On 
the other hand, some Negroes were, or felt they were, fairly well estab
lished economically in the South. In some cases the economic tie was 
actually a chain. In the turpentine industry, for example, Negroes worked 
and lived in isolated camps, and were forced to buy in company stores. 
The owners, in order to maintain a steady and cheap labor supply, saw 
to it that the Negro laborers ran into debt, and connived with the law
enforcement agencies to prevent Negroes from escaping that debt. 

There were not only economic ties, but also all sorts of social ties. Few 
persons like to leave permanently their families and friends and places 
familiar to them to go to a strange place. This fear of the unknown was 
enhanced by the stories that grew up about the North as a lawless and 
licentious place. It was-being North-a cold place, where Negroes-being 
used to warm climates-died in droves. A few migrants disliked the North 
so much that they returned South, and discouraged their friends. 20 Then, 
too, many Negroes did not know how to go about getting a train ticket, 
and others did not have enough money to buy one. 

Negro leaders were divided as to the desirability of a northward migra-
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tion. Some saw the North as a place where members of their race could 
get a new start in life, economically, socially and politically. Others felt 
that migration was a disrupting force, and that the Negro problem could 
not be solved by running away from it. Some professionals and businessmen 
in the South were afraid of losing their clientele, and some community 
leaders were afraid of losing their communities. A number of them joined 
in the caravan, but the ones left behind were not particularly happy about 
it all. The upper class Negroes in the North had mixed feelings with 
respect to the new migration. On the one hand, they saw their own social 
status decreasing: prejudice mounted against Negroes in the North as a. 
reaction to the sudden influx of rough Southern Negroes.• On the other 
hand, the economic basis of their businesses or professions broadened as 
the Negro community grew. 

4. CONTINUED NORTHWARD MIGRATION 

After the First World War many of the same influences continued, 
and Negroes kept up their migration northward. After a few years of 
depression, unprecedented prosperity brought a new demand for industrial 
goods. Immigration laws effectively kept out competitors to American 
labor, except for Mexicans and a few French-Canadians. Cotton production 
in the South Atlantic and East South Central states was still in the dol
drums, though not so badly as during the War. Also important was the 
fact that a pattern of migration had been well started; fear and local ties 
were no longer so potent in deterring migration as they had been before 
the War. Jobs, however, were not so plentiful in the North, and a housing 
shortage for Negroes, who were kept in segregated quarters of the cities, 
caused rents to eat up a large part df the Negro's wage. 

With the depression beginning in 1929, a new set of circumstances arose 
to determine the extent of the Negro's migration northward. There were 
no longer new jobs for Negroes in the North; in fact, Negroes there were 
laid off by the thousands. In November, 1937, 39 per cent of the male 
nonwhite labor force in Northern states outside of the Rocky Mountain 
and Pacific Coast Divisions were unempJoyed.21 

• An elderly upper class Negro woman who bad lived all her life in the North told an 
interviewer in 1917: 

ccThe Negro invaaion began about 19l5. Until that time we had been accepted as equals 
but as eoon as the Southern Negroes began ooming .in we were relegated to their c1au. 
Our white friends shunned us and we were really without aocial life until our own group 
wu bet,ter organized. • .• We really do not mingle with the Southern Negro and they do 
not come near ua as they know' that we are Northerners." 

Thia woman was president of a local society composed of Negroes who had Jived in the 
North for at leut H years, or their descendanta. (Unpublished document in poueaaioa of the 
Social Sc:ieDce Research Committee of the UDivcrsity of Chicago, "History of Douclaa," 
clocumeDt.No. 15). 
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But a new form of livelihood arose to take the place of jobs. This was 

public assistance in its many forms. It was much harder for Negroes who 
needed it to get relief in the South than in the North. In 1935 around 
half of all Negro families in the North were on relief.• Hence Negroes 
were again attracted northward-though not to the same extent as during 
the period of the World War and the 192o's. Many Northern states set 
up residence requirements-ranging up to five years-to keep out migrants 
seeking relief. These requirements were not rigorously enforced in the 
early days of the depression, but even when they were, Negroes felt it 
better to trust to luck for odd jobs or to their friends until the residence 
requirements had been met, rather than to meet almost sure starvation in 
the South.b Relief and the residence requirements for relief also had the 
effect of cutting down on the remigration to the South. e 

Economic conditions had become relatively worse for Negroes in the 
South during the depression. Whites who had lost their small farms or 
their better jobs in the cities began to encroach on the Negroes in the heavy 
unskilled occupations and even in the service occupations-the traditional 
jobs of the Southern Negro. Southern agriculture became worse, and the 
poorest owners and tenants-which included a disproportionate share of 
Negroes-were forced out. The Agricultural Adjustment Administration 
of the federal government-in an effort to aid Southern agriculture
forced out the poorest among both white and Negro agriculturists even 
more.<1 Most of these-including practically all the whites-went on relief, 
but many of the Negroes could not get relief and so moved North where 
no color distinction was made in the administration of public assistance/ 

Most experts believed, during the 'thirties, that the northward Negro 
migration had diminished considerably. Now that the preliminary results 
of the 1940 Census are available, we know that it has kept up. It was not 
so high during the 'thirties as it had been from 1915 to 1930, but the 
remarkable thing is that it has kept up at all in the absence of employment 
opportunities in the North.2

:i 

5. THE FUTURE OF NEGRO MIGRATION 

Taking the long historical view, the main observations to be made about 
Negro migration are that the Negro people have tended to stay where 

• See Chapter 15, 
b See Chapter 16. 
• Also, persons who are able to support themselves after a fashion but know that they 

may be in need of relief sometime in the future, often consider local relief differentials 
when deciding on whether or not they want to migrate. Such potential relief clientl are 
particularly numerous, of course, in the Negro group. 

" See Chapter ii. 

• For the statistical facts on unemployment, publi<' assistance, and agriculture in the South, 
aee Part IV of this hook. 
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they were. Their movements between· the regions of the country have been 
decidedly more restricted in amount and direction than those of the whites. 
This trend is as significant as the slower growth of the Negro population 
when compared with the wh;te population, which we analyzed in the 
preceding chapter. 

The restriction of long-range mobility of Negroes is-to an extent and 
in a certain direction-a thing of the past. We found that the long immo
bility of the Negroes was not unrelated to the white immigration, which 
filled the demand for unskilled labor in the fast-growing industrial struc
ture of the North. The white Southerners had a natural increase large 
enough to fill most of those jobs in the lagging industry of the South. 
The stopping of immigration during the First World War was one of the 
factors suddenly giving the Negro a chance in Northern industry. But the 
influence of immigration as a cause of immobility and the stoppage of 
immigration as a cause, later, of greater mobility were interwoven in a 
complicated fashion with many other factors. Northern industry went into 
a period of mechanization, decreasing tremendously its demand for un
skilled labor. During the 'thirties a great industrial stagnation hampered 
the growth of employment opportunities. But once unleashed, the north
ward Negro migration continued through good and bad times. 

To forecast the future of Negro migration is, of course, difficult. It will 
be determined by social trends and by public policy. Certain of the main 
conditioning factors stand out rather clearly. · 

The liberty of the individual to move freely in the country ir a firmly 
entrenched principle of the American Creed. The future development will 
probably be to reinforce still more in practice the individual's freedom to 
migrate.23 It is true that Northern cities are usually not desirous of having 
Negroes move in. There are a number of measures which can be taken 
in order to keep out Negro migrants. But none are effective, at least not 
in the big cities where Negroes have already gained a strong foothold. 
Smaller cities have often kept out Negroes by social pressure or resort to 
intimidation. In the South peonage or semi-peonage has prevented some 
Negroes from moving away. This practice has largely been stamped out 
during the 'thirties by legal action or is losing its motivation because 0£ 
the oversupply of N cgro labor.• 

There would, on the contrary, be a possibility of establirhing a pos-itw6 
migration polity of helping the N egro~s get to the places where tlui, 
onortumtie.r on the labor 1narket are best. Such a policy would be ~onsist
ent with the, American Creed.b It seems not improbable that such a labor 
informati9n' service will develop as part of the public control of the labor 

• See Ckapter_ n·IU!d Chapter a61 Section a. 
• See Chapter 9. The details of our suggestion will be presented in Cbaptcr ~'/, SectiOD 3. 
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market which is beginning to take shape during the present War and which 
will become still more of a necessity in the post-war economic crisis. 

Leaving this prospect aside, there seem to be good reasons to expect 
a continuation of the northward migration, in spite of depressions and 
booms. The pattern is now set and the lines of communication established. 
The War and the po~t-war crisis arc again stirring up the Negro people, 
and the psychological effects will probably be cumulative as in the First 
World War. The general level of education and knowledge of the outside 
world is rising among Southern Negroes. In the South the continued crisis 
in cotton growing, which we foresee, and the concentration of its effects 
on the Negro farmers will continue to act as a tremendous push ... The low 
Negro reproduction rate in Southern cities will, by itself, give space for a 
continual influx from the surrounding rural areas. Industrialization in the 
South also is perhaps going to continue at a more rapid rate than in the 
North,b One would expect that this would draw whites away from the 
poorer, unskilled, and service jobs in the cities and so make more room for 
Negroes at the bottom of the Southern urban occupational structure. But 
over-population is so serious in the region and the pattern of giving all 
new industrial jobs to whites only is so firmly established that it does not 
seem likely that the industrial development will, directly or indirectly, 
give Negroes anything like the number of jobs required. 

In the No1th, there are fair prospects of a somewhat decreased economic 
discrimination against Negro workers. If, in a later stage of the present 
War, Negroes are brought into industry to a greater extent/ this might 
condition white workers in the North to be better prepared to accept 
Negroes as co-workers. And there are other factors working in the same 
direction,d The great size of the Northern labor market compared with the 
Negro population there also keeps employment opportunities better. The 
fact that Northern Negroes are not reproducing their numbers from 
generation to generation, while there is a-positive natural increase among 
Southern Negroes, tends also to promote a steady shift of Negroes from 
the South to the North. The existing differentials in public assistance treat
ment accorded Negroes between the South and the North will probably 
continue.0 The importance of this factor for keeping up migration in 
depressions has been seen during the 'thirties. 

With the West opened up, it would seem that it would be no different 
from the North in attracting Negroes. It is the writer's impression that, on 

• See Chapter u. 
b The faster rate of industrializa.tion in the South than in the North ia a development 

of the last two decades. 
0 

See Chapter 19. 
4 

See Chapter 45, 
• See Chapter 16, 
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the whole, Negroes meet relatively less discrimination in the West than 
in parts of the Middle West and the East. This, of course, does not apply. 
to much of the Southwest where Southern whites have gone and have 
brought their attitudes toward the Negro with them. The small number 
of Negroes already in the West, the relatively small amount of race 
prejudice there, and the heavy demand for servants in California will 
perhaps make the West Coast cities more popular as places for Negro immi
gration than Northern cities in the Eastern half of the country. The 
relatively great extent of Negro migration to California in the last decade 
is perhaps indicative of a future trend.24 Since Negroes get practically their 
only new economic opportunities in growing cities, we may expect that most 
of the westward migration will be to the cities of the West Coast and not 
to inland cities and rural districts.211 

A great deal will depend upon the future development of employment 
opportunities in the war boom, the post-war crisis, and the solution found 
for this crisis. The development through these future emergencies will be 
shaped, not only by the free play of economic forces in a market, but 
increasingly by governmental policies called forth by these emergencies. 
We shall come back to these problems in Chapter 19. 
. As a concluding note, it should be stressed that there is no doubt that 
migration to the North and West is a tremendous force in the general 
amelioration of the Negro's position. It is even more: northward migration 
is a necessity if the economic status of Southern Negrdes is not to deteri
orate as cotton growing disappears as a means of getting a living for the 
masses of rural Negroes. Migration out of the South, further, means not 
")nly economic improvement to the Negro. It also gives him a social status 
approaching equality.• It increases the Negro vote, which might become 
of rising importance for national policy,b The experience of the migration 
~f I 917-19 I 9 also suggests that emigration of a significant number of 
Negroes is one of the surest ways of stimulating the Southern whites to 
give more consideration to the Negroes that remain in the South. At any 
rate it seems certain that a concentration of unemployed Negroes on relief 
in the South will only deteriorate race relations in that region. 

Many writers have felt that the partial exodus of the Negro population 
from the South to the North would "solve" the Negro problem. In doing 
this, some Northern writers have been thinking of the effects on the 
Southern white people.28 Some others, mainly among Southern writers, 
have thought about the effect on Northern whites: They believe that race 
prejudice will rise with the proportion of Negroes present in Northern 
communlties; and they feer that when Northern attitudes become more 
like the Southern attitudes, they will lay the basis for a more unified 

"See P&11 vn. 
b See Part V. 
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national opinion about how to treat Negroes.27 Still others, and to this 
group belong most Negro writers, have their attention fixed on· the rise 
in education, general culture, and political power of the Negro people, and 
believe that the northward migration will improve the Negro's position 
in both North and South.2

t1 

We shall not take part in this dispute, except to emphasize three things: 
first, that there is probably some truth in the first two statements; second, 
that, independent of this, migration to the North means a tremendous 
amelioration of the Negro's status in America; but, third, that the "solu
tion" of the Negro problem-even taken in a relativistic sense of develop
ing a gradual but steady improvement of race relations-is much too 
complicated to be solved by migration. Governmental intervention is rising, 
and this trend means that the change of race relations is no longer deter
mined by such "natural" developments as migration but by a complex of 
intentional policies affecting not only migration but all other spheres of 
the problem. 
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CHAPTElt. 9 

ECONOMIC INEQUALITY 

............................................................................................................................................ 

I. NEGR.O POVERTY 

The economic situation of the Negroes in America is pathological. 
Except for a small minority enjoying upper or middle class status, the 
masses of American Negroes, in the rural South and in the segregated 
slum quarters in Southern and Northern cities, are destitute. They own 
little property; even their household goods are mostly inadequate and 
dilapidated. Their incomes are not only low but irregular. They thus live 
from day to day and have scant security for the future. Their entire culture 
and their individual interests and strivings are narrow. 

These generalizations will be substantiated and qualified in the following 
chapters. For this purpose the availabJe information is immense, and we 
shall, in the main, be restricted to brief summaries. Our interest in this part 
of our inquiry will be to try to unravel the causal relations underJying the 
abnormal economic status of the American Negro. We want to understand 
how it has developed and fastened itself upon the economic fabric of 
modern American society. It is hoped that out of a study of trends and 
situations will emerge an insight into social and economic dynamics which 
will allow inferences as to what the future holds for the economic well
being of the American Negro people. This future development will depend 
in part upon.public policy, !":d we shall discuss the various alternatives for 
inq~ced change. Certain value premises will be made explicit both in order 
to guide our theoretical approach and to form the basis for the practical 
analysis. · 

Before we proceed to select our specific value premises, let us ask this 
question: Why is such an extraordinarily large proportion of the Negro 
people so poor? The most reasonable way to start answering this question 
is to note the distribution of the Negro people in various regions and 
occupations. We then find that the Negroes are concentrated in the South, 
which is generally a poor and economically retarded region. A dispropor
tionate number of them work in agriculture, which is a depressed industry. 
Most rural Negroes are in Southern cotton agriculture, which is partiC\1-
larly over-populated; backward in production methods; and hard hit by 
soil exhaustion, by the boll weevil, and by a long-time fall in international 

aos 
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demand for American cotton. In addition, fa~ .. ~~gro farmers own the_ ,an_<! 
. they work on, ~nd the little land they do own is much poorer ~d 1~ 
~ell-equipped than average Southern farms. Most Negro farmers are 
concentrated in the lowest occupations in agriculture as sharecroppers or 
wage laborers. In the North, there are practically no Negroes in agriculture. 

Nonagricultural Negro workers are, for the most part, either in !o~-paid 
service occupations or have menial tasks in industrv. Few are· skilled 
workers. Most of the handicrafts and industries in th~ South where they 
have a traditional foothold are declining. The majority of manufacturing 
industries do not give jobs to Negroes. Neither in the South nor in the 
North are Negroes in professional, business, or clerical positions except in 
rare instances and except when serving exclusively the Negro public-and 
even in this they are far from having a monopoly. 

The unemployment risk of Negroes is extraordinarily high. During the 
depression, government relief became one of the major Negro "occupa
tions." Indeed, the institution of large-scale public relief by the New Deal 
is almost the only bright spot in the recent economic history of the Negro 
people. 

Such a survey, however, even when carried out in greater detail, does 
not, by itself, explain why Negroes are so poor. The question is only carried 
one step backward and at the same time broken into parts: Why are 
Negroes in the poorest sections of the country, the regressive industries, 
the lowest paid jobs? Why are they not skilled workers? Why do they not 
hold a fair proportion of well-paid middle class positions? Why is their 
employment situation so precarious? 

We can follow another approac-h and h>1r to the several factors of 
economic change. In most cases changes in the economic process seem to 
involve a tendency which works against the Negroes. When modern tech
niques transform old handicrafts inti) machine production, Negroes Jose 
jobs in the former but usually do not get into the new factories, at least 
not at the machines. Mechanization seems generally to displace Negro 
labor. When mechanized commercial laundries replace home laundries, 
Negro workers lose jobs. The same process occurs in tobacco manufacture, 
in the lumber industry and in the turpentine industry. When tractors and 
motor trucks are introduced. new "white men's jobs" are created out of 
old "Negro jobs" on the farm and in transportation. Progress itself seems 
to work against the Negroes. When work becomes less heavy, le.c:s dirty, or 
less risky, Negroes are displaced. Old-fashioned, low-paying, inefficiel'lt 
ent~es, continually being driven out of competition, are often the only 
ones that_:employ much Negro labor. . 

Althl)•h there are no good data on employment trends by race; it 
seeata, .duit the business cycles show something of the same tendency to 
~ Negroes as do technical changes. It is true that Negroes, more 
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than whites, arc concentrated in service industries and in certain mainte
nance occupations (janitors, floor-sweepers, and so forth) which are 
relatively well-protected from depressions. On the other hand, the Negro 
agricultural laborer is more likely to be forced out by depressions than is 
the white farmer and farm worker. In fact, in almost every given occupa
tion Negroes tend to be "first fired" when depression comes. Even in the 
service and maintenance occupations, Negroes are fired to give jobs to 
white workers. When prosperity returns, the lost ground is never quite 
made up. As cycle succeeds cycle, there is a tendency toward cumulative 
displacement of Negroes. The general level of unemployment, depression 
or no depression, is always higher for Negroes than for whites, and the 
discrepancy is increasing. 

Likewise the organization of the labor market by trade unions has, 
most of the time, increased the difficulties for Negroes to get and to hold 
jobs. Even social legislation instituted in order to protect the lowest paid 
and most insecure workers-among whom the Negroes ordinarily belong
is not an undivided blessing to Negro workers. When the employer finds 
that he has to take measures to protect his workers' health and security and 
to pay them higher wages, he often substitutes, voluntarily or under pres
sure, white workers for Negroes. Sometimes sweatshop industries, existing 
only because of low-paid Negro labor, are actually driven out of business 
by legislation or union pressure, and the Negro is again the victim instead 
of the beneficiary of economic and social progress. 

Of course, Negroes are pressing hard in all directions to get jobs and 
earn a living. The number of job-seeking Negroes is constantly increased, 
as the shrinkage of the international cotton market, the national agricul
tural policy under the A.A.A. program, and the displacement of Negroes 
from traditional jobs, all create a growing unemployment. Negroes are 
willing-if it were allowed them-to decrease their demand for remuner
ation, and they are prepared to take the jobs at the bottom of the 
occupational hierarchy. But still their unemployment is growing relative 
to that of the whites. 

Again we are brought to ask: Why are the Negroes always the unlucky 
ones? What is this force which, like gravitation, holds them down in the 
struggle for survival and economic advance? To these questions-as to the 
closely related questions stated above-we shall find the detailed answers 
as diverse as the structure of modern economic life itself. But there will be 
a common pattern in the answers. 

2.. Ou:a. MAIN HYPOTHESIS: THE V1cious CIRCLE 

This common pattern is the vicious circle of cumulative causation out, 
lined in Chapter 3 and Appendix 3. 

There is a cultural and institutional tradition that white people exploit 
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Negroes. In the beginning the Negroes were owned as property. When 
slavery disappeared, caste remained. Within this framework of adverse 
tradition the average Negro in every generation has had a most disadvan
tageous start. Discrimination against Negroes is thus rooted in this tradition 
of economic exploitation. It is justified by the false racial beliefs we studied 
in Chapter 4. This depreciation of the Negro's potentialities is given a 
semblance of proof by the low standards of efficiency, reliability, ambition, 
and morals actually displayed by the average Negro. This is what the white 
man "sees," and he opportunistically exaggerates what he sees. He "knows" 
that the Negro is not "capable,, of handling a machine, running a business 
or learning a profession. As we know that these deficiencies are not inborn 
in him-or, in any case, in no significant degree-we must conclude that 
they are caused, directly or indirectly, by the very poverty we are trying 
to explain, and by other discriminations in legal protection, public health, 
housing, education and in every other sphere of life. 

This schem~ of causal interrelation is as important in explaining why 
Negroes are so poor and in evaluating the wider social effects of Negro 
poverty, as it is in attempting practical planning to raise the economic level 
of the Negro people. The dynamics of the problem is this: A primary 

, change, induced or unplanned, affecting any one of three ~undles of inter
,' dependent causative factors--w(j) the economic level; @ standards of 

intel~i ence, ambition, health, education, decency, manners, and morals; 
and discrimination by whites-will bring changes in the other two and, 
throug mutual interaction, move the whole system along in one direction 
or the other. No single factor, therefore, is the "final cause" in a theoretical 
~~nse. From a practical point of view yve may, however, call certain factors 
"strategic" in the sense that they can be controlled. 

The statistics of the system can be illustrated by the following comments 
on the Negro sharecropper in the rural South: 

Shiftlessness and laziness are reported as reasons for the dependent state, whereas, 
in fact, in so far as they exist, they arc not necessarily inherent, but are caused by 
the very conditions of the share-cropping system .... It is a notorious and shameful 
fact that the stock arguments employed against any serious elforts to improve the 
lot of the cotton tenant are based upon the very social and cultural conditions which 
tenanc1 itself creates. The mobility of the tenant, his dependence, his lack of 
ambition, shiftlesmess, his ignorance and poverty, the lethargy of his pellagra-ridden 
body, provide a ready excuse for keeping ~im under a stern paternalistic: control. 
There is not a single trait alleged which, where true, does not owe its source and 
contin~n~ to the imposed st~tus itself.1 . 

The ~·. ,eype of vicious circle controls the situation for the poverty
stri~ ~egroes outside of cotton agriculture. ~~!-~ .i!~~f breeds the 
t!l.nd.itions which perpetuate poverty. 
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The vicious circle operates, of course, also in the case of whites. Few 
people have enough imagination to visualize clearly what a poor white 
tenant or common laborer in the South would look like if he had had more 
opportunities at the start. Upper class people in all countries are accus
tomed to look down upon people of the laboring class as inherently inferior. 
But in the case of Negroes the deprecation is fortified by the elaborate 
system of racial beliefs, and the discriminations are organized in the social 
institution of rigid caste and not only of flexible social class. 

3. THE VALUE PREMISES 

The system of social ideals which we have called the American Creed, 
and which serves as the source of the instrumental value premises in this 
study, is less specified and articulate in the economic field than, for 
instance, in regard to civic rights. There is, in regard to economic issues, 
considerable confusion and contradiction even within this higher plane of 
sanctified national ideals and not only-as elsewhere- between those ideals 
and the more opportunistic valuations on lower planes. In public discussion 
opposing economic precepts are often inferred from the American Creed. 
A major part of the ideological battle and of political divisions in the 
American nation, particularly in the decade of the Great Depression, has 
concerned this very conflict of ideals in the economic sphere. "Equality of 
opportunity" has been battling "liberty to run one's business as one 
pleases." 

Meanwhile the battle-front itself has been moving-01,1 the whole 
definitely in favor of equality of opportunity. American economic liberal
ism was formerly characterized by "rugged individualism"; it is now 
gradually assimilating ideals of a more social type. There was always the 
vague popular ideal of "an American standard of living," but now a more 
definite and realistic conception is growing out of it. A new kind of "inalien
able rights"-economic and social-is gradually taking shape within the 
great political canon of America and is acquiring the respectability of 
common adherence even if not of immediate realization. As an exemplifica
tion of the new way of thinking, without assuming that it has advanced to 
the level of a national ideal, we may quote the following statement by the 
National Resources Planning Board, which is an elaboration of President 
Roosevelt's pronouncement of "freedom from want" as one of the human 
liberties: · 

W c look forward to securing, through planning and cooperative action, a greater 
freedOJD for the American people. • . . In spite of all . • . changes, that great 
manifesto, the Bill of Rights, has stood unshaken I 50 years and now to the old 
freedoms we must add new freedoms and restate our objectives in modem terms .••• 

Any new declaration of personal rights, any translation of freedom into modern 
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tenm applicable to the people of the United States, here and now must include: 
I, The right to work, uaefully and creatively through the productive years. 
2. The right to fair pay, adequate to command the necessities and amenities of life 

in exchange for work, ideas, thrift, and other socially valuable service. 
3. The right to adequate food, clothing, shelter, and medical care. 
4. The right to security, with freedom from fear of old age, want, dependency, 

sickneas, unemployment, and accident. 
S• The right to live in a system of free enterprise, free from compulsory labor, 

irresponsible private power, arbitrary public authority, and unregulated monop
olies. 

9. The right to rest, recreation, and adventure; the opportunity to enjoy life and 
take part in an advancing civilization.2 

The most convenient way of determining our value premises for the 
economic part of our inquiry is, perhaps, to start from the viewpoint of 
what the American does not want. The ordinary American does not, and 
probably will not within the surveyable future, raise_ the demand for full 
:,.~t?nomic efjuality in the meaning of a_ "~less· society" _where individual 
1~comes and standards of living ~ould become radically leveled off. Such 
an ideal would be contrary to the basic individualism of American thinking. 
It could hardly be realized while upholding the cherished independence of 
the individual. It would nullify the primary responsibility of the individual 
for the economic fate of himself and his family. It would rob the individual 
of his chance to rise to wealth and power. It would thus bury the American 
Dream. It runs contrary to the common belief that it is the individual's 
hope for economic advancement which spurs him to do his utmost and at 
the same time acts as the main driving force behind progress in society. 
The strength of these individualistic icieals is extraordinary in America even 
today, in spite of the important changes of basic conditions which we 
shall presently consider. 

Although there is a great deal of inequality of income and wealth in 
America, the American Creed has always been definitely adverse to class 
divisions and class inequalities. Americans are, indeed, hostile to the very 
concept of class." But the observer soon finds that this hostility is generally 
directed only against a rigid system of privileges and social estates in 
which the individual inherits his status, and not against differences in wea.lth 
as such. The American demand is for fair opportunity and free scop6 for 
imlruidulll 1ff ort. 

In a ne,w·~tion with rapid social mobility-which is practically always in 
an up,vqd .. direction as new immigrants always fill the lower rank&--this 
Wa):. dhiconciling liberty with equality is understandable. Social mobility 
peritiim!tl a relative uniformity of social forms and modes of thinking to 

. • See Cbaptez 31, Scctio.m I and a_. 
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exist side by aide with a great diversity of economic levels of living. Cul
tural heterogeneity within the nation and huge geographical space also 
permitted a measure of anonymity and ignorance of distress. On account 
of the rapid tempo of economic progress and the rapidly growing market, 
economic adversities never did appear so final and hopeless.• Land was 
abundant and practically free, and there was at least an avowed national 
ideal of free education for all individuals. 

The principle of noninterference on the part of the State in economic 
life, therefore, did not seem incompatible with the prinicple of equality of 
opportunity. This ideal has had, of course, more influence in America than 
in any comparable European country. There have always been qualifica
tions, however, even in this country. In recent times the qualifications 
have been increasing in relative importance, slowly remolding the entire 
configuration of this part of the American Creed. Probably most Americans 
are today prepared to accept a considerable amount of public control for the 
purpose of preserving natural resources. Land and other natural assets 
are today almost entirely occupied and are no longer free. In the whole 
nation, a vivid realization has grown up of the waste and damage done to 
these national assets in reckless exploitation and speculation. 

In regard to the personal resources of the nation, Americans are not as 
willing to have public control. But in the one field of education, they have 
been the pioneering radical interventionists of the world bent upon 
improving the human material by means of proper schooling. The spirit 
of interventionism by education is continually gaining in momentum. It 
early became a self-evident qualification of American economic liberalism. 
Within the last decades this spirit has spread to other fields. Social legisla
tion has been instituted to regulate children's and women's work, safety 
measures, and other working conditions in industry, and-later-wages, 
hours and labor organizations. A system of social insurance has gradually 
been taking form. . 

The mass unemployment during the depression of the 'thirties-mount
ing higher than ever before and higher over a long period than in any other 
country-and the realization that whole regions and occupational groups 
can be brought to destitution through no fault of their own caused the 
development to full consciousness of a sense of public responsibility for these 
things. For the first time America saw itself compelled to organize a large
scale system of public relief. For the first time also, America made sub
stantial exertions in the field of public housing. The sch_ool lunch program, 
the food stamp plan, and the direct distribution of surplus commodities 
represent other activities in the same direction, as do also the attempts to 

• Another factor which prevented economic adversity from appearing to be 10 hopeleu 
,,.. the belief in the power of private philanthropy to remedy economic diatreu and the 
obligation on everybody to practice philanthropy. 
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induce Southern farmers and sharecroppers to have year-round gardens. 
Public health programs were expanded, and the nation is even gradually 
facing the task of organizing the care of the sick in a more socially protec
tive way than hitherto. 

Behind this great movement there is an unmistakable trend in social 
outlook and political vaulations. As articulate opinion is gradually taking 
form that there is a minimum standard of living below which no group of 
people in the country should be permitted to fall. This idea, of course, is 
not new in America; it is a development of the spirit of Christian neigh
borliness which has been present in the American Creed from its beginning.• 
But the emphasis is new. Now it is not only a question of humanitarianism; 
it is a question of national social and economic welfare. Neither the polit
ical conflicts raging around the proper means of providing help by public 
measures nor the widespread uncertainty and disagreeme11c concerning the 
actual height of the minimum standard to be protected by those measures 
should conceal the important fact that the American Creed is changing to 
include a decent living standard and a measure of economic security among 
the liberties and rights which are given this highest moral sanction. 

As usual in America, the ideals are running far a_head of the accomplish
ments. The new belief that the health, happiness, and efficiency of the 
people can be raised greatly by improved living conditions is already just as 
much in the forefront of public attention in America as in most progressive 
countries in Europe and the British Dominions. Nowhere are so many 
housing investigations carried out to demonstrate the correlation between 
bad housing conditions and juvenile delinquency, tuberculosis, and syphilis 
as in America. 

Contrary to laissez-faire principlC6, various industries have long been 
given government protection in the United States-most often by means 
of the tariff. The recent development has shifted the motivation from 
"assistance-to-business" terms to "social welfare" terms. This change in 
motivation is not always carried out in the measures actually taken. The 
agricultural policy may be pointed to as an example. If we except the work 
of the Farm Security Administration, there are only weak attempts to 
administer the public assistance given the farmers in accordance with their 
individual needs; those farmers who have the highest incomes most often 
also get the highest relief benefits from the A.A.A. If the trend does not 
change its course, however, all economic policy is bound to come under the 
orbit of social welfare policy. 
. At the same time, social welfare policy proper-by an increasing stress 

·upon the preventive instead of the merely curative aspects-is becoming 
integrated with economic policy. ~ocial welfare polity is bound to become 
Joolc_M -wpon in t#fflS of the economic criterion of national investmmt.• 

• See Chapter 1, Section 5. 
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Another change is that of an increasing interest in the distribution of 
income and wealth as such. The rise of taxation to pay for social policy
and now also for the War-is forcing public attention to this problem. The 
old idea in public finance that taxation should leave the distribution of 
incomes and wealth between individuals and classes "unchanged" has 
become impractical. There is a strong tendency to expect some leveling 
off of the differences through taxation. It is rationalized by giving a new 
meaning to the old normative formula that taxes should be imposed accord
ing to "ability to pay.'' Similarly, there is a trend away from the attempt 
to construct social welfare policies in such a manner that they would not 
have any influence on the labor market. 

All these trends are gradually decreasing the sanctity of individual 
enterprise, which is slowly coming under public control, although not 
necessarily public ownership. The American public has been critical of the 
huge "monopoly" and the "holding company'' for over fifty years. The 
general trend for big business and corporate finance to grow at the expense 
of small business-which will be accentuated by the present War-has made 
Americans more and more willing to have government restrictions on 
private business. Even if big business still utilizes the old individualistic 
formulas for its purposes, the observer feels that its success in this is 
declining.4 Private property in business itself seems less holy to the average 
American when it is no longer connected to individually-run enterprise and 
when large-scale interferences arc necessitated by international crises and 
when tax:ation is mounting and its burden must be placed somewhere. In 
agriculture, the increase in tenancy and migratory labor and the decline of 
the independent farmer are having a similar effect. 

In all these respects the American Creed is still in flux. The change has, 
however, only strengthened the basic demand for equality of opportunity. 
But it is becoming apparent to most Americans that conditions have so 
changed that this demand will require more concerted action and even 
state intervention to become realized. It is commonly observed that the 
closing of the frontier and the constriction of immigration tend to stratify 
the social order into a more rigid class structure. Occupational mobility and 
social climbing are tending to become possible mainly by means of educa
tion, and a significant shift now talces two generations instead of one. The 
self-made man is 2 vanishing social phenomenon. 

The perfection of the national educational system, while increasingly 
opening up fairer chances for individuals starting out even from the lowest 
social stratum, is at the same time restricting opportunities to move anc:ln> : 
rise for individuals who have passed youth without having had the benl$t · ' 
of education and special training. If they are in the laboring or farlJfng 
classes they will, in all probability, have to stay there. As this situation· is 
becoming realized among the masses, and as cultural heterogeneity is 
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decreasing, a new impetus is given toward mass organizations. a Through-
" out America collective interest groups are gradually getting the sanction 

of public approval. 5 The growth of labor unions is on the verge of becoming 
looked upon as a realization of the American belief in the independence and 
integrity of the individual. 

When all these trends have reached their maturity, the meaning of 
economic individualism in the American Creed will have changed consider
ably. For the time being, however, the American Creed is somewhat dis
organized in respect to economic life. For our present purpose of selecting, 
out of the main stream of national thinking, the relevant value premises for 
studying the economic aspects of the American Negro problem, a satis
factory minimum of clear-cut economic ideals seems to be available in spite 
of this state of flux. 

We shall, in our inquiry, assume that the following norms are generally 
and explicitly held on the higher or national plane of the valuation sphere 
in the hearts of ordinary Americans: 

I. There is nothing wrong with economic inequality by itself. The mere 
fact that the Negro people are poorer than other population groups does 
not per se constitute a social problem. It does not challenge the American 
Creed. This £rst value premise will not be conspicuous in our inquiry. Its 
main significance is the negative one of keeping our study within the con
servative reformist limits of average American economic discussion. 

2. Somewhat less precise is our second value premise: that no American 
population group shall be allowed to fall under a certain minimum le'Vel of 
li'Ving. This premise also assumes Negro poverty and all other poverty as 
a matter of fact. It insists only that poverty shall not go too far without 
being given public attention and amelioration. It offers a means of evaluat
ing the social effects of poverty and affords a motivation for social welfare 
policy. Even if the general principle of a minimum level of living must now 
be considered as established in national thinking, it is still undecided how 
high or low this minimum level should be. 

3. Our third value premise is bound to be the most significant one for 
our inquiry as it brings out the principal chasm between American ideals 
and practices: that Negroes shall be awarded equal opportunities. In so far 
as Negro poverty is caused by discrimination, the American Creed is 
challenged in one of its most specific and longest established precepts. 
Equality of opportunity, fair play, free competition-"independent of race, 
creed or color"-is deeply imprinted in the nationally sanctioned social 
morals of America. This value premise must direct every realistic study 
of the Negroes' economic status in America. 

Discrimination is, for this reason, the key term in such a study. This term 
is defined in relation to the norm of equality of opportunity in the American 
Creed. In this sense it is, naturally, a "value-loaded" term, and rightly so. 

• For some further comments upon this development, see Chapter 33. 
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But it lacks nothing in scientific preciseness and definiteness. An inquiry 
into the Negro problem in America which shrinks from this valuation is 
devoid of social perspective and, indeed, interest. Discrimination will be 
our central concept for our analysis of both the utilization of Negro 
productivity and the distribution of goods and services for Negro consump
tion. 

4. THE CONFLICT OF VALUATIONS 

By formulating these value premises, and particularly the third one, 
demanding fair play, we again confront the split in American personality 
and the ambivalence in American social morals. Our central problem is 
neither the exploitation of the Negro people nor the various effects of this 
exploitation on American society, but rather the moral conflict in the heart 
of white Americans. 

In passing we might glance at some of the standard rationalizations by 
which the American white man tries to build a bridge of reason between his 
equalitarian Creed and his nonequalitarian treatment of the Negroes. It 
should be understood that the popular theories are based upon what the 
ordinary white man conceives to be his own observations and upon what 
he believes to be common knowledge. We shall first refer to the folklore 
in the South. 

Sometimes a mere reference to custom is advanced as a reason for 
economic discrimination against Negroes. A report on teachers' salaries 
prepared by a university in one of the Border states reads: 

An additional argument in favor of the salary differential is the general tradition 
of the South that negroes and whites are not to be paid equivalent salaries for 
equivalent work. The attitude may be considered wrong from whatever angle it is 
viewed, but the fact remains that the custom is one that is almost universal and one 
that the practical school administrator must not ignore.6 

For not a few, this moral logic that "what was and is, shall be and ought to 
be" seems sufficient. 

Interestingly enough, only rarely will a white man in the South defend 
economic discrimination in terms of white people's interest to have cheap 
labor available.a Nearest to such a motivation come oblique statements like: 
"This' is a white man's country"; or more expressively: ''We don't have 
money enough to pay our white workers decent wages"; or, in regard to 
discrimination in the school system: "The appropriations do not suffice 
even to give the white c!iildren good schools." 

Such statements are common in the whole South. They are made even 
by intellectuals. Often there is a further rationalization behind such pro
nouncements to the effect that "Negroes are the wards of the white people" 
-an American version of the doctrine of English imperialism about "the 

• In this, economic discrimination is different from social discrimination. See Chapter 28. 
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white man's burden." "Negroes couldn't live at all without the ::.id and 
guidance of the white people," it is said. "What little they have, they have 
got from the whites." Their own sacrifices apparently do not count. Their 
poverty itself becomes, in fact, the basis of the rationalization. "The whites 
give them all the jobs." "Actually, they live on us white people." "They 
couldn't sustain themselves a day if we gave them up." "The whites pay all 
the taxes, or don't they?" 

Then, too, economic inequality "has to" be maintained, for it is the 
barrier against "social equality":• "you wouldn't let your sister or 
daughter marry a nigger." The sister or the daughter comes inevitably even 
into the economic discussion. 

This is the ordinary Southerner explaining the matter in plain words to 
the inquisitive stranger. He is serious and, in a sense, honest. We must 
remember that the whole white Southern culture, generation after genera
tion, is laboring to convince itself that there is no conflict between the 
equalitarianism in the American Creed and the economic discrimination 
against Negroes. And they can never get enough good reasons for their 
behavior. They pile arguments one on top of the other.7 

The most important intellectual bridge between the American Creed 
and actual practices in the economic sphere is, of course, the complex of 
racial beliefs discussed above in Chapter 4. Their import in the economic 
sphere is that the Negro is looked upon as inherently inferior as a worker 
and as a consumer. God himself has made the Negro to be only a servant 
or a laborer employed for menial, dirty, heavy and disagreeable work. 
And, since practically all such work is badly paid, it is God's will that the 
Negro should have a low income. Also, any attempt to raise Negro incomes 
goes against "the laws of supply and demand" which are part of the order 
of nature. The Negro is bad as a consumer too. "If you give him more pay, 
he will stop working"; he will "drink it up and start a row." "Higher 
wages will make the nigger lazy and morally degraded." This last belief 
particularly, but also many of the others, bears a striking similarity to ideas 
about the laboring class as a whole developed in a systematic form by 
European mercantilist writers in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.b 

" See Part VII. 
~ See Eli F, Hcckschcr, Mercantilism ( translated by Mendel Shapiro, 1935 J fint pub

lithed1 1931). 
The whole ideology displays a static, precapitalistic tendency. When white Southemen 

object to a conspicuous rise in Negro levels of living, they act much like the upper claues 
in moat European countries centuries ago when they frowned upon lower claas people's 
riae to higher lt:vels of consumption, and even instituted legal regulations forbidding the 
humbler estates to have servants, to own certain types of dress, and so on. An American 
Negro in a luxurious car draws unfavorable comment, and so--in previous time~id a 
Swed'uh maid who "dressed like a lady." In the static pre-competitive society, tradition was 
in iuelf a vah:e, 
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On the other hand, it is said that the Negro is accustomed to live on 

little. "It is a marvel how these niggers can get along on almost nothing." 
This would actually imply that the Negro is a careful consumer-but the 
conclusion is never expressed that way. 

This touches upon the second main logical bridge between equalitarianism 
and economic discrim~nation: the cost-of-living and the standard-of-living 
arguments. The first of these two popular theories is-again quoting the 
already mentioned university publication-presented in the following way: 

••• observation alone would suggest to the unbiased observer that the negro teacher 
will be able to purchase within her society a relatively higher standard of living than 
the white teacher will be able to secure with the same amount of money.8 

Statistical investigations are referred to which seem to indicate the remark
able fact that Negro teachers with smaller salaries spend less money for 
various items of the cost-of-living budget than better paid white teachers. 

Scientifically, this is nonsense, of course. A cost-of-living comparison has 
no meaning except when comparing costs for equivalent budget items and 
total budgets. That poor people get along on less has nothing to do with 
cost of living. They must get along on less, even when cost of living, in the 
proper sense, is higher for them. We have quoted this statement only to 
illustrate a popular theory which, though it now seldom gets into respectable 
print, is widespread in the South and constitutes a most important rationali
zation among even educated people.a 

Sometimes an attempt is made to give the theory greater logical con
sistency by inserting the idea that "Negroes don't have the same demands 
on life as white people." "They are satisfied with less." It should be 
remembered that equal pay for equal work to women has been objected 
to by a similar popular theory in all countries. The underlying assumption 
of a racial differential in psychic wants isJ of course, entirely unfounded. 

Others are heard expressing the theory of lower demands on life in the 
following way: "Their cost of living is obviously lower since they have 
a lower standard of living." Lower wages and lower relief grants are 
generally motivated in this way. A great number of more or less con
fused notions are held together in such expressions. Having "a low standard 
of living," for one thing, means to many to be a "no-account" person, a 
worthless individual. It also means that, being able to live as they are 

• In relief work the popular theory of the Negroes' "lower cost of living" as a motivation 
for discrimination is often given in terms mlll'e directly and more honestly related to 
actual customs and social policy. Some social workers in the Deep South explained to 

Richard Sterner that the appropriation did not suffice for the full "budgetary deficiency" of 
the clients, for they had to give ea.ch one just the barest minimum they could get along with. 
Rents ,usually were lower for Negro clients, sinre they lived in the Negro sections. It wu 
readily admitted that this was so because housing was poorer in Negro neighborhoode. Br.t 
even 10, money had to be saved on the small appropriations wherever posaible. 
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living, Negroes have a peculiar ability to manage a household. Oblique 
statements to this effect are often made when discussing this type of popular 
theory; one social worker in a responsible position came out straight with 
the argument. It probably also means that people accustomed to suffer from 
want do not Eeel poverty so much as if they had seen better days. This, of 
course, is a much more common popular theory: all over the world the 
"people who have seen better days" are believed to be worse off than other 
paupers. In the case of the Negro there is the additional belief that he has 
a particularly great capacity to be happy in his poverty. He is a child of 
nature. And he has his religion. He can sing and dance. 

The rationalizations amount to this: since Negroes are poor and always 
have been poor, they are inferior and should be kept inferior. Then they are 
no trouble but rather a convenience. It is seldom expressed so bluntly. 
Expressions like "standard of living" and "cost of living" are employed 
because they have a flavor of scientific objectivity. They avoid hard think
ing. They enable one to stand for the status quo in economic discrimination 
without flagrantly exposing oneself even to oneself. For their purpose 
they represent nearly perfect popular theories of the rationalization type. 

These are only a £cw examples to illustrate the way of thinking utilized 
in the South of today to justify economic discrimination. In the North there 
exists practically nothing of these piled-up, criss-crossing, elaborated 
theories. In matters of discrimination the ordinary Northerner is unsophis
ticated. Most Northerners, even in those parts of the country where there 
are Negroes, know only vaguely about the economic discriminations Ne
groes are meeting in their communities. They are often uninformed of the 
real import of those discriminations in which they themselves participate. 

It is generally held in the North .that such discrimination is wrong. 
When the matter occasionally comes up for public discussion in newspapers 
and legislatures, it is assumed that discrimination shall be condemned. 
Some states have, as we shall see, made laws in order to curb discrimination 
in the labor market. The present writer is inclined to believe that, as far 
as such discriminations are concerned, a large majority of Northerners 
would come out for full equality if they had to vote on the issue and did 
not think of their own occupations. Northern states and municipalities, on 
the whole, hold to the principle of nondiscrimination in relief, and this is 
probably not only due to considerations of the Negro vote but also in 
obedience to the American Creed. 

As we shall :6.nd, however, there is plenty of economic discrimination in 
the North. In situations where it is acute and where it becomes conscious, 
the ave~ Northerner will occasionally refer to the interest of himself 
and his gn:,up in keeping away Negro competition-a thing which sajdom 
or lle1'JI' tiappens in the South. On this point he might be cruder. His 
mtionalzations will seldom go much further than presenting the belie& 
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in the Negroes' racial inferiority and the observation that he "just does 
not want to have Negroes around" or that he "dislikes Negroes." Southern
born white people in the North usually keep more of the complete defense 
system and also spread it in their new surroundings. Even in the North it 
happens occasionally, when economic discrimination is discussed, that the 
"social equality" issue and the marriage matter are brought up, though 
with much less emotion. 

A main difference between the types of rationalization in the two regions 
seems to be that the Southerners still think of Negroes as their former 
slaves, while the association with slavery is notably absent from the minds 
of Northerners. To Northerners, the Negro is, more abstractly, just an 
alien, felt to be particularly difficult to assimilate into the life of the com
munity. But in the South, the master-model of economic discrimination
slavery-is still a living force as a memory and a tradition. 



CHAPTER. 10 

THE TRADITION OF SLAVERY• 

............................................................................................ ,11,,, ........................ . 

I. ECONOMIC EXPLOITATION 

To the ante-bellum South slavery was, of course, a tremendous moral 
burden. Human slavery, in spite of all rationalization, was irreconcilably 
contrary to the American Creed. The South had to stand before all the 
world as the land which, in modern times, had developed and perfected 
that ignominious old institution. 

But, in a sense, exploitation of Negro labor was, perhaps, a less embar
rassing moral conflict to the ante-bellum planter than to his peer today. 
Slavery then was a lawful institution, a part of the legal order, and the ex
ploitation of black labor was sanctioned and regulated. Today the exploita
tion is, to a considerable degree, dependent upon the availability of extra
legal devices of various kinds. 

Moreover, slavery was justified in a political theory which had intel
lectual respectability,b which was expounded in speeches, articles, and 
learned treatises by the region's famous statesmen, churchmen and scholars. 
The popular theories defending caste exploitation today, which have been 
exemplified in the previous chapter,.bear, on the contrary, the mark of 
intellectual poverty. Even a reactionary Southern congressman will abstain 
from developing the detailed structure of those theories in the national 
capital. Hardly a conservative newspaper in the South will expound them 
clearly. The liberal newspapers actually condemn them, at least in general 
terms. The change in the moral situation, brought about in less than three 
generations, is tremendous. 

I£ we look to actual practices, however, we find that the tradition 
of human exploitation-and now not only 'c;f. ·Negroes-has remained 
from slavery as a chief determinant of the entire structure of the 
South's economic life. The observer is told that a great number of 
1ortunes are achieved by petty exploitation of the poor, a practice some
times J»lqnging to the type. referred to in the region as "mattressing the 
niggers.~ As contrasted with the North, there is less investment, less 
market expansion, Jess inventiveness and less risk-taking. Sweatshop labor 

.: .. chapter is the first of a set of three on Southern agriculture, 
••chapter ao, Scctioll 4. 
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conditions are more common. Even the middle strata of the Southern 
white population depend on exploitation of labor. 

The white workers, in their turn, often seek to defend themselves against 
the potential or actual competition from Negro labor by extra-economic 
devices. They themselves are often held in paternalistic economic and 
moral dependence by their employers. As is often pointed out, the South 
as a region is competing against the North by its recourse to low-paid docile 
white and Negro labor. It has actually advertised this as an opportunity 
for outside capitalists."· .. the South remains largely a colonial economy,m 
complains Vance, one of the region's outstanding social scientists, and 
explains: "The advance of industry into this region then partakes of the 
nature, let us say it in all kindliness, of exploiting the natural resources 
and labor supply ••. "2 

This pattern of common exploitation-wher_e everyone is the oppressor 
of the one under him, where the Negroes are at the bottom and where big 
landlords, merchants, and Northern capital are at the top-is obviously the 
extension into the present of a modified slavery system. As Vance points 
out,8 the "geography and biology» of the region are not to be blamed for 
its economic position, but it is history that has molded the type of organiza
tion. 

The South tries to blame its economic backwardness on the differential 
in freight rates, the national tariff system, and other economic irregulari
ties, but these are, in the final analysis, rather minor matters; they are 
hardly more than symptoms of poverty and political dependence. The 
destruction of material and human values during the Civil War and its 
aftermath was large, but, by itself, it does not explain the present situation. 
About three generations have lapsed since then, and we know from other 
parts of the world how rapidly such wounds can be healed. The same is 
true about the head start in industrialization which the North had: it could 
have been overcome. To complain about the lack of capital in the region 
is rather to beg the question. In modern dynamic economics we do not look 
upon capital so much as a prerequisite for production but rather as a result 
of production. The investment in the South of Northern capital has not 
been detrimental but is, on the contrary, a reason why the South is not 
more backward economically than it is. 

The explanation for the economic backwardness of the South must be 
carried down to the rigid institutional structure of the economic life of the 
~egion which, historically, is derived from slavery and, psychologically, is 
rooted in the minds of the people. 

2. SLAVERY AND CASTE 

In some respects, the remnants of the outmoded slavery system of the 
Old South-which we call caste-have been even more important impedi-
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ments to progress and economic adjustment than slavery itself could ever 
have been. It is often argued-and in the main rightly-that the static, 
noncompetitive slavery institution and the quasi-feudal plantation system 
did not fit into modern American capitalism. The economic interpretation 
of the Civil War makes much of this thought. To quote a typical remark: 
"Slavery stands against our technical trends which demand a mobile, 
replaceable labor supply and which generate useful energy in individuals by 
offering them hope of advancement."' 
\ . ~ut in certain respects the surviving caste system shows even more 
~tance to change than did slavery. The main economic significance of 
f s.la.very was that the employer really owned his labor. Because of that he also 
! had a vested interest in its most profitable utilization. This fundamental 
\ unity of interest between capfral and labor-as labor was capital-constituted 
'.a main point in the pro-slavery theory.• 

It is true that the slaves were robbed of their freedom to move on their ' 
own initiative. But as factors of production, they were moved by the 
economic interest of their owners to their "most advantageous uses." Before 
Emancipation the Negroes took part in the westward movement of produc
tion and people. From this point of view the fight of the South to widen 
the realm of slavery in the United States prior to the Civil War was also 
a fight to bring Negro labor to those places where it could be put to most 
advantageous use. After Emancipation the freedmen could move individu
ally in the regions where they were already settled. But they were, as a 
group, practically blocked from entering new rural territory in the South
west. Only the cities in the South and the North left them an outlet for 
migration. b 

Before Emancipation it was in the interest of the slave owners to use ' 
Negro slaves wherever it was profitable in handicraft and manufacture. e 

After Emancipation no such proprietary interest protected Negro laborers 
from the desire of white workers to squeeze them out of skilled employ
ment. They were gradually driven out and pushed down into the "Negro 
jobs," a category which has been more and more narrowly defined. 

There is no doubt that, compared with the contemporary caste system, 
slavery showed a superior capacity to effectuate economic adjustment, even 
if the slave owners and not the slaves reaped the profits. Even to many 
Negroes themselves slavery, again in certain limited respects, was a more 
advantageous economic arrangement t~ the precarious caste status into 

· which they were thrown by Erru;.11cipation. To the owners, slaves represented 
valuable property. The prices.of slaves tended to rise until the Civil War.11 

The slave· owner had the same rational economic interest in caring for the 

• See Chapter :zo, Section 4, 
• See Chapter B. 
• See Chapter I J• 
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material welfare of the slaves, their health and productive standards, as any 
good proprietor engaged in animal husbandry. As the slaves were his own 
Negroes in a literal sense, he could develop the same pride, attachment, and 
even affection, which the devoted proprietor-manager is likely to feel 
toward his own livestock. 

The apologetic literature of the South gave much stress to examples of 
such pate, nalistic idyls. Stories of the kindly relations between masters and 
slaves are always particularly touching, both because they stand out against 
the background of the intrinsic cruelty and arbitrariness implied in a system 
under which some human beings were owned by others and because they 
represent this unreserved feeling of kindness which we can hardly feel 
toward other objects than those which are absolutely under our dominance 
as are our domestic animals. It is commonly asserted that the slaves fared 
particularly well in the slave-breeding and slave-exporting states of the 
Upper South, and that they there also showed themselves to be "happy" 
in spite of the regularly recurring necessity of leaving near relatives when 
they were sold into the Deep South. 0 

The rise in sickness and death rates which seems to have occurred follow
ing the Civil v,,,r aru bears out the general opinion that the first economic 
effect of freedom was a decreased level of living for the Negro people. 
The implication would be that, since the plantation owners lost their 
property interest in upholding a level of living which preserved the capital 
value of the Negro, this level dropped below the subsistence standard. 

Important for the development of the new labor structure into which 
the freed Negro slaves were pressed and which has determined their 
economic fate and, to a considerable extent, the economic history of the 
South until this day was the fact that Emancipation was not related to any 
change of mind on the part of white people. The reform was thrust upon 
the South and never got its sanction. It became rather a matter of sectional 
pride to resist the change to the utmost. When it became apparent that 
the North could not, or would not, press its demands with force, the white 
South found a revenge for the defeat in the War by undoing as far as 
possible the national legislation to protect the freedman. This negative 
direction of Southern political will is still, three generations after the Civil 
War, apparent to the observer. The South did not want-and to a great 
extent still does not want-the Negro to be successful as a freedman. White 
Southerners are prepared to abstain fro~ many liberties and to sacrifice 
many advantages for the purpose of withholding them from the Negroes.b 

To the whites the temporary Negro vagrancy that followed the Civil 
War7 must have appeared as a confirmation of their dominant conviction, 
that most Negroes are inherently incapable of persistent work, unless kept 

• See Chapter 6, Section 1. 

b See Chapter ao. 
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under severe discipline. To blame it on the inherent racial character of the 
Negro was the most convenient way out. It did not involve any new and 
strenuous thinking. It offered an escape from the difficult task of having to 
introduce a basically new pattern of dealing with labor. A well-entrenched 
system of slavery has probably nowhere been completely abolished by one 
stroke. The plantation South was ruined through the War, and the Eman
cipation forced upon it-ruined, it was felt, because of the Negro. Under 
such circumstances it was likely that the South would try to build up a 
labor organization as similar as possible to slavery. 

As the years passed, the old plantation system reestablished itself. Negro 
labor was on hand in spite of much short-distance wandering. A consider
able portion of the old plantation owners were killed in the War, went 
bankrupt or left the land for other reasons. Much land became forfeit 
to creditors and tax authorities. But, as cotton prices soared, it was profitable 
for anybody who could lay hands on cash to buy land and hire Negro 
labor. After some attempts with a wage system, sharecropping became the 
labor pattern into which the Negroes and, later on, poor whites were 
pressed.8 

3. THE LAND PROBLEM 

An economic reconstruction of the South which would have succeeded in 1 

opening the road to economic independence for the ex-slaves would have 
had to include, besides emancipation, suffrage and full civil liberties: rapid 
education of the freedmen, abandonment of discrimination, land reform. 
Some measures in all these directions were actually taken. 

Concerning land reform, there were spurious attempts to break up the 
plantation system and to distribute the land to the cultivators. There were 
some few statesmen who grasped the importance of such a basic economic 
reform for the Reconstruction program. Thaddeus Stevens and Charles 
Sumner saw it.8 _But their strivings came to practically nothing. A small 
amount of abandoned and confiscated land was turned over to Negroes by 
the Union Army, by Union administrators of various kinds and, later, by 
the Freedmen's Bureau. But the latter institution had to use most of its 
small appropriations-totaling less than $18,000,000--for general relief 
or for educational purposes. Besides, it was allowed to operate for only 
seven years (1865-1872).10 

To have given each one of the million Negro families a forty-acre free
hold would have made a basis of real democracy in the United States that 
might ea,ily have transformed the modern world, 11 reflects Du Bois~ This 
may ~ true enough, but it should be kept clear that the historical setting 
wouW':hitrdly have allowed it. From an historical point of view it is even 
more-Utopian to think through anew the Reconstruction problem in terms 
0£ modern soci~ engineering. It is not entirely useless, however, as surh 
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an intellectual experiment defines our norms and gives perspective to what 
actually took place. 

After the Civil War, the overwhelming majority of Negroes were 
concentrated in Southern agriculture. Consequently, the greatest problem 
was what to do with these great masses of Southern Negroes, most of 
whom were former slaves. Even the Negroes not in Southern agriculture 
were influenced by the patterns set, since the Northern Negro laborer was 
recruited, in later decades, from the rural South. 
~ rational economic reform of Southern plantation economy, which 

would preserve individual property rights to the maximum ( always of 
greatest importance for a smooth readjustment) but also utilize the revolu
tionary situation for carrying into effect the aims of Reconstruction, could 
have included the following points besides freeing the slaves: 

, J. Remunerating fully the slave owners out of federal funds. 
,. ·z. Expropriating the slave plantations or a larger part of them and remunerating 

fully their owners out of federal funds. 
3. Distributing this land in small parcels to those cultivators who wished it, against 

mortgaged claims on their new property, and requiring them to pay for the land 
in yearly installments over a long period. 

4. Creating for a transition period a rather close public supervision over the freed
men and also certain safeguards against their disposition of their property; also 
instituting an effective vocational education of Negro farmers, somewhat along 
the lines of the F.S.A. of the 193o's. 

5. Instituting a scheme of taxation to pay off the former slave- and land-owners and, 
perhaps, to aJJow repayments for the land by the new owners to be kept down 
under the actual expropriation costs. 

6. As a partial alternative, in order to relieve the Negro population pressure in the 
South and in order to help keep down the scope of the reconstruction program: 
helping Negroes take part in the westward rural migration. 

The cheapness of land in America would have been a factor making a 
land reform easier to execute than in most other countries where it has been 
successfully carried out when abolishing serfdom. Even if the burden on 
the public finances were reckoned as economic costs-which, of course, is a 
totally wrong way of calculating costs in a national economy, as they are 
meant to be profitable investments in economic progress-those costs 
would have been trifling compared with what Reconstruction and Restora
tion, not to speak of the Civil War, actually cost the nation. What hap
pened, however, was that the slaves were freed without any remuneration 
being paid their former owners; and that, with few exceptions, the freed
men were not given access to land. 

The explanation of why there was no land reform in America to comple
ment the emancipation of the slaves, during the short period when the 
South did not have much of a say and had not yet deeply fortified its own 
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mental resiatance, is usually given in terms of the reluctance of the North 
to intrude upon the rights and interests of property ownership. But the 
North obviously did not hesitate to expropriate the slave propertyA and let 
it loose on the region without any provision for its economic maintenance. 
The owners must have f,dt this to be a grave in justice inflicted upon them, 
and even Northerners must have reflected that this property was acquired 
under the law and in a system of rights where it was exchangeable for other 
property. The dominating North defended its action by asserting that 
slave property was unjust, which is a pretty revolutionary doctrine from the 
property point of view. Undoubtedly property in land stood in another 
category to the Northerners. But the Union authorities occasionally dealt 
rather harshly also with land property in the South during Reconstruction, 
even if they did not ohen give it away to the Negroes. 

A more important reason why there was no land reform was, in all 
probability, consideration of a narrow financial sort. The Civil War had 
leh the Union with a great national debt. The North-which refused to 
let the federal government assume the war debts of the Confederate states 
and to pay for the expropriated slave property--<lid not feel inclined to 
carry the fiscal costs for a land reform on the national budget. 

Under these circumstances, the road to the national compromise of the 
187o's was actually well paved from the beginning. Except for a Republican 
party interest in the Negro vote and the general craving for revenge against 
the Southern rebels, there seems not to have been much interest among 
most Northerners in helping the Negroes. b This was particularly so since 
the North now acquired a frame of mind where the puritan social idealism 
of ante-/Jcll-um days, of which abolitionism had only been one of the 
expressions, succumbed for decades to the acceptance of industrialization, 
expansion, mechanical progress and considerable political corruption. 

The white South was, as has been said, for the most part violently 
against any constructive program framed to raise the Negro freedmen to 
economic independence.12 A liberal Southerner of the older generation with 
great political experience, Josephus Daniels, tells this story: 

When I was eighteen 1 recall asking an old Confederate, "What was so bad about 
the promise to give every Negro head of a family forty acres and a mule? Wouldn't 
that have been better help than to turn the ignorant ex-slave without a dollar over 
to the mercy of Republican politicians, white and black, who made political alavea 

• Only the slave owners of the District of Columbia were compensated for the price of 
their .laves. See William H. Williallll, "The Negro in the Diatrict of Columbia Durinr 
Recoaatruction." Tl# Howartl Rffl#'rll Oune, 19a4), p. 10a. 

• There IIIJClC many exceptions, however, and the compromise was a gradual development. 
Not o.aly 1f!ai .~re a small remnant of the Abolition movement, but even a man like Jamea 
G. JNaiie: Ii.Ile a vigorous plea in 1879 that the Negro be given full rights and oppor
tualtia:'{t,Jnpoaium: "Ought the Negro to be Disfranchiaed," Nort/J American R~ift» 
[Match, 1879],) 
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of them? Alld if each Negro had been given a piece of land, for which Uncle Sam 
would pay the Southern owner, wouldn't it have been better for the white man and 
the Negro? " 

The old man looked at me aa if I were a curious individual to be raising such an 
unheard-of question. "No," he said emphatically, "for it would have made the 
Negro 'uppity,' and, besides, they don't know enough to farm without direction, and 
amart white men and Negroes would have gotten the land away from them, and 
they'd have been worse off than ever . ... The real reason," pursued the old man, 
"why it wouldn't do, is that we are having a hard time now keeping the nigger in 
his place, and if he were a landowner he'd think he was a bigger man than old 
Grant, and there would be no living with him in the Black District . ... Who'd 
work the land if the niggers had farms of their own • • • ? "18 

In spite of the lack of a land reform and against heavy odds in practically 
all respects, there was a slow rise of Negro small-scale landownership in 
the South until the beginning of this century. But the proportion of Negroes 
owning their own land has never been large, and it has been declining for 
the last 30 or 40 years.• 

4. THE TENANCY PR.oBLEM 

But even if a rational land reform was not carried out, some of the goals 
could have been reached by a legal regulation of the tenancy system, aimed 
not only at protecting the tenants as wdl as the landlords, but also at 
preserving the soil and raising the economic efficiency of Southern agricul
ture. There were individuals who saw clearly what was at stake. The 
Freedmen's Bureau was futilely active in regulating labor and tenant 
contracts. But it had neither the political backing nor the clear purpose 
necessary to accomplish much of lasting importance. And it was not given 
the time or the resources. Hence, a most inequitable type of tenancy fixed 
itself upon the South. 

A survey of the legal organization of landlord-tenant relations in 
Southern states today reveals a system which has no real parallel in other 
advanced parts of the Western world. There are a great number of state 
laws---some of the most extravagant character-to defend the planters' 
interests. There are few laws which defend the tenants' interests. The 
tenant does not have any right to permanency of tenure on the land he 
cultivates. He seldom has any right to reimbursement for permanent 
improvements which he makes on the land.14 The tenant is not secured in 
his contractlJ!U rights. Woofter, writing in the 'twenties, makes the rath~r 
obvious point that "passage of laws to the effect that no tenant contract 1s 
enforceable unless it is written would • • . help," but no such laws have 
been passed. lli 

On the other hand, there is, as we said, elaborate legislation to protect 

• See Chapter 11, Section 6. 
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the planters' interests against the tenants. Reference should here be made 
to the Black Codes, instituted by eight Southern states immediately after 
the Civil War (1865-1867) before Congressional Reconstruction. Mangum 
characterizes these laws as follows: 

These Black Codes gave the Negro population very little freedom. The colored 
man was free in name only in many cases. The apprentice, vagrancy, and other 
provisions of these statutes forced the Negro into situations where he would be 
under the uncontrolled supervision of his former master or other white men who 
were ready and willing to exploit his labor.16 

The historical background for these laws was the need for some kind of 
regulations of the freedmen's labor conditions, the Southerners' disbelief 
in free labor, and their intention of restoring as far as possible the ante
bellum relation between the two races.17 The Black Codes were among the 
factors which stimulated Congress to carry out Reconstruction along more 
drastic lines. These laws were abolished, but after Reconstruction they 
made their reappearance in various forms. 

One type is the various kinds of lien laws.18 They are sometimes 
strengthened by laws making a tenant a criminal when he is deemed 
negligent in his duties.10 During the 'thirties, federal agencies have been 
more active in stamping out debt peonage• by bringing up test cases in 
the federal courts. Several laws of this or other kinds have been held uncon
stitutional by state and federal courts. 20 Nevertheless, debt peonage still 
exists.b 

Another present-day vestige of the Black Codes is the vagrancy laws.e 
They make it possible for employers to let the police act as labor agents. 
Apprehended vagrants are made to cho?se between accepting the employ
ment offered them and being sentenced by the court to forced labor in 
chain-gangs. The literature is filled with descriptions of how the police 
and the courts were utilized to recruit forced labor. Convicts were hired 
out, sometimes in chain-gangs, to planters, mine owners, road contractors 
and turpentine farmers. There were plantations and other enterprises that 
depended almost entirely on convict labor. In recent years this practice has 
been practically stamped out.d 

More difficult to stamp out has been the practice of white employers 
getting Negro tenants or laborers by paying their fines at court. It is parallel 

• The term "peonage" means a condition of compulsory service based on the indebtedness 
of the laborer to his employer; see Mangum, op. cit:, pp. 164 ff. 

b See Chapter 11, Section 8; Appendix 6, Section 4; and Chapter 2.6, Section :z; alao, 
Manrum, of, c#., p. 172.. 

• The very concept "vagrancy" is a dangerous one as it has not the same definiteness as 
other crimes. In all countries there have at times been attempts to press poor people into 
peonage by 1uch laws. 

4 Sec Chapter 2.6, Section :z, 
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to the transaction whereby an employer pays a Negro's debt to a former 
employer or to a merchant and, by taking over the debt, also takes over 
the worker. The police and the courts have often been active in "creating,, 
the debts by exacting fines for petty offenses or upon flimsy accusations. 
Sometimes a number of Negroes are "rounded up,, and given out for the 
price of the fines to interested employers who are short of labor. More 
often the police and the courts only act to enforce an existing situation of 
debt peonage. 21 

The background of the difficulty of stamping out peonage is the fact 
that the South has a weak legal tradition. As we shall show in Part VI, 
the police and the courts have traditionally been active as agents for white 
employers. Traditionally the planters and other whites have little scruple 
against taking the law into their own hands. Threats, whippings, and even 
more serious forms of violence have been customary caste sanctions utilized 
to maintain a strict discipline over Negro labor which are seldom employed 
against white labor. The few laws in favor of the Negro tenant have not 
often been enforced against the white planter. 

The legal order of the South is, however, gradually becoming strength
ened. But, even if we assume full enforcement-which is far from being 
reached as yet, particularly in the Black Belt where most of the plantations 
and the rural Negroes arc concentrated-the entire system of laws regu
lating the relations between employers and employees in Southern agricul
ture is heavily stacked against the latter. 



CHAPTER II 

THE SOUTHERN PLANTATION ECONOMY AND THE 

NEGRO FARMER 

............................................................................................................................................. 

I. SOUTHERN AGRICUJ,TURE AS A PROBLEM 

The main facts of rural Southern poverty and the distress of the rural 
Negro people in the South have been well-known for a long time. The 
plantation-tenant system is one of America's "public scandals."• Even 
before the Civil War there were many Southern patriots who saw some of 
the detrimental factors working to undermine the welfare of the region. 
When Hinton Helper, on the eve of the Civil War, came out with his 
blwit exposure of the ante-bellum myth of how efficient and perfectly 
balanced the Southern economic system was, he could quote passages in 
,upport of his position like the following by C. C. Clay: 

I can show you, with sorrow, in the olden portions of Alabama, and in my native 
county of Madison, the sad memorials of the artless and exhausting culture of cotton. 
Our small planters, after taking the cream off their lands, unable to restore them 
by rest, manures, or otherwise, are going further West and South, in search of other 
virgin land, which they may and will despoil and impoverish in like manner. Our 
wealthier planters, with greater means and no more skill, are buying out their poorer 
neighbors. • • • In traversing that county [ Madison County], one will discover 
numerous farm houses, once the abode of industrious and intelligent freemen, now 
occupied by slaves, or tenantless •••• Indeed, a county in its infancy, where fifty 
years ago scarce a forest tree had been felled by the axe of the pioneer, is already 
exhibiting the painful signs of senility and decay, apparent in Virginia and the 
Carolinas.1 

At least from the 'eighties, when Henry Grady coined the promising 
phrase "the New South," the propagation of an agricuJtural reform pro
gram has belonged to the established Southern traditions. Like the dedica
tion "the New South," this program has in fundamentally unchanged form 
been tak(;J'l over by generatiop after generation of public-spirited Southern 
liberals apd,.is today one of their dearest aims. In fact, the same remedies 
of encoutaging independent land ownership, crop diversification, and soil 
conservation have been recommended through the decades by unanimous 

• Soc Appcadix z, Section 1. 
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expert opinion. In a sense, this is one of the most discouraging things about 
Southern agriculture, that the faults have been recognized and the remedial 
plans worked out for such a long time without much being accomplished
at least up to the Great Depression and the New Deal. 

The revolutionary changes within the last decade-and particularly the 
effects of the A.A.A. or. rural Negroes-are less well-known. We shall 
leave those latest developments to be analyzed in the next chapter. In this 
chapter we want, mainly by way of presenting some illustrative quantitative 
relations, to give a short survey of the familiar topics: the plight of the 
rural South and of the Negro farmer. 

2. OVER-POPULATION AND So1L ER0s10N 

Rural farm areas in the United States in 1940 had a population of about 
.30,000,000. More than half of this popuJation, or over I 6,000,000, was in 
the South; and over one-fourth of the Southern farm population ( around 
4,500,000) was Negro. But the South had only 35 per cent of all land in 
farms in the country, and the value of this farm land, as well as of the 
buildings on the land, the farm implements and machinery, constituted but 
28 per cent of the national figure. Only 8 per cent of the Southern farm 
land was operated by Negro owners, tenants, and croppers, and their share 
in the value of Southern farms, buildings, implements, and machinery was 
equally small.2 For the rest, Negroes participated in the Southern agricul
tural economy only as wage laborers, at low wages and usually without the 
assurance of year-round employment. 

The import of these broad facts is as simple as it is significant. They are 
behind all the rural poverty of the South. The agricultural South is over
populated,8 and this over-population affects Negroes much more- than 
whites. This applies particularly to the Old South, including the Delta 
district, which contains the main concentration of Negroes. In this Black 
Belt the over-population has-on the whole-been steadily increasing. 
"Since 1860 the amount of land in southeastern farms has remained station
ary, new lands being cleared about as rapidly as old land was exhausted,"3 

while the number of male agricultural workers in the same area rose from 
around 1,132,000 in 186o to 2,102,000 in 1930.4 

A cultural heritage from times of pioneering, colonization, and slavery 
makes the conditions even worse than can be visualized by the ratio of 
population to land alone. The early coloni~ts and the later land speculators 
did not have to economize in their use of the land. To the ante-bellum 

"It is true that countries like Denmark have a much higher population density in their 
agricultural areas but, nevertheless, preserve a much higher living level. But both objec
.ive market conditions and the rural culture are incomparably more favorable than they 
can be, in the surveyable future, in Southern agriculture. Our term "over-population" bu 
the pragmatic meaning indicated by this observation. 
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plantation owners, it was the slaves that represented the main capital-not 
the land. This set a pattern also for other Southern farmers. To become 
rich from the land was to become a plantation owner and a slave owner
not to care for the soil. This tradition has continued until the present time. 
In the fall of 1938 the writer traveled for two days through a beautiful 
forest in Tennessee. The woods were burning everywhere. The smoke 
often made driving difficult. Local newspapers told about small organized 
forces which were out to fight the fires. From the highways they were 
nowhere to be seen. There were plenty of people around in several places, 
but few, if any, seemed to care much about the fires. 

Expe,iences like this make it possible, for even the stranger, to under
stand the psychology of soil erosion, soil mining, and "selling the soil in 
annual installments.nu A sample study made in 1933 suggested that one
third of the Southern land was eroded and that at least half of all eroded 
land in the country was in the South,8 

It is generally assumed that the soil in the South originally had a rela
tively high fertility.7 "The South was potentially a section of varied and 
rich agriculture," writes Woofter. "It could have become fully as diver
sified as France. The reasons why it did not are historical and economic 
rather than physical."8 The soil is usually light, and there is heavy rainfall 
in most parts of the region. The traditional concentration upon cash crops 
such as cotton and other plants, which fail to bind the. top soil and rapidly 
deplete fertility-without a rational scheme of crop rotation or other 
preventive measures-is a chief causal factor behind soil erosion. The high 
rate of tenancy, leaving the immediate care of the land to people who are 
not only utterly dependent and ignorant but also lack an individual eco
nomic interest in maintaining the productivity of the land, is another cause. 
In the final analysis soil erosion is more a consequence than merely an 
aspect of protracted rural over-population. 

Lange summarizes: 

We may therefore conclude as changes in land in farms have been rather insig
nificant, that the agricultural population and among this p<>pulation the Negroes in 
the old South at present have less land resources to support themselves on than they 
had a generation ago. The trend is continuing in the same direction, indicating that 
if strong action is not taken to prevent further erosion the farm population will have 
in the future even less land resources at its disposal than at present.0 

J. TENANCY, CREDIT AND COTION 

The' literature, today as earlier, contains excellent descriptions of how 
the plamation system, tenancy, and the one-sided cultivation of cotton and 
corn-and, in some areas, tobacco, rice, or sugar-have contributed to soil 
e.roeio~.t h.ow the credit system, by favoring cash crops, has made it difficult 
to breaJiaway from the vicious circle; how this credit-cotton-tenancy-erosion 
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circle has become loaded downward through some of its own major effects: 
poverty for most, economic insecurity for all, widespread ignorance, low 
health standards, relative lack of an enterprising spirit, high birth rates and 
large families. 

The extent to which Southern cash-crop production is based on tenancy 
is indicated by the following figures. Almost three-fourths of all Southern 
cotton farms and more than half of the crop-specialty farms ( tobacco, 
potatoes, peanuts, and so on)m were, in 1929, operated by tenants. About 
two-thirds of all tenants in the South, and almost three-fourths of the 
croppers, worked on cotton farms. Of the full owners, on the other hand, 
less than one-third had farms where cotton accounted for 40 per cent or 
more of the gross income. Most of the other two-thirds owned farms 
which were characterized as crop-specialty, general or self-sufficing.10 

Negro farmers have always been dependent on the cotton economy to 
a much greater extent than have been the white farmers in the South. By 
1929 three out of four Negro farm operators, as against two out of five 
white farmers, received at least 40 per cent of their gross income from 
cotton. Although not more than about one-tenth of the Southern farm land 
was cultivated by Negro owners, tenants and croppers, almost one-third of 
the total output in cotton was produced on this Negro-operated land.11 

In addition, an unknown, but probably considerable, quantity of cotton was 
produced by Negro wage labor on holdings operated uy white farmers. 
The importance of cotton growing for the Negro farmer can thus hardly 
be over-estimated. 

In the main, cotton is cultivated by means of a primitive and labor, 
consuming agricultural technique which has not changed much since slavery. 
Cotton is largely responsible for the fact that the Southeast alone had to 
pay more than half of the national bill for commercial fertilizers.12 One
third of the national total for all kinds of fertilizer was expended on cotton 
tarms. 13 Cotton growing, as any one-sided agriculture-if it is not lifted up 
by high techniques to a level where intelligence is constantly used and 
prosperity secured-has also psychological effects: it "limits interests ••• 
limits spiritual growth, makes people narrow, single-grooved, helpless."1

' 

It invites child labor and causes retardation in schools. It favors large 
families. 

The wide fluctuations of the price of cotton111-which seem to have 
• The type of farm clauHica.tion in the 1930 Cenaus of Agriculture is baaed on gl'OII 

income, Fa.rms for which 40 per cent or more ofthe gross income was derived from cotton 
were characterized as cotton farms. By the same token, farms for which 40 per cent or more 
of the income came from one or several of certain specified crops ( tobacco, peanuts, potatoes, 
soybeans, cowpeas, and so on) were classified aa crop-specialty farms. When no product 
accounted for as much as 40 per cent of the grou income, the farm was "general." Self
sufficing farms were defined aa those for which 50 per cent or more of the value production 
w~ consumed by the farm family. 
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become more frequent after 1914, due to wars, inflation, deflation, as well 
as intensified; competition from other countries-make cotton a most hazard
ous crop, and the farmers who specialize in cotton run extraordinarily 
heavy risks which are outside their intelligent control.111 The gambling 
tradition has been hard to overcome, although almost everybody seems to 
know that no solid material culture can ever be built on the poor man's 
speculation. But more fundamentally, the continued cultivation of cotton 
is called forth-as highly labor-consuming, simple in technique, and easily 
supervised-by the plantation and tcnam.-y system; or, from another point 
of view, by over-population and tenancy, and-as a cash crop-by the 
dependence of Southern agriculture on short-tei-m credit. 

The peculiar credit system of the rural South has often been analyzcd.17 

It has its historical rcots in the slavery economy and, later, in the emergence 
of the plantation system in the impoverished South after the Civil War. 
Since then the rural South has been greatly dependent on outsid-.: credit 
both because of the low standards of income and saving in the region and 
because of the comparatively high requirements on operating capital for 
cotton growing. The wide fluctuation of cotton prices and farm incomes 
have added their influence to make lending abnormally risky and, conse
quently, to make loans expensive. Also, from the point of view of business 
administration, the organization of banking and credit was most inadequate, 
and it remained so because of the low plane of political life in the South0 

and the lack of active desire and ability to create large-scale cooperative 
organizations. 

As part of the federal agricultural policy, great improvements have 
lately been made by the organization of new credit agencies.I' But still 
credit is expensive and difficult to get in 'the rural South, and this is undoubt
edly part of the explanation for the insufficient investment in land and 
buildings and for the slowness of mechanization. To the tenants, credit 
pressures mean usurious interest rates charged by planters and merchants 
for advances on food and farming necessities. For the agricultural structure 
as a whole, credit pressures-themselves partly caused by the dependence 
on cotton growing-mean a constant stimulus to keep the land in cotton. 

4. THE BOLL WEEVIL 

In this vicious system of economic poverty and exploitation of land and 
human resources, where every adverse fa~ctor is a partial cause of all the 
others, the . boll weevil caused catastrophe. It is often described how it 
advanced eastward, passing the Mississippi River about I 9 ro.18 One state 
after another in the Old South was hit. The destruction was terrible. In 
many placa, particularly in Georgia and South Carolina, farms and planta-

• See Part v. 
11 See CJaapt.er 1 a, Section 11, 
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tions were permanently abandoned. In Georgia a survey of 59 Lower 
Piedmont counties showed that the cotton production in 1922 was only 
one-third of the average for the period 1905-1914, and by 1928 it still did 
not amount to much more than half of the same average.10 

But as one state was suffering, those west of it were recovering. Thus, 
the boll weevil helped the four Southwestern states-Texas, Louisiana, 
Arkansas, and Oklahoma-to increase tl1eir share in the national output 
from a little more than one-third in 1909 to almost one-half in 1929; and 
at the latter time they had about three-fifths of the total acreage in cotton.20 

In these Southwestern states cotton cultivation is less dependent on Negn, 
labor and is also more mechanized. For both reasons this geographical 
dislocation tended, to an extent, to push Negro tenants off the land. The 
ravages of the boll weevil in the old Cotton Belt had the same effect. The 
total effects on employment opportunities for Negroes in Southern agricul
ture have never been calculated, but they must have been considerable. 

The boll weevil, in conjunction with the post-war deflation and depres
sion, brnught about a temporary decline even in the total national output 
of cotton around 1921, and it was one of the reasons why the relatively 
consistent upward production trend-which had been noticeable until the 
outbreak of the First World War-was broken for a time.21 

In spite of all misfortunes, cotton was still king when the last agricul
tural census was taken before the general upheaval of the 'thirties.22 More 
than half of the total acreage harvested in the South in 1929 was in farms 
for which 40 per cent or more of the gross income came from cotton. Also 
crop-specialty farms ( tobacco, potato<.:s, peanuts, and so on) appeared much 
more important than in the nation as a whole. Self-sufficing farms, too, 
were more prevalent in the Southeast than elsewhere, which, however, 
simply reflects the relatively cashless agricultural economy prevalent among 
certain groups of poor whites. Dairy farming, on the other hand, has been 
lagging in the South: in 19:9 Southern agriculture did not account for 
more than one-fifth of the national value production of milk and dairy 
products. :is 

5. MAIN AGRICULTURAL CLASSES 

These are only a few hints about the scene of the rural Negro's struggle 
for existence. The plantation system and the tenure system, in addition, 
are institutional factors to be counted he~vily when explaining why the 
agricultural South is even much poorer than can be grasped simply by 
stating the ratio of population to land and by noting the soil erosion. 

The economic chances for small- and middle-sized ownership, in the 
better part of the South, have been more restricted than in most other 
American regions. Owner-operated land in 1940 had a lower acreage value 
in the South ($27.11, including buildings) than in the nation as a whole 
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($31.37); the fact that Southern land operated by croppers had a per unit 
value ($33.28) even higher than the latter figure indicates that only in 
part is this caused by any general inferiority of the Southern soil.24 In large 
measure this is due to the fact that so much of the best land in the South 
originally was taken by the politically, socially, and economically dominant 
plantation owners. The rest of the Southern fanners had to fight against 
heavy odds. They had to compete with slave labor at the same time as they 
had to cultivate soil of lower average quality. The Civil War failed to 
bring about any fundamental change in this condition. The owners of the 
plantations soon regained much of their political power. Their land was 
still superior on the average, in spite of the fact that it was mistreated. And 
to compete with the plantations was still to compete with sweatshop labor. 

In 1930 the total labor force in Southern agriculture-if we except the 
large but somewhat vaguely defined group of unpaid family workers-was 
constituted as in Table 1. 

Two-thirds of the Negro, as against one-third of the white, "primary" 
agricultural workers were either croppers or wage laborers. Only one in 
eight of the Negro, but more than two out of five white workers were 
owners or part-owners. ( Managers constitute an insignificant group.) The 
white owners outnumbered the Negro owners seven to one. There were 
more than two white tenants (higher than cropper) for every Negro -
tenant. The total labor force in the two lowest tenure groups, on the other 
hand, was almost as large in the Negro as in the white group. 

There are great differences in economic status and degree of dependency 
between the several types of tenants. Highest on the ladder are the renters 

TABLE 1 

Naoao All'D WRITE Ao11.1cuLTU11.AL Wo11.1tE11.s IN THE SouTH, 11v TENUII.E: 1930 

Number Per Cent 

Tenure Negro White Negro 

Total• 1,393,000 2,945,000 100.O 

Own.era and managers 183,000 1,250,000 13.1 
Cash tenants 98,000 140,000 7.0 
Other tenanta, except 

croppers 208,000 569,000 15.0 
Croppen 393,000 383,000 28.2 
Wagelabo.rd'I 511;ooo 6o3,ooo 36.7 

White 

100.0 

19.J 
IJ.e 
20.5 

Sosru; o.. • ownen, tenanta, and erQPRen are fr0111 the Pi,f1«n111 c,_ of 111, U11il,ti s1111a: 1030, 
Allrlolllws. "M. n~ 2, County Table 1. TIiey include a amall number of 11011wbiC. other than Nearoea. 
Ttie data OIi ,.... Jal ht qrieqltve are from the Fi{lcnllh C-.s of Ille Ullilrd Slatn: rr,Jo, Pop,daHorl. 
Vol. IV, St&te'Tllble 11, 

•Bacllllbe of upaj4 lamilf 1rod11111, 
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and the cash tenants, who rent their farms for a fixed sum of money.• Cash 
tenants usually can be regarded as independent entrepreneurs-or at least 
they are not in most cases far removed from such a position. All other 
kinds of arrangements entitle the landlord to a certain share of the main 
cash crop, for instance, one-fourth, one-third, one-half, sometimes even as 
much as three-fourths. Those tenants who receive one-half ( or less) of the 
crop are the sharecroppers. The cash tenants usually furnish all the work, 
stock, feed, fertilizer, and tools themselves. The other groups generally 
furnish less and less of these things the lower their tenure status. Those 
lowest down on the scale have little or nothing but their labor to offer.211 

They are really nothing but laborers-or rather their position often tends 
to be even less independent than that of ordinary wage earners. Before we 
elaborate on this subject, however, it seems appropriate that we inquire 
into the reasons why so few of the Negro agricultural workers in the South 
have been able to reach a position of ownership. 

6. THE NEGRO LANDOWNER 

The story of the Negro in agriculture would have been a rather different 
one if the Negro farmer had had greater opportunity to establish himself 
as an independent owner. In that case he would have become more firmly 
attached to the soil. He would have known that he worked for his own 
benefit, that he had a real chance to improve his level of living by his own 
efforts. "All that is now wanted to make the negro a fixed and conservative 
element in American society is to give him encouragement to, and facilities 
for, making himself, by his own exertions, a small landowner," wrote Sir 
George Campbell in his survey of the South and the Negro problem in the 
late 'seventies.26 

There was a time when it really looked as if the rural Negro had some 
chance of eventually getting established on an ownership basis. True, the 
development was generally slow, but it seemed to go in the right direction. 
The number of Negro farm homes in the United States that were owned 
by their occupants had by 1900 reached a figure of 193,ooo-constituting 
about 25 per cent of all Negro farm homes.27 This percentage marks the 
peak of the proportion of landowners in the Negro farm population. 

The absolute increase continued for some time, but at a slower rate. The 
absolute number of colored farm owners in the South reached, in 1910, a 
maximum of about 220,000.28 After 19~0 it gradually declined, and it 
dropped to 174,000 by 1940.29 Of all Southern states with any appreciable 
Negro farm population, only Virginia and Florida showed a majority of 
owners among the Negro farm operators in 1940. But even in the Virginian 
stronghold, Negro ownership was weakening, in that the number of 

• Sometimes the £arm is rented for a fixed quantity of a certain crop, usually lint cotton 
("lint-rental"). We shall include them under the term "cash tenants." 
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colored farm owners had declined by not less than one-third since 1910. 
And Florida depends relatively less on tenants and relatively more on 
wage labor than do other states in the South,8° so that even there but a 
minority of the Negro farm population resided on their own places. 

There are some general factors to be accounted for in this context. On 
the one hand, the low land values in the South and the low investment in 
land improvements, houses, and machines should make landownership 
easier to attain. On the other hand, the inadequate organization of banking 
and credit, 81 referred to above, works against both the acquiring and the 
holding of land. Another general factor making landownership, when it 
is attained, more precarious than it needs to be, is the old-fashioned system 
of local real estate taxation, which the South shares with the rest of the 
nation. This means that a landowner does not get a corresponding decrease 
in his taxation in a year when his crop has failed or his income drops 
because of a price fall. The dependence on hazardous cotton growing, of 
course, makes this institutional deficiency more detrimental to the Southern 
landowners. 82 

More specifically, in interpreting the reversal in the trend of Negro own
ership, Southeastern agriculture after 1910, and particularly during the 
first years of the 'twenties, was hit by the boll weevil and by the general 
upheaval caused by the War and the post-war depression. The owner 
group, of course, should have been less affected than the tenant group, as 
far as living standards are concerned, but the latter had no ownership to 
lose. The fact that even the number of white owners in the South declined 
by more than one-tenth between 1920 and 1930 (from almost 1,400,000 
to 1,250,000) suggests that conditions in general were unfavorable for the 
small farm owner. Between 1930 and 1940 (when the number of white 
owners was 1,384,000), on the other hand, there was a corresponding large 
increase in the number of white owners, whereas colored ownership con
tinued to decline. This, however, scarcely means that the prospects for 
economic success in small ownership had become any brighter. As will be 
shown in the next chapter, it indicates rather that white owners, or those 
who were able to get into that class, were the ones who had most oppor
tunity to stay on the land, "if, in view of the paucity of migratory outlets, 
they preferred to do that."38 

Data on size of farm, acreage values, and farm values (Figure 5) give 
a rather ac,od idea of how marginal the existence of the small owner
operators;in the South tends ~o be. They show, further, that this is partic
ularly true about Negro owners. It seems, finally, that. their relative 
position has become even more unfavorable than it was a couple of decades 
ago.' Land operated by croppers, particularly Negro croppers, has the 
highest average value per acre. This, as we have said, is due to the fact 
that plantations, by and large, are located on much of the best land of the 
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FrGURE 5. AVERAGE SrzE or FARM, AND An:RAGE VALUE OF LAND AND Bt11LDINGI 

PER ACRE AND PER FARM, BY CoLOR AND TENURE, IN THE SotrTH: 1920 AND 1940 
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South, leaving less of first choice than of second and third choice land to 
the middle~ized and small owner-operators. Cash tenants and share renters 
used to take an intermediate position, but are now pretty close to the owner
operators in this respect. White owners showed a higher average acreage 
value in 1940 ($27.27) than colored owners ($23.89). The decline in 
acreage value since 1920 was in every tenure group less pronounced for 
whites than for Negro operators. 

Size of farm increases with tenure status. In every case, however, Negroes 
have much smaller farms than whites. The consequence is that the average 
size of Negro owner-operated farms ( 60.4 acres) is about the same as for 
white sharecroppers ~58.9 acres). The mean value of land and buildings of 
the farm operated by colored owners ($1,443) is lower even than that of 
the white sharecropper's plot ($I ,908). The valµe of implements and 
machinery that the colored owner has ( $90) is only a fraction of that which 
the white owner has at his disposal ($322).84 

7• HISTORICAL REASONS FOR THE RELATIVE LACK OF 

NEGRO FARM OWNERS 

Even apart from the general economic trends in Southern agriculture, 
there are several reasons why the Negro has been unable to make a better 
showing as an independent farm owner. 

There is his background in slavery, and the fact that he scarcely ever has 
been encouraged to show much initiative or been taught that it pays to 
look after oneself rather than to be dependent. More often he has been 
given to understand that his racial status provides an excuse for not being 
able to shift for himself, and that mode~t acceptance of a low position would 
rate a reward bigger than that offered for courageous attempts to reach a 
higher position.86 In the rural South he has certainly not enjoyed much of 
that kind of legal security which is a necessary condition for successful 
entrepreneurship; at any rate, he has had far less of it than the whites 
with whom he has had to compete.• His best security has been to become 
associated with a white person of some status in the community; and that, 
in most cases, has presupposed an employer-employee or landlord-tenant 
relationship.b Since his earnings as a farmhand or tenant have always tended 
to be lower than those of white workers, he has had less chance to save 
enough money for the purpose of buying land. The belief that he is racially 
inferior and the social isolation between the two castes have also affected 
the credit rating even of those individual Negroes who otherwise would 
have been· excellent risks. His- educational opportunities in the rural South 
have been extremely poor. 

Although the influence of such general conditions cannot be measured, 

• See Pnt VI. 
• See Chapter 16, Section s. 
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there is scarcely any doubt about their being highly significant. In addition, 
however, a number of specific factors have been operative. Some of them 
have already been touched upon in the preceding chapters. There is, in the 
first place, the fact that rural Negroes, to a great extent, are concentrated 
on plantation areas, where comparatively few small holdings are for sale. 
There was no general land reform, and the Negro did not participate in 
the development of the West. But even in Kansas, where one of the few 
noteworthy attempts to organize new post-hellum Negro settlements was 
made, there were not more than a few hundred Negro owner-operators in 
1940; and some of these owners probably were the descendants of persons 
who had been brought to Kansas as slaves. Undoubtedly the attitudes of 
the white settlers constituted the main cause for this lack of success. In the 
largely over-populated, white-dominated districts of the South, these 
attitudes, if anything, were still more pronounced. 

There have, however, always been some small holdings for sale in the 
areas of Negro concentration, and more have been added to this supply as 
plantations tended to disintegrate.36 During the years immediately follow
ing the Civil War, land values were low, and that was one of the reasons 
why a few Negroes, along with many poor whites, managed to get into 
the landowning class. Some ex-slaves bought land from their former mas
ters, and there are places where such Negro properties still constitute a 
large proportion of all Negro-owned farms.37 

The Negro has, however, usually been at a disadvantage when competing 
with white buyers even in the Black Belt. Apart from economic and other 
factors already mentioned, he has had to overcome segregational and 
discriminatory attitudes of the rural white population . 

• , . Negro landownershi~ven now--can be achieved only by means of a most 
exacting and highly selective procedure; the would-be owner must be acceptable to the 
white community, have a white sponsor, be content with the purchase of acreage 
least desired by the whites, and pay for it in a very few years. 

The Negro buys land only when some white man will sell to him. Just because a 
white man has land for sale does not mean that a Negro, even the one most liked 
and respected by him, can buy it even if he has the money. Whether a particular 
Negro can buy a particular tract of land depends upon its location, its economic and 
emotional value to the white owner and other white people, the Negro's cash and 
credit resources, and, doubtless most important of all, his personal qualities in the light 
of the local attitudes: He must be acceptable.88 

Negro ownership emerges in areas where l~nd is rented, rather than where it is 
worked by croppers or wage hands. Renters do not cultivate the "proud acres" of the 
plantations. They are common only where the tracts of land are too small, too 
unproducth•e, or too distant to warrant supervision; or where the owners, because of 
other remunerative business, make little effort to secure maximum revenue from their 
lands. On the out-of-the-way, or neglected tracts, in the nooks and corners between 
creeks and between white communities, and in areas where white community organi-
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zatiOD is dis.integrating-these arc the placca where renten are most prevalent, where 
they move least often, where they are most independent and self-directed, where 
they accumulate most cash and credit. These are the tracts which are moat often 
for sale to the Negro.39 

There has always been an active solidarity among white people to 
prevent Negroes from acquiring land in white neighborhoods. The visitor 
finds, therefore, that most often he has to get off the main road and into 
the backwoods if he w:i.nts to see a Negro landowner. The intensity of 
those attitudes on the side of the whites-which closely correspond to the 
attitudes behind residential segregation in the cities•-seems to have been 
increasing toward the turn of the century. This was the time when the Jim 
Crow legislation was built up in the South.b There actually were even 
sporadic attempts in the beginning of the century to institute laws in order 
to block Negro ownership in white rural districts.40 It is noteworthy that 
the trend toward increase of Negro landownership was halted at about the 
same time.u 

The last decade, finally, has brought a new competitive advantage to 
the white owner. Government regulations, which have become of great 
.importance, no doubt have helped the Negro owner along with the white 
owner. The fact, however, that the local administration of the new agricul
tural policies is entirely, or almost entirely, in the hands of white people 
cannot fail to make the Negroes a relatively disfavored group. This 
problem will be touched upon in the next chapter. 

8. TENANTS AND WAGE LABORERS 

In 1880, 64 per cent of the Southern farms were operated by owners. 
The corresponding figure for 1900 had fallen to 53 per cent. By 1930 it 
was down to 44 per cent. A majority of the Southern farm operators were 
tenants and sharecroppers. There was a similar development in other parts 
of the country as well. But nowhere else did it go so far.42 And nowhere 
else did this trend have quite as serious social implications. 

Behind this change are the lagging industrialization, the high rural 
fertility rates, and the relatively small opportunities for successful owner
ship in the South. Not only Negroes, but whites also, were affected by these 
factors. Already by 1900c there were more white than Negro tenants in 
Soq:thern agriculture, and during the following three decades the number 
of white tenants increased by more than 400,000, or roughly 60 per cent, 
wh~ as tbe corresponding figures for nonwhite tenants were 147,000 and 
:J.j per cent, respectively.43 

• 

There seems to have been a parallel trend in the case of wage laborers, 
"'See Chapll!r 29, Section 3. 
111 See Chapter :a 1, Section 4, 
• Then WN IIO im.kdown by color in earlier ccnsua rcpom. 
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although much less pronounced. In 1910 more than half of these workers 
were Negro-in 1930 less than half of them.44 It should be kept in mind 
that their status, by and large, is more insecure even than that of the 
sharecroppers, who, at least, are . assured of year-round employment
although not always of a year-round income. This, however, does not reflect 
on the wage labor institution as such. If all Southern farm labor had been 
remunerated on a straight wage basis, the conditions would have been 
entirely different. A greater proportion of the wage laborers would have 
had year-round jobs, and these year-round employees would have known 
in advance for what wages they were working-something which is not 
true about tenants and croppers. At present most Southern agricultural 
wage laborers are literally "marginal." It is only at seasonal peaks that 
most of them can count on full employment. This circumstance, more than 
anything else, accounts for their inferior position. 

The fact that nowadays almost two-thirds of the tenants are white has 
been emphasized time and again in the discussion. It does not follow, how
ever, that white tenancy is more serious than Negro tenancy. Rather it is 
the other way around. We have seen that Negroes, more than whites, are 
concentrated in the lower tenure groups, and that in each tenure group 
Negroes are economically much weaker than whites. In addition, there are 
certain other significant differences. 

It would be a mistake to believe that the plantation system and the 
tenant system are synonymous concepts. The majority of all tenants do 
not work on plantations, but on small holdings. In 1910, the last time an 
enumeration of plantations was made,411 it was found that 39,000 planta
tions, located in 325 plantation counties, had about 400,000 tenants;48 

whereas, the total number of tenants in the South was over 1,500,000.41 

The ratio of plantation tenants to all tenants must be still lower now, for the 
number of tenants has increased much more in non-plantation counties than 
in plantation counties.48 During the last decade there has even been a 
decrease in tenancy on the plantations.• It may be, therefore, that three out 
of four tenants in the South today work on small holdings. 

While plantation tenancy belongs to the classical subjects in the rural 
sociology of the South, much less scientific attention has been given to the 
Southern nonplantation tenant. It is certain, however, that the great 
majority of these small-holding tenants are white.40 A large number of 
them are related to their landlords.5° For all we know, their conditions, in 
many cases, may be similar to those of white tenants in other parts of the 
country, except that, more likely than not, they have to work and live 
under poorer circumstances, and their general status, to some extent, may 
have been influenced by the plantation patterns. 

The majority of the plantation tenants, on the other hand, are Negro.'1 

• See Chapter u, 
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There has lxen a "white infiltration" even on this mainstay of Negru 
tenancy, how(.-ver.112 It even happens quite frequently that white and Negro 
tenants work on the same plantations, although usually not in the same 
capacity. White workers tend to be relatively more concentrated in the 
outlying districts, or on the least valuable parts of the plantations where 
the tenants work more independently and have a higher tenure status; 
whereas, Negroes more often make up the bulk of the labor force on the 
main part of the plantations, where they can be closely controlled and 
supervised by the owners or managers. 

Thus, some of the main factors which account for the more rapid rise 
in white over Negro tenancy, until about 1930, are: 

J. Negro tenants, more than white tenants, are dependent on the unstable cotton 
plantation economy. 

2. Tenancy has increased more in nonplantation counties than in plantation counties. 
3. Cotton culture has been moving toward the Southwest. 
4. There has been white "infiltration" into plantation areas. This, however, is not 

so much an explanation as a description of the change. It still remains a problem 
why the intensity of rural population pressure increased more for white than for 
Negro agricultural workers.• 

Also of relevance in this context is the fact that Negroes are "attached 
to the soil" much less than whites-that is, they more frequently move 
from one farm to another.'13 But this does not, in any way, constitute a 
racial or cultural characteristic. In reality, it is nothing but a consequence 
of the fact that Negroes, more than whites, are concentrated in the lower 
tenure groups; the lower the tenure· status, the more frequent are the 
farm-to-farm movements.114 In every given tenure group, Negroes tend to 
stay somewhat longer on the same place than do white farmers. In 1935, 
38 per cent of the colored, as against 49 per cent of the white, croppers in 
the South had stayed less than one year on the farms which they were 
operating. The same proportion for other tenants were 2 7 and 40 per 
cent, respectively. 

It goes without saying that movements as frequent as those must have 
an adverse influence on the living conditions of the tenants. No tenant who 
expects to farm on another place the next year can have much interest in 
doing any work on his house or in developing a year-round garden; neither 
can he be interested in maintaining the soil. Negligence in these and other 
respects naturally tends to become particularly serious in cases of absentee 
ownership; 15 per cent of the 646 plantations studied by Woofter in 1934-
did not hive a resident owner or even a special hired overseer.1111 

" . 
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9. THE PLANTATION TENANT 

The plight of the plantation tenant56 has been described so often and so 
welP7 that there is no need to give more than a short summary here. But 
a summary we must present. For, despite all scientific and reformistic 
publicity, these conditions are still news to a great part of the American 
people; as we see it, they could not otherwise have prevailed in their 
present form for such a long time. The subject, in a way, is a fascinating 
one. It is the problem of an antiquated paternalistic labor institution in the 
midst of modern American capitalistic society. 

If we except cash tenants-who usually, but not always, can be regarded 
as rather independent entrepreneurs, and who make up onJy about one
tenth of all Negro tenants-plantation tenants are just ordinary laborers, 
although they are designated as farmers in the census. Their work is 
usually supervised, more or less regularly, by the landlord or his repre
sentative. In some cases they even work by the clock and in gangs. 68 their 
wages, however, are not determined according to supply and demand in a 
free labor market. 

Wages are not fixed per week, per month, or per annum. Nor is the 
sharecropping agreement modeled after the ordinary piece-wage system. 
The cropper, rather, gets a share of the product. The quantity of the 
product depends not only on the efforts of the workers but on the condi
tions of the soil and on the hazards of wind and weather; and it is not the 
quantity of the output alone but also its price that det.ermines the final 
reward for the toils of labor. a The wages of the sharecroppers and share 
tenants, in other words, vary in such a way that there is no reason whatever 
to assume that they, except accidentally and occasionally, would satisfy the 
supply-and-demand equations of an ordinary free labor market.b 

While in other parts of our economic system it has been the accepted 
ideal that risk of investment should be directly correlated with the size of 
investment, the sharecropper and the share tenant-although nothing but 
laborers from economic and social viewpoints-have to carry a considerable 
share of the entrepreneur's risk. It is possible that it fr, this practice of 

• Ordinary piece-rate wages also may vary with the change in genera.I market conditions; 
but only through the process of price formation in the commodity and labor markets and 
with a certain time-lag, and seldom, if ever, to the same extent as the price of the product, 

• As a labor or tenant contract, the sha.re tenl\nt agreement reveals its pre-capitalistic 
character by the fact that the wage or the land rent is not fixed in a sum of money or product 
but in a proportion which remains fixed as a matter of tradition independent of how 
Prices and price relations change. The products and cost factors in the production other 
than labor are, however, priced in the market and so is land. Only labor costs (and incomes) 
are fixed in an arbitrary and traditional proportion. This indicate, the dependent status of 
labor in this economic system. Labor has not even had the protection of being directly related 
to the objective conditions of price formation in an economic market. 
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hedging by spreading the risk over the whole tenant working force whicl 
has enabled the planters to carry on the cotton crop gamble much more 
persistently than otherwise would have been possible. It is true that the 
share tenant shares in the benefit of a good crop and favorable market 
conditions with the landowner. It is also true that he does not have much 
capital of his own. If losses run so high that at the end of the year he 
finds himself indebted to the landlord, he may often be able-at least now
adays-to get rid of this debt simply by moving to another plantation. 
But many a time he may find himself having invested a full season's work 
without having received anything near the wages he would have earned 
had he been a wage laborer with full employment. On such occasions, at 
least, he has to face long months of semi-starvation for himself and his 
family. That certainly is a business risk just as much as any. And should 
he have any livestock or other assets, the landlord is always free to take 
thell\ to cover pos!.ib]e debts. In nine cotton states "the landlord has the 
legal right to seH any and all property the tenant may have to secure 
payment of rent and furnishings.1159 

Indeed, any study of the concrete details of the system will reveal that 
the sharecropper or share tenant usually has most of the disadvantages of 
being an independent entrepreneur without having hardly any of the 
rights that ordinarily go with such a position. Only in relatively few cases 
are his rights and obligations set down in a written contract.00 In most 
cases he does not sell even his own share in the cotton crop himself.111 

According to the crop lien laws in most states, he has no right to dispose 
of it until he has paid to the landlord all the rent due and the advances 
he has received during the season. And since he cannot well do that until 
the crop has been sold and paid for, the landlord is legally entitled to 
handle all the marketing as he sees fit. 82 Seldom is the tenant even con
sulted about how to sell and when. 

Worse than that, however, is the general pattern of making all kinds 
of account-keeping a unilateral affair. The tenant usually has to take the 
landlord's word for what price has been obtained for the cotton, for what 
is the total amount of advances received from the landlord, and for what 
the interest on these advances is, and so on. An attempt on the part of 
the Negro tenant to check the accounts against his own itemized annota
tions-if he should have kept any (which is rarely done)-will not 
accomplish much, in most cases, except possibly to infuriate the landJord.08 

The temptation to cheat the ~enants at the :final settlement for the year, 
under ~ circumstances, must be great. Indeed, Southern plantati<?n 
ownen·1VJ)uld be unlike other human beings if they did not sometimes 
misuie.thl! considerable arbitrary power they have over their tenants.84 

Ia several conversations with white planters-as also with employers of 
Negro labor in cities, particularly of domestics-the writer has noticed the 
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display of a sort of moral double standard. White people of the landown
ing class who give the impression of being upright and honest in all their 
other dealings take it for granted and sometimes brag about the fact that 
they cheat their Negroes. On the other hand, it is equally apparent that 
there is a strong recognition in the South of the difficulty for a landlord 
to get and keep good workers if he docs not have the reputation of dealing 
with them on a straight basis. Still, there are too many "settlement jokes" 
in the Southern folklore0

G and too many statements about the matter in 
the literature to make a student inclined to dismiss the possibility of 
outright cheating. There is social significance even in the fact-which 
every observer will be able to confirm-that "the system leaves the Negro 
tenant with the feeling that he has not been treated justly.''66 

The ''advancing'' of food, clothing, and other necessities of life is a 
significant part of the system. Since the tenant is ordinarily without 
resources-otherwise he would not be a tenant-he cannot usually wait for 
his wages until the crop has been harvested and sold. He has, therefore, 
to live on a credit basis at least during a large part of the year. For an 
average period of seven months, according to Woofter's sample study for 
1934, the tenant receives credit from the landlord, often in a special store 
or commissary, where he can buy household supplies up to a certain amount 
a month. This amount varies according to the size of the family, the pros
pects for the crop, the market conditions, and so on. The average in 
Woofter's sample was $12.80 per month and $88 per year.87 A study of the 
Yazoo-Mississippi Delta in 1936 showed an average subsistence advance per 
year of about $94 for sharecroppers and $138 for share tenants. If operating 
credit is included, the amounts were $162 and $283, respectively.68 

The interest rates charged for these advances are extremely high. A flat 
rate of IO per cent is usual but, since the duration of the credit is only a 
few months, the annual rate is several times higher. According to W oofter's 
sample study in 1934, it was no less than 37 per cent.69 A plantation study 
for 1937 on a somewhat smaller sample gave almost the same average. 
"These rates were two to three times as high as those paid by the operators 
(landlords) for short-term credit.mo 

In addition, prices in commissaries are often "marked up" to a consider
able extent.71 Some people in the South, however, will tdl the visitor that 
the breaking up of rural isolation and the increased opportunities for 
tenants to spend week-ends in towns and cities and see the stores has made 
this latter practice less prevalent than it used to be. When the advances 
are paid in cash, which sometimes happens, the tenant naturally has 
greater freedom to buy at ordinary market prices. 

According to Woofter's plantation study for the depression period 1930-
1934, no les$ than 13-15 per cent of the tenants ended each crop year in 
debt to their landlords. This means that, in addition to their having to 
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start the next crop year with a deficit, they have nothing to live on during 
the winter. The average debt for these tenants varied between $89 and 
$143.12 As hinted at before, it is probable that indebted and propertyless 
tenants are often able nowadays to get rid of their debts simply by moving 
to another place. This, at least, is likely to be the case when the tenant is 
an inefficient worker, and the landlord, for this reason, is not interested in 
keeping him and considers the expense for collecting the debt higher than 
it is worth. The extremely high number of tenants who have stayed less 
than one year on their present farms is enough to indicate the relatively 
unhampered movements of most tenant operators. The practice of forcing 
an indebted tenant to stay on the plantation in order to work off his debt 
certainly became less prevalent during the period of relatively abundant 
agricultural labor which lasted from the beginning of the depression until 
the present war boom.73 We do not know whether the present shortage 
of farm labor has brought about any new increase in such debt-peonage. 
What we do know is that the who]e legal system previously gave the 
tenants but little protection against such abuses and that, so far, there has 
been no fundamental change in this legal system. In addition, the planter 
.has at his disposal all the extra-legal caste sanctions. It is certain, anyway, 
that there is some debt-peonage left.14 

Apart from the legal and extra-legal pressures, the terms established in 
the landlord-tenant agreements and settlements will be heavily loaded 
against the plantation tenants, because of that monopolistic element which 
was analyzed even in the time of Adam Smith: the purchasers of labor 
will be bound as neighbors, friends, and gentlemen not to bid against each 
other for tenants. This monopolistic tep.dency will be particularly effective 
in the plantation South where the tenants are usually absolutely unorgan
ized, where, further, there is a racial split and usually extreme prejudice 
among them, and where-particularly in the case of Negro tenants-the 
social distance between employers and employees is enormous. 

That such a monopolistic tendency is strong has been seen by many 
observers.7

1i To begin with, no planter feels that he can afford to lose a 
tenant who has started a crop. The claims on solidarity go further, how
ever. To be a "tenant-stealer" is traditionally considered a bad thing.18 

According to the prevailing custom, no landlord is supposed to accept a 
tenant whom the previous employer does not agree to release.71 

· The basis of this custom is a feeling, ·On the part of the planters, of a 
sort of collective ownership of the workers in the community. The resent
ment against any outsiders coming in for the purpose of hiring labor is 
even stronger, if possible. 78 The hostility against outside labor agents grew 
particularly strong during the period of the First World War, when 
Northern industry made its strongest bid for the Negro agricultural 
,vorker. Several states enacted laws against such practices. 
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The last state law against the enticement of labor was passed in Louisiana early 

in June, 1935, making it "unlawful for any person to go on the premises or planta
tion of any citizen between sunset and sunrise and assist in moving any laborers or 
tenants therefrom without the consent of the owner of said premises or plantation."79 

This should be the place for ''balancing the picture" by looking for 
positive aspects of the paternalistic labor relations on the Southern planta· 
tions. The system doubtless has some positive sides. Even the outsider will 
occasionally find some evidence of them. Ther~ are good landlords, who 
really try to take care of their tenants to some extent. They arc the ones 
who get and hold the good tenants. They are rightly proud of this fact 
and tell the interviewer about it. Most studies contain some statement from 
such a plantation owner who has made the discovery that he can get the 
best out of his Negro tenant just by treating him decently and by appealing 
to his ambition to get ahead-in other words, by regarding the Negro like 
any other human being. Since the general standard is so low, it is not 
expensive to be an exceptionally good planter and have the best tenants. 

Yet the fact that planters, too, are ordinary human beings, and that 
many of them actually are better than the system which they represent, is 
not high praise of the plantation system as an economic institution. Every 
social institution, in this way, presents a whole range of cases-low 
extremes, normal cases and high extremes. Nevertheless, we can talk about 
the whole range as being low or high in relation to the corresponding 
range for alternative institutions. The benevolence of certain landlords 
certainly is a great help for many individual tenants. But it is, in the final 
analysis, nothing else than an aspect of the arbitrariness of the whole 
system. 

It is our impression that the predominant feeling among most Negro 
tenants is that they can get more or less out of the landlord depending 
upon what kind of landlord he is, and how he is approached. But not often 
have they been taught to feel that they have definite rights and definite 
obligations, and that it is up to them to make good. Several local Farm 
Security officials in the South have informed us of how the inherited 
paternalistic attitude on the part of the planters and the corresponding 
attitudes of dependence, carelessness, and lack of ambition on the part of 
the tenants constitute the toughest problems in their work. The plantation 
system, in summary, fails flagrantly to meet the standards of social and 
economic efficiency and justice.80 

There is no lack of statements in the literature on the plantation system 
of the South to the effect that its survival through generations is a "proof" 
that it-compared with other organizations of land, capital, and labor for 
agricultural production-is superior and best adapted to the circumstances 
of the region. This is, of course, nothing but the application of the liberal
istic (do-nothing) doctrine that "what is, must be"-which from a scienti6c 
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viewpoint is most doubtful in itself under any circumstances•-to a tradi
tion-bound, nonliberalistic,. economic arrangement. The logical fault is too 
obvious to need further comment. This particular economic arrangement, 
as all others, has to be explained in historical terms and to be evaluated in 
terms of its effects compared with alternate, possible arrangements. 

In this context the changes actually occurring in the plantation system 
become important. As we have indicated, the system of slightly modernized 
Black Codes seems finally to be withering under the assaults of the 
Suprelll:e Court and other federal agencies as well as of various pro
democratic organizations in both the South and the North. The relative 
abundance of agricultural labor during the 'thirties has contributed, prob
ably more than anything else, toward the gradual wiping out of the 
practice of debt-peonage. Attempts to organize plantation tenants have 
occurred. Efforts of the federal government to rationalize the credit struc
ture and other crucial elements of the plantation system have been started. 
There are some concerted efforts to begin reforming even the tenure 
conditions. The cotton acreage has been drastically curtailed. We shall 
find, however, that new problems have risen-problems which, again, have 
nffected the Negroes much more seriously than the whites. 

• See Appendix 2. 



CHAPTER 12 

NEW BLOWS TO SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE DURING 

THE THIRTIES: TRENDS AND POLICIES 

........................................................................................................................................... 
I. AGRICULTURAL TRENDS DURING THE 'THIRTIES 

Of all the calamities that have struck the rural Negro people in the 
South in recent decades-soil erosion, the infiltration of white tenants into 
plantation areas, the ravages of the boll weevil, the southwestern shift in 
cotton cultivation-none has had such grave consequences, or threatens 
to have such lasting effect, as the combination of world agricultural trends 
and federal agricultural policy initiated during the 'thirties. These changes 
are revolutionizing the whole structure of Southern agricultural economy. 
They have already rooted out a considerable portion of the Negro farmers 
and made the future of the remaining group extremely problematic. 

For more than a century America has been the leading cotton-producing 
country in the world. But cotton growing in other countries was slowly 
increasing, and the increase became substantial in the decade following the 
First World War. American cotton production, except for annual fluctua
tions, remained fairly constant during this period. Still during the 'twenties 
American-grown cotton represented more than half of the total world pro- • 
duction. Meanwhile domestic consumption had ceased to increase. The 
trend of cotton prices was downward during most of the 'twenties.1 Lange 
remarks: 

Looking back to this period, it is now rather obvious that cotton production in the 
United States had already reached its limits of practical expansion. American cotton 
had to face a keen competition on most markets abroad, as the production in certain 
foreign countries, primarily China and Egypt, was increasing and new raw material 
for textiles began to appear at the same time.2 

But it was during the 'thirties that the over-production problem really 
became serious. It was then that the demand was declining drastically abroad 
and at home due to the depression and to the growing competition from 
other countries and to the increased use of substitutes. The cotton economy 
suffered much more from the depression and recovered much less after
ward than did American agriculture in general. 8 

Southern tobacco also is losing out on the international market, and the 
2,51 
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slow rise in domestic consumption has failed-at least up to the present 
war boom-to compensate for the loss.4 Southern sugar cane is in a similar 
position.11 Only in one main commercial crop in the South did a rising 
demand keep pace with production-namely, the fruit and vegetable pro
duction in Florida and the coastal plains. But even for these crops prices 
have declined, and their cultivation offers workers still worse living condi
tions than does the cotton plantation.8 

Under this onslaught on the old cash crops of the South, and also induced 
by an agricultural policy which we shall comment upon later, dairy farming 
has made some headway in the South. 7 There does not seem to be much 
hope, however, that dairy farming ever will become a major Southern 
industry. In the Lower South there are certain climatic obstacles which so 
far have been difficult to overcome; and milk and cream require a local 
market. Beef cattle and hogs, on the other hand, have shown a big increase.8 

Yet the Southeast had, in 1940, still less than one-tenth of all the beef 
cattle in the country. 9 

These are some of the significant changes which have occurred in 
Southern agriculture during the decade before the present war boom. 
The terrific blow to the cotton economy was the most significant, particularly 
from the viewpoint of the Negro. Some of the other changes indicated a 
beginning reorientation along new lines. But none of them was large 
enough to compensate for the shattering disaster in cotton, for cotton is 
one of the most labor-consuming crops in the South. 

It has been estimated that on the average 30 million acres of land devoted to the 
production of cotton will furnish about 2 5 5 million days of work per year in 
growing, harvesting, and hauling the crop J.o the gin. If t11c same acreage were put 
in corn it would require only 110 million days of labor, or less than one-half the 
time required by cotton, and if seeded to oats or hay the total days of labor required 
to produce and harvest these crops would amount to from 45 to 50 million days, or 
an equivalent of one-sixth to one-fifth as much labor as if the land were devoted to 
cotton production.10 

Thus, even under favorable circumstances it would not have been possible 
to avoid widespread unemployment of agricultural labor. But circumstances 
were not favorable. For although extensive and commendable attempts 
were made to deal with the social aspects of the problem of structural 
change, the major New Deal efforts, ~ we shall find, did not fit into 
constructive long-range program for a reorganization of Southern agricul-
ture. • , 

The present war boom, of course, has brought temporary relief. There 
has been an increased demand and an increased production of several crops. 
The groWIJ.g of peanuts has been stepped up considerably. There is a greater 
production of tobacco, sugar cane and rice; soybeans, too, have increased, 
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although much more so in the North than in the South. The market for 
all meats is booming.11 There is a pronounced scarcity of agricultural labor 
in the South as well as everywhere else. This new situation may, in a 
measure, have some positive effects also on the long-range development. 
The War probably has been a stimulus to greater crop diversification in the 
South. The encouragement of out-migration from rural areas may make 
agricultural over-population somewhat less severe even after the War than 
would have been the case under other circumstances. But there are also 
great risks in this development. When the results of the destruction in 
Europe and elsewhere have been overcome, American agriculture will 
again appear as over-expanded. The long-range employment prospects 
in Southern agriculture, on the whole, are rather dark. 

2. THE DISAPPEARING SHARECROPPER 

Up to the time when the data from the 1940 Census were released, the 
main emphasis in the discussion was placed upon the increase in tenancy
a trend which had been noticeable ever since the Civil War-and upon the 
decline in number of farm owners-which became apparent during the 
'twenties. The 1940 Census, however, showed that the trends had become 
reversed. Tenancy was on the decline, for there were 192,000 fewer Negro 
and 150,000 fewer white tenants in 1940 than in 1930. Ownership, on the 
other hand, was on the increase in Southern agriculture, . except for the 
Negroes (Table 1). 

TABLE I 

NUMBER Of" FARM OPERATORS IN THE SOUTH, BY TENURE AND COLOR: 

1930, 1935, AND 1940 

(in thousands) 

Owners Tenants Other 
and Managers than Croppers Croppers 

Year Nonwhite White Nonwhite White Nonwhite White 

1930 183 1,250 306 709 393 383 
1935 186 1,404 261 1!54 368 348 
1940 174 1,384 208 700 299 242 

------ .. 
Sourcu: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Cnuus of .4,rictlll.,..,: 1g35, Vol, III, pp. 1o6, 107, and 126-1.,13, 

Slzt,nu/1 Cn.,m al the U11U1d Slates: 1040, Agncullur1. United states Summary, Pirat Series, Table Vl: 
Supplemental for tlie Southern States. 

The rise in ownership and decline in tenancy did not balance each other, 
however. The increase in number of owners occurred altogether between 
1930 and 1935 and was restricted to the white group. The decrease in the 
total number of tenants occurred between 1935 and 1940 and was then 
divided between the two racial groups. Before 1935, however, white cash 
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and share tenants seem to have become much more numerous, whereas all 
other tenant groups-Negro cash and share tenants as well as Negro and 
white croppers-had started to decline. The decrease in number of tenants 
during the following five years became much more pronounced and 
affected all four color-tenure groups. 

The final results, by 1940, of all these changes were that there was a 
somewhat larger number of white owners than in 1930; a slightly lower 
number of Negro owners; a much lower number of Negro cash and share 
tenants, and of Negro and white croppers. The total number of croppers 
had declined by almost one-third ( somewhat more for whites and some
what less for Negroes), and the decrease in number of Negro cash and share 
tenants was at least of the same relative size. 

These rather spectacular changes do not mean, observes Sterner, 

••• that the situation has been :tmcliorated. By and large it is rather the other way 
around. While the limit:ttions in the opportunities in Southern agriculture formerly 
caused an increase in tenancy, they now seem to have been aggravated to such an 
citent that the Negro and white rharecropping c/,:m ar well tJJ the Negro cash and 
rwe temmtJ are in the prore11 of being forced out.12 

Yet, many of the ex-tenants and ex-croppers may have stayed in agricul
ture. They have simply been reduced to wage laborers on the farms. This, 
of course, meatts only that their position, in most of the cases, has become 
still more marginal.13 

The main reason why the Negro lost out, probably, was the fact that 
he, much more than the white operator and worker, was dependent on the 
cotton economy which was hit most severely by the depression and by the 
falling off of foreign markets. Practipilly all the increase in number of 
farm operators as well as the total increase in farm population during the 
period 1930-1935 occurred outside of the cotton regions; 14 and aher that 
period there were no further increases of that kind. Yet, the depression 
by itself seems to have had much more immediate effects on income condi
tions than on employment, for the decline in Negro tenancy before 1935 
was relatively limited compared with what was tu come after that year. 
It seems, therefore, that the agricultural policies, and particularly the 
Agricultural Adjustment program ( A.A.A.), which was instituted in May, 
1933, was the factor directly responsible for the drastic curtailment in num
ber of Negro and white sharecroppers and Negro_ cash and share tena~ts. 

It is true that behind the A.A.A. was the depression and over-product1~n. 
If no such thing as the A.A,A. had ever. been instituted, _the cotton pnce 
would have remained low for so long a time that production and employ
ment eventually would have been severely curtailed. And A.A.A. certainly 
raised the income not only for planters and other owners, but-t? an extent 
--also for those tenants and croppers who were allowed to stay in employ-
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ment. But hundreds of thousands of them did not get any protection at aU. 
They were pushed off the land, and, if anything, the A.A.A. hastened their 
elimination. 

3. THE RoLE OF THE A.A.A. IN REGARD TO COTroN 

In order to understand this, it is necessary to recall what the A.A.A. 
program is all about and how it works.• Its fundamental objective is to 
raise and stabilize farm income. This objective is sought along four princi
pal lines: ( r) limitation of cash crop acreages; ( 2) removal of price
depressing surpluses from regular markets; (3) payment of direct subsidies 
to farmers; ( 4) and encouragement of conservation practices. There is an 
intimate relationship between all four main aspects of the program. The 
first two are aimed at restricting the supply brought on the ordinary 
market. The cash crop limitations make greater emphasis on soil-building 
crops and practices possible. Subsidies are paid as a remuneration for 
carrying out acreage restrictions and conservation work; their function is not 
only to let the farmers have a direct bounty, but also to encourage them 
to participate in the program, which is not compulsory but voluntary. The 
voluntary character of the participation, however, seems to be something 
of a fiction. There is, for instance, a ginning tax on cotton and a market
ing tax on tobacco, whereby the nonparticipant is penalized if he markets 
in excess of what he normally produces on what should be his acreage allot
ment. The fact that those taxes have to be approved by referendum does 
not make the participation much more voluntary for the individual opera
tors who would be against it. 

The cut in cotton acreage has been drastic.16 Owing to a tendency to 
intensify the cultivation and to retain the best land in cotton and, perhaps, 
to make some improvements in cultivating technique, the production has not 
decreased to the same extent.16 Since the acreage cuts were not made 
large enough to offset the effect of the increased acreage yields, the over
production problem obviously has not been solved in this way.17 

The A.A.A. policy of keeping up the level of cotton prices by crop reduc
tion and removal of price-depressing surpluses from the market, of course, 
helped the United States to lose its foreign market to competing countries. 
The volume of American cotton export hit a low during the crop year 1938-
1939.18 On the whole, it seems that "of all our crops, cotton has given the 

• The following short description of bow the A.A.A. program has affected the Negro 
Is baaed largely on an unpublished manuscript prepared for this study by Gunn~r ~ange 
("Agricultural Adiustment Programs and the Negro" Uanuary, 1942.)). Seve~l S1gmficant 
details and qualifi.cations as well as certain characteristics of the progra~ duri~g the lint 
yeara of its operation :Ue intentionally overlooked in the su~ary given :e the text. 
Main emphasis is put :n those pointa which facilitate the understanding of how procram 

has a.ficcted the Negro. 
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New Deal most trouble.mi> In 1939, however, a substantial export bounty on 
cotton was instituted. This, and perhaps still more the increased consump
tion during the present war, has brought temporary relief. The carry-over 
has declined, but it is still significant. 

Indeed, the whole program would have failed to bring about any 
increase in cotton prices had it not been for the removal of surpluses from 
the ordinary market. Very commendable were the efforts-now discontinued 
-to increase the cotton consumption of the needy by direct distribution of 
mattresses and by the Cotton Stamp Plan. Those measures, however, were 
expensive in relation to their results in reducing the cotton surplus. The fact 
that the cotton producer receives but r 5 cents of the consumer's dollar 
spent on cotton products20 makes it much more difficult to make a cotton 
distribution program effective than it is to take similar measures in regard 
to most other agricultural products. Therefore, this part of the removal 
program was only experimental. 

Of real importance, on the other hand, have been the commodity loans 
to individual farmers and associations of farmers for the purpose of encour
aging storing (The Ever-Normal Granary Plan). These loans explair. 
the large carry-overs. The existence of such huge and fluctuating surpluses 
means, however, that the whole system has had complete lack of stability, 
which was contrary to the official purpose of the Granary Plan to keep the 
supply in balance. Had it not been for the present War, there could ulti
mately have been but two alternatives: either further drastic cuts in the 
cotton acreage, or collapse of the whole program.a In either case, the Negro 
would have been hurt severely. 

4. A.A.A. AND THE NEGRO 

It is something of a problem, however, that most ot'the reduction in cot
ton acreage was carried out before 1935, whereas the decrease in number of 
Negro and white croppers and of Negro cash and share tenants did not 
start to become really significant until after that year. Of course, there is 
nothing unnatural in a certain time:lag between acreage curtailment and 
eHects on employment. The intensification of cultivation of the cotton land 
not eliminated by the A.A.A., the increase in certain other crops, and the 
uncertainty about the permanence in the change may have contributed to 
a certain delay in the reorganization of the labor force. The Supreme Court 
decision of 1936, invalidating the first A.A.A. program, and the actual 
occurrence of an all-time peak in cotton production in 1937 justifies, to a 
degree, the hypothesis that the change may have had the appearance to 
many planters of being only temporary. By letting the employees share 

•.:A thitd alternative would have been to rely consistently on export subsidies; but such 
apoliey1 more likely than not, would have been p.eutralizcd in the long run through retalia
tory pasures of foreign competiton. 
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in the reduction of income which had occurred since 1929, and by letting 
newly instituted rural relief agencies• provide supplementary income for 
part of the labor force during off-seasons, it was possible for the planters 
to retain most of the tenants for some time. 

Furthermore, it was probably not only by the acreage reduction that the 
A.A.A. later gave inducement to the reduction in number of tenants.21 

Another factor, perhaps equally important, was the A.A.A. benefit pay
ments. During the first years of the A.A.A. system there was a general 
complaint that landlords simply grabbed the benefit checks which they were 
supposed to forward to the tenants.22 Many of these complaints turned out 
to be justified--even when investigated by county committees which were 
almost entirely white, and on which landowners were over-represented. 

These practices were, in the main, later abolished. In the last few years, 
benefits are paid direct to the tenants. Although the credit relations between 
landlord and tenant, the system of unilateral account-keeping, as well as 
the legal impotence of the Negro tenants, still may enable the landlord 
to receive a larger share of the benefits than he is supposed to get, the 
situation certainly has changed. As early as 1935-1936, the Consumer 
Purchases Study, for instance, showed that even sharecroppers were receiv
ing some A.A.A. payments.28 The basis for the division of the payments 
between landlord and tenant, moreover, has been changed, so that the 
tenant today is to receive a larger share-about equal to his share in the crop 
-than according to former stipulations. The average benefit per plantation 
tenant, according to a sample study for some 3,000 plantation tenant 
families, had increased from $r I per year in 1934 to $27 in 1937. The 
latter figure constituted almost IO per cent of the total net cash income of 
the average tenant family ($300).24 In all probability there has been a 
further increase since 1937. 

These changes in favor of the tenants, however, must have had the 
character of a two-edged sword. They gave the landlord a considerable 
economic interest in decreasing the number of tenants or lowering their 
status to wage laborers. And it is particularly during the latter part of the 
'thirties that this temptation became significant. This may well be the 
main explanation of why most of the decline in number of sharecropper!\ 
and tenants occurred after 1935. Landlords have always tended to change 
the tenure status of their workers whenever that has been compatible with 
their own economic interests.25 There is no reason why they should have 
behaved otherwise when carrying out the A.A.A. regulations. 

It is true that the A.A.A. contracts have included stipulations according 
to which the landlords were obliged to maintain the normal number of 
tenants and laborers. 26 Yet such a regulation, even under the best conditions, 
must be difficult to enforce. Landlords cannot well be asked to keep the 

• See Chapter 15. 
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same individual tenants and workers as before. When some move away
and they do move often-it can always be claimed that there just are no 
others good enough to take their jobs and farms. There is another stipula
tion, however, which should be easier to enforce. It is prescribed that a 
reduction in the number of tenants and Croppers on a farm shall not operate 
to increase the payment to the landlord. Yet even this safeguard seems to 
have been insufficient. For Negroes, and tenants generally, have practically 
no real inffuence on the local administration of the program. And if a reduc
tion in the number of tenants "is considered justified from the viewpoint 
of 'sound management,' the stipulation preventing an increase in the amount 
of payments to the landlords shall not apply _,m Several observers have 
noted that landlords actualJy have substituted wage labor for tenants in 
order to secure larger A.A.A. payments for themselves.28 

In summary: Landlords have been made to reduce drastically the acreage 
for their main labor-requiring crops. They have been given a large part of 
the power over the local administration of this program. They have a 
strong economic incentive to reduce their tenant labor force, a large part 
of which consists of politically and legally impotent Negroes. Yet they have 
been asked not to make any such reduction. It would certainly not be 
compatible with usual human behavior, if this request generally had been 
fulfilled. Under the circumstances, there is no reason at all to be surprised 
about the wholesale decline in tenancy. Indeed, it would be surprising if 
it had not happened. 

5. THE LOCAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE A.A.A. 

A few remarks on the local administration of the A.A.A. are pertinent 
here, as a further explanation of the last point. This administration is in 
the hands of the Extension Service-that is, the County Farm Demonstra
tion Agents-and the County Agricultural Conservation Committees 
representing local farmers. It is our impression, based upon a large number 
of interviews, that the county agents in the plantation South, to a great 
extent, have ~n attitude on economi~, social, and racial questions which is 
similar to that of the large landowners. Some of them actually are planters 
themselves. The committees, at least in plantation counties, are characterized 
by an over-representation of big estate owners.29 Committee members have 
often been appointed by the federal administration upon the recommenda
tion of the county agent, which meant that the Extension Service continued 
to control the local committees. The federal administration has continued 
attempting to democratize and to decentralize the administration of the 
·A.A.A. An important development is the recent organization of land-use 
planning committees for the purpose of achieving coordination and local 
adjustment of the various action programs. The Ne~o, however, has 
scarcely profited by these reforms. 89 
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It is true that the Negroes commonly vote in A.A.A. referenda for certain 

decisions, such as the establishment of marketing quotas.• Their votes are 
needed, since a majority of all farmers, including tenants and croppers, 
must be in favor of the program for it to be adopted. But Negroes are 
seldom allowed to vote for committeemen. Even when Negroes do exercise 
some privileges, it seldom means that they have any real influence on the 
decisions. 

Not only Negro tenants and croppers, but Negro farm owners as well, 
are jeopardized by their relative lack of influence on the decisions of the 
local A.A.A. administration. The allotment of cotton acreage and benefit 
payments is a rather complicated affair. There are certain statistical computa
tions involved, and these computations, in part, are based on records con
cerning previous farm practices on every individual holding. The accuracy 
of the records and calculations depends on the good-will, conscientiousness) 
and competence of those in charge of the local control. If they do not ade
quately represent all local farm groups, it c:in scarcely be avoided that the 
rights and interests of under-represented or entirely unrepresented farmers 
and tenants are overlooked in m:iny individual cases. This is more likely 
to be the case since such groups, particularly Negroes, include a large 
proportion of more or less illiterate people who are unable to understand 
the intricate regulations well enough even to find out whether or not they 
have been wronged.31 Indeed even highly educated persons may have to 
make a special effort in order to check up on their share. 

6. MECHANIZATION 

Before we proceed to an evaluation of the A.A.A. program, we must dis
,;uss a factor which seems bound to add its influence in displacing Negro 
labor on Southern plantations: mechanization. We also want to look for 
tendencies toward concerted defense action on the part of the plantation 
laborers. 

Up to now mechanization has not been important. Cotton cultivation, in 
the main, is carried on by a technique which has not changed much since 
slavery. The low degree of mechanization is the reason why cotton growing 
requires so much labor and keeps this labor down to such low levels of 
living. At the same time, the cheap labor makes mechanization unprofitable. 
Otherwise it might be expected that the commercial farming of cotton on 
the Southern plantations would be more inviting to more efficient produc
tion methods than the subsistence production on family farms. But 
mechanization has actually been slow.82 

In the last decade, however, there has been a tendency toward a narrow. 
ing of the still wide gap between the national and the Southeastern rates 
of mechanization.33 That cotton planters in the Southeast would like to 

• See Chapter u, ~on 3. 
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buy more 11lll.Chines is evident from a sample inquiry abuut factors retard
ing mechanization; half of the informants stressed the difficulty of .financing 
purchases. 84 

It should be noted that the two Southwestern states, Texas and Okla
homa, show a different picture.85 But what has happened in the Southwest 
has only a slight direct importance for Negro employment, as Negroes 
there are so relatively scarce in the rural districts. If mechanization for a 
long time should fail to become as intensive in the Southeast as in the South
west, there is no doubt that the Negro, nevertheless, will suffer indirectly. 

Great hindrances to mechanization have been both the difficulty of getting 
credit and the high rate of interest. The recent reforms in the organization 
of agricultural credit have reduced this obstacle considerably. The A.A.A. 
benefit payments add to the supply of cash that planters can use for mecha
nization, though it is true that even with these payments their incomes have 
not come to the pre-depression level. The A.A.A. program has, howe'Ver, 
another and most important influence toward increasing mechaniz.ation 
because of the premium it offers for reducing the number of tenants. 

Formerly, agricultural machines were not well-adjusted to the rolling 
terrain in some parts of the South. This is being overcome by newer types 
of machines constructed to satisfy Southern requirements. 36 As the South
ern market for machines increases and, perhaps, other markets contract, 
the machine manufacturers, no doubt, will direct more of their attention 
toward the specific needs of the South. The mechanical cotton picker 
eventually may be perfected to such an extent that it can be used extensively 
on an economical basis;37 a mechanical cotton chopper, perhaps, is a nearer 
possibility.311 But even without such innovations, there will be more motors 
running in the agricultural South. The great number of large holdings, 
in some measure, should facilitate the use of more machine equipment, and 
Negroes are concentrated in those regions where holdings are large. 

The threat against employment opportunities in the rural South is poten
tially greater, for the very reason that so far there have been but few 
machines on Southern farms. The displacement of labor which can be 
brought about by further mechanization is so much greater than anywhere 
else. Negroes, for several reasons, will feel the effects of this trend more 
than white workers, in the same way as they have suffered more from the 
decline in cotton economy. They are more dependent on the cash crop culture. 
They are more concentrated on plantations. They are objects of prejudice, 
especially when it comes to handling machinery. To operate an expensive 
machine is to have a position of responsibility, which, even in the rural 
South, must draw "white man's pay." Although Negroes have shown that 
they can acquire the necessary skill for the purpose,39 there is scarcely any 
doubt that employers, more often than not, will prefer white labor if farm 
opa;ations are mechanized. The records show that but a small part of the 
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machine equipment in the South is on farms where there are colored opera
tors. '0 It will always be easier for employers to find workers who know 
how to run machinery in the white group. More and more the Negro will 
be reduced to a seasonal worker, and even this opportunity will dwindle if 
chopping and picking, too, should become mechanized.41 

7. LABOR ORGANIZATIONS 

In view of the quantitative significance of the labor displacement during 
the 'thirties, one would have expected to find widespread evidence of unrest 
among the sharecroppers. One would have expected, further, to find a 
great number of publicized expressions of a popular concern about what 
was happening, as well as a widespread discussion of ameliorative programs. 
J.:inally, one would have expected concrete action to follow these discus
sions. 

There was unrest among the sharecroppers. There was publicity about it. 
And the federal government did make highly commendable and rather 
sizable attempts to improve the conditions by its various Farm Security 
programs.a But the organized attempts of the tenants and sharecroppers 
to fight for their needs were rather weak and scattered. And the publicity, 
largely a result of certain incidents during the organizational work,42 was 
not extensive enough to reach far outside the ranks of such reformers, 
administrators, social workers, scientists, journalists, and others who more 
or less professionally had to follow the development. The federal govern
ment itself called attention to some of the problems involved by publishing 
several outstanding reports, including the Report on Farm Tenancy by the 
President's Committee, Woofter's study on Landlord and Tenant on the 
Cotton Plantation, and the Holley, Winston, and Woofter volume on 
The Plantation South, r934-r937. But even in these otherwise enlightening 
studies there was little, if any, attention given to the wholesale decline 
in number of tenants.b The general public was rather unaware of the deeper 
social significance of such incidents as occasionally made the front page of 
the press. What the federal government did for the Southern tenants, 
therefore, appeared to the average citizen more or less like a goodhearted 
and, perhaps, extravagant benevolence on the part of the New Deal. He 
usually had no idea at all that part of the distress was due to government 
policy. Popular backing for the protest movement was by no means as strong 
as it could have been had the general public been better informed. 

• Set: Section 12. of this chapter. 
' The explanation ia largely that the statistics had not yet furnished any conclusive 

evidence on the significance of the change. One cannot help feeling, though, that the political 
necessity to defend all kinds of farm relief measures against attacks from the nonagrarian 
groups caused a certain unwillingness to admit that the A.A.A. program could h&ve COD• 

tributed to the decline in employment opportunities. 
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It should not surprise us that org21Uzational efforb among Southern 
teiwlt.s and farmhands were practically absent before the New Deal and 
remained weak even during the latter part of the 'thirties. Even in coun
tries where the labor movement and collective bargaining have proceeded 
far in advance of American accomplishments in this field, the organization 
of agricultural labor has always been a hard task. The spatial dispersion of 
production and of the labor force and, still more, certain elements of 
rural culture tend to increase inertia against concerted action. In the South 
these difficulties are enhanced by the low educational level and the poverty 
of the agricultural workers; by their complete lack of cooperative habits; 
by the tradition of paternalism and dependence inherent in the plantation 
system; by the frequent moving from one locality to another; by the weak 
legal order which, in this field, has taken the form of ruthlessly beating 
down all labor organizations; and by the split between Negroes and whites. 
The last factor is of special importance because in this particular labor 
market there is intense competition between Negroes and whites. The 
whites could not possibly attain anything by organizing unions excluding 
Negroes. Whites and Negroes are exchangeable from the employers' point 
of view, and there exists a pressing labor surplus, particularly of Negro 
labor. 

This is the general background agafost which the first labor movement 
among Southern farm workers should be viewed. The attempt to unionize 
has been concentrated mainly in the Southwest and in the Western border 
regions of the Cotton Belt, but the movement is spreading eastward. 
Arthur Raper, writing in 1940, summarizes the situation thus: 

At present the only three labor unions of farm tenants which arc strong enough 
to be of any consequence have interracial membenhip. They are: The Farmen' 
Union, with headquartera at New Orleans and with activities limited largely to 
Louisiana; the United Cannery, Agricultural, Packing and Allied Workera of 
America (C.1.0.) with comparatively few members in the cotton area; and the 
Southern Tenant Farmers' Union, with headquarters in Memphis, Tcnnesaee.48 

Most of the states in the Southeast are untouched by these activities. 
Raper explains this limitation in the following way: 

The reasons arc varied. In this newest cotton country a considerable proportion 
0£ the tenants have a background of small ownership or independent labor at sawmills. 
They have not been so long schooled in the plantation dependency as have the 
landless families in the Southeast, where the present plantation roots back into 
alavery. In the newer plantation region, holdings are larger and absentee ownership 
prevalent; relationships between management and workera are le11 per10nal, and the 
presence of labor organizer• i1 lea noticeable.'4 

Another reason for the regional diJier~tial is that the legal order is some
what stronger in the Southwest. A handbill distributed in 1940 by a group 
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called Missouri Agricultural Workers Council, contained a reference to 
a previous demonstration, which read: 

We 1taged the protest in Mi990uri,-not because cotton labor is treated more 
unfairly in Miuouri than e]aewhere. We know that is not true. We staged it in 
Mi110uri becauae we had lea fear of bloody violence in Miuouri.'11 

It seems that these organizations grow up largely because of the special 
problems brought about through the A.AA. and the decline in employ
ment opportunities. The Southern Tenant r.'armers' Union, which is still 
the main organization in the field, started around an organiz.ed attempt 
of sharecroppers, in the neighborhood of Tyronza, Arkansas, to get their 
share of the A.A.A. payments and to stand up for their rights not to 
be displaced as a consequence of the A.A.A. program.'8 Indirectly, the 
results of these activities have been significant, in that the limited publicity 
around them probably has contributed a great deal to induce the federal 
government to take certain actions. The direct results, on the other hand, 
seem not to have been important, except in individual cases. The S.T.F.U. 
at the beginning of 1942 claimed a membership of 15,000 of which, how
ever, only 2,000 were members who paid dues regularly.'7 Besides the 
general handicaps of organizing Southern farm workers, mentioned a few 
pages back, these organizations have been hampered by certain internal 
differences, particularly between the leadership of the S.T.F.U. and the 
U.C.A.P.A.W.A. The fact that whites and Negroes have been organized 
together, has, of course, been a main difficulty, but the pioneers have, on 
the whole, met it with success. It would seem that the most important 
single difficulty in the way of these movements is the lack of a legal tra
dition in the plantation South.• 

It is difficult to judge about the future chances of trade unionism in 
the plantation South. On the one hand, the economic pressure is likely 'to 
continue and might become aggravated. Reasons for unrest and dissatis
faction are going to mount in the future as they did during the 'thirties. 
And there are indications of a development toward greater respect for 
law in the South.b In the political sphere there are reasons to expect an 
increase in participation and power for the working masses.c The South 
is becoming increasingly industrialized, and in its industries unionism is 
pushing ahead. All these trends favor unionization even in the rural South. 
On the other hand, the difficulties to be overcome, particularly in the Old 
Cotton Belt where the Negroes are concentrated, are tremendous. 

• A more complete story of theae attempts, interesting and significant though it might be, 
would deal more with such problems of law enforcement, or lack of it, that have to be 
conaidered elaewhere in our inquiry rather than with queations more immediately related 
to the 10cial and economic conditioas of the Negro in agriculture. See Part VI. 

• See Part VI. 
• See Chapten a3 ud U 
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It is difficult to see how the federal government would be able to cope 
more successfully with the displacement problem and with other problems 
developing as a consequence of economic trends, agricultural policy, and the 
War, without having the farm workers organized and their interests and 
opinions articulated. When after the present War the government is faced 
with the problem of reformulating its agricultural program for the South, 
we should expect that it will find it necessary at least to protect the Southern 
tenants in their legal right to organize strong unions. 

8. THE DILEMMA OF AGRICULTURAL POLICY 

If the farm workers become organized in the South, whether by their 
own efforts or by government encouragement, and if their organizations are 
able to enter into successful collective bargaining with the planters, any 
success in raising the earnings and living levels for farm labor on Southern 
plantations will accent1.tate, or rather make explicit in form of unemploy
ment, the basic over-population of Southern agriculture. Any policy which 
will improve levels of living, thereby increasing costs to plantation owners, 
will stimulate mechanization and will displace cotton by other crops which 
do not require so much labor. In the long-range view this might be desir
able, in terms both of economic rationality and of human welfare. But the 
immediate effect, if vigorous countermeasures to remove the surplus popula
tion from the cotton land are not taken, would be accentuated unemploy
ment, and the Negroes would be hurt the most. This is the dilemma of 
agricultural policy in the South. 

The dilemma is, of course, much more general. It is at the bottom of all 
agricultural policy in America and elsewhere. The ultimate objective in 
attempting to raise the living levels for farmers and to protect their eco
nomic security must be to make agricultural production more efficient
be it through the lowering of the credit rates, through the use of more 
mechanical equipment, through improvement of livestock and plants, 
through teaching the farmers how to use better techniques and how to plan 
their operations in a more economical manner. But all this must make the 
tendency toward over-production even more pronounced. It must lower 
the number of acres and workers required for satisfying a given demand. 
Some experts, like the agro-biologist, 0. W. Wilcox, even go so far as to 
believe" ••• that if the most productive methods now known were gener
ally applied, then it would be possible for I ,600,000 farmers on 40,000,000 
acres to produce as much of our eight principal crops as are now produced 
by six or seven million farmers on about 240,000,000."48 

This may be an exaggeration. But it seems obvious that the increase in 
production which, within a not-too-distant future, would be technologically 
possible to achieve, is large compared even with the largest conceivable 
needs of the American people. According to certain estimates, if all families 
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with a poor diet could be given what the Department of Agriculture 
characterizes as a "moderate-cost good diet," this would, with present 
techniques, require a crop acreage only about 20 per cent larger than was 
harvested in 1939.49 The attempts to increase the demands of low-income 
families by means of direct distribution of agricultural products, by the 
Food Stamp Plan and by school lunches, are highly commendable from 
the viewpoint of national health. But they cannot remove the over
production indefinitely; at best they can merely cushion the effects of it 
temporarily. 

By the same token, the attempts to make farmers go in for a system of 
almost complete self-sufficiency can scarcely do more than mitigate the 
effects of the rural over-population.60 It is true, theoretically, that if a large 
enough number of farmers went in for self-sufficient agriculture, all over
production would be checked. But this would mean permanently dividing 
the farming population into two parts, of which only one would be allowed 
to go in for modern cost-saving specialization and efficient techniques. The 
other part would have to diversify its efforts and use inefficient techniques 
to an extent where they would be working hard and getting little in return, 
including practically nothing in the way of modern conveniences. This plan 
would never provide the hope of approaching what is understood to be 
"the American standard of living." Too, it would require the permanent 
stifling of ambition and an economic dictatorship to separate those retained 
in commercial agriculture from those forced into self-sufficient agriculture. 
Such a solution, if it were applied consistently and on a large scale, would 
not be acceptable to the American people. 

This basic dilemma in agricultural policy is now much greater in the 
South, where over-population is so much more pressing than in the North. 
The burden of over-population, in the form of both unemployment and 
extreme poverty among those retained in agricultural employment, falls 
much more heavily on the Negro population than on the whites. 

9. ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF THE A.A.A. 

We are now ready to proceed to an evaluation of the A.A.A. program 
in its relation to cotton cultivation and the Negro farmer. 

From the restricted point of view of production efficiency, the reduction 
of cotton acreage, and the dismissal of tenants consequent to this and to the 
special inducement contained in the benefit payments, is all to the good. 
The Southern plantation has altogether too many workers and tenants; 
cotton cultivation, as it has been carried on in the South, involves an 
exploitation of labor that is not compatible with American standards and 
American economic possibilities. From the same point of view, mechani
zation also is desirable. Any rise in farm labor standards, through collective 
bargaining or social legislation, would also, for the same reason, be com-
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mendable. In fact, economic progress means that we become able to produce 
our foodstuffs and agricultural raw materials with less of our available 
labor. 

But there is one important consequence of such a policy which must be 
taken into account if it is to be deemed rational: Employment must bt1 
fo,md for the 11gricultural labor dismissed flS II come<Jumee of trends or of 
policy. Theoretically, there is plenty of place for labor in American indus
try: the masses of people are in need of many more industrial products. 
Houses need to be rebuilt; people need more and better furniture and 
other household gadgets; large sectors of the American population do not 
enjoy health and educational facilities to an optimal degree. An obvious 
complement to an agricultural policy of the A.A.A. type would be, there
fore, 11 large-scale effort to movtJ a part of the agricultural population to 
industry. It is an equally obvious inference that this effort should be 
concentrated upon the younger generation, in which should be invested a 
vocational training making them fit for industrial work. In regard to Negro 
education in the South, this policy will require a complete reform of the 
educational system and, particularly, a reformulation of the aims of voca
tional education.• 

Unfortunately it happened that this agricultural policy had to be carried 
out during an unprecedentedly deep and protracted depression. Unfortu
natcJy, too, the New Deal was a conspicuous failure in its attempt to turn 
the depression into economic prosperity.b A general defeatism became wide
spread in regard to the continuation of the trend toward more and more 
industrialization. Even among experts there was defeatism. This explains 
both why this rational complement to the policy of agricultural contraction 
was never undertaken in any wholehearted fashion and why it was not 
more generally pointed out to the public by informed persons. In the 
'thirties, apparently, Americans doubted if there would ever be any place 
for more workers in American industry. This was, of course, a delusion. 
The present shortage of labor, and particularly skilled labor, for war 
production throws light on this mistake in American depression policy; 
but any improvement of business conditions would have done it, though 
not so dramatically. 

From the point of view of economic rationality a second main short
wming of the American agricultural policy is closely bound up with the 
one mentioned. The tremendous scope of the A.A.A. intervention in regard 
to cotton and other Southern cash crops alone makes it clear from the outset 

"'See Chapter 17, Section 5• 
" It ia the authon comidered opinion that this failure wu not necessary but wu due 

to epecific fnkl ill tJae economic theory and the coordination uf practical policies of tJae 
Americaa apuuon program. Aa a diacuaion of this point would carry us too far and u 
it ii aot .implied u a premise in our argument, we leave it with thia note . . 
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that it was bound to have important effects, not only on acreage in various 
crops, on labor demand, and on the direction of labor demand, but also 
on the relative economic advantage of different types of landholdings and 
of forms of agricultural enterprises. This is a problem of the size of hold
ings; the relation between ownership, management, and labor; and so on. 
In the South and to the Negro, it is primarily a problem of whether or not 
the plantation system shall be protected and conserved. Johnson, Embree, 
and Alexander rightly emphasized that the "organization of the farm 
system is basic to reform in other matters." 111 The pretension of "neutrality" 
in this question is logically untenable when such big measures are taken. 

In the planning stage of the program and in the continuous modification, 
this matter should have been made explicit, a purposeful aim decided upon, 
and adequate means selected toward this aim. This was not done, except for 
some efforts to favor agricultural cooperation and except for a tendency
as the defeatism deepened in regard to turning the depression into con
tinued industrialization-to favor self-sufficient farming. These and other 
efforts were not clearly conceived of in the framework of the entire eco
nomic process and of national economic policy as a whole, and they were 
never attempted on a scale corresponding to the import of the agricultural 
trends and the scope of the A.A.A. interference in these trends. Arthur 
Raper, writing in 1936 and not having available the evidence of the 1940 
Census, nevertheless saw in his field r.tudies the main facts and formulated 
this fundamental criticism: 

The New Deal with its cotton restriction program, its relief expenditures, and its 
loan services, has temporarily revitalized the Black Belt, has rejuvenated the decay
ing plantation economy. Those who control the plantations are now experiencing 
relative prosperity. On the other hand tke landleu farmers, tkougk ahle for #lu 
most part because of the New Deal to pay tlieir rents and settle their accounts, are 
not only f tliling to e1cape their chronic dependence hut are actually losing status, 
Many tenants arc being pushed off the land while many others are being pushed down 
the tenure ladder, especially from cropper to wage hand status.112 

The stipulations against the displacement of labor contained in the law 
may in some measure have been effective in slowing up the process ( at the 
same time diminishing the gains of economic efficiency to be reached in this 
way). But they also comforted the policy makers and the general public, 
and contributed toward keeping off their minds the big unsolved task of 
moving labor from over-populated cotton-tenancy districts.118 

10. SocIAL EVALUATION OF THE A.A.A. 

This brings us to a discussion of certain other social aspects of the A.A.A. 
A primary aim of the program was to bring relief to the rural population 
which had experienced a serious · economic set-back. This aim was first 
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expressed in the price-parity and later in the income-parity formula. From 
this point of view the A.A.A. was parallel to other relief policies during 
the depression. Huge amounts have been spent for this purpose. The total 
appropriations for direct payments to farmers during the period 1934-1941 
has been estimated to be over $5,300,000,000, or more than three-fourths 
of the total costs for all farm policies (including special appropriations for 
land utilization, soil erosion, rural electrification, farm security, and so on).'"' 

In view of these high financial sacrifices, one could have expected much 
more positive results for those within the agricultural population who 
were in particularly great need. Yet, for reasons that we have stated, large 
numbers among those most in need of assistance lost rather than gained 
because of the A.A.A. More generally, as we shall now point out, the 
benefits were not distributed in relation to needs. 

The total agricultural cash income for nine Southeastern states, according 
to certain estimates of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, was twice as 
high in 1940 as in 1932. Nevertheless, it was still more than 20 per cent 
below the 1929 level,1111 There is no way of telling how large a share in the 
income gains the Negroes have received. More Negroes than whites have 
been made to leave the land, and those who left, of course, got nothing of 
the increase of farm income or of A.A.A. benefits. In regard to wage 
workers it can be argued that the higher cotton prices and the A.A.A bene
fits indirectly allowed higher wages, and that this force on the labor market 
was stronger than any adverse force due to the increase of labor supply on 
account of dismissal of tenants. Independent Negro farmers have probably 
come to share in the benefits rather equally with white farmers of the same 
economic status, even if the set-up of local administration has not given 
them much of a voice. Negro tenants have increasingly received their share. 

The A.A.A. payments in these nine Southeastern states amounted to 
about $170,000,000 in 1940, or 13 per cent of the total cash income of 
agriculture for that year, and mote than one-fourth of the cash income gain 
in agriculture since 1932.118 The Negroes' share in this agricultural relief 
was by no means proportionate to their numbers and still less with their 
greater needs. For every tenant and sharecropper had to let his landlord 
get part of the benefit payments for the plot of land he was operating, and 
the wage laborer received no part of it at all. And there are more white 
landlords and fewer white wage laborers. . 

But this question of the Negroes' sharing in the A.A.A. benefits is only 
part of a bigger problem: the distribution of the A.A.A. benefits among 
various income groups in agriculture. As we mentioned, the distributional 
objective of the policy w:as defined in terms of some "parity" for the 
fJ~tural population as a whote,compared with other population groups 
a~ ,nth an eye on co?ditions prior to the First World War. Specifically, 
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the aim in this respect was "reestablishment, at as rapid a rate as the Secre
tary of Agriculture determines to be practicable and in the general public 
interest, of the ratio between the purchasing power of the net income per 
person on farms and that of the income per person not on farms that 
prevailed during the five year period August 1909-July 1914-"117 

Such an objective is understandable in view of the fact that the relation 
between the farm and the nonfarm per capita income in the United States 
was 39 per cent less satisfactory, from the viewpoint of the agricultural 
population, in 1932 than during the period 1910-1914.58 Yet this develop
ment, serious though it may be, has never been the only agricultural income 
problem. Even before the First World War, there certainly were farm 
families, particularly among the Southern Negroes, who in spite of hard 
work seldom, if ever, managed to make their living conditions approach a 
real health standard. Conversely, even in 1932 many farm families had 
incomes high enough to en joy more than such a standard would indicate. 
Nevertheless, in the A.A.A. program no reference is 

••• made to the fact that there are striking differences as to economic conditions 
between different groups of the farm population, or that the need for aid 1s greate, 
for some groups than for others. The /\.A.A. programs are concerned with total 
or average income only .••• A.A.A. contains important elements of long-time planning 
already. It is, therefore, difficult to see why so little has been done to secure by legal 
provisions certain advantages of the policy for the working classes affiliated with 
commercial agriculture.69 

One can explain this on several counts. To limit the programs in this 
way was necessary politically in order to organize a united farm bloc. 
Public assistance for the needy was to be kept in a separate compartment of 
federal activities. In the agricultural economics compartment there was to 
be "social neutrality" as far as the income distribution within agriculture 
was concerned. In an "economic" policy there was to be nothing that tasted 
of "relief." 

Logically, however, there is a flaw in the argument. As in the case of 
other relief appropriations, the idea is that the A.A.A. benefits shall be paid 
by the taxpayers of the nation. To give more out of the public budget to 
those who have more is not exactly to maintain a position of "social neutral
ity." A sample study for 246 Southern plantations shows that the planter's 
average net cash income per plantation was $2,528 in 1934 and $3,590 in 
1937. Out of these amounts not less than $979 and $833, respectively, 
ca.me from A.A.A. payments. The tenants on the same plantations, on the 
other hand, had a net cash income for these two years of $263 and $JOO, 
respectively, out of which but $11 and $27 were A.A.A. payments.60 Thus, 
even in proportion to their higher "basic" income, the planters received 
much more of this assistai;ice than did their plantation tenants.61 A few 
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large landlords, in the South and -elsewhere, may receive as much as 
$10,000 per year in A.A.A. payments.82 

It has been observed by many authors that America has to decide 
whether or not it wants to compete for the cotton world market on a low• 
wage basis with China, India, Africa and South America. If it does not want 
to enter any such low-wage competition, it must face the necessity of 
displacing farm labor on a large scale in the South. Under all conditions 
America has to face not only the existence of income differentials between 
the several classes in Southern agriculture, but the effects of its agricultural 
policy in maintaining or changing these income differentials. Woofter 
observes: 

There is no clear indication that the choice between various objectives has been 
made by those in control of policy. The A.A.A. is looked on as a temporary ~edient 
which it is hoped may be gradually relaxed as the underlying economic situation of 
cotton and tobacco improves. 68 

We know now that the economic policy of the A.A.A. only aggravated the 
problem of the inability of Southern agriculture to support its population. 

The agricultural policy of the period between the two World Wars now 
belongs to history. The makeshift policy during the present War is of less 
general interest. When the War is over we shall again, in all countries, 
face the same problems of agricultural policy as we did prior to this War. 
Some of the problems will have been aggravated in the meantime. Some 
may, temporarily at least, look somewhat less pressing. Practically none 
will have been solved. There is, however, a possibility that they can be 
taken up more constructively with an international point of view and look
ing toward an international agreement. We need, in any case, to learn 
from experience and to analyze unreservedly the shortcomings of agricul
tural policy. The one-third of the American Negro people in Southern 
agriculture, who will still at the end of the War be in the bottom layer of 
the American economic system, has tremendous interests at stake in the new 
agricultural policy of America. It "is necessary for them that agricultural 
policy be planned with recognition of the serious over-population, of the 
necessity of large-scale movement of labor, and of the big income differences 
within the agricultural population. 

11. CoNsTRucr1vE MEASURES 

Any a'7ount. of American agricultural policy, even restricted to those 
llapects ofu which .n:d,ue eo couon and th N,. uld · ~L 
only crop limitatioZ1s und th A A A e egro, wo he J.ncomplete JI 
the A A A th er e . . . program were observed. Besides 

· · · ere are a number of m 1 · d lici · · h . ore or ess m ependent agricultural 
po es Wtt . ~ore constructive long-range aims. Much less has been s ent 

Jhose pol1aes than on the symptom-treating policy of the A.A.A. p 
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Some of these other policies have begun only recently. Some-the exten

sion work, for instance-ilre carried on, more intensively than ever, along 
avenues opened up long before the New Deal. Few, if any,-of these efforts 
are made primarily for the purpose of removing the basic trouble: th'
excess population on the Southern farm land. But there is an emphasis on 
new sources of income-both agricultural and nonagricultural. Certain 
measures, such as the Tennessee Valley Authority and the Rural Electri
:6.cation program, may facilitate to an extent the growth of nonagricultural 
rural industries. And even regardless of the over-population, there are, of 
course, plenty of agricultural problems which need constant attention if 
any substantial part of the rural people is to have an economically sound 
future on the Southern farm. 

We cannot give an exhaustive description of other agricultural programs 
now in effect. The array of measures is too wide for even a short summary. 
No one can fail to become duly impressed by the diversification of efforts 
when he tries to get some idea of what is going on, either by studying the 
literature, by running round in the huge buildings of the Department of 
Agriculture in Washington, by contacting those working in the field in a 
rural county, or just by looking at the periodical farm supplement of one 
of the better Southern newspapers. There are soil conservation projects; 
there is farm demonstration and home demonstration work; there are 4-H 
Clubs; rural electrification; substantial reforms in the farm credit system; 
county planning; encouragement of agricultural cooperation; technical 
research and experimentation; and many similar things. And last but not 
least, there is adult education, both as a separate program and as an aspect 
of almost every single part of the entire system of agricultural policies. 

Even if the success cannot well be the same all along the line, it is certain 
that huge gains eventually will be reaped from aJl these varied activities. 
An outsider may in the beginning have some doubt about what substantial 
reforms can be brought about by cooperative planning work in a Southern 
plantation county, where there is little democracy and social participation, 
and where issues of any deeper social significance are taboo at public 
discussions-not to speak of the fact that Negroes are not allowed to partici
pate on an equal footing with whites. Yet exactly in such communities there 
is a particular need for courageous attempts to democratize agricultural 
policies, however futile these attempts may seem to be at the start. The 
very fact that farmers of different social strata get into the habit of coming 
together for organized discussions cannot fail to bring about some increase 
in the mutual insight into the problems of the other man; and some real 
cooperative efforts eventually may come out of it. 

The farm and home demonstration work, which has been gradually 
developed since 1904, is highly significant, and the more so the lower down · 
it reaches on the social ladder. The work with tenants, however, is largely 
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dependent on the good-will of their landlords. The latter have often 
objected to Negro farm and home detponstration agents approaching 
families on their holdings-sometimes even to any direct contact between 
the Extension Service and the tenants. ''The Negro tenant farmers and 
croppers might best receive aid on the agricultural side principally through 
the white agents working with the landlords and managers," says the 
Extension Service of the Department of Agriculture," and this admission 
conlirms statements that we have received when interviewing Negro agents 
in the South about actual conditions in many localities. We have also been 
told, on the other hand, that nowadays an increasing number of plantation 
owners do want their tenants to have the benefits of this educational work. 
The cuts in cotton acreage and the decline in income during the depression 
made many landlords see the need of more home-use production on the 
tenants' plots. 

Still, it does not seem as if the particularly urgent need for extension 
work among Negroes has been met to the same extent as has the corre
sponding need of the white farm population. Even though white agents 
may give some part of their time to work among the Negro farmers and 
croppers, they cannot be expected, as a rule, to be as intensively interested in 
the welfare of the colored people, as are the Negro agents; nor are they as 
likely to gain the confidence of the Negro farmers. By January 1, 1942, 
there were altogether 558 Negro extension workers in the South, or about 
1.2 per 10,000 Negro persons on the rural farms.611 The corresponding 
ngure for the total rural farm population in the South by mid-1939 was 
more than twice as high or 2.7.88 

Our previous discussion of the practice of "advancing" credit for neces
sities to croppers and tenants has suggested an unsatisfactory organization 
of credit. But planters and other landowners, as well as croppers and 
tenants, have suffered in the same respect. They still have to pay exorbitant 
interest when borrowing money. But a reform of the credit market, is under 
way. The linancial collapse during the depression, which hit both land
owners and financial institutions, 1inally made the federal government 
intensify its efforts to reform the credit market.67 

The accomplishments have been particularly noteworthy in the field of 
mortgage credit. Of the total amount of farm mortgage loans held on 
January 1, 1939, not less than 39 per cent were Federal Land Bank or Land 
Bank Commissioner loans; the corresponding proportion for the South was 
even higher (45 per cent).88 In the much more difficult sphere of produc
tion credit, on the other hand, there has been less success.89 The average 
interest rates for all short-term loans, as a consequence of this development, 
have decreased substantially. Yet it is still very high. The real expense 
even for government loans, in Wooft~r's sample study of 1937, was no less 
than u.9 per cent. This is not a satisfactory situation.70 Conditions may 
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have improved since 1937, however, and the gradual development of the 
government credit system will give some advantages even to the Negroes, 
at least in an indirect way. The direct gains, on the other hand, have been 
very slight so far. Sharecroppers and share tenants can seldom use these 
sources of government credit, for the lien laws, in most cases, make them 
unable to present any security.71 The Negro owners and cash renters, how
ever, should have some theoretical chances of getting assistance through 
the government credit agencies. As usual in cases when government credit 
activities are based on "ordinary business principles," there are no data by 
race which would allow us to present any direct evidence. But there is this 
simple fact, that Negro owners and cash tenants have much smaller and 
less valuable farms than have their white colleagues and cannot present as 
much of any kind of security. Therefore, their share in this new govern
ment credit must be far smaller than is the proportion of Negroes even 
among the more independent Southern farmers, who are predominantly 
white. 

Indeed, in all probability it is even smaller than can be explained solely 
on the ground of the limited resources of the Negro farmers. For the local 
administration of some of the most significant credit agencies is in the 
hands of credit cooperatives such as the farm loan associations for Federal 
Home Loan Bank loans, and the production credit associations for produc
tion credit loans. These associations naturally are dominated by white 
farmers. We have found already• so much evidence on how white farmers 
have misused administrative power given to them under other new eco
nomic programs that we cannot believe that this case should constitute an 
exception. It can almost be taken for granted that the temptation to discrim
inate against the Negro in many cases has been too strong to resist. 

I~- FARM SECURITY PROGRAMS 

So far we have examined, briefly, only those farm policies which are 
intended to help agriculture in general. There is, however, a special series 
of programs for the little man in the farm business-the Farm Security 
programs. Having observed that the major part of agricultural subsidies and 
relief has ·not been administered according to neeJ but has often favored 
the classes in agriculture which are relatively best off, we must add that 
this minor part, represented by the Farm Security Administration, has 
had the function of bringing help to the neediest. 

Hundreds of thousands of Southern farm families have received assist
ance under these programs. As we shall presently show, Nagroes have 
received a substantial share in the F.S.A. benefits-almost as much, as a 
matter of fact, as would correspond to their po pulatio11 ratio in Southern 

• See also the data on tbe Negro's shal'e in the benefits under tbe Fa.rm Security prog-ram 
in Section u ·of this chapter. 
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f tWm ar,u. Even so, it must be said from the beginning that, however 
well-directed and otherwise commendable these efforts are, they do not 
quite measure up to the size of the problems involved. We have found 
that $5,300,000,000 was appropriated for A.A.A. policies during the period 
1934-1941.• Most of this was A.A.A. benefit payments, a disproportionately 
large share of which went to the big landlords. The outlays for Farm 
Security programs during the same period amounted to about one-fifth of 
this amount ($1,121,000,000), and a considerable part of this sum con
SJSted of loans on which repayment could be expected.'n1 And, as for the 
Negro's share, it must be strongly emphasized that it does not compare 
with his relative needs. It is, as we shall indicate, much more difficult for a 
Negro than for a white farmer in similar circumstances to receive assistance 
in this form. 

The explanation of this is simple. The disadvantaged groups in Southern 
agriculture, and particularly the Negroes, are politically impotent.b The 
consequence is not only that the program that has been instituted in their 
behalf is more limited than is other farm aid, but also there is less assur
ance about its being continued. At the end of 1941 a congressional com
mittee, headed by Senator Harry F. Byrd of Virginia, one of the leading 
Southern politicians, while wanting to maintain the A.A.A. payments, in 
all seriousness proposed that all Farm Security activities be abolished in the 
interest of wartime economy. There are several reports about the Farm 
Bureau, under the chairmanship of an Alabama planter, having pushed 
similar demands.13 The result was a serious curtailment in the budget of the 
F.S.A. in 1942; otherwise it has so far been saved. But the incident is an 
indication of the usually rather noncooperative, and sometimes outright 
hostile, attitude toward the Farm Security work among those who have 
command of the power in Southern politics-an attitude which those who 
attempt to find out about the situation in the South cannot avoid observing 
time and again. There actually seems to be a notion that since this kind of 
assistance is given to poor people it is "relief" and, consequently, bad, 
whereas the fact that A.A.A. payments are distributed to all farmers, so 
that those in higher income brackets receive a much larger share than others, 
makes them "business" and not "relief." Farm Security benefits are like 
manna coming from heaven and there are those in the South who welcome 
it even outside the beneficiaries themselves. But those who favor the F.S.A. 
do not have political power. 

The differential treatment of the Negro can be explained on similar 
grounds. The local administration is not entirely in the hand of the officials 
of the Farm Security Administration. Clients, to be accepted, usually have 

• The i,ncreue in prices brought about by the A.A.A. can be counted as an additional 
wbaidy. :" 

"See Chapter u. 
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to be passed on by committees of local farmers, over which Negroes have 
practically no inff.uence.74 Under such circumstances, it is surprising that 
Negroes have received a share which almost corresponds to their propor
tion in the population. The Farm Security Administration has, from the 
beginning, been fighting courageously and persistently against differential 
treatment; the agency openly refers to it as "discriminatory" in several of 
the surveys which it has made. 

In a just appraisal of the program all such difficulties must be taken into 
account. But there are still others. The laws and the system of law enforce
ment give the tenant little protection against the landlord-in fact, they are 
largely used for the purpose of making it easier for the landlord to exploit 
the tenant.• This situation must be considered in any evaluation of the 
Farm Security Administration. It is obvious that it would have been more 
efficient under a strong and impartial legal system. Further, to rehabilitate 
tenants or other impoverished farmers, it is not enough merely to give 
them loans, and then to sit back and expect them to pay it all back while 
improving their economic status. It is a major educational job, and the great 
thing is that the F .S.A. has faced it. 

It is a question of teaching farmers, who have known about little but 
specialized cash- and feed-crop production, to diversify their efforts, to grow 
at home much of what they need for their own consumption. Farmers who 
have been nothing but dependent tenants have to become independent 
entrepreneurs. Former croppers, who have been exploited by the planters 
and have known few other ways of improving their status than to induce 
their landlords to give them as high advances as possible-and to move 
away if they fail to get as much as they think they can get some other place 
-have to learn quite a new kind of game. They have to learn that they, 
from now on, have definite rights and definite obligations, and that it 
usually pays to stay at the same place. Detailed farm a,1d household plans 
are made up for them-if they do not know how to do it themselves; and 
it is seen to that they stick to those plans as far as possible. They are 
taught how to keep accounts. Some are illiterate; their children sometimes 
must be made to help them out. Many clients are without any resources 
whatever when they start out. Their meager cash income, while they are 
on the program, may dwindle to almost nothing because of unemploy
ment, occasional crop failure or other circumstances. For such reasons they 
need not only loans, but also straight subsidies. Clients who retain their 
status as tenants have to fulfill their obligations to the landlords as well as 
to the Farm Security Administration; in such cases, there is often a rather 
complicated three-cornered problem where much depends on the coopera
tion of all parties concerned. Many clients have difficulties because they are 
sick; a cooperative health program is organized for them. 711 

• See Chapter 11 and Part VI. 
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Many critics of the program have failed to recognize all of these dif
ficulties. Their criticism should not be directed so much against the Farm 
Security Administration as against the traditional social and eco11,omic 
patterns in Southern agriculture-against the fact that the small entre
preneur has had so little encouragement, and that the typical tenant has 
not been accustomed to much independent action and independent plan
ning. This is not to say that no mistakes have been committed. There is no 
doubt that, particularly during the earlier stages of the development when 
there had to be much improvisation and experime~tation, several projects 
were unnecessarily expensive. Too, there seems to have been some uncer
tainty about the objectives. The existence of a considerable rural over
population, the apparent over-production, and the growing belief that 
industrial stagnation could never be broken, brought about a wide-spread 
feeling that the only solution would be to let the excess population on the 
rural farms establish themselves on a basis of almost complete self-suf
ficiency. The feeling that small owners have difficulties in surviving without 
an elaborate system of agricultural cooperation was behind the organiza
tion of resettlements, where clients were given the chance of becoming 
owners while engaged in certain cooperative activities. Certain doubts as to 
whether ownership is really the best form of tenure for the small farmer 
explain the organization of settlements of rental cooperatives which are 
particularly favored by the Southern Tenant Farmers' Union.76 These 
settlements of various kinds, however, since they are expensive to organize 
and since many of them have both Negro and white clients working 
together on the same footing, have caused much resentment in the South. 
Therefore, this particular part of the program, except for the rental coopera
tives, is not being pushed any more. 

Already before 1935, during the period of the Federal Emergency Relief 
Administration (F.E.R.A.), it occurred to some interested persons that it 
would be far better to help needy rural families, who were competent and 
willing to work, to grow their own food and earn a little cash income on 
farms, rather than to give them •cash doles. A program to this end was 
inaugurated in 1934.17 The activity was soon taken over by the Resettle
ment Administration and, later, together with certain related programs 
started by other agencies, by the Farm Security Administration, which was 
instituted in 19 3 7. 

The so-called rehabilitation program, which includes assistance of various 
kinds on an individual basis, takes up the major part of the work and the 
appropriations of the F .S.A. The total amount of loans made under this 
program until the middle of 1941 was $574,000,000; the grants amounted 
to $132,000,000. The South, although containing more than half of the 
rural {arm population-and an even greater part of those in need of this 
assistance-has received less than half ( 43 per cent) of the loans and 
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grants.78 By December, 1939, there were in the South 154,000 white and 
45,000 Negro ''standard rehabilitation borrowers." Thus, while more than 
one-fourth of the Southern rural farm population is Negro, the number of 
Negroes on the program constituted a somewhat smaller proportion ( 23 
per cent) of the total number of clients. Compared with the total estimated 
number of white and colored farm families which either were on relief or 
had an income of less than $ 500, the participation in the program amounted 
to '22 per cent of the whites and 11 per cent of the Negroes. This suggests 
that a low-income white family has had about twice the chance of a Negro 
family in the same circumstances of being accepted on the program. Too, 
the average amount of loan advances was somewhat higher for white 
($659) than for colored ($606) clients.70 

It is true that not all of these discrepancies are due to "direct discrimina
tion." The se]ection of clients and the size of the loans do not depend on 
need alone. Even in the Farm Security work great attention is given to the 
credit rating of the individual client, and since Negroes start out with much 
smaller average resources than do whites, they are more likely to be 
excluded from the program and less likely to receive large loans.80 Such 
an application of "business principles" in relief work, however, can well be 
called "indirect discrimination," for it must have been obvious from the 
beginning that it would limit the opportunity to give the Negro a share 
of the benefits which would correspond to his relative needs. Moreover, 
there is definite evidence that Negro clients have been selected in a much 
more cautious manner than have white clients. Although their gross cash 
income during 1939 was 40 per cent lower than that of white clients in the 
South, their repayment record was a slightly better one. The absolute 
amount repaid on the loans actually was almost the same in both cases 
(about $250). The net income of the Negro clients was rather low-less 
than $ roo in cash and about $240 in home-use production-whereas the 
corresponding figures for white clients were about $200 and $2 7 5, respec
tively. Both groups of clients bettered their conditions to a considerable 
extent during the time they were on the program-Negroes relatively more 
than whites.81 

The other F.S.A. programs are rather insignificant, as far as Negroes are 
concerned. By mid-194-0 there were less than 2,000 Negro families 011 vari
ous types of F.S.A. settlements and rental cooperatives. They constituted 
roughly one-fourth of all such families in the South. About 1,900 Negro 
families were on the so-called tenant-purchase program; there were four 
times as many white families in the South on the same program. 82 Thus, 
there was about the same amount of discrimination in these cases as in the 
rehabilitation work. In the last year ( 1941-1942), however, the F.S.A. 
has provided camps for migrant agricultural workers in various parts of 
the North, and Negroes get a considerable share of these facilities. 
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Nobody who has had any contact with those doing field work for the 
Farm Security Administration can escape becoming impressed by these 
attempts to rehabilitate farm families by making up plans for almost every 
aspect of the farm-and-household economy and by "helping the clients to 
help themselves." Attempts arc made to introduce written contracts of more 
than one year's duration for the clients who are tenants-the so-called flexi
ble farm lease. Most tenants on the rehabilitation program have such leases 
with their landlords. 88 States are urged to adopt legislation for this pur
pose-so far, however, without any success as far as the South is con
cerned. 84 The Farm Security work, after this period of rather diversified 
experimentation, has provided the kind of practical administrative experi
ence which would be needed for a major reform of land and tenure condi
tions. But it is not likely that there will be enough popular backing for such 
a system in the South-until the Southern farm population has been hit by 
at least one more major economic crisis. The coming post-war crisis might 
furnish this needed impetus, 



CHAPTER 13 

SEEKING JOBS OUTSIDE AGRICULTURE 

........................................................................................................................................ 
I. PERSPECTIVE ON THE URBANIZATION OF THE NEGRO PEOPLE 

Only a part of the present farm population in the South has any future 
on the land. This is particularly true of the Negro farm population, as has 
been amply demonstrated in the preceding chapter. It is necessary to remind 
the reader of this important fact. For outside a limited group of experts, 
few white people realize that, already, almost two-thirds of the Negroes 
live in nonfarm areas, and that eventually all Negroes, except for a small 
minority, will have to become integrated into the nonagricultural economy 
of America. Even the experts, including Negro college teachers in agricul
ture, seem to have an exaggerated belief in the Negro's possibilities in 
Southern agriculture. More generally, there is a widespread attitude in 
the cities that the Negro ought to stay where he belongs-on the Southern 
farm land. The nonfarm parts of the country simply do not want to accept 
the responsibility for Negroes who previously have made their living in 
agriculture. This protectionist attitude is not typical of Americans only. 
Nor is it confined to the Negro problem alone. In America, as well as in 
many other countries, there are strong tendencies to build walls around 
one's own community in order to keep out all sorts of low income people 
who would press down wage levels, add to the housing shortage and pos
sibly become liabilities in public relief. The recent tendency to make 
residence requirements for relief more severe is only one of the devices 
used in this policy of social protectionism. 

There is no doubt, however, that this attitude is especially pronounced in 
regard to rural Negroes from the South. Because of the decadence of agri
culture and the constitutional impossibility of raising barriers against inter
nal migration, this attitude will not be able to stop the gradual urbanization 
of the Negro people. As we saw in Chapter 8, this has been going on all the 
time, and since the First World War the Negro farm population has 
actually been declining because of migration. But the popular attitude that 
the Negroes had better stay where they are has given, and will probably 
continue to give, a basis for segregation and discrimination both in housing 
and in employment. It even tends to perpetuate the ignorance about Negroes 
by making everyone want to look the other way. The belief that the agri-

179 
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cultural South can still accept the main responsibility for the Negroes is a 
most important ingredient in the "pass-the-buck" mentality which we 
touched upon in Chapter 2. 

In this chapter we shall sketch in broadest outlines the history of the 
Negro breadwinner outside agriculture and attempt to ascertain where, in 
more recent times, he has entered industry or has remained unemployed. 
The sketch is largely based on the facts presented in Appendix 6. The, 
reader who has a special interest in these things will find all the material 
of this chapter set forth in greater detail in Appendix 6.• In Chapter I 7 
we shall discuss in more general terms the several adverse factors which a 
Negro encounters when he tries to gain entrance into industry. 

2. IN THE SOUTH 

Slavery, and the concomitant suppression of free Negroes, gave to 
Southern Negroes a degree of monopoly on labor for a few years after the 
Civil War. This was the situation not only on the rural plantations but
excepting areas where Negroes constituted but a minority of the popula
tion-in most other types of unskilled work as well. Unskilled work was 
tainted with inferiority. Negroes were the domestics and the laborers. 
Negroes were also, to a large extent, the craftsmen and the mechanics. 
They were carpenters, bricklayers, painters, blacksmiths, harness makers, 
tailors and shoemakers. For even skilled labor was degraded, and whites 
had often been denied the opportunity of acquiring training since so many 
masters had preferred to work with slaves. The high price paid for skilled 
slaves had encouraged their training in the crafts.1 Thomas Nelson Page 
says: 

In 1865, when the Negro was set free, he held without a rival the entire field 
of industrial labor throughout tl1e South. Ninety-five per cent of all the industrial 
• Appendix 6 is based mainly on a research memorandum, "Negro Labor and Its Problems," 

prepared for this study ( 1940) by Paul H. Norgrcn. Collaborating with Dr. Norgren were 
Lloyd I-I. Bailer, James Healy, Herbert R, Northrup, Gladys L. Palmer, and Arnold M. 
Rose. 

No references will be given when statements in the text arc based on Appendix 6. 
The literature on the Negro wage earner, although it contains much material that we have 

not used in this brief summary, is characterized by a certain lack of balance. While great 
attention has been given to many small industries, particularly when, during recent decades, 
they have given an increased share of the jobs to Negroes (e.g., the meat-packing and 
slaughtering industry), other occupations where a much larger number of Negro worken 
are employed seem to have been largely overlooked. This is true, for instance, about truck, 
transfer, and cab companies which had 41,000 Negro workers in 1930. It is true also of 
the menfal occupations in wholesale and retail establishments (laborers, porters, and helpers 
in stores, janitors, chauffeurs, truck drivers, ddivcry men, elevator tenders, charwomen, 
and so on) which, in 1930, included o,·cr 110,000 Ncgro w. rkers. (U. S. Bureau of the 
Census, Negroes in Jhe Uniu,l States: 1920-1932, pp. JH·H?·) Perhaps even more 
significant would be an intensive stu,ly of Ncgru cxdusion in thu~ lines of work where 
few, if"any, Negroes are emplQyed. 
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work of the Southern States was in his hand. And he was fully competent to do it. 
Every adult was either a skilled laborer or a trained mechanic.2 

This is a considerable exaggeration. There was, outside agriculture, a 
fairly large white laboring class, too. And the great majority of Negroes, 
even in the cities, were domestics and unskilled laborers. But, skilled or 
unskilled, their protection was that their work was characterized as "Negro 
jobs" and was usually badly paid. 

Right from the beginning the Negroes' position in the Southern non
agricultural labor market has been influenced by two forces or trends of 
change working in opposite directions. One force is the general expansion 
of the Southern nonagricultural economy. This tends constantly to increase 
the employment opportunities for Negroes as well as for whites. The other 
force is the competition from white job-seekers. This tends to exclude 
Negroes from employment and to press them downward in the occupational 
hierarchy. Regarding the second trend, it should be observed that there 
had been plenty of racial competition before the Civil War. White artisans 
had often vociferously protested against the use of Negroes for skilled 
work in the crafts. But as long as the politically most powerful group of 
whites had a vested interest in Negro mechanics, the protesting was of little 
avail. Even many of the free Negroes had their white protectors. After 
Emancipation the Negro artisan was on his own. His former master did 
not have the same interest in protecting him against white competitors. 
White men usually had little economic interest in having the young Negro 
trained for skilled work. 

In some cases there were still personal tics between the former slave 
owners and their ex-slaves. The Black Codes and the dependent status 
of the Negro still made him amenable to exploitation. But all this could 
only cushion the effects of Emancipation. It was unthinkable that the white 
class of ex-masters would protect the Negroes against their white com
petitors in the same manner as they had done earlier. Many of them were 
impoverished because of the War. Their places were taken by other whites 
who had not been brought up in the tradition of "caring for their Negroes." 
Many of them actually shared the competitive viewpoints of the white 
working class. This was true for the most part of those contractors, for 
instance, who rose from the class of white building workers. Generally, the 
Civil War, the Emancipation, the Reconstruction, and the Restoration were 
all characterized by a trend toward a consolidation of white interests. And 
the poorer classes of whites got more of a say, at least as far as the "place" 
of the Negro was concerned. 

The result of this pressure is well known and often discu~sed by both 
whites and Negroes in the South. Examples of how Negroes have been 
driven out from one kind of a job after another are constantly being 
pointed out. There seems to be a definite pattern in this process. It starts 
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cultural South can still accept the main responsibility for the Negroes is a 
most important ingredient in the "pass-the-buck" mentality which we 
touched upon in Chapter 2. 

In this chapter we shall sketch in broadest outlines the history of the 
Negro breadwinner outside agriculture and attempt to ascertain where, in 
more recent times, he has entered industry or has remained unemployed. 
The sketch is large]y based on the facts presented in Appendix 6. The, 
reader who has a special interest in these things will find all the material 
of this chapter set forth in greater detail in Appendix 6.• In Chapter 17 
we shall discuss in more general terms the several adverse factors which a 
Negro encounters when he tries to gain entrance into industry. 

2. IN TUE SOUTH 

Slavery, and the concomitant suppression of free Negroes, gave to 
Southern Negroes a degree of monopoly on labor for a few years after the 
Civil War. This was the situation not only on the rural plantations but
excepting areas where Negroes constituted but a minority of the popula
tion-in most other types of unskilled work as weJl. Unskilled work was 
tainted with inferiority. Negroes were the domestics and the laborers. 
Negroes were also, to a large extent, the craftsmen and the mechanics. 
They were carpenters, bricklayers, painters, b]acksmiths, harness makers, 
tailors and shoemakers. For even skilled labor was degraded, and whites 
had often been denied the opportunity of acquiring training since so many 
masters had preferred to work with slaves. The high price paid for skilled 
slaves had encouraged their training in the crafts.1 Thomas Nelson Page 
says: 

In 1865, when the Negro was set free, he held without a rival the entire field 
of industrial labor throughout the South. Ninety-five per cent of all the indu,trial 

• Appendix 6 is based ma.inly on a research memorandum, "Negro Labor and Its Problems," 
prepared for this study (1940) by Paul H. Norgren. Collaborating with Dr. Norgren were 
Lloyd H. Bailer, James Healy, Herbert R, Northrup, Gladys L. Palmer, and Arnold M. 
Rose. 

No references will be given when statements in the text are based on Appendix 6. 
The literature on the Negro wage earner, although it contains much material that we have 

not used in this brief summary, is characterized by a certain lack of balance. While great 
attention has been given to many small industries, particularly when, during recent decades, 
they have given an increased share of the jobs to Negroes (e.g., the meat-packing and 
slaughtering industry), other occupations where a much larger number of Negro workers 
are employed seem to have been largely overlooked. This is true, for instance, about truck, 
transfer, and cab companies which had 41,000 Negro workers in 1930. It is true also of 
the menial occupations in wholesale and retail establishments (laborers, porters, and helpen 
in stores, janitol':I, chauffeurs, truck drivers, ddivcry men, t·lc,·ator tenders, l·harwomen, 
and so on) which, in 1930, indudeJ o\'er 110,000 Negro w, rkers. (ll. S. Bureau of the 
Census, Negroes in J/,e Unite.l States: 1910-1932, pp. 3.H-357.) Perhaps even more 
significant would be an intensi\•e stu,ly of Negro ~xdusion in those lines of work where 
few, if'any, Negroes are employed. 
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work of the Soothern States was in his hand. And he was folly competent to do it. 
Every adult was either a skilled laborer or a trained mcchanic.2 

This is a considerable exaggeration. There was, outside agriculture, a 
fairly large white laboring class, too. And the great majority of Negroes, 
even in the cities, were domestics and unskilled laborers. But, skilled or 
unskilled, their protection was that their work was characterized as ''Negro 
jobs" and was usually badly paid. 

Right from the beginning the Negroes' position in the Southern non
agricultural labor market has been influenced by two forces or trends of 
change working in opposite directions. One force is the general expansion 
of the Southern nonagricultural economy. This tends constantly to increase 
the employment opportunities for Negroes as well as for whites. The other 
force is the competition from white job-seekers. This tends to exclude 
Negroes from employment and to press them downward in the occupational 
hierarchy. Regarding the second trend, it should be observed that there 
had been plenty of racial competition before the Civil War. White artisans 
had often vociferously protested against the use of Negroes for skilled 
work in the crafts. But as long as the politically most powcrf ul group of 
whites had a vested interest in Negro mechanics, the protesting was of little 
avail. Even many of the free Negroes had their white protectors. After 
Emancipation the Negro artisan was on his own. His former master did 
not have the same interest in protecting him against white competitors. 
White men usually had little economic interest in having the young Negro 
trained for skilled work. 

In some cases there were still personal tics between the former slave 
owners and their ex-slaves. The Black Codes and the dependent status 
of the Negro stiJl made him amenable to exploitation. But all this could 
only cushion the effects of Emancipation. It was unthinkable that the white 
class of ex-masters would protect the Negroes against their white com
petitors in the same manner as they had done earlier. l\fany of them were 
impoverished because of the War. Their places were taken by other whites 
who had not been brought up in the tradition of "caring for their Negroes." 
Many of them actually shared the competitive viewpoints of the white 
working class. This was true for the most part of those contractors, for 
instance, who rose from the class of white building workers. Generally, the 
Civil War, the Emancipation, the Reconstruction, and the Restoration were 
all characterized by a trend toward a consolidation of white interests. And 
the poorer classes of whites got more of a say, at least as far as the "place" 
of the Negro was concerned. 

The result of this pressure is well known and often discu~sed by both 
whites and Negroes in the South. Examples of how Negroes have been 
driven out from one kind of a job after another are constantly being 
pointed out. There seems to be a definite pattern in this process. It starts 
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As a laborer, the Negro is not 10 aatisfactory as formerly. The old-time Negro, 
trained in slavery to work, haa about passed away and his successor is far lea 
efficient and faithful to duty. Lately, large numbers of Negro laborers have shown a 
tendency to leave the farms for work on railroads, in sawmills, and in the cities, 
large numbers migrating to the cities of the North. They like to work in crowd, 
and this often results in making more work for the police.7 

In a relative sense there was an element of truth in those statements, at 
least in so far as fewer and fewer young Negroes could keep up skills when 
they were not allowed to compete under the better working conditions 
and the improved techniques, and when they had difficulty in getting train
ing. This was what Booker T. Washington saw when he started out with 
his endeavor to give Negroes vocational training for crafts and trades.• 

All these things are, as we said, much in the foreground of public discus
sion in the South. We must ask: How have the rising numbers of urban 
Negroes earned their living when they have had all these factors working 
against them? The explanation is the contrary force or trend, which we 
mentioned earlier: that there has been a great expansion going on in non
agricultural industries in the South during most of the time since the Civil 
War. The urbanization of the South has meant, for one thing, that there is 
a growing number of upper and middle class white families in the cities 
who can employ dpmestic servants. This is especially important since it is 
traditional in the South that every family which can afford it, even down to 
the lower middle class, should have domestic help. The growing industries, 
furthermore, created a considerable number of laboring jol,s for Negroes, 
even when they were excluded from the machines. And they did get into 
some industries. 

The employment losses to the Negroes, therefore, have often been 
more relative than absolute. Even if the Negroes were pressed down in 
relative status in the occupational hierarchy, and even if they did not get 
their full share in the number of new jobs so that the proportion of Negroes 
declined, the absolute number of Negroes for the most part increased, 
except in stagnating crafts and industries. At least during parts of the 
period up to the First World War the absolute gains in job opportunities for 
Negroes in the South, in spite of the relative losses, were considerable. Since 
then, however, even those absolute gains have declined drastically. 

3. A CLOSER VIEW 

From 1890 to 1910, the total number of white male workers in non
agricultural industries in the South more than doubled. The number of 
Negro male workers in nonagricultural pursuits increased by two-thirds, 

, or by more than 400,000 (Table 1 ).b The latter increase was due mainly 

• See Chapter 41. 
- There are no occupational censua data by race prior to 1 890. 
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to expansion in certain typical "Negro job" industries, such as saw and 
planing mills, coal mining, and maintenance-of-way work on railroads.8 

From 1910 to 1930, on the other hand, the number of Negro males 
engaged in nonagricultural pursuits in the South increased by less than 
one-third and, in absolute numbers, ~y less than 300,000. This slowing up 
of the increase of the Negro nonagricultural labor force in the South 
occurred in spite of the general expansion of industry-which was about as 
large as during the previous two decades-and in spite of the fact that the 

TABLE 1 

Nuuau. or ALL MAi.E Woa.K.EU AND or NEoa.o MAL& Woa.K.EI.S 1w 
NoNAOJUCULTUllAL Pull.SUITS, BY SECTION: 1890-1930• 

Section 

United States 

The North 
and West 

The South 

Number of All Male 
Workers lin thousands) 

1890 1910 

Number of Negro Male 
Workers (in thousands) 

Negro Workers as 
Percentage of 
All Workers 

1930 1890 1910 1930 

11,053 19,508 28,516 824 1,396 2,170 7.5 7.2 7.6 ---------------
9,028 15,595 831 2,1 2.1 J.8 

2,025 3,913 6,337 634 I ,046 l,JJ9 31,J 'J.6,7 21,1 

Sour,cs: Eln,enJh C111SU1 of the Urciud Slolcs: 180n, Po,woliorc, Vol. 2, Tables 78, 79, 82 and 116; Thlrlenth 
Cr.,mu qfth• Untied State,: 1010, Po,Nlation, Vol. 4, Tables 2, S, 6 and 7; U.S. Bureau of the Census, SlaltSlkal 
Abslra<I of th• Urcttetl Stat•,: 1038, Tables 51, 52 and u; U.S. Bureau of the Cenau1, Nepa,, in th• Unlled 
S1<11u: iozo-1032, pp. 303-309. 

• Turpentine fann workers have been consistently included amona workers in nonagricultural punuits, in 
accordance with the procedure adopted in the 1930 Census. In the 18110 Census, however, they were nut 
aeparated in a special group, but were included in tho category "other &llflcUltural ~rsuit&" (Table 70), For 
Southern ata.tes, this group contained mainly turpentine workers, but for the Northern states certain other 
occupationt predominated. Therefore, the workers included under this heaclini were con,idered as nouagricul· 
tural for the Southern states, and aa a¢cultural for other areas. 

• This figure includes a few nonwhite workers other than Negro, 

previous growth in the Negro farm population had been superseded by a 
decline. Also during the 'thirties, as we shall show presently, the Negro 
lost in relative position. This was the more serious because industrial expan
sion in the South was now much slower, because there were great losses in 
agricultural employment, and because there were no new openings in the 
North. 

It was of major importance that Negroes were partially excluded as 
ordinary production workers in the textile industry since it developed into 
the South's leading industry. The unimportant textile manufacturing which 
had existed in the South before the Civil War had been based largely on 
Negro labor, partly slave labor. But the new textile industry broke with this 
tradition. It arose as a civic welfare movement to create work for poor 
white people. The Negroes were not .needed, as the labor supply of poor 
whites from the agricultural areas and from the mountains was plentiful. 
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If those white workers were paid low wages and held in great dependence, 
they could at least be offered the consolation of being protected from Negro 
competition. Another factor strengthening the exclusion of Negroes from 
the textile industry was the employment of white women. 

The tobacco industry in Virginia, ~orth Carolina, and Kentucky, up to 
the Civil War, had had but a small minority of white workers. After the 
War, however, there were two important innovations which precipitated an 
increase in the proportion of white labor. One was the taking up of a new 
line of manufacturing: that of cigarettes. The other change was the intro
duction of machinery. Both these changes gave an excuse for breaking the 
traditional Negro labor monopoly. Much of the work became neat and 
clean, requiring little physical strength, and was adapted to the employment 
of white women. Negroes were retained, however, as stemmers and in other 
laboring jobs. The ratio of Negro to white workers around the turn of the 
century became stabilized at a two-to-one level in these three tobacco-pro
ducing states. This ratio seems to have been kept almost constant until 
about 1930, allowing Negroes to share in the general expansion.• 

In the skilled building trades, the development had proceeded so far 
by 1890 that white workers were in the majority although they were not 
yet represented by any strong unions in the South. The development has 
continued ever since and the appearance of trade unions in the South helped 
to give the white building workers even greater power in keeping the 
Negro out. They have been particularly successful in the new building trades 
where Negroes had no traditional position. The fact that the proportion of 
Negroes in these trades already by 1890 had been reduced to 25 per cent 
or less in the Upper and Lower South made it comparatively easy for the 
organized white workers to disregard the interests of the Negro workers. 

In the trowel trades {bricklayers, masons, plasterers, and cement fin
ishers), on the other hand, the situation is somewhat different. Negroes had 
managed to retain a large proportion of the jobs when unionization began 
in the South, and it is probable that it was this circumstance which forced 
the organizations in these trades to take a more friendly attitude toward 
Negroes. Discrimination may occur locally, but the national leadership 
occasionally takes action against such practices. The proportion of Negroes 
in these trades-roughly one-half in the Upper and Lower South-has 
remained relatively unchanged during the whole period between 1900 and 
1930. The situation is similar in unskilled building work. Negroes and 

• Thia and the subsequent discussion concerning occupational trends from 1890 to 1930 
ia baaed on the following sources: Eln,n,f/, Census of th, Unitetl Stat11: 1690. Potuuaion, 
Vol. a, Table 116; Thwtemth Cmsus of tlN Uniutl Stat11: 1910, Population, Vol. 4, 

Tables :a, 6 and 71 Fiftemth C,ns,u of UM Unitetl Suit,s: 1930, Population, Vol. III, Part 1, 

p. :13, and State Table 10, Parta I and a; Vol. IV, State Table u. See, also, various sources 
cited in ~ppendix 6. 
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whites are usually organized in the same locals even in the South, and race 
relations in these unions are ohen comparatively amicable. Nevertheless, 
there has been a decline in the proportion of Negro. workers in Southern 
states. But Negroes are probably still in the majority in the Upper and 
Lower South. Taking the building industry in the entire counl"ty as a whole, 
there was a decrease even in the absolute number of Negro workers between 
1910 and 1930, in spite of the fact that the total man-power remained 
unchanged, and although the migration of Negroes to the North broadened 
the market for their services.8 

Comparing 1910 and 1930, one finds that, except for a temporary boom 
during the First World War, the expansion had ceased in some of the most 
significant "Negro job" industries, such as saw and planing mills, turpen
tine farms and maintenance-of-way work on rai1roads. This was one of the 
main reasons why the general expansion in job opportunities for Southern 
Negroes was less pronounced during this period than during the previous 
two decades. In the railroad services the number of Negro engineers, which 
had never been large, was reduced to virtually nothing. There was, as we 
mentioned, a decline also in the number of Negro firemen and brakemen. 
The railroad brotherhoods, most of which exclude Negroes more con
sistently than almost any other American trade union, eventually became 
sufficiently powerful to keep the Negroes out of any job which was-or 
which, through technical · development, became-attractive enough to be 
desirable to the white man. 

Again Negroes faifod to get into most of the new and expanding 
industries in the South. Only one per cent of the workers employed at 
Southern oil and gas wells in 1930 were Negroes. Only as wood cutters 
and in certain other laboring capacities did Negroes get into the paper and 
pulp industry. Gas and electric companies have never used Negroes to any 
appreciable degree. Negroes do not operate streetcars and buses. Tele
graph and telephone companies exclude them almost altogether. Furniture 
factories depend in the main on white labor. The vast expansion in whole
sale and retail trade, banking, insurance, and brokerage benefited the 
Negroes only in so far as they could be used as delivery men, porters, 
janitors, charwomen and so on. The policy of excluding them from 
production jobs in the textile factories continued. 

There were not many lines of work in which Negroes made any appreci
able gains during this period. Coal mines and steel mills continued to expand 
in the South, and the Negroes had employment gains from their expan
sion. The same was true of longshore work where Negroes traditionally 
had such a dominant position in the South that the trade unions never could 
exclude them to any significant degree, even though there was some local 
discrimination. Fertilizer factories, which constitute one of the most typical 
"Negro job" industries, showed a particularly rapid expansion between 
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1910 and 1930, but this industry is too small and too seasonal to provide 
much steady employment. There were some cases where Negroes shared in 
the expansion brougpt about by motorization: The number of Negro 
teamsters, truck drivers and chauffeurs increased. So did the number of 
Negro maintenance and construction workers on streets, highways, sewers 
and so on. Yet the white labor force in those occupations increased even 

TABLE 2 

CHANGES IN POPULATION AND IN MALE LABOR FORCE IN' 

SELECTED NoaTHEkN AND SouTHERN CITIES: 19,30-1940• 

Percentage of Negroes in 
Percentage Increase or Decrease(-) 

1930-1940 

Group of Cities 

II Northern Citif's 
15 Southern Cities 

Total 
Population 

1930 1940 

7.2 8.(, 

25.7 26.9 

Male Labor 
Force 

14 years and Over 

1930 1940 

-------·--- - -- -
7.6 7,8 

27.7 25.4 

----------

Negroes Whites 

Total Male Total Male 
Popu. Labor Popu- Labor 
lation Force lation Force 

22.8 1.9 1,6 -0,l 

20.7 12,1 13.1 IJ,J 

Source: Sultt1'1h Cr"sus nf lht Unittd Stattr: 1040, Population, Second Series, State Tahle 43, 
• The labor force figures for ro30 refer to the number of gainful workers. The concept of i;ainful worker 

in the 11130 Census was e.pproximat~ly the same u that of labor force in the 11140 Census; both include unem• 
plo)'ed workers, The cities included in the table are: 

In tho Narth: New York, Newark, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, C!evelnnd, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Chicago, 
Detroit, St. Louis and Kansas City (Missouri), 

In the Smuh: Louisville, Baltimore. Washington, D.C., Richmond. Norfolk.,Atlanta, Jacksonville, Miami 
Memphis, Cbattanooga, Nashville, Birmingham, New Orleans, Houston aud Dallas. 

more. Soon the white workers were in the majority in these traditional 
Negro jobs. Rather limited, also, were the employment gains Negroes 
derived from the appearance of filliqg and greasing stations, garages, auto
mobile agencies and automobile factories in the South. In 1930 only about 
one-tenth of all workers at such establishments were Negroes. 

4. SouTHERN TRENDS DuRING THE 'THIRTIES 

So far we have discussed, mainly, the development in the South up to 
about 1930. The depression during the 'thirties hit the industrial economy 
in the South much less severely than in the North, the reason being that 
the South h:1d fewer heavy industries and that the secular trend of 
industrialization moves more definitely upward in the South than in the 
rest of the nation. The number of wage earners employed in manufactur
ing industries was 1.6 per cent higher in the South in 1939 than in 1929, 
wherca!i the nation as a wh_ole showed a decrease of 10.6 per cent.10 Even 
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so the industrial depression was a serious matter in the South, particularly 
for Negroes.• 

Since Negroes, during the 'thirties, were driven out of agriculture at a 
more rapid rate than were the white farm workers in the South,b there 
is nothing surprising in the fact that the large and middle-sized cities in the 
South showed a greater increase of the Negro than of the white popula
tion (Table 2). Negro farm workers, who had been forced out of employ
ment in rural areas, sooner or later had to go to the cities, which offered 
varied, even if scarce, employment opportunities. A large labor market 
always seems to offer a chance; in a plantation area where farm workers 
are dismissed there is no hope left. Also there were more liberal relief 
standards in the cities than in rural areas. 

The more rapid increase of the Negro than the white urban popula
tion in the South during the 'thirties meant that an earlier trend had been 
broken. During previous decades, when migratory outlets for Negroes in the 
North had been more ample, there had been a definite decline in the 
proportion of Negroes in the urban South.11 In spite of this changing popu
lation trend, however, Negroes continued to lose in importance as an ele
ment in Southern urban labor. While the white male "labor force"
including unemployed as well as employed workers-increased at about the 
same rate as the white population, the Negro labor force did not expand 
even as much as the number of employed white workers. Thus, although 
the proportion of Negroes in the population showed an increase in the 
urban South, there was a decline in the percentage of Negro workers 
in the total male labor force. Undoubtedly the proportion of unemployed 
among Negro workers in the South increased more than that among white 
workers during the Great Depression, even if there are no reliable statistics 
available to prove it.12 

The general increase in unemployment during the 'thirties made white 
workers try even more to "drive the Negroes out." That this is one of the 
main factors behind the continued decline in the proportion of Negro 
workers in nonagricultural pursuits seems even more probable when we 
study the data for specific industries in Table 3. To be sure, we have to be 
cautious in interpreting these figures, for certain technical improvements 
introduced in the 1940 Census make it difficult to trace the development 
during the previous decade.e Yet we can scarcely be mistaken in the observa
tion that the relative position of the Negro in Southern industry has 
deteriorated further during the 'thirties. 

The textile industry continued to grow tremendously,13 but only 26,000 
out of its 635,000 Southern workers in 1940 were Negroes. Food manu-

• See the unemployment rates by race presented in Table 6 of this chapter. 
b See Chapter 11. 

• Se, the footnote. to Table 3, 
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TABLE 3 

NuMasa. A.HD Pa.oPOaTJolf or No11we1TE WoaK.EU IN S2t.ECTED lirDusnmi:s, 1940; 
ANO Naoaoa1 Al A Puc&NTAOI! or THE GA.INrui. Wo1uu:as, 1930-ni TH& SoUTH 

2, 3 4 

Nonwhite Employed Percentage of 
Workers in 1940 NegrocaAmq 

lndu1tr1 Perc.entage GainfulWorken 
Number of All Racesb in 1930b 

1. Coal mining 34,949 15·9 19-4 
1. Crude petroleum and narural gas produc-

tion 1,026 0.9 1.2. 
3. Construction 108,685 17.8 2.1.2 
4. Food and kindred products 37,390 15.8 19.1 
5. Textile-mill products; apparel and other 

fabricated textile products 2.6,134 4.1 6.6 
6. Chemicals and allied products 33,101 ~-5 19.2. 
7. Logsing, sawmills and pinning mills; fumi-

cure, store fixtures and miscellaneous 
wooden goods 156,468 36.8 37.6 

8. Paper and allied products 9,802 19.1 17.8 
9. Printing, publishing and allied industries 5,139 5.0 +5 

10. Iron and steel and their products; machin-
ery; transportation equipment, except 
automobiles 40,1½ 14-9 18.5 

II. Automobiles and automobile equipment; 
motor vehicles nnd acceasories, retailing, 
and filling stations; automobile storage, 
rental, and repair services 4S,BSS I~ n.7 

12. Railroads (including railroad repair shops 
and railway express service) 62,997 ::u.o 2.5.0 

13. Trucking service 15,856 15.6 (c) 
14. Utilities 14,678 12.5 (c) 
15. Wholrsale trade; food and dairy products 

stores and milk retailing; other retail 
trade 146,40'2 10.6 10.4 

16. Finance, insurance and real estate 31,982 11,$ 5.2 
17. Professional and related ,ervicea 136,500 16.8 15.0 
18. Government 19,884 5.4 (c) 
19, Hotels nnd lodging places; eating and 

drinking places 12.9,86:i 32..1 39-8 
2.0. Laundering, cleaning and dyeing services 43,973 34.6 ,40,1 
2.1. Domestic service; miscellaneous personal 

services 837,687 70.9 76.7 

S1111rur: Fo/1,nJlt c .... u.r of 11t, U•il•tl Slat..: roJo. Potnllalioi&, Vol. 3, Part r. p. 13; sui.-1, c-oJ 
11,, Ut1.wl SI/Jiu: 11140. Po1ula1ion, Second Series, Staie Table 18a and 18b. 

• The cDmparability between the data fc: 19~0 and 11140, in some C&:left, II affected by chanau iD tba 
imlut:rial clauificatioD, In order to ovsrCllDle tllia dlfliculty, as far as possible, we have added toaetbel' OIi'• 
taln of the original 11rou111, The iron, steel, machinery, and transporution equipment Bf<Nps in the 111411 Ce!llua 
bave been c:ompared wi&b the total for the followilljl 1930 11roupg: "b!Qt fllfll&ces and 1teel rollinl milla"; 
"aleic:trical machinery and supply factoriea,'" "other iron and ateel industries.'' {This mo,ana, howevw, that 
,rorbra in car and railroad~ have been included in the 111,10 fi.,ure& for the steel l!fOUJ>, wbenui:n=: 
mOlt of thaa ,_., counted •• railroad workers.) Construction ia com~ with tbe total for " 
uulll&trf" &Del"~ nd 814inteuance of Rl'9ltl. l'Olldl. aad .. _. ' la &lie ~g,10 C.U.. Ia rlllUd SO 
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facturing expanded, but Negroes did not get their full share in the employ
ment gains. The same was true about hotels, lodging places, restaurants, 
and of laundering, cleaning, and dyeing establishments, where the pro
portion of Negro workers declined to about one-third. The contraction of 
railroad employment during the 'thirties made Negroes lose heavily, 
probably even more than did the white workers. In the iron and steel group 
they also declined, absolutely as well as in relation to the whites. There is 
no indication of any gain for the Negroes in coal mining, construction, saw
mills or other woodworking industries. It seems that they did share, how
ever, in the expansion in paper, pulp, printing, publishing, and allied 
industries, but the total number of Negro wor:~ers in these groups was not 
higher than 15,000 in 1940. Domestic service, which is the most important 
of all "Negro job,, industries, seems to have had but a limited expansion 
during the 'thirties, and it is doubtful whether the Negro gained anything 
at all, although he still holds a practical monopoly in the South. 

5. IN THE NORTH 

At the close of the Civil War the Negro wage earner in the North had a 
quite different position than in the South.• The mere fact that there were 
few Negroes in the North implied that no occupations could take on the 
character of "Negro jobs." There had not been slavery in the Northern 
states for some two generations. The Negroes, therefore, had not been 
protected in their jobs by the vested interests of a white master class. The 
competition from white workers had always been intense.14 In most indus
trial and commercial centers of the North where there were any appreciable 
number of Negroes, the three decades prior to the Civil War saw recur
rent race riots, growing out of this competition for jobs. In the few 
localities in the North where Negroes actually had come to monopoliz.e 
certain types of work, their exclusion had thus started much earlier. In 
1853 Frederick Douglass complained: 

Every hour sees the black man [in the North] elbowed out of employment by 
some newly arrived immigrant whose hunger and whose color are thought to give 

lumber and lumber products, the total for the ~pa "louin11," "sawmills and planing mills," and "furniture 
1tore 61.tures, and nliBCeilaDeoua wooden gooda' wu compared with the IOJO total for "forestry," "aaw and 
DiaDUIII milla," and "other woodworliinji and farniture industries." Tb.is procedure wu recommended by 
Dr. Plilip M, Ha111et, Acting Chief Statiltician for Population, Bureau of the Census (Jett.er of May 8, 1114a), 
Certain other minor rearran11ements are aeli-e&planatory, aince the descriptiona in the stub conaist of tbe catci· 
l«'J' titl• which comprise tile IJiven industry ~ups in tbe 11140 Census clauilication, and from thia tbe 
oomparable lllJO categoriea may be determiued by inapection. 

Although the table probably gives a fairly correct general impresaion-at lea1t if one cOftlidera the further 
aaaliflcationa ~ted in footnote (b)-the com~n i1 not q,ute emct in every detail. The ;.,_ in 
tbe proponion of Negroea in banks, inaurance, and real estate companieii, for instance, may depend, at leut in 
Dan, OD chaqee In the clauification. 

• Galaful worken in 11130 included unemp_lo:ved worken. Since Negroes are usual.!l;.::em11lo:ved to a 
pnats ea.tent illan whites, tbe F!)PC)l'tion of Near<! worlr.en ma:v not neceuarily bave ed If tJae figuni 
m. colWDII J ia lllightl:v below thlit in colWD114, A diaenmce of aeveral percontll(le pomts, howev«, pn,babl:v 
illdicata a nial cbaap. 

• Comparable data DOt avallable. 

• The paucity of statistical or other reliable 10urcea for earlier decadea makea it Decea&IJ 
for ua to be somewhat varue in aewral of the followinr statements. 
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him a better title to the place; and 10 we believe it will continue to be until the 
Jut prop is leveled beneath u-hitc men are becoming houae servants, cooks, and 
1tewards on vessels; at hotels, they arc becoming porters •.• and barbers--a few 
ycara ago a white barber would have been a curiosity. Now their poles stand on every 
street .•. 16 

The constant stream of European immigrants to the North continuously 
provided new supplies of cheap labor which competed with Negro labor for 
cv~n the lower jobs such as domestics and common laborers. The trade 
unions were early stronger in the North than in the South and they were 
concentrated in the crafts. Most of the time they effectively kept Negroes 
out of skilled work.16 They could do it the more successfully as the North
ern Negroes did not have the head start which the handicraft training under 
slavery gave the Southern Negroes. 

Having all these 1:hings in mind, it is easy to explain why it early became 
a stereotyped opinion that, as far as the chance to earn a living was con
cerned, the Negro was actually better off in the South than in the North. 
This opinion, for natural reasons, became particularly cherished by Southern 
whites. Henry W. Grady emphasized that the Negro "has ten avenues of 
employment in this section (the South] where he has one in the North.m7 

And Edgar G. Murphy declared: 

The race prejudice is ••• as intense at the North as it is anywhere in the world • 
• • • The negro at the North can be a waiter in hotel and restaurant (in some); he 
can be a butler or footman in dub or household (in some); or the haircuttcr or 
bootblack in the barber shop (in some); and I say "in some" because even the more 
menial offices of industry are being slowly but gradually denied to him.18 

Booker T. Washington regularly endorsed this view, and it had a 
strategic importance in his whole philosophy, particularly in his educational 
program: 

••• whatever other sins the South ~ay be called upon to bear, when it comes to 
buainess, pure and simple, it is in the South that the Negro is given a man's chance 
in the conuncrcial world ••• 111 

Much the same thing is often told the observer in the South today, when 
it most certainly is an exaggeration. But even for earlier times the proposi
tion sounds questionable. We do not have the comprehensive statistics which 
would be necessary to ascertain how the two regions actually compared in 
the opportunities they offered Negroes during various periods. Much 
scattered information, however, gives an impression quite different from 
the Southern stereotype. In a general way, the tremendous industrial 
development in the North and the small number of Negroes compared to 
the total labor demand were factors which worked to the Negroes1 advan
tage. If we look over t~e whole period from the Civil War up to 1940, 
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the general picture is that, while the Negroes in the South have been 
gradually losing out in most lines of work where they had been firmly 
entrenched at the time of slavery and have been allowed to get a favorable 
position in but a few of the new industries, Negroes in the North have 
made some fairly significant gains in some occupations which are new or 
where few if any Negroes were allowed to work before. Still Negroes are 
completely, or almost completely, kept out of many manufacturing lines 
in the North. 

The employment gains of Northern Negroes are not a result of a regular 
trend. It would be much nearer the truth to characterize them as a series 
of unique happenings. Some of the Northern employers started hiring 
Negroes on a large scale, as previously explained,• mainly because of the 
temporary scarcity of labor, due to the booms during the First World War 
and the 1twenties, and to the decline in immigration. The Negro, along 
with the Southern white worker, actually was the "Jast immigrant" to 
the North. At that time there was a much greater need for unskilled labor 
than is the case nowadays. Then, too, white workers, in so far as they did 
not come from the South, had little race prejudice. Later many of them 
developed a deep race prejudice. 

Thus, it was a combination of factors which explains the Negroes' gains 
in the North-but a combination that could not last. The same was true 
about some of the secondary motives which induced employers to use 
Negro labor. Many of them wanted to keep their labor force heterogene
ous so as to prevent unionization. Some of them even used Negroes as strike
breakers. This had happened several times before the First World War. 
In many of these cases Negro workers were dismissed when the labor 
conflict was ended. But, sometimes-particularly between 19rn and I930-
they actually managed to gain a foothold in this way. The motives of these 
employers, however, could be significant only as long as they believed that 
there was a possibility of keeping the unions away from their plants. Now 
they are gradually getting away from this belief and have no reasons to 
engage Negro labor for this purpose. 

6. A CLOSER VIEW ON NORTHERN TRENDS 

Between 1890 and 19rn the increase in number of male Negro workers 
in the North was only about 160,000 (Table 1). Apart from the service 
occupations ( domestics, laundresses, cooks, waiters, janitors, barbers, and 
so on) there were in 1910 no particular occupations where Negroes were 
concentrated. The .largest proportion of Negroes in any of the nonservice 
groups was in the category "general and not specified laborers," many of 
whom were construction workers; others may have been merely "jacks-of
ali-trades." Other groups including a few thousand Negro workers were: 

• See Chapter 8. 
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farm laborers; helpers in building and hand trades; road and street 
laborers; draymen and teamsters; delivery men and helpers in stores; 
dressmakers and seamstresses. There were some Negro longshoremen in 
New York and Pennsylvania; coal miners in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and 
Illinois; iron and steel workers in Penr.sylvania. By and large, however, 
the Negro had scarcely any place at all in ordinary manufacturing industries 
in the North.20 

Between 1910 and 1930, on the other hand, the number of male Negro 
workers in nonagricultural pursuits in the North increased by no less than 
480,000 (Table 1). This means that the Negro male labor force in the 
North more than doubled. Even the absolute increase was much larger than 
that in the South (about 295,000). 

Most of the increase occurred in the nonmanufacturing groups: domestic 
and nondomestic service workers, helpers and delivery men in stores, 
draymen, teamsters, truck drivers, and so on. The building industry gave 
the Negro many additional jobs despite the fact that many craft unions 
were almost as hostile to the Negro in the North as they were in the South. 
Indeed, by 1930 almost half of the Negro building workers were in the 

· North. Some gains were made in street and road construction work, as in 
the maintenance-of-way departments of the railroads. The proportion of 
Negro longshoremen increased in New York and Philadelphia. Garages, 
greasing stations, and automobile laundries in the North gave more new 
jobs to Negroes than did corresponding establishments in the South. The 
number of Negro coal miners in Pennsylvania quadrupled, even causing 
some displacement of white workers; still the Negroes did not constitute 
even 3 per cent of the total labor force in Pennsylvania coal .mines by 1930. 
The bulk of the Negro mine workers remained in the South. 21 

In addition, Negroes managed, almost for the first time, to get a real 
place in certain purely manufacturing lines in the North. The gains were 
particularly noteworthy in the iron, steel, machinery and vehicle industries. 
In 1930, over 100,000, or about 60 per, cent of all Negro workers in this 
group, were in the North. The majority of them were working in blast 
furnaces, steel rolling mills and automobile factories. Much less significant, 
but nevertheless noteworthy, were the gains in clothing industries and 
certain food industries, particularly slaughter and meat-packing houses. 

But most other Northern manufacturing industries failed to hire Negro 
workers in any appreciable numbers. The Negro wage earner in the North 
has little or no chance in textile factories, sawmills, electrical machinery 
and supply factories, shoe factories, bakeries, or furniture factories-to 
mention just a few examples of the numerous Northern manufacturing lines 
where the Negro has been unable to get in. Only in exceptional cases did 
Northern railroads use him for other than unskilled jobs. He was nor 
hired by the utility companies. Thus, even in the North, the Negro 
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remained confined to certain jobs-either those where he had earlier 
acquired something of a traditional position or where he managed to gain 
a foothold during the extraordinary labor market crisis of the First World 
War! 

This should he emphasized: large employment gains for Negroes in the 
North-except jor the present •war boom-occ11rred only during the short 
period from the First World TV ar 1mtil tlJC ntd of the 'twenties. During 
the 'thirties (Table 2), the upward trend in number of Negro workers was 
broken even more definitely than was the case in the urb:111 South-and this 
in spite of the fact that the Negro population in the large Northern centers 
of Negro concentration increased by as much as 23 per cent between 1930 
and 1940. The white population in the urban North, on the other hand, 
was almost stationary, as was the white labor force. Thus, while the pro
portion of Negroes in the total population continued to increase, there was 
scarcely any change at all in the relative number of Negro male workers. 
Further, as we shall point out later in this chapter, the unemployment 
among these Negro workers was much greater in the North than in the 
South. 

All this is explainable on several grounds. The depression hit the North 
worse than the South. Nevertheless, Negroes continued to go North to 
such an extent that the rdativc increase in the Negro urban population was 
even greater in the North than in the South. As pointed out in Chapter 8, 
this cannot mean anything but that, once the isolation had been broken and 
the northward migration had become a pattern, Negroes continued to go 
North whether or not there were any employment openings for them there. 
In addition to the general difference in social conditions-less segregation, 
greater legal security, superior educational and hospital facilities, higher 
earnings if any jobs are to be had, and so on-the North offers much more 
public relief to Negroes in economic distress than does the South.b This fact 
has undoubtedly been behind much of the Negro migration to the North 
during the 'thirties.c Also, as in the South, public relief has contributed to 
the decline in the proportion of Negro youth and Negro aged persons 
who offer their services on the Northern labor market.4 

Thus, it was not all due to any greater negligence about the Negro in the 
North that-as far as employment was concerned-he fared even worse 

• This fact, of course, is one of the main reasons why most of the outstanding Negro 
leaden are not inclim·d, during the present War, to postpone the fight for Negro rights 
until after the War is over. (For a representative expression of their attitude, aee "Preaa 
Service of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People." [July 17, 

1942].) 
• See Chapter 15. 
• Sec Chapter 8. 
• See Section 8 of this chapter. 
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there, during the 'thirties, than he did in the urban South. In part it was 
just because the North, in other respects, treated him better than the 
South did that the Northern Negro population tended to outgrow the 
employment opportunities for Negroes. Still, the record of the North 
certainly is not a good one either. Many labor unions discriminated against 
the Negro worker. So did many employers, especially when it came to 
skilled work. 

7. THE EMPLOYMENT HAZARDS OF UNSKILLED WoRrc 

We have found that the Negro's participation in the Southern non
agricultural economy has steadily become relatively less significant. In the 
North there was no further improvement in the Negro's share of the jobs 
during the 'thirties; the Negro, if anything, lost even more than did the 
white worker because of the depression. 

There is one factor behind this development to which we have not yet 
given enough emphasis: the fact that the Negro is concentrated in unskilled 
occupations (Table 4). This circumstance must be considered in any cvalua-

TABLE 4 

NEOR.O AND WHITE MALE WORKERS IN NoNAORICULTUitAL PURSUITS 

BY SoclAL-EcoNOMIC STATUS, IN 1HE ~ORTH AND IN THE SOUTH: 1930 

(Cumulative Percentages) 

--·-------- ·------ ------
All Male Workers Negro Male Workers White Male Work~rn 

---- ---· 
The North The North The North 

Occupational and The and The :ind The 
Status the West South the West South the West South 

All workers 100 100 100 100 JOO JOO 

Clerical or lower 83 83 95 95 82 i9 
Skilled or lower 65 67 91 93 64 60 
Semi-skilled or lower 43 48 83 86 41 38 
Unskilled 2.l 32 66 71 ::r Z'.J 

----·~-- - ----- ----- -
S-u: U,S. Bureau of the Cen&111, Alba M. Edwards, Sorial-&011om;, G,m,p;n, of tho Ggj,r/r,I JYa,lcers 

q1 ,,.. u.;,. s,o1 ... 1030 <•11J&l, PP- 36-sp. 

tion of future prospects. Indeed, the Negro's low occupational status con
tains a greater danger for future employment than is usually reafr~ed. It 
means generally that his chances not only of getting ahead but of keeping 
any employment at all are more restricted. Thtt expansion in unskilled 
occupations has been limited during recent decades compared with that in 
occupations above the unskilled class.:i2 It is necessary to emphasize this 
point. For, just as many persons believe that Negroes would be able to get 
along if they only had sense enough to stay in agriculture, there are 
those who think that Negroes arc over-ambitious when they try to get out 
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of their position as common laborers. Negroes must become skilled workers, 
since the demand for unskilled workers is declining. 

The proportion of unskilled workers in the nonagricultural labor force 
is much greater in the South than in the North (Table 4). One of the 
reasons is that the iron, steel, and machinery industries, with their great 
need of skilled labor, are less well represented below the Mason-Dixon line 
than they are in certain other parts of the country. Then, too, there has been 
comparatively little incentive to mechanization in the low wage regions of 
the South. But this means, on the other hand, that there are in the South 
many more laborers •..t:ho can be displaced b)' mechanization. The \Vages 
and Hours Law tends to spur mechanization by raising wages. It goes 
without saying that the Negroes are, and will continue to be, the main 
sufferers in such a JC'Oelopment. Over 70 per cent of the Negro males in 
nonagricultural pursuits in the South were in unskilled occupations; the 
corresponding figure for Southern whites was 20 per cent. The Southern 
Negroes were, in this respect, somewhat worse off than the Northern 
Negroes. Southern industry was more "saturated" with unskilled Negro 
labor than Northern industry. Almost half of all unskilled male workers 
outside agriculture in the South were Negroes.~3 The occupational status 
of the Southern whites, on the other hand, was somewhat higher, in certain 
respects, than was that of the Northern whites. The reason is obvious: 
white workers in the South had a near monopoly on the higher jobs but were 
less well represented in the lower occupations.• 

If the Negro's occupational status was particularly low in the South, 
it docs not mean that it was high in the North. Actually there was little 
difference: about two-thirds of the male Negro workers in the North were 
in unskilled occupations. But since these Negro workers constituted only 
about one-tenth of all laborers in the North,24 there should be more room 
for the Negro in the North, even if he remains confined to the bottom of 
the occupational ladder. 

8. THE SIZE OF THE NEGRO LABOR FORCE AND NEGRO EMPLOYMENT 

Considering all the limitation that Negroes face in every occupation, 
even those where they are not completely excluded, it is pertinent to ask: 
What proportion of Negroes have any jobs at all? Is the Negro merely 
exchanging his position :u a dependent and exploited sharecropper for that 
of an urban unemployed person and a relief client? 

In nonfarm areas of the United States in 1940, 47 per cent of all non-

• This observation about the occupational status of Southern and Northern whites agreeP 
fairly well with the finding about urban inromes in tht' South and the North. See Chapter 
16, Median incomes for white families, contrary to common belief, are not lower in the 
urban South than in the urban North, the reason being that the Southern white population 
-due to the presence of the Negro-has an "incomplete lower clua.11 
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white persons, 14 years of age and over, were registered as having employ
ment ( exclusive of work relief employment). The corresponding figure 
for the white population was slightly lower, or 45 per cent.25 This, however, 
does not mean that employment conditions were any more favorable for 
Negroes than for whites. It is only because Negro women to such a great 
extent take on gainful work outside their homes that this general employ
ment rate was somewhat higher for nonwhites than for whites. Of all non
white women, 36 per cent were employed; for white women the figure was 
24 per cent (Table 5).26 For men it was the other way around: nonwhite 

TABLE 5 

ToTAL PERSONS AND LABOR FoRCE IN NoNFARM AREAS OF THE UNITED STATES 
BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS, SE~, AND RACE: 1940 

Sex 
and Race 

Male 
Nonwhite 
White 

Female 
Nonwhite 
White 

(Percentages) 

Total Population 14 years of Age and 
Over, by Employment Status 

Labor Force by 
Employment Status 

Labor Force 
Unemployed 

Unemployed Total 
(emergency (including " 

Total Non- All Em- workers Total Em- emergency Seek-
persons workers Workers ployed included) Workers ployed workers) ing Work 

Ioo.o 21.7 78.3 58.9 19·4 100.0 75.2 24.8 15.2 
100.0 21.5 78.5 66.I 12-4 100.0 84.2 15.8 10.9 

100.0 56.8 43.2 35.9 7.3 100.0 83.I 16.9 I3.I 
100.0 72-7 27-3 23.8 3.5 100.0 87.0 13.0 9.7 

Source: Sixteenth Census of the United States: If)40, Poinda#on, Preliminary Release, Series P-4, No. 4 

men had employment less often ( 59 per. cent) than had white men ( 66 
per cent}. This difference was particularly pronounced in the North. In 
many Northern centers only about one-half of the Negro men had any 
employment. 

These race differentials in employment rates are the result of two 
opposing factors. One is that the extreme poverty of most Negro families 
forces Negro women as well as Negro boys and aged Negro men out on the 
labor market to a much greater extent than corresponding categories of 
whites.28 On the other hand, among both men and women who "are in 
t~e labor market," the ,proportion of those who fail to get any jobs is much 
higher for Negroes than for whites. There is often, of course, a causal 
relation between these two factors. A Negro woman may take a job because 
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her husband is without one. On the other hand, if the employment situa
tion is discouraging, some of the workers, particularly if they have se
cured public assistance, and quite especially if they are getting old, will 
tend to withdraw permanently from the labor market. Nevertheless, let 
us consider each of the two factors separately. It is certainly pertinent to 
our problem to compare the extent to which Negroes and whites offer 
their services on the labor market. It allows us to comprehend better the 
data on Negro unemployment" which we shall discuss presently. We shall 
also find that it takes away some of the basis for the popular belief in 
"Negro laziness." 

The total number of both employed and unemployed workers (the so
called "labor force''b) has traditionally been much larger, in proportion, 
among Negroes than among whites. This has been particularly true in the 
case of women. But such a difference, although smaller, was formerly 
clearly noticeable in regard to males as well. In part it has been due to the 
fact that there has been a pronounced time-lag in the elimination of child 
labor among Negroes. Too, Negroes have retired at a much .later age 
than have white workers. In 1930 <?Ver half of the Negro men 75 years of 
age and over-as against less than one-third of the white men of the same 
age-were still "in the labor market." While white women used to leave 
the labor market in great numbers after the age of about 25, there was no 
very significant drop in the proportion of workers and job-seekers among 
Negroes until they reached the age of about 65.29 

Gradually, however, an equalization has taken place in regard to most of 
these differences. Yet child labor, at least until 1930, dropped more sharply 
in the white than in the colored group.30 The proportion of workers among 
old people, on the other· hand, seems to have declined somewhat faster 
among Negroes than among whites. There has been, for a long time, an 
upward trend in the proportion of white women gainfully employed; 
whereas the proportion for Negro women was stationary or declining.31 

This equalization seems to have become particularly pronounced during 
the decade 1930-1940,32 which probably was due to the introduction of 
large-scale public relief, particularly old age assistance, assistance to depend
ent children, and so on, which, in spite of all discrimination,C meant more 
to the Negro than to the white group. In addition, it is probable that the 
great unemployment among Negroes during the 'thirties was a contributory 
factor, in that Negroes who had lost their jobs, more often than whites, were 

• See Section 9 of this chapter. 
b This designation was used in the I 940 Census; it includes workers on work relief 

projects (W.P.A., N.Y.A., C.C.C., and so on). The concept "gainful worker" used in 
earlier census reports was about the same, except in some minor•details (see footnote n in 
this chapter) . · 

• See Chapter 1 5. 
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discouraged from offering their services and, thus, ceased to belong to either 
the actual or the potential labor force. 83 

This development had gone so far by 1940 that, in urban and other non
farm areas, the proportion of the male population 14 years old and over 
that belonged to the labor force ( those who were either actual workers 
or job-seekers) was exactly the same in both racial groups ( 78 per cent; 
see Table 5). The relative number of female workers and job-seekers, on 

TABLE 6 

UBOll FoRCE AS A PERCENTAGE OF AJ.L PE11s0Ns, 14 YEAIIS or Ao£ AND OvE11, AND 

UNElll'LOYED WORKERS AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL LABOR J.'ORCE, IN' 

SELECTED LAROE C1T1Es, BY St:x AND RACE: 1940 

Labor Force as a Percentage of All Unemployed (exclusive of cmcr-
Persons, I 4 Y cars of Age and Over gency workers) as a Percentage of 

Total Labor Force 

City Male Female Male Female 

Negro White Negro White Negro White Negro White 

New York 80.8 81,1 5o.7 32,S 20,1 15,2. 18.1 14,8 
Philadelphia 78.5 So.I 43.6 31·9 33.1 15-4 23.7 14-6 
Cleveland 79.5 81,4 33.0 3o.3 16.7 IZ,4 22.4 rr.3 
Detroit 84-7 84.7 30.0 28.1 16.1 9.7 19.4 ll.J 
Chicago 77-9 82.4 35.7 33.3 17.2 II.I 23.2 9.5 

St Louis 81,6 82.9 37-4 32.8 19.6 10.5 20.4 9.2 
Louisville 79.7 81.8 45.7 29.9 17.6 10.4 18.6 9.8 
Baltimore 79.6 80.8 46.8 29.8 13.2 7.3 10.8 7.9 
Washington, D.C. 81.0 80.7 S1,7 43.o 10.6 S-4 11.3 5.1 
Richmond 79.5 81.7 56.1 36.1 15.5 6.6 13.1 6.8 

Atlanta 8:1..0 83.0 54.4 35.5 13,9 6.7 11.6 7.6 
Birmingham 82.o 81.9 39.9 :1.6.7 15.9 7.0 14.9 9.1 
Memphis 85.4 82.5 44.8 30.9 14.5 6.8 15.5 7.4 
New Orleans 80.7 81.1 43,4 28.9 15.:3 10.2 15.:: 9.6 
Houston 84.0 83.8 53.7 :1.8.7 ll.9 7.'! 9.7 7.0 

s-u: Slst1ndl, c-, of Iii• Unll•tl Slat,.: 1040, Potndolion, Second Series, State Reports, Tables 41 
and. 43 (for Wuhln,ton, D,C., Tablu 13 and 21). 

the other hand, continued in most places to be much higher in the non
white than in the white population, even if the difference was smaller than 
before. White women still left the labor market at a much faster rate after 
having reached the age of 25 than did Negro women.84 

The equalization in the proportion of white and Negro men and women 
who are workers or job-seekers has proceeded further in the urban North 
than in the urban South. It has also proceeded further in the cities than in 
the farm areas of the South. Even in the male agricultural population of 
the South in I 940 there was still a higher proportion of actual and potential 
worlcen in the Negro than in the white group.811 This may be due, in part, 
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to the fact that unemployment among Negroes is greater in the North 
than in the South, and much greater in urban than in rural areas. Also, it 
is an index of the differences in economic standards. Both relief grants 
and nonrelief earnings are much more adequate in Northern than in South
ern cities; both are particularly inadequate in farm areas of the South.• 

We should not, however, be hasty in jumping to the conclusion that 
"relief has demoralized the Negro." Of course, something of the sort may 
have happened in many individual cases, both in the white and in the 
Negro group. But, by and large, the moral indignation against the Negro 
that is implied in this stereotype is entirely misplaced. We must keep in 
mind that so far no appeal has been made to the ambition of the Negro to 
better himself economically. On the contrary, white people, by means of 
the severe job restrictions they have imposed upon the Negro-and by 
denying him sufficient public health facilities-have forced him to accept 
public relief as one of his "major occupations." Therefore, if the Negro, 
in a sense, has become "demoralized," it is rather because white people 
have given him a smaller share of the steady and worth-while jobs than of 
the public assistance benefits. 

It should be emphasized, further, that, in spite of the more liberal relief 
policies of the last decades, there are still, proportionately, a greater number 
of workers and job-seekers in the Negro than in the white population. The 
decline has occurred mainly among aged persons who should be allowed to 
rctire,36 among youth who can use some additional school education, and 
among women who have their own homes and families to attend to. 

In the future, however, this problem may become of increasing signifi
cance. There is still, as we shall show,b much discrimination against the 
Negro in the relief system. If these discriminatory practices are removed
and the federal government is working toward that end-but if present job 
restrictions are maintained, then, of course, tl1cre is a rN1l danger that the 
Negro will become a burden on the national economy. This is the basic 
dilemma in the problem of the Negroe's integration into American economic 
life. It must be faced squarely. 

9. NEGRO AND WHITE UNEMPLOYMENT 

We have seen that there are more Negroes than whites, in proportion, 
who offer their services on the labor market. More Negroes need employ
ment than do whites, for the simple reason that the pay for each job that a 
Negro can get usually is so much lower than arc the earnings that a white 
person can get. Yet the unemployment is much higher for Negroes than for 
whites. About 25 per cent of the nonwhite male labor force in nonfarm 
areas was without any employment on the labor market in 1940; and IS 

• See Chapters 1 5 and 1 6. 

• See Chapter 1 5. 
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per cent did not even have any work relief assignments (Table 5). The 
corresponding figures for white males ( I 6 and II per cent, respectively) 
were significantly lower. There was a similar difference, although on a 
somewhat lower level, between white and nonwhite females. When the 
number of jobless female workers is related, not to the "labor force," but 
to all women, I 4 years of age and over, one finds that the unemployment 
rate was more than twice as high (7 per cent) for Negro as for white 
women (3 per cent).87 

Conditions, however, are different in different areas. In the rural farm 
areas of the South, where only few persons are registered as unemployed, 
the rates were actually lower for Negroes than for whites. The nonfarm 
areas of the South show conditions only slightly worse for Negroes than for 
whites. It is mainly in the cities that unemployment is so much more wide
spread among Negroes than among whites (Table 6). The difference was 
usually quite large both in Northern and in Southern cities, but since the 
North had a higher general level of unemployment, Northern Negroes, 
of course, were even more adversely affected than were the Negroes in the 
urban South. In Philadelphia, about one-third of the Negro males, not 
counting those on work relief projects, were registered as unemployed; in 
New York and St. Louis the proportion was one-fifth. Negro female 
workers, as well, showed high unemployment rates in several of the large 
Northern cities. 

Perhaps Negro migration is the cause of this situation. The Negro mi
grant, as we have seen, prefers the large city. Whenever possible, he wants 
to go North. It is possible that he could have had a better chance in 
Southern villages and small cities. But, as explained before,8 it is natural 
that the Negro prefers to go where he can escape injustice and restric
tions, which are usually particularly great in the small Southern community. 

Young workers are suffering from unemployment much more than 
others. In urban areas roughly one~third of the total labor force in the age 
group 14 to 19 was without jobs. Nonwhite males (36 per cent) were some
what above, and white females ( 29 per cent) were a little below the aver
age; but there was no substantial race differential except in certain indi
vidual cities. The situation was better for middle-aged people, but more so 
for white than for Negro workers. This finding from the I 940 Census is 
corroborated by other studies. 

The Health Survey data for urban male and female workers in 1935M36 ••. 
and the information from the 1937 Unemployment Census .•• substantiate the 
conclusion that the N,gro-,,,,.1,;1, difference in unemployment ri1k ii mainly a 
poblem of the Negro's uJ.Jbility Jo impror•e his chances on the labor mar/eel with 
i,urease,J age anJ e1:perience to the same e:rtent as the VDhite worur. If age and 

• Ser Chapter I. 
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experience help the Negro worker ]en than the white worker, how about education? 
Data from the National Health Survey •.• indicate that the unemployment rul 
for while urban r~·orkers, 16-24 years old, declines progreuwely witk tke inereaseJ 
selwla1tie ar.kteflement1. About 56 per cent of the male white workers with less than 
a sixth-grade education were unemployed in I 93 5-36, whereas only eighteen per 
cent of those with a college education were jobless. Among ur/,an Negro yout/1, on 
the other hand, there it•as no comiJ/ent trenJ of tliis l:inJ at all except that persons 
with college training were somewhat better off than those with less education. Colored 
urban youth, whose education extended no higher than the sixth grade were somewhat 
better off than white youth with a similar lack of formal training. The colored and 
white youth who had completed the seventh grade had the same amount of unemploy
ment (50 per cent for males and 38-39 per cent for females). It was only becauae 
such a large proportion of white youth had gone forther than the seventh grade 
that their general position was better than that of colored youth.38 

These findings are certainly extremely significant-in fact, so important 
that one would like to see them confirmed by other similar studies. It seems, 
however, that they are plausible enough. If white boys and girls do not 
care for openings that may be available immediately, they can, more often 
than colored youth, afford to postpone their entry into the labor market. 
This may explain why those among them who have little education may be 
even less successful in getting employment than are young colored workers. 
Since N egrocs are seldom in demand for jobs for which education is neces
sary, there certainly is nothing surprising in the conclusion that they, unlike 
whites, usually fail to improve their opportunities by staying in school 
longer. Somewhat more astonishing is the finding that those with college 
education constitute an exception in this regard. But they arc not depend
ent entirely on the white economy, as are most of the less-educated Ne
groes. The segregated Negro community offers a small but increasing 
number of jobs to Negro professionals.• 

• See Chapter 14, Section 1. The lower unemployment risk found for youths with college 
f'ducation may be partly :6.ctitious, however, in that many of those who fail to get 
employment simply continue their studies and, thus, are listed as students rather than u 
unemployed. 



CHAPTER r4 

THE NEGRO IN BUSINESS, THE PROFESSIONS, PUBLIC 

SERVICE AND OTHER \VHITE COLLAR OCCUPATIONS 

........................................................................................................................................... 
I. OVERVIEW 

The position of the Negro in business, professions, public service, and 
white collar jobs is far different from that of the Negro wage earner. 
As a wage earner the Negro is excluded from many trades. Where he 
works he is commonly held down to the status of laborer and is excluded 
from skilled work. But there are always possibilities for him to enter these 
jobs, and he is always struggling to do so. In the occupations traditionally 
associated with upper or middle class status, the exclusion policy is usually 
much more complete and "settled." This is because it is fortified by 
"social" considerations, as well as by economic ones.a 

The overwhelming majority of all other Negro workers serve the 
general white-dominated economy, but most Negro businessmen, pro
fessionals, and Negro white collar workers are either dependent on the 
segregated Negro community for their market or they serve in public 
institutions-like schools and hospitals-set up exclusively for the use of 
Negroes. (Some civil service employees are the only significant exceptions.) 

This has important consequences. The exclusion from the larger white 
economy means a severe restriction of the opportunities for Negroes to 
reach an upper or middle class status. It represents one of the main social 
mechanisms by which the Negro upper and middle classes are kept small. 
It also makes the occupational distribution in those classes skewed: While 
the Negro community gives places for a fair number of Negro preachen:, 
teachers, and neighborhood storekeepers, it does not offer much chance 
for civil engineers and architects. The latter have to work in the white 
economy which does not want Negroes in such positions. The Negroes' 
representation among managers of industry, if anything, is still smaller. 

The poverty of the Negro people represent~ a general limitation of 
opportunity for Negro businessmen and professionals. Since they are 
excluded from the white market, it becomes important for them to hold 

• The te.rm "social,, is here UJed in thi: sense of the man in the street, especially the 
Southerner, and thus has the connotation of "intimate" and "peno11,al!' (See Chapter al,) 
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the Negro market as a monopoly. The monopoly over the Negro market 
of teachers, preachers, wtdertakers, beauticians and others is generally 
respected. The Negro storekeeper, on the other hand, is in severe competi
tion with the white storekeeper, and only a small fraction of the pur
chasing power of Negro patrons passes his counter. To a lesser extent this 
is true also of the Negro doctor. The Negro lawyer has an even worse 
competitive position. The Negro journalist does not have to compete with 
whites in the Negro press but, to an extent, the Negro press has to compete 
with the white press. All Negro businessmen and professionals have to try 
to make as much use as possible of racial solidarity as a selling point. This 
means that the entire Negro middle and upper class becomes caught in an 
ideological dilemma.• On the one hand, they find that the caste wall 
blocks their economic and social opportunities. On the other hand, they 
have, at the same time, a vested interest in racial segregation since it gives 
them what opportunity they have. 

In the rest of this chapter we shall describe the economic position of 
upper and middle class Negroes. \Ve ::.hall first present a summary of the 
situation and then go on to examine each of the occupations separately. 

In 1930 there were only 254,000 Negro workers in white collar and 
higher occupations (Table 1). This means that only one out of fifteen 
Negro workers in nonagricultural pursuits had a status higher than that of 
wage earner. In the white nonfarm population as many as two out of every 
five workers were in business, managerial, professional, and white collar 
jobs.1 The number of Negro workers in such occupations had increased by 
more than three-fourths between 1910 and 1930. But the corresponding 
increase of white workers had been somewhat greater, so the relative 
position of the Negro had not improved. In 1910, 1.8 per cent of all these 
professional, managerial and clerical workers were Negroes. In 1930, 1.7 
per cent of them were Negroes. Thus, in spite of the fact that the Negro's 
share in these jobs was so extremely low, there was no tendency toward 
equalization. There was not even any great increase in the proportion that 
professionals, businessmen, and white collar workers constituted of the 
total Negro labor force in nonagricultural pursuits. In 1910 this proportion 
was 6 per cent. In 1930 it was 7 per cent. 

Conditions differed, however, for different categories. The Negro has 
had slightly better chances in the professions than in other occupations in 
this group. Indeed, in 1930 the number of Negro professional workers was 
larger (116,000) than that of clerical workers (83,000), whereas in the 
white population there were almost three clerks and kindred workers for 
every professional person. That the Negroes have as much as a 4 per cent 
representation among the professional workers is due to two main factors: 
the segregated Southern school system, and the segregated Negro church 

• See Chapter 38. 
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TABLE 1 

Naoao WoaJtE:u JN BusrNEss, PaoFESSJON,u, A.ND WHIT£ CoLI,A.ll 
0ccUPA.TIOllfl0 BY SEx: 1910, 1920, A.ND 1930 

Negroes as a per• 
centage of all 

Sex and Ck:cup:uion Number of Negro Workers Workers 

1910 19:20 1930 1910 1920 1930 

Boch Sexes 
Professional persons 64,648 77,!18 11 5,765 4.0 3.8 3.9 
Wholes1de and retail dealers :20,894 :i.3,593 28,343 I.7 I.7 1.6 
Other proprietors, managers, 

and officials 19,102 17,610 27,648 J.6 J,J 1,5 
Clerks and kindred workers 38,698 63,095 8:l.,66g 1.0 1.1 1.0 

Males 
Profeesional persons 35,815 39,434 55,610 3.9 3.7 3-7 
Wholesale and retail dealers 17,888 2.0,455 24,493 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Other proprietors, managers, 

and officials 15,487 IJ,309 21,196 J-4 1.0 J,2 
Clerks and kindred workers 31,926 48,046 62,138 1.2 l-4 1.3 

J.'emales 
Professional per110ns 28,8.,J 37,684 6o,155 4,0 3-8 4.2 
Wholesale IUld retail dealers 3,oo6 J,138 J,850 4-4 3.9 J.4 
Other proprietors, managers, 

and officials 3,615 4,301 6,452 6.6 5.5 4.9 
Clerks and kindred workers 6,n2 15,048 20,531 o.6 0.7 0,7 

Sovrcc: U. S. Bureau nf the Censua, Alba M. Edward&. Sodal-Eecmamie Grqu#ni of th, Gainful Worker• of 
/Ju U'lllu4 Sloua, JPJO (15138), PP· 7 and 13, 

with its numerous small congregations. Teachers and ministers account for 
almost two-thirds of all Negro professional workers. The small number of 
Negro clerical workers-only two-~hirds of one per cent of all female 
clerks and kindred workers were Negro-is the result of the fact that few 
white establishments use any Negro workers in such capacities while most 
Negro-owned establishments arc too small to give employment to others 
than the entrepreneur and members of his family. Negro storekeepers, 
other business entrepreneurs, and business officials had an intermediate 
position between these two groups. They numbert:d 56,000 and constituted 
about 1.5 per cent of all American businessmen. 

The North is almost as strict as the South in excluding Negroes from 
middle class jobs in the white-dominated economy. The very lack of segre
gation in most Northern schools makes it more difficult for a Negro to get 
a teaching position. Since the educational ladder is made completely avail
able for Negro youths, this subsequent barrier against employment, except 
as laborers, is more deeply discouraging.2 
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The subsequent detailed account of the various groups of occupations 

will show that, by and large, the prospects for Negro workers of higher 
than wage earner status are even more limited than can be learned from 
the summary data we have just examined.• 

2. THE NEGRO IN BUSINESS 

In 1939 there were not quite 30,000 Negro retail stores, including eating 
and drinking places, giving employment to an almost equal number of 
proprietors, and less than 14,000 hired employees, or-apart from 1,000 
unpaid family members-a total of 43,000 persons. Thus, Negro retail 
trade, in terms of employment, is not totally insignificant. Compared with 
the size of white retail trade, however, it is negligible. The total sales in 
1939 were a little more than $71,000,000, which was less than two-tenths 
of one per cent of the national total. The annual payroll amounted to a 
little over $400 for each full-time employee.8 There were no signs of 
improvement in the relative position of Negro retail trade. The proportion 
of Negroes among all retail dealers was, if anything, smaller in 1930 than 
in 19IO (Table 1). The same trend downward is visible during the period 
of 1929-1939. Total sales declined by 28 per cent in Negro-owned stores 
and restaurants from 1929 to 1939, whereas the corresponding figure for 
retail trade in the entire United States was 13 per cent.' 

The Negro population has much less than one-tenth of the total con
sumer income in the United States. Certain estimates made of Negro and 
white family income allow us to guess that the Negro's share in the national 
income does not exceed 4 per cent, and is probably around 3 per cent,b As 
savings constitute generally a larger part of higher incomes, the Negro's 
share in total consumption is probably somewhat greater than his share of 
the national income, though not much. But even when the relatively low 
level of Negro purchasing power is taken into account, Negro-owned stores 
and restaurants probably do not have more than 5 or IO per cent of the 
total Negro trade. The rest goes to white businesses. 

It goes without saying that the small size of the average Negro store 
increases costs, and thereby causes a competitive disadvantage. Prices tend 
to be higher than in the white-operated stores, or the margin of profit 
smaller. It is difficult for the Negro dealer to have a large variety of goods. 
Reid cites an inquiry made by the Negro Business League in New York's 
Harlem in 1932, according to which a sample of Negro housewives blamed 

• The !acts for tbe subsequent analysia will be taken, in large part, from au unFublished 
research memorandum prepared for this study (1940), "The Negro in the American 
Economic System," by Ira DeA. Reid in conjunction with Norgrcn's investigations cited 
in the previous chapter. It deals with the Negro in business, banking, retail trade, profct
siona and white collar occupation,. 

• See Chapter 1 6 
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the insufficient variety of stock and the higher prices as the main reasons 
for their failure to patronize Negro-owned stores to any large extent. The 
extreme poverty of most customers puts another difficulty in the way of the 
Negro dealer: since he must depend on immediate cash turnover, he must 
avoid giving credit; at the same time he knows that he will lose many of 
his patrons by not granting them credit.& Housing segregation is a factor 
which generally helps Negro business. When a city, however, contains 
several small Negro neighborhoods, as often happens in the South, scarcely 
any one of them can support a prosperous Negro store.6 Negro sections 
never contain any primary shopping centers; indeed there are few places, 
except in the North, where there are even secondary shopping centers in 
Negro areas. Negroes often reside close to principal business districts where 
no Negro entrepreneur can ever hope to rent a store.7 

These things go a long way to explain how narrow the prospects of the 
Negro retail dealers arc. Still, it is not only because Negro consumers buy 
in white business districts that the Negro dealer gets so little of their 
patronage. Negro areas, at least in large cities, have a great number of 
stores and restaurants catering exclusively, or almost exclusively, to Negroes 
but operated by Jews, Greeks, Italians and other whites. Sometimes this 
may be a matter of tradition, since it was only a few decades ago that many 
of the principal Negro neighborhoods in the North had entirely or predom
inantly white residents. Or it may be that real estate owners-most of 
whom are white even in Negro areas-do not believe that the Negro dealer 
is a dependable rent payer. Such an attitude, of course, must jeopardize the 
Negro's chances of getting a good location. Reid claims, in addition, that 
the Negro businessman himself has not always seen the advantage of 
locating his store in a competitive area: 

Besides the fact that the Negro grocery retailer is barred from the main shopping 
districts by social and economic factors, he believes that his business experiences 
greater success in a non-competitive area' where there are no other stores selling 
similar merchandise. The general economic truth that competition increases the 
volume of business does not apply to him, he feels. Such an attitude gives rise to 
isolation of Negro grocery stores even within the Negro community. The complaint 
of Negro householders that Negro establishments arc inconveniently located is 
well founded. 8 

The Negro businessman, furthermore, encounters greater difficulties in 
securing credit. This is partly due to the marginal position of Negro 
business. It is also partly due to prejudiced opinions among the whites 
concerning the business ability and personal reliability of Negroes. In 
either case a vicious circle is in operation keeping Negro business down. 
Part of this circle is the fact that Negro business generally is not of the size 
and efficiency necessary to offer many positions which would give good 
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training to Negro youths who want to prepare themselves for a business 
career. 

Whether or not such factors as those mentioned above are sufficient to 
excuse the Negro's poor showing in business is, of course, a question of 
judgment. Particularly striking is the fact that only seldom, and then 
mainly because segregation has provided a monopoly, have Negro business
men succeeded in getting all or most of the Negro trade. In addition to the 
10,500 Negro restaurant owners in 1930, there were some 14,000 owners 
of Negro hotels, boarding and lodging houses (Table 2), constituting 7 
per cent of all such entrepreneurs in the country. They probably owned 

TABLE 2 

NUMBER OF NEGRO ENTREPRENEURS AND \VmTE CoLLAR WoRKER.S tN 

SELECTED TRADE AND SERVICE lNDUSTRU,s: 1910• 

. --------·- ----- --- ----- ---- - -------------
Industry and Occupation 

Banking and brokerage: officials, clerks, accountants, etc. 
Insurance: officials, managers, ngents, clerks, etc. 
Real Estate: officials, agents, clerks, etc. 
Wholesale and retail trade: 

Retail dealers (except automobiles; 
Undertakers 
Clerks, salesmen, saleswomen, and other white rnllar 

workers 
Hotels, restaurants, boarding houses, etc. 

Hotel, boarding and lodging housekeept"rs and managers 
Restaurant, cnfe, and lunchroom keepers 
Clerks, bookkeepers, and other white colh1r workers 

Cleaning, dyeing, and pressing shops: 
Owners and managers 
Clerical workers 

---------------

11,574 
6,369 

8.18 

C 

C 

994 
9,325 
4,695 

::.1,017 

14,173 
10,543 

1,248 

Solll' e: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Nrerot1 in lh• U.S.: 1ow-1032, pp. 355-358. Thirlftnlh Cnmu oJ 
the U.S.: 1p10. Pof)ulalion. Vol. 4, pp. 418-433. It ahuultl be notetl that these fi11Ure• differ somewhat from the 
classification uaed by Edwards, op. <ii .• in that, for instance, Edwards includes messengers among white collar 
workers, which has not been done in this table. It is ev,dent that every cla1S1ficatio11 of this type ha1 to be 
arbitrary. 

• Only such trade and •ervice groups as have any 11ppreciable number of Neip-o entrepreneurs and white 
collar workers have been included, Regarding barbers 11nd hairdresoera, see teJ<t 111 this acetion. 

b Figural do not quite agree with those in Table I because they are baaed on different clauificationa. 
• Data not available. 

most lodging and boarding houses located in Negro sections; few white 
entrepreneurs would consider competing for this trade. Most of these 
Negro entrepreneurs were women, usually widowed.0 The majority of 
their places probably differed little, if at all, from ordinary private homes 
with lodgers. 

A real "business group," on the other hand, were the 3,000 Negro 
undertakers, constituting nearly one-tepth of all undertakers in America. 
In the South they have an almost complete monopoly on Negro funerals, 
as whites would not want to touch the corpses. In the North their competi-
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tive position is almost as strong. They never handle white funerals. Since, 
in addition, Negroes are likely to spend relatively much on funerals, the 
funeral homes represent one of the most solid and flourishing Negro 
businesses. Barbers, beauticians, and hairdressers also have a complete mo
nopoly for similar reasons. In 1930 there were 34,000 Negro entrepreneurs 
and employees occupied in this line of work, and they constituted almost 
one-tenth of all such workers in the country.10 But these are the only Negro 
businesses in which Negroes are protected from white competition. In all 
other businesses of any consequence Negro businessmen are able to keep 
only a small portion of the Negro market. Seldom have Negroes succeeded 
in keeping a substantial white market. 

The Negro's showing in business appears particularly poor when com
pared with that of certain other "alien" groups. The immigrants offer a 
case in point. The foreign-born are "under-represented" among industrial 
entrepreneurs, business managers, officials, and white collar workers, but 
they constitute a larger proportion of the retail dealers than corresponds 
to their proportion in the population. In fact, one out of every three whole
sale and retail dealers in the United States in 1930 was a foreign-born 
person.11 This high proportion may be caused, of course, by their having 
greater difficulties than native Americans in getting employment in many 
other occupations. At the same time, it indicates a certain resourcefulness 
in the struggle against unemployment. 

Particularly interesting is the great number of stores and restaurants 
operated by Chinese and Japanese, In 1929 they owned one-and-a-half 
times as many stores, restaurants, and eating places per 1 ,ooo population 

· as other residents of the United States. Negroes, on the other hand, oper
ated but one-sixth of the number of such establishments as would corre
spond to their proportion in the population. Nor is this all. The stores and 
restaurants operated by the Orientals were larger and gave employment 
to an average of four persons per store (proprietors and employees), 
whereas the corresponding ratio for Negro establishments was but I .6. The 
net sales of the Oriental-operated stores ($89,000,000) were not much 
lower than those of the Negro-owned stores ($101,000,000), in spite of 
the fact that the Negro population was about fifty tiip.es larger than the 
Oriental population of the country.12 

It is a problem to explain why the Chinese have been able to build up a 
prosperous restaurant business with white patronage, whereas Negro-owned 
eating places nowadays have but few white customers, except in a couple 
of "tourist spots" in the amusement area of Harlem and one or two other 
publicized Negro sections in other Northern cities; and even those are not 
always owned by Negroes.13 It is true that the Chinese restaurant profits 
from the special appeal that a foreign culture always seems to have to the 
American. But Southern cooking, in a measure, has a similar reputation 
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outside the South. Since the servants of the Southern aristocracv have 
usually been Negroes, well-trained Negro cooks and waiters have n~t been 
lacking, and one would have expected that the Negro-owned restaurant 
would have had a particularly good chance, once the Negro had actually 
made some headway in this business.14 There are many reports about Negro 
restaurants having been popular among the white upper class in earlier 
times. 

But already in the 189o's Du Bois described how the Negro caterer was 
losing out.15 Part of the explanation is probably the change in the character 
of the upper class restaurant business. In earlier times, the main require
ment was good cooking and service; the caterer may have appeared more 
as a favored "collective" servant to an upper class circle than as a business
man. But soon requirements were increased. It became necessary to invest 
large capital in restaurants intended for the wealthy. Or, as Du Bois puts it: 

... it is the old de,·elopment from the small to the large industry, from the house• 
industry to the concentrated industry, from the private dining room to the palatial 
hotel. If the Negro caterers of Philadelphia had been white, some of them would 
have been put in charge of a large hotel, or would have oe,:ome co-partners in some 
large restaurant business, for which capiulists furnished funds. • . • As it was, 
the change in fashion and- mode of business changed the methods of the Negro 
caterers, and their clicntele. They began to serve the middle class instead of the rich 
and exclusive, their prices had to become more reasonable, and their efforts to excel 
had consequently fewer incentives. Moreover, they now came into sharp competi
tion with a class of small white caterers, who, if they were worse cooks, were better 
trained in the tricks of trade . • .16 

Not only has the Negro caterer lost out because he has not had capital, but 
also because he has often failed to modernize his business and be efficient 
generally. There have been, of course, social and political pressures, as well 
as economic ones, against Negro caterers. The few remaining Negro 
caterers and restaurant owners serve whites mainly, and their business has 
the character of a novelty rather than of a regularly accepted business. 

The famous old Negro barbershops went the same way as the Negro 
restaurants. Laundry work represents a somewhat similar example. There 
are more Negro workers in this field than in any other occupation outside 
of agriculture and domestic service. But it was the whites and the Chinese 
who started the commercial laundries, which have taken hundreds of 
thousands of job opportunities away from the Negro home laundresses. 
There were only a few hundred Negro owners of commercial laundries in 
1930, representing about 2 per cent of the total. Not only his experience 
as a worker but also his self-interest should have provided an inducement 
for the Negro to go into this kind of business as an independent entre
preneur. Yet he failed to do so. 

The building trade offers another example of how the Negro has failed 
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as an entrepreneur, even when he-viewed superficially at least-w_ould 
seem to have had a comparatively good chance. There are more skilled 
Negro workers in this industry than in any other line of work. Contractors, 
at least formerly, were recruited from the ranks of the skilled workers. 
At the time when, in view of the small size of most construction jobs, most 
contractors were not much more than master workmen, many Negroes had 
a certain position in this field in the South, but soon after the Civil War 
the_ South started to become industrialized. Many factory buildings and 
large apartment houses had to be erected, and they required huge amounts 
of capital. Whites formed an increasing proportion of the skilled workers, 
and they attempted to monopolize the work on the large projects where the 
latest technical methods were used. Only in exceptional cases did they 
accept work under Negro contractors. Under such circumstances it was 
impossible for Negroes to make any headway. By 1910 there were but 
2,900 Negro contractors constituting 1.8 per cent of the total. In 1930 the 
number was down to 2,400, or 1.6 per cent. 

The fact that the Negro has never been able to establish himself as an 
entrepreneur in ordinary manufacturing industries• is less surprising. The 
public, of course, is not always aware of the racial identity of those who 
produce. For this reason, the Negro, perhaps, would have been able to sell 
on the white market had he been allowed to become a manufacturer. But 
the obstacles have been too great to overcome. In most manufacturing lines 
he has not even been able to become a skilled worker, much less a foreman, 
engineer or office worker. The chances of acquiring managerial skills, under 
such circumstances, were scant. Lack of adequate training made him infe
rior. His background in slavery enhanced his feeling of inferiority. The 
general belief that his inferiority was due to his race meant that even those 
individual Negroes who would have been able to overcome all other diffi
culties were stopped short. For one thing, it put the would-be Negro 
entrepreneur at a tremendous disadvantage in respect to the all-important 
problem of credit. One can almost count on the fingers of one hand the 
number of types of production where the Negro, as an ordinary working
man, has been allowed to enter when he was not well entrenched already 
during the time of slavery. If whites put up great restrictions against his 
activity as a wage earner, how could they be expected to risk their money 
on his attempts to become an independent producer? In the South it would 
have been against the doctrine of the inequality of the races. In the North 

• Outside the building industry there were only a little o\·er 1 1300 Negro manufacturers 
in 1930. The main groups were the owners of suit, coat, and overall factories, automobile: 
repair shops, and saw and planing mills. Most of these Negro establishments were probably 
small and marginal. Some of the largest in<lh·idual Negro-owned establishments are those 
producing hair and facial preparations. In most other manufacturing lines there were leas 
than five Negro entrepreneurs. (Edwards, op. cit., pp. 90-113.) 
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there were few persons of the moneyed class who had any close contact 
with individual Negroes so that they might judge a Negro on the basis 
of his personal qualifications. 

A comparatively recent development which may have some influence 
on the Negro's position in business is the "don't buy where you can't work" 
campaign which started over a decade ago.• On its face, thili movement is 
an attempt to get Negro workers into white-owned stores, but it may be 
considered here because, in part, it is stimulated by Negro businessmen who 
hope to attract Negro customers away from white-owned business. The 
right of the Negro to boycott and picket establishments which discriminate 
against him was long contested from a legal standpoint. It was not until 
1938 that this right was finally established through a decision by the 
Supreme Court.17 This made it possible for the movement to develop. 

The direct purpose of the movement is to increase the number of 
Negroes employed in white-owned stores, movie theaters and other estab
lishments in Negro districts. Since usually the aim is not to remove white 
workers already employed but only to make the establishments hire some 
proportion of Negroes when new workers are taken on, the results cannot 
immediately be of great quantitative significance for Negro employment. 
The comparatively small number of white collar workers in most stores 
with large Negro patronage indicates that even the complete success of 
the movement must be rather limited. There may be some secondary 
results, however, in that a number of Negroes receive practical training in 
efficiently managed businesses-a training which is badly needed but for 
which there has been little opportunity so far. It may eventually broaden 
the basis for the recruiting of Negro entrepreneurs. Reid points out that 
this boycott movement has been used mainly in the urban North where 
the Negro has greater political and citizenship rights than in the South.18 

Too, it is probably principally in the North that there are a great number 
of white-owned stores in Negro areas which are large enough to have any 
employees of white collar status.19 

Since the boycott movement has had but a few years of full freedom 
from legal restraint-and in the South, of course, is still met with severe 
intimidation-one can, perhaps, expect more from it in the future, partic
ularly if the organizations behind it become stronger and more permanent. 
But we should not forget the limitations of this strategy. Even if all jobs 
in white stores in Negro sections were given to Negroes, it would be just 
a drop in the bucket compared with the number of jobs Negroes need to 
have. The Negro's main concern must be to break down job segregation 
and job discrimination in the white economy. He might even-as some 
Negro writers point out20-jeopardize this greater objective by asking for 

• From an ideological and organizational point of view this movement will be treated 
in Chapters 31 and 39. 
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all-Negro personnel in Negro neighborhood stores. For this reason he has 
to content himself with removing practices of complete exclusion of Negroes 
in such establishments. Not even the ultimate gains can be large under these 
circumstances. 

The very fact, however, that one of the Negro's most spectacular fights 
for economic improvement has been directed on such rather limited objec
tives is an indication of how desperate his situation really is. One can well 
understand his excitement about it. The all-white establishment in the 
Negro neighborhood has been an offense that he could not possibly be 
expected to stomach. Even allowing for a possible greater success in the 
future of the "don't buy where you can't work" campaign, one finds no 
trend toward any real decisive improvement in the Negro's position in 
business. He may get a slightly better representation among the white 
collar workers, and there may be more Negroes who would become com
petent entrepreneurs. But the days have passed when there was much of a 
future for the small entrepreneur generally, whether Negro or white. 

3. NEGRO FINANCE 

Since the credit situation certainly has been one of the major obstacles 
barring the way for the Negro businessman, it is possible that the chances 
for the Negro in trade might have been somewhat better had he been able 
to gain a position in the field of finance. But the Negro has been, and still 
is, almost completely insignificant as a banker. There were not even 1,000 
Negro bankers, brokers, cashiers, and other white collar workers in banks 
in 1930 (Table 2), or less than one for every 600 white workers in such 
occupations. 

The story of the Negro in hanking is a story about a handful of fairly 
successful small institutions-and a somewhat larger number of failures. 
The Negro has made more progress in the .field of insurance. In 1930 
there were 9,000 Negro officials and white collar workers in this business, 
but they constituted scarcely 2 per cent of the national total.21 It is a well
known fact that one white company has more Negro business than have 
all Negro-owned establishments together. 

Already before the Civil War there were numerous Negro attempts in 
the field of banking, but the Freedmen's Savings Bank and Trust Company 
-backed by the Freedmen's Bureau-represented the first noteworthy 
attempt in the field. It had branches in 36 cities and had an almost phenom
enal success; its total deposits at one time reached $57,000,000. Although 
most of the deposits were covered by United States securities, there was 
some unwise use of reserve funds, and this contributed to the failure of the 
bank in the depression of 1874. This event cooled the enthusiasm of the 
Negroes for ventures of this kind for a long time. Sir George Campbell, 
traveling in the South during the late 'seventies, had this to report: 
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I hear much of the Freedman's Savings Bank, which failed with a loss of 4-,000,-

000, which has never been replaced; and the lou causes much distrust among Negroes 
inclined to save.22 

The Capital Savings Bank in Washington started in 1888 and failed in 
1904, partly because of unwise and speculative investments and partly 
because of misappropriation of funds. During the early 19oo's a great 
number of Negro banks were founded, but most of them disappeared after 
a short time. The bankruptcy rate of small white banks also was high during 
this period. Conditions became somewhat better, however, after the organ
ization of a state bank inspection system in 1910. In 1940 there were 14 
members of the National Negro Bankers Association (organized in 1924). 

Today many Negro banks, like almost all white-managed banks, have 
their deposits insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
Although Negro banks certainly are much safer than they used to be, they 
suffer from several shortcomings. For one thing, they arc small, which 
tends to make operating costs high. This is claimed to be one of the reasons 
why they invest relatively less in low-yielding government securities than 
do most other banks. Investments are made in Negro real estate, but they 
are not easily negotiable, because of the restricted market for Negro prop
erty. Financial interests in Negro business arc often quite unsafe. A 
comparatively large part of the borrowers use the loans for consumption 
rather than for production purposes. Because of the poverty of the Negroes 
and the relative weakness of most Negro b:inks, only a small minority of 
all Negro families residing in localities where Negro banks exist have any 
savings or checking accounts with them. Some writers believe, however, 
that Negro banks have brought about certain secondary beneficial effects; 
white banks are said to treat Negro customers with greater respect whenever 
there is a competing Negro bti.nk in the locality. It may happen, on the 
other hand, that the presence of a Negro bank gives the white banks an 
excuse for advising Negro customers to use their own bank.23 

The difficulties of the Negroes who wanted to build their own homes 
and were almost entirely unable to get any assistance from white financial 
institutions was one of the main driving forces behind the foundation of 
Negro-managed building and loan associations. The first one started in 
Virginia in 1883. These associations have shown great progress, but also 
there have been a great number of failures. By 1930 there were some 70-
odd Negro associations with assets totaling $6,600,000, or less than I per 
cent of the total assets of all American building and loan associations. The 
depression hit the whole group of institutions severely. The Negro institu
tions were hurt ~omewhat more than were the white associations, and, by 
1938, there were about 50 Negro building and loan associations-22 of 
which were in Pennsylvania-with combined assets of $3,600,000. It is 
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significant that some of the most successful Negro-managed institutfons 
had a partly white clientele, which means that they had a larger business 
and a greater diversification of risks than they otherwise could have had, 
if all the activities were concentrated in one or a few Negro neighl:x,rhoods. 

Most Negro associations, however, are small, which tends to make costs 
rather high. The actual average interest rate charged on building loans in 
1935-1938 was between 7 and 8 per cent, which was somewhat higher than 
that charged by white-managed institutions. Obviously, it is practically only 
upper and upper middle class Negro families who can afford to use them 
for the purpose of nnancing their homes. It seems that, at least until 1938, 
few of the Negro establishments had started to use federal insurance in 
order to safeguard the depositors and the shareholders, and but a handful 
of them were affiliated with the Federal Home Loan Bank system. Some 
of the associations may have done some Federal Housing Administration 
business, but in all probability it was less than for white-operated institutions. 
These various federal-sponsored services, by which deposits are made secure, 
loans inexpensive, operations more rational, and building programs better 
planned, have more or less revolutionized the whole system of credit, 
particularly in the housing neld. It is a safe bet that Negro-managed institu
tions will have increased difficulties in competing, unless they are willing 
and able to qualify for such services, and the various federal credit and 
housing agencies are prepared to put in .. ome special efforts in order to do 
something about the Negro's desperate need for better housing.:!4 

The fact that Negroes have made much better headway in the life insur
ance business is due to several factors. For one thing, ever since the 188o's, 
Negroes have been subject to differential treatment by white insurance 
companies in that some of them, at that time, started to apply higher 
premium schedules for Negro than for white customers, whereas others 
decided not to take on any Negro business at all.2

:; The underlying reason, 
of course, is the fact that mortality rates are much higher for Negroes 
than for whites.• This, however, is a ·social and economic, rather than a 
racial, phenomenon, and most Negroes in the upper and middle classes 
must consider the practice as highly discriminatory. And even when this 
differential treatment is economically justinable from the point of view 
of the life insurance companies, it is only natural that it must be resented 
by all Negroes, and that they will be inclined to get around it by founding 
their own insurance institutions. 

Discriminatory practices have been followed by other white financial 
institutions as well. But there is this difference: insurance is used even 
among the poorest families, Negro as well as white, in America. Sometimes 
the majority of all families with an income of but $ 500-$ I ,ooo have some 
form of insurance, and even among those with less than $500, usually a 

• See Chapter 7. 
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quite substantial percentage pays insurance premiums_!?O This type of low
income insurance is, at best, mainly burial insurance. At worst, it gives little, 
if any, protection, in that persons who are not likely to keep up their 
payments for more than a few years are induced to take life insurance.:ri 

But even when payments are kept up and small life insurance policies 
reach maturity, they usually fail to give real protection for anybody except 
the mortician. The burial business in most countries tends to be more or 
less of a racket, capitalizing on the reluctance of the relatives of a deceased 
person to economize the last time they can make any sacrifices for him. 
The American mortician business is no exception. The prices quoted in this 
country often appear high, at least to an outsider.28 One cannot avoid the 
impression that great ingenuity is used to induce even poor patrons to buy 
unnecessary luxuries. This happens in the Negro communities as well. 

We have found that the Negro undertakers numbered around 3,000 in 
1930, and that they constituted not far from one-tenth of the total number 
of such professionals in the country. In other words, one of the few groups 
of entrepreneurs which has almost the same proportion of Negroes as has 
the general population happens to be one of those most likely to exploit the 
consumer. This, incidentally, does not reflect so much on the Negro as on 
the general pattern of this business. The Negro has had a chance as an 
undertaker because of the character of his work; corpses usually are segre
gated even more meticulously than live people. Then, too, there is a close 
relation between this business and the churches and lodges which are 
almost completely segregated, both South and North. And Negro insur
ance men often work hand in hand with the morticians.20 

Like other Negro financial institutions, the Negro insurance business was 
originally based in a large measure on Negro church congregations and 
lodges. This is not to be wopdered at, for white-managed insurance has 
developed similarly. The most direct origin of the insurance company, of 
course, is the benevolent society, of which there are a great number among 
the Negroes. New Orleans alone, in the middle of the 'thirties, had several 
hundred Negro benevolent societies. One of these was founded in the 
I78o's. It is obvious that most of these societies are extremely small and 
that they cannot be organized on particularly rational principles or be 
made to work efficiently. It is not unusual that as much as one-third, or 
even more, of the expenditures is for administrative purposes, particularly 
officers' salaries, which means that the sick and burial benefits have to be 
reduced in proportion.80 

In 1939 there were 67 Negro insurance companies with I,677poo 
policies and a total income of $ I 3,000,000. They gave employment to 
about 8,000 workers. Those were the Negro companies which had weath
ered the depression during the 'thirties. Some of them, nevertheless, have 
serious shortcomings. 81 
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When evaluating the Negro's performance in the world of finance, one 
should not overlook the fact that similar white institutions have once passed 
through a period when inefficient and even irregular practices prevailed. 
In the case of banks and of building and loan associations, that time was 
not so long ago. The early 'thirties, when thousands of banks failed, re
vealed some appalling weaknesses in American banking organization. Thus, 
the difference in performance between Negro- and white-managed institu
tions may, in part, be a difference in the stage of development. This is not 
to say, however, that there is much prospect that there will be a second 
stage in the development when Negro institutions will grow strong enough 
to be comparable in quality with white financial establishments. The Negro
managed bank and insurance company will not get away from the fact that 
the Negroes are poor and that the segregated Negro community cannot 
offer any range of investment opportunities such that investment risk can 
be minimized. 

Indeed, it is difficult to sec a real future for a segregated Negro financial 
system. Basically, it is nothing but a poor substitute for what the Negroes 
really need: employment of Negroes in white-dominated financial institu
tions and more consideration for them as insurance or credit seekers. 

4. THE NEGRO TEACHER 

In 1930 over 5 per cent of all male workers in nonagricultural pursuits 
and almost I 5 per cent of the female nonfarm workers were professionals, 
that is, teachers, clergymen, physicians, dentists, trained nurses, musicians, 
artists. The corresponding figures for Negro workers were much lower: 
2.6 and 4.5 per cent, respectively.32 Thus the Negro's chance of getting a 
job as a professional was only one-third or one-half that of the white 
worker. Still, compared with the Negro's ch,ances in other "higher" occu
pations, this is a relatively good record. 

For the total American populationl the professional occupations had 
about the same relative importance in the nonagricultural economy in the 
South as in the North. For Negroes, however, it was different, particularly 
for women. In the South, more than 5 per cent of the Negro female workers 
were in professional occupations. The corresponding figure for the North 
was less than 3 per cent.33 The main reason, of course, is that the Negro's 
chances in the teaching profession are much smaller in the North than in 
the South. 

School teaching, of course, is the principal Negro profession. Yet Negroes 
did not have more than about half the representation in the teaching profes
sion as in the total population. There has been a spectacular increase in the 
number of Negro teachers, but the white school system, too, has been 
growing rapidly, so that since 1910 the relative gain for Negroes was 
limited, except on the .college leveJ.H By and large, the limitations in the 
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Negro teaching profession are those of Negro education in general-a 
subject dealt with elsewhere in this book.• Where there are segregated 
schools the Negro teacher has usually a complete monopoly on the jobs in 
Negro schools,b Where schools are mixed, Negroes have difficulty in 
getting in. 

The Negro teacher in the segregated school has a heavier teaching load 
than has the white teacher. In Southern elementary schools for Negroes 

TABLE 3 

l'RINCIPAI. GROUPS OF NEGRO PROFESSIONAi. WORKERS: 1910 AND 1930 

Negro Workers as a 
Number of Negro Percentage of all 

Groups Workers Workers 
-----

1910 1930 1910 1930 

Teachers (scl1<K>I) 29,432 54,439 4.9 5-2 
Clergymen 17,495 25,034 14.8 16.8 
Musicians and teachers of music 5,6o6 10,583 4.0 6.4 
Traineu nurses 2,433 5,587 J.O 1.9 
Actors and showmen 2,345 4,130 4.8 s.s 
Physici.111s, surgc:011s, 

veterinaries 3,199 3,939 2.0 2.4 
College presidents and 

professors 242 2,146 1.5 3.5 
Dentists 478 1,773 I.2 2.5 
Lawyers 779 1,175 0.7 o.8 

Sm,rre: 1'hwteentl, Cfflsus D/lh, Untted Stales: 101n, Potmlatoon. Vol. 4. pp. 428-431; and Fi/leml/, Cmnu 
tJf tlu Uniled Stale,: 1930, Population, Vol. 5, pp. 574-576, 

there were 43 pupils for every teacher in 1933-1934, as against a ratio of 34 
in schools for white children.3

G This means that 26 per cent more Negro 
teachers would be needed in Southern elementary and secondary schools 
if the pupil load in Negro schools were to be brought down to the white 
level. And the need would be even greater if differences in school attend
ance were to be eliminated. While Negro teachers had less education than 
white teachers, on the average, the discrepancy in educational attainment 
was much smaller than that in salary.c The average salary in Southern 
Negro elementary schools in 1935-1936 was only $510; in Southern white 
schools it was $833. The corresponding figures for Mississippi alone were 

• See Chapter 15, Section 3; Chapter 41; and Chapter 43, Section 4. 

b The only important exceptions are some private colleges, 
• Almost 2.5 per cent of the Negro teachers in Southern elementary schools had received 

no formal education beyond high school, compared to 6 per cent of the white teachen. 
The difference was lees marked, however, in respect to the proportions of those having at 
least three years of college, they were :u and 2.8 per cent, respectively. 
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$247 and $783, respectively, but in the District of Columbia Negro and 
white teachers earned an identical high-average salary of $2,376. Apart 
from the District of Columbia, Delaware, and Missouri, every Southern 
state paid lower salaries to Negroes than to whites.30 When the school term 
is over, the Negro teacher, more often than the white teacher, has to take 
up some other gainful work-often in domestic service or in agriculture. 

Indeed, there are few major cases of racial wage discrimination so clear
cut and so pronounced as that found in the teaching profession in the South. 
In most other cases there is not so much direct wage discrimination as there 
is a tendency to let whites monopolize jobs in skilled occupations or in 
high-paying and expanding industries. Those having the political power 
in the South have shown a firm determination to maintain these salary 
differentials in the Negro schools. The writer has heard several rational
izations for it.a The only one which has any logical validity is that Negro 
teachers are not so well trained as whites. But even this argument is not 
strong. The trouble with it is not only that salary differentials certainly arc 
larger than the differences in competence-and that they exist even when 
the excuse does not apply-but also that the argument has the character 
of a vicious circle. By keeping down all appropriations for all kinds of 
Negro schools,1' including teachers' colleges, one can, of course, perpetuate 
the inferiority of training. Frequently Southern school authorities have 
even gone so far as to hire Negro teachers without teaching certificates only 
because they could have them at sub-standard salaries.87 

These facts of discrimination in Negro teachers' salaries have been well 
known and openly discussed for a long time. Recently, under the general 
direction of the N .A.A.C.P ., the inequality in teachers' salaries has been 
taken before the courts. Teacher:.' salary differentials based on race alone 
were declared unconstitutional in 1940. as This court decision and the 
continued fight in many Southern states have not persuaded Southern 
school authorities to retreat from their illegal practice. Only the state of 
Maryland and a few other localities have abided by the decision. Other
wise those states and communities that have shown any readiness to comply 
have usually contented themselves with plans for a gradual equalization 
over a period of years. When Negro teachers considered these periods too 
long, or when the authorities were absolutely unwilling to comply, new 
court cases were introduced.30 In spite of this delay; equalization of teach
ers' salaries is under way in the South. The coming rise in the economic 
status of the largest Negro professional group will represent a change of 
no small importance. It is quite likely that it will have certain beneficial 
1econdary effects on Negro education and on Negro leadership. 

• See Chapter 9, Section 4, See also Horace Mann Bond, The Education of tl,e Nitro in 
t/# Am,rican Social Order (1934-), pp. 270=2.71, 

b See Chapter 15, Section 3. 
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5. THE NEGRO MINISTER 

Clergymen constitute the second largest group among Negro "profes
sional" workers. They also enjoy a complete monopoly behind the caste 
wall. The ministry is the only profession in which Negroes have more 
representatives than they have in the general population (Table 3). There 
are several possible reasons for the large number of Negro ministers: that 
Negroes are more divided in their religious interest than whites; that 
restricted opportunities in other desirable fields make a larger number of 
Negroes become preachers; that more Negroes attend church than do 
whites.• 

The educational level of Negro ministers shows great variations; the 
average is extremely low.b The same is true of salaries. A few large Negro 
churches may pay as much as from $5,000 to $7,500 a year, and salaries of 
$3,000 or more are not infrequent in the larger city churches. At the other 
extreme are those ministers, particularly in rural areas, who have to be 
content with a salary of a few hundred dollars a year or with a fluctuating 
collcction.40 It goes without saying that a great number of Negro clergy
men have to have other employment on the side; it may even be that the 
ministry is a sideline which gives them their opportunities in other occupa· 
tions. Some ministers are teachers. Others may be farmers or laborers. 
Sometimes ministers are offered free shares in business enterprises in return 
for using their influence in behalf of such economic ventures.41 Some Negro 
ministers arc associated with morticians. Small gifts from benevolent whitcf 
also play a role in many Negro ministers' budgets. Their outside economic 
connections give some Negro ministers an extra influence over their congre
gations.C The income of many a minister of a small congregation "depends 
solely upon his ability to demand it from the members for religious pur
poses.m2 In the Holiness and the Church of God congregations it has been 
usual that pastors demand a tithe. Even plain misappropriation of money 
has occurred: once three bishops of the Methodist Church were suspended 
for this reason.43 

Although many Negro ministers have been guilty, at one time or another, 
of these malpractices, it docs not follow that they are characteristic of the 
entire Negro clergy. Part of the explanation is that the position of most 

• See Chapter 40. While over 16 per cent of all clergymen in 1930 were Negroes, the 
value of the Negro church edifices in 1926 did not constitute more than about ; per cent 
of that of all church buildings in the United States. Even this, however, is a pretty good 
record compared with the Negro's share in the entire property valuation of the United Statea 
which amounted to about z per cent (See Carter G. Woodson, 7'/se Negro Professional Man 
and the Community [1934], p. 66.) 

b See Chapter 40. 
• See Chapter 40. 
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Negro ministers is marginal and insecure, that their educational level is 
low, and that they have to sell out to the whites in the South where the 
latter demand it. 

In Chapter 40 we shall deal with the future prospects of the Negro 
church. It is losing out among the young people, mostly because the Negro 
preacher has lagged behind the rest of the Negro community and, particu
larly, behind other professionals, in acquiring a better education. Still the 
Negro church retains its hold over the Negro community and wiJl continue 
to give Jiv:elihood to a large proportion of Negro professionals. 

6. THE NEGRO IN MEDICAL PROFESSIONS 

The total number of physicians, surgeons, and veterinaries in the United 
States was almost stationary between 1910 and 1930. The number of Negro 
doctors, on the other hand, increased by almost one-fourth (Table 3). The 
main reason for this is that Negroes have migrated to the North and to 
cities, where they are more inclined to patronize doctors, and especially 
Negro doctors. The overwhelming majority of Negro physicians reside in 
cities, and particularly in large citie!':..44 Since the Negro urban population 
almost doubled during this same period, there was actually a decline in the 
Negro physician-to-population ratio if we count only communities which 
11re served at all by Negro doctors. In 1930 the Negro's representation in 
the medical professions, for the whole country, was less than one-fourth 
that of the whites. There has been no appreciable change since then. In 
1940 there were about 4,000 Negro physicians and surgeons,411 and, if we 
add the veterinaries, the number was only slightly higher. 

There are several reasons for the limitations in the opportunities for the 
Negro doctor. Most whites would not ordinarily turn to a physician of 
Negro extraction-partly because of race prejudice, partly because they 
would not trust his ability. There are some significant exceptions, however, 
particularly in certain Northern, Eastern, and West Coast centers, where 
over half the Negro physicians in Woodson's sample said that they had 
some white patients, mainly among the immigrants. Even in the South it 
occasionally happens that white patients go to a Negro doctor. But this 
practice is largely-though not always-of a questionable character, in that 
some white patients want to conceal venereal diseases and pregnancy from 
their white friends.'6 In the upland areas of the South-for instance in 
West Virginia, western Virginia, North Carolina, eastern Tennessee, and 
so on-where race prejudice is less intense, there are a few Negro doctors 
who have quite a sizeable white practice. Some of it, of course, consists of 
cases of abortion and venereal disease, but there are also others, partly 
because low income whites ohen have difficulty in getting service from 
other than inefficient white doctors.'7 

This white clientele has never been large. It is possible that it is shrinking 
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with the assimilation of immigrants and with the gradual institl.tion of 
public health services for low income families. The Negro doctor, in the 
main, must depend on Negro patronage. And the overwhelming majority 
of both the white and the Negro patients of the Negro doctor are poor. 
Expenditures of private families for medical care increase with income at 
least proportionately, and sometimes more than proportionately.48 

Only some of the dollars expended by Negro families on doctor's fees 
are paid to Negro physicians. Carter G. Woodson, on the basis of certain 
inquiries he has made, tentatively estimates the proportion of the Negro 
trade that goes to the Negro doctor to be about 60 per cent. He complains 
about 

••• the large number of Negro leaders who after preaching race patronage and even 
boasting of our competent physicians and surgeons as proof of race progress, never
theless haYe employed white surgeons in undergoing opcrations.4° 

He goes on to explain how the trade the Negro doctor gets is not always 
indicative of any original appreciation of his competence among the Negro 
people. It has happened that white physicians have had to talk to Negro 
patients in order to make them believe that doctors of their own race are 
any good. Often it is only because white physicians want to restrict their 
practice to white patients that Negroes turn to Negro doctors.110 

Another reason for the limitation of opportunities for Negro doctors is 
the fact that most public health services in the South arc poorer, in relation 
to the need, for Negroes than for whitcs.8 Even when there arc facilities 
for Negro patients, it does not always mean that they offer any work 
opportunities for the Negro doctor. White professionals take care of the 
patients both in the white section and in the "colored wing" of a typical 
Southern hospital. Dorn observes: 

Until the Flint-Goodridge I lospital was built in New Orleans with the aasist
ance of the Rosenwald Fund and the General Education Board, there was not a 
single modern hospital in Louisiana where a Negro physician could practice. In 
Mississippi • , • there arc no modern hospitals where a Negro physician may take his 
patients. A com:sponding situation prevails in most of the other southern states. North 
and South Carolina are an exception due mainly to the assistance of the Duke 
Endowment Fund.51 

There are only a few hospitals in the United States, such as Harlem Hospi
tal in New York City, where Negro and white doctors work together under 
a system of absolute equality. Concerning the situation in the South, Reid 
.:ays: 

Even in cities like Atlanta and Richmond where white medical colleges have con
trol over large public wards of local hospitals, Negro physicians are not permitted 

• See Chapter 15, Section 4. 
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to participate in their programs. When the Negro physician receives his degree in 
medicine and is licensed to practice there is little distinction between his training and 
that of any other American physician-but the equality ends there, for race pro
scription then begins. Opportunities for internships and residences are circumscribed, 
hospital and clinical facilities are denied, membership in county medical and other 
professional and scientific societies is refused (in the South), Hence the Negro 
physician becomes the general practitioner par exccllcnce--isolatcd and serving a 
low income group. 52 

The prospects of the Negro physician are becoming increasingly uncer
tain because of the present growth of all kinds of public health facilities. 
This trend cannot fail to take the low income clientele away from the 
private practitioner, and this, of course, means that the Negro doctor may 
lose almost all his patients unless he is given a place in the new public 
health system. Many Negro doctors, particularly in the South, are quite 
pessimistic about their chances of getting such a place, and, for this reason, 
one sometimes finds the most ardent opponents of any program of "social
ized medicine" among Negro doctors.63 They are undoubtedly right in 
assuming that an extension of the public health services to low income 
families would constitute a tremendous risk from their point of view. At 
the same time, however, there are definite possibilities for them in such a 
development; if they do succeed in getting a fair representation on the 
public health programs, there will be more employment for them, since 
these programs must cause a tremendous increase in the use of medical 
services among low income groups. 

The fact that the Negro doctor has such small opportunities for hospital 
training and speciaJized work is the reason why there is some justification 
for the belief that the Negro is Jess well trained than the white man as a 
physician or surgeon. The basic training is generally considered adequate. 
Only a small minority of Negro doctors are trained at white schools. About 
four-fifths of them get their education at two Negro medical schools: 
Meharry in Nashville, Tennessee, and Howard in Washington, D.C. The 
percentage of failures at state board examinations is about the same for 
graduates of Negro schools as for graduates of white schools.64 It is 
obvious, however, that these institutions cannot offer any wide range of 
opportunities for specialized work/•li 

According to a sample study by Johnson-which contained 510 cases
the median income of the Negro doctors was $2,726.41 in 1936.118 Never
theless, some Negro physicians were comparatively wealthy men. Woodson 
found a few having fortunes of over $50,000. A large proportion of the 
Negro physicians, however, get a considerable part of their income from 
sources other than their practice. Several of them work for Negro insurance 
companies and benevolent societies. Some have made fortunes in real 
estate. Th~re are those who o~n drug stores. Others have their own private 
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hospitals, benefiting from a monopoly arising from segregation in public 
health service.• There are observers who characterize some of these business 
practices as exploitative. In addition, they help to keep down the profes
sional record of the Negro doctor.111 

Having dealt at such great length with the conditions of the Negro 
physician, we can content ourselves by touching on the rather similar prob
lems of the Negro in other medical professions. There were only 5,600 
Negro nurses in 1930, constituting less tban 2 per cent of the total number 
of nurses in the United States (Table 3). The reason why the proportion 
of Negroes is even smaller among the nurses than among the physicians is 
obvious: nurses cannot count on much private practice; usually they have 
to depend on the public health system, which offers few opportunities for 
Negro professionals. One would expect, however, that these limitations 
would be somewhat less rigorous in respect to nurses, since it would seem 
to be inconsistent with Southern ideas to let white women care for Negro 
male patients. But a solution to this delicate problem has been found other 
than that of letting the Negro nurse monopolize the work in the colored 
hospital wings. White nurses may treat Negro patients, but they are assisted 
by Negro maids who do most of the dirty work.118 

The Negro dentist has a position much like that of the Negro physician.H 
He may have some white trade, particularly among foreigners in the 
North, but also in some Southern communities. On the other hand, large 
numbers of Negro patients turn to white dentists, in spite of the fact that, 
in the South at least, they are treated on a segregated basis, with separate 
instruments, in a separate chair. The fact that Negro dentists, like other 
Negro professionals, have little representation in rural areas, forces many 
Negroes to use white dentists even if they want to go to a Negro. The 
average income of the Negro dentist is somewhat lower than that of the 
Negro doctor. Like the physician, he is often a businessman on the side. 
In his practice he may, sometimes, be unethical. It is often alleged that 
there is a group of Negro dentists-the so-called "glorified blacksmiths"
who satisfy the vanity of patients by decorating sound teeth with gold or 
by substituting more beautiful artificial teeth for healthy natural teeth. 
The writer has been told by some observers, however, that this pattern is 
gradually declining, owing to the rising educational level of the patients. 

7. OTHER NEGRO PROFESSIONALS 

Potentially, there should be great opportunities for Negro lawyers. So 
often is the Negro wronged-in the South at least-and so little do most 
white people understand his plight, that there should be a tremendous 
need for Negro attorneys to assist Negro clients. Actually, however, the 

• It has even ha.ppened, in Detroit for insta.nce, tha.t municipa.lities which do not wa.at 
to a.ccept Negro pa.tienta in city hospita.ls subsidize second-ra.te Negro-owned inatitutionL 
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legal insecurity of the Negro is such that the Negro attorney ohen has but 
little chance before a Southern court.• Protection by a "respectable" white 
person usually counts more in the South for a Negro client than would 
even the best representation on the part of a Negro lawyer. 

In 1930 less than I per cent of all lawyers were Negroes (Table 3). 
Almost two-thirds of the r ,200 Negro lawyers resided outside the South. 
Most Negro lawyers are the products of white law schools in the North. 
In Mississippi there were but 6 Negro lawyers, as against more than 1,200 

white lawyers. The corresponding figures for Alabama were 4 and I ,600, 
respectively. Of all those in the South only a minority are believed to 
devote themselves to their law practice, and rarely do they appear in court 
to defend Negro clients against white parties. Their main legal work con
cerns internal Negro affairs, such as those connected with churches, fraternal 
associations, domestic relations and criminal matters.00 

In 1930 there were less than 1,000 Negroes registered as social workers. 
The New Deal, however, has brought about a tremendous change in this 
respect. According to a recent estimate made by Forrester B. Washington, 
there were over 4,000 Negro social workers in 1940. It is significant that 
more than half of these were in the North.81 The South certainly has a 
smaller representation of Negroes on social work staffs than corresponds 
to the relative relief needs of the Negro population. This is so for two 
reasons. One is that, particularly in rural areas of the South, it is usually 
more difficult for Negroes than for whites in similar economic circumstances 
to get on the relief rolls.b A second reason is that most Negro public 
assistance clients in the South are handled by white workers. This is quite. 
understandable. The new institution of large-scale public relief for both 
whites and Negroes in the South has been received with rather mixed 
feelings by those in power. The appointment of numerous Negro relief 
officials would have increased the resentment tremendously.83 

Under such circumstances, it seems like something of an achievement 
that the Negro, even in a state like Mississippi, is at all represented in the 
social work profession. There are now Negro case-workers all over the 
South. Some N.Y.A. officials are Negroes. Negro housing projects usually 
have Negro management, at least in part. There are Negro officials in the 
Farm Security Administration and in farm and home extension work.c 
This progress is due, largely, to the influence of the federal government. 
Then, too, Negroes have had the benefit of two rather good schools of 
social work, one at Howard University and the other at Atlanta University. 

• Sec Chapter a6. 
' See Chapter 15. 
• Conceminr the under-representation of Negroea among farm and home de.momtn.tlon 

arena, • Chapter u, Section 11. 
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8. NEGRO OFFICIALS AND WHITE CoLLAR. Woa1tERS 
IN PUBLIC SER.VICE 
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In previous sections we have touched upon certain groups of Negro 
officials and white collar workers, all or some of whom are employed in 
public service: teachers, physicians and surgeons, nurses, social workers, 
extension service workers and so on. These categories include the majority 
of all Negro workers of higher than wage earner status employed by 
federal, state or county agencies. 

The largest of the remaining occupations is postal service, which had 
18,000 Negro workers in 1930, of whom 7,000 were clerks, 6,000 were 
mail carriers and the rest were in various minor categories. This meant a 
trebling in Negro postal employment since 19rn, whereas the number of 
white workers had increased to a far lesser extent. The gain was due, 
mainly, to the development outside the South. In Northern states Negroes 
generally had many more representatives, in proportion, among the postal 
employees than in the total population, but in the South-and particularly 
in the Deep South-they were grossly under-represented in the postal 
s~rvice.03 

In other public servicesn there were scarcely 6,000 Negro officials and 
white collar workers in 1930, constituting only about I per cent of the 
total. Of these, less than 2,000 were policemen, sheriffs, and detectives; 
and more than 3,000 were clerks and kindred workers; the remaining 1,000 
were in a large variety of other categories. 04 There had been some increase 
since 1910, but this seems to have been due largely to the development in 
some Northern state and municipal administrations.05 

Negroes were driven out of Southern state and local government service 
after Reconstruction. The decline of Negroes in federal jobs was more 
gradual. During the Wilson administration, the Negro's position in the 
federal government became even more critical than previously. The num
ber of Negro postmasters declined from 153 in 19rn to 78 in 1930, and 
several other Negro officials of the federal government were removed. 
Segregation was introduced into Washington offices where it had scarcely 
occurred before. The rule was devised that federal agencies, when employ
ing civil servants, were allowed to choose among the three applicants with 
the highest rating. Later exclusion of Negroes was made even easier by 
the requirement that every applicant was to supply his photograph.00 

Moton observed that" ... an almost perfect system had been devised for 
eliminating Negroes without violating any specific regulation or officially 
sanctioning discrimination on account of race.''°7 Its effects on the employ
ment of Negroes in federal service was counteracted, to some extent, be
cause of the expansion in the federal administration during the First 

• The armed forcea are discuued in Chapter 19, Section 4, 
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World War and-at least in the case of postal service-the rapid increase 
in number of Negro voters in the North.88 

The New Deal had a more friendly attitude toward employment of 
Negroes in the federal administration, and this trend has become even 
more apparent during the present war emergency when the federal govern
ment, as well as certain state and municipal governments, have become 
increasingly concerned about racial discrimination.• There are no statistical 
data available at this time that would enable us to get any idea about how 
great the improvement has been. We know that the Negroes have made 
appreciable gains in the number of white collar and higher jobs in public 
service. But as the general expansion has been extremely rapid ever since 
the inauguration of the New Deal, it is not even certain that the proportion 
of Negroes in such positions has increased. 

The stipulation about appending photographs to job applications has 
recently been abolished. This does not mean that discrimination cannot go 
on. It is almost always possible to ascertain the race of the person certified.h 
Professional workers are almost never employed without having had an 
interview with the official under whom they are to work. For this reason 
there are-outside of the special divisions for Negro affairs-only a fe\\r 
Negro federal workers having professional status. When a newly appointed 
person turns out to be a Negro, it is possible to find his work unsatisfactory 
and to have him dismissed after a while. Also there is always the possibility 
of barring Negroes from advancement. In most offices, Negroes-either 
voluntarily or involuntarily-sit together. Negro stenographers seldom 
get assignments as private secretaries; most of them work in "pools." 89 

In some places there is a more or less rigid segregatio~ in cafeterias, but 
there are other places where such segrcgational patterns have been broken 
up.TO 

The future prospects, of course, are uncertain, but there is more hope 
for the Negro in public service than in most other work. Government work, 
for one thing, is steadily expanding; af.ter the War there will, perhaps, be 
a temporary reduction, particularly of the federal payrolls, but the general 
trend, more likely than not, will continue upward. Then, too, employment 
in public service is susceptible to political pressure. It will take a long time, 
of course, before any efficient pro-Negro pressure can be brought on South
ern administrations. On the other hand, it seems that Negroes have not yet 
exhausted their present possibilities of forcing the federal government and 
the Northern state governments to employ an increased number of Negro 
workers. The principle of nondiscrimination is there established and undis
puted. The present war emergency, the realization of the low morale 
among Negroes, and the new consciousness of the American Creed are 

• See Chapter 19. 
• See Chap~r 19. 
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forcing the authorities to take action against racial discrimination in civiJ 
service.• 

9. NEGRO F1t.0FESSIONALS OF THE STAGE, SCREEN 

AND ORCHESTRA 

The Negro is often praised for his artistic talents-frequently in a rather 
derogatory way, for the implication is that this is the only domain where 
he is capable of noteworthy achievements. Many white persons know the 
names of some outstanding Negro singers and jazz-band leaders, and 
believe that this is the one professional field where the Negro has been 
able to make good. He has succeeded in this field to a certain extent, but 
even here his representation is not as great as in the total population. In 
the 1930 Census there were about 15,000 Negroes registered as musicians, 
teachers of music, actors, showmen, and showgirls, and this figure consti
tuted only about 6 per cent of the national total.71 It is probable that it 
includes a great number of persons who were not competent, and that 
many made most of their incom@ in other occupations, includi.ng illegal 
work, such as prostitution.b This is true, of course, in respect to many white 
workers as well. 

It is obvious that the competition must be much keener among Negro 
than among white artists, and this probably for two reasons. The market 
is smaller, and a number of ambitious Negroes, who, had they been white, 
would have had a range of good careers to choose from, are likely to try 
the artistic profession as almost the only one which seems to hold any 
promise. The relative limitations qf the market formt:rly were even greater 
than they are now. Before about 1915, Negroes could not make up much 
of an audience, partly because few of them lived in cities, and it took some 
time before white people got into the habit of seeing performances of 
Negro showmen. Even when Negro characters were presented to white 
audiences, the parts were originally played by whites. This was true of one 
of the earlier classical caricatures of Negro life, the "Jump Jim Crow," 
given from 1830 on. After that came a series of so-called minstrels, who 
were white showmen with blackened faces.C Soon, however, Negroes were 
allowed to help as assistants, and eventually they started out on their 
own.72 

The northward migration has helped the Negro artist tremendously. 
The number of artists doubled between 1910 and 1930, whereas the in
crease for white artists was far smaller. The majority of Negro workers in 
this profession are in the North.73 They are particularly concentrated iu 
New York, which has one permanent Negro stage, the Apollo Theater. 
In addition, there are intermittent opportunities for Negro actors at down-

• See Chapter 19. 
• However, less than one-third of these 15,000 Negro artists were women. 
• See Chapter 44, Section s. 
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town theaters. Nightclubs, dancing halls, and other places, both in white 
and in Negro sections, provide additional employment. Most of these 
places are owned by whites, even though the entertainers are entirely 
Negro.74 There are a few hundred Negro artists in Hollywood, but the 
pattern of using Negroes almost exclusively as extras or in minor parts-
which, with a few exceptions, caricature the Negro-makes the economic 
opportunities for the Negro screen actor extremely limited. In 1935, for 
example, the total salaries paid to Negro actors by the film industry did 
not amount to more than $57,000.16 Negro musicians usually belong to 
the powerful American Federation of Musicians (A. F. of L.). In the 
South they are generally organized in separate locals, and the same segre
gational practice prevails in many Northern cities as well. New York is one 
of the few centers where Negro musicians are treated as equals by the 
union. White locals often have jurisdiction over radio stations, theaters, 
and other large places of employment, and Negro musicians, in such cases, 
cannot work there without special permission from their white competi
tors. 78 

IO. NOTE ON SHADY OCCUPATIONS 

In the cities, particularly in the big cities, there is a Negro "under
~orld.m7 To it belong not only petty thieves and racketeers, prostitutes 
and pimps, bootleggers, dope addicts, and so on,a but also a number of 
"big shots" organizing and controlling crime, vice, and racketeering, as 
well as other more innocent forms of illegal activity such as gambling
particularly the "policy," or the "numbers," game. The underworld has, 
therefore, an upper class and a middle class as well as a lower class. 

The shady upper class is composed mainly of the "policy" kings. They 
are the most important members of the underworld from the point of 
view of their numbers, their wealth and their power. The policy game 
started in the Negro community78 a~1d has a long history.79 This game 
caught on quickly among Negroes because one may bet as little as a penny, 
and the rewards are high if one wins ( as much as 600 to I). In a com
mwiity where most of the people are either on relief or in the lowest 
income brackets such rewards must appear exceptionally alluring. The 
average amounts bet each year, however, often amount to a staggering 
sum in relation to the average incomes in the Negro community,80 and the 
financial return is, of course, nothing for most people. From the entre
preneur's point of view, the game is a sure thing. During most of its history 
the policy racket in the Negro community has been monopolized by 
Negroes.81 Otherwise respectable businessmen have had a controlling inter
est in the numbers racket82 (perhaps because large returns in other enter
prises were rare), and many bona fide gangsters often own real estate and 

• Crime statistics, as further explained in Chapter 44, Section 2, give a grouly exaggerated 
idea of how Nee-ro crime and vice compare with white crime. 
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other Negro businesses, partly as a "front" to give respectability to their 
gambling enterprise and partly as normal and sound investments for their 
profits. . 

While the members of the shady upper class are not accepted by the 
respectable Negro upper and middle classes, the observer finds that they 
have a great deal of status in the eyes of lower class Negroes and are not 
greatly condemned by agencies for Negro concerted action or by the Negro 
press. There are several reasons for this. Most important is the fact that the 
policy ''kings" are wealthy, and tha.t they are generous in a poor com
munity.88 Also significant is the fact that when the organized white gangs 
became interested in the numbers racket, many of the original Negro 
entrepreneurs, having grown wealthy and not liking violent criminal 
activities, retired; they thus acquired a sort of second-hand and late respect
ability. Negroes have not usually been organized into gangs involved in 
all kinds of criminal activities as have the white gangs; they tend to be 
individual entrepreneurs usually in the gambling rackets and in machine 
politics-businesses which arc illegal but tacitly accepted by public opinion. 

The power of these big racket kings is derived not only from their 
wealth and their political tie-ups, but from the fact that they provide a large 
number of jobs in a poor and unemployed community. The numbers racket 
requires a great number of middlemen who are small fry from the point 
of view of those at the top but who are not only rich in relation to most 
members of the community but also lead a free and easy, rather romantic 
and exciting life.84 The young Negro fresh from the rural South is even 
more impressed than is the Northern Negro youth, but even the Northern 
youth is restricted by caste from the satisfying and economically advanta
geous jobs and must admire a person who has plenty of money, adventure 
and status. 

The high popularity and prestige of large-scale gamblers and racketeers 
is a general American pattern and not restricted to the Negro community. 
This American pattern is exaggerated not only in the Negro ghettos but 
in all isolated and economically disadvantaged metropolitan groups. Funda
mental to its explanation is the odd American tradition of keeping a large 
number of human activities illegal-for instance, the sale of liquor during 
prohibition and now gambling-in spite of the fact that they are commonly 
indulged in by the citizens without serious restrictions by law-enforcement 
agencies.• The American tradition of entangling normal and permitted 
activities by a great number of impractical, expensive or unenforceable 
proscriptions has similar effects. 

There are several reasons why it is to be expected that the Negro com
munity should be extreme in sheltering a big underworld. One reason is the 
very great restriction of economic and social opportunities for young 

• See Chapter 1, Sectiona I, 9 and 10. 
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Negroes in ordinary lines of work, and the consequent experience of frus
tration. This is particularly strong in the North where educational facilities 
are flung open to Negroes, and public policy and public discussion are 
permeated with the equalitarian principles of the American Creed. The low 
expectation on the part of white people generally and the quite common 
belief, particularly in the lower classes of whites, that Negroes are ''born 
criminals" must also have demoralizing effects. The Negroes' respect for 
law and order is constantly undermined by the frequent encroachments 
upon Negro rights and personal integrity, permitted in the South and 
sometimes in the North,& which are widely publicized throughout the 
Negro world by the Negro press. This, and the general experience of exclu
sion and isolation, makes for a fatalistic sense of not belonging. Quite 
ordinarily the Negro is deprived of the feeling that he is a full-fledged 
participant in society and that the laws, in this significant sense, are "his" 
laws.BIi The crowdedness in the Negro ghettos--often bordering white 
"red light districts"-the poverty and the economic insecurity, the lack of 
wholesome recreation, are the other factors which all work in the direction 
of fostering anti-social tendencies. The great unemployment during the 
'thirties must have strengthened these tendencies.b 

In addition, we must remember that much of the vice seen in the Negro 
community is there, not for Negroes, but for whites; it is carried on in the 
Negro sections because they are disorganized, without adequate police 
protection, but with police and politicians looking for graft. This is espe
cially true of vices other than gambling. Elaborate and expensive brothels 
cater to whites86 (who have the money to pay for these pleasures) and are 
largely owned by whites.BT The ordinary Negro streetwalker is in an unpro
tected,88 economically disadvantaged89 and overcrowded occupation. The 
peddling of dope, obscene pictures, and other appurtenances of vice, like 
prostitution, is part of organized vice rings owned by whites. 

There are no investigations which allow us to gauge what the Negro 
underworld means in terms of employment and business opportunities. 00 

As to employment, the chances are, as we have pointed out, that, except for 
the numbers racket, relatively little employment is given, and that what 
there is is accompanied by a low money return and vicious exploitation. 
But the numbers racket probably does give a considerable amount of 
employment at decent pay. As to the extent and size of the business, we 
cannot even have a reasonably substantiated opinion whether "protected" 
businesses mean more in the Negro community than in other socially and 
economically disadvantaged American groups. The observer can testify 
that he sees much of it in the Negro communities of the bigger cities, both 
South and North. In the smaller cities and in rural districts, it shades off 
into petty poolroom and dance hall businesses. 
•s. Part VL 
•'Ntcro crime will be dealt with in Chapter 44, Section a. 



CHAPTEll 15 

THE NEGRO IN THE PUBLIC ECONOMY 

........................................................................................................................................... 

r. THE Punuc BuooET 

In the preceding four chapters we have been studying the Negro as a 
factor of production and as an income earner. We have seen how he tries 
to sell his labor and other productive services in the economic market and 
what difficulties he meets in competition for jobs with the whites. Further 
study of the Negro's economic status must now proceed to an analysis of 
the income he actually earns and the consumption he procures for himself 
and his family on the basis of his income. 

Such a study becomes framed in the general terms of the family budget, 
which we conceive of as an account over a period of time, usually a year, 
of the individual household's income and expenditure. But the analysis 
would be incomplete if we forgot that everyone in our society is a partner 
in the public budgets, ranging all the way from the budget of the local 
municipalities to the budget of the federal government. To these public 
budgets everyone contributes by paying various indirect and direct taxes. 
And everyone partakes in the consumption of goods and services financed 
by the public budgets. In modern society the economic status of any 
individual is to a large and increasing extent determined by how much he 
puts into the public budgets and how much he gets out of them. 

In fact, one of the significant social trends, in America as elsewhere, is the 
relative growth of the public budgets. The range of "collective consump
tion" has been steadily increasing. The public budgets are also coming 
more and more to supplement private budgets, as, for instance, in relief 
and "social security" payments. Governments have always provided public 
services in kind, such as police protection; the use of highways, parks, and 
playgrounds; and free public schools. These public services are continuously 
improved. Whole items of consumption expenditures are transferred from 
private budgets to public budgets and at the same time minimum standards 
are secured, as when to the free schools are added school meals, free school 
materials and health services for the children. At the same time a gradual 
centralization and equalization of the_ public household is going on, so 
that the higher budgets-the federal budget as compared to the state 
budgets and the state budget as compared to the municipal budgets-take 
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over more and more items of expenditure from the lower budgets, or pro
vide funds for the lower budgets in order to pay for certain expenditures. 
Control follows financial responsibility, and minimum standards are raised. 

This trend works toward equalization between regions and individuals. 
It is, indeed, an important part of the general process toward economic 
democratization in our society. There is a corresponding trend in the struc
ture of taxation. Taxation as a whole is becoming more "progressive," that 
is, the rate of taxation increases more than proportionately as we go up the 
income scale. The trend in public services is that they are being made avail
able to all citizens who care to make use of them, or otherwise are being 
distributed equally according to "needs" as defined in laws and relations. 
We shall take these two ideals, "ability to pay" for taxation and "equal 
distribution according to need" for public services, as our value premises 
for this chapter. 

In both respects the principles are still somewhat fluid. The predom
inance of indirect taxation makes it highly probable that the total burden 
of taxation, at the outbreak of the Second World War, was "regressive," 
that is, proportionately higher for the poorer people.1 In the higher income 
brackets, however, taxation was steeply progressive. The principle of 
"need" also is in flux as there is no definite and fixed dividing line between 
social welfare provisions-as, for instance, unemployment relief-and 
general benefits for all citizens. Free schools were once for the poor only. 
Today they are for everybody. Free or subsidized hospitalization can, in 
this country, usually be used only by low income families. There are other 
countries where such services are enjoyed by everybody. There is a trend 
visible in America, as in the rest of the world, not only to increase public 
benefits for the needy but to make them available to everybody. 

Deciding upon the rules to determine the actual distribution of the tax 
burden among the citizens, and the availability of the public services to 
them, constitutes a major part of the activity of legislative bodies in a 
democracy. One principle has been settled for a long time, however, and 
constitutes a main basis for the legal structure of any democracy: the prin
ciple that the individual citizens have equal duties and rights in relation 
to the public household. In America this principle has constitutional sane- · 
don. Our value premise in this chapter is this principle: that the Negro 
should partake of the burdens and the benefits of the public economy Wu 
other citi2ens in similar circumstances.• 

2. DISCRIMINATION IN PUBLIC SERVICE 

There is no evidence that there is any direct racial discrimination in 
tcgard to taxation, and it has never played much of a role in discussion, 

• Thia fa only a corollary of the premise of nondiscrimination stated in Chapter 9, 
Section 3· 
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although the whites in the South certainly have the power to assess Negro
owned property differently than they assess white-owned property. In 
regard to public benefits, on the other hand, there is little doubt about the 
factual situation. Widespread discrimination exists in the entire South. In 
the North there is little, if any, direct discrimination. In the North the 
commonly accepted doctrine is that there should be no difference on account 
of "race, creed or color," and this doctrine is fairly well upheld in all public 
activity. What inequality there is in the Negro's consumption of public 
services in the North is due mostly to poverty, lack of education, and other 
disabilities which he shares with other lower class persons in the region. 

In the South, too, all the laws are written upon the principle of full 
equality. Even the Jim Crow regulations, which in many respects facilitate 
discrimination in public services and, in fact, have discrimination for their 
purpose, follow the formula "separate hut equal."• The actual practice, 
however, is quite different. It is more difficult for Negroes than for whites 
in similar economic circumstances to get on the relief rolls, and relief grants 
are often lower for Negroes than for whites. There is an amazing discrim
ination against Negroes in the segregated school system of the South. 
Virtually the whole range of other publicly administered facilities-such as 
hospitals, libraries, parks, and similar recreational facilities-are much 
poorer for Negroes than they are for whites. This is true in spite of the 
fact that the higher sickness rates and the inferior housing conditions in 
Negro sections make the need for all sorts of health and recreational facili
ties so much greater in Negro neighborhoods. Every visitor to the South 
who has given the matter any attention at all knows that streets are not 
kept up in Negro sections of Southern cities the way they are in white 
sections. Public utility equipment is often less complete in Negro than in 
white neighborhoods. Police and judicial protection in the South is not so 
much organized for Negroes as against them.b The Negro's representation 
on public payrolls is almost everywhere-and particularly in regard to 
high-paid jobs-much smaller than that of whites. As we have seen, there 
is discrimination against Negroes in agricultural policy. It can be generally 
ascertained that, as a result of the relative growth of the federal budget 
and the increased responsibility for and control of public services by federal 
agencies, discrimination has been decreasing during the New Deal. The 
6.ght between Washington and the Southern state and county administra
tions goes on continually, yet much discrimination remains. 

The popular motivation for discrimination in public service in the South 
contains, in addition to the elaborated popular theories referred to in 
Chapter 9, one specific argument which relates to the fiscal sphere. The 
observer is frequently told by white Sou,therners that, since Negroes are so 

• See Chapter :al. 
•~Part VI. 
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poor and pay virtually no taxes, they are actually not entitled to get more 
public services than the whites care to give them. Whatever they get is a 
charitable gift for which they should be grateful. There can be no sense 
in talking about discrimination, it is held, as Negroes have no right to any
thing, but get something out of the whites' benevolence. Negroes are here 
considered as an "out-group" not on a par with white citizens. Otherwise 
the same argument would hold true even in regard to poor whites, which 
is usually not intended. 

This popular theory is, of course, contrary to the American Creed and 
to the Constitution,!' and also to the democratic individualistic legal struc
ture of the Southern states themselves. The discrimination that exists, there
fore, has to be carried out against the laws. Rights, in our Western legal 
order, arc not given to a group or to a race but to individuals. An individ
ual's right to receive public services is not related to the actual amount he 
has paid in taxes. The poor man should share equally in public consumption 
with the rich, though his taxes are lower. 

Furthermore, there are some Negroes who pay quite high taxes, but they, 
nevertheless, meet discrimination in getting public service. There are 
examples of whole Negro communities which actually pay more in taxes 
than is expended upon the particular public services supported by the 
taxes.8 Too, there is plain stealing in giving Negroes public services: when, 
for example, counties receive state or federal grants on the basis of school 
population and misappropriate the funds in favor of the white schools. 

We shall analyze the basic conflict in the Southern whites' concept of 
law and order in later parts of this inquiry.• It should be observed that the 
argument of "low taxes, little service," which apparently means so much to 
the average white Southerner, is no longer publicly expressed by any person 
who is in a responsible position or who cares for his intellectual reputation. 
It is openly repudiated by Southern Iiberals.4 The factual assertion that 
Negroes pay practically no taxes because they are so poor is, of course, mis
taken or grossly exaggerated. The false belief is explainable only by the 
fact that most people are inclined to disregard indirect taxes.11 We have 
already observed that American taxation, in part, is "regressive" ( except 
for high income groups). 8 

Federal agencies or other groups who want to favor the Negro some
times have to content themselves by working for the realization of a com
promise formula: that Negroes and whites share in the benefits from the 
public economy in proportion to their numbers.b This norm is in conflict 
with the Constitution, since it refers to the Negro group and does not 

• See Part VI. 
'We haw already met this in the activity of the Farm Security Administration1 see 

C'ha.pter fl, Section u. 
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guarantee indwiduals their right.• It has its utility only as a practical yard
stick in the fight against discrimination. Its very presence in the public 
debate, and sometimes in public regulations, is an indication of the existing 
discrimination. b 

Quite apart from the inappropriateness of distributing public services 
to any group in relation either to its contributions to the public budgets or 
to its numbers, it would be highly interesting to be able to analyze in some 
detail what the Negroes, as a group, do contribute, directly and indirectly, 
to the public budget and what they do get in return. No such studies have 
been made. Our analysis in this chapter has to be far from complete. To 
begin with, we shall have to leave out altogether, for lack of data, the 
problem of how much Negroes pay in taxes. In regard to benefits, we shall 
not be able to give anything like a full account. 

3• EDUCATION 

A great proportion of the total budgets of local municipalities and an 
increasing part of the state and federal budgets are earmarked for public 
education. From the individual citizen's point of view this form of collec
tive consumption ranks high in importance among public services. The 
general facts about Negro education are well known, as they have been in 
the center of public discussion for a long time. In this section we shall 
restrict our treatment to a. presentation of some summary figures on the 
fiscal costs of education for Negroes as compared to whites, leaving it to 
other chapters to analyze what these figures mean in terms of what amount 
and what type of education the Negroes receive.c 

There are no financial statistics for the North which separate the amount 
• See footnote 2 of this chapter. The population norm lies somewhere between the con

stitutional norm and the actual discrimination practiced in the South. In several respect', 
the Negroes as a poor group do not receive a share in public services as large as their pro
portion in the population, though there is no discrimination in the constitutional sense. Since 
Negroes have fewer automobiles than do whites, for instance, they make less use of public 
highways. Also Negroes cannot afford to keep their children in school for as long a time as 
whites can, on the average, but this fact alone does not involve any legal discrimination, Only 
in one main item of the public budgets do .Negroes, in the South as well aa in the North, 
seem to get somewhat more than their share in proportion to tht:ir numbers: this is in aocial 
welfare. The explanation is that their need for economic assistance is so much greater than 
is that of the whites that the total sum paid out for relief to Negroes is relatively higher, in 
spite of discrimination. The causes of their higher needs are, as we have seen: job restric
tions everywhert, lack of ambition, poorer educational facilities, higher sickness and 
disability rates, greater family disorganization and other direct and indirect effects of dis
crimination. 

• Theoretically, the population norm could occasionally work to the unusual advantage 
of the Nt'groes. For example, to give them a Io per cent share of desirable jobs would 
actually wipe out almost the entire problem of. economic discrimination. The norm is, of 
course, never brought up when it refers to such a situation, 

• Sec Chapter 41, and Chapter 43, Section 4. 
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spent on the education of Negroes from the amount spent on the education 
of whites. In the North, the principle is not questioned that schools should 
have equal standards, independent of whether a school is all white, all 
Negro or mixed. It is mainly the Negroes' poverty which keeps them from 
utilizing existing educational facilities as much as do whites. In fact, were it 
not for this reason, the Northern Negroes would on the average be better 
off than the Northern whites, since Negroes are more concentrated in the big 
cities where school facilities are superior to large.parts of the rural North 
where only white people live. In actual practice, however, schools in needy 
districts tend to be somewhat older, less well equipped and often more 
over-crowded. A main cause of this is the migration of Negroes from the 
South to the slum areas of Northern cities. European immigrants who 
come to these slum areas also have inferior schools. School facilities have 
not been adjusted to the rapidly growing need. The city authorities who 
know about the much more inadequate school facilities for Negroes in the 
South, and who are usually somewhat reluctant to increase the incentive 
for Negro migration to their localities, have often not been so active in 
widening school facilities in Negro districts as they would have been had 
the districts been white. But the differentials are seldom large and would 
probably disappear altogether if migration should cease. 

In the South, school facilities are generally much poorer. In the year 
1935-1936 the average current expenditures per pupil in daily attendance in 
all public elementary and secondary schools in the country was $74. The 
range between the different states was extremely wide. In three Northern 
states, New York, Nevada, and California, the amount was over $u5. 
On the other hand, all the states in the Upper and Lower South, as well 
as some of the Border states, were far below the national average. At the 
bottom of the scale were Alabama, Mississippi, and Arkansas, where the 
average expenditure was less than $30 per pupil.7 

Obviously, these conditions are re!ated to two factors: the South has the 
lowest income level and, at the same time, the highest number of children 
in the whole nation. 8 For these two reasons the South actually sacrifices 
more for education, in relation- to its economic ability, than does the rest of 
the country, on the average. It has been calculated, for instance, that Mis
sissippi expends about twice as much on schools, compared with its taxable 
income, as does New York State.8 Undoubtedly, this goes a long way to 
explain the lower level of educational facilities in the South. There are two 
qualifications, however, which we should keep in mind. One is the fact that 
certain states outside the South, such as Utah, Arizona, and the two Dako
tas, where the calculated taxability per child was about as low as in some 
pf the most prosperous Southern states, for example, Virginia and Texas, 

.. 1'levertheless showed much greater expenditures per pupil in 1935-1936.10 

· Thus, although public education is burdensome for the Southern economy, 
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there are regions in this country where, relatively, still heavier financial 
loads for education have been accepted. The other qualification concerns the 
unequal treatment of Negro and white schools, which makes the claims 
regarding Southern financial sacrifices for education sound less genuine 
than they may appear at first sight. 

Racial discrimination in the apportionment of school facilities in the 
South is as spectacular as it is well known.• The current expense per pupil 
in daily attendance per year in elementary and secondary schools in IO 

Southern states in 1935-1936 was $17.04 for Negroes and almost three 
times as much, or $49.30, for white children. In Mississippi and Georgia, 
only about $9 was spent on every Negro school child, but five times more 
on the average white pupil. There were two Border states, however (Dela
ware and Missouri), and one state farther South (Oklahoma) which did 
not, in this way, discriminate against Negroes.11 The District of Columbia 
Negro schools received only slightly smaller appropriations per pupil than 
did the white schools. They received more than the white schools in any 
of the Southern states.12 

The great difference in expenditures per pupil in Negro and white 
schools in most of the Southern states was due to several factors. The most 
important one was the great differential in regard to teachers' salaries.b 
Second, there was a difference in number of pupils per teacher.111 Third, 
less transportation was provided for Negro children: in IO Southern states, 
where Negro children constituted 28 per cent of the total enrollment, only 
3 per cent of the public expenditures for school transportation in 1935-1936 
was for their benefit.14 Certain savings on most expenditure items were made 

• It is not well known to the general public, though. In spite of the fact that few 
aspects of racial discrimination have heen discussed as intensively as this one, the visitor 
to the South frequently meets white persons even in the educated class who seriously believe 
that educational facilities for Negroes and whites are quite equal. The very fact that there 
are Negro schools on different levels is to them enough evidence that Negroes are as well 
served as are whites, Several times it has happened, for instance, that whites have referred 
to a nearby Negro college, which they have heard about and passed on the road, to tell 
me that there Negroes get graduate training to the top. "They graduate lawyers, doctors 
and all sorts of bigs shots," a white collar girl in Mississippi told me about a poor denomina
tional Negro college in the same city. Such experiences are interesting in several respects: 
first, they exemplify the growing isolation between the two groups and the ignorance among 
whites about their Negro ncighbon; second, they indicate that the legal fiction which ia 
necessary for constitutional reasons ("separate but equal") actually comes to be believed 
aa true1 third, they make it probable that even in this respect ordinary white people in 
the South would be prepared to give Negroes more justice if they knew the facts, 

Another observation is that among ordinary white people in the South it is not well known 
that Northern philanthropic organizations have much of the credit for the fact that Negro 
education is not lower than it is, and still less that Negro communities often contribute 
to building their schools. This distortion in the popular beliefs is, of course, opportunistic. 

• Sec Chapter 14, Section 4. 
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by keeping the average school term. in Negro schools about I 3 per cent 
shorter than in white schools.11 

The same discrimination may be noted in whatever item in the school 
budget is considered. Every traveler in the South becomes easily aware of 
the difference in general appearance between Negro and white schools. In 
rural areas there is still a great number of Negro one-teacher and two
teacher schools, 18 whereas the consolidation movement has proceeded far in 
respect to white schools. The value of Negro school property per child in 
10 Southern states was scarcely one-fifth of the corresponding figure for 
whites. This was so in spite of the fact that as much as one-third of the 
total value of Negro school property was in buildings partly financed by the 
Rosenwald Fund.17 

Additional savings are made on Negro education because only few 
Negroes go to high school, and still fewer attend public colleges. In 1 8 
Southern states, where Negroes constituted 23 per cent of the population in 
1930, their representation among the high school students in 1933-1934 was 
but 9 per cent. They had only 6 per cent of the enrollment in publicly con
trolled institutions of higher learning in r7 Southern states.18 Savings are 
also made on Negro education by forcing the Negro community to con
tribute money or work for its school.• 

Particularly remarkable is the fact that the differential in school expendi
tures is often greatest in states which have the highest proportion of 
Negroes. There is a similar tendency among the counties within each state. 
A tabulation of the conditions in 7 Southern states in 1929-1930 indicated 
that the school expenditure per Negro child showed a pronounced tendency 
to be lower, the higher the proportion of Negro children in the total popu
lation of the county. The expenditures for white children, on the other 
hand, showed a somewhat less marked, but nevertheless unmistakable, 
tendency to increase with the proporti9n of Negroes in the counties in spite 
of the fact that the counties with many Negroes tended to be the poorer 
counties.19 In counties with comparatively few (less than 12.5 per cent) 
Negro children, the expenditure level in white schools was less than twice 
as high as that in Negro schools; but in counties where the overwhelming 

• "The situation differs, of course, town by town. In a neighboring town the Negroes 
were given a shell of a building for a school and in one way or another the salaries of the 
teachen were eked out. The rest of the work was done by Negroes, and an unexpected lot 
it was. Negro carpenters and masons contributed the work on remodeling the building. 
Negroes collected the funds to furnish the school with desks, blackboards, and other 
aeeeaoriea. No money is provided aMually for supplies or fuel by the town I so Negroes 
contribute for the school supplies and cut and haul their own fuel. This is done in a com• 
munlty where Negro working habit, are generally reported to be bad1 it is done of course, 
by zealou, individuals with the bright American goal of social advancement before their 
eyes!' (Jofui Dollard, Cast, anJ CltUt in II Soutl,ern Town [1937]1 p. 194.) 
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majority (at least 75 per cent) of the children were Negro, the standard 
was more than 13 times higher for white than for Negro pupils. 

The explanation of this phenomenon is simple. State appropriations tor 
educational purposes are usually apportioned on a per capita basis. Counties 
with a high proportion of Negro children, consequently, have a bigger 
opportunity than have other counties to deprive Negro schools of money 
intended for them and to use it for white schools.20 For, in such counties 
there is more money to "rob" from the Negroes, and the temptation to do 
it, therefore, must be particularly great. The same principle works even 
when schools, in the main, depend on local support. If, for instance, there 
are twice as many Negroes as white children, every dollar per pupil taken 
from the Negro group means two dollars per pupil added to the appropri
ation for the white group. This, in con junction with the low general level 
of school expenditures in states with a heavy Negro population, explains 
why it is that expenditures per Negro pupil are so much smaller, the higher 
the proportion of Negroes among the school children.21 

It is generally said that school segregation increases the cost of the educa
tional system. This, of course, is quite true. A given average standard can 
be achieved at a lower expense if the overhead costs can be minimized. This 
is particularly apparent in respect to higher educational institutions. To 
maintain two sets of state universities must involve a greatly increased cost. 
Also, the cost of providing transportation for the children in a consolidated 
rural school system must be higher when Negro and white children are 
segregated. And whenever either of the two population groups is small, 
or distances are large, a segregated system must have a pronounced effect 
on costs. It seems that only in cities, with a large population of both 
Negroes and whites, and with a rather clear-cut housing segregation, can it 
be possible to maintain two separate elementary-and possibly even 
secondary-school systems without any significant increase in cost. 

Yet these conclusions are applicable only when we assume that the prob
lem is to achieve an equal standard at minimum cost. If the objective, how
ever, is not to have equal standards, but rather to use a given appropriation 
intended for two population groups so as to maximize the benefits for one 
of them-then, of course, segregation becomes a means of economizing. 
Whenever the proportion of Negroes in the population is high, and the 
standard of Negro schools is kept well below that of white schools, the white 
educational system can derive substantial gains from segregation. Segrega
tion makes discrimination possible; discrimination means lower expenditures 
for Negro schools, and the white population thus gets a vested interest in 
separation. If the principle "separate, but equal" were to be realized in prac
tice, and Negro schools were to be just as well provided for as white schools, 
there would still be a social motive for ·segregation.• White people would, 

• See Chapter al. 
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however, lose their economic interest in segregation. In fact they-and the 
Negroes-would have to pay for it in higher taxes, in so far as a segregated 
set-up would then be more expensive than a mixed school system. It is open 
for speculation to what extent this would change popular attitudes in respect 
to segregation. 

The whole system of discrimination in education in the South is not only 
tremendously harmful to the Negroes but it is flagrantly illegal,22 and can 
easily be so proven in the courts. The main organization for guarding civil 
liberties for Negroes, the N.A.A.C.P., has not waged, up to now, an exten
sive legal campaign against school discrimination. Recently it has selected 
a few strategic frontiers for an attack: equalization of teachers' salaries• 
and the admittance of graduate students to Southern universities.b In these 
fields, it is exerting a considerable pressure upon Southern authorities. Not 
only educators but politicians, even in the Deep South, are heard to say that 
they must "do something" to raise Negro education so as to avoid too great 
legal embarrassment. Northern philanthropic institutions have, for a long 
time, been active in raising Negro education in the South. Many white 
Southerners are trying to bring about reforms. 

There is no doubt that under all these influences a gradual improvement 
of school facilities for Negroes, as for whites, in the South has been going 
on and is still in progress. It is less certain, but probable, that Negro schools 
have lately been improving faster than white schools in the South-that is, 
in the sense that the percentage increase in expenditures may have bee11 
greater for Negro than for white schools.C But measured in absolute 
amounts the difference is even larger than it used to be.23 If we consider 
the whole Negro group, there is no doubt that the most important factor 
working to raise the educational level is the continuous migration out of the 
South to the Northern cities with their good schools. 

In the South, the discrimination is still so tremendously great; it is so 
ingrained; and it is so profitable for. the whites, that it is difficult to see 
how any more rapid reform will be possible unless the federal govern
ment enters the field and starts giving financial assistance to the Southern 
school system. This will mean two things. First, there will be a regional 
equalization in educational standards over the whole country, from which 
the South, especially, cannot fail to gain. Such an equalization, as has often 
been pointed out, is well justified in view of the high birth rate in the 
South and the migration, which forces the South, as well as other low 
income, high fertility, "out-migration" areas, to make heavy investments 
in the education of children who afterwards spend the productive period 

• See Chapter 14, Section 4. 
• See Chapter 219, Section 5. 
• For--tlle nation as a whole there is, undoubtedly, an equalization in educational oppor

tanitiee,, ~s the proportion of Neg~ocs living in the North is increasing. 
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of their lives in other states. Second, the federal government is likely to 
attempt to mitigate discrimination against Negroes. It will acquire an influ
ence over Southern school policies and might eventually stamp out racial 
discrimination in the school system. This is why, incidentally, many South
ern politicians-invoking the doctrine of "states' rights"-are against fed
eral aid in the school system in spite of the fact that their states will gain 
financially from it. 

Federal aid to the educational system would not be an entire!}' new 
venture. Indeed, the federal government laid the financial basis for public 
education in several states by making substantial land grants to them. Con
siderable discrimination against Negroes has been the rule, however, in 
these federal educational activities, or, rather, in the way they were carried 
out by state authorities in the South. In 1935-1936, Negro colleges received 
only 5.2 per cent of the federal funds given to land-grant colleges in 17 
Southern states.24 Still, land-grant institutions enrolled nearly three-fourths 
of the students in all public institutions of higher education for Negroes 
and about one-third of the total in public and private institutions com
bined. ~G Howard University-in many respects the best Negro university in 
the country-is supported almost entirely by the federal government. 

The New Deal has greatly increased educational benefits to Negroes: 
The Public Works Administration paid 5 5 per cent of the costs of building 
new schools, when the states and the communities paid the rest. But the 
South saw to it that its whites were provided for much better than its 
Negroes-despite the much greater needs of the latter. Of some 91 million 
dollars of federal funds spent for new schools in 16 Southern states, only a 
little over 7 millions went for Negro schools.26 Northern communities were 
much fairer, and-although there arc no statistics which distinguish between 
white and Negro schools in the North-there is reason to believe that 
Negroes received a share of the P.W.A. funds larger than their proportion 
in the population, since they lived in older neighborhoods where the schools 
were more dilapidated. The Works Progress Administration put on its 
gigantic adult education program employing large numbers of unemployed 
teachers and educating millions of people/7 400,000 Negroes were taught 
reading and writing.28 There is also the student aid program of the 
National Youth Administration and the energetic educational efforts of the 
Agricultural Extension Service and the Farm Security Administration. 

Two national commissions, appointed by administrations of each of the 
major political parties, have concluded that provisions for adequate educa
tional opportunity for all American children can be made only if the fed
eral government assumes responsibility.29 When the federal government 
does give money for education, it usually allows the states to spend it. 
This grant-in-aid system permits discrimination against Negroes to arise. 
If the federal authorities take positive action, however, they can reduce 
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discrimination. The trend seems to be in the direction of decreasing discrim
ination in the distribution of federal aid, and the increasing weight of the 
Negro vote in the North is strengthening this trend.30 In spite of all, there
fore, we believe that the Negro cannot fail to gain if the federal govern
ment should start giving aid on a permanent basis even to the main body 
of American educational institutions. Some further observations on the 
problem of federal aid to education will be made in the last section of 
Chapter 41. 

4. PUBLIC HEALTH 

Mortality in all age groups is much higher among Negroes than among 
whites.• Negroes suffer more from nearly all sorts of illnesses. We have 
shown that at least the major part of these differentials is not due to greater 
susceptibility on the part of Negroesb but to the impact of economic, educa
tional, and cultural handicaps, directly or indirectly imposed upon Negroes 
by discrimination.e The fact that Negroes are in greater need of health 
facilities than are whites, and that discrimination in providing them health 
facilities hurts the whites themselves, is gradually becoming realized. 

The Negroes' need for public health services is higher also because 
poverty, in conjunction with segregation, prevents them from utilizing 
private health facilities to the same extent as do whites. Negro families 
( not on relief) spend only one-third or one-half as much for medical 
services as do white families (not on relicf).31 Although federal, state, and 
local governments nowadays carry about half the financial burden for all 
hospitalization,11

:i private hospitals and clinics continue to play a larger role 
:n this country, proportionately, than in most European countries. Even 
in the North there are many private hospitals which do not accept Negro 
patients. True, there are several private all-Negro hospitals, both North 
and South,33 but they are usually small and qualitatively inferior. 

In spite of the greater need for public health services and the interest 
of the whole society that this need be filled, the pattern of public hospital
ization is about the same as that for public instruction. The general level is 
comparatively high in the North, and there Negroes are seldom discrim
inated against. d The general standard of public hospitalization is much 
lower in the South.34 Although no comprehensive data seem to be avail
able on the total number of beds (private as well as public) available to 

• See Chapter 7. 
~ See Chapter 6. 
• For example, Negro sections of Southern cities have less adequate street rleaning and 

garbage removal services than white sections. These things are related to disease. 
4 We have already cited one case of discrimination in the North, that of Detroit, where 

public subsidies have been given to a second-rate Negro hospital so as to exclude Negroes 
from the ·ordin.,ry public hospitais. 
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Negroes in Southern hospitals, there is enough scattered information to 
establish the fact that discrimination exists.• 

Since the inauguration of the New Deal, appreciable progress had been 
made, part of which consisted of the building of hospitals under the 
P.W.A.85 The federal government, like most of the philanthropic founda
tions, usually sees to it that Negroes get their share of the new hospital 
facilities. Standards have been raised-but, so far, only in a few areas. One 
Southern city may have a large, completely modern hospital where a great 
number of indigent people may get treatment free or for low fees. In the 
next city the main hospital for low income people may be dilapidated and 
so small that it cannot possibly accommodate more than an insignificant frac
tion of those in need of hospitalization. Rural hospital facilities are totally 
inadequate almost everywhere in the South, especially for Negroes. 

In this :field, as in public education, it seems that no uniformly satis
factory standard can ever be achieved except through a program of perma
nent federal aid and control. The President's Interdepartmental Commit
tee to Coordinate Health and Welfare Activities published in 1938 a 
national health program which included a plan for continued federal 
assistance to public hospitals. On the basis of this program the so-called 
National Health Bill was introduced in Congress in 1939, and the Hospital 
Construction Bill in 1940.36 Although these proposals have not yet been 
acted upon, they have helped to focus public attention on the problem, and 
they seem to indicate the general line of future action. 

There seems to be less discrimination against Negroes-and in many 
• Substantiation of this point may be found in Chapter 7, Section 5. Concerning public 

hospitals alone, the following evidence may be added: 
Only 40 of the 450 beds in the State Sanatorium in Mississippi were available to Negroes; 

almost half of all the beds for the tuberculosis patients were idle because of insufficient 
funds. (Harold F. Dorn, "The Health of the Negro," unpublished manuscript prepared for 
this study [first draft, 1940], p. 113. Data based on Council on Medical Education and 
Hospitals, "Hospitals and Medical Care in Mississippi," Journal of the American Meaical 
Association (1939], pp. 231f-2332.) 

Sterner visited two of the five state charity hospitals in Mississippi in January, 1940. 
Both were in bad repair with leaking roofs. Water was dropping down on the floor 
in one place. In these hospitals half the beds were for Negroes. The doctor in charge of 
one of the hospitals complained of the inadequate appropriations; about one-sixth of the 
beds were not in use because of shortage of funds. The reaton, he explained, was that 
money was apportioned by a state board composed of county physicians, who retained as 
much as possible of state aid for their privately-run county hospitals. He explained, 
further, that the hospital was unable to receive any normal delivery cases; only emergency 
cases could be taken care of. Others have to be treated in their homes by midwives. Patients 
who have any means are asked to make voluntary payments. Others are treated free. 

An entirely different impression was given by a new State Charity Hospital in New Orleans, 
which was visited in January, 1940. As far as the layman could ascertain, it was quite ade
quate. It had been built as a P.W.A. project. Half the beds were for Negroes. None of 
the physicians or surreons was Negro, however, and there were only a few Negro nurses, 
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C!ISCS no discrimination at all-in respect to the so-called "out-patient" 
services of public health institutions. For this there are several reasons. 
These services usually cannot be apportioned beforehand between Negroes 
and whites in the strict manner in which hospital wards are segregated. 
The federal government has given considerable assistance on a permanent 
basis to certain important aspects of this medical work. Much of the work 
concerns venereal diseases, and white people everywhere seem to have 
become aware of what the high rates of venereal diseases among Negroes 
mean to themselves.31 

The building up of a system of general public health clinics, as well as of 
maternal and child health clinics, is far from completed in America,38 but 
there is no doubt that tremendous improvements have been achieved in 
recent years, and that Negroes have shared in the benefits. One criticism, 
however, is that too much of the work has been organized on a "categorical" 
basis. Drives are started against one disease after another,a and the objective 
of rendering assistance to those most in need, regardless of the type of dis
ease they have, has often been almost forgotten. This has sometimes been 
unfortunate from the point of view of the Negro.39 

5. RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 

America is probably more conscious than any other country of the great 
importance of recreation. The need for public measures to promote whole
some recreation has been shown to be particularly great for youth in cities 
and especially in such groups where housing conditions are crowded and 
unsanitary, where incomes are low and consequently opportunities for 
enjoying sound commercial entertainment restricted, where many mothers 
have to leave their homes for gainful work during the day, where the 
proportion of disorganized families is great, and where juvenile delin
quency is high. This all means that, on the average, Negroes have greater 
need for public recreational facilities than have whites. 

In the North there is, occasionally, segregation ,and discrimination not 
only in commercial enterprises for entertainment but also in public facilities, 
as, for instance, in swimming pools.h In the South segregation and dis
crimination are the general rule for all recreational facilities. The visitor 
finds everywhere in the South that not only beaches and playgrounds, but 
also public parks, are often entirely closed to Negroes, except for Negro 

1 During bia field trip in Mississippi (December, 1939-January, 1940), Sterner heard 
public health officers and nurses talk about the syphilis campaign which had started about a 
year earlier (before then little, if anything, had been done about it by public health agencies), 
But he heard nothing about gonorrhea until one public health officer explained that available 
appropriations were iDSufficient for treatment of gonorrhea on a large scale in his county. 

"See qi&pter :19. We shall include among public recreational facilitiea those organized 
by civic C'roupa and by philanthropirtl. 
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nurses watching white children. Public funds are used everywhere in the· 
region for these facilities available to whites only. Often no substitutes at 
all, or very inferior ones, are offered the Negroes. Like white people, 
Negroes can use their schools as community centers but they are unsatis
factory for many recreational purposes. More than half of all cities having 
special Negro community centers listed in the Negro Year Book for 1937-
1938'0 were in the North and West.41 

Damaging from both cultural and recreational viewpoints are the restric
tions of public library facilities for Negroes. In 1939 it was found that of 
774 public libraries in 13 Southern states only 99, or less than one-seventh, 
served Negroes. Of the 99 libraries, 59 were concentrated in four states.'3 

For a full appraisal of the Negro's share in public recreational facilities, 
it would be necessary to have access to more material on the quantitative 
and qualitative adequacy of such facilities for both Negroes and whites. 
There is no doubt about the fact, however, that provisions for Negroes are 
much inferior to those for whites. For reasons already suggested, this is a 
question of no small importance. The visitor finds Negroes everywhere 
aware of the great damage done Negro youth by the lack of recreational 
outlets and of the urgency of providing playgrounds for the children. In 
almost every community visited during the course of this inquiry, these 
were among the first demands on the program of local Negro organ
izations.• 

The Southern whites are unconcerned about how Negroes use their 
leisure time, as long as they are kept out of the whites' parks and beaches. 
Recreation involves "social" relationships, and, therefore, Southern whites 
are strongly opposed to mixed recreation. Nevertheless, considerable 
improvements have been made even in the South in recent years. Again 
the federal agencies have been instrumental in giving the Negroes slightly 
more of their rights. There have been many P.W.A. and W.P.A. projects 
for new playgrounds, community centers, and other facilities,'3 and 
Negroes havo received some share of them. There are community rooms, 
playgrounds, nursery schools, and other similar provisions in or around new 
housing projects for low income families.''4 The National Youth Admin
istration, the Agricultural Extension Service, the Farm Security Adminis
tration, and other new agencies, have assisted both Negroes and whites. Yet, 
there is still a long way to go. So far, only a small part of the distance 
between "nothing at all" and "full adequacy" has been covered. And, par-

• When visiting Birmingham, Alabama, in the fall of 1938, we were taken around the 
town by one of the leaders of the Negro community, "See those tennis courts," said our guide, 
"they are not much good, as you see, The whites don't care to use them any more. But in 
opite of that, we had to beg and beg before we -got the privilege to play on them. They 
are the only public court. in town that we are allowed to use. It's just one of those thinp 
that make one see red." 
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-ticularly, it has yet to be recognized that quite special prov1s1ons are 
required for the Negroes in order to offset some of the economic, cultural 
and moral disadvantages from which they suffer. 

6. PuBLIC HousING Poucim-

Before the depression of the 'thirties, there were few atten:ipts made by 
public bodies in this country to improve the housing conditions for low 
income people. Moreover, how.ing credit was rather unorganiz.ed: financial 
institutions were extremely numerous, there was little integration among 
them, and the whole system lacked stability and efficiency to such an extent 
that interest costs on mortgage loans were usually much higher than neces
sary. High property taxes, then as well as now, also had a damaging effect.411 

These and a number of similar circumstances made decent housing econom
ically unobtainable for millions of families who would have been able to 
pay the full price if housing had been more efficiently organized. 

The Great Depression, however, brought a change. The breakdown of 
private building construction and the widespread unemployment made the 
glaring housing needs appear even more irrational than ordinarily. Why let 
people go unemployed when there is so much work to be done? On top of 
that, there was the near-collapse in housing credit. These circumstances 
weakened the resistance against public interference in housing to such an 
extent that it was possible to launch some rather significant government 
programs. 

Recent housing policies, apart from city planning, building control, and 
similar activities, have in the main two aspects: making credit available for 
private housing and providing public housing for low income groups. Quan
titatively most important are the credit reforms, carried out by the Home 
Owners' Loan Corporation (H.O.L.C.), the Federal Home Loan Banks, 
and the Federal Housing Administration (F.H.A.). The H.O.L.C. was set 
up primarily for the purpose of rescuing home owners who were threatened 
with losing their homes during the depression. It is now liquidating. In 
terms of long-range policies, the F .H.A. is the most important of these 
housing credit agencies. Its many important contributions are so well 
known that they scarcely need to be emphasized here.46 The loans are 
made by private institutions, but since the insurance eliminates the risk 
for the lenders, interest rates arc kept down to such an extent that F.H.A. 
houses are well within the reach of middle class and more secure working 
class families. Particularly significant is the fact that, year by year, it has 
been possible to reach deeper down into lower economic strata. In spite of 
that, less than 30 per cent of the main category of new borrowers on one-

• For a fuller treatment of the important problems dealt with in this section, see Richard 
Sterner and Aasociatea, The Negro's Share, prepared for this study ( 1943), Chapters 9, 10 
and 18. 
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family homes in I 940 had incomes under $2,000 and but S per cent had 
less than $1,500.'' 

Under such circumstances, it is apparent that Negroes cannot have had 
any great benefit from the F.H.A., nor, for that' matter, from any other of 
the federal credit agencies which are organized on the basis of so-called 
"ordinary business principles.»• The failure of the F.H.A. to help the 
Negroes goes even further than can be explained on the basis of their low 
income. This federal agency has taken over the policy of segregation used 
by private institutions, like banks, mortgage companies, building and loan 
associations, real estate companies. When it comes to developing new sub
divisions, the F.H.A. is obviously interested in getting such a layout that 
property values can be maintained. Private operators, in order to secure 
F.H.A. backing, usually follow the advice of the agency:" One of the 
points which property valuators of the F.H.A. are specifically urged to 
consider is whether the area or property to be insured is protected from 
"adverse influences.,, This, in the official language of the agency, "includes 
prevention of the infiltration of business and industrial uses, lower class 
occupancy, and inharmonious racial groups."49 In the case of undeveloped 
and sparsely developed areas, the agency lets its valuators consider whether 

•.. effective restrictive covenants arc recorded against the entire tract, since these 
provide the surest protection against undesirable encroachment and inharmonious use. 
To be most effective, deed restrictions should be imposed upon all land in the imme
diate environment of the subject location.110 

The restrictions, among other things, should include "prohibition of the 
occupancy of properties except by the race for which they are intended.mil 

This matter is a serious one for the Negro. It is one thing when private 
tenants, property owners, and financiaJ institutions maintain and extend 
patterns of racial segregation in housing. It is quite another matter when 
a federal agency chooses to side with the segregationists. This fact is 
particularly harmful since the F.H.A. has become the outstanding leader 
in the planning of new housing. It seems probable that the F.H.A. has 
brought about a greatly increased use of all sorts of restrictive covenants 
and deed restrictions, which are the most reliable legal means of keeping 
Negroes confined to their ghettos. It may even be that those income groups 
of the white population which are particularly served by the F.H.A. 
formerly lived in areas which were much less covered by such restrictions.b 
The damage done to the Negroes is not only tha.t the F.H.A. encourages 
segregation. There is also the fact that this segregation is predominantly 

• Wt state this in an a priori manner since none of the federal housing credit agencies 
presents any information on the racial composition of their dientele. 

b There is little definite knowledge, however, on these matten. A study testing the 
hypothesis mentiont:d in the tut would be extremely valuable. 
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,u,gatwe. It would work much less hardship on the Negro people if it 
were merely a question of keeping Negroes and whites apart, and not, 
predominantly, of keeping the Negro out. In other words, if the policy of 
segregation were coupled with large-scale positive efforts to give the Negro 
additional new living space, it would be much less harmful. Also such a 
two-sided policy of segregation, in the end, would have a much greater 
chance of being successful. The urban Negro population is bound to 
increase. The present Negro ghettos will not suffice. The Negro will invade 
new urban territories. Unless these changes are properly planned, they 
will occur in the same haphazard and friction-causing manner with which 
we have been only too well acquainted in the past. This, for one thing, will 
jeopardize the objective of keeping the character of white neighborhoods 
intact. 

The general credit reforms, however, constitute just one part of the 
present housing policies. The subsidized housing projects for low income 
families are an entirely different matter. About 7,500, or one-third, of the 
dwelling units in projects built during 1933-1937 by the Housing Division 
of the Public Works Administration are for Negro occupancy. The build
ing of subsidized housing projects has since been carried on by local housing 
authorities with the financial assistance of the United States Housing 
Authority (U.S.H.A.).• By July 31, 1942, there were 122,000 dwelling 
units built by or under loan contract with the U.S.H.A. and intended for 
low income families. About 41,000, or 33 per cent, of those were intended 
for Negro occupancy .n2 

Thus, the Negro has certainly received a large share of the benefits under 
this program. Indeed, the U .S.H.A. has given him a better deal than has 
any other major federal public welfare agency. This may be due, in part, 
to the fact that, so far, subsidized housing projects have been built mainly 
in urban areas, where, even in the South, there is less reluctance to consider 
the Negro's needs. The main explanation, however, is just the fact that the 
U.S.H.A. has had the definite policy of giving the Negro his share. It has 
a special division for nonwhite races, headed by a Negro who can serve 
as spokesman for his people. Many of the leading white officials of the 
agency, as well, arc known to have been convinced in principle that dis
crimination should be actively fought. 

So far, however, only about 3 per cent of Negro urban families live in 
subsidized housing projects. This is a good beginning, but unless these 
efforts continue, the results are a drop in the bucket compared with the total 
need.11 

. • All housing activities of the feder;il government were in 1942. brought together into 
one unit, the N;itional Housing Agency. The F.H.A. and the U.S.H.A. are maintained as 
c:lcpartments within this agency. The name of the U.S.H.A. was changed to Federal Public 
Housing Authority. 

• For I discussion of actual housmg conditions for Negroes, ,ee Chapter z 6, Section 6. 
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It seems that the U .S.H.A. program is well planned in many respects. 

Yet there are some obvious shortcomings. One is its connection with the 
slum clearance program. By law, slum dwellings eventually have to be 
eliminated at the same rate as new units are constructed. It seems that the 
purpose of this clause is mainly to appease the real estate owners who are 
afraid of an abundance of housing.a It is unfortunate when housing projects 
are built on old slum sites, and the slum houses have first to be torn 
down. Such practices work particular hardship on the Negroes since there 
is usually no place where they can go while the new projects are being 
built. 

Several housing projects, however, among them Negro projects, have 
been located on vacant land. The experiences, in many cases, have been 
rather encouraging. Sites for projects have been found where utility services 
are complete and where streets are well kept up. When there is additional 
vacant land adjacent to the area, there is the opportunity for the develop
ment of some new private housing for Negroes. It seems that such pro
cedures should be followed generally for Negro housing projects. They 
could and should always be utilized for the purpose of giving the Negro 
additional "living space" in urban areas-never for binding him with new 
ties to the over-crowded sections where he is being kept. 

Generally, this connection between slum clearance and new construction 
has made it difficult to make new housing projects fit into constructive and 
all-inclusive city plans.b In too many cases it has been a question of sub
stituting good houses for bad ones without enough consideration of how 
such piecemeal work can be integrated into a rational city plan. This, of 
course, is all right for those individual families who happen to get a new 
dwelling, but it scarcely prepares the ground for an ultimate solution of the 
housing problem of the entire city. Particularly is this true about Negro 
housing; Negro sections are almost invariably among the least well
planned areas in a city. 

In city planning, which will be necessary for the continuation of the 
subsidized housing program on a larger scale, the issue of housing segre
gation will have to be faced squarely. This is the one feature which makes 
the problem of housing for Negroes different from that of housing for 
other low income families. The chances are that, in the South at least, 
segregation will have to be accepted in the surveyable future, for the 
simple reason that local opposition against subsidized housing projects will 
otherwise be so strong that no projects can be built. In such cases, the only 
thing that can be insisted upon is that Negroes get, not only new houses~ 

• From a social viewpoint, the only rational. thing to do would be to eliminate alum 
houses whenever there is a. sufficient supply of adequate ho~rega.rdleu of whether the 
supply is due to the building of subsidized housing projects or to other cauaes. 

b This is a criticism often heard among American planners. 
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but also additional space, and that both old and new Negro areas becomr. 
better planned. 

In the North, on the other hand, there is some chance that the evils of 
segregation can be removed by means of the gradual abolition of housing 
segregation itself. In some Northern places, such as New York City and 
Albany, there are already projects where white and Negro tenants live 
scattered within a single project.63 

Another major problem concerns the financial feasibility of building sub
sidized housing projects for all families who, for economic reasons, are 
suffering from bad housing conditions. The American public needs to know 
whether or not this program will ever solve the entire housing problem for 
all low income households, or whether it is just going to assist a more or 
less arbitrarily selected small part of the ill-housed families. This problem 
has not been adequately faced.• Yet a complete financial plan is essential 
for a rational continuation of the program, as well as for the purpose of 
convincing the American public that continuation is worth while. 

Connected with this matter is the problem of tenant selection. The 
U.S.H.A. rehouses only families between an upper and a-somewhat 
unofficial-lower income limit. A great number of relief families are 

"The average federal net subsidy (gross subsidy minus government profit on loans), 
according to the U.S.1-1.A., amounts to $77 per family per year, ('Federal Works Agency, 
Second Annual Report, 1941.) In addition, there are municipal subsidies, usually in the form 
of tax exemptions, averaging $60 (ibid., l'P· 145 and 160; United States Housing Authority, 
"What Does the Housing Program Cost 1" [ 1940], pp. 14.-1 5), which makes a tott\l subsidy 
of about $137. This means that over 7,000,000 families, or one-fifth of the total in the 
United States, can be rehoused for an annual cost of $1,000,000,000. It would be necessary, 
in addition, to make all relief benefits high enough to enable all recipients of public assistance 
to pay the rents in public housing projects. Such a large program, however, would involve 
rural families, for which the cost certainly would be considerably smaller. Also, its comple
tion would require several decades. The general income level may be so much higher at the 
end of this period that the assistance could be restricted to a much smaller number of families. 
Possible cuts in building and other costs may have the sallle effect. Even under present 
conditions, it is doubtful whether the number of households which, for economic reasons, 
suffer from intolerably bad housing conditions, is really so large; it should be kept in mind 
that some slum families have incomes which would enable them to purchase adequate housing 
if they only cared for it. Since the building of the projects ought to be concentrated in 
periods of unemployment, a substantial part of the cost should be charged to the unemploy
ment relief budget, and not to the housing budget. In other words, as unemployed construc
tion wo1·kers must be given jobs on public works programs during depressions, the cost for 
rehousing slum families is reduced by the utilization of these "free services." 

A real cost estimate should include quite a number of such considerations: the future 
trend in number and size of rural and urban families; the extent to which bad housing con
ditions are caused by factors other than low income; the intensity of the need of various 
groups living in substandard houses; the extent.to which existing houses can be utilized for 
aubeidized families. Our unpretentious experiment with figures h.i.s been made in order 
to bring home one point: that it is not economically impossible to give the whole people 
a certain minimum standard of hollaing. 
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ineligible because they are unable to pay the rents, which in 1941 averaged 
$18 per month, including utilities. The average income of the families in 
the projects was $832.H Several projects, particularly those occupied by 
Negroes, sho"'.ed much lower rent and income levels. Even so, however, it 
certainly is true that the U .S.H.A. helps an economic group somewhat 
above those most in need of assistance. This, of course, is particularly unfor
tunate in the case of Negroes. To meet this problem a much closer integra
tion between the work of the housing authorities and that of other welfare 
agencies is needed. 

There is one group of economically disadvantaged families to which too 
little consideration has been given: the large families, partly because they 
are poorer and cannot pay the rents, and partly because very large dwell
ings are not provided in public housing projects. The average family size 
in public housing projects in 1941 was 3.9 which is about the same as for 
all urban families, exclusive of unattached individuals. This is remarkable 
in view of the fact that large families suffer much more from bad housing 
conditions than do small households, at the same time as they are less often 
economical1y able to purchase good housing.1111 

It is possible to add other similar criticisms. Still we should not overlook 
the fact that the problems are extremely complicated, particularly during 
the initial period of the program. The U.S.H.A. has given two valuable 
experiences. It has demonstrated that rehousing of slum families can be 
done in America. And it has shown that a federal agency, with only 
financial and no administrative power in the local communities, can give the 
Negro a square deal even in the South. 

The lack of integration between the various federal housing programs, 
however, has been great, especially as the programs have affected Negroes. 
It is only recently, under the pressure of the war emergency, that the 
various federal housing offices have been combined into one agency, the 
National Housing Agency. It remains to be seen to what extent this move 
will bring about greater consistency. 

7. Soc1AL SECURITY AND PuBLIC AsstSTANCE 

We have already discussed some of the major social welfare programs, 
the farm security work, the public health activities and the low cost housing 
projects. Also, we shall touch upon certain government interferences with 
the labor market. We want to consider here other principal welfare pro
visions, such as social security, work relief, youth programs, categorical 
assistance, home relief, school lunches and other direct distribution of 
means of subsistence. Under the pressure of shrinking employment oppor
tunities in agriculture and of industrial depression and job restriction in the 
cities, public relief has become one of the major Negro occupations; all 
thro11-th the 'thirties it was surpassed only by agricultur6 and -possibly by 
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J.omastic s#"oie6. We must go into some detail in describing how the Negro 
fares in this substitute form of breadwinning.• 

Prior to the New Deal period public relief was entirely insignificant in 
this country. Until the First World War even a state like New York 
expended less money for relief through public agencies than· it did through 
private charities. In the South such a situation prevailed until the beginning 
of the 'thirties.111' Participation on the part of the federal government was 
restricted to aid to veterans and similar special groups. Most of the states, 
prior to 1929, enacted programs for aid to dependent children and for 
workmen's compensation; and some states made special provisions for the 
blind and for the aged. Otherwise most of the social welfare work was 
carried on by counties and cities, or by private charity organizations; the 
poor farm or the almshouse was the main local institution of public wel
fare.11' The practice was based on the theory: " •.• making relief deterrent 
by sending all destitute people to a local almshouse would be a means of 
preventing pauperism.'m It was the time of "rugged individualism.» 

We have previously characterized the institution of large-scale public 
relief during the 'thirties as the one bright spot in the recent economic 
history of the Negro. Negroes, for obvious reasons, have gained even more 
from it than have whites. This is not to say, however, that their needs have 
everywhere been as much considered as have those of white families in 
economic distress. On the contrary, in many instances there has been 
pronounced discrimination against the Negro. Negroes have often found 
it more difficult to receive any relief at all than have whites in similar 

• We cannot give anything like an exhaustive treatment of the subject. We shall omit, 
for instance, any diacuasion of the institutionalized welfare programs--asylums, reform 
schools, institutions for crippled children, child nurseries. We shall fail to deal with the 
implications to the Negro of certain major gaps in the social welfare system. Had we dis
cuaaed all these things, our picture would acarcely be any brighter. Indeed, it would 
be darker. It is a well-known fact that all institutions for handicapped groups tend to 
be le88 adequate for Nee-roes than they are for whites in the South. The result is that the 
proportion of feeble-minded and insane persons who are not taken care of in institutions 
is higher for Negroes than it is for whites-something which, of course, affects the 
Negro crime rate; a whole Negro community may have to pay for what one subnormal 
Ne,rro does to a white woman. Negro reform schools in the South usually have a lower 
atandard and are more crowded than are white reform achools. The consequence is that 
a greater proportion of Negro than of white juvenile delinquents has to be cared for in 
homes; in the Negro communities there are fewer homes which fit the purpoae than there 
are in white communities, Other juvenile delinquents a.re simply sent to ordinary peniten
tiaries when they cannot be taken care of in reform school•. Negroes need more child 
nuneriet than do white people, since their homes are less adequate for the purpose of 
rearing clu1dren, and Negro homemakers more often have to take up gainful work. Yet, 
at leut iilJ the South, they have fewer of them than have whites. There is no public health 
UIIIU!lllelt in America. Thia is more serious for Negroes than it is for whites, since Negroes 
bave hiper rates of aicknesa. The absence of any adequate form of aid to migrants, likewise, 
,i.m,en Ne,roe, more than it does whites. 
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economic circumstances. Moreover, average relief grants per client have 
often been smaller for Negroes than they have been for whites-and this 
particularly in communities where Negro relief recipients, to an even 
greater extent than white recipients, were selected from the poorest people. 
In such cases Negro clients would have needed even greater assistance than 
would have been needed by white clients, but relief agencies could not see 
it that way. The difference, in many cases, may not be more than a few 
dollars a month, but, still, it counts; for the general level of relief grants 
in such communities always tends to be low. 

The situation, however, is different in various regions. By and large, 
there are three types of areas that need to be distinguished: urban North, 
urban South, and rural South. 

The urban North has the highest standards in all sorts of social welfare. 
It shows much more of a consistent pattern than does the South, in respect 
both to the general level of relief expenditures and to the apportionment 
of public funds between Negroes and whites. There is no evidence of any 
direct discrimination against Negroes in respect to any major relief pro
grams. The proportion of Negroes on relief is everywhere higher than is 
the corresponding proportion of whites, and the difference is so large that 
it seems that Negroes have about the same chances of receiving public 
assistance as do whites of equal economic status. Both the Consumer Pur
chases Study and the National Health Survey indicate that, in the middle 
of the 'thirties, roughly one-half of the Negro families in the urban North 
were on relief. This usually was three to four times more than the corre
sponding proportion of whites. The small residual of nonrelicf families 
with an income of less than $500 was not significantly higher for Negroes 
than it was for whites.09 

In the urb:m South as well, there is usually a higher percentage of relief 
recipients among Negroes than there is among whites. The difference, in 
most cases, is quite marked, but it is, nevertheless, much smaller than in 
the North. Taking a simple average of the relief rates, according to the 
National Health Survey, for 9 large and middle-sized cities in the 
South, one finds that in 1935, 25 per cent of the Negro and 11 per cent 
of the white families were receiving public assistance. The corresponding 
figures for 9 small cities were I 5 and IO per cent, respectively-indicating 
a much smaller difference. The Consumer Purchas~ Study gives about the 
same impression; it was particularly in the small cities and villages that 
the difference between the proportions of Negroes and whites on relief 
was small. This study shows, moreover, that the residual of families who 
were not on relief but who had incomes of less than $ 500 was small in the 
white·group in Southern cities and villages, but in the Negro group it waa 
high, often making up as much as one-third or more of all the families. 
There was even a significant number of Negro families with less than $250 
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who failed to receive any relief.80 This, of course, means that, in spite of 
the higher total relief rates for Negroes, it was usually more difficult for 
them to get relief than it was for whites with similar needs. 

In Southern rural farm areas, the pattern was different. Relief rates 
were, in the first place, generally lower than they were in the cities and 
villages. Moreover, in all counties in four Southern states (North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Georgia, and Mississippi), where both Negro and white 
farm families were included in the sample investigated by the Study of 
Consumer Purchases, there were relatively fewer Negroes than whites on 
the public relief rolls. Thus, not even on a straight population basis did 
the Negroes get their proportionate share in the relief appropriations. 
Also, there was a pronounced divergence in the relief rates between various 
groups of counties. Of the white farmers and croppers, from less than 1 

per cent to 15 per cent were on relief; the corresponding rates for Negroes 
varied between a fraction of one per cent to II per cent.81 

We have chosen to establish these patterns on the basis of the Consumer 
Purchases Study and the National Health Survey, because they are the 
only major materials in which data on relief are combined with information 
on the income distribution of the nonrelief families. Owing to this circum
stance, we have been able to prove that discrimination against Negroes may 
exist even when, as in the urban South, Negro relief rates are two or three 
times higher than the white rates. Otherwise, however, we can pick almost 
any material for those years and arrive at substantially the same conclusions 
concerning the general relations between relief rates for Negroes and 
whites.82 

8. SPECIALIZED Soc1AL WELFARE PRooRAMS 

DuRJNG THE PERIOD AFTER 1935 

For the years after 1935 there is little information available on the 
Negro's share in all benefits from the social welfare programs. Generally 
there are few data by race in the cur.rent reports of federal, state, and local 
governments--and even less for those states in the Deep South where the 
Negro population is most dense and discrimination against the Negro is 
most strongly entrenched.88 

· 

For most of the specialized programs, however, there are one or several 
special investigations concerning the representation of Negroes in the 
clientele and-at least in some cases-their share in the benefits. The main 
impression from these studies is· that there has been no significant change 
in the Negro's relative position in the public welfare system. He continues 
to be best off in the North, where the general level of relief expenditures 
is highest, and where there is little or no direct discrimination against him. 
In the urban South he usually receives a larger share of the total relief 
benefit:i than corresponds to his population ratio, but this difference is much 
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less pronounced than in the North. He is worst off in the rural South, 
where the most apparent racial discrimination is shown, at the same time 
as the general relief standards are very low. The South continues to be 
inconsistent in its treatment of Negroes. 

There seems to have been a chang'! for the worse, however, in the 
oosition of the Negro women. Those among them who cannot receive 
old age benefits, old age assistance, or aid for their dependent children 
seem ~o have greater difficulties in getting public assistance-other than 
:1urplus commodities-than they experienced prior to 1936. On the whole, 
there is, at least in the South, and particularly in the rural South, little 
adequate provision for such needy people who happen not to be provided 
for in any of the specialized programs administered, financed or sponsored 
by the federal government. There is no public assistance for many unem
ployed able-bodied workers, for instance, who are not covered by unem
?ioyment compensation or when W.P.A. grants do not suffice for more 
than a part of them. On the other hand, there are certain categories of 
Negro and white clients who may receive larger grants than were usual 
under the previous program. 

9. TaE Soc1AL SECURITY PaOGllAM 

Conditions arc different, however, in different parts of the social welfare 
system. "Social security" has a position quite apart from the ordinary relief 
programs. Whether or not there is much direct discrimination against 
Negroes in the administration of the Social Security Law is difficult to say, 
since there is comparatively little direct information available on how 
Negroes are actually treated. Conditions may vary from one part of the 
system to another. There is little likelihood of any direct discrimination in 
the old age benefit system which is administered entirely by the federal 
government. a Unemployment compensation is technically administered by 
the states, but there is a certain federal collaboration, and the basic provi
sions are comparatively uniform since they were more or less sponsored 
by the federal government, and all are geared to the federal Social Security 
Act of 1935. Workmen's compensation for injuries in the course of employ
ment, on the other hand, is entirely a matter of state initiative and state 
administration. 

What we do know, however, is that all these social insurance systemf' 
are so constructed that Negroes, along with certain groups of white work-

• The Old Age and Survivors' Benefit System should be distinguished from Old Age 
Assistance. The latter is a form of tax-financed relief supported by both federal and 1tate 
{and often local) governments. The Old Age Benefit System jg financed by means of payroll 
taxes paid by both employers and employees. (See alphabetically listed articles on the varioua 
subjects in Russell Sage F'oundation, Russell H. Kurtz LEditor], Social Work Yearbook, 
1941 [19411] and Richard A. I.eater, Economics of Labor [i94i], p. 438,) 
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ers, are in a disadvantaged position.• In other words, there is what might 
be called "indirect discrimination." Particularly, coverage is limited. In 
the case of the old age pension system there is really no reason at all why 
it should be related to the labor market, covering only wage earners and 
salaried workers in specific occupations. 

Here some short circuit in thinking must be at work which involves the position 
that industrialism is to blame for modern economic problems, so that they have to be 
remedied by special measures for those connected with industry •••• It is fallacious, 
however, to believe that the problem of dependency for maintenance operates only 
in the sphere of wage earning •••• Just as old age, death, and illness are not limited 
to industrial workers, so the risk coverage should not be so Jimited.M 

What especially works hardships on the Negro is, of course, the fact that 
agricultural and domestic workers are excluded. In respect to old age 
insurance there is some information available which enables us to judge 
the quantitative significance of these exclusions.811 · 

The development of workmen's compensation has depended entirely on 
state initiative, and there is a great variation in standards.86 Mississippi 
does not even have a law requiring compulsory insurance of industrial 
accident risks.67 Agriculture and domestic service usually belong to the 
"uncovered occupations." It has been estimated that only 40 per cent of all 
gainful workers are within the insurance system.88 Laws enforcing accident 
preventive measures are often inadequate in the South.89 

Thus the Negro's position in the social security programs to some extent 
differs from that in most other systems of social welfare. By and large, 
Negroes receive a much smaller share of the social security benefits com
pared to what they get under most other social welfare programs. They 
are always "under-represented" among the recipients of benefits, not only 
from the viewpoint of need, but also in comparison with the proportion of 
Negroes in the population. 

IO, ASSISTANCE TO SPECIAL GROUPSb 

Among the recipients accepted for old age assistance during the period 
1937-1940 about 12 per cent were Negroes, whereas of all persons 65 years 

• The following criticisms are directed solely against social insurance systems in the 
United States, not against workmen's compe111ation syst~ms. The latter, of course, have othel' 
faulta. 

• The Social Security Act of 1935, u amended, entitles the federal government to lend 
financial assistance to states, on a matching basis (50 per cent of total cost), for public 
.. ietauce to three distinct categories of needy persons: aged, blind, and children under 
16 (sometimes 18) years of age in broken families, provided that state plans adopted for 
the purpose meet certain •pecified federal standards. These three programs are called Old 
Are .Assistance (O.A.A), Aid to the Blind (A.B.), and Aid to Dependent Children (A.D.C.). 
Many states share their parts of the coat with the local communitiea. The uailtance ia clia
trib,ited by local Department& of Welfue, 
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of age or older, according to the I 940 Census, only 7 per cent were 
Negroes.10 Thus, the proportion of Negroes among recipients of old age 
assistance is much higher than among aged people in general. The differ
ence is particularly pronounced in the North. In the South it is less marked. 
Mississippi and Oklahoma differed from the other states in the South; in 
these states Negroes, in spite of their greater poverty, were actually less 
represented among the old age assistance recipients than among all aged 
people.11 It is quite possible that similar flagrant cases of discrimination 
occurred in the rural areas of some of the other states; but no data exist 
which would allow us to test this assumption. 

The average benefits are much lower in the South than elsewhere.n 
All the Southern states paid lower benefits to Negroes than to whites. The 
largest race differential appeared in Mississippi, where the average was $7 
for Negroes and $ II for whites. 

The two other categorical relief programs, aid to the blind and aid to 
dependent children, are quantitatively much less important than is old age 
assistance. The need of such relief, however, is particularly urgent among 
Negroes. It has been estimated, for instance, that the incidence of blindness 
is twice as high for Negroes as for whites. This means that about one-fifth 
of all blind persons in the United States are Negroes. It is obvious that 
Negroes constitute an even higher proportion of those blind persons who 
are in need of cash assistance. From this viewpoint, Negroes were certainly 
discriminated against, even though they constituted 20 to 23 per cent of 
all recipients accepted for aid to the blind during the years 1937-1940. 
The average benefit in 1939-1940 was $12 for Negroes and $22 for 
whites. This difference was due, mainly, to the fact that grants tended to 
be much lower in the South than they were elsewhere. In addition, many 
of the Southern states paid lower benefits to Negroes than they did to 
whites.78 

Aid to dependent children is intended, primarily, for broken families 
with children. In view of the great number of widows and widowers in 
the Negro population, and its high divorce, separation, and illegitimacy 
rates, it is quite apparent that Negroes need this assistance much more 
than do whites. In 1937-1940 from 14 to 17 per cent of all recipients 
accepted for such aid were Negroes. In 7 of the Southern states, however, 
the proportion of Negroes among those accepted for aid to dependent 
children was smaller even than the proportion of Negroes among all 
children Wlder I 6 years of age. The discrimination was particularly pro
nowiced in Georgia where, in 1940, 38 per cent of all children under 15 
were Negroes, where as the proportion of Negroes among those accepted 
for aid to dependent children during 1937-1940 was but 11 to 12 per cent." 

Why is it that, in some Southern states, discrimination can go to such 
extremes in the case of aid to dependent children? It is quite possible that 
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the special eligibility requirements contained in '!1ost state la~ c?ncerning 
the "suitability'' of the home may have something to do with 1t. A few 

d. b " pe ,, pe ,, state laws even specify that the parent or g~ 1an e a pro r i:son, 
Such regulations, of course, may easily lend themselves to -~ther arbitrary 
interpretations whereby, in particular, many Negr~ families can _be cut 
ofI from any chance of receiving this kind. of assistan~~- According to 
popular belie! in the South, few Negro low mcomc fam1l1es have h~m~ 
which could be called "suitable" for any purpose; and, of course, 1t 1s 
literally true that the poorer the home the less acceptable it tends to be as 
.i place for rearing children. If standards of conduct have to be considered, 
unmarried mothers may easily be at a disadvantage; and since often prac
tically all Negroes are believed to be "immoral," almost any discrimination 
against Negroes can be motivated on such grounds. Even though it is 
unlikely that professional welfare workers in the South would be taken in 
by such exaggerated notions, many of them, particularly in rural areas, 
may have to follow a compromise policy, the actual meaning of which is 
that Negro children are punished for the real or imaginary faults of their 
parents. 

Average benefits are comparatively high. In 1939-1940 they amounted 
to $30 to $31 per family, or $13 per child for Negroes and whites alike. 
Some Northern states even paid higher benefits to Negro than they did to 
white clients. In the South, of course, it was most often the other way 
around.76 

I 1. WoRK RELIEF 

Except for unemployment compensation which, as we have seen, is 
inadequate for Negroes, work relief is the only special form of public 
assistance to able-bodied unemployed workers in so far as they cannot be 
placed under any of the youth programs.• This situation is unfortunate, 
for, as we shall find, general relief is virtually nonexistent in many 
Southern areas, and it is not possible· to give work relief to all unemployed 
persons w~o fail to get any unemployment compensation benefits. Work 
projects, for one thing, cannot easily be enlarged and contracted with the 
fluctuations in total employment and, therefore, they must be kept well 
below the average level of unemployment. Actually the American work 
relief system is kept at an even lower level in relation to total unemploy
ment than is necessary.77 Under such circumstances, an unemployed worker 
is fortunate if he manages to get on W.P.A.-and the more so since the 
earnings on work relief are usually much higher than the benefits from 
the unemployment compensation system or from direct relief. 

In April, 1941, there were 237,000 certified Negro workers assigned t'> 
work under the Work Projects Administration. They constituted 16 per 

• See ~ction 1:& of thia chapter: 
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cent of the total labor ~orces on W.P.A. This means that Negroes had a 
somewhat ~arger share m the work relief jobs than corresponded to their 
representation among the unemployed workers; for, according to the 
Census of 1910, ther~ were about 13 per cent nonwhites among all persons 
who were without JObs and who were seeking work, or who were on 
emergency work.18 

As usual, however, the situation was different in the North from what it 
was _in the South. Many Northern states had at least twice as high a pro
portion of Negroes on the W.P.A. rolls as there was among the job seekers, 
but in most of the Southern states Negroes were less well represented on 
the work relief rolls than they were among the unemployed workers.79 

It was particularly in the rural areas of the Southern states that there 
were relatively few Negroes among the W.P.A. workers. Virginia, exclu
sive of Richmond and Norfolk, for example, had a lower proportion of 
Negroes on the work relief rolls than there was in the total population. The 
same was true about Louisiana, outside of New Orleans. A state like 
Mississippi, of course, showed even worse conditions in this respect: in 
counties where there was no city with as much as 10,000 population, only 
18 per cent of the W.P.A. workers were Negroes, although they had about 
as many Negroes as whites in the total population and, no doubt, had a pre
ponderance of Negroes among all persons in need of unemployment rclief.80 

Since wage differentials on W.P.A. are extremely pronounced, the ques
tion of what job rating a person gets is important. The lowest wage that is 
paid the lowest group of unskilled workers in Southern counties with no 
city or town having as much as 5,000 population was-prior to a recent 
insignificant raise-$31.20. The highest wage received by professional 
and technical workers in Northern and Midwestern cities of 100,000 and 
over was $94.90. Thus, there is social discrimination on the W.P.A., and 
the consequence is, of course, that average wages for Negroes must be much 
lower than those paid to white workers. Even the lowest wage rate, how
ever, is higher than that which many Negro workers can receive in private 
employment. 

I 2. ASSISTANCE TO YOUTH 

The New Deal has instituted some significant programs for youth. On 
the one hand, there are the various activities administered by the National 
Youth Administration. On the other hand, there was the Civilian Conserva
tion Corps, which was abolished in June, 1942.81 

In the early days of the C.C.C. programs there were but 5 or 6 per cent 
Negroes among the boys in the camps. From 1936 until 1941 the propor
tion varied between 9 and I I per cent. This means that, after 1936, Negroes 
shared in the benefits of the program iri proportion to their numbers in the 
population, but that no allowance was made for the much greater need,i i• 
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the Negro population. As usual, however, this general average conceals the 
dilerences between the South and the North. In the Fourth Corps Area, 
comprising 8 Southern states, 21 per cent of the C.C.C. boys, in May, 1939, 
were Negroes. Since no less than one-third of all males I 4 to 24 years of 
age in these states in 1940 were nonwhite, this means that Negroes were 
grossly under-represented in the program. In the rest of the country, on the 
other hand, Negroes had more representatives proportionately in the 
C.C.C. camps than they had in the general population.82 

The N.Y .A. programs show similar conditions. In January, 1940, 13 per 
cent of the workers on the N.Y.A. out-of-school program were Negroes. 
The corresponding proportion for the school program was 10 per cent. 
Excepting college and graduate aid, Northern states gave Negroes a much 
larger share of this assistance than corresponded to their proportion in the 
population; but in the South they did not receive as much of it as their 
relative numbers would warrant. In some cases this depended on the dif
ficulties in the South of getting local sponsors for Negro projects. In 
respect to the school aid, of course, one could explain it simply by the fact 
that there are much fewer Negroes, in proportion, in secondary and higher 
schools than there are whites. This explanation has, however, the character 
of a vicious circle. The purpose of the school aid, of course, is to help low 
income boys and girls get an education. The fact that so few of them get 
it is an indication of the need for additional assistance rather than a reason 
for limiting the aid. 83 

13. GENERAL RELIEF AND ASSISTANCE IN KIND 

For categories of people in need of aid, other th~ those mentioned, 
there are no chances of receiving any federally subsidized cash relief. In 
the South this means that their chances of receiving any cash relief at all 
are extremely small. Ordinary direct relief is insignificant in most of the 
Southern states. In February, 1941, the proportion of households receiving 
general relief varied in the South from 2.7 per cent (West Virginia) down 
to 0.3 per cent (Mississippi). The average benefits per month ranged, in 
January, 1941, from $25 (District of Columbia) to less than $3 (Missis
sippi).8' 

There are few data on the subject by race, owing to the fact that general 
relief is entirely a responsibility of the states and localities. This lack: of 
information, however, does not matter much. The existence or nonexistence 
of discrimination against Negroes is in this case much less significant than is 
the fact that both racial groups are inadequately provided for in the South. 

Of great quantitative importance, on the other hand, is the direct distri
bution of federal surplus commodities through local relief agencies. In 
June, 1940, over 10,000,000 persons, or 8 per cent of the total population, 
were rect;iving this kind of assistance, either in combination with other relic£ 
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or independen~y. There was great unevenness in the apportionment of this 
aid among various states. Some states in the South used but little of it. 
Mississippi, on the other hand, gave this aid to almost one-fifth of its 
population. There, as well as in certain other Southern states, federal sur
plus commodities were actually the mainstay of the whole relief system.811 

·This surplus commodity program may fulfill a real function when used 
for the purpose of supplementing other relief. In the South, however, 
surplus commodities are often used as the only form of assistance to families 
in great need, In such cases, of course, they are totally inadequate, The 
program may even be harmful, then, in that it provides an excuse for not 
organizing more efficient aid. 

The food stamp plan and the school lunch program constitute more 
rational and better organized attempts to supplement ordinary relief, 
improve the dietary standards among low income people, and increase the 
market for agricultural commodities. Just as there is no reporting about how 
many Negroes and whites arc receiving surplus commodities, there is little 
or no information on how many Negroes there are among the millions of 
children who eat their school lunches at federal expense every day or on 
the extent to which food stamps are given and sold to Negroes. Yet these 
activities include some of the most significant attempts that have ever been 
made to raise the health standard of the people; and we ought to know 
whether or not the Negro has received his just share of these benefits, of 
which he is in such great need. 



CHAPTER I6 

INCOME, CONSUMPTION AND HOUSING• 

•........................................................................................................................................• 
I. FAMILY INCOME 

In a general way we know why the Negro is poor. As a farmer, he has 
been kept in a dependent position and has been exploited. He was tied to 
cotton agriculture where the risks were such that at one time it brought sud. 
Jen riches to white people but now forces surplus workers, particularly 
Negroes, to leave the Southern land. As a city worker, he has been kept 
out of jobs, especially the good ones. He has seldom been allowed to prepare 
himself adequately for jobs requiring high skill or professional training. 
Because of residential segregation, he is confined to slums to an even greater 
extent than his low purchasing power makes necessary. He does not share 
equaJJy with his white fellow citizen in the free services given by the 
government. 

Now, let us ask: What is the result of all this? Just how poor is the 
Negro? What is his annual income? Does he get a sufficient diet? In what 
kind of house does he live? How does his level of living, in terms of actual 
consumption, compare with that of the whites? 

The typical Southem Negro farm family has an income of but a few 
hundred dollars a year. It is considerably lower than that of the average 
white farm family. This is due, in part, to the fact that Negroes are more 
concentrated at the bottom of the "agricultural ladder" than are whites. 
This is not the whole explanation, h'owever, for the income of the average 
Negro family at any given tenure status, is always much lower than is the 
income of the average white family. Negro farm families of higher than 
sharecropper status are not any better off, on the average, than are white 
sharecroppers.1 

Extremely low, also, are the incomes of most Negro families in the 
villages of the South. The Consumer Purchases Study indicates that half 
the "normal1'b Negro families in 34 Southern villages-located in Georgia, 
Mississippi, and the Carolinas-had incomes under $330 in 1935-1936. 

• Thia chapter is based principally on Richard Sterner and Associates, T/,e Negro's Skare 
(1943), This book was prepared for our study. 

• A "normal" family consists of at least husband and wife, living together, with or 
· without diildren. 
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The corresponding median income for "normal" white families was $ I ,220. 
About 17 per cent of all the "normal" Negro families in villages had 
incomes under $250, but were, nevertheless, not on relief. Only 4 per cent 
of the Negro households had incomes of $1,000 or more.2 It goes without 
saying that the income level would have appeared still lower if broken 
families had been included in the estimates.8 

Small cities in the South showed similar conditions, except that the 
income level for Negro families was somewhat higher.' It was still higher 
in the middle-sized and large cities of the South (Table 1). Nevertheless, 
half the "normal" Negro families in Atlanta had less than $632, and half 
the broken Negro families had less than $332. White families had more 

TABLE 1 

MEDIAN' INCOMES OF NEGRO AND NATIVE WHITE FAMILIES IN SELECTED CITIES: 1935-1936 

Normal Families Broken F amilics 

New York Chicago Columbus AtlantaColumbia Mobile Atlanta Columbia '.Mobile 
Race N. Y. Ill. Ohio Ga. S. C. Ala. Ga. S. C. Ala, 

Negro families '980 • $726 $831 $632 $576 $481 $332 $254 $301 
Whitefamilies 1930 1687 1622 1876 1876 1419 940 1403 784 

-------------------------------~--------
Smuccs: U.S. Department of Lahar, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Study of Consum,r Purchau,, Ur1Ha11 $"'""· Fomuv l11com• in Chir.ORO, 10.1.1-111. Bulletin No. 642, Vol. 1, Famuy l11com• (1939), p. 162; Famil,i 

l11com, and Exp,nditur• in Nt111 York Ctly, 1035-36, Bulletin No. 641, Vol. 1, Fomil1_lncom1 (11141), p, 19; 
Famu.v /11com1 in Ni1111 Cities of th, Eo,t Cmlral Rc1ion, 1035-36, Bulletin No. 644, Vol. 1, Family Incom, 
(1939), pp. 33 and 443; Family /ncomr ;,. 1hr South1a11""' R11ion, 1"3J-J6, Bulletin No. 647, Vol. 1, Family 
Income (11139), pp. 46-48. 

•New York City, so-called "native area" only. 

than twice and, m some cities, more than three times as much. Northern 
cities showed a substantially higher income level for Negroes. In New York 
City the median income for normal Negro families was $980 and in 
Chicago it was $726. Moreover, the differential between whites and Negroes 
was less pronounced than in the South. The reason for this is that-con
trary to common belief-the white urban population in the North does not 
have any significantly higher median incomes than has the white urban 
population in the South. 

These conclusions are based not only on the small group of cities 
sampled in the Study of Consumer Purchases. The National Health Survey 
for 1935-1936, containing information on income of Negro and white 
families in 16 Northern and 18 Southern cities, confirms both that race 
differences in income are much more marked in the urban South than in 
the urban North, and that median incomes for white urban families are 
about the same in the South as in the North.11 The explanation is simple. 
The urban white population in the South has an "incomplete lower class," 
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due to the presence of the Negro. Domestic service as well as certain other 
low wage jobs are more or less completely filled by the Negroes. Since, 
on the other hand, almost all well-paid work. is monopolized by the whites, 
the average income of white work.en is fairly high. This more or less 
balances the consequences of the fact that, in almost any given job, earnings · 
tend to be lower than in the North. In other words, because the Negro is 
kept down, and because such a large part of the total urban income is 
retained by the whites, the white population in the urban South is not appre
ciably worse off than the urban population in the North-in spite of the 
greater general poverty in the South. 

It goes without saying that thtJ majority of thtJ N tJgro f amilitJs Mtt 

tJconomically unable to live in a way compatibltJ with any modern concepts 
of tJ "minimum health standard." The Works Progress Administration has 
made up, for 59 cities, as of March, 1935, an "emergency budget" which 
averaged around $900 per year, estimated on the basis of the needs of a· 
family of four persons.8 This standard can scarcely be characterized as a 
real health standard.7 Yet more than three-fourths of the "normal" Negro 
families in Columbia, South Carolina; Mobile, Alabama; and Atlanta, 
Georgia, had incomes below this limit. The conditions were much better in 
Columbus, Ohio, and in Chicago, 11linois, but even there the majority of 
the Negro families had sub-standard incomes. In the white urban popula
tion of these five cities, on the other hand, almost four out of five "normal" 
families had incomes high enough to buy at least an "emergency standard." 
Other income studies confirm that these differences are rather typical.8 

2. INCOME AND FAMILY SIZE 

The large majority of Negro families have to live on a standard which 
represents a constant threat to their health. Conditions are difficult for the 
large families: Family incomtJ did not show any consistent tendency to btJ 
higher when the number of children under 16 in the family was greater. 
Sometimes it was even lower when there were more children in the family.I• 
There is, of course, nothing surprising in this absence of any significant posi
tive correlation between income and number of children. In the main, it 
can be explained rather easily; and one finds the same phenomenon in other 
countries.10 But the phenomenon is a serious one, and it does not seem as 
though the full implications of it were generally understood.11 True, large 
families nowadays are not numerous. But, still, they rear the main part of 
the coming generation.12 The condition of these 1:a,rge families, therefore, 
is much more significant than is suggested by their numbers. This is partiCll
larly true about Negroes, who have a greater proportion of large families 
than has the white population. Then, too, it must be considered that Negro 
incomes are usually so low to begin with that there is absolutely no leewa)'" 
in the budget for children. Therefore, it" happens more frequently in Negro 
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than in white families that the arrival of children forces the level of living 
below any minimum health standard-that is, when it was not already below 
such a standard even before the children arrived. 

If family income fails to increase with the number of minors in the 
family, it does increase somewhat, on the other hand, with the number of 
adult family members. This is so for two reasons. First, families in which 
one or more of the children have reached mature age are likely to have a 
family head who is in his more "productive'' age. This factor, however, 
is much less significant for Negro than for white families. The average 
earnings of the husbands varied more with age in white than they did in 
Negro families18 which is quite understandable in view of the fact that 
Negroes have slim chances of being promoted, or even of getting "steadier" 
jobs, as they become more experienced.• 

The second reason why income tends to increase with the number of 
adult members in the family is, of course, that, on the average, there are 
more supplementary earners in the family when it is large. This is particu
larly true about Negro families. Their greater poverty forces family mem
bers out on the labor market much more often than happens in white 
families.H 

3. THE FAMILY BUDGET 

The Negro is generally believed to be an inefficient consumer. The truth 
of the matter is that, with few exceptions, we are all more or less bad 
consumers, regardless of our income and the color of our skin. However, 
when poor people use their income in a reckless manner, it is, of course, 
particularly harmful. We have a strong reason, then, to plan educational 
measures in order to ameliorate the situation, and such educational measures 
may well become a significant complement to other social welfare efforts. 
But the need for them should never be used as a moral excuse for not 
doing anything about poverty itself. 

Most Negroes have little education. We cannot expect them to know 
more about a balanced diet than do the rest of us. Their incomes are not 
only low but also insecure, which, of course, tends to make budgeting and 
planning very discouraging. Many of them work in hotels and restaurants 
where white people do not always display habits of thrift. In the urban 
areas there are many children of Negro migrants from the rural South who 
do not believe that their parents can teach them how to organize one's 
life in a city. In the slums to which they are confined they do not see much 
prosperity based on thoughtful economic planning, but they may listen to 
poolroom tales about somebody's making· easy money in the numbers 

• See Chapter 13, Section 9, where it is pointed out that unemployment risb of Nerro 
workers show a much less pronounced tendency to decnaae with age and experience than do 
the unemployment riab of white workers. 
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racket. They, just like white youth in similar circumstances, may too easily 
be taken in by shallow values. Conspicuous consumption is one of them. 
The answer to such conditions, of course, is more education, better housing, 
increased economic security-not moral indignation. 

Every observer knows that there is some conspicuous consumption and 
reckless spending even among poor Negroes. It is not possible to say, how
ever, whether there is more or less of it than there is among whites of equal 
economic and social status. There are studies made on the subject, of course. 
By far the best one is the Consumer Purchases Study for 1935-1936. The 
information on expenditures, however, is limited to nonrelief families, 
which means that it is less representative for Negroes than f9r whites.rn 
It is limited, furthermore, to such households from which it was possible to 
obtain information concerning their expenditures for an entire year. In 
spite of all commendable efforts to contact different sorts of families, and 
the extensive use of field-workers, we cannot assume that anything near 
the right proportion of the bad consumers were included in the study; 
for they generally are much less likely to give reliable information about 
their expenditures during a whole year than are others. Despite such limita
tions of the Consumer Purchases Study, it is the best of its kind in the world 
and can be used to understand all sorts of problems connected with income 
and consumption. 

One result of the study seems especially surprising. Negroes consistently 
balance their budgets better than do whites in the same income groups. In 
the low income groups where expenditures usually exceed the income, the 
average deficits are smaller for Negroes than they are for whites. In the 
middle income groups ( there are too few Negroes in the higher brackets to 
be considered) the average surpluses are higher for Negroes than they 
are for whites. It goes without saying, of course, that when all income 
groups are combined, Negroes have much smaller surpluses-or higher 
deficits-than have whites, but that js just an effect of the greater Negro 
poverty. In comparable cases Negroes almost always seem to be the more 
careful bud geters.18 

These findings are, perhaps, not as unreasonable as they may appear at 
first sight. There may be several explanations of the phenomenon. Negroes 
may have greater difficulties in obtaining credit. The lower and lower
middle income groups may include a greater number of whites than of 
Negroes who have "seen better days" and have not yet become ad justed to 
their present condition; or who anticipate improved conditions and, for 
that reason, spend more than they happen to earn at the moment. Negroes, 
to a greater extent, can be expected to be "adjusted" to their low incomes 
and, of course, they usually have no economic raises to look forward to. 
Finally, because of the general limitations in the opportunities for Negroes, 
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it is possible that these income groups include a great number of Negro 
families whose general economic ability surpasses their actual earnings.11 

Of course, there is always a possibility of a bias in the sample. Yet it is 
hard to see how such a bias could so consistently affect the Negro group 
differently from the white group. At any rate, it seems to have been ascer
tained that the general notions about Negro improvidence are greatly 
exaggerated. The Negro population includes a substantial number of 
families who know how to balance their family budgets better than the 
average white family of corresponqing means. 

TABLE 2 

PER CENT D1sTRIBUTION OF ToTAL FAMILY CoNSUMPTION hEMs, FOR NoRMAL NoNRELIEF 
FAMILIES IN SELECTED CoMMUNITY AND INcoME GROUrs,• BY RACE: 1935-1936 

Household Clothing 
Operation and 

Community and Hous- and Personal 
Income Race Total Food ing Furnishings Care Other 

New York 
$1 ,000-1 ,499 Negro 100.0 35.3 28.:2 II.4 10.3 14.8 

White 100.0 39.4 :25.7 II.4 8.4 15.1 
Atlanta 

$500-999 Negro 100.0 36.7 17.8 14.2 12.J 19.2 
White 100.0 39.9 16.5 17.2 ,0.5 15.8 

$1,000-1,499 Negro 100,0 31.0 16.6 14-6 14-3 23.5 
White 100,0 33.0 16.8 17,0 12.0 :21.1 

U. Soulhern Villages 
$500-999 Negro 100,0 41,2 12,4 13,0 14,2 19.2 

White 100,0 38.0 IJ.J 16.6 13.7 18.3 
Georgia and Mississippi farm 

owners and tenants, except 
croppers 
Under $500 Negro 100.0 63.0 5.4 10.5 9.8 11.3 

White 100,0 59.7 7.3 10.3 10.5 12.2 

Sourus: Adapted from U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Stud:, of_ Caru,,JMr Pur
<NUII, Urllafl Senes, Famil1_ &t,,,.dilure ,,. New York CU:,, IOJJ-J6, Bulletin No. 64J, Vol. 2, Family Ex
t,fflllilure (1939), Tabular SwnmarY, Tables 2, 3, and 4; Family Ina,,,.. orul E,ct,erulilw, ;,, Sel,aed 
SON1hen1ltrfl Cotu,, 1~.15-36, Bulletin No. 647, Vol. 2, Famil.)! &t,eftdilw• (1940), Tabular Summary, Tablea 
2, 3, and 4; and U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Home Economics, Slud:, of Caru,,mer Pwcloa,u, 
Urbaft aftd Villar• Seru,, Family J,.com, and E,ct,,,.dilwe, FiH Re1i<ms, Miscellaneous Publication No. 396, 
Part 2, Family E"t,fflllwur, (1940),_ particularly Table 40: Parm S,rie,, Family lru:om, oml E"t,mdilure, FiH 
Re1i<ms, Miscellaneous Publication No. 465, Part 2, Famuy &t,fflllitwe (1941), particularly Table 35. 

• Where there were too few white families in the sample for income groups most typical for Negro families, 
it was necessary to select higher income _sroups. Most other income groups in these communities show about 
the aame race differentials. Data for Columbia, South Carolina, and Mobile, Alabama, indicate about the 
same race differential& as thoae for Atlanta, Georjlia. 

There are many details in the data on family budgets which indicate how 
Negroes have been taught by their tradition of poverty to economize even 
more than do white families of similar economic status. To a greater extent 
than these comparable white families they do their laundry at home rather 
than send it to a commercial laundry; rarely do they hire any household 
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help; more often do they bake their own bread rather than buy it; less often 
do they purchase processed foods. They have fewer cars, washing machines, 
and vacuum cleaners than have white families in similar economic circum
stances-partly, perhaps, because it is more difficult for them to obtain 
installment credit. Most of these things mean that there is more work for 
Negro women to do in their own homes. Yet they take on gainful work, 
outside their homes, tc a much greater extent than do white women.18 

It should be mentioned, too, in this context, that expenditures for sup
port of relatives and friends are higher among Negroes than they are among 
whites even at given income levels.18 The explanation of this is simple 
enough. A Negro with an income of, say, $800 is much more likely than 
a white person with the same earning power to have relatives who are still 
worse off. 

Also it seems that urban Negroes allocate a somewhat smaller part of their 
total expenditure to basic necessities, such as food and sometimes hnusing,20 

and a greater part of it for clothing, personal care, and certain miscellaneous 
items, such as tobacco, recreation, reading, medical care, than do white 
families with similar incomes (Table 2). This may possibly be due, to some 
extent, to poor spending habits.21 There docs not seem to be any significant 
difference of this kind in rural areas, however. It must be emphasized, 
further, that the absolute amounts that most Negro families can spend on 
things other than basic necessities are extremely small.22 Most Negro 
families are much too poor to develop into real spendthrifts. 

4· BUDGET ITEMS 

This becomes even more apparent when the detailed data for various con
sumption items are inspected. Let us consider clothing. The absolute amount 
spent by nonrelicf Negro families in Atlanta with an income of less than 
$500 was only $24. Those in the income group $500-$999 spent $72, which 
was exactly the same amount as tha.t expended by white families of equal 
economic status. These two income groups, together with the relief families, 
included more than four-fifths of all "normal" Negro families in Atlanta, 
whereas almost three-fourths of the white families had incomes above this 
limit. At successive income levels, Negro outlays for clothing showed a 
somewhat more rapid increase than did corresponding expenditures in 
white families.28 Much more important is the fact that clothing expenditures 
are so restricted in these income groups in which most Negroes are con
centrated. 24 

Expenses for medical care for Atlanta Negro families with incomes under 
$500 averaged $19. For the group $500-$999 the amount was $42. When 
we know that white families having incomes of $3,000 and more, although 
a:llittt.d by sickness to a much lesser extent,• spent an average amount of 

•51e Chapter 7, Section 51 and Chapter 15, Section+-
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$253 for the same purpose, we get some idea about the tremendous health 
needs in the low-income Negro population. It has been estimated that 
adequate medical and dental care, when purchased on a group basis, can 
be had for about $25 per person per year and for about $100 for a family 
of four.211 The corresponding minimum cost for Negroes, usually buying 
such services on an individual basis and suffering from much more illness 
than the white population is, of course, much higher; it may well run into 
several hundreds of dollars per family per year. The effect of poverty, in 
the absence of cooperative organizations and of adequate public health 
provisions, means that most Negro and white low income families fail to 
get nearly as much medical care as they need. In addition, some families 
may have their finances completely upset when hit by severe disease or 
physical accidents requiring extensive medical care. There were some Negro 
and white families in Atlanta with incomes under $ 1 ,ooo, who had to spend 
$100 to $200, or even more, for medical care during the year 1935-1936.20 

Expenses for recreation and tobacco were quite small for Negro families 
in the average Negro income brackets.27 The difference in standard was even 
greater than the figures indicate, since Ne~0es had much less access than 
did whites to free public recreational facilities, like parks, libraries and so 
on.• 

One gets the same impression whatever part of the family budget one 
takes up for closer inspection. The effects of Negro poverty are apparent 
everywhere. In order to avoid too much detail we must concentrate our 
attention on the two main items: food and housing. Those are the items for 
which one would expect the racial differences in standard to be least pro
nounced. For low income people generally spend a larger part of their 
budgets on these basic necessities than do more well-to-do families; and for 
this reason, the percentage of the total Negro income used for buying food 
and housing is higher than is the corresponding percentage of the white 
income. Yet we shall find enormous racial differentials in standards even in 
respect to these items. 

5. Fooo CoNsUMPTION 

Dietary conditions are crucial. The progress of the science of nutrition 
during the last few decades has made us understand that there is a large 
difference between barely avoiding starvation and enjoying a real "health 
diet." We have in this case a more objective basis for formulating the 
requirements for a minimum standard of living than we can find in regard 
to any other major item of consumption. 

It goes without saying that there are huge differences between the diets 
of Negro and of white families. In the main, they depend on the obvious 
fact that Negroes are so much poorer than whites. In addition, however, 

• See Chapter 15, Section 5. 
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there seem to be certain interesting differences even when income is kept 
constant. One may call these latter differences "cultural," but that does not 
mean that they have nothing to do with economics. In part they may depend 
on traditions from a time when the Negro's economic conditions were dif
ferent. In part they may depend on circumstances inherent in the Negro's 
present economic status. We cannot go into this question and can only state 
the factual situation. 

For one thing, as we have already pointed out, the (l'f)erage food expendi
ture per family of ten tends to be somewhat lower for Negroes than it 
is for whites even in the same income group. This condition, of course, helps 
to make the food consumption of Negroes different from that of whites 
even at given income levels.28 The general differences for all income 
groups combined, of course, are much larger.211 

If a group has a low average consumption of milk and vegetables, it does 

TABLE 3 

Paa.CBNTAOB or NORMAL NoNREI.IEF FAMILIES WHo DuuNo A SURVEY PER.IOD OF ONE WEEK 
Ilf 1936 FAILED TO CoNsUME SPECIFIED Fooos 

Southern Atlanta, Colum-
Southern Farm Counties Villages bia and Mu bile 

Negro White 
Owners, Owners 

Family Type Tenants White and Negro White Negro White 
and Kind and Crop- Other Fami- Fami- Fami- Fami-
of Food Croppers pers Tenants lies lies lies lies 

.Ill Normal Families 
Fluid Milk 33.7 15.9 JI.1 31.1 n.3 29.0 9.3 
F.ggs 33.6 17.1 ll-4 48.6 10,1 20.1 3.8 
Fresh Fruits 66.1 47.1 33.7 51,6 10,6 27.6 5,1 
Fresh vegetables 13.6 9.0 '8.3 17.7 3.8 5.0 1.7 
Potatoes and sweet 

potatoes 48.0 29.8 26.1 43.6 IJ.J 29.2 8.9 
Large Families • 
Fluid milk 37.8 30.0 8.9 34-7 10.7 16.5 (b) 
Eggs 37,1 19.4 JJ.4 54.2 16.8 23.3 (b) 
Fresh fruit 68.7 52.4 31.3 56.9 16.8 25.1 (b) 
Fresh vegetables 15.0 8.8 5.7 13.9 2.3 4.1 (b) 
Potatoes and swL-et 

potatoes 48.1 31.8 17.3 45.8 15.3 15-4 (b) 

Sowe,: Adapted from U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Slt&dy of_ C°"'"'m,r p.,,. 
eluuu1 Uno• Taehtliall Sniu. Family &1>•ndil11res "" SeJ•a•d Cilus, 193,s-,16, Bulletin No. 6_§8, Vol. 2, 
Food 111140), Tabular Summary, Table 4; Gd U.S. De~ent of Agriculture, Bureau of Home Eeonomi~, 
COIi.ruffler p,.,c/uJsu Sludy, Urban ana V;lla11 Seriu Family Food Co111t<m/>lk1fl a11d IJo,lary Ln,l,, F'"' 
Repot11, Miscella- Publication No, 45a (1941~0, 33, and 34, and p,.,..,. Sll'ies, Family Food 
Ca11.rum1>Hotl and Dklary Lnds, F,,,. R11ions, Maace Publication No. 40.s (1941 ). Tables 48, 51 ·~~.!!· 

• Pamllits of husband and wife and three to four · udcr 16; a11d 1aznmes conslatln1 of b.ua_...., 
wife, pcbild under 16, u well u four to five othen, naardlaa of 11119. 

• Ulitl IIIOt available. , 
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not mean that every family in the group consumes the same small quanti
ties of these foodstuffs. Some use more than the average. Others have no 
regular consumption of them at all. Roughly 30 per cent of the "normal" 
Negro nonrelief families in the South did not consume any milk during a 
whole survey week in 1936 (Table 3). There was a similar proportion of 
Negro families reporting no consumption of eggs. Almost half the Negro 
farm and village families consumed no potatoes or sweet potatoes. Two
thirds of the farm Negroes, one-half of the village Negroes and over one
fourth of the city Negroes failed to cat any fresh fruit during the week. 
In rural areas there was a significant number of Negro families who did 
not get any fresh vegetables. These proportions were in many instances 
rather high for white families as well, particularly for white croppers. Yet 
in every single case Negroes were worse off. It should be recalled that all 
these percentages would be much higher and that the race differential would 
appear still more pronounced if all the low income groups had been ade
quately represented in the study. 

Such deficiencies in diet, of course, are highly dependent upon income. 
In Atlanta, Columbia, and Mobile the proportion of nonrelief Negro 
families who failed to drink any milk during the week was 43 per cent 
when the income was below $500, but 18 per cent when the income was 
$2,000-$2,999. The corresponding figures for white families were 26 and 
6 per cent, respectivcly.30 These differences seem to be rather typical; 
similar observations can be made for other foodstuffs, and other community 
groups.31 They show, however, not only that income means much, but also 
that it does not mean everything. The fact that even some families in the 
economic middle class fail to consume milk and other important protective 
foods is often due just to bad consumption habits or to ignorance. It seems 
that this particular kind of unwise consumption is especially prevalent 
among Negroes, since they tend, in every income group, to expend less for 
food than do whites. 

It is startling to find that even among large families, many of whom 
have three or more children under 16, there are many who do not have 
any regular consumption of milk, eggs, fresh fruits or potatoes. The pro
portion of such cases, at least among farm and village Negroes, is often 
higher among large than among small families. The explanation, of course, 
is simply that income does not tend to increase with the number of chil
dren. This more than offsets the fact that large families always tend to 
spend a greater proportion of their income on food than do small families.82 

Therefore, the value per meal per food-expenditure-unit ( or "average
adult") • tends to decline drastically with increased family size (Table 4). 

• The food-expenditure unit, for which we use the phrase "average-adult," is a meuure 
of the need of an average adult person. The needs of children are expressed in terms of this 
unit need for purpose~ of comparison. See footnote (a) to Table 4. 
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TABLE 4 

AvEUOE VALUE (111 CEMTs) PEI. MEAL PEI. Foou-ExPENDlT01.E-Uxrr• 111 
SMALi. AKD LAaoa Noutu No•1.111.11r F.unLJa•, •Y Lc11. 

Negro 
Owners 

Tcnant1and 
FamilyTypeb Croppers 

Small familiea 8,6 
Large families 4.9 

Southern Farm Arcaa 

White 
Croppers 

10,8 
6.8 

White 
Owners 

and Other 
Tenants 

1:2.6 
8.8 

Southern Villagea 

Negro 
Familiea 

9.7 
3.8 

White 
Families 

14-J 
8.o 

.SO,,,e~,: U.S. Dei>artment of Agriculture, Bureau of Home Economic,,, Cmu,,m.,. Pllreluuc1 Sltul31, FarM 
S,riu, l'11•il:, Food COlllllmf'Uoro a"" o..,.,, Lewu, Fir• R•11iolt1, MieceU.neoqa Publication No. 40s (1941), 
pp. 176--178, and Urba• and Villaa• Sos, FamJ:, Food Coruamf>lian and Dwtaryl Lnds, Fitl• &aions, 
J\lllace1laneowt Publiclltion No. 452 hl).f•), p. 116, 

• Penom 20 yeara or older are counted as J ,., food-e?'P.l!ftditure-unit; persona 13 to 19 years u 1.1 food
a:peuditure-unit; persons 6 to u years u o.p unit, and children undero6 years u o.6 unit, 

• Small familiea an thoN conaiatlD1 of husband and wife without children. Coucunin1 larae famlliea, 
- Table J, footnote (a). 

This is particularly true in the case of Negroes, since they usually have no 
room whatever in their family budget for the increased needs brought 
about by a large number of children. Large Negro families in Southern 
villages expended less than 4 cents per meal per "average-adult." This was 
not even half of what corresponding white families expended-, and it was 
about 60 per cent less than the figure for Negro two-person families. The 
plight of the large Negro families is only too evident. 

In the economic groups most typical for Southern Negroes,88 the majority 
of the families had diets which failed by far to meet modern "optimal" 
requirements regarding content of proteins, minerals and vitamins.Bi Half 
the Negroes studied in farm areas and villages, having a food expenditure 
of $0.69---$ r .37 per week per "average-adult," even failed to get the energy 
value standard of 3,000 calories a day, and between one-fourth and one
fifth of them got less than 2,400 calorics-this in spite of the fact that 
Negroes are concentrated in heavy work for which the requirements are 
often much higher than is the usual standard. Conditions were decidedly 
better when food expenditures were from $1.38 to $2.07 per unit per week, 
but even in this group there were a large number of Negro and white 
families who failed to get real "health diets." 

On the lower levels-that is, in income groups and food-expenditure 
groups most typical for the Negro population-the majority of the families 
had diets which failed to meet certain even more restricted requirements 
and which, for this reason, were characterized as "poor" by the Bureau of 
Home Economics (Table 5).35 

It seems, therefore, that·we are entitled to draw this rather genc:ral but, 
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TABLE 5 

DIETS or Nol.MAL NoNR.ELIEr NEoa.o AND WHITE FAMIUES IN 
THE 5oUTHEAST CLASSIFIED BY GR.ADE; 15136-1937 • 

Food Expenditure Group, 
Income Class, Number Percentage of 

Community Group, of Families Diets Graded 
and Raceb in Sample Good Fair 

J. Families classified by weekly food value per food. 
expenditure-unit' 
$o.f}9-$1.J7 

Negro city and village families 143 0 4 
Negro farm owners, tenants, and croppers IO!! 

$1.38-$2.07 
3 17 

Negro city and village families 114 7 JO 
White city and village families 114 4 JO 
Negro farm owners, tenants, croppers 89 19 39 
White farm owners and tenants, except croppers 133 16 41 

1. Families classified by income 
$2Jo-$.f.99 

Negro city and village families I:26 14 19 
$500-$999 

Negro city and village families 145 l'l 'l'l 

White city and village families 83 l'l 37 
White farm owners and tenants, except croppers 124 45 '25 

Poor 

51/i 
Bo 

63 
66 
41 
33 

67 

66 
St 
30 

Smueu: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Home EconomiO!I, Cmu11m.,. Pureltau• S111tlv, Urba" 
a"d Villa11• Sn-ks, Family Food Cot111&fflS,lto11 and Dietary Lt11t.ls. F••• R.tgiMts, Mi-llanr.ouo Publication No. 
452 (r941)1,..PP• 55-«, and 7 r; Farm 5.,.;.,, Family Food Connmplio" and Diaary Lntls, Fm Re1iotts, Mia
cellane0119 rttblication No. 405 (r94r), pp. 83-89, IOI and ro6. 

• Diets were classified aa I""" if they failed to meet any one of the followin(I! requirements in reaard to the 
food content p,r nutrit.ion umt per day: protein 5011rams, calcium 0.45 grrun, phosphorus o.88_gram, iron 10 
milligrams, vitamin A 3,000 Intemat1onal Units, th,amin 1.0 milligram or JJJ International Onita, ascorbic 
acid JO milli~arne or 600 International Units, riboflavin o.Q milligram. They were classed ufair if thef met 
all these regu1rementa by less than a 50 per cent margin with re•poct to one or more nutrients; as 1ood ,f the 
diets contained at 1eaat 50 per cent more of each nutrient. Not even the last standard is as hinli, in every 
respect, aa tho "dietary yardstick" recommended by the Nat:onal Research Council \Now York 7'iffles [ May 
26, 1941)). The Bureau of Homo Economics, however, used a somewhat comparable atandard (the so-called 
e,ecellffll diet) which waa 100 per cent bi_gher in respect to vitamins and 50 per cent hif!her in respect to other 
nutrients than waa the/air diet. (U.S. Department of ARriculture, Miocellaneous Publication No. 452, op. cit., 
pp. 55.56.) There wore too few Negro families with such diets to warrant apecial consideration. 

b Groups with leu than 75 ~tatives in the sample are ezcluded. No income 1P"OUpin11 has been 
published for Negro farm families. Income and food-expenditure 11roups are included only in so far aa the 
sample for them colltained at leaat 75 Negro familiea. . 

• Food-ozponditure-unit is roughly equal to one person. See footnote (a) of Table 4. 

nevertheless, significant conclusion: the majority of the Negro -po-pulation 
suffers from s8'Vere malnutrition. This is true at least about the South. 
Conditions may be somewhat better in the North, for which we do not have 
any adequate information. 

6. Hous1NG CoNDITIONs 

Housing is much more than just shelter. It provides the setting for the 
whole life of the family. Indeed, whether or not any organized family 
life will be at all possible depends very much on the character of the 
house or dwelling unit. Children cannot be reared in a satisfactory manner 
if there is no place for them at home where they can play without con-
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stantly irritating the adults or being irritated by them. Over-crowding may 
keep them out of their homes more than is good for them-in fact so much 
that family controls become weak. The result is that some of the children 
become juvenile delinquents. This danger may become even more pro
nounced if there are insufficient recreational facilities in the neighborhood, 
something which is often characteristic of Negro areas.• Children in crowded 
homes usually have great difficulties in doing their home work; their 
achievements in school may suffer in consequence. The presence of boarders 
in the homes, or the "doubling up" of families in a single residence unit, 
which is much more frequent in Negro than -in white families, usually 
means that there cannot be much privacy; often it means a constant threat to 
family morals. Crowding, in general, has similar effects. In addition to the 
moral and mental health risks, there are all the obvious physical health 
hazards. 

In fact, the correlation between poor housing, on the one hand, and 
tuberculosis, venereal diseases, prostitution, juvenile delinquency, and crime, 
on the other hand, has been demonstrated so often by American experts 
that we do not have to add anything to the evidcnce,86 This point should 
be kept in mind in any evaluation of Negro family life, of Negro crime and 
of Negro sickness. 

Nothing is so obvious about the Negroes' level of living as the fact that 
most of them suffer from poor housing conditions. It is a matter of such 
common knowledge that it does not need much emphasis. We shall, there
fore, only sample the great amount of avaHable data. 

Let us consider, first, the conditions in rural areas. The South, generally, 
has the poorest housing conditions in the country.87 The Negro in every 
respect is worse off than is the white farmer. Half the white, and four out 
of five of the Negro farm homes, were made of unpainted wood. The pro
portion of houses having foundations, floors, roofs, in poor condition, 
although high for white farmers, was still higher for Negro farm families. 
One-half of the Negro farm homes in 11 Southern states had foundations 
in poor condition, and about an equal number had roofs and interior walls 
and ceilings in poor condition. More than three-fourths of the Negro farm 
houses were unscreened, and only 3 per cent of all Negro homes-as 
against 24 per cent of the white homes-had screens which were in good 
condition. The Consumer Purchases Study, although low income families 
are under-represented in its sample, shows that 10 per cent of the Negro 
farm families and over 2 per cent of the white farm families were without 
any toilet or privy of any kind. It is probable, however, that the situation 
has improved in this n:spect, since federal agencies have, during recent 
years, built a great number of farm privies in the South.38 

The rw-a]. South has the largest number of persons per residential house-
• See .Chapter 15, Section 5. 
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hold in the country. Yet the farm houses are smaller on the average than 
in any other farm region except in the Mountain states where they are just 
as small.89 This means, of course, that there is more over-crowding in the 
farm regions of the South than in any other farm region. Such over
crowding particularly hits the large families of which, in the Negro group, 
the majority seems to be more or less suffering from cramped housing 
conditions. 40 

Concerning housing conditions in Southern villages there are compara
tively few studies; yet we know that the race differentials are enormous. 
Just to take an example: more than three-fourths of the Negro village 
families in the sample for the Consumer Purchases Study were without any 
indoor water supply; the proportion of such families in the white group was 
15 per cent. Two-thirds of the large Negro village families-as against 28 
per cent of the white families-were living in homes with more than 1.5 
persons per room. 41 

Southern cities, just like Southern rural areas, have, in general, much 
worse housing conditions than other sections of the country.42 Negroes 
are much worse off than are whites both in Northern and in Southern cities. 
It even happens that nonrelit'f Negro families may suffer from certain 
specific deficiencies to a greater extent than do white relief families. Accord
ing to the National Health Survey, this was true, for instance, in respect 
to the frequency of cases where there is no private toilet for each dwelling 
unit so that two or more residential households have to share one toilet. 
In one group of Northern cities (Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, and St. 
Louis) 2 7 per cent of the Negro relief households and 2 1 per cent of the 
Negro nonrelief families were living under such conditions. The corre
sponding figures for white relief families and for white nonrclief families 
with an income of less than $ 1 ,ooo were q and II per cent, respectively. 
There were similar race differentials in other groups of Northern and 
Southern cities. The proportion of fami1ics with private inside flush toilets, 
likewise, was higher among white relief families than among Negro non
relief households.43 The sample for urban nonrelief families in the Con
sumer Purchases Study indicates similar conditions for different income 
classes.44 

These findings are certainly significant. Urban Negro housing is poorer 
than even the low income status of the Negroes would enable them to buy. 
This may be due to the fact that, at least in Southern cities and villages, 
Negroes, even at a·given income level, spend less money on housing than do 
whites. It seems, however, that there is another and even more fundamental 
cause: the artificial limitation in the choice of housing for Negroes brought 
about by residential segregation.• 

• A discu1111ion of residential segregation is given in Chapter 291 Section 3• See, also, the 
aection on housing policies (Chapter 151 Section 6). 
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The racial differential in housing accommodations for all income groups 
combined is enormous. Let us take just a few examples, picked at random, 
from recent Real Property Inventories. In Detroit 34 per cent of the 
Negro-occupied dwelling units were considered to be either unfit for use 
or in need of major repairs; the same proportion for white-occupied 
dwelling units was 6 per cent. The corresponding figures for Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania, were 73 and 14 per cent, respectively. For Norfolk, Virginia, 
they were 25 ands per cent; for Savannah, Georgia, 55 and II per cent. 
We do not have to add to this list; the differential is quite considerable in 
almost every place where there is any appreciable Negro population.'11 It 
even goes so far that the general slum problem in many cities is largely 
a Negro problem. Wherever there are Negroes in the cities, it will be 
impossible to eliminate poor housing unless Negro areas are given a signif
icant share of the attention.• 

Data from the National Health Survey (Table 6) indicate that there is 
a great race differential also in regard to crowding in urban areas. The 
situation is particularly serious in the South where the dwelling units are 
smaller. on the average, than elsewhere, at the same time as families tend 

TABLE 6 

PEJLCEHTAOE OF UJtBAN 1'AMlLIES SHOWING VAJtlOUS DEOJlEES OF CllOWDlNO, 

BY RE010N• AND RAcE: 1935-1936 

East Central South 

-- -·- --- -----· -----
Degree of Crowding Nonwhite White Nonwhite White Nonwhite White 

Percentage of Families in dwelling 
units with more than 

1.5 person per room 8.o 
2.0 or more persons per room 4.7 

3.7 
1.7 

12.9 
9.0 

5.0 
3,.l 

21.:2 

16.0 
8.3 
5.8 

So,wee: U.S. Public Health Service, Th• Ntllional lleallh Suney, roJJ-ro.¢. Bulletin No. 5, Sic~ and 
M.aical Care Series (1939), p. 10. 

• The Bastem sample include!I cities in Ma-cbuaetts, New York, Pennsylvania., and New Jersey: the 
Ceaval -pie incluclea Illinois, Ohio, Michi_.11an, Minnesota., and .Miuouri; the Southern sa.mple include• 
Vir,inia. Georp. Alabama, Louisia11&, and Teua. 

to be large. Sixteen per cent of the Negro and 6 per cent of the white house
holds in the urban South were living in dwelling units where there were 
two or more persons per room. These results are confirmed by the Real 
Property Inventories, many of which have been made in -more recent years. 
They show, furthermore, to what extent crowding is correlated with family 
size: in many cities the majority of the large Negro families is over
crowded. The fact that large families and children are the main sufferers 

• Tb.ii fact baa been considered in the federal slum clearance and low cost housing program 
1111der die auapices of the United -States Housing Authority. See Chapter 15, Section 6. 
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means that the proportion of the total population that lives under cramped 
conditions is even higher than is the percentage of crowded dwelling units
a circumstance which is often overlooked.'8 • 

We have found that Negro families in Southern cities and villages use 
a. somewhat smaller part of their total expenditure for housing than do 
white families in the same income class. This appears also when rent-paying 
families are studied separately. The situation seems to be different in New 
York, however, where Negro families in most income groups pay higher 
rentals than do whites.'7 When all income groups arc combined, urban 
Negroes are usually found to use a greater proportion of their total ex
penditures for housing than is usual in the white population. The reason, of 
course, is the fact that poor families generally have to use a larger part of 
their income for housing than do the more well-to-do families. The housing 
item in the budget seems to be particularly cumbersome in New York, 
where, according to the Consumer Purchases Study, nonrelief Negro 
families used as much as 2. 7 per cent of their total expenditure for this pur
pose, whereas the corresponding figure for white families was 22 per cent.48 

There is a general complaint among Negroes that they have to pay higher 
rents than do whites for equal housing accommodations. It is difficult to get 
any unequivocal statistical evidence on this problem, and it seems that this 
is one of the main aspects of Negro housing on which additional research 
work is needed.4° Nevertheless, we feel inclined to believe that rents are 
higher, on the average, in Negro- than in white-occupied dwelling units 
even when size and quality are equal. Most housing experts and real estate 
people who have had experience with Negro housing have made statements 
to this effect. Not only does there seem to be consensus on the matter among 
those who have studied the Negro housing problem, but there is also a good 
logical reason for it: housing segregation.• Particularly when the Negro 
population is increasing in a city, it is hard to see how this factor can fail to 
make Negro rents increase to an even greater extent than would have been 
the case if the Negroes had been free to seek accommodations wherever in 
the city they could afford to pay the rent. The fact that they are not 
wanted where they have not already been accepted must put them in an 
extremely disadvantaged position in any question of renting or of buying 
a. house. 

• Some white real estate dealers attribute the higher rent for Negroes w their careleuneaa 
and destructiveaess. From our point of view, the important thing is that they observe the 
fact of higher rents. 



CHAPTER 17 

THE MECHANICS OF ECONOMIC DISCRIMINATION AS 

A PRACTICAL PROBLEM 

........................................................................................................................................... 

I. THE PRACTICAL PROBLEM 

The picture of the economic situation of the Negro people is dark.• The 
prospects for the future-as far as we have analyzed the trends until now
are discouraging. The main practical problem must be how to open up new 
possibilities for Negroes to earn a living by their labor. 

Southern agriculture offers no such new opportunities. It is, o.n the con
trary, likely that Southern rural Negroes will continue to be pushed off the 
land and thus increase the number of job-seekers in nonagricultural pur
suits. In Northern agriculture the main trend will also be a contraction 
in the demand for labor. The segregated Negro economy will never p1•ovide 
any great number of jobs. It is on the ordinary nonfarm labor market that 
Negroes have to look for new opportunities. In the nonagricultural pur
suits, Negro job limitations, as we have found, are of four different tfpes: 

( I ) Negroes are kept out of certain industries, North as well as So ~th. 
{z) In industries where Negroes are working, they are often confi.ned 

to certain establishments, whereas other establishments are kept entir:ely 
white. . ! 

(3) In practically all industries where Negroes are accepted, they ~re 
confined to unskilled occupations and to such semi-skilled and skilled occup'a
tions as are unattractive to white workers. The main exceptions to this rule 
are in the building industry where the Negro had acquired a position durir.\g 
slavery but has been losing ground since then. , 

(4) Finally, there is a geographical segregation. Negroes in the Nortl~ 
are concentrated in a few large cities. In the Western centers there is stil.\l 
only a small number of Negro workers. Negroes are even scarcer in ttie 
small Northern and Western cities. 

• Studies on Negro labor deal almost exclusively with such industries and occupatio~ 
where Negroes have an appreciable share of the joba. The reader, for this reaaon, gets an 
exargerated impression of the numerical signific:ince of jobs open to Negroes. Therefore, 
although all such studies present a rather dark picture of actual conditions, the picture 18 
aeldom u dark aa the facts. 
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Race prejudice on the part of the whites is the usual explanation given 
for these various types of job limitations. But to relate discrimination to 
prejudice means little more than to substitute one word for another.• 
Leaving this problem aside for the moment, we may observe that race 
prejudice and discrimination, in the economic sphere, operate principally 
in three different ways: 

(I) Many white workers, even if they think that Negroes generally 
should have a fair share in the job opportunities in this country, tend to 
be opposed to Negro competition in the particular localities, industries, 
occupations, and establishments where they themselves work. 

(2) Some customers object to being served by Negroes unless the Negro 
has an apparently menial position. 

(3) Many employers believe that Negroes are inferior as workers, ex
cept for dirty, heavy, hot or otherwise unattractive work. Perhaps even 
more important is the fact that they pay much attention to the attitudes of 
both customers and white workers. 

All these conditions, in many different ways, are self-perpetuating. Let 
us, in this context, just point to one element in this circular process.h Sup
pose that an individual employer would entirely ignore the race of those 
applying for work at his shop and would consider just the individual capac
ities of the job-seekers, white or black. The fact that most other employers 
exclude Negroes means that the individual employer would have a dispro
portionate number of Negroes applying for his jobs. The rumor about his 
unusual behavior would draw Negro workers from other localities, and 
he might soon find a majority of Negroes on his labor force. The conse
quence might be that his establishment would be shunned by white labor, 
and it is not impossible that the result would be an almost all-Negro shop. 
The best he can do if he wants to favor the Negro, without having to face 
such consequences, is to fix the percentage of Negro workers; but that 
means giving up the principle of selecting Negro and white workers on an 
individual basis. 

White workers, of course, are up against the same problem, and they 
have even more reason to be concerned about it than have the employers. 
Every individual municipality, and even every state, is in a similar situation. 
Let us imagine that a certain state, by means of strongly enforced legisla
tion, would succeed in abolishing most racial discrimination in the economic 
sphere. If similar strong measures were not taken simultaneously by other 
states as well, the result would be a tremendous increase in in-migration of 
Negroes to that state. Thus, the very fact that th81'e is economic discrim
ination constitutes an added motive for ev81'y individual white group to 
maintain such discriminaiory practices. Discrimination breeds discrimination. 

• See Chapter 31 text footnote in Section 1, and Section S· 

• For certain other elements in this vicious circle, eee Section 6 of this chapter. 
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Another major general condition behind the Negro's economic plight, 
which should be mentioned in this context, is the fact that most white 
people are ignorant about the total impact of what they have done to the 
Negro in the economic field. This, of course, is not a ''primary cause,., 
either. It only explains how white people have been able to do what they 
have done without having more of a bad conscience about it. Yet the 
practical significance of it is tremendous. We frankly do not believe that 
the Negro's economic status would have been nearly as hopeless as it now 
appears to be if white people more generally realized how all specific 
economic discriminations add up, and how effectively they bar the way for 
the Negro when he attempts to better himself. 

In addition, of course, there are any number of secondary factors bol
stering discrimination: inadequate vocational and other educational facilities 
for Negroes particularly in the South; the lack of appeal to the ambition 
of the Negrc, worker, who often feels that his fate depends less on his 
individual efforts than on what white people believe about Negroes in 
general; the political impotency of the Southern Negro; high sickness 
rates among Negroes; and so on. In the circular process of cumulative 
causation many of these handicaps are themselves partly caused by the 
job limitations which keep the Negro's economic status low. 

No interests are served by attempting to brighten this sinister economic 
situation by undue optimism. The adequate response is instead to turn the 
problem around and ask the practical question: How would it be possible 
by a planned economic policy to increase Negro opportunities for employ
ment? The possibilities seem to be greatest, of course, on the Northern 
nonfarm labor market which-whether we study it by geographical regions, 
industries, or occupations-contains the largest areas where Negroes have 
yet to gain a position. Still the possibilities in the South, too, must be kept 
in mind. The South's relative "saturation" with Negro labor is largely 
artificial. It depends, in the main, o~ the fact that Negroes are confined to 
such industries and occupa~ions as are expanding only slightly or are 
regressing. Production of textiles, the largest manufacturing industry in 
the South, excludes Negroes entirely, except for certain types of secondary 
service work. Moreover, the South, up to the present war boom, showed 
a more rapid increase in industrial employment than did the rest of the 
country, but the Negro has been unable to get his proportionate share in 
this expansion. Thus, there are reasons both for defensive and for offensive 
action in the South as well as in the North. 

In this chapter we shall attempt to analyze, in more general terms and 
from this practical viewpoint,a some of the main factors which determine 
the position of the Negroes in the urban labor market. For reasons already 

• The value premises for the practical analyei1 in thia chapter have been pre1111nted in 
Chapter f, Section 3. 
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expressed, we shall give our first attention to the North. Some of the state
ments we shall make are substantiated, or, at least, illustrated, by the data 
recorded. in Chapter 13 and Appendix 6. But on many points data are 
lacking, and inferences will have to be conjectural, as they are built, to 
some extent, on impressionistic observations. 

2. THE IGNORANCE AND LACK OF CONCERN OF NORTHERN WHITES 

Even in the North the Negro is generally believed to be inferior as a 
worker. White employees often are strongly against having any Negro 
co-workers. Yet these attitudes are less general and less well entrenched in 
the North than they are in the South. Many, perhaps even most, North
erners tend to be rather uncertain and vacillating on such matters. There 
is nothing in their general ideologies which would support economic 
discrimination against Negroes. There is no racial etiquette, little emotion 
about the "social equality" issue, no white solidarity for the purpose of 
"keeping the Negro in his place."11 On the contrary, the equalitarian prin
ciples of the American Creed dominate people's opinions in the North. 
Northern states and municipalities, as we saw in Chapter 15, usually up
hold nondiscrimination in public relief as well as in politics, justice, and 
all other relations between public authorities and the citizens.b People ;,. 
the North are "against" economic discrimination as a general proposition. 
If the white Northerners had to vote on the issue, a large majority would 
probably come out for full equality of opportunities on the labor market: 
they would be in favor of making employment opportunities "independent 
of race, creed or color." The actual discrimination is, however, as we have 
seen, the rule and not the exception. 

To understand this apparent contradiction, we shall have to remember, 
first, that slight causes, when they cumulate, may have big effects; and 
second, that the whole issue is enveloped in opportune ignoranca and 
unconcernedness on the part of the whites.1 Comparatively few white 
Northerners arc actually engaged in discriminatory behavior which they 
recognize as such. The practical inference is that the social engineering 
required should have its basis in a deliberate and well-planned campaign 
of po-pular education. The education of whites is an important general 
need in the whole sphere of race relations, but the chances of success are 
much greater in the economic field than in any other.C 

There have always been efforts to improve race relations by educational 
propaganda in American churches, schools, and in the press. But compared 
to the scope of the problem, these efforts have been quantitatively insig
nificant. The Negro is usually forgotten. Moreover, the efforts on behalf 

• See Part Vll. 
• See Parts V and VI. 
• Thia ia rela.ted to the theory of the rank order in Chapter 3, Section 4. 
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of the Negro have largely been ineffective because they have been of a 
general type and have evaded practical issues. Except for the well-planned 
and efficiently carried out campaign against lynching in the South,• there 
has been, prior to the present war emergency, no example in recent times 
of a large-scale endeavor to educate the American white public in the Negro 
problem and to force it to face the practical consequences of the cherished 
general principles contained in the American Creed. 

The importance of the inculcation of the general principles of democracy 
in the American people which has been going on for so many generations, 
should not be under-rated. It is true that practical and specific issues are 
often avoided in a rather opportunistic way, so as not to disturb the con
science of the white people. The fact that ignorance and unconcernedness 
are so opportune means, of course, that additional popular education along 
more concrete lines will meet tremendous emotional resistance. But this 
resistance is not insurmountable. People are also bent upon rationality. 
Their allegiance to the ideals of the American Creed is strong and is held 
consciously. The ideals of Christianity also command their allegiance. One 
implication of their belief in the principles of democracy and Christianity 
is that they are susceptible to the more specific and practical consequences 
of these principles. There are, as we shall fi!]-d, other important trends that 
will make ignorance and unconcernedness more difficult to uphold, and that 
will press for public education in this field. Through unionization and social 
legislation the labor market is increasingly coming under the control of a 
formal regulation that will demand equality of opportunity. 

There is an observation which we shall find substantiated in every aspect 
of the Negro problem, that the ordinary white American is the more 
prejudiced, the more closely individual and personal the matter is. When 
he becomes formal and, particularly, when he acts as a citizen, he is very 
much more under the control of the equalitarian national Creed than when 
he is just an individual worker, neighbor or customer. There is often a 
similar difference between the leaders and the masses in the North. Leaders 
are confronted with the wider issues. Therefore, it is more difficult for 
them to repudiate, openly, the American ideals of equality. The private 
individual, on the other hand, seeks to pretend that his individual behavior 
is an exception which is especially motivated and which creates no long-run 
harm to Negroes. If he fails to hire Negroes in his shop, or to welcome 
them as fellow workmen, he does not mean that Negroes should not have 
any jobs, but only that they should not have jobs where his own interests 
are involved. 

Prejudice and discrimination show up devastating social effects only 
when viewed from a broader perspective. The individual, but not society, 

1 See Chapter i7, Section 4; and Chapter l9, sections on the N.A.A.C.P. and The Inter-
racial Commiaeion. ' 
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can raise the question: "Shall I take care of my neighbor?" A citizen of one 
single community can say, as a manufacturer did recently: 

Negroes here should be in the South. They should never have come to Milwaukee. 
for by so doing they have created a social problem for the city.2 

The white Northerner can feel that the Negroes ought to be in the South, 
The white urban worker can likewise feel that the Negroes should be in 
the country, and the white farmer that they should not compete for the 
land. An individual employer or a local trade union may bar Negroes from 
a particular shop and claim that the Negroes should be somewhere else. 
But on a national scale there is no "somewhere else"--unlcss it be in Africa. 
Getting employment for Negroes becomes a concern not only for them
selves but for the nation. The alternative is to let them become public 
charges. A definite policy becomes a necessity. 

When, thus, labor market conditions become the concern of the federal 
and state governments and of a gradually consolidated national labor union 
movement, the "pass the buck" mentality becomes undermined. Causes 
and effects will have to be studied, responsibilities will have to be distrib
uted and shouldered. And in this whole process, of which we are just 
seeing the beginning, a most significant thing is that the ordinary American 
follows higher ideals and is more of a responsible democrat when he votes 
as a citizen or elects workers' or employers' representatives to formal 
assemblies than when he just lives his own life as an anonymous individual. 

Also of great importance is the fact that, on the national scene, there is 
no possibility that Negroes will take over all industrial jobs. The individual 
employer or the individual group of white workers can always cite the 
excuse that they have to discriminate since everybody else does; for other
wise, as we have pointed out already, they would have to accept all compe
tent Negro workers excluded by other employers and by other groups of 
white workers. But there is no such excuse in national employment policies. 
There are 10 per cent Negroes in the population, and a little more in the 
total labor force; white workers will never be overwhelmed. By attacking 
the color bars everywhere, it is possible to minimize the change needed in 
any individual establishment if the Negro is to be completely integrated 
into the economic system. The breakdown of discrimination in one part of 
the labor market facilitates a similar change in all other parts of it. The 
vicious circle can be reversed. 

The trend toward public control of the labor market is the great hope 
for the Negro at the present time. For the Negro, it is of paramount 
importance to make the most of it. Public authority is compelled to side 
with him, in one way or another. The .objective of an educational campaign 
is to minimize prejudice-or, at least, to bring the conflict between preju
dice and ideals out into the open and to force the white citizen to take hia 
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choice. The practical objective, in the economic sphere, is to break down the 
barriers against employment of Negroes, to open up new areas for the 
Negro worker: industrial, occupational and geographical. 

3. MIGRATION POLICY 

White Northerners do not always have the Negroes with them as do 
the Southerners. Negroes are almost absent, not only from the large rural 
areas in the North, but also from most of the smaller cities. Many of the 
small cities in the North and West have an expanding economy. Together 
they constitute the most important of all community groups to which 
Negroes yet have to gain entrance.• Their potential importance, in this 
respect, is the greater, since other barriers to Negro employment will give 
way only gradually, even in the best case. Because of such barriers the larg-e 
cities in the North may soon become-or have become already-artificially 
''saturated" with Negro labor. 

But the labor market in these small cities is at present practically 
closed to the Negro. This does not mean that race prejudice is particularly 
strong in these communities. But people there have few experiences with 
Negroes, and Negroes, therefore, appear strange to them.b And enough of 
the ordinary American derogatory stereotypes about the Negroes have 
spread to them to make the Negroes slight1y suspect, both as workers and 
as citizens. Ordinary conservatism and community solidarity-which are 
more developed in the smaller cities-prevent employers from attempting 
to import Negro laborers. The local workers usually keep up a protectionist 
attitude and are against new competition. All feel vaguely that Negroes 
would be likely to cause problems-in the jobs, in the community and in 
other ways. It is always easy to check an influx of Negroes to a small all-white 
town. There is little of the anonymity that a large city provides. But since 
usually no employer ever takes the initiative in introducing Negro labor 
into such a community, and since Negroes themselves practically never try 
to get in, the white people are not .forced to face the issue. They can pre
serve a clear conscience on the matter and support legislators who follow 
the American Creed in the state capital and legislate against economic 
discrimination. 

It should not be forgotten, however, that there are many such cities, 
particularly in New England, which have a few Negroes. Usually the 

"It ia true that intra-regional migration-both white and Negro-is directed, ma.inly, 
to largt cities; most migrations to small cities probably come from the surrounding country, 
or from other small cities in the vicinity. Such are the characteristics of the unplan,utl migra
tion which we have experienced in the past. The discuasion in the text concerns a migra
tion which is ,plann•tl for the purpoae of securing additional job opportunities for Negroes. 
The degree of "saturation" with Negro labor, under such conditions, is a more important 
c:ona.ideration than the maintenance of traditional patterns. 

~ See Chapter S. 
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Negroes seem to get along fairly well and are not much discriminated 
against, at least as far as employment on the working class level is con
cerned. It is true that these scattered Negro populations have usually been 
settled there for a long time. Their presence has become part of what is 
traditional and they have en joyed for generations the excellent educational 
facilities which are ordinarily offered in such cities. They are "good 
Negroes,,-in the Northern but not in the Southern sense-educated, 
conservative, ambitious. 

It is open to speculation why Negroes have been so reluctant to move 
to the smaller Northern cities.• In any case, pa.rt of" ra-tional pla-nning to 
find new employment opportunities for Negroes must be a-n investigation 
of the possi"1lities for some portion of the Negro labor reserve to be settled 
in the sma-ller Northern cities where there are now few or no Negroes. 
Certain general principles for such a policy-which preferably should be 
the responsibility of a public employment service qualified for and inter
ested in positive job-finding1'-seem rather obvious. 

For one thing, the attempt should be made at such times and in localities 
where there is a labor shortage, so that employers would be interested and 
white workers would be less hurt by the new competition. It should under 
no circumstances be staged as an "invasion.1

' It should be recognized that 
Southern Negro migrants are usually less well suited for such a transplanta
tion to small Northern cities than are Northern Negroes.C Only individ
ually picked, well-educated, and, prderably, vocationally trained, young 
Northern Negroes could ordinarily hope to get a permanent foothold in 
such smaller communities where there is little of the protective anonymity 
of the big city. The attempt should be prepared and supported by an 
educational campaign, and local leaders in church, school, business, and 
labor should be won over to the idea. The most should be made of the 
American Creed and of the common national responsibility for the eco
nomic catastrophe threatening the Negro people. 

The task is a most difficult one. Even if fairly successful, such a policy 
of plannc-p and organized migration to the smaller Northern cities can 
only have the indirect importance of easing the unemployment situation 
in the big cities by drawing away part of its existing Negro labor reserve. 
It will not directly touch the main problem of getting the Negro out of 
the stagnating rural South. 

The small Northern cities, however, cannot accommodate more than a 
moderate proportion of unemployed and marginally employed Negroes
at least in a short time. Meanwhile, Southern Negroes will continue to go 
to the larger Northern cities and increase their supply of Negro labor of 

• Some observations on this problem were made in Chapter S. 
b See Chapter 18, Section 2. 
• See Chapter 28, Section 9. 
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a comparatively low educational level trained into attitudes an~ customs 
which are not favorable for easy adjustment to Northern city l1fe. Even 
this migration could be steered by rational planning. There may perhaps 
be some Northern and Western centers which do not have many Negroes 
but which would be tolerant of a migration of Southern Negroes. Planned 
migration could be adjusted to employment trends in various localities. 
Positive measures should be planned for directing this new labor into 
suitable employment. A program of adult education for the crude Southern 
Negro laborers coming North should be instituted to familiarize them with 
the general culture and ways of life of the North and to give them the 
rudiments of vocational training.• 

These are practical tasks for a federal employment service working in 
close collaboration with other private and public institutions for education 
and social welfare. They are of paramount importance, but until now have 
been almost entirely neglected. Even under such auspices the Negroes will 
have to watch the activity carefully through their organizations. The 
problem is not, let it be stated clearly, whether or not Negroes should 
migrate. Southern Negroes will continue to migrate under any circum
stances, and they are compelled to move out of the South in considerable 
numbers. But without direction they will migrate to localities which are 
not best suited to receive them. The problem is rather whether Negro 
migration should continue to be determined by an irrational tradition, 
which brings the Negroes haphazardly to a restricted number of places 
where the Negro population quickly outgrows the existing employment 
opportunities; or whether it should be expertly planned to cause a mini
mum of friction and human wastage and a maximU;m of labor utilization 
and human efficiency. 

4· THE REGULAR. INDUSTRIAL LABOR MARKET IN THE NORTH 

The situation in the large Northern cities where there ar~ many Negroes 
is not altogether different from that in the small Northern cities where 
there are practically no Negroes. Even in those cities in the Notth where 
there is a substantial Negro population, Negroes do not work and have 
never worked in most industrial plants. Taking on a Negro worker sets a 
precedent and will ordinarily be avoided if possible. 

Workers are usually conservative. An attempt by an employer to intro
duce Negro workers into a hitherto all-white plant will usually be met by 
more or less active resistance on the part of the workers. This resistance is 
likely to become more intense if Negroes are to get a share of the skilled 
jobs. Even a r.hange in the Negroes' position in such plants where they 
have already been accepted may cause trouble-as, for instance, if Negroes 
are promoted to higher jobs than they previously have been allowed to 

• See~Chapter 41, Section S·. 
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have, or if an attempt ~s made ~o ~reak up other segregational patterns in 
wor~rooms and cafeterias. Yet 1t 1s not impossible to overcome such diffi
culties. Much depends upon the firmness of the decision of the employers 
and upon the manner of introducing Negro workers. To spring such 
changes as a surprise on the white workers would not be advisable. But if 
Negro workers are introduced a few at a time, if they are carefully picked, 
if the leaders of the white workers are taken into confidence, and if the 
reasoru: for the action are explainc:d, then the trouble can be minimized, 
1.nd the new policy may eventually become successful-provided that the 
workers do not belong to an especially job-protectionistic and anti-Negro 
11nion, and that there is no general scarcity of employment.8 

Under ordinary circumstances, however, there are few employers who 
would take so much trouble voluntarily, just for the purpose of contributing 
to the solution of the race problem. After all, the employer's main interest 
is to run a business. To continue using white labor only is always the easier 
way out. When Negroes have managed in the past to get into Northern. 
industries and plants where they had not been allowed to work before, it 
has been due, almost always, to one of two factors: extreme scarcity of 
labor or the employers' desire t, beat white unions. For the latter purpose 
employers have often used Negroes as strike-breakers, or they have taken 
them in just to keep the labor force heterogeneous and divided, thereby 
preventing unionization. In other words, they have used Negroes in the 
same way as they were accustomed to use fresh immigrants from Europe. 

We shall discuss, subsequently. to what extent the present labor shortage 
:s heiping the Ncgro.11 We shaJl find that, until mid-1942, the Negro had 
gained much less than could have been expected. In respect to the other 
factor favoring Negro employmc:nt-strike-breaking and dividing the 
workers-it is obvious that its significance has been decreasing rapidly 
during recent years. Labor unions arc, more and more, coming into control 
of the labor market. The employers' practice of giving jobs to Negroes to 
keep the workers disunited is, therefore, vanishing. At the same time the 
American trade union movement is becoming more friendly toward Ne
groes.b Yet exclusionistic unions are still powerful; and even in that part 
of the labor market which is dominated by unions officially friendly to 
Negroes, organized labor-at least the local organizations-often resists 
introduction of Negro workers into all-white plants. 

The fact, however, is not always publicized, for often the Negro can be 
kept out without much trouble. If an establishment is a "white shop," 
Negroes generally know this. Few of them ever try to get in-and those 
few who make the attempt can tell the rest of the Negro job-seekers about 
now futile it has been. In such cases Negroes are excluded with a minimum 

• See Chapter 19. 
b See Chapter 1 s, Section 3. 
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of effort on the part of both employers and white workers. Most white 
people never think of the fact that there is a definite policy to keep the 
Negro out. The "white shop" is part of the tradition and just seems 
''natural." The issue is not faced. The color bar, although as real as it can 
be, is almost invisible. 

For these reasons it frequently occurs that Negroes are denied entrance 
to entire industries without anybody feeling much of a bad conscience about 
it. On the contrary, it may even happen that employers and union leaders 
exclude the Negro just because they have a conscience. It is an established 
custom in the South to take Negroes in and let them work under a system 
of more or less complete segregation; confining them to special jobs and 
special departments; denying them promotion; giving them separate eating 
rooms, toilets and water fountains. But such a system of consistent segre
gation and discrimination is not considcrt!d to be right in the North, even 
though some parts of it may be accepted. In plants where there is a system 
of fixed rules governing dismissals, rehirings, and promotions based on 
age, competence, and experience, one would have to face the problem of 
either excJuding the Negro from some of these advantages-thereby 
breaking the consistency in the system-or of letting some Negroes work 
themselves up to the position of foremen over white workers. Although 
several compromises and modifications are possible and are in actual use 
in most Northern plants, none is satisfactory to the Northern conscience. 
Even the use of the same toilets or eating places by both races may bring 
trouble, particularly if there are a few Southerners in the labor force. 
Again, the employer solves his problem by excluding the Negro alto
gether. 

5. TnE PROBLEM OF VocATJONAL TRAINING 

The very fact that an exclusionist policy is established will, furthermore, 
result in a lack of properly trained Negro workers. This mechanism starts 
at the bottom of the system of trainihg Negro youths. In the North, where 
the vocational branches of the public school system are freely open without 
discrimination, the teachers and the vocational guidance agencies connected 
with the schools often advise Negro youths not to take courses in those 
fields where they will later encounter difficulties in getting apprenticeship 
and employment. This problem is of rapidly increasing significance since 
formal vocational training is more and more becoming a prerequisite for 
entering skilled occupations. 

The advisors are, like the Negro youths themselves, placed in a difficult 
dilemma. It must seem unrealistic and even dangerous to the future of 
young Negroes to encourage them to take vocational training in fields 
where they will be barred later. On the other hand, to avoid such training 
means to accept and fortify the exclusionist system, since then no Negroes 
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will ever be equipped to challenge it. If the white persons responsible for 
vocational guidance are themselves just a little bit prejudiced, this will 
strengthen their inclination to discourage Negro youths from entering 
these vocations. At the same time, they can have good consciences and tell 
themselves and others that they are absolutely unprejudiced and are acting 
solely in the best interests of Negro youths. It is not their task to reform 
American society but to give individual guidance. I have seen this particular 
vicious circle in operation everywhere north of the Mason-Dixon line.• 

6. THE SELF-PERPETUATING COLOR BAR 

The vicious circle of job restrictions, poverty, and all that follows with it 
tends to fix the tradition that Negroes should be kept out of good jobs and 
held down in unskilled, dirty, hot or otherwise undesirable work. Resi
dential segregation and segregation at places of work hinder whites from 
having personal acquaintance with Negroes and recognizing that Negroes 
are much like themselves. In the eyes of white workers the Negroes easily 
come to appear "different," as a "low grade people," and it becomes a 
matter of social prestige not to work under conditions of equality with 
them. The fact that Negroes actually work almost only in menial tasks 
makes it more natural to look upon them in this way. The occupations they 
work in tend to become dcclasse. 

When once the white workers' desires for social prestige become mobi
lized against the Negroes in this way, when they have come to look upon 
Negroes as different from themselves and consequently do not feel a com
mon labor solidarity with them, "economic interests" also will back up 
discrimination. By excluding Negroes from the competition for jobs, the 
white workers can decrease the supply of labor in the market, hold up 
wages and secure employment for themselves. To give white workers a 
monopoly on all promotions is, of course, to give them a vested interest in 
job segregation. 

Negroes, on their side, have to try to utilize every opening, even if it 
means working for lower wages or under inferior working conditions. The 
abundance of Negro labor, kept idle because of exclusionist policies, must 
always be feared by white workers. If given the chance, Negroes will 
accept positions as "sweatshop" competitors-something which cannot fail 
to increase the resentment of the white wage earners. Sometimes they 
may even work as "scabs" and so white workers get extra justification for 
the feeling that Negroes represent a danger of "unfair competition." The 
Negroes react by being suspicious of the white workers and their unions. 
For this reason, they are sometimes "poor union material" even if white 

• For information on vocational training under the present war production program, see 
Chapter 19, Section 3. 
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workers choose to let them in on a basis of equality. White union members 
then resent the "ingratitude" of the Negroes. 

The racial beliefs are conveniently at hand to rationalize prejudice and 
discriminatory practices. The whole complex of stereotypes, maintained by 
limited contacts, is an element in the vicious circle that perpetuates eco
nomic discrimination.a With some difficulty, white people might be taught 
that there are all kinds of Negroes as there are all kinds of whites, some 
good and some bad, and that many-not just a few-individual Negroes 
are better than many whites. But here the separation between the two 
groups works strongly against the Negroes. Anyone having to fill a position 
or a job, having to select a fellow worker at his bench, or a neighbor in the 
district where he lives, by just drawing a white or a Negro man without 
knowing anything in particular about him personally, will feel that, in all 
prudence, he has a better chance to get the more congenial and more 
capable man if he selects the white. Here the stereotyped concept of the 
average Negro as it exists in the Northern white man's mind works as an 
economic bias against the Negro. 

7. A PosrnoN OF "INDIFFERENT EQUILIBRIUM" 

There is a tremendous initial resistance to overcome when attempting to 
place even superior Negro labor in a plant where Negroes did not work 
formerly. Negro labor is often superior to the white man's expectation, 
partly because the thinking in averages and stereotypes makes him under. 
estimate the individual Negro. Moreover, the fact that Negroes have 
greater difficulties than do whites in securing any kind of employment 
renders it probable that there is a greater proportion of capable workers in 
the Negro than there is in the white unemployed labor reserve. Employers 
who do employ Negroes, therefore, often get a higher appreciation of 
them as workers than employers who do not. b The same seems to be true 
of white workers. If they actually come to work together with Negro 
workers, they come to like them better, or to dislike them less, than they 
expected to.4 

Under these circumstances, the extent to which Negroes work in 
Northern industrial plants is determined not as a stable equilibrium, of 
the type usually thought of in economic and sociological theory, but as an 
"indifferent equilibrium," like the one when a cylinder rolls on a horizontal 
surface and can come to rest in one position as well as in another." Thers 
are tremendous elements of inertia which resist the introduction of Negro 
labor whers there has previously been none. If they get in, howfJ'CJer, thtry 

• See Chapten 4 and 9, 
b In addition, of course, the fact that some employers hire Negroes may indicate by itaelf 

that they have had a higher appreciation of them to start with. 
• For .& theoretic.-11.!. diecuuion pf these types of equilibria. aee Appendix 3. 
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will have better chances of staying. It is upon this theory that the Urban 
League works when trying to sell Negro labor to employers and unions, 
although with insufficient resources and community support.• 

Our hypothesis gains plausibility when we look at the history of the 
Negro in Northern industry. The one period when-mainly due to acute 
iabor shortage-he gained entrance to new fields of employment in the 
North was during the First World War. During the 'twenties he fortified 
his position in these new fields. During the Great Depression, of course, 
he could not make any further gains. But the more remarkable thing is 
that he kept as well as he did the new positions he had won. Another 
observation which also supports our hypothesis is the great inconsistency in 
the pattern of Negro employment in the North. In most industries and 
most plants Negroes are not hired. But in some thcv are, mostly for no 
other particular reason than that they once got entr~nce because of labor 
shortage or because the employer wanted to keep out unionism. Charles 
S. Johnson summarizes a survey of the industrial status of Negroes in Los 
Angeles, California, in 1926, as follows: 

... 456 plants of widely varring chararter were reached ...• The most frequently 
encountered policy was one based upon the belief that "Negro and white workers 
will not mix." They did "mix,'' however, in over 50 of the plants studied. In certain 
plants where Mexicans were regarded as white, Negroes were not allowed to "mix" 
with them; where Mexicans were cl.1sscd as colored, Negroes not only worked with 
them but were given positions over them. In certain pl,1nts Mexicans and whites 
worked together; in some others white workers accepted Negroes and objected to 
Mexicans; still in others white workers accepted Mexicans and objected to Japanese. 
White women worked with Mexican anJ. Italian women, but refused to work with 
Negroes. Mexicans and Negroes wor.lcd under a white forcmJn; Italians and Mexi
cans under a Negro foreman .••. Because white elevator men and attendants in a 
department store disturbed the morale of the organiz.ition by constant chattering and 
flirtations with the salesgirls, Negro men w~re brought into their places and morale 
was restored, in spite of the fears that the races would not "mix."" 

Except for the presence of the Mexicans in Los Angeles, much the same 
picture of inconsistency can be reproduced from any big Northern city. 

Another element of instability-and consequently of changeability-in 
the situation is the visible interrelation between the attitudes of the em
ployers and those of the white workers. These attitudes seeni to be inter
dependent in such a manner that either one of the two parties is potentially 
able to influence the other one for the better or for the worse. Employers 
who do not like Negroes almost regularly give as one of their main reasons 
for their exclusion policy that their white labor would object.«' There are 
reasons to believe that they often ov~r-estimatc the difficulties of making 
white employees accept Negroes as fellow workers. As the employers them-

• See Chapter 39, Section 10. 
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selves by this policy are unable to get any practical experience with Negro 
workers, they often come to believe that Negroes are inferior for all but 
the most menial tasks. So long as the white labor supply is sufficient they 
see no reason to check their opinions. 

White workers, most of the time, have to ad just themselves to the policy 
of the employers. There have been few, if any, serious incidents in the 
Ford factories in Detroit, where for many years the Negroes have had a 
comparatively good position, whereas most other automobile manufacturers 
have been reluctant to give Negroes a real break because they expect that 
the white workers would resent it. The main difference in the two situations 
seems to be that Henry Ford is known to have the definite policy of letting 
the Negroes have a fair share of the jobs. The white workers just have to 
accept this if they want to keep their jobs. Even Southern-born workers, 
although they usually tend to display much more race prejudice than 
others, have had to become accustomed to working with Negroes. Northern 
white workers are often said to start out with a feeling of strangeness and 
suspicion against Negroes. If they meet a firm policy from the employer, 
they change, usually quickly.7 

The large margins of indifference toward the policy of hiring Negro 
workers, and the instability within these margins, are of tremendous 
importance for the practical problem we are analyzing in this chapter. In 
the discussion of the Negro problem there is, as we shall find in many of 
its various aspects, a constant temptation to over-stress the factors of resist
ance to change, and the literature is visibly tainted by this bias in the 
service of the "do nothing" attitude. In the economic field, the depression 
of the 'thirties has given greater plausibility to this bias. Large-scale unem
ployment has a tendency to check: the trend toward improved race relations 
in the labor market. One of the main reasons why even in the present war 
boom Negroes so far have gained little ground•-and much less than 
during the First World War-is that the boom started with much white 
unemployment. In latter phases of the war boom, the instability discussed 
in this section might come to be of .greatest importance, particularly if it 
be utilized by a well-planned policy directed toward mitigating economic 
discrimination. Generally speaking, it is safe to predict that any policy to 
secure and defend a place for the Negroes in the Northern industrial labor 
market will depend for its success on the possibility of keeping the general 
unemployment level low. 

8. IN THE SOUTH 

These observations have all referred to the North. The situation in the 
South is not entirely different, but there are certain significant dissimilar
ities, some advantageous and some disadvantageous. The factor of ignorance 

• See Chapter 1 9• 
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and unconcernedness is important in the South, too. Many white Southern
ers would undoubtedly give their backing to positive measure to preserve 
a place for the Negro if they knew more accurately about his plight and 
about the unfavorable trends. But there is in the South an entrenched and 
widespread popular theory that the Negro should be held down in his 
"place." Discrimination in justice, politics, education, and public service 
creates an atmosphere in which economic discrimination becomes natural 
or even necessary in order to prevent "social equality." 

On the other hand, there arc, in the South, many people in the white 
upper class who feel, as a matter of tradition, that the whites should "look 
out for" and "take care of" their Negroes. As there are fewer and fewer 
personal ties between upper class whites and Negroes and the isolation 
between the two groups is growing,• this factor is becoming less and less 
important as a protection of Negro employment opportunities. 

The mere fact that there are many more Negroes in the South makes 
them less strange to white people. The white Southerner does not react so 
much, and for such flimsy reasons, as many Northerners do, to having 
Negroes around. The employers have more experience with Negro labor 
and are often not so prejudiced against using it. The fact that they are 
seldom prepared to treat Negro and white workers on a basis of equality 
often makes it easy for them to employ Negro workers without having 
any "trouble." The workers are more accustomed in many trades to work 
with Negroes. 

The Negroes have also had a sort of protection in the traditional "Negro 
jobs." These job monopolies, however, have been largely in stagnating 
occupations and trades. As we have seen, white workers have always been 
pressing against these job monopolies. Job exclusion in all desirable and 
most undesirable jobs has, on the whole, been steadily progressing. The 
Negro's prospects in Southern industry are not promising. The very fact 
that there are so many more Negroes working there already means that 
the possibilities for expansion of Negro employment are slighter than they 
are in the North. The high natural increase of the white population in the 
South, and the likelihood that many white farmers will be pushed out of 
Southern agriculture, means that the white pressure to exclude Negroes 
from jobs will be strong even if there should be considerable industrial 
expansion. 

Particularly in the South the concentration of Negro workers in the 
unskilled jobs is dangerous for their future employment, as mechanization 
means a constantly decreased demand for unskilled labor.b Unskilled labor 
itself is changing character. Modern technical development means that 
formerly unpleasant jobs are becoming "suitable" for white workers. The 

• See Chapter 30, Section a. 
" See Chapter 13, Section a. 
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entrance of women into industry not only means that Negro labor has a 
new competitor but also intensifies the issue of ''social equality.11 All these 
trends have been going on for a long time in the South. They !ll"e bound 
to continue. Since there is so much Negro labor in the Southern labor 
market, and since the resistance against keeping Negro labor in skilled 
work and "nice" unskilled work is so strong, it is difficult to see much 
hope for the Negro in Southern industry. 



CHAPTER. I 8 

PRE-WAR LABOR MARKET CONTROLS AND THEIR 

CONSEQUENCES FOR THE NEGRO 

............................................................................................................................................ 
I. THE WAGES AND HOURS LAW AND THE DILEMMA 

OF THE MARGINAL WORKER 

During the 'thirties the danger of being a marginal worker became 
increased by social legislation intended to improve conditions on the labor 
market. The dilemma, as viewed from the Negro angle, is this: on the one 
hand, Negroes constitute a disproportionately large number of the workers 
in the nation who work under imperfect safety rules, in unclean and un
healthy shops, for long hours, and for sweatshop wages; on the other hand, 
it has largely been the availability of such jobs which has given Negroes 
any employment at all. As exploitative working conditions are gradually 
being abolished, this, of course, must benefit Negro workers most, as they 
have been exploited most-but only if they are allowed to keep their 
employment. But it has mainly been their willingness to accept low labor 
standards which has been their protection. When government steps in to 
regulate labor conditions and to enforce minimum standards, it takes away 
nearly all that is left of the old labor monopoly in the "Negro jobs." 

As low wages and sub-standard labor conditions are most prevalent in 
the South, this danger is mainly restricted to Negro labor in that region. 
When the jobs are made better, the employer becomes less eager to hire 
Negroes, and white workers become more eager to take the jobs from the 
Negroes. There is, in addition, the possibility that the policy of setting 
minimum standards might cause some jobs to disappear altogether or to 
become greatly decreased. What has earlier hindered mechanization has 
often been cheap labor. If labor gets more expensive, it is more likely to 
be economized and substituted for by machines. Also inefficient industries, 
which have hitherto existed solely by exploitation of labor, may be put out 
of business when the government sets minimum standards. These effects 
will not show up all at once." 

The most important of these laws _is the Fair Labor Standards Act of 
• The fact that these effects do not show up all at once is one of the reasons why it ii 

imposaible to give statistical evidence of the effects of social legislation upon marginal labor. 
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1938, usually called the Wages and Hours Law.1 It provides for a 
minimum wage, which was 25 cents an hour in 1938, was automatically 
increased to 30 cents in 1941 and will be 40 cents in 1945.• Industrial 
committees can institute higher wage minima for particular industries. 
Work over 40 hours a week is overtime and is to be paid at time-and-a-half 
the usual wage rate. Children under 16 may not be employed. 

The Jaw covers only persons employed in interstate commerce or in 
production of goods for interstate commerce. Since workers in agriculture 
and domestic service are excluded from the benefits of the law, it is certain 
that the coverage is much smaller for Negroes than for whites. On the 
other hand, wherever Negroes are covered, the law must affect their 
wages more often and more substantially than in the case of white workers. 
The proportion of workers with wages below the new minima has been 
much higher among Negroes than among whites. 

For the same reason, the Jaw affects the South much more than the rest 
of the cowitry, since it does not provide for any regional differentials 
regarding wage minima-not even such differentials as could be motivated 
by the differences in cost of living between the predominantly urban North 
and the largely rural South. The law will probably, in some measure, slow 
up the migration of industries to the South, which certain Southern states, 
particularly Mississippi, have cmcouraged by offering manufacturers special 
tax exemptions, free or low-priced factory lots, or even ready-built plants, 
as well as other advantages. The main selling point, however, has always 
been the cheap labor supply-incidentally, with particular emphasis on the 
fact that white workers are available-and the relative absence of trade 
wiion interference. Now, however, it seems that Southern industry will 
lose one of its main competitive advantages. This effect will increase the 
competition for jobs in the South and make the Negroes' chances for 
employment in Southern industry slimmer. 

The fact that enforcement seem~ to have been slower in the South than 
elsewhere, probably also slower for Negroes than for whites, may have 
cushioned these effects. Moreover, there is a differential between North 
and South in respect to supplementary state legislation and enforcement 
by state agencies. Only three Southern states limit women's work to 48 
hours per week, and state legislation restricting child labor is less extensive 
in the South than elsewhere.2 Still, it seems safe to conclude that Negroes 
have been affected already-positively as well as negatively. An estimate 
quoted by Dabney, to the effect that the wage regulations brought about 
already under the N.I.R.A. had thrown half a million Negroes on relief 
by 1934,• seems more definite than the complicated character of the problem 
would permit, and is in all likelihood much exaggerated. It is not possible 

• Simjlar m.inimum wages were instituted 11.Qder the National Industrial Recovery Act of 
1933, which was declared UDconatitutional in 1935. 
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to single out what part of Negro unemployment is due to the new wage 
minima. But there are some data which at least give us a notion of what 
happened and provide some support to the hypothesis that the change has 
been considerable.4 

It would appear as if the danger to the Negro's employment oppor
tunities which is implied in the Wages and Hours Law would become 
particularly marked by 1945 when the minimum wage rate is to be in
creased to 40 cents an hour. This danger, however, seems to be passing 
because the current inflationary trends will probably become intensified to 
such an extent that it is doubtful whether 40 cents, by 1945, will constitute 
a higher real minimum than 30 cents now (July, 1942). In fact, it is most 
probable that it will mean less in terms of actual purchasing power. This 
would imply that the law, unless amended, soon will become insignificant 
as "a floor for wages," and also that the negative effects of it will become 
less serious. 

Competing in importance with the Wages and Hours Law is the National 
Labor Relations Act of 1935 which forbids employe1-s to interfere with 
unions, to foster company unions, to discriminate against union members, 
and to refuse to bargain with unions representing the majority of the 
workers. It superseded similar provisions under the National Industrial 
Recovery Act of 1933. It was widely ignored by the employers until the 
Supreme Court upheld its constitutionality in a series of decisions of 1937. 
This law is the main way in which the government supports trade union
ism. The growth of the labor union movement will he discussed in later 
sections of this chapter. In this context we observe only that, in so far as 
labor unions succeed in raising wages and labor standards, this law has the 
same effect on Negro workers as does the Wages and Hours Law. 

These various policies to stamp out exploitative labor practices are both 
in line with economic progress. They all tend to speed up mechanization. 
Therefore, they are likely to create serious unemployment among Negro 
labor because it is marginal, unless strong countermeasures are taken to 
improve employment opportunities for Negroes. Such measures should 
have been part of a rationally coordinated economic policy." 

2. OTHER EcoNoMtC Poucrns 

During the period of the New Deal a system of public relief and social 
security-work relief, direct relief, categorical assistance, old age and 
survivors' benefits. unemployment compensation, workmen's compensation 
and similar programs-has been introduced or further developed for the 
support of citizens in distress. The syste~ is far f~om co~plete ~nd by n_o 
means does it guarantee that all citizens m great distress will rec~1ve pu~hc 
assistance. As shown in Chapter 15, Negroes get fewer benefits, m relation 

• Concerning federal government policies during the war boom, see Chapter 19, Section 3. 
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to their needs, than do whites. Nevertheless, since they are so much poorer 
than whites, their representation on the relief rolls usually exceeds their 
proportion in the population. 

These programs must also have had important effects on supply and 
demand in the labor market. They must have made it easier for old people 
and women to stay off the labor market and thus decrease a labor supply 
which was already much too heavy for the market.• Thus they must have 
tended to make the competition for jobs less desperate in times of unem
ployment. They also lighten the labor supply because sometimes benefits 
are higher than ordinary wages. This cannot be helped, for, owing to the 
extremely wide variation in wage rates and frequent under-employment, 
the only alternative would be to keep all benefits below adequate standards. 
It is certain, anyway, that it happens much more frequently to the Negro 
than to the white clientele. 

Public relief and social security have had other purposes, and their 
effects in keeping away marginal white and Negro labor from the labor 
market have been more or less incidental, even if not unimportant. On the 
other hand, those programs must also have had a cumulative effect in 
strengthening the bargaining power of labor. This, in its turn, must tend 
to push up wages and improve other labor conditions, which again tend 
to make the employment prospects for the marginal Negro labor less 
favorable. 

Prior to the present war boom few attempts were made by public 
agencies to take positive measures in order to secure job opportunities for 
Negroes. The Public Works Administration and the United States Hous
ing Authority did try to reserve jobs for Negroes in their construction 
work. Otherwise, no employment policy for Negroes and other similar 
groups was even discussed much. The Employment Service, which experi
enced a rapid development under the New Deal, is potentially a powerful 
instrument for dealing with problems of this kind. But, almost until the 
time when this country became involved in the War, little, if any, such 
use was made of it. The usual procedure in this country, as in most other 
lands, has just been to meet the requirements of the employers. If they 
want white labor, they get it. If they want Negro labor, they get that. 
Few employment offices have made any substantial attempts to do more 
than this one-sided type of employers' agency work-that is, they had not 
actually tried to "sell" unemployed labor:1 And it is probable that even 
less has been done for Negroes than for whites until the present war 
emergency changed the situation to a limited extent.b 

Nevertheless, it seems that a Jong-range development in this direction 
is to be expected. The Employment Service is the natural starting point 

• See Chapter 13, Sections 9 and 10. 
11 See Chapter 19. · 
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in any vocational rehabilitation work. It is equally natural that it should 
go in for educational work among employers who show a tendency to 
:-eject certain kinds of potentially useful labor-and if need be, also among 
white workers who are against letting Negro labor get an adequate share 
of the jobs. Because of the institution of large-scale public assistance in 
this country, the government nowadays has even a fiscal interest in the 
welfare of the Negro. It seems unlikely that the alternative of letting most 
Negroes become habitual relief recipients will be permanently accepted. 

3. LABOR UNIONS AND THE NEGRO 

The increasing power of the labor unions, and particularly their rising 
importance for unskilled and semi-skilled workers, is to the Negroes one 
of the most significant of all recent changes in the institutional framework 
of the American economy. Their past experiences with trade unions have 
been none too good in most cases. The recent development, however, 
seems to offer some hope. There is now an increased number of strong 
unions in which Negroes are included on a basis of equality or near
equality. The principal gains, of course, are just that Negroes have more 
protection in so far as they have been admitted into these industries. In 
addition, it is of great significance that these more liberal unions usually 
can be expected to cooperate, or at least to refrain from energetic resist
ance, when some other party-the employers or the government-wants 
to break certain occupational barriers against Negroes. Some of them have 
actually rendered positive assistance in making room for the Negro in 
plants and occupations where formerly they had not been allowed to work. 
Such attempts, however, have occurred, for the most part, during the 
present war boom, when the abundance of employment opportunities made 
Negro competition less objectionable to the white worker. Even so, they 
do not seem to have been significant from a quantitative viewpoint, but 
they may inaugurate an important change in union policy.• 

There are grave risks, as well, in the increased union power. A greatly 
strengthened union movement holding the power over employment might, 
if dominated by monopolistic and prejudiced white workers, finally define 
the Negro's "place" as outside industrial employment. The post-war unem
ployment crisis will probably intensify job monopolistic tendencies on the 
part of white workers. Union leaders who want to protect the Negro's 
rights may have to face serious rebellions. Weighing the various factors, 
however, we are inclined to believe that the growth of unionism will in 
the long run favor the Negro. We have two main reasons· for thi_s _bel~ef. 
One is the observation that to exclude one group from full partmpat1on 
in the union movement-and from an equitable share in its positive results 
-is to put a weapon into the hands of the enemies of trade unionism which 

• Sec Chapter 19. 
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they will know how to use. The American union movement, if it wants to 
become strong, must be based on a still largely absent, but gradually 
devdoping, labor class solidarity, which must be all-inclusive. The declin
ing relative significance of the craft union spirit can be regarded as a first 
stage of such a development. The other reason is that the labor market 
and its organization will in all probability be subject to more government 
control, and the national administration will be forced to attempt to defend 
a place for the Negro in the labor market against exclusionistic and segre
gational practices by unions. 

When pondering this whole problem, it should be made clear that this 
is not the first time it has looked as if organized labor definitely were on 
the move away from discriminatory practices. Time and again, in the 
history of American trade unions, there have been attempts to build a 
labor movement on the basis of workers' equality and solidarity, but so 
far these attempts, except in a few instances, have proved futile.8 

The fact that the American Federation of Labor as such is officially 
against racial discrimination does not mean much. The Federation has 
never done anything to check racial discrimination exercised by its member 
organizations.7 

There is no doubt that the rise in industrial unionism has increased the 
number of unions which do not discriminate against Negroes. The old 
unions of this group, like the United Mine Workers' Union and the Inter
national Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, have grown stronger, and new 
ones, like the United Steel Workers' Union and the United Automobile, 
Aircraft, and Agricultural Implement Workers' Union, have been added 
to the list. When the C.1.0. organized the mass production industries, it 
followed the principle that Negroes should be organized together with 
whites, wherever Negroes were working before unionization. Some of the 
new unions, as previously stated, have recently taken positive measures 
to give Negroes opportunities to \\;Ork in occupations where they have not 
been working before and to defend more equality for them in job advance
ment. 

It is understandable, for several reasons, that these attempts so far have 
not been significant from a quantitative viewpoint. The rank-and-file 
members, the majority of whom have only recently become organized, are 
often biased against Negro fellow workers. Many employers have been 
rather noncooperative in increasing the range of employment opportunities 
for Negroes. The Negro workers themselves often have difficulties in 
overcoming their old suspicions. And the leaders have had to put their 
main efforts into the work of building up the new unions. The time has 
been too short to bring about fundamental changes in industrial race rela
tions., The observer finds that the leaders of the •new unions are usually 
mud?, more broad-minded and less prejudiced than the average run of 
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white union workers. Many of the new unions have made a courageous 
start in workers' education and an important element of this education is 
to spread the principle of universal labor solidarity and to combat race 
prejudice. 

Still there is much uncertainty in the present situation. The Negro 
workers have made a gain from the unionization of the mass production 
industries by becoming included in more unions. They have probably also 
profited from the very split of the American labor movement into the 
C.I.O. and the A.F. of L., whereby most of the progressive forces have 
been concentrated in one group, and both groups have been forced to 
compete for membership. This split cannot exist forever. Unity, when it 
comes, may be gained at the expense of the Negro.11 This may be apes
simistic view, but it is worth considering. 

The uncertainty in the situation is further enhanced by the fact that the 
Negro is really a precarious issue for the American trade unions. He can 
be used against them in a number of ways. If the unions do take the 
Negroes in and treat them as equals, employers often find it advantageous 
to appeal to the race prejudice of the general public and of the white 
workers themselves. This has happened many times, particularly in the 
South. Racial equality is one of the standing charges against the Southern 
Tenant Farmers' Union. On the other hand, if unions exclude Negroes or 
otherwise discriminate against them, it may be hard to convince the 
American public, especially in the North, of their consistent democratic 
ideology. One can gain much support from the general public by fighting 
persistently for the underdog. But a fight for all underdog groups, save 
the one most in need of being fought for, can hardly bring the same 
response. It is not that Americans, even outside the South, are so much 
concerned about the welfare of the Negro. But they are concerned about 
the integrity and honesty of those who present themselves as advocates 
of social and economic equality. As we have pointed out, the Northern 
whites are "against" economic discrimination as a general proposition, that 
is, when it does not concern themselves. And even if the general public 
would fail to react in this way on its own account, it is always open to 
enemies of unionism to publicize the racial discrimination in trade unions. 
Such a possibility, of course, is all to the good from the Negro's viewpoint. 
Still, it adds to the embarrassment of the union movement. 

4. A WEAK MovEMENT GETTING STRONG PowERS 

All these difficulties must be seen against the background of the fact 
that American trade unionism, in spite of its age and recent progress, is 
still a comparativdy weak movemen_t. Basically, it is this weakness that 
endangers the Negro's position. At the same time, the weakness depends 
partly on the presence of the Negro worker. 
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In 1939, labor unions had only around 8,500,000 members-and this in 
spite of the fact that they had trebled their membership since 1933.• The 
total labor force of nonagricultural wage earners and salaried workers 
outside the unions must have amounted to some 36 millions. The member
ship figures have gone up and down with the business cycle in a manner 
which reveals an inherent lack of vigor. The main exception was the 
'twenties, when the business boom failed to bring about any increase in 
unionization but was rather accompanied by a regress. 

A common explanation of why the American labor movement did not 
develop more strength is that there has been strong resistance from the 
employers. American business has undoubtedly kept not only unusual 
political and social power, but also a militantly individualistic determina
tion not to share its control over labor conditions with anyone. The com
pany town, still to be found in some coal mine and textile areas of the 
South and in certain other regions as well, is t~e extreme case of employ
ers' paternalism in the nonagricultural economy. It is characterized by an 
integration of property rights, municipal administration, and police power 
that, in some measure, approaches the condition of medieval European 
feudalism. But even outside the company towns proper, important employ
ers or groups of employers have often had a power over police and court 
systems which has enabled them to check, in a rather efficient way, any 
tendencies toward unionization. And many of them have been known to 
supplement political inffuence by the use of private, armed police forces 
and strong-arm squads, often working even outside the premises of their 
plants. Big corporations, until a few years ago, hired labor spies by the 
hundreds. Many an attempt at unionization has been stopped by plain 
murder.10 Engaging in extreme practices of this kind is not typical of the 
overwhelming majority of American employers, yet so many of them, 
particularly in the South, have used some sort of intimidation that there 
has been a rather effective barrier against the progress of unionism on this 
account.11 

The resistance from the side of employers, however, is not only a cause 
of the weakness in the American trade union movement. To an extent it 
is an effect of it also. Employers in all countries have initially been hostile 
to labor unions, and everywhere the police and the courts have to an extent 
been utilized to strangle a developing union movement at the outset. But 
as the movement developed strength in the face of all difficulties, both the 
public authorities and the employers had soon to accept the new order in 
the labor market. The singularity in the American case is only that the 
relative laxity of the administration of laws in this country made the police 
and courts more obedient to the employers' interests and allowed the 
employers to take the law into their own hands much more than in com
parable countries. Further, the labor movement actually had less momen-
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tum and for decades did not get strong enough to command respect from 
the public authorities and the employers. This view becomes strengthened 
when we witness how the employers' resistance is vanis~ing as the unions 
are becoming stronger. 

The readiness shown by many American unions to use violence and 
other extra-legal measures themselves is also a sign of weakness. In dis
cussing labor tactics with American union members, the observer often 
becomes shocked to find how natural it appears to them to take the law 
into their own hands when they get into a labor conflict. This characteristic 
can, of course, be partly explained as a sort of retaliation. The whole 
atmosphere around labor strife and collective bargaining in America is 
tainted by a tradition of illegality, and the employers must be blamed for 
a good part of this. But again, more fundamentally, this trait is an indica
tion of weakness on the part of trade unionism. Strong and well-established 
unions do not need to fear illegal methods and still less to resort to such 
methods themselves. The insistence on the part of some American unions 
on the rule of the "union shop"• according to which the worker must 
become a member in good standing of a union in order to keep his job, is 
also more understandable as an indication of organizational weakness. A 
strong union movement does not need to be provided with such pressures.b 

All those other excellent reasons with which some American unions, 
particularly among those organized along craft lines, provide the labor
baiters-job monopolism and nepotism, exploitative entrance fees, "closed 
unions," petty jurisdictional fights, boss rule, even corruption and racketeer
ing-also are nothing more than signs of organizational weakness. They 
imply that the common worker has been hindered from coming into his 

• The "union shop," technically defined, is one in which the worker, after he is hired 
by the employer, must join the union to retain the job. The ccunion shop" is fairly wide
spread and is the goal of most American unions. The "closed shop," technically defined, is 
one in which the worker is selected by the union, and not by the employer, from its own 
membership. The closed shop haa now practically disappeared, and is the goal of only a 
few reactionary unions. The "closed union" is a union which tries to limit its membership 
so as to keep a monopoly of the jobs for its members. The closed union usually occurs in 
conjunction with the closed shop. The closed union is characteristic of a large number of 
A.F. of L. unions, but it is not the goal of many other unions. The union shop, the closed 
shop, and the closed union are all signs of the weakness of the American labor movement. 
For the early stages of organization, however, the union shop has much to commend it. 

b One important corollary of this, incidentally, is that employers no less than workers 
have an interest in getting the trade union movement securely established in America. Thia 
is true fa.r outside the field of the problems discussed in the text. Neither building contrac
tors nor government agencies will, for instance, ever be able to stamp out the monopolistic 
wage policies and the pr:ictices hampering prefabricated building materials and other labor 
saving techniques in the building- industry. But· a hundred per cent strong labor movement, 
where the majority of workers are suffering economically from the monopolistic practi :a 
of building worken, might accomplish it. 
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own as a worker, as a uruon member and as a citizen--iUld maybe has not 
cared to come into his own. Again it must be emphasized that even the most 
mature trade union movements once passed through a period when, at least 
in some degree, there were irregularities of a similar nature. Every trade 
lmion movement has, for instance, had to go through the transition from 
craft unionism to industrial unionism, and the former type always retains 
some part of the labor market. Jurisdictional fights and job monopolism exist 
everywhere, although the degree varies. So, when putting the American 
trade unions beside those of any comparable democratic country, it is 
possible to state that the glaring shortcomings of the American unions 
are mainly a matter of degree and f:tage of development. This thought is 
often expressed in America and elsewhere, that American trade unionism 
is suffering from ordinary child diseases. 

But there is an important qualification to be made to this statement. The 
American trade union movement is, as we have said, one of the oldest in 
the world. The lag in its growth may be thought of as a child disease 
become chronic. Undesirable union practices have become habitual and 
established. And, looked at from another point of view, the American trade 
union movement does not appear at all youthful with the usual faults of 
youth, but, on the contrary, has shown certain signs of senility. For one 
thing, the A.F. of L. has lacked, and is still lacking, the militant reform
ist spirit, the feeling that it is building a new world. It has not been con
vinced that it was serving economic democracy or, in any case, it has never 
convinced its membership of it. It has been fighting for petty interests. 
American business has, in this sense, always had more spirit, more of a 
feeling that it was carrying the destiny of the nation. The better unions in 
the A.F. of L. and the C.I.O. have decidedly more spirit and courage, 
and, therefore, more strictly observed principles. 

The basi& weakness of many labor unions m America has been their 
lack of democracy. The rank and file !;ave been allowed too little influence; 
they have also cared too little about retaining influence. Many of the 
widesirable practices mentioned are merely symptoms of an under
lying lack of democracy in the labor unions. It is significant both that 
there has been so relatively little workers' education in the American 
labor movement and that there is more of it in the better unions. The 
weakness of the American labor movement is only one example of a gen
eral trait in America: the weakness, until now, of organized and pro
tracted mass movements-the political passivity of the common people in 
America. We shall discuss this American cultural trait in Chapter 33 and 
relate it to the several unique and closely interrelated factors in the social 
history 0£ the nation: the heterogeneity of the lower classes during the 
long a;ntury of mass immigration, the open frontier up to the turn of the 
century,, the rapid social m6bility until the Great Depression, the individ-
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ualistic middle class ideology, and so on. We shall there also find that 
important economic changes during the last generation have laid the basis 
for a fundamental shift to greater participation and solidarity among the 
masses of people in America. As the trade unions increasingly come to 
serve workers of all kinds, including those in the mass production indus
tries, the more necessary will it be for the labor movement to embrace a 
common working class ideology rather than to remain the instrument for 
job-grabbing and group competition. 

But there are other and more specific reasons for our belief that the 
Negroes will get more consideration from the unions in the future. 
The labor union movement has recently been growing in strength 
-due largely to government support. This is, of course, itself a sign 
of weakness. A strong labor movement is usually just as much against state 
interference on the labor market as the employers are, and it can afford 
to take such an attitude because of its independent strength. The Ameri
can labor movement could not afford to reject government support; it had 
rather use its political influence to press for it. In the course of time it 
will become evident that government support is fallowed by government 
influence. 

By its own policy the American labor movement is actually provoking 
government control. Quite aside from all sorts of irregular practices
which, as long as they exist even as exceptions, are crying for public con
trol over the unions-the labor movement is forced to press for union 
shops. It is likely that the war emergency will help it to get union shop 
agreements in an increasing part of the labor market. But such power can 
be tolerated in a democratic country only if the doors to the unions are 
kept open and if democratic procedures within the unions are amply pro
tected. As the labor unions are getting stronger, the demand will become 
ever more vigorous for governmental control protecting democracy in the 
unions. The important thing, from our point of view, is that the only way 
by which the unions in the long run would be likely to protect their present 
independence would be to reform themselves quickly. Either government 
control or independent democratic control would benefit the Negroes. 

As the second alternative is less likely to become realized fast enough, 
it seems probable that not only the enemies of the labor movement but 
also its friends and, indeed, many of the organized workers themselves 
will raise the demand for government control over the unions. It is inter
esting in this context to refer to a recent article by Norman Thomas, who 
cannot be accused of being anti-labor or anti-union.12 Thomas exemplifies 
the statement that "there are grave evils in the organizational setup and 
attitude of many American labor unions and their dominant bureaucracies" 
and sees the fundamental cause in their lack of democracy. He comes out 
with the following proposal: 
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Briefly, I propose that every anion, to be entitled to recognition as the agency 
of the workers in collective bargaining (and without that recognition most unions 
would be doomed), must conform to certain minimum standards of democracy. 
Iu doors must be open to all qualified workers, regardless of race, creed, or color, 
under reasonable standards of initiation fees and dues. Next, its constitution, by-laws, 
and practices must provide for orderly elections at reasonable intervals. And finally, a 
disciplinary procedure must be set up which will protect members of the union from 
arbitrary punishment more serious than most judges and juries can impose. Possibly 
some other requirements might be laid down, for instance, with regard to votes on 
strikes, but those which I have mentioned seem to me essential.18 

If reform does not come from within the labor movement, it is likely 
that the government will take a hand, at least with respect to discrim
inatory practices. At least four states-Pennsylvania, New York, Kansas, 
and Nebraska-have in recent years been experimenting with legislation 
against racial discrimination in labor unions.14 The number of such legisla
tive attempts is increasing during the present war emergency; the federal 
government, as well, has taken certain action.8 It is probable that such 
laws will be much more effective when they become integrated into a gov
ernment program to preserve democracy and orderly procedures in the 
labor unions. 

This problem should, however, be viewed from a still wider perspec
tive. It is almost certain that the economic problems facing the govern
ment after the War will be centered around unemployment. Economic 
interferences on a huge scale are being planned to meet the post-war crisis. 
During the War the unions will probably become strengthened. Under 
these circumstances it is simply incredible that the government will under
take tremendous financial efforts to create employment and leave to the 
strengthened trade unions the power of partly sabotaging this policy. If 
unemployment becomes concentrated upon Negro laborers and other 
unpopular groups, which is quite p1mbable, the government, which also 
carries the financial responsibilities for relief, can hardly abstain from 
taking efforts to hinder the unions from excluding Negroes from employ
ment. 

The Negroes themselves will demand, more strongly than ever, their 
share in all sorts of jobs, including those in skilled, clerical and profes
sional occupations. And they will demand jobs where the economy is 
expanding and where there are prospects for the future. Much depends 
upon what gains they will make-or faj} to make-during the present 
War. This War presents their first big chance since the First World War 
to gain any new footholds in industries and occupations where they have 
never worked before. Much will depend, also, on how the post-war liquida
tion crisis will be handled. These are the main problems that we have yet 
to consider. . 



CHAPTEB. I 9 

THE WAR BOOM-AND THEREAFTER 

............................................................................................................................................ 
I. THE NEGRO WAGE EARNER AND THE WAR BooM 

The present War is of tremendous importance to the Negro in all 
respects. He has seen his strategic position strengthened not only because 
of the desperate scarcity of labor but also because of a revitalization of the 
democratic Creed. a As he finds himself discriminated against in the war 
effort, he fights with new determination. He cannot allow his grievances 
to be postponed until after the War, for he knows that the War is his 
chance. If he fails now to get into new lines of work when labor is scarce, 
it means that he has missed the best opportunity he is going to have for 
years. Demobilization and liquidation of the war industries are bound to 
result in a post-war unemployment crisis. This implies, not only that there 
will be fewer jobs for everybody, but more likely than not that white 
workers are going to become even more bent on driving the Negro out of 
industry. If the Negro does not then have a recognized position, he will 
certainly not easily gain one as long as there is general unemployment. 

We shall not give an exhaustive account of Negro employment during 
the war boom. Available information on the subject is spotty, or at least 
not well organized. Moreover, the picture is changing. On the whole, 
there is a slow improvement. There is a possibility that the situation when 
this book leaves the press may be more favorable than it was during the 
first half of 1942, which is as far as our data go. 

It can be stated definitely that, until mid-1942, Negroes had not prof
ited from the war boom to the same extent as had white workers. Indeed, 
until that time the record of the Second World War was, in this respect, 
much less impressive than was that of the First World War. There has 
been no northward migration of Negroes, comparable in si-ze and signifi
cance to that which occurred at the beginning of the First World War. 
Indeed, Negro participation in the migration to war production centers, 
in both the North and the South, was for a long time extremely restricted. 1 

There is no nM.V industry or pre'Viously all-white industry where Negroes 
have made any gains of the same importance as those they made during 
the First World War in Northern iron and steel plants, shipyards,2 auto
mobile factories, slaughtering and meat-packing houses. 

• See Chapter 45. 
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Since the war boom has brought about a tremendous scarcity of labor, 
and since the available labor reserve before the boom was much greater, 
in proportion, in the Negro than in the white population, one could have 
expected that unemployment rates would fall more for Negro than for 
white workers. That, however, has not happened. On the contrary, the 
proportion of Negroes among the unemployed •workers was considerahly 
higher in the spring of 1942 than it had been two years earlier.3 

There are several reasons why the Negro has bad much less of a chance 
during this War than he had during the last War. Let us enumerate the 
principal ones :4 

( I ) When the present war boom started, there was still widespread 
unemployment. In the initial stages of war production, therefore, there 
were large numbers of white workers available.6 

(2) There is now in the North a much more well-organized resistance 
to accepting Negroes than was the case during the First World War. 
This, in part, is due to the fact that there had been much unemployment 
for about ten years, making white workers more watchful against letting 
jobs get away from them. Also, the Negro is no longer a new phenom
!non in Northern industries; Northern white workers in so far as they 
are not under the effective influence of certain C.l.O. unions have had a 
chance to set their minds more definitely against him. Southern-born 
workers in Northern industries have helped to bring about this change in 
attitude; the Ku Klux Klan has been active in several Northern places. 
This is especially true in Detroit, which has an unusually large number 
of Southern-born workers.6 

(3) Since employers nowadays to a great extent have accepted trade 
unions as bargaining agents, their need of the Negro as an ally in the fight 
against unions is much smaller than it was formerly. 

(4) The need for unskilled labor, as previously mentioned, is relatively 
much smaller than it was during the First World War. This factor is 
highly significant. For, although the Negro has made several noteworthy 
"strategic gains" in skilled occupations, those gains, so far, have been 
rather unimportant from a quantitative point of view. It is not certain 
that he has improved, or even maintained, his relative position in the 
skilled labor force.7 We know that the Negro has been grossly under
repesented in the vocational training program for war workers that haJ 
been organized by the government.• 

It must be considered, further, that the South, as was the case during 
the First World War, has received much less than a-proportionate share 

. of the war contracts. Although the South has almost one-third of the total 
population of the country, less than one-fifth of the total value of all war 

···~ply and facility contr~ and allocations assigned within the United 
· ·, • See Section 3 o:f this chapter 
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States during the period from June, 1940, through May, 1942., were placed 
in the South.8 The reason, of course, is that heavy industries are Jess well 
.represented below the Mason-Dixon line than they are in certain other 
parts of the country. The resuJt for the Negro is that, even jf he were not · 
discriminated against, he could not get his full share in the war jobs, 
except by moving North. 

In spite of all these limitations, it is obvious that the War has brought 
about a considerable increase in Negro employment, reckoned in absolute 
figures. Also, it seel'J"s that the situation has improved somewhat as the 
war boom has gone on. Still further improvements can be expected since 
there will be additional increases in the demand for labor at the same time 
as more men of working age will leave the labor market for the armed 
forces. Women and Negroes now constitute almost all of the available 
labor reserve. This, together with the increased pressure from the gov
ernment, may cause a certain change in the situation. 

The subsequent analysis of certain specific aspects of the war boom will 
substantiate further the conclusions already drawn. 

2. A CLOSER Vrnw 

The war boom is not a result of armament production alone. In addi
tion, there has been tremendous construction work in camps and war pro
duction centers. Then, too, there have been substantial secondary booms 
in consumption and service industries, transportation and production of 
raw materials. 

It is probable thilt, so far, the main Negro gains have been in those 
industries in the last category, where they were already well entrenched 
before the War. It is not only the expansion by itself which has given 
them increased employment opportunities in such lines of work; there is 
also the fact that these industries, generally, are characterized by low 
wages and other "disutility factors" which cause an outflow of white labor 
to armament plants. There is an increased demand for Negro labor in 
Southern agriculture. The Negro domestic has more of a chance when 
white girls go to factories. There is more work for Negroes in other serv
ice occupations (janitors, elevator operators). Many garages, automobile 
repair shops, and truck owners, in so far as they have not been forced to 
cut down their business because of gasoline and rubber shortage, have had 
to substitute Negro workers for white mechanics and drivers. The readi
ness to hire Negroes as porters and helpers in stores must have increased. 
There arc more jobs for Negroes in production of lumber, coal, and tur
pentine, in tobacco manufacturing, in longshore work and in railroad 
transportation. These gains, however, are of little strategic significance. In 
none of these industries has the Negro been able to gain any substantial 
foothold in occupations higher than those in which he worked before. In 
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New York City, and possibly in other places, there are some commercial 
establishments, even outside of the Negro neighborhoods, which have 
started to use some Negro clerical assistance; but such cases are quite excep-

. tional.9 
In the construction industry, as well, there have been substantial gains 

in Negro employment, particularly in unskilled occupations, in the trowel 
trades and in carpentry. The Negro skilled worker in building construc
tion was almost on his way out during the Great Depression but now he 
seems to have gotten a new opportunity. Yet Negroes have not shared 
equitably with the white workers in this construction boom. Particularly 
during the early stages of the war expansion, Negroes, as we have found, 
were grossly under-represented among the in-migrants to defense centers 
where much of the new construction work has been concentrated. Although 
some of the skilled crafts have relaxed their exclusionistic practices some
what-partly due to government pressure, and in many cases only by 
granting temporary work permits without taking the Negroes into the 
unions--there are others which still try to keep the Negroes out.10 

Let us turn now to production of war goods. Certain employment serv
ice data suggest that during the early stages of the war boom the Negro 
was virtually excluded from most armament indu.rtries. In October, 1940, 
only 5 .4 per cent of all Employment Service placements in 20 selected 
defense industries ( airplanes, automobiles, ships, machinery, iron, steel, 
chemicals, and so on) were nonwhite, and this proportion had, by April, 
1941, declined to 2.5 per cent.11 In September, 1941, it was ascertained 
that the great bulk of the war plants did not have any Negroes at all 
among their workers. About one-half of the anticipated further expansion 
was to occur in plants where the managements said that they would not 
hire any Negroes in the future either. This is the more astounding in view 
of the fact that such a declaration meant an open defiance of the Presi
dent's Order of June 25, 1941, about abolishment of discriminatory prac 
tices in all defense work.12 

The quantitative improvement which has occurred since the autumn of 
1941 may concern only the absolute numbers of Negro workers in war 
production. At least, there is no indication that there has been an increase 
in the proportion of Negroes in armament plants; there may have been a 
decline.18 This must be strongly emphasized, for in the current discussion 
there has often been a tendency to enumerate Negro employment gains 
without giving due consideration to the fact that white employment, in 
many -instances, has increased to an even greater extent. 

Conditions are different in different lines of war production. Moreover, 
they change from one region to another and from one plant to another 
within any given industry. There are cases when even the relative posi
tion of the Negro worker has been improved. Shipyards constitute the 
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leading Negro-employing war industry. Many of them are hiring an 
increased proportion of Negro workers and have widened the occupa
tional range for Negro employees. Some yards use Negroes in all occupa
tions except professional and clerical. Nevertheless, as late as May, 1942., 
most shipyards still used Negroes almost solely in unskilled jobs. By and 
large, private yards are more restrictive than are Navy yards and Southern 
yards are less willing to hire Negro workers at higher occupational levels 
than are Northern yards, but there were several exceptions to this rule. 
In Miami, Florida, it has been impossible to use Negroes in skilled and 
semi-skilled work, since there is a city ordinance forbidding their employ
ment in such occupations outside of the Negro section.14 

There is an increase in Negro employment in the ordnance industry as 
well, although it is not proportionate to the general expansion. A few 
plants are using Negroes in all kinds of skilled occupations, but the gen
eral pattern is to keep the Negro down at the bottom of the occupational 
hierarchy. Again Southern establishments are more bent on keeping the 
Negroes down than are Northern plants; Army-owned factories tend to 
be more liberal than private factories.111 

It is reported that the Negro has recently gained in the automobile 
industry-or rather in those plants which used to constitute the Ameri
can automobile industry-although it is not known whether the propor
tion of Negro workers, as well as the absolute number, has increased. 
The conversion to war production brought about certain problems. 
Employment dropped off temporarily when production of passenger caIT
for civilian consumption was restricted, during the winter of 1941-1942. 
The Negro skilled workers, most of whom used to work in foundries 
faced a rather critical situation, since little foundry work is needed in air 
craft production. Some can still be used in tank and truck plants, however. 
The rest have enjoyed much protection from the United Automobile, 
Aircraft and Agricultural Implement Workers' Union and from the gov
ernment.18 

Owing to this protection, the Negro automobile worker has been able 
to enter skilled occupations where he previously has had little or no rep
resentation; it is not certain, however, that this protection in actual prac
tice has been as complete for Negro as it has been for white workers. 
Newly organized rank-and-file members of the union have shown some 
opposition to the introduction of Negro workers in plants and occupations 
where they had not worked earlier. During the winter of 1941-1942 and 
until the summer of 1942 a few "spontaneous" sit-down strikes occurred 
in certain plants (Hudson, Packard, Dodge and others). In every case 
the union leadership immediately went into action, and these "wild-cat 
strikes" were called off within a day or two-sometimes even within a few 
hours.17 
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The "original" aircraft plants, on the other hand, present a much less 
encouraging picture. To be sure, several of them have opened their doon 
to the Negro worker largely because of the activities of the President's 
Committee on Fair Employment Practice.• Yet shortly before mid-1942 
only about 5,000 Negroes, constituting between I or 2 per cent of the 
total, were employed in airplane production.18 Since this figure includes 
those employed by automobile factories which had gone into airplane 
manufacturing, the net gain for the Negro seems to be rather insignificant. 

J. GovERNMENT PoucY 1.N REGARD To THE N:rmao IN WAR 
PRODUCTION 

The failure to let the Negro participate fully in war production has 
not gone unnoticed. Obviously it has embittered the Negroes, and being 
better organized than ever before, they have known how to protest. Both 
Negro and white groups have been giving great publicity to the matter. 
There have been a large number of reports on the subject in the daily press, 
in both the South and the North, as well as articles in national magazines, 
and pamphlets.111 Leading personalities like Wendell Willkie, Pearl Buck, 
and Eleanor Roosevelt have dealt with the problem repeatedly. This pub
licity, of course, never reached such proportions that the man in the street 
came to know about what the barring of Negroes from defense jobs really 
meant; but the better informed part of the public has some notion about it. 

Ever since the defense boom got under way, during the summer of 
1940, various attempts to straighten out the problem have been made by 
the government.20 Most of these measures, as we have seen, were rather 
ineffectual. Some of them were just gestures. Under the circumstances, 
they could not possibly appease the Negro leadership. In January, 1941, 
A. Philip Randolph, president of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Por
ters, started organizing his famous "March-on-Vilashington Movement."b 
The President, for reasons of internal and external policy, did not want 
any such protest march and talked to Randolph in June, 1941, in order 
to prevent it. Randolph, however, failed to come around until the Presi
dent agreed to sign an Executive Order "with teeth in it" abolishing dis
crimination in defense industries as well as in the federal government 
itself. An agreement to this effect was finally reached, but only a few days 
before the date of the march. Randolph, thus, got what he wanted, and 
the march was called off.21 

The Executive Order 8802 of June 25, 1941, starts with a general 
statement to the effect that there shall be no discrimination in the employ
ment of workers in defense industries or in government because of "race, 
creed, color, or national origin." There is a clause to this effect in all 

a See Section 3 of this chapter. 
1 .See Chapter 39, Section i:a. 
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defense contracts. The order contains, further, a confirmation of previous 
orders about nondiscrimination in defense training programs. Finally, a 
President's Committee on Fair Employment Practice was to be set up for 
the purpose of receiving and investigating complaints of discrimination in 
violation of the order.22 

The Committee can scarcely institute any punishment for noncompli
ance. Theoretically, it could recommend the cancellation of war contracts, 
but, in view of the present emergency, such a measure would hardly ever 
be considered. Its main weapons are publicity and moral pressure, and 
those weapons have been used with some success.28 No employer or trade 
union likes to appear as the defendant at one of the public hearings, a 
record of which is published by the Committee together with "findings" 
and "directives." It is obvious that only a small portion of all offending 
employers and unions can be reached, since the staff of the Committee, so 
far, has been small.24 Yet the Committee has shown that it means busi
ness, and that it is not willing to accept a token employment of a few 
Negroes in custodial and other menial jobs as evidence of nondiscrimina
tion. 

There are numerous reports about airplane plants and other previously 
exclusionistic establishments which have opened their doors to the Negro 
worker. Some of these gains have a highly strategic value, in that Negro 
workers have been placed in occupations where they have never worked 
before. It is hard to say, however, to what extent the gains are due to the 
activities of the Committee or to the increased scarcity of labor. There is 
no evidence that the Committee, as yet, has brought about any results 
which are significant from a quantitative point of view. It is not impos
sible, however, that the Committee may help to change even the "statis
tical" picture in the future. In the first place, it was only during the winter 
1941-1942 that the Committee established itself in the general consciousness 
of the employers and the unions. Prestige and publicity have their effective
ness over a period of time, and not all at once.• Second, Negroes and women 
constitute an increasingly important part of the remaining labor reserve, 
so that any further expansion in war production must mean an increased 
utilization of Negro and female labor. It is obvious, however, that large
scale results, if they are attained at all, will have to come before the peak 
in war production has been reached. 

The Executive Order and the President's Committee, directly or i11di
rectly, have had a healthy effect on some of the federal government serv
ices as well- as on private industry.25 We previously touched upon the fact 

• While thia book is in press, the F.E.P.C. has been moribund, largely because of political 
pressure from Southern politicians, and panly because the war boom ha.a sharply reduced the 
DWilber of unemployed Negroes. Whether the F.E.P.C. will ever be revived, it ia impo11iblt 
to ay. It officially remain, in existence although it has no activity. 
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that Navy yards and Army ordnance plants tend to be less exclusionistic 
than are most private establishments in the same lines of work. We also 
mentioned the abolishment of photographs from job applications in the 
federal civil service, and the increase in Negro clerical and secretarial 
employment in certain federal agencies.• The improvement, however, is 
by no means general. Brown and Leighton make the following criticism: 

The committee haJ not, as late as July I, 1942, certified to the President any 
case of job discrimination in the government itself, although, according to one mem
ber of the staff, they had found almost as many cases of discrimination in federal 
departments as in war industries.26 

Even if, at the end of the war boom, the Negro should find that he 
had gained only some "strategic" footholds in certain previously all
white occupations, the significance of this progress should not be mini
mized. "Strategic gains" means that there are so many more practical 
demonstrations of Negro performance in Jines of work where no employer 
previously tried to give the Negro worker a chance. Further, the Execu
twe Order and the President's Committee represent the most definite break 
in the tradition of federal unconcernedness about racial discrimination 
on the nonfarm labor market that has so far occurred. They represent 
something of a promise for the future. Even if the government should 
temporarily relax its control of the labor market after the War, it is quite 
possible that there will be some kind of continuation of these efforts. 

The President's Committee cooperates with the special branches for 
Negroes and for other minority groups within the War Manpower Com
mission. Some of the other federal agencies, as well, have been cooperating 
to eliminate economic discrimination. In many instances, however, the 
cooperation has left much to be desired. Two such cases need particular 
emphasis: the vocational training program and the Employment Service. 

In spite of the President's Order there is still widespread discrimination 
against the Negro in most war production training programs, even though 
some improvement has been brought about. In December, 1940, only 
1,900, or 1.6 per cent, of the trainees were Negroes in the so-called pre
employment and "refresher'> courses organized under the auspices of the 
United States Office of Education and the Employment Service. Talcing 
the whole period July 1, 1941, to April 30, 1942, Negroes still constituted 
only 4.4 per cent of all trainees enrolled in corresponding educational 
programs.27 Thus, the Negro, as yet, is still far from having a IO per 
cent representation-in spite of the fact that the need for additional train
ing is much greater among Negroes than it is among whites. This dis
crimination has been particularly pronounced in the South. In January, 
1942., for instance, there were some Southern states, like Florida and 

• See Chapter I oh Section 8. 
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Arkansas, where not a single Negro was referred to any public preemploy
ment or refresher defense course, nor to any youth work defense project.28 

Apart from the President's Committee on Fair Employment Practice, 
there is no federal agency which has been as frank in its criticism of dis
criminatory practices in war production as has the United States Employ
ment Service. We have, above, made frequent use of this official criticism. 
At the same time, the Employment Service itself has undoubtedly been 
guilty of such practices. This is the more deplorable as it has an extremely 
strategic position. 

It has happened, for instance, as late as February, 1942, that the local 
Empbyment Service office in Portsmouth, Virginia, published an adver
tisement in which available jobs were listed by race; only unskilled and 
domestic jobs were declared to be open to Negroes, whereas all clerical, 
skilled, semi-ski11cd, and even some service jobs ( e.g., waitresses) were 
reserved for whites.29 The Employment Service offices in the South, of 
course, are usually segregated. This, obviously, must facilitate discrimina
tory practices, in that the Negro branches tend to become almost exclusively 
occupied with "Negro jobs." Under such circumstances Negro officials 
of the Employment Service may become the more unable to remove dis
crimination. 80 

One reason for this state of affairs is that the Employment Service did 
not become completely federalized until January 1, 1942. The consequence 
is that the bulk of the personnel has been appointed by state governments. 
In other words, there seems to be a certain difference between, on the one 
hand, the policy of the headquarters in Washington and certain Northern 
offices and, on the other hand, that of other state and local offices, especially 
those in the South. 

So far, however, the reorganized United States Employment Service 
has not made sufficiently energetic attempts to require all the local offices 
to comply with the government policies. Some of the instructions sent out 
to state and local offices are such that, to a certain extent, they actually 
protect Employment Service officials who discriminate against Negroes 
when making referrals. The main clause in the most recent (July, 1942) 
instructions has the following formulation: 

••• it is the policy of the United States Employment Service (I) to make all refer
rals without regard to race, color, creed or national origin except when an employer's 
order includes these speciftcati&ns which the employer is not wuUng to eliminate. 
[Italics oura. J 

And further: 

Employment Service personnel will receive and record all specifications slated /ry 
1111 employer, including specifications based on race, color, creed, or national origin. 
If the employer does not incluJ11 any Jiscrimi111Jtory speeiftcation in Ms order, /Jut 
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eomtmmily cwlom or f1dJI Mring P,tMliees of IM employer inilie1111 llvll Ju 11IIIJ 
refuse Jo hire intlwitiuals of a parti&ul.ar r11&e, eolor, creed, or national origi"', th11 
employment office interviewer shall t1Scertain whetker or not he has any restrietwe 
specifications • ••• [Italics ours.) 81 

In addition, of course, there are certain other, more positive recommenda
tions.82 They cannot mean much, however. Indeed, it is hard to sec how 
field representatives specializing in race relations, who are sent out by 
the United States Employment Service, can have much to go on when dis
criminatory referrals arc endorsed in official instructions to this extent. 

Certain Northern states have taken special measures against racial dis
crimination, supplementing those of the federal government; often they 
go much further than the federal agencies. They deal not only with the 
position of Negroes and other minority groups in war industries, but also 
with the policies of the public employment service, with private employ
ment agencies, and with advertisements for workers in newspapers.• It is 
possible that these state policies will lead to substantial results sooner than 
will the rather uncoordinated work of federal agencies which, to a large 
extent, is hampered by pressure from Southern congressmen. 

There is one important social problem in war production which we have 
not yet touched upon: housing. The effort to provide shelter for the 
workers in war production areas had some difficulties to start with,83 and, 
for this reason, there is an extreme shortage of housing for Negro as well 
as for white workers adding to all other community problems brought 
about by war migration.u Nevertheless, much work has been done, even 
though it is not yet sufficient. The total number of units provided, or to be 

• New York State' can be cited as an example. Various amendments to the Civil Rights 
Law concerning economic discrimination against Negroes and othrr minority groups h.ive 
been adopted. One such a1m•ndment, of February 14, 1940, makes union discrimination a 
misdemeanor subject to fine. ThC' so-called Mahoney Amendment of April 16, 194 1, prohibits 
discrimination in defense industries. The Schwartzwald Amendment of May 6, 194z, gives 
the State Industrial Commissioner the power t"o enforce anti-discrimination legislation and to 
require submission; at regular intervals, of information, records, and reports pertinent to 
diecriminatory practices in industries. The Washburn Amendment makes discrimination in 
war induatries a misdemeanor punishable by :fine. A Committee on Discrimination in Employ
ment bu been functioning since March, 1941. It has sponsored much of the anti-discrimina,. 
tion legislation, has organized publicity on economic race problems and has put pressure 
on employers and trade unions:. In September, 19.p, the Nl'w York State Employment Service 
adopted the rule not to handle any requests from employers containing specifications as to 
race and creed. A New York City ordinance of May 9, 1942., prohibits, with some excep
tions, aclvertisements by employment agencies which restrict offers of jobs to person, of 
particular race, color or creed, and forces the agencies to keep their rerords open for 
public inspection at all times. (Sources: copies of the various anti-discrimination :\eta 
furnished by the Committee on Discrimination in Employment; "History of the Committee 
on Discrimination in Employment" [mimeographed, August 14-, 1941]; the National Aaso
claticm for the Advancement of Colored People, N.A.A.C.P, Annual Report for z9,,r1 

p. '• New York Heraltl Tri/Jan, [May 10, 194-z]; PM [May 7, 194-2.).) 
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provided, according to allotment records available as of July 3 I, I 942., 
was over 400,000, including trailers and accommodations for single persons 
in dormitories. Some 30,000, or less than 8 per cent of this total, will be 
used by Negro workers.811 The share for Negroes may seem high, in view 
of the limited participation of Negroes in war production.• Negro sections 
were, however, much more crowded to begin with than were the white 
neighborhoods. Also, private builders seldom pay any attention at all to 
the Negro's housing needs, which makes the Negro population much more 
dependent on public efforts. 

4. THE NEGRO IN THE ARMED FORCES 

The armed forces, today, constitute an important source of employment 
for Negro as well as for white men. In terms of economic value they offer 
some of the best opportunities open to many young Negro men. Food and 
clothing are excellent; the pay is higher than that in many occupations 
available to Negroes. And these conditions of employment are equal for 
Negroes and whites. A great number of poor Negroes must have raised 
their level of Jiving considerably by entering the armed forces. It may be, 
also, that service in the Army and in the Navy, in many instances, will 
have a certain educational valuc311 that will make many Negroes better 
prepared for post-war employment. 

This is the bright side of the picture. But there is a dark side. There has 
been a definite reluctance to utilize Negroes in all branches of the armed 
forces. Like white soldiers, they have been concentrated largely in the 
South, where they have met hostile community attitudes. This policy, at 
the same time, has increased the resentment of white Southerners against 
Negroes. Several unpleasant incidents have occurred, particularly in or 
around Southern camps. Except for certain officers' training schools, there 
is complete segregation in the armed forces. There has not even been an 
attempt made to organize experimental unsegregated outfits, including such 
whites who would volunteer for unsegregated service. All this has helped 
to embitter the Negro. He feels that he is not wholeheartedly wanted by 
white America even when he offers to fight for it. 

When given adequate training-and often even without it-the Negro 
has proven to be a good soldier. He has fought in all the wars in which this 
country has been engaged.:n From every war there are numerous records 
of Negroes who have distinguished themselves for bravery and gallantry 
Negroes cherish these memories. An outsider occasionally gets the impres
sion that they sometimes exaggerate their significance; but this is very likely 
just a natural human reaction in view of all the contempt Negro~ have 
experienced from most whites. White people, generally, know little ot 

• It will be recalled, on the other hand, that the Negro's share in the building progrur. 
for low income families was u high as one-third. See Chapter 15, Section 6. 
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nothing about the Negro's performance as a soldier. Delibera.te attempts 
have been made to minimize the Negro's military record. For instance, on 
August 7, 1918, a secret document was issued from General Pershing's 
headquarters, in which French officers were urged not to treat Negroes 
with familiarity and indulgence, since this would affront Americans, and 
"not to commend too highly the black American troops in the presence of 
white Americans."88 

After the First World War the Negro became quite an insignificant ele
ment in the armed forces. The peacetime strength of Negro troops in the 
regular Army had been fixed by Congress in 1866 at two infantry and two 
cavalry regiments, which means that Negroes were much less well repre
sented in the Army than in the general population. Their participation in . 
the National Guard was about equally small. The Navy stopped using 
Negroes entirely some twenty years ago, except as messmen or in similar 
menial tasks. There were no Negroes in the Marines. In 1940 there were 
only two Negro combat officers in the regular Army and none in the 
Navy. Out of over 100,000 officers in the Army Reserve, only 500 were 
Negro.119 

In October, 1940, the War Department announced that the Negro 
personnel should be increased in such a way that Negroes would con
stitute the same proportion in the Army as in the general population of 
the country; and, further, that Negroes would be represented in all 
major branches of the Army.co It seems, however, that at least during the 
early stages of the expansion, Negro units were not organized as quickly 
as were white units. There were several complaints about Negro volunteers 
being turned down with the excuse that there were no vacancies for them.c1 

The situation has changed since then, however; it is expected that Negroes 
will soon have a 10 per cent representation in the Army. The Navy, to a 
certain extent, has relaxed its policy of excluding Negroes. According to 
an announcement of April 7, 1942, it has started accepting Negroes for 
combat and certain other service, but only in the Naval Reserve-which 
means that, after the War, Negroes will again be allowed to serve only as 
messmen. Also, Negroes may become promoted to petty officers within 
segregated Negro reserve outfits, but that is as far as they will be allowed 
to go.~ Negro women are completely excluded from the women's branch 
of the Navy (the "WAVES"). 

The promise that Negroes would be represented in all major branches of 
the Army has been fulfilled. But there is no uniform proportional repre
sentation. Engineering outfits, quartermaster corps, and other service 
groups have a larger part of the Negro troops than do other branches 
of the Army. It seems, however, that the difference is much smaller than 
w~ the case during the First World War. What has particularly hurt the 
feelings of the Negroes h:i.s been the unwillingness to give them propor-
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tional representation among the Army Air Force pilots. At first they were 
not accepted at all.48 In view of the relatively small proportion of Negroes 
with some college education, and the low number of Negro officers and 
reserve officers before the War, it is obvious that Negroes cannot get any
thing near the number of Army officers' positions which would correspond 
with their proportion in the total population. It is expected, however, that, 
at least by the end of 1943, the majority of the officers in Negro outfits, 
except for those in higher ranks, will be Negro. This means that there will 
be an improvement compared with the conditions during the First World 
War. There is also an under-representation of Negroes among Army 
doctors and nurses. Negro women are allowed into the women's branch of 
the Army (the "WACS") in numbers commensurate with their proportion 
in the population, but they are segregated. 

During his entire military history in this country, the Negro has 
experienced numerous humiliations of various kinds. He has been abused 
because of his race by many white officers, by white soldiers and by white 
civilians. There have been race riots in or around camps. The Negro soldier 
has usually been punished most severely when he was only one offender 
among many, and sometimes even when he was the victim.44 

The present War has already seen a number of such incidents. For 
example, on August 14, 1941, a group of unarmed Negro soldiers, marching 
on a highway in Arkansas, under the command of a white officer, were 
pushed off the road by Arkansas state troopers; the protesting white 
officer was abused as a "nigger lover" and slapped. In Alexandria, 
Louisiana, where a small, congested Negro section was the only amusement 
area for a large number of Negro soldiers, white military police went into 
this Negro area to arrest a drunken Negro soldier. Negroes resisted, and an 
hour-long battle followed during which thirty Negroes were wounded. 
After this, Negro military police were stationed in the Negro area. In the 
spring of 1941, the body of a Negro soldier was found hanging from a tree 
in a wood at Fort Benning, Georgia. A white lieutenant of a Coast Artillery 
Regiment stationed in Pennsylvania (December, 1941) overstepped his 
authority by issuing an order-soon afterwards withdrawn-in which he 
threatened with the death penalty "relations between white and colored 
males and females whether voluntary or not.»4

:-; 

To be sure, not all incidents were caused by whites. Some have just been 
drunken brawls in which the racial element was secondary. In others it may 
have been the unwillingness of Negro soldiers-particularly Northern 
soldiers stationed in the South-to comply with Southern segrcgational 
patterns which incited the fights. Also, we know more about incidents which 
have occurred than we do about incidents that have been prevented. In all 
probability, there are several commanders who know how to minimize 
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racial friction.• Ddirute attempts have been made to improve conditions. 
Negro military police are used more and more to patrol Negro sections. 
They do not always have the same status as white military police; in many 
\3SCS they are allowed to carry only clubs while white military police have 
side arms as well. It may be, nevertheless, that the use of Negro military 
police has helped to prevent many clashes. As during the First World 
War, there is a special Negro assistant in the War Department who takes 
care of the interests of the Negro soldier.b 

There is no point, however, in trying to divide the responsibility equally 
between both racial groups or to characterize the incidents as exceptional. 
The·white group has the power, and, hence, the responsibility. Minor inci
dents are certainly frequent; only the most spectacular ones get any pub
licity in the white press. If Negroes sometimes appear as the ones who start 
the trouble, this must be seen against the background of their increasing 
impatience with all humiliations. The constant feeling of not being really 
wanted must make them sullen and resentful. 

There is probably no country where most military leaders have dis
tinguished themselves for any constructive views on delicate social problems 
-not even when their own services are affectt:d. American white officers 
cannot be expected to be much better than others; the over-representation 
of Southerners among officers with peacetime training tends to make those 
in the higher ranks particularly conservative, on the average, in respect 
to race relations. Also, they have a huge job on their hands. However 
wrong they may be in believing a change in race relations to be a matter 
of secondary or no importance, it is understandable why they believe it. 
Yet, this attitude is certainly unfortunate. To advertise bad American race 
relations by maintaining them in armed forces sent overseas is, under pres
ent circumstances, highly detrimental to American interests.e Had the 
improvements come, not mainly as a result of outside pressure (rom 

• The following story from the First World Wa.r is rather illuminating: 
"At Camp Upto11, New York, General F. Franklin Bell met a similar aituation without 

hesitation: 
"'Now, gentlemen,' said he, 'I am not what you would call "a Negro lover," I have seen 

eervice in Texas, and elsewhere in the South. Your men have started the trouble. I don't 
want any explanations. These colored men did not start it. It doesn't matter how your men 
feel about these colored men. They are United States soldiers. They must and shall be 
treated as such, If you can't take care of your men, I can take care of you , •• if there is 
any more trouble from your men, you will be tried, not by a Texas jury but by General 
Bell •• ·' 

"General Bell wu talking to white officers of a Southern regiment that came to Camp 
Upton .•. '' (Emmett J. Scott, The AmeNC(lfl Negro in tlu World War [1919], p. 95). 

• This aaaistant was William H. Hastie, who wu formerly a federal judge in the Virgin 
Ia1anda. In January, 1943, Mr. Hastie resigned in protest against certain War Department 
p.ractic:ea. His aaistant, Mr. Truman Gibeon, remained aa au advisor to the War Denartment. 

'See Chapter 45. 
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Negroes and others, ~ut ~c~use of the action of military leaders who 
grasped th_e deeper 1mpl1cat1ons of this War, they would have been 
much greater and much more significant, not only for the Negro, but for 
the nation as a whole. 

5 • ••• AND AFTERWARDS? 

What will be the Negro's economic lot in post-war America? There is no 
definite answer to the question, of course, since it will depend on happen
ings yet to occur and policies yet to be decided upon. But we can list 
some of the main factors entering into the problem. When sketching such 
an analysis of future possibilities and probabilities, it must be kept in mind 
that now, even less than ordinarily, we have little right to predict from a 
mere extrapolation of trends. There are no trends independent of fluctua
tions; the fluctuations create the trend, and the trend is nothing but the 
cumulative effect of fluctuations.• 

Thus, the more the Negroes gain during the present war boom, the 
more will they have advanced themselves permanently; and even if, during 
a later development, they will have to give up some ground, they are not 
likely to be driven back as far as they would have been had their previous 
gains been smaller. Conversely, the more they lose during the next unem
ployment crisis, the smaJler chance will they have of reaching anything near 
full employment during a subsequent period of labor shortage. Quite 
especially in regard to the Negro's economic status, we have to emphasize 
the significance of what happens during the short-term development. The 
Negro's position in the American economic system depends in a large 
measure on traditions which have actually become settled because of 
rather accidental happenings. Whether he does or does not work in a par
ticular occupation depends upon whether a small group among many 
employers who experienced a labor shortage happened to get the idea of 
trying him out; or whether his white fellow workers, during a period 

• It is usual, in the analysis of economic changes, to distinguish between cyclical 11.uctua
tions and long-time trends. For example, if industrial production increases by 3 per cent 
per annum, on the average, over a certain long period, but for one particular year the 
increase is 6 per cent, the difference between these two figures (or some other statistical 
expression, based on a similar principle) is supposed to measure the cyclical variation for 
this particular year; the average rate ( which can be computed in different ways) is believed 
to "indicate the Jong-run trend." Such calculations may be useful for several practical 
purposes, but they a.re always arbitrary, Tberc is no "pure" trend and no "pure" cyclical 
change. Both types of change are closely interwoven. The trend depends largely on the 
character of the business cycles, and vice versa. This fact is often overlooked. The writer, 
for instance, has heard social scientists express the i<lea that the emplorment losses that Negroes 
have experienced during the 'thirties wnuld not matter "in the long run," since they only 
constituted "temporary" and "cyclical" fluctuations, In reality, however, there is no guarantee 
that any of the temporary changes are reversible; if Negroes are driven out of a certain 
01:eupation, they may never get in there again. 
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when job opportunities were scarce, happened to be successful in driving him 
Jut. In all probability, there would have been rather few ~egroes in the 
automobile industry if it had not been for Henry Ford. It is even possible 
that the Negro would not have a foothold at all in Northern manufacturing 
industries at the present time had it not been for the labor shortage during 
the First World War. 

Assuming for the purpose of our discussion that the War ends with a real 
peace-not a state of armed truce-and that this peace seems likely to last 
for a while, this will mean a reduction in the production of arms and ships. 
There are certain factors in this situation which, to some extent, may tend 
to minimize the employment losses for the Negro. The very fact that he 
has not gotten so much of a place in armament production, but rather has 
made his most significant gains in certain consumption and service industries, 
may possibly help him then and make the immediate employment losses 
smaller for him than for the white workers. Also, the over-population in 
agriculture m:iy for a time make itself less severely felt, since so much 
labor has been drawn to urban industries during the present emergency. 
It is probable, as well, that many of the demobilized soldiers from agricul
tural areas will never return to the farms. 

These temporary advantages, however, will be counteracted by other 
forces. The one armament industry which has the best chances of being 
maintained, in some measure, after the War is airplane production, where 
the Negro, so far, has not been allowed to get more than a toehold. The 
shipyards, which have treated the Negro much better, are more likely to 
dt'cline.411 The War has brought about many revolutionary changes in 
production techniques. These new experiences will probably help to bring 
about a new mechanization trend as soon as production managers get the 
time to think of reorganization of production other than that necessitated 
by the exigencies of the War. Now they are doing everything possible to 
produce quickly. After the War they will again emphasize economy of pro
duction. A speed-up of the mechanization trend will involve new threats 
to the unskilled worker. Again, the Negro will be one of the principal 
sufferers. 

Of paramount importance will be the general level of employment. The 
Negroes' hope of becoming integrated into American industry is much 
greater if the American economy is geared to a full utilization of its 
productive forces. Should there be widespread unemployment for a pro
tracted period, it will tend to be concentrated on the Negro. Widespread 
idleness will tend to increase the interest of the white workers in keeping 
the Negro out. Long-time unemployment always makes for all kinds of 
socio-psychological tensions. The Negro, as usual, will be a convenient 
object for those who have been kept brooding long enough to feel the 
need for -some spectacular action. White workers in service industries who 
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have been employed in armament factories during the War will most 
certainly resent finding Negroes m then old Jobs. In the long run, it is 
rather unfortunate that the present efforts to integrate the Negro mto 
war production have been based, m part, on the motivation that these are 
unusual times when all km&, of ha1ch.h1ps have to be accept(.d. It is qwte 
probable that th1i. particular kmd of motivat10n will b.i.ckfire. Tht. i.ame may 
be true, to an extent, about the argument that Negrot.i. should be given 
some attention &mce this country cannot afford to feed the Geiman and the 
Japanese propagand1. machmei.. 

It 1s not even certain that the leaders of the C.1.0. unions who are 
friendly to the Negroes VI ill be able to mamtam d1-,c1plme respectmg non
discr1mmat1on among thur rank and file mc.mben.h1p. During the War the 
umon leader,; have altc.nated themc;dvts from the mm,& of the mtmbers, 
to a certam extent, by s1dmg with the Admm1&t1at1on's anti &t11ke policy. 
Although th(.tr presrnt d1fficult1ei. DlJ} be., due, m p.irt, to the l.irge num
b< r of nc.w mc.mbu-s, many of whom VI 111 perhapl> dt op out aftet the 
War, 1t 1s quite pos<,1ble that the.y mav have to face the alternative of either 
followmg the:.. rank and fileri,' c1nt1 Nc.,gro attitude or bemg exchanged for 
new leaders. 

For the pcnod 1mmed1atcly followmg the War, ho\\ever, the mk of 
VI 1desp1 ead une.mplo) ment may not be great. Thoo;e first years will probably 
be charactennd b} a la1ge demand for durable consumeri.' goods, like 
c1.utomob1lc:...&, 1 (,ft 1g(.1 .iton., stovel, and pol,i.1bly .11rplanes. The reconstruc
tion work ove1 i,c.,.ii. may corn,t1tutc:... .i.nother i.1gmfic.1nt l>OUn.c of dem.i.nd for 
American pi oduct-.. ~omc:...t1me, howc:...vc.,r, a really large post-war unemploy
ment will threaten the entire econonuc system. It will be largely countei
acted, howt..ver, by government pohm,i.. It 1& true that unemployment 
policies durmg the last depreo;s10n were not entirely successful, but that 
was largely because they started too late, and because they constituted the 
first large:.. scale attempt of th1i. t} pc m the U mted States. This time there 
will be much more rat10nal and t..xpcnc.nc(.d plannmg behmd the1:,e effort&. 
The pOi:>t-war planning work earned on by govt.rnmental and other .i.gencies 
at the prei.ent time 1s extens1ve. 1

; In part 1t may be somewhat unco
ordmated, but certamly many useful thmgs are bemg done.• 

• It seems, howe\er, that there 1s reason to warn ag·unst over-opt1m1sm rtgardmg the 
success of the polmes durmg the next depression One often hears the argumtnt tho1t post
war unemployment will nnt be dangerous at all "bmct 1t will be prevented by plannmg''
JUst as 1f this l'lere a perftctly sm1ple thmg, or even that the wo1d "plo1nm11g" would have 
a magical effect Yet planmng, of course, 1s nwer of muth use JU&t bccaust 1t 1& planmng, 
1t 1s of use only m so far as 1t 1s well adapted to the specific problems 

It 1s quite probable, for mstance, tho1t the n~xt deprc&s10n, to an ncn gn . .itc1 extent than 
the last one, will be Lhaucteri~ by structural changes rtqu1r111g somcthmg more than JUSt 
depreSSJon fightmg, pump primmg, temporary public works Th~rt 1s alw.iys the d.i.nger that 
our plannmg will fit the last deprCSSlon more perfectly than the one aheo1d Moreover, 1t 111 
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The Negro will have to be considered in this post-war planning work. 
As always, he will be unemployed much more often than the white worker. 
As time goes on, it will become more and more apparent that either the 
Negro will have to be cared for as a more or less permanent relief client or 
positive measures must be taken for his integration into the regular 
economy. The tradition of governmental noninterference on the labor 
market has been broken during the New Deal, and still more during the 
War. Trade unions, in so far as they have not themselves abolished 
monopolistic practices, will increasingly be forced to do so. Employment 
policies will become less individualistic-more based upon concern about 
utilization of the total national labor force. 

There will be factors, in addition to governmental pressure, which will 
tend to strengthen the forces friendly to Negroes in the labor movement, 
at least in the long run. Whenever the unions attempt to leave the Negro 
out, there may, again, be some risk that employers will tend to use the 
Negro worker again5t them. Probably even more important is the fact that 
some of the most potent anti-Negro forces in the American community 
are, at the same time, anti-labor. Labor will have to side with the Negro 
for political reasons. Since labor relations, more and more, are becoming 
public relations and thus will depend on political action, this will tend to 
protect the Negro's employment opportunities. 

Much more generally, the Negroes' economic fate after the War will 
depend upon the general development of attitudes toward race in America. 
There looms a "Negro aspect" over all post-war problems. There may be 
radical changes ahead-both in the Negro's actual status and in ideologies 
affecting him. America has lost the protection of the oceans, and there 
will be many more international implications to national policies. It may 
well be that the transition, foreboded by the Great Depression and con
tinued by the Second World War and the Peace to come, will change the 
conditions of life in America to suGh an extent that the period after the 
War will stand out as apart from the pre-war time, as does the long period 
after the Revolutionary War from the colonial era. To this broader per
spective we shall return in the last chapter of this book. 

always aomewhat uncertain whether those in political power at the time will select the 
best plans or whether they will know how to coordinate various plans. It must be considered, 
:finally, that not even the best blueprints are of much use unless there are administrative 
agencies which are competent to handle them. At present there is a certain tendency to 
wreck many of the agencies which will be needed for post-war problems. The Civilian Con
servation Corps and the Work Projects Administration have already been abolished. The 
Farm Security Administration has experienced violent attacks, but, so far, it has been saved. 
If this trend should go further than is warranted by the present decline in relief needs, ao 
that many of the rehabilitation and welfare agencies will not even be allowed to maintain 
skeleton ~a, it would mean tb~t a great amount of practical experience would be thrown 
away, 
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CHAPTER 20 

UNDERLYING FACTORS• 

........................................................................................................................................... 
1. THE NEGRO in AMERICAN PoLITICS AND as A POLITICAL lssuE 

Politics and political equality are intrinsically a part of our entire discus
sion of the many-faceted Negro problem. This chapter, however, is con
fined to politics in the narrower sense-that is, it will deal with the fran
chise, political parties and political rewards. We concentrate on the South, 
not only because this region contains the great majority of the Negro people, 
but because the South is the only region where Negro suffrage is a problem. 

The value premise in this chapter will be the doctrine of political 
equality among all citizens of the United States. Political discrimination, 
and, more specifically, disfranchisement, is defined in relation to this value 
premise as the withholding of the vote from citizens merely because they 
are Negroes. This value premise, as a principle, is prominent in the Ameri
can Creed and has been given constitutional sanction. 

In early colonial times free Negroes apparently often enjoyed the same 
civic rights and duties as poor white people relieved from indenture 
servitude.1 Chief Justice Taney's dictum in the Dred Scott decision of 1857, 
to the effect that the Negro had nowhere been accorded the status of 
citizenship in this country, was an overstatement as applied to the con
temporary situation and even more so as an historical generalization. With 
regard to voting in particular, it is well established that there has never, 
in modern American history, been a period when Negro voters have 
been totally absent from the polls. At the time of the making of the Con
stitution, free Negroes had the right of suffrage in all the original states, 
except South Carolina and Georgia.2 The greater part of the Negro people 
was, however, then held in slavery. As a political power the free Negroes 
were, of course, inconsequential, both in the South and in the North. In 
the following period up to the Civil Vvar, free Negroes grew in num
bers, but all Southernb and all the new Western states and territories dis-

• If we were to adhere strictly to our general plan of preaenting the aspects of the 
Negro problem according to the rank order of interests, hypothesized in Chapter J, this part . 
on politics should succeed rather than precede the part on justice. We follow the order we 
do in order to present certain basic facts in a more convenient context. 

b A partial exception was tbat free Negroes could vote in North Carolina before 18:15. 
(Harold F. Gomell, Negro Poljticiam [1935], p. 3, footnote.) 
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franchised them, as did also some of the older Northern states. At the out· 
break of the War, Negroes had votes in only five of the New England 
States-Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Ver
mont. In addition, New York allowed Negroes suffrage under certain 
property limitations which did not apply to whites.8 

As a result of the Civil War and the Reconstruction Amendments, Negro 
men were enfranchised in the whole Union. In the North this change 
became permanent. In the South, where most Negroes lived and still live, 
it was rapidly undone. After Reconstruction, a condition gradually fixed 
itself upon the nation which has remained fairly unchanged in the twen
tieth century: that the Negroes in the North enjoy, uninfringed, the right 
to vote as other American citizens, while, with quantitatively unimportant 
exceptions, the Negroes in the South are kept disfranchised against the 
intention and spirit of the amended Constitution. Suffrage for Negroes is 
one of the patterns in which the two historic regions of America are most 
dissimilar, and in this respect, the greatest factor of change during the last 
generation has actually been the migration of one and three-quarter million 
Negroes from the South to the North. As we shall find in the course of our 
analysis, the situation is highly unstable, and great changes are impending. 

While the Negro people have been kept out of politics in the sense that 
they have been kept from voting, in another sense, namely, as a political 
issue, they have been an important factor in the very region where they have 
been disfranchised, the South. A recent well-qualified student of the 
Southern political scene has gone so far as to say that "The elementary 
determinant in Southern politics is an intense Negro phobia which has 
scarcely abated since Reconstruction."" The issue of "white supremacy vs. 
Negro domination," as it is called in the South, has for more than a hun
dred years stifled freedom of thought and speech and affected all other 
civic rights and liberties of both Negroes and whites in the South. It has 
retarded its economic, social and cultural advance. On this point there is 
virtual agreement among all competent observers. 6 

In the North, on the contrary, the Negro has nowhere and never been 
a political issue of primary and lasting importance •-except in so far as he 

• There are secondary reasons for this, other than the main one that the North had never 
been obsessed with the Negro and the desire to keep him in a low place that characterizes 
the slavery tradition of the South. Before the great mass migration, the Nortbern Negro 
population was numerically small; even after the migration it still remained small in pro• 
portion to the total electorates in the cities where they live; Negro voters have usually been 
tractable and easily managed by the political machines; their voting atrength has often been 
held down by gerrymandering and by the failure to redistrict. Negroes could never by 
any stretch of the imagination be looked upon as a political danger. They have been a 
poor, segregated group showing many signs of social pathology, but-except for the clasaical 
iss• of tariff, money and banki,p.g, corporate finance, agriculture, and prohibition--eocio
ecoaomic problema have, until the New Deal, not played a great role in American politica. 
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has constituted an issue in national politics. The issue has, then, always 
been the Negro's status in the South or, earlier, the South's struggle to 
widen the area over which its concept of the Negro would prevail. 

Once, and once only, did the Negro problem become the focus of 
national attention: in the prolonged conflict with the South over slavery in 
the Civil War and during Reconstruction. After the national compromise 
of the 187o's American historians have, by and large, ad justed to the 
changed political situation and have satisfied the national demand for 
historical rationalization and justification of the treatment of the Negro. 
They have stressed that the North did not fight 'the Civil War to free the 
Negro slaves. This is apparently correct as far as the immediate political 
origin of the conflict is concerned .. The Emancipation Proclamation was 
later issued, but only after one hundred days' warning to the rebellious 
states to lay down their arms, and in it Lincoln declared that the measure 
was adopted "upon military necessity." But the deeper reality is, never
theless, that there would have been no Civil War had there been no 
Negroes in the South, and had not Negro slavery stamped its entire social 
fabric. The economic, ideological, and political rivalries between the two 
regions all mainly derived from, or were greatly determined by, the 
fact of slavery, as were also the peculiar agricultural structure and the 
social stratification of the ante-bellum South. 

As the War went on, this deeper cause, the Negro problem, simply had 
to be brought to the surface in order to uphold Northern morale-in much 
the same fashion as the notion of democracy and human liberty has had 
similar functions in the present World War and in the earlier one. The 
cause of liberating the Negroes and awarding them the status of manhood 
and citizenship became, during the trials and tribulations of the long and 
extremely perturbing War, a much-needed strengthening moral justifica
tion to the North. It was almost as important as the aim of preserving the 
Union. 

For a decade after the War, the aim of protecting Negro freedom 
retained its importance in Northern ideology. It gained strength by its 
capacity to furnish a rationalization for Republican party interests. After 
the national compromise of the 187o's, the Negro problem dropped out as a 
national issue. The great majorityof Southerners have an interest in keeping 
it out as long as possible. On the surface, there seem to be no signs that the 
dominant North will break the compromise and start again trying to reform 
the South. But it is well to defer judgment on this crucial point until we 

The presence of European immigrant groups, displaying similar problems, has, in any cue, 
hindered a focusing of such interests upon the Negroes. Negroes have only been one of 
aeveral problem groups. In regard to the Negroes, the Northerners could always console 
their aocial conscience by reminding themselves that Negroes fared still worse in the South. 
(See Chapter i, Section 8.) 
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have considered a number of dynamic £actors which are bound to influence 
the future development both in the South and in the nation at large. 

2, THE WAVE OF DEMOCRACY AND THE NEED FOR. BUREAUCRACY 

In order to understand why the vote, or the lack of it, has ~uch a p~ra
mount importance for the daily welfare of the Negro people m America, 
we have to view the problem in broad perspective. The vote would be of 
less importance to a group of citizens in this country if America had ~~at 
it does not have, namely, the tradition of an independent and la'i/J-ab1d,ng 
administration of local and national public affairs. By this we mean a body 
of public officials who are independent in two di~ections: _personally, as 
they are holding office under permanent tenure, being appointed and pro
moted strictly according to merit, and, consequently, vested with econoT?ic 
security and high social prestige; and. officially,.~ th~y are trust~d ~1t? 
authority to put the laws into effect w1~hout poht1cal mterference m 111~1-

vidual cases. In such an order the political branches of government, legis
lative as well as executive, would, in the main, be restricted to two func
tions: ( 1) to supervise and control the administration as to its efficiency and 
adherence to the laws and ( 2) to change the laws and other general instruc
tions when they wished to redirect the course of administration. Such a 
governmental system is foreign to American traditions. Americans are 
conditioned by their history to look upon administration as itself a branch 
of political government: as within "politics." Not only their constitutions
federal and state-but their political philosophies, and what the citizen in 
various states of sophistication takes for granted, are dominated by this 
idea. 

The struggle of the American colonies against the English Crown and 
its often corrupt bureaucracy first set this pattern. The rights upheld in 
this struggle were those of the people and their elected representatives, the 
colonial legislatures, against the administration. Incidentally, the tradition 
of sending lawyer-advocates as representatives to the legislatures instead 
of average persons from the midst of the electorate-farmers, workers, 
preachers, teachers, and businessmen-began in this same period when the 
legislatures were not sovereign but merely the pleaders against the English 
Crown, the London Parliament, and the colonial bureaucracy. The lawyer· 
politicians got such a strong foothold in public affairs in America that they 
have kept it into the present time. 

Out of this struggle emerged not only the fierce American insistence upon 
the rights and liberties of the individual citizen, but also the American 
dislike and distrust of state authority. Roth were carried forward into 
the new independent Republic, the latter tendency strengthened by the 
very disruption 0£ authority during the interregnum of the Revolution, 
during which the old adininistration and a great portion of the ruling 
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classes (Tories) in America were liquidated.8 There was thus no inherited 
bureaucracy to start out with. The results were very different from those in 
comparable countries-particularly the Scandinavian countries and Great 
Britain-where the bureaucracy was already in existence when the legis
latures developed. In those countries, democracy arose as the legislatures 
fought to widen their electoral basis and to make the bureaucracy into an 
effective means of carrying out the popular will. In the United States, on 
the other hand, bureaucracy developed in a haphazard manner. Protected 
by the Atlantic Ocean, America was also less exposed to international 
dangers. Efficient administration of the country was, therefore, not so much 
of an immediate necessity. The history of American wars for more than 
a century after the Revolutionary War brings out this point beautifully. 
The protecting oceans were as important as the frontiers for American 
domestic development and, particularly, its system of government, a fact 
not adequately developed by historians.a 

The attempts of the Hamiltonians to create a stable and independent 
administration in America were, as is understandable in this historical 
setting, unfortunately associated with the anti-democratic movement. This, 
in turn, served to strengthen the anti-bureaucratic tendencies of those men 
who felt themselves fighting for the liberal ideas of the American Revolu
tion. Thomas Jefferson's election to the Presidency in 1800 was a victory for 
the latter forces. Even if he was careful to fill the vacancies as they occurred 
with trusted partisans, he did not, however, start out with a wholesale 
removal of federal officeholders appointed by the earlier regime. For the 
next few decades there were, perhaps, rather favorable conditions for the 
growth of an independent federal administration. But when Andrew Jack
son inaugurated the "spoils system," he broke down this hope completely. 
At the same time he furnished a pattern for the state and local governments, 
where they were not already ahead of the national government. Underlying 
this familiar American pattern were, among others, the idea that there 
should be "rotation in office'' and the idea that public service did not require 
much special training. 

Thereafter, through American history until recent decades, there has 
been a dominant force constantly pressing to increase the direct control of 
the electorate over public affairs. The movement has been self-generating, 
since in the great American tradition the cure for the inefficiency and cor-

• The frontier was actually first given its true significance in American history by Frederick 
Jackson Turner in his epochal t'ssay, 1'1,e Significance of tl,e Frontier in American History 
{ 1 Sen), at a time when the frontier was already disappearing from the national scene. The 
ocean, on the other hand, has not yet been made th.: theme of a comprehensive American 
history. A technical development of romm~nications and warfare, becoming apparent in 
the present War, has substantially decreasrd the protection of the oceans. It would not be 
surprising if there would soon appear, as a consequence, a review of American history in 
this new light just as revolutionizing as the one stressing the frontier as a main viewpoint. 
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ruption 0£ the politically closely-controlled administrations hat been seen 
to be "more democracy and not less." In this movement the indirect elec
tion of legislative bodies was changed to direct election, appointive public 
officers were changed to elected ones, and the terms for officials and legis
latures were shortened. In some states measures have been instituted 
enabling the voters, by the use of the petition and special election ( the 
recall), to oust public officials at any time during their term. In some 
states this applies even to justices, sheriffs and other peace officers. The 
popular initiative and the referendum, found in many states of the Union, 
are part of the same pattern. 

This movement has always been supported by those in America who 
defended the rights of the common people and who considered themselves 
the upholders of the Jeffersonian ideal of democracy. Perhaps in no other 
respect did the American variant of early nineteenth century political 
liberalism become so different from the same movement in those European 
countries mentioned as most comparable. In those countries, liberalism also 
demanded the ultimate power for the people themselves, and it also wanted 
to restrict narrowly the sphere of government activity. But, within its proper 
realm, liberalism in Europe advocated a government in which laws are 
enforced, while American liberalism since Jefferson and until recent 
decades has been tinged with philosophical anarchism. By the middle of the 
nineteenth century, liberals in those other countries largely succeeded in 
freeing politics from corruption and in perfecting administration as an 
effective instrument in the hand of governments which were becoming 
democratized. American liberalism was more suspicious of state authority 
and suspicious even toward the security and prestige of officeholders. It 
was more interested in checking bureaucracy than in reforming and utilizing 
it. 

The politically dependent American administrations have, particularly 
in the states and in the local communities, continuously turned out to be 
rather inefficient organs for carrying .on public affairs and have often been 
corrupt. This situation has long been recognized in America. The fact that 
the British rule in colonial times was also inefficient and corrupt has con
tributed toward the common American belief that politics and administra
tion are always this way and that they must always be so. Gradually 
"politics" and "politicians" became derogatory words in America. Bureau
cracy, even at best, became synonymous with "red tape." The relatively low 
social prestige of public servants, which is a natural concomitant of their 
lack of independence and their insecurity of tenure; their subservience to 
the political game; and the various practices they have to resort to as office
seekers,.- became accentuated. Public administration thus failed to attract itc; 
fair share 0£ the intelligence and ambition of the youth in the nati,,n. 

The fact that land specu)ators, big business, and, generally, the wealthy 
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classes were in a position to utilize the corrupted administration for their 
interests reinforced the idea, already strong in American liberalism, that 
only a closer direct control by the electorate would secure a more honest 
and efficient administration of public affairs. Since this closer control in 
most cases did not increase, but rather decreased, the independence, security, 
and prestige of officeholders, the results were, on the whole, negative. 
When explaining the relatively low professional standards in American 
administration, there are many other factors to take into account. But an 
important place should be given to the vicious circle set in motion by the 
historically rooted American mistrust of bureaucracy and the trust in direct 
electoral control.• 

While they are mistrusted and have low standards, public officials have, 
nevertheless, been invested with much more power for the time they are 
in office than in comparable countries. Being elected and thus carrying the 
mandate of the people themselves, they are less dependent on laws and 
fixed administrative rules. For the same reason, they can even stand more 
strongly against the representative bodies. They have more discretionary 
irower than the public officials in a more strictly legal system. By long 
tradition and by their uncertainty of tenure ( since their continuation in 
office depends on the outcome of the next election) they are, on the other 
hand, conditioned always to try to please their constituents. The individual 
voters, on their side, are conditioned in America to look to the directly and 
indirectly elected officials, not only for an honest and firm execution of 
their duties according to the laws, the established administration pro
cedures, and the officials' best conscience, but, what is dangerous, for special 
favors. 

The relative lack of an independent civil service and of a firm legal 
pattern in public administration thus means a mutually greater dependence 
of public officials on the voters and of the voters upon the officials. In this 
system it has become customary to distribute jobs, protection, and public 
service in some relation to the voting strength of the various regional, 
national and religious groups in the community. A disfranchised group 
like the Southern Negro people will, therefore, be disadvantaged. The 
effect will be accentuated if, in addition to disfranchisement, the group is 
segregated. The unpaved streets in the Negro sections of Southern cities, 
the lack of facilities for sewage disposal, the lack of street lighting, the 
dilapidated school houses, the scarcity of hospital facilities, and, indeed, all 
other discrimination in education, health, housing, breadwinning, and 
justice, give evidence of this important relation in America between the 
vote and a share in the public services. Since Negroes do not participate in 

• The general problem discussed in this aection will be taken up for analyaia, from tl:e 
viewpoints of centralization and decentralization, leadership, and popular participation and 
responsibility, in Chapter 33. 
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the election of the representative bodies either, these bodies cannot be 
expected to give them redress against the officials. No representative will 
see any immediate reason to please a disfranchised group, and laws and 
regulations will be drawn up without their interests being represented. If 
the system becomes corrupted, the odds are placed even more definitely 
against a poor group without political voice. 

Not until very late did forces appear on the American scene trying to 
reverse the trend. They capitalized on the general mistrust against 
"politics" in America and on the value attached to keeping things "out 
of politics," which, paradoxically enough, have been as prevalent as the 
tendency referred to of increasing the direct electoral controls. The civil 
service reformers obtained their first success when Congress in 1883 enacted 
a federal civil service law." States and municipalities have been following 
the federal government, but the reform is far from consummated. Never
theless, a professional and fairly independent administration is taking shape 
in America, and the explanation is primarily the increase in volume and 
scope of public activity, as public control and social reform proceed. The 
intricacies and complexities of administration have been increasing, steadily 
raising the demands on the executors of the public will for professional 
training and impartiality. The continuation of the old practices is simply 
impossible, since they threaten a complete breakdown in the management 
of public affairs. 

There have been two other trends which, while apparently opposing 
each other, actually do not because they both make the administration 
more independent and less arbitrary. On the one hand, there has been 
a tendency to write the laws in such a way that the mutual obligations of 
government and citizen are more specifically defined. For example, the 
trend of social security legislation has been from the vague promise of 
government to do something for "paupers" to the legal provision for 
definite compensation to every specified person when he becomes a certain 
age or subject to certain disabilities, such as unemployment. It is not left 
to biased officials to decide what shall be done. On the other hand, as 
public interest increasing! y comes to embrace new fields of social life-for 
instance, the labor market-the type of detailed laws of the past are 
giving way to more abstract laws which give the administration greater lee
way in making rules to meet new situations but which also force it to lay 
down such rules rather than to let individual officials use their arbitrary 
judgments. b Both these trends are helping to build up an independent7 

• This success was partly an accident: support for a civil service system did not become 
widespreid until President Garfield was assassinated by a disappointed office-seeker in I Sh. 

• Some- have argued that thil hu abo made it more poaible for discrimination to enter. 
The fact is, however, that it is under the old type of law-detailed and complicated-that 
diicriminatiOI] can best tlouriah. U~der the older type of law, there could be few adminiatra-
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strong _and imp_arti:11 admin~stration. ~ fourth trend, having the same 
effect, 1s centrahzat1on. Public control 1s gradually moving from munici
palities and counties to the states and from the states to the federal govern
ment. It is hardly necessary to point out that the New Deal during the 
'thirties has speeded up all these trends. 

America is thus, finally, well on the way to building up an independent 
administration. Its rising importance is reflected in higher social prestige 
of public officials as their tenure and economic security are becoming pro
tected. Public service is beginning to become a professional career which 
can attract intelligent, well-trained and ambitious youths. A visitor to 
America who compares attitudes of the late 'twenties with those of the 
early 'forties notices a great change within this short space of time. It is 
possible to envisage a very different system of government within a couple 
of decades: the common people in America are coming to realize that a 
capable and uncorrupted bureaucracy, independent in its work except for 
the laws and regulations passed by the legislatures and the continuous 
control by legislators and executives, is as important for the efficient work
ing of a modern democracy as is the voter's final word on the general 
direction of this administration. 

Although this is the trend in government, America is still far from the 
goal. This is particularly true in local administration. It is more true in 
rural than in urban regions, and more true in the South than in the North. 
Tremendous changes are under way, but they have not yet meant much 
for the masses of Negroes, since most of them live in regions where the 
protection of an independent administration and of objectified administra
tive rules are much less developed than in the country at l::trge. And as we 
shall find, Negroes are disfranchised more completely in the very localities 
where the vote is important because administration is lax. 

3. THE NoRTI-I AND THE SouTit 

In the North Negroes have the vote like other people, and there is 
nowhere a significant attempt to deprive them of the franchise.• To the 
foreign observer the fact that practically nobody in the North thinks of 

tive rules since they would illegally modify the Jaw. AB a result, the individual official had 
to use his own personal judgment when the law did not apply to new or odd types of 
cases. This obviously allows for discrimination. When administrative rules can adjust 
abstract laws to new situations, there is much less opportunity for individual officials to 
insert their own biases, and so there is much less discrimination in the individual case. It 
is not the rules emanating from Washington that are discriminatory in the meaning important 
to the individual citizen, but rather the arbitrary practices of individual officials who apply 
the laws to concrete cases. 

• The only major exceptions-and even these are not restricted to Negroes-are the case• 
of gerrymandering and the failure to redistrict in some Northern cities. (See Chapter u, 
Section 4.) 
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taking away the Negroes' vote is, in itself, a most important, and even 
startling, element in the political situation which seems difficult to explain 
satisfactorily. Negroes are discriminated against in many other respects in 
the North. Most Northerners seem also to be convinced of the mental and 
moral inferiority of Negroes, even if their racial beliefs are not so certain, 
so extreme and so intense as the Southerners'. But the Negroes' right to 
political participation as voters is actually seldom questioned. 

This problem is, indeed, wider, as it can be raised also with respect to 
many of the immigrant minority groups. They may be despised by the 
older Americans and discriminated against in various ways. The "Amer
icans" may-often with considerable right-accuse them of being unas
similated and clannish, of not identifying themselves with the community 
and the nation, and of lacking both the interest in and knowledge of 
American society prerequisite for a judicious opinion on public matters. 
It is commonly held-also with much right-that these groups, and the 
Negroes, form an important part of the basis for the corrupt machine 
politics which is the disgrace of most big cities and many states. The 
average Northerner is usually outspoken on these points. But he will 
generally not draw the conclusion that hence the franchise should be 
restricted in any measure. The North is apparently sold and settled on the 
principle of unqualified franchise. 

The problem is not even much discussed. A Northern author may 
incidentally give vent to the remark that "the vote should be a privilege 
to be earned by evidence of ability and willingness to use it with discretion" 
and even point to the Southern legislation restricting suffrage as a model 
also for the North.7 But such a remark will be made in passing and ap
parently without hope of public attention. Occasionally the present author 
has also heard Northerners in various walks of life, when discussing the cul
tural isolation of Negroes and "foreigners" in the cities, make the observa
tion that "rightly, they shouldn't have the vote." But nobody seems to 
expect this opinion to be taken as a serious practical proposal.8 

It is the observation of the author that unrestricted suffrage has become 
so unquestioned in the North that the ordinary Northerner believes that 
it has always existed and that, in particular, the free Negroes in the North 
have always, or at least even prior to the Civil War, enjoyed the privilege 
of the franchise. The truth is, as we have already pointed out, that the 
Negroes were disfranchised in almost the whole North and West at the 
time of the Civil War. During and immediately after the War, attempts 
were made in some of these states to introduce amendments to the state 
constitutions for striking out the word "white" in order to enfranchise the 
NegTOes. But, although the Republicans were in absolute control every
where, these proposals were tjefeated in one state after another. 9 The 
Fowteenth and Fifteenth Amendments to the federal Constitution later 
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compelled even these Northern states to change their franchise rules. The 
amendments were accepted and ratified in the Northern states as part of 
the Reconstruction program and in order to fortify the Republican party 
in the South. If the North had not been so bent upon reforming the South, 
it is doubtful whether and when some of the Northern states would have 
reformed themselves.10 

Thus the Negroes' right to vote in the North is not supported by an 
uninterrupted historical tradition. But when once the great step was taken, 
it seems almost immediately to have been solidified into the traditionally 
rooted order of things. The present-day unreserved allegiance to the 
principle of political nondiscrimination in the North, which has so success
fully withstood the increased racial tension due to the huge influx of 
Southern Negroes in recent decades, is fundamentally, we believe. a direct 
outflow of the American Creed as it has gradually strengthened its hold 
upon the American mind. This national ethos undoubtedly has a greater 
force in the North than in the South, as may be observed in other spheres 
of social life as well. But in most of these other respects, even the North
erner has a split personality. His attitudes toward suffrage and equality 
in justice• seem, in fact, to be the main exceptions where he acts absolutely 
according to the national Creed. 

In explaining these exceptions, we have first to take into account the 
fact that voting is a rather abstract human relationship between a citizen 
and the officials representing society. The Northerner tends to adhere to 
the American Creed in abstract, impersonal things and slips away from it 
when it involves personal relations. A substantial part of all discrimination 
is closely connected with snobbishness and petty considerations of status 
in daily human contacts. When the Northerner gets formal, when he acts 
in an assembly or reacts as a citizen on grounds of principles, and, particu
larly, when the question concerns the relations between the state and the 
individual, he will be more likely to follow the American Creed closely. 

Another relevant fact- in the explanation is that the Negroes in the 
North-as well as unpopular immigrant groups-are clustered mostly in 
the big cities where life is anonymous and where people are conditioned 
not to be concerned much about one another. These cities have often been 
dominated by political machines. The machines find the Negroes and the 
immigrant groups tractable. The politicians themselves have, therefore, no 
reason to try to eliminate Negro franchise; their difficulty is, rather, the 
intelligent and independent individual voter. From a conservative point 
of view, machine politics has favorable effects, at least in so far as it keeps 
those lower status groups in line and protects them from radicalism. The 
exploitation of these voters by the machines will, therefore, not be strongly 
criticized by conservatives. Liberals, for reasons of principle, are not 

• See Part VI. 
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inclined to favor any restrictions on suffrage. So there is apparently nobody 
in the North engaged in the political game who has any particular reasons 
to object to the Negroes' enjoying their franchise in peace. 

Whether or not these explanations are adequate, it seems to be a fact 
that Negroes can feel sure that, unless this country undergoes a veritahle 
re'IJolution, their right to vote will remain unquestioned in the North, 
independent of any increase due to continued migration from the South. 
Without any doubt, this is one of the strategic protections of the Negro 
people in American society. The Negro vote in the North is already of 
some importance. It could become of much greater importance were it 
more wisely used. As the educational level of the Negro people is being 
raised and as the northward migration is continuing, it might become 
powerful enough within the next couple of decades to demand some real 
reward not only in local Northern politics but also in national politics. 
The Northern vote might become the instrument by which the Negro~ 
can increasingly use the machinery of federal legislation and administration 
to tear down the walls of discrimination. 

The white people's attitude in regard to Negro suffrage in the South, 
and, specifically, in the eleven states which seceded from the Union and 
formed the Confederacy, is a much more complicated matter. Even a 
summary interpretation requires sketching the main elements of the 
historical heritage of the region. Negro disfranchisement is evidently part 
and parcel of a much more general kndency toward political conservatism 
which stamps the entire life of the region. The Negro is, as we shall find, 
a main cause of this general conservatism. Southern conservatism is a 
unique phenomenon in Western civilization in being married to an estab
lished pattern of illegality! In the South, it is the weak liberal reformers 
who have had, and have now, to stand up for the majesty of the law. 
Correspondingly, a person may be ranked as liberal in this region merely 
by insisting that the law shall be adhered to in practice. 

This is a most extraordinary situation. Everywhere else in the world 
it is the strategy and-from one point of view-the "function" of conserv
atism in the democratic state to stand for "law and order," while the 
liberals and, still more, the radicals want to change this order. When the 
latter succeed in bringing about changes, it is the conservatives' "function" 
to see to it that due procedure and all legal formalities are observed. 
Thereby they usually succeed in slowing down the tempo of the induced 
changes. To function as the guardians of the law, and all it stands for in 
the way of individual security in an established order, becomes thus a 
natural strategy for the conservatives who want to check change and 
preserve the status quo. 

In the South we have, however, the unmatched political spectacle that 
• This pattern of illegality will be studied in some detail in Parl VI. 
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the liberals are the party of law and order, while the conservatives are the 
habitual transgressors. The party wlzich works for change has the cstahlished 
law on its side, or rather, wants to enforce it, but has not the politic,il 
power; the party which stands for the status quo has the power bm not tl1e 
law. 

To try to understand how this extraordinary situation has come about 
must be our next task. As a background we shall have to remember the 
weak development of political legality generally in America, so visible in 
its relative lack of an independent administration. Even in the North the 
conservative forces have occasionally faltered in performing their "func
tion" in democracy, to stand for the law. But the difference between the 
two regions is immense. In the South a veritable reversal of the usual order 
of democracy has established itself. 

4. THE SounrnRN Dm-·ENSE loEoLOGY 

Part of the explanation is that Southern conservatism is "reactionary" 
in the literal sense of the word. It has preserved an ideological allegiance 
not only to status quo, but to status quo ante. The region is still carrying 
the heritage of slavery. 

In the last part of the eighteenth and the early part of the nineteenth 
century, the moral righteousness and the socio-economic advantages of 
slavery came to be doubted very much in the Old Upper South,11 and 
even in the Deep South dissenting opinions were heard. But from about 
the I 83o's-under the double influence of the rising profitableness of the 
slavery and plantation economy and the onslaught from the Northern 
Abolitionist movement-the apologetic ideology became stabilized and 
elaborated into a complicated theory of state which every Southerner had 
to stand for as a matter of regional pride and patriotism.12 

This ingenious theory was based on the dogma of Negro racial inferior
ity• and also on unique interpretations of the Bible and on general principles 
for a rational social order. In fact, it is seldom duly recognized that the 
pro-slavery thought in the South in the decades before the Civil War was 
the most uncompromising conservative political philosophy which ever 
developed in Western civilization after the Enlightenment.13 From a 
logical point of view, it is the only brand of modern conservatism consistent 
and courageous enough openly to make human inequality basic to political 
philosophy, to accept the static state as ideal and to denounce progress, 
Conservative thinking elsewhere after the Enlightenment was seldom in 
a position to develop a closed system of principles like liberalism or the 
various schools of socialism, anarchism and syndicalism. Lack of rigid 
principles, acceptance of logical compromises, and the view that the growth 
of society is an arational, organic process was often even pronounced as a 

• See Chapter 4, 
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characteristic 0£ conservative thinking.14 But the pro-slavery philosophy 
of the Old South, incorporating all ideas dear to conservatism in all 
countries and in all ages, went the full length and laid down a logical 
static system just as tight as the competing philosophies to the left. 

According to this political philosophy, slavery was not, as earlier 
Southern writers had been disposed to admit, an inevitable evil. It was 
instead a positive good, and a good to all parties concerned, including the 
Negro slaves. Indeed, slavery was only part of a greater social order which 
established an ideal division of labor and 0£ responsibility in society be
tween the sexes, the age groups, the social classes and the two races. This 
division should not be left to be worked out by haphazard and ruinous 
competition. In the South it was intentionally and wisely organized by the 
state in accordance with the needs, the abilities, and the worth of the 
individuals in the various groups concerned. 

The principle of rational cooperation was, therefore, realized; some 
authors even talked about "socialism" in a purified and dignified meaning 
of the term. w "By making the labor itself capital, the conflict of interest, 
so evident in other labor systems, lost its foundation.mo Radicalism, or 
rather the reason for radical opposition, was extinguished in this perfect 
social order. A system of social estates, with the plantation owners as a 
paternalistic nobility at the top and the toiling Negro slaves at the bottom, 
was envisaged. "Equality begets universal envy, meanness and unchari
tablen~lavery elevates and purifies the sentiments of master and 
slave.m7 The static nature of this system was accentuated and even exalted 
by the persistent assertion that the South had actually realized the most 
happy political, social, and economic conditions ever seen on earth and 
which were, particularly, much superior to the deplorable conditions in 
the North. "We are better husbands, better fathers, better friends, and 
better neighbors than our Northern brethren.ms The expounders of the 
pro-slavery doctrine had to go back to Athenian democracy to find a true 
parallel to the happy South and, indeed, the parallel they used was a highly 
idealized Athens. 

In this static social system all whites, independent of their rank in 
society, were significantly superior to the slaves. Politically they were all 
equals, since they were free citizens. Free competition and personal free
dom were assured them. The Southern statesmen and writers hammered 
on this thesis, that slavery, and slavery alone, produced the most perfect 
equality and the most substantial liberty for the free citizens in society. 
By relegating-in theory-all menial and domestic labor to the slaves, all 
the whites became gentlemen. "One of the reconciling features of the ex
istence [of Negro slavery]," argued Jefferson Davis just before the out· 
break of the great conflict, "is the fact that it raises white men to the 
same general level, that it dignifies and exalts every white man by the 
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presence o~ a lower race.m9 The very basis of white men's equality was 
the drudgery of the black slaves. In the words of Governor J. H. Ham
mond of South Carolina: 

In all social systems there must be a class to do the menial duties, to perfonn the 
drudgery of life. That is, a class requiring but a low order of intellect and but little 
skill. Its requisites are vigor, docility, fidelity. Such a class you must have or you 
wou]d not have that other class which leads progress, civilization, and refinement. 
It constitutes the very mud-sill of society and of political government; and you 
might as well attempt to build a house in the air, as to build either the one or the 
other, except on thi~ mud-sill. Fortunately for the South, she found a race adapted 
to the purpose of her hand .•• , We use them for our purpose and call them slavcs.20 

The slaves were politically the wards of the whites and had no rights 
against white society. Upon the basis of their labor, civilization could 
flourish. A high civilization presumed a leisure class and its exploitation of 
slaves. In the final reckoning, however, even the humble slaves were 
getting their share of the fruits of that civilization. They were fed, clothed, 
housed, guarded, and secured in all their needs by their paternalistic 
owners who, in this wise social order, could have no other interests than 
to care to the utmost for their welfare. Above this interest solidarity 
between slaves and slave owners was the solidarity among white men only: 

We have among us but one great class, and all who belong to it have a necessary 
sympathy with one another; we have but one great interest and all who possess it are 
equally ready to maintain and protect it.21 

As political ideologies go, this doctrine should not be denied high 
qualities of structural logic and consistency. It is, of course, an upper class 
philosophy. It is a rationalization of the interests of the one-fifth of the 
Southern white population who owned slaves. In its higher spheres the 
philosophy was hardly understandable to those without a high degree of 
education. But its basic ideas could be grasped by all. As the conflict with 
the North drew nearer, it became a regional creed which was pressed upon 
everybody by all available social controls. It served the South during the 
Civil War in the same manner as the concept and theory of "democracy" 
or "the democratic way of life" served all America during the two World 
Wars.· "The parties in this conflict," says the Presbyterian Dr. J. H. 
Thornwell, who ejected his predecessor, Dr. Cooper, from the presidency 
of the College of South Carolina for his "infidel" views, "are not merely 
abolitionists and slaveholders-they are atheists, socialists, communists, ced . 
republicans, jacobins on the one side, and the friends of order and regulated 
freedom on the other. In one word, the world is the battleground
Chiistianity and atheism the combatants-and the progress of humanity 
the stak:e."22 · 

Long before the Civil War started, the dissenters from the Southern 
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defense ideology had to keep their opinions to themselves or they risked 
their social status, their economic advance, their freedom, and, ir. extreme 
cases, their bodily security and life, if they did not take refuge in t.Jie 
North. Hinton Rowan Helper's book, The Impending Crisis of the South 
(1857),28 showed how the South lagged behind the North economically, 
how the growth of industries was hampered, how the yields were lower in 
all comparable crops, and how, particularly, the slavery.plantation system 
was an inefficient and disastrous organization of agricultural production. 
The author violently accused "the Lords of the Lash" for perpetuating the 
white majority-in unparalleled illiteracy, poverty and dependence. This 
book became a best seller in the North and exerted a tremendous influence 
on Northern thinking. It was blacklisted in the South, and the author could 
not come back to his homeland. 

That the book docs not express the opinions of the lower white strata 
in the Southern social pyramid, Helper readily admits and regrets. In 
their poverty, ignorance, and dependence, they knew generally little about 
the world outside the Southern region which was gradually becoming 
culturally isolated. And they were offered one great and glittering solace: 
"white supremacy." They were not at the bottom, they were protected 
from the status of Negroes by a clear dividing line, and they were told 
that they could compete freely up to ~he very top. Few Southerners, even 
among the nonslaveholding classes, were inclined to dissent from this 
dogma. Agreeing on the point of "white supremacy," the rest of the 
elaborated pro-slavery theory offered the most convenient and most 
efficient rationalization. "When they heard that the North wanted to free 
the Negro slaves, and when they sensed the danger of being thrown into 
actual competition with the black masses, the great majority of whites even 
outside the slaveholders felt their solidarity with the latter. 

The defeat in the War which followed did not break the general direc
tion of Southern political thinking or the allegiance to it among Southern 
whites. The harsh measures taken by the victorious North to reform the 
South quickly favored a consolidation of reactionary forces. This consolida
tion became particularly effective in disfranchising the Negroes when the 
North no longer wished to bear the costs and the inconveniences of up
holding its military regime indefinitely. Slavery as an institution was, of 
course, out, as was also the possibility of pretending that the South was 
God's richest and best social creation. Large sectors of the elaborate 
philosophy of the ante-bcllmn South therefore had to be consigm:d to 
oblivion. But the doctrine of white supremacy became, under these condi
tions, the more paramount. On this point practically all whites agreed: 
the impoverished and embittered aristocrats; the paruenus, struggling for 
status; and the masses of poor white people, afraid of competition from 
the hated and despised· black freedmen. 
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The former Negro slaves, therefore, started their new life as free 

citizens with a solid mistrust against them, which was crystallized into an 
elaborate political philosophy, powerful even in its partial disorganization. 
The very idea of awarding Negroes suffrage was, to the average South
-::rner, preposterous. The white South wanted the Negroes to fail as freed
men and saw in their failure a confirmation of their own wisdom and the 
Northerners' folly. 

5. TnE RECONSTRUCT10N AMENDMENTS 

But the North was in power and Negro suffrage received constitutional 
sanction. Thus Southern conservatism started out with the law against it. 
After having lost out as rebels against the Union, the Southern conserva
tives had now to be rebels in their own land. And as they did not have the 
power to overthrow the fundamental laws of the Union, they had through 
generations, and have today, to persist as transgressors of law and order. 

The white Southerners' attitudes toward the Reconstruction Amend
ments deserve some comments. It seems probable, from the literature. on 
the Negro problem after the Civil War, that the abolition of slavery was 
soon widely accepted as irrevocable. Even if, up to this day, the average 
S011therner is inclined to paint the institution in somewhat brighter colors 
than is a Northerner, the opinion early established itself that slavery was 
incompatible with social and economic progress and, indeed, had been the 
curse of the Old South. The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, 
which granted the Negroes civil rights and suffrage, were not so readily 
accepted by Southern opinion. They were looked upon as the supreme 
foolishness of the North, and, worse still, as an expression of ill-will of 
the Yankees toward the defeated South. The Negro franchise became the 
symbol of the humiliation of the South. 

Later, during the movement to legalize disfranchisement in the decades 
around the turn of the century, proposals to have the federal Amendments 
abolished popped up here and there.2'1 Such proposals, however, were never 
part of serious discussion. The obvious impossibility of getting the North
ern states to agree was reason enough for that. Corporate business had 
developed a vested interest in the F ourtcenth Amendment. Its proviso 
guaranteeing all "persons" due process of law turned out to be much more 
useful in defending corporate business against public interferences and 
control than in securing political and other civic rights for the Negro.2:; 

Apart from this particular interest, Northern sentiment could hardly be 
expected to tolerate such a retreat in principle, even if it was prepared to 
wink at flagrant circumvention in Southern practice. But it is probable that 
soon after their passage the two Amendments, and the principle of civic 
equality they expressed, had acquired a certain amount of idealistic attach
ment even in the South.28 
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In the South of today the writer has observed that many white persons 
above the least educated strata are inclined to agree in principle that even 
the Negro has a sort of "right" to vote. With the majority of Southerners, 
this idea is, of course, only one element in an inconsistent system of 
thoughts wherein also the very opposite principle is contained and is, 
indeed, given greater emphasis. This conflict might be important as a 
symptom of change toward national ideals sanctioned by the American 
Creed. It shows itself in the fact that the principle as such is seldom denied, 
except by persons with exceptionally anti-legal leanings.27 

The statutory requirements of property and poll tax payment, literacy, 
understanding of the Constitution, good character, and so forth28-which 
at the time of their enactment were openly declared to aim only at circum
vention of the constitutional Amendments28-are more and more being 
thought of as within the Constitution. Probably a majority of Southerners, 
and not only liberal Southerners, are prepared to state that in time to come, 
when Negroes become educated, the South will have to give them the 
vote. Attempting to reconcile their electoral practices with constitutional 
requirements, the Southerners have become accustomed to insist that they 
are not discriminating against "race, color or previous condition of servi
tude" but only against ignorance and irresponsibility. Repeating these 
statements throughout the years, reading them, and hearing them has the 
effect of conditioning the Southerners to believe them. It is a difficult task 
for even the most sophisticated person to keep on saying something for a 
purpose without eventually coming to believe in it-with at least half his 
soul. 

But keeping the Negroes disfranchised in the fac~ of the clear-cut 
constitutional Amendments allows Southern conservatism nothing more 
than a pretense of respect for the law. On this most crucial point it is 
doomed to insincerity. 

6. MEMORIES OF RECONSTRUCTION 

A review of the various devices by which the Negroes are disfranchised 
in the South today cannot avoid exposing a rather odious panorama of 
legal trickery, unfair administration, intimidation and forthright violence.8 
In explanation of this the Southerner will regularly bring forward the 
horrors of the Reconstruction governments and "black domination.,, These 
memories are in a sense cherished. They serve a vital defensive function 
to the white South. Even the liberal Southerner-and quite particularly 
when he ventures to criticize these very practices, which he often does with 
courage and vision-has to express his abhorrence of the Reconstruction 
1.trocities. They are, in fact, symbols of regional allegiance. 

The North needs them, also, though to a lesser degree, in order to 
• See Chapter aa. 
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rationalize the national compromise of the 187o's and the condoning, since 
then, of the South's open break with the spirit of the Constitution. Playing 
up the venality, extravagance, and incompetence of the Reconstruction 
governments and touching lightly the pride and prejudices of the revolt
ing South is, in addition, a means of reconciling the two regions. It has 
thus a "patriotic function" in healing the wounds of the Civil War. For 
all these reasons, it is to be expected that the horrors have been consider
ably exaggerated. The writing of the history of this epoch has, until 
recently, responded in a considerable degree to this popular demand of 
the American whites for rationalization and national comfort.30 

The dominant history of the period is incompatible with a number of 
facts that force themselves to our attention. The "carpetbaggers" were not 
simply Northerners who came down to prey on the devastated South. The 
great majority of them were either agents sent out by the federal govern
ment, to try to help the South to its feet under the principles of the 
Constitution and its Amendments, or they were New England Abolitionists, 
often spinsters, who saw their mission in the education of the Negroes.0 

The federal government did not send its agents to the South until 1867, 
after the South had demonstrated for over two years-by such devices as 
the Black Codes-that it was determined to retain slavery in fact if not in 
name. It is true that these carpetbaggers did some stupid things, that their 
plans were unformulated and inconsistent and that the federal government 
failed to give them adequate backing. The "scalawags" were mainly poor 
and ignorant native Southerners who saw a chance-in the South1s defeat 
-to effect something of a revolution against the relatively few wealthy 
aristocrats. But many of them had honestly and consistently wanted the 
abolition of slavery, and not a few of them were the Southern inheritors of 
the great Jeffersonian and, especially, Jacksonian traditions. Some of them 
had been prominent Whigs before the Civil War.31 Some of them had 
consistently favored the Union cause throughout the Civil War when it 
was extremely unpopular to do so. The masses of Negroes were, of course, 
uneducated, and a number of them were resentful of their former masters. 
But they never engaged in organized violence against the whites. They 
were led by the educated carpetbaggers and by the free Southern and 
Northern Negroes who had quite often attained a high level of education. 
Actually, there were only 22 Negro members of Congressb from 1870 to 
1901; 10 of these had gone to college. The Northern Republicans also 
came in for their share of vilification. For example, few names in Amer-

• Some of the carpetbaggel's were businessmen, but these were not always interested in 
politics. 

b Twenty of these were in the House of Representatives, the other two were in the 
Senate (at different times). (Samuel Denny Smith, The Negro in Congress 1870-1901 

[1940], pp. 4-7.) 
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ican history have come down with such an evil reputation as that of Thad
deus Stevens, the leader of the Republican party in the House of Repre
sentatives until his early death in 1868. There are glimmerings of evidence 
that Stevens had an enlightened plan of social reform far in advance of 
his time, and that he was not at all violent in inciting Negroes to put their 
former masters under heel. These few facts, and a consideration of the 
conditions under which the history of the Reconstruction period has been 
written, suggest that more efforts ought to be made by American historians 
to write a complete and dispassionate history of that period, a history 
which would have to rely on primary rather than on secondary sources.82 

The school book histories, as well as the more scholarly histories, 
perpetuate the myths about the Reconstruction period. They still give, for 
the most part, undue emphasis to the sordid details of the Reconstruction 
governments but avoid mentioning their accomplishments. They exaggerate 
the extent of "black domination" and deprecate the Negro politicians even 
more than they deserve, while they give subtle excuses for the cruelty and 
fraud employed in the restoration of white supremacy. They usually make 
all the errors found in the scholarly histories and omit all the complicating 
qualifications that make the scholarly histories have a semblance of objec
tivity. JJarticularly is this true of the history textbooks prepared for 
Southern schools. 33 The present generation of Southerners, on the whole, 
is given a more objective picture of the Civil War and Reconstruction 
than the previous generation received. But their knowledge is still dis
torted, and their attitudes toward the Negro and the North are corre
spondingly unfriendly. 

It is apparent that, quite independent of what he thinks happened 
during Reconstruction, the average white Southerner resents the thought 
of Negroes voting on a par with white men.34 Yet the Constitution is very 
clear in specifying that no one is to be kept from voting for reasons of 
"race, color, or previous condition of servitude." Thus the Southerner is 
forced to circumvent the Constitution if he is to keep the Negroes from 
voting. But the Constitution and its principles have a grip on the South
erner's own soul. He therefore needs to believe that when the Negro 
voted, life was unbearable. The myth of the horrors of Reconstruction 
thus permits the Southerner to reconcile the two conflicting desires within 
himself. They are, in our terminology, false beliefs with a purpose. 

7. THE TRADITION OF ILLEGALITY 

While, as we said, the Northerner generally is likely to be less inclined 
to dis.:riminate against the Negro, the more formal and impersonal a 
relation is and, specifica1Jy, when the relation is between public authority 
and the individual Negro citizen,a the white Southerner is inclined to react 

• Sec Secti~n 3 of thia chapter. . 
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in nearly the opposite way. Already in the ante-hellum elections, political 
campaigning and voting had acquired a ceremonial significance as marking 
off a distinct sphere of power and responsibility for the free citi1en. From 
Reconstruction on, voting remained to the white Southerner more than a 
mere action: it was, and sti11 is, a symbol of superiority. Partly because it 
is a public activity and docs not lend itself to privacy or segregation, it 
becomes so hard for the white Southerner to admit the Negro to full 
participation in it.• This is one side of the general difference between the 
two regions so often noticed: that the white Northerners may dislike and 
ignore the Negro but arc prepared to give him his formal rights, while in 
the South even individual whites who like and care for Negroes cannot 
afford to give them their rights because this would imply equality. 

In order to understand fully Southern conservative illegality, we have 
also to remember that the actual trickery, cheating and intimidation neces
sary for the smooth operation of disfranchisement need be indulged in by 
only a small number of persons. Most people can almost avoid it. Their 
colJaboration is necessary only to the extent of preserving a public senti
ment upholding and supporting the system. In most cases, a resolute 
registrar can himself take care of the matte1·. And even he does not need 
to act openly when it has once become generally known among the Negroes 
in a community that they had better keep away from all politics. 

The illegal practices have also the sanction of tradition behind them. 
The pres~nt situation is conceived of as the outcome of the successful 
revolutionary movement against the Reconstruction governments. The 
chronicle of the Restoration-symbolized by the Ku Klux Klan and a great 
number of "protective" leagues and secret terror organizations such as the 
Pale Faces of Tennessee; the Constitutional Guards and the White Broth
erhood of North Carolina; the Knights of the White Camellia in Louisiana 
and Arkansas; the Council of Safety in South Carolina; the Men of Justice 
in Alabama; the Society of the White Rose, the Seventy-Six Association, 
and the Robinson Family in Mississippi; the Knights of the Rising Sun 
and the Sons of Washington in Texas-offers a most amazing, sometimes 
ludicrous, but more often pathetic and tragic, reading. 

Guy B. Johnson characterizes Reconstruction as, in a sense, "a prolonged 
race riot": 

The Ku Klux Klan and a dozen similar organizations which sprang up over the 
South were as inevitable as a chemical reaction. Their purpose was punitive and 
regulatory, the restoration of absolute white supremacy. They flogged. intimidated, 
maimed, hanged, murdered, not only for actual attacks and crimes against whites, but 
for all sorts of trivial and imagined offenses. Every Negro was assumed to be "bad" 

• We do not mean, of course, that the Southerner's purpose in disfranchising the Negro 
is not to prevent him from having power. We are merely pointing out that th!!' "no 
social equality" theory applies to politics. (See Chapter 28, Section 6,) 
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unle1t1 he proved by hie action, that he wae "good." ••• Every Negro militia drill, 
every meeting or convention for the political or social advancement of the Negro 
took on the aspect of a "conspiracy'' or an "insurrection." The number of Negroes 
killed during Reconstruction will never be known. Five thousand would probably be 
a conservative estimate. 811 

After the overthrow of the Reconstruction government in all Southern 
states, which was consummated by 1877, a tendency to abstain from 
violence and threats of violence as a means of keeping the Negroes away 
from the polls gradually developed. With the state governments safely in 
their hands, the dominant white Southerners found it easier to buy, steal, 
or fail to count the Negro vote or to block the Negroes' voting by intricate 
election laws and manipulation of the election machinery. 

Polling places were set up at points remote from colored communities. Ferries 
between the black districts and voting booths went "out of repair" on election day. 
Grim-visaged white men carrying arms sauntered through the streets or stood near 
the polling booths. In districts where the blacks greatly outnumbered the whites, 
election officials permitted members of the superior race to "stuff the ballot box," 
and manipulated the count without fear of censure. Fantastic gerrymanders were 
devised to nullify Negro strength. The payment of po]] taxes, striking at the Negro's 
poverty and carelessness in preserving receipts, was made a requirement for voting. 
Some states confused the ignorant by enacting multiple ballot box laws which 
required the voter to place correctly his votes for various candidates in eight or more 
separate boxes. The bolder members of the colored race met threats of violence, and, 
in a diminishing number of instances, physical punishment. When the black man 
succeeded in passing through this maze of restrictions and cast his vote there was no 
assurance that it would be counted. Highly centralized election codes vested arbitrary 
powers in the election boards, and these powers were used to complete the elimina
tion of the Negro vote.88 

The pattern of illegality was thus firmly entrenched in Southern politics 
and public morals. "A strong man struggling upward under the conscious
ness of submergence and suffocation strikes right and left with little thought 
of either principle or policy,"87 explains an upright Southerner. So, un
doubtedly, did the white South feel when justifying the means to the end. 
But the means became a permanent pattern in the region. 

This fatal tradition of illegality has even deeper historical roots. The 
vigilante conservatives of the 'seventies did not create the patterns anew 
but simply took over and perfected the methods utilized by the Recon
struction governments themselves in their efforts to remain in power. These 
governments had often gerrymandered districts in order to gain the full 
weight of the Negro vote. They had created highly centralized election 
machinery, which later became so handy to the conservatives, and they 
had utilized unscrupulously this machinery and the Negro militia for 
controllin,g elections. Often these elections were tainted with fraud, intimi-
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dation an~ violence. The post-Reconstruction governments merely went 
to much greater extremes in illegal practices than already existed. 

But even the Reconstruction governments were not entirely original. 
Already before the Civil War the white South had gradually been condi
tioned for at least thirty years to sustain increasing suppression of freedom 
of speech and all other civil liberties in die service of upholding its 
solidarity.88 

The methods used and the rationalizations defending them must also be 
understood against the background of the region's peculiar rural structure. 
About the South today, Rupert B. Vance points out that: 

••. it can safely be said that no B.avor is stronger than that imparted by the frontier. 
No traits of the frontier can safely be neglected by the social historian as an anti
quarian's item •.•. The South still possesses the largest number of practically self
sufficing farms to be found in any comparable area in the nation. Its rural life is 
characterized by isolated farmsteads in the open country. If southern conditions of 
living have often appeared crude to the critics, it is for the reason that they have 
retained not only the usages but often the conditions of the frontier. More than any 
other section except the sparsely settled western range it has remained a pioneer belt, 
and the common man living in the open country faces much the same situation with 
the cultural heritage left by the frontier. While they were formative the folkways 
of the South got the stamp of the frontier. From the frontier, part of the area passed 
to the plantation, but the plantation area retained many of the frontier traits. Institu
tions and customs arc still tinged with the shades of the forest, whether as survivals or 
as adjustments to ruralism.39 

If this is true today, it was still more so in the ante-bellum South. W. F. 
Cash, following up this line of thought, comments: 

• • • in this world of ineffective social control, the tradition of vigilante action, 
which normally lives and dies with the frontier, not only survived but grew so 
steadily that already long before the Civil War and long before hatred for the 
black man had begun to play any direct part in the pattern ( of more than three 
hundred persons said to have been hanged or burned by mobs between 1840 and 
1860, less than ten per cent were Negroes) the South had become peculiarly the 
home of lynching.40 

Thus the opportunistic disrespect for law, order and public morals has 
a complicated causation and a deep-rooted history in the South. The tradi
tion is today still part of the way of life and as such is often patriotically 
cherished as distinctively Southern. It is certainly one of the most sinister 
historical heritages of the region. It spells danger for a democratic society 
and involves serious maladjustments. 



CHAPTER 21 

SOUTHERN CONSERVATISM AND LIBERALISM 

.......................................................................................................................................... , 
I, THE "SOLID SOUTH" 

Except for the Reconstruction period and for the period after Restora
tion culminating in the Populist movement ( 189o's), the South has 
consistently disfranchised the Negroes and has had to cling to the Demo
cratic party to do so. This suppression of normal bi-partisan politics has 
given the region the appellation ''Solid South." The South had a two-party 
system before 1830, and it was lost in the consolidation of forces against 
the North just before and during the Civil War. As we noted in the 
previous chapter, it was lost again at the close of Reconstruction.1 But 
already by the end of the 'seventies and increasingly up to the first half of 
the 'nineties, the Populist movement divided the agrarian middle and 
lower class from the Democratic party, which was Jed by the plantation 
owners, industrialists, merchants and bankers. The rise to political impor
tance of the agrarian radicals resulted in the fulfi.Jlment of the prediction 
that all precautions taken to keep the Negroes disfranchised would crumble 
if a split occurred in the ranks of the whites. Both factions appealed to the 
Negro voters. The regular Democrats, who were most familiar with the 
administrative machinery and who included most of the owners of planta
tions where Negroes were employed in large numbers, are said to have 
been most successful. But the agrarians were just as eager to get help 
where they could find it. In I 896 in North Carolina they joined the 
Republicans, and as a consequence more Negroes were appointed to offices 
in that state than ever before.2 For more than half a decade, the Demo
cratic party was virtually disrupted in most states of the South. 

But the reaction soon got under way. A new movement to disfranchise 
the Negroes by more effective legal means-starting with the Mississippi 
Constitutional Convention of I 890 and continuing with the adoption of 
new constitutions in seven other states between 1895 and 191o-drew its 
main arguments from the danger of a break in white solidarity, demon
strated by the agrarian revolt. When Populism declined, and it did so 
rapidly after 1896, and the unity between the Populists and the Democrats 
became restored, the main dish at the love feasts was the disfranchisement 
of the Ne:gro.8 
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After this crisis, the Democratic one-party rule has persisted practically 

unbroken until now, with the minor exception of the 1928 presidential 
campaign. In spite of a formidable armor of constitutional and statutory 
provisions for disfranchising the Negro and an extra-legal social pressure 
to complement the statutes, the main regions of the white South still do 
not dare to have any political division, lest the white factions be tempted 
to seek Negro support.• The irony of the situation is that the disfranchise
ment of the Negro had been argued as the only means of preventing 
corruption at the polls and of allowing the whites to divide along natural 
political lines. The second goal is obviously not reached, as the one-party 
system is still retained; since it is the only guarantee against Negro 
franchise, the elimination of the one-party system would be the basis for 
freedom of the whites to split. And to prevent corruption under a one-party 
system in a region with the unfortunate traditions of the South-when it 
is so difficult everywhere in America even when an opposition party is 
present-is practically impossible. In this vicious circle Southern politics 
is caught. 

The one-party system in the South; its supporting election machine with 
its restrictions, intricacies, and manipulations; its vast allowances for arbi
trary administration; and the low political participation of even the white 
people favor a de facto oligarchic regime, broken here and there, now and 
then, by demagogues from Tom Watson to Huey Long, who appeal to 
the lower classes among whites. The oligarchy consists of the big land
owners, the industrialists, the bankers and the merchants.4 Northern 
corporate business with big investments in the region has been sharing in 
the political control by this oligarchy. 

There is an amazing avoidance of issues in Southern politics. "The 
South votes for men-Democratic men-but rarely ever for issues, unless 
the issue is defined in black and white."5 We have to remember that in a 
measure this is a characteristic of all American politics.b But in the South, 
it is driven to its extreme. The chief direct reason for this is, of course, 
the one-party system which normally keeps politics within a single political 
machine and restricts the scope of political struggle to personalities and 
offices. The great Southern orator of the post-Restoration period, Henry 
W. Grady, gave the best rationalization of this situation as it is even today 
argued by the majority of the ruling class of the region. The reason is 
the Negro. 

The whites understand that the slightest division on their part will revive those 
desperate daya [ 0£ Reconstruction). • • • So that the whites have agreed everywhere 
to sink their differences on moral and economic issues, and present solid and 

• There is a rump Republican party in the South, and in a few itolated areas it it actuallt 
dominant. For a discuaaion of thie, see Chapter :u, Section 1. 

• See Chapter :U· 
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unbroken ranb ·to this alien and dangerom element. Thia once done, the mt i1 ear,. 
Banded intelligence and responsibility will win everywhere and all the time. Against 
it numben cannot prevail. 11 

It is not the Negro himself who is feared but "the baseness of white 
politicians» who might be tempted to use the Negro vote for "nefarious 
purposes": 

It may be asked, then: "Why do the Southern whites fear the political domination 
of the blacks~" They do not fear that directly. But the blacks are ignorant, and there
fore easily deluded; strong of race instinct, and therefore clannish; without informa
tion, and therefore without strong political convictions; passionate, and therefore 
easily c:rcited; poor, irresponsible, and with no idea of the integrity of the suffrage, 
and therefore easily bought. The fear is that this vast swarm of ignorant, purchasable 
and credulous voters will be compacted and controlled by desperate and unscrupulous 
white men, and made to hold the balance of power wherever the whitca arc divided. 
Thia fear has kept, and will keep, the whites "solid." It would keep the intelligence 
and responsibility of any community, North or South, aolid.7 

But there is a higher principle invoked to explain why "the whites shall 
have clear and unmistakable control of public affairs'' and why a solid 
front must be preserved: 

They own the property. They have the intelligence. Theirs is the responsibility. 
For these reasons they are entitled to control. Beyond these reasons is a racial one. 
They arc the superior race, and wilJ not and can not submit to the domination of 
an inferior race.8 

Against these arguments the Southern liberals hammer away. They 
point out that the one-party system fosters mediocrity, demagoguery, 
political apathy and irrationality. They point out that fear of the Negro 
shadows every political discussion and prevents the whites from doing 
anything to improve themselves. The conservative whites counter that 
the Southern system does allow for political division-in the primaries, 
though not in the general elections. This, however, is a myth which South
erners have carefully fostered: in 1940 only 36 of the 78 Democratic 
primaries-less than half-were contested in the eight poll tax states.9 
Thus, even in the primaries there is little opportunity for political division. 

But undoubtedly there are sometimes real divisions even in the South 
on interests and issues: poor people against rich, the hill country against 
the plantation lands, the coast against the inland. But the fact that the 
issues have to be fought out under cover of personalities and within a 
one-9arty machine must, particularly in a region of inadequate political 
education, confuse those issues. It has, indeed, been the tradition and the 
spirit of the "Solid South" to have such confusion, as the party machine is 
always sensing, and capitalizing upon, the danger of a serious political 
division. T~e newspapers ~ually respect this tradition. They publish the 
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generalities contained in the various candidates' platforms and speeches 
but usually abstain from giving information on the real issues which might 
sometimes be involved. 

Even admitting, therefore, that the one-party system allows for a 
certain number of issues and divisions, it must be maintained that, in a 
considerable degree, the one-party rule of the South obliterates healthy 
democratic politics, both in national and in local affairs. There is a consider
able amount of truth in W. E. Du Bois' bitter characterization: 

The white primary system in the South is simply a system which compels the 
white man to disenfranchise himself in order to take the vote away from the Negro . 
• • . The mass of people in the South today ha,•e no knowledge as to how they are 
gm•erned or by whom. Elections have nothing to do with broad policies and social 
development, but are matters of selection of friends to lucrative offices and punish
ment of penonal enemies. Local administration is a purposely disguised system of 
intrigue which not even an expert could unravcI.10 

2. SOUTHERN CONSERVATISM 

Democratically organized people's movements, g1vmg voice to the 
needs of the simple citizen and a pqwer basis for his full participation in 
the control of society, do not thrive in this political atmosphere. To an 
extent the lack of organized mass participation in government is a general 
American characteristic.a The South shows even less popular political 
interest than the rest of the country. Except for the Ku Klux Klan, which 
lacked positive political goals, the Prohibition movement, which was based 
more on emotion than on reason, and the Populist movement, which, in the 
South as all over the country, was loose in organization and confused in 
aims and which achieved little, the South has never experienced organized 
mass movements of a political character. 

There have been few spontaneous movements to improve the well-being 
of the masses of people, such as trade unions or adult education. Even the 
farmers' cooperative movement has been lagging in the South,11 and what 
has come in has been due mainly to the efforts of the federal government. 
The Southern masses do not generally organize either for advancing their 
ideals or for protecting their group interests. The immediate reason most 
often given by Southern liberals is the resistance from the political oli
garchy which wants to keep the masses inarticulate. This has also been the 
initial situation in most other regions and countries, but· in these others 
eventually the organized and self-disciplined mass movements have come 
to form the very basis for a revitalized democracy. The deeper reasons are 
again the low level of political culture in the South, which has become 
solidified partly in the region's steadfast struggle to keep the Negro from 
participation. 

• See Chapter n . 
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All modern reform movements which have penetrated the rest of the 
country and gradually changed American society-woman suffrage and 
economic equality, collective bargaining, labor legislation, progressive 
education, child welfare, civil service reform, police and court reform, 
prison reform-have, until recently, hardly touched the greater part of the 
South except in so far as the federal government has imposed them from 
the outside. In particular, there has been no active participation of the 
masses. Recently they have become the interest of the upper class liberals 
around the universities and other cultural centers. Southern liberalism
which will be discussed in further detail below-is beautiful and dignified. 
It preserves much of the philosophical grace of the mythical old aristo
cratic South. But until the New Deal came, it had no source of power. 
Even yet it does not have contact with, or support by, the masses. Social 
reform is now coming rapidly to the South, but it is coming mainly from 
Washington. For a hundred years this region, which played such an 
important and distinguished role in the American Revolution and in the 
early history of the Republic, has not contributed to the nation anything 
approaching its fair share of fresh political thinking and forward-looking 
political initiative in national issues. It has, on the whole, served as a 
reactionary drag against the forces of change and progress. 

This political conservatism is directly tied up with the Negro problem 
in several ways. The devices inaugurated to disfranchise Negroes, the one
party system, the low political participation on the part of the white 
masses, and other peculiarities of Southern politics, all tend to give a 
disproportionate power to classes, groups and individuals who feel their 
1nterests tied up with conservatism in social issues. But there is also a more 
direct connection between Southern conservatism and the Negro problem. 
For constitutional and other reasons, social reform measures will have to 
include Negroes, and this is resented. The conservative opponents of 
reform proposals can usually discredi~ them by pointing out that they will 
improve the status of the Negroes, and that they prepare for "social equal
ity." This argument has been raised in the South against labor unions, 
child labor legislation and practically every other proposal for reform. 

It has been argued to the white workers that the Wages and Hours Law 
was an attempt to legislate equality between the races by raising the wage 
level of Negro workers to that of the whites. The South has never been 
seriously interested in instituting tenancy legislation to protect the tenants' 
rights and at the same time to improve agriculture, and the argument has 
again been that the Negro sharecropper should not be helped a~inst the 
white man.• I have met this same argument everywhere in the South when 
discussing economic and social reforms: "We don't want our Negroes 

• See Chapter Io, Section 4. 
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to ... " The poor white Southerners are apparently still prepared to pay 
the price of their own distress in order to keep the Negro still lower. 

Liberals commonly describe this argument as a "red herring,,, intention
ally used by the reactionaries to distract and deceive the ignorant public 
and to discredit reforms. But this argument is not merely deceptive. It 
most certainly has a kernel of truth in it. Of necessity, social reforms 
involve changes which are general, and social cooperation, to be effective, 
cannot remain confined exclusively to whites. All social reforms involve 
an element of economic and social equalization which, by the very logic 
of things, cannot wholly set the Negroes apart. In addition to technical 
factors and the constitutional barriers against making social legislation 
openly discriminatory, there is also the sense of rationality and fairness in 
the minds of the white Southerners themselves. "Social equality,,, in a 
sense, will be promoted in a society remade by social reforms; the caste 
order was more easily upheld in a conservative laissez-faire society. In 
spite of much discrimination, this has been the experience of the South 
during the New Deal. There is, therefore-and this should not be con
cealed-a measure of logic in the political correlation between the anti
!'Jcgro attitude and the traditional conservatism of the South generallr, 
As the South is now gradually accepting social reform, it will also have 
to give up a considerable part of discrimination against the Negroes both 
in principle and in practice. 

If social reforms have been lacking in the South, certain other changes 
have been going strong. The Prohibition movement, for example, has had 
widespread political support. William Archer, when he toured the South 
in the first decade of the twentieth century, could report that "the most 
remarkable phenomenon in the recent history of the South is the 'wave 
of prohibition' which has passed, and is passing, over the country. There 
are 20,000,000 people in the fourteen Southern States, I 7,000,000 of 
whom are under prohibitory law in some form.m 2 Even today, nearly a 
decade after the abolition of the Eighteenth Amendment, two Southern 
states-Mississippi and Oklahoma (and one Northern state-Kansas)
have laws prohibiting the sale of hard liquor. Even those states which do 
not have prohibition laws have strong prohibitionist sentiments. For 
example: in 1938 the Virginia legislature ordered the burning of a study 
of the physiological effects of liquor after they had paid to have this study 
made, simply because it observed that liquor in small quantities was not 
harmful.18 These demonstrations against liquor are apparently not meant 
to affect white people; in most Southern states they are directed solely 
against the Negro.11 Archer reml;lrked that: "The presence of the negro 
in the South is a tower of strength to the prohibitionist.m4 

• In Mississippi, which is an absolutely dry state, the author saw more hard drinking 
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The South is also strongly religious. Not only is the nonchurch member 
comparatively rare, but the denominations tend to be more fundamentalist 
and evangelical than in the North. Although it would have to be checked 
by carefully collected quantitative data, my impression is that the sermons 
stress the Other World more often than thls one and rely for a text more 
often on the Old Testament than on the New Testament. It would seem 
that the Southern white man, especially in the lower classes, goes to 
church more to get an emotional thrill than to get an intellectual frame
work into which to put his daily problems. These things are true in the 
North, too, but to a much smaller extent. In spite of his other-worldliness 
in church, the Southern preacher is often interested in power. Until recently 
he was often quite important in local politics: during the 192o's clergymen 
may almost be said to have dominated the South. They were a potent force 
behind the resuscitation of the Ku Klux: Klan. They backed the "Blue 
Laws." They dominated many universities. The Dayton trial, which was 
fought over the question of teaching evolution in Tennessee, was only the 
most spectacular manifestation of the general power of the fwidamentalist 
clergy.11 

3. Is THE SouTH FASc1sT? 

On account of the one-party system and the precarious state of civil 
liberties, the South is sometimes referred to as fascist. This is, however, 
wrong and just as wrong of the present as of the earlier South. The South 
entirely lacks the centralized organization of a fascist state. Southern 
politics is, on the contrary, decentralized and often even chaotic. The 
Democratic party is the very opposite of a "state party" in a modern fascist 
sense. It has no conscious political ideology, no tight regional or state 
organization and no centralized and efficient bureaucracy. The "regimenta
tion" which keeps the South politically solid is not an organization for 
anything-least of all for a general ,policy-it is a regimentation against 
the Negro. The South is static and defensive, not dynamic and aggressive. 

Fundamentally the white Southerner is-Jike the Negro, who is molded 
in the same civilization-even more of an individualist and more of a 
romantic than the Northerner. This is attested to by recent Southern 
analysts of "the mind of the South." The point has been particularly well 
established and explained by W. J. Cash in his recent book of this title. 16 

These characteristics are a survival of the frontier civilization of the South. 
A ruling element of this tradition is "an intense distrust of, and, indeed, 
downright aversion to, any actual exercise of authority beyond the barest 
minimum essential to the existence of the social organism."11 The South
erner wants and expects a personal touch> a measure of arbitrariness, and, 

than he has ever before witnessed. Will Rogers is said to have remarked that "Missilllippi 
will hold fai~hful and 1teadfut to prohibition as long as the voters can 11.agger to the polls." 
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indeed, of adventure in all his relations with public authorities. He wants 
them to be informal, considerate and personalized. 

The South has not yet reached the objectivity and legality of the mature 
democracy. But still less does it resemble the tight, totalitarian regimenta
tion of the fascist state. It might, perhaps, be said to contain elements of 
both. But, more fundamentally, the South is a stubbornly lagging Amer
ican frontier society with a strong paternalistic tinge inherited from the old 
plantation and slavery system. Paternalism is cherished particularly as the 
ideal relation retween whites and Negroes. The Southerner is proud of 
his benevolence toward Negro dependents but would resent vigorously 
their demanding this aid as a right. It must never be forgotten that the 
caste system has a petty positive angle and not only a gross negative one. 
Paternalism-as a social pattern which is personal, informal, determined 
by whimsy and the impulses of the moment, touched by humor and 
sentimentality, flattering the ego, but, nevertheless, not too expensive
fits ideally into the individualistic and romantic temper of the region. 

Registrars and other county officials in the South show surprising indif
ference to, and sometimes brazen ignorance of, the laws and formal 
procedures. They are systematically careless, and they are proud of it. 
Even political discrimination against the Negro is haphazard and accidental 
in this romantic and individualistic region. Most of the time the Negro is 
not allowed to register or to vote, and he might risk anything up to his 
life in attempting to do it. But sometimes he is allowed: because he is a 
"good nigger," because "he has the right," because his voting "proves" 
that there is no discrimination, or for no particular reason at all, or just 
for the fun of doing the opposite of what is expected. 

In most districts, most of the time, the Negro has also to be careful 
about what he indulges in as far as organizational activity and concerted 
political propaganda is concerned. In many communities leading white 
citizens make no secret of the fact that they are carefulJy following-with 
the assistance of Negro stool-pigeons-all signs of "subversive propaganda" 
and unrest among the Negroes in the community, and that they interfere 
to stop even innocent beginnings of Negro group activity. But more often, 
and again for no visible reason, the Negroes arc let alone to organize and 
plead their causes as they please. The National Association for the Ad
vancement of Colored People is often spoken of by conservative white 
Southerners as a serious danger, organized from the North to stir up 
Negroes in the South against the whites and to disrupt the social order 
there. One is told that anybody from that organization sneaking into the 
community will have to run fast in order not to be lynched. Incidents are 
related to show that this is not an empty threat. But the N.A.A.C.P. has 
local branches in over 100 cities in the South; and Garner, it is said, 
wanted to have the 1940 N.A.A.C.P. convention in Houstun, Texas, and 
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had promised to have the Democratic state committee abolish the white 
primary rule in return for boosting the Garner candidacy for President 
among Northern Negroes. 

Related to the South's individualism and frontier heritage is its strong 
democratic temper. Even the old harshly conservative slavery philosophy 
of the ante-bellum South stressed the fundamental equality of all white 
men.• "White supremacy'' and, to a lesser degree, the defensive ideology 
of the alleged superiority of the pure Southern white stock to the mixed 
Northerners, tended to promote a feeling of fellowship and fundamental 
equality among Southern white men. In spite of economic class differences, 
accentuated by the slavery and plantation system, there was also much real 
democracy in the outer forms of social relations. The planters usually 
preferred to keep their aristocratic pretensions to themselves and to encour
age the high-brow writers in their philosophizing about equality. The 
literature did not reach the masses anyway. The origin of most of the 
planter class from the same stock of people as the poor whites was a tic, 
particularly in the Deep South.18 Democracy in daily human relations had, 
thus, much the same origin in the South as in other parts of America. The 
Civil War and the social convulsions during the succeeding decades cer
tainly did not strengthen the feeling of rigid class differences. Even if in 
reality the South until this day remains much of a political oligarchy
where, however, the individual oligarchs are often changing-this oligarchy 
always has to appeal to the common white man as an equal and as the 
ultimate arbiter of political affairs. 

Religion also tends to create a feeling of equality among human beings 
in the South-not even excluding the Negroes. An even stronger influence 
has been created by the American Creed. Southerners have been denounc
ing the North and its leveling theories on every convenient occasion for a 
hundred years, but they cannot help 'being gradually drawn into its orbit. 
In the middle of the 'eighties, Walter Hines Page and George Washington 
Cable-Page as editor of a weekly magazine, the State Chronicle (1883), 
in North Carolina and Cable with the publication of his book, The Silent 
South (1885)-started Southern self-criticism, and since then the South 
has had a growing school of nonscalawag liberals, all working in line with 
the national democratic ideals. They have been violently denounced. Some 
have abandoned work in the South and moved to the North. Even today 
they are denounced by perhaps the majority of Southerners. But most of 
the people who denounce them, nevertheless, take a regional pride in them. 
Their status in the South is definitely higher than is that of intellectuai 
liberals in the North. And what is more, the Southern liberals have 

• See Chapter 20, Section 4. 
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a..1ually influenced considerably the thinking of the South far outside the 
circle of their direct followers.a 

Despite all professions to the contrary, the acceptance in principle even 
by the conservative white Southerners of the American Creed explains why 
so many exceptions are made to the rule of excluding Negroes from voting. 
It opens many possibilities for a persistent strategy on the part of the 
Negro people to increase their political participation. It makes it possible 
that the barrier against them might, in the future, fall altogether. In 
fields other than politics, it is equally important to remember that the 
white conservative Southerner harbors the American Creed. Otherwise it 
would, for example, be difficult or impossible to explain why the Negroes 
in the South are getting so much, and are gradually getting even more, 
education. It would be just as impossible to explain why, in the local 
application of New Deal measures, Southern discrimination against the 
Negroes stops where it does. It would generally be inexplicable why the 
South, with all its traditions of inequality and illegality, is so definitely 
on the way toward social democracy and law observance, and why it is not 
headed the other way. The conservative Southerner is not so certain as he 

• When discussing Southern politics with reactionary intellectuals and semi-intellectuals 
in the South-among them a high officer of the Ku Klux Klan-the present author had 
the following type of convcr1,ation: after my inform.mt had expounded his social and politi
cal thcory--a somewhat modified version of the aristocratic, p.1triard1al, solidarity philobo
}'hy disrn,sed ahove--1 tempted him with the following respon~e: I a,·cepted his ideal o1 
political society, but I criticized the method. used to achieve it. We are living in a modern 
ci\'ilization, with vastly imptovcJ methods for p(Jlitic,1 I Jomination. In this era the old
fashioned methods of the South--clection treachery, intimidation, occasional mob-justice-
are outmoded; they are inefficient and socially wasteful. If modern techniques-which 1 
described without going into detail-were to be applied to the Southern situation, a much 
greater security for the upper strata could be re,11ized with much less cost and effort, It 
would ind1•ed be beneficial even to poor rural whites and to the N1•groes who could rapidly 
be brought to paint their shacks, screen th1·ir windows, keep up gardens, wash their babies. 
and take better care of their land and their crops. Industry could perhaps afford to pay 
&omcwhat higher wages if it were insured against outside interference with its workers, 
and if the workers were brought to frcl a fundamental identity of interest with Capital. 

Having thus been shown the ideal fascist state, the Southern reactionary's immediate and 
emphatic response w1luld invariably be a ver&ion of the following: "No, sir! This is a 
rountry of liberty and equality of opportunity, Everyone in this American nation, high and 
low, white and black, rich anJ poor, values his freedom higher than anything else. Not 
for any promists of order and material well-being are we Americans willing to give up the 
fundamental tenets of our democracv." 

In these or similar terms I have, time and again, been rewarded for projecting construc
tively the basic principles sometimes so freely pronounced by conservative white Southerners. 
The secret, I have been gradually convinced, is that the Southerner, too, and even th~ 
reactionary Southerner, harbors the whole Arneriran Creed in his bosom. It certainly does 
not dominate his political behavior: he is inconsistent and ambivalent. But it would be 
equally wrong to try to analyze the situation in the South without taking his allegiance tn 
the American Creed i11to account. 
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sometimes sounds. He is a split personality. Part of his heart belongs to 
the American Creed. And if one argues that this is mere hypocrisy, he is 
entirely missing the point. The Southern conservative white man's faith 
in American democracy, which he is certainly not living up to, and the 
Constitution, which he is circumventing, are living forces of decisive 
dynamic signi6cance. 

4. THE CHANGING SOUTH 

The South is changing rapidly. During the 'thirties the changes went 
into high speed. Those changes cover the whole field of social relations 
and are being analyzed in other chapters of this inquiry. At this point 
only a few summary hints are needed to stress their paramount importance 
for Southern politics. 

It is easy to give the false impression that the South is static. The preced
ing pages of this chapter-taken by themselves-might also have fallen 
into this error. There are two main causes of this illusion. One is the 
extremely low starting points, in all respects-general education, political 
culture, economic standards-of the South at the end of the Civil War. 
The outside observer, today, who does not himself share in the breath
taking drama of the Southern people, will easily observe that the South 
is far behind the rest of the nation but might overlook the great changes 
that have occurred since the Civil War. To guard against this we have 
tried to be explicit about the humble beginnings. . 

The second cause is a curious tendency of most Southerners, a tendency 
related to their conservatism, to stress in conversation and literature that 
customs are strong and that there is much resistance to change. Reality is 
actually dynamic in the South, but people's ideas about reality are usually 
astonishingly static. The average Southerner does not seem to believe in 
the changes which are going on right before his own eyes. The pessimistic 
and conservative idea about the "motes" and the "folkways"-which sup
posedly cannot be changed by the "stateways"-is not only a particularly 

· cherished notion among Southern social scientists, but is something of a 
regional religion for a large proportion of the literate people. The South 
is intensely conscious of its history, and there is a high level of historical 
knowledge among the educated classes. But history is not used, as in the 
North, to show how society is continuously changing, but rather, on the 
contrary, to justify the status quo and to emphasize society's inertia. 

It is true that the presence of this bent of mind itself hampers social 
change. But the material and spiritual changes under way are so momentous 
that thc;y cut through these barriers. Southerners are apt to say that "the 
poll tax will not be abolished in the South, for the courthouse gangs will 
not .allow it," or that "Negroes will never vote in the South, for white 
nMnl~ will not stand for it," or that "there are never going to be any 
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labor unions down here, for public opinion is against it." The truth is, of 
course, that the poll tax ir abolished in three states (North Carolina, Louis
iana, and Florida) already, and that it is likely to be abolished in the others 
as time passes.• The trend is clear and uni-directional: when the poll tax 
is once abolished in a state it is unlikely that it will be reintroduced there, 
while in the other states the discussion will continue about its abolition. 
The courthouse gangs and the local politicians might be agaim~t the reform, 
but there is a general upheaval of social and economic conditions in the 
South which is changing their basis of power. Likewise, Negroes are voting 
in some places in the South, and white people are tolerating it. In the new 
annual A.A.A. elections for the crop restriction program they are even 
voting right in the cotton counties of the Black Belt in perhaps even greater 
proportion than whites. b 

Industrialization and urbanization are proceeding at a greater speed in 
the South than in other parts of the country. Agriculture in the South is 
facing a more thoroughgoing adjustment to world market conditions than 
elsewhere, and this structural change means more to the South because 
its economy is based on agriculture to a greater extent. Because of the 
coming economic changes and because of the high birth rate, migration 
may be expected to become more important than it now is, and migration 
always has far-reaching social effects. Unionization has proceeded in spite 
of all impediments. The national labor movement in America cannot 
indefinitely be expected to overlook the fact that the present conservative 
power constellation in the South is antagonistic to its interests. Indeed, it 
is something of a riddle that organized labor throughout the country has, 
for such a long time, acquiesced in the Southern situation. 

The economic depression and the following prolonged stagnation during 
the 'thirties meant distress everywhere and particularly in the poor, back
ward, harassed South. The liberal New Deal which followed in the wake 
of the economic pressure was sponsored by the same national party which 
locally has meant the "Solid South," cultural traditionalism and political 
reaction. But apart from the fact of party allegiance, the South was actually 
too poor to scorn systematically the gifts of national charity, even if the 
price to be paid was the acceptance of social legislation and organized social 
reform. Not overlooking the considerable discrimination against Negroes 
in the local administration of New Deal measures in the South,e we must 
see that the New Deal has made a lasting break in Southern racial practices. 
It has been said that the South was once bought by the Northern capitalists, 
who did not care much for the Negroes and allowed the Southernen 
almost complete freedom in the p\1.rsuit of any kind of racial discrimination. 

• While this book is in press, Tennessee has al10 aboliahed its poll tax. 
• See Chapter 12.1 Section 51 and Chapter :u, Section 3. 
• See Chapten sa ud 15. 
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Now WMhmgton ii the main "buyer'' of the South. And Washington 
usually seeks to extend its assistance regardless of race. 

Washington is not consistent in its racial policy, it is true. The New 
Deal, whatever its leadership and its aspirations, is bridled by shrewd poli
ticians who must be just as reluctant to break openly with Southern conserv
atism as with the corrupt city machines in the North. But at the same time 
these politicians have to look out for the labor vote and for the Negro 
vote in the North, which again strengthens the forces working for nondis
crimination in the New Deal. There is, in the game, plenty of room for 
skillful log-rolling; the Southern conservatives in Congress and at home 
will often succeed in blocking rules and policies drawn up by the New 
Dealers to protect the Negroes' right to their equal share. The fight goes 
on under cover. But sometimes it flares into the open, as when Southern 
reactionary congressmen utilize their strategic committee positions to defeat 
or restrict some proposal of the New Deal. This blocking of social reform 
by Southern congressmen and the more general condition-which existed 
long before the New Deal-for Southern congressmen to exert a dispropor
tionate influence on legislation because of their longer tenure and the 
consequent importance of their committee assignments and prestige, i.r one 
of the main reasons why the Negro problem is a national one and not 
merely a sectional one. Northern politicians are becoming aware of this fact 
before the Northern public. 

If, in the main, the New Deal has to deal tactfully with Southern con
gressmen, the latter cannot afford to break off entirely from the New 
Deal either. The Democratic party is their means of reaching out into 
national politics. And, besides, they have to watch their home front, where 
the New Deal is getting popular with the masses. The race issue, in these 
New Deal measures, is never an isolated element which can be cut off; it 
is always involved in the bigger issue of whether poor people shall be 
helped or not. The fundamental fa~t is that the South is poor and in clear 
need of social assistance and economic reform. To this must be added a 
personal factor of considerable weight. Roosevelt is not just another 
Democratic President. He has succeeded in becoming truly popular among 
the common people in the South, and he has taught them to demand more 
out of life in terms of security and freedom from want. He has acquired 
such prestige that the epithet "nigger lover" simply cannot be applied to 
him. Even the most conservative Southerner will scarcely dare to come out 
against him personally in the same way as do Republican conservatives in 
the North. 

In this way Southern political conservatism as a whole, and even on the 
race point, has to retreat and compromise. Meanwhile, the entire South 
is experiencing the benefits of the various federal policies. A general trend 
of centr.ilization of governmental functions-from local governments to 
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state governments, and from state governments to federal governments-
is helping to give the South a new kind of administration. Even more 
in the South than in the rest of the country the New Deal talces on the 
form of a popular movement. Partly under the stimulation of the New 
Deal, the people of the South are coming to organize themselves for a wide 
variety of purposes: in county planning and other agricultural groups, in 
4-H clubs, in credit associations and cooperatives, in religious reform 
groups, discussion forums, fact-finding committees, parent-teacher associa
tions, interracial commissions, professional organizations and civic better
ment leagues. Some of these org:i.nizations are much older than the New 
Deal, but the whole trend has certainly gained momentum during recent 
years. The relation to the political New Deal of these variegated civic 
activities is apparent. The people behind it are the same as those working for 
the New Deal. Often those organizations are initiated and financed by the 
N.Y.A., the W.P.A., and the F.S.A. or some of the other government 
agencies. 

Small numbers of Southerners, even in the lower classes, are thus gradu
ally becoming accustomed to meeting together for orderly discussion of 
their problems. We have already observed the lack, in the South even more 
than in the North, of self-generating peoples' movements. The activity 
which we are now considering is certainly not a spontaneous outflow from 
the intelligent demands of problem-conscious masses. It is spoon-fed from 
above. But we must be careful not to under-estimate its potentialities. The 
building up of a social democracy does not, perhaps, follow exactly the 
same pattern everywhere. It may be that as small groups from the masses 
are in this way reached by modern political thought, they will, in their 
turn, act as catalysts bringing political intelligence and organizational 
solidarity to the vast dormant masses of white and black people in the 
South. 

The New Deal-particularly in the South-docs not rate highly when 
judged by norms of administrative efficiency. There has been lar.k of 
careful planning, coordination, and persistency, and there has also been 
waste of personnel and money. But the New Deal has spirit-particularly 
in the South. And it has done what many of the more efficient national wel
fare policies in other countries have rather neglected: it has strongly 
emphasized the education of the people. Such agencies as, for instance, the 
Farm Security Administration, have perhaps their most outstanding 
accomplishment in the education of the masses for a fuller and more 
efficient life. By actually changing the people, and not only assistin~ them 
economically, the New Deal becomes the more potent as a dynamic factor 
undermining the status <fUO in the South. 

The docility of the people on the plantations and in the textile mills
so different from the common stereotype of the independent, upright 
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American-is, of -course, the very thing to be ·educated away. But in the 
initial effort at change, this docility gives the public agencies the oppor
tunity to use an element of patriarchal compulsion in the right .direction, 
which speeds up the educational process. The poorest farmer in the Scan
dinavian countries or in England-or in the Middle West, for that matter 
-would not take benevolent orders so meekly as Negro and white share
croppers do in the South. But if use is made of dependence and paternalism, 
the aim is independence and self-reliance. It has to be remembered that 
these people have lived in still greater dependence before, and that their 
close supervision by federal agencies is to be regarded as a weaning process. 

If we note further that the long-run trend in the South toward a higher 
level of general education and cultural participation of both Negroes and 
whites is steadily proceeding, we have accounted for the main dynamic 
factors in the Southern political situation. They all accumulate to bring 
Southern conservatism into a process of gradual disintegration. In this 
period of accelerated change, the Second W or Id War has come to America. 
Some of the specific New Deal policies are being discontinued. Undoubtedly 
this War will have some of the usual effects of all wars in the direction 
of cultural and political reaction.19 It is reported that the Ku Klux Klan 
is preparing for a new and glorious comeback after this War is over. But, 
more fundamentally, the War will probably work toward a still greater 
speeding up of most of the changes under way. And the War is f9ught for 
democracy, for the "American way of life"-which is certainly not Southern 
traditionalism. 

In these changes, the various areas of the South are proceeding at 
different levels. The Deep South lags somewhat behind the Upper South, 
the Southwest, and the Border states, just as these are not as advanced as 
the Northern and Western regions of the country. These regional dif
ferences give us a sort of observational check in our analysis of the changes 
in time; they are especially useful. in foreseeing the future of the Deep 
South. 

No Yankee will be tactless enough to mention it, in so many words, and 
no Southerner can afford to admit it, but the main thing happening to the 
South is that it is gradually becoming Americanized. 

5. SOUTHERN LIBERALISM 

Southern liberalism is not liberalism as it is found elsewhere in America 
or in the world. It is a unique species. It is molded by the forces of the 
region where it carries out its fight. As an intellectual and ideological 
phenomenon it is, as we shall find, highly interesting. But in spite of its 
local, not to say provincial, character, it has always had its chief strategic 
function as a liaison agent with the North. It gets its power from outside 
tht1 So#th. For decades Southern liberals have been acting as the trusted 
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advisors and executors of the Northern philanthropists who wanted to do 
something for the region. During the 'thirties they received a much more 
potent tf\JSteeship; namely, to bring the New Deal into effect in the South. 
The power and prestige of this function, and, even more, the entire series 
of recent changes in the Southern social scene, have given them a high 
political importance in the South. 

As social change gains momentum in the South, the future of Southern 
liberalism might become great. But it must be recognized that, outside the 
sphere dominated by Washington, its actual influence today on Southern 
politics is still minor. It has as yet little organized support among the broad 
masses of workers, farmers and lower middle class. It is mostly a fraternity 
of individuals with independent minds, usually living in, and adjusting 
to, an uncongenial social surrounding. Many of them are tolerated and even 
respected because of their high standing in their professions, their family 
background or their general culture. They are the intellectuals of the region 
and are responsible for a large part of the entire high-grade literary, jour
nalistic and scientific output of the region. They are so relatively few that 
the student of the South and its problems can hardly avoid coming to know 
first-hand and personally a representative sample of the group. They are, 
indeed, the cultural fa91de of the South. 

Here and there they have influenced state and local affairs to a limited 
extent. During the 'thirties the backing from Washington increased this 
type of local political influence. But nowhere in the South are they in power. 
The one exception to prove the rule is former Mayor Maury Maverick 
of San Antonio, Texas. A few have, however, reached out into national 
politia.. Only two senators in the Upper and Lower South-Claud~ Pepper 
of Florida and Lister Hill of Alabama (successor to Justice Hugo Black) 
-and two or three Southern representatives (notably, Robert Ramspeck 
of Georgia) could be considered as liberals. It seems to be easier for a 
Southern liberal to win a seat in Congress than to be really influential at 
home. One of the most prominent of them, Justice Hugo Black, has 
entered the Supreme Court after serving as senator. Quite a number of 
Southern liberals have held important positions in the central New Deal 
administration and thus, through Washington, moved things quite a bit 
in their own South. They have been the distinguished "scalawags" of the 
'thirties. A representative and prominent man in this group is W. W. 
Alexander, the former chief of the Farm Security Administration. 

But for the rest, Southern liberalism has its main stronghold in a few 
universities and among newspaper editors, both found most often in the 
Upper South. President Frank P. Graham of the University of North 
Carolina is a national figure-which means much in the South-and is 
thus strong enough even to maintain a thoroughly liberal and, in some 
respects, unorthodox faculty. North Carolina is, in addition, a fairly liberal 
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state, as Southern states go, and proud of the national reputation of its 
University. But even in the Deep Southern state of Georgia, the college has 
a slight liberal influence. When recently Governor Eugene Talmadge, one 
of the most vicious demagogues of the South, tried to dismiss ten educators 
in the state's highest institutions, he met the condemnation of the regional 
educational association, the vociferous protest of the students and even the 
mild protests of the remaining teachers. Even though the issue was a 
racial one, the opposition was quite vigorous-much more vigorous than 
Talmadge had bargained for and much more vigorous than he would have 
received a generation ago. Mainly as a consequence of his attacks on 
academic freedom, Talmadge was defeated at the following election. 

Some of the liberal editors in the Upper South, such as Jonathan Daniels, 
Virginius Dabney, and Mark Ethridge, also enjoy a certain amount of 
protection in their liberal views through the fact that they have achieved 
positions of national eminence. But many others do not. And all of them 
have to sell their papers in the local market to make a livii1g. 

In this situation it is evident that the result must be a rigorous selection 
of the liberal professors and editors in the South. For men of humble 
origin and modest gifts and vision it is actually too dangerous to be liberal 
in the region. It is an obvious fact-usually never denied in the South even 
by conservatives-that the liberal professors and editors reach professional 
standards far superior to the average in the region. This gives to liberalism 
in the South a flavor of intellectual superiority, which is likely to attract 
the most ambitious youths. And because it makes such high demands upon 
a person in the way of talent and courage, mediocre youth avoid it. As 
some Squthern liberals under the New Deal have been awarded important 
functions in national administration and politics, this adds more appeal 
but, again, only to the select. To a degree this is the situation everywhere 
in the world. It is always safest to be a conformer, but there are "glittering 
prizes for the one who has a brave. heart and a cutting blade," as the late 
British statesman Lord Birkenhead once told an English student assembly.20 

In the South the selective process seems to work with much more sharp
ness than elsewhere in America. 

To the group of outstanding liberals in the South belong also such writers 
of fiction as Erskine Caldwell, Paul Green, William Faulkner, Ellen Glas
gow, Julia Peterkin, Du Bose Heyward, and Thomas S. Stribling. Their 
direct influence in the South is probably much smaller than could be 
assumed, as in all likelihood the majority of their readers are Northerners. 
Book reading is restricted in the South. The North has always been, and still 
is, the main public for Southern authors. 

There are also labor union officials among the Southern liberals. The 
growing group of social workers and people employed locally in the vari
ous federal agencies contain also a significant portion of liberals. In addition, 
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there are solitary idealists living all over the huge region-teachers, some 
doctors, a few lawyers, occasionally a queer businessman or planter, a num
ber of ministers, and many educated married women of the upper and 
middle class who enjoy the culture of leisure. Many women's organiza
tions, for instance, the American Association of University Women or the 
League of Women Voters, are locally strong forces for liberalism. There 
are other liberal organizations; for example, the interracial commissions• 
or the Fact Finding Committee of Georgia-a Southern state where such 
a group and su,:h work would be least expected, judging by the office
holders and the policies pursued. 

But Southern liberalism has generally not reached even this preliminary· 
stage of organization. The nearest approach to an organized political front 
was the Southern Conference on Human Welfare, which met in 1938 in 
Birmingham, Alabama, in 1940 in Chattanooga, Tennessee, and in 1942 
in Nashville, Tennessee. The author, who was present at the first occasion, 
had a feeling that the real importance of this meeting was that here for the 
first time in the history of the region, since the era of the American Revolu
tion, the lonely Southern liberals met in great numbers-actually more 
than twelve hundred-coming from all states and joined by their col
leagues in Washington; and that they, in this new and unique adventure, 
experienced a foretaste of the freedom and power which large-scale politi· 
cal organization and concerted action give. 

At these conferences Southern Negroes were present and played an 
important role. It is a fact of more potential than actual political impor
tance that practically all Southern Negro intellectuals and probably a 
majority of the Negro professionals and business people are, at heart, 
liberals. It is natural both that their interests are concentrated upon the 
Negro problem and that their attitudes toward other issues, where they are 
practically without a voice, are less well considered and articulated.b 

When attempting to map the political opinions of white Southern 
liberalism, it must first be recalled that the region is exceptional in Western 
nonfascist civilization since the Enlightenment in that it lacks nearly every 
trace of radical thought.° In the South all progressive thinking going 
further than mild liberalism has been practically nonexistent for a centw-y. 

• See Chapter 3 9, Section I I. 

• See Part IX. 
• Thia is unique. Even in a most conservative country like Germany during the nineteenth 

century, all grades of opinions, from extreme conservatism to extreme radicalism, were 
represented in the public discussion. The German radicals of that period-various types of 
intellectual socialists, syndicalists, communists, and anarchists-sometimes met difficultie; 
in getting their stuff into print; sometimes they had to live in exile for a while, as did 
Karl Marx. But they kept their allegiance and usually they came back and continued their 
participation in the public debate of their home country. 
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The full spectrum of opinion is thus never quite completdy represented in 
public discussion in the South. 

This is undoubtedly a handicap from the viewpoint of general political 
culture conceived of as a balanced ensemble of voices, where the richness of 
the harmony is attained out of the dispute between disparate tones and 
timbres. The Southern harmony of opinions is based on a narrow range. The 
explanation of this extraordinary situation is again ultimately the Negro, 
the slavery institution, the conflict with the North and the strain since then 
to keep the South solid. The margin of tolerance for political opposition is 
still narrow. Too, since the region is only a part of the larger America, 
the few radicals have been able to move freely to the North; and they have 
stayed there because, not having the difficulties of immigrants, they can 
easily fit into the new surroundings and find rich outlets for their interests 
and ideals. 

The second main consideration when judging Southern liberalism is that 
YU lweral.s are .so definitely a political minority. Liberalism-as well as 
conservatism-takes on a quite different character depending upon whether 
it is in opposition or in power. Southern liberalism has not only been in 
opposition but has also been far from realizing even an expectation to be 
in political power within the short-range view. This accounts for the rather 
academic nature of liberal thinking in the South. Until recently Southern 
liberals planned their programs without thinking in terms of the actual 
power constellation and without taking account of the detailed demands of 
practical social engineering. The situation, however, is rapidly changing. 
The Southern liberals working for the New Deal have power and are 
thinking realistically in terms of power and practical plans. In the local 
issues, not touched by the New Deal, however, liberalism is still largely 
academic. 

For the same reason-lack of expectation to be in power-the Southern 
liberal, in an extraordinary way, has become inclined to stress the need for 
patience and to exalt the cautious approach, the slow change, the organic 
nature of social growth. Southern liberalism is, in these respects, still often 
expressed in terms which remind one much more of Edmund Burke, the 
great conservative thinker of a hundred and fifty years ago, than of modern 
liberalism in the North or in other democratic countries. In their activities 
Southern liberals have developed the tactics of evading principles; of being 
very indirect in attacking problems; of cajoling, coaxing and luring the 
public into giving in on minor issues. 

The general public of the South is often spoken of by Southern liberals 
as hopelessly backward, but at the same time it is flattered in the most 
extravagant terms of regional mythology. It is made a main point that the 
Southern public must not be enraged into resistance. It becomes the fine 

· art of poiitics to get the public to tolerate or accept changes which it does 
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not quite understand, as they are never raised as issues and not talked about 
straightforwardly. Petty changes are hailed as great victories. Southern 
liberals are thus conditioned to being opportunistic. They often lack a clear 
understanding of the common observation from all spheres of politics in 
all count·.:.~ and all times: that political actions, which for the moment 
amount to little more than mere demonstrations and which may actually 
cause a reaction in the individual case, in the long view may have been 
tremendously important as powerful stimuli to progressive thinking. 

It is apparent that this political approach-which is well understandable 
in the social context of the present South and against the background of the 
last hundred years' history of the region-is now much less prevalent than 
earlier. The New Deal has made liberals accustomed to rather rapid 
reforms and, what is more important, reforms which have often challenged 
local prejudices considerably. But as a general attitude, the indirect and 
cautious Southern approach is still adhered to, especially among liberals 
of an older generation. In sectors other than those in which they happen to 
be interested at the moment, many Southern liberals lean over backward 
to be conservative and so to avoid suspicion. The individual Southern liberal 
of an older school who is working to defend collective bargaining in his 
locality, for example, may surprise the interviewer by starting out, without 
any provocation, to explain why he thinks that birth control is wrong. A 
stress on church and religion is generally such a front all over the South, 
by which is meant that these values have a function to the Southern liberal 
even besides their original one. 

The Southern liberal, having to be critical of the South, has to emphasize 
strongly his local and regional patriotism.11 He has also, if he wants to 
keep respectability and the possibility of accomplishing something, to tread 
most cautiously around the Negro problem. Southern liberals time and 
again explain that they have to respect established rules of racial etiquette 
in order to be able to do some real good for the South and, incidentally, 
for the Negro people. It is, for instance, explained by many that it is most 
important to keep the Negro out of sight in the fight for the abolition of 
the poll tax, in order not to stir up the anti-Negro complex. The Southern 
liberal1 because he is suspected, has to be more afraid of the deadly blow 
of being called a "nigger lover" than the conservative, who can more 
easily shake it off as an absurdity. 

Nevertheless-and in spite of the real need for conservatism in some 
issues1 which should not be questioned-the modern Southern liberal will 
most often actually be liberal not only in the sector where he is active but 
in other sectors as well. Again we must remember that the recruitment to 
liberalism in the South is strongly selective in regard to courage. Southern 
liberals are all fully aware of the function of the Negro issue in the con
servatism of the region and how every reform proposal becomes so much 
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more difficult to carry out politically if the Negro angle of it cannot be 
concealed. But in spite of these formidable drawbacks, Southern liberals 
have originated and carried out the interracial movement, about which 
more will be sai<l in a later chapter. Generally the liberals will be found 
to stand for the most advanced policies in the Negro problem which are 
possible to advance in the Southern community where they are active. 
Southern liberals have been standing up for equal justice to the Negroes 
and have fought the Jynching practice. They have often declared them• 
selves against the disfranchisement of the Negroes. They have been active 
in helping the Negroes get a fairer share of education, housing, empJoy
ment and relief. They do not, however, go so far as to demand "social" 
equality for Negroes, and they declare against "intermarriage." They 
usually direct their main activity on broader problems of cconomi -, social, 
and educational reforms of the South as a whole, and maintain that, as a 
result of such a general improvement of the region, the conditions will be 
eased even for the Negro people. 

As the South has the greatest problems of any section of the country, it 
has been natural for Southern liberals to concentrate their political specula
tion and action on their own region. Relatively speaking, national and inter
national issues have not loomed so large in the South as in the North. In 
this sense, the typical Southern liberal has been provincial. On the other 
hand, he has been more likely than his compeer in the North to think con
cretely and constructively in terms of the entire Southern region rather 
than in terms of a state. This is a heritage from the great national split. 
Against provincialism, however, works the clear understanding among 
Southern liberals that they derive much of their power from outside their 
area, and that the future of their cause in the South is vitally interwoven 
with political developments in the North and in the whole world. This 
latter tendency has, of course, been strengthened during the New Deal 
when federal legislation has been the strongest liberalizing force in the 
South. The editorial pages in liberal newspapers will thus be found to 
discuss, with increasing courage and insight, national and world issues and 
events. It should be understood that this is also a practical way of propa
gating liberalism in the South. In the Southern milieu, it is easier to get 
away with advanced thinking about Germany, India, or New York and 
even about national legislation if it does not concern concrete Southern 
problems. The outspoken liberalism in broader issues which can be observed 
in liberal Southern newspapers is thus often a compensation and an escape 
for forced conservatism at home.22 It is also apparent that the "heavier" 
literature in books and magazine articles, which is written for a less popular 
and less dangerous public, is more concentrated on Southern problems. 

The central concern of the Southern liberal is always the South. The 
Southern 1iberals, more than similar groups in other parts of the country, 
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feel themselves as belonging together in a fighting unity. They probably 
know each other better than liberals elsewhere and have a closer union with 
one another. Their cause is the improvement of the South. The acute aware
ness of the pressing problems of the region is likely to make the Southern 
liberals more definitely practical in their interests even if this has not until 
recently carried them to think constructively along power lines and in 
terms of social engineering. Social science in the South has similarly never, 
as in the North, lost the tradition of reasoning in terms of means and ends; 
the few leading scientists have not become "purely scientific,, to the same 
extent as in the North.• The significance for human happiness of the prob
lems under study is always a present thought in the South, and states
manship enters more naturally into the writings of its distinguished social 
scientists. 

As suggested previously, Southern liberalism has aristocratic tradition!!. 
As a movement it is as yet almost entirely within the upper classes. I ts 
main weakness lies in its lack of mass support. If it wants to see its ideals 
progressively realized, it simply must get its message out from the con
ference rooms and college lecture halls to the people on the farms and 
in the shops. Under the pressure of the accumulating structural changes, 
the "Solid South" might sometime, and perhaps soon, be broken and a two
party system develop. Southern liberalism will then face a political task 
for which it must be prepared. The leaders for a truly progressive political 
movement in the South are there; the staff work for the battle is largely 
done. If Southern liberalism can recruit an army to lead, it will itself, as 
an ideological force, become one of the major factors of change in the: 
South and in the nation. 

• See Appendix 2, Section 2. 
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1. T1rn SouTHERN PoLITICAL ScENE 

The future might belong to liberalism, but the South of today is mainly 
ruled by its conservatives. Though the South, as part of the United States, 
has, in the main, the same political forms as the North, the activity which 
goes on within these forms is strikingly different. The difference not only 
makes internal politics in the South distinctive, but it influences the activi
ties of the federal government. Although there are local and occasional 
variations which will be considered presently, the South exhibits the follow
ing major political divergences from the rest of the nation:• 

1. For all practical purposes, the Southb has only one political party. 
In the 1940 election, for example, 76 per cent of all votes were cast for the 
Democratic candidate for President. In the extreme cases of Mississippi 
and South Carolina, 98 per cent of the votes went to the Democratic 
candidate.1 This causes the primary to be far more important than the 
general election. In fact, the general election-most important in the 
North and West-is usually a formal ritual to satisfy the demand of the 
federal Constitution. While there is often a real contest in the primaries, 
on the whole the struggle is one between personalities rather than issues. 
Although the Democratic party holds unchallenged power over most of 
the South, this party is not a highly organized political unity. Politics is 
decentralized. 2 

• The data on Southern politics presented in' this chapter are for the most part taken from 
Ralph Bunche's seven-volume study, "The Political Status of the Negro," unpublished manu
script prepared for this study (194-0). Bunche's investigations, carried out with the help 
of several field-workers, are particularly rich in material on the South. A significant pro
portion of the counties in all Southern states was actually visited, and local correspondents 
from a few ar~as were used. The present author also made three trips throughout the South 
and gave BpCcial attention to the political scene. 

b In thia chapter we are including in the South only the Upper and Lower South 
(Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, South Carolina, 
Texas, North Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia). The Border states (Delaware, Ke:ntucky, 
Maryland, Missouri, and West Virginia) have two-party systems (Oklahoma docs also, but 
we shall consider it as in the South because it disfranchises Negroes). Tre people livinr in 
the Diatrict of Columbia have no vote. 
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2. A much smaller proportion of the population participates in the elec

tions in the South than in the North. In 1940, only 28 per cent of the 
adult population voted in I 2 Southern states, as compared to 5 3 per cent 
in the North and West. In the extreme case of South Carolina, only 10 

per cent voted. 8 Most of this voting is carried on with a corruption and dis
respect for law that is found in only a few areas of the North and West.' 

3. For all practical purposes, Negroes are disfranchised in the South. 
Out of a total Negro adult population of 3,651,256 in'the 8 Deep Southern 
states ( excluding Oklahoma) of Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, Louisiana, 
Florida, Texas, South Carolina, and Arkansas, Bunche estimates that only 
80,000 to 90,000 Negroes voted in the general election of 1940! Practically 
none voted in the primary. 

These three major political facts about the South are really part of one 
single problem, and-as we shall find-this problem is the Negro problem.b 
Because a Republican administration was at the helm in Washington during 
the Civil War and Reconstruction, the white South affiliated itself with the 
Democratic party. It has remained Democratic and has kept the Democratic 
party in the South a white man's party to prevent Negroes from having any 
voice in government. A white Republican is generally considered a "nigger 
lover" but at the same time he is allowed to vote in the Democratic "white 
primary" in many sections of the South. Every attempt to build up a two
party system is still regarded as a threat of "black domination." As a result, 
the political issues in the South cannot be fought at the general elections 
(and not often in the primaries either). No political organization can be 
built around an issue ( except for prohibition). The candidates at a Demo
cratic primary may represent, as we have pointed out,c different interests 
and different points of view, but once the primary has selected the Demo
cratic candidate, usually all opposition to him must cease until he is up for 
renomination several years later (the "gentleman's agreement"). The 
necessity of the one-party system as a means of excluding Negroes from 
suffrage and the danger of "black domination" are kept to the fore of 
people's attention. In most regions of the South an appeal to white solidar-

• Except for Louisiana, no record is kept of the color of registered voters. This estimate 
was made by Ralph Bunche on the basis of extensive interviewing with registrars and Negro 
and white political leaders throughout the South. Of the 80,000 or 90,000 Negro vores 
credited to the 8 states, 50,000 are attributed to Texas alone. See Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 4, 
pp. 771 and 897. For mor~ complete figures, see Section 3 of this chapter. Paul Lew111son 
(Rae•, Class antl Party [1932), pp. 218°220) has some estimates of Negro voting for 
scattered places in the South around 1930. Lcwinson's estimates agree fairly well with 
Bunche's more recent and more complete estimates. 

b It ia not meant that all these backward conditions are directly traceable to the Negro 
problem: many aie caused by other consequence, of the Civil War and by the South'• 
economic structure, But all these things are part of an interconnected whole, of which the 
Negro problem is certainly a basic element. 

• See Chapter 10, Section t. 
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ity is a great campaign asset for a candidate; in some regions in the Deep 
South "nigger baiting'' still gets votes. All over the South it is dangerous 
for a candidate to be accused of friendliness to the Negro. As we have 
observed earlier, political campaigning and election have in the South 
ceremonial and symbolic significance, and oratorical ability is a first neces
sity for a Southern politician. 

In keeping Negroes from the polls by such devices as the poll tax, white 
men have been disfranchised. In preventing a two-party system from 
arising-which might let in the Negro vote-white men have been kept 
politically apathetic. White Southerners stay away from the polls for the 
most part. 6 Another large proportion comes to the polls solely because 
they are given a dollar or two apiece for their vote by the local political 
machine. As participation in elections is kept low, relatively little money 
can often control elections in the South. And investigations show that 
corruption and illegal practices at the polls are the rule-not the excep
tion. 6 The election machinery is in most parts of the region far behind 
that in the North and in the other democratic countries of the world. For 
example, the secret, printed, uniform ballot ( the so-called "Australian 
ballot") is not used over large areas of the South, and election officials and 
hangers-on at the polls know how everyone votes. 1 

At the same time there is a myth in the South that politics is clean, that 
it became clean when the new state constitutions-inaugurated between 
1890 and 1910--<ompleted the process of disfranchising the Negro. Many 
a story is passed around describing the terrible times before I 890 when 
Negroes were fed liquor and herded to the polls, first by the Republi
cans and later by the Democrats and Populists when they split and appealed 
to the Negro vote. 

As a prerequisite for understanding the Ncgro''s role in Southern 
politics, it is necessary to consider two further aspects of the political scene: 
the influence of the South in national politics and the position there of the 
Republican party. 

The difference between politics ,in the South and in the rest of the 
nation is so great that it visibly affects the personality of Southern mem
bers of Congress: they act and think differently in Washington from what 
they do in their home states. So do Northerners, of course; but the shift 
undergone by the Southerners is much more drastic. The typical Southern 
members of Congress are, however, basically so far away from national 
norms that, in spite of all accommodations, they remain a distinctive force 
in Washington. This fact becomes all the more important as, for a variety 
of reasons, they have a disproportionate influence in national politics. 

Seats in the House of Representatives are apportioned according to 
population, and the nine million Negroes in the South give the South a 
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good share of its seats, although so few Negroes are permitted to vote.• 
The large amount of nonvoting among Southern whites similarly makes 
each vote count more. The small electorate, the one-party system, well
organized local machines, as well as other factors already referred to, 
create a near permanency of tenure for the average Southern member 
of Congress which is seldom paralleled in the North. With seniority as a 
basis for holding important committee posts in Congress, and with acquaint
ance as an almost necessary means for participating effectively in congres
sional activities, the Southerner's permanency of tenure gives him a decided 
advantage in Washington. This is especially true when-as now-the 
Democratic party is in power: it controls the most important positions in 
Congress, and it relies heavily on its disproportionate representation from 
the South. 

There are two important limitations, though, to the South's influence 
on the Democratic party and thereby on the nation. First, it can practically 
never hope to control the Presidency, since the Democratic candidate for 
President is almost sure of the South but must be especially attractive to 
the North.h Second, the Democratic party is solicitous of the Northern 
Negro and has been successfully weaning his vote away from the Republi
can party.c 

To the national Republican party, the South has for a long time been 
a place from which practically no support could be expected, and Southern 
Republicans were for the most part persons whose votes for nomination had 
to be bought up at the national conventions. 8 To the Southern Republicans, 
the national Republican party has been a source of federal patronage. To 
Negro Republicans it has also been a traditional hut failing hope. A major 
exception to total weakness of the Republican party in the South, of course, 
was the 1928 presidential election when Texas, Florida, North Carolina, 
and Virginia bolted the Democratic candidate, Smith, because he was a 
Catholic and anti-Prohibitionist. S~vcral Republican areas may be found in 

• In one sense, the South was helped politically by the abolition of slavery and the 
ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment. Before then, the presence of a Negro gave the 
South only three-fifths of a vote in terms of representation in Congress. After then, the 
presence of a Negro--who, in most cases, was still not allowed to vote--gave the South a 
full vote. 

• The abolition of the two-thirds rule for nominating candidates for President and Vice
President by the 1936 Democratic Convention removed even the South's veto power on the 
choice of candidate. 

The South's inability to capture the Presidency, coupled with the former weakness of the 
national Democratic party, has given rise to the myth that the South has little influence in 
national politics. As the national Democratic party has taken on new importance in recent 
years, the error in this myth is being seen. 

• See Section 4 of this chapter, 
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the Border states of Kentucky, Missouri, Maryland, Delaware, and West 
Virginia, and also in Tennessee and Oklahoma. The Deep South, too, hm; 
its few Republicans: cities always harbor nonconformists, and even a. rural 
area-such as Winston County, Alabama-may be overwhelmingly Repub
lican. In recent years, the small proportion of migrants from the North has 
occasionally brought its Republican affiliation along and a few native 
businessmen have considered that their sentiments were with the national 
Republican party. But these are all exceptions: in most places and at most 
times in the South, white persons consider it a disgrace to vote Republican. 
White Republicans have traditionally been labeled «scalawags" and "nigger 
lovers"---epithets which express the most extreme form of disfavor and 
which reveal the heart of the political situation in the South. 

When the federal government withdrew the army of occupation in the 
187o's, and the Klan was left free to terrorize Negro and white Republi
cans at the polls, the Republican party in the South was broken. With a few 
Negro and poor white votes-and sometimes in coalition with the Popu
lists-the Republican party retained some representation throughout the 
South until the new state constitutions of I 890-1910 disfranchised Negroes 
even more completely. By 1920, in recognition of its lack of significance in 
the South, the Republican party practically abandoned primaries and often 
did not even put up candidates in the general election. In I 940, the last 
remaining strength of Southern Republicans was removed: at future 
national conventions congressional districts with fewer than 1 ,ooo Republi
can votes in the previous election will be denied delegates. It is estimated 
that this will affect 75 congressional districts in the South.0 

At the same time that the Republican party was declining in the South, 
the whites within it were splitting off from the Negroes to form what has 
been commonly called "the lily-white movement." The term seems to date 
back to 1888 when the Negro Republican leader, N. W. Cuney, applied 
it to white Republicans who tried to drive Negroes out of the state con
vention of Texas by fomenting riots.10 The movement was given impetus 
by Presidents Taft and Hoover.11 Tlie aim of the lily-wpite leaders and of 
these Republican Presidents was to build up a Republican party in the 
South by dissociating the party from Negroes, and from the epithets 
"nigger lover" and "scalawag." They sought to do this by purging the 
party of Negro influence and a Negro share in the spoils of victory and by 
attracting the new South's businessmen. 

In one sense, the movement has been successful in all but a few Border 
states: There is now but one "regular" Negro national Republican com
mittee~-Perry Howard of Mississippi, who resides in Washington, D.C. 
In recent elections it is probable that a majority of the few Negroes who 
voted in Southern states voted Democratic, although there is no proof of 
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this.• Because there has been no Republican President since Hoover, it can
not be determined whether a national Republican victory would give South
ern Negroes a share of the spoils. It should be observed that the lily-white 
movement is not completely anti-Negro: lily-white leaders want Negro 
votes but do not want to recognize Negro influence or claims. In some 
states, as in Louisiana, Negro Republican registrants are needed in order to 
continue the party's legal recognition and keep its place on the ballot. The 
rule adopted at the I 940 Convention requiring a congressional district to 
have 1,000 votes to secure representation may also lead to a courting of 
Negro Republican votes in the South. 

In another sense, the lily-white movement has been a failure: it has led 
to no mass defection of whites from the Democratic party.b The movement 
is up against the potent myth that, if the whites split, the Negroes will 
hold the "balance of power" and dominate Southern politics. With the 
declining proportion of Negroes in the South, and with the recent split 
in the Negro vote, this myth has even less foundation than formerly. It 
was a matter of honor for Southern Negroes to be Republican before 
1930.12 Many Negroes in the South feel that the old rump Republican party 
never did any good for the Negroes but merely gave jobs to a few of their 
political leaders. They felt hurt by the Republican party's defection when it 
went lily-white. It cannot, of course, be proven, but it seems likely that 
there has been a landslide away from the Republican party in the South as 
well as in the North.18 Still, many Negroes are shrewd enough to cal
culate that if the lily-white movement should be successful, there could 
develop a two-party system in the South, which would give the Negro a 
chance to become a voter again. 

2. SOUTHERN TECHNIQUES FOR DISFRANCHISING THE NEGROES 

In discussing techniques for restricting the franchise, the usual pro
cedure has been to list the relevant laws and to describe their administra
tion. While there is nothing incorrect about this procedure, it tends to give 
a disjointed picture of the situation. Actually, each voting qualification has 
been made or is enforced according to the basic principles underlying peo
ple's conceptions as to who should be allowed to vote. Three principles 
seem to govern the extension of the franchise to Negroes in the South. 
In the first place, the.re is the Constitution of the United States which 
stipulates: 

The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged 
by the United States or by any State on account of race, color, or previous condition 
of servitude, 
• It is aot only the lily-white movement, of course, which has brought the Negro to the 

Democratic party. More important were the New Deal reforms and local conditioa1, (See 
Sectioa 4 of this chapter.) 

11 Except ia the unusual 19d election. 
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In perfect opposition to this is the Southern caste principle that no Negro 
should be allowed to vote. The history of legal voting quali:6cations in the 
South since Restoration is the history of the attempt to find some formula 
which will reconcile these two opposing principles. A third principle may 
be discerned: this holds that Negroes may be allowed to vote according to 
the discretion or need of those whites who exercise influence over the 
conduct of the election. This third principle is the cause of the variation 
in Negro voting in different parts of the South. Some Negroes may be 
permitted to vote because they are "good" ( a reward for obedience to the 
caste rules), because an influential white group needs their votes, because 
so few Negroes vote that it is not worth the effort to hamper them beyond 
a certain point (lack of "clear and present danger" to the caste principle), 
or because a few Negro votes are handy to refute the accusation of uncon
stitutionality.• 

State laws set~ing the qualifications for voting have usually been the 
result of an attempt to get the caste principle around the Constitution. 
Clearly, the Constitution prohibited any Jaw which explicitly restricted the 
vote to whites, since this would involve a reference to "race or color." The 
next best thing was to determine some attribute which was had by whites, 
but not by Negroes---other than race or color. Perhaps the safest and most 
ingenious of these discoveries was that of ancestry: the so-called "grand
jather clauses" restricted registration for voting14 to those persons who had 
voted prior to 1861 and to their descendants, or to persons who had served 
in the federal or Confederate armies or state militias and to their descend
ants. The United States Supreme Court, however, found these clauses un
constitutional under the Fifteenth Amendment. t:. 

Certainly the most efficient device in use today to keep Negroes from vot
ing where the vote would count most in the South is the "white primary." 
The Democratic party prohibited Negroes from participating in its pri
maryb by means of state-wide rule (in 1940) in nine Southern states: 
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, South Carolina, Louisiana, Arkan
sas, Virginia and Texas. Only in central Texas and some counties of Vir
ginia was the rule relaxed to any significant degree. In North Carolina and 
Tennessee, the determination of who may vote in the primary is left to the 
Democratic party committees of the separate counties: Negroes are per
mitted in the primaries in several counties in these states. Kentucky no 
longer has even county organizations restricting the primaries. 111 

• There are also a few small all-Negro communities in the South-such as Mouncl Bayou, 
Miasissippi-where Negroes vote unhampered in the local elections. But their votes are not 
always accepted 111 county, state and federal elections. 

b This inability to participate in the primary also involved an exclusion from other party 
activities, such as conventions, caucuses of voters, mass meetings, party offices and candi• 
daciea. . 
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The legal fight with reference to the white primary did not begin in the 

Federal courts until 1927. At that time the law passed by the State Legis
lature of Texas in 1923 was declared unconstitutional.17 The Supreme 
Court held that a state government could not legally declare a white 
primary. Another decision in 193~18 simply declared that a state govern
ment could not vest the right to restrict the suffrage in the party's State 
Executive Committee, and so nothing significant was really decided: the 
restriction was simply declared by the party's State Convention instead of 
by the Executive Committee. A 1935 decision by the Supreme Court19 was 
far more sir.nificant-it apparently upheld the white primary by declaring 
that the primary is an affair of the party alone, and, as a voluntary institu
tion, a political party could restrict its adherents as it pleased. This deci
sion may be limited to the Texas situation where an attempt has been made 
to divorce the Party from the State. In other states-such as Virginia, 
Florida, and Louisiana-the expenses of the primary are paid by the state, 
and the state has formally declared the public character of the primary. 
In these states, the white primary would seem to be clearly unconstitu
tional. 

The legal issue today hinges around the question as to whether the 
primary is a public affair: advocates of a white primary claim that the 
party is a voluntary association and as such it can restrict its participants. 
Those opposed to the party restrictions against Negroes in the primary 
claim that the general election is profoundly changed by the existence of 
the primary, which is the most important election in the South, and that, 
therefore, voting in the primaries should be subject to the Constitution. One 
fact which disturbs the legal case of those who would restrict the Negro 
from voting in the primaries is that in many areas white Republicans are 
permitted to vote in the Democratic primaries, but Negro Democrats arc 
not.• In a recent decision by the Supreme Court-in a case concerning 
fraudulent practices and not Negro participation-the position was taken 
that "the primary in Louisiana is an integral part of the procedure for the 
popular choice of Congressmen" and that, therefore, no person qualified 
to vote in the general election can be disqualified in the primary. 20 The 
legality of the white primary is, therefore, still not settled,21 and it is 
under vigorous attack. 

Probably the most notorious-although certainly not the most efficient
device to keep the Negro from voting in the South is the poll tax. The
poll tax is one of the oldest forms of direct taxation, but it was usually 
compulsory and, therefore, had little effect in restricting the vote. In 
modern times the compulsory poll tax is being generally abandoned as it 
1s a regressive tax. 22 Eight Southern states have a voluntary poll tax and 

• In the last two decades, few areas in the South have had Republican primarie......,,artly 
because the law does not provide for a primary where there are few eliiible votera and 
partly becauae Southern Republicans are not interested in having a primary. 
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have it for tire express purpose ol restricting the vote.• They have dilferent 
kinda -of poll taxes, but in general the requirement is the voluntary pay
ment of a small sum ( one to three dollars) before registration for voting 
is- permitted; it is thus not actually a "tax'' in the strict meaning of the 
term but a "fee" or "dues" paid for voting.21 

In many states the poll tax is cumulative, and the payment of more than 
one year's poll tax is required for the right to vote (in some states back to 
the time the individual became 21 years of age). Again it may be noted 
that the states of the Deep South are more restrictive than the states of 
the Upper South or the Border states.H North Carolina, Louisiana and 
Florida have repealed their poll tax requirements. The latter two states 
form the only exception to the rule that the more "Southern'' the state, 
the more restrictive its poll tax requirement. While the poll tax is low, 
except where and when it is applied cumulatively, it means quite a bit to 
those Negroes and whites who work for a dollar or two a day. It means 
more for Negroes because they are poorer. But its greatest restrictiveness 
against Negroes probably results from discrimination in its application: 
election officials practically always demand to see the poll tax receipts of 
Negroes and seldom those of whites. Too, it is common in many areas for 
politicians to pay the poll tax of whites in return for an understanding that 
those receiving the benefit will vote in accordance with the wishes of the 
benefactor. But in only a handful of Southern cities is the Negro vote so 
bought.211 

Because the poll tax operates to disfranchise the poorer whites as well 
as Negroes and to bolster political machines, there is a growing movement 
in the South to abolish it. 26 Some liberals even claim that the primary 
purpose of the tax was to disfranchise poor whites, since Negroes can be 
kept from the polls in so many other ways. The case of Louisiana is pointed 
out: the poll tax was repealed there in 1934, and still only some 2,000 

Negroes registered in 1936.27 The chief popular argument for the poll tax 
is still, however, that it keeps Negroes from the polls. This argument is 
buttressed by the case of Miami, where Negroes went to the polls in large 
numbers in 1939 following the repeal of the poll tax in 1937. Some pro
ponents of the poll tax admit that one of its aims is to disfranchise poor 
whites, but this-they hold-keeps the primary "manageable" so that the 
Democratic party does not split and thus open the way for Negroes to vote 
and get the balance of power,b This last argument points to a perhaps 

a While thil book i1 in press, Tenneaaec hu abolished ita poll tax. There arc now only 7 
atateS with the poll tax. 

11 There ha"!' been a few arguments for the poll tax which have no special reference to 
Negroes. Some of the aristocratic proponents of the tax: frankly believe that only those who 
pay tu:•ueuld have the vote. It was also argued that the poll tax is a source of revenue, 
but it ,Ja Allllllly realized that the income from this tax is very small, and that it ii not 
aeccaary:to prohibit votiq in order to collect taxa. 
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fundamental significance of the poll tax: if poor whites~ encouraged to 
vote by the removal of the poll tax, they will not be any friendlier to 
Negroes, but they may stir up issues and put through legislation that will 
have the ultimate effect of helping all poor people, including Negroes. 

There is no way of measuring to what extent nonvoting in the South 
is caused by the poll tax. But there is hardly any doubt that it does have 
such an effect as even a small sum means much to poor people. Many, of 
course, abstain from paying the poll tax and from voting because of 
political apathy, which is widespread in the South. But there is a circular 
causal relationship here of a cumulative and potentially dynamic character. 
When poor people abstain from voting because of the poll tax or political 
apathy, this tends to keep issues which interest poor people out of politics. 
Thereby political apathy and nonpayment of poll tax is enhanced. But if 
the masses were encouraged to vote by the abolition of the poll tax and 
other changes, the vicious circle could be set working the other way. The 
poll tax would then be viewed as one strategic factor in an interrelated 
causal system, tied up to political apathy and the one-party system. 

The poll tax disfranchises and is subject to political manipulation not 
only because it costs the voter a dollar or two, but because it must be paid 
by a certain date ( which is often long before anyone knows who the candi
dates will be) ,a because officials often mis-date the receipts to violate the 
date provision and pay the tax themselves and because employers force 
their employees to pay the tax.:i8 The significance of the poll tax in keeping 
even whites from voting is suggested by the fact that the states without 
the tax have a larger proportion of their adult citizens voting than com
parable states with the tax. 

In I 940, Oklahoma, for example, had 60 per cent of its adult citizenry 
voting compared to 18 per cent in Arkansas; North Carolina had 43 per 
cent compared to 22 per cent in Virginia; and Louisiana, which has been 
without the poll tax only since 1934, had 27 per cent compared to 14 per 
cent in Mississippi.29 

Similar to the poll tax, in that they restrict Negroes because they are 
poor, are property, educational, and "character'' requirements for voting. 
These, too, are seldom applied to whites but almost always to Negroes, 
and the requirements :J.re more rigid in the states of the Deep South than 
in the Border states. Also, like the poll tax, these requirements for voting 
have been reduced somewhat in recent years, especially in the Upper 
South. Property requirements for voting are found in Alabama, Georgia, 
and South Carolina and are applicable only if the prospective voter cannot 
meet the educational requirements. As such they would seem to serve as a 

• "Payment of the tax must be made from six to ten months in advance of the election 
in Georgia, Miaaillippi, Texas, and Virginia." (Virginius Dabney, B1lOlUI 1M Po,o.., 
[1942.] p. uo.) 
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loophole to white persons who could not read and write. They require the 
ownership of 40 acres of land or other property worth $JOO to $500. 

Educational requirements for voting are fowid in Mississippi, Alabama, 
Louisiana, Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina and Virginia. In 
most states they consist of demonstration of ability to read and write a 
section of the federal or state constitution to the "satisfaction" of the 
registrar; in Virginia they consist of writing an application for registration. 
Relatively seldom is a white man "insulted" by being given the test; yet 
many cases have been recorded80 where a Negro "failed" the test when 
he mispronounced a single word. Even professors at Tuskegee and other 
Negro universities have been disfranchised by failing to pass these tests. 
In a few Deep Southern states, not only must a section of the Constitution 
be read and written, but it must also be interpreted to the "satisfaction" 
of the registrar. Needless to say, the educational attainments of election 
registrars are seldom such that they can be fair judges of the meaning of 
the state and federal constitutions. This "interpretation" requirement is 
now found only in Mississippi and Louisiana. 

The legal "character'' requirement for voting registration also has 
declined in recent years so that it is now found only in Louisiana and 
Georgia. Actually it is applied illegally to Negroes in many other places 
in the South: Negroes must be vouched for by whites or they must be 
known to the registrars in their communities as "good niggers." In some 
cases, a leading "good nigger'' may serve as character witness for other 
Negroes. In Georgia the character requirement is used not only to dis
franchise Negroes but also to permit the registration of whites who cannot 
meet the property or educational requirements, since it is an alternative 
to these other requirements. 81 

In addition to these better known legal requirements for voting, there 
are several others which are, or have been, employed in one or more 
Southern states to disfranchise Negroes. A tricky registr:i.tion blank must 
be filled out: whites will be given assistance, and their errors adjusted or 
overlooked; Negroes will not be allQwed even the most trivial incomplete
ness or error, and are given no assistance. Certain of the previously dis
cussed requirements (poll tax payment, education, or property) are waived 
for the war veterans, or for the aged in certain states: in practice whites 
are informed of such privileges but Negroes who qualify are not expected 
to ask for them. Some Southern states withhold the vote from anyone 
convicted of a crime: this is overlooked for most of the whites but applied 
as rigorously as can be to the Negro.32 

More important than the legal requirements in disfranchising Negroes 
in the South are extra-legal practices. Laws passed by state or local govern
ments p,.ust not conflict with the constitutional provision that there be no 
d.crimination because of race, color or creed. Activities carried on outsicie 
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the law are seldom subjected to this constitutional test. Laws can disfran-· 
chise Negroes only by making a criterion for voting some characteristic 
which is found more frequently in the Negro population than in the white 
and by creating opportunities for local administrative discretion. Extra
legal activities can disfranchise Negroes to any degree desired.a 

Violence, terror, and intimidation have been, and still are, effectively 
used to disfranchise Negroes in the South. Physical coercion is not so often 
practiced against the Negro, but the mere fact that it can be used with 
impunity and that it is devastating in its consequences creates a psychic 
coercion that exists nearly everywhere in the South. A Negro can seldom 
claim the protection of the police and the courts if a white man knocks 
him down, or if a mob burns his house or inflicts bodily in juries on him or 
on members of his family. If he defends himself against a minor violence, 
he may expect a major violence. If he once "gets in wrong" he may expect 
the loss of his job or other economic injury, and constant insult and loss 
of whatever legal rights he may have had.33 In such circumstances it is 
no wonder that the great majority of Negroes in the South make no 
attempt to vote and-if they make attempts which arc rebuffed-seldom 
demand their full rights under the federal Constitution. 

Usually a Negro never goes so far as to attempt to cast his vote. In the 
majority of Southern localities Negroes are prevented from registering, 
or only a few Negroes are allowed to register. This means that the rebuffs 
occur in the administration of the legal requirements for registration.34 

Educational "tests" to disfranchise Negroes are widely used in a bluntly 
illegal way. One intelligent Negro woman in North Carolina was denied 
registration when she mispronounced the words "contingency" and "con
stitutionality" in reading the state coustitution. 36 Other rebuffs come as a 
still more unmistakable extension of the law. A Negro school teacher in 
the same state was denied registration after the following incident: 

••• the registrar asked me to read a section of the Constitution, which I did, and 
then asked me to define terms which I knew was not part of the North Carolina 
law. I said to him, "That is not a part of the law, to define terms." He said, "You 
must satisfy me, and don't argue with me."86 

Many cases are reported where Negroes do not get even this far: "What 
do you want here, nigg.:r?" has been enough to send them away from the 
registration or polling place.37 Other favorite devices are to evade the pros
pective Negro registrant or voter by ignoring him, by telling him that 
registration cards have "run out," or that all members of the registration 
board are not present, that he shouJd go somewhere else, or that he will 
be notified when he can register, by "losing" his registration card or by 
"forgetting" to put his name on the list of voters.88 

• For a general discussion of extra-legal de:vices to coerce Negroes, see Part VI. 
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The illegal activities of persons not connected with the administration 
of the election also take many forms. The hangers-on at the polling places 
insult and stare at Negroes, especially Negro women. Negroes have 
received threats, such as, "If you vote, you will never return home alive,~' 
and "You have always been looked on as a good character. But from now 
on you shall be looked on as a dangerous character !'39 White newspapers 
have openly warned Negroes not to vote and intimated violence if they 
did vote. In the 1939 election in Miami, the Ku Klux Klan rode the 
streets in full regalia and passed out handbills threatening Negroes if they 
voted. In the same year, riots and other forms of vic,lence occurred because 
of Negroes voting in Greenville and Spartanburg, South Carolina.4° Keep
ing in mind this review of the techniques for keeping Negroes from voting 
in the South, we may turn to the question of how many Negroes do vote 
in spite of this pressure . 

. ,. THE NEGRO VoTE IN THE Soun1 

As has been observed, the general pattern in the South since the "new" 
constitutions of 1890-1910 has been to deny the vote to Negroes. Still a 
small proportion of Negroes do vote, and the local variations in the 
numbe1· ot their votes are significant.41 Since no statistics are compiled 
which !leparatc the Negro votes from the white votes, there is no exact 
record of these variations. Further, it is practically impossible to compile 
exact statistics on registration of Negroes, as many election officials do not 
make accurate designations of voters according to color in the registration 
books. Knowledge of local variations must come, therefore, from a mass 
of newspaper articles, interviews, registration reports and local studies. a 

As we have noticed, the most important voting in the South is in the 
Democratic primaries, and these are restricted to whites. Here and there 
a community will let one or two "good" Negroes vote in the primary. In 
some of the cities, especially where political machines mn control the 
Negro vote-such as in San Antonio and Memphis-Negroes vote in the 
primaries in restricted numbers. · With these negligible exceptions, no 
Negroes are permitted to vote, under a state-wide party rule,b in Alabam::i., 
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi and South Carolina. 
Texas and Virginia also have state-wide rules prohibiting Negroes from 
voting in the primary, but, nevertheless, Negroes arc permitted to vote 
in a few counties. North Carolina and Tennessee leave the primary rule 
to county party organizations, and several of these do not prohibit 

• Such a collection was madr by Ralph J. Bunche and his assist.ints for this study (op. cit., 
Vol. 4, Chapter 71 Vol. S, Chapters 9, 10 a11d 11; Vol. 8, Appendix 2.) A few of Bunche'~ 
most general findings will be summarized here. 

b See··Section 2 of this chapte1· for a description of the type of rules restricting Negro 
wtiar • primaries. 
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Negroes. Kentucky and the other Border states do not have a white 
primary at all, but even in such cases it should not be forgotten that Negro 
voting may be restricted by means other than a formal rule. From the 
above description of Negro voting in the primary, the greater liberality 
of the states nearest the North is patent. 

While the Democratic primary is the most important election in the 
South, there are other elections. First, there is the general election, 
conducted under the Constitution and laws of the United States and 
administered by the state governments. ·with the assumed success of the 
Democratic candidate in most areas, this is not important, except perhaps 
to keep the Southerner aware that he is politically a member of the United 
States as well as of the Democratic party. Very rarely, and usually as a 
matter of "accident," the general election takes on political significance. 
The defeated Democratic candidate in the primaries may feel that he was 
defeated only because of corruption, or that he could win the general 
election with the aid of Republicans and Negroes. He may then break his 
"gentleman's agreement" and run in the general election as an independent 
candidate.42 The general election then takes on the partisan character of a 
general election in the North. Occasionally, too, death or resignation may 
create a political vacancy which is fought over in the general election, 
without a primary. 

Besides the primary and the general election, there are two types of 
so-called "nonpartisan" elections. Both of these are, in large measure, 
restricted to cities. They are nonpartisan only in the sense that no party 
label can be put on the ballot, but there may be heated division over the 
candidates or issues in the election. One type of nonpartisan election occurs 
in those cities which operate under a city manager or commission form of 
government. According to Lewinson,43 there were rr5 cities south of the 
Border states operating under a city manager charter in 1930 in addition 
to 3 2 cities of over 30,000 population ( I 9~ 7) operating under the com
mission plan. Several of these cities retained the primary, but most of them 
hold only a nonpartisan general election to choose the commissioners.H 
The second type of nonpartisan election is that involving initiative and 
referendum. Referenda concerning bond issues, tax rates, amendments, 
city extensions, and so on, are not at all uncommon in Southern cities. For 
some of these, a certain proportion of I t:gistcrcd persons must vote or the 
referendum does not pass. In such cases, whites who favor the issue may 
seek to get out the Negro vote. 

In general and nonpartisan elections, Negroes vote to a significantly 
g1eater extent than in primary elections, since there is no uniform rule 
barring them. All the other devices outside of the formal no-Negro rule 
may be applied to keep them from voting, however, and in the I I states 
south of the Border states there are. probably less than 250,000 Negroea 
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who have voted in the last five or six years." There are the usual variations 
within the South: there are more Negroes voting in cities than in rural 
areas. This is not only because there is slightly greater liberality toward 
Negroes in the cities, but also because the nonpartisan election is a phenom
enon almost restricted to cities. There are also more votes permitted to 
Negroes as we approach the Northern states. The recent increases in 
Negro voting are registered mainly in the Border states, in the Upper 
South and in Oklahoma. a 

There is one other type of election that is important to the Negro in 
the South. The Agricultural Adjustment Act requires that cotton owner
operators, tenants, and sharecroppers vote to indicate whether they want 
the application of the crop restriction program. Negroes have participated 
in unrestricted numbers in these annual elections (since 1938) and have 
voted in perhaps even greater proportion than whites. Tiley vote at the 
same polling places as whites and at the same time. There is little physical 
opposition from the whites because the majority favor crop control, and 
they know that Negroes wiII vote in favor of it; they are told that if 
Negroes are prevented from voting, the election will be illegal. They 
also know that any irregularity would be observed by federal administra-

• Bunche's specific estimates arc as follows: Missis.~ippi probably has fewest Negroes 
voting--only a few hundred "good" Negro aristocrats and school teachers. Louisiana. had 
2,007 "colored persons" registered in 19361 and these were practically all in or a.round 
Baton Rouge and New Orleans. Only about half thc~e Negroes actually voted. Next in order 
came Alabama and South Carolina with about 1,500 Negro votes apiece; South Carolina 
had so few Negroes voting although there was a spontaneous (that is, not solicited by a 
white macl1ine) movement to get out the Negro vote in Greenville in 1939. There were 
7,000 or 8,000 Negroes voting in recent years in Arkansas, and as many as 10,000 apiece 
in Georgia (mainly in Atlanta) and Florida (including Miami, where there was an up
surge of Negroes in 1939 against the Klan). Virginia has recently permitted more Negroes 
to vote so that now there may be as many as zo,ooo Negro votes in that state. Texas, North 
Carolina, Tt•nncsse,·, and Oklahoma have a N,·gro vote of about 50,noo apiece. San Antonio 
is an important center of Negro voting in Texas: Bcllingcr (formerly the father and now 
the son) marshals the Negro vote there fer the machine. City machines in Raleigh and 
Durham arc mainly responsible for the Negro votes in North Carolina. In · Memphis, 
Tennessee, too, a large number of Negroes a.re brought out to vote for "Boss" Crump and 
other members of his machine. Other Nej?'ro votes are solicited in Nashville and Chatta
nooga, partly to challenge the influence of Crump in Tcnnes~ee state politics. East Tennessee 
has some traditionally Republican counties in which a sparse Negro population votes. 
Kentucky (with 80,000 to 100,000 Negro votes) and Missouri (with about 100,000 to 
130,000 Negro votes) have a smaller Negro population than most of the states mentioned 
thus far1 their large Negro vote results from an almost unhampered Negro vote in the 
cities. Some of the Negro voting in the South comes from towns which are populated and 
governed almost completely by Negroes. There are probably less than a hundred towns and 
villages of thib sort, and they are small. While Negro voting is unrestricted for local office 
in these towns, county and state officials usually see to it that they have no voice in t:()Untv. 

atatc or federal elections. 
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tors and vigorously prosecuted in federal courts.48 Although the unre
stricted voting by Negroes in the A.A.A. referenda does not give them 
any political power, it, nevertheless, may be of great significance. It accus
toms whites to the presence of Negroes at polling places and perhaps 
makes them think beyond the myth of black domination and consider the 
real issues involved in Negro voting. It provides the South with an 
example of elections based on significant issues and with less corruption 
than usual. It also gives the Negro a chance to vote and perhaps to 
discover the nature of the political process. 

Southerners will often explain that Negroes can vote in the South but 
that they just do n0t care to.47 This is, of course, a rationalization justifying 
white policy. It is hard to conceive that any Southern politician, well 
acquainted with the facts, believes it. A few considerations, most of which 
have already been made, may clarify the situation. A Negro in the South 
expecting to vote knows that he is up to something extr::i.ordinary. In 
order to register and to appear at the polls, he will have to leave the 
protective anonymity of being just another Negro. He will become a 
specific Negro who is "out of his place," trying to attack the caste barriers:'R 
He knows further that the primary-which is the main election in the 
South-is closed to Negroes by formal and express rule in the major part 
of the South. There is a whole barrage of formal devices to keep him 
from voting in other elections-ranging all the way from the poll tax, 
which in some states is cumulative from the time the prospective voter is 
2.1 years of age, and a receipt for which must be produced at every 
election, to the explanation of a statement in the state constitution to the 
"satisfaction" of the registrar. There is another barrage of informal 
devices to keep Negroes from voting-ranging all the way from the 
insults and threats presentcd to the prospective Negro voter as he enters 
the polling place to the violence administered to his person and property 
by the Klan. If he should succeed in voting it is likely to be in an election 
which has been decided long before and, formerly, for a lily-white Repub
lican candidate who openly snubs him. 

Another most potent force in keeping the Negro from the polls is his 
own fear of what might happen to him, his job, his family, or his property, 
in the present or in the future, if he should vote. The Southern Negro 
often docs not know how far he can go, and in such a situation he may 
take the path of discretion. Some Negroes invoke the law to gain the 
vote; others stop when it is simply denied them and thereby lose their 
vote. It is no test of the franchise that some Negroes arc permitted to vote 
in a given community, for what is permitted to a few would never be 
permitted to the many. The much greater participation of Negroes in the 
elections in the Northern and Border- states and in some cities in the South 
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shows that the Negro votes to the extent that the repressions are relaxed. 
In one sense it is true that the Negro is politically apathetic. Like many 

a white man, he is uneducated and igncrant cf the significance of the vote. 
Because, on the average, the Southern Negro is somewhat Jess urban, less 
educated, and poorer than the average Southern white man, and because 
these traits are universa1Jy a cause of low average voting participatior,, the 
Negro should be expected to vote less than the white man in the South 
if there were no special barriers to Negro voting.49 Even this is not certain, 
however, if the experience of the A.A.A. referenda be taken as a test, for 
-if anything-Negroes participate more than whites in these, though 
perhaps because they arc more herded to the polls by the plantation owners. 
Since Reconstruction days the vote is to many Negroes-as to the whites
a symbol of civic equality. 

But it should not be denied that a large proportion of poor Southern 
Negroes feel that ''politics is white folks' business.'' This attitude is even 
spread by some "accommodating" Southern Nc·gro leaders. Some of the 
political apathy is peculiar to the Negroes because the means of disfran
chising them have been extraordinary: a tradition of nonvoting is built up 
that is difficult to bre..k down even in the free elections in the North. Too, 
there is a psychopathological form of apathy found in some Negroes: 
they have been so frightened by some experiences when attempting to 
vote that they swear never to try again. 

Another charge levied against the political activity of the Negro is that 
he is frequently the mere pawn of the political machine. This is true, 
especially in the South, but it must he seen in the light of other facts. In 
the first place, it is often a political machine that makes it possible for 
Negroes to vote at all. If no organized white group backed the Negroes, 
they would not be allowed to vote in most cases. Too, the machine gives 
them something for their vote: not only do they often get dollars as 
individual voters, but they get paved streets and schools as a group. The 
Negro is accorded better treatmcn~ by the city administration, police, and 
courts in those cities where the machine "votes" him than where he is not 
permitted to vote at all. In the third place, Southern Negroes can vote 
only in cities, for all practical purposes, and cities are the places where 
political machines are most potent. Whites of similar economic status and 
education are perhaps machine-dominated to the same extent in Southern 
cities, although there are no statistics to prove this.11° Finally, it should be 
remembered that there are places-even Southern cities-where Negroes 
have voted in significant numbers without machine backing and control: 
Negroes defied the Klan in 1939 to vote in Miami, and an all-Negro 
political movement developed in the same year in Greenville. South 
Carolina. 
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4. THE NEGRO IN NORTHERN POLITICS 

The Negro coming from the South to the North was as po]itically 
innocent and ignorant as the immigrant from a country like Italy where 
democratic politics was not wc11 developed and was very different from 
politics in the Northern United States. It was quite natural, therefore, for 
Negro politics in the North to take forms similar to ItaJo-Amcrican 
politics. Ignorance and poverty caused a disproportionate amount of non
voting among Negroes, although not nearly as much as among Italian 
immigrants who had to Lecome citizens before they could exercise the 
franchise. Nonvoting was perhaps accentuated among some Negroes by a 
timidity caused by violence in the South. Other Negroes, perhaps, felt a 
stronger urge to vote in the North because they had been disfranchised in 
the South. Like other immigrants, since young adults migrate to a greater 
extent than any other age group, Negroes formed a larger proportion of 
the adult population than of the total popi1lation. Therefore they had a 
potential voting strength greater than their total numbers wouJd indicate.61 

Like other immigrants, they continually got into minor legal difficulties 
and sought the friendly services of petty politicians. Like other immi
grants, they often traded their votes for these material favors, although 
they were perhaps not as wise or successful as some of the other immigrants 
in getting a quid pro quo. Like other ignorant immigrants, they tended to 
follow the narrow political leadership of those of their own group who 
sought political plums for themselves. Still they were not unified, partly 
because of the rivalry between the recent migrants from the South and 
those longer established in the North. Du Bois gives an apt summary of 
the voting behavior of Negroes in one Northern city, PhiJadelphia, in 
1896, and this characterization rcmain<"d largely valid right up to 1930. 

The experiment of Negro suffrage in Philadelphia has developed three classes of 
Negro voters: a large majority of voters who vote blindly at the dictates of the party 
and, while not open to direct bribery, accept the indirect emoluments of office or 
influence in return for party loyalty; a considerable group, centering in the alum 
districts, which casts a corrupt purchasable vote for the highest bidder; lastly, a very 
small group of independent voters who seek to use their vote to better present 
conditions of municip:il Iife.62 

There were some peculiarities about the political behavior of Negroes 
in the North that differentiated it from that of the foreign-born whites as 
well as from that of the native whites. In the first place, it was strongly 
attached to the Republican party; gratitude to the symbol of Lincoln, the 
example of early leaders like Frederick Douglass and Booker T. Wash
ington, and the continuous spectacle of what the name "Democratic party" 
meant in the South, all tied the bulk of Northern Negro voters to the 
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Republican party long after it became apparent that a more flexible Negro 
vote would bring more advantages.• In the fast decade, however, the 
Negro vote has shifted radically under the pull of the New Deal and the 
push of the lily-white movement. Another trait of the Negro vote was 
that it was, on the whole, passionately aware of the relation of a candidate 
or issue to the Negro problem. Unlike other native Americans, Negroes, 
when they thought politically, thought first in terms of their ethnic group 
and only secondly in terms of the nation as a whole. Foreign-born citizens 
have this trait also, but it tends to disappear in the second and third 
generations. With Negroes it is tending to increase as Negroes become 
more organized and politically conscious. No Negro leader can expect 
to remain popular if he supports a white man who is reputed to be anti
Negro. A "friend of the Negro people" need not always have the backing 
of the local Negro leaders to get the Negro vote. 

Although individual Negroes are not restricted from voting in the 
North, there may be one condition which limits the influence of the 
Negro's vote once it is cast. We refer to the practice of gerrymandering
that is, of so setting the boundaries of election districts that the vote of a 
minority group is cut up and overwhelmed by the vote of the majority 
group.113 Although a comprehensive study of the gerrymandering of the 
Negro vote in Northern cities is yet to be made, tht:re is evidence that it 
exists in at least some cities.M 

Besides gerrymandering, there is another way in which the Negro vote 
is kept from having its proper weight in the election of candidates. This 
is by neglecting to redistrict as population grows or declines at different 
rates in different districts. The practice is especially important with rc::pcct 
to voting for national congressmen and state legislators, and it has some 
significance for the election of city aldermen. Negroes will flow into a 
district and still have only the same representation as a declining rural 
area with perhaps one-tenth the population. This is, of course, a problem 
far more general than a Negro one: it is the problem of cities to get their 
fair share of representation in relation to rural areas, and the problem of 
densely populated city districts to get their fair share in relation to rotten 
boroughs. While there is probably no special anti-Negro prejudice in the 
practice, Negroes are hurt far more by it than most other groups since they 

• Negroes have not been more attached to the Republican party, however, than the Irish, 
for example, have been to the Democratic party. The Northern Negro vote was not com
pletely inftexible, In New York, it frequently went Democratic. In Chicago, the friendliness 
of the Democratic candidate for mayor in 1885-Carter Harrison I-secured him about 50 
per cent of the Negro vote, and his son, who ran for mayor in 1899, received about 65 per 
cent of the Negro vote, (See Claudius 0, Johnson, Carter Henry Ha"ison I [1928], p. 196, 
cited in Elmer W. Hendrrson, 11A Study of the Basic Factors Involved in the Change in 
Party ·Alignment of Negroes in Chicago, 1932-19381

11 unpublished M.A. thesis, University 
of Chicago [1939], pp, 6•7,) 
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have been moving to Northern cities at a more rapid rate than have others. 
While the practice is clearly unconstitutional, and the state legislatures are 
guilty as they are the only ones empowered to make the adjustments, the 
courts have been loath to interfere. The Constitution, however, gives the 
United States Congress power to override the state legislatures.1111 The 
neglect to redistrict also creates a form of "natural,, gerrymandering that 
hurts the Negroes. When migrants come to a city they usually do not 
happen to distribute themselves according to the boundaries of certain 
voting districts. As a result their vote becomes split even though they 
form a single community. In New York, for example, the Harlem Negro 
vote is split mainly into two congressional districts and Negroes cannot 
elect a congressman by themselves in either one. If there were redistricting, 
and if there were no deliberate attempt to perpetuate this gerrymander, 
Harlem should probably be in one voting district, since it is a natural 
community area. 

No comprehensive study has yet been made on the extent of nonvoting 
among Negroes in the North. The general impression is that Negroes
like whites with the same average educational and economic status-are 
somewhat apathetic. The statistical evidence, however, does not present a 
consistent picture and suggests that Negro apathy is partly a function of 
local conditions.56 Litchfield found that Negroes voted one-third less than 
whites, both native and foreign-born, in Detroit,li7 In Chicago, however, 
77 per cent of the adults of a Negro ward registered as compared to 68 per 
cent for the entire city ( 1930). 68 Negro apathy in Detroit seems to be due 
to the city-wide type of election, the nonpartisan character of the election 
with a concomitant weak party organization and the lack of organization 
and leadership among Negroes.li9 Negro activity in Chicago seems to be 
related to the partisan and close character of the election, the solicitation 
of the Negro vote by white politicians, the support of Negro racketeers 
and the strength of the Negro organizations. 

The (act that Negroes vote to a greater extent than whites in Chicago is 
startling. All existing studies-made for a few cities in the United States 
and for many democratic countries in Europe-show a striking relationship 
between nonvoting and poverty.60 The correlation may even be stronger 
for whites in the United States, since there is no labor party to bring out 
the labor vote, and the political machines bring out only a relatively small 
selected vote. Since the bulk of the Negroes are very poor, we should 
expect them to be much more politically apathetic than the whites. The 
fact that they vote almost as much, or more, in most Northern cities than 
whites do, indicates that they are relatively more conscious of the vote. 
The data do not support----so far as voting is concerned-the common 
stereotype that Negroes are politically apathetic. 

Before 1933, Negroes voted the Republican ticket in overwhelming 
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proportion. While there were Negro Democratic organizations in every 
city, they made little headway except in New York.81 In Chicago only 23 
per cent of the Negro vote went to the Democratic party in the presidential 
election of 1932, despite Hoover's lily-white tendencies, and perhaps an 
even smaller proportion went against Republican Mayor Thompson in 
1931.82 Similarly, only 19.5 per cent of Detroit's Negro vote was Demo
cratic in 1930.88 This attachment to the Republican party both hurt and 
helped the Negroes politically. It helped them because the Republicans 
were in power in most of the Northern cities before 1930, and Negroes 
gave the Republican party a disproportionate number of their votes. In 
Chicago, for example, Negroes constituted only 6.9 per cent of the total 
population in 1930, and 8.7 per cent of the population of voting age, but 
II.O per cent of the Republican voters.64 The strong attachment to the 
Republican party hurt them because the party felt sure of the Negro vote 
and hardly made an attempt to solicit it or favor it. When, after 1933, 
the Negro vote became more fluid, it was more actively solicited by both 
parties and was rewarded to a greater extent by the Democratic party, 
which was in office in most Northern cities. o:; 

Many Negroes were dissatisfied with the Republican party by 193:2. 
Like other poor people, they were disgusted with the Hoover adminis
tration's methods of meeting the depression. They had also become aware 
of the snubs given them as Negroes by both national and local Republican 
party organizations. Of course, some Negroes felt a sentimental attach
ment to the party of Lincoln that could stand almost any amount of 
snubbing. Some upper class Negroes, too, were quite satisfied with the 
conservative performance of the Hoover administration or felt that the 
"best people" voted Republican. In 1932, RooseveJt was reJatively un
known outside of New York, and there was some anxiety about the role 
that Southern Democrats might play in his administration. The whispering 
campaign, that Roosevelt was in ill health and that his running mate-the 
Southerner, Garner-would soon take over the Presidency if they were 
elected, was perhaps influential in keeping the Negro vote Republican 
in 1932. 

But when the New Deal relieved the economic plight of the Negroes 
during the depression, and-in the North-treated them almost without 
discrimination,8 and appointed Negro advisors for many phases of the 
government's activities, Negroes began to shift to the Democratic party 
in large numbers. The movement was accelerated when the loc:il Demo
cratic machines proved more grateful for the Negro's vote than had their 
Republican predecessors. 60 The estimated proportion of Negroes voting 
for Roosevelt in Chicago was 23 per cent in 1932, 49 per cent in 1936, and 

• See cliapter 15, 
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52 per cent in 1940." In Detroit the estimated proportion voting for 
Roosevelt 'Was 36.7 per cent in 1932, 63.5 per cent in 1936, and 69.3 per 
cent in 1940. 88 

Table I shows the same startling trends toward the Democratic party 
for these and other cities, using a slightly less adequate technical procedure. 

It is not certain whether the Northern Negro vote will remain Demo
cratic, but it is certain that it has become more flexible and will respond 
more readily to the policies of the two parties toward the Negro.89 This 
will probably bring more political advantages to Negroes, since their vote 
will take on more strategic significance in the close elections often occurring 
in the North. It is also a sign that politically Negroes arc becoming more 
like other Americans. 

There has been a widespread belief that Northern Negroes became 
radical in large numbers during the depression. All the available data 
reveal that this is a fallacy. In Detroit about 3.2 per cent of the Negroes 
voted for a party other than Democratic or Republican in 1930. This was 
larger than the third-party vote of native whites, but not of foreign-born 
groups in that city. In 1932, the Negro percentage for third parties fell 
to I .5-equal to that of native whites and lower than that of foreign-borr. 
groups. It remained low during the depression and by 1940 was only 0.5 

per cent.70 In Chicago, Gosnell estimated that only 500 Negroes joined the 
Communist party during the depression, although many more participated 
in parades and other activities.71 In Cleveland, Davis estimated that the 
height of the depression saw only 200 Negroes in the Communist party.72 

Before 1933, when Negroes were attached to the Republican party, 
there was little, if any, difference between the lower class and middle class 
~egroes in party affiliation. It is true that Tammany Hall succeeded in 
attracting more lower class than middle class Negroes in New York, but 
New York Negroes had already gone quite a way toward the Democratic 
party before 1930. Since 1933, Negroes have split just as whites have, 
though probably not so much: Negroes with lower incomes have gone 
over to the Democratic party in somewhat greater proportion than 
Negroes with middle incomes. In Detroit, for example, the 1940 election 
found about 72 per cent of the lower economic group of Negroes for 
Roosevelt as compared to about 63 per cent of the middle economic group, 
whereas in 1930 the corresponding percentages were 19 and 22, respec
tively.73 Whether this differential between Negroes of different classes 
will 'continue or not is problematical. The Negro middle and upper classes 
are different from white middle and upper classes in that they are more 
directly dependent on the lower class and in that they are more interested 
in social reform. 

On the whole, Negroes have come to be rather like whites in their 
political behavior in the North. They vote in about the same proportion 
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TABLE 1 

PE11. CENT OF MA.1011. PARTY VOTE FOR RooSEVELT, 1932, 1936, 1940, IN EA.cu \VARD HAVING Mou 
THAN HALF ITS POPULATION NEORO, SELECTED CITIES.• 

Kansas Kansas New 
Baltimore Chicago Columbus Detroit City, Kans. City, Mo. Haven 

5 14 17 'l 3 6 7 3 5 7 'l 4 19 
46.4 49.2 43.0 25.4 20.7 27-9 23.2 46.0 50.2 53-9 41,5 70.8 38.9 
64.2 54-6 46.9 47.9 50.1 47.7 46.6 71.4 75.0 79.0 61.3 79-4 61.0 
72.1 6o.7 59.6 51.2 54.2 50.7 57.1 75.3 79.'l 80.0 59.6 66.5 58.7 

Pitts-
burgh 

5 
53.3 
76.6 
77.1 

Wilming-
ton 

6 
28.3 
40.1 
41-5 

~ 
~ 
1:1 

~ 
~ 

t, .... 
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a: 
• The cities selected are all those with over 100,000 population, containing wards having 50 per cent or more of their population Neff'!, where Negroes were allowed a: 

to vote unhampered or almost unhampered, and where ward Jines were not changed over the period 19,12-11140. The only e:,;ception is Philadelphia, which refused to > 
1112pply information. The data in this table were collected for this study by Shirley Star, 
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as whites; they are no longer tied to the Republican party; they eschew 
third parties; they have manifested a class differential in their adherence 
to the Democratic party. On the other hand, most Negro voters are more 
keenly a.ware of 1.1 candidate's attitude toward their group than are most 
other Americans-perhaps only because they are one of the few ethnic 
groups against whom politicians ever discriminate. Even though Negroes 
are seeking only their rights as citizens and a proportionate share of the 
political spoils, they find they have to be choosy about parties and candi
dates to get these. 

5. WHAT THE NEGRO GETs OuT OF PoL1T1cs 

With the great northward migration, Negroes came to vote in large 
numbers. In spite of the virtual disfranchisement of Negroes in the South, 
there are about as many Negroes voting today in the United States as 
there are whites voting in the seven Southern states of Mississippi, Loui
siana, Alabama, South Carolina, Arkansas, Georgia, and Florida-that is, 
in the entire Deep South except Texas and Oklahoma.74 Y ct Southern 
whites get incomparabJy more benefits from politics than do Negroes. 
Negroes are grossly discriminated against in what they get from politics 
just as they are in their exercise of the right to vote. A striking measure of 
this fact is that the seven Deep Southern states have 52 members of the 
House of Representatives and 14 members of the Senate, whereas the 
Negroes, with the same number of actual votes, have only I member of 
the House of Representatives and no senators. There are many other 
ways in which Negroes arc deprived of the benefits of politics. Unques
tionably the most important thing that Negroes get out of politics where 
they vote is legal justice-justice in the courts; police protection and 
protection against the persecution of the police; ability to get administra
tive jobs through civil service; and a fair share in such public facilities as 
schools, hospitals, public housing, playgrounds, libraries, sewers and street 
lights. It is hard to demonstrate that a given number of Negro votes will 
procure a given amount of legal justice for Negroes, because it can be 
claimed, and correctly so, that these communities which allow Negroes to 
vote to a given extent will also usually be willing to give them other legaJ 
rights to a comparable extent. Yet case after case can be cited to shov, 
where white politicians have given community services, justice in the courts, 
and "civil service" jobs to Negroes just because they have received a 
certain number of votes from them. These cases may be cited to indicate 
the nature of the power of the vote and not to measure this power. The 
Negroes' votes in some parts of the country buy them their rights as 
citizens to a large extent, while their lack of votes in others cause them to 
be discriminated against all around.• 

• In Chapter :io1 Section a, we have pointed out specific reasons why the vote is of aucb 
paramount importance to the individual citizen in America. 
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Political spoils, favon and ''protection" also are given to Negroes for 
their votes. Any Negro who can control a given number of Negro votes 
may aspire to an appointive political position for himself or for persons 
designated by himself. Petty favors to the mass of Negro voters are the 
stock-in-trade of the local politicians: they can save their supporters from 
fines and short jail sentences; they can "fix'' personal property taxes and 
traffic violations; they can help poor Negroes to get :elief or to get on 
W.P.A. without the usual red tape. Many a Negro church has been able 
to avoid closing its doors or to buy a new altar when its minister has made 
his pulpit available to political candidates, Negro or white. Nearly every 
Negro newspaper is supported, to some degree, by funds supplied by 
political parties or candidates. Negro criminals, racketeers, vice "kings," 
and gamblers get protection from the law and from each other to the 
extent that they can influence or buy votes. In getting all these illegal and 
extra-legal returns for their votes, Negroes are quite like whites, except 
that they probably do not get so much on the average. As Gosnell and 
Bunche point out, Negroes seldom get the really big graft.7» While this 
may be looked on as another form of discrimination, it also allows us to 
infer that Negroes have not so much to lose if city politics are cleaned up. 
City reform movements not only tend to be fairer in granting Negroes 
their civic rights, but in reducing corruption they take away less from the 
few Negroes than from the few whites who benefit by corruption." 

Just as they are practically voteless in the South, Negroes there have a 
minimum of what we have called "legal justice," as we shall describe in 
the following part. Where they have a few votes, as in the cities and in 
the Upper South, they have a roughly corresponding measure of legal 
justice. While this is the general rule, there are min.or exceptions: Lewin. 
son tells the story of the president of a Southern State Normal School for 
Negroes who was rewarded with new buildings for "minding his business" 
when it came to politics.76 But this is-to repeat-an exception. It is not
as the average white Southerner often is heard saying-that Negroes are 
given a fair share of their legal rights if they do not disturb the smooth 
coune of white men's politics. 

Even where Negroes have only a few votes in the South they have at 
least some opportunity to bargain for police and court protection. The lack 
of a vote is especially dangerous in many Southern communities where 
even the police are elected or dependent for their tenure on elected office· 
holding friends. 77 Even Southerne~ come to recognize this. After three 
Negroes were killed in one month by policemen in one Alabama city, a 

• Iu aome cases, this is not true. The corrupt politic;il machine of Mayor Thompson in 
Chicago WU very friendly to Ne,:roes, and one of the aims of the reformers wa.s to clen•1 
out the "Negro infiuence." Negro racketeers, like other racketeers, also stand to lose if a 
reform movement ia succeesful. 
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white newspaper blamed the police and traced the condition to the fact 
that Negroes had no vote.78 In Memphis, where Negro votes are an 
important support of the Crump machine, there are relatively few Negroes 
killed by the policc.79 In many other ways, too, it is demonstrated that this 
city, which is cited as the outstanding example of the danger of herding 
Negroes to the polls, is much fairer to Negroes in granting them elemen-. 
tary civic rights. Similarly it is alleged that Negroes of New Orleans were 
solidly behind Huey Long because he did not discriminate against Negroes 
in giving free school books, and because he put Negro nurses in the hos
pitals, Negro servants in the state capitol and refrained from referring to 
"niggers" in his cr..mpaign speeches.80 In San Antonio, too, Negroes have 
received almost a fair share of public facilities and minor political jobs from 
the Democratic machine. On the other hand, there is a good deal of truth 
in the assertion that the main return for the Negro vote in the machine
dominated cities is protection for the Negro underworld and minor 
administrative jobs for the petty Negro politicians who marshal the Negro 
vote.81 

In the rural South, a Negro tenant or cropper who seeks to leave his 
cotton farm will often be apprehended and brought back by the elected 
sheriffs. Sheriffs seldom, if ever, do this to white croppers and tenants, for 
the latter may vote just as does the white farm owner, whereas the Negro 
tenant or cropper cannot vote. In Southern cities, Negro workers arc 
allowed to attend union mass meetings where they can vote.82 Despite 
repeated decisions by the federal courts that Negroes must be placed on 
jury lists, practically no Negroes serve on juries in the South except where 
they vote in significant numbers.8 The connection has been directly estab
lished in Alabama, for example, where after the Scottsboro decision, 
Negroes were placed on jury lists only if they had voted-even though 
no Negroes were ever selected from these lists. 

The few hundred Negro votes which were cast in 1939 in Greenville, 
South Carolina, in the face of Ku Klux Klan violence, has already netted 
Negroes there two fully equipped playgrounds.88 Similarly, the first large 
Negro vote in Miami in 1939-also in the face of Klan violence-has 
changed the attitude of white politicians greatly; streets in Negro sections 
have been improved, a low cost housing project has been built and another 
is under way, and the leader of the Negro movement was a delegate to 
the Republican National Convention i«i 1940.84 In Louisville, Negro votes, 
shifted to the victorious Democrats in 1933, were rewarded by a Negro 
fire company in their part of the city and by a score of minor administrative 
and clerical jobs in the city government. 811 

• Sre Chapter 26. Negroes :ire found on juries in the South practically only in large citie, 
iP the Border states and in Oklahoma and Texas. 
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• In referenda and other nonpartisan elections, Negro votes have often 
been able to achieve advantages for Negroes in Southern cities. In 1921, 

Negroes defeated a bond issue for schools in Atlanta until it was agreed 
that they would receive a share of the funds for new schools; the Booker 
T. Washington High School and four elementary schools were the out
come. In ~926, a similar deal was made, but the promises made to the 
'Negro leaders were not kept in full.80 In 1939, Negroes in Dallas received 
a high school and a grade school for supporting a bond issue.87 Negro 
participation in the nonpartisan municipal elections in Austin, Texas, is 
always rewarded: at present there are four Negro policemen, several 
garbage collectors, a few janitors in the city buildings, and a well-equipped 
recreation center for Negroes. 88 

Wherever Negroes vote in the South, white politicians who gain from 
their votes "repay" them with a few minor administrative or menial jobs, 
a few streets paved or lighted, and occasionally a school building or 
community center. If Negro votes are necessary to the success of a refer
endum and if Negroes are organized enough to make a deal with white 
leaders, they can get a share of the advantages provided by the success of 
the referendum. Southern Negro voters are never expected to consider 
issues broader than the interests of their own group, and they seldom do. 
On the whole, Southern Negroes have been content to vote against discrim
inatory measures rather than for progressive measures.88 The vote of the 
average Negro has to be directed toward getting those elementary civic 
rights which arc the unqu stioned prerogative of every white citizen. The 
aims of the Negro political hack can usually be directed no higher than 
to get the merest left-overs of the political spoils.a The rare Negro who 
has broader political interests has to concentrate on getting out the Negro 
vote rather than directing a vote that already exists. Partly as a result of 
this situation, the Negro voter in the South, not unlike the poor white 
voter, tends to be easily "bought" and not very intelligent on issues. With 
few exceptionsl the only occasions when there is no effort to buy up the 
Negro vote on the part of white politicians are those when there are so 
few Negro voters that they can have no influence on the outcome of an 
election. 

In the North, where Negroes are not restricted from voting, they get 
full police protection and justice in the courts to about the same extent as 
whites of comparable economic and educational status. They get community 
services, such as schools, libraries, street paving, and sanitation facilities, 
in rough proportion to the size of their vote, which is in rough proportion 

• There arc exceptions to this: the Bellingers--father and son-have gotten a great deal 
for themaelvee by marshaling the Ne:ro vote of San Antonio. 

b Such u occurred in the spontaneous Negro political movements in Miami and Green
ville in .1939. 
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to their numbers in the population. Gosnell's summary for Chicago applies, 
with slight variation, throughout the North. 

Under the existing political system, the Negroes secured about as many concrete 
benefits from the government as most other minority groups. However, because 
their needs were greater, these benefits were not sufficient. Inadequate as they were, 
these services came nearer to meeting the needs than in areas where the Negroes 
have not developed some political power.90 

Like whites, Negro racketeers and criminals received protection from 
politicians to the extent tha~ they could influence votes. Ordinary Negroes 
received petty favors from politicians almost to the same extent as whites. 

Negroes have been elected to office in the North, but not nearly in 
proportion to their numbers. Even in the Border states of Kentucky, West 
Virginia, and Missouri, there have been a few Negroes in the state legis
latures. Negroes find it hard to attain an elective office: because most 
whites do not like to be represented by Negroes, because Negroes some
times do not constitute a large enough proportion in a city to control even 
small sections like wards, because they have been gerrymandered by 
Democratic politicians for being Republican, and because they have some
times not shown political interest or acumen. Except for a few judgeships 
and memberships on such public bodies as Tax Boards and Boards of 
Education, no Negro has attained a city-wide elective position. There is 
only one Negro national congressman" and about a dozen Negro state 
legislators.h Most of the large cities in the North containing a significant 
proportion of Negroes have one or two Negro aldermen or councilmen 
each. These are all the Negroes who have been elected to public office in the 
North/ 

There are more Negroes appointed to public office than elected, relative 
to the total number of offices available, but even these are nowhere near 
the proportion of the Negro vote. The main reason cited for not appointing 
Negroes is that some white citizens have strong objections to dealing with 
them. It is also noteworthy that when a white politician appoints a Negro 
to some general office, political motives are always inferred, where as white 

• William Dawson of Chicago (Democrat). From 1928 to 1934 this scat was held by the 
Republican De Priest, who became heir to it when Madden, "the white friend of the Negro 
people," died. 

b According to Charles S. Johnson, in 1942 there wel'e Negroes in the state legislatures of 
Michigan, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, Illinois, Kansa~, Indiana and Kentucky. 
("The Negro," American Journal of Sociology [May, 1942], p. 863.) The November, 
1942, election brought Negroes into the legislature of Ohio also. 

• In Chica.go, for exrunple, Negroes held the following elective positions in 1939: J United 
States Congressman, t State Senator, 4 State Repre.entativcs, 1 County Commissioner, 2 City 
Aldermen. Negroes in Chicago were more favored than Negroes in any other city. (Hender
&0n, o;t,. ,1t., P· 79.) 
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men may be appointed without this inference. Both whites and Negroes 
usually look upon the Negro appointees as representatives only of the 
Negro population. Negro appointments are usually to minor offices. Since 
much is made of appointments even to clerical and janitorial positions, 
while major appointments are regarded as news throughout the country, 
a white politician is usually well repaid for appointing a Negro to any 
position he may control. It is astonishingly easy to build up a reputation 
among Negroes as a. "white friend of the Negro people."91 Mayor La 
Guardia has appointed Negroes to the Special Sessions Court, Domestic 
Relations Courts, and Civil Service Commission in New York, and has seen 
to it that Negroes are allowed to compete freely for positions in the city 
civil service and relief administration. In Chicago Negroes have been 
appointed to the posts of Assistant State's Attorney; Assistant Attorney 
General; Assistant City Prosecutor; Deputy Coroner; Assistant Traction 
Attorney; Assistant Corporation Counsel; Civil Service Commissioner; 
member of the Housing Authority, of the Library Board and of the 
Recreation Board.02 Mayor Kelly of Chicago has also followed the policy 
of his Republican predecessor-Thompson-in allowing Negroes a signif
icant number of "civil service" positions-especially in the city school 
system, the Public Library, the Health Department and the Water 
Bureau.03 Other Northern cities have similarly given Negroes minor 
positions in the local government, although perhaps in a lesser degree than 
in New York and Chicago where the Negro vote is unusually well organ
ized and flexible. 

Because voting Negroes are concentrated in a half dozen Northern 
cities, they can exert little influence on the federal government.'" This is 
more than balanced, however, by the federal government's greater con
formity to the principles of the American Creed. The federal courts, 
especially the United States Supreme Court, have been traditional guard
ians of the Negro's rights. Congress and the Presidents-even, to a certain 
extent, the Southern Democrat Wilson and the lily-white Hoover-have 

· usually sought to be fair to Negroes. Negro claims have usually received 
a sympathetic hearing in Washington: Judge Parker was not confirmed as 
a Justice of the Supreme Court mainly because of his anti-Negro attitude; 
the anti-lynching bill has more than once been on the verge of passage
hindered only by a filibuster by Southern senators. 

As we had occasion to mention earlier, the only elected Negro repre
sentative in Washington is a congressman from Chicago. Few Negroes 
hold top rank appointive positions, and these few are usually in positions 
that have ''traditionally" been held by Negroes since Reconstruction days 
(such as Recorder of Deeds for the District of Columbia). These tradi
tional appointments are not so stable as is sometimes thought. There was 
a steady decline in their number from the Taft administration to the 

.. . 
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Franklin D. Roosevelt administration. Once in a while, a new "traditional,, 
Negro position is created: when William Hastie, the Roosevelt-appointed 
Federal Judge in the Virgin Islands, resigned, another Negro was ap
pointed in his place. There are only about a dozen of these traditional 
top-rank Negro positions in the federal government. 

More important since the beginning of the Roosevelt administration are 
the positions created in various governmental bureaus to advise or direct 
the application of federal policies to Negroes. The Negroes selected to fill 
these positions usually have a superior educational background and only 
one or two have participated in party politics. The powers of these persons 
have depended mainly on the liberality of their chiefs, although their own 
activity has been important. When their function has been to direct the 
application of their respective bureau's policy toward Negroes-as is the 
case in the National Youth Administration and the United States Housing 
Authority-they have been able to exert a good deal of influence and have 
sometimes succeeded in getting a "fair share" of the government's benefits 
for Negroes. Where they merely advise their chiefs or arc regarded as 
"trouble shooters" to soothe Negro protests of discrimination-as in the 
Civilian Conservation Corps-their influence is limited. Some of the New 
Deal agencies have not had Negro advisors-such as the Federal Housing 
Administration-and several of these agencies have notoriously discrim
inated against Negroes. 

Between 1933 and 1940 there were 103 Negroes appointed by President 
Roosevelt to positions in the federal government, including 23 who had 
resigned by 1940 and 3 who had lost their positions because their functions 
were abolished. Under the leadership of Mary McLeod Bethune-Direc
tor of the Division of Negro Affairs of the N.Y.A. and nationally known 
educator and leader of Negro women-the most important of these have 
organized an informal group, the Federal Council, popularly known as 
"the Black Cabinet." The purpose of this group is to discuss common 
problems and to encourage coordinated activity, although it never takes 
public action as a group.'"' The great weaknesses of the holdcrs of these 
positions are that many of them are in agencies which arc not considered to 
be permanent, and that they are completely subordinated to the white 
heads of the respective bureaus. Although many Negroes have condemned 
the appointments to these positions as representing an effort to keep 
Negroes satisfied, there are important achievements to their credit, and 
they are the first significant step, in recent years, toward the participation 
of Negroes in federal government activity. 

In addition to the full-time Negro advisors and section chiefs, there are 
several official part-time advisors who do not live in Washington but only 
visit there occasionally and upon request. For example, in March, 1942., 
F. D. Patterson, President of Tuskegee Institute, and Claude A. Barnett, 
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Director of the Associated Negro Press, were named special assistants to 
the Secretary of Agriculture to "insure the integration and full participa
tion of Negro farmers in the food-for-freedom campaign." Also there are 
unofficial Negro advisors-such as Booker T. Washington when he was 
alive and A. Philip Randolph (President of the Brotherhood of Sleeping 
Car Porters) today-but their activities are an aspect of Negro leadership 
more than of federal policy and will be discussed in another context.• 

According to the Chief of the Statistical Division of the Civil Service 
Commission, there were about 82,000 Negroes holding federal Civil 
Service jobs on June 30, 1938, representing about 9.8 per cent of the total 
federal employment.06 About 88 per cent of these were stationed outside 
Washington and were practically all either postal clerks, mail carriers, 
unskilled laborers or janitors. Most of the 1 2 per cent stationed in Wash
ington had similar low positions. They were strikingly negligible in the 
lower salaried white collar jobs which furnish the bulk of employment for 
white government employees. There was a small proportion of Negroes 
in the higher paid technical, professional and administrative positions.b 

During Reconstruction, Negroes succeeded in getting a large share of 
the lower federal government jobs in the South ( mainly in the postal 
service). After the Southern conservatives regained power, and as the 
North gradually entered the compromise by which it became blind to 
actual conditions in the South, Negroes gradually lost these jobs. The fact 
that the Republican party was in power most of the time after the Civil 
War, and the fact that Negroes soon came under civil service, prevented 
them from being thrown out of these jobs completely. By the time of the 
Hoover administration, Negroes held practically none of the middle or 
higher federal positions in the South and only a relatively small proportion 
of the lower ones. The New Deal has reversed the trend slightly, not by 
opening positions to Negroes in the South, but by being less discriminatory 
in the lower jobs in Washington. 

• See Part IX. 
"For a discussion of discrimination ag;inst Negroes in the fcdel'lLl Civil Service, see 

Chapter 14, SeC'tion 8. 



CHAPTER 2J 

TRENDS AND POSSIBILITIES 

............................................................................................................................................. 
1. THE NEGRO's Po1.1T1CAl. BARGAINING Pow1m 

To make political forecasts is hazardous. But forecasts are the aim of 
factual analysis. Indeed, its sole purpose, aside from scientific curiosity, is 
to furnish the basis for a practical discussion of future trends and possibil
ities. In the Negro problem there arc certain dominating factors making 
a forecast considerably simpler than for the American nation at large. 

If we focus our attention only on Negro voting in those parts of the 
country where Negroes have, or will have, the unhampered right to the 
ballot, it can, with reasonable security, he foretold that there is not going 
to be a "Negro party" in American politics. It is true that there arc strong 
ties of common interests in the Negro group. But Negroes know from 
bitter experience that there is nothing which can so frustrate their hope of 
having a voice in public affairs as the arousing of a fear of "Negro domi
nation." Negroes in America are, further, bent on cultural assimilation to 
the fullest degree allowed by the white majority and are cardul to abstain 
from every move in the political sphere which might be interpreted as 
group exclusiveness. In addition, Negroes are in a minority in all but a 
few parts of the country. Where they are a majority, suffrage is a rela
tively distant hope and will in all probability materialize only gradually. 
The essential stimulus for party formation-namely, the hope of eventu
ally coming into power-is everywhere entirely lacking. Finally, the 
peculiar American political system strongly disfavors small parties even 
when this hope is present. 

The Negro voter will, therefore, have to try to exert his influence 
through one of the two dominant political parties. Since the Negroes brolce 
their traditional allegiance to the Republican party, the Negro vote is 
fluid. It is likely to remain fluid. Neither the Republican party nor the 
Democratic party will be certain of the Negro vote for any length of time 
without real exertions. Negro voters will increasingly judge political 
parties from the viewpoint of their friendliness to the Negro group. 

The Democratic and Republican parties will increasingly compete for 
the Negro vote. The question arises whether, in this haggling and bargain-
mg, the Negroes will be able to fJ-"r"'t the ~mum advanttJge by acting 

,os 
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as 11, political unit, nationally and locally. One prerequisite for such a tactic 
is present to a greater degree than in any other large American group of 
voters. Negroes, as a consequence of the bonds of caste in which they are 
enclosed, feel a larger degree of interest solidarity in relation to society.- It 
is true that the Negro community is stratified into social classes and that, 
in general, Negroes are much at variance in political issues, interests and 
ideals. But the lower classes are, because of the caste situation, a great 
majority, and the upper classes have strong interests in the economic wel
fare of the lower classes who constitute the basis of their economic sus
tenance. As regards Negro issues, therefore, the internal differences have 
little significance, and those issues arc likely to remain primary. There are 
certain concrete demands-all centering around the insistence that Negroes 
should be treated like other citizens-about which there is almost universal 
agreement among Negroes. 

In the sphere of national politics, however, the attempt to take up real 
collective bargaining with the two political parties on behalf of the Negro 
voters has not been cffcctive.1 Since the Negro vote became fluid in the 
193o's and both parties now recognize this fact, it would be rather natural 
for a national Negro political leadership to form itself and start negotia
tions with the two parties in advance of each national election. This has 
not happened. The "bidding for the Negro vote" has been left almost 
entirely to the care of the two parties themselves and has principally 
become directed to the individual Negro voter, through party-appointed 
Negro leaders, as no bargaining agency for the Negroes has interceded. 
In local politics collective bargaining has, as we have shown, not been 
entirely lacking. But taking a broad view, the main observation is again that 
the situation has not been utilized to any extent approaching the political 
possibilities. Negro communities everywhere display in the most glaring 
manner clear-cut problems of housing, employment, education, health, and 
so on, calling not only for expert planning but for formulation of Negro 
political programs. It is, indeed, a matter to be explained why Negro pres
sure in these communities, at least in the North, is so diffuse and inarticu
late, and, relatively speaking, so politically ineffective. 

Part of the explanation is, undoubtedly, the poverty and the inherited 
psychology of dependence and apathy among the Negro masses, their 
low educational and cultural level, and the lack of political tradition and 
experience both in the masses and in the upper strata of the Negro com
munity. All this is bound to change in time. But there are, in addition, 
certain intrinsic difficulties inherent in the strategy of not being able to 
form an independent party with hope of gaining political power but, never
theless, of wanting to act as a political unit in order to raise the price paid 
for the Negro votes by the existing parties. The very facts that a Negro is 
prevented by his caste status from regarding himself as an ordinary Ameri-
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can citizen and as a wholehearted supporter of a party, and that-when 
acting as a representative for his group-he is out to get favors for them, 
are conducive to a psychology where broad political ideas are put in the 
background and petty haggling becomes natural. The tendency to cynicism, 
which the author has observed everywhere in American Negro communi
ties, becomes strengthened by the American party system, which does not 
correlate closely with broad divisions of rear interests and social ideals. 
If, in addition, the party machines are corrupt, which they arc in. most 
places where Negroes live in any numbers, the presence of such moral 
strength on the part of the Negro leadership as would be prerequisite for 
efficient bargaining would be a wonder. 

But even apart from all this, the Negro leader is in a dilemma. If he 
pleads allegiance to a political party, he will lose in bargaining power. If, 
on the other hand, he keeps outside the parties, he loses some of the 
influence he could exert by being in the inner circle of one of them.o. Out 
of the dilemma there is only one possible and rational escape: a division of 
labor and responsibility among Negro foadf'r.r, so that the Negro politicians 
proper and the party workers identify themselves with political parties and 
work with them and for them, while other Negro representatives, invested 
with superior prestige among their people, remain independent of close 
party ties and do the important collective bargaining. The former group 
represents the Negro people's necessary allegiance to the American party 
system, the latter group their separate interests as an independent unit. 
For optimal functioning such a S}Stcm of minority politics requires a 
high degree of political sophistication among both leaders and followers 
and -much good-will and cohesion. It is not surprising that it has not 
materialized in any high degree in this subdued and politically inexperi
enced group. But it might become more of a reality in the future. The 
great community of interest in a caste set apart in society, but fighting for 
fuller assimilation, offers a firm basis for such an organization of the Negro 
people's political bargaining power. 

The political strength of such a dual system of political organization will 
depend primarily upon the cohesion of the local Negro political blocs in the 
several communities forming its basis. There arc, however, a great number 
of specific impediments to a further development of the local organization 
of Negro political power. One is the internal rivalry among leaders in a 
deeply frustrated group.b Power becomes so dear when there is so little of 
it. Cynicism becomes so widespread among ambitious individuals whose way 
upward is blocked. There is also the tendency among many Negroes 
who aspire to prominence, or who have arrived but want to make them
selves secure, to take orders from the influential whites and to "sell out" 

• The problem of Negro leadership will be discussed in Pa.rt IX. 
~ See Chapter 36, Section 2, and Chapter 37, Section 8. 
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their own group. Such persons seem everywhere to be available for utiliza
tion in splitting the unity of the Negroes. A third relevant fact is that an 
even greater group of potential Negro leaders, even if they are not "white 
men's niggers," nevertheless are so dependent that they cannot afford th~ 
integrity required to make them effective bargainers for the Negro group. 
At bottom is the ease with which the Negro masses can be duped-because 
they are distressed, poorly educated, politically inexperienced, tractable, 
and have old traditions of dependence and carelessness. 

All this is, however, relative. Even though the Negro voters are weakly 
organized today, the two parties have to compete for them. The N.A.A.C.P. 
and all other national and local Negro organizations and the Negro press 
are constantly doing a service by creating publicity-favorable or unfavor
able-in the Negro community for the political parties and the individual 
officeholders. To some extent the latter become compelled to adjust 
according to the reactions of Negro voters. 

2. THE NEGRO'S PARTY ALLEGIANCE 

Our assumption has until now been that the Negro vote will remain fluid 
but will keep conservatively to the two big parties. One thing seems certain: 
namely, that the Negroes will not go fascist. All their interests are against 
right-wing radicalism.2 More problematic, of course, are Negro attitudes 
toward Communism. To many white people in America, apparently, it 
seems natural that they should turn Communist. This is, however, largely 
only a testimony of their own bad social conscience and of their ignorance 
of the Negro community. It is true that a majority of the Negro people 
are in economic distress. It is also true that they are increasingly becoming 
conscious of being severely maltreated in America and that they sense 
social exclusion, which must decrease their feeling of full solidarity with 
the dominant groups in society. All this should make them open to revolu
tionary propaganda. It is further true that the Communists have seen 
their chance and have been devoting much zealous work to cultivating 
the Negroes. They have run a Negro as candidate for Vice-President of the 
United States. They are the only American group which has in practice 
offered Negroes full "social equality," and this is highly valued not only 
among Negro intellectuals but much deeper down in the Negro community, 
particularly in the North. 

Still tlze Communists have not succeeded in getting any appreciable 
following among Negroes in America" and it does not seem likely that they 
will. No intensive study has been made on this problem. The following 
observations are presented as impressionistic, even if they are believed 
to contain the main facts. To begin with, it is a mistake to assume a priori 
that poor, uneducated, and socially disadvantaged groups are particularly 

1 See Chapter 22, Section 4. 
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susceptible to radical propaganda. It is different in a revolutionary situ!l.tion 
when those groups might not only come to follow but actually constitute 
the vanguard of an onslaught on society. But in peaceful, orderly develop
ment they are apt to be conservative. Even for liberal reform movements 
the poorest people have been the most difficult to organize. The trade union 
movement, for instance, all over the world has had its first and most 
faithful adherents in the higher strata of the working class. It has had to 
push downward with difficulty and usually has not succeeded in organizing 
the lower brackets before they were raised economically and culturally.8 

The strong impact of church and religion in the Negro community should 
not be forgotten.4 This is, however, only one trait of Negro conservatism. 
Negroes who care so much for society as to have any general political 
opinions at all are intent upon "respectability" in a middle class sense. 
Communism is definitely not respectable in America generally or among 
Negroes specifically. The unpopularity of Communism in America
often reaching the pitch of actual persecution of the Communist party and 
its adherents-must, furthermore, be uninviting to a group like the Ameri
can Negroes who know so well that they are unpopular already. As one 
Negro explained, "It is bad enough being black without being black and 
red." James Weldon Johnson makes this point: 

In the situation as it now exists, it would be positively foolhardy for us, as a 
group, to Mke up the cause of Communistic revolution and thereby bring upon 
ourselves ali of the antagonisms that arc directed against it in addition to those we 
already have to bear. It seems to me that the wholesale allegiance of the Negro to 
Communistic revolution would be second in futility only to his individual resort to 
physical force, 6 

and again: 
••. there is no apparent possibility that a sufficient number of Negro Americans can 
be won over to give the party the desired strength; :ind if the entire mass were won 
over, th'! increased proscriptions against Negroes would outweigh any advantages 
that might be gained. Every Negro's dark face would be his party badge, and would 
leave him an open and often solitary prey to the pack whenever the hunt might be 
on. And the sign of the times is that the hunt is not yet to be abandoned. 0 

The strong "horse sense,, of this argument does not need logical demon
stration. It is a foregom: conclusion to even the most politically ill-equipped 
American Negro. Deep in the Negro mind is also a suspicion against the 
social evangelism of his white Communist friends. "Even after a revolu
tion the country will be full of crackers" is a reflection I have often met 
when discussing Communism in the Negro community. 

If the United States goes Communistic, where will the Communists come 
from? They certainly will not be imported from Russia. They will be made from 
the Americans here on hand. We might well pause and consider what variation, 
Communism in the United States might undergo.7 
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But· there is, I have become convinced, a still deeper reason why 
Negroes are so immune against Communism. Negroes are discriminated 
against in practically all spheres of life, but in their :fight for equal oppor
tunity they have on their side the law of the land and the religion of the 
nation. And they know it, all the way down to the poorest stratum. They 
know that this is their strategic hold. No social Utopia can compete with the 
promises of the American Constitution and with the American Creed which 
it embodies, Democracy and lawful government mean so much more to a 
Negro, just because he enjoys so comparatively little of it in this country. 
Merely by giving him the solemn promise of equality and liberty, American 
society has tied the Negroes' faith to itself. 

It should be observed, however, that several of the factors mentioned are 
transitory to a degree. The prospect of stimulating Negro support would 
also be different if a revolutionary movement once became really important 
in America and in a position to exert a serious threat of assuming political 
power. In such a situation a maltreated caste like the Negro people might 
suddenly become uncertain in its political allegiance. The Negroes' experi
ences during the present War until the time when this is being written 
(April, 1942) have undoubtedly had the general effect of loosening their 
sentimental ties to American society.a But such a drift away from national 
allegiance is the price eventually to be paid by a democratic society which, 
in the fulfillment of the promises of democracy, makes an exception of one 
group. It should also be observed that Communism, outside of party mem
bership, has actually had a considerable influence upon the mode of think
ing of the small group of Negro intellectuals who are, of course, easiest 
to .move. There has been a growth of general radicalism in this group, and 
the present investigator has been surprised to find ho.w it has spread also 
to Negro professionals and, occasionally, even to the Negro press. 

If we thus conclude that--for the near future at least-Communism or 
any similar movement will not be able to muster any numerical support 
from the Negro voters, we must, on the other hand, be aware that Negroes 
as a group will from now on be in strong favor of a political party which 
stands for social reform and civic equality. In this respect, the New Deal 
promises to have permanent cffects.8 It has made this political alignment 
apparent to the whole Negro people. When once the sentimental a11egiance 
to the Republican party was broken and a modern liberal movement in 
American politics was inaugurated, this attitude became natural for a 
group which includes so many who are perennially interested in public 
assistance in one form or another. Negroes, in both the higher and the 
lower strata, seem to understand pretty well that a liberal attitude in ques- . 
tions of <economic relief and social reform is generally connected with a 
more equaliiarian attitude in racial matters. 

• Sell. Chapters 19 and 45, 
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With the vanishing of the frontier, the bar against new immigration, 

the proceeding Americanization, the growth of labor organizations, and 
other factors of structural change, the American party system has for a con
siderable time been headed for a rather fundamental change. During the 
Roosevelt administration, cleavage seemed to develop within both parties 
which made for a closer correspondence of party alignment to real interests 
and ideals. The present War might, of course, inaugurate unforeseen new 
trends. But extrapolating the trends during the 'thirties. and assuming no 
successful new third party movement, the present author has been inclined 
to envisage such a reorganization of the two-party system that one of the 
two parties carrying on the tradition of the New Deal becomes a liberal 
reform party, while the other remains a conservative party.a 

If we assume that such a new system will materialize, it seems fairly cer
tain that the great majority of Negroes are going to adhere to the liberal 
party, provided it be consistently liberal with respect to the Negro problem 
and manifests its liberalism not only in words but also in deeds. By becom
ing less fluid politically, the Negro voters would undoubtedly lose some of 
their bargaining power. But as the cause for their greater party loyalty 
would be that the party of their choice actually was more liberal, this would 
not be a real loss. Also, Negro fluidity would not be completely lost, since 
there will probably never be a return to that type of sentimentality which 
characterized the Negro's adherence to the Republican party from the Civil 
VVar until the New Deal, and since the Conservative party wiJl not ignore 
the Negro's vote completely, and the Liberal party will realize that it can 
lose the Negro vote. If this realignment of the American party system 
should emerge, many Negro politicans would be released from the dilemma 
of double loyalty to the party and to the Negro group. This would remove 
to a certain extent one of the fundamental causes of political cynicism and 
corruption among Negro politicians. 

Generally speaking, a development of the type here envisaged would, 
in the present writer's opinion, enhance efficiency and honesty in American 
politics. The causes of incompetency and corruption are many and varied.9 

But I believe that they have much more to do, than is generally understood, 
with the system of political parties entirely disconnected from the broad 

• The impediments in the way of such a development a.re not overlooked. ( 1) The Demo• 
cratic party is not likely to develop into a. consistently liberal party without enda.ngering 
its monopoly over the South. We should not deceive ourselves that the South has suddenly 
become progressive because the Southerners a.re Democrats, and the Democratic party is 
progressive under the leadership of Roosevelt. There is no doubt that the fact that the 
Democratic party is so largely Southern has served as a kind of brake on its progressivism 
in national politics. The rapid run of change in the South (see Chapter 21, Section 4) 
might bring a split of the party in the South. (2) Just as there are conservative Democrat&, 
there are progrePive Republicans. But even conservative Republicans are not willing to 
Allow their party to play the role of a conaervative party. 
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divisions of interests and ideals in American society. American politics has 
been comparatively empty of real issues. Often the issue, particularly in 
local elections, has been simply the demand for efficiency and honesty
the very things which have been generally lacking to such a degree that 
the ordinary American has come to believe that inefficiency and dishonesty 
are inexorably connected with politics as such. Honest and efficient politics 
requires political opinions and, indeed, splits in opinion. It also requires an 
independent, though democratically controlled, bureaucracy, and a firm 
tradition of legality. In these latter respects, too, the American government 
is on the move toward acquiring a structure less conducive to incompetence 
and graft.• 

The Negroes as a subordinated group will be among the chief benefi
ciaries of these changes if they occur. The changes will not come overnight. 
They are contingent upon the building up of traditions, and that will take 
time. And there is always the danger that intervening happenings will 
break the process of orderly growth. F.vcn assuming' no such unforeseen 
causes of deviation, the task before America in reforming its system of 
government is incomparably grave: it has to cleanse its politics, not-as 
other nations have done-in an era of noninterference characterized by 
rigidly restricted state activity, but in an historic stage when state inter
vention is mounting, when state services are multiplying and when billions 
of dollars are passing through public budgets. 

3. NEGRO SUFFRAGE IN THE SouTII AS AN lssuE 

The concern of the Southern Negroes is not how they shall use their 
votes but how to get their constitutional right to vote respected at all. 
Negro political power in the North is, as we shall see, not inconsequential 
for this problem in the South. But there are many other forces of change 
involved in the matter. 

That suffrage should be a major iptercst for Southern Negroes is demon
strated in several chapters of this book. There is, indeed, no single one of 
the several categories of Southern Negroes' deprivations and sufferings 
which is unconnected with their disfranchisement. In America, with its 
tradition of loose and politically dependent administration, there is more 
than elsewhere a considerable substance of realism in W. E. B. Du Bois' 
blunt statement: 

I hold this truth to be self-evident, that a disfranchised working class in modern 
industrial civilization is worse than helpless. It is a menace, not simply to itself, but 
to ev.ry other group in the community •.• it will be ignorant; it will be the play
thins· of mobs; and it will be insulted by caste restrictions.10 

' • Sec -~apter 20, Section 2. 
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And Du Bois is also right when, without falling into the fallacy of believing 
that the voting right would by itself work wonders, he insists on the vote 
as a key point in all efforts to raise Negro standards. There is, indeed, a 
strange atmosphere of unreality around much of the discussion of the 
practical aspects of the Negro problem in America: it is commonly and more 
or less explicitly assumed that it is possible to raise materially and per
manently the condition of living in various respects for the Southern Negro 
people through Southern white good-will and Northern philanthropy 
while "· .. Negroes were to have no voice in the selection of local officials, 
no control of their own taxation, no vote on expenditure. . . .»11 The 
Negroes' interests in politics are primarily concerned with the handling of 
local matters. Negroes need, in order to protect themselves, a voice in 
deciding who will be the judges of the courts, the public attorneys, the 
sheriffs and the chiefs of police, the members of the school board and other 
agencies deciding upon their share of public services. As national politics 
is increasingly important for all questions of social and economic welfare, 
they are also interested in who represents their districts in Congress. 

On the point of suffrage, as in so many other respects, there has, in 
-principle, never really been any great difference of opinion among Negro 
leaders. It is true that Booker T. Washington found it advisable as a more 
practical tactic to proceed carefully and to stress that there were many 
things more important for the Negro's welfare than the vote.• But he 
never gave up the demand for the Negro's right to the vote, nor his expec
tation that ultimately the South would reach a stage where Negroes were 
allowed to vote.12 The Negro leaders have pointed to the moral danger to 
all society of the resort to extra-legal measures for keeping the Negroes out 
of politics.18 The Negro leaders are also at one in not demanding an 
absolutely unqualified right to suffrage. They only insist that the restrictions 
of suffrage should be applied impartially to whites and Negroes alike.14 

White liberals in the South are increasingly taking the same position.15 
But the great majority of conservative Southern white people try to appear 
unconcerned. 

While, with a few local and regional exceptions, the Southern Negroes 
remain disfranchised, we have noted the beginnings of a tendency to 
increased political participation. In many Southern cities, the present writer 
has observed how small organizations and civic groups among the Negroes 
are starting and are attempting to get more Negroes on the registration 
lists. But first, this is not an entirely new phenomenon and, second, the 
immediate success is in most cases insignificant. Most Southern Negroes 
seem to keep their minds turned away from the whole matter. As we have 
shown, they have, indeed, good reasons for lack of political interest. But 

• See Chapter 34-. 
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this does not prove that they would not vote if they were allowed to, and 
if the vote was given due importance.• 

4. AN UNSTABLE SITUATIOJl,T 

Superficially viewed, the situation looks static and stable. This is, I 
believe, an illusion. Great changes are working underneath the visible sur
face, and a dynamic situation fuJl of possibilities is maturing. Let us begin 
with some of the smaller changes: the declining value of the dollar has, 
since the inauguration of the disfranchising constitutions and election 
laws, actually diminished considerabJy the effectiveness both of the poJJ 
tax requirement and of the property clauses. A substantial inflation will 
probably be the result of the present War. The political pressure from the 
poorer classes will prevent attempts to raise the money figures in propor
tion to the rise in price level. The trend actually is in the other direction, 
to decrease the size of the poll tax and property requirements. A factor 
similar in its effect to inflation is the trend toward direct taxation and away 
from indirect taxation. It is possible that when the poll tax becomes only 
one direct tax among many, it will not appear to be so large. The present 
War is accentuating this trend. 

More important is that the improved education of Negroes is rendering 
ineffective the literacy and understanding clauses. Every year there is a 
smaller proportion of the potential Negro electorate-as of the white one
which would be disfranchised by these clauses if they were impartially 
applied. They are not, as we have seen, applied honestly. This means that 
at lea.rt the legal foundations for Negro disfranchisement is gradually 
withmng away. Keeping the Negroes away from the polls will thus 
increasingly have to be accomplished by intimidation, subterfuge or vio
lence. In a sense, the entire work around 1900 to legalize political dis
crimination is being rapidly undone by various social trends. 

For two reasons this work cannot well be made over to meet the changes: 
6.rst, because the possible means for l~gal disfranchisement within the loop
holes of the federal Constitution have been pretty well exhausted, and, 
second, because the general political atmosphere of the nation and the 
attitude of the Supreme Court are not so acquiescent as half a century 
ago when, in the great reaction after Reconstruction, they condoned the 
national compromise. Respect for law is being enhanced in the South. It 
is true that meanwhile a social pattern has been established that politics 
is white men's business, and that Negroes should not stick their noses into 
it. This is the main explanation of the calm before the storm. But as far 
as laws and individual rights mean anything at all in the South-and, as 
we shaU~e in the next part, there are reasons to believe that they will 

• See C~pter 'u, Sections 3 and 4, 
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mean increasingly much-this situation is highly unstable and is becom
ing more so every year. 

It comes to this, that the poll tax probably will be abolished in one state 
after another ( the present author would guess within the next decade). 
The reform elements in the South will become stronger as industrialization 
is proceeding and as labor is becoming unionized. It is quite possible that 
abolition of the poll tax might not immediately change the suffrage situa
tion much for the Negroes. The white primary and the extra-legal measures 
to keep Negroes from the polls might for a time make this reform rather 
inconsequential as far as the Negroes are concerned.• The experiences from 
the three Southern States which have taken the step make this appear 
probable. But by abolishing the poll tax the legal foundation for Negro 
disfranchisement will be made still weakerj the South will thus, if it seeks 
to continue to preserve the Jtatus quo, have to rely still more exclusively 
on extra-legal measw·es. This, and the broadened basis of the white cl!!c
torate-under the influence of the whole system of social changes which 
we have reviewed earlierb-is bound to rearrange the structure of politics 
in the South so much that even the white primary might crash. The conser
vative opponents of any reform in the poll tax, who claim that this will 
open the road to Negro enfranchisement, arc probably right. But the forces 
that back this reform are getting to be so strong that in all probability 
they cannot be stopped. 

5. T1rn STAKE OF THE NoRTII 

This is perhaps the point at which to take up for consideration the stake 
of the North in the Southern suffrage problem. It is apparent, and rather 
.surprising, that the liberal forces in the North have not until recently given 
this problem more attention. 

There is actually a provision in the Fourteenth Amendment requiring a 
reduction in representation in Congress as a punishmt:nt for disfranchise
ment.10 "But this provision has never been applied. The conservatives had, 
of course, no interest in doing it, and it could not be attractive to liberals 
either, as it would imply a formal sanction of disfranchisement. Further, 
the Southern conservatives' strategic position became the stronger when 
it gradually became clear that they were assisted .by the Supreme Court 
decisions which gave a twisted construction to the Reconstruction Amend
ments and read into them a meaning never intended by their authors. Suits 
brought by Negroes were dismissed often on formalistic and technical 

1 It will also be some time after the legal abolition of the poll tax before the tradition, 
connected with it disappear. Real issues which will stimulate the poorer whites to vot. 
will not appear publicly overnight. 

• See Chapter :u, Section 4. 
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grounds.17 One Southerner-who was not arguing for enfranchising the 
Negroes but for their deportation-wrote early in the century: 

In the matter of the franchise, the South first desperately intimidated the negro; 
then systematically cheated him without semblance of ]aw: then cheated him legally; 
and now defrauds him of his political rights in a duly constitutienal fashion with 
the consent, if not the aid of the United States Supreme Court.18 

It is generally held that the Supreme Court acted in agreement with and 
actually expressed what was then the general sentiment even in the North. 
The North had gotten tired of the Negro problem and, anyhow, saw no 
immediate alternative other than to let the white Southerners have their 
own way with their Negroes. But it must not be forgotten that the deci
sions of the Court had themselves a substantial share in the responsibility 
for the solidification of the Northern apathy. This was also before the 
great Negro migration: the Negro vote in the North was still small 
and safely belonged to the Republican party without any particular political 
compensation. 

The Supreme Court is, however, seemingly changing its attitude and is 
again looking more to the spirit of the Reconstruction Amendments and 
not only to their possible loopholes. Since at the same time the legal founda
tion for Negro discrimination in the South is dissolving, it will be easier 
to win cases for disfranchised Negroes if they begin again to demand their 
constitutional right in the state courts. It would be no great surprise if the 
Supreme Court reversed its earlier stand and, by declaring the primary to 
be an election, rendered the white primary unconstitutional. 

Meanwhile, the forces for social reform in Congress are feeling the 
opposition from Southern conservative members more and more cumber
some. They are increasingly irritated when they remember that, owing to 
the peculiar electoral system and the restricted political participation in the 
Southern states, congressmen from the South are not truJy representative 
of the region. "In the 1940 election about 10% of the voting population of 
the United States ... was able to elect ... one-fourth of the members of 
Congress,1119 writes a Southern liberal, and this truth is dawning upon many 
Northerners too. The stage is being set for attempts to free at least the 
national elections from poll tax requirements." Both the labor vote and 

1 The current effort to abolish the poll tax by federal legislation is again bringing up the 
much-debated question of the constitutionality of federal laws to regulate federal elections. 
The opponents of such laws quote the first part of Article 1, Section 4 of the Constitution: 
"The times, places, and manner of holding elections for Senators and Representatives shall 
be p1escribed in each State by the Legislature thereof ••. " The advocatc:s of federal action 
call attention to the continuation of this Section of the Constitution: "but the Congress may 
at any tjme by law make or alter such regulations, except as to the places of choosing 
Senator._P In view of the latter statement, it seems to be a myth, carefully fostered by 
reactioaariea, tnat Congress cannot take a hand in controlling the election of its members. 
ID mailltainiug this myth, these reactionaries have referred tg irrelevant sections of the 
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the Negro vote in the North will in all probability exert a considerable 
pressure in this same direction. The labor vote might be primarily interested 
in freeing the poor whites from the poll tax in the South and, generally, 
in defeating the conservative hold over Southern politics. But Negro dis
franchisement is so thoroughly interwoven with these two other goals that 
a separation is not possible technically. It is not desirable from a tactical 
standpoint, either, that labor tolerate discrimination against the Negro, 
at least as far as legislation and national policy are concerned. This is so 
because labor must seek support in the industrial South from the Negro, 
where the Negro constitutes an important element in the industrial popula
tion, and it is true also because labor, from the standpoint of national 
strategy, cannot afford to fall in with the status quo. 

Northerners far to the right of labor also have cause to feel increasingly 
uneasy about Southern disfranchisement of Negroes as well as about 
judicial and economic discrimination. There is a disturbing racial angle to 
the Second World War, and to the planning for a world order after the 
War, for which the United States is bound to assume a great responsibility. 
The issue of democracy is fatefully involved in the War and the coming 
peace. The Northern press reflects abundantly this growing anxiety around 
th_e Negro problem. A recent editorial concludes: 

This is a national, not a .sectional problem .••• It has to be solved if the white• 
skinned majority it to avoid the sinister hypocrisy of fighting abroad for what it i1 
not willing to accept at home.20 

Southern conservatives dislike nothing more than the threat of federal 
interference in their "states' rights." The anti-lynching legislation was 
fought on this ground. Several conservative Southerners have explained to 
me that they did not have so much against the measure per sc, but that 
they dreaded it as a first step in the regulation of civic rights in the South 
by federal legislation. Even many liberal white Southerners want to con· 
fine the Negro problem, and particularly the Negro suffrage, to a loca1 
issue.21 But the South's strategic position is weakening every day. Southern , 
conservatism is, on this point, defending an indefensible position. There are 
reasons to anticipate both that the Negro and the labor bloc will exert 
increasing political power, and that liberalism generally will become 
stronger both in the South and in the North. The Supreme Court is likely 
to continue in its new trend. The only means of escaping federal inter-

Constitution, such as the Fifteenth Amendment ( wbich says that "the right of citizens of 
the United Statea to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any 
State on account of race, color, or previous c_ondition of servitude" but say, nothing abo11t 
roll tax, or similar economic or geographical barriers). 
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fere~ might be £or the South to start to carry out the reforms on its 
own initiative.• 

6. P1tAcrICAL CoNCLUSIONS 

In the South itself, the whole unique political system, particularly the 
poll tax, is becoming increasingly shaky. And this is realized by Southernen 
with any insight into politics, even if they do not admit it publicly. More 
specifically, the disfranchisement of Negroes is losing its entire legal founda
tion and now depends mainly on illegal measures. From a conservative 
point of view, this is the more dangerous as respect for law is undoubtedly 
gaining ground in the South. Not only the legal, but also the political, 
security of the white primary will crumble, and this is well known to con
servative whites. They always stress in discussion that its only basis, and, 
therefore, the only basis of the one-party system and the "Solid South," is 
the strict adherence to the "gentleman's agreement" between the defeated 
and the victorious candidates in the primary. If there are going to be more 
serious splits on real political issues in the South-and all the changes 
mentioned earlier tend to build up liberal counterforces in the South-it 
is not only possible but, as I have often heard Southerners stress, probable 
that such agreements will not he upheld. As during the period of Populism 
in the I 89o's, the Negroes are then going to be allowed to register and 
vote. And more Negroes will then have lawful rights to suffrage. 

Our conclusion is, thus, that the Southern franchise situation, which on 
the surface looks so quiet, is highly unstable and that, indeed, the Southern 
conserr;ative position on Negro franchise is politically untenable for any 
length of time. If this analysis is accepted, and if the value premise is 
agreed upon, that chtmges should, if possible, not- be made by sudden 
upheavals but in gradual sttJps, we reach the further practical conclusion 
that it is an urgent interest and, actually, a truly conservative one, for the 
South to start enfranchising its Negro citizens as soon as possible. This is 
seen by a small group of Southern. liberals. 22 

It is true, as Woofter reminds us·in discussing this point, that the situa
tion is complicated. In many areas of the South where the Negro popufa
tion is most densely concentrated, "this group is less intelligent, less familiar 
with American institutions, farther down in the economic scale, and most 
likely to constitute the corrupt mass-voting element."28 So are also large 
sectors of the poor white masses in the South. As we have seen, Southern 
conservative politics is not without guilt in this situation. But for this very 
reason-the foreseeable changes being what they are-the more urgent is 

• Contrary to a general opinion that the South is conditioned to rea.c:t only negatively to 
Northem criticism and preaure, I am convinced that, on the balance, the efiect is almost 
alwaya poaiti~. In all fiel~ducation, civic righta, and suHrage-I have everywhere met 
daia argument in Southern disc1111ion, that a step is neceuary in order to forettall this or 
that move from the North. 
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it from a conservative point of view to begin t1llowing the higher strata of 
the Negro population to participate in th.e political process as soon as pos
sible, and to push the movement down to the lowest groups gradually. 
The more urgent is it also to speed 1tp the ci•uic edur.ation of these masses 
't.d,o are bound to have votes in the future. It would, in this late stage of the 
development, be wise also to go the full way and gradually open the white 
primary to Negroes. This, actually, would be a means of decreasing the 
temptation for defeated primary candidates to break the "gentleman's 
agreement" and, consequently, to preserve the one-party system for a 
longer time than otherwise would be possible.n 

In their own history of the past century, the Southern conservatives can 
see abundantly the negative proofs, and from the history of democratic 
politics all over the world the positive proofs, for this thesis, that political 
conservatives, who have been successful for any length of time, have always 
foreseen impending changes and have put through the needed reforms 
themselves in time. By following this tactic they have been able to guard 
fundamental conservative interests even in the framing of the reforms. 
They have thereby also succeeded in slowing them up; changes have not 
overwhelmed them as avalanches. They have kept the control and pre
served a basis for the retention of their political power. Southern conserva
tism should further learn from history that, over a period of time, the 
conservative forces in a society cannot afford to abstain from the tremendous 
strategic advantage of forming the party of "law and order." This is such 
an immense interest for conservatism that if-for constitutional and other 
reasons-the law does not come to the conservatives even when they are in 
power, the conservatives had better come to the law. 

But the great majority of Southern conservative white people do not see 
the handwriting on the wall. They do not study the impending changes; 
they live again in the pathetic illusion that the matter is settled. They do 
not care to have any constructive policies to meet the trends. They think 
no adjustments are called for. The chances that the future development will 
be planned and led intelligently-and that, consequently, it will take the 
form of cautious, foresighted reforms instead of unexpected, tumultuous, 

• I am here, looking on the problem from a conservative point of view and assuming 
that to preserve the one-party system would be desirable. The libera.ls want, on the con
trary, to get away from the white primary and from the one-party system altogether, but 
they do not anticipate radical changes in the future. They further want to do away with 
political discrimination and, therefore, come to the same conclusion: 

"For the white South, what is needed above all is fairness, a determination to enforce 
suffrage tests equitably on white and black alike, and resolve to break away from the one
party system and to regain preeminence in the national forums of political action by building 
a political system around the live national issues and forgetting the more or less dead i11ue 
of Negro domination." (T. J. Woofter, Jr.,. Tne Basi1 of Racial Adjustment [19:,,5], p. 
167.) 
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haphazard breaks, with mounting discords and anxieties in its wake-are 
indeed small. But we want to keep this last question open. Man is a free 
agent, and there are no inevitabilities. · All will depend upon the thinking 
done and the action taken in the region during the next decade or so. 
History can be made, It is not necessary to receive it as mere destiny. 
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INEQUALITY OF JUSTICE 

......................................................................................................................................................... 

I, DEMOCRACY AND JUSTICE 

The American tradition of electing, rather than appointing, minor public 
officials• has its most serious features in regard to the judiciary branch of 
the government. Judges, prosecuting attorneys, minor court officials, 
sheriffs, the chiefs of police, and, in smaller communities, sometimes the 
entire police force,1 are either elected for limited terms or are dependent 
for their offices upon political representatives of this uncertain tenure. In 
some places they can even be "recalled" during their terms of office, though 
this is comparatively rare. 

The immediate dependence of court and police officials upon popular 
election-that is, upon local public opinion and political machines-instead 
of upon appointment strictly according to merit, and the uncertainty of 
tenure implied in this system naturally decreases the attractiveness of these 
important positions to many of the best persons who would otherwise be 
available. Professional standards are thus kept lower than those which could 
be attained under another system. The courts do not get the cream of the 
legal profession. The social prestige of judges in local courts is not as 
supreme as could be wished. Corruption and undue political influences are 
not absent even from the courtrooms. These facts themselves have th~ 
circular effect of keeping the best men from judicial positions. 

But, apart from such general effects, the fact that the administration of 
justice is dependent upon the local voters is likely to imply discrimination 
against an unpopular minority group, particularly when this group is dis
franchised as Negroes are in the South. The elected judge knows that 
sooner or later he must come back to the polls, and that a decision running 
counter to local opinion may cost him his position. He may be conscious of 
it or not, but this control of his future career must tend to increase his 
difficulties in keeping aloof .from local prejudices and emotions. Of course, 
the judge's attitudes are also formed by conditions prevalent in his local 
community, but he has a degree of acquaintance with the law, and with 
public and legal opinion outside his community. This would tend to 

• Thia tradition was referred to in Chapter 20, Section 2 1 as a main reason why the vote, 
or the lack of the vote, ia of such paramoulit importance for the Negro people. 
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emancipate him from local opinion were it not for his direct dependence 
on it.• 

The dependence of the judge on local prejudices strikes at the very root 
of orderly government. It results in the danger of breaking down the 
law in its primary function of protecting the minority against the majority, 
the individual against society, indeed, of democracy itself against the danger 
of its nullifying, in practice, the settled principles of law and impartiality 
of justice. This danger is higher in the problem regions where there is 
acute race friction and in rural areas where the population is small and 
provincial, and where personal contacts are direct. Under the same influences 
as the judges are the public prosecutors, the sheriffs, the chiefs of police 
and their subordinates. The American jury system, while it has many 
merits, is likely to strengthen this dependence of justice upon local popular 
opinion. If, as in the South, Negroes are kept out of jury service, the 
democratic safeguard of the jury system is easily turned into a means of 
minority subjugation. 

The popular election of the officers of law and the jury system are 
expressions of the extreme democracy in the American handling of justice. 
It might, in spite of the dangers suggested, work excellently in a reasonably 
homogeneous, highly educated and public spirited community. It might 
also work fairly well anywhere for cases involving only parties belonging to 
a homogeneous majority group which controls the court. It causes, how
ever, the gravest peril of injustice in all cases where the rights of persons 
belonging to a disfranchised group are involved, particularly if this group 
is discriminated against all around and by tradition held as a lower caste 
upon whose rights it has become customary to infringe. The extreme 
democracy in the American system of justice turns out, thus, to be the 
greatest menace to legal democracy when it is based on restricted political 
participation and an ingrained tradition of caste suppression. Such condi
tions occur in the South with respect to Negroes. 

If there is a deficiency of legal protection for Negroes, white people will 
be tempted to deal unfairly with them in everyday affairs. They will be 
tempted to use irregular methods to safeguard what they feel to be their 
interests against Negroes. They will be inclined to use intimidation and even 
violence against Negroes if they can count on going unpunished. When such 
patterns become established, the law itself and its processes are brought 
into contempt, and a general feeling of uncertainty, arbitrariness and 
inequality will spread. Not only Negroes but other persons of weak social 
status will be the object of discrimination. "When an exception to the rule 

• A shift from election to appointment of court and police officials would also be expected 
to increase cfiicicncy, reduce corruption and raise the level of the persons appointed. This 
would tend to occur if appointments were made under the civil service system and generally 
even il the higher appointments were made directly by the govemor of the state. 
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of justice is allowed the structure of the legal machinery is damaged, and 
may and does permit exceptions in cases which do not involve Negroes," 
observes Charles Johnson/' In the South there have been frequent occa
sions when the legal rights of poor white persons have been disregarded, 
and even when general lawlessness prevailed. When the frequency of law
breaking thus increases, it becomes necessary to apply stronger penalties 
than is necessary in an equitable system of justice. In all spheres of public 
life it will, of course, be found that legislation is relatively ineffective, and 
so the sociologists will be inclined to formulate a general societal law of 
"the futility of trying to suppress folkways by stateways." Lawlessness has 
then received the badge of scientific normalcy. 

The Negroes, on their side, are hurt in their trust that the law is impar
tial, that the court and the police are their protection, and, indeed, that they 
belong to an orderly society which has set up this machinery for common 
security and welfare. They will not feel confidence in, and loyalty toward, 
a legal order which is entirely out of their control and which they sense to 
be inequitable and merely part of the system of caste suppression. Solidarity 
then develops easily in the Negro group, a solidarity against the law and 
the police. The arrested Negro often acquires the prestige of a victim, a 
martyr, or a hero, even when he is simply a criminal. It becomes part of 
race pride in the protective Negro community not to give up a fellow 
Negro who is hunted by the police. Negroes who collaborate with the police 
become looked upon as stool pigeons. 

No one visiting Negro communities in the South can avoid observing the 
prevalence of these views. The situation is dynamic for several reasons. 
One is the growing urbanization and the increasing segregation of the Negro 
people. The old-time paternalistic and personal relationship between 
individuals of the two groups is on the decrease. Another factor is the 
improvement of Negro education which is continually making Negroes 
more aware of their anomalous status in the American legal order. A third 
factor, the importance of which is increasing in pace with the literacy of 
the Negro people, is the persistent hammering of the Negro press which, 
to a large extent, is devoted to giving publicity to the injustices and injuries 
suffered by Negroes. A fourth factor is unemployment, especially of young 
Negroes, with resulting insecurity and dissatisfaction. 

Because of these changes, as Du Bois tells us, " .•• the Negro is coming 
more and more to look upon law and justice, not as protecting safeguards, 
but as sources of humiliation and oppression."3 He expresses a common 
attitude among Southern Negroes when he continues: "The laws are made 
by men who have absolutely no motive for treating the black people 
with courtesy or consideration: .•• the accused law-breaker is tried, not by 
his neers, but too often by men who would rather punish ten innocent 
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Negroes tha.n let one guilty one escape." To the present observer the 
situation loob far from peaceful a.nd quiet, as white people in the South 
have tried to convince him. It has rather the appearance of a fateful race 
between, on the one hand, the above-mentioned tendencies which increase 
Negro mistrust, unrest, and asociality, and, on the other, the equally 
apparent tendency for the white group increasingly to be prepared to give 
the Negro personal security and equality before the law. 

The literature is replete with statements that point to the Negro's rest
lessness and the need of giving him legal justice.4 The representatives of 
the tradition of lawlessness do not write books even if they still, in many 
places, dominate practice.• We shall have to try to understand them in their 
historical setting from their actual behavior. 

Having accepted the American Creed as our value premise in this study, 
we must also accept a corollary of this Creed for the purposes of this part, 
namely, that Negroes are entitled to justice equally with all other people. 
This principle has constitutional sanction and is held supreme in the 
legislation of all states in the Union. In this part we do not discuss inequali
ties in law or the results of the inequitable administration of the laws: all 
these material inequalities in legal status of the American Negro arc dealt 
with in other parts of our inquiry. The subject of the discussion here is 
only the actual handling of justice, the manner in which inequalities in 
the enforcement of the laws against whites and Negroes are entering into 
the judicial procedures, and also such lacks in personal security of Negroes 
concomitant with those inequalities. 

2. RELATIVE EQUALITY IN THE NOR.TH 

There are deficiencies in the working of the machinery of the law in the 
North too. American justice is everywhere expensive and depends too much 
upon the skill of the attorney. The poor man has difficulty in securing his 
rights. Judges and police officers are not free from prejudices against people 
of lower economic and cultural levels. Experienced white and Negro 
lawyers have told the author that in criminal cases where only Negroes are 
involved there is sometimes a disposition on the part of the prosecutors, 
judges and juries to treat offenses with relative lightness. In matters 
involving offenses by Negroes against whites, Negroes will often find the 
presumptions of the courts against them, and there is a tendency to sentence 
them to .a higher penalty than if they had committed the same offense 
against Negroes. Instances have been related to me in which Negro witnesses 
have been made the butt of jests and horseplay. I have, however, received 

• One real!On for this is that these persons are usually aware that their practice is incon
ainent with their best ideals. Another reason is that such a disproportionately large part of 
the intellectuals of the rerioR are liberals. ( See Chapter 2 1, Section 5.) 
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the general impression that such differential treatment of witnesses is 
rather the exception than the rule, and that it will practicaUy never happen 
to a Negro plaintiff or defendant who is assisted by good counsel:' 

A more serious matter is the treatment of Negroes by the police. In most 
Northern communities Negroes are more likelr than whites to be arrested 
under any suspicious circumstances. They are more likely to be accorded dis
courteous or brutal treatment at the hands of the police than are whites. 
The rate of killing of Negroes by the police is high in many Northern 
cities, particularly in Detroit.• Negroes have a seriously high criminality 
record, b and the average white policeman is inclined to increase it even more 
in his imagination. The Negroes are, however, not the only sufferers, even 
if they, as usual, reap more than their fair share. Complaints about indis
criminate arrests and police brutality are raised also by other economically 
disadvantaged and culturally submerged groups in the Northern cities. 
The attitudes of the police will sometimes be found among the most 
important items considered in local Negro politics in the North. Usually 
there is much less complaint about not getting a fair trial before the courts. 

Another form of discrimination in the North against Negroes is in the 
market for houses and apartments; whites try to keep Negroes out of white 
neighborhoods by restrictive covenants. The legality of these covenants is 
open to dispute, but in so far as the local courts uphold them, the dis
crimination is in the legal principle, not in the individual cases brought to 
court/ In some Northern cities-as, for instance, Detroit-I have heard 
complaints that the police will sometimes try to restrict Negroes to the 
Negro districts, particularly at night. There have been bombings against 
Negroes who tried to invade white territory and even race riots, particularly 
in the wake of the sudden migration of great masses of rural Negroes 
from the South during and immediately after the First World War.• 
The police have not always been strictly impartial during such incidents.1 

But the courts have usually not shielded the white transgressors afterwards 
in the way which has become a pattern in the South. 

Vigilantism occasionally occurs in the North. The Western frontier 
formerly saw much of it, but manifestations of it are rare now. During the 
192o's the Ku Klux Klan operated in Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and 
other Northern states almost as much as it did in the South. Immigrant 
sections of a few Northern cities occasionally witness such activities ( e.g., 
the "Black Hand" society in Italian areas and the Tong wars in Chinese 
sections). Occasionally vigilantism of the Southern type will still occur in 
the North: 

• See Chapter 2.7, Section 5. 
11 See Chapter 4-4-, Section 2., 
• Set! Chapter 2. 9, Section 4, 
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On the night of August 11, 1939, seven Negro migratory workers including one 
woman were routed out of their sleep in an isolated one-room shack on a farm near 
Cranbury, New Jersey, by a mob of white men with handkerchief masks and guns. 
All seven were stripped naked, their hands tied and they were told to start across a 
field. The five single men escaped into the bushe1, shots fired after them going over 
their heads. Jake and Frances Preston, the married couple, were threatened with 
mutilation and rape, were beaten with a rubber hose, had white enamel poured over 
them and were told to "head South." 

Many believed prominent local citizens had instigated the attack. Local workers 
were aroused; migrants threatened to leave, Local farmers feared the lO&S of their 
laborers, The Workers Defense League offered a $100 reward for information 
leading to the arrest and conviction of the assailants. After two weeks the state 
police made ten arrests, one a minor, At first freed on $2. 50 bail the nine self
confessed adult assailants were later given suspended sentences of three to five years. 
But intimidation of Negroes persisted. So civil suits were then instituted and on 
May Io, 1940, the Federal District Court of Newark awarded the Prestons damages 
of $2,000 each, and the other five $1,000 each.8 

In many Northern citlcs Negroes relate that they find it difficult to get 
the courts to punish violations of the civil rights laws; for example, 
when Negroes are not permitted in certain restaurants and hotels. In such 
cases it is often difficult to obtain proofs which substantiate the charges, but 
this does not explain satisfactorily why those laws have as yet so largely 
remained paper decrees. In the over-all balance, however, infringements 
of Negro rights that are supposed to be prevented by the civil rights laws 
are of comparatively little importance. 

There are, in many Northern places, Negro judges, Negro court officers 
and Negro policemen. Commonly there are Negroes on the jury lists. The 
large majority of all Negro lawyers find it to their advantage to practice in 
the North.9 They generally plead cases before the courts and are not, like 
most of their Southern colleagues, restricted to trying to settle things 
tJUtside of court. They occasionally have white people among their clientele. 
Negro lawyers in the North do not generally complain of being treated 
differently in court from their white colleagues or of meeting prejudice 
from the juries. IO 

Since, on the whole, Negroes do not meet much more discrimination 
from officers of the law than do white persons of the same economic and cul
tural level, there is in the North no special prohlem of getting justice for 
Negroes, outside the gener~l one of improving the working of the machin
ery of the lMD for the equal protection of the rights of poor and uneducated 
people. The further reservation should be added that Negroes in Border 
cities-for instance, in Washington and St. Louis-meet relatively more 
prejudice both from the police and from the courts,11 and the same thing 
holds for a city like Detroit which has a large population of white immi-
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grants from the South.• In a comparable way, the Upper South is consid
erably more like the North in this respect than is the Lower South. 

Part of the explanation of why the Negro gets more legal justice in the 
North is the fact that Negroes can vote in the North and, consequently, 
have a share in the ultimate control of the legal system. Nevertheless, the 
importance of political participation as a cause of equality before the law 
should not be exaggerated. The lack of discrimination in both respects has 
a common cause in a general inclination of white people in the North to 
regard Negroes as full citizens in their formal relations with public 
authority, even if not in economic competition or social intercourse. This 
is one point where the ordinary Northerner is unfailingly faithful to the 
American Creed. He wants justice to be impartial, regardless of race, 
creed or color. 

The North is further removed from the memories of slavery, and its 
cqualitarian philosophy became more rigorously formulated in the pro
longed conflict with the South during and after the Civil War. Also, 
Northern Negroes arc concentrated in big cities, where human relations 
are formalized and where Negroes arc a small minority of the total popu
lation. The legal machinery in those cities might sometimes be tainted by 
the corruption of the city administration, but its size alone tends to objectify 
its operations and prevent its being influenced by the narrowest type of 
local prejudice. Other reasons would seem to be that Northern Negroes 
are better educated and have a higher economic status on the average, that 
Northern Negroes can be and are more inclined to stand up for their 
rights, and that most organizations fighting for the Negro have their 
headquarters in the North. Whatever the reasons, it seems to be a fact that 
there is a sharp division between North and South in the granting of legal 
justice to Negroes. In the North, for the most part, Negroes enjoy equit
able justice. 

3. THE SOUTHERN HERITAGE 

Because the main problems of justice for the Negro are found in the 
South, this part of the book will deal almost exclusively with the South. 
The difference in feeling of personal security between Negroes in the two 
regions is most striking to an observer. The Southern Negro seems to 
suspect a possible danger to himself or to other Negroes whenC'IJer a white 
stranger approaches him. When you ask him where somebody lives, he will 
be slow and careful in giving information. When you knock at his door, 
particularly after dark, you will often see fear in his eyes until he comes to 
know your innocent intention:;. It is not true, as is ohen maintained in thi.: 

• Detroit also seems to have a larger numb.:r of Southern-born policemen than most othes 
Nonhern cities. In the recent clashes there. between the police and the Negroes, many of 
the police were whites from Kentucky and Tennessee. 
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South, that this is his reaction only to strangers. I have often witnessed 
this undercurrent of fear and uncertainty in various undenned situations 
even when one or more of the white persons participating were personally 
known to the Negroes or were recognized by their dialect as having a 
Southern origin. The Northern Negro, in general, appears different in 
this respect. His self-assurance in behavior often seems preposterous or 
obstreperous to the Southern white man who has become accustomed to 
the submissive and guarded manners of the Southern Negro. 

The reason for this, as we shall see, is that in the South the Negro's 
person and property are practically subject to the whim of any white person 
who wishes to take advantage of him or to punish him for any real or 
fancied wrongdoing or "insult." A white man can steal from or maltreat 
a Negro in almost any way without fear of reprisal, because the Negro 
cannot claim the protection of the police or courts, and personal vengeance 
on the part of the offended Negro usually results in organized retaliation 
in the form of bodily injury (including lynching), home burning or ban
ishment. Practically the only check on white maltreatment of Negroes is 
a rather vague and unformulated feeling on the part of Southern public 
opinion that a white man should not be "mean" to a Negro except when 
he "deserves" it. But unless the white man acquires a reputation for being 
mean and unjust, his occasional violation of a Negro's legal rights is felt 
to be justified or-at most-"his own business." 

The large clement of chance and arbitrariness should be emphasized in 
a discussion of lawlessness in the South. Physical violence and threats 
against personal security do not, of course, occur to every Negro every day. 
Some Southern Negroes can probably go through life with only half a 
dozen "incidents." But violence may occur at any time, and it is the fear of 
it as much as violence itself which creates the injustice and the insecurity. 
The chance nature of the violence is illustrated by the fact that a noncon
forming Northern Negro known to the author spent five years in the South 
without any trouble, while another 'Northern Negro, who went South with 
a determination to comply with all rules so as to avoid difficulty, met 
violence within a week. 

When trying to understand the Southern situation as to law enforcement 
and the Negro's personal security, it is necessary to examine the historical 
heritage of the region. Under slavery the Negro was owned, bought, and 
sold as property; he was worked, housed, fed, and prevented from doing 
what he wished if it was contrary to the interests of his master. In general, 
the Negro slave had no "rights" which his owner was bound to respect.• 
Even if in legal theory the slave was given the status of a person under 

• The North had a email amount of ala.very in the early days of the nation, but it wu 
ratricted and WP abolished by the fint years of the nineteenth century. Its tradition WP 

C0111pletely anDihilatcd by the anti-alavery 11CDtiment before and during the Civil War, 
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the law as well as the status of property, it was the latter viewpoint which, 
in practice, became the determining one. In the very relationship between 
master and slave it was inherent that-without recourse to courts-force 
and bodily punishment and, under certain circumstances, even the killing 
of the slave was allowed. " .•• all slaveholders are under the shield of a 
perpetual license to murder," exclaimed Hinton R. Helper in his unsparing 
onslaught on the plantation class and the slavery institution.12 Thomas 
Jefferson saw clearly the moral danger of the slavery institution: 

The whole commerce between master and slave is a perpetual exercise of the 
most boisterous passions, the most unremitting despotism on the one part, and 
degrading submissions on the other. Our children see this, and learn to imitate it .••• 
The man must be a prodigy who can retain his manners and morals undepraved by 
such circumstances, And with what execration should the statesman be loaded, who, 
permitting one half the citizens to trample on the rights of the other, transforming 
those into despots, and these into enemies, destroys the morals of one part, and the 
amor patNae of the other ...• (Can] the liberties of a nation be thought secure 
when we have removed their only firm basis, a conviction in the minds of the people 
that these liberties are the gift of God? That they arc not to be violated but with 
His wrath? Indeed, I tremble for my country when I reflect that God is just; that 
His justice cannot sleep forevcr."13 

Most states, however, inaugurated statutes to protect the slave from 
unnecessary sufferings. 14 The master was obliged to provide food, clothing, 
and shelter, and to treat his slaves humanly. To the extent that these regu
lations were not sanctioned by the master's own economic interests and his 
feelings for his human property or by community sentiment, they seem 
not to have been enforced. The slave could generally not testify against 
a white man, and the white community was too much in collusion to per
mit the vindication of the slave's rights against his master. Considering the 
intensive criticisms of slavery laws and of the treatment of slaves which 
emanated from Abolitionist circles in the North-there are several learned 
treatises in the 'forties and 'fifties supporting the popular propaganda111

-

it is perhaps surprising that the Southern states did not build up a defense 
for their peculiar institution by legislating modernized slave codes, legal
izing the humanized views which were expressed in the apologetic litera
ture on slavery and, without doubt, even acted upon most of the time by 
the majority of slave owners.18 

Most of the laws relating to the slavery institution were, instead, aimed 
at regulating in detail the behavior of the slaves, forbidding them to 
possess or carry weapons, to resist white persons, to assemble in the absence 
of whites, to leave the plantation without permission. Even those regula
tions seem not to have been enforced with too much rigidity as it was 
commonly left to the slave master, in whose interest they were enacted~ to 
supervise his own slaves as he wished. Since all whites enjoyed a s'JP(riot-; i.. 
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status, and since the assumption was upheld that they all shared the respon
sibility of keeping the Negroes in a lower status, they were given much 
the same unrestricted powers against the Negroes as the master, except in 
so far as these powers clashed with his property interests. A slave was not 
allowed to defend himself against any white man and if the slave were 
killed, it was considered as a property damage rather than murder and 
could be absolved by paying a finc.n 

In this legal system,which was an outgrowth of slavery as an institution, 
the emergence of the free Negroes introduced an obvious anomaly which 
became more striking as slavery came more and more to be founded upon 
racial beliefs.• Under the constant fear of slave insurrection,18 not only 
were restricting regulations of slave behavior continually elaborated, hut 
the liberties and rights of fre.e Negroes were severely limited.19 This 
development is of particular importance for the legal status of the freed
men after Emancipation, as the nearest analogy was the ante-hellum status 
of free Negroes. Another tradition important for the future development 
was the function of the police. The police system in the South to a great 
extent served the explicit purpose of supervising Negro slaves and free 
Negroes and of hindering the former from escape. They were given the 
widest license to seize, whip and punish Negroes and generally to act as 
the agents of the masters. The police in the South were, by tradition, 
watchdogs of all Negroes, slave or free, criminal or innocent. 

The psychic pressure upon white society of the slavery system and of 
the various devices necessary to uphold it against rebellious Negroes, 
envious poor whites, Northern Abolitionists, and world opinion, must have 
been intense. The South remained an unstable frontier civiliza.tion,b where 
the law was distant and wavering and human life was cheap. "Lynch law 
is essentially a fruit of frontier conditions with population sparse, officials 
few, amateurish, and easy-going, and legal machinery consequently inade
quate,'' remarks Schricke, and continues: "That it prevailed in the ante
bellum South to a degree comparable at all to that in the mining camps 
was doubtless due to the thinness of settlement and the occasional hysteria 
over rapes and rumors of revolts by Negroes."20 But, in addition, the 
slavery system itself-and more particularly the right it gave and the 
custom it nurtured to punish bodily other adult human beings-must have 
conditioned people to violent and arbitrary behavior patterns. Probably 
more whites than Negroes were killed in the South during the three 
decades following Andrew Jackson's first administration, which generally 
is recognized as marking a beginning of increased tension and spreading 
violence in the South.21 The Negro slaves had a protection, which the 
white men _did not have, in their value as property.22 

• See Chapter 4. 
• See Ch~ptez .ao. 
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With these traditions and with all the tension and instability in its social 

tabric, 23 the South entered the long period of the Civil War and the 
convulsions which followed. The Negroes-having lost the protection for 
life and personal security which their property value had provided them, 
and also, in many cases, the personal relationship to their old masters, and 
being untrained for the new freedom-became the subjects of much 
greater violence. The whites-impoverished, bitter, fearful, thoroughly 
indoctrinated by their own defense ideology, and even more untrained to 
deal with their new fellow citizens in terms of legal equality-felt little 
check in practicing this violence. The Reconstruction Amendments, how
ever, gave civil rights to Negroes for the first time. Even after the resto
ration of white supremacy was accomplished, all state legislation in the 
South had to be written upon the fictitious assumption that Negroes en joyed 
full and equal protection under the law. The administration of justice had 
to proceed upon the same imaginary principle. In reality, legislation, 
courts, and police were, on the contrary, used to keep the Negroes "in 
their place." This intention had to be kept sub rosa, so as not to come into 
conflict with the Constitution. Serious and honest men had to pretend. On 
the other hand, the belief in legal inequality could never again be whole
hearted. The upstanding Southern white men were compelled by their 
allegiance to their nation and its Constitution to observe a degree of both 
the form and the content of equality in justice. 

So this unique phenomenon, unmatched in history, came into being: 
a strongly conservative democratic society where conservatism was har
nessed to the practice of illegality and where the progressives, instead of 
the conservatives, had to become cautious defenders of the principle of 
legality. The South remained provincial and continued its fight against 
the Creed of the nation and the spirit of the age. The feeling_ grew, how
ever, that-in this particular respect-it was fighting common sense and 
its own better conscience. When slavery once was abolished, and its rein
stitution written off as undesirable or impractical, and when white men no 
longer had an economic interest in the persons of specific Negroes, the 
rational motives for keeping up a reserve of devices, outside the legal ones 
for keeping Negroes tractable, largely vanished.24 These other devices 
served the positive purpose before the War of keeping the slave working 
for his master; now they mainly served the empty vanity of the weak 
white man and the desire for domination of the strong white man. The 
present writer has met few Southern white people-above the lowest level 
of education and culture-who have not declared themselves prepared in 
principle to abstain from illegality in the sphere of personal security and 
private property. 

There is no question that the mo~ement to normalize the legal order 
of the South is gaining momentum. The dynamic play of social forces 
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behind this development has already been discussed.• In the legal sphere 
the inftuence of the federal courts and, in particular, the Supreme Court, 
is probably stronger than in the political sphere. The North has never 
compromised with the South on the principle of equality before the law 
to the same degree as it has on the principle of universal suffrage. And 
the group of people in the South who are prepared to take a stand for the 
former principle is-according to the present writer's definite impressions 
-considerably larger than the group standing for the latter principle. It 
may, therefore, be expected that there will be an even more rapid develop
ment in the field of justice in the near future than at the present time. 
The lingering inequality in justice in the South is probably due more to 
lo'UJ IH'Ul lagging professional standards-certainly among the police, and 
in many regions even among the lawyers who are willing to enter into 
court service-than it is to opinion in favor of legal inequality. Negroes in 
all classes perceive clearly and intensely that the best protection they can 
hope for is to receive the rights and privileges guaranteed them by law. 

While lack of legal justice can be considered in itself as crucial to the 
peace and sanity of the South, this problem is interrelated with many 
others. When the Negro is discriminated against by the police, in court, 
and in private dealings with whites, this is made more possible by his 
poverty, his lack of political influence and his social abasement. An im
provement in any of these fields will reflect itself in a greater security 
before the law. On the other hand, inequality in justice is undoubtedly 
responsible for no small part of the Negro's difficulties in rising econom
ically and socially,t> 

• See Chapter 21, Section 4. 
,. The following survey of the facts relative to the administration of legal justice to the 

Negro in the South is based largely on a series of unpublished studies made for our inquiry 
by Arthur Raper, summarized in "Race and Class Pressures" ( 1940) • These studies were 
made in localities all over the South, but emphasize conditions prevailing in the Lower 
South. :For this reason, we shall sometimes fail to report in detail modifications of the 
general patterns that occur in many communities of the Upper and Border South. These 
modifications should not be underestimated as they are significant not only as frequent 
exceptions, but al$0 as indicntions of change. In general, it might be said that the farther 
northward one goes in the South, the more similarities he finds to the stronger legal tradi
tions of the North. This does not mean that the gradation is smooth as one travels north
ward from the Gulf of Mexico: the break at the Mason-Dixon line is so sharp that one 
cannot doubt that the Upper South is more like the Lower South than it is like the North. 
Too, many urban areas of the Lower South have as strong a legal structure as the average 
c.'Ommunity in the Upper South. 



CHA PTE:R. 2. 5 

THE POLICE AND OTHER PUBLIC CONTACTS 

, .................................................................... " .................................................................. .. 
1. LoCAL PETrv OFFICIALS 

Practically all public officials in the South are whites. The principle is 
upheld that Negroes should not be given positions of public authority 
even on a low level. This situation is, of course, closely related to their 
disfranchisement. Even in the South, however, Negroes are sometimes 
appointed to minor offices in the localities where they are permitted to 
vote.a. 

The Negro's most important public contact is with the policeman. He is 
the personification of white authority in the Negro community. 

There he is "the law" with badge and revo1ver; his word is final; he is the state's 
witness in court, and as defined by the police system and the white community, his 
word must be accepted.1 

In the policeman's relation to the Negro population in the South, there 
are several singularities to be observed, all of which have to be explained 
in the historical setting presented above. One is that he stands not only for 
civic order as defined in formal laws and regulations, but also for ''white 
supremacy,, and the whole set of social customs associated with this con
cept.b In the traditions of the region a break of the caste rules against one 
white person is conceived of as an aggression against white society and, 
indeed, as a potential threat to every other white individual. It is demanded 
that even minor transgressions of caste etiquette should be punished, 
ii..nd the policeman is delegated to carry out this function. Because of this 
sanction from the police, the caste order of the South, and even the local 
variations of social custom, become extensions of the law. 

To enable the policeman to carry out this function, the courts are sup
posed to back him even when he proceeds far outside normal police activ
ity. His word must be taken against Negroes without regard for formal 
legal rules of evidence, even when there are additional circumstantial facts 
supporting the contention of the Negro party. That this is so is freely 
admitted in conversation with both judges a.nd police officers in the South. 

• See Chapter :u, Section 5. 
• See Part VII. 

sss 
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The reason is given in terms of social necessity. If the policeman were not 
giyen this extra-legal backing by the courts, his prestige and his ability 
to function as the upholder of the caste order would deteriorate. A con
stant pressure from the Negro people is recognized and is met in this way. 
Negroes are arrested and sentenced for all sorts of actual or a1leged breaks 
of the caste rules, sometimes even for incidents where it is clear that their 
only offense was to resist a white person's unlawful aggression.2 As this 
practice is against the formal rules of due process, and as, further, the 
social customs sanctioned in this way are themselves often directly con
trary to the law, there is a strange atmosphere of consistent illegality 
around the activity of the officers of the peace and the whole judicial 
system in the South. A further resuJt is that the police often assume the 
duty not only of arresting, but also of sentencing and punishing the culprit, 
and that the judges are grateful for being in this way spared from cases 
embarrassing to them as professional lawyers. 

Other singularities in the activity of the Southern police system are, on 
the one hand, the availability of the police for sanctioning private white 
interests against Negroes and, on the other, the indulgence of private 
white persons in taking the law into their own hands. The boundary line 
between public functionaries and private citizens is thus blurred. The 
relation between master and slave was a relation of public and not only 
private law.3 In the rural districts the plantation owners have tenaciously 
held to the old pattern of executing actual police power themselves over 
their Negro labor.4 As in slavery a sort of delegated police power over 
Negroes is assumed to belong to other white persons than the employer. 
All white people in the neighborhood remain in a sort of taken-for-granted 
conspiracy to keep all Negroes "in their place," and they pretend a "right" 
to apply personal sanctions of intimidation and violence. The traveler in 
the rural districts of the Black Belt even today is startled to :6nd how 
natural and regular it appears to ·many whites-and to Negroes-that 
personal threats and bodily punishments enter into employer-employee 
relations, Ii and, indeed, into most relations between whites and Negroes, 
even relatively casual ones. 

As during slavery, the local police and the courts are expected to assist 
in upholding this caste pressure. On the one hand, the scope of police and 
court activity is limited in so far as the sentencing and punishing of 
Negroes for breaks against law and order in the plantation districts are 
taken care of by employers or white vigilantes. On the other hand, the 
peace officers tend to act as the agents of the planters and other white 
employers, .prepared to appear on call and take charge of the case. To an 
extent -these customs were transferred even to the cities. There the less 
.personal .and less stable relations between individuals in the two grcups 
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make the Negroes freer: in their movement as long as they avoid white 
contacts, but, for the same reason, those contacts often become harsher. 

The philosophies and traditions of the police have been borrowed, and 
a similar status and function have been assumed, by a la.rge number of 
oth~r functionaries, for instance, the operators and conductors on public 
earners: 

When the Negro boards a street car, bus, or train he meets white operators, and 
legally they are quasi-officials; in dealing with Negroes and poorer whites they are 
real officiaJs. For in addition to bring legally empowered to carry out their duties, 
they readily exercise greater authority over the lower st11tus folk.8 

The Jim Crow regulations vary from city to city, or from state to state; 
they are complicated and technically impractical,• and a constant source of 
tension and friction. The operators and conductors-like the police officers 
-feel themselves obliged to sanction and enforce rules of racial etiquette 
and custom. They also are the watchdogs against "social equality." 

Under these conditions it is no wonder that these functionaries often 
feel themselves-and white authority-challenged. As weak men ( their
economic and social status is low) with strong powers, they can seldom 
afford to take back a charge or an order. The nearest patrolman will be 
at hand to back up any white man having trouble with a Negro by arresting 
the Negro for "disturbing the peace." The courts will usually feel obliged 
to back up these functionaries even when it is apparent that they have 
transgressed their legitimate powers. Practically all Southern Negroes 
interviewed by the present writer on this question have complained about 
the arbitrary and high-handed manner in which the Jim Crow regulations 
in transportation are often handled. Incidents of illegal treatment are fre
quently reported in the Negro press. Such studies as have been made have 
largely confirmed these complaints.7 

To the same category belong a great number of other functionaries. 

The meter readers for electric and gas subscribers, too, approximate quasi-officials 
when dealing with Negroes. They walk into Negro homes, and often make them
selves obnoxious by refusing to remove their hats and show other civilities. 8 

The tax collectors and a number of petty officials at what the Negroes 
commonly refer to as "the white folks' courthouse" also belong to this 
group. The mass of Negroes in the South seem to be thoroughly convinced 
that, in the ordinary case, white solidarity would prevent them from 
getting justice even if they took their grievances to the higher-ups-if they 
cannot get some white person to intervene for them. 

Practices vary a great deal, however, from community to community. 
Generally speaking, the Negroes seem to be treated more justly and 

• See Chapter zB, Section 4. 
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courteously in the Upper South than in the Deep South. The observer 
feels that this whole problem of Negroes' public contacts with all the 
minor functionaries in private and municipal service would deserve inten
sive study. These contacts are of paramount practical importance: they 
represent the major part of all official relations of Negroes with the organ
ized society in which they live, and they determine largely their attitudes 
to this society. A change to easier, friendlier, and more impartial public 
contacts would improve race relations immensely. As will be pointed out 
later in this chapter, there is a growing group of public contacts of a new 
type which meets these demands much better than the old type here 
reviewed.• 

2. THE SOUTHERN POLICEMAN 

The central relation in this system-and the prototype and sanction of 
all other public contacts-is that between Negroes and the local police. 
In purely rural districts the police consist of the sheriff and his deputies. 
Usually they are petty politicians with no police training at all except the 
experiences they get in their work. In the rural South the caste rules are 
so fixed, the contacts between whites and Negroes so continual, the caste 
control so pervasive, and so much of the daily suppression of the individ
uals of the lower caste is, as we pointed out, taken care of by employers 
and landowners themselves, that the peace officers' police duties are inter
mittent and restricted to occasional incidents. They then appear as the 
executors of the public will in the locality and are hacked by the courts. 
In the Southern cities where the two racial groups are more separated, the 
duty of policing the population becomes a continuous· and specialized task. 
The police then also become more directly important for interracial rela
tions. 

It is of great interest to study the qualifications and personality type of 
the Southern policeman who has been awarded this crucial position in the 
caste society. A special investigation was undertaken for this study by Dr. 
Arthur Raper, who made an inquiry as of 1940 into the personnel of the 
police force in II2 towns and cities, in 14 Southern states.9 The level ol 
general education among policemen is low. b In many small cities "almost 
anyone on the outside of the penitentiary who weighs enough and is not 

• See Section 5 of this chapter. 
• "Of the 1 u. Southern cities, towns an.d villages from which specific information about 

the police was secured for this study, 30 had no educational requirements for recruita to 
the fora=, while :&o specified grammar school. The remaining 62 required only high school 
or ita equivalent. Even ao, the 'equivalent' sufficed in a vast number of cases." (Arthur 
Raper, ''Race and Class Pressures," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study [1940], 
p. 14.) Even in the largest cities a college graduate on the police force is a great rarity. 
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blind or crippled can be considered as a police candidate.mo Even the for
mal police training is usually very deficient.• 

Slightly over half the police systems studied are now using some form 
of civil service/ many of them for less than :five years. But civil service 
requirements, as employed in Southern cities, reduce only slightly the 
influence of politics on the police system, for elected officials still run the 
civil service and select among the many who meet the formal require
ments.11 This means a low degree of personal and professional independ
ence. "The fact that many police systems in the South are subject to 
politics puts a premi11m on the vote-getting qualities of the policeman.m2 

Salaries of policemen rank somewhere between those of W1skilled and 
skilled workers. e Less than half the police systems studied have worked 
out some sort of retirement fund.d Ambitious skilled workers like railroad 
workers, mechanics, carpenters, painters, plumbers, and electricians some
times take police jobs when unemployed but try to get back to their old 
trades as soon as regular employment is assured.18 The vast majority of 
policemen, however, do not belong to this category, and they hang on to the 
police force.• In the typical Southern police force the turnover is small and 
the average age high. Even when the police force is replaced for political 
reasons this does not generally mean a rejuvenation, "for older men can 
commonly deliver more votes."14 

Although the policeman in the South is not considered a professional 

• "Formal training for his duties is provided in only 3 3 of the 11 2 communities J in &bout 
ha.If of the others, he works as a sort of apprentice under some older offa-er for a period 
of three to six months, and commonly at slightly reduced pay. In one-foul"th of the com
munities no training is provided. One day he is a barber, textile worker, truck driver, 
mechanic, or private night-watchman I the next day, with uniform, badge and gun, he is a 
foll-fledged police oflicer, In the meantime he may have promised to read a little booklet 
of four to sixteen pages, which contains rules of the police department." (Ibid., pp. t 7-18.) 

• Sixty-five of 112. (Ibid., p. 14.) In few cases do the Southern city police civil service 
systems approximate in rigor the systems employed by Northern cities. 

• "The salary of patrolmen was $loo or below a month in 32 communities, $101 to 
$125 in 47, $126 tu $150 in 24, and $150 or over in 10. Though these salaries are not 
luge, they represent a real increase for most of the people who joined the police force." 
(Ibid., pp. 1+-15.) 

4 "In 13 instances, police a1·e retired at more than half pay, while in 29 others it is 
one-half or less. Only 2 of the 21 villages studied ( with fewer than s policemen each) had 
any retirement plan; 6 of the 32 systems with from s to 14 police ea.ch had some form of 
retirem<'nt pay, while retirement plans were found in 37 of the 59 communities with 15 
or more policemen." (Ibid., p. 16.) 

• "In the last fi.ve years, among the 112 police systems studied, 41 had no ·police to 
resign fur a better job, and 42 more had less than one-fifth resign for that reason. They stay 
because they are receiving more income than before--half again as much, often even twice 
as much. The policeman's salary runs for twelve months a year, too, and for more than a 
few of them, a, will be ,een later, there are opportunities for making- money on the side." 
(/bid., pp. 15-16.) 
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man and is looked down on generally by the middle class whites, an 
appointment to the police force means an advance in income and economic 
security to poor white unskilled workers. 

Aside Crom the matters of monthly income and regularity of employment, it is 
quite clear that m:my policemen ... arc hungry for the opportunity to exercise 
authority. An ex-house-to-house salesman, clerk, truck driver, or textile worker not 
infrequently likes to have a gun handy, and enjoys the authority which his badge 
providea.111 

The typical Southern policeman is thus a low-paid and dependent man, 
with usually little general education or special police schooling. His social 
prestige is low. But he is the local representative of the Jaw; he has 
authority and may at any time resort to the use of his gun. It is not 
difficult to understand that this economically and socially insecure man, 
given this tremendous and dangerous authority, continually feels himself 
on the defensive. "He usually expects to be challenged when about routine 
duties .... This defensive attitude makes the policeman's job tedious and 
nerve-racking, and leaves the public with the feeling that poJicemen are 
crude and hard-boiled.mo He is a frustrated man, and, with the oppor
tunity given him, it is to be expected that he becomes aggressive. There 
are practically no curbs to the policeman's aggressiveness when he is deal
ing with Negroes whom he conceives of as dangerous or as "getting ~ut of 
their place." He is accustomed also to deal roughly with "outside agita
tors," "Communists," "subversive influences," and in his mind there is a 
suspicion that there is a relation between these two groups of enemies of 
society. 

3. THE POLICEMAN IN THE NEGRO NEIGHBORHOOD 

This weak man with his strong weapons-backed by all the authority 
of white society-is now sent to be the white law in the Negro neighbor
hood. There he is away from home. 

He is an outsider, and there is auch a thing aa a "bad nigger." Fiction, of course, 
has dramatized the character, but there are facts which demand recognition. With 
the cop an outsider, the "bad nigger" an insider, a ready use of firearms is inevitable. 
The philosophies of the "outside" policeman and of the "bad nigger" contribute to 
the high homicide rate of Southern cities, for the records show that the polite are 
most likely to get killed in the same cities where brutality, including killings, is 
most prevalent.17 

As far as the cultural and social adjustment of the Negroes is concerned, 
the Southeni police system is undoing much of what Northern philan
thro-py ant!, Southern state governments are trying to accomplish through 
ed.ucation and by other means. The average Southern policeman is a pro
.motep ROOr white with a. legal sanction to use a weapon. His social heritage 
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has taught him to despise the Negroes, and he has had little education 
which could have changed him. His professional experiences with crim
inals, prostitutes, and loiterers in Negro joints and with such "good 
niggers" as can be used as informers, spotters, and stool pigeons-often 
petty criminals and racketeers who as an exchange for police immunity 
help locate Negroes desired by the police department18-are strongly · 
selective and only magnify his prejudices. The result is that probably no 
group of whites in America have a lower opinion of the Negro people and 
are more fuced in their views than Southern policemen. To most of them 
no Negro woman kn:,ws what virtue is-"we just don't talk about prostitu
tion among the Negroes,'' said one of the chiefs of police in a big Southern 
city to the present author-and practically every Negro man is a potential 
criminal. They usually hold, in extreme form, all other derogatory beliefs 
about Negroes; and they are convinced that the traits are "racial." This 
holds true of the higher ranks in the police departments as well as of the 
lower ranks. On the other hand, I have also found that some of the 
younger policemen, particularly if they have had any education, do tend 
to have slightly more modern views. But they have a hard time maintain
ing these views against the force of opinion among the older, more experi
enced men with whom they work.19 

In many, but not alJ, Southern communities Negroes complain indig
nantly about police brutality. It is part of the policeman's philosophy that 
Negro criminals or suspects, or any Negro who shows signs of insubor
dination, should be punished bodily, and that this is a device for preventing 
crime and for keeping the "Negro in his place" generally.20 It is apparent, 
however, that the beating of arrested Negroes•-frequently in the wagon 
on the way to jail or later when they are already safely locked up-often 
serves as vengeance for the fears and perils the policemen are subjected to 
while pursuing their duties in the Negro community. When once the 
beating habit has developed in a police department, it is, according to all 
experience, difficult to stop. It appeals to primitive sadistic impulses ordi
r.arily held down by education and other social controls. In this setting the 
application of the "third degree" to get "confessions" from Negro suspects 
easily becomes a routine device.b Police brutality is greatest in the regions 
where murders are most numerous and death sentences are most frequent,:n 
which speaks against its having crime-preventing effects. The observer who 
visits several communities and can make comparisons becomes convinced 
that, on the contrary, police brutality has thoroughly demoralizing effects 
on the Negroes. 

• Policemen will also beat Negroes without arresting them. This occurs in cases of minor 
insubordination and when policemen are helping plantation owners keep their Nerro 
tenants under control. 

• Concerning the ~'third degree," see Raper, op. cit,, pp. 17a-175,_ 
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The most publicized type of police brutality is the extreme case of 
Negroes being killed by policemen. This phenomenon is important in 
itself, but it constitutes only a minor portion of all police brutality, and 
the information available on Negro killings by the police does not even 
give a reliable index of the wider phenomenon.22 More than half of all 
Negroes killed by whites, in both the North and the South, were killed 
by police.• But white policemen are also a great portion of all whites 
killed by Negroes.b Even if this information on reciprocal killings between 
Negroes and white policemen does not give adequate indication of the 
extent of police brutality, it tells something about the policeman's role in 
interracial relations. 28 

The majority of police killings of Negroes must be deemed unnecessary 
when measured by a decent standard of policemanship. 24 The victim is 
often totally innocent. But the white policeman in the Negro community 
is in danger, as the high casualty figures show, and he feels himself in 
danger. "In the mind of the quick-trigger policeman is the fear of the 
'bad nigger.' ... Sensing the danger of scared policemen, Negroes in turn 
frequently depend upon the first shot.mm The situation is not this bad in 
every community of the South; many localities of the Upper South and 
some in the Lower South have advanced to higher standards. 

The main reasons why Negroes want to have Negro officers appointed 
to police departments-besides the ordinary group interest of having more 
public jobs for themselves-are to have a more understanding, less brutal 
police supervision in the Negro community, and to have an effective super
vision of Negro offenders against other Negroes. The second reason is not 
unimportant. Everywhere in Southern Negro communities I have met the 
complaint from law-abiding Negroes that they are left practically without 
police protection. 

In 1930 there were 1,297 Negro policemen and 521 detectives, marshals, 
• "Of the 479 Negroes killed in the S011th by whites [between 19zo and 193z], z6o 

or 54.3 per cent of the total were killed by· peace officers; of 47 outside of the South, 32 
or 68.1 per cent by officers." (Unpublished data compiled by H. C. Brearley in ibid., p. 40.) 

Of 2oz Southem cities and town, studied by Raper for the period 1935-1940 "us have 
had no one killed by the police ••• while 196 Negroes were killed in 61 cities and 67 
whites in 40 cities." Northem cities with high figures for police killings are: " ••• Baltimore 
13 Negroes and 4 whites, Kansas City 10 Ne~roes and 18 whites, Cleveland 12 Negroes 
and 16 whites, Boston 8 whites, and above all Detroit with zB Negroes and zs whites. In 
Washington, D. C., no leu than 50 Negroea and 10 wbitea were killed by police from 19z6 
to 1938." (Raper, ot. cit., pp. 3'7-38.) 

11 "Oft.he 473 white, killed in the South by Negroea [between 1920 and 1932], 173 or 
36,6 pu cent were peace officers; of 63 outside the South, 18 or z8.6 per cent were officer,." 
(Uftpublished data compiled by H. C. Brearley in ibid., pp. 40-41.) 

• ••• in 3z (!f the zo2 Southem citiea and towns from which information was secured 51 
pollcemen had been killed since 19 35 J in the other 170 communities no policeman had been 
ailed." (Raper, op. cit., p. 38.). 
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sheriffs, constables, probation and truant officers in public service in the 
United States. Only 7 per cent were in the South outside the Border states. 
When the Border states and the District of Columbia are included in the 
South, the percentage rises to 18.28 Apparently there was little increase, if 
any, between 1930 and 1940 in the South.• The reluctance to appoint 
Negro policemen in the South is reflected also in the restrictions put upon 
the authority of the few there are.I' It is reported that the use of Negro 
police seems to be a factor making for a lowering of the crime rate in the 
Negro community. "They can arrest offenders with less show of force, 
partly because they know their way around in the community, and partly 
because they are personally respected." 27 

• "The geographic distribution of Negro policemen is in inverse relation to the percentage 
of Negroes in the total population. Mississippi, South Carolina, Louisiana, Georgia and 
Alabama-the only states with more than one-third Negro population-have not one Negro 
policeman in them, though they have nearly two-fifths of the total Negro population 
of the nation. Other states without regular Negro officers are Arkansas and Virginia, both 
with more than one-fourth of their population Negroes. Only two states with more than one
fourth Negro population have Negro policemen-North Carolina with one at Princeville, a 
Negro suburb of Tarboro, am.I Florida with three at Daytona Beach and one each at 
J:<'ort Myers and Sarasota. In these states there is one Negro policeman to every 2001000 

Negroes. 
"In Maryland, Delaware, Tennessee and Texas, where Negroes make up from 10 per cent 

to 20 per cent of the population there are 39 Negro officers, or one to every 41 1000 Negroes; 
while in the five states with from s per cent to 10 per cent of the population Negro, there 
are 165, or one to every 5,700 Negroes. In the remaining 32 states where the Negro 
accounts for less than s per cent of the total population, there are 7 s 6 policemen, or one 
to every 41,000 Negroes. 

"The :figures above do not include the District of Columbia, which seems to contradict 
the general pattern. It has 34 Negro policemen, one to every 31800 Negroes, But the 
District, with 27 per cent Negroes in 19301 is very deep South in some respects, particularly 
in its record of police killings of Negroes. 

"Excepting the District of Columbia, the South with slightly over three-fourths of the 
nation's Negro population has less than one-eighth of the nation's Negro policemen, while 
the North with one-fifth of the Negro population baa four-fifths of the policemen, and the 
West with one per cent of the population has over s per cent of the Negro policemen.•• 
(Ibid., pp. 24-25.) 

The figures are aa of 1940. One subsidiary reason why the South is hesitant about appoint
ing Negroes as police officers is that, as a rule, they receive the same pay as the white 
officers. ( / bitl., p. 2 7.) 

' "The province of authority of the Negro policeman varies with his location on the 
map. In moat of the Northern and Weatern communities Negro policemen function as officer, 
in any part of town, even though their special duties may often be more or leu l,imited 
to the Negro section. Farther duwn the map, the Negro officers are restricted to Negro 
communities, while in most of the lower border cities with Negro policeme~, their authority 
applies only to Negroes in the Negro section. When offending whites need to be arrested 
white officers are callt'd in. It wu with some. feeling of victory that the Negroes in Louis
'Ville, a decade ago, won the right for Negro officers to go home in their uniforms u did 
the white police officers." (Ibid., p. 26.) 
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4- TRENDS AND OUTLOOK 

There are, however, some encouraging signs of change in the police 
systems of the South. The civil service system seems to be on the increase 
even in the South. This will tend to lower the age level and raise the 
educational level of persons appointed to the police force. It will also 
increase the independence of the police officers. Another factor is the grow
ing influence of the federal police system. 

The F.B.I. is giving real stimulus to better-trained police personnel; many of the 
larger communities which have not yet set up training schools report that members 
of their staff are now taking the F.B.I. training course and upon their return will 
develop a local training school. This approach will in the course of a few years 
include all the cities of any size.28 

The increase and improvement of the state police systems likewise tends 
to raise the standards of Southern policemanship and to set patterns for 
local police systems. The general influences of education, urbanization, and 
industrialization also are tending to moderniz.e the administration of local 
governments in the South. Finally, the new fun,tions of the policemen
answering questions for tourists, helping school children cross the streets, 
and so on-may serve as a humanizing force tending- to counteract the 
stultifying effects of catching and beating criminals.• 

The present writer has, from his contact with the Southern police system, 
become convinced that it represents a crucial and strategic factor in race 
relations. Could standards be raised-of education, specialized police train
ing, independence of local politics, salary, and social prestige---some of the 
most morbid tensions in the South would be lessened. Legislators now 
take it for granted that teachers and social wo:.·kers ought to have a college 
degree; a college education .should be even more urgently required for 
fulfilling the duties of a police officer.29 The policeman needs, besides 
a general education, a special trairri.ng to make him a professional. This 
training should not be directed only on the technicalities of crime detection. 
Even more important is an understanding of the wider aims of crime 

• 1biJ., p. 19. 
" ... assistance in crossing street, ia provided for Negro school children in scarcely 10 

per cent of the communities in such representative Southern states as Arkansas, Mississippi; 
Alabama, Georgia, and the Carolinas, a, reported by 88 Negro high school principab in these 
states. We noted above the friendly relations that develop between the school child and 
the policeman. When the typical chief of police was fiu·ed squarely with the question why it 
would not be a good dung to provide this avenue of understanding for Negro school 
children, who come from the highest crime S<:ctions in tl,e city, the only answer was that he 
had not thought about it. Some rather haltingly suggested it could not be worked out because 
the Negro chitd would not be accepted in the same cordial fashion as the white child. One 
wonders, howeve.r, whether this is true. 1f it is, it fu.rthc:r emphasi:us the need for Negro 
policemen.". (Ibid., p. u.) 
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prevention. Ideally the policeman should be something of an educator and 
a social worker at the same time that he i.r the arm of the law. Even in the 
police systems in the North, where standards of professional policemanship 
are highest, too little interest has been given to social and educational view
points. One result of this is that the policeman in America is not commonly 
liked and trusted as he rightly ought to be.30 

Racial and social conditions make the policeman's task much more 
difficult in the South. The South, particularly, needs a stress on the pre'Ven
ti<ue aims and the peace-making functions of the police. Few strategic moves 
to improve the Southern interracial situation would be more potent than 
the opening of a pioneering modern police college in the South on a high 
level, which would give a thorough social and pedagogical tr~ining as well 
as a technical police training. The South is changing, and it is the author's 
opinion that the graduates from such a school would not need to fear 
unemployment. The use of equally well-trained Negro policemen, partic
ularly for patrolling the Negro communities, would be an especially whole
some reform. Public opinion in many Southern cities would tolerate such 
a reform: as in many other fields, local politicians and the public institu
tions lag behind the possibilities. 

5. ANOTHER TYPE OF PUBLIC CONTACT 

Besides the police and other functionaries who regard their chief function 
with respect to Negroes to be restraint and suppression, there are public 
officials in the South, as elsewhere, who regard their function to be service. 
Longest established among these are the postal officials, who are unique 
because they are under federal control and have to meet civil service 
standards. Southern Negroes know that they can rely upon having their 
letters duly delivered.31 And they feel they can expect much more equal 
treatment and courteous service from Uncle Sam's agencies than from local 
authorities. 

Other people who are building up a tradition of equal and just treatment 
of Negroes in public contacts are those concerned with social adjustment 
and social reform. They have become especially numerous and important 
under the New Deal. These officials have a relatively high level of general 
education and professional training and, what is even more important, have 
other goals than the perfunctory ones of preserving the social status quo. 
They are bent upon pre'Venting individual and social inefficiencies and 
wrongs and upon improving conditions. Usually they are under some 
federal control. Even if, as we have seen,a they do discriminate against 
Negroes, they discriminate much less than has been the custom in the 
South. 

• See Chapter 15. 
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To thia practically new group of officials belong the relief administra
tor,82 the county farm agent, the Farm Security supervisor, the home 
demonstration agent, and the doctors and nurses of local health programs. 
Some: of these have Negro assistants to handle Negro cases, but many
including even the Farm Security Administration, which is one of the 
fairest of the New Deal agencies-restrict their personnel to whites. In 
the F.S.A. this is"· .. a concession which the agency felt obliged to make to 
ensure its being allowed to serve the pro rata number of Negro families."" 
The New Deal has not succeeded in stamping out discrimination against 
Negroes in its agencies in the South, but it has brought discrimination 
within some limits, and it has given the Negroes a new type of contact with 
public authority: educated and trained white men and women whose 
primary interest is not simply to keep them in their place, but to advise 
them and help them to a better life. This will, in time, stand out as a social 
and spiritual revolution. 



CHAPTEll ~6 

COURTS, SENTENCES AND PRISONS 

............................................................................................................................................. 
1. THE SouTHERN CouaTS 

William Archer, the sympathetic English travder, who in 1908 criss
crossed the Southern states in order to inform himself on the Negro 
problem, summed up the part of his study which dealt with courts and 
justice in the following words: 

This is one of the few points on which there is little conflict of evidence-the 
negro, in t.he main, does not get justice in the courts of the South. The tone of the 
courts is '!Xemplified in the pious peroration of the lawyer who exclaimed: "God 
forbid that .i jury should ever convict a white rnan for killing a nigger who knocked 
his teeth down his throat!" Exceptions there are, no doubt; there are districts in 
which the negroes themselves report that they are equitably treated. But the rule is 
that in criminal cases a negro's guilt iJ lightly assumed, and he is much more heavily 
punished than a white man would be for the same offence; while in civil cases justice 
may be done between black and black, but seldom between white and black.1 

and he quotes with endorsement an intelligent and conservative Negro 
informant: 

"A negro's case gets no fair hearing; and he is far more severely punished than a 
white man for the same offence. . . . There is only one court in which we think we 
get justice, and that is the Federal Court."2 

Since Archer wrote, a generation has passed: things have changed some
what but not fundamentally. Writing in 1932, Virginius Dabney could, 
v:ithout risking contradiction, refer to "the frequent failure of Southern 
blacks to obtain even elementary justice when they fall into the toils of 
the law.»8 

Apart from the basic institutional weakness already referred to,a that 
the courts are too directly controlled by a local public opinion where the 
Negroes are without a voice, there are some structural characteristics in 
the judicial procedure which operate against all poor and uneducated 
groups. The great number of courts, with higher or lower rank and with 
complicated jurisdictional boundaries between them, are likely to bewilder 

• See Chapter :&4, Section 1. 
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the unsophisticated citizen who attempts to get his rights protected.• 
Technicalities and legal fictions are allowed to play a great role, to the 
sacrifice of material justice. This is true of American justice in other parl.'S 
of the country also,8 but the very fact that the South after Reconstruction 
had to build up large parts of its legal system of discrimination against 
Negroes in evasion of the Constitution has particularly stamped Southern 
justice with this trait. 

Under these circumstances a clever attorney can work wonders, partic
ularly in those rural districts where the judge feels that the attorney 
knows more about law than he does himself:' The strength of the counsel 
a man can provide depends in general upon his wealth, and Negroes, as 
a poor group, suffer together with lower class whites. "The root of the 
evil is"-writes a prominent Southern white lawyer after having expressed 
his opinion that even the Negro can receive substantial justice in a Southern 
court if he is properly represented by competent counsel-"that so often 
his rights suffer because he cannot get into court in civil matters on account 
of financial want, and most frequently in criminal cases he is without funds 
to secure proper defense."6 It is true that, in criminal cases, the court will 
appoint a lawyer for anybody who cannot afford to provide himself with 
proper legal aid. The court-appointed lawyer, however, in many cases, 
performs only perfunctory duties. Often the a>urt will appoint some 
young lawyer without much experience. "Generally speaking, it is probably 
true that these charity lawyers are not as efficient as privately employed 
attorneys, but in many instances such is not the case." 7 

The American bond and bail system works automatically against the 
poor classes. The poor man, generally, cannot raise bail or bond himself 
to secure his release from jail pending trial. As the privilege of bail is 
discretionary, it is most often refused or made prohibitively high to 
accused Negroes, particularly whe.n the alleged crime is against whites. 
Then there is what Raper calls "the dynamics of the fee system." Under 
this system-still in use in more than half the South-all the minor court 
officials, and in some instances the prosecuting attorneys, get their pay out 
of :fines. This system"· .. puts a premium upon making those arrests and 
getting those convictions which will yield fees and costs without jeopard
izing the political popularity of the fee-getting officials."8 Equally bad 
conditions may prevail where there is no fee system: the judge may decide 
the punishment on the basis of a considera6on as to the state's profit. 
Mississippi, for example, had a net profit of half a million dollars in 1939 
from its penitentiaries,9 and judges were inclined to send criminals to the 
penitentiary rather than fine them. Where the penitentiary system operates 

· • See Chlr,ptcr 1 • Section Io. 
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at a loss, the inclination is to fine Negroes and poor whites to reduce the 
burden of cost of the legal system.• 

Not only are all the court officials white, but the jury too is usually 
composed of whites only, except for cases in the federal courts and in some 
of the large cities. Yet to prohibit Negroes from jury lists is clearly uncon
stitutional. It has long been established that no statutes· which barred 
Negroes from jury service were constitutional,10 and higher court decisions 
have declared invalid convictions made by juries selected from lists which 
restricted Negroes. An impetus to using Negroes on juries came in 1935 
when, in the widely publiciz.ed Scottsboro decision, the Supreme Court 
ruled that the trial was unconstitutional because Negroes had been sys
tematically excluded from jury service. Courts want to have their decisions 
stand, and so a movement is under way to have Negroes on the jury list 
and call them in occasionally for service. Techniques are, however, being 
.feveloped by which it is possible to fulfill legal requirements without 
using Negro jurors. In the Lower South the matter is usually disregarded. 
Dr. Raper reports, after a survey of the situation as of 1940, as follows: 

Inquiries about the usc of Negro jurors liave been made in the past year [1940] 
in numerous courts in Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, 
Florida, North and South Carolina. While Negroes are generally used on the federal 
grand juries and petit juries throughout most of these states, and in superior court 
grand and pctit juries in the larger cities, the vast majority of the rural courts in 
the Deep South have made no pretense of putting Negroes on jury lists, much less 

• "Sometimes the incomes from fines take care of the cost of the police court and the 
police department. In DeKalb County, Georgia, for example, the local paper editorially 
boasted that in 1939 the county police department with 15 men on patrol duty, made 1,991 
arrests during the year; only 10 of these were disrnj,~sed and only 20 were found not 
guilty. The total cost of operating the police depanment, including the police court, was 
approximately $40,000. The total lines collected amounted to $37,732.62, leaving a cost to 
the county of only $2,300. But this department collectt!d stolen goods and property valued 
at $20,555.45, 

" ..• in this county, as is generally the case, the cost of the couns is borne by fines from 
the poorest people in the community. Negroes and poorer whites will be lined $to to $4.0 for 
possessing a half pint of illegal liquor, while people with status have their liquor as they 
please, and everybody knows it. Disorderly conduct, loitering, vagrancy-all help pay for 
the court. Looked at purely from the point of view of maintaining race and cla!IS demarca
tions, the court is as effective as portrayed by the local paper. 

"The recorder's courts in nearby Atlanta reported the collection of $236,285 in the :first 
8 months of 1939. At this rate the collections for the year would exceed $350,000. The cost 
of these courts for a year is slightly leas than $21,000. The 1939 budget for the police depart. 
ment was $1,018,239.91. The fines for the year totalled about one-third of the cost of the 
police court and police department. 

"A similar ratio obtained in Selma, Alabama, where the police budget was hs,ooo, 
fine, $u,Soo. In Jackson, Mississippi, $61,000 and $40,000; Macon, Georgia, $141 1715,34 
and $471852.85." (Arthur Raper, "Race and Clus Pressures," unpublished mauuacript pre
pared for thia 1tudy [1940), pp. 160-16:a.) 
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caJliq or ming them in trials. • • • North Carelina and Virginia hm: taken the 
decisions more 1eri0111ly. Even in theae atatea, however, numerous c:ourta have merely 
ignored the matter. 

It is the reneral aaaumption that the use of Negro jurors need not be considered 
acept in thoae court sessions in which Negro defendants are being tried on seriou, 
charges. Even. a capital offense against a Negro does not raise the all-white jury 
ume un1en local officials have reason to believe the case might be appealed on this 
ground.11 

To this should be added that Negro lawyers are scarce in the South.• 
In some places, Negro lawyers are not allowed to appear in courts, and 
even where they are allowed, they tend to stay away. Most of them seem 
to be engaged in settling matters outside of court or working in real estate 
or insurance offices or giving legal advice. Their white business is mainly 
restricted to debt collection among Negroes. In law suits they may work 
with white lawyers but do not appear much before the courts themselves. 
Negro clients know that a Negro lawyer is not much use in a Southern 
courtroom.12 Lower class Negroes sometimes believe that Negro lawyers 
are not permitted in courtrooms even where they are permitted. There 
are other handicaps for Negro lawyers: their clients are usually poor; they 
cannot afford extensive equipment; 18 they have not had the experience of 
handling important cases; they cannot specialize. 

2. D1sCRIMINATION IN CouRT 

In a court system of this structure, operating within a deeply prejudiced 
region, discrimination is to be expected. The danger is especially strong in 
lower courts where the pressure of local public opi~ion is most strongly 
felt, and where the judges often ate men of limited education and provin
cial background. 

In civil cases the average Negro will not only be up against the inability 
of meeting the costs involved in a successful litigation-this he shares with 
the poor white man in the South and elsewhere-but, when his adversary 
is a white man, he also encounters white solidarity. Greater reliance is 
ordinarily given a white man's testimony than a Negro's. This follows an 
old tradition in the South, from slavery times, when a Negro's testimony 
against a white man was disregarded; and the white judge may justify his 
partisanship by what he feels to be his experience that Negroes are ohen 
actually unreliable. It also fits into a pattern of thinking that it is dangerous 
for the social order to allow Negroes to vindicate their rights against white 
people. The writer has, however, frequently been told by Negroes and 
whites in the South that it is becoming more and more common that 
judges, with the consent of white society, stand up for giving the Negroes 
what-~ due· them as long as it concerns merely their property rights. 

• Soe -Cha('ter 14, Section 7. 
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In criminal cases the discrimination docs not always run against a. Negro 

defendant. It is part of the Southern tradition to assume that Negroes are 
disorderly and lack elementary morals, and to show great indulgence 
toward Negro violence and disorderliness "when they are among them
selves." They should, however, not act it out in the presence of whites, 
"not right out on the street." As long as only Negroes are concerned and 
no whites are disturbed, great leniency will be shown in most cases. This 
is particularly true in minor cases which are often treated in a humorous 
or disdainful manner. The sentences for even major crimes are ordinarily 
reduced when the victim is another Negro.u Attorneys are heard to plead 
in the juries: "Their code of ethics is a different one from ours." To the 
patriarchal traditions belong also the undue importance given white 
"character witnesses" in favor of Negro offenders. The South is full of 
stories of how Negroes have been acquitted or given a ridiculously mild 
sentence upon recommendation of their white employers with whom they 
have a good standing.16 

The leniency in punishment of Negro crime against Negroes has repeat
edly been pointed out to the present writer by white Southerners as evi
dence of the friendliness of Southern courts toward Negroes. The same 
thing can be found in the writings of Southerners.16 Yet the Southern 
Negro community is not at all happy about this double standard of justice 
in favor of Negro offenders. Law-abiding Negroes point out that there are 
criminal and treacherous Negroes who secure immunity from punishment 
because they are fawning and submissive toward whites. Such persons are 
a danger to the Negro community. Leniency toward Negro defendants in 
cases involving crimes against other Negroes is thus actually a form of 
discrimination. 

For offenses which involve any actual or potential danger to whites, 
however, Negroes are punished more severely than whites.17 Particularly 
the lower courts which work on a fee system are inclined to fine Negro 
defendants heavily without giving them much chance to explain their case. 
The inclination of the Southern court to make legal punishment a paying 
b1Jsiness• operates against Negroes who can be fined or sent to the peni
tentiary almost arbitrarily. Negroes alone are subject to a special form of 
legal injustice which is, however, now becoming rather rare: when white 
employers are short of workers, they inform the sheriff, who will suddenly 
begin to enforce vague laws such as that against vagrancy. Formerly the 
employers could rent prisoners from the state; now they make a deal 
with the Negro defendant to pay his fine if he will work a certain nwnber 
of days-fewer than the number he would have to spend in jail.18 

But quite apart from such pecuniary motives, the courts, particularly the 

• See Section I of th.it chapter. 
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lower courts, too ohen seem to take for granted the guilt 0£ the accused 
Negro.• The present author, during his visits to lower courts in the South, 
has been amazed to see how carelessly the Negro defendants-and some
times also defendants belonging to the lower strata of whites-are sen
tenced upon scanty evidence even when they emphatically deny the 
charges. There is an astonishing atmosphere of informality and lack of 
dignity in the courtroom, and speed seems to be the main goal. Neither 
the judge nor the other court officers seem to see anything irregular in the 
drama performed; the observer is welcomed and usually asked to sit 
beside the judge to be better able to watch the interesting scene. 

Most of the Negroes seem to realize that their word in this machine-like court• 
room is as nothing when weighed against the white officer's. The judge sometimes 
smiles understandingly as the arresting officer tells what the defendant did. And most 
Negroes simply take it. Now and then, however, one glances aroand until a sympa
thetic eye is caught and with a wordless stare says eloquently, "Oh, what's the use."18 

It should be emphasized, however, that there are great differences 
between different courts, due partly to differences in the personality of 
the judge. A humane judge, whose mental horizon is not bound by the 
limits of his local community, will maintain a dignified court and admin
ister impartial justice. As between rural and urban areas, it is difficult to 
say which is more prejudiced: urban courts have a greater familiarity with, 
and respect for, law; but rural courts retain some of the old aristocratic 
patriarchal traditions. According to Raper, in the rural courts, some Negro 
witnesses may also be used as character witnesses and there is, on the whole, 
less browbeating, derogatory joking, and open carelessness in the hearing 
of Negro witnesses, plaintiffs and defendants.20 The higher state courts and 
the federal courts .observe much more of judicial decorum and are, for 
this reason, less likely to discriminate against Negroes. The judges in these 
courts are usually also of a highe,;- grade and are relatively independent of 
local opinion.. · 

The jury, for the most part, is more guilty of obvious partiality than 
the judge and the public prosecutor. When the offender is a white man and 
the victim a Negro, a grand jury will often refuse to indict. Even the 
federal courts find difficulty in getting indictments in peonage suits, 21 and 
state courts receive indictments for physical violence against Negroes in 
an infinitesimally small proportion of the cases. It is notorious that prac-

• A white lawyer from a city in the Black Belt writea: 
"On the criminal side of the court I think that a great many Negroes arc convicted on 

testimony which would have resulted in the acquittal of a white defendant. A white 
defe~t ia presumed to be innocent until the contrary is proven; I am afraid that a 
Negip i, presumed to be guilty until the contrary is proven. A jury which would find a 
white defendant guilty of a_ lesser. grade of the o!enae involved will frequently find the 
Negro guilty of the highest grade.'' {Letter of July a, 1940.) 
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tically never have white lynching mobs been brought to court in the South, 
even when the killers are known to all in the community and are mentioned 
by name in the local press. When the offender is a Negro, indictment is 
easily obtained and no such difficulty at the start will meet the prosecution 
of the case. The petit jury is even less impartial than the grand jury, since 
its range of powers is greater. 

Public tension and community pressure increase with the seriousness of 
the alleged crime. A Southern student of law writes: 

One has only to visit a Southern community at a time when some Negro is on 
trial for the rape or murder of a white person to obtain a vivid picture of the hate 
and passion and desire for vengeance which is often aroused in the hearts of the 
Southern whites. 

Nowhere is the spirit of mob violence so strong as it is in the courtroom or just 
outside while a person who is accused of some particularly heinous crime is being 
tried. The air is charged with an undercurrent of tension and there is a feeling of 
suspense, as if some exciting incident may occur at any moment. Under circum
stances of this kind it is rather difficult for the jury or even the judge to escape 
being influenced by the feeling which permeates the throng.22 

There is thus even less possibility for a fair trial when the Negro's crime 
is serious. In the case of a threatened lynching, the court makes no pretense 
at justice; the Negro must be condemned, and usually condemned to 
death, before the crowd gets him. On the other hand, it is quite common 
for a white criminal to be set free if his crime was against a Negro. 
Southern whites have told the present author of singular occasions when 
a Negro got justice against a white man, even in a serious case, as some
thing remarkable and noteworthy. This testifies that it still is an excep
tion/48 Kelly Miller reflected upon the situation as follows: 

Of the thousands of cases of murder of blacks by whites since emancipation there 
has been scarcely a legal execution, and comparatively few prison sent~ncea. The 
offender usually escapes with the stereotyped verdict, "Justifiable homicide," or at 
best with a nominal fine. If the relations were reversed, whatever the provocative 
circumstances, the Negro would almost certainly be sentenced to death or to life 
imprisonment, if indeed the mob allowed the case to reach a judicial hearing. To 
say that these flagrant discrepancies have not their influence upon the black man's 
attitude toward the law, would be to deny that he is controlled by ordinary human 
motives. The best example that the South can set for the Negro would be punish
ment of white men for their crimes according to the requirement of the law. Mean 
white men will continue to mistreat Negroes just so long as they can do so with 
impunity by hiding themselves behind the cloak of racial arroganc:e.2' 

3· SENTENCES AND PRISONS 

The South has the highest crime rates in the country.• Both Negroes 
and whites in the South have a higher crime rate than the average for the 

• See Chapter 44, Section ~-
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nation. With;n the South, however, the number of convictions of Negroes 
is not much greater, on the average, than their proportion in the popula
tion: in 1939, Negroes constituted 44.0 per cent of the male prisoners 
convicted of felonies and received by state and federal prisons and reform• 
atories in the three Southern census divisions. 211 In 1940, the proportion 
of Negroes in the total population of these areas was 23.8 per cent.28 The 
main reasons why Negroes do not constitute an unusually large proportion 
of the criminals sent to prisons would seem to be that most of their crimes 
are trivial or are committed against other Negroes and so are considered 
to warrant only a fine or short local jail sentence. When Negroes commit 
crimes against whites, however, there is good reason to believe that the 
sentences are unusually heavy. The South makes the widest application of 
the death penalty,8 and Negro criminals come in for much more than their 
share of the executions.b Although no conclusive evidence can be adduced, 
it would seem that Negro criminals serve longer terms for crimes against 
whites and are pardoned ru1d paroled much less frequently than white 
criminals in comparable circumstances.27 

America is world famous for the high aims and accomplishments of 
many of its progressive penal institutions in the North and West and, 
particularly, for the courageous scientific and practical discussion about 
treatment of crime and asociality. But America is famous also for the 
convict camps in the South. The generally very low level of Southern 
penal institutions is well known.28 With the exception of the federal 
penitentiaries and one or two of the newer state penitentiaries, the Southern 
prison or prison camp is a place where prisoners are physically tortured for 
insubordination of any kind, where the guards are ·of the lowest stratum 
of society and receive extremely low pay, where the surroundings are 
dirty and the food abominable, where there is a tradition of callousness 

• "North Carolina has a death penalty for burglary I Alabama and Virginia for robbery; 
of six 1tates for arson, only two, Illinois a.nd Delaware, are outside the South, the othen 
being Alabama, North Carolina, South Carolina. and Virginia. The death sentence for rape, 
too, is restricted almost wholly to the South and Southwest. The most common oHenae 
to be punished by death is murder. Eight states do not use capital punishment for any 
offense, and the homicide rates in these states are among the lowest in the nation; high 
homicide rates characterize the states that rely upon the death sentence. The states with no 
capital punishment are: Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota, Rhode Island, South 
Dakota, Utah, and Wisconsin," (Raper, op. cit., pp. 164-165.) 

- "In ro Southern states, for varying periods, 975 Negroes and 464 whites were sentenced 
to death. The Negro constitutes less than 30 per cent of the population in these states, but 
ha1 more than twice as many death sentences imposed. Actual executions make the racial 
differential still greater, for 60.9 per cent of the Negro death sentences were carried out as 
compared with 48.7 of the white. The figures for life termers, by race, who actually die in 
prison are not 1,vailable, but would most probably show the same race bias. For the Negro 
.ii given a more stern sentence and for the ,ame reason ia the le11 likely to have his 
aentence reduced." (Ibid., p. 16fi.) 
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and brutality, where there is not the slightest attempt to reform but only 
to punish and get work out of the prisoners. Some of the Northern prisons 
are not good either, and there has been a long, hard struggle to improve 
very bad prisons in the North, but with the few exceptions noted, Southern 
prisons do not approximate Northern penal standards. There is no doubt 
that the average Southern prison is likely to make hardened criminals of 
all who fall into its clutches.28 This inexpensive penal system in the South 
-from the point of view of budgetary income and outgo-is tremendously 
expensive from the point of view of real social costs. 

Conditions are genl!rally so bad in Southern prisons that it would be 
difficult to say whether Negro prisoners received poorer treatment than 
white prisoners. The penal institutions in the South are usually segregated 
for whites and Negroes. There is some opportunity, therefore, for state 
officials to purchase less food and equipment for Negroes than for whites 
and to discriminate in other ways. The wardens and guards are, in all cases, 
Southern poor whites. Probably the most harmful form of discrimination 
arises out of the fact that several states do not provide separate reforma
tories for Negro juvenile offenders as they do for white juvenile offenders, 
and the Negro youth must live with the hardened older criminal. 

4· TRENDS AND OUTLOOK 

This whole judicial system of courts, sentences and prisons in the South 
is overripe for fundamental reforms. It represents a tremendous cultural 
lag in progressive twentieth century America. Reform in this field-espe
cially in the courts-would be strategic in the efforts to improve the Negro 
people and their living conditions and, consequently, to improve race 
relations. 

There are signs of change. The Supreme Court is increasingly active in 
censoring the state courts when they transgress the principles of legal 
procedure: it is pressing the courts to include Negroes on the jury lists, to 
curb appeals to race prejudice on the part of public prosecutors and private 
attorneys, to reject evidence obtained by third degree methods, and so on. 
The attorneys of the federal government and the federal courts in the 
~tates have become more diligent in pursuing such offenses against civil 
liberties of Negroes as fall under their jurisdiction, thereby setting a pat
tern for the state courts also. Under these two sets of influences, the higher 
courts of the Southern states are tending increasingly to condemn the more 
blatant forms of deviation from fair trial in the lower courts. 

A new generation of lawyers with a better general education and profes
sional training is coming forward. I have been told that it is becoming easier 
for Negroes to get even the best local white lawyers to take on their defense 
in serious cases where there will be much publicity, and white lawyers 
have testified that their risk of meeting threats and ostracism from white 
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society for so dojng js decidedly diminishing. A fu-st class counsel has great 
influence upon the morals of lower courts. The difficulty of the matter 
now is that most Negroes cannot afford good lawyers, even when they are 
available for a price. Probably the most effective means of bringing the 
Southern courts more rapidly to acquire a fixed pattern of carefulness and 
equity would be the setting up of legal aid agencies tnJerywhere in the 
South wkick, manned by high class professional lawyers, would be in
stNICted not to work for any new legislation, but to assist poor whites and 
Negroes to enforce their rights under existing laws in civil and criminal 
cases.80 They should, to be effective, be kept entirely outside local politics 
and should be instructed to work not only upon application of clients but 
also to take the initiative, particularly in following the procedures at police 
courts and in prisons. Even one such agency, placed in a strategic city in 
the Black Belt-as, for instance, Atlanta, Georgia-would, without ever 
leaving purely professional routine work, and merely by the examples 
being set, change considerably the whole judicial atmosphere of the region. 

The growth of the educated class of Negroes in the South31 and the rising 
educational level of whites; the decreasing provincialism of the region, 
consequent to this and to industrialization, urbanization and migration; 
the increasing importance of Southern liberalism and generally the reflec
tion of the humane spirit of the New Deal, the activity of such organiza
tions as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
and the Interracial Commission arc all factors working in the same 
direction. The continuous influence of public opinion and the press of the 
North is also a major factor in reform. I have been told repeatedly, some
times even by liberals in the South, that Northern criticism does more 
harm than good and is likely to drive Southern public opinion into sullen 
reaction. This might occasionalJy be the short-range effect, but I have also 
seen how, behind this defensive attitude in resenting Northern criticism, 
the average Southerner feels most embarrassed because of it, and how 
reform activity in the South is often spurred by considerations of national 
opinions. Another factor which is bound to have great influence in the 
future is the developing Negro vote. Already Negroes get more legal 
justice in those cities where they vote-even when that vote is bought. 

It is the author's observation that, in principle, the averag,e white Soutlz
emef' is no longer prepared to def end racial inequality of justice. Much 
of the judicial discrimination against Negroes in the South seems to be 
backed or tolerated by public opinion because of carelessness and ignorance 
in regard to the Negro, rather than by an intentional and considered aim 
to discriminate. As far as public opinion is part of the problem, the task 
is, therefore, mainly one of adult education. White people must be taught 
to understand the damaging effects upon the whole society of a system of 
ju,t;r,. whir'h. is not equi~able. Means must be found to bring the pressing 
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problems of crime prevention, and of punishment and prison reform: into 
the awareness of the general public. 

It is astonishing to observe how far to the background these problems 
are pushed in America, and how deep the common ignorance of them is 
even in the higher classes. Most people discuss crime as if it had nothing 
to do with social conditions and was simply an inevitable outcome of 
personal badness. Southern whites tend to exaggerate the extent of Negro 
crime and tend to under-estimate the extent of white crime: one of the 
results is that they consider crime and prison reform part of the Negro 
problem and therefore not to be discussed. Rape and sexual crimes play a 
great role in Southern thinking on the problem, but the idea that such 
crimes, when they occur, have to be suspected as symptoms of psychic 
abnormality seems to be entirely absent. I understand that even the great 
number of murder cases in the South are tried without a sanity hearing. 
Capital punishment is not a problem to the general American public; that 
it stimulates violence does not occur to the average American. In the South, 
even educated people, when they think of punishment for crime, have their 
minds fixed on vengeance and on the isolation or eradication of the crim
inal. Seldom do they discuss punishment as a means of general crime 
prevention. Other techniques of individual prevention-by rebuilding the 
criminal himself-are usually entirely ignored. Under these circumstances 
the problems of court and prison reform are considered only by a small 
minority of the highly cultured. 

It is not difficult to understand the psychological mechanism behind 
this astonishing blind spot in the regional culture. These problems are 
unpopular because their discussion is bound to result in the rational demon
stration that it is in the intcre.st of .society to care for the Negro-and t!'C)en 
for the criminal Negro. 



CHAPTER 'J.7 

VIOLENCE AND INTIMIDATION 

.......................................................................................................................................... 
J. THE PA'ITERN OF VIOLENCE 

It is the custom in the South to permit whites to resort to violence and 
threats of violence against the life, personal security, property and freedom 
of movement of Negroes. There is a wide variety of behavior, ranging 
from a mild admonition to murder, which the white man may exercise to 
control Negroes. While the practice has its origin in the slavery tradition, 
it continues to flourish because of the laxity and inequity of the administra
tion of law and justice. It would not be possible except for the deficient 
operation of the judicial sanctions in protecting Negroes' rights and liber
ties. Both the practice of intimidation and violence and the inadequate 
functioning of justice in the region are expressions of the same spirit of 
relative lawlessness; both arc tolerated and upheld by the same public 
opinion. Both are rooted in this strange Southern combination of conserva
tism and illegality.• Both are expressions on the part of the Southern 
public of its dissatisfacdon with formal laws, its disregard for orderly 
government. 

The social pattern of subduing the Negroes by means of physical force 
was inherent in the slavery system. The master himself, with the backing, 
if needed, of the local police and, indeed, of all white neighbors, had to 
execute this force, and he was left practically unrestricted by any 
formal laws. After Emancipation the Black Codes,b of the period 1865-
1867, were attempts to legalize a continued white co11trol over the freed
men. Most of these laws were abolished during the Congressional Recon
struction, but their spirit prevailed in the complex of laws protecting the 
planters' interests-labor enticement laws, crop lien laws, vagrancy lawse
by which the states sanctioned the actions of the police and the courts in 
virtually upholding peonage, in spite of its being a federal offense. As the 
federal judiciary agencies have lately become active in stamping out 
peonage, and as the decline in the foreign market, the A.A.A. crop restric
tion policy, and other factors have made labor supply relatively abundant 

• See Chapter zo, Section 7. 
- See Chapter 10, Section 3. 
• See Chapter 10, Section. 4. 

s.s• 
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in the rural South and peonage unnecessary, these la"? have become increas
ingly obsolete. 

But quite apart from laws, and even against the law, there exists a 
pattern of violence against Negroes in the South upheld by the relative 
absence of fear of legal reprisal. Any white man can strike or beat a Negro, 
steal or destroy his property, cheat him in a transaction and even take his 
life, without much fear of legal reprisal. The minor forms of violence
cheating and striking-are a matter of everyday occurrence, but the major 
ones are infrequent enough to be talked about. Negroes, of course, try to 
avoid situations in which such violence is likely to occur, and if Negroes 
do incur the displeasure of a white man, a mere command or threat is 
usually enough to control them without the use of actual violence. The 
Negro's economic dependence upon whites makes these verbal controls 
especialJy potent. But accidental insult, and sometimes nothing at all 
except the general insecurity or sadism of certain whites, can serve as occa
sion for violence. Of course, there are certain checks on violence: most 
Southerners do not want to be mean or dishonest toward Negroes directly. 
Public opinion in the South tends to frown upon any white man who acquires 
a reputation for being consistently mean or dishonest, and on rare occasions 
may even ostracize him socially or encourage the application of legal 
sanctions against him. But the general attitude is one of laissez faire: if a 
plantation owner cheats or beats his Negro tenants, "that's his business"; 
if a Negro is the victim of a sudden outburst of violence, "he must have 
done something to deserve it." Above all, the Negro must be kept in his 
"place." 

There is little that Negroes can do to protect themselves, even where 
they are a majority of the population.• They cannot easily secure the 
protection of police or court against white men. They cannot secure the 
protection of white employers against white men, unless the latter are poor 
or have had a bad reputation. They can, of course, strike back but they 
know that that means a more violent retaliation, often in an organized 
form and with danger to other Negroes. In an important sense, lynching 
and the wholesale destruction of Negro property are often merely the 
extreme forms of organized white retaliation against Negroes who have 
struck back when they were struck or cheated first by whites.h This retalia
tion more frequently takes a less violent form: the legal system may be 
called on to imprison the Negro for "attacking a white man"; white men 
may pretend that they are going to lynch the Negro but end up by only 
beating him or using the "tar and feather'' technique; or the Negro may 
be "run out of town" and warned not to return. 

• Negroea cannot protect themselvea 11,p,cially where they are a majority of the popu
lation, aince thi1 ia for the moat part in the Deep South. 

• The caUICI of lynching are duc1111td in Section• a and 3 of thia chapter. 
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The principles that the law and the law-enforcing agencies are supreme, 
impartial and above all groups in society has never taken strong. root.1 

White people are accustomed-individually and in groups-to take the 
law into their own hands and to expect the police and the courts to 
countenance this and sometimes lend their active cooperation.2 In the 
plantation areas where the social and political subordination of Negroes is 
solidified, there is not much need for special organizations of vigilantes to 
effectuate the extra-legal sanctions. The Ku Klux Klan and similar secret 
societies thrive, rather, in the border regions and in industrial communities.3 

But this is only a testimony that the extra-legal sanctions work more 
effectively where they are less challenged. 

In this region the custom of going armed continually or having weapons 
within easy reach at home was retained from antc-bellum days. This custom 
was taken over also by the Negroes during Reconstruction days.' The 
writer has been astonished to see how firearms and slashing knives a.re part 
of the equipment of many lower class whites and Negroes in the South. 
The laws against carrying "concealed weapons" are not efficient, as they 
do not-and for constitutional reasons cannotr.-forbid the owning, buying 
and selling of arms. White policemen have often complained to the author 
that it is not possible to disarm the civil population. They do not urge 
reforms, however, but take the prevailing situation as natural and inevi
table. In the Negro community, where personal security is most lacking, 
this dangerous pattern of having knives and guns around is most wide
spread. It undoubtedly contributes to the high record of violent actions, 
most of the time directed against other Negroes. 

2. LYNCHING 

Lynching is spectacular and has attracted a good deal of popular and 
scientific8 attention. It is one Southern pattern which has continued to 
arouse disgust and reaction in t~e North and has, therefore, been made 
much of by Negro publicists. It should not be forgotten, however, that 
lynching is just one type of extra-legal violence in a whole range of types 
that exist in the South. The other types, which were considered earlier 
in this chapter are much more common than lynching and their bad effects 
on white morals and Negro security are greater.7 

Lynchings were becoming common in the South in the 'thirties, 'forties 
and 'fifties of the nineteenth century. Most of the victims in this early 
period were white men. The pattern of lynching Negroes became set 
during Reconstruction. No reliable statistics before I 8 89 are available. 
Between 1889 and 1940, according to Tuskegee Institute figures, 3,833 
people were lynched, about four-fifths of whom were Negroes. The South
~ states account for ~inc-tenths of the lynchings. More than two-thirds 
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of the remaining one-tenth occurred in the six states which immediately 
border the South: Maryland, West Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and 
Kansas. Since the early 189o's, the trend has been toward fewer and fewer 
lynchings. The annual average in the 'nineties was near 200; in the 
'thirties it dropped to slightly over 10. In 1941 it was down to 4, but 
there are already more than this in 1942 (July). The decrease has been 
faster outside the South, and the lynching of whites has dropped much 
more than that of Negroes. Lynching has becom~, therefore, more and 
more a Southern phenomenon and a racial one. Against the decrease in 
number of victims there has been a marked trend toward greatly aggra
vated brutality, extending to torture, mutilation and other sadistic ex
cesses.8 

Lynching is a rural and small town custom and occurs most commonly 
in poor districts.9 There are some indications that lynchings go in waves 
and tend to recur in the same districts.w The accusations against persons 
lynched during the period for which there are records were: in 38 per cent 
of the cases for homicide, 6 per cent for felonious assault, I 6 per cent for 
rape, 7 per cent for attempted rape, 7 per cent for theft, 2 per cent for 
insult to white persons and 24 per cent for miscellaneous offenses or no 
offense at all.11 In the last category arc all sorts of irritations: testifying 
at court against a white man or bringing suit against him, refusal to pay 
a note, seeking employment out of place, offensive language or boastful 
remarks.12 Regarding the accusations for crime, Raper testifies: "Case 
studies of nearly one hundred lynchings since 1929 convince the writer 
that around a third of the victims were falsely accused."· The meaning 
of these facts is that, in principle, a lynching is not merely a punishment 
against an individual but a disciplinary device against the Negro group.b 

The danger of Negroes' desire to rape white women has acquired a 
special and strategic pogjtion in the defense of the lynching practice.c 
Actually, only 23 per cent of the victims were accused of raping or attempt
ing to rape. There is much reason to believe that this figure has been 

• Arthur Raper, "Race and Class Pressures," unpublished manuscript prepared for thi1 
study (1940), p. 274. Raper adds that it is his" ••. opinion that a gr.-at contribution could 
be made by some arrangement for immediate factual newspaper reports on each lynching and 
other race and class violence by trained new&paper men. At present the local representative 
of the news-gathering agencies sends in the story and usually says about what the community 
wants said. Expert reporters who could be sent wherever a mob threatened would be free 
to present the mets in the case." (Ibid., pp. 274-275.) 

Raper's idea is that such a service, to be really useful, ahould be sponsored and undi:r
written by an impartial agency. 

• See Section 3 of this chapter. 
• According to Sir Harry H, Johnston (1'!,e Negro in the New World [1910], p. 464), 

"Alllllions to the rape or attempted rape of white women or girls, by negroer. or mulattoes, 
are rare in the literature of the United States prior to 1870." 
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inBated by the fact that a mob which makes the accusation of rape is secure 
against any further investigation; by the broad Southern defuiition of 
rape to include all sex relations between Negro men and white women; 
and by the psychopathic fears of white women in their contacts with Negro 
men. The causes of lynching must, therefore, be sought outside the South
ern rationalization of "protecting white womanhood." 

This does not mean that sex, in a subtler sense, is not a background 
factor in lynching. The South has an obsession with sex which helps to 
make this region quite irrational in dealing with Negroes generally. In 
a special sense, too, as William Archer, Thomas P. Bailey, and Sir Harry 
Johnston early pointed out,18 lynching is a way of punishing Negroes for 
the white Southerners' own guilt feelings in violating Negro women, or 
for presumed Negro sexual superiority. The dullness and insecurity of 
rural Southern life, as well as the eminence of emotional puritanical reli
gion, also create an emphasis upon sex in the South which especially affects 
adolescent, unmarried, and climacteric women, who are inclined to give 
significance to innocent incidents. u The atmosphere around 1 ynching is 
astonishingly like that of the tragic phenomenon of "witch hunting" which 
disgraced early Protestantism in so many countries. The sadistic clements 
in most lynchings also point to a close relation between lynching and 
thwarted sexual urges.111 

Lynching is a local community affair. The state authorities usually do 
not side with the lynchers. They often try to prevent lynchings but seldom 
take active steps to punish the guilty. This is explainable in view of the 
tight hold an the courts by local public opinion. The lynchers are seldom 
indicted by a grand jury. Even more seldom arc they sentenced, since the 
judge, the prosecutor, the jurors, and the witnesses are either in sympathy 
with the lynchers or, in any case, do not want to press the case. If sen
tenced, they are usually pardonel;l.10 While the state police can be used to 
prevent lynching, the local police often support the lynching. From his 
study of 100 lynchings since 1929, Raper estimates that " •.• at least one
half of the lynchings are carried out with police officers participating, and 
that in nine-tenths of the others the officers either condone or wink at the 
mob action.m7 

The actual participants in the lynching mobs usually belong to the 
frustrated lower strata of Southern whites.18 Occasionally, however, the 
people of the middle and upper classes take part, and generally they 
condone the deed, and nearly always they find it advisable to let the inci
dent pass without assisting in bringing the guilty before the court.11 

Women and children are not absent from lynching mobs; indeed, women 
sometimes incite the mqbs into action.20 
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3. THE PSYCHOPATHOLOGY OF LYNCHING 

The psychopathology of the lynching mob has been discussed intensively 
in recent year.i.21 Poverty and economic fear have been stressed as back
ground factors.22 It is generally held that the rise of lynchings and race 
riots during and immediately after the First World War had much to do 
with the increased mobility of, and competition from, Negroes during 
this period.28 A substantial correlation from year to year between low 
cotton prices and high lynchings is demonstrated.u 

Economic fear is mixed with social fear: a feeling that the Negro is 
"getting out of his place," and the white man's social status is being 
threatened and is in need of defense. "· .. lynching is much more an 
expression of Southern fear of Negro progress than of Negro crime," 
writes Walter Whitc.25 Tannenbaum observed that: 

The South gives indications of being afraid of the Negro. l do not mean physical 
fear. It is not a matter of cowardice or bravery; it ia something deeper and more 
fundamental. lt ia a fear of losing grip upon the world. It ia an unconscious fear of 
changing atatus.28 

It is this feeling which is behind the common saying which a visitor to the 
South will hear even today from lower class whites that "a lynching now 
and then" is expedient or necessary in keeping the Negroes from becoming 
"uppity.'' It is commonly observed that after the First World War many 
lynchings of Negro soldiers-sometimes in uniform-were openly moti
vated by the fear that they had gotten ccwrong ideas" about their social 
status while serving in France.21 

The low level of education and general culture in the white South is 
another important background factor. Allied with it is the prevalence of 
a narrow-minded and intolerant, "fundamentalist'> type of Protestant 
evangelical religion.28 Occasional violently emotional revival services, and 
regular appeals in ordinary preaching to fear and passion rather than to 
calm reasoning, on the one hand, and denunciations of modern thought, 
scientific progress, and all kinds of nonconformism, on the other hand, help 
to create a state of mind which makes a lynching less extraordinary. 
Methodist and Baptist preachers were active in reviving the Ku Klux 
Klan after the First World War.29 With but rare exceptions preachers 
and local religious leaders have not come out against lynchers. 80 

Another important background factor in the causation of lynching and 
other major forms of violence is the isolation, the dullness of everyday 
life and the general boredom Qf rural and small town life in the South.11 

There is a lack of wholesome recreation or even variation, which gives a 
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real and sinister meaning to H. L. Mencken's statement that "· •• lynching 
;:,£ten takes the place of the merry-go-round, the theatre, the symphony 
orchestra, and other diversions common to larger communities."12 

Thus far we have considered the background factors and underlying 
causes of lynching. The causation is such that, when the time is ripe, almost 
any incident may touch it off. The incident is usually some crime, real or 
suspected, by a Negro against a white, or merely a "racial insult," such as 
when a Negro buys an automobile or steps beyond the etiquette of race 
relations in any way. Rumors will often start or accelerate a lynching. 
The lynching itself may take one or two main forms: in a mob lynching 
the whole community will participate with a high degree of frenzy; 33 in 
a vigilante lynching a restricted number of men, often disguised, will 
perform the deed with much ceremony. 

The effects of lynchings are far-reaching. In the locality where it has 
happened and in a wide region surrounding it, the relations between the 
two groups deteriorate. The Negroes are terror-stricken and sullen.u The 
whites are anxious and are likely to show the assertiveness and suspicion o{ 

persons with bad, but hardened, consciences. Some whites are afraid of 
Negro retaliation or emigration. Every visitor to such a community must 
notice the antagonism and mutual lack of confidence between the two 
groups. 

The long-run effects of lynching also are bad. As students of the Negro 
problem have long recognized, crime will not be hampered but rather 
stimulated by violence.311 Far outside the locality where the lynching has 
occurred, in fact, all over the nation, it brutalizes feelings. Even in the 
North, some people have ceased to be concerned when another lynching 
occurs, and they jest about going South to see a lynching. It must have a 
particularly bad influence upon interracial attitudes of young people in 
the two groups.88 Thus lynching has a psychological importance out of 
all proportion to its small frequency. 

In every locality where then! has been a lynching there are a great 
many people-sometimes a clear majority-who, when they think calmly, 
consider the incident most unfortunate. The nation-wide publicity created 
around a lynching community is, for one thing, commonly recognized to 
be damaging. The present writer has met few whites of the middle and 
upper classes in the South who have expressed themselves as in favor of 
lynch justice. But equally few have pretended that they would take any 
personal risks to hinder a lynching, and they make no effort to punish the 
lynchers. The ordinary Southerner apparently thinks that neither the 
upholding of the majesty of the law nor the life of even an innocent 
Negro is worth such a sacrifice. And, above all, Negroes must not have 
the satisfaction of seeing the whites divided or their assailants punished. 
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4. TR.ENDS AND 0UTL001t 

It is possible to speculate about the causes for the decline in lynching. 
If our analysis of the background factors is correct, the rising standard of 
living and the improved education must have been of importance. The 
fundamentalism and emotionalism of Southern religion have been decreas
ing. Cultural isolation is being broken by radio, improved highways and 
cheap motor cars. There is more diversion from the drab and monotonous 
small town life, and the sex taboos have been somewhat relaxed. The 
national agitation around lynching, strengthened after the organization of 
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People in 1909, 
has undoubtedly been of tremendous importance in awakening influential 
people in the South to the urgency of stopping lynching. The sharp decline 
in lynching since 1922 has undoubtedly something to do with the fact that 
early in that year the Dyer Anti-Lynching Bill was put through the House 
of Representatives. It was later killed in the Senate by the filibuster of the 
Southern senators, and the sell-out of \Vcstcrn and Northern senators,=11 

but the continuous discussion of the measure from then on has probably 
been of great importance.• A prominent Negro leader confided to the 
present author that, as a force to stamp out lynching, the agitation around 
the bill is probably as effective, or more effective, than the law itself 
would be. 

Southern organizations of whites have taken to condemning lynching. 
Some religious denominations of the South declare against lynching at 
their annual conventions and sponsor programs on racial matters for white 
youth. One of the most active fights of the Commission for Interracial 
Cooperation has been against lynching,h and, under its auspices, the Asso
ciation of Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching has collected 
nearly 50,000 signatures of Southern white women and of a few hundred 
peace officers to a pledge against lynching. Other women's organizations in 
the South also have been active in the propaganda against lynching. One 
of the most notable changes has been in the attitudes of the press. Today 
the great majority of Southern newspapers will come out openly against 
lynching. State authorities usually try to prevent lynchings, and they have 
an instrument in the state police systems which can be readily concentrated 
in any community where people arc congregating for a lynching. Behind 
this movement is the growing strength of Southern liberalism, which we 
have considered earlier.88 

• Bills against lynching have been introduced in Congress many times since 19:u, but none 
uf them h.u come so dose to passage. Southern congressmen center their strategy against 
anti-lynching legislation by claiming that it would be unconstitutional and ,m infringement 
upon states' rights. 

• See Chapter 39, Section 11. 
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It is often said that the decrease of lynching is only nominal, or partly 
so. There arc several substitutes for lynching. One is the killing of Negro 
criminals by the police officers. 89 Similar to this is the precipitate and 
predetermined trial given to an accused Negro when there is danger that 
he will be lynched.• Another substitute is quiet murder without the forma
tion of a mob.'0 A third substitute, "legal lynchings" proper, is that in 
which police and court officials promise to vigilante leaders that the accused 
Negro will receive a quick trial and the death penalty if he is not lynched.n 

There is no way of finding out whether these substitute practices arc 
really increasing. The present author is rather inclined to believe that 
they, too, have been declining. But there is no doubt that these substitutes 
have not declined as rapidly as lynching. All the other forms of violence 
against Negroes-striking, beating, robbing, destroying property, exiling, 
threatening-still occur in the South with great, though perhaps slightly 
decreasing, frequency. Such outrages do not get publicity in the white 
press and are not actively opposed by white organizations or state govern
ments. Yet it would be easier to prevent and punish them with an adequate 
police and court system than it would be to curb lynching, for the white 
perpetrators of these outrages are more often individuals than groups. 
As in the case of lynching, an aroused Northern and Southern liberal 
public opinion would be effective in preventing them. In the last analysis, 
the true perspective of lynching as of these other forms of violence and 
intimidation is the in,erited pattern of white society in the South not to 
respect the rights of Negroes on equal terms: the custom of tolerating the 
cheating of Negroes in economic deals and, generally, the insistence that 
he shall humbly pray for his due as a personal kindness, not proudly 
demand it as a right. 

5. RIOTS 

In one sense, the riot is the most extreme form of extra-legal mob 
violence used to prevent Negroes from getting justice. In another sense, 
however, the riot is quite different from all other forms of mob violence: 
it is not a one-way punishment but a two-way battle. The Negroes may be 
hopelessly outnumbered and beaten, but they fight back. There is danger 
to the white man participating in the riot as there usually is not when he 
engages in other forms of violence against Negroes. Sometimes the killing 
and beating of a large number of Negroes is called a riot: we prefer to 
call this a terrorization or massacre and consider it as a magnified, or mass, 
lynching. Its effects are those of a lynching. In this book we shall reserve 
the term "riot" to refer to mass violence in which Negroes fight as unre
servedly as whites. 

• Even the 4eath ,entence given by the couns to an accused Negro will not always deter 
a lynching mob. 
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The riot is as much, or more, characteristic of the North than it is of the 

South. It is generally only when Negroes think they might have some
thing to gain that they will take the risk of fighting back, and in the North 
they know that some portion of the white population is on their side and 
that the police will ultimately restore order. The riot is primarily an urban 
phenomenon, as lynching is primarily a rural phenomenon, and the 
Northern Negro population is practically all urban. Housing segregation
or rather the concentration of Negroes in a few compact areas-is almost 
essential if Negroes are to fight back, and such segregation is more 
prevalent in Northern cities than in Southern cities.• 

The pre-Civil War equivalents of the riot were the slave insurrection 
and its suppression.b Unusually bad conditions or the rare rise of bellicose 
Negro leaders would, not infrequently, provoke small spontaneous insur, 
rections. The major insurrections of the early nineteenth century, led by 
Denmark Vesey and Nat Turner, were planned well in advance, and met 
with some success before their ultimate failure. In the North there were 
small-scale but vicious riots between I 829 and 1840, and again after I 880/ 

It is impossible to say whether there is a trend in the number of riots. 
The great number of riots occurred during and just after the First World 
War, when the North was concerned with the tremendous migration of 
Negroes from the South and the South was concerned about the possible 
demands of returning Negro soldiers. According to W. E. B. Du Bois, 
there were riots in 26 American cities in 1919.42 The most notorious was the 
Chicago riot in which 15 whites and 23 Negroes were killed, and 178 
whites and 342 Negroes were injured.'8 The riot in Phillips County, 
Arkansas, in the same year, saw from 25 to 50 persons killed.0 During 
the War, the most notorious riots were those in East St. Louis, 111inois, 
during which at least 39 Negroes and 8 whites were killed,411 and in Hous
ton, Texas, where 17 whites were killed and 13 Negroes were hanged, 41 
were imprisoned for life, and 40 others held for trial.'0 Before the War, 
the most deadly riots were: the Atlanta, Georgia, riot of 1906 which 
killed 10 Negroes and 2 whites ( more a one-war terrorization than a two. 
way riot) ;47 and the Springfield, Illinois, riot of 1908, which cost the lives 
of 2 Negroes and 4 whites.48 

Recent years have seen few race riots. They have become as unpopular 
as lynchings. The extreme tension of the First World War period has 
lessened, even if the northward migration and the existence of Negro 
soldiers continues. The beginning of the Second World War, however, 
shows some signs of recurrence of riots. There have been a number of 

• See Chapter 291 Section l• 
~ See Chapter 35, Section 1, 

•5ee: W. E. B. Du Bois, Tiu P!,;W,lpl,it, Nigro (1199), pp. s.S-271 Jarnea Weldon 
Johmon, Bklck MMW111411 (1930), pp. u7-nl. 
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incidents where Negro soldiers have clashed with Southern police and 
civilians with some fatalities on both sides.• In spring, 1942, there was a 
clash in the North: in trying to move into a government defense housing 
project built for them in Detroit, Negroes were set upon by white civilians 
and police. The project was built at the border between Negro and white 
neighborhoods but had been planned for Negroes. Encouraged by the 
vacillation of the federal government and the friendliness of the Detroit 
police ( many of whom are Southern-born) and stimulated by the backing 
of a United States congressman and such organizations as the Ku Klux 
Klan, white residents of the neighborhood and other parts of the city staged 
protest demonstrations against the Negro housing project, which led to the 
riot. Whether these incidents presage another period of post-war riots, it 
is too early to say. On the whole, it does not seem likely that there will 
be further riots, of any significant degree of violence, in the North. Detroit 
is almost unique among Northern cities for its large Southern-born popula
tion and for its Ku Klux Klan. The main cause of riots in the North during 
the period after 1917 was the unusually large migration to the North and 
the consequent displacement of some whites by Negroes in jobs and resi
dences. So far, the present war boom has seen no unusual northward migra
tion of Negroes and relatively little displacement in jobs. A further reason 
why there probably will be no riots in the North after this War is that there 
is developing a new consciousness of the American Creed and of its signifi
cance for Negroes. 

What may occur in the North, rather than the two-way conflicts which 
we are calling riots, are some sporadic and unorganized outbreaks on the 
part of the Negroes with litt1e opposition from the whites. Such was the 
character of the so-called "Harlem Riot>' of 1935 in New York City. If 
these occur, they will be due to continuing discrimination from the whites 
and to growing realization by Negroes that peaceful requests for their 
rights are not getting them anywhere. Whether or not these outbreaks 
will occur in the North will depend on whether or not the trend continues 
toward increased willingn~ss to stand by the precepts of the American 
Creed. 

While the future looks fairly peaceful in the North, there are many signs 
of growing race tension in the South. It seems almost probable that, unless 
drastic action is taken, severe race riots will break out in the South. We shall 
give some attention to this situation in the final chapter of this book. 

The causation of riots would seem to be much like that of lynching. 
There is a background of mounting tension, caused by economic msecurlty 

• From the time of the inception of the draft in the fall of 1940 until April, 1941, there 
were three auch clashes serious enough to get nation-wide publicity. These occurred in Jo'ort 
Brase, North <:arolina, Gurdon, Arkansas, and Alexandria, Louisiana. In addition, there wa.a 
·• cl.a ~wi,en Southern whit~ soldiers a.nd Negro soldiera at Fort Dix, New Jersey. 
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of whites, belief that the Negro is rising, sex jealousy, boredom on the 
part of the lower strata of the white population. The local police are often 
known to be on the side of the whites. The breaking point is c::i.uscd by 
a crime or rumor of crime by a Negro against a white person, or by the 
attempt of a Negro to claim a legal right. The effects of riots may be 
even more harmful to amicable race relations than are those of lynching. 
Whites do not feel the twinge of bad conscience which they have when they 
have lynched helpless and unresisting Negroes. The feelings of fear and 
insecurity on the part of the whites arc only increased when some of their 
own number have been killed or injured. The memory of a riot is murh 
longer than that of a lynching, for both whites and Negroes. Their devasta
tion and relative fewness make them hndmarks in history. 
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CHAPTER. 28 

THE BASIS OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY 

....................................................................................... 11 .................................................. .. 

I. THE VALUE PREMISE 

The word "social" has two distinct meanings. There is the ordinary 
scientific usage of the term to refer to the whole range of relations between 
men. There is also the narrower but more popular usage which refers to 
personal relations, particularly those of an intimate sort. It is in the latter, 
more limited, sense that we shall use the term "social'' in this part. Equality 
in "social relations'' is commonly denied American Negroes. An elaborate 
system of measures is applied to separate the two groupi1 and to prevent the 
building up of intimate relations on the plane of e<1uality. Personal identi
fications of members of the two groups is thereby hindered. Some of these 
segregation measures have a spatial or institutional character, others are 
embodied in an etiquette of racial behavior. 

Our main value premise in this part is again the precept of _eq11,ality of 
opportunity in the American Creed. Race and color arc not accepted as 
grounds for discrimination according to the Creed. Social discrimination is 
defined from this value premise as an arrangement which restricts oppor
tunities for some individuals more th:ui for others. Judged by the norm 
of equality in the American Creed, such practices arc unfair and wrong. The 
Creed has, in this sphere, been given constitutional sanction in America as 
far as public services and state regi,lations arc concerned. 

But when segregation and discrimination arc the outcome of individual 
action, the second main norm of the American Creed, namely, liberty, can 
be invoked in their defense. It must be left to the individual white man's 
own discretion whether or not he wants to receive Negroes in his home, 
shake hands with them, and eat with them. If upheld solely by individual 
choice, social segregation manifested by all white ,people in an American 
community can be-and is-defended by the norm of personal liberty. 
When, however, legal, economic, or social sanctions are applied to enforce 
conformity from other whites, and when Negroes are made to adjust their 
behavior in response to organized white demands, this violates the norm of 
personal liberty. In the national ideology, the point where approved 
liberty changes into disapproved restriction on liberty is left somewhat 
uncertain. The old liberal formula that the individual shall be left free to 

S7S 
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follow the dictates of his own will so long as he does not substantially 
hamper the liberty of other persons does not solve the problem, because it 
is not definite enough. As remarked in an earlier chapter, the American 
Creed is in a process of change from ''rugged individualism." It is giving 
increasing weight to "the other fellow's" liberty, and thus narrowing the 
scope of the actions which become condoned by the individualistic liberty 
formula. 

To apply the American value premises in this condition of internal 
conflict within the concept of liberty itself-which is only another aspect of 
its external conflict with the concept of equality-stress has to be laid on 
the actual amount of discrimination. When there is substantial discrimina
tion present, liberty for the white person has to be overruled by equality. 
To discern discrimination we must take into account the indirect effects of 
segregation in terms of cultural isolation, political and legal disabilities, 
and economic disadvantages, which are often much more important than 
the direct social discrimination. 

From these viewpoints there is hardly any doubt that the major portion 
of the system of social segregation and discrimination against Negroes is 
a challenge to the American Creed. As this system is administered in 
practice, most of it is unconstitutional and even contrary to the state laws 
which, in the South as in the North, are framed in terms of equality. There 
remains, however, a residual amount of idiosyncrasy in purely personal 
relations which may be upheld by the American liberty norm as it does not 
involve any substantial contradiction to the equality norm. In any case, 
these personal preferences and prejudices fall outside res puolica; in Lord 
Brycc>s words: 

Ae regard, aocial relations, law can do but little save in the way of expressing the 
,iew the State takea of how its members should behave to one another. Good feeling 
and good mannen cannot be imposed by statute, 1 

We must, however, also remember that the equalitarian, internally peace
ful society, envisaged in the democratic Creed of this country, cannot exist 
when good feeling and good manners do not usually characterize the 
relations between members of the society. 

We shall, in this chapter, attempt to study the mechanism of social segre
gation and discrimination, somewhat in detail, as it operates today in 
various regions of the country. But first we want to penetrate somewhat 
deeper into the rationalized ideologies behind its various manifestations and 
into the attitudes of different classes of white people who are upholding the 
color bar. We shall again have to devote the major part of our inquiry 
to conditions in the South where more than three-fourths of the Negro 
people live, and where segregation and discrimination arc most prevalent. 
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2, THE ONE-SIDEDNESS OF THE SYSTEM OF SEGREGATION 

I have heard few comments made so frequently and with so much 
emphasis and so many illustrations as the one that "Negroes are happiest 
among themselves'' and that "Negroes really don't want white company 
but prefer to be among their own race." Even sociologists, educators, and 
interracial experts have informed me that, when the two groups keep 
apart, the wish for separation is as pronounced among Negroes as among 
whites.!1 In the South, many liberals are eager to stress this assertion as 
part of the justification for their unwillingness to give up the Southern 
doctrine that the Negroes must not be allowed to aspire to "social equality." 
Southern conservatives will usually give a somewhat different twist to the 
argument and actually insist that Negroes are perfectly satisfied with their 
social status in the South. But the conservatives are more likely to con
tradict themselves bluntly in the next sentence by asserting that in the back 
of the Negro's mind there is a keen desire to be "like white people" and to 
"marry white girls." 

For the moment, we shall leave it an open question whether the whites 
understand the Negroes correctly on this point. We shall start from the 
evident fact that-quite independent of whether or not, to what extent, 
and how the Negroes have accommodated themselves-social segregation 
and di.rcrimination is a system of deprivations forced upon the Negro group 
by the white group. This is equally true in the North and in the South, 
though in this respect, as in all others, there is more segregation and 
discrimination in the South, and thus the phenomenon is easier to observe. 

That segregation and discrimination are forced upon the Negroes by the 
whites becomes apparent in the one-sidedness of their application. Negroes 
are ordinarily never admitted to white churches in the South, but if a 
strange white man enters a Negro church the visit is received as a great 
honor. The guest will be ushered to a front seat or to the platform. The 
service will often be interrupted, an announcement will be made that there 
is a "white friend" present, and he will be asked to address the Negro audi
ence, which will loudly testify its high appreciation. Likewise, a white 
stranger will be received with utmost respect and cordiality in any Negro 
school, and everything will be done to satisfy his C\Tery wish, whereas a 
Negro under similar circumstances would be pushed off the grounds of a 
white school. Whenever I have entered a Negro theater in the South, the 
girl in the ticket office has regularly turned a bewildered face and told me 
that "it is a colored movie." But she has apparently done this because she 
thought I was making a mistake and wanted to spare me embarrassment. 
When I answered that I did not care, the ticket office girls usually sold the 
ticket and received my visit as a courtesy. I have never been refused service 
1n a Negro restaurant in the South. 
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When the white conductor in a train has told me occasionally that I was 
in the wrong car, the underlying assumption has also been the same, that 
the separation was made in order to save white people from having to 
tolerate Negro company. Contrary to the laws-which are all written on the 
fiction of equality-he has, with a shrug of his shoulders, always left me 
where I was after I told him I had gone there purposely to have a look at 
the Negroes.a A Negro who would disclose a similar desire to observe 
whites would, of course, be dealt with in quite another way.3 In the street
cars and buses the separation seems to be enforced fairly well in both 
directions. When, however, the conductor tells me, a white man, that I have 
taken the wrong seat, it is done in a spirit of respect and in order to help 
me preserve my caste status. The assumption is that I have made a mistake 
with no intention of overstepping the rules. In the case of a Negro the 
assumption is usually the contrary, that he is trying to intrude. In public 

. buildings or private establishments of the South, I have never encountered 
any objection to my entering the spaces set aside for the Negroes, nor to 
my riding in the elevator set apart for Negroes if, for any reason, the 
white car was not there or was filled. 

The rules arc understood to be for the protection of whites and directed 
against Negroes. This applies also to social rituals and etiquette. The white 
man may waive most of the customs, as long as he does not demonstrate 
such a friendliness that he becomes known as a "nigger lover"; the reaction 
then comes, however, from the white society. He can recognize the Negro 
on the street and stop for a chat, or he can ignore him. He can offer his 
hand to shake, or he can keep it back.4 Negroes often complain about the 
uncertainty they experience because of the fact that the initiative in defining 
the personal situation always belongs to the white man. It is the white mar, 
who chooses between the alternatives as to the character of the contact to 
be established. The Negro, who of ten does not know how the white man 
has chosen, receives surprises in o,ne direction or the other, which constantly 
push him off his balance. 5 

The white man is not completely free either. He cannot go so far as to 
"lose caste" or to endanger the color line for the rest of the community. 
And when he takes certain freedoms, he must not allow the Negro to under
stand that he, the Negro, can claim them as a right. But each restriction 
on the white man's freedom is made to appear as a privilege, whereas each 
~tr!cti_on ?n the Negro's free~om is culturally defined as an insult or a 
discr1mmat1on. Th~ the one-sidedness of the segregation system is felt 
to hold, even when 1t does not so appear to the outsider.8 The one-sidedness 

• C11s~s could be cited where conductors have forced white men out of the Negro car into 
the white car. These would seem, however, to be extremely rare in the Lower South, 
11.lthough not uncommon in the Upper South. 
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of the system of segregation is apparent also in the fact that the better 
accommodations are always reserved for the white people. 

The sanctions which enforce the rules of segregation and discrimination 
also will be found to be one-sided in their application. They are applied by 
the whites to the Negroes, never by the Negroes to the whites. Whites 
occasionally apply them to other whites who go too far, but the latter arc 
felt to have already lost caste. The laws arc written upon the pretext of 
equality but are applied only against the Negroes. The police and the 
courts, as we have pointed out in preceding chapters, are active in enforcing 
customs fur outside those set down in legal statutes; the object of this 
enforcement is the Negro. Threats, intimidations, and open violence are 
additional sanctions, all directed against the Negroes and "nigger-loving" 
casteless whites. And there arc economic sanctions: most Negroes are 
dependent for their livelihood on the good-will of white employers and 
white officials. The more perfectly the rules work, the less do the sanctions 
need to be applied. 

In the North, where the whole system of social segregation and dis
crimination is kept s·ub rosa, the sanctions of the law are ordinarily turned 
the other way-to protect Negro equality. The Negroes in the North have, 
for these and other reasons, a greater margin for assertiveness. The author 
has observed that in the North, and particularly in New York's Harlem, he 
has occasionally been made to feel unwelcome in Negro restaurants. This 
attitude, however, is even there an exception. The Negroes who have 
attempted to "Jim Crow" me have explained their actions partly as revenge 
and partly as the result of suspicion against the intentions of white people 
who frequent Negro places. It has always disappeared and changed into 
the greatest friendliness when I have disclosed myself as not being an 
American.7 

A major part of this chapter will be devoted to an analysis of the popular 
concepts, beliefs, and theories that are advanced by white people to 
motivate this one-sided system of segregation and discrimination. But 
before we proceed to this analysis, we shall have to return to the conditions 
in the ante-bellum South. In the field of personal and social relations-as 
in other fields of the Negro problem-what we are studying is in reality 
the survivals in modern American society of the slavery institution. The 
white Southerner is right when, in discussing every single phase of the 
Negro problem, he constantly falls back in his arguments on the history of 
the region. 

3. THE BEGINNING JN SLAVERY 

Inherent in slavery as a social arrangement was the principle that the 
slave was inferior as a human being. He was allowed certain indulgences 
hut could claim nothing as a right or privilege. The paternalistic rule of the 
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master who owned his body and all his abilities, including his propensity 
to procreate, stretched out over the most intimate phases of his life and 
was absolute, personal and arbitrary. The stamp of social inferiority on the 
Negro slave became strengthened by the race dogma, the functional impor
tance of which we have studied in an earlier chapter.• This biological 
rationalization and the logic of the slavery institution itself also isolated the 
free Negroes and dragged them down into social inferiority. 

In most relations a fairly complete social separation of the Negro 
group was enforced as a matter of policy and routine in a slavery society. 
The lives of the slaves were closely regimented in the interest of exploit
ing their labor and hindering their escape. Under the influence of the rising 
fear of slave revolts, the spread of abolitionism in the North, and the actual 
escape of many Negro slaves along the "underground railroad," the regi
mentation became increasingly strict during the decades preceding the Civil 
War. This regimentation of the slaves prevented, almost entirely, social 
contacts between the slaves and the whites who had no slaves. On the 
larger plantations the field slaves were usually constrained to the company 
of each other. Their main white contact was the overseer and, occasionally, 
the master and members of his family. On small holdings their contacts 
with the master and his family were more frequent and intensive.8 Even 
the household slaves, however, never shared in the whites' life, except as 
servants whose humble station was made evident by all available means, 
including a ceremonial etiquette of obsequiousness which naturally devel
oped between two groups of such different culture and such unequal status. 

The slaves were provided with living quarters apart from the whites. 
Their religious activities also were usually separate. When allowed to 
attend religious services in the presence of white people, they had a segre
gated place in the church. They received no regular schooling. It was even 
forbidden by law to teach the slaves to read. They had their own amuse
ments and recreations and never,mixed in those of the whites. Their travel
ing was closely restricted. Marriage between the two g~oups was, of course, 
quite out of the question. There was a considerable amount of interracial 
sex relations, but they were usually of an exploitative type and restricted 
to those between white men and slave women. Most of these generaliza
tions hold true also of the free Negroes in the South. They were forced into 
social isolation. White people did not, and could not in a slave society, accept 
them as equals. 

4. THE J1M Caow LAWS 

Emancipation loosened the bonds on Negro slaves and allowed them to 
leave their masters. The majority of freedmen seems to have done some 

• See 'Chapter 4, 
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loitering as a symbolic act and in order to test out the new freedom.• 
Reconstruction temporarily gave civil rights, suffrage, and even some 
access to public office. It also marked the heroic beginning of the Negroes' 
efforts to acquire the rudiments of education. 

There is no doubt that Congress intended to give the Negroes "social 
equality" in public life to a substantial degree. The Civil Rights Bill of 
1875,9 which, in many ways, represented the culmination of the federal 
Reconstruction legislation, was explicit in declaring that all persons within 
the jurisdiction of the United States should be entitled to the full and equal 
enjoyment of the accommodations, advantages, facilities, and privileges of 
inns, public conveyances on land and water, theaters, and other places 
of public amusement; subject only to the conditions and limitations 
established by law, and applicable alike to citiz.ens of every race and color, 
regardless of previous condition of servitude.10 The federal courts were 
given exclusive jurisdiction over offenses against this statute. Stephenson 
observes in Race Distinctions in American Law that "Congress apparently 
intended to secure not only equal but identical accommodations in all public 
places for Negroes and Caucasians.'m 

During Congressional Reconstruction some Southern states inserted 
clauses in their constitutions or in special laws intended to establish the 
rights of Negroes to share on equal terms in the accommodations of public 
establishments and conveyances.12 Louisiana and South Carolina went so 
far as to require mixed schools.13 From contemporary accounts of life in the 
South during Reconstruction, it is evident, however, that Negroes met con
siderable segregation and discrimination even during these few years of 
legal equality.14 It is also apparent that nothing irritated the majority of 
white Southerners so much as the attempts of Congress and the Reconstruc
tion governments to remove social discrimination from public life. 

After Restoration of "white supremacy" the doctrine that the Negroes 
should be "kept in their place" became the regional creed. When the 
Supreme Court in 1883 declared the Civil Rights Bill of 1875 unconstitu
tional in so far as it referred to acts of social discrimination by individuals-
endorsing even in this field the political compromise between the white 
North and South-the way was left open for the Jim Crow legislation of 
the Southern states and municipalities. For a quarter of a century this 
system of statutes and regulations-separating the two groups in schools, 
on railroad cars and on street cars, in hotels and restaurants, in parks and 
playgrowids, in theaters and public meeting places-<ontinued to grow, 
with the explicit purpose of diminishing, as far as was practicable and 
possible, the social contacts between whites and Negroes in the region.111 

We do not know much about the effects of the Jim Crow legislation. 
American sociologists, following the Sumner tradition of holding legisla-

• See Chapter Io, footnote 7, 
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tion to be inconsequential, 16 are likely to underrate these effects. Southern 
Negroes tell quite a different story. From their own experiences in dif
ferent parts of the South they have told me how the Jim Crow statutes 
were effective means of tightening and freezing-in many cases of insti
gating-segregation and discrimination. They have given a picture of how 
the Negroes were pushed out from voting and officeholding by means of 
the disfranchisement legislatic,n which swept like a tide over the Southern 
states during the period from 187 5 to 1910. • In so far as it concerns the 
decline in political, civic, and social status of the Negro people in the 
Southern states, the Restoration of white supremacy in the late 'seventies
according to these informants-was not a final and consummated revo
lution but the beginning of a protracted process u.•hich lasted until nearly 
the First World War. During this process the white pressure continuously 
increased, and the Negroes were continuously pushed backward. Some older 
white informants have related much the same story. 

Before the Jim Crow legislation there is also said to have been a tendency 
on the part of white people to treat Negroes somewhat differently depend
ing upon their class and education. This tendency was broken by the laws 
which appJied to all Negroes. The legislation thus solidified the caste line 
and minimized the importance of class differences in the Negro group. 
This particular effect was probably the more crucial in the formation of the 
present caste system, since class diff1:rentiation within the Negro group con
tinued and, in fact, gained momentum.11 As we shall find, a tendency is 
discernible again, in recent decades, to apply the segregation rules with some 
discretion to Negroes of different class status. If a similar trend was well 
under way before the Jim Crow b.ws, those laws must have postponed this 
varticular social process for one or two generations,e 

While the fed1:ral Civil Rights Bill of 187 5 was declared unconstitu
tional, the Reconstruction Amendments to the Constitution-which pro
vided that the Negroes are to enjoy full citizenship in the United States, 
that they are entitled to "equal benefit of all laws," and that "no state shall 

• See Chapter 2.0, 

• See Chapter 32.. 

• This problem oE whether or not, and to what extent, the Jim Crow legislation 
strengthened and instigated Southern segregation and discrimination patterns is worthy of 
much more intensi,•e study than baa hitherto been given to it, The problem ia important 
by itself aa conceming a rather unknown phase of American history. ln addition, it baa a 
great theoretical interest. The common opinien among social scientists is that laws, partiC1J
larly in the social field, are almost insignificant: "stateways cannot change folkways.'• This 
opinion is prevalent among Southern authors but is found, in one form or another, in most 
,nitings on the South and on the Negro problem even by Northern authors and by Negro 
writers. I believe this view to be exaggerated and to be an expresaion of the general 
American bias toward minimizing the effects of formal legislation, a bias in the laissez-fair, 
tradition. (See Chapter 1, Section 11; and Appendix 2., Section 3.) The Jim Crow legiala
tion repnaents an excellent.test case for this II friori notion, 
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make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges and immUJ1ities 
of citizens of the United States"-<:ould not be so easily disposed of. The 
Southern whites, therefore, in passing their various segregation laws to 
legalize social discrimination, had to manufacture a legal fiction of the same 
type as we have already met in the preceding discussion on politics and 
justice. The legal term for this trick in the social field, expressed or implied 
in most of the Jim Crow statutes, is "separate, but equal." That is, Negroes 
were to get equal accommodations, but separate from the whites. It is evi
dent, however, and rarely denied, that there is practically no single 
instance of segregation in the South which has not been utilized for a 
significant discrimination. The great difference in quality of service for the 
two groups in the segregated set-ups for transportation and education is 
merely the most obvious example of how segregation is an excuse for dis
crimination.17 Again the Southern white man is in the moral dilemma of 
having to frame his laws in terms of equality and to defend them before 
the Supreme Court-and before his own better conscience, which is tied to 
the American Creed-while knowing all the time that in reality his laws 
do not give equality to Negroes, and that he does not want them to do so. 

The formal adherence to equality in the American Creed, expressed by 
the Constitution and in the laws, is, however, even in the field of social 
relations, far from being without practical importance. Spokesmen for 
the white South, not only recently but in the very period when the segre
gation policy was first being legitimatized, have strongly upheld the prin
ciple that segregation should not be used for discrimination. Henry W. 
Grady, for instance, scorned the "fanatics and doctrinaires who hold that 
separation is discrimination," emphasized that "separation is not offensive 
to either race" and exclaimed: 

••. the whites and blacks must walk in separate paths in the South. As near aa may 
be, these paths should be made equal--but separate they must be now and always. 
This means separate schools, separate churches, se'fitJrate accommodations er,erywhe,e 
-but efjual accommodations where the same money is ch4rged, or where the SttJII 
-prorndes for the citir.en.18 

Further, the legal adherence to the principle of equality gives the South
ern liberal a vantage point in his work to improve the status of the Negroes 
and race relations.• Last, but not least, it gives the Negro people a firm 
legal basis for their fight against social segregation and discrimination. Since 
the two are inseparable, the fight against inequality challenges the whole 
segregation system. The National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People has had, from the very beginning, the constitutional pro
visions for equality as its sword_ and shield. Potentially the Negro is strong. 

• See Chapter u, Section 5. 
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He has, in his demands upon white Americans, the fu:1damental law of 
the land on his side. He has even the better conscience of his white com
patriots themselves. He knows it; and the white American knows it, too. 

5. BELIEFS SuPPO.R.TING Soc1AL INEQUALITY 

In attempting to understand the motivation of segregation and dis
aimination, one basic fact to be taken into account is, of course, that many 
Negroes, particularly in the South, are poor, uneducated, and deficient in 
health, morals, and manners; and thus not very agreeable as social com
panions. In the South the importance of this factor is enhanced by the 
great proportion of Negroes in the total population. It is enhanced also 
by the democratic structure of public institutions in America.1'' William 
Ar:cher, who, among the English observers of the Negro problem in 
America, probably better than anyone else was able to withstand the 
influence of race prejudice, declares himself for separation in railroad trav
eling for this reason: 

It is the crowding, the swamping, the submerging of the white race by the black, 
that the South cannot reasonably be expected to endure.20 

This point is, however, much more complicated. For one thing, there is 
a great class of Southern whites who are also poor, uneducated, coarse and 
dirty. They are traditionally given various epithets, all with the connota
tion of social inferiority: "crackers," "hill-billies," "clay-eaters," "red
necks " "peckerwoods " "wool hats" "trash " "low-downers ""no 'counts " , ' , ' '· . 
White farm laborers, sharecroppers, the permanently unemployed, and a 
great proportion of textile workers and other unskilled laborers are con
sidered to be in this submerged group of lower class whites. Their presence 
in the South does not help the Negroes, however. It is, rather, the very 
thing which raises the need for a sky-high color bar. This class of whites 
knows that upper class whites are disposed to regard them as "just as bad 
as niggers," and they know, too, that they have always been despised by the 
Negroes, who have called them "poor white trash," "mean whites," or 
"po' buckra." It is in their interest, on the one hand, to stress the funda
mental equality among all white people, which was the explicit assumption 
of the slavery doctrine, and, on the other hand, the gulf between whites 
and Negroes. The rising Negroes became an assault on the status of these 
poor whites. 

The very existence of whites in economic and cultural conditions compar
able to those of the masses of Negroes thus becomes a force holding 
Negroes down. Most middle and upper class whites also get, as we shall 
find, a satisfaction out of the subserviency and humbleness of the lower 
class Negroes. As Embree points out: "The attitudes of the aristocrat and 
of the poor white, starting from opposite motives, ohen result in the sam~ 
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da::rimination."21 The ordinary vicious circle-tliat the actual inferiority 
of the Negro masses gives reason for discrimination against them, while 
at the same time discrimination forms a great encumbrance when they 
attempt to improve themselves-is, in the social sphere, loaded with the 
desire on the part of lower class whites, and also perhaps the majority of 
middle and upper class whites, that Negroes remain inferior. 

This fact that a large class of whites is not much better off than th«~ 
masses of Negroes, economically and culturally, while whole groups of 
Negroes are decidedly on a higher level-in this situation when a general 
segregation policy protecting all whites against all Negroes has to be justi
fied-makes the beliefs in the racial inferiority of Negroes a much needed 
rationalization. We have studied the racial stereotypes from this very 
viewpoint in an earlier chapter.a We pointed out that the racial inferiority 
doctrine is beginning to come into disrepute with people of higher educa 
tion and is no longer supported by the press or by leading public figures. 
As a result, racial beliefs supporting segregation are undoubtedly losing 
some of their axiomatic solidity even among the masses of white people, 
although they still play a dominant role in popular thinking. 

A tendency to exaggerate the lower class traits of Negroes also is apparent. 
This would seem to meet the need for justification of the caste order. We 
are being told constantly that all Negroes arc dirty, immoral and unreli
able. Exceptions are mentioned, but in an opportunistic fashion those 
exceptions are not allowed to upset the absolutistic theses. The fact that 
the average white man seldom or never sees an educated Negrob facilitates 
the adherence to the stereotypes. Even people who are modern enough 
not to regard these traits as biological and permanent find in them reasons 
to keep Negroes at a social distance. The feeling may be that Negroes have 
capacity but that it needs to be developed, and that takes a long timc
"several centuries," it is usually said. Often it is argued that the low morals 
and the ignorance of Negroes are so prevalent that Negroes must be 
quarantined. It is said that at the present time any measure of social 
equality would endanger the standards of decency and culture in white 
society. It is also pointed out that Negroes are different in physical appear
ance even if they have the same basic mental capacity and moral propen
sities. These differences are claimed to be repugnant to the white man. 
Occasionally this repugnance is admitted to be an irrational reaction, as in 
the following comment by a young, middle class man of Savannah: 

You can't get a white man in the South to call them "Mr." I don't aay "Mr." 
beaux it makes me feel uncomfortable. I know that's prejudice, but it's instinctive 
and not rcaaoning.22 

• See Chapter 4-
• See Chapter 30, Section 1. 
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Besides these beliefs 'centering around Negro inferiority, there are a 
great number of other popular thoughts arranged to justify social segrega
tion. One such belief was mentioned in the opening section of this chapter 
-namely, that Negroes like to be separated, that they are happy in their 
humble status and would not lilte to be treated as equals. Another idea 
with the same function is that separation is necessary in order to prevent 
friction between the two groups. This thought is usually supported by the 
reflection that the whites "would not stand for"-or "would not yet stand 
for"-another social order. Segregation thus becomes motivated directly 
by the whites' will to segregate and by certain untested assumptions regard
ing the state of public opinion. Segregation and subordination of Negroes 
are also commonly supported by the consideration that they have "always 
been" subordinate and that it is part of the mores and social structure that 
they remain subordinate for a long time. A remark by a machine shop 
manager in Newport News will illustrate this point of view: 

I explain it in this way. A mule is made to work; a horse is made for beauty. The 
Negro is the working man of the South. Plenty of Negroes here are much better 
than the whites. But as a class tl1at is not as true for white people about being the 
workers.28 

Earlier, and to some extent even today, this direct application of the con
servative principle was bolstered with a religious sanction. Race prejudice 
is presented as "a deep-rooted, God-implanted instinct.m4 It is often said 
in the South that God did not create two distinct races without having some 
intention in so doing. This theological sanction may be illustrated by a 
remark by a state official in Arkansas: 

The Negro in his place is really an assistant in the South. He's what the Lord 
Almighty intended him to be, a servant of the people. We couldn't get along without 
them.211 

This thought that Negro subordination is part of God,s plan for the world 
has, however, never been uncontested. The Bible, especially the New Testa
ment, is filled with passages supporting equality, and the heart of Christian 
teaching is to "love thy neighbor as thyself.» 

Two points need to be made about the beliefs mentioned thus far: First 
-with the exception of the racial and theological beliefs both of which are 
gradually losing out-they support segregation but not discrimination, not 
even that discrimination which arises out of segregation. Second, they do 
not support a wholesale segregation, for some Negroes are not education
ally, morally, or occupationally inferior; some Negroes do not want to be 
segregated; and some whites feel no repugnance to the physical appearance 
of the Negro. IE one held these beliefs alone, therefore, and were willing 
to act, upon them, an~ if he were provided with relevant facts, he would 
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not advocate complete segregation and would permit immediate social 
equality to some Negroes in their relations to some whites (at the same 
time he would want to restrict equality for some whites). Further, he 
would look forward to a time when segregation would be wiped out, and 
full equality permitted.• As this is not the attitude of most whites, we have 
an indication that those beliefs fundamentally arc rationalizations of valua
tions. 

It would, indeed, be possible to defend the caste order simply by arguing 
that it is in the white people's interests to keep the Negroes subordinate. 
Such a defense- would be logically tight. It could not be chaJlcnged as an 
unscientific belief. Unlike the rationalizations mentioned in previous para
graphs, it need not look forward to an ultimate social equality as ideal. 
It differs from the other beliefs we have been considering also in that it 
demands discrimination primarily and segregation only incidentally.26 

The remarkable thing, however, is that, in America, sorial segregation and 
discrimination will practically never be motivated in this straightforward 
way as being in white people's interests. Indeed, to judge from the discus
sion in all social classes of whites, and this is particularly true of the South, 
one is led to believe that such base and materialistic considerations never 
enter into their thoughts. Tht: nearest approach one hears is oblique state
ments of the typt: "This is a white man's country," or: "\Ve've got to 
make these niggers work for us." Otherwise the matter is only touched 
by some liberal reformers who, interestingly enough, always try to prove 
to the whites that it is "in white people's own interest" to do away with this 
or that injustice against Negroes. I have become convinced that actually 
the interest motivation seJdom expJicitly and consciously enters the ordinary 
white man's mind. It is suppressed, as being in flagrant conflict with the 
American Creed and the Christian religion. But it is equally clear that most 
white people actually take good care of their interests and practice dis
crimination even when it is not required for segregation, and that segrega
tion most often has the "function'' of allowing a discrimination held 
advantageous to the whites. 

Again a partial allegiance to the American Creed must be noted. Thomas 
P. Bailey talked about "the dissociation of a sectional personality."37 The 
conflict between moral principles and actual conduct has its locus within 
persons; for this reason it will not be represented clearly in public discus
sion. The interests will have a part in setting the patterns of behavior and 
will give the emotional energy for the search for all the rationalizing 
beliefs we have mentioned. The Creed not only will prevent the interests 
from being explicitly mentioned and, indeed, from being consciously 

• Even if one felt that the Negro was repugnant in his physical appcara11cc to some white 
men, scientific knowledge could reveal to him that antipathies of this sort could be remc..ved, 
and new ones avoided. 
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thought of, but will often qualify those rationalizing beliefs by hopes for 
improvement in Negro status toward greater equality and will actually also 
bend the behavior patterns considerably away from the crudest forms of out
right exploitation. 

But as yet we have not discussed the most powerful rationalization fur 
segregation, which is the fear of amalgamation. It is this fear which gives 
a unique character to the American theory of "no social equality." 

6. THE THEORY OF "No SocrAL EQUALITY'' 

In his first encounter with the American Negro problem, perhaps nothing 
perplexes the outside observer more than the popular term and the popu
lar theory of "no social equality.'' He will be made to feel from the start 
that it has concrete implications and a central importance for the Negro 
problem in America. But, nevertheless, the term is kept vague and elusive, 
and the theory loose and ambiguous. One moment it will be stretched to 
cover and justify every form of social segregation and discrimination, and, 
in addition, all the inequalities in justice, politics and breadwinning. The 
next moment it will be narrowed to express only the denial of close personal 
intimacies and intermarriage. The very lack of precision allows the notion 
of "no social equa]ityn to rationalize the rather illogical and wavering 
system of color caste in America. 

The kernel of the popular theory of "no social equality"• will, when 
pursued, be presented as a firm determination on the part of the whites to 
block amalgamation and preserve ''the purity of the white race."28 The 
white man identifies himself with "the white race" and feels that he has a 
stake in resisting the dissipation of its racial identity. Important in this 
identification is the notion of ''the absolute and unchangeable superiority 
of the white race.mo From this racial dogma will often be drawn the dwe&t 

inference that the white man shall dominate in all spheres.30 But when the 
logic of this inference is inquired about, the inference will be made indirect 
and will be made to lead over·to the danger of amalgamation, or, as it is 
popularly expressed, "intermarriage." 

It is further found that the ban on intermarriage is focused on white 
women. For them it covers both formal marriage and illicit intercourse. 
In regard to white men it is taken more or less for granted that they would 
not stoop to marry Negro women, and that illicit intercourse does not fall 
under the same intense taboo.81 Their offspring, under the popular doctrine 
that maternity is more certain than paternity, become Negroes anyway, 
and the white race easily avoids pollution with Negro blood. To prevent 
"intermarriage" in this specific sense of sex relations between white women 
and Negro men, it is not enough to apply legal and social sanctions against 

• We have already touched the notion of "no social equality" in Chapter 3, Sectio111 
J and+· 
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it-so the popular theory runs. In using the danger of intermarriage as a 
defense for the whole caste system, it is assumed both that Negro men have 
a strong desire for "intermarriage,"82 and·that white women would be open 
to proposals from Negro men, if they are not guarded from even meeting 
them on an equal plane. The latter assumption, of course, is never openly 
expressed, but is logically implicit in the popular theory. The conclusion 
follows that the whole system of segregation and discrimination is justi
fied. Every single measure is defended as necessary to block "social 
equality" which in its turn is held necessary to prevent "intermarriage."a.1 

The basic role of the fear of amalgamation in white attitudes to the 
race problem is indicated by the popular magical concept of "blood." 
Educated white Southerners, who know evcrrthing about modern genetic 
and biological research, confess readily that they actually feel an irrational 
or "instinctive" repugnance in thinking of "intermarriage."• These meas
ures of segregation and discrimination are often of the type found in the 
true taboos and in the notion "not to be touched" of primitive religion. 
The specific taboos are characterized, further, by a different degree of 
excitement which attends their violation and a different degree of punish
ment to the violator: the closer the act to sexual association, the more 
furious is the public reaction. Sexual association itself is punished by death 
and is accompanied by tremendous public excitement; the other social 
relations meet decreasing degrees of public fury. Sex becomes in this 
popular theory the principle around which the whole structure of segre
gation of the Negroes-down to disfranchisement and denial of equal 
opportunities on the labor market-is organized. The reasoning is this: 
"For, say what we will, may not all the equalities be ultimately based on 
potential social equality, and that in turn on intermarriage? Here we reach 
the real crux of the question." 84 In cruder language, but with the same 
logic, the Southern man on the street responds to any plea for social equal 
ity: "Would you like to have your daughter marry a Negro?" 

This theory of color caste centering around the aversion to amalga
mation determines, as we have just observed, the white man's rather 
definite rank order of the various measures of segregation and discrimina
tion against Negroes. The relative significance attached to each of those 
measures is dependent upon their degree of expediency or necessity-in 
the view of white people-as means of upholding the ban on "intermar· 
riage."b In this rank order, (1) the ban on intermarriage and other sex 
relations involving white women and colored men takes precedence ~fore 
everything else. It is the end for which the other restrictions are arranged 
as means. Thereafter follow: ( 2) all sorts of taboos and etiquettes in 
personal contacts; (3) segregation in schools and churches; (4) segregation 

• See Chapter 4, Section 6. 
• See Chapter 3, Section 4,. 
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in hotels, restaurants, and theaters, and other public places where people 
meet socially; (5) Sl!gregation in public conveyances; (6) discrimination 
in public services; and, finally, inequality in ( 7) politics, ( 8) justice and 
(9) breadwinning and relief.• 

The degree of liberalism on racial matters in the white South can be 
designated mainly by the point on this rank order where a man stops 
because he believes further segregation and discrimination are not necessary 
to prevent "intermarriage." We have seen that white liberals in the South 
of the present day, as a matter of principle, rather unanimously stand up 
against inequality in breadwinning, relief, justice and politics. These fields 
of discrimination form the chief battleground and considerable changes in 
them are, as we have seen, on the way. When we ascend to the higher 
ranks which concern social relations in the narrow sense, we find the 
Southern liberals Jess prepared to 'split off from the majority opinion of 
the region. Hardly anybody in the South is prepared to go the whole 
way and argue that even the ban on intermarriage should be lifted. Prac
tically all agree, not only upon the high desirability of preventing "inter
marriage," but also that a certain amount of separation between the two 
groups is expedient and necessary to prevent it. Even the one who has his 
philosophical doubts on the point must, if he is reasonable, abstain from 
ever voicing them. The social pressure is so strong that it would be foolish 
not to conform. Conformity is a political necessity for having any hope of 
influence; it is, in addition, a personal necessity for not meeting social 
ostracism. 

T. J. Woofter, Jr., who again may be quoted as a representative of 
Southern liberalism, observes that " ... unless those forms of separation 
which are meant to safeguard the purity of the races are present, the 
majority of the white people flatly refuse to cooperate with Negroes" and 
finds no alternative to "constant discontent and friction or amalgama
tion .•. , except the systematic minimization of social contacts.mi:; But 
when Woofter has made this concession in principle to the segregation 
,ystem of the South, he comes out with demands which, in practice, would 
.change it entirely. He insists that all other forms of segregation than 
~'those • . • which are meant to safeguard the purity of the races" be 
abolished, and that the administration of the system be just and considerate 
and, indeed, fow1ded upon the consent of the ruled.30 

••. all that most Negroes see in separation is that it is a means to degrade, an oppor
tunity to exploit them. So long as it presents this aspect to them, it will be galling 
and insulting, and they will oppose it. Stated positively, this means that, in the final 

• Al we pointed out in Chapter J, Section 41 it so happens that Negroea have an interest 
in being releued from scgregntion and discrimination in a rank order just the opposite of 
the whites' expressed rank order of having them retained. This is a principal fact in all 
attempr. to change and referm race relations. 
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anal,-is, if segregation is to be aucceasfully maintained, it must not be conf11Sed with 
discrimination and must finally be approved by the colored people themselves 11 

beneficial to race relations. 87 

Virginius Dabney, to quote another prominent Southern liberal, actually 
goes so far as to assert that "there is ..• a growing conviction on the part 
of a substantial body of Southerners that the Jim Crow laws should be 
abolished,"88 and argues that even if and in so far as the two population 
groups in the South should be kept apart, "the accommodations provided 
for Negroes should be identical with those provided for whites."88 

It should be noted that neither Woofter nor Dabney takes up for discus
sion any segregation measure higher up on the white man's rank order 
than those imposed by the Jim Crow legislation. There they take their 
stand on the time-honored formula "separate, but equal," and insist only 
that separation should be rational1y motivated, and that the constitutional 
precept of equality should be enforced. 

7. CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE "No SoctAL EQUALITY" THEORY 

The sincerity of the average white person's psychological identification 
with the "white race" and his aversion to amalgamation should not be 
doubted; neither should his attitude that the upholding of the caste sys
tem, implied in the various segregation and discrimination measures, is 
necessary to prevent amalgamation. But the manner in which he constantly 
interchanges the concepts "amalgamation" and "intermarriage''-in the 
meaning of a white woman's marriage to, or sex relations with, a Negro 
man-is bewildering. Amalgamation both in the South and in the North 
is, and has always been, mainly a result, not of marriage, but of illicit 
sexual relations. And these illicit sex relations have in the main been con
fined to white men and colored women. It is further well known that 
Negro women who have status and security are less likely to succumb to 
sexual advances from white mcn.'0 Deprivations inflicted upon Negroes in 
the South must therefore be a factor tending to increase amalgamation 
rather than to reduce it. Together these facts make the whole anti-amal
gamation theory seem inconsistent. 

But here we have to recall the very particular definition of the Negro 
and white "races" in America.• Since all mixed bloods are classified as 
Negroes, sex relations between white men and colored women affect only 
the Negro race and not the white race. From the white point of view it is 
not "amalgamation" in the crucial sense. From the same point of view the 
race of the father does not matter for the racial classification of a Negro 
child. The child is a Negro anyhow. Sex relations between Negro men 
and white women, on the other hand, would be like an attempt to pour 

• ~ Chapter 5, Section r. 
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Negro blood into the white race. It cannot succeed, of course, as the child 
would be considered a Negro. But the white woman would be absolutely 
degraded-which the white man in the paraliel situation is not. She must 
be protected and this type of amalgamation prevented by all available 
means. This is, of course, only an extreme case of the morality of "double 
standards,, between the sexes. It is slowly withering away, and white men 
are gradually also coming to be censured for relations with women of the 
other group. Still, there is in popular sentiment an abysmal differenc:e 
between the two types of sexual relations. 

The statement frequently made by whites in the South that there is an 
instinctive and ineradicable sexual repulsion between the two groups is 
doubtful, in view of the present genetic composition of the Negro people. 
Besides, if it were true, the insistence upon the whole equipage of measures 
for racial separation for preventing "intermarriage" would be unnecessary, 
even to the white Southerner.• Even the more general allegation that 
there is an inherent repulsion to personal intimacies and physical contact 
between the two groups is unfounded. The friendly behavior of Negro 
and white children untrained in prejudice and .also the acceptability of 
physical contact with favorite servants are cases in point. There are no 
reasons brought forward to make it like! y that there are sex differentials 
in this respect, so that white men should react differently from white 
women. This brings us to a consideration of the extent to which the anti
amalgamation doctrine is merely a rationalization of purely social demands, 
particularly those concerning social status. 

We have already observed that the relative license of white men to have 
illicit intercourse with Negro women does not extend to formal marriage. 
The relevant difference between these two types of relations is that the 
latter, but not the former, does give social status to the Negro woman and 
does take status away from the white man. For a white woman both legal 
marriage and illicit relations with Negroes cause her to lose caste. These 
status concerns are obvious and they are serious enough both in the North 
and in the South to prevent intermarriage. But as they are functions of the 
caste apparatus which, in this popular theory, is itself explained as a means 
of preventing intermarriage, the whole theory becomes largely a logical 
circle. 

The circular character of this reasoning is enhanced when we realize that 
the great majority of non-liberal white Southerners utilize the dread of 

• Race prejudice hae, therefore, a "function" to perform in lieu of the abaence of aex 
repullion. 

"It ii jutt beca111e iuhnary race feeling ia not deeply hued in humau inatinct, whereu 
the mating instinct is so hued, that a secondary racial feeling, race-pride, comes in from 
a more developed reflective consciousness to minimize the natural instinct for amalga-
111&tion ••• " (Tbemu P. Bailey, Race Ortl,odoz-y ;,, ti¥ Sowl, [ 1914], p. 43.) 
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''intermarriage" and the theory 0£ "no social equality" to justify discrim
inations which. have quite other and wider goals than the purity of the 
white race. Things are defended in the South as means of preserving racial 
purity which cannot possibly be defended in this way. To this extent we 
cannot avoid observing that u•hat white people really u•ant is to keep the 
N egf'oes in a lower status. "Intermarriage" itself is resented because it 
would be a supreme indication of "social equality," while the rationaliza
tion is that "social equality" is opposed because it would bring "intermar
riage." 

Not denying the partial reality of the white person's psychological 
identification with the "white race" and his serious concern about "racial 
purity," our tentative conclusion is, therefore, that more fundamentally 
the theory of "no social equality" is a rationalization, and that the demand 
for "no social equality" is psychologically dominant to the aversion for 
"intermarriage." The persistent preoccupation with sex and marriage in 
the rationalization of social segregation and discrimination against Negroes 
is, to this extent, an irrational escape on the part of the whites from voicing 
an open demand for difference in social status between the two groups for 
its own sake. Like the irrational racial beliefs,• the fortification in the 
unapproachable regions of sex of the unequal treatment of the Negro, 
which this popular theory provides, has been particularly needed in this 
nation because of the strength of the American Creed. A people with a less 
emphatic democratic ethos would be more able to uphold a caste system 
without this tense belief in sex and race dangers. 

The fixation on the purity of white womanhood, and also part of the 
intensity of emotion surrounding the whole sphere of segregation and 
discrimination, are to be understood as the backwashes of the sore con
science on the part of white men for their own or their compeers' relations 
with, or desires for, Negro women.41 These psychological effects are 
greatly magnified because of the puritan milieu of America and especially 
of the South. The upper class men in a less puritanical people could prob
ably have indulged in sex relations with, and sexual day-dreams of, lower 
caste women in a more matter-of<ourse way and without generating so 
much pathos about white womanhood.'2 The Negro people have to carry 
the burden not only of the white men's sins but also of their virtues. The 
virtues of the honest, democratic, puritan white Americans in the South 
are great, and the burden upon the Negroes becomes ponderous.41 

Our practical conclusion is that it would have cleansing effects on race 
relations in America, and particularly in the South, to have an open and 
sober discussion in rational terms of this ever present popular theory of 
"intermarriage" and "social equality," giving matters their factual ground, 
true proportions and logical relations. Because it is, to a great extent, an 

• See Chapter 4. 
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opportunistic rationalization, and because it refers directly and indirectly 
to the most touchy •pots in American life and American morals, tremendous 
inhibitions have been built up against a detached and critical discussion of 
this theory. But such inhibitions are gradually overcome when, in the 
course of secularized education, people become rational about their life 
problems. It must never be forgotten that in our increasingly intellectual
ized civilization even the plain citizen feels an urge for truth and objec
tivity, and that this rationalistic urge is increasingly competing with the 
opportunistic demands for rationalization and escape. 

There are reasons to believe that a slow but steady cleansing of the 
American mind is proceeding as the cultural level is raised. The basic 
racial inferiority doctrine is being undermined by research and education. 
For a white man to have illicit relations with Negro women is increasingly 
meeting disapproval. Negroes themselves are more and more frowning 
upon such relations. This all must tend to dampen the emotional fires 
around "social equality." Sex and race fears are, however, even today the 
main defense for segregation and, in fact, for the whole caste order. The 
question shot at the interviewer touching any point of this order is still: 
"Would you like to have your daughter (sister) marry a Negro?" 

8. ATIITUDES AMONG DIFFERENT CLASSES OF WHITES IN THE SOUTH 

Certain attitudes, common in the South, become more understandable 
when we have recognized that, behind all rationalizing stereotyped beliefs 
and popular theories, a main concern of the white man is to preserve 
social inequality for its own sake. One such attitude is the great sympathy 
so often displayed in the upper classes of Southern whites toward the "old 
time darky" who adheres to the patterns of slavery. The "unreconstructed 
aristocrat" after the Civil War believed with Carlyle that "[the Negro] 
is useful in God's creation only as a servant";"" he remained paternalistic; 
he wanted to keep the Negroes dependent and resented their attempts to 
rise through education; he mistr_usted the younger generation of Negroes; 
he had a gloomy outlook on the future of race relations. But he liked the 
individual Negro whom he knew personally and who conformed to the 
old relation of master-servant-who "stayed in his place.'":1 

Even today this attitude helps to determine the relations between the 
two groups in rural districts.'18 It particularly forms the pattern of the 
relationship between employer and employee on the plantation and in 
household service. It is also the basis for the quasi-feudal use of white 
character witnesses for Negro offenders, and for the great leniency in 
punishing Negro offenders as long as they have not intruded upon whitc
society.• One is amazed to see how often, even today, white people go out 
of their way to help individual Negroes and how many of them still take 

• Sec ~hapter 2.6, Section_ 2., 
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it for granted that Negro cooks shall be allowed to pilfer food for their 
own families from the white man's kitchen. The other side of this paternal
istic relation is, of course, that servants are grossly underpaid. But it is not 
to be denied that on this point there is-in the individual case-a break 
in the bitterness of caste relations. Negro beggars who make their appeal 
to this old relationship will often be amply and generously rewarded by 
white people who are most stingy in paying ordinary wages and who 
deprive Negro children of their share of the state appropriations for 
schools in order to provide for white children.47 

This is a survival of slavery society, where friendliness is restricted to 
the individual and not extended to the group, and is based on a clear and 
unchallenged recognition from both sides of an insurmountable social 
inequality. There are obvious short-term gains in such relations for the 
Negroes involvcd.48 The whites in the South always stress that they, and 
not the Northerners, like and love the Negro and that they provide for 
him. The conservative Negro leaders in the Booker T. Washington line
and occasionally the others also-have endorsed this claim by pronouncing 
that the ''best people of the South" always could be counted among "the 
friends of the race.',.9 "No reputable Southerner is half as bad as Senator 
Tillman talks," exclaimed Kelly Miller/0 and even the most violent 
Negro-baiting politicians occasionally show great kindness toward the 
individual Negroes who are under their personal control.111 

The paternalistic pattern becomes particularly cherished by the white 
men as it so openly denotes an aristocratic origin. This gives it its strength 
to survive. It is a sign of social distinction to a white man to stand fo this 
paternalistic relation to Negroes. This explains why so much of the conver
sation in the Southern white upper and middle classes turns around the 
follies of Negro servants. Their Negro dependents and their own relations 
to them play a significant role for white people's status in society. 

To receive this traditional friendliness on the part of Southern white 
upper class persons, a Negro has to be a lower class Negro and to behave 
as an humble servant. James Weldon Johnson observed: 

• • • in fact, I concluded that if a coloured man wanted to separate himself from his 
white neighbours, he had but to acquire some money, education, and culture ••• the 
proudest and fairest lady in the South could with propriety-and it is what she 
would most likely do--go to the cabin of Aunt Mary, her cook, if Aunt Mary was 
sick, and minister to her comfort with her own hands; but if Mary's daughter, 
Eliza, a girl who used to run around my lady'• kitchen, but who has received an 
education and married a prosperous young coloured man, were at death'• door, my 
lady would no more think of crossing the threshold of Eliza'• cottage than ahe would 

• think of going into a bar-room for a drink.11:: 

When the Negro rises socially and is no longer a servant, he becomes a 
stranger to the white upper class. His ambition is suspected. He is disliked. 
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The exceptions are when he, in spite of not being a servant, can establish 
a relationship of penonal dependence and when he, in this relationship, can 
act out a role pf deference and humility. He is then in the position to 
confer even more of a sense of status elevation to the white partner, and 
he is also rewarded by more protection and favors. Moton gives us the 
Negro angle of this situation: 

In a much more matter of fact way the Negro uses his intimate knowledge of the 
white man to further his own advancement. Much of what is regarded as racially 
characteristic of the Negro is nothing more than his artful and adroit accommodation 
of his manners and methods to what he knows to be the weaknesses and foibles of 
hia white neighbour. Knowing what is expected of him, and knowing too what he 
himaelf wants, the Negro craftily uses his knowledge to anticipate opposition and 
to eliminate friction in securing his desires.118 

The present author has time and again heard white men with a local 
public interest praise Negro college presidents and other white-appointed 
Negro leaders quite beyond any reasonable deserts, merely for their hum
ble demeanor. One influential white editor in the Deep South indulged 
with zest in lengthy descriptions of the particular manner in which the 
principal and leading teachers of a nearby Negro educational institution-

• of which he spoke highly-walked, talked, and laughed, and he ended by 
exclaiming: "They bear themselves just like old field slaves." This was, 
in his opinion, a praiseworthy thing. The importance attached by white 
people to the forms of subservience on the part of Negroes can be measured 
by the degree to which they show themselves prepared to give in on 
material interests if those forms are duly observed. This attitude on the 
part of influential whites puts a premium on the individual Negroes most 
inclined and best gifted to flatter their superior whites, even if they lack 
other qualities. It is apparent that this attitude still represents a main 
difficulty in the effort to get Negro schools and other Negro institutions 
manned by Negro personnel ~ith high professional standards. 

Generally speaking, this attitude on the part of upper class whites has 
demoralizing effects on Negroes. In employment relations the paternalistic 
pattern tends to diminish the Negroes' formal responsibilities. The Negro 
'worker has less definite obligations as well as more uncertain rights. He 
comes to be remunerated, not only for his work, but also for his humility, 
for his propensity to be satisfied with his "place" and for his cunning in 
cajoling and flattering his master. He has ready excuses for not becoming 
a really good worker. He is discouraged when he tries "to work his way 
up." It is considered better for him never to forget his "place," and he 
must scrupulously avoid even any suspicion that he seeks to rise above it. 
If successful, he might see good reasons to conceal it. Upper class Negroes 
1n the South have: often connded to me that they 6.nd it advantageous to 
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simulate dependence in order to avert hostility from the whites and engage 
their paternalism. But even if the successful Negro puts on a show of 
dependence, he sometimes feels that he is less safe than if he had stayed at 
the bottom. A psychological milieu more effective in stifling spontaneous 
ambition is hardly thinkable. 

This is one of the main roots of Negro "laziness and shiftlessness." And 
there are circular effects back on the whites54--on their own standards and 
on the standards they expect from the servants. Deference is bought for 
lowered demands of efficiency. Cable observed this long ago in his pam
phlet, The Negro Question, and explained that: 

• . . the master-caste [ in the South] tolerates, with unsurpassed supineness and 
unconsciousness, a more indolent, inefficient, slovenly, unclean, untrU$tworthy, ill 
mannered, noisy, disrespectful, disputatious, and yet servile domestic and public 
menial service than is tolerated by any other enlightened people.C111 

This might be slightly exaggerated even for his time, hut it is true that 
patriarchalism breeds unambitious sycophants and keeps labor standards 
low. 

This whole pattern was originally a rural pattern in the South. It fits 
best today into communities dominated by the semi-feudal plantation 
system. In the cities of the South, the tendency toward more casual and 
secondary relations is gradually breaking it up. But even in the cities, 
among the white upper classes in their relations to domestic servants, 
large parts of it are preserved today. 

There is in the South, however, also another type of aristocratic attitude 
toward the Negroes, which is equally reluctant to modify the color bar 
but is prepared to allow the Negro people a maximum of possibilities for 
cultural growth and economic advancement behind the bar. This attitude, 
which involves a more unselfish friendliness and a truer social responsibil
ity, not only to the individual Negro, but to the Negroes as a group, is 
perhaps best expressed by Edgar Gardner Murphy, who had the opinion 
that "there is no place in our American system for a helot class ..•. We 
want no fixed and permanent populations of 'the inferior.' " 111 As spokes
man for the white South he declared: 

It is willing that the negro, within his own aocial world, shall become.,, great, 
as true, as really free, as nobly gifted as he has capacity to bc,117 

It was Murphy who coined the phrase "parallel civilizations." 
This is a clear misinterpretation of the position of the majority of aristo

cratic white Southerners who most certainly do not look, and never have 
looked, upon the advancement of the Negro people with this equanimity 
and generosity. But it is a fair expression 0£ what Murphy, himself, and 
many other white gentlemen of the region before and after him have £elt. 
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This spirit has animated a growing number of white educators, churchmen, 
and politicians who, for a long time, in cooperation with Northern phil
anthropic organizations, have worked-"quietly and cautiously," as they 
always stress-to improve Negro schools and social conditions. This is also 
the ideological origin of modern Southern liberalism.• It has, from the 
beginning, stamped the work of the Interracial Commission. Fundamen
talJy it is the attitude of the independent, secure, and cultured Southern 
upper class person who feels the social responsibility of his position and 
does not need to Ratter his ego by the vulgar means of Negro subservience. 
He has good fences, and he keeps them up, but just because of this he can 
afford to be a good Christian neighbor to the poor Negro people around 
him. 

He is well informed enough about social realities in his region to know 
also that such a policy, in the long run, is the best protection for the whites. 
He understands that the lower class Negroes, gradually losing their per
sonal relations to the old master class among the whites, are a social menace 
and an economic liability to the South : 

But build him up. Make him sufficient in himself, give him within his own race, 
life that will satisfy, and the social question will be solved. The trained Negro is 
less and less inclined to lose himself in the sea of another r:lce.118 

The difference in attitude will show up significantly in relation to the 
upper and middle class Negroes. The ordinary white upper class people 
will "have no use" for such Negroes. They need cheap labor-faithful, 
obedient, unambitious labor. Many white Southerners will even today 
explain to the visitor that they prefer the Negro workers because they are 
tractable. When Negroes become prosperous, acquire education, or buy 
land, and when they are no longer dependent, this relationship is broken. 
But already, writing at the very beginning of this century, Page had 
pointed out "the urgent need . . . for the negroes to divide up into 
classes, with character and right conduct as the standard for elevation," 
and added the admonition: "When they make distinctions themselves, 
others will recognize their distinctions."~0 The younger school of Southern 
thinkers took up this idea, but had a greater trust in education and progress 
than Page, and a greater willingness to make it their own responsibility 
to do something to assist the rising Negroes in reaching, not only occa
sional landownership and education, but, in more recent times, to help get 
for them fair and equal justice, personal security and even political suffrage. 
Even for some of the modern liberals, however, it is apparent that they 
have great difficulties in freeing themselves entirely from the patronizing 
attitude which is the main tradition of the Southern white upper class. :,1 
have frequently noted that with many white up-lifters the Negro is all 

, • See Chapter a1, Section 5. 
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right until he is up-lifted," James Weldom Johnson observcd.90 But great 
changes arc under way. During this period of transition the ordinary upper 

. class person, even if he is not touched by modem liberalism, will show a 
vacillating mind when judging the educated Negro trying to climb in 
social status: one moment hostility will hold sway-this Negro is "smart," 
"uppity," he "wants to be white"; the next moment respect becomes dom
inant-"this Negro is as good or better than many whites." 

So far we have considered only white upper class people. It is the am
bition of the white middle class people in the South to identify themselvci; 
with the aristocratic traditions of the region, and, for reasons already 
mentioned, their relation to the Negroes is crucial to the achievement of 
their ambition. They will hasten to inform even the casual acquaintance 
of their relationship to slave owners and of any old Negro servants
particularly if by any stretch of the definition a servant can be called 
"mammy." In their public contacts many middle class whites try to 
manifest benevolent condescension toward Negroes. On the other hand, 
some of them are in competition with Negroes, and many of them are able 
to rise economically only by exploiting Negroes. Too, their memories 
include fewer recollections of friendly contacts with Negroes than earlier 
fears and competitive attitudes. The attitudes of this white middle class 
toward the rising Negroes arc decidedly less friendly than arc those of 
the white upper class, and their attitudes even toward,the subservient lower 
class Negroes are decidedly conflicting. 

Lower class whites in the South have no Negro servants in whose 
humble demeanors they can reflect their own superiority.· Instead, they 
feel actual economic competition or fear of potential competition from the 
Negroes. They need the caste demarcations for much more substantial 
reasons than do the middle and upper classes. They arc the people likely 
to stress aggressively that no Negro can ever attain the status of even the 
lowest white. The educated Negro, the Negro professional or businessman, 
the Negro landowner, will particularly appear to them "uppity," "smart" 
and "out of place." They look on the formation behind the color line of 
a Negro upper and middle class as a chalJenge to their own status. They 
want all Negroes kept down "in their place"-this place is to them defined 
realistically as under themselves. They are naturally jealous of every 
dollar that goes to Negro education. They will insist that the caste 
etiquette be enforced upon the rising Negroes as well as upon lower class 
Negroes.81 

The lower class whites have been the popular strength behind Negro 
disfranchisement, and are the audience to which the "nigger-baiting" 
political demagogue of the South appeals. They create the popular pressure 
upon the Southern courts to deny the Negroes equal justice. They form 
r.he active lynching mobs; they are responsible also for most of the petty 
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outrages practiced on the Negro group. They are the interested party in 
economic discrimination against Negroes, keeping Negroes out of jobs 
which they want themselves. But even in their case, the general attitude. 
of hatred toward Negroes collectively is modulated by occasional friendly 
relations with individual Negroes, and the most brutish of them have had 
some contact with the humanitarianism of the American Creed and of 
Christianity. 62 

The unfriend1y attitudes on the part of the lower class whites become, 
as we have seen in earlier chapters, especially detrimental to the Negroes 
since upper and middle class whites are inclined to let them have their 
way. Plantation owners and employers, who use Negro labor as cheaper 
and more docile, have at times been observed to tolerate, or even cooperate 
in, the periodic aggressions of poor whites against Negroes. It is a plausible 
thesis that they do so in the interest of upholding the caste system which 
is so effective in keeping the Negro docile.03 It is also difficult to avoid 
the further reflection that the hatred of lower class whites toward Negroes 
shows significant signs of being partly dislocated aggression arising from 
their own social and economic frustrations in white society: 

Although the poor white's antagonism toward the wealthy white is denied expres
sion by considerations of economic and legal expediency, Negro dependents of hated 
landowners or other employers, offer vulnerable targets for suppressed antagonisms. 
The poor white utilizes e1•ery opportunity for asserting "white supremacy," partly 
because in his case it is a very meager and uncertain superiority, partly as an outlet 
for the hatreds generated by the social system of the South. Thus, the Negro is the 
target of the poor white not only because he is a competitor but 1)50 because of the 
Negro's identification with the upper-class white group of the South.84 

Thus, in the three-cornered tension among upper class whites, lower class 
whites, and Negroes, the two white groups agree upon the Negroes as a 
scapegoat and the proper object for exploitation and hatred. White solidar
ity is upheld and the caste order protected. This hypothesis-if it could 
be confirmed by further rescar~h-would tend to raise some hope of a 
change for the better. Displaced aggression is less stable and less deep
rooted than other aggression. It cannot only be eradicated by such economic 
developments and reforms as mitigate the primary frustration, but it can 
also be redirected more easily by education. 

The bitterness of racial feelings on the part of whites seems to be slowly 
declining, and the lower classes are probably following the trend. But still 
they are apparently the most prejudiced. There is one big factor of change, 
however, which works directly on the lower classes of whites. If labor 
unions should spread and increasingly come to include both white and 
Negro workers in a common solidarity, this development would revolu
tionize the situation. The author has seen how a quick and radical change 
in racial attitudes has been brought a.bout in some places where the tie of 
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a common organization has materialized. Aggression has been redirected 
and a certain amount of labor solidarity has taken the place of white 
solidarity. The labor movement is, however, still in its infancy in the 
South. The existing segregation in industrial work will, further, have the 
effect that, in many industries, trade unions will be white and will actually 
become an additional barrier against the intrusion of Negro labor, which 
will certainly not tend to diminish the urge for social discrimination but 
rather strengthen it. In the fields where there is actual competition for 
jobs, racial friction will remain one of the principal hindrances to successful 
unionization, and the odds are that it will often become successful only 
by eliminating the Negroes.• Negro labor will, however, hardly be driven 
out entirely from Southern industry. As we have shown, there will prob
ably be an increasing pressure for jobs from the side of Negroes driven 
out of agriculture. If Negroes also become organized and if the collabora
tion between different unions increases, this might eventually prepare the 
ground for a growing labor class solidarity. There are great uncertainties 
involved in this problem and much will depend upon the educational 
forces in the South and the ideological trend in the whole nation. 

9. SocIAL SEGREGATION AND D1scR1MINATION IN THE NoRTH 

At the outbreak of the Civil War, most Northern states were nearly as 
far removed in time from actual slavery in their own realms as the South
ern st~tes are now. Their Negro populations were comparatively small in 
numbers. But slavery was a Jiving institution within the nation. Though 
conditions were rather different in different Northern states, the general 
statement can be made that wherever Negroes Jived in significant numbers 
they met considerable social segregation and discrimination. The Abolition
ist propaganda and the gradual definition of emancipation as one of the 
main goals of the War undoubtedly tended to raise the status of Negroes 
somewhat. Still, one of the difficulties congressional leaders had in passing 
the Reconstruction legislation was the resistance in some Northern states 
where people found that they would have to change not only their behav~ 
ior but also their laws in order to comply with the new statutes.611 

In the social field-as in breadwinning, but not as in politics and justice 
-the North has kept much segregation and discrimination. In some respects, 
the social bars were raised considerably on account of the mass immigration 
of poor and ignorant Negroes during and immediately after the First 
World War. In the latter part of the 'twenties this movement was perhaps 
turned into a slight tendency in the opposite direction, namely, an appre
ciation of ''The New Negro.''b After a new wave of unpopularity during 
the first years of the depression, there seems again to have been a slow but 

• See Chapter 1 81 Sections 3 and 4. 
' See Chapter 3S, Section a. 
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steady development toward less social discrimination during the era of the 
New Deal. But quite apart from these uncertain fluctuations during the 
last couple of decades, it is obviously a gross exaggeration when it is 
asserted that the North is getting to be "like the South.,, 

Even in the realm of social relations it is of importance that the average 
Northerner does not think of the Negroes as former slaves. He has not 
the possessive feeling for them and he does not regard their subservienct 
as a mark of his own social status. He is, therefore, likely to let the Negroes 
alone unless in his opinion they get to be a nuisance. Upon the ideological 
plane the ordinary Northerner is, further, apparently conscious that social 
discrimination is wrong and against the American Creed, while the average 
Southerner tries to convince himself and the nation that it is right or, in 
any case, that it is necessary. The white newspapers in the North ordinarily 
ignore the Negroes and their problems entirely-most of the time more 
completely than the liberal Southern press. But when they have to come 
out in the open on the Negro problem, they usually stand for equality. 
Back of this official attitude, of course, is the fact that most Northerners 
arc not in direct contact with Negroes. The patterns of social discrimination 
in the South have originally formed themselves as rural ways of life. In 
the North the rural sections arc, and have always been, practically free of 
Negroes. Even in the big cities in the North, where there are substantial 
Negro populations, only a small part of the white population has more 
contacts with Negroes. 

Lacking ideological sanction and developing directly contrary to the 
~penly accepted equalitarian Creed, social segregation and discrimination 
·in the North have to keep sub rosa. The observer finds that in the North 
there is actually much unawa,rtmess on ehe part of white people of the 
extent of social discrimination against N egroc.r. It has been a common 
experience of this writer to witness how white Northerners are surprised 
and shocked when they hear about such things, and how they are moved 
to feel that something ought to be done to stop it. They often do not 
understand correctly even the implications of their own behavior and 
often tell the interviewer that they "have never thought of it in that light." 
This innocence is, of course, opportunistic in a degree, but it is, neverthe
less, real and honest too. It denotes the absence of an explicit theory and 
an intentional policy. In this situation one of the main difficulties for the 
Negroes in the North is simply lack of publicity. It is convenient £or the 
Northerners' good conscience to forget about the Negro. 

In so far as the Negroes can get their claims voiced in the press and in 
legislatures, and are able to put political strength behind them, they are 
free to press £or state action against social discrimination. The chances are 
that they will meet no open opposition. The legislatures will practically 
never go the other way and attempt to Jim Crow the Negroes by statutes. 
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The federal Reconstruction legislation has taken better root in the North. 
When the Supreme Court in 1883 declared the Civil Rights Bill of 1875 
unconstitutional, most states in the Northeast and Middle West, and some 
in the Far West, started to make similar laws of their own, while the 
Southern states, instead, began to build up the structure of Jim Crow 
legislation.• 

With the ideological and legal sanctions directed against them, social 
segregation and discrimination have not acquired the strength, persuasive
ness or institutional fixity found in the South. Actual discrimination varies 
a good deal in the North: it seems to be mainly a function of the relative 
number of Negroes in a community and its distance from the South. In 
several minor cities in New England with a small, stable Negro popula
tion, for instance, social discrimination is hardly noticeable. The Negroes 
there usually belong to the working class, but often they enter the trades, 
serve in shops, and even carry on independent businesses catering to whites 
as well as to Negroes. They belong to the ordinary churches of the com
munity, and the children attend the public schools. Occasional intermat
riages do not create great excitement. They fit into the community and 
usually form a little clique for themselves beside other cliques, but nobody 
seems to think much about their color. The interracial situation in such 
a city may remain even today very similar to that of Great Barrington, 
Massachusetts, some sixty years ago, which W. E. B. Du Bois portrays in 
his recent autobiography, Dusk of Dawn.00 

In the bigger cities, even in New England, the conditions of life for 
the Negroes have probably never been so idyllic. Since the migration 
beginning in 1915, the status of Northern Negroes has fallen perceptibly.87 

In the Northern cities nearer the Mason-Dixon line there has always been, 
and is even today, more social segregation and discrimination than farther 
North. 

One factor which in every Northern city of any size has contributed to 
form patterns of segregation and discrimination against Negroes has been 
residential segregation, which acts as a cause as well as an effect of social 
distance. This fundamental segregation was caused by the general pattern 
for ethnic groups to live together in Northern cities. But while Swedes, 
Italians, and Jews could become Americanized in a generation or two, and 
disperse themselves into the more anonymous parts of the city, Negroes 
were caught in their "quarters" because of their inescapable social visibility; 
and the real estate interest kept watch to enforce residential segregation. 
With residential segregation naturally comes a certain amount of segre
gation in schools, in hospitals, and in other public places even when it is 

• See Section 4 of this cbapter1 sec also Chapter :19, Maine, New· Hampshire, and Vermont 
have no civil rights laws expresaly relating to race and color. But there is little 10cial 
ducrimination against their small Negro populations. 
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not intended as part of policy. Personal contacts become, as a matter of 
c"'une, more or less restricted to Negro neighborhoods. As the Negro 
sections grew during the northward migration, it became more and more 
possible for Negroes to have their entire social life in Negro neighbor
hoods, and white people became conditioned to look upon this as a natural 
and desirable situation. 

In this process white Southerners who also moved northward have 
played a crucial role. To make a manager of a hotel, a restaurant, or a 
theater interested in trying to keep Negroes out of his establishment, it is 
not necessary that more than a tiny minority of customers object, partiru
larly if they make a scene. Time and again I have, in my interviews with 
managers of various public places in the North, been told this same story: 
that they, themselves, had no prejudices but that some of their customers 
would resent seeing Negroes around. The fact that most Negroes are poor 
and residentially isolated and, hence, do not patronize white places often, 
and the further fact that upper class Negroes, who could afford to, abstain 
vt,luntarily from visiting pJaces where they are afraid oi being embar
rassed, solidifies the situation. I have also noticed that Negroes often have 
an entirely exaggerated notion of the difficulties they would meet. They 
are conditioned to suspect discrimination even when there is no danger of 
it. So they abstain from going to places where they actually could go 
without any trouble. When once this pattern is set by themselves the 
result might later be discrimination when some Negro tries to break it. 

The migrating Negroes have probably been even more influential in 
spreading Southern patterns in the North than the Southern whites. The 
low cultural level and poverty of the average S(?uthern Negro stand out 
even more when he comes North where general standards are higher. If 
he comes without any other education, he is at least thoroughly trained in 
the entire ceremonial system of scraping his foot, tipping his hat, and 
using self-abasing vocabulary and dialect, and generally being subservient 
and unobtrusive in the company of whites. A Negro recently from the 
South is characterized as much by his manners and bearing as by his racial 
traits. He might get some ideas of a new freedom of behavior in the North 
and actually try his best to behave as a full man; and he might, indeed, 
easily succeed in becoming aggressive and offensive. But fundamentally it 
takes a radical reeducation to get him out of his Southern demeanor or the 
reaction to it. For a long time after migrating he will invoke discrimination 
by his own behavior. The submissive behavior of lower class Southern 
Negroes is usually not appealing at all to the white Northerner, who has 
not been brought up to have a patronizing attitude and who does not need 
it for his own self-elevation. The white Northerner also dislikes the 
slovenliness and ignorance of the Southern Negro. Thus the Negro often 
seems only strange, f~ny or repulsive to the white Northerner. 
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Even the poor classes of whites in the North come to mistrust and 

despise the Negroes. The European immigrant groups are the ones thrown 
into most direct contact and competition with Negroes: they live near each 
other, often send their children to the same schools, and have to struggle 
for the same jobs. Obviously attitudes among immigrants vary a good deal. 
Recent immigrants apparently sometimes feel an interest solidarity with 
Negroes or, at any rate, lack the intense superiority feeling of the native 
Americans educated in race prejudice. But the development of prejudice 
against Negroes is usually one of their first lessons in Americanization. 
Because they are of low status, they like to have a group like the Negroes 
to which they can be superior. For these reasons, it should not be surpris-

. ing if now, since new immigration has been restricted for a considerable 
time, a study of racial attitudes should show that the immigrant groups 
are on the average even more prejudiced than native Americans in the 
same community. 

I have an impression that the resentment against Negroes in the North 
is different from that in the South, not only in intensity, but also in its 
class direction. It does not seem to be directed particularly against the 
rising Negroes. In the more anonymous Northern cities, the Negro middle 
and upper classes do not get into the focus of public resentment as in the 
South. More important is the Yankee outlook on life in which climbing 
and social success arc generally given a higher value than in the more 
static Southern society, and the ambitious Negro will more often he re
warded by approval and even by admiration, while in the South he is 
likely to be considered "smart," "uppity" or "out of his place." 

Otherwise, the North is not original in its racial ideology. When there 
is segregation and discrimination to be justified, the rationalization is some
times a vague and simplified version of the "no social equality" theory of 
the South which we have already discussed. It is continuously spread by 
Southerners moving North and Northerners who have been South, by 
fiction and by hearsay. But more often the rationalizations run in terms 
of the alleged racial inferiority of the Negro, his animal-like nature, his 
unreliability, his low morals, dirtiness and unpleasant manners. The refer
ences and associations to amalgamation and intermarriage are much less 
frequent and direct. This docs not mean that the Northerner approves of 
intermarriage. But he is less emotional in his disapproval. What Paul 
Lewinson calls "the post-prandial non-sequitur"-if a Negro eats with a 
white man he is assumed to have the right to marry his daughter
practically does not exist in the North. 

In this situation, however, not only is intermarriage frowned upon, but 
in high schools and colleges there will often be attempts to exclude 
Negroes from dances and social affairs. Social segregation is, in fact, likely 
to appear in all sorts of social relations. But there is much less social 
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segregation and discrimination than in the South: there is no segregation 
on streetcars, trains, and so on, and above all, there is no rigid ceremonial 
governing the Negro-white relations and no laws holding the Negro down. 
The fact that there are no laws or defined rules of etiquette is sometimes 
said to cause friction and bitterness because some whites in the North will 
want Negroes to keep away from them, and Negroes cannot tell which 
whites these are. But the absence of segregating laws also keeps the 
system from being so relatively locked as in the South. It allows Negroes 
to be ambitious. And since Negroes in the North have the vote and a 
reasonable amount of justice in court, and since they can go to good schools 
and are, in fact, forced to get at least an elementary education, they can 
struggle for fuller social equality with some hope. 



CHAPTER 29 

PATTERNS OF SOCIAL SEGREGATION AND 

DISCRIMINATION 

, .......................................................................................................................................... . 
1. FACTS AND BELIEFS REGARDING SEGREGATION AND D1scR1MINATION 

In the preceding chapter we were primarily interested in the attitudes 
displayed in connection with segregation and discrimination and the 
popular concepts and theories advanced as motivation. Here we shall 
describe the actual patterns of social segregation. This we shall not be able 
to do in the detail we should like, partly because it is impossible to cover 
the whole of social life in a single chapter and partly because no studies 
have been made which quantify the extent of social segregation in any of 
its different forms or local variations.1 

There is no little divergence of opinion as to the extent of segregation 
and discrimination in the interpersonal sphere. The literature tends to 
emphasize "interesting" individual experiences, which may be exceptions. 
In eliciting opinions as to the extent of segregation and discrimination, 
there exists enough divergence of interest to result in the collection of 
beliefs rather than facts. These beliefs are important data in themselves, 
but arc no substitute for the facts. Both whites and Negroes in the South 
have a tendency to exaggerate the general scope and the local stability of 
segregation and discrimination patterns, to magnify unduly some occasional 
experience of their own and claim it as "characteristic." This varies consid
erably, however, depending upon political leanings and personality. The 
conservative white Southerner will often generalize what is merely occa
sional in his community and so also will the radical or dissatisfied Negro. 
The conservative Negro leader and his white friends in interracial work 
often show the contrary tendency to play down existing segregation and 
discrimination and to play up small favorable occurrences ( that white and 
colored students meet for a discussion; that a prominent Negro, thanks to 
the influence of his white friends, can travel in a Pullman sleeper; that 
a supper is secretly shared). The lower class Negro in the South and in 
the North will usually be found to have vague and sometimes incorrect 
ideas of what he, as a Negro, ·can do and cannot do outside the narrow 
groove where he lives and where often his chief rule is merely that he 

605 
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has to be subservient in every contact with whites and try to "keep out of 
trouble." As already mentioned, the white people in the North often do 
not realize the scope of actual segregation and discrimination against 
Negroes, while Negroes in the North, particularly in the upper and middle 
classes, have beliefs which are wrong in the oth~r direction. These deviations 
of belief from reality are interesting and worth study. But, to repeat, 
statements purporting to describe general patterns of segregation and 
discrimination without systematic quantitative evidence-whether offered 
spontaneously or after questioning-may be expected to be deficient as 
descriptions of actual conditions. 

V,e shall consider social segregation and discrimination under three 
categories: personal, residential, institutional. As we have seen, segregation 
in interpersonal relations is partly basic to most other forms of segregation 
and discrimination. Because of the strategic place it holds in the minds 
of white people, we shall consider it as the peak category of the rank order 
of social segregation and discrimination.0 Much of what we shall have to 
say about the personal sphere is peculiar to the South and is unknown to 
Northerners. Residential and institutional segregation, on the other hand, 
are found in the North almost as much as in the South. Residential segre
gation is treated before institutional because it facilitates the latter by 
creating "natural" groupings of Negroes separate from whites. 

2. SEGREGATION AND DISCRIMINATION IN INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS 

The ban on intermarriage has the highest place in the white man's rank 
order of social segregation and discrimination. Sexual segregation is the 
most pervasive form of segregation, and the concern about "race purity" 
is, in a sense, basic. No other way of crossing ~he color line is so attended 
by the emotion commonly associated with violating a social taboo as inter
marriage and extra-marital relations between a Negro man and a white 
woman.2 No excuse for other forms of social segregation and discrimination 
is so potent as the one that sociable relations on an equal basis between 
members of the two races may possibly lead to intermarriage. 

Intermarriage is prohibited by law in all the Southern states, in all but 
nve of the non-Southern states west of the Mississippi River, but only in 
Indiana among the Northern states east of the Mississippi.8 In practice 
there is little intermarriage even where it is not prohibited, since the social 
isolation from the white world that the white partner must undergo is 
generally intolerable even to those few white people who have enough 
social contact and who are unprejudiced enough to consider marriage with 
Negroes.' It is said that-as a reaction to the white attitude and as a matter 
of "race pride"-the Negro community also is increasingly likely to 

• 9lee Cha11ter 3, Section 4, and Chapter al, Section 6. 
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ostracize mixed couples. This reaction is, however, much more pronounced 
toward illicit relations involving Negro women, and it has there the good 
reason that such relations are mostly of an exploitative type. 

Extra-marital relations between Negro men and white women are all 
but nonexistent in the South.11 If an incident occurs and is detected, it is 
either punished by the courts as rape, or the Negro is lynched, or he is 
run out of town. (The white woman is also run out of town if it becomes 
known that her action was voluntary.) In the North the sanctions are not 
so violent. There seems to be some small amount of interracial sexual 
experimentation in bohemian and radical circles involving Negro men 
and white women. There arc also some white prostitutes catering to Negro 
men. The extent of extra-marital relations between white men and Negro 
women is a subject on which investigators give divergent estimates: but 
there can be no doubt that it is a fairly common phenomenon throughout 
the South6 and the North. Though tolerated, it is far from favored by 
public opinion and is usually clandestine.b It is also increasingly of a 
casual type. The old custom of white men keeping Negro concubines is 
disappearing in the South 7 and is rare in the North. 

The prohibition of intermarriage in most states and the concomitant lack 
of effective legal protection-for claiming inheritance and alimony, for 
example-undoubtedly tend to decrease the deterrents on white men to 
take sexual advantage of Negro women. Miscegenation will thereby be 
kept on a higher level than under a system where the interests of Negro 
women and their mixed offspring were mon.: equally protected.C The 
practically complete absence of intermarriage in all states has the social 
effect of preventing the most intimate type of acceptance into white 
society: if Negroes can never get into a white family, they can never be 
treated as "one of the family,,, Perhaps more important in the South as 
an effect of the la.ck of sanction for intermarriage is the regimentation of 
the whole gamut of contacts between adult members of the two races so 
that these contacts will be as impersonal as possible. This is commonly 
called "the etiquette of race relations.'"1 This ceremonious attitude in race 
relations is especially striking when we consider that the American tends 
to be unceremonious in all his other relations. Although the racial etiquette 

• See Chapter s, Section 6. 
b According to Jenks, one Southern (Louisiana) and two Northern (Nevada and South 

Dakota) states have laws against cohabitation and concubinage between members of the two 
races, as well as laws against intermarriage. (Albert E. Jenks, "The Legal Status of Negro
White Amalgamation in the United States," Th, AfMrican Journal of Sociology [March, 
1916], p. 671.) 

• This is the chief argument-besides. general conaiderationa of civil liberty and equality 
--of Negro apokesmen who want to have the ban on intennarr.iage aboli,hed (See Walter 
White, Rap, tmd Faggot [1929], pp. 77 ff.) 
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serves other functions: its relation to the primary sex taboo is important 
encugh to justify the ranking of the specific items of the etiquette accord
ing to their degree of intimacy or of closeness to the sex relation,b This 
would also seem to be the order in which any violation of the etiquette 
ia likely to calJ forth excited condemnation and violent retaliation and, 
therefore, also the order of rigidity in the etiquette. The rank order and 
the correlation between degree of intimacy of the contact and degree of 
emotion caused by violation of the etiquette are hypotheses developed 
from impressionistic observations of white people's attitudes and behavior. 
The hypotheses are applied only to the South, but parallels in the North 
will be noted. 

The relations which, outside of the purely sexual, are most intimate 
and are never tolerated between Negroes and whites in the South are those 
which imply erotic advances or associations, if the male partner is a Negro. 
Any attempt at flirtatious behavior in words or deeds will put him in 
danger of his life. Negro-white dancing as a heterosexual social activity 
with strong erotic associ.itions is forbidden in the South whether the Negro 
partner be male or femj!.}e, Even in the North interracial dancing seldom 
occurs. In high schools and colleges Negro students arc usually expected 
not to attend social affairs where dancing is part of the entertainment. The 
same has been true of social functions given by mixed trade unions. If 
Negroes are allowed to come, they are often expected to bring partners of 
their own group. One can observe in the North that, when interracial 
dancing occurs, it intentionally has the significance for the white partici
pants of demonstrating racial emancipation. The taboo against swimming 
together in the South is equally absolute, apparently for the reason that it 
involves the exposure of large parts of the body: In the North the taboo 
against using the same beaches or swimming pools is ordinarily also 
strong, though several public beaches, for instance, around New York, 
are open to both races. 

The main symbol of social inc.quality between the two groups has tradi
tionally been the taboo against eating together. It should at the outset be 
observed that, generally, the taking of meals in America has little social 
importance and is almost barren of all the rituals and ceremonial niceties 
commonly preserved in the older countries. In spite of frequent assertions 

• One of the moat important of the other functions of the etiquette in the South is to give 
whites--no matter how low in the social scale--a sense of power and imponance. This 
"gain" has been excellently analyzed by John Dollard, Caste and Class in a Soutl,ern Town 
(1937), pp. 98 Jf. 

~ Thia rank order is an expamioo of the top layers of the rank order we propoaed io 
Chapter 3, Section 4. It will be remembered that we placed the sexual sphere on top in the 
rank order of caste-defined relations, with the "social" sphere following it. This chapter 
gives couideration to these two orders, as previous chapters have considered the lower 
orden (jmtice, political and economic relations). 
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to the contrary, eating in the South when only white people are present 
is generally an even simpler affair than in the North. But in interracial 
relations eating together has been infused with a tremendous social signif
icance. "In the South, the table, simple though its fare may be," explains 
a Southerner, "possesses the sanctity of an intimate social institution. To 
break bread together involves, or may involve, everything.1'9 And, of 
course, even the less ritualized American eating is, in a degree, an equal
itarian activity; persons are forced to exhibit equal susceptibility to 
physiological needs, and if they are to sit facing each other for half an 
hour or so, they are inevitably thrown into social conversation. 

For whites and Negroes to eat together would call forth serious con
demnation in the South. It is apparent-and well in accord with our hypoth
esis-that if a Negro man and a white woman should cat together, the 
matter would be even more serious. There are, however, occasions even 
in the South when upper class Negroes participate in interracial confer
ences-including the purely business or professional conferences-where 
eating takes place. In such cases the Negro participants are sometimes 
served in separate rooms or at separate tables in the same room. Even if 
there is only one Negro present and the conference is in a private home, 
the rule is that he must be served at a separate table. Liberal white educa
tors visiting Negro colleges sometimes take part in common meals, and 
they will not always be served at a separate table. Through this interracial 
activity, on a high level of social and cultural respectability, the eating 
taboo is slowly being broken down. People in the South generally know 
that such things are happening, and they are not as excited about it as they 
would have been a generation ago. In the case of eating incidental to the 
ordinary routines of life-such as in factory lunch rooms-Negroes regu
larly eat in separate rooms or have to wait until the whites have finished. 
Drinking is apparently less of an issue than eating. It is not considered 
quite so intimate since it requires less time, and it does not demand that 
participants sit down. At any rate, it would seem to be slightly less taboo 
for Negroes and whites to drink together than to eat together. For a 
white woman to take part in an interracial drinking party would, however, 
be worse even than eating with Negroes and it practically never occurs. 

In the North, the taboo against interracial eating and drinking is weak: 
Negroes and whites will often be found eating together in restaurants, 
conferences and factory lunchrooms. Negro servants are practically never 
invited to eat at the same table with their white employers, but this is 
only slightly less true of white servants. In some Northern milieus it does 
seem to be considered objectionable for whites to invite Negroes to their 
houses for social gatherings, but the few occurrences seldom result in any 
reaction more violent than gossip.10 

Next in order in degree of intimacy and in degree of reaction aroused 
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by violation is a series of relations which involve at least one of the elements 
associated with eating: satisfying physiological needs, sitting down together, 
and engaging in sociable conversation. In public places, where there is a 
chance that whites and Negroes will want to use the facilities at the same 
time, there arc separate rest rooms, toilets and drinking fountains all over 
the South. The use of the same toilet and drinking fountain does occur 
sometimes where it is not feasible to build separate facilities, as in some 
gas stations, factories and households. This indicates that the taboo is not 
quite so strong as in the case of eating and drinking. Separate rest rooms, 
toilets, and drinking fountains are not maintained in the North. 

Perhaps allied with the prohibition against the use of the same facilities 
for the satisfaction of physiological needs is the prohibition against the 
participation of Negroes in activities where the human body is used. Dancing 
and swimming together are, as we have mentioned, especially taboo because 
of their erotic associations, but the prohibition extends-in a greater or less 
degree-to the various other sports and games.• The prohibition would seem 
to be less effective where social relations are least necessary-in group or 
professional sports. Also the prohibition does not extend to children, who 
often play together freely until puberty-a fact which shows the relation 
of this phase of the etiquette to sex. Playing together of children is 
reported to have been much more common in earlier times than now and 
extended then into the upper classes. Now it is increasingly becoming a 
lower class pattern both among whites and among Negroes. The Negro 
upper class families want to spare their children from early interracial 
experiences.11 There is no general prohibition against Negroes taking part 
in sports and games in the North, although individual whites often refuse 
to play with Negroes. With the increase in sports and the greater prepara
tion of Negroes for them, there has been an increase in interracial participa
tion in them. 

The conversation between whites and Negroes in the South is heavily 
regimented by etiquette. In cont,mt the serious conversation should be about 

• Sometimes the prohibition against mixed sports is extended to mixed equipment. Charles 
S. Johnson (Pattn-ns of Negro Segregation, prepared for this study [ 1943], p. 274) recorda 
the cue of a principal of a white high school refusing to accept a baskctba.11 belonging to 
hil echool after the team of a Negro high school had borrowed it. 

The principle of "not to be touched" extends in many directions. In a county in 
Georgia, where the Negro schoolhouses were dilapidated, I observed that in two cases there 
were good achoolhouses nearby which earlier had been used for white children but had 
been left vacant as a result of the recent centralization of the white school system. Upon 
my inquiry why they were not used for the Negro children, I was informed that this was 
impoaible, for these reuom: in the one case, that there was a nearby old white graveyard 
and that white people in the community would not like to think of the barefoot Negro 
children puaing by the graves and perhapa even treading upon them, and, in the other cue, 
that the achoolbouae was used for occasional elections and that the white voters could not 
pGIIIW~ be uked to entet a _house uted u a Nq-ro ICbool for cut.ing- the.ir votea. 
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those business interests which are shared ( as when a white employer 
instructs his Negro employee or when there is a matter to be discussed con
cerning the welfare of the Negro community) or it should be polite but 
formal inquiry into personal affairs ( either a white or a Negro person may 
inquire as to the state of the other's health or business). There can gen
erally be no serious discussion-although there can be the banter of polite 
conversation or joking-about local or national politics, international rela
tions, or "news," on the one hand, or about items connected with the 
course of daily life, such as the struggle for existence or the search for pleas
ure, on the other hand. There are exceptions, of course. Some white women 
use their Negro servants as sources of gossip and 1ocal news. 

The conversation is even more regimented in form than in content. The 
Negro is expected to address the white person by the title of "Mr.,,, "Mrs.," 
or "Miss.m2 The old slavery title of "Master" disappeared during Recon
struction entirely and was replaced by "Boss>> or sometimes "Cap" or 
"Cap'n." From his side, the white man addresses the Negro by his first 
name, no matter if they hardly know each other, or by the epithets "boy," 
"uncle," "elder," "aunty," or the like, which are applied without regard to 
age. If he wishes to show a little respect without going beyond the etiquette, 
he uses the exaggerated titles of "doctor," "lawyer," "professor," or other 
occupational titles, even though the term is not properly applicable.• The 
epithets "nigger" and "darky" are commonly used even in the presence 
of Negroes, though it is usually well known that Negroes find them insult
ing. That there has been a slight tendency for this pattern to break down 
is shown by the use of the Negro's last name without title in many recent 
business relations. Too, a few salesmen will actually call Negroes by their 
titles of "Mr.," "Mrs.," and "Miss" in order to gain them as customers, 
Also significant is the fact that upper and middle class whites in the 
Upper South arc beginning to call upper class Negroes by these titles.b 

• In a small city l found tl1e greatest difficulties in locating the principal of the Negro 
high school, whom I wanted to see (let us call him Mr. Jim Smith). The white people I 
asked had never heard about a Negro with that name and did not seem to know even where 
the Negro high school was. When I finally found him and told him about the difficultiea 
I had met, he inquired; "Whom did you ask for?" I answered: "Mr. Jim Smith." He laughed 
and told me : "You should have asked for 'Professor Smith' or just for 'Jim'-11ure, every
body knows me in this town." 

• They are more inclined to use the titles of "Mr.," "Mrs.,1' and "Miss" for Negroe, in 
private than in public, There is a deep and admittedly irrational aversion to using theac 
title/on the part of some upper class whites. An educated Negro in a Southern Negro univer
sity was approached by an upper class white lady during the depression to ask for another 
Neg-ro by his first name (let us call him Sam) who had charge of dispensing emergency 
relief for Negroes in the locality, Her interlocutor replied, "Sam who?" She did not know 
hia last name and said, "You know who I mean, the nigger who sits at this desk and givea 
out the emergency relief. I want some relief for some of my niggen." Her interlocutor, 
wanting to tease her, went on: "Do you mean Mr. So-and-lo or Mr. So-and-lo," hoping to 
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Another aspect of the form of conversation between Negroes and whites 
is the rule that a Negro must never contradict the white man nor mention 
a delicate subject directly. That is, a good part of the Negro's conversation 
must be circumlocutory rather than direct. This is much less common now 
than formerly, but it has not disappeared. The tone of the conversation 
also was formerly fixed and still remains so to a certain extent: the Negro 
was to use deferential tones and words;18 the white man was to use 
condescending tones and words. If the white man became angry or violent 
in his speech, the Negro could not reciprocate. 

The apparent purpose of this etiquette of conversation is the same as that 
of all the etiquette of race relations. It is to provide a continual demonstra
tion that the Negro is inferior to the white man and "recognizes" his 
inferiority. This serves not only to flatter the ego of the white man, but 
also to keep the Negro from real participation in the white man's social 
life. Conversation with other people is the principal way to participate in 
the lives of those people, to understand each other completely. In the 
North, the caste etiquette of conversation does not exist. That is, whites do 
not expect it. When Southern Negroes act it out they usually embarrass 
the average Northerner more than they please him. Where Negroes and 
whites meet socially on the same class level in the North ( which they do 
relatively seldom because of residential and institutional segregation) they 
actually may come to understand one another. Southern whites have a myth 
that they "know" their Negroes. This is largely incorrect, and in their 
franker moments white Southerners will admit that they feel that Negroes 
are hiding something from them. They cannot know Negroes as they know 
other human beings because in all their contacts Negroes must, or feel they 
must, pose in a framework of etiquette. "What the white southern people 
see who 'know their Negroes' is the role that they have forced the Negro 
to accept, his caste role.''H The racial etiquette is a most potent device for 
bringing persons together physically and having them cooperate for 
economic ends, while at the saine time separating them completely on a 
social and personal level. 

Closely allied to the forms of speech are the forms of bodily action when 
whites and Negroes appear before one another. For a Negro to sit down in 
the same room with a white person is not taboo, but it may be done usually 

get her to say "mister" in deaignating a colored person. She finally broke down in tears and 
aaid, "Oh, pleue give me some relief for my niggers," but she refused to "mister" anyt,ody. 

Robert R. Moton, the fate principal of Tuskegee, citea the case of "a distinguished Epis
copal clergyman, a friend of mine and by everyone recognized as a friend of the race, 
[Jt'ho] med to say that he always felt like laughing whenever he heard the principal 
of Hampton Institute, where he was a frequent visitor, refer to a coloured man u 'Mr.' To 
him, he aid, it aounded juat like saying 'Mr. Mule': it eeemed no lea ridiculoua." (WMI 
"'6 N~gro T'1inlu [19a9], p. 195.) 
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.Jnly · at the request of the white person. Since the invitation is often not 
extended, it frequently happens that Negroes are standing in the presence 
of whites, even those who are of the same or lower socio-economic status 
as themseJves. In conferences and public places, Negroes sit down without 
invitation, but there is usuaJly segregation: Negroes will sit at one end of the 
conference table, or in the rear of or on one side of a courtroom, or in the 
balcony or gallery of a theater which they are permitted to enter. In the 
North, Negroes, when they are allowed to enter, take seats much in the 
same manner that whites do. Whatever segregation in seating there is in the 
North would seem to have a voluntary or class basis rather than a strict caste 
basis as in the South. Many theaters in the North, however, refuse to let 
a Negro enter, or, if they are in a state with a civil rights law, they try to 
find some excuse to make him stay away voluntarily. Where seats are 
reserved, the management will often try to sell seats to Neg-roes in a special 
section. Changing seats on the part of individual whites also will sometimes 
isolate Negroes in a Northern theater. 

In general, the American is a great and indiscriminate hand-shaker. 
The ceremony is to him a symbol of friendliness and basic human equality. 
The partial taboo against shaking hands with Negroes is, therefore, signifi
cant. Formerly there was practically no hand-shaking between members of 
the two races except for that occurring when a Negro house servant would 
greet his returning master. The taboo is much less strong now, but the rela
tion-in so far as it exists-is, as we have mentioned, entirely one-sided: 
the white man in the South may offcr to shake hands with the Negro, but 
the Negro may not offer his hand to the white man. A white woman prac
tically never shakes hands with a Negro man. The greeting of the Negro 
has traditionally been a bow and a removal of the hat. This, too, has 
become much less demanded. While talking, the traditional pattern was for 
the Negro to remain with hat off, with eyes directed on the ground, and 
with foot scraping the ground to "demonstrate" that he was incapable of 
standing and talking like a human being. This pattern, too, has rapidly been 
going into discard. 

If he had to come into a white man's house, the rule was, and still is in 
most parts of the South, that the Negro must enter by the rear door. Since 
Negroes could plan this activity in advance they often avoided it by avoid
ing the need to talk to a white man iri his house (by deliberately waiting 
until he came out to the street, or by going to his office, or by calling to him 
from the street or from the front yard). This etiquette form still exists for 
the most part, but many exceptions could be cited. Also, the increase in the 
number of houses without back doors is helping to break down the pattern. 
When a white man enters a Negro's house, he cannot be expected to show 
any signs of respect. He will enter witho1:1t knocking; he will not remove 
his hat; he will not stand up when a Negro woman enters the room; he 
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may even insist that the Negro occupants stand in his presence (the· old
fashioned Negro will not presume to sit down anyway unless asked). 
There is little occasion for a white man to enter a Negro's house: if he 
wants to see a Negro he will send for him or call him on the telephone, 
or drive in his car to his house and blow the horn. White salesmen have 
found that they gained business if they showed Negroes some respect in 
their own homes, so they quite frequently violate the etiquette.• Practi
cally nothing of any phase of the etiquette of bodily action, or of that asso
ciated with entering the houses of members of the other race, exists in the 
North.· 

In an essential and factual sense the cumbersome racial etiquette is 
"un-American." American civilization has received its deepest imprints 
from immigrants from the lower classes in Europe who were not 
much versed in the intricacies and shibboleths of upper class ceremonial 
behavior in the old countries and who often consciously resented them on 
ideological grounds. The equalitarian Revolutionary ethos also endorsed 
simple and unaffected manners. Aristocratic travelers from England and 
other countries during colonial times complained about the Americans not 
caring about social distinctions of birth and breeding. This is part of the 
historical background for the European ( and American) myth of the 
Americans as being particularly "materialistic.111:; European observers 
with democratic leanings, from de Tocqueville on, have, on the contrary, 
found the lack of mannerisms of the typical American, his friendly, spon
taneous, and equalitarian ways of meeting other human beings, a great 
charm of the new continent. The symbols a culture acquires are no accident 
and no forms are of more intrinsic importance than those of human contacts 
and relations. All these observers have, therefore, related this trait to the 
democratic and Christian ethos of the American Creed. When democratic 
European countries are said to become "Americanized," one of the positive 
elements in this change has commonly been rccogniz.ed to be the throwing 
off of the inherited class etiquette, which is no longer functional in a modern 
democracy, and the breaking up of class isolation. Against this background, 

• In violating the etiquette of caste, the white salesmen simply follow the normal etiquette 
of the aociety as a whole. Thus, the term "etiquette" as we have been using it is quite dif
ferent from the term as understood by the man in the street, especially when applied to the 
behavior of the white man in the interca.ate relati-on. But the term has a technical sociological 
meaning, and we are using it in this sense, The sociological term refers to all the formalisms 
which accompany interpersonal relations, regardless of whether or not they make for pleasant 
relations and increased mutual respect. But even when used by aodologists the term baa 
the popular connotation of being a means of accommodation, and because of this the term 
ia not the best one that could be used to describe the formalisms of Negro-white contacts, 
it is bard to see bow the deliberate insults of the white man performing the actions required 
by the etiquette add to the ''accommodation" of the intercaste relation, 
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the caste etiquette in America stands out as a glaring contradiction. It 
indicates the split in the America.11's moral personality. 

The entire etiquette of interpersonal relations between Negroes and 
whites in the South is a systematic, integrated structure which serves to 
isolate the two groups from each other and to place the Negro group in an 
inferior social status. It formerly regimented practically every personal 
contact between members of the two races. It is breaking down to a certain 
extent-especially in those relations which arc least inti1nate and most 
removed from the sexual.16 It seems to be breaking down for two reasons: 
first, some Negroes are rising in class position so that many arc above a good 
proportion of the whites, and class etiquette is chiseling in on caste eti
quette; second, modern physical conditions (such as the absence of back 
doors, through which Negroes are supposed to enter whites' houses) prevent 
the full performance of an etiquette which developed under other condi
tions. Both of these condition:, arc more prevalent in the city than in the 
country. Coupled with the generally higher degree of secularization of 
attitudes in the city, they cause the t:tiquctte to be somewhat less rigid in 
the city than in the country. As implied in the first cause of change, the 
etiquette is less rigidly applied to upper class than to lower class Negroes. 
This would not seem to be true, however, where a need was felt to re
affirm the caste line: when, for example, a white person of any class (usually 
the lower class) feels that a certain Negro or group of Negroes is getting 
too "uppity." Thus, while in everyday practice the upper class Negro need 
not abase himself in accordance with the full requirt:ments of the etiquette, 
he must never be allowed to consider his privilege as a right. Even so, 
the very existence of the privilege is a sign of change. 

Allied with change in the etiquette is uncertainty in its performance. 
Despite the basic uniformity of the pattern as we have described it, there 
has always been a great deal of local variation in detailed aspects of the eti
quette.• This local variation per se should not, in most cases, be given too 
great importance in the study of the racial etiquette. The common dcno~i
nator is not a stock of basic specific rules of behavior, but rather their com
mon purpose, which is to isolate and subordinate the Negro group. One 
specific rule or another can equally wdl fill this function. But with increas
ing mobility of both Negroes and whites in the South it is becoming dif
ficult for Negroes to follow the local requirements, and whites are in many 
cases unclear as to what they should expect or demand. Other influences 
which we have noted as modifying the etiquette also add to the uncertainty 

• This variation has been a result not only of different local traditions, but also of th:
m1mber and proportion of Negroes in the community, and the presence or absence of other 
minority groups. In many Texas com~unities where thel'e are Negroes, the.ir 1tatua ia 
raised by reason of their small number and of the presence of a Mexican ~inority. Ia 
other Texas communities, prejudice against Negroea ia very ,tro11g. 
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,of its performance from both Negro and white points of view. While such 
a situation works hardships for individual Negroes-even to the extent of 
causing them to become innocent victims of police or court punishment or 
of mob violence-over a span of years it can be seen as a factor helping to 
break down the etiquette and to raise the status of Negroes in the attitudes 
of whites. Change from this source has occurred in the Border states to a 
greater extent than in the rest of the South. 

Another area of life in which the patterns of segregation and discrimina
tion are put under a strain is that in which they come in conflict with 
basically human i!1clinations. Negroes sometimes appear before whites in 
3ituations which evolve feelings of pity and sympathy. The inclinations 
of whites in these situations would be to help the Negroes were it not for 
the informal etiquette and formal rules of segregation. Of course, one of 
the effects of segregation and discrimination is to minimize the number of 
situations in which Negroes in desperate need of help appear before whites. 
Too, tlic etiquette is often so defined as to permit the white person to help 
the Negro. For example, the mistress could always administer any sort 
of bodily assistance to faithful servants who needed it without fear of violat
ing the etiquette, whereas normally no white woman could touch a Negro 
man. There have always been situations, however, in which suffering 
Negroes have appeared before whites who were forbidden to help them 
because of the etiquette or formal rules. It is probable that, with the grow
ing impersonality of the employer-servant relation and with the increase in 
the number of casual contacts, these situations arc increasing in number. 
In such situations, the etiquette or rule. is sometimes violated, sometimes 
not. We may cite illustrations of two types of these situations, where the 
etiquette was not violated, in order to bring out more fully the nature of 
the problem: 

The other day I saw a good-looking, modest-appearing, well-dressed, but frail 
colored woman with a child in her arms attempt to board a street-car. She was about 
to fail. The conductor started to help her, then looked at the other passengers and 
desisted. His face was a study. Prejudice won; but it was a Pyrrhic victory.17 

When I was working as a truant officer l was bitten by a dog. I went to a private 
physician. I had to go to the head of the welfarr departn1ent {F.E.R.A.). The white 
woman in charge was very nice. She was as nice as whit,: people can be. She sent me 
to the hospital. When I got there I had to wait a long time, and then J wa.i ~rnt to 
a white intern. He took me in a little room on one side. It looked like a storerO"tn. 
He told me to sit down and said that he wanted to look at my leg. My leg had a 
bandage on it, and the tape was stuck to the skin. He started tearing the bandage oft'. 
1 asked him if he didn't have some ether to loosen the bandage with, and he said 
he didn't have any and that he could get it off without getting any. I was in this 
aall room with the door shut, After he got the bandage off he refused to give me 
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the Pasteur treatment. I got up and walked out. He followed me and called me 
everything but a child of God. He certainly did scare me. It is against the law to 
refuse the Pasteur treatment, but I never got it.18 

Whether the rule or etiquette will be broken will obviously depend on 
the nature of the situation, on the presence or absence of white spectators 
and on the personality of the white man. A study of the effects on the white 
man's attitudes toward the etiquette and toward his own behavior would 
shed a great deal of light both on the nature of the etiquette and on human 
nature. Negroes seldom meet the problem since they are supposed to 
render assistance to whites under almost all circumstances. This fact only 
increases their bitterness when whites fail to reciprocate. There are certain 
situations, however, in which Negroes have the choice of refusing to aid 
a white person in need becau:.t: they can avoid doing so without fear of 
detection. Such a revenge situation provides a subject for study parallel 
to that mentioned for whites. Even apart from the revenge motive, a 
Southern Negro, who is passing through territory where he is not known, 
has good reasons not to stop and offer his services, as he never knows what 
might come of it in the end. If the white person is a woman, he would be 
taking a considerable risk in offering to help her. ·· 

Conditions are sufficiently different in the North to lead us to regard 
the pattern of segregation and discrimination in interpersonal relations as 
having a different basis. It certainly does not cover the whole gamut of 
interpersonal relations but is spotty: it restricts marriage, but does not for
bid it; it restricts dancing and swimming together but not eating and 
drinking together; it does not affect speech and body actions during speech. 
The Northern pattern could hardly be called an etiquette because it does not 
require that Negroes act in a special way toward whites or that whites act 
in a special way toward Negroes. Rather it takes the form of institu
tionalizing and rendering impersonal a limited number of types of segre
gation: Negroes are requested not to use bathing beaches reserved for 
whites; Negroes are requested not to patronize certain dance halls, hotels, 
and restaurants, and things are made unpleasant for them if they do. 
There is no organized force to stop intermarriage in most Northern states 
-whether legal or illegal. The pressure against intermarriage is simply, 
but effectively, the unorganized one of public opinion. Too, there seems to 
be little connection in motivation between the types of relations in which 
there is segreg-.ation and discrimination. It would seem much more reason
able in the North than in the South to accept the belief that Negroes are 
dirty as the main reason why they arc not liked on the same bathing 
beaches. This belief is more natural for Northerners, since there is quite a 
bit of physical touch contact between Negroes and whites in the South and 
little in the North. Southerners tie up the bathing prohibition to the 
sexual prohibition-which Northerners less frequently do. Economic rea 
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sons seem to be important ones for demanding housing segregation in the 
North and are also more freely expressed, while in the South economic 
considerations are subordinated to, and all the specific segregations ration
alized by, the closely interwoven theory of social equality. 

For the most part, the etiquette of interpersonal relations between the 
races does not exist in law. In the South there are laws to segregate Negroes 
in institutions and to restrict interpersonal relations, but there are no laws 
to govern the behavior of Negroes and whites meeting on the street or in 
the house. The etiquette is enforced, however, to an extent by the police 
and the courts in the South as well as by public opinion and physical 
violence: policemen in the South consider the racial etiquette as an extension 
of the law, and the courts recognize "disturbance of the peace" as having 
almost unlimited scope. n The main sanctions are those of individual or group 
opinion and violence. Deprived of police and court protection, and usually 
dependent economically on white opinion, the Negro cannot take the risk 
of violating the etiquette. 

3. Hous1NG SEGREGATION 

If sexual segregation, or rather the concern about ccrace purity," is basic 
to most other forms of segregation psychologically-in so far as it gives 
them a main rationalization and an emotional halo which they otherwise 
should not have-residential segregation is basic in a mechanical sense. It 
exerts its influence in an indirect and impersonal way: because Negro people 
do not live near white people, they cannot-even if they otherwise would 
-associate with each other in the many activities founded on common 
neighborhood. Residential segregation also often becomes reflected in uni
racial schools, hospitals and other institutions. It is relatively more impor
tant in the North than in the South, since laws and etiquette to isolate 
whites from Negroes are prevalent in the South but practically absent from 
the North, and therefore institutional segregation in the North often has 
only residential segregation to rest upon. For this reason, we shall empha
size the Northern situation in this section. 

Housing segregation necessarily involves discrimination, if not supple
mented by large-scale intelligent planning in the housing field of which 
America has as yet seen practically nothing. Housing segregation represents 
a deviation from free competition in the market for apartments and houses 
and curtails the supply available for Negroes. It creates an ,cartificial scar
city" whenever Negroes need more residences, due to raised economic 
standards or increased numbers of the Negro population. It further permits 
any prejudice on the part of public officials to be freely vented on Negroes 
without hurting whites. This last mentioned discriminating factor is more 

• See' Chapter 2.5, Section •· 
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potent in the South than in the North, where race prejudice is less solidified 
and where Negroes have the vote. It is in Southern cities that Negroes 
receive few neighborhood facilities, such as paved streets, adequate sewage 
disposal, street lights, and so on. Rapid increases in the Negro population 
are much more prevalent in Northern cities, and residential segregation
by its curtailment of housing supply available for Negroes-prevents a 
prpportional rise in housing facilities. In some neighborhoods of Northern 
cities housing conditions for Negroes are actually as bad as, or worse than, 
Southern ones.• 

The available statistics refer directly to the actual concentration of 
Negroes in certain areas of a city and not to segregation in the sense of 
forced concentration. A sample study of 64 cities19 in 1930 showed that 
84.8 per cent of the blocks were occupied exclusively by whites. On the 
other hand, only ~-9 per cent of the blocks were completely occupied by 
nonwhite persons, some of whom were not Negroes. The percentage of 
blocks containing both whites and nonwhites was 10.3-over twice as large 
as the percentage of blocks having no whites. A large part of this lack of 
complete concentration is due to the fact that the data refer to entire 
blocks and not to individual houses. In many mixed blocks Negroes arc 
concentrated in the backyards. Even so, we should not take it for granted 
that the concentration of Negroes is completc.20 Most of the mixed areas, 
however, are cases of whites living in "Negro areas1

' and not of Negroes 
living in "white areas." 

Residential concentration tends to be determined by three main factors: 
poverty preventing individuals from paying for anything more than the 
cheapest housing accommodation; ethnic attachment; segregation enforced 
by white people. Even in the absence of enforced segregation Negroes 
would not be evenly distributed in every city because as a group they aro 
much poorer than urban whites. This applies with particular strength to the 
masses of Northern Negroes who arc newly arrived from the South. 
Negroes would also be likely to cluster together for convenience and mutual 
protection. In the North this is again particularly true of Southern-born 
Negroes who have been brought up in a strict ethnic isolation enforced by 
the Jim Crow laws and the racial etiquette in the South. The three causal 
factors arc closely interrelated. Even if initially the tendency on the part 
of whites to enforce segregation on Negroes was but slight, the actual con
centration of a growing population consisting of poor uneducated Negroes 

• See Chapter 16, Section 6. The discussion in this section will refer to cities. The residence 
of Negro tenants, sharecroppers, and farm laborers is controlled by the farm owners, who 
usually keep their Negroes separate from their whites when they have them both on the same 
land. Segregation operates on Negro farm owners in much the same way as it operates on 
city Negroet-they are seldom allowed to buy the more desirable land or land surrounded 
by white-owned property. (See Chapter 11, Section 6,) 
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in the slum sections would soon call forth more active intentions on the 
part of the whites to force segregation upon this group. These tendencies 
would become strongest in the middle and upper class areas. Generally it 
is true both in the South and in the North that segregation as a factor in 
concentrating the Negro population is a pattern that is most characteristic 
of higher class areas and is much weaker or totally absent in slum areas. 
Neither actual concentration nor segregation proper is restricted to Negroes. 
All the various national groups of immigrants have, for reasons of economy 
and ethnic cohesion, formed "colonies" in the poorer sections of Northern 
American cities. As long as they were poor and strange in fanguage and 
other cultural traits, this concentration has been strengthened by segrega
tion on the part of the older Americans. If this factor has not been noticed 
so much, the reason is not only that the first two factors were usually 
sufficient as causes, but also that the situation did not become permanent. 
For when the members of a national group become so "assimilated" that 
they no longer regard members of their ancestral group as closer than 
persons of the dominant group in the society-when they feel themselves 
to be more American than Italian, Polish, or Czech-they tend to disre
gard ethnic affiliation in seeking a residence and to pay more attention to 
their personal needs and their ability to pay rent. V\7ithin two or three 
generations, it has usually been the practice for families which stemmed 
from a certain section of Europe to forget about their ethnic background 
in seeking residences and to have the means of paying higher rents in 
almost the same proportion as Old Americans. 

Negroes meet greater difficulties in rising economically, educationally and 
socially. But even apart from this, they are kept as aliens permanently. 
Otherwise Negroes who live in a Southern community and whose 
ancestors have been living there for several generations would no longer 
be living together, apart from the whites. Northern Negroes would 
similarly be expected to be di,stributed throughout Northern cities, rather 
than forced to remain in the Black Belts, if they were treated as members 
of ethnic groups from Europe are treated. Negroes who migrated from the 
South to the North in the last twenty-five years would be expected to live 
together because they arc poor and because they feel less out of place among 
their own kind. But they would also be beginning to disperse themselves 
throughout the white population if it were not for segregation. Only 
Orientals and possibly Mexicans among all separate ethnic groups have as 
much segregation as Negroes. 21 

From this point of view residential segregation may be defined as resi
dential concentration which, even though it were voluntary at the beginning 
or caU9ed by "economic necessity," has been forced upon the group from 
outside: the Negro individual is not allowed to move out of a "Negro" 

,neighborhood. The question whether the average Negro "w~ts" to fore 
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among his own kind then becomes largely an academic one, as we have no 
means of ascertaining what he would want if he were free to choose. In 
this sense practically all the statistically observed Negro housing concen
tration is, in essence, forced segregation, independent of the factors which 
have brought it about. 

Southern whites do not want Negroes to be completely isolated from 
them: they derive many advantages from their proximity. Negroes, on their 
side, are usually dependent on whites for their economic livelihood, directly 
or indirectly. For these reasons, there are few all-Negro towns or villages 
in the South, and whites have never seriously endorsed the back-to-Africa 
and Kansas movements.2

!! In some Southern cities, especially in the older 
ones, Negroes usually live in side streets or along alleys back of the 
residences of whites and sometimes in rear rooms of the whites' homes 
themselves-a practice surviving from slavery, when the slaves lived in 
shacks in the rear of the master's house. In such cases there is also segrega
tion, but the segregation is based on what we may term "ceremonial" dis
tance rather than spatial distance. Ceremonial distance occurs in Northern 
cities, too, when Negro servants live in or near the white employer's home.• 
In Northern cities, when Negroes were a small clement in the population 
in numbers and in proportion and when they were practically all servants 
in the homes of wealthy whites (as they still are in many Northern cities 
outside of the largest ones), they also lived scattered throughout the city 
near the residences of their employers. 

If, however, a Southern city received most of its Negro population 
after the Civil War, and if a Northern city has a large number of Negroes, 
such a city will tend to have large areas in which Negroes live separated 
in space from the whites. In other words, there are roughly two patterns 
of housing segregation in cities: one is found in Northern cities where there 
are few Negroes and in old Southern cities where the successors of local 
slaves make up the bulk of the Negro population; there Negroes live in 
practically all parts of the city but -only along certain poorer streets or 
alleys. The other is found in Northern cities with a fairly large Negro 
population and in Southern cities where the proportionate bulk of the 
Negroes has come in since the Civil War; there Negroes live in a limited 
number of distinct Black Belts. This is a rather gross classification of types 
of residential segregation in cities: both patterns are to be found in the same 
city-and there are many variations.23 In fact, as Woofter says: 

• Ceremonial distance is regularly called into existence to preserve spatial segregation on 
the borderline between white and Negro neighborhoods. It becomes especially apparent when 
the accidents of city growth have brought wealthy white neighborhoods in dose physical 
proximity to poor Nc:gro neighborhoods. 1''or example, New York's Harlem is adjacent to 
the Columbia University area and Chicago's small Near North Side Negro community 
is within a block or two of the Gold Coa~t. 
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Each city has a pattern of its own determined by the percentage of Negroes in 
the total [population], the distribution of Negro employment, the distribution of 
the areas where property is within the means of colored families, the attitude of the 
people toward segregation, and the rate of e:ipansion of business and manufacturing 
sectiona.24 

The geography of a city also helps determine the pattern of segregation. 
In a flat city like Chicago, which expanded in practically all directions from 
a single center, Negroes are concentrated in the slums around the central 
business district and their better class neighborhood stretches out like a 
spoke from this slum base.2

li In a hiJly city like Cincinnati, Negroes are 
concentrated in the lowlands. In a long, narrow city like New York, 
Negroes tend to live in a section of the strip, and the transportation lines 
go right through the Negro section. This latter variation should not lead 
us to believe that there is no segregation in such a narrow city as Man
hattan, although some Negroes would like to believe that there is none. 
Claude McKay is in error when he says: 

Segregation is a very unfortunate word. It has done much harm to the colored 
group by paralyzing constructive thinking and action. Not by the greatest flight of 
the imagination could Negro Harlem be considered as a segregated area. Besides the 
large percentage of whires who do business there, quite a number of them also 
reaide there in the midst of the colored people. Harlem is more like a depressed 
area. In my last book I compared it to the servant quarters of a great estate. The 
11Crvants live on a lower level. But they arc not segregated. 26 

To depict more clearly the character of residential segregation in Ameri
can cities, Appendix 7 describes the pattern of Negro residences in 
selected cities. 

-,.. SANCTIONS FOR RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION 

Probably the chief force maintaining residential segregation of Negroes 
has been informal social pressure from the whites. Few white property 
owners in white neighborhoods wouJci ever consider selling or renting to 
Negroes; and even if a few Negro families did succeed in getting a foot
hold,8 they would be made to feel the spontaneous hatred of the whites 
both socially and physically. The main reason why informal social pressure 
has not always been effective in preventing Negroes from moving into a 
white neighborhood has been the tremendous need of Negroes to move 

• The fint foothold of Negroes in a white neighborhood is often nchievcd by accident: 
1 piece of property is deeded to an absentee landlord who has no interest in the neighbor-
100d I a white real estate agent wishes to make the large profit involved in selling to 
iaraseed Negroes, one of the local white resident, may not be morally integrated into the 
ie.ighborhood (the strategic 3500 block on fashionable Grand Boulevard in Chicago was 
,11pposed to have been first opened to Negroes by a white prostitute who wished to retaliate 
ra her neighbors for exposing her to the police). 
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out of their intensely overcrowded ghettos and their willingness to bear a 
great deal of physical and mental punishment to satisfy that need. 

The clash of interests is particularly dramatic in the big cities of the 
North to which Negro immigrants from the South have been streaming 
since the First ,vorld ,var. When white residents of a neighborhood see 
that they cannot remove the few Negro intruders and also see more Negro 
families moving in, they conjure up certain stereotypes of how bad Negro 
neighbors are and move out of the neighborhood with almost panic speed. 
For this reason Negroes arc dangerous for property values,• as well as for 
neighborhood business, and all whites arc aware of this fact. In describing 
the succession of Negroes down the South Side in Chicago, an informant 
said, "This was not an incoming of the Negroes, so much as an outgoing 
of the whites. If one colored person moved into the neighborhood, the 
rest of the white people immediately moved out.m7 

Such a situation creates a vicious circle, in which race prejudice, economic 
interests, and residential segregation mutually reinforce one another. When 
a few Negro families do come into a white neighborhood, some more white 
families move away. Other Negroes hasten to take their places, because the 
existing Negro neighborhoods arc overcrowded due to segregation. This 
constant movement of Negroes into white neighborhoods makes the bulk 
of the white residents feel that their neighborhood is doomed to be pre
dominantly Negro, and they move out-with their attitudes against the 
Negro reinforced. Yet if there were no segregation, this wholesale invasion 
would not have occurred. But because it docs occur, scgrcgational attitudes 
are increased, and the vigilant pressure to stall the Negroes at the border
line is kept up.b 

Various organized techniques have been used to reinforce the spontaneous 
segregational attitudes and practices of whites in keeping Negro residences 
restricted to certain areas in a city. These include local zoning ordinances, 
restrictive covenants and terrorism. 

The earliest important legal step to enforce segregation was taken in 1910 

when an ordinance was passed in Baltimore, Maryland, after a Negro family 

• If white property owners in a neighborhood rush to sell their property all at once, 
property values naturally are hurt. After the transition to Negro occupancy is made, 
however, property values rise again at least to the level justified by the aging and lack 
of improvement of the buildings. No statistical study has been made which shows unequivo
cally that Negroes pay higher rents for equivalent apartments but this seems to be the 
opinion of all those--including white real estate agents--who have looked into the matter. 
Certain conditions, such as the lowering of rents to white tenants when there is a threat 
of Negro succession and the conversion into smaller apartments to meet the needs of Negro 
tenants, make it extremely difficult to measure the changes in rent that accompany a shift 
from white to Negro occupancy. (See Chapter 16, Section 6.) 

b Negroes also get into neighborhoods which have deteriorated because industry, crime, 
or vice are moving in. 
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had moved into what had previously been an all-white block. Many South
ern and Border cities followed suit,28 after state courts upheld zoning 
ordinances. Even after the Louisville ordinance was declared unconstitu
tional by the Supreme Court of the United States in 1917,20 certain cities 
put into effect other segregative laws designed to get around the decision. 
A more comprehensive and severe denunciation of segregation by law was 
made in the 1927 decision of the Supreme Court in the New Orleans 
case, but even as recently as 1940 the North Carolina State Supreme Court 
had to invalidate a residential segregation ordinance passed in Winston
Salem. 

When the courts' opposition to segregation laws passed by public bodies 
became manifest, and there was more migration of Negroes to cities, 
organized activities on the part of the interested whites became more 
widespread. The restrictive covenant-an agreement by property owners 
in a neighborhood not to sell or rent their property to colored people for 
a definite period-has been popular, especially in the North. The exact 
extent of the use of the restrictive covenant has not bl!cn ascertained, but: 
"In Chicago, it has been estimated that 80 per cent of the city is covered 
by such agreements ..• 1130 This technique has come up Sl!Veral times for 
court review, but, because of technicalities, the Supreme Court has as yet 
avoided the principal issue of the general legal status of the covcnants.31 

If the Court should follow up its action of declaring all local laws to segre
gate Negroes unconstitutional by declaring illegal also the private restrictive 
covenants, segregation in the North would be nearly doomed, and segre
gation in the South would be set back slightly. 

In addition to restrictive covenants, neighborhood associations have served 
as organized extra-legal agencies to keep Negro and white residences sepa
rated. The devices employed by them range all the way from persuasion 
to bombing. The Washington Park Court Improvement Association in 
Chicago shifted its function from planting shrubbery and cleaning the 
streets to preventing Negroes from getting into the neighborhood, when 
the Black Belt began to expand in the direction of this community.32 

But in spite of the white vigilance on the frontiers of the Negro districts, 
the line never gets absolutely fixed in all directions. Now and then a small 
break occurs, and the Negro community gains a little more space. Here and 
there some upper class Negroes succeed in moving out to a white neighbor
hood without causing a wholesale removal of the whites in the area or in 
building houses on vacant land at the outskirts of cities. If such cities 
expand, it is possible that these few Negroes will find themselves part of a 
large white neighborhood-at least in the North. Meanwhile more South
ern Negroes move in and the pressure accumulates behind the main front 
line. The crowded lower class Negro ghetto .remains alongside industry, 
vice and crime centers. 83 Because recent immigrants from Europe1 especiaJ h .. 
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Italians and Jews, have been less prejudiced-and because they are poor and 
segregated themselves-foreign colonies also become their neighbors. But 
they are isolated from the main body of whites, and mutual ignorance 
helps reinforce segregative attitudes and other forms of race prejudice. 

Opposed to this hypothesis has been the Southerner's theory that 
minimizing contacts means minimizing conflicts. In this particular respect, 
this theory is the less rational in view of the fact that the main distributive 
effect of segregation is to keep the few well-educated upper and middle 
class Negroes out of white neighborhoods. Segregation has little effect on 
the great bulk of poor Negroes except to overcrowd them and increase 
housing costs, since their poverty and common needs would separate them 
voluntarily from the whites, just as :i.ny European immigrant group is 
separated. The presence of a small scattering of upper and middle class 
Negroes in a white neighborhood would not cause conflict (unless certain 
whites were deliberately out to make it a cause of conflict), and might serve 
to better race relations_ The fact is neglected by the whites that there 
exists a Negro upper and middle cla;;s who are searching for decent homes 
and who, if they were not shunned by the whites, would contribute to prop
erty values in a neighborhood rather than cause them to deteriorate. The 
socially more serious effect of having segregation, however, is not to force 
this tiny group of middle and upper class Negroes to live among their 
own group, but to lay the Negro masses open to exploitation and to drive 
down their housing standard even below what otherwise would be econom
ically possible. 

Al, pointed out in an earlier chapter,a recent government policies have, 
on the whole, served as devices to strengthen and widen rather than to 
mitigate residential segregation. The Federal Housing Administration, in 
effect, extends credit to Negroes only if they build or buy in Negro neigh
borhoods and to whites only if they build in white areas which arc under 
covenant not to rent or sell to Negroes. This policy of the F.H.A. is the 
more important since it has been an ambition and accomplishment of thi 
agency to make housing credit available to low income groups. The effea. 
has probably been to bring about an extension of such "protection" 
to areas ar.d groups of white people as were earlier without it. The 
United States Housing Authority and its local affiliates are not so 
intentionally restrictive. But they have been forced by public opinion to 
build separate housing projects for whites and Negroes, and even where 
they have mixed projects, they have been forced, in all but one or two 
instances, to keep the Negroes at one end and the whites at the other. 
Negroes have, however, had reasons to be grateful to the U.S.H.A. for 
the relatively large share of low· cost housing this agency has given them 

'See Chapter 1 s, Section 6. 
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even i£ it has not been effective in opening up new areas for the congested 
Negro populations in American cities. 

The local government authorities have, for natural reasons-both in the 
South, where the Negroes are numerically strong but disfranchised, and in 
the North, where they have votes but are small minorities-rather sided 
with the white segregationalists. In the big Northern cities that have been 
the goal of the Negro migration northward, they have had the special 
and potent reason that they do not want to encourage more Negro migra
tion. This reason-which, of course, in consideration of the Negro vote, 
has not often been announced openly, though, as the author has observed, 
it is freely admitted in conversation-has had a fateful influence on social 
policy generally. Even administrators, who on general principles have 
deplored the standards of public service in the Negro slums, have been 
inhibited from going in wholeheartedly for reform. They must tell them
selves that even without reform the Negroes arc much better off in North
ern cities than in the South, and that any improvement is likely to attract 
more Negro migration. This attitude makes them also generally reluctant to 
enter into large-scale planning, and they use their influence to discourage 
even the Negro leaders from considering broad programs for social 
improvement. It is one of the factors which explains why both Negro and 
white leaders and experts in large Northern cities are found to be so barren 
of constructive ideas on policies in so far as Negro problems are concerned.• 

This also explains why, in practice and often in discussion, the only two 
alternatives have been segregation and free competition. It must be empha
sized that segregation &an be "positive,, or "negative.» The average individ
ual white's attitude is, of course, only negative: ·he wants to be "protected" 
from Negro neighbors.b But as long as the Negro population in a city is 
increasing-or even if it were stationary but the Negro group for some 
reason, such as higher income or an increased proportion of persons of mar
riageable age, were in need of more housing facilities-it is an irrational and, 
indeed, impossible policy in the long run only to "protect" white areas 
against Negro intrusion. The result will be "doubling up," scandalous 
housing conditions for Negroes, destroyed home life, mounting juvenile 
delinquency, and other indications of social pathology which are bound to 
have their contagious influence upon adjoining white areas. And inevitably 
the Negros will finally break through somehow and in some degree-this 

• There is another problem after areas for Negro housing have been attained. This is the 
problem of fuiding capital to invest in such housing. (See Chapter 16 and Appendix 7.) 

b In the opinion poll taken for this inquiry by Fortune magazine, from 77 to 87 per 
tent of the informants in various regions of America expressed themselves in favor of 
residential segregation of Negroes, based either on legislation or on social pressures. Only 
10 to 19 per cent were against segregation. (See: Eugene L. Horowitz, "Race Attitudes," 
Table.XX, in Otto Klin~berg [editor], CJ,aracuristics of tli# American Negro, prf'narcd for 

.:·this atudys to be published.) 
> 
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eventual Negro invasion of white areas must actually be considered tc be 
an insufficient ''self-healing" which in Northern cities takes the place ot 
intelligent political action. The impossible situation which prevails t!= 

being studied in excellent "ecological" research-a branch of social science 
and a direction of scientific interest which is itself a by-product of big cities' 
being allowed to grow without any plan. But in the practical field there is 
great lack of courage and interest. It must be stressed that if white people 
insist on segregation-and if society is assumed not to tolerate a socially 
costly sub-standard housing for Negroes-the logical conclusion is that, 
in a planned and orderly way, either areas of old housing now inhabited 
by whites or 'Vacant land must be made available for Negroes. The F.H.A. 
has tended to tighten the present impossible situation. The U.S.H.A. has 
not been in a position to change it. The local city authorities avoid going 
into the problem. And the Negroes themselves are inarticulate and void 
of constructive ideas. 

It seems of urgent importance that residential segregation and all the 
connected problems of Negro housing become the object of scientific 
research with more practical vision than hitherto. The general structure of 
this complex of problems is clear-cut and ready for social engineering. 
There is material available for the detailed statistical analysis needed for 
local planning. The field of conflicting and converging interests is ea.sily 
mapped in every community. The strategic time for this planning work is 
now. After the War a great increase in private and public building is likely, 
since housing construction has been moribund for several years, and popular 
needs seemed about to cause a building boom when the ,var started and 
diverted the construction industries' efforts into the field of defense hous
ing. Also, the War will leave in its wake a tremendous need for public 
works and private investment to prevent a new and more devasting world 
depression. To be maximally useful this housing boom should be planned 
in advance.• And it would be prudent not to overlook segregation and the 
abominable housing conditions for Negroes. Gross inequality in this field 
is not only a matter for democratic American conscience, but it is also 
expensive in the end. 

5. THE GENER.AL CHARACTER OF INSTITUTIONAL SEGREGATION 

While there is much segregation of Negroes in the North in public 
facilities and private commercial establishments-a segregation which we 
term "institutional," for convenience, to distinguish it from both personal 
and residential segregation-there is a tremendous difference between the 
North and the South in this form of segregation. The difference arises out 
of two facts. 

• The National Reaources Planning Board is now planning for post-war housing con
struction as a public works program. 
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One is that institutional segregation in the South is supported and, 
indeed, inspired by an elaborate racial etiquette and a clearly perceived 
popular theory of "no social equality." The etiquette is, as we have shown, 
for the most part entirely lacking in the North, while the theory of "no 
social equality" is perceived only vaguely and is not invested with the same 
deadly seriousness as in the South. For this reason institutional segregation 
fits in more "naturally" in the South, while in the North it is constantly 
challenging other c;lements of popular ideologies and customs. The North 
is more secularized in its way of thinking, and life is more anonymous. It 
is to a greater degree bent upon technical efficiency, which means that the 
economic irrationality of institutional segregation, when it does occur, is 
likely to appear more striking. This last mentioned point becomes the more 
important since the North, being more law-abiding and having to take the 
Negro vote into consideration, will usually have to carry on segregation 
without much financial compensation from discrimination. The second 
great cause of difference is that in the South institutional segregation is in 
the laws of the states and of the local communities and thus allows for 
few individual exceptions. In the North institutional segregation, arising 
out of personal distaste for Negroes and as a consequence of residential 
segregation, is entirely extra-legal and often illegal. 

Every Southern state and most Border states have structures of state laws 
and municipal regulations which prohibit Negroes from using the same 
schools, libraries, parks, playgrounds, railroad cars, railroad stations, sections 
of streetcars and buses, hotels, restaurants and other facilities as do the 
whites.• In the South there are, in addition, a number of sanctions other 
than the Jaw for enforcing institutional segregation as well as etiquette. 
Officials frequently take it upon themselves to force Negroes into a certain 
action when they have no authority to do so. The inability of Negroes to get 
justice in the courts extends th~ powers of the police in the use of physical 
force. Beating and other forms of physical violence may be perpetrated by 
almost any white man without much fear of legal reprisaJ.b Equally impor
tant sanctions are the organized threat and the risk of Negroes getting the 
reputation of being "bad" or "uppity," which makes precarious all future 
relations with whites. The Negro's reliance on the tolerance of the white 
community for his economic livelihood and physical security makes these 
threats especial! y potent. 

As long as the Supreme Court upholds the principle established in its 
decision in 1883 to declare the federal civil rights legislation void, the Jim 

• See Chapter 28, Section 9. For a survey of these laws and of the extent of the variations 
in law and judicial procedure in theae matters, the reader is referred to Charles S. Man~um's 
recent ),ook, Tiu Legal Status of the N,g,.o (1940). 

' See Part VI. . 
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Crow laws are to be considered constitutional. It is a notorious fact, how
ever, that institutional segregation as it is actually practiced is the basis for 
gross discrimination, and this is unconstitutional. To prove discrimination 
before a court is always difficult, and such judicial procedures are expen
sive and can hardly be undertaken by private individuals. The Negro 
defense organizations, and primarily the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People, because of their limited funds-and 
also because they do not wish to call forth a new revolutionary move
ment in the South-have restricted themselves to attacks on selected 
strategic points. In the legal situation described, and particularly since the 
Supreme Court in recent years has become increasingly prepared to observe 
the intent of the Reconstruction Amendments, the defenders of the legal 
rights of Negroes go from victory to victory.a 

It is often maintained-even by Negro intellectuals-that the fight for 
the Negroes' civil rights and against discrimination in institutional segre
gation is doomed to be fruitless, as the inequalities have much deeper 
roots and are upheld by other sanctions than law. This criticism, however, 
overlooks several points. The courts in the Southern states want to have 
their decisions upheld and the state authorities want to have their policies 
covered by law as far as possible. It is noticeable everywhere in the South 
that even the threat of legal action puts a certain restraint on institutional 
discrimination. And court decisions are increasingly exposing the Southern 
statutes backing the system of institutional segregation as unconstitutional. 
This system is thus gradually losing its legal sanctions an,l increasingly 
depending upon extra-legal or illegal sanctions. The parallel with dis
franchisement should be observed ... 

The dilemma of Southern whites in this field is accentuated by the fact 
that segregation, which is the proclairp.ed purpose of the Jim Crow legis-

· lation, is financially possible and, indeed, a device of economy only as long 
as it is combined with substantial discrimination. If institutional segregation 
should have to be made constitutional in practice-that is, by giving truly 
equal though separate facilities to both groups-it would in most cases turn 
out to be financially ruinous. Undc.:r the onslaught of legal action, which we 
shall have to expect to increase rather than to abate, and in the general 
trend toward legality which is visible in the South, this fundamental 
dilemma will become increasing I y exposed and the stability of the entire 
system of institutional segregation will be gradually undermined. A factor 
which, on the contrary, works toward stabilizing the Southern Jim Crow 
system is the increasing amount of vested interest which the higher strata of 
the Negro community arc acquiring in its preservation. The dilemma of 
the Negro business and professional class is that the segregation they are 

• See Chapter 39. 
• See Chapter 23, Section , 
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fighting against affords them the monopolistic basis of their economic 
existence.• 

In the North the Jim Crow laws are absent. In addition, eighteen states 
have civil rights acts roughly similar to the kind which the federal govern
ment was prohibited from having by decision of the Supreme Court in 
1883." These laws are not rigorously enforced, and there are all sorts of 
ways of getting around them. But their very existence makes institutional 
segregation a qualitatively different problem in the North than in the South, 
and the scope of these laws is continually being increased.85 Physical vio
lence, organized threats, giving Negroes a bad reputation, extensions of 
police and court powers and laws are, further, seldom used in the North as 
sanctions in enforcing institutional scgregation.h The main sanctions of 
institutional segregation in the North are individual protest and refusal 
to serve. The individual protester or refuser may be a white store or organ
ization manager, a white customer, or even-a.t some risk of legal reprisal 
-a white public official. These sanctions are much weaker than any others 
used in the South. 

Yet there is institutional segregation in the North, and its effects are 
far from negligible. Many institutions-such as schools, parks, playgrounds, 
stores, theaters, other places of amusement-have a community basis, and 
residential segregation is, therefore, an effective means of getting separate 
units for Negroes. Sometimes certain devices are employed artificially to 
increase the separating power of residential segregation. School boundaries, 
for example, are usually set at the boundary of the white and Negro 
neighborhoods: if a white child lives in a "Negro school district," he is 
readily given a permit to go to another school; if a Negro child lives in 
a "white school district," he is encouraged and sometimes coerced into 
going to a Negro school. Residential segregation is the main cause of insti
tutional segregation also in other public facilities where it sometimes occurs, 
at hosp.itals, clinics, relief agencies, and so on, in the North. 

In private facilities and organizations, however, there is the important 
added control of the manager's or group's desires. In states where there is 
no civil rights law, a manager of any private organization, commercial 
or noncommercial, can simply refuse to serve Negroes and may even put 
up a sign to that effect. In states where there arc civil rights laws, no man
ager or employee may refuse to Negroes, theoretically, the service that he 

• See Chapter 38, Section 10. A Southern white liberal pointed out to me that until com
paratively recently Charleston, South Carolina, had employed white teachers in the Negro 
1chool1. He aaw in this practice, in such places where the tradition from the ante-bellum 
South had been preserved, an example of white people helping the Negroes to rise, When 
I later visited Charleston, the Negroes related to me, as their main success in their fight to 
protect their interests, that they had succeeded in driving out the white teachers from the 
Negro schools and in givirig these jobs to Negroes. 

• Sec Chapter 24. 
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would offer to white persons. Actually, many stores, hotels, and other 
establishments refuse service to Negroes without excuse unless someone 
asks the police or courts to take action. Occasionally they even have signs 
up: "Whites Only." Even when the police and courts take action, the 
practice may be kept up, since the fine is usually small and the probability 
of being called before t,he law a second time also is small. Much more 
frequently employed than a direct violation of the law are the indirect 
devices of discouraging the Negro from seeking service in these establish
ments; by letting him wait indefinitely for service, by telling him that there 
is no food left in the restaurant or rooms left in the hotel, by giving him 
dirty or inedible food, by charging him unconscionable prices, by insulting 
him verbally, and by dozens of other ways of keeping facilities from him 
without violating the letter of the law.36 

In addition to residential segregation and managerial refusal of services 
as techniques of effecting institutional segregation in the North, there are 
other means that should be mentioned. A voluntary organization, whether 
for civic, religious, political, economic, or associational purposes, will most 
often simply not invite Negroes to membership, even though they meet all 
other requirements. No state attempts to restrict the membership or service 
policies of voluntary associations. Even semi-public associations in Northern 
states with civil rights laws-such as the American Red Cross, the United 
Service Organizations, charities, universities37-grossly discriminate against 
Negroes. A fourth device is for individual whites to insult or stare at 
Negroes in restaurants or other public places where the management does 
not restrict service to them. 

This all leads to a fifth, and equally important, cause of segregation: vol
untary withdrawal of Negroes into their own group. This cause operates in 
the South, too. It is impossible to draw the Jine between voluntary with
drawal and forced segregation, and the latter is practically always con
tributory to the former, indirectly if not directly. The effects-in terms of 
cultural isolation and lack of equality of opportunity-are the same. In fact, 
the voluntary withdrawal often goes further than the demand for segre
gation on the part of the whites. Many Negroes in the upper and middle 
classes make it a policy to abstain as far as possible from utilizing the 
Southern Jim Crow set-ups in theaters, transportation, and the like, or 
from entering places in the North where they know that they are not 
welcome. 

Institutional segregation and discrimination in the Border states is 
roughly between that of the North and that of the South. In some things, 
the Border is closer to the South and in others it is more like the North. 
In a few things, the Border is even harsher than the South: "In Baltimore 
and Washington, D. C., for example, there is more rigid segregation and 
rejection of Negro patronage in the large department stores than anywhere 
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in the South." 88 In Washington the theaters for whites are completely 
closed to Negroes, but libraries, public buildings and parks are open.89 

The Border states have fewer restrictive laws than the Southern states but 
do not have the general civil rights laws found in the North. Still, there are 
a few laws both to restrict association and to prohibit discrimination, and 
even more laws making these things optional. According to Charles S. 
Johnson: "It is frequently necessary to be more explicit regarding segre
gatory intent [in the Border states] than in the South.mo Still there is 
probably more confusion about the behavior required and more rapid break
down of the various types of segregation and discrimination. But confusion 
and breakdown exist in other regions of the country also. The rules are com
plicated, and they vary loca)Jy even when they are kept stable in time. 
All Negroes point to this fact, some to argue the irrationality of the 
segregation system, others to explain how difficult it is for the Negro to 
find his way t~rough the Jim Crow jungle. 

6. SEGREGATION IN SPECIFIC TYPES OF lNSTITUTfONS · 

It is in government-owned institutions that legal segregation is most 
complete in the South. One of the most inclusive definitions of the South
including all the Border states and some localities in such Northern states 
as Indiana and New Jersey-is that based on legal segregation in schools. 
Seventeen states and the District of Columbia have two complete sets of 
elementary and secondary schools as part of state law. With the exception 
of the District of Columbia, nearly every community in these states has a 
substantial amount of discrimination coupled with.segregation in the provi
sion of education for Negroes. The buildings and equipment are inferior; 
in rural areas most of the schools are not run during the planting or har
vesting seasons; the teachers get a lower rate of pay/ Negroes have little 
control over their school ;41 many common academic subjects are not offered 
in the secondary schools in ordcr'to prevent Negroes from getting anything 
but a low grade vocational training.b 

For higher education, Negroes are still worse off. Some of the Southern 
states support small Negro colleges-never comparable in facilities and 
personnel with even the average Southern state university. Other Southern 
states help to support privately run Negro colleges if these colleges agree 
to accept Negro students of that state at low tuition rates. Since many of 
these colleges do not have graduate departments, some of the state govern• 
ments have paid tuition fees at any university in the United States for 
Negro students who wish to pursue certain studies provided for whites 
but not for Negroes by the state. Not only is it hard to obtain this out-of-

• 5ee Chapter 141 Section 4. At the present time (winter, 1941-194i) Negro teachers 
iii. atata.of the Uppc:r South.are waring successful court battles to get equal pay. 

:t See Chapter 41. 
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state support, but Negro students are faced sometimes with the dilemma 
of whether to fight for their right to enter the state university or to seek 
the advantages of the superior Northern universities. In the recent (Decem
ber, 1938) case of Lloyd Gaines v. the University of Missouri, the United 
States Supreme Court decided that a Negro could insist upon entrance into 
a regular state university if no separate but equal university were provided 
for Negroes by that state.42 

There is little school segregation required by law in the Northern and 
Western states: Arizona requires it in elementary schools and makes it 
permissive in secondary schools; 43 Kansas, Wyoming, Indiana, and New 
Me:,.,.;co make school segregation permissive in the elementary grades and 
sometimes also in the secondary grades.44 Some communities in the south
ern parts of New Jersey, Indiana, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Ulinois use 
organized pressure contrary to law to segregate Negroes in at least the 
elementary grades.45 In practically all other areas of the North there is 
partial segregation on a voluntary basis, caused by residential segregation 
aided by the gerrymandering of school distri..:ts and the system of "per
mits." This segregation is fairly complete for elementary schools, except 
where Negroes form only a small proportion of the population, but there 
is much less segregation in secondary schools. In few cases-if any-is this 
segregation accompanied by discrimination, however, except that form of 
discrimination which inevitably arises out of isolation. In fact there is 
probably more discrimination in the mixed schools than in the segregated 
ones in the North: frequently Negroes in mixed schools are kept out of 
swimming, dancing, and other athletics, and out of social clubs. There are, 
however, some Negro teachers in mixed schools in many Northern cities, 
and Negroes sit on the boards of education in a few big Northern cities. 

No Northern state university prohibits the·: enrollment of Negroes, 
although a few practice minor forms of discrimination once they are 
enrolled. This is often a matter of individual prejudice rather than of 
official policy. Private universities in the North restrict Negroes in rough 
inverse relation to their excellence: the great universities-Harvard, 
Chicago, Columbia, and so on, restrict Negroes to no significant extent, 
if at all. A few exceptions exist: Princeton University, for example, has no 
_Negro students, but this university has Southern traditions. Most of the 
minor private universities and colleges prohibit or restrict Negroes. Some 
of these permit the entrance of a few token Negroes, probably to demon
strate a racial liberalism they do not feel. Four or five Northern colleges 
or universities, outside the Negro ones, have a Negro on their instructional 
staff.46 That there is no serious restriction on higher education for Negroes 
in the North is shown by the fact that there are only four Negro colleges 
in all the 30 non-Southern states, and two of these were started before 
the Civil War. 
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Most other public facilities-such as libraries, parb, playgrounds-are 
available to Negroes with about the same amount of discrimination and 
segregation, in the various regions of the country, as in schools. Negroes 
are not permitted to use these in the South unless they are acting in a 
servant capacity. Many Southern cities have separate parks, playgrounds, 
and libraries for Negroes, but in all cases they are poor substitutes for 
those available to whites. In a few cities in the Upper South Negroes are 
allowed to enter some of the general parks. In a few Southern cities, such 
as Nashville and Richmond, upper class Negroes are allowed to use the 
white library if they sit at a special table or in a special room. Interlibrary 
loans from the white to the Negro library also improve the situation in 
isome cities.47 In the North there is no segregation or discrimination in the 
use of these facilities, except that created by residential segregation and 
the unfriendliness of a relatively few white officials and members of the 
public. 

Segregation of Negroes in jails, penitentiaries, reformatories, insane 
asylums, follows the same pattern found for schools and other public 
facilities, except that there is somewhat more segregation in the North in 
this respect than in others, and practically no exceptions to the segregational 
pattern in the South. When the institution has as its primary importance, 
not to protect white society, but to be of service to the Negro individual 
or community-as in the case of asylums for the insane and feeble-minded 
or specialized institutions for juvenile delinquents-many Southern states 
and localities do not have a Negro unit at all.48 Charles S. Mangum 
comments on this last point: "This is one of the most flagrant violations 
of the spirit of the constitutional guarantee of equal treatment by the 
states discovered in this inv~stigation."'9 

Negroes may enter public buildings in the South as well as in the North, 
but in the South the rules are that they must not loiter, must remove their 
hats, must not expect service until all whites have been accommodated 
( with the exception of many post offices and other buildings owned by the 
federal government), must sit in rear or side scats in most courtrooms, and 
in general must follow the etiquette most cautiously. Of all the institutions 
run by the government, public bathing beaches, pools and bath houses 
have the most complete segregation. 

The pattern of segregation found in privately run public services is in 
the South often less rigid than in those operated by government. This 
differential-not great-occurs because businessmen are more solicitous 
about Negro customers than local governments are about Negro citizens. 
A good part of the segregation and discrimination that does occur in such 
facilities as railroad trains, railroad waiting rooms and ticket offices, street
cars, buses and taxicabs occurs because the law requires it. The law compels 
the transportation companies to bear the extra costs of maintaining two sets 
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of faciliti~~- _This be~omes t?e more expensive as many Negroes avoid Jim 
Crow f~hties by usmg their own cars30 or walking. On the other hand, it 
is_ ~otorious that. the _compan~es-with a few exceptions-save money .bf 
givmg Negroes mfenor service for equal charge. While white opinton 
would no doubt force these companies to maintain segregated facilities, 
there would be many exceptions and a slow trend toward a breakdown 0£ 
segregation if there were no laws to keep the pattern rigid. This inference 
may be drawn from observation of segregation practices in privately run 
stores where there are no laws to prohibit or to segregate Negro customers, 

Oklahoma and all the former slaveholding states, with the exception of 
Delaware, Missouri, and \Vest Virginia, have laws requiring separation of 
whites and Negroes on railways operated in their jurisdiction.111 Delaware 
has a law making it optional for railroad companies to Jim Crow, and a 
Missouri state court has upheld the validity of a railway's regulation direct
ing a separation of the races on its coaches.:;2 Although these laws could 
not be meant to apply to a Negro who was merely crossing the state with
out stopping in it, since such a law would be clearly unconstitutional even 
if the intra-state Jim Crow law would not, in practice it applies to such 
Negroes also. The conJuctors are given police powcr to enforce these 
statutes. Certain types of exceptions an: commonly made: for nurses, 
police officers, railway employees. Sometimes the segregation is mainly 
ceremonial: Negroes may enter Alabama in PulJman cars but arc given 
"Lower 13" (the drawing room in a Pullman with 12 sets of berths).'18 

All the Southern states having railway Jim Crow laws, except Ala.bama, 
Kentucky, and Maryland, also require separate accommodations on street 
railways/H In those three states, the practice of Jim Crowing is left up 
to the streetcar companies: it is universal in Alab.1ma, but does not occur 
in the Border states. It is a common observation that the Jim Crow car is 
resented more bitterly among Negroes than most other forms of segrega
tion. In the North there is practically no segregation in public carriers. 

Segregation is practically complete in the South for hotels and restau
rants, places of amusement• and cemeteries. b The same is true of churches/ 
Many hospitals in the South receive Negro as well as white patients, but 
they are segregated; the Negro wards are mostly inadequate and inferior, 

• Negroes are excluded from S\\imming pools, dance halls, &k.iting rmks, pool parlors and 
bowling alleys patronized by whites. In theater& and a~sembly halls, where they are not 
excluded, they are segregated and u&ually given poo1er seats. 

• Before the Civil War it was not uncommon for Negro se1vants to be buried in the white 
family's plot. With tbe development of a new taboo in respect to nuxed ce1neteries, cuea 
have occurred where Negro bones have been dug up and replaced in Negro cemeteries by 
white men. (Johnson, Patterns of Negro Segregation, p. 170.) 

"In the ante-bellum South slaves often weut to the churches of their masters, The 
exclusion on the part of the whites met a movement on the part of the Negroes to develop 
their own churches. Today the separation is complete. (See Chapter 40.) 
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and Negro doctors are not allowed to treat their patients there.• In the 
North the patterns vary a good deal. In all states where there are civil 
rights laws, hotels, restaurants, and amusement places are theoretically 
open to Negroes on equal terms with whites. In the states without such 
legislation, courts usually uphold the rights of proprietors to prohibit or 
segregate as they please. 511 In practice the higher priced establishments 
attempt to keep out Negroes all over the North, and the difference is not 
great in this respect between the South and the North, except for the 
presence of etiquette in the South. The low and moderate priced places 
probably most often accept Negro customers. Northern white churches do 
not prohibit Negroes, or even segregate them, but traditional adherence 
and residential segregation effectively keep Negroes practically separated 
in their own churches. Cemeteries are usually segregated even in the 
North.116 The Y.M.C.A.'s ordinarily segregate Negroes even in the North, 
a main reason being that they are usually equipped with swimming pools; 
the Y.W.C.A.'s seem to show a tendency to be more liberal. There are 
separate hospitals for Negroes also in the North, and the hospitals which 
serve both races sometimes segregate Negroes but, on the average, the 
discrimination involved is slighter. In the North, Negro doctors are fre
quently given a chance to follow up their Negro cases in the hospitals. 

As noted in Chapter 13 and Appendix 6, segregation in factories is usu:il 
throughout the South. It is not a matter of law in most cast:s, however, 
but is put into effect by the factory owners. If Negroes are allowed in an 
industry at all, they will usually be put either in a separate building or in 
a separate part of the regular factory building. The practice of giving 
Negroes only the hardest and least desirable jobs facilitates segregation. 
In most factories in the South, Negroes are required to use separate toilets 
and drinking fountains. Occasionally these things are put into law: a South 
Carolina law requires segregation in the cotton textile factories with respect 
to entrances, pay ticket windows, stairways, lavatories, toilets and drinking 
utensils.117 

In the ordinary commercial establishments the variation is tremendous, 
since there are indefinite numbers of combinations of types and degrees of 
segregation in this field.68 Only a few Southern communities have com
plete segregation for every commercial establishment/ just as only a few 
Northern communities have absolutely no segregation or discrimination. 
The situation is constantly changing in both North and South and is subject 
to a great variety of personal, customary and legal factors. It is reported 
from many localities, particularly in the South, that during the depression 

• See Chapter 7, Section 5. 
• Some Southern towns, especially in Texas, do not permit any Negro to spend over .z4 

nours within the town limits. Miami, Florida, and perhaps a fow other Southern cities have 
lawa forbidding Negroes ta buy or to work outside the Negro district. 
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the competition for customers made store managers inclined to change 
their policy to greater compliance toward at least upper class Negroes.119 

There are possibly significant differences in the segregation patterns found 
for two distinct types of establishments-say, banks and department stores 
-but without detailed information we shall not risk saying that there 
· definitely are. 

We may generalize thus far, however: for each community there would 
seem to be less discrimination and segregation where the service is less 
personal and r.!quires least manifestation of personality. Barbershops and 
beauty parlors will both in the North and in the South be most completely 
segregated. Stores for clothing will discriminate more than hardware 
stores. Gas stations will be least segregated; both in the South and in the 
North the rule is that the customer is to be served without regard to his 
color, but often with some regard to the quality or make of his car. 
Discrimination has many degrees: sometimes it will appear only in the 
way in which customers are served. Clothing stores, for example, may 
refuse to sell to Negroes, may have separate sections for them, may sell to 
them as to whites but refuse to let them try on clothing, may let them try 
on clothing if they keep the clothing from their bodies (for example, 
cloth over head before trying on hat) or may not discriminate at all. As 
a general conclusion, we can state that there is a good deal of difference 
between the North and the South in the discrimination practices of com
mercial establishments, but less here than in most other fields. The lack 
of laws, the impersonal nature of the relationship, and the profits to be 
made by commercial establishments if they cater to Negroes, all tend to 
weaken the patterns in the South. The present author has observed cities 
in the Deep South where the ordinary department store apparently discrim
inates less than in the North. 

The prohibitions and restrictions on the Negro in the use of privately 
run establishments take two major directions: discrimination, and separate 
establishments for Negroes. There arc usually not enough persons or 
wealth in the Negro community tq provide Negroes with some of the more 
expensive services that are available to whites. This is especially true of 
theaters, concert halls, lecture halls and dance halls. When Negroes are 
permitted to go to these in the South-and seldom are they permitted to 
go to the best ones-they must occupy inferior sections, such as balconies. 
Segregated sections-whether of trains or of theaters-arc commonly 
frequented by white men who often come there to engage in activities 
they would not dare to do in white sections (as, for instance, drinking or 
playing cards). The Negro sections usually have inferior equipment and 
are poorly cared for. In white stores where he may be served, the Negro 
customer is handicapped by not being allowed to try on clothing, by not 
being permitted to exchange any merchandise and by not beine- given the 
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full services ordinarily volunteered by clerks. Too, in the South there is 
the abasing etiquette which is only slightly modified when the Negro is a 
customer. For all these reasons, Negroes are inclined to patronize estab
lishments devoted exclusively to them. 

These may be owned and operated by Negroes or by white men-Jews 
especially, in the North-but are seldom patronized by whites except those 
seeking unusual pleasures. Most Negro communities-except the smallest 
ones-now have the whole gamut of commercial establishments which 
cater to persons of low income. This is a relatively recent achievement in 
most cities, since Negroes had little capital to open businesses and Southern 
whites regarded with disgust any white man who served Negroes exclu
sively. Negroes of middle and high income are still under great handicaps 
except in the largest cities. For amusements they have often turned to 
social clubs rather than to commercial establishments, and they are in
clined to stay at the home of a friend while traveling rather than to 
patronize the cheap restaurants and hotels which in larger cities are 
available to them. Thus, on the one hand, discrimination has helped to 
build up a separate Negro community; on the other hand, it has been an 
outcome of enforced segregation on the part of the whites. While there i!! 
less segregation and discrimination against upper class Negroes than against 
lower class Negroes, the former have isolated themselves more. 

The services of white professional men have always been available to 
Negroes. There are relatively few Negro doctors, lawyers, dentists, phar
macists, nurses, and there are handicaps on the few there are: a Negro 
lawyer has little chance in a Southern courtroom, and a Negro doctor can
not get into most hospitals to operate.8 Philanthropic organizations often 
refuse to hire Negro professionals to serve the members of their own 
group. Negro professionals are further handicapped by a low reputation 
in the Negro community. There is much more use of Negro professionals 
by Negroes in the North thari in the South. But everywhere, white pro
Ees.,ionals are used more frequently by Negroes. Some white professionals 
refuse to serve Negroes for fear of low_ering their prestige, but probably 
the majority will serve Negroes who can afford to pay their fee. There is 
one semi-professional service which is unique in that only Negroes serve 
Negroes: this is the undertaking service. The live Negro body may be 
handled by the white physician, but the dead one is handled only by the 
Negro undertaker. This is as much, or more, in accordance with desires 
of Negroes as of whites. Undertaking is consequently one of the most 
lucrative businesses open to Negroes,b 

Voluntary associations-civic, social, business, and professional-almost 

• &e Chapter 14, Sections 6 and 7. A few Negro docton-mainly in the North but a!eo 
occuionally in the South--have a significant number of white clienta. 

11 See Claapter 14, Section a, 
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always prohibit Negro members in the South and sometimes even in the 
North, unless the association is concerned with some phase of the Negro 
problem. They simply refuse to invite Negroes to membership or to 
admit them when they apply for membership, whether by formal policy 
or by informal ad hoc action of the membership committee. Sometimes 
national organizations-dominated by Northerners-would be willing to 
admit Negroes but are prevented by their Southern minorities. The only 
types of groups that almost consistently take in Negroes without restriction 
are the scientific or other intellectual societies.00 The professional associa
tions, such as the state bar and medical societies, usually admit Negro 
members in the North but not in the South; the national organizations 
are built upon this compromise, where membership depends upon the 
policy of the local unit. 

The position of trade unions has been dealt with earlier in this book;• 
it is still true that most of them exclude or segregate Negroes. 

Because of their exclusion from the various associations, Negroes have 
formed their own associations. Every Negro commw1ity is abundantly 
supplied with social and fraternal organizations, and nearly every city has 
its Negro businessmen's group. Negro professionals have formed national 
associations which usually take the name National (Medical, Bar) Asso
ciation in contradistinction to the white American (Medical, Bar) Associa
tion. Negro clergymen also are excluded from organizations of their white 
co-professionals, and in reacting have sometimes gone so far as to form 
new denominations. While the white groups lose a little of the strength 
which they might get by admitting all qualified persons, regardless of 
race, Negroes are materially hurt by not getting tl.e advantages of mem
bership in these bodies. 

• See Chapter 1 8, Section 3. 



CHAPTER 30 

EFFECTS OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY 
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I. THE INCIDENCE OF SocrAL INEQUALITY 

The "function,,-and in any case the effect-of the social mechanism 
discussed in the preceding chapter is to isolate the Negroes and to assign 
them to a lower social status. From this point of view, most of the minor 
variations in place and time are of little social significance. Significant only 
are those variations in the patterns which denote real differences in the 
degree of inferior status conferred. V\'e have noticed such differences in 
relation to regions and social classes. But we have also noticed the "common 
denominator." Being a Negro involves-everywhere in America, and 
independent of social class-having an inferior status. 

The Southern courts generally take judicial notice of the lower social 
status of Negroes by sentencing as defamation the act of insinuating a 
white person to be a Negro.1 Stephenson quotes a South Carolina court 
as arguing: 

When we think of the radical distinction subsisting between the white man and 
the black man, it must be apparent that to impute the' condition of the Negro to a 
white man would affect his [ the white man's J social status, and, in case anyone 
publish a white man to be a Negro, it would not only be galling to his pride, but 
would tend to interfere seriously with the social relation of the white man with his 
fellow white men .•.• 2 

When Northern courts do not follow this practice, it does not mean that 
it is not at all injurious to a white person in the North to be called a Negro, 
but it indicates primarily that social inequality is not a matter of public 
policy in the North as it is in the South. 

The lower social status of the Negro represents, apparently, a gain to 
the whites. Besides the direct deprivation it imposes on the Negro, it indi
rectly hampers his ambitions in spheres of life other than the purely 
''social." Whereas it was appropriate to center the discussion of the causa
tion of segregation and discrimination around the attitudes of the whites, 
who enforce the system, it is expedient, when we now proceed to investigate 
the results of it, to view them as they affect the Negro people. 

,:No responsible Negro leader ever accepted social discrimination or gave 
, up the· demand for ultimate full equality. Booker T. Washington-the 

64,0 
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great conciliatory leader of his people in its relation with white society 
during the period of grim reaction after Reconstruction-made it a point 
to observe scrupulously the customs of the South and always avoided 
offending the prejudices of the white Southerners in so far as was possible.8 

In his speeches and books he sometimes went far in his diplomacy. He not 
only formally accepted segregation and implicitly the entire racial etiquette, 
but presented excuses for much more than that. He pressed hard only for 
his most urgent demands.a But in principle he never gave up the Negro 
protest again.~t social discrimination. His last article, published posthu
mously in 1915, "My View of Segregation Laws," brought out clearly 
that he saw that there were limits to the extent to which Negroes could 
accept segregation. It concluded with the following statement: 

Summarizing the matter .in the large, segregatio11 is ill-advised because: 
I. It is unjust. 
2. It invites other unjust measures. 
3. It will not be productive of good, because practically every thoughtful negro 

resents its injustice and doubts its sincerity. Any race adjustment based on 
injustic-.: finally defeats itself. The Civil W:ir is the best illustration of what 
results where it is attempted to make wrong right or seem to be right. 

4. It is unnecessary. 
5. It is inconsistent. The negro is segregated from his white neighbor, but white 

business men are not prevented from doing business in ncgro neighborhoods, 
6. There has been no ca~e of segregation of negroes in the United States that has 

not widened the breach between the two races. Wherever a form of segregation 
exists it will be found that it has been administered in such a way as to 
embitter the ncgro and harm more or less the moral fibre of the white man. 
That the negro does not cxprebs this constant sense of wrong is no proof that 
he does not feel it.4 

Robert R. Moton, Washington's successor as a conservative Negro leader 
trusted by the whites, went even further in his appeal for equality/ and 
the other outstanding Negro leaders have been outspoken in repudiating 
all social discrimination. 

The Negro protest will be discussed in later chapters. For the moment 
we want to point out an intrinsic difficulty in the makeshift compromise 
with white society in the South, set forth by Washington in his Atlanta 
speech of 1895: "In all things purely social we can be separate as the five 
:fingers, and yet one as the hand in aJl things essential to mutual progress." 
Segregation and the racial etiquette mean humiliation and this in itself is 
a severe discrimination. It has psychological effects. Only fifteen years 
after the Atlanta compromise, Archer declared the formula impossible: 

But to imagine it realized in perfection is to imagine an impossibility-almost a 
contradiction in terms. We are, on the one hand, to suppose the negro amhitious, 

• See Chapter 35, Section 3, and Chapter 38, Section 4. 
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progreaive, prosperous, md, on the other hand, to imagjm: him humbly acq11icaccnt 
in his status .u a 10Cial pariah. The thing is out of the question; such saintlike humil
ity has long ceased to form any part of the moral equipment of the American negro. 
The buUct could never be thoroughly encysted; it would always irrit;te, rankle, 
fcster.8 

If the Negroes were to rise out of illiteracy, economic distress, and so on, 
they would no longer have the psychological basis for keeping themselves 
socially inferior and servile. It is possible that a limited social segregation, 
purified of all elements of discrimination-of the type the Southern white 
liberals have dreamed of-would perhaps solve the problem. But this is 
far beyond present-day practical discussion. 

There is a fundamental flaw in that distinction between what is purely 
social and all the rest of discrimination against Negroes. Social discrimina
tion is powerful as a means of keeping the Negroes down in all other 
respects. In reality it is not possible to isolate a sphere of life and call it 
"social." There is, in fact, a "social" angle to all relations. When the 
Negro is disfranchised or kept from public office, the motivation of the 
whites is partly that political activity is "out of place" for Negroes. When 
he is discriminated against in courts or by the police, the justification is 
that he is "inferior" and that he must be "kept in his place." If his citizen
ship rights were no longer infringed upon, the Negro's social status would 
immediately rise as well, and-quite apart from state action made possible 
by his political power-much of the psychological basis for social inequality 
would be undermined. The very existence of the heavy mechanism of 
social segregation and discrimination makes inequalities in politics and 
justice more possible and seemingly justifiable on grounds of inferiority. 

The interrelations between social status and economic activity are partic
ularly important. Occupations have .numerous social connotations. In the 
first place, they help to give social status. As long as Negroes, solely 
because of their color, are forcibly held in a lower social status, they will 
be shut out from all middle class occupations except in their own segregated 
social world. White nurses, stenographers, bank clerks, and store attendants 
will decline to work with Negroes, especially when the white person is a 
woman and the Negro a man. If social segregation is to be carried out in 
the factories, it will be expensive to the employer since he will have to 
provide special coordinating facilities and separate toilets, washrooms and 
lunchrooms. The same tendencies will work in public employment, in the 
schools, and in the armed forces; the only difference being that in public 
employment the state authority might be made to interfere and enforce 
equality. If a Negro holds any high occupational position, he will seem 
pretentious. 
: At the lower en\i of the occupational scale the tendencies are more 
·complicated. It is clear that white workers with a lower and more uncertain 
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status in the occupational hierarchy may feel not less but more reason t.o 
object to Negro fellow workers. It is to be expected that the present trend 
of organizational stratification-giving more power over employment 
policy to the agents of the employees and attempting to raise standards of 
responsibility and respectability in all occupations-will tend to squeeze 
out the Negroes. This is not true, however, where they are already firmly 
entrenched, or their equality can be sanctioned by law, or an ideology of 
labor solidarity can be successfully invoked. This is the big question of 
what increasing unionization of labor will mean to the Negroes.• Every
where in the labor market the very idea of their social inferiority is one 
of the Negroes' strongest handicaps in the competition for jobs. The 
vicious circle works here, too: the very fact that the masses of Negroes, 
because of economic discrimination-partly caused by social inequality
arc prevented from entering even the bottom of the occupational hierarchy, 
are paid low wages and, consequently, are poor gives in its turn motivation 
for continued social discrimination. 

The fact that social segregation involves a substantial element of 
discrimination will add its influence to this vicious circle. Negroes are given 
inadequate education, health protection, and hospitalization; they are 
segregated into districts where public services of water provision, sewage 
and garbage removal, street cleaning, street lighting, street paving, police 
protection and everything else is neglected or withheld while vice is often 
allowed. All this must keep the Negro masses inferior and provide reasons 
for further discrimination in politics, justice and breadwinning. 

Under these circumstances there deve]ops also what John M. Mecklin 
calls "the curious dualism in the social conscience or a double standard of 
conduct, one for the white and another for the black," which puts the 
Negro in a still more inferior social position.7 This is partly the result of 
social segregation and discrimination but, at the same time, it gives justifica
tion to the whites for insisting upon their supremacy and for relegating 
the Negroes to a subordinate position. Here again we see the vicious circle 
in operation. It makes the task of the educator and reformer difficult. "As 
long as it is possible for a negro to violate half of the commands of the 
decalogue and still not lose social standing with his group, it is usdess to 
hope for material improvement." 8 The ambition of the Negro youth is 
cramped not only by the severe restrictions placed in his way by segrega
tion and discrimination, but also by the low expectation from both white 
and Negro society. He is not expected to make good in the same way ai1 

the white youth. And if he is not extraordinary, he will not expect it him
self and will not really put his shoulder to the wheel.11 

Segregation and discrimination have had material and moral effects on 

• See Chapter I B, Sections J and 4. 
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whites, too. Booker T. Washington's famous remark, that the white man 
could not hold the Negro in the gutter without getting in there himself, 
has been corroborated by many white Southern and Northern observers! 
Throughout this book we have been forced to notice the low economic, 

. political, legal, and moral standards of Southern whites-kept low because 
of discrimination against Negroes and because of obsession with the Negro 
problem. Even the ambition of Southern whites is stifled partly because, 
without rising far, it is so easy to remain "superior" to the held-down 
Negroes. The Southern whites are tempted to remain on low levels of 
sexual morals, thrift, industriousness, reliability, punctuality, law obser
vance and everything else. This mechanism of descending self-adjustment 
in a system of moral double-dealing works also in the field of public affairs. 
There are few popular movements in the South to improve social conditions 
and standards of efficiency and morality partly because of the feeling that 
"we" are so much better than "they" and partly because any attempt at 
imprbvemcnt is bound to hclp the Negroes as well as the whites.b Most of 
these things are true of the North as well as of the South, though to a 
much smaller extent and for reasons connected with other minority groups 
as well as the Negro. 

One of the effects of social segregation is isolation of Negroes and white&. 
The major effects of isolation are, of course, on Negroes. Contrary to pop
ular opinion, however, there are bad effects on whites also, and these are 
.increasing as the level of Negro cultural attainment is rising. It is as much 
a misfortune for whites not to have contacts with Negroes of high educa
tion and achievement as not to have contacts with other whitt:s of cor.-.
parable attainment-perhaps more, since such Negroes have a unique range 
of experience. Whether they know it or not, white people are dwarfing 
their minds to a certain extent by avoiding contacts with colored people. 

2. INCREASING IsoLATlON 

Against the obstacles of the powerful interlocking system of social, 
judicial, political, and economic inequalities and disabilities, and in spite 
of the desire on the part of the majority of Southern whites that the 
Negroes remain in an inferior social status, and the great indifference and 
ignorance about it all on the part of most Northern whites, the Negroes 

• Next to Washington's, probably the most frequently quoted remark on this matter ia that 
of Chancellor .Kirkland of Vanderbilt University: 

"In whatever form slavery may be perpetuated, just so far will it put shackles on the 
minda of Southern whites, If we treat the Negro unjustly, we shall practice fraud and 
injustice to eari other. We shall necessarily live by the standards of conduct we apply to 
him. This is the eternal rune of wrong and injustice, a curse that abides on the ruler as well 
u the slaves, The South will be free only as it gr.ints freedom." (Quoted from Mark 
Ethridge, "About Will Alexander," Tiu N,w Republic [September u, 1941), p. 366.) 

• See' Chapter 10, Sectidn i. 
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are rising. They are rising most rapidly in the North, but their rate of rise 
i.n the South is not inconsiderable. It is one of the paradoxes of the Amer
ican situation, ultimately due to the split morality of the nation on the 
issue of racial democracy, that this rise of the Negroes to a great extent is 
the result of education and other public efforts, which-solicited by the 
Negro leaders, pushed by a small minority of Southern liberals, and 
assisted by Northern philanthropy-is largely provided by the Southern 
states themselves with the approval of the ordinary Southern whites in 
political power, acting in partial obedience to the American Creed. 

The fundamental character of these efforts and their result have been 
to diffuse American middle class norms to the uneducated and crude 
Southern "folk Negroes," emerging out of the backwardness of slavery. 
Besides education, the persistent forces of industrialization and urbanization 
are having an impact on the Negro. Migration, occupational changes, the 
easy methods of communication, the Negro press, the growth of Negro 
organizations, the radio, the moving pictures, and all other vehicles of 
"modern life" are working upon the minds of Southern Negroes, gradually 
upsetting the older static tradition of compliance and introducing new 
thoughts and presumptions, dissatisfaction and unrest. In so far as the caste 
line remains comparatively fixed, one result of these changes is increasing 
isolation. The spiritual effects of segregation are accumulating with each 
new generation, continuously estranging the two groups. 

One phase of the rise of the Negroes is the formation of a Negro middle 
and upper class.• A nucleus of such a class was already forming among free 
Negroes in slavery times. Since then it has been steadily, but slowly, grow
ing, partly as a result of segregation itself, which holds down the Negro 
masses but opens petty monopolies for a few. These middle and upper 
class Negroes, who have stepped out of the servant status, live mostly by 
catering to their own pcoplc.h Not only have their economic contacts with 
whites been reduced but, because they know they are not liked by whites 
and are likely to feel humiliated in all contacts with them, they avoid 
whites in all other spheres of life. They even avoid, as we have had 
occasion to mention, the segregated set-ups where contact with whites is 
formalized and kept to a minimum. 

It is the present writer's impression that, generally speaking, this tiny 
upper group of the Negro community often lives in a seclusion from white 
society which is simply extraordinary and seldom realized by white people. 
Measured in terms of the number of personal contacts with white people, 
there are Negro doctors, dentists, teachers, preachers, morticians, and 
druggists in the South who might as well be living in a foreign country: 
'' ••. as the progressive colored people advance, they constantly widen the 

• See Chapter 32. 
• See Chapter 14. 
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gulf between them.selves and their white neighbors."10 Those contacts 
with whites which are unavoidable are becoming increasingly formal and 
impersonal. This means much for the development of Negro personality 
and cultural traits. In the present context it means that white men in all 
classes usually kave few occasions ever to meet a Negro above- the servam 
classes.11 Certain minor exceptions will be discussed presently. 

Parallel to this tendency is the habit of Southern whites to ostracize 
those white persons who work with Negroes in the field of education or 
who in other ways devote themselves to Negro welfare. This pattern was 
built up after the Civil War in animosity against the educational mission
aries from the North. The attitudes are now changing in some respects. 
One of the chief accomplishments of the Interracial Commission is to have 
given social respectability among whites to interracial work. But today 
there are no white teachers of Negroes below the college level in the 
South, and there is often a sphere of isolation around the white teachers 
in a Negro college, particularly in the Deep South. The maximum of 
tolerance given them is often to let them alone because "they are living 
with the niggers." More important is the related trend for Negro colleges 
to be manned by an all-Negro staff, which again means a growing separa
tion between the two groups on the middle and upper class level. 

From the viewpoint of the popular theory of "no social equality" and 
the goal of preventing "intermarriage," this development must seem 
natural and, indeed, highly desirable. If any Negroes would be able to 
tempt white women to marry them, it would be the educated and econom
ically prosperous ones; it is against them that the bars are most necessary 
in the Southern whites' own theory of color caste.a Nevertheless, white 
Southerners who have been interested in promoting improved interracial 
relations have, for a long time, been complaining about the fact that the 
"races meet only on the lower plane."12 On this point there is fundamental 
agreement between Negro and white spokesmen.18 

The Interracial Commission, various universities, and religious bodies 
have attempted to counteract this tendency by arranging interracial meet
ings for representatives of the ''best people" of both groups, by teaching 
white youth about Negro progress and by having college students of both 
races meet together. Of even greater importance is the growing number 
of liberal newspapers in the South which make a planned effort to give 
fuller and more sympathetic publicity to the Negro community.b But there 
is doubt in the present writer's mind whether these laudable efforts out
weigh the cumulative tendency in the segregation system itself, which 
continuously drives toward greater spiritual isolation between the two 

• See Chapter zS, Section 6. 
~ See Chapter 4:z, Section 3. 
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groups. This is a heavy cost for Southern society, and it might create great 
dangers in the future. a 

The behavior patterns and attitudes of the small Negro middle and 
upper class group are of greatest importance for the whole Negro people 
as they set the standards which arc spread from the pulpit and the teacher's 
desk, by the influential Negro press and through social imitation. As has 
already been suggested, popular education in America is even more essen
tially directed on the dissemination of middle class views and ways of life 
than in most other countries. The cultural rise of the Negro masses means 
their gradual approach to middle class standards. Negro education is now 
segregated in the South nearly to the limit and is, consequently, in the 
hands of this spiritually isolated Negro middle and upper class group. 
White people do not know much about what goes on in Negro schools or 
what is printed in the Negro press. They would be shocked if they knew. 
But more fundamentally, white people are caught in the contradictions of 
their own thinking. The white control of the Negro schools cannot check, 
and cannot be intent upon checking, the spread among Negroes of the 
middle class attitudes leading to Negro social withdrawal. This is what 
the whites have asked for. Racial pride and voluntary isolation is increas
ingly becoming the pattern for the whole Negro people. Lower dass 
Negro parents now teach their children to keep out of the way of white 
people. 

Meanwhile the old bonds of intimacy between upper class white families 
and their Negro servants have been breaking down. This process started 
immediately after Emancipation but is not yet fully consummated. Con
tacts are becoming less personal and intensive, more formal, temporary and 
casual. In so far as Negro professionals increasingly are taking care of the 
souls and the bodies of Negroes generally, the result is not only the 
creation of a culturally isolated Negro middle and upper class but also, on 
the other side of the fence, a new barrier to commwiication between white 
people and lower class Negroes.15 In their daily work also Negroes and 
whites have been becoming increasingly separated. The only exception in the 
South to the general trend of increasing separation is the recent coming 
together of Negro and white workers in the new labor unions. 

Voluntary withdrawal is now becoming a habit in all social classes of 
Negroes.16 It can be observed on the street. It can be seen in the stores. 
Raper describes a general store in the rural South, for example: 

Both races frequent the same store, at the same time, for the same purpose; whites 
and blacks stand together at the counter and buy. Negroes can buy anything, in any 
part of the store, at any time they have the money or credit to secure it. The mem
ben of the two races, however, mingle in the store only when they occupy the 
status of prospective purchasers, only when they are moving. 

Aa BOOn as the Negroes have finished their buying, they tend to move off to 
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themaclvee. When a Negro goe, to sit down at the atove, he just naturally, it seems, 
sits by a member of his own race. Other Negroee drift in and the "Negro aide" of 
the stove, which may be any side, reaches two-thirds around; half an hour later, 
the "white aide," may take up two-thirds of the circle. All day long this circle 
around the stove gradually changes its racial complexion, with alm01t no intermixing 
of the races. The seating is not prearranged, and doubtless the sitters themselves are 
unaware of the typical arrangement, which anyone may observe for himself by 
"hanging around" a store in the rural portions of [a) county.17 • 

Even the children keep apart. When occasionally they play together-only 
in very young ages and then only in the lower classes-the picture is 
usually one like that observed in Washington, D.C., by E. Franklin 
Frazier: 

The colored children seemed to form a play group within a play group, the 
white children's talk almost all being addressed to other white children. Moreover, 
the colored children seemed to hang back and let the white children take the lead 
during the play. The colored children stood around and watched the white children 
as if admiring them. However, when the number of colored children increased and 
the two groups were about equal in numbers, the colored children showed much 
greater courage in swinging higher and longer on the limb, and much less fear than 
did the white children. , •• It is apparent from their overt behavior that the colored 
children hesitated to participate freely in the play group until they had the support 
of larger numbers of their own race. Even then it appears thJt they did not partici
pate individually but rather as a group. Their self-consciousness was indicated not 
only by their initial hesitancy about participating freely in the play but also by their 
attempt to outstrip the white children.18 

The present writer has made similar observations in all sorts of life 
situations: 

I once visited a progressive prison in the North, one of the very finest institutions 
of its kind I have ever seen. The director pointed out to me that he was most eager 
to avoid every vestige of segregation between white and Negro prisoners. The 
individual cells where they slept during the night were allotted them in the alpha
betic order of their names. But when I looked at the prisoners playing ball, the 
picture was one of separate cliques of whites and Negroes. Balls were passed from 
one clique to another but apparently always with minute observance of the color line. 
The director saw my refl.ection and explained to me that he has now given up 
fighting against the prisoners' self-segregation, He had even allowed the common 
rooms to be divided between the two groups. "The Negroes arc nearly all born in 
the South," he commented. "If I were ignorant about the American race order in 
which they arc all brought up, I should believe that this tenacious segregation is in 
their blood, or, at least, that the Negroes are just as eager to withdraw as the whites. 
In a sense they are. But in a deeper sense they are not. It is j11st social pressure con
gealed into habit." 

This all seems to give a confirmation of the Southern white stereotype 
that "Negroes are happiest among themselves." and that by the mass of 
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the Negro people ''separation is not looked upon as a hardship but rather 
as a simple, natural fact, which is never questioned."• It is, however, my 
impression that this is a rationalization just as deceptive, and for a similar 
cause, as the belief that Southern Negroes are politically apathetic and do 
not care for suffrage. If they do not bother to try to vote, they have, as we 
found, in most cases good reasons in various sanctions they would meet and 
in the knowledge that elections do not have much importance anyhow 
under the system of the white primary. Likewise the Negroes have good 
reasons to keep to themselves socially, and the habit has grown into a stiff 
pattern. But this isolation is a consequence of segregation and discrimina
tion and should not be construed as a cause ( except in so far as it is part of 
a vicious circle), and still less as a moral support for the system. On this 
point Negroes are, in general, quite sophisticated. 

The material presented in the American Youth Commission studies 
suggests a most important general observation: there is almost a complete 
lack of reference in the interviews with young Negroes in the South to 
intimate and personal, friendly relations with white persons or families of 
tlie type so prevalent in earlier times. For the Negro youth growing up 
today in the Black Belt, both in cities and in the country, this old protective 
master-servant pattern seems to have almost entirely disappeared. What 
still exists of it is felt by the older generation of Negroes and is bound to 
disappear with them. A social process is drawing to its close. A negative 
practical conclusion may be drawn from this observation: in planning for 
future race relations in the South the factor of personal intimacy and 
friendliness between individual whites and Negroes upon the old patri
archal principle should be left out entirely as lacking in -practical impor
tance. If it be deemed desirable to establish more positive human contacts 
in order to mitigate the dangerous accumulating estrangement between the 
two groups, this must be built on another foundation than the master
servant relation inherited from slavery. 

In the North the Negroes have always been more isolated from whites. 

• A much more representative statement of the Negro attitude toward segregation is that 
of A. Philip Randolph: "Jim Crow • • • is a. moral, spiritual and intellectual insult 
to the very soul of the Negro." (Mimeographed address, at Madison Square Garden, New 
York City, June 16, 1942, p. 3,) Du Bois calls attention to what segregation means to the 
Negro in the South: 

"In a world where it means 50 much to take a man by the hand and sit beside him, to look 
frankly into his eyes and feel his heart beating with red blood; in a world where a social 
cigar or a cup of tea. together means more than legislative halls and magazine articles and 
speeches,-one can imagine the consequences of the almost utter absenre of such social 
amenities between estranged races, whose separation extends even to parks and street-cars." 
(The Sauls of Buick Falk [ 1903], p. 185.) 

A similar statement is made more recently by a prominent white man, Edwin R. ErnhrCt' 
(Brown America [1933; fint edition, 193Jl, p. :u6.) 
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They have for generations had less 0£ both patriarchal dependence and 
protection. Before the Great Migration accentuated segregation and dis
crimination, they had, however, established a place for themselves, in 
many cases not more isolated and subdued than the several immigrant 
groups. Their small numbers, their fairly high educational status, and their 
acceptable manners and personal habits in most places prevented a too 
'ievere exclusion. The children ordinarily went to the same schools as did 
whites; the grown-ups often belonged to the same churches and other 
organizations and not infrequently visited socially. With the formation of 
Black Belts in the metropolitan cities, isolation grew. In this particular 
respect the conditions of the Negro population in the two regions are 
approaching each other. 

3. INTER.RACIAL CONTACTS 

The isolation we are speaking about-caused by all the barriers to con
tact involved in etiquette, segregation, and discrimination from the side of 
the whites and in voluntary withdrawal and resentment from the side of 
the Negroes-means a decrease of certain types of contacts between the 
two groups and a distortion of the ones that are left. It is useful here to 
put the reverse question: What contacts do remain? and what is their 
significance for interracial relations? To answer these questions there ought 
to be quantitative studies of the sort we have discussed previously.• Since 
no such studies have been made, our observations have to be general, 
tentative, and in the nature of somewhat schematic hypotheses for further 
research. 

Negroes constitute about IO per cent of the American population, and 
since there has been little19 attempt to segregate them by region, there is 
naturally some contact. Of course, Negroes have been concentrated-for 
historical reasons-in the South, but there are enough Negroes throughout 
the North and in cities of the •West for their appearance to be commonly 
recognized by the majority of the white inhabitants of these latter areas. 
The patterns of segregation and withdrawal are so effective, however, that 
even where Negroes are a common sight there is actual contact 'Wflh them 
m practically only three spheres of life: the casual, the economic and the 
erimiml. 

By casual contacts we mean all those instances where Negro individuals 
and white individuals see each other but without the condition of recog
nizing each other as individuals, or at least for the whites to recognize the 
Negroes as individuals. Casual contacts would thus include passing on the 
street, passing or remaining briefly in the presence of each other in public 
buildings or public vehicles, having visual or auditory contact with each 

• Chapter ZSJ, footnote i. 
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other by reason of independent relations with common third persons, or 
the like. Such contacts are the most numerous type, except possibly on the 
plantation and in other rural areas where either the Negro or the white 
population forms a small proportion of the total. Casual contacts are 
important in an urban civilization. But they are especially important in 
Negro-white contacts, since they arc only slightly diminished by patterns of 
segregation and discrimination as compared to other types of Negro-white 
contacts. Since the casual contact is one in which the participants have no 
occasion to regard each other as individuals but only as members of a 
group, the main effect of the casual contact would seem to be a strength
ening of stereotypes. Negroes, but not whites, have something of an antidote 
for the casual contact in their economic contact with whites. The main effect 
of casual contacts is, therefore, to create and preserve stereotypes of 
Negroes in the minds of the whites. This is not to say that casual contacts 
are the only, or even the most important, cause of stereotypes of Negroes. 
But the impersonality of the comparatively numerous casual contacts allows 
whites to see Negroes as a relatively uniform biological and social type and 
to ignore the great variations that would become apparent if observation 
were more attentive. All Negroes come to look alike to the average white 
person. 

Casual contact between Negroes and whites is probably increasing as 
Negroes-and whites-are becoming more mobile and as the scope of 
Negro activity is becoming broader. Also it has been taking on a slightly 
different character as it enters the urban environment. In a city it is some
times impossible to avoid close physical contact. Negroes and whites jostle 
each other unconcernedly on crowded streets, and Negroes have been 
observed to be standing in the white sections of crowded Jim Crow buses. 
The increase of casual contacts in Southern cities is undoubtedly wearing 
away somewhat the strictness of racial etiquette. 

The increased range of casual contacts in recent years is not unrelated 
to the growth of a Negro upper class. This is especially important in the 
North, where there are no laws against Negroes using public facilities. A 
well-mannered Negro dressed in good taste who appears in a restaurant, a 
white church, or a railroad station is likely to weaken unfavorable Negro 
stereotypes rather than to strengthen them. In the South the effect of the 
appearance of the upper class Negro is somewhat more problematical. In 
the long run this will probably have a favorable effect, but in many known 
instances it has led to violence from lower and middle class whites who 
felt that the Negroes were getting too "uppity." The Negro's physical 
appurtenances-that is, his home, store, or automobile-will serve as a 
casual contact in the same ma:nner as his person. 

The effect of increased casual contacts due to increased Negro mobility 
has, thus far and when considered alone, probably hurt the Negro in the 
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North, even if other advantages for the Negro people as a whole from the 
northward migration have more than compensated for this disadvantage. 
The Northern white man, who formerly felt little prejudice against the 
few Northern Negroes and was inclined to idealize Negroes as part of his 
Civil War heritage, reacted unfavorably when the Great Migration 
brought up thousands of illiterate, dirty, and poor Negroes from the Deep 
South. In Chicago in 1910, for example, a few Negroes were scattered all 
over the city, and they were invited to many ordinary white homes as 
neighbors.• Now Negroes are forced to Jive in definite sections and prac
tically the only white homes they are invited to are those of a few intel
lectuals and radicals. 

Unlike casual contacts, economic contacts, though usually not intimate or 
protracted, are important enough for the whites and Negroes to see one 
another as individuals. In the great majority of economic contacts, whites 
see Negroes as economic inferiors, as when they are servants or other types 
of menial workers. More rarely they meet as economic equals, as when 
Negro and white workers work on the same level or when businessman 
meets businessman or salesman meets customer. Practically never do whites 
see Negroes as their economic superiors. This is due, of course, to the 
striking differential in economic and occupational status of whites and 
Negroes. In contacts arising out of economic relationships, the Negro 
partner is rarely employer, supervisor, skilled worker, merchant, or pro
fessional man. An additional reason for this is the fact that Negroes who 
occupy these higher economic positions tend to serve and to employ other 
Negroes. Of course, most whites are vaguely aware that there are Negroes 
in high economic positions. But it is probable that they everywhere under
estimate the number of such Negroes, and it is certain that they rarely 
have enough contact with them to know them as individuals. From their 
side, Negroes have economic contacts with whites mainly as superiors and 
occasionally as equals. They thus tend to have their attitudes of inferiority 
and dependence-already in existence because of the slavery tra.dition
reinforced. The same can be said of their attitudes of resentment. 

There is one sphere of economic relationship which is extremely impor
tant for several reasons. We refer to the Negro as a personal and domestic 
servant, a position in which he held practically a monopoly in the South 
until the depression of the 193o's, and in which he is numerically important 
in the North. The social importance of this relationship derives mainly 
from the fact that it is very intensive on one side. The Negro maid knows 
the life of her white employer as few white persons know it; and the 
Negro janitor and elevator operator knows a great deal of what goes on 

• Goan.ell informs us: "Before the Negro migration it was easier for a colored mau to be 
elected to a county-wide position [in Chicago] than it has been since." (Harold F. Gosnell, 
N,gro Poli#ciam [1935], P• 369.) 
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in his building.• In slavery days the house servant learned the culture of 
his white master and-from a position on the top of the Negro class struc
ture-transmitted it to the other slaves. Servants no longer have the high
est socio-economic status among Negroes, but it can be safely said that 
Negroes know the white world very well, in its private, though not in its 

· public, aspects. 20 

The white employer, on the other hand, does not know the Negro's 
world just because he has Negro servants. The white employer ordinarily 
is interested mainly in getting his servant to work, and his attitude toward 
the servant is, therefore, usually impersonal. We have already commented 
upon the fact that this relationship has in the main lost in intimacy and 
personal friendliness. Even if the white mistress takes an interest in her 
servant's well-being, she seldom gets first-hand acquaintance with the 
Negro's living conditions, and Negroes show an extreme suspicion of . 
inquisitive whites, who, even though friendly, have a superior and some
times insulting attitude.21 In the South, there are also the barriers of 
etiquette: when the content of friendliness and mutual feeling of belonging 
is carved out from the system of etiquette, it becomes, to the Negroes, a 
cause for generalized resentment against the whites, and, to the whites, a 
formalization of their power over the Negroes. In both directions the 
etiquette works toward estranging the two groups. Even if, by some rare 
chance, a white employer should really come to know intimately his or 
her Negro servant, he would not thereby come to know the whole wide 
range of Negro life. What often happens in the employer-servant rela
tionship is that-depending on the degree of friendliness or apt,reciation 
of the white employer and the degree of confidence felt by the Negro 
servant-the white man or woman makes an exception of his or her servant 
to the stereotyped conception of the "Negro in general." Similarly, the 
Negro servant might under happy conditions come to regard his or her 
employer as an exception to the general run of mean and exploitative 
white people. Too, the lower and dependent position of the Negro servant 
enhances the white person's belief that "the Negro is all right in his place." 

The contacts between white and Negro workers were formerly of the 
same type. In the trades and handicrafts, the pattern in the South was, and 
is, that the white worker had a Negro helper. In factories the Negro 
workers are usually segregated or, in any case, held to certain jobs.22 As 
we have pointed out, the mixed trade unions are a new adventure with an 
uncertain future. It is commonly reported that white workers, if they 
become accustomed to working with Negro workers, tend to become less 
prejudiced, and consequently that the Negro workers become less suspi· 

• All service workera have, in one degree or another, this intimate type of contact with 
those they serve. 
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cious and resentful.• If, in later stages 0£ the War, necessities in the na.turc 
of a national emergency should tend to open up new employment possibil
ities for Negroes in the war industries, this would probably have perma
nently beneficial effects on racial attitudes on both sides of the caste gulf. 
Our general hypothesis is that everything which brings Negro and white 
workers to experfonce intimate cooperation and fellowship will, on the 
~ance, break down race prejudice somewhat and raise Negro status. The 
possibilities for Negroes to rise to the position of skilled workers have, 
therefore, not only economic significance but also a wider social import as 
this will tend to weaken the stereotype of the menial Negro. 

There are other types of economic contacts between Negroes and whites 
in which the members of the two groups are of equal or near-equal status. 
Over a long time span Negro purchasing power has been increasing,b and 

• the number of Negro businessmen who can deal as economic equals with 
whites in a similar position has been rising. The long-run effect of this is 
probably to make more whites realize that some Negroes have as much 
capacity as they, although some whites feel nothing but irritation and 
resentment that can turn into violence at the thought of Negroes rising in 
the economic scale. The effect, as usual, is cumulative: white merchants 
and salesmen in the South are chipping away at the etiquette in order to 
please their Negro customers, and the absence of the etiquette in a social 
relation helps to create a spirit of equality. 

Another sort of economic relationship in which Negroes have a measure 
of near-equality with whites is that in which the Negro is an entertainer 
or artist. 'fhe Negro as a musician, actor, dancer, or other type of artist is 
allowed to perform almost freely for a white pubJic in the North-and to 
some extent in the Southc-in a way that he can in no other economic 
sphere outside of the service occupations. His excellence in these fields
cultivated by folk stimulation from earliest childhood and by the realiza
tion that other means of earning a living are closed-is recognized. In 
fact, it is even supported by the stereotypes: the Negro must make up for 
an intellectual lack by an emotional richness. Nevertheless, a Negro who 
achieves distinction or popularity in these fields is regarded as an individual, 
and there can he little doubt that he raises the general prestige level of 
the Negro population. What has been said of the entertainment and artistic 

• See Chapter 17, Section 7. 
"That ii, the average Negro has more money to spend (holding constant the purchasinr 

value of the dollar), although his increase has not parallelt'd that of the average white man. 
• Negro entertainen may appear before white audiences in the South if there is no implica

tion of aocial equality, lDdividual Negro artists appear before Southem white audiencea with
out duliculty. All-Neg-ro dance orchestras may play for white dancers. But Negro playera are 
not allowed in large white bands. In September, 1941, the well-known white band leader, 
Artifi Shaw, broke all his Southern engagements because he was not allowed to bring along 
bis Negro trumpeter, "Hot Lips" Paiie. ' 
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fields is true also of the athletic field, in which Negroes have achieved 
notable successes.• · 

Besides the respectable entertainment fields in which Negroes excel, 
there are the "low-brow" and shady ones. "Black-and-tan" cabarets arc
sought as amusement centers by many levels of urban whites, occasionally 
if not frequently. White cabarets, theaters, and burlesques in the North 
ohen have the popular attraction of Negro dancers and performers. Negro 
prostitutes are ohen considered to be especially desirable, in the South as 
well as in the North. More ohen they compete by underselling white 
prostitutes. The effect on white attitudes toward Negroes of contacts in 
these circumstances is problematical. Probably such contacts serve only to 
strengthen the stereotype that Negroes have wilder passions and that their 
excellence is limited to emotional activities. At most, they increase the 
favorableness of attitudes toward Negroes in individual cases only. 

We mentioned crim;nal contacts as the third most important field 
of Negro-white relationship. Ordinarily in American societies, as in prac
tically all other societies, criminal relationships are minor. The fact that it 
is so important in Negro-white relationships has unique causes and unique 
effects. The actual extent of Negro crime will be discussed in a subsequent 
chapter; 1, at this point we are interested only in the fact that whites 
believe the Negro to be innately addicted to crime/ The importance of 
Negro crime as a basis of social relations arises not only out of this fact, 
but also out of the fact that Negro crime gets great publicity. Even today 
a large proportion-perhaps a majority-of the news about Negroes that 
appears in the white newspapers of both South and North is about Negro 
crimes.23 When a Catholic or Jew, Swede or Bulgarian, commits a crime 
that is serious enough to get into the newspapers, it is not usual for his 
religion or nationality to be mentioned. When a Negro commits a news
worthy crime, on the other hand, only rarely is an indication of his race 
not prominently displayed. To many white Northerners, this crime news 
is the most important source of information they get about Negroes. To 
white Southerners, the crime news reinforces the stereotypes and sometimes 
serves to unite the white community for collective violence against the 
individual Negro criminal or the local Negro community in general. 

The crime news is unfair to Negroes, on the one hand, in that it em
phasizes individual cases instead of statistical proportions ( a characteristic 
of all news, but in this case unfair to Negroes because of the racial associa
tion with especially disliked crimes) and, on the other hand, in that all 

• See Chapter 44, Section 5, for a di1CDainn of Negro achievement&. 
• See Chapter 44, Section 2. 

• This belief is e<>nnected with two more ba,ic beliefs: that the Negro cannot control his 
paaions and so ii addicted to crimea against pert0n1; that the Negro hu no aenae of moral, 
and th111 is addicted to crimes against property. 
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other aspects of Negro life are neglected in the white press which gives 
the unfavorable crime news an undue weight. Sometimes the white press 
"creates" a Negro crime wave where none actually exists. In the latter part 
of the summer of 1941, Washington, D.C. was disturbed by a Negro 
"rape-and-murder wave," according to white newspapers throughout the 
country. Actually only one Negro was found to be responsible for the 
several crimes. 24 

Crimes against Negroes outside of lynching receive no publicity in the 
white press. Lynching receives a wide but declining publicity, especially 
in the North, and such publicity probably serves to raise Negroes-by 
contrast with Southern whites-in the attitude of Northern whites. 

We have emphasized the most important aspects of the three most im
portant spheres of Negro-white contacts-the casual, the economic and the 
criminal. The casual contact is inevitable if Negroes live in the same com
munities as do whites; the economic contact is the main reason for not 
wanting to send Negroes back to Africa or to segregate them in an isolated 
region and is, therefore, "inevitable"; the criminal contact is the result of 
a prejudiced but news-interested society. Besides contacts in the casual, 
economic, and criminal spheres of life, there are a few contacts between 
Negroes and whites in almost every other sphere. Usually they are unim
portant numerically, but they may be important in bringing about change. 
The personal relations arising out of Negro activity in science and literature 
are restricted to a small proportion of the white population, whose preju
dice-if not already low-is diminished considerably by such contacts. 
Indirectly the effect may be greater. The scientific discoveries of a George 
Washington Carver or the literary product of a Richard Wright will 
achieve nation-wide publicity and acclaim and will affect people as far 
down as the lower middle classes. A second minor field of interracial 
contact of growing importance is that of professional interracial relations.• 
A third minor type of interracial contact is that between radicals. In the 
main our conclusion is that the lack of personal and intimate contacts 
between members of the two groups is extraordinary. 

4. THE FACTOR OF loNORANCE 

In a sense, this isolation is the result of cultural assimilation itself. 
When the masses of the Negroes found out that they could acquire an 
education and make notable cultural achievements and-even more-
when they absorbed the white American's ideals of democracy and equality, 

• The work and significance of such organizations as the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People, the Urban League, the Commission on Interracial Coopera
tion, and the various local or temporary groups of similar purpose will be considered in 
Chapter 39. 
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they came to resent discrimination and felt it necessary to withdraw from 
white society to hold these advantages of America. Lord Bryce observed: 

Slaves or serfs who have been bred up to look upon subjection as their natural 
lot bear it as the dispensation of Nature. When they h.i,·e attained a measure of 
independence, when they speak the tongue and read the books and begin to share 
the ideas of the dominant race, they resent the inferiority, be it legal or social, to 
which they find themselves condemned. Discontent appears and social friction is 
intensified, not only because occasions for it grow more frequent, but because the 
temper of each race is more angry and suspicious.211 

The paradox is that it is the very absorption of modern American culture 
'Which is the force driving the Negroes to self-segregation to preserve srlf
respect. It is, indeed, an impossible proposition to educate the American 
Negroes and at the same time to keep them satisfied with their lower caste 
position. To try to make it possible, the white Americans should, at least, 
have given them a different kind of education. But this has not been pos
sible in the face of the American Creed. The attempts to keep the Negroes 
shut out of the wider national and world culture by purposively stamping 
them with a low-grade vocational education for a servant and peasant life 
have never, after Reconstruction, been wholehearted enough• to prevent 
the kindling of unrest and resentment. 

White Southerners are still proud of insisting that they "know the 
Negro," but the observer easily finds out that the actual ignorance about 
the other group is often astonishingly great. The average Southerner 
knows roughly-with many easily detected opportunistic gaps-the history 
of the Negro and the conditions under which Negroes live in the South. 
His lack of knowledge is of the Negro himself as an individual human 
being-of his ambitions and hopes, of his capacities and achievements. He 
zealously cultivates barren half-truths into rigid stereotypes about "the 
Negro race." Because of this pretentious ignorance, and because of the 
etiquette, the white Southerner cannot talk to a Negro as man to man and 
understand him. This, and the habit of living physically near this strange 
and unknown people-and resisting energetically the incorporation of it 
into the total life of the community-breeds among Southern whites a 
strained type of systematic human indifference and callousness. Although 
the Southerner will not admit it, he is beset by guilt-feelings, knowing as 
he does that his attitude toward the Negroes is un-American and un-Chris
tian. Hence he needs to dress his systematic ignorance in stereotypes. The 
Southern whites need the sanctioning tradition: "the Negroes we have 
always with us." They need the ceremonial distance to prevent the Ne
groes' injuries and sufferings from coming to their attention. W. E. B. Du 
Bois comments bitterly: 

• See Chapter 41, 
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It ia euy for men to discount and mi1understand the auB"ering or harm done 
othen. Once accustomed to poverty, to the sight of toil and degradation, it easily 
seems normal and natural; once it is hidden beneath a different color of skin, a 

diff'erent stature or a different habit of action and speech, and all consciousness of 
inflicting ill disappears. 18 

Under the old master-servant relationship, the white man's "under
standing'' of the Negro was not great, but with the disappearance of this 
relationship even this small amount of sympathetic knowledge declined. 
What remains is a technique of how to work Negroes and how to keep 
them "in their place," which is not a difficult task for a majority group 
which can dispose of all the social power instruments-economic, legal, 
political, and physical-and has made up its mind to use them for this 
purpose.11 But insight into the thoughts and feelings of Negroes, their 
social organization and modes of living, their frustrations and ambitions is 
vanishing. Some white Southerners are aware of this fact. Baker reported 
that they were already so thirty years ago: 

I don't know how many Southern people have told me in different ways of how 
extremely difficult it is to get at the real feeling of a Negro, to make him tell what 
goes on in his clubs and churches or in his innumerable societies.28 

The present author has often met the same revealing curiosity on the part 
of white Southerners. In spite of human curiosity, however, Southerners 
do not really seek to know the Negro or to h:i.ve intimate contacts with 
him, and consequently their feelings toward Negroes remain hard. 

On their side, Negroes in the South instantaneously become reserved 
and secretive when they are in company with "their own whites." I have 
also witnessed how submissiveness, laughter, and fluent talking-which 
are sometimes displayed by Negroes in accordance with the rural tradition 
of interracial formality-most of the time, in reality, are nothing but a 
mask behind which they conceal their true selves.211 Robert R. Moton, 
when writing a book on What the Negro Thinks, for white people, con
fums the growing seclusiveness of his group. The Negro "seldom tells all 
the truth about such matters," he points out, and adds: "a great deal of it 
may not find its way into this volume.'' 30 Baker drew the conclusion, after 
observing the Negro's deliberate secretiveness, that this was a major source 
of deteriorating race relations. 

The Negro has long been defenaively secretive. Slavery made him that. ln the 
past, the instinct was passive and defensive; but with growing education and intel
ligent leadership it ib rapidly becoming conscious, self-directive and offensive. And 
right there, it seems to me, lies the great cause of the increased strain in the South.31 

The Northerner also is ignorant about the Negro, but his ignorance is 
less systematic and, therefore, often less deep. As he is ordinarily less 
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inhibited from looking upon the Negro as a normal human being, and as 
his observation of the Negro is not blinded by the etiquette, he is usually 
more cognizant of Negro attitudes and capacities and is more willing to 
lend a sympathetic ear to the Negro's plight. But he is much more igno
rant of the conditions which the Negro faces. If the Southerner's whole 
race philosophy and even his kindliest thoughts are insulting to the new 
type of Negro emerging out of the cultural assimilation process, the 
Northerner is likely to insult him out of sheer ignorance. The average 
Northerner does not realize that to call a Negro woman a "Negress" is 
taken as an insult, and he does not understand in what high esteem the 
Negro holds the title "Mr.'' He docs not see the discrimination under 
which the Negroes l:ibor. Not knowing the patterns of violence and of 
laxness of law in the South, the Northerner docs not comprehend the full 
reason for the Negroes' pathological bitterness and fear. 

On his side, the Negro is inclined to be suspicious of the Northerner's 
good intentions and to retain in the North the cynical attitude and secre
tive manners that he has developed as a camouflage in the Southern race 
warfare. As a servant the Negro goes into middle and upper class homes 
even in the North and acquires a sort of knowledge about white people. 
But this knowledge is distorted, since it covers only the private life of the 
whites and not the public life. Seldom docs a Negro know how white 
people on his own level live and think. In part, the Negro's ignorance is 
an effect of exclusion from white society. In part, it is the result of the 
Negro's having different interests and worries. He is preoccupied with 
Negro life and problems, and this makes him a little blind to the general 
American ones. 

Mutual ignorance and the paucity of common interests is' a barrier to, 
and a modifier of, social contact between even educated and liberal whites 
and Negroes in the North, even in the extraordinary circles where segre
gation and discrimination play no role. I have seen Negro and white social 
scientists together as friends and colleagues. But I know that when their 
minds meet it usually concerns some aspect of the Negro problem. The 
Negro is ordinarily not present-and if he is present, he is a stranger
when the whites meet to discuss more general problems. If this is true 
among liberal social scientists, it is still more true among prejudiced people 
in all classes. The Negro is an alien in America, and in a sense this becomes 
the more evident when he steps out of his old role of the servant who 
lives entirely for the comfort of his white superiors. Ignorance and dispar
ity of interests, arising out of segregation and discrimination on the part 
of whites, increased by voluntary withdrawal and race pride on the part 
of Negroes, becomes itself an important element increasing and perpetuat
ing isolation between the groups. 
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5. PRESENT DYNAMICS 

Negroes adjust and have to adjust to this situation. They become condi
tioned to patterns of behavior which not only permit but call for discrim
inatory observance on the part of the whites. The people who live in the 
system of existing relations have to give it a meaning. The Negroes have 
the escape, however, that they can consider the system unjust and irra
tional and can explain it in terms of white people's prejudices, material 
interest, moral wrongness and social power. They can avoid contacts and 
in the unavoidable ones have a mental reservation to their servility. It 
becomes to them a sign of education and class to do so and thereby preserve 
their intellectual integrity. Many Negroes succeed in doing this, and their 
number is growing. But the unfortunate whites have to beliC'lJe in the 
system of segrel!,ation and discrimination and to justify it to themselves. 
It cannot be made intcJligiblc and defensible except by false assumptions, 
in which the whites force themselves to believe. 

So the social order perpetuates itself and with it the sentiments and 
beliefs by which it must be expressed. The lower caste may with some 
exertion release themselves intellectually. The higher caste, on the con
trary, is enslaved in its prejudices by its short-range interests. Without 
their prejudices, white people would have to choose between either giving 
up the caste system and taking the resultant social, political, and economic 
losses, or becoming thoroughly cynical and losing their self-respect. The 
whites feel the Negroes' resentment and suspect new attitudes. Formerly, 
the whites got some support for their false prejudices from the Negroes. 
This is becoming less and less true. Now they can hardly claim to "know 
their Negroes" and are forced to admit their ignorance. The social separa
tion they asked for is becoming a reality. Thus the tragedy is not only on 
the Negro side. . 

But the system is changing, though slowly. Modern knowledge and 
modern industrial conditions make it cumbersome. The South is becoming 
"normalized" and integrated into the national culture. Like every other 
"normal,, province, it is beginning to dislike being provincial. The world 
publicity around the Dayton trial, for instance, did much to censor funda
mentalism in Southern religion. A great part of the region's peculiarities 
in its racial relations is becoming, even to the Southerner, associated with 
backwardness. The Southerner is beginning to take on an apologetic tone 
when he speaks of his attitude toward the Ne&ro. To insist upon the full 
racial etiquette is beginning to be regarded as affectation. 

The South has long eagerly seized upon every act of prejudice practiced 
against the Negro in the North and, indeed, all other social ills of the 
other region. The visitor :finds even the average run of white Southerners 
fotensely aware of the bad slum conditions in Northern metropolises and 
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of the North's labor troubles. Even the Southern liberal has the habit of 
never mentioning a fault of the South without mentioning a corresponding 
condition in the North. Many a Northern visitor to the South gets the 
feeling that the South is "still fighting the Civil War." But, as Kelly 
Miller observed, the "you also" argument is never resorted to except in 
palliation of conduct that is felt to be intrinsically indefensible.82 

Southerners travel and migrate and are visited by Northerners and 
Europeans. They listen to the radio33 and read papers, magazines and books 
directed to the wider national audience. Southern writers-in social science, 
politics, and belles-lettres-aspire to national recognition and not only pro
vincial applause. The thesis that the region is poor and culturally backward, 
and that this is largely due to the presence of the Negroes and to the 
Southern Negro policy, has been for a long time developed by Southern 
authors. The average Southerner is beginning to feel the need for funda
mental reforms. Many Southern newspapers have become liberal. Inter
racial work is beginning to be recognized as socially respectable. 

The diffusion of scientific knowledge regarding race cannot be region
alized any more effectively than it can be segregated along a color line. 
Racial beliefs are becoming undermined, at least for the younger genera
tion in the middle and upper classes. Most of them never reach the printing 
press or the microphone any more, as they are no longer intellectually 
respectable. The educated classes of whites are gradually coming to regard 
those who believe in the Negro's biological inferiority as narrow-minded 
and backward. When a person arrives at the point where he says that he 
knows his views are irrational but that "they are just instinctive" with 
him, he is beginning to retreat from these views. 

The capital N in "Negro" is finding its way into the Southern newspapers 
as it earlier did into books. It is becoming a mark of education in the white 
South to speak of Negroes as "niggras" and not as "niggers"-a com
promise pronunciation which still offends the Yankee Negro but is a great 
step from the Southern white man's traditional point of view. In Southern 
newspapers Negro problems and Negro activity even outside crime are 
beginning to be commented upon, not only to draw Negro subscribers, but 
also because these matters are actually found to be of some general com
munity interest. Letters from Negroes are not infrequently printed and 
sometimes the content discussed with respect. It would be no great revolu
tion, at least not in the Upper South, if a newspaper one morning carried 
a portrait of a distinguished Negro on the front page. In liberal newspapers 
in the Upper South, Negro pictures have already occasionally been printed 
in the back pages. 

The educated, respectable, self-possessed Negro is to the average white 
Southerner not so often as earlier just the "smart nigger'' or the "uppity 
nigger." As the South becomes urbanized and some Negroes rise in status, 
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it is becoming increasingly impracticable and, in some relations, actually 
impossible to bracket all Negroes together and treat them alike. Social 
classes among Negroes are becoming recognized. Titles of respect, the offer 
to shake hands, permission to use the front door and other symbols of 
politeness are more and more presented to certain Negroes who have 
attained social success. 

We must not exaggerate these signs of wear and tear on the Southern 
color bar. "Social equality" is still a te"ibly important matter in the region. 
But it is not as important as it was a generation ago. One needs only to 
compare the tremendous upheaval in the South when President Theodore 
Roosevelt in the .first decade of the twentieth century had Booker T. Wash
ington to a luncheon at the White House34 with the relatively calm irrita
tion the white South manifested in the 'thirties when President Franklin 
Roosevelt and his gallant lady did much more radical things. It even 
continued to vote for him. The South is surely changing. 

But the changes themselves elicit race prejudice. From one point of 
view, Robert E. Park is right, of course, in explaining race prejudice as 
"merely an elementary expression of conservatism," as "the resistance of 
the social order to change." When the Negro moves around a.nd improves 
his status, he is bound to stimulate animosity.35 The white South was-and 
is-annoyed whenever the Negro showed signs of moving out of his 
"place," And the white North definitely became more prejudiced when hun
dreds of thousands of crude Southern Negroes moved in. But condi
dons for Negroes are improving, Southerners are being jolted out of 
their racial beliefs, and the group of white people interested in doing some
thing positive for the Negro has grown. The increase in prejudice due to 
the rise of the Negro is a local and temporary phenomenon in both the 
North and the South. 

The Second World War is bound to influence the trends of prejudice and 
discrimination. At the time of revising this book (August, 1942) it is still 
too early to make a more definite prediction. It would seem though, that 
the War would tend to decrease social discrimination in the North. The 
equalitarian Creed has been made more conscious to the Northerners. Radio 
speeches and newspaper editorials keep on pointing to the inequalities 
inflicted upon the Negroes as a contradiction to the democratic cause for 
which America is fighting. There have been some incidents of racial friction 
in Detroit and other places but, generally speaking, race relations have 
rather improved. In New Jersey and other states the police and the courts 
have become more active in stamping out illegal discrimination in restau
rants and other public places. 

In the South, however, reports in the press as well as what we hear 
relatecJ by competent .Negro and white observers pQint to a rising tension 
between the two groups. There seems to be an increased determination on 
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the part of white Southerners to defend unchanged the patterns of segre
gation and discrimination. Even some Southern liberals fall in with the 
tendency toward a hardened white opinion. Mark Ethridge, former chair
man of the President's Committee on Fair Employment Practice and editor 
of a liberaJ Southern newspaper, the Louisville Courier-Journal, declared 
at the Birmingham hearings of the F.E.P.C. in July, 1942, that: 

There is no power in the world-not even in all the mechanized armies of the 
earth, Allied and Axi,__which could now force the Southern white people to the 
abandonment of the principle of social segregation. It is a cruel disillusionment, 
bearing the germs of strife and perl1aps tragedy, for any of their [the Negroes'] 
leaders to tell them that they can expect it, or that they can exact it as the price of 
their participation in the war.88 

There has been some friction between Negro soldiers and Southerners, 
and the South's old fear of the armed Negro is rising. 

Much the same thing happened during the First World War. But this 
time the isolation between the two groups is more complete. White people 
in the South know less about Negroes and care less about them. This time 
the Negroes, on their side, are firmer in their protest, even in the South.• 
And this time the North is likely to be more interested in what happens to 
race relations in the South. 

• See Chapter 35, Section 1 o. 
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1. THE CoNCF.PTs "CASTE" AND "CLASS" 

The Emancipation of I 863 stopped the practice of calling the Negroes 
"slaves." For a while "freedmen" and "ex-slaves" were popular terms, 
but it soon became evident that the nation wished to forget the issue which 
tore the country apart. Yet some term had to be found to describe the 
inferior status of the Negro, especially in scientific and literary circles. In 
the literature the term "caste," which was already in use before the Civil 
War, was increasingly employed. 

As alternatives-often as synonyms-for denoting the Negro as a 
separate group in American society and its relationship with other groups, 
the term "race" and sometimes the term "class" have been used. The 
former term, "race," is, as we have shown in Chapter 5, inappropriate in a 
scientific inquiry, since it has biological and genetic connotations which are 
incorrect in this context and which are particularly dangerous as they run 
parallel to widely spread false racial beliefs. The latter term, "class," is 
impractical and confusing in this context since it is generally used to refer 
to a nonrigid status group from which an individual member can rise or 
fall. There is a class stratification within each of the two groups. When 
used also to indicate the difference between the Negro and white groups, 
the term "class" is liable to blur a significant distinction between the two 
types of social differences. The recently introduced terms "minority group'' 
and "minority status,"' are also impractical as we have pointed out in 
Chapter 3, since they fail to make a distinction between the temporary social 
disabilities of recent white immigrants and the permanent disabilities of 
Negroes and other colored people.a We need a term to distinguish the 
large and systematic type of social differentiation from the small and spotty 
type and have throughout this book used the term "caste." 

The sole criterion in defining scientific terms is practicality. Concepts are 
our created instruments and have no other form of reality than in our own 
usage. Their purpose is to help make our thinking clear and our observa
tions accurate. The scientifically important difference between the terms 
"caste" and "class" as we are using them is, from this point of view, a 

• See Chapter 31 Section, 1 and 2.. 
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rel1.1t;vely large difference in freedom of movement hetween groups. This 
difference is foremost in marriage relations. Intermarriage between Negroes 
and whites is forbidden by law in 30 states of the Union and even ·where 
it is not legally forbidden it is so universally condemned by whites that it 
occurs extremely infrequently.• The ban on intermarriage is one expres
sion of the still broader principle, which is valid for the entire ·United 
States without any exception, that a man born a Negro or a white is not 
allowed to pass from the one status to the other as he can pass from one 
class to another.b In this important respect, the caste system of America 
is closed and rigM, while the class system is, in a measure, always open and 
mobile. This has social significance because, as is evident from the preceding 
chapters, being a Negro means being subject to considerable disabilities in 
practically all spheres of life. 

It should, however, be clear that the actual content of the Negro's lower 
caste status in America, that is, the social relations across the caste line, 
vary considerably from region to region within the country and from class 
to class within the Negro group. It also shows considerable change in time. 
But variation and change are universal characteristics of social phenomena 
and cannot be allowed to hinder us from searching for valid generaliza
tions. It will only have to be remembered constantly that when the term 
"caste relations" is used in this inquiry to denote a social phenomenon in 
present-day America, this term must be understood in a relative and quan
titative sense. It does not assume an invariability in space and time in the 
culture, nor absolute identity with similar phenomena in other cultures.2 

It should be pointed out, incidentally, that those societies to which the term 
"caste" is applied without controversy-notably the ante-bellum slavery 
society of the South and the Hindu society of India-do not have the "stable 
equilibrium" which American sociologists from their distance are often 
inclined to attribute to them. e 

Much of the controversy aro~nd the concept caste seems, indeed, to be 
the unfortunate result of not distinguishing clearly between the caste 
relation and the caste Une. The changes and variations which occur in the 
American caste system relate only to caste relations, not to the dividing line 
between the castes. The latter stays rigid and unblurred. It will remain 
fixed until it becomes possible for a person to pass legitimately from the 
luwer caste to the higher without misrepresentation of his origin. The 
American definition of "Negro" as any person who has the slightest 
amount of Negro ancestry has its significance in making the caste line 

• See Chapter :a9, Sect.iDD :a. 
• A penon can pau if he misrepreaents his orgin, which it is impouible to do in moat c:asea. 

For diacuuion of "pa.ssing" see Chapter s, Section 7. Also see Section 4 of this chapter. 
• A Hindu acquaintance once told me that the situation in the United Statea is aa much, 

or more, ,deacribable by the ierm "caste" u is the situation in India, 
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absolutdy rigid. Had the caste line been drawn differently-for example, 
on the criterion of predominance of white or Negro ancestry or of cultural 
assimilation-it would not have been possible to hold the caste line so rigid. 

The general definition of caste which we have adopted permits us to 
infer a concrete definition for our particular problem. When we say that 
Negroes form a lower caste in America, we mean that they are subject to 
certain disabilities solely because they are "Negroes" in the rigid American 
definition and not because they are poor and ill-educated. It is true, of 
course, that their caste position keeps them poor and ill-educated on the 
average, and that there is a complex circle of causation, but in any concrete 
instance at any given time there is little difficulty in deciding whether a cer
tain disability or discri'mination is due to a Negro's poverty or lack of 
education, on the one hand, or his caste position, on the other hand. In this 
concrete sense, practically the entire factual content of the preceding parts 
of this book may be considered to define caste in the case of the American 
Negro. 

We conceive of the social differentiation between Negroes and whites 
as based on tradition and, more specifically, on the traditions of slavery 
society. We have attempted to trace this cultural heritage in various spheres 
of life. The caste system is upheld by its own inertia and by the superior 
caste's interests in upholding it. The beliefs and sentiments among the 
whites centering around the idea of the Negroes' inferiority have been 
analyzed and their "functional" role as rationalizations of the superior 
caste's interests has been stressed. The racial beliefs and the popular 
theory of "no social equality" were found to have a kernel of magical logic, 
signified by the notion of "blood." We have been brought to view the caste· 
order as fundamentally a system of disabilities forced by the whites upon 
the Negroes,• and our discussion of the Negro problem up to this point 
has, therefore, been mainly a study of the whites' attitudes and behavior. 
And even when we proceed to inquire about the internal social structure of 
the Negro caste, about Negro ideologies, Negro leadership and defense 
organizations, the Negro community and its institutions, Negro culture and 
accomplishments, and Negro social pathology, we shall continue to meet 
the same determinants. Little of this can be explained in terms of Negro 
characteristics. The Negro problem is primarily a white man's problem.b 
In this part we shall find that the class order within the Negro cast8 is 
chiefly a function of the historical caste order of America. 

• The voluntary withdrawal and the self-imposed segregation were shown to be a 
.econdary reaction to a primary white pressure. 

• See Introduction, Section :t. · 
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2. THE "MEANING" OF THE CoNCEPTS "CASTE" AND "CLASS" 

When attempting to define our value premise for the discussion of 
social stratifici.tion in this chapter, we have first to take notice of the fact 
that Americans in general in all castes and classes are outspoken in their 
disapproval of distinctions in social status. Leaving out of consideration 
for the moment the several subordinate castes ( Asiatics and Indians, as well 
as Negroes), whose members have specific reasons for favoring an equali
tarian social philosophy, the visitor from abroad meets everywhere in 
America an ideology denouncing class differences which is more pronounced 
and sanctioned by more patriotic pride than perhaps anywhere else in West
ern civilization. This ideology has clearly a definite intent to mark off 
American Meals from those of the Old World. 

Even the educated Americans exaggerate the amount of class discrimina
tion in Europe, especially with regard to England, the old mother country.8 

This is an old tradition from colonial times. But it has been adopted and 
strengthened by wave after wave of immigrants who partly rationalized 
their uprooting and transference to this country by a belief in the rigidity 
of the class system in Europe and the free competition and boundless 
opportunities in the New \Vorld. As we have pointed out, this equali
tarianism was-for the whites-given a most prominent place even in the 
ideology of the ante-bellum South.• 

This ideology permeates popular thinking to the degree that Americans 
in general do not recognize their own actual class status. Most Americans 
-in all social classes-believe they are "middle class."' Perhaps this 
national theory is responsible also for the fact that American sociology 
( which generally must be given the highest ranking in the world) is weak 

.and undeveloped in regard to the problems of social stratification. When 
recently a group of social anthropologists and sociologists stressed caste 
and class,6 their colleagues everywhere in America exhibited an interest in 
the adventure rather out of proportion to the specific scientific novelties 
involved. Also the tendency to exaggerate the rigor of the American class 
and caste system, which is sometimes apparent in the work of the group of 
investigators led by Professor W. Lloyd Warner, is more easily understood 
when it is recalled that .they are out to challenge a popular national theory 
with deep historical anchoring in the American Creed.6 

Before we proceed, it is necessary to consider some reasons why the 
popular theory that America has little class stratification is more plausible 
and, indeed, also more true than superficial observation of the tremendous 
socio-economic differentiation would lead one to believe. Because of the 
settling of the colonies largely by religious dissenters, the Revolution 
against England, the expulsion and vol~tary exile of the Loyalist Tories, 

• See Chapter a,,. Section 4, 
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and the adoption of a democratic Constitution, the country started out with
out the heritage of royalty, a titled aristocracy or a church hierarchy. The 
frontier, the mobility, the relatively democratic structure of higher educa
tion, and the democratic form of government were factors hindering the 
emergence of rigid class distinctions.• Even today a higher percentage of 
Americans in the highest positions of wealth, authority, and culture have 
near relatives on the farms or in the factories than do people of similar 
status in most other capitalistic countries. A democratic simplicity and a 
great deal of formal equality in everyday contacts have been characteristic 
of America. The "American dream" and an optimistic outlook on the future 
for every individual have been cherished. 

On the other hand, there have been factors which have accentuated social 
distinctions. These include: the immense and unprecedented differences in 
income and wealth, which until recentJy have been left comparatively undis
turbed by taxation; the relatively unrestricted property rights inherited 
from English common law, which not only allowed monopolistic exploita
tion on a huge scale of the natural resources of the new continl!nt, but 
also permitted types of consumption directly intended to demarcate social 
distance/ the relatively :.mall :.cope of public ownership and controls over 
consumption and production generally and particularly over natural 
resources such as minerals, waterfalls, forests, and the means of transporta
tion; the relative lack of producers' and consumers' cooperatives; the 
absence, until recently, of organized efforts to equalize economic and 
educational opportunities of rural and urban localities and of the major 
regions of the country; the continuous mass immigration until recently and 
the practice of ruthlessly exploiting immigrants; the consequent cultural 
and racial fragmentation of the lower strata of the population; and the 
lack of organized and persistent popular movements. 

Even though there are tremendous differences in wealth and social 
position among Americans, this is not the predominant influence in the 
national ethos. The American Creed has insisted upon condemning class 
differences, and it continues to do so in the face of the facts. Part of the 
paradox is solved, however, when we observe that the American Creed\ 
does not demand equality of economic and social rewards independent of 
an individual's luck, ability and push. It merely demands equality of 
opportunity. Abraham Lincoln expressed this in concrete and pertinent 
terms: · 

• It is symbolic, but not directly important, that there is a provision in the Constitution 
forbidding the acceptance of titles of nobility. 

11 The unrestrictive property laws have, for inunce, made it poaible for rich people in 
America actually to keep out the common people not only from the spots where their 
homes are built but from whole aections of country including roads, lake 1horea, fielda and 
foreata. 
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What is the true condition of the laborer? I take it that it is beat to leave each 
man free to acquire property as fast aa he can. Some will get wealthy. 1 don't believe 
in a law to prevent a man from getting rich; it would do more harm than good. 
So while we don't propose any war upon capital, we do wish to allow the humblest 
man an equal chance to get riC'h with anybody else. When one starts poor, as most 
do in the race of life, free society is such that he knows he can better his condition; 
he knows that there is no fixed condition of labor for his whole life •••• I want 
every man to have a chance-and I believe a black man is entitled to it-in which 
he can better his condition-when he m:iy look forward and hope to be a hired 
laborer this ye:ir and the next, work for himself afterwards, and finally lo kir# 111#11 

co work for him. That is the true system.7 

The class differences denounced by the American Creed are the rigid 
and closed ones. The Creed demands free competition, which in this sphere 
of social stratification represents the combination of the two basic norms: 
"equality" and "liberty.'' And it is prepared to accept the outcome of 
competition-if it is reaJly free-though there be some inequality. This 
demand is the essence of American economic and social liberalism. Behind 
it is the theory that lack of free competition results in social inefficiency. 
Rigid class distinctions, therefore, hamper social progress. And this gives 
us the clue to the mote precise valuation of caste and class in the American 
Creed. A contemporary American sociologist, investigating the American 
minority problem, emphatically expresses and gives his allegiance to this 
national valuation: 

Democracy is an empty word unless it means the free recognition of ability, 
native and acquired, whether it be found in rich or poor, alien or native, black man 
or white. Minorities in the United States consume as much of our national wealth 
as they arc permitted by group prejudices and productive capacity. When their 
productivity is artificially held far below their potentialities, the final result is not 
that there is more left for a dog-in-the-manger majority, but that a selfish majority 
is defeating its own purpose by l.imiting the total national productivity to the detri
ment of the welfare of American residents as a whole. The days are gone when 
one class in the western world may long prosper, at the expense of the masses.8 

Our '(.)alue premise in this chapter will be the American ideal of free 
competition and full integration in this sense. Social distinctions which 
hamper free competition are, from the viewpoint of the American Creed, 
wrong and harmful. From this value premise we derive our more precise 
definition of caste and class. The "meaning'' of social status and of distinc
tions in social status is not an a priori evident matter. It varies from one 
culture to another depending upon what is commonly considered important. 
It is not quite the same in England, France, Sweden and America. It has 
to j,e defined, or otherwise we do not know exactly what we are observing 
.... measuring. And.it is usually best defined in terms of the Bthos in the 
:Particular national culture we are studying. 
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In a vague way we mean, of course, somewhat the same thing by social 
status in all the capitalistic democratic civilizations within the Western 
sphere, and we know that social status is ordinarily connected with income, 
wealth, occupation, education, family background, home ownership. Owing 
primarily to the great immigration to America, nationality, length of resi
dence, language, and religion are additional factors indicating or deter
mining class in this nation. These characteristics have different relative 
importance for the class structure in different national cultures. And none 
of them gives the full "meaning" of class in any one of the Western cul
tures. 

One school of thought defines class in terms of class feeling: the con
sciousness of the individuals of a class that they belong together in a cor
porate unity, and that they have different interests from individuals in other 
classes. This criterion-which has been worked out partly under the influ
ence of Marx's class sociology and which is closely related to the idea of 
"class struggle"-is obviously inadequate at ]east as far as America is con
cerned. In America, particularly in the lower strata, class fceEng, in this 
sense of interest solidarity, is undeveloped. It docs not give the true mean
ing or importance of class to any ordinary American. 

The Warner group defines class as "the largest group of people whose 
members have intimate social access to one another.'"' This suggestive 
definition seizes upon the fact that, even when class consciousness and 
class solidarity are not developed,1° people do feel social distance and act 
it out in their everyday life by forming more or less cohesive groups for 
leisure time activity.11 This group formation centers around the family 
and has the most important effects in controlling the behavior of individ
uals even outside the leisure time spheres of their life, and particularly in 
determining the social orientation given children and youth.12 

This viewpoint is certainly wholesome as a reaction against the tendencies 
to use the most easily available class indices-income and occupation-as 
more than approximate measures of social class.13 But it obviously over
emphasizes the role of purely social contacts and under-emphasizes the 
importance of other criteria. It fails to consider such important things as 
the imperfect correlation of leisure groups, the continuity of the social 
status scale, the arbitrariness of class demarcations, the differential infre
quency of social contacts, the difficulty of separating social from purely 
personal distances, the relation between social structures in all the various 
American communities, the desire of some individuals to gain a position of 
leadership in a lower class rather than rise to a higher one. The ordinary 
American-particularly the male American-will not recognize his own 
class concept in this definition. , 

Class is in America one of the "value-loaded" terms and has to be related 
~o our value premise. Cltlsses tmd class differences in America are thu.s ;,., 
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1/N "'fW"Y eoncnwtl of as 1ht1 result of restriction of frea eomptJtition 
and, consequently, of the lack of full social integration. The upper classes 
enjoy their privileges because the lower classes are restricted in their 
"pursuit of happiness" by various types of relative or absolute social monop
olies, Attaching importance to family background instead of, or in addition 
to, merit is one type of monopoly and the basic one for the degree of closed
ncss and rigidity of a class system. The ownership of wealth and income 
and, in America, national origin or religion become other causes of monop
olies, if education is not absolutely democratic and if positions in the 
occupational hierarchy are not filled with regard to merit only. In view of 
the inequality of opportunity in getting an occupation, and since occupational 
positions carry incomes roughly jn proportion to their status associations, it 
is possible, in an approximate way, to determine social class by considering 
income or occupation as the chief index of social monopoly. 

This view of the American class structure also gives a nucleus of a theory 
for the causal relations between income, wealth, occupation, education, 
family background, home ownership, national origin, language and religion, 
on the one hand, and the integration of them to form a class system, on the 
other hand. In America, as elsewhere in the W cstern world, the develop
ment of democracy and of economic and social technology, as well as the 
growth of occupational organizations and their increasing stress on pro
fessionalism, all tend to make education more and more important as a 
vehicle for social mobility. Education gives respectability by itself and opens 
the road to higher occupations and incomes. The "self-made man" without 
educational background and professional trainip.g is disappearing even in 
America. Higher education is held a monopoly practically closed not only 
to older generations who have passed their chance-which is not contrary 
to the American Creed with its stress on equality of opportunity-but oft~n 
also to youth without a certain minimum amount of wealth, parental push, 
and all the other factors assocra.ted with high social status. 

In a similar way each of the other factors can be linked to the rest and 
used as an index of social status in general. Participation in cliques, clubs, 
associations-which Warner considers to be most important for determining 
one's class position-is itself a factor determined in large part by these 
other factors and contributes to their significance by emphasizing them, by 
serving as a source of information that helps one to make money, by 
encouraging a certain type of social behavior. Class consciousness may or 
may not be present in this system of interrelated factors determining class 
position, depending, among other thing11, upon how shut up in their pigeon 
holes the individuals of a class actually feel themselves. If class con
sc:iQusness is present, it will tend to have reciprocal influences with other 
fadors. 

Caste, as distinguished from class, consists of such drastic restrictions 
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of free competition in the various spheres of life that the individual in a 
lower caste cannot, by any means, change his status, except by a secret and 
illegitimate "passing,". which is possible only to the few who have the 
physical appearance of members of the upper caste. Caste may thus in a 
sense be viewed as the extreme case of absolutely rigid class. Such a harsh 
deviation from the ordinary American social structure and the American 
Creed could not occur without a certain internal conflict and without a 
system of faJse beliefs and blindnesses aided by certain mechanical controls 
in law and social structure. To the extent, however, that false beliefs in 
Negro inferiority are removed by education and to the extent that white 
people are made to see the degradations they heap on Negroes, to that 
extent will the American Creed be able to make its assault on caste. 

Within each caste, people also feel social distance and restrict free com
petition, so that each caste has its own class system. The dividing line 
between two castes is by definition clear-cut, consciously felt by every mem
ber of each caste, and easily observable. No arbitrariness is involved in 
drawing it. The class lines, on the other hand, are blurred and flexible. 
The very fact that individuals move and marry between the classes, that 
they have legitimate relatives in other classes and that competition is not 
nearly so restricted in any sphere, blurs any division lines that are set. 
Lines dividing the classes are not defined in law or even in custom, as 
caste lines are. Therefore, it is probably most correct to conceive of the 
class order as a social continuum. In most communities, and certainly in the 
United States as a whole, class differences between the nearest individuals 
at any point of the scale cannot be easily detected. It is only differences 
between individuals further away from each other that are easily observ
able. This is true for practically every one of the factors that go to make up 
the class system-income, family background, social participation, and so 
on-and it is doubly true of the class system as a whole since the factors are 
not perfectly correlated. There are no "natural" class boundaries. 

For scientific purposes, of course, we have to draw lines breaking up the 
social continuum of the class order. But they are arbitrary. It has been 
customary for a long time to divide the population into three classes: "upper 
class," "middle class," "lower class." It would be possible, however, to have:: 
four or five classes. The Warner group uses a system of six classes, dividing 
the conventional three classes each into two. For some purposes even more 
classes would be most convenient. But we should never imagine that there 
is any deeper reality in our measuring scale than there is in measuring a 
distance in kilometers instead of miles. If a conventional class division
for instance, the one in three classes-entered into the popular consciousness, 
people might come to think of themselves as organized in this way, which 
would undoubtedly have certain consequences for the actual class situation. 
In some European countries this might hold true. In America, where the 
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social class structure is dimly intellectualized by the general public-in 
spite of much observance in actual life of small and big status differences-
this is not quite so true.• 

The actual class stratification differs much between different communities. 
This is particularly true between rural and urban communities, between 
communities in the different historical regions of the country, and between 
the white and Negro castes. Different class divisions for each of these would 
be appropriate. If for convenience's sake the same scale of division is being 
used, this should not lead us to exaggerate the similarity between the dif
ferent class structures. b What is regarded as the upper class in one com
munity or caste, for example, would not be regarded a& upper class in 
another community or caste, even if community associations and caste marks 
were changed. 

3. THE CASTE STRUGGLE 

The Marxian concept of "class struggle"-with its basic idea of a class 
of proletarian workers who are kept together in a close bond of solidarity 
of interests against a superior class of capitalist employers owning and con
trolling the means of production, between which there is a middle class 
bound to disappear as the grain is ground between two millstones-is in all 
Western countries a superficial and erroneous notion. It minimizes the 
distinctions that exist within each of the two main groups; it exaggerates 
the cleft between them, and, especially, the consciousness of it; and it 
misrepresents the role and the development of the middle classes. It is 
"too simple and sweeping to fit the facts of the class-system.m4 In America 
it is made still more inapplicable by the traversing systems of color caste. 
The concept of "caste struggle," on the other hand, is much more realistic. 
Archer talked of a "state of war" between Negroes and whites in the 
United States;1:; James Weldon Johnson spoke about "the tremendous 
struggle which is going on between the races in the South.mu The caste 

• An exception to this occurs at the very top of the social status scale in America, where 
each big city, and 10me smaller ones, has its "400" and its social register and where, in 
recent years, part of the nation has become aware of "America's 60 families." 

b Even where there is no caste division in a community, it sometimes requires doing 
violence to facts to consider all members of that community on a single social status con
tinuum, Social status, as we have seen, is made up of ma.ny components, which do not 
correlate perfectly. One's position on the income continuum, for example, may be higher 
than hi1 position on the family background continuum. To get a single social status con
tinuum these co111ponents need to be weighted and combined. But sometimes even then the 
members of a community who are found to have equivalent social status will be found 
to fellow different lines of aocial advancement. It may be found, for example, that a physi
cian, an army captain and an artist have about the same social status. While none looks down 
on uy of the others, and all may be invited to the same party, their interests, aS&Ociations, 
and lin~ of advancement ar~ so dissimilar that it is more conve11ient, for most purposes, tc, 
comicler the community as having- several parallel social status continua, 
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distinctions are actually gulfs which divid~ the population into antagonistic 
camps. And this is a conscious fact to practically every individual in the 
system. 

The caste line-or, as it is more popularly known, the color line-is 
not only an expression of caste differences and caste conflicts, but it has come 
itself to be a catalyst to widen differences and engender conflicts. To main
tain the color line has, to the ordinary white man, the "function" of uphold
ing the caste system itself, of keeping the "Negro in his place." The color 
line has become the bulwark against the whites' own adherence to the 
American Creed, against trends of improvement in Negroes' education, 
against other social trends which stress the irrationality of the caste system, 
and against the demands of the Negroes. The color line has taken on a 
mystical significance: sophisticated Southern whites, for example, will often 
speak with compassionate regret of the sacrifices the Negroes "have to" 
make and the discriminations to which they "have to" submit-"have to" 
in order to preserve the color line as an end in itself. This necessitates a 
constant vigilance. Southern whites feel a caste solidarity that permits no 
exception: some of them may not enforce the etiquette against all Negroes 
in all its rigor, but none will interfere with another white man when he is 
enforcing his superiority against a Negro. A white man who becomes 
known as a "nigger lover" loses caste and is generally ostracized if not made 
the object of violence. Even a Southern white child feels the caste solidarity 
and learns that he can insult an adult Negro with impunity.17 

An extreme illustration of white solidarity in the South is given every 
time the whites, in a community where a lynching has occurred, conspire 
not to let the lynchers be indicted and sentenced.18 In less spectacular cases 
it operates everywhere. Davis and Gardner give a good description of its 
psychology and its relation to Negro pressure: 

Although the whippings described above appear to be more or less routine punish
ments of Negroes for some specific violation of the caste rules, in many of them 
.here is another factor involved. Periodically there seems to develop a situation in 
which a number of Negroes begin to rebel against the caste restrictions. Thia is not 
an open revolt but a gradual pressure, probably more or less unconscious, in which, 
little by little, they move out of the strict pattern of approved behavior. The whites 
feel this pressure and begin to express resentment. They say the Negroes arc getting 
"uppity," that they are getting out of their place, and that something should be 
done about it. Frequently, the encroachment has been ao gradual that the whites 
have no very definite occurrence to put their hands on ; that is, most of the specific 
acts have been within the variations ordinarily permitted, yet close enough to the 
limits of variation to be irritating to the whites. Finally, the hostility of the whites 
reaches such a pitch that any small infraction will spur them to open action. A 
Negro does something which ordinarily might be passed over, or which usually 
provokes only a mild punishment, but the whites respond with violence. The Negro 
victim then becomes both a scapegoat and an object lesson for his group. He aafen 
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£or all the minor cute violations which have aroused. the whites, and he becomes a 
~arning against future violations. After such an outburst, the Negroes again abide 
strictly by the caste rules, the enmity of the whites is dispelled, and the tension 
relaxes. The whites always say after such an outburst: "We haven't had any trouble 
since then. " 19 

In the North, a large proportion of the white population would never 
discriminate against Negroes, and there is a small number who stand up 
against violation of the Negro's rights even if the matter does not concern 
them personally. Since such friends of the Negroes are not ostracized, and 
are in fact looked up to as "fighters," the color line may be said to be broken 
at spots in the North. Further, as seen in the previous chapter, the color 
line in the North is not a part of the law or of the structure of buildings 
and so does not have the concre:·eness that it has in the South. But still there 
is a color line in the North: most white individuals and groups discrjminate 
in one way if not in another; all feel a difference between themselves and 
Negroes even if the feeling is only that Negroes labor under a different 
history, different conditions, and a different problem, and no Negro can 
legitimately pass out of the Negro group. A crisis brings out the character 
of the color line in the North more distinctly: An example is provided by 
a struggle around a Negro housing project in Detroit that culminated in a 
minor riot in early 1942. The federal government (U.S.H.A.) built a 
housing project for Negro defense workers in Detroit and named it after 
the Negro poet, Sojourner Truth. The project was built in a mixed white 
and Negro neighborhood, and as the project neared completion the local 
whites-aided by the Ku Klux Klan-picketed the city hall in protest 
against Negro occupancy. The congressman for the district joined in the 
protest; the federal authorities temporarily abandoned the idea of giving 
the project to Negroes but later went back to their original intention. When 
Negroes tried to enter the homes for which they had paid rent, they were 
prevented from doing so by a white mob that used violence, and the Detroit 
police aided the mob and arrested Negroes. On the other hand, there was 
a nation-wide protest against this treatment of the Negroes, and even the 
common man of other Northern cities and towns could be heard to say 
that it was "pretty bad" when the police were beating Negroes and prevent
ing them from moving into homes built for them. Public opinion helped 
to stiffen the backs of the federal authorities who, without this new and 
powerful backing, would probably have bowed to local sentiment. The 
caste line in the North exists, but has gaps. 

The mechanism of the caste struggle in the South can be illuminated by 
observing more closely what happens when a person breaks caste solidarity. 
On the white side this exceptional person is called the "nigger lover." To 
be known by this characterization means social and economic death. Except 
for. legal differences, · such a person is virtually dealt with as a traitor in 
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fundamentally the same sense as a citizen who, du.ring the war, is in friendly 
contact with the enemy. The "scab" who goes over to the employer during 
a strike is another appropriate comparison. The disgrace and the persecu
tion of the "nigger lover," the traitor and the labor "scab,, is fundamentally 
independent of their motives. These will usually and unquestionably be 
presumed to be base. No explanation is accept~d. The reason is in all three 
cases that they are ::onsidered dangerous to the interests of the group. In 
recent years the "nigger lover" nas generally been associated with the 
"reds," and the "Communists,,, terms that in all America and particularly 
in the South are given a wide and vague meaning. 

Interracial workers in the South havs: to tread ::ardullv ir 1rder not to 
invoke this terrible condemnation of being "nigger love~." They know
and their Negro friends "understand"-that they will have to avoid break
ing such social etiquette as would "offend public opinion." I have repeatedly 
been informed by white participants in interracial work about the fine 
diplomacy involved, about the compliant understanding of the Negroes, 
and of the tremendous importance of this matter both to their own wel
fare and to the success of their interracial undertakings. The Negroes 
in the South, knowing the whites' treatment of "nigger lovers" and the 
probability that they themselves would come in for a share, often show con
siderable shyness with a friendly white man, until they feel sure that he 
is going to leave the community soon and that he will not advertise his 
friendliness. The fear of being stamped as "nigger lovers" on the part of the 
white intcrracialists accounts for their preference to "work quietly" and fo1 
their reluctance to appeal to the white masses. By working only with the 
''best people of both races" they hope, and have actually succeeded, in gain
ing social respectability for their strivings. But they always stress that they 
are treading upon a volcano, even if white solidarity is apparently losing 
some of its fury.a 

The Negro, from his side, is even more aware of the caste line tha.n is 
the white man. Because Negroes are a numerically smaller clement in the 
population of most communities, the average Negro has more contacts with 
whites than the average white man has with Negroes. Too, the contact 
usually means more to the Negro; it is the Negro who must be prepared 
to meet the white man in the way demanded by etiquette, and an insult 
rankles longer than an expression of ego-superiority. Further: the Negro 
thinks and talks more about his caste position than the white man, especially 
in the North, and thus has many more caste experiences in his imagination. 
Since the caste line restricts the Negro without providing him with many 
compensating advantages, he feels it not only surrounding him but also 

a Some white interracial workera have not been able to avoid the designation of ''nigger 
iovCI." But they manage to exist by living in the anonymity .,f cities and by getting their 
economic aupport from Northem philanthropy. 
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holding him back. Du Bois has expressed the Negro's feeling of caste in 
poetic language: 

It ia difficult to let others aee the full psychological meaning of caste aegregation. 
It is as though one, looking out from a dark cave in a tide of an impending moun
tain, sees the world passing and speaks to it; speaks courteously and persuuively, 
showing them how these entombed souls are hindered in their natural movement, 
expression, and development; and how their loosening from prison would be a 
matter not simply of courtesy, sympathy, and help to them, but aid to all the world. 
One talks on evenly and logically in thia way but notices that the passing throng does 
not even turn its head, or if it does, glances curiously and walks on. It graduaJJy 
penetrates the minds of the prisoners that the people passing do not hear; that some 
thick sheet of invisible but horribly tangible plate glass is between them and the 
world. They get excited; they talk louder; they gesticulate, Some of the passing 
world stop in curiosity; these gesticulations seem so pointless; they laugh and pass on. 
They still either do not hear at all, or hear but dimly, and even what they 'hear, 
they do not understand. Then the people within may become hysterical. They may 
scream and hurl themselves against the barriers, hardly realizing in their bewilder
ment that they are screaming in a vacuum unheard and that their antics may actually 
seem funny to those outside looking in. They may even, here and there, break 
through in blood and disfigurement, and find themselves faced by a horrified, 
implacable, and quite overwhelming mob of people frightened for their own very 
existence. 20 

The counterpart to white solidarity on the Negro side of the caste gulf 
is the "protective community.» It is revealing of the nature of the system 
of superior and subordinate castes that this Negro cohesion is defensive 
instead of offensive, and that, compared with white solidarity, it is imper
fect. The individual Negro, as a member of the lower caste, feels his weak
ness and will be tempted, on occasion, to split Negro solidarity by seeking 
individual refuge, personal security and advantages with the whites. Com
menting upon the Atlanta. rio~ in 1906, when IO Negroes were killed and 
60 wounded, Ray Stannard Baker remarked: 

It is highly significant of Southern condition-which the North does not under
atand-that the first instinct of thousands of Negroes in Atlanta, when the riot broke 
out, was not to run away from the white people but to run to them. The white man 
who takes the most radical position in opposition to the Negro race will often be 
found ••• defending "his Negroes" in court or elsewhere ...• Even Holec Smith, 
Governor-elect of Georgia, who is more distrusted by the Negroes as a race probably 
than any other white man in Georgia, protected many Negroes in his house during 
the disturbance. 21 

The historical background of this attitude lies in the patriarchal relations 
between master and slave.a Its tenacity is explained by the power situation. 

On the other haJld, there has been a growing tendency on the part of .. ' , ' 

• Sm Chapter 30, Section :. 
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Negroes to fight back, to maintain solidarity in a crisis. Claude McKay 
wrote: 

If we must die, let it not be like hogs 
Hunted and penned in an inglorious spot, 
While round us bark the mad and hungry dogs, 
Making their mock at our accursed lot. 
If we must die, Oh let us nobly die, 
So that our precious blood may not be shed 
In vain; then even the monsters we defy 
Shall be constrained to honor us though dead! 

Oh, kinsmen! we must meet the cummon foe! 
Though far outnumbered let us show us brave, 
And for their thousand blows deal one death-blow! 
What though before us lies the open grave? 
Like men we'll face the murderous cowardly pack, 
Pressed to the wall, dying, but fighting back! 22 

McKay tells how the poem was reprinted in every Negro publication of 
any consequence, that it was repeated in Negro clubs, cabarets, and at Negro 
mass meetings, and that ministers ended their sermons with it. The Negro 
statesman, James Weldon Johnson, in his Negro Americans, What Now? 
prompts his people: 

When we arc confronted by the lawless, pitiless, brutish mob, and we know that 
life is forfeit, we should not give it up; we should, if we can, sell it, and at the 
dearest price we are able to put on it.28 

Johnson is, of course, far from recommending force as a political means for 
Negroes. Just above the words quoted in the text he stated: 

We must condemn physical force and banish it from our minds. But I do not 
condemn it on any moral or pacific grounds. The resort to force remains and will 
doubtless always remain the rightful recourse of oppressed reoples. Our own country 
was established upon that right. I condemn physical force because I know that in 
our case it would be futile.24 

But even today when the mob or the vigilantes are out for Negro blood in 
the South the ordinary effect will be that the Negroes in terror will individ
ually stay where they are or run to seek escape. They will ordinarily not 
fight back. a Considering the power situation, they cannot be criticized. They 
are probably wise, not only individually but in the interest of their group.211 

In Northern cities, where the Negro population is more compact and 

• Since the beginning of the Second World War, Southern Negroes have shown eome 
inclinatiOll to organize and fight back when they are attacked. (See Chapter 2.7, Section 
5; Chapter 35, Section Io I and Chapter 45, Section 7 .) 
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where they have .1.egal protection and the suffrage, the situation is becom
ing different. There they will fight.4 

But Negro solidarity produced by caste pressure and appearing as a 
mutually protective cohesion has its function in more ordinary and every
day problems. Even then it has nothing of the strength and rtgularity of 
white solidarity. Perhaps we can best illustrate the difference by observing 
the Negro who breaks caste solidarity. The Negro counterpart to the 
''nigger lover" is the "white man's nigger." He is much less exceptional. 
In the Negro community there is no fuss about his motives: they are simply 
assumed to be the selfish ones of attempting to benefit from playing up to 
the whites. His crime is not that he "fraternizes" with individuals of the 
other caste, but, quite the contrary, that he submits to excessive subservience 
and that he takes orders and carries them out even against the interests of 
his own cru.'te. He will usually not be universally condemned by the Negro 
community. There arc regufarly other Negroes who would be prepared 
to take the same role or are actually doing it. In a way he is only exaggerat
ing the "natural" role of the lower caste individual. To the white man he 
is a "good" Negro, continuing the cherished tradition from slavery. He 
puts the white man into his "natural" aristocratic role and becomes rewarded 
with condescending benevoknce.b 

The disapproval of the "white man's nigger" in the Negro community 
will depend upon the relative material and cultural independence of the 
community and usually varies directly with the social and educational status 
of the reacting individual Negro. It never approaches the rage, on the 
other side of the caste line, against a "nigger lover.', His white protection 
will make the "white man's nigger" powerful. I have observed in several 
instances, both in the South and in the North, that individuals who are 
notorious as "white man's niggers" or "Uncle Toms" have a status in the 
Negro community for this ve_ry reason. Negroes in general, even if they 
dislike them, and, in a sense, despise them, are nevertheless inclined to 
envy them and give them deference at the same time. Negroes ordinarily, 
it must be remembered, depend upon the good-will and help of whites in 
most matters. When Negroes want something done in their community, 
they will send their "Uncle Toms" as intermediaries. They will often 
do so even if they know in the individual case that those persons are 
thoroughly unreliable from the Negro point of view and, perhaps, that 
they actually act as spies and stoo! pigeons for t~e whites. The. Negro~ 
know that they will not succeed 1£ they try to ignore the white man s 
trusted Negroes. The "white man's nigger" exists in the North as well 
as in the South, but he is rarer and has less influence in his own caste. 
In the South he is sometimes an humble uneducate(1 .ervant or ex-servant, 

• ~ Chapter s7, Section 5. 
11 ~ Chapter J4-
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but may also be a businessman, a landowner, a school principal or a col
lege president. He is then the white-appointed "leader" of his race.• 

4. CROSSING THE CASTE LINE 

Another interesting side glance on the American caste system is provided 
by observing the phenomenon called "passing." To cross the caste line from 
the white side would be a comparatively easy matter, since in America a 
Negro is not necessarily supposed to have any Negro features at all.b The 
passer would also be fairly unsuspected, as it is generally assumed that 
nobody would want to descend in caste status. And there is no reason
except race pride emerging as a reflection of and a reaction against white 

• superiority-why Negroes would resent such passing. Passing from the 
white to the Negro caste occurs extremely rarely.28 

For all practical purposes "passing" means that a Negro becomes a white 
man, that is, moves from the lower to the higher caste. In the American 
caste order, this can be accomplished only by the deception of the white 
people with whom the passer comes to associate and by a conspiracy of 
silence on the part of other Negroes who might know about it. A few per
sons with half of their ancestry Negro are known to have passed, and, of 
course, passing is much easier for those with smaller proportions of Negro 
ancestry.c Even if there are probably quite a substantial number of Ameri-

• For a disclllSion of Negro leadership, see Part IX. 
• See Chapter 5, Sections 1 and 7. 
• Louie Wirth and Herbert Goldhamer, "The Hybrid and the Problem of Misc-egenation,11 

in Otto Klineberg (editor), Characteristics of tl,,e American Negro, prepared for this study1 
to be published, manuscript pp. 82-83 and 100 ff.; and Caroline Bond Day, A Study 
of Negro-Wmte Families in the Unitld States (l932), pp. 10-u. 

I have made numerous observations which discount the common notion that Southern 
whites are particularly trained to identify a Negro by his physical appearanre. My opinion 
on this point, which is contrary to that of most Negro and white experts with whom I have 
discussed the matter, becomes more reasonable when it is recognized that, though Southern 
white people undoubtedly see more Negroes, they constantly see them in the relatively rigidly 
defined caste role of the Southern Negro. In the !llarginal case, when a strange person's 
physical appearance leaves room for doubt, they probably recognize the Negro mostly from 
his bearing and his way of doing things. If, however, a Negro throws off the Negro role 
and starts to walk, talk, and behave as an ordinary white man, he must, I believe, have 
quite distinct Negro features to be recognized as a Negro in the South, at least in the first 
encounter. On the other hand, the fact that Negroes in the South arc trained to appear and 
behave in a very different way from white people must raise a great subjective and objec
tive barrier for every Southern or Southern-reared Negro who would like to pan in ~e 
South or in the North. 

Once I traveled by car for a considerable time all over the Lower South with a Negro 
colleague who was reared and trained in tl1e West and the North to be a very "normal" 
person judged by white standards of behavior. As was, of course, necessary, we separated 
for the night, I staying in a hotel and he somewhere in the protective Negro community. 
We carried with us a portable dicta.phone for reoording our interviews, and we needed to 
work to,ether for &0me hours now and then in my hotel room. My colleague, who baa 
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can Negroes passing over permanently to the white caste every year,a a 
much greater number would be able to pass if they wanted to depart from 
the Negro community and were prepared to take the personal costs and 
the risks involved. 

Passing requires anonymity and is, therefore, restricted to the larger cities 
where everyone does not know everyone else. A Negro from a small com
munity can pass only if he leaves that community. Only a small portion of 
all passing is intentional and complete. There is a considerable amount of 
inadvertent and nonvoluntary passing. This must be particularly true in the 

10me unmiatakable Negro features, found aoon that it was not necessary to go through all 
the ordinary inconveniences with the hotel manager to get up to my hotel room. He just 
walked straight in, kept his hat on his head and behaved as a normal white person of the 1 

educated class. Nobody bothered him. My explanation is that the ordinary white Southerner, 
if he aces a man walking into a hotel and canying himself with assurance and ease, actually 
tloe1 not see his color. He, literally, "does not believe his eyes." Behind the Southern whites' 
not seeing a Negro in my friend, might also-unconsciously-be the realization of all the 
trouble it would mean for them to effectuate the caste rules, if they recognized facts, and 
the great risk they incurred if they were mistaken. 

My general conclusion is that the white Southerner, being accustomed to seeing all Negroes 
in a subservient caste role and living in a society where the inconvenicmce and risk involved 
in telling a person that he is a Negro are so considerable, will have greater difficulties i, 

recognizing a Negro who steps out of his caste role, This hypothesis could be tested by 
properly controlled experiments. 

I had once another experience which throws light on the same problem from the sex 
angle, The N.A.A.C.P. had, in 1939, their annual convention in Richmond, Virginia. I 
visited the meetings and took part in a boat excursion which ended the convention. On 
board I approached a group of officers and crew (whites) who held themselves strictly apart, 
looking on the Association members who had crowded their ship for the day with an 
unmistakable mixture of superiority, dislike, embarrassment, interest and friendly humor. 
My advance was fi.nt received coldly and deprecatingly-as I understood later, because they 
auumed I was a Negro. But when they had become aware of my foreign accent, and I had 
told them that I was a stranger who by chance had come on the boat, just for the excur
sion, they were most friendly and entertained me for more than an hour by telling me every
thing- about the Negro and the Negro problem in America. During the course of our 
conversation I remarked that there were apparently a lot of white peopll', too, on the boat. 
At first they just laughed at my remark and insisted that all persons present were Negroes. 
Some Negroes are so fair, they told me, that only Southerners, who know them by lifelong 
intimate association can distinguish them from whites. I insisted and pointed to Mr. Walter 
White, the secretary of the N.A.A.C.P. and some other "white" Negroes, and actually 
succeeded in drawing an acknowledgment that he and some other men (who I knew were 
aV Negroes) were, indeed, white upon closer observation. One of my interlocutors went 
to have a closer look at the persons I had pointed out, and ca.me back and confirmed 
authoritatively that they were indeed white, "There are some cnigger lovers• in the North 
and we have a few down here, too," he commented. When, however, I then pointed to a 
lady (whom I knew to be white) and intimated that she might be white, the whole 
company dismissed my idea as nothing less than absurd and, indeed, insulting. CCNo white 
woman would be together with niggers.'' Their theories of "white womanhood" obvioualy 
blinded .them in a literal sense. 

• Sec Chapter s, Section 7. 
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North where segregation is not so complete and is actually illegal. Much 
passing is partial and sporadic, as when Negroes (in Washington, for 
example) pass for whites to attend theaters, lectures, concerts and recep
tions. To some extent such passing breaks the cultural and spiritual isola
tion of the Negro community and favors the dissemination of broader ideas 
and patterns inl:o the Negro community.37 In the Deep South passing for 
such purposes is so dangerous that it is much less common. Another type of 
temporary passing is that done by Negro youths to secure entrance to 
educational in:ltitutions where Negroes are not allowed, or where they are 
allowed but feel more comfortable appearing as whites. I have come across 
several such cases, all in the North. In the South the risk incurred would 
ordinarily ht: too great. 

In the Northern and Border states it seems to be relatively common for 
light-skinned Negroes to "pass professionally" but preserve a Negro social 
life. Negro girls have practically no chance of getting employment as 
stenographers or secretaries, salesclerks in department stores, telephone 
operators, outside the establishments run by Negroes for Negroes.• In 
most communities their chances are slight even to become regular teachers, 
social workers, or the like, if they do not conceal their Negro ancestry. 
This practice is fairly widespread. Some establishments take the precautions 
through their personnel departments of making home visits and other 
inquiries in order not to get Negroes in their employment. Not only in 
these female middle class occupations but in all male and female trades 
where Negroes are excluded, there must be a similar incentive to attempt 
to "pass professionally." Since the middle and upper class occupations are 
almost all closed to Negroes, these occupatio~specially medicine, den
tistry, journalism, acting, in addition to those mentioned above-are most 
pervaded by "professional passers." The retention of a Negro social life 
while passing for white occupationally involves considerable difficulties in 
all sorts of personal relations with associates in the place of work, and there 
is a great risk of being found out. This explains why the practice seems to be 
so much more common in the North and the Border states than in the 
real South. In none of the regions, it should be emphasized, is it possible 
for the bulk of the Negroes to pass, because of their obviously Negroid 
physical appearance. 

Professional passing often seems to be a transitional stage of life. Prob
ably in most cases these passers voluntarily retreat from the higher caste's 
occupational life by getting married or employed in the segregated sphere, 
or they become detected after some time and have to Hee the ground with 
shame. Sometimes professional passing is, however, only a step on the way 
to complete and permanent passing. By cutting off their Negro relations 
entirely they are able to decrease the risk of being exposed. But their fuller 

• See Chapter 14. 
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participation in the life of the higher caste will mean that they will be hit 
the harder if they are found out. 

In view of the advantages to be had by passing, it is not difficult to 
explain why Negroes pass, professionally or completely. It is more difficult, 
however, to explain why Negroes do not pass over to the white race more 
often than they actually do. On this point, as on all others' concerning this 
necessarily secretive matter, our actual knowledge is most inadequate. It 
is probable that race pride and a missionary spirit of wanting to remain in 
the lower caste in order to fight its cause or otherwise work for its elevation 
might be a prominent motive for certain individuals. But for the great 
majority of passable Negroes such an explanation is not plausible and is 
seldom advanced. A young and gifted college graduate among my Negro 
friends, who had "passed" in college but later accepted a teaching position 
as a Negro in his home city, gave, upon my questioning, the following 
reasons why he preferred not to pass: ( I) When passing as a white ( with 
some Indian blood), he could never overcome a slight feeling of strain and 
nervousness when in company; he would have to make forced explana
tions concerning his family; and he always felt suspicion around him
probably more suspicion, he remarked, than there actually was. (2) Be
cause of his teaching position and his "good looks" he is "tops" in the 
Negro community; while if he were white in a similar job, he would be 
one among many and far from the social ceiling. (3) Because his profession 
was one in which there are few qualified Negro workers, he got his position 
more easily as a Negro than he would have as a white man. He was aware 
that he could advance further in the white world, but observed that even a 
large advance as a white man would carry much less esteem than a corre
spondingly smaller advance as a Negro. (4) Social life was so much more 
pleasant in the higher ranks of the Negro community than in the corre
sponding ranks of the white community: a Negro had so many more 
intimate associates; there were so many more social affairs and family 
entertainments going on in the Negro community-due probably, he 
observed, to the Negro's reaction against segregation in public places. 

I am inclined to believe that this young man's account of his reasons 
for preferring to be an upper class Negro, protected by the professional 
monopolies enjoyed by this class and surrounded by the social pleasantness 
of Negro society, rather than to be an isolated middle class white person 
with a minimum of initial contacts, was not only an honest statement on 
his own part, but is also fairly representative of many other passable young 
Negroes' motivation to stay Negro. Particularly important is his observa
tion that light-skinned Negroes have great advantages in the Negro com
munity and that a disproportionate number of them are in the upper strata 
or have hopes of getting there.• 

• See Chapter 32. 
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Light-skinned and "good featured" Negro women are preferred as 

marriage partners by Negro men, while their chances on the white mar
riage market as lonely women without a known or presentable family 
must be slight. This explains why Negro women pass even less frequently 
than do Negro men.28 Established personal relations, from family bonds 
to less intimate but still not meaningless relations, will to a degree always 
tie a Negro to his own caste, and will tend to do so more and more the 
older and better established he becomes. Quite often marriage will put a 
stop to all dreams of passing, since it is less likely that the mate is also 
capable of passing. The unfamiliarity with life conditions and expected 
patterns of behavior on the other side of the gulf also acts as a deterrent. 
As Wirth points out, this particular factor is likely to decline in importance 
as educational and cultural opportunities for Negroes widen.211 Negroes 
believe that social life is generally more pleasant among Negroes than 
among whites:"· •. white people don't begin to have the good times that 
Negroes do. They're stiff and cold. They aren't sociable. They don't 
laugh."80 Even if such pronouncements are often only compensating 
rationalizations, they have probably enough background in personal con
viction to be of real importance in motivation. Finally, there is the impor
tant factor of inertia: complete passing is a major step that requires careful 
planning and decisive action, and it is not surprising that many Negroes 
who could take this step do not. 

To the whites, passing is an insult and a social and racial danger. Most 
whites have heard about passing, but, for natural reasons, do not know any 

· specific cases. Most Negroes, particularly in the upper strata, on the con
trary, know of many other Negroes, sometimes half a hundred or more, 
who pass as whites. As they usually do not expose them, this shows a 
significant difference between the two castes in attitude toward passing. 
Many Negroes obviously take a sort of vicarious satisfaction out of the 
deception of the whites. It is a big joke to them. Some show envy. This is 
particularly apparent among darker Negroes who cannot think of passing. 
Negroes realize, of course, that as a mass they cannot find an escape from 
the lower caste by passing. Further, they are increasingly brought to the 
compensatory feeling of race pride: 

The Negro community is built around the idea of adjustment to being a Negro, 
and it rejects escape into the white world. Community opinion builds up a picture 
of whites as a different kind of being, with whom one associates but does not become 
intimate. Without much conscious instruction, the child is taught that his fint loyalties 
are to the Negro group. He may criticize Negroes and even dislike them, but he is 
a Negro and must not even wish to be otherwise. Thia doctrine is reinforced by 
stories of the meanness· and cruelty of white people. To wish to be white is a 
sacrifice of pride. It is equivalent to a statement that Negroes are inferior, and, 
consequently, that the youth himself is inferior.81 
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This, however, does not necessarily mean that a Negro becomes willing 
to disclose another Negro who is passing. The spirit of the protective 
community will usually work to help the ex-member to pass. If a passing 
Negro is disclosed by other Negroes, the cause is ordinarily not Negro 
solidarity but rather private envy, of which there is a great deal in a frus
trated lower caste. 

As a social phenomenon, passing is so deeply connected with the psycho
logical complexes-built around caste and sex-of both groups that it has 
come to be a central theme of fiction and of popular imagination and story 
telling. The adventures of the lonesome passer, who extinguishes his entire 
earlier life, breaks all personal and social anchorings, and starts a new life 
where he has to fear his own shadow, are alluring to all and have an 
especially frightening import to whites. There is a general sentimentality 
for the unhappy mulatto-the "marginal man" with split allegiances and 
frustrations in both directions• which is especially applied to the mulatto 
who passes. From all we know about personality problems there is prob
ably, as yet, substantial truth in the picture of the passer which our literary 
phantasy piunts for us. But since there has been little observation of the 
personality problems of the passers, the picture of their difficulty is hard to 
define. 

• See Chapter 32, Section 6. 



CHAPTER J2 

THE NEGRO CLASS STRUCTURE 

........................................................................................................................................... 
I. THE NEGRO CLASS ORDER IN THE AMERICAN CASTE SYSTEM. 

The caste principle, as insisted upon and enforced by white society, 
would undoubtedly be best satisfied by a classless Negro communitJ 
wherein all Negroes in all respects-educationally, occupationally, and 
economically-were in the lowest bracket and placed under the lowest 
class of whites. That "all Negroes are alike" and should be treated in the 
same way is still insisted upon by many whites, especially in the lower 
classes, who actually feel, or fear, competition from the Negroes and who 
are inclined to sense a challenge to their status in the fact that some 
Negroes rise from the bottom even if they professionally and socially keep 
entirely within the Negro community.1 The popular theories rationalizing 
and justifying the caste order to the whites have been framed to fit this 
principle of a homogeneous lower caste. None of the Jim Crow legislation 
distinguishes between classes of Negroes. 

This absolutistic principle has, however, never been fully realized even 
in the South. Already in slavery society there came to be a social stratifica
tion within the slave community, as house servants and skilled mechanics 
acquired a level of living and culture and enjoyed a social prestige different 
from that of the field slaves. The blood ties of the former group of slaves 
with the white upper class widened this difference. There may also have 
been some difference in status between the slaves owned by the aristocracy 
and the slaves owned by the small farmers. 2 Contemporary sources give 
us the impression that the hatred between Negro slaves and "poor white 
trash'' was largely due to this social stratification in the Negro group.8 

It was mainly the superior slave who could be a challenge and danger to 
the poor whites, and it was he who, on his side, would have the social 
basis for a contemptuous attitude toward them. The early emergence of a 

• In this chapter we shall confine ourselves to the relation between caste and Negro 
clasaea. This does not mean that caste baa no effect on the white class structure. Attitudes and 
actions toward Negroes have always differentiated the various white claaaes in the South. 
(See Chapter :ii, Section S.) Also there have been concrete effects: for example, when 
practically all Negroea were below them during slavery, the lower clau whitea probably 
felt leas social distance from upper claas whites in the South than today when they realiae 
that many Negroes have a class status above them. 
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class of free Negroes, which at the time 0£ Emancipation had grown to 
one-half million individuals, strengthened this trend toward a social 
stratification of the Negro population in America. All sorts of restrictive 
laws were enacted and also partly enforced to keep the free Negroes down. 
But in spite of this, their condition of life and social status was different 
from that of the masses of slaves.4 

After Emancipation this development continued. The measures to keep 
the Negroes disfranchised and deprived of full civil rights and the whole 
structure of social and economic discrimination are to be viewed as attempts . 
to enforce the caste principle against the constitutional prescripts and 
against the tendency of some Negroes to rise out of complete dependence. 
The Constitution-and the partial hold of the American Creed even on 
the Southern whites' own minds-prevented effective caste legislation. All 
laws, even in the South, had to be written upon the pretense of equality. 
Education for Negroes was kept backward, but it was given in some 
measure and gradually improved. Some ,Negroes became landowners, 
often under the protection of individual white patronage. And, most 
important of all, social segregation itself-which has always been main
tained as the last absolute barrier-afforded protection for a rising number 
of Negro professionals and businessmen. Negroes had to be ministered to, 
their educational institutions had to be manned, their corpses had to be 
washed and buried, and, as white people did not wish to take on these 
tasks and as Negroes gradually found out their own needs and chances, a 
Negro middle and upper class developed to perform these functions, and 
thus drew its vitality from the very fact of American caste. The dividing 
line between the two castes did not crack, howevei;. Thus, this dual system 
of social class developed, one cla.rs system on each side of the caste Une. 

Robert E. Park has schematized this development as follows: 

Originally race relations in the South could be rather accurately repreaented by a 
horizontal line, with all the white folk above, and all the Negro folk below. But at 
present these relations are assuming new forms, and in consequence changing in 
character and meaning. With the development of industrial and professional classes 
within the Negro race, the distinction between the races tends to assume the form 
of a vertical line. On one side of this line the Negro is represented in most of the 
occupational and professional classes; on the other side of the line the white man is 
similarly repreaented. The 1ituation was this: 

It i1""" this: 
Wm,,, 

Prof eaional occupation 
Business occupation 
Labor 

All white 

All colored 

ColoreJ 
Professional occupation 
Business occupation 
Labor 
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The result ia to develop in every occupational claa professional and industrial 

bi-racial organizations. Bi-racial organizations preserve race distinction, but change 
their content. The distances which separate the races are maintained, but the attitudes 
involved are different. The races no longer look up ,,nJ doom: they look at:rou,B 

This description contains-as the author is probably well aware-several 
overstatements. The caste line is not vertical but rather "diagonal" ( that 
is, a sloped line). The line has moved, and is moving, from horizontal, 
but it is still far away from the vertical position, as Warner has shown.6 

But Warner is not correct either, since he thinks of the caste line as a 
straight one, implying that the Negro group gets proportionately smaller 
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1 W. Lloyd Warner, Introduction to Deep Sou1l1, by Allison Davia, B. B. Gardner and 
M. R. Gardner (1941), p. 10. 

Legend: W-White, N-Negro. U-Upper Class. M-Middle Class. L-Lower Clau. 
AB-Caste Line. de-Ultimate Position of Caste Line, 

as one goes up the social status scale. Actually, the Negro middle and upper 
class are more than proportionately smaller than their lower class. Du 
Bois brings this out clearly. 

It goes without saying that while Negroes are thus manifestly of low average 
culture, in no place nor at any time do they form a homogeneous group. Even in 
the country districts of the lower South, Allison Davis likens the group to a steeple 
with wide base tapering to a high pinnacle, This means that while the poor, igno
rant, sick and anti-social form a vast foundation, that upward from that base stretch 
classes whose highest members, although few in number, reach above the average not 
only of the Negroes but of the whites, and may justly be compared to the better
class white culture. The class structure of the whites, on the other hand, resembles 
a tower bulging near the center with the lowest classes small in nwnber as compared 
with the middle and lower middle classes; and the highest classes far more numeroa1 
in proportion than those among blacks. 7 
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We can diagram the caste-class situation in two ways: one, in terms of 
absolute numbers after the manner of the ordinary population pyramid
as in Du Bois' description; two, in terms of percentages at each social level 
-after the pattern of a box diagram. The latter diagram brings out the 
line, in temporal changes in which Warner and others have been interested. 
The pyramid and the line are drawn hypothetically-it would take an 
enormous amount of work to draw them with an approximation of em
pirical quantitative accuracy. But as to their general shape there can be 

ABSOLUTE NUMBERS OF 

WHITES AND NEGROES 

AT EACH LEVEL OF 

SOCIAL STATUS 

PERCENTAGE OF WHITES AND NEGROES 

AT EAcH LEVEL oF Soc1AL STATU& 

uu 

Legend: VII-White. N-Negro. -U-Upper Clase. M-Middle Class. Ir-Lower Class. 

little doubt: the pyramid is heavier at the bottom on the Negro side than 
on the white side, and the line is a diagonal curve, not a straight line 
diagonal.' 

There is at least one weakness. of all diagrams of this sort: they assume 
that the class structures of the two castes are exactly comparable, which 
they are not. On the same class level-that is, assuming white and Negro 
individuals with the same education, occupation, income, and so on-the 
white does not "look across" the caste line upon the Negro, but he 
definitely looks down upon him.• And this fundamental fact of caste is 

• On the other liand, wullin IM Negro cotmmmity, the upper cl111 Negro is placed higher 
than le the white man of-comparable income, education, and ao on, in the white community. 
Du Boil obaerved thi1: 
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materialized in a great number of political, judicial, and social disabilities 
imposed upon Negroes somewhat independent of their class, and in the 
rigid rule that the Negro is not allowed to pass legitimately from the one 
side to the other. 

The diagonal and curved character of the caste line and this fact that 
whites can look down on Negroes of the same income, educational, or 
other level, form one of what Dollard calls the major "gains" of the caste 
order to the whites.9 The difference between the South and the North and, 
in a degree, between rural and urban communities is, from this point of 
view, that the caste line tends to be somewhat more vertical in the latter 
than in the former regions and localities. The caste status of the Negro in 
the North and in cities generally has fewer rigid restrictions of free compe
tition. In this direction the class system has been continually moving in 
the South and-except for the transitional extraordinary pressure of recent 
mass immigration-also in the North. 

We have seen that Southern whites, especially in the lower brackets, 
often refuse to recognize class differences in the Negro community and 
insist upon distinguishing only between "bad niggers," "good niggers," 
and "uppity niggers," and that they, until recently, have succeeded in 
retaining a legal and political system which corresponds most closely ta 
this view. But this uncompromising attitude is disappearing under the 
pressure of the facts of Negro social differentiation. Thus the actual import 
of caste is gradually changing as the Negro class structure develops
except in the fundamental restriction that no Negro is allowed to ascend 
into the white caste. 

2. CASTE DETERMINES CI.ASS 

While the Negro class structure has developed contrary to the caste 
principle and actually implies a considerable modification of caste relations, 
fundamentally this class structure is a function of the caste order. We have 
repeatedly had to refer to this important fact that, while the caste order 
has held the Negro worker down, it has at the same time created petty 
monopolies for a tiny Negro middle and upper class. Negroes understand 
this, although they seldom discuss it openly.• 

-----------------
"· •• a white Philadelphian with $1,500 a year can call himself poor and live simply. 

A Negro with $1,500 a year ranks with the richest of his race and must usually spend more 
in proportion than his white neighbor in rent, dress and entertainment." (W. E. B. Du Bois, 
The Philadelphia Negro [1899), p. 178.) 

• The author ont-e attended a meeting in Detroit where one of the national Negro leaden 
gave a speech. The church where the meeting was held was filled with professionals and 
business people of the local Negro upper class with a sprinkling of humbler people. After 
the address, there was some discussion, and the eternal question of Negro atrategy wu 
brought up. The speaker in answering began to give the standard argument, for a 
cautious api:,1·..:,ach. In the middle of his answer he seemed to sense the futility of the qua-
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The lower caste monopolies are strongest in some of the professions and 
in the service occupations near the professions ( funeral work, beauty work, 
retail trade, and so on) ; some monopolistic leeway is also afforded small
scale Negro banking, insurance and real estate. For the rest of the occupa
tions, the caste barriers block the way for Negroes.• It is thus understand
able that, next to the small size of the middle and upper class, the Negro 
class system has its most characteristic feature in the fact that, on the whole, 
capitalist business and wealth mean so relatively little, and that general 
education and professional training mean so relatively much, as criteria 
for attaining upper class status.b This is evidently not due to a lower 
valuation of wealth among Negroes than among whites. Rather independ
ent of the respectability of the source, wealth is as sure-and perhaps 
even a little more suf'e-to give upper class status among American 
Negroes as it does among whites. But there is so little of it in the Negro 
community. And education is such a high value to this group, which has 
to struggle for it, that it is understandable why education is more impor
tant, relatively, for Negro status than for white status. Among the conse
quences of the relative prestige of education among Negroes is that prac
tically all Negro college teachers are upper class, and that most of the 
national Negro leaders are academic men. In both these respects, the 
American Negro world is strikingly different from the American white 
world. 

One of the consequences of the small range of wealth and occupation in 
the Negro community, and of the importance of education, is that there is 
probably less social distance between bottom and top among Negroes than 
there is among whites. It is not uncommon for a Negro boy~specially in 
the North-to rise from the lowest to the highest social status in one gener
ation. While a white boy could rise the same absolute social distance in the 
white caste during his lifetime-that is, he could attain the same increase 
in education, wealth, and manners-this distance would not appear so great 
because he would still be far from the top. This fact has tended to keep the 
various Negro classes in better contact with each other, except for the 
declining mulatto aristocracies, than is the case with the white classes. 
Other factors-such as caste pressure, the northward migration, and the 

tion1 he amiled and remarked that perhaps segregation should not be bullied so without 
qualifications: "How would you all £eel if you awakened tomorrow morning and found 
youraelf in the wild sea of white competition?" He cashed in a big laugh, somewhat nervoua 
and bashful, but relieving. 

• See Chaptcn 13 and 14, 
11 Two other characteristics that are rather unique make for upper class status in the Nrgn, 

world: cute leadership and achievement in the white world. Marcll8 Garvey, Oscar 
DePriest, aud Father Divine, OD the one hand, and Joe Louis, Paul Robeson, and 
J.~r, oD the other liand, have high status and would lave had it even if they wen: 
aeithel' rich nor educated. · 
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existence of national organizations fighting for the whole caste-have had 
a similar effect. 

Another characteristic of the Negro class structure-which would 
superficially seem contradictory to the previously mentioned trait, but is 
not on closer examination-is the smaller amount of pride in individual 
climbing among upper class Negroes. It is my impression that, in a sense, 
the typical Negro upper class person attaches more importance to family 
background than the typical Yankee. At least he is less likely to brag about 
his lowly origin. In this, as in many .other respects, the American Negro 
seems more similar to the Southern white man, who also places a lower 
estimation on the self-made man. I should imagine that this is not only a 
cultural pattern borrowed from Southern white society but also, and more 
fundamentally, a trait connected with the fact that both Negroes and 
Southern whites are, though in different degrees, disadvantaged groups 
and do not feel the security of the Yankee, who can afford to brag about 
having started as newsboy or shoeshiner .• 

Also important for the spirit of the Negro class .structure is the fact that 
such a relatively large portion of the Negro middle class groups in all 
regions of America have positions in personal service of whites. In South
ern cities some of the upper class Negroes still engage in some of the 
service occupations, as they did even in the Northern cities a generation 
ago. A great number of their sons and daughters have proceeded into the 
upper class professions. I have also been struck by the relatively high 
proportion of upper class professionals who during their college years, for 
lack of other employment opportunities open to Negroes, have done 
service work for whites. It appears plausible that both the refined and 
worldly-wise manners, especially in the older generation of upper class 
Negroes, and their often conservative social and economic views are not 
unconnected with such earlier experiences in personal service of well-to-do 
whites.10 

An individual's relation to white society is 0£ utmost importance for his 
social status in the Negro community. This aspect 0£ the Negro class 
structure will be considered in the next part on Negro leadership and con
certed action. 

3. COLOR AND CLASS 

The American order of color caste has even more directly stamped the 
Negro class system by including relative whiteness as one of the main 

• A special reason why upper class Negroes often make so much of their family back
groWld is that if they had free Negro or upper class white ancestry it put, them above 
the hated slave background. 

A few Negroes who have risen very high and who are secure may-like the white 
man-boast of their lowly origin. Frederick Douglass and Booker T, Washinrton did thia. 
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factors determining status within the Negro community. This has a history 
as old as class stratification itself among Negroes. Mixed bloods have 
always been preferred by the whites in practically all respects. They made 
a better appearance to the whites and were assumed to be mentally more 
capable. They had a h1gher sales value on the slave market.11 The select 
classes of trained mechanics and house servants who early came in closer 
contact with the dominant culture of the whites seem largely to have been 
drawn from the group of mixed bloods, and their superior training further 
raised their status. 

A sexual selection added its influence to this occupational differentiation. 
The fair-skinned house girls were more frequently used as mistresses by 
men of the planter class than were the plantation hands. They became the 
mothers of successive generations of even whiter children. Many white 
fathers freed their illegitimate mulatto offspring and often also the chil
dren's mothers, or gave them the opportunity to work out their freedom 
on easy terms. Some were helped to education and sent to the free states 
in the North. Some were given a start in business or helped to acquire land. 

For this reason the free Negro population everywhere contained a 
greater proportion of mixed bloods than did the slave population.12 The 
mulattoes followed the white people's valuation and associated their 
privileges with their lighter color. They considered themselves superior 
to the black slave people and attributed their superiority to the fact of their 
mixed blood. The black slaves, too, came to hold this same valuation. The 
white people, however, excluded even the fairest of the mulatto group 
. from their own caste-in so far as they did not succeed in passing-and the 
mulattoes, in their turn, held themselves more and more aloof from the 
·black slaves and the humbler blacks among the free Negroes; thus the 
mulattoes tended early to form a separate intermediary caste of their own. 
Although they were constantly. augmented by mulatto ex-slaves, they sel
dom married down into the slave group. In such cities as New Orleans, 
Charleston, Mobile, Natchez, and later Washington, highly exclusive 
mulatto societies were formed which still exist, to a certain extent, today. 
Color thus became a badge of status and social distinction among the Negro 
people. 

Emancipation destroyed any possibility there might have been for the 
mulatto group to form an intermediary caste of their own in America as a 
substitute for their not being able to get into the white group! Even their 
upper class position lost in relative exclusiveness as their monopoly of free
dom was extinguished and white philanthropy began to aid the recently 
emancipated slave masses. The new definition of the Negro problem in the 

• tn $outh Africa, the piulatto group holds itself as a separate caste, even thongh the 
blacks are not slaves. A similar situation exists in many other countries. Our statemtnt refen 
a, conditiom in the United Statea only. 
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South and the increased antagonism on the white side toward all Negroes 
who were "out of their place" made the whites less inclined to draw a 
distinction between light and dark Negroes. 

But at the same time Emancipation broadened the basis for a Negro 
upper class and increased the possibilities for this class relatively even 
more than for the Negro masses themselves. What there was in the Negro 
people of "family background," tradition of freedom, education and prop
erty ownership was mostly in the hands of mulattoes. They became the 
political leaders of the ·freedmen during Reconstruction, as well as their 
teachers, professionals and business people. Compared with the newly 
freed slave population they had a tremendous head-start. In the social 
stratification of the Negro community their social distance toward the 
Negro masses perpetuated itself. Darker Negroes who rose from the 
masses to distinction in the Negro community by getting an education or 
by conducting successful business enterprises showed an almost universal 
desire to marry light-skinned women and so to become adopted members 
of the light-colored aristocracy and to give their children a heritage of 
lighter color. Blackness of skin remained undesirable and even took on an 
association of badness. 18 

Without any doubt a Negro with light skin and other European features 
has in the North an advantage with white people when c~mpeting for jobs 
available for Negroes.14 It is less true in the South, particularly in the 
humbler occupations. The whites continue to associate the nearness to their 
own physical type with superior endowments and cultural advancement, 
and the preponderance of fair-skinned Negroes in the upper strata seems 
to give this prejudice a basis in fact. Perhaps of even greater importanC"! 
is the fact that the Negro community itself has accepted this color prefer
ence.111 In conversation Negroes often try to deny or to minimize this fact. 
But there are a number of indications which an observer cannot help 
recording. For one thing, many individual Negroes will be found, when 
speaking about themselves, to rate their own color lighter than it actually 
is, but practically none to rate it darker.18 The desire on the part of Negro 
women of all shades and in alJ social classes to bleach their skin and 
straighten their hair-observed decades ago by Ray Stannard Baker and 
William Archer17-has been the basis for some of the most important 
Negro businesses and some of the largest fortunes. Cosmetics for such 
purposes are most prominently advertised in the Negro press. The pictures 
of the social lions displayed on the social pages of the Negro newspapers 
give evidence in the same direction, as does listening to the undertones of 
conversation in Negro society ~ven when an outsider is present. 

Cliques, clubs, and social life in general seem to be permeated by this 
color preference.18 The color problem enters into the Negro home, where 
children show differences in shades, and into the schools.19 In marriage 
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selection, as we have had occasion to mention previously, it becomes a 
dominant factor. It is impossible not to observe that in the higher classes 
the wives regularly tend to be of a lighter shade of color than the hus
bands.20 For a dark Negro woman, especially in the middle or upper 
classes, the chances of getting a husband are fewer than for a dark Negro 
man: men achieve more on the basis of merit and also take the initiative 
in marriage selection. A fair Negro woman, on the other hand, has such 
superior marriage chances that this fact is generally recognized as the 
major explanation of why passable women do not seem to pass out of the 
Negro caste as often as do passable men. 

Fair-skinned Negroes have not been allowed by the white caste to 
establish an intermediary caste of their own. Their superior status has not 
been recognized. With great consistency they have been relegated to the 
Negro caste. In the Negro community their exclusiveness has been broken 
up by social mobility, aided by the growth of the Negro upper classes. 
Darker Negroes can rise to the top among Negroes in social status, and 
intermarriage with lighter Negroes is possible and actually not infrequent. 
But the marriage selection referred to and the greater opportunities gener
ally for economic and cultural advance of fair-skinned Negroes have 
preserved an inherited situation where the darker individuals tend to form 
the lower classes•while the fairer individuals tend to belong to the upper 
strata. The actual quantitative correlation between class and color is not 
known.21 It would seem, however, as if it were higher in urban districts 
than in rural ones. 22 It is also probable that, in spite of the selective factors 
still working in favor of the fair-skinned individuals, the relative propor
tion of dark-skinned individuals in the upper classes is increasing as these 
classes are growing. The. ''blue-veined" societies are breaking up. 

As the Negro community is becoming increasingly "race conscious" it is 
no longer proper to display C<;>lor preferences publicly. The light-skinned 
Negroes have to pledge allegiance to the Negro race. There is and has 
always been much envy on the part of darker Negroes toward lighter ones. 
There is even some tendency to regard a light skin as a badge of undesir
able illegitimacy, especially when the light-skinned individual has a dark
skinned mother or siblings.23 There is also a slight tendency to attribute 
bad. biological effects to miscegenation.2

' The Garvey Back-to-Africa move
ment appealed systematically to the darker Negroes and tried to impute 
superiority to an unmixed African heritage.• Other more recent movements 
have made similar appeals,h This reaction has, however, never outweighed 
the primary tendency, which has always been to regard physical and 
cultural similarity to white people with esteem and deference. And the 
reaction itself is in many cases a psychological defense against a dominant 

-. See Chapter 35, Sectidn 7. 
11 iee.Chaptcr 19, Section 2. 
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belief in the desirability of light skin and "good" features. It has often 
been remarked that this tendency is not entirely unique among Negroes. 
It will appear in every disadvantaged group, for instance, among Jews in 
America. But Negro features are so distinct that only in the Negro problem 
does this factor become of great social importance. 

Their color valuation is only one instance, among many, of the much 
more general tendency for the Negro people, to the degree that they are 
becoming acculturated, to take over the valuations of the superior white 
caste.• In other spheres this process can, on the whole, be regarded as a 
wholesome and advantageous adjustment of the Negroes to American life. 
In this particular respect, however, a conflict emerges which is w1solvable, 
as the average Negro cannot effectively change his color and other phyaical 
features. If the dark Negro accepts the white man's valuation of skin color, 
he must stamp himself as inferior. If the light Negro accepts this valuation, 
he places himself above the darker Negroes but below the whites, and he 
reduces his loyalty to his caste. The conflict produces a personality problem 
for practically every single Negro. And few Negroes accomplish an entirely 
liUCCessful adjustment. 

There is a considerable literature on the personality problem of the light
skinned Negro.ll5 He has been characterized as a "marginal man"-"one 
whom fate has condemned to live in two societies and in two, not merely 
different but antagonistic cultures"20-and he has been assumed to show 
restlessness, instability, and all sorts of deviations from a harmonious and 
well-balanced personality typc.:.?7 This literature, which is largely of a 
speculative character,28 probably reflects-lite the great amount of fiction 
devoted to the mulatto-more the imaginative expectations of white people 
as they think of themselves with their white skin, if placed under the caste 
yoke, than the actual life situation of mulattoes in the Negro caste. It is 
forgotten that the Negro upper strata enjoy considerable protection behind 
the wall of segregation and that a light skin in all social strata of the Negro 
community has definite advantages, two factors which must tend to make 
mulattoes rather more satisfied to be Negroes than are the darker Negroes.b 
It should not be denied, of course, that there are fair-skinned Negroes in 
America who develop the personality traits traditionally ascribed to them/ 

• See Chapter 44, Section 1. 

b Another problem for dark-skinned Negroes who reach the upper class arises out of the 
fact that t'hey are newly arrived and so have a tenseness which the light-skinned who, for 
the most pan, are long established in the upper class, do not have. 

The atudies for the American Youth Commission (see footnote 9 of Chapter 30) 
corroborate the author's impression that the personality problems of the dark-skinned Negro 
are often greater than are those of the light-skinned Negro. Tbis is especially true among 
the educated rroups. 

• I have met two violently anti-Negro mulattoes who identified themselves with the whites. -
One wu a passer. The other was just a little bit too dark to pass safely. The 111.tter proudly 
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But, as Wirth and Goldhamer point out, "It is important to recognize ••• 
that in a sense every Negro, whether light or dark, is a marginal man in 
American society."29 And skin color is only one factor among many creat
ing personality problems for Negroes. 

4. THE CLASSES IN THE NEGRO COMMUNITY. 

The static or cross-sectional configuration of the Negro class system, 
particularly as it is observable in the South, has recently been delineated in 
a number of community studies,80 and we know much more on this topic 
today than we did ten years ago. In all these studies the conventional 
division of a population into three classes-"lower class," "middle class," 
"upper class"-has been applied to the Negro comrnunity.81 Some of these 
studies, further, subdivide each of the three classes into two. It is quite 
convenient for the investigator to describe two extremes-the lower and 
upper classes-and then handle the great amount of variation by describing 
a middle class between them. We shall follow this pattern for the conven
ience of both ourselves and the reader. It should be understood that the 
description is in terms of the average, the general and the typical. Actually 
each class has a considerable amount of variation and there are often indi
viduals who are complete exceptions. The actual situation, it must be 
remembered, is one of a continuum of social status, with an imperfect 
correlation between the factors making up social status and between social 
status and the other traits which are to be ascribed to the various classes. 
There are also differences between regions and communities, and the class 
structure is constantly changing. 

The Negro lower class, as it is usually described, contains the large 
majority of Negroes everywhere.82 Any reasonable criteria used to describe 
the white lower class would, when applied to Negroes, put the majority of 
the latter in the lower class. 88 They are the unskilled or semi-skilled laborers 
and domestic workers of the cities in the South and the North; and the 
agricultural wage laborers, tenants and household servants in Southern 
rural districts. During the 'thirties a large portion of this group has, perma
nently or temporarily, been on relief. Incomes are low and uncertain; 

emphasized that he was "the descendant of slave owners," which, of course, is not uncom• 
mon in the Negro world, but in his announcement it had a de.finitely sadistic and hateful 
import. I have been with many passers; with the exception mentioned, they did not show 
any extraordinary hatred of Negroes or any abnormal fixation on "white blood." Fair
altinncd nOllpaasing Negroes are generally conscious of their 10cial advantage and arc 
1Gmetimcs cautiously critical of the black masses. They do not ordinarily appear particularly 
of balance, but are rather inclined to belong to the complacent type of well-accommodated 
p.t,t bourKeois· Negro. 

• For other d,ynamic interpretations of Negro classes, see: E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro 
FMflily-in t"6 Uniletl Stt1t11 (1939), pp. 391-475; and Allison Davis, Burleigh B. Gardner, 
Iliad Mary R. Gardner, Deep South (1941) 1 Chapters 9 and 10. 
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levels of living do not include most of what is considered cultural necessities 
according to the "American standard."• They generally have little educa
tion. The older generation is often illiterate or practically illiterate. Books, 
periodicals, and newspapers, social movements and ideas, play an almost 
insignificant role in their lives. 

This class is Southern in origin and character. Even in the Northern cities 
the lower class of Negroes is largely made up of recent migrants from the 
t1outh and of their children. Both economically and culturally the Southern 
,rigin projects into present time the attitude and behavior patterns from 
slavery to a great extent. Lower class Negroes have kept more of the mental 
servility and dependence of the slave population and developed less 
resourcefulness, self-reliance and sense of individual dignity. Their situation 
is not favorable for developing strong incentives to personal accomplish
ment and improvement. Standards of industry and honesty are generally 
low. Judged by American standards, their family life is disorganized and 
their sexual morals are lax.b Aggression and violence are neither rare nor 
censored much by community disapproval.c They are the group most sub
ject to lack of legal protection in the South, and they probably have least 
respect for law and justice as it is applied in that region.4 

Before the Civil War, ignorance and isolation probably kept most of the 
slaves accommodated to their inferior caste status. The bulk of this group 
remained in the lower class after the War. As the intimate servant-master 
relations have been progressively broken up, Negroes became increasingly 
resentful, in a sullen and concealed way, and behind their caste mask often 
manifested bitter resignation and suspicion against the whites. Some of 
them have been looked upon by the whites as the "good old darkies," but 
others are turning into "bad niggers," likely to fight back.at Their strange
ness is increasingly felt. This process has gone much further in the North 
than in the South and, in the South, further in urban districts than in rural 
ones. 

This Negro lower class is, to reiterate, not homogeneous. In respect to 
security of employment and level of income, but more fundamentally to 
variations in family circumstances and individual endowments and propen
sities, some are falling below the average class norm and some are managing 
to keep above. To a section of the lower class belong the chronic relief cases, 
the habitual criminals, prostitutes, gamblers and vagabonds. It is a matter 
of definition and, partly, a matter of unemployment cycles, where the 
dividing line is to be drawn. In some cases, a gambler will have the prestige 

• Concerning occupational status, unemployment and relief, incomes and levela of living, 
see Chapters 1 s and 16. · 

• See Chapter 43, Section 1. 

• See Chapter 441 Section 1. 

• See Part VI. 
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and wealth of a person in the middle or upper class, and during the depres
sion of the 'thirties, the majority of the Negro population became either 
actual or potential relief clients. For the rural districts, Charles S. Johnson 
emphasizes rightly that a distinction should be made between the "folk 
Negro" and the rest of the lower class. The "folk Negro" has a low degree 
of assimilation to modern American standards but has, nevertheless, some 
measure of family organization and internal group cohesion.811 In the upper 
levels of the lower class, there are many persons who have definite am
bitions to better their own, or at least their children's, status. These people 
will take care not to let their insurance lapse; they will have more perma
nent affiliation with churches and lodges; they will try to keep their children 
in school. It is again a matter of definition as to how large a portion of the 
Negro lower class should be included in this sub-group. 

At the other end of the social status scale is the small Negro upper class. 
In rural districts the ownership and successful management of a sizable 
farm may be said to give a person upper class status. All over the country 
the training for a profession or the carrying on of a substantial business, 
particularly in the 6eld of banking or insurance, but also in contracting, real 
est.ate, .and persona] servke, js the regular bas.is for an upper class posi6on. 
In smaller communities even today, and previously also in big cities, every 
steady employment where some training or skill was required, and the 
inco.me was substantially above the average among Negroes, conferred 
upper class status. Employment by public agencies, particularly federal 
agencies like the United States postal service, has always carried high social 
esteem in the Negro community, and if coupled.with some home ownership 
and some education, usually put the person in the upper class. Generally, in 
the absence of wealth, higher education is becoming practically an essential 
to an upper class position. 80 

Often family background is stressed in this class. The family is organized 
upon the paternalistic principle, legal marriage is an accepted form, and 
illegitimacy and desertion are not condoned. Children are shielded as far as 
possible both from influences of the lower class Negroes and from humiliat
ing experiences of the caste system. They are ordinarily given a higher 
education and assisted to acquire professional training. As Negroes are 
commonly believed to be loud, ignorant, dirty, boisterous, and lax in sexual 
and all other morals, good manners and respectability become nearly an 
obsession in the Negro upper class. If the community offers a choice, they 
will tend to belong to Episcopal, Congregational, or Presbyterian churches, 
or, in any case, to those churches where there is less "shouting" and where 
the preacher also has some education and refinement. In Southern cities the 
Negro upper class will often adhere more closely to strict puritanical 
itandards of conduct than the white upper or middle class.87 In the larger 
cities, however, the younger generation in the upper class shows allegiance 
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to the modern American fashion of being "smart" and "sporting." Conspic
uous consumption in automobiles, dresses, and parties -carried on with 
"good taste"--is becoming of increasing importanre: -.nd may even supplant 
respectability as the major characteristic of upper class status. 

The Negro upper class is most thoroughly assimilatr.d into the national 
culture, but it is also most isolated from the whites.• The}' are the most race 
conscious. They provide the leadership and often almost tnc entire member
ship of the nationally established Negro defense organizati,ms, such as the 
local branches of the N.A.A.C.P.311 But they sometimes fee] g1eat difficulty 
in identifying themselves with the Negro masses whose spolresmen they 
are,311 although, perhaps, no more than the white upper class with the white 
lower class. The Negro upper class is characteriz.ed by many of the traits 
which are in complete contrast to those of the masses of Negroes in the 
lower class. Their social ambition is to keep up this distinction. In private 
they arc often the severest critics of the Negro masses. Their resentment 
against the "lazy, promiscuous, uneducated, good-for-nothing" lower class 
Negro is apparent to every observer. W. E. B. Du Bois talks about the 
"inner problems of contact with their own lower classes with which they 
have few or no social institutions capable of dealing." 40 

But their small numbers in rural districts and small cities of the South 
and the segregation everywhere enforce physical proximity to the lower 
class Negroes a.nd make isolation difficult. The Negro masses, further, 
usually form the basis for their economic position and their income: usually 
they cannot affor.d too much exclusiveness. Moreover, they think of 
them.selves, and are thought of by all other Negroes and by the whites, as 
the "Negro elite," membership in which confers the presumption of local 
leadership. This ties them spiritually to the protective Negro community. 
"Though the upper class is relatively small in numbers, ... it provides the 
standards and values, and symbolizes the aspirations of the Negro commu
nity; being the most articulate element in the community, its outlook and 
interests are often regarded as those of the community at large.,, 41 Not only 
as a basis for its economic livelihood but also as a sounding board for its 
role of leadership, the Negro upper class needs contact with the Negro 
masses. They have their social status and, indeed, their existence as an upper 
class only by virtue of their relationship to the lower classes of Neg_roes. 

The conflict in their attitudes toward the lower class creates a tension and 
confusion in the political convictions of the upper class. Their wealth and 
security tend to make them conservative; their extreme dependence ?n the 
lower class forces them to sympathize with reforms which would a.1d the 

• See Chapter 30, Section :a. This fact does not, howev~r, pr.event upper class ~egroea 
from occaaionally enjoying cl.au aolidarity over the ca.ate hoe with upper cl~ whites. See 
Davia, Gardner, and Gardner, op. cil., p. 531 John Dollard, Caste tmd Class m • So,w,,,.,, 
To'""' ( 1937), p. &3 1 1ud Hortense Powdermaker, Afur Fn,tlom (11n9), p. 338. 
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lower class--and, therefore, themselves indirectly. Negro doctors, for 
enmple, have reasons to be against socialized medicine, as do many white 
doctors, since they might lose some of their clients. But they stand to profit 
enormously if the government should use Negro doctors to treat Negro 
patients under a socialized set-up.• 

The Negro middle class is usually assumed to be larger than the upper 
class but smaller than the lower class. b There would be a good deal of 
difference of opinion among experts as to what occupations were associated 
with middle class status. They have usually achieved a small but, in com
parison with the lower class, less insecure occupational position, but are 
characterized even more by a striving toward a better economic position. 
Usually they have had primary or secondary education, but few have been 
to college except the school teachers. Education has a high ranking in their 
BCale of social values, and they want to give their children this means of 
fuller cultural emancipation. They also look down on the lower class 
Negroes and attempt to appear respectable. Thrift, independence, honesty 
and industriousness are included in their standards. In the middle class, it 
becomes a proud boast never to have been in trouble with the law. Their 
family life is rather stabilized. Even if many of them arc married under 
common law,° these marriages tend to be relatively stable. Extra-marital 
relations are not uncommon, at least for the men, but it is expected that 
affairs shall be carried on in decent secrecy. They are ordinarily energetic 
and loyal members of lodges and of churches-usually of the Baptist or 
Methodist variety. 

In the bigger cities where prostitution, gambling, and other types of 
"protected" businesses reach considerable importance, there is, parallel to 
the ordinary "respectable" class structure, a less respectable, or "shady," 
class structure. Its upper class consists of the successful racketeers. The 
middle class may be said to consist of their lieutenants and the less successful 
independents. The lower class would then consist of hangers-on and petty 
criminals. Wealth and power ~s the main criterion of status in this society. 

• See Chapter 15, Section 4. 
• Thia arbitrary assumption would have an empirical justification if, as we assumed, the 

c:1ua pyramid has a tapering point a.nd concave sides. See Section 1 of this chapter. 
• There is a divergence of opinion among those who have studied the matter as to 

whether the middle class among N~groes tends to have formal marriage or only common
law marriage. Tho,e who say that the Negro middle class tends to have legalized marriage 
probably consider that the middle class contains people occupied in skilled work and 
buaineas. They are also probably thinking of Negroes in the North. We follow Powder
maker (op, cit., pp. 152.-153): "In the middle claas, licensed marriages are few." We 
regard the middle class as consisting of mainly semi-skilled workers and workers in the 
"higher" aervice occupations, and we are giving main emphasis to conditions in the South. 
Pnc:tically all experts agree that the Negro middle class family is fairly stable, even where 
it hu common-law marriage (see, for e:iample Dollard, op, cit., p. 87; E. Franklin 
Frazier, N,gro Yo"'/, at tlu Cf'OSl'WflYI [1940], p. 2.78). 
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Education, family background, and respectability have no significance. 
The upper and middle classes of this shady society have a certain prestige 
with the lower classes of the general Negro society in the cities. For this 
reason, vice and crime can appear as a desirable career to almost any lower 
class urban youth. This shady Negro society has a parallel in the white 
world, but the shady white society probably has less general prestige.• 

The foregoing picture of the Negro class structure is, like most other 
descriptions, static. Actually, however, the Negro class structure is dynamic: 
not only is there movement between the classes and changes within each of 
the classes, but also the entire class system is moving upward. We have set 
forth our specifications for a study of class structure and the Negro commu
nity, which takes into account this dynamic perspective, in Appendix 8. 

• See Chapter 141 Section 10. 
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CHAPTER 33 

THE AMERICAN PATTERN OF INDIVIDUAL 

LEADERSHIP AND MASS PASSIVITY 

........................................................................................................................................... , 
I. "lNTEI.LIGENT LEADERSHIP" 

Despite the democratic organization of American society with its em
phasis upon liberty, equality of opportunity ( with a strong leaning in favor 
of the underdog), and individualism,& the idea of leadership pervades 
American, thought and collective action. The demand for "intelligent 
leadership" is raised in all political camps, social and professional groups; 
and, indeed, in every collective activity centered around any interest or 
purpose-church, school, business, recreation, philanthropy, the campus 
life of a college, the entertaining of a group of visitors, the selling of a 
patent medicine, the propagation of an idea or of an interest. As a standard 
demand it appears with great frequency in public speeches and newspaper 
editorials and will seldom be absent even when the social reformer or the 
social scientist speaks. 

If an ordinary American faces a situation which he recognizes as a 
"problem'' without having any specific views as to how to "solve" it, he 
tends to resort to two general recommendations: one, traditionally, is 
"education"; the other is "leadership." The belief in "education" is a part 
of, or a principal conclusion from, the American Creed.b The demand for 
"leadership" plays on a different plane of his pe113onality. It is a result less 
of a conscious ideological principle than of a pragmatic approach to those 
activities which require the cooperation of many individuals. For this reason 
it is also much less a part of Americans' self-knowledge. While the demo
cratic Creed and the belief in education are an ever present popular theory 
with highest national sanctions-held conscious not only by affirmative 
references in practically every solemn public utterance, but also maintained 
by an ever growing literature-it will be found that Americans in general 
are quite unaware that the leadership idea is a particular characteristic of 
their culture. Since the leadership concept-though, with a quite different 
import-has recently become associated with fascism and nazism, it is 

• See Chapter 1. 

• See Chapters 1 aad 41. 
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understandable that Americans regularly show a marked reluctance to 
admit the fact even when it is pointed out by the observer. 

What Americans display in their demand for leadership are primarily 
the general traits of their culture which may be referred to as individual
ism and romanticism. The ordinary American has a liking for the personal 
and the dynamic in collective activity, a longing for the uniquely human, 
the unexpected, the adventurous. He wants changes, and he likes to asso
ciate them with new faces. He hopes for individuals to step out of the mass, 
to find the formulas for directing the course of events, to take the lead. 
And he is prepared to create room for the exceptional individual's initiative. 
He is willing to gamble quite a bit on his choice. Not least important in his 
attitude toward the ''outstanding'' person is the inclination to be hopefully 
experimental. James Bryce observed: 

l doubt if there be any country [ except the United States] where a really brilliant 
man, confident jn his own strength, and adding the charm of a striking personality 
to the gift of popular eloquence, would find an easier path to fame and power, and 
would exert more influence o\·er the minds and emotions of the rnultitu'de. Such a 
man, speaking to the people with the independence of conscious strength, would find 
himself appreciated and respected.1 

In retrospect the American becomes rather pronouncedly a hero-wor
shiper. He usually conceives of the American Revolution as the deed of a 
group of outstanding, courageous and resourceful individuals. The Repub
lic has its "Founding Fathers," such as few other democratic nations have. 
In fact, the American dramatizes and personifies the entire history of his 
country and of the wo.rld. Social changes are rarely looked upon as the 
outcome of broad trends and deep forces. Th~ long toils and seemingly 
blind moves of anonymous masses are pushed into the background of his 
world view.l' 

Like no other people, Americans have continually succeeded in creating 
popular heroes-national, local and professional. Outstanding individuals 
may become heroes while they are still living. In no other part of Western 
culture is it less true that "no one is a prophet in his own country and his 
own time." A rising leader in America has quite commonly the backing of 
his home town and his own group: the American ideas of "favorite son" 
and "local boy who made good" are significant indications of this trait 
of American culture. 

American individualism and romanticism have, in this particular respect, 
a personality basis to operate upon, which, for want of a better term, we 
shall call ''personal generosity." On the average, Americans.show a greater 
kindness and patience with others than Europeans do. This attitude is a 
natvral product of the opportunities on the frontier and, more generally, 
in a rapidlv expanding economy. Americans worship success. This peculiar-
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ity has been the object of their own and others' ironical and often scornful 
comments. What has less often been pointed out is that this success cult in 
America is not particularly self-centered; instead it is generous. Usually it 
is not in his own out in other persons' success that the ordinary American 
rejoices and takes pride. He identifies himself with those who succeed. He 
is inclined to "jump on the bandwagon," as the American expression runs, 
to "be on the winning side." 

Americans have thus come to develop an unmatched capacity for vicari
ous satisfaction in watching others fight. The immense and agitated crowds 
of spectators, who can always be counted on to fill the stadiums when a 
hard struggle is staged, testify to this, as does also the manner in which 
international and national news is presented by press and radio to suit the 
American public. In America, as everywhere else, ninety-nine out of a 
hundred do not "succeed/' of course--or "succeed» only if the standards 
are set low. But the extraordinary fact is that these ninety-nine less success
ful individuals in America, when they see their own hopes disappointed and 
their ambitions thwarted, are less likely than similar individuals in other 
countries to retreat into sour chagrin. The individual who is rising in 
America is not held back much bv the mortification of his fellows and 
compeers. Occasionally he may ev~n be pushed ahead. 

Let us not be misunderstood. Of course there is personal envy in 
America, too. But there has been decidedly less of it than in the more 
static, less "boundless" civilizations of the Old World. Luck, ability and 
drive in others are more tolerated and less checked in America. Climbing 
is more generally acclaimed. Leadership is more readily accepted. 

2.. "CoMMUNITY LEADERS" 

So it becomes more natural, and more possible, in America, to associate 
the dynamic forces of society with individuals instead of with masses. In 
the Negro problem it is evident to the observer that the "community 
leaders" are given an astonishingly important role. When the white people 
want to influence Negro attitudes or behavior in one direction or another
to get the Negro farmers to plant a garden around their shacks, to screen 
their windows, to keep their children in school, to cure and prevent syphilis, 
to keep Negroes more respectful to the whites, to prevent them from join~ 
ing trade unions, and to frighten them against "outside meddlers" or "red" 
seducers-the natural device (besides the long-range one of "education") 
is to appeal to the "community leaders." These leaders are expe~ed to get 
it over to the Negro masses, who are supposed to be rather passive. 

There are, as we shall point out, special reasons in the caste situation ror 
this practice. But more fundamentally this is a common American culture 
,paltMn. Caste accentuates it, but in the sphere of the Negro problem both 
whites and Negroes display a general attitude toward leadership and follow-
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ership which permeates the entire American nation. It is incorrect to discuss 
Negro leadership except in this general setting. If we should study Negro 
leadership as an isolated phenomenon, we should be inclined to ascribe to 
the Negro people certain cultural characteristics which are simply Amer
ican. Actually the Negro, in this as in so many other respects, because of 
the peculiar circumstances in which he lives, is an "exaggerated American." 

For in all America it is assumed that every group contains leaders who 
control the attitudes of the group. Everywhere-not least in idealistic pur
suits-the method of reaching a goal is assumed to be the indirect one of 
first reaching the leaders and, through them, influencing the masses. The 
leaders are organized locally in civic clubs of all sorts, and they are conscious 
of their role. They create a "public opinion," the peculiarity of which 
becomes apparent when, for instance, it is said about a strike which has 
failed, in spite of the fact that practically all the workers-making up the 
majority of the population-participate, that "local opinion did not favor 
the strikers," or even more explicitly that "public opinion suppressed the 
strike." 

J. MASS p ASSIVITY 

The other side of this picture is, of course, the relative inertia and inartic
ulateness of the masses in America. The remarkable lack of self-generating, 
self-disciplined, organized people's movements in America is a significant 
historical fact usually overlooked by American historians and social 
scientists. 

The new continent has always offered fertile soil for "isms," including 
every possible "European-ism" and, in addition, a great variety of home
grown ones. Communist societies have been built by Shakers, Rappites, 
Zoarites, True Inspirationists, and other sects, and by secularized Owenites 
and Fourierists. The Mormons experimented with polygamy, as well as 
with tommunism, and the Oneida Community with idealistic unchastity. 
Fantastic slogans of easy money and cheap credit, "ham and eggs," "thirty 
dollars every Thursday," "share the wealth," "every man a king," have 
inflamed local sections of opinion and startled the world. 

America has had its full share of Utopians and idealists, and much more 
than its due of charlatans and demagogues. America is also the country of 
countless associations.• For every conceivable "cause" there is at least one 
association and often several. De Tocqueville and Bryce observed this, and 
it is true today. Americans in the upper and middle classes are great 
"joiners" and "supporters" of all sorts of schemes for the common good. 
If a proposal makes sense to people, their participation and purse can be 
counted on. But somehow the associations seldom reach down to the masses 

• See Chapter 43, Section 5. 
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of people. In spite of all this lively organizational activity, America has had 
few protracted zealous movements among the people. There has frequently 
been popular unrest among farmers and workers in America; they have 
been dissatisfied and have dimly felt the need of one reform or another. 
Occasionally there have been bloody clashes: resort to violence both 
by employers and by workers in settling labor disputes has, until recently, 
been rather characteristic of America. Undoubtedly a general influence on 
the course of national and local politics has been exerted by the masses 
through democratic elections. But for some reason these forces, working 
in the masses, have seldom crystallized into orderly mass organizations. 

The trade union movement is one of the oldest in the world, but in 
America it has always been comparatively inconsequential. Even with the 
active support of the federal government during the 'thirties, instituting 
protective legislation unmatched in other democratic countries, it has not 
even reached the siz.e of the peak unemployment.• The observer is struck 
by the importance played by salaried "organizers" and the relative unim
portance of, or often the lack of, a spontaneous drive from the workers them
selves. There has never been much of a cooperative movement in America. 
Often cooperatives are still petty neighborhood organi-z.ations based on the 
activity of the individual idealists-the "leaders"-morc than on the con
certed effect of cold economic reasoning and of the desire for independence 
and economic power on the part of the mass of consumers. The diverse 
activities collectively known as "adult education" in America are often 
laudable strivings to disseminate education among the common people by 
universities, philanthropic organizations, state and federal agencies, radio 
companies, or groups of enlightened community leaders. There is still 
little concerted drive for self-education in civic affairs. There is no sponta
neous mass desire for knowledge as a means of achieving power and inde
pendence. 

The passivity of the masses in America is, of course, a product of the 
nation's history. The huge immigration through the decades has constantly 
held the lower classes in a state of cultural fragmentation. They have been 
split in national, linguistic, and religious sub-groups, which has hampered 
class solidarity and prevented effective mass organization. Folk movements 
require dose understanding among the individuals in the group, a deep 
feeling of common loyalty, and even a preparedness to share in collective 
sacrifices for a distant common goal. Only on a. basis of psychological 
identification with the interest group is it possible to ask the individual to 
renounce his own short-range interests for the group's long-range ones. 
The immigrants have felt social distance to other lower class persons with 
different cultural origin. Also because they have difficulty in communicating 

"

0

The top estimate of union memberahip in 1940 was 9 million. Estimates of peak unem
ployment in 1933-1935 ranged between 10 and 14 million. 
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with other Americans, immigrants have had to have leaders for this pur
pose. Bent on accommodation to social and economic pressure and on indi
vidual climbing, they have been conditioned to be even more individualistic 
than the native Americans. 

The open frontier- and the relatively good prospects for every able and 
energetic individual to rise out of the lower classes kept down social discon
tent. Perhaps even more important, this social mobility drained the masses 
in every generation of most of their organizational catalysts. Few potential 
"leaders" remained in the lower classes to stimulate their loyalty and to 
organize their resistance against pressure. Since American industry was 
organized as it was, it required no sinister intention of the industrial execu
tive to promote the rising labor leader to personnel expert or labor manager 
to the great advantage of the enterprise, but at the expense of weakening 
::he energy of the workers. The way into independent business was even 
more open. If the workers wanted to keep a man under these circumstances, 
they had to give him a salary which raised him much above their economic 
and social level.b A similar process worked on the potential organizers of 
cooperatives, farmers' movements and, indeed, every germ of concerted 
action on behalf of the lower classes in America. 

Cultural fragmentation, the division of interest of the lower classes, and 
their loss of leaders, thus stamped the masses with inertia. They are accus
tomed to being static and receptive. They are not daring, but long for 
security. They do not know how to cooperate and how to pool risks and 
sacrifices for a common goal. They do not meet much. They do not organ
ize. They do not speak for themselves: they are the listeners in America. 
They seldom elect representatives from their awn midst to Congress, to 
state legislatures or to city councils. They rather support friendly Icade:--, 
from the upper strata, particularly lawyers. Labor politics in America has 
constantly held to the common minority pattern of supporting parties and 
individual candidates who fa~ored them and of assailing candidates who 
opposed them. Labor has never-except in a few localities-successfully 
sought political power for itself. It has never seriously tried to plan to 
utilize its large potential share of the electorate to capture the government 
of the country. Farmers' politics has, in the main, followed the same 
minority scheme. Farmers' organizations in America have constantly been 
in danger of being run by the small top group of big farmers, who, most 
of the time, have different interests from the mass of small farmers. Gener-

• Pioneer communities a.Iao had to depend heavily on leaders to maintain law and 
order, and these kaders have often remained after the legal order waa more. 6rmly 
established. 

b In DO other democratic COUDtr) ia the aalary aca1e of trade union officials SO di1ferenti• 
ated and the higher brackets so high, c.1.npared with workers' income. as iD America. 
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ally speaking, the lower classes in America have been inarticulate and 
powerless. 

This IS the more striking when the lower classes are compared with the 
"Pullman class,': which had greater cultural homogeneity, more self
conndence, M.d more of a tendency to pool its power than a similar class in 
most other -:ountries. fhere are closer ties and a more easy understanding 
between upper clas: ~ersons in the various professions and businesses in this 
country than anywhere else. They travel more than in other countries; 
being together on a Pullman train brings people together intimately. They 
meet constantly for conferences. They are accustomed to being dynamic and 
courageous and to taking big risb. They know how to cooperate and even 
how to sacrifice for a common cause. They feel responsibility for the whole 
nation, as they view its interests, partly because they usually have a long 
line of American ancestry. The "Pullman class" has been fairly open to 
talent from below and has contained a disprCJpcrtionate amount of the 
nation's brains and courage. Its members have been willing and prepared 
to take the leadership made so easy for them by thC' inertia of the masses. 

For judging future possibilities, it is important to note that the era of 
mass immigration has ended. The proportion of foreign-born white persons 
in the population is deci~ng from decade to decade: it was 12.5 per cent 
in 1920, 10.9 per cent in 1930 but only 8.7 per cent in 1940.8 The other 
main factors behind the poiitic.ai inertia of the American masses-the open 
frontier and the easy escape out Jf the lower classes-are also disappearing. 
There is no longer any free land, and agriculture is depressed and likely to 
remain depressed. The modern organization of American industry is not 
favorable to small independent enterprise, and no lower class person can 
accumulate the huge capital necessary to start a large enterprise. The con
trol of production from Washington during the present War is inevitably 
stepping up this movement to eradicate small independent business. The 
growth and improvement of education and the trend toward professional
ization in all desirable occupations also has helped to eliminate the "self
made man" even in America. Ambitions for children are real, but they 
cannot compensate entirely for the lessened possibilities for climbing of the 
parents themselves. 

The class barriers are thus becoming higher and more unyielding, at the 
same time as the cultural heterogeneity within those barriers is continuously 
decreasing. The masses receive a steadily improved general education and 
keep a greater number of their own potential leaders. These trends might 
make them active and articulate. For the time being, however, there are 
only minor indications of such a change. If and when it comes, it is destined 
to remake the entire public and social life of America. 

The present observer is inclined ':fl view the American pattern of individ
ual leadership as a great strength ot this nation, but the passivity of the 
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masses as a weakness. These two cultural traits of America have, in their 
historical development, been complementary. But individual activity and 
mass activity are not necessarily antagonistic principles. It is possible to 
envisage a future development where the masses in America participate 
more intensively in political activities of various sorts, but where, never
theless, outstanding individuals are permitted to have wide space for their 
initiative according to the great American tradition. Such a social system, if 
it ever developed, would realize in the highest degree the age-old ideal of 
a vitalized democracy. It would result, not only in a decrease in the im
mense class differences in America, but more fundamentally, it would effect 
a higher degree of integration in society of the many millions of anony
mous and atomized individuals: a strengthening of the ties of loyalty run
ning through the entire social fabric; a more efficient and uncorrupted 
performance of all public functions; and a more intense and secure feeling 
on the part of the common citizen of his belongingness to, responsibility 
for, and participation in the commonwealth as a great cooperative human 
endeavor-a realization of a fuller life. 

4- THE PATI'ERNS EXEMPLIFIED IN POLITICS AND THROUGHOUT THE 

AMERICAN Soc1AL STRUCTURE 

This is a dream-and a dream well in line with the ideals contained in 
the American Creed-but the American patterns of individual leadership 
and mass passivity are a reality that can be studied in all social spheres. 
They are, of course, particularly apparent in the political life of the nation. 
In both local and national politics the individual officeholder is-for the 
period he is in office-awarded much more power than he would be in 
democratic European nations. What is even more important, he is allowed 
and, indeed, expected to follow the inclinations of his personal drives and 
ideas much more unhampered by laws and regulations or particularly by 
continuous and democratic participation from the people! 

In local politics, America has, on the whole, not spread political respon
sibility upon countless citizens' boards, as have, for example, the Northern 

• This is another and most important aspect of the relative lack of an independent and 
law-abiding administration, commented upon in Chapter zo, Section z. It is also closely 
related to the fact tha.t the American political parties do not correspond closely to the 
bn>ad divisions of ide:us and interests among the people. 

This American party system breaks UJ> the natural grouping, based on the ideals and 
interests of the American electorate. It can itself be expla.ined only by taking the passivity 
of the masses into account. On the other hand, it results in elections being fought relatively 
much more over personalities than over programs, which, in its turn, enhances the impor
tance of the personality of the individual candidates. Another effect is that citizens, in 
the Q1U8e1, are not being trained to have ~'Stematic, consistent, and stable political 
ideas, which also is likely to make the electorate more easily moved by individual leaders. 
Again 1Ve aee a social mechanism adhering to the principles of cumulative causation in a 
viclout circle. See Appen~ix 3. 
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European countries (including England), thereby widening political 
participation and making politics more anonymous and less dependent on 
outstanding leadership. Much more, not only of broad policy-making, but 
also of detailed decisions are, in America, centralized in the offices of 
salaried functionaries. Political participation of the ordinary citi:::en in 
America is pretty much restricted to the intermittently recurring elections: 
Polities is not organized to be a daily concem and responsibility of t/ui 
common citizen. The relative paucity of trade unions, cooperatives, and 
other civic interest organizations tends to accentuate this abstention on the 
part of the cornmon citizens from sharing in the government of their 
communities as a normal routine of life.• In this essential sense American 
politics is centralized. The same is even more true of national politics. 

The basic democracy, however, is maintained in spite of the extraordinary 
power awarded to the individual officeholders and the equally extraordinary 
lack of participation by the common citizens in the running of public 
affairs. While American democracy is weak from the aspect of the citizens' 
sharing in political action and responsibility, it is strong in the ultimate 
electoral controls. And there is logic i11 this. Several elements of what, from 
the other side of the Atlantic, looks like "exaggerated democracy,, in 
American measures of popular contra! may be explained as having their 
"function" in preserving for the common man the ultimate political power 
in this system of government where he participates so little in its daily 
duties. b It is this trait which prevents the delegation of such tremendous 
power to leaders and the hero wori,hip from degc!nerating into fascism. 

• It should be observed that this American pattern uf nunparticipation in government, 
the historical explanation of which we have hinted at above, does not have its roots in the 
American Creed, The development came to run contrary to the hopes of Thumas Jdforsun, 
In his desire for a decentralized government then: was a11 expectation of the growth of a 
close and never ceasing democratic collaboration in community affairs. John D<·wey has 
recently pointed out; 

"His project for general political organization on the basis of small units, small enough 
so that all its members could have direct communication with one another and take care 
of all community affairs was never acted upon. It never received much attention in the 
press of immediate practical problems." (Freedom tznd Culture l1939J, p. 159.) 

• The great political power awarded the President of the United States is prescribed 
in the Constitution. But this is a formal explanation. The bead of the state in other 
countries alao often ha.a, according to the constitutions, great powers, which in the course 
of development he has not been allowed to retain. In America it has fitted well into the 
general leadership pattern to let the President retain this great power. But he is elected 
by popular vote--the device for indirect election provided in the Constitution broke down 
nearly at the beginning. And-most important from our viewpoint-it became the tradition 
to restrict the period of office to two terms. Both the power concentration in the Presidency 
and the restriction of the power period to eight years are a direct uutBow of the common 
American attitude of leadership. Contrariwise, the actual development of this central 
conspicuous power institution in American politics has undoubtedly had its inftuencc in 
molding attitudes in all other politic-al spheres and in the entire: American culture:. 
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Americans have thus such "exaggerated" democratic devices as frequent
elections, long ballots ( so that even minor officers can be elected), the 
initiative and referendum, short terms of office, prohibitions against running 
for a second or third term. The intensive and ruthless publicity focused 
upon all officeholders-which does not even spare their private life-serves 
the same "function" of making officeholding precarious. Finally, the 
American system of "checks and balances" has not only gone into the 
federal and state constitutions but has become deeply entrenched in the 
American attitude toward all power problems even outside politics proper. 
Americans are inclined to give not only much power but O'J)erlapping power 
to two or more officials or agencies and then leave it up to them to work 
out a modus 'lJi<rJendi through cooperation, mutual hamperings and occa
sional stalls. 

The Roosevelt administration, with all its duplication of offices for the 
same or similar functions, exaggerates only somewhat an American tradi
tion. In a lesser degree this is a trait which runs through the whole gamut 
of social institutions in America. 

To the foreign observer this American pattern of power control, built 
upon systematic friction and actual competition of competent people, looks 
sometimes not only cumbersome but wasteful of energy and dangerous to 
reasonable efficiency of government. In a system where such extraordinary 
powers are constantly being delegated to the functionaries and where so 
little is held for the participation of the common men, this device, like the 
others mentioned, serves, the "function" of keeping the executives within 
popular control. For when competing holders of power come in conflict 
and eventually stall, the ultimate arbiter is the electorate at the next 
election. It is to this arbiter-and, in advance, to "public opinion"-that 
they plead when they arc in danger of getting stuck. 

The patterns of strong and competitive personal leadership and weak 
followership, which we have exemplified for politics, permeate the entire 
social structure. In most of· these other fields the popular check on the 
system-that is, the strong electionary system-is much weaker. This gives 
much greater power to leaders. In large sectors of the labor union move
ment it is thus a problem of how to avoid complete boss rule and how to 
preserve that minimum of democracy which consists in the leaders' being 
regularly elected and having to report to meetings of the common union 
members. When in recent years the question of industrial unions versus 
craft wiions futally was brought before the public, it appeared as a fight 
between William Green and John L. Lewis. Cooperatives, when they 
infrequently managed to get securely established in America, often degen
erated into ordinary business partnerships. Universities in America have 
never been controlled by the professors but by their presidents-not elected 
by ~ professors-and their appointed deans, subject to the control of 
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boar~ of trustees who are outside and above the university. In modern 
business corporations in America, shareholders have lost their power to 
directors and other "insiders.'>4 Even in small groups-<ivic committees, 
research projects, or Sunday schools-the same pattern prevails: the leaders 
run the show, the masses are passive except for an occasional election. 

The general public interest in personalities and in short-run develop
ments manifests itself in government and business as well as in other phases 
of life. In Washington and in Wall Street, as well as in the other American 
centers of power control, the perspective is predominantly that of actual 
happenings yesterday and tomorrow and of individual persons in the spot
light: What effect will this minor event have? What one person is behind 
what other person? What idea has caught whom? 

One earlier observation should be reiterated. The idea and reality of 
leadership is not an object for much reflection in America; indeed, it is 
almost not part of conscious knowledge. There is no popular theory to 
explain it or justify it. It :s not a fortified and preached ideology like the 
American Creed.• Not only the unsophisticated common citizens but also 
the social scientists have observed these facts without much questioning or 
evaluation. The patterns of leadership and followcrship simply exist as 
things which are a matter of course. They have not yet been detected to be 
important problems. 

In the following chapter we want to present a typology-a schematic but, 
if possible, realistic guide to the leadership traits of America as displayed 
in the Negro community-in the hope that it will be useful both for 
immediate orientation and for framing new research into this important 
aspect of the Negro problem which concerns power and power relations. 

• There is, of course, much emphasis on charartcr building, and training for leadership 
in America. But it is not recognized openly that there ran be only a few lt'aders and the 
desire for a few trained leaders is not organized into an ideology or popular theory. 



CHAPTER 34 

ACCOMMODATING LEADERSHIP 

..... -..................................................................................................................................... . 
I. LEADERSHIP AND CASTE 

The Negro world conforms closely to the general American pattern 
just described. In fact, the caste situation-by holding down participation 
and integration of Negroes-has the effect of exaggerating the pattern. 

We base our typology of Negro leadership upon the two extreme policies 
of behavior on behalf of the Negro as a subordinated caste: accommodation 
and protest. The first attitude is mainly static; the second is mainly dynamic. 
In this chapter we shall ignore almost entirely the dynamic attitude of 
protest and discuss the intercaste relation in terms of social statics. The 
object of study here is thus the role of the accommodating Negro leader. 
Our analysis will approach fuller realism only when we, in later chapters, 
bring in also the protest motive. This reservation should be held in mind 
when reading this chapter. 

Accommodation is undoubtedly stronger than protest, particularly in the 
South where the structure of caste is most pervasive and unyielding. In a 
sense, accommodation is historically the "natural" or the "normal" behavior 
of Negroes and, even at present, the most "realistic" one. But it is practi
cally never wholehearted in any American Negro, however well adjusted 
to his situation he seems to be. Every Negro has some feeling of protest 
against caste, and every Negro has some sort of conflict with the white 
world. Some Negroes are primarily driven by the protest motive. Social 
changes which affect Negro attitudes-for example, the development of 
Negro education, caste isolafion, class stratification, and the northward 
migration-are all giving the protest motive increasing weight, at the same 
time as the economic, political, judicial, and ideological changes in American 
society tend to give an ever wider scope for Negro protest. Both main 
motives-or any intermediate one composed of a blend of these two-have 
their main origin in, and take their specific character from, the caste 
situation. 

2. THE INTEREST OF SOUTHERN WHITES AND NEGROES WITH 

RESPECT TO NEGRO LEADERSHIP 

The white caste has an obvious interest in trying to have accommodating 
Negro leaders to help them control the Negro group. Under no circum-

72.0 
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stances, in any community where the Negro forms a substantial portion 0£ 
the total population, are the attitudes and behavior of the Negroes a matter 
of no concern to the whites. Negroes may be robbed of suffrage and subdued 
by partiality in justice, by strict segregation rules, by economic dependence, 
and by other caste sanctions; but it makes a great deal of difference to the 
whites how the Negroes-within the narrow margin of their freedom
feel, think and act. 

The whites have a material interest in keeping the Negroes in a mood of 
wanting to be faithful and fairly efficient workers. They have an interest 
in seeing to it that the Negroes preserve as decent standards of home
making, education, health, and law observance as possible, so that at least 
contagious diseases and crime will not react back upon the whites too much. 
In this particular respect, whites formerly under-estimated the community 
of interest which follows from being neighbors, but they are incrcasingiy 
becoming aware of it. 

Further, as we have seen, the whites in the South have a strong interest 
that Negroes be willing, and not only forced, to observe the complicated 
system of racial etiquette. Southern whites also see a danger in that Negroes 
are becoming influenced by certain social ideas prevalent in the wider 
society. They want to keep them away from "red agitators" and "outside 
meddlers." In most Southern communities the ruling classes of whites want 
to keep Negroes from joining labor unions. Some arc quite frank in want
ing to keep Negroes from reading the Constitution or studying social 
subjects. Besides these and other interests of a clearly selfish type, many_ 
whites feel an altruistic interest in influencing Negroes to gain improved 
standards of knowledge, morals and conduct. 

As the contacts between the two groups are becoming increasingly 
restricted and formalized, whites are more and more compelled to attempt 
to influence the Negro masses indirectly. For this they need liaison agents 
in the persons of Negro "leaders." This need was considerably smaller in 
earlier times when numerous personal and1 in a sense, friendly master
servant relations were in existence. Theiie personal relations of old times 
are now almost gone.• This means that the whites have seen their possibil
ities of controlling the Negro masses directly-that is, by acting themselves 
as "Negro leaders"-much dimini~hed. The whites have increasingly to 
resort to leaders in the Negro group. They have, therefore, an interest in 
helping those leaders obtain as much prestige and influence in the Negro 
community as possible-as Jong as they cooperate with the whites faith· 
fully. 

On the other side of the caste gulf, the Negroes need persons to establish 
contact with the influential people in the white group. They need Negro 
leaders who can talk to, and get things from, the whites. The Negroes in 

• See Chapter 30, Sen!on 2. 
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the South are dependent upon the whites not only for a share in the public 
services, but individually for small favors and personal protection in a 
social order determined nearly exclusively by the whites, usually in an 
arbitrary fashion. The importance of Negro leaders to the masses of 
Negroes-as to the whites-is also increasing as it is becoming more rare 
for Negroes to have individual white friends to appeal to when they are 
in danger or in need of assistance.• 

Under these circumstances it is understandable that the individual Negro 
who becomes known to have contact with substantial white people gains 
prestige and influence among Negroes for this very reason. Correspond
ingly, an accommodating Negro who is known to be influential in the 
Negro community becomes, because of this, the more useful to the whites. 
The Negro leader in this setting serves a "function" to both castes and his 
influence in both groups is cumulative-prestige in the Negro community 
being an effect as well as a cause of prestige among the whites. Out of this 
peculiar power system, a situation develops where Negro leaders play an 
even more important role than is usual, according to the common American 
pattern. 

3. IN THE NoR1'H AND ON THE NATIONAL ScENE 

In the North fewer white people are in a position where they have to 
care much about how the Negroes fare, or what they think and do. The 
Negroes, on their side, have the protection of fairly impartial justice and 
of the anonymity of large cities. They also have the vote and can press 
their needs in the regular fashion of American minority politics. They arc, 
therefore, decidedly less dependent on accommodating leaders to court the 
whites. For neither of the two castes docs the Negro leader fill such impor
tant functions as in the South. 

But the pattern of pleading to the whites through their own leaders, who 
,u-e trusted by the whites, is firmly rooted in the traditions of Southern
">orn Negroes who make up the great majority of adult Negroes in the 
North. Northern Negroes, al:,o, are a poor group and are frequently in 
heed of public assistance and private charity. They are discriminated against 
in various ways, particularly with respect to employment opportunities. 
They live in segregated districts and have few contacts with white people 
in most spheres of life. Though they have the vote, they are everywhere 
in a small minority. For all these reasons many of the Southern attitudes 
and policies in regard to Negro leadership can be observed to continue in 
the North. 

• Factors which are decreasing the importance of accommodating Negro leaders to the 
Negro masses in the South are, on the other hand: the raised standards of legal culture 
in the region the increasing professionalism nnd independence in state and local government 
administratio:i, and particularly the growth of federal assistance and control. (Sec Parts 
V and Vt of this book.) 
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Isolation breeds suspicion among Negroes against the majority group. 

And suspicion is, in fact, justified. For isolation bars the growth of feelings 
of mutual identification and of solidarity of interests and ideals in both 
groups. A white man's purposes when stepping down to lead Negroes must 
be scrutiniz.ed carefully before he can be trusted. This is a pragmatic truth 
obvious even to the most unsophisticated Negroes, and it has a basis in the 
Negro people's history through centuries. Northern Negroes will thus be 
reluctant to listen to white people with a thorough trustfulness and an 
entirely open mind. Indeed, they are able to give freer play to their suspi
cion than Southern Negroes as they are less controlled and dependent. Too, 
the growing race pride exerts its influence in this direction. Northern 
Negroes, therefore, also seek the intermediation of leaders frorn their own 
group. 

On the white side, those politicians, public officials, philanthropists, 
educators, union leaders, and all other white persons in the North who have 
to maintain contact with and exert influence upon the Negro group must 
sense this suspicion. They usually also find the Negroes strange in many 
ways. Negroes seldom constitute the main interest in their various pursuits. 
They welcome the Negro leader as a great convenience, therefore, as a 
means of dealing with the Negroes indirectly.1 

The Northern situation, however, is different from the Southern situation 
in two closely coordinated respects: ( 1) that the white majority is not 
motivated by an interest solidarity against Negroes, reaching practically 
every white individual,8 and (2) that the Negro minority is not cramped 
by anything like the formidable, all pervasive, Southern system of political, 
judicial and social caste controls. One effect of this diff~rence is that the 
Northern situation gives greater opportunity for the protest motive to come 
out in the open and not only, as in the South, to contribute its queer, 
subdued undertones to the pretended harmony of accommodation.b 

A number of circumstances make the Negro look to the North in his 
national political interest. National power is centered in the North. In 
national politics the South is quite like a minority group itself-a "prob
lem" to the nation and to itself-politically, economically and culturally. 
Negroes have the vote in the North. For these reasons the rdations between 
whites and Negroes in national affairs tend to conform more to Northern 
than to Southern local patterns. But Negro leaders are neede~. The Negro 
people are set apart; they have distin~ive problem~; and, t?ey ar~ hardly 
represented at all in the policy-formmg and p_ohcy-d~c1dmg pri~ate or 
public organs. The federal governm~nt and . its. var10us ag~nc1es, t~e 
political parties, and the philanthropic orgamzat10~ have difficulty m 
reaching Negroes through their normal means of public contact. They must 

• See Chapter z, Section 8. 
b See Chapten 35 and 37· 
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seek to open up special channels to the Negro people by engaging trusted 
Negroes as observers, advisers and directors of Negro opinion. The Ne
groes feel the same need for "contact" persons of their own. 

The individual Negroes who are appealed to in the national power field 
immediately win great prestige in the Negro wor]d. To deal with Negro 
leaders who have great influence among the masses of Negroes is, on the 
other hand, a great asset to the white-dominated national organizations, 
including the federal government. Fundamentally the same causal mech
anism, therefore, operates in the national realm of intercaste relations as in 
the Southern or Northern local community. 

4. THE "GLASS PLATE" 

In the sphere of power anp influence-in politics proper and outside of 
it, locally and nationally, in the South and in the North-the population 
thus becomes split into a white majority and a Negro minority, and the 
power relations running between these two blocs are concentrated and 
canalized in special liaison agents in the minority bloc. Whites who want to 
deal with the Negro masses do not have to go among them directly as they 
have to go among, say, Episcopalians. But it is, of course, just as difficult, 
and, in fact, more difficult, for Negroes to have direct contacts with the 
white population. Corresponding to the Negro leaders, there are white 
leaders. 

The isolation implied in caste means thus, in the realm of power and 
influence, that intercaste relations become indirect from both side.;. Direct 
contacts are established only between the two groups of leaders, acting on 
behalf of the two blocs. Except for those individuals, the invisible glass 
plate, of which Du Bois spoke," is in operation. Common whites and blacks 
see each other, though usually only as strange stereotypes. But they i::annot 
hear each other, except dimly. And they do not understand what they 
dimly hear from the other side of the glass plate. They do not trust and 
believe what they perhaps understand. Like two foreign nations, Negroes 
and whites in America deal with each other through the medium of plen
;potentiaries. b 

In a sense the white leaders have, from the Negroes' point of view, a 
similar "function" of acting as liaison agents to the Negro bloc. But there 
is this difference between the two groups of leaders: the white leaders are 
not "accommodating.,, They are not acting as "protest" leaders, either. The 
entire axis between the two extreme poles of accommodation and protest, 
which sets the orbit of Negro attitudes and behavior, exists only on the 

• DtUk of Dawn (, 940), pp. t 30-1 3,. Quoted in our Chapter 3 t, Section 1, p. 680. 
~ There are, of course, the exceptions of master-servant relations, but they arc decreasing, 

and they have always bec.-n treated as ex~-eptions. There are also the exceptions in the 
academjc and artistic worlds, but they are few. (See Chapter 30, Section 3.) 
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Negro side. The white leaders' "function" to serve as liaison agents with 
Negroes is only incidental to their power in white society. Unlike the 
Negro leaders they have, in addition, to run the whole society. This is a 
consequence of all the power being held on the white side. The Negroes 
do not, therefore, pick their white agents in the same manner as the whites 
choose their Negro ones. The Negroes cannot confer much power upon 
whites of their choice. In the South they do not partake in the selection of 
even political leaders. The Negroes-through their leaders-have to accept 
the white leadership as it exists, determined exclusively by the whites. They 
have to try to "get in" with the ones who are already on top in white 
society.• 

To this a few qualifications must be made. First, in some Southern 
communities white persons, distinguished by birth, education, or wealth, 
who have prestige but do not care to exert active leadership generally, may 
occasionally be induced to step in and use their potential power in favor of 
the Negroes or one individual Negro. When Negroes turn to such a person 
they might be said to pick him as a white leader for their purposes. The 
assumption is, however, that he already has latent power. The Negroes do 
not award him influence by selecting him, as whites do when they pick a 
Negro leader. He has, rather, to be careful not to assist the Negroes too 
often and too much, as this might wear out his prestige. He might even 
become known as a "nigger lover," which would be the end of his useful
ness to the Negroes. 

Second, some white persons actually specialize in becoming the fixers 
and pleaders for Negroes while they are not active as white leaders gener
ally. They are the white interracialists of the South. In order to have 
protracted influence they require moral and financial backing from North
ern philanthropists or, lately, from the federal govcrnment.1' They should, 
in addition, preferably have upper class status because of birth, education 
or occupation. Even when they have both Northern backing and Southern 
status their influence in matters affecting Negroes is likely to be uncertain 
and narrow in scope. Acclaim from the Negroes is usually more a. result of 
their activity than a basis for the assumption of it. 

In the North, the fact of Negro suffrage means that in the sphere of 
politics proper Negroes participate in selecting the white officeholders ( and 
occasionally add some Negro representatives). Support from Negroes, 

• It ii true that, according to Southern aristocratic traditions, to have Negro dependent
who, in servant faahion, display gratitude and attachment-gives sta.tllli in white society. 
Negroes are, tlierefore, in the position to deliver somethini:- to the white leader which l1as 
social significance. But in the Southern caste situation, the Negroes will have to be 
prepared to pay this price to practically any poaseaaor of white power nnd intlucnce who 
asks for it. 

"See Chapter :u, Section S· 
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therefore, means something in the North. Their opposition might occa
sionally turn an election against a candidate. The actual and the still 
greater potential significance of the Negroes' sharing in the political power 
in the North has been discussed in Chapters 22 and 23. Negroes are, how
ever, only a tiny minority everywhere in the North. Even if the difference 
from the South is enormous, Negroes are, most of the time and in most 
~~s, dependent on white leaders who do not feel dependent on Negro 
opinion. 

This is, generally speaking, still more true in other power spheres than 
in politics proper; for example, in philanthropy, iri educational institutions, 
in professional associations. Poverty and cultural backwardness generally 
prevent Negroes from having practically any primary power over the 
selection of white leaders in these fields. An exception is the labor move
ment. In so far as unions are kept open to Negroes, and where unions are 
democratic, Negroes have their due portion of power much according to 
the rules in politics. National power relations are much like those in North· 
em communities. 

The following discussion will deal only with Negro leaders. It must 
never be forgotten, however, that Negro leaders ordinarily do not deal 
with the white people but only with white leaders. Negro leaders are, in 
fact, even more isolated from the whites in general than are the white 
leaders from the Negroes. We shall find, however, that some of the 
protest leaders actually do try to reach white public opinion. Walter White, 
and the whole set-up of the N.A.A.C.P., is steadily hammering at the 
glass plate, as did James Weldon Johnson and W. E. B. Du Bois before 
him and Frederick Douglass still earlier. Such an effort is effective practi
cally only on the national scene. The carefully worded "letters to the 
editor" by Negroes to liberal Southern newspapers, which are sometimes 
printed-reminding the whites of their Constitution, their democratic faith 
and their Christian religion, and respectfully drawing their attention to 
some form of discrimination-represent local attempts in the same 
direction. 

The direct approach by Negroes to the white world stems almost entirely 
from the protest motive. The accommodating Negro leaders generally do 
not even attempt to reach white public opinion directly. On the national 
scene, Booker T. Washington and, after him, Robert R. Moton were 
exceptions. But Moton's errand, when disclosing to the general public 
"what the Negro thinks," was to give vent to a protest, modified by accept
able and soothing words, and, in a degree, the same can be said of Washing
ton. Washington's main motive, however, was accommodation for a price. 
This was his message in the Atlanta speech of 1895 and in countless other 
addresses to white audiences in the North and in the South, where he 
promised Negro patience, boosted Negro efforts, begged for money for his 
,chool and indulgence generally for his poor people. He had become a 
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personality with prestige whose voice could pierce the caste wall. And he 
was freely allowed audience since he toned down the Negro protest. On 
the local scene the accommodation motive by itself does not usually 
encourage Negro leaders to such adventures of trying tu reach behind the 
white leaders to the white people. and there is generally no white public 
which wants to listen to them. 

5. AccoMMODATING LEADERSHIP AND CLASS 

Negro leadership-as determined by caste in the way we have sketched
stands in an even closer relation to class than does white leadership. In a 
previous part of this book,11 we saw that Negro classes generally were 
mainly a function of caste. One ramification of this thesis was touched upon 
only lightly and spared for the present discussion of Negro leadership: 
namely, that an individual Negro's relation to white society is of utmost 
importance for his class status in the Negro community. 

It always gives a Negro scientist, physician, or lawyer prestige if he is 
esteemed by his white colleagues. Prestige will bring him not only defer
ence but also clients and increased earnings. The Negro press eagerly 
records and plays up the slightest recognition shown a Negro by whites. 
A professional position outside the segregated Negro world, even if unpre
tentious, also carries high prestige. Being consulted by whites concerning 
Negro welfare, taking part in mixed conferences or having any personal 
relation to individual whites .. onfers status.2 This common view in the 
Negro community is, of course, realistic. White standards are, on the 
average, higher, and an indication that whites recognize a Negro as having 
approached or reached those standards means most of the time that he is 
exceptionally good in his line. More important still, the whites have the 
power, and friendly consideration from whites confers power upon the 
individual Negro participating in such a relation. The belief that whites 
have power has been exaggerated in the Negro community, so that friendly 
relations with certain individual whites confer status upon a Negro even 
when these whites actually have no power. 

The import of this is that leaderJhip conferred upon a Negro hy whiteJ 
raiJeJ his &lass statu.s in the Negro community.8 Correspondingly, it can be 
stated that an upper class position in the Negro community nearly auto
matica1Jy, with certain exceptions that we shall note later, gives a Negro 
the role of Negro Icade,·! He is expected to act according to this role by 
both whites and Negroes. Because most upper class Negroes are leaders, 
there is an extraordinarily close correlation between leadership and class 
position in the Negro community. On the other hand, there are more lower 
class leaders among Negroes than among whites-partly because a much 
greater proportion of Negroes a.re lower class and partly because of the 

• See Chapter 3a. 
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tradition of a strong lower class preacher and lodge leader among Negroes. 
Still, we believe that practically all upper class Negroes are leaders, some
thing that is not true among whites. In order to understand this, several 
other things must be considered. 

For one thing, the Negro upper class is-because of caste-such a small 
proportion of the total Negro population• that the scarcity value of upper 
class status becomes relatively high. In smaller communities only a handful 
of persons have upper class status; in all communities they arc few enough 
to be in close contact with each other. 

The upper class Negro is, furthermore, culturally most like the group 
of whites who have social power. Under a long-range view, the social 
classes represent various degrees of acculturation to dominant American 
culture patterns or gradations of lag in the assimilation process.b During 
this process standards of living have been raised, illiteracy and mortality 
rates have declined, the patriarchal type of family organization has made 
its influence felt, and, generally, white American middle class norms and 
standards have been filtering downward in the Negro people. The upper 
class represents the most assimilated group of Negroes. In part, they have 
status in the Negro community for the very reason that they are culturally 
moi;t like ~pper class whites. It is natural also that upper and middle class 
whites feel most closely akin to this group of Negroes. 

The attitude of whites in the Old South was, on the contrary, that the 
lowly "darky" was the favored and trusted Negro, while the educated, 
socia!Jy rising "Negro gentleman" was to be suspected and disliked. ·when 
a social stratification in the Negro people first appeared during slavery, the 
whole complex of legislation to suppress the free Negroes, to hinder the 
education of slaves, and to check the meetings of Negroes was expressly 
intended to prevent Negro individuals of a higher status from leading the 
Negro masses, and, indeed, to prevent the formation of a Negro upper 
class. The inclinations of white people remained much the same after the 
Civil War.'' The Jim Crow legislation followed a similar tendency.d The 
white masses even today are usually most bitter and distrustful toward 
upper class Negroes.0 This is still often the expressed opinion also of the 
upper class whites who are in control of the political and social power in 
Southern communities. r 

But even in the South it has become more and more unfeasible to trust 

• Sec Chapter 32, Section 4. 
1 ., We are referring to 11S11imilation al\·ay from patterns in slavery, not patterns in Africa. 
See Hortense Powdermake,, ,ljter Freedom (1939), pp. 354, passim. See also Chapter 
43, Section·,, of this bouk. 

• See Chapten Io, 20 and 24. 

• See Chapter 2.S, Section 4. 

• See Chapter 28, Section 8. 
r ~ Chapter 301 Section 2. 
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the Negro leadership to the lower class "Uncle Toms" of the old type. 
One reason has already been mentioned : the paternalistic personal relations 
in which they developed have decreased in frequency. There are fewer 
"good old darkies" available. Also, as wealth and education have become 
somewhat more attainable to Negroes, those who were favored with these 
things-the slowly growing upper class, who thus came to symbolize Negro 
advancement and race pride-supplanted the "darkics'' in prestige in the 
Negro community. Even white backing could not entirely shield the 
"darkies" from ridicule and contempt on the part of the Negroes of supe
rior wealth and education. 

In this situation, the upholding of the old-time "darkies" as white
appointed Negro leaders would have implied an unyielding refusal to 
recognize the entire rising Negro class structure and the Negro's respect 
for education. It soon became apparent that such a policy would be ineffec
tive and unrealistic. The development of a Negro upper class could not be 
checked: as we have pointed out, this cl:iss grew partly because of segrega
tion itself. A protracted resistance to recognizing the growth of class strati
fication in the Negro community would also have run contrary to the 
dominant class pattern within American white society. By analogy a Negro 
class structure seemed the more natural as personal tics to white society 
became broken, and as the Negro group was more definitely set apart. 

Finally, a large portion of the Negro upper class is actually appointed 
by the whites or is dependent for status upon the influential local whites. 
The whites soon learned tlu1t they could find as many "Unde Toms" 
among Negroes of upper class status as among the old-timi.: "darkics," and 
that educated persons often were much more capable of carrying out their 
tasks as whitc-appointc:d Negro leaders. 

6. SEVERAL OuA1.1FICAT10Ns 

Thus the whites accepted and strengthened the cvcr closer correlation 
between leadership and upper class status. But the correlation is still not 
perfect. Part of the explanation is the carry-over of old slavery attitudes 
among whites. I have observed communities, particularly in the Old South, 
where the leading whites have insisted on giving their car evcn in public 
affairs to some old, practically illiterate ex-servant, while cold-shouldering 
the upper class Negroes. In the dependent situation of Southern Negroes, 
the Negro community is then willy-nilly compelled to use those old 
"darlcies" as pleaders whenever the influential whites have to be appealed 
to. 

Under such circumstances, a tremendous internal friction in the Negro 
community is likely to develop. The contempt of the upper class Negroes 
for the uneducated white-appointed "leaders" becomes increased by resent
ment born of a feeling of extreme humiliation. The "leaders," on their 
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part, feeling the contempt and resentment of the "upp"ity'' Negroes, often 
turn into thorough sycophants toward the whites and into "stuck-up" petty 
tyrants toward the Negro community.• 

For reasons already touched upon, this arrangement is not the kind of 
leadership control of the Negroes which is most effective from the point 
of view of white interests. In the cases of this type I have observed, it 
has been apparent that the influential whites are motivated not only by 
their pride in adhering to traditional paternalistic patterns of the Old 
South, by their fear of ambitious capable Negroes, and by their personal 
liking for their favored "darkies," but also that they actually enjoy 
putting the Negro community in this situation. The humiliation of the 
"uppity" Negroes is, in other words, intentional.• 

Such situations are becoming rare. I have observed, however, that an
other custom is still widespread everywhere in the South: to use servants, 
ex-servants, and other lower class Negroes as reporters and stool pigeons 
in the Negro community. Even if those spotters are usually not used in 
attempts to influence the Negroes positively, their spy activity and their 
being known "to be in with" white people give them a sort of power 
among their own people. Often they are utilized by the whites to "let it 
be known" in an informal way what the whites want and expect. This is 
a remnant of the old direct caste control. It is declining as employment 
relations are becoming more impersonal and as race solidarity in the Negro 
group is increasing. 

More important reasons for an imperfect correlation in the South between 
leadership and upper class position are, .however, certain facts within the 
Negro community itself. Many upper class Negroes do not care for the 
leadership role. It is true that they have superior status only in relation 
to the masses of other Negroes, and that they often depend economically 
on lower class Negroes as clients and customers. But they also m:1y have 
a desire to isolate themselves from the Negro lower classes.b Many also 
do not have the easy manners; the engaging and spirited personality, and 
the ability to speak the language of "the people" necessary to approach 
and influence the Negro masses. Some have made themselves so personally 
unpopular with Negroes or whites that they cannot act as leaders.8 Many 
arc so filled by the protest motive that they feel a personal humiliation 
when this has to be put under cover in taking the role of accommodating 
Negro leaders. They retreat rather into the role of sullen, but personally 
watchful, individualists, nourishing hatred against the whites above them, 

• This ia an example of the element of sadism generally 110 visible in the white Southern
er&' paternalism. It is also reftected in the $tandard stories told aQd retold about Negro 
stupidity and immorality, always with an intense display of pleasure which the outsider 
doea not feel. 

•·s. Chapter 3:1, Sectio_n 4• 
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contempt for the Negro masses below them, and disgust~ometimes 
mixed with envy-for the accommodating Negro leaders beside them. 
Their "adjustment" is to "mind their own business." 

In practically every Southern Negro community, there is this partial 
voluntary retreat of the Negro upper class from active leadership. Thus 
the common assumption among whites that upper class Negroes in general 
are leaders of their people is not quite true. Upper class Negroes pretend 
that it is true in order to gain prt:stige. It is also an expectation on the 
part of white community leaders who happen to know about them, observe 
their superiority in education, manners, standards, and wealth, and take 
their influence among the common Negroes for granted. It must always 
be remembered that the whites' actual knowledge about the Negroes in 
their own community nowadays is usually rudimentary. It is not unusual 
to find that a certain Negro has succeeded in impressing the local whites 
with an exaggerated belief in his actual influence among his own people. 

More important than unwillingness or inability on the part of Negro 
upper class persons to play the leadership role is a more or less conscious 
repugnance on the part of the Negro lower classes against following them. 
"Too much" education often meets suspicion among lower class Negroes. 
Many Negro preachers, who usually do not suffer from over-education, 
have nourished this prejudice as they saw education draw people from 
religious faith and, particularly, from respect for themselves. The usual 
class envr between upper and lower class individuals in the Negro com
munity is an ever present clement in the situation, and is strengthened 
when, as in the case of the accommodating Negro leaders, the Negro 
protest against the whites cannot be invoked as a bond of race loyalty.• 

The extreme result of this class conflict is that the Negro masses in 
the South-as well as large parts of the white masses in the same region 
-often become, not only as inactive as is necessary for accepting readily 
the leadership imposed upon them from the outside, but, indeed, so 
utterly passive that they simply do not care very much for anything except 
their animal demands and their personal security. Their economic, social, 
and cultural situation, as we have described it in previous chapters, makes 
this understandable. It is difficult indeed to reach the amorphous Negro 
masses at all, especially in rural districts. 

It is often said that the Negro church and the fraternal and burial 
lodges are the only media by which those masses can be reached. The 
present observer is inclined to consider this statement as exaggerated in 
two directions: first, even the church and the lodges do not have a steady 
and strong influence on the lowest Negro classes; second, the Negro 
school, the Negro press, and the Negro professions are becoming vehicles 
which have considerable influenc,e with the lower strata. 

• See Chaplen 3S and 37. 
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But there is enough truth in the statement to raise it above doubt that 
the Negro preacher-and, to a lesser extent, the lodge official-has more 
influence with the Negro masses than a white lower class preacher or lodge 
leader has with the white masses. The majority of Negro preachers and 
many local lodge leaders are not highly educated and do not belong to 
the upper classes. Particularly is this true of the ministers in the lower 
class churches and of the "jack-leg preachers," who are the ones who 
really reach down to the masses. Their uncouth manners, language, and 
standards in general are assets in retaining a grip over lower class con
gregations. Negro ministers who are educated and who have upper class 
status actually often have to affect bad grammer and an accent and to use 
figures of speech taken from the cotton field and the corn patch in order 
to catch the attention of the masses and to exert some real leadership., 
The great influence of the Negro preacher is exceptionally well known by 
the whites, and he is usually considered as a force for "good race rela
tions," that is, for shepherding his flock into respect and obedience! 
Such are the barriers to and inhibitions of the Negroes of upper class 
status in becoming effective mass leaders in the Negro community. But 
with these reservations-and keeping in mind that a large portion of the 
Negro masses is amorphous, utterly apathetic, and not "led" much at all, 
but more like Thomas Nelson Page's vision of a "vast sluggish mass of 
uncooled lava" 8-it remains true that leadership and upper class status 
are strongly correlated in the South and that the tendency is toward an 
even closer correlation. 

The author also has the impression that Negro leaders, more often 
than whites ( among their own people), take on a rather dictatorial 
and paternalistic attitude toward their Negro followers. They seem to 
mimic, in a smaller degree, the role of the upper class white Southerner 
in his relation to his Negro dependents. There is often a considerable 
amount of bossing and ordering around in a Negro group assembled 
for any purpose. The Negro .upper class person in a leadership position 
will often entertain the observer with much the same generalized deroga
tory statements about the common run of Negroes as white people use. 
When the Negro preacher in church starts out to elaborate the short
comings of "the race," the implication of his being a Negro leader is most 
of the time apparent. The teacher's cadence when addressing children in 
the Negro school sounds more condescending than in white schools. The 
organization of life in Negro colleges seems to be definitely less demo
cratic than in white colleges in America, even, and not least, when the 
staff of teachers is mainly Negro. The president in his relations to the 

• The role of the preacher and the church as the pillars of caste observance among 
Negroes, but aometimes also as catalyst, for the Negro protest, will be further discussed 
in Chapter 4-0. 
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professors and they in their relations to the students act more dictatorially 
and more arbitrarily. 

7. ACCOMMODATING LEADERS IN THE NORTH 

In the North, there has never been much love for the lowly "darkies'' 
on the part of the whites. They ha,•e never felt much of an interest or 
inclination to lift poor, uneducated sen•ants as leaders over the Negro 
community. There has been more acclaim of social climbing generally 
than in the South. a Almost from the beginning the Negro upper class 
was accepted by the whites, without resistance, as the source of Negro 
leaders. 

On the other hand, probably a somewhat greater proportion of upper 
class Negroes in the North do not care for the responsibilities and rewards 
of being active Negro leaders. On the whole, the Negro masses are 
less passive. The preachers have, perhaps, rather less prominence as 
leaders and are, on the average, somewhat better educated and have a 
higher social status. 

Negro suffrage in the North, however, creates space for a political 
leadership which, in order to be able to deliver the Negro vote to the 
party machines, must be chosen from people who really meet the common 
lower class Negroes. A good many of the petty politicians in Northern 
cities are lower class Negroes. Negroes wh1> enjoy a sort of "upper class" 
status outside the respectable society-big-time gamblers, criminals, and 
so on-are often the machine lieutenants, precinct captains and bosses, or 
the "insiders" in the political game. 

The odor of corruption and the connection with crime and vice which 
often surrounds American city politics, particularly in the slums, deter, 
of course, many upper class Negroes, as well ai. many upper class whites, 
from taking any active part in political leadership. This does not mean, 
however, that there is not a good deal of honest and devoted political 
leadership among Northern Negroes. It comes often from upper class 
Negroes. But proportionately the upper classes monopolize less of the 
actual leadership in local politics than in other fields. And the labor unions, 
which are stron!?iier in the North, arc training a new type of lower or 
middle class Negro leader of particular importance in politics. They can 
there often compete successfully with the upper class leaders. They are 
just as often as honest and as devoted to the Negro cause as are the 
upper class leaders. 9 

On the national scene, upper class status and, particularly, considerable 
education and personal ability are necessary for Negro leaders. 

• See Chapter :iS, Section 9. 
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8. THE GLAMOUR P.ERSONALITIES 

One peculiar angle of the relation between Negro leadership and 
social class is high-lighted in the popular glamour and potential power of 
a Negro who has accomplished or achieved something extraordinary, par
ticularly in competition with whites. 

Attainments are apparently given a relatively higher rating in the 
Negro than in the white community. The Negro press eagerly publicizes 
"the first" Negro to win this or that degree, to be appointed to one 
position or another, or to succeed in a business or profession formerly 
monopolized by whites. This tendency among a subordinated group liv
ing in a society dominated by strong competitive motives is entirely 
natural; it has a close parallel in the women's world. In fact, the entire 
Negro upper class gl'ts peculiar symbolic significance and power in the 
Negro community for the very reason that it consists of persons who 
have acquired white people's education and wealth and who are engaged 
in doing things which are above the traditional "Negro jobs." They have 
broken through the barriers, and their achievements offer every Negro a 
gloating consolation in his lowly status and a ray of hope. 

Under this principle every Negro who rises to national prominence and 
acclaim is a race hero: he has symbolically fought the Negro struggle and 
won. Great singers like Roland Hayes, Marian Anderson, and Paul 
Robeson have their prestige augmented by the eager vibrations of pride 
and hope from the whole Negro people acting as a huge sounding board. 
So have successful Negro authors like Richard \Vright and Langston 
Hughes; scientists like George Washington Carver and Ernest E. Just; 
athletes like Joe Louis and Henry Armstrong; entertainers like Bill "Bo
jangles" Robinson, the king of tap-dancing, and Duke Ellington, the 
famous jazz band leader. 

Any one of them could, if he chose, exert a considerable power as an 
active Negro leader in a technical sense. Jesse Owens, who at the 1936 
Olympics established himself as the world's fastest runner and one of 
the greatest track athletes in history, was young and inexperienced, in fact 
not yet out of college. But on the basis of his specialized mastery of 
running and the acclaim accorded him in the white and Negro press, 
Owens was considered a valuable political asset and employed by the 
Republican party to attract the Negro vote. 

The situation of the Negro glamour personality is, however-and this 
must be noted if we want to observe true proportions-not different from 
what is ordinary in white America. The popularity of the "first" or the 
"oldest," the "biggest" or the "smallest," the "best" or the "worst," 
the "only" or the "most ordinary'' specimen of a type has always given 
its particular color to American conceptions of things and persons. It is 
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characteristic of a young culture. Negroes are only following a common 
American pattern, wliich, as usual, their caste status leads them to exag
gerate somewhat. The early history of Charles Lindbergh is a case in 
point. The white public also inAuences Negroes to expect too much 
from a Negro who achieves something in a particular field. AU Negroes 
look alike to many whites, and whoever, by whatever means, comes before 
the public eye becomes regarded as an outstanding Negro and is cxpccted 
to hold a position of unwarranted importance in Negro affairs. 

It must also be noted that Negro celebrities-:ictually perhaps even 
more carefully than white ones in America-generally show great restraint 
in avoiding the temptation of skpping outside their narrow field of com
petence. Marian Anderson is a good example of scrupulous adherence to 
this rule. When Paul Robeson and Richard Wright sometimes discuss 
general aspects of the Negro problem, they do so only after study and 
consideration. Thesc two have ddiberatcly taken up politics as a major 
interest. They act then in the same spirit and the same capacity as, for 
instance, Pearl Buck when she skps out of her role as a writer of novels 
and writes a social and philosophical essay on the women's problem. 
Although the possibilities and the temptations have been so great, glamour 
personalities have usually not exploited Negroes or the Negro problem. 

It may be suggested that in the Negro world, and speci6eally in 
Northern Negro communities, women. have a somewhat greater oppor
tunity to reach active leadership than in white society. Negro women are 
not so often put aside into "women's auxiliaries" as are white women. If 
this hypothesis is correct, it corresponds well with the fact of Negro 
women's relatively greater economic and social independence. 
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I. THF. SLAVE REVOLTS 

There has always been another type of Negro leader than the "pussy
footing" Uncle Tom. And there has always been another main motive 
than accommodation for practically all Negro leadership: both as part 
of the leaders' own intuitions and as a conditioning demand from their 
Negro followers and from their white supporters. 

The leaders of the numerous local slave insurrections1-Gabriel Prosser, 
Denmark Vesey, Nat Turner, and many others, known and unknown
represented e:irly types of pure protest leaders, "race men" in the modern 
popular Negro terminology. They rose against overwhelming odds and 
succumbed with their followers. Many plots to revolt were prematurely 
revealed to the white masters by Negro stool pigeons who sought to 
curry favor by their betrayal. The chief short-range result of the per
sistent series of slave rebellions or attempts at rebellion was an ever closer 
regimentation of free and slave Negroes.0 

These race martyrs can be said to have laid the foundations, not only for 
the tradition of Negro protest, but also-because of their regular and 
conspicuous failure-for the "realistic,, theory of race relations. This theory 
is favored by Southern white liberals and is accepted by the great majority 
of accommodating Southern Negro leaders; it holds that everything which 
stirs up the resistance of the whites will deteriorate the Negroes' status, 
and that reforms must be pushed quietly and in such ways that the 
whites hardly notice them before they are accomplished facts comfortably 
sunk into a new status quo.b 

American Negroes, in attempting to integrate themselves into American 
society, have had to pay the price of forgetting their historical heroes 
and martyrs. Charles S. Johnson makes the following interesting observa
tion: 

•.. Denmark Vesey, a Negro who resisted slavery and led an insurrection in the 
effort to throw off the oppression, is a type which contradicts the assumption that 

• See C'hapter 24, Section 3, and Chapter 28, Section 3. The ri&e of militant Abolitionism 
in the North was a complementary cause. 

• ~ Chapter :n, Section 5, 1111d Chapter 38, Section 4. 

7J6 
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Negroes are inna~~y d~ile as a race and were content with alavery. In a acnse, VCIC'J 
rep~csenta th~ apmt 0! m~ependcncc for which the founding fathers or America are 
rratsed--an msurr~~tton 1s_ merely an unsuccessful revolution. Rut Dcnm,1rk Vesey 
ts a symbol of a apmt too violent to be acc-eptable to the white community. There are 
no Negro schools named for him, and it would be extremely poor taste and bad 
judgment for the Negroes to take any pride in his courage and philosophy. There i,, 
indeed, little chance for Negro youth to know about him at all.: 

2. THE NEGRO ABOLITIONISTS AND RECONSTRUCTION POLITICIANS 

The Negro fighters in the Abolitionist movement in the North-Wil
liam G. Allen, Dr. James McCune Smith, Martin Delany, William Wells
Brown, Sojourner Truth, Robert Purvis, Samuel E. Cornish, Charles 
Lenox Remand, Henry Highland Garnet, David Ruggles, William Still, 
Harriet Tubman, Charles Bennet Ray, John M. Langston, Frederick 
Douglass, and many others-represented a second early crop of Negro 
protest leaders. Unlike the slave insurgents, these leaders set the future 
pattern on which Negroes based their protest. The new pattern consisted 
of nonviolent legal activities in accord with the democratic principles of 
the American Creed and the Christian religion. Frederick Douglass, the 
outstanding Negro leader of this period, in 18 p,, in his 4th of July oration 
at Rochester, voiced the Negro protest thus: 

What to the American slave is your 4th of July? I answer: a day that reveals to 
him, more than all other days in the year, the gross injustice and cruelty to which he 
is the constant victim. To him your celebration is a sham; your boasted liberty, an 
unholy licence; your national greatness, swelling \'anity; your sounds of rejoicing are 
empty and heartless; your denunciation of tyrants, brass-fronted impudence; your 
shouts of liberty and equality, hollow mockery; your prayers and hymns, rour sermons 
and thanksgivings, with all your religious parade and solemnity, are, to him, more 
bombast, fraud, deception, impiety and hypocrisy-a thin veil to cover up crimes 
which would disgrace a nation of savages .... 

You boast of your love of liberty, your superior civilization, and your pure 
Christianity, while the whole political power of the nation (as embodied in the two 
great political parties) is solemnly pledged to support and perpetuate the enslavement 
of three millions of your countrymen. You hu1l your anathemas at the crown-headed 
tyrants of Russia and Austria and pride yourselves on your democratic institutions, 
while you yourselves consent to be the mere tools and bo,lyf!,uarJs of the tyrants of 
Virginia and Carolina. You invite to your shores fugitives of oppression from abroad, 
honor them with banquets, greet them with ovations, cheer them, toast them, salute 
them, protect them, and pour out your money to them like water; but the fugitive• 
from your own land you advertise, hunt, arrest, shoot, and kill. You glory in your 
refinement and your universal education; yet you maintain a system as barbarous an&i 
dreadful as ever stained the character of a nation-a system be-gun in avarice, suppor::..: 
in pride, and perpetuated in cruelty. You shed tears over fallen Hungary, and make 
the sad story of her wrongs the theme of your poets, atatesmen and orators, till yoi:.r 
gallant sons are ready to fiy to arms to vindicate her cauac against the oppre1SOr; but. ii• 
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regard to the ten th0\1111ld wronga of the American slave, you would enforce the 
etricteat silence, and WOtlld hail him as an enemy of the nation who dares to make 
those wronga the subject of public discourse!• 

During the Civil War the Abolitionist leaders had to argue and protest 
for two years before Negroes were given the right and chance to do their 
share of the fighting. When they were finally allowed into the Union 
Army, it was for reasons of military necessity.• The Emancipation Proclama
tion was issued mainly for the same reason and in order to win over world 
opinion for the Northern cause. The War was finally won, and freedom 
materialized for the four million slaves. 

The masa of slaves, even the more intelligent ones, and certainly the great group of 
field hands, were in religious and hysterical fervor. This was the coming of the Lord. 
Thia wu the fulfillment of prophecy and legend. It was the Golden Dawn, after 
chains of a thousand years. It was everything miraculous and perfect and promising. 
For the first time in their life, they could travel; they could ace; they could change the 
dead level of their labor; they could talk to friends and sit at sundown and in moon
light, listening and imparting wonder-tales. They could hunt in the swamps, and fish 
in the riven, and above all, they could stand up and assert themselves. They need not 
fear the patrol; they need not even cringe before a white face, and touch their hats.4 

During Reconstruction, Frederick Douglass, P. B. Pinchback, John 
Langston, and others of the Negro Abolitionist tradition constituted the 
center of a much larger group of Republican Negro politicians. As they 
were on the winning side, and as not only emancipation from slavery, but 
suffrage and other civil liberties, had been accorded to the Negroes by 
Congress, not protest but power consolidation and power exploitation be
came their main concern. In many minor issues they actually often fol
lowed a most accommodating pattern. 

When, however, Restoration of white supremacy violently robbed the 
Negroes of suffrage and civil liberties in the South, the reasons for 
Negro protest again mounted. In the North, however, there was no immedi
ate parallel to Southern Restoration and consequently no special incentive 
to protest. Too, the Northern Negroes lost their white co-fighters. A great 
deflation of ideals occurred, as is usual after a successful war. In a spirit of 
opportunistic optimism and ideological defeatism the Northerners wanted to 
get back to normalcy. The Negro was a thorn in their flesh. He stood in 
the way of a return to national solidarity and a development of trade rela
tions between the two regions. With some guilt, but probably more relief 
the Northerners found out, when the compromise between the regions was 
a f11it «compli, that apparently they did not care much about the Negroes, 
anyhow. A whole series of scientific, historical, and political writings-

• Liacoln ii reported to have said: "Without the Negroea' help, neither the preaeal 
llOr ¥1 eominr adminiatration can save the Union.'' 
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reaching into the present time-got under way to rationalize the national 
compromise of the I 87o's. • 

Nof1;he~ners sought !o protect their conscience partly by means of the 
hwnarutar1an work earned on by the reformers and philanthropists among 
Negroes in the South. And with some valid self-righteousness the Y a.nkees 
could point o~t ~h~t in _the North the scattered Negro population kept its 
suffrage and c1V1l liberties. But the Negro problem as a national issue was 
dead in the North. In the South the protracted process of legalizing 
political and social discrimination continued its course. There was nothing 
left for the Negro protest but to fight a losing struggle and to go under
ground. 

3. THE TusKEGEE CoMPROMISE 

In this great calamity for the Negro cause, Booker T. Washington 
stepped forward and estabfo,hed himself as the national leader of a prag
matic and conciliatory !.chool of thought, to which a great number of 
national and local Negro leaders, particularly in the South, adhered. 

It is wrong to characteri,c Washington as an all-out accommodating 
leader. He never relinquished the right to full equality in all respects as 
the ultimate goal. But for the time being he was prepared to give up 
social and political equality, even to soft-pedal the protest against inequali
ties in justice. He was also willing to flatter the Southern whites and be 
har~h toward the Ncgroc~-if the Negroes were only allowed to work un
disturbed with their white friend~ for education and business. But neither 
in education nor in bui.iness Jiu he assault the basic inequalities. In both 
fields he accepted the white doctrine of the Negroes' "place." In educa
tion he pleaded for vocational training, which-independent of whether 
or not it be judged the most advantageous direction of schooling for the 
Negroes--certainly comforted the whites in their beliefs about what the 
Negroes were good for and where they would be held in the occupational 
hierarchy.h Washington did not insist upon the Negroes rights, but he 
wanted a measure of tolerance and some material assistance. Through 
thrift, skill, and industry the Negroes were gradually to improve so much 
that, at a later stage, the discussion again could be taken up concerning his 
rights. This was Washington's philosophy. To quote a typical statement 
,,f his: 

I believe the past and present teach but one lesson-to the Negro's friends and to 
the Negro himself,-that there is but one way out, that there is but one hope of 
aolution; and that is for the Negro in every part of America to rc10lvc from hence
forth that he will throw aside c,·ery non-essential and cling only to euential,-that 

1 See Chapter 20, Sections 6 and ? · 
• See Chapter 4-1, Sections 4- and 5. 
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hi, pillar of fire by night and pillar of cloud by day shall be property, economy, 
education, and Christian character. To us just now these are the wheat, all elae the 
chai.11 

Kelly Miller gives a characterization of Booker T. Washington in con
tradistinction to Frederick Douglass, which sets these two Negro leaders 
in a frame of the two spiritual tendencies of American culture at large: 
the uncompr-0mising spirit of the American Creed and the spirit of busi
ness realism: 

The radical and conservath·e tendencies of the Negro race cannot be better 
described than by comparing, or rather contrasting, the two superlative colored men in 
whom we find their highest embodiment-Frederick Douglass and Booker Wash
ington, who were both picked out and exploited by white men as the mouthpiece and 
intermediaries of the black race. The two men are in part products of their times, 
but are also natural antipodes. Douglasa lived in the day of moral giants; Washington 
lives in the era of merchant princes. The contemporaries of Douglass emphasized 
the rights of men; those of Washington, his productive capacity. The age of Douglass 
acknowledged the sanction of the Golden Rule; that of Washington worships the 
Rule of Gold. The equality of men was constantly dinned into Douglass's ears; 
Washington hears nothing but the inferiority of the Negro and the dominance of the 
Saxon. Douglass could hardly rccci\ e a hearing today; Washington would have been 
hooted off the stage a generation ago. Thus all truly useful men must be, in a 
measure, time servers; for unless they serve their time, they can scarcely serve at all. 
But great as was the diversity of formative influences that shaped these two great 
lives, there is no Jess opposability in their innate bias of charJcter. Douglass was like 
a lion, bold and fearless; Washington is Jamblikc, meek and submissive. Douglass 
escaped from personal bondage, which his soul abhorred; but for Lincoln's proclama
tion, Washington would probably have a1isen to esteem and favor in the eyes of his 
master as a good and faithful servant. Douglass insisted upon rights; Washington 
insists upon duty. Douglass held up for public srorn the sins of the white man; 
Washington portrays the faults of his own race. Douglass spoke what he thought the 
world should hear; Wasl1ington spc.iks only what he feels it is disposed to listen to. 
Douglass's conduct was actuJted, by principle; Washington's by prudence. Douglass 
had no limited, copyrighted programme for his race, but appealed to the Decalogue, 
the Golden Rule, the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution of the United 
States; Washington, holding these great principles in the shadowy background, 
presents a practical expedient applicable to present needs. Douglass was a moralist 
insisting upon the application of righteousness to public affairs; Washington is a 
practical opportunist, accepting the best terms which he thinks it possible to secure.0 

It is a political axiom that Negroes can never, in any period, hope to 
attain more in the short-term power bargain than the most benevolent 
white groups are prepared to give them.• This much Washington attained. 
With shrewd insight, Washington took exactly as much off the Negro 
protest-and it had to be a big reduction-as was needed in order to get 

• See Chapter z3, Section 1, aud Chapter 39, Sectic>n rJ, 
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the maximum cooperation from the only two ,;bite groups in America 
who in this era of ideological reaction cared anything at all about the 
Negroes: the Northern hwnanitarians• and philanthropists and the South
ern upper class school of "parallel c.:ivilizations."b Both of these liberal 
groups demanded appeasement above all. And so the Southern conserva
trves were actually allowed to set the conditions upon which Washington 
and the Southern and Nor1hrrn liberals rould come to terms. 

But this was hardly Washington's fault. It is not proven that he could 
have pressed the bargain he made for the Negro people more in their 
favor. Remembering the grim reaction of the period, it is difficult to 
study his various moves without increasingly feeling that he was truly 
a great politician, probably the greatest one the Negro people have ever 
had. For his time, and for the region where he worked and where then 
nine-tenths of all Negroes Jii•ed, his policy of abstaining from talk of 
rights and of "casting down your buckets where you are" was entirely 
realistic. Even today it is still-in local affairs where the short-range 
view must dominate-the only workable Negro policy in the South. Charles 
S. Johnson points out: "Practically all Southern Negroes accept racial scgre
gation.m As we have seen in previous chapters, practically all Southern 
Negroc:s have actually to accept much more, including disfranchisement 
and gross arbitrarim:ss and laxity in justice. 

It is a different question, however, if under the lo11g-ra11ie perspective 
it was true statesmanship or, more specifically, if it was all the statesman
ship that was called for by the intcrc~ti,, of the Negro people. The only 
reason why this problem needs to be raised is the fact that Washington was 
not only a national Negro leader, but act1,ally Jw/J a virtual monopoly 
of national Negro l,_•a1h-rship for st.•vcral decud,•s. Had this not been so, 
it is natural that a division of responsibility would have worked itself out, 
so that different individuals and groups would have taken care of the 
long-range and the short-range interests. The actual course of policy would 
have become the result of discussion and interaction between them. This 
view will be given considerable weight when, in Chapter .39, we come 

• As an example of how far Northern humanitarians had left the Abolitionist tradition 
by 1 900, sec the speech of W. H. R.ildwin to the American fusociation of Social Science 
("Present Problems of N,·grn Education," Journal o/ Social Science lDccember, 1899], 
pp. 64-68), See also Chapter 21, Section s, of this book. 

'See Chapter z8, Section 4 and Section K. 
"A people, like a class, to ad\•ance mmt r1thcr be strong enough to make ita wa.y a.gainat 

all hostility, or must secure the fricnd~hip of others, particularly of tholif' nearest it. If the 
Negro race in the South proposes, and is powrrful enough to overcome the white race, let 
it try this method-it will soon find out 1t1 error; if not, it must S<'cure the friend1hip 
of that race." (Thomas Nelson Page, The Negro: The Sout/,rrner's P,oblem [1904-], 
pp. 306-307.) 
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to evaluate the diHerent
0 

organized forces which are today shaping Negro 
policy. 

4. THE SPIRIT OF NIAGARA AND HARPER'S FERRY 

Among the Negro intellectuals, particularly in the North, Washington 
and the gradually fortified "Tuskegee Machine" met severe criticism.8 It 
became vocal in 1901 when two Negro intellectuals, Monroe Trotter and 
George Forbes, began the publication of the Boston Guardian.9 W. E. B. 
Du Bois soon was drawn more and more from his brilliant scientific pur
suits,10 and became the leader of this protest group. In The Souls of Black 
Folk ( 1903) he gave literary form to a philosophy antagonistic to Wash
ington's. Du Bois demanded full social and political equality for Negroes, 
according to the Constitution, and complete cultural assimilation. And 
he offered his demands not as ultimate goals but as a matter of practical 
policy of the clay. 

In the summer of 1905, twenty-nine Negro intellectuals met at Niagara 
Falls ( on Canadian soil, since they met discrimination in the Bulialo hotel 
at which reservations had been made for the conference). They had high 
hopes of forming a national protest organization with branches in the 
several states to wage a battle against all forms of segregation and dis
crimination, and, incidentally, against Washington's gradualist and con
ciliatory policy, which, they considered, sold out Negroes' rights for a 
pittance and even broke their courage to protest. A generation later, 
Du Bois, when writing his autobiography, gives the following concen
trated expression to this criticism: 

At a time when Negro civil rights called for organized and aggressive defense, he 
[Mr. Washington) broke down that defense by advising acquiescence or at least no 
open agitation. During the period when laws disfranchising the Negro were being 
pasaed in all the Southern states, between J 890 and I 909, and when these were being 
supplemented by "Jim Crow" travel laws and other enactments making color caste 
legal, hie public speeches, while. they did not entirely ignore this development tended 
continually to excuse it, to emphasize the short-comings of the Negro, and were 
interpreted widely as putting the chief onus for his condition upon the Negro 
himself.11 

The Niagara movement held two more meetings-one at Harper's Ferry 
-and issued proclamations. But it never grew to be anything more than 
a feeble junto. It had against it Booker T. Washington and all his Negro 
and white friends, and it was not discreet for ambitious young Negroes to 
belong to this movement. 

The Niagara movement represented the first organized attempt to raise 
the Negro protest against the great reaction after Reconstruction. Its main 
importance was that it brought to open conffict and wide public debate two 
types of Negro strategy, one stressing accommodation and the other rais-
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mg the Negro protest. Booker T. Washington and W. E. B. Du Boi11 
became national symbols for these two main streams of Negro thought. 
Two groups of followers assembled behind them. 

Bc:twc:cn these two group~ then· were- incrssant attacks and counter•attacks; the 
former declaring that the latter were visionarie~, doctrinaires, and incendiaries; the 
latter charging the former with minimizing political an,i dvil rights, with encouraging 
opposition to higher training and higher opportunities for Negro youth, with giving 
aanction to certain prejudiced practices and attitudes toward the Negro, thus yicldinf 
up in fundamental principles more than could be b:ilanced by any immediate gains 
One not familiar with this ph,1sc of Negro life in the tweln.~r fou1tce11-yea1 
period following 1903 (the year of pul>licJtion of 1'he Soul; of B/,i,k Fdk) cannot 
imagine the bitterness of the antJgoni,m between these two wings. 12 

Ray Stannard Baker, writing in 1908, observed: "It has come, indeed, to 
the point where most Negroes of any intelligence at all have taken their 
place on one side or the other."'·1 

During this period, a pattern of Negro thinking and Negro controversy 
became established. I have found-particularly in the South, where condi
tions have changed less than in the North-that this discussion still goes 
on among intellectual and professional Negroes in much the same terms 
as at the beginning of the century. n 

The agitation did not, for a long time, seriously encroach upon Booker 
T. Washington's power position. But he had increasingly to concede a 
place before the Negro public to astute critics of his conciliatory policy and 
to proponents of a more militant course of action. And he had to watch 
his own words and deeds carefully. He had, thereafter, to reckon not only 
with reactions from the whites, but also with reactions from tht' Negroes. 
As he grew older he increasingly took on symbolic dignity in his personal 
appearance. He also became more interested in stressing the principal 
demands of Negroes for ultimate equality. The irritation between the two 
groups remained, but when he died in 1915 he had moved considerably 
toward his opponents. And he knew that he no longer spoke alone for 
the whole Negro people. Robert R. Moton, his successor as head of the 
Tuskegee Institute-and symbolic conservative Negro leader in the eyes 
of the whites-could still less claim to be the sole Negro leader. Also, 
under the influence both of the criticism from the Du Bois group and of 
much changed conditions, he came increasingly to move toward an ideology 
which incorporated and expressed the Negro protest in cautious but no 
uncertain terms. Du Bois, on his side, had become prepared to accept 

• Commenting upon this observation recently, a prominent Negro &oeial ecientiat, well 
acquainted with Negro education in the South, remarked that the Washington-Du Bois con
troversy gives the Negro teacher in Southern high schools and colleges, where he ha, to 
watch carefully all his words, a protective historical front and an irreproachable exc:ue 
for discussing Negro policy with his student•-
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segregation in practice if it meant greater material advantage for Negroes. 
For example, he accepted segregation in the Army in order to get any 
Negro officers among the fighting forces at all. But the First World War 
and the post-war development fundamentally changed the psychology of 
the Negro people and the basic conditions for both accommodation and 
protest. 

By the year 1909-1910, the Niagara movement had ceased to be an 
effective organization.14 At this time, however, the stage was already set for 
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, which 
we shall consider in Chapter 39, and the Niagara movement merged 
with it. The N.A.A.C.P. has, since its foundation, been the central organ
ization of Negro protest, carried on in the spirit of the Abolitionists 
and in collaboration with Northern white liberals. But the protest motive 
has also gone-to a varying degree-into the policy of all the other Negro 
betterment organizations. It has, in fact, become part of the ideology of 
the entire Negro people to an ever increasing extent. 

5. THE PROTEST Is STILL R1s1No 

It cannot be doubted that the spirit of American Negroes in all classes 
is different today from what it was a generation ago. The protest motive 
is still rising. It is bound to change considerably the conditions under which 
Negro leadership functions, 

The main factors in this development toward greater "race conscious
ness" and increasing dissatisfaction with the caste position will be dealt 
with in later chapters in so far as they have not already been touched upon. 
The Negro betterment organizations have themselves helped this develop
ment even when the Negro protest has not been their central theme. 
When Negroes are brought together to discuss and plan for any purpose, 
~his by itself makes them feel a new courage to voice, or at least to 
formulate to themselves, their protest. They cannot avoid reminding each 
other of the actually existing reasons for serious complaints. 

The Negro press, which is reaching ever deeper down into the Negro 
masses, has, as one of its chief aims, to give a national account of the injus
tices against Negroes and of the accomplishments and aspirations of Negroes. 
Its existence, its popular spread, and its content are a testimony of Negro 
unrest. Its cumulative eifect in spurring race consciousness must be tre
mendous. 

Negro churches and lodges often may have served an escape purpose by 
deflecting attention from worldly ills and by diverting social dissatisfaction. 
On a more fwidamental plane, however, they are vehicles for a teaching 
which is equalitarian. Christianity is a radical creed, even if its radical 
potentialities are kept suppressed. These institutions also move aloni with 
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their membership. Generally they tend to give respectability to a form of 
life which is bound to strengthen the protest motive. Occasionally they 
are even more active. The school, merely by raising the general educa
tional level, tends to influence the Negroes even more strongly in the same 
direction. 

Generally speaking, e'IJcry agency working for assimilation of the Negro 
people in the broader American civiliz.ation, which fr drmorratic in its funda
mental values, is bound to strengthen t'1e Negro protest against rastt'. 
And so even is every agency that brings Negroes together for any kind of 
political, cconcmic or social discussion. The growing isolation, which we 
commented upon in an earlier chaptcr,a is itself partly an expression of the 
Negro protest. As caste isolation becomes perfected and as the general 
education of the Negro people makes caste less bearable, sullen race con
sciousness and acute dissatisfaction increase. 

6. Tu:E SHOCK OF THE FIRST ,voRLD WAR AND THE PosT-WAR CRISIS 

The upheaval in Southern agriculture prior to the First World War, 
the mass migration to cities and to the North, and the War itself, all acted 
as stimulants to the rising unrest of the American Negro people. Urbaniza
tion and mobility are inimical to the traditionally peaceful and innocent 
accommodation of rural Southern Negroes. The War, too, made the whites 
place a higher value on democracy as "the American way of life." As part 
of this revival of democratic ideology among the whites, there was a certain 
amount of talk about lack of democracy at home which must be eliminated. 
These developments raised vague hopes among Negroes, or at least tended 
to fix their own attention on their anomalous position in American democ
racy. 

The Negroes wanted to fight in that War, too. And they were needed: 
400,000 Negro men were drafted. But they often found themselves segre
gated in labor camps or as servants. They met discrimination everywhere 
and derogatory rumors about their behavior as soldiers were spread.111 

Some 2.00,000 Negroes went to France to fight, and ~o got a vision of the 
larger world. Everything that happened was eagerly reported by the 
Negro press and was widely discussed. 

After the War the homecoming Negro soldier met the suspicions and 
fears of the Southern whites. In the North their new footholds in industry 
were contested by anxious white job-seekers in the post-war depression. A 
wave of lynchings swept the South, and even more bloody race riots swept 
the North. Without doubt the .accumulated experiences during and 
immediately after the First World War were a most severe shock to the 
American Negroes and had lasting effects.111 

• Sec Chapter 301 Section a. 
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7. THE GARVEY MovBMENT 

After the end of the First World War, America witnessed the first and, 
as yet, the only real mass movement of Negroes-• The Uniuersal Negro 
Improvement Association-organized by a remarkable West Indian full
blooded Negro, Marcus Garvey. Garvey was a prophet and a visionary. 
From his early youth he had consecrated his life to the Negro protest. 
He had made a first unsuccessful attempt to start a Negro protest move
ment in America as early as 1916. In 1918 he returned to America after 
a visit to Europe. 

Garvey understood how to capitalize upon the growing dissatisfaction 
among American Negroes.17 He renounced all hopes of any assistance or 
understanding from the American whites. The white Americans might fight 
to save the world for democracy and to protect the rights of oppressed 
minorities in Europe, he told his listeners, but they would continue to 
oppress their own minorities and particularly the Negroes in the South. 
They might condemn Germany for treating an international agreement as 
a scrap of paper, while they bluntly ignored their own Constitution in so 
far as Negroes' rights were concerned. Racial prejudice was so ingrained in 
their whole civilization that it was absolutely futile to appeal to their 
sense of justice and their high-sounding democratic principles. Negroes, 
therefore, had to assert themselves against the whites: 

Being subservient to the will and caprice of progressive races will not prove any
thing superior in us. Being satisfied to drink of the dregs from the cup of human 
progress will not demonstrate our fitness as a people to exist alongside of othen, but 
when of our own initiative we strike out to build industries, governments, and ulti• 
mately empires, then and only then will we as a race prove to our Creator and to man 
in general that we are fit to survive and capable of shaping our own dcstiny.18 

He also denounced practically the whole Negro leadership. They were 
all bent upon cultural assimilation; they were all looking for white support 
in some form or another; and they were all making a compromise between 
accommodation and protest. Within a short time he succeeded in making 
bitter enemies of practically all Negro intellectuals.h Against him were 
mobilized most leaders in the Negro schools, in the Negro churches, the 
Negro organizations and the Negro press. He heartily responded by naming 
them opportunists, liars, thieves, traitors and bastards. 

Over their heads he appealed to the common Negroes, and especially 
to the darker Negroes. He exalted everything black. Black stood fo1 
strength and beauty, not for inferioritr,. He even declared God and Christ 

• There have been other local maaa movement, of Negroea, but the Garvey movement 
ia the only one that has been on a national scale. 

• A few intellectuals did come ever to Garvey-notably Emmett Scott and the Rev. 
Dr. 4ilecqe A. McGuire. {See Claude McKay, Harlem [1940), pp. 15a and 16a.) 
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black to spare the Negroes the humiliation of worshiping the images of 
white men. He preached the purity of the race and condemned amalgama
tion. He gave Africa a grand history and instilled a new pride of ancestry 
among even the downtrodden lower class Negroes in America: 

But when we come to consider the history of man, was not the Negro a power, 
was he not great once? Yes, honest students of history can recall the ddy when Egypt, 
Ethiopia and Timbuctoo towered in their civilizations, towered above Europe, 
towered above Asia. When Europe was inhabited by a race of cannibals, a race of 
uvages, naked men, heathens and pagms, Africa was peopled with a race of cultured 
black men, who were masters in art, science and literature; mc:n who were cultured 
and refined; men, who, it was said, were like the gods. 1':v<.'n the great pot'ts of old 
sang in beautiful sonnets of the delight it :ifforded the ~ods to be in companionship 
with the Ethiopians. Why, then, should we lose hope1 Black men, J'OU were onc-e 
great; you shall be great again. Lose not courag<.', lose not faith, go forward. The 
thing to do is to get org.inizcd; k\·cp separated and you will be exploited, you will 
be robbed, you will be killed. Get organized, and you will compel the world to 
respect you. If the world fails to gire you consideration, because you are black men, 
because you are Negro<.'s, four hundred millions of you shall, through organization, 
shake the pillars of the universe and bring down c:reation, e,·cn as Samson brought 
down the temple upon his head and upon the heads of the Philistines.111 

The only hope for American Negroes was to flee this country of oppres
sion and return to Africa. In solidarity with all the Negro peoples in the 
world, they should then build up a country of their own. Negroes should 
become a nation and have the opportunity to live under their own leader
ship and to develop their own culture. 

Wake up Ethiopia! Wake up Africa 1 Let us work toward the one glorious end of 
a free, redeemed and mighty nation. I.et Africa be a bright star among the con
stellation of nations. 20 

He appealed to the League of Nations and took up negotiations with the 
Republic of Liberia. An army would eventually be needed to drive out the 
white usurpers: and so Garvey founded the Universal African Legion, 
The Universal Black Cross Nurses, the Universal African Motor Corps, 
the Juvenile, The Black Eagle Flying Corps-all with uniforms and 
officers. A steamship line also was needed: and so he sponsored the organiza
tion of the Black Star Line and pU! chased ships. 

The Empire of Africa was formally announced in 1921, and Garvey was 
inaugurated President-General of the Universal Negro Improvement Asso
ciation and provisional }Jresident of Africa. He ruled with the assistance of 
one Potentate and one Supreme Deputy Potentate and created a nobility of 
Knights of the Nile, Knights of the Distinguished Service Order of Ethio
pia, and Dukes of the Niger and of Uganda. He staged parades and conse
crated a Bag for his organization: black, red, _and green-"black f?r the 
race," "red for their blood" and "green for their hopes." In the devices of 
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ceremony, ritual, and pomp, Garvey only followed the romantic patterns 
of American secret orders, but he certainly made more effective use of them. 
All members of his organizations, even if they were not officers or noble
men, were "fellowmen of the Negro race" and collaborators in a world
wide struggle to free Negroes and erect again the great African culture. 

Garvey set up his organization with local branches and a number of 
subsidiary organizations. He traveled and agitated. He published the Negro 
World as the official newspaper of the movement. He organized coopera
tive enterprises-grocery stores, laundries, restaurants, hoteJs, printing 
plants. He built a big meeting hall, all under the auspices of the Universal 
Negro Improvement Association. During 1920-1921 the movement reached 
its peak. It was strong in many parts of the country. In spite of having 
practically all the intellectual and organizational Negro forces working 
desperately against him, he assembled the Negro masses under his banner.• 

Eventually his movement collapsed. His various business ventures failed 
or involved him in legal tangles. The counterpropaganda became increas
ingly effective. The Universal Negro Improvement Association began to 
decline toward the end of 1921. He was finally imprisoned by federal 
authorities on the charge of using the mails to defraud in connection with 
the sale of stock for his Black Star Line. After a long legal contest during 
which he foolishly insisted on pleading his own case and turning the trial 
into a farce, he was finally sentenced in 1925 and brought to the federal 
prison at Atlanta, Georgia, as a convict. After two years, he was released and 
deported as an undesirable alien. He continued to agitate from the West 
Indies but without any success. In I 940 he died in London, poot and for
gotten. 

The law suit marked the end of his organization as an important mass 
movement among American Negroes, even though there are some living 
o.ff-shoots in religious sectsh and also in some less important protest organi
zations.0 There must also remain memories in the Negro community. The 
precise nature of these are not known. "When the curtain dropped on the 
Garvey theatricals, the black man of America was exactly where Garvey 
had found him, though a little bit sadder, perhaps a bit poorer-if not 
wiser," is Ralph Bunche's conclusion.21 But the thinking and the feeling of 
the Negro masses on this point remains a mystery. 

• "It ia impoasible to give an accurate estimate of the total membcnhip of Garvey's 
organization at its peak. Garvey gave the probably exaggerated estimate of 61000,000 

members. William Pickens, on the other hand-one of Garvey's bitter enemies among the 
Negro intellectuals-charged that the organization never enrolled as many as 1,000,000. 

Kelly Miller cited the figure of 4,000,000." (Ralph Bunche, "Programs, Ideologies, Tactics, 
and Achievements of Negro Betterment and lnter~racial Organizations," unpublished 

• See Chapter 40, Section 2.. 

lll&DUICl'ipt prepared for this study (1940], Vol. :r., p. 391.) 
• See Chapter 39, Section a. 
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Du Bois, Garvey's arch-enemy whom he had solemnlv "excluded" Erom 
the race, has this to say in retrospect: ' 

It was a grandiose and bomba~tic scheme, utterly impracticable as a whole, but it 
was sincere and had some practical features; and Garvey proved not only an aatoniah• 
ing popular leader, but a master of propaganda. Within a few yeal"I, news of his move
ment, of his promises and plans, reached Europe and Asia, and penetrated every 
corner of Africa.22 

James Weldon Johnson comments: 

Garvey failed; yet he might have succeeded with more than moderate success. 
He had energy and daring and the Napoleonic personality. the personality that draws 
masses of followers. He stirred the imagination of the Negro masses as no Negro 
ever had. He raised more money in a few years than any other Negro organizatio,, 
had ever dreamed of. He had great po,,er and g1cJt possibilities within his grasp. 
But his deficiencies as a leader outweighed his abilities.23 

Fascinating as Marcus Garvey was as a political prophet and as a mass 
leader, the response from the Nl'gro masst's is rven more interesting. Negro 
intellectuals, for understandable reasons, show certain inhibitions in dealing 
with the topic as do the white students of the Negro problem. But it is 
worthy of intensive hil>torical investigation and careful reflection. For one 
thing, it proves that it is posl>ible to reach the Negro masses if they arc 
appealed to in an effective way. It testifies to the ba&ic unrest in the Ncgrc 
community. It tells of a disl>atisfactiun i.o deep that it mounts to hopeless
ness of ever gaining a full life in America. It suggests that the effective 
method of lining up the American Negroes into a mass movement is a 
strongly emotional race-chauvinistic protest appeal. Considering the caste 
conditions under which Negroes live, this is not surprising. 

On the other hand, the Garvey movement illustrates-as the slave insur
rections did a century earlier-that a Negro movement in America is 
doomed to ultimate dissolution and collapse if it cannot gain white support. 
This is a real dilemma. For white support will be denied to emotional 
Negro chauvinism when it takei, organizational and political form. This 
problem will be taken up for further discussion at the end of Chapter 39. 

8. PosT-WAR RA01cALISM AMONG NEGRO lNTELLECTlJALS 

While the Garvey movement had its spectacular rise and fall, many 
other things happened on the intellectual Negro front which did not havr 
much immediate effect upon the Negro masses but did set the patterns for 
Negro intellectuals until the present time. 

After 1917 an attempt was made to organize and release the Negrc: 
protest into a political movement allied to radical white labor. Such young 
Negro socialists as Chandler Owen and A. Philip Randolph started left
wing organs, the principal of which were the Messenger, the Emancipt1tor, 
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the Chlsllmg, and the Cnuader. They preached labor solidarity across the 
race line.• The Communists, to the left of this group, later appealed to the 
Negroes as an oppressed people under imperialist exploitation and promised 
"self determination for the Negro in the Black Belt," to be realized by the 
setting up of an independent black republic. The new republic should com
prise those more or less contiguous areas in the South in which the Negro 
population is a majority.2

' This fanciful construction failed utterly to strike 
the imagination of the Negro masses and is probably part of the reason why 
the Communist party did not catch more Negro intellectuals,b 

More to the right of the Messenger group was ''the New Negro move
ment," a somewhat undefined term to describe an outburst of intellectua.l 
and artistic activity and a tendency to glorify things Negro in a creative way. 
Although it was somewhat chauvinistically Negro and although it was 
nurtured by Negro intellectual leaders-<:specially by Du Bois, as editor of 
The Crisis, Charles Johnson, as editor of Opportunity, and Alain Locke, 
editor of the representative volume, The New Negro (1925)-it was 
primarily a white-sponsored movement. For a number of reasons-partly 
connected with the northward migration and partly with post-war escapism 
-Northern city whites suddenly became fascinated by the "exotic" African 
in their midst. The hiring of the Negro to furnish amusement-in literature 
and art as well as in jazz bands and burlesque shows-was characteristic 
of the "whoopee" period of the 19zo's. The movement had its serious side 
also, since outstanding artists used the African motif in their work. It was 
serious from the side of the producers, but not from the side of the con
sumers. 

This white patronage-which brought money and fame ( and notoriety) 
to a relatively small number of Negroes-gave the Negro masses the 
beginnings of respect for their potentialities and their heritage.C Although 
Northern white opinion of the Negro was probably permanently raised by 
the movement, it was primarily a fad to most whites. It crashed with the 
stock market in 1929, although it has left permanent effects on the artistic 
tastes and entertainment interests of whites in the North and throughout 
the world. With the decline of white support, the movement largely 
broke up among Negroes, but its nucleus-an implicit understanding 
between Negro artists and intellectuals-has remained in a modified form 
until the present day. 

9. NEGRO HISTORY AND CULTURE 

The 'twenties and 'thirties also saw the rapid growth of a movement to 
discover a cultural tradition for American Negroes. When Garvey exalted 

• Thia important theory will be discussed in Chapter 381 Sections 5, 6 :ind 7, 
• See Chapter a31 Section a, 
• More epecific effects of the New Nearo movemr.nt :ire diacusaed in Chapter 44, Section 5. 
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the historical background of the Negro people, he stole weapons from his 
enemies, the Negro intellectuals. 

For a long time, even before the Civil War, diligent work had been 
going on to provide the Negro people with a respectable past. In a sense the 
numerous slave biographies-the most important of which was Nam,trur 
of the Life and Times of Frederick Douglass23-scrved such a purpose. 
Any Negro who emerges to prominence has usually had a remarkable life, 
and autobiographies have always played an important role among Negro 
writings.• Still more directly the searching of historical sources to unveil 
the deeds of Negroes in the American Revolution and in other American 
wars is part of this movement. So is also the eager attempt to reveal partial 
Negro ancestry of prominent individuals all over the world (Pushkin, 
Dumas, Alexander Hamilton and others). 

Much of all this is zealous dilettantism, sometimes of a quite fantastic 
nature.26 But increasingly it is coming under the control of historical 
methods of research. White historians have usually been biased by their 
preconceptions about the Negroes' inherent inferiority and by the specific 
rationalization needs these preconceptions have been serving.h Even apart 
from this, they have not had much interest in the Negroes except as objects 
of white exploitation and contests. The Negro people have, in their hands, 
become more a part of the natural resources or the scenery of the country. 
Negro historians see tasks both in rectifying wrong notions of the white 
historians and in concentrating upon the m·glcctcd aspects of the Negroes· 
history.C This movement was given impetus in 1915 by the organization 
of The Association for the Study of Nt·gro l.ife ant! Ilisto1·y and its chief 
publication, The Journal of Negro History. The moving spirit behind the 
organization, and the editor of the Journal, is Dr. Carter G. Woodson,d 

• These Negro autobiographies have sometimes ranked among the clashic American 
autobiographies. Besides Douglass' Autobiogr4p'1y, there is Booker T. Wahhington's Up 
From Slll'Dery; James Weldon Johnson's Along This Wa" (his famous Autob1ograplry of 
an E:c-Colauretl Man is fictional); James D. Corrother's fo Spite of t/u Hemdsc4p, 
Claude McKay's ,,f Long Way from Hom1; Langston Hughes' Tl,e Big Sta; Du Boia' 
Dusk of Dtl'W1I (and, in a sense, several earlier books, including the tremendously influ
ential Th, Souls of Black Falk). 

• See footnote 31 to Chapter 10. 

• An excellent illustration of the "protest" nature of Negro history i, given by the 
fact that one of the popular books of this type has the title 7'h11 Negro, Too, in Americm, 

Histo,.,, (by Merl R. Eppse [1939]). 
4 Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune is the pre.ent pretident, and there are other officert and 

directors. 
Dr. Woodson is also the leader of the whole modern Negro History movement, Lawrence 

Reddick puu it: ". , . the history of Negro historiography fa.lie into two divi,ions. 
b1for1 Woodson and after Woodson," {"A New Interpretation for Negro History," T/rt, 
Jo"""'1l of Negro History [Januaty, 1937], P u.) 
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The articles in the J oumtsl meet all standards of historical scholarship, at 
least as much as in other historical journals. 

In spite of all scholarly pretenses and accomplishments, this movement 
is basically an expression of the Negro protest.27 Its avowed purpose is to 
enhance self-respect and race-respect among Negroes by substituting a belief 
in race achievements for the traditional belief in race inferiority. As Red
dick puts it, "· •• Negro History is quite different from the study of the 
Negro. Frankly, the former differs from the latter in that Negro History 
has a purpose which is built upon a f aith."28 Propagandistic activities go on 
side by side with the scholarly ones. Various devices are used to bring the 
findings of historical research before the Negro public. Since 1937, the 
Association has been publishing the Negro History Bulletin which is for a 
wider audience than the scholarly Journal of Negro History. Summaries 
of articles from both journals in popular style are furnished Negro neWs
papers. Popular pamphlets and books are sold by house-to-house agents in 
the Negro community.29 Displays are prepared for various types of Negro 
gatherings. Contact is made with certain types of Negro clubs. Perhaps the 
most successful single device is "Negro History Week,"30 during which the 
written and spoken word is applied with concentrated effort, especially to 
Negro school children. If the teacher is Negro and at all aware of the 
historical research, the Negro school child gets this new angle on the history 
of the Negro throughout the year, but during Negro History Week, the 
Association makes a special effort to reach all Negro children. 

Just as the white American school child is taught American history from the 
paint of view of the American chauvinist, the Negro school child is to sec it from 
the paint of view of the black racialist.81 

When we call the activities of the Negro History movement "propa
ganda," we do not mean to imply that there is any distortion in the facts 
presented. Excellent historical research has accompanied the efforts to 
publicize it. But there has been a definite distortion in the emphasis and the 
perspective given the facts: mediocrities have been expanded into "great 
men»; cultural achievements which are no better-and no worse-than any 
others are placed on a pinnacle; minor historical events are magnified into 
crises. This seems entirely excusable, however, in view of the greater dis
tortion and falsification of the facts in the writings of white historians. As 
propaganda, "Negro history" serves the same purpose for historical periods 
as the Negro newspapers serve for contemporary life: they both serve as a 
,:ounterpoison to the false and belittling treatment of the Negro in news
papers and books written by whites. 

In one phase of their activities, Negro historians have the support of 
some white scientists. This is in the field of African culture, for which 
anthropologists havC: recently manifested a new interest and a new apprecia-
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tion. It was a basic means of satisfying white men's needs to justify slavery 
and white superiority that the "dark continent" be regarded as a place of 
cultureless savagery. This tradition of African inferiority has continued in 
the white world long after the American Indian, the Polynesian, and the 
Stone Age man were given applause for high cultural achievement. Only 
recently have even the anthropologists realized that African Negroes have 
surpassed most other pre-literate groups in at least the fields of govern
ment, law and technology. The ge11eral white public still docs not realize 
this, but during the New Negro movement of the 192o's there developed 
something of an appreciation for modified African music and art. One 
white anthropologist, Melville J. Herskovits, has recently rendered yeo
man service to the Negro History propagandists. He has not only made 
excellent field studies of certain African and \Vest Indian Negro groups, 
but has written a general book to glorify African culture generally and to 
show how it has survived in the American Negro community. He has 
avowedly done this to give the Negro confidence in himself and to give the 
white man less "reason" to have race prejudice. 

To give the Negro :m appreciation of his past is to endow him with the con• 
fidence in his own posilion in this country and in the world which he must have, 
and which he can best attain when he has available a foundation <>f scientific fact 
concerning the ancestral cultures of Africa and the survivals of Africanisms in the 
New World. And it must JgJin be emphasized that when such a bocly of fact, solidly 
grounded, is cslablished, a ferment must follow which, when this information is 
diffused over the population as a whole, will inftuence opinion in general concerning 
Negro abilities and potentialities, and thus contribute to a Jeqening of interracial 
tensions.82 

Aside from the question of admiring their past achievements, Negroes 
are faced with the question of whether they should attempt to build morale 
by glorifying their present achievements or attempt to raise standards by 
criticizing the present low ones. Almost all Negroes, at least among the 
youth, are agreed that some of the traits for which they are praised by 
Southern whites (loyalty, tractability, happy-go-luckiness) are not the traits 
of which they should be primarily proud.33 But there are other alleged 
Negro traits that white men praise which present more of a dilemma to 
Negroes. These are the so-called special Negro aptitudes for music, art, 
poetry and the dance. Not only have jazz, the blues, and tap-dancing cap
tured the popular entertainment world, but spirituals have been adjudged 
"America's only folk music," and a few Negro actors, singers and poets 
have been counted among the best. In certain branches of sports, too, 
Negroes have come out on top. Because of white applause, Negroes _can 
take heart in these achievements and can use them to protest against 
rliscrimination. 
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But some Negroes have doubts about some of these things. They £eel 
that it is unwise for Negroes to specialize in so few fields, but rather that 
they should put more effort into breaking into new fields. They feel that 
there is something of a "double standard" when the white man applauds-
that some lesser Negro poets and actors are getting applause because they 
are Negroes rather than because they have outranked the whites in free 
competition. They know that achievements in some of these fields merely 
strengthen the harmful stereotypes, that Negroes are innately more emo
tional and unrestrained and animal-like. They believe that the spirituals 
are a ''badge of slavery" and retain the memories of slavery in both whites 
and Negroes, and that emphasis on things African is emphasis on the prim
itive background of Negroes. Finally, they are afraid of the "parallel 
civilizations" theory held by some whites: that Negroes should retain "their 
own'' cultural heritage and not lose it for the general American culture.• 
All these things-feels this small group of Negroes, mainly intellectuals
will not redound to the ultimate advantage of Negroes but will tie them 
more strongly into a subordinate position. But even they, like the rest of the 
Negroes, take vicarious satisfaction in the present-day achievements of 
individual Negroes, and in so doing express their protest against their 
subordinate caste position.b 

10. TaE GREAT DEPRESSION AND THE SECOND WoR.LD WAR 

The Great Depression struck the Negroes even harder than it did the 
whites. Not only did they lose jobs in the cities in greater numbers than did 
whites, but many of those who retained employment-especially in agri
culture-were driven down to starvation wages. Movements like the Black 
Shirts were organized to deprive Negroes of what jobs they had. Unem
ployed Negroes, wtlike many unemployed whites, had no savings upon 
which they could fall back in the crisis. Also stinging in its effects was the 
collapse of the "New Negro" movement in the arts and entertainment field; 
this had been giving many Negroes long-range hope for a raised status. 
Between 1930 and 1933 there was utter distress and pessimism among 
Negroes; practically the only ones with hope were the few who turned to 
communism. 

Negroes were frankly skeptical of the new President, Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, because he was a Democrat, and because rumors were spread 
that he was ill and his death would see the elevation of John N. Garner, 
the Vice-President from the South, to the Presidency. In Chicago, typical 
of Northern cities where Negroes voted, only about 23 per cent of the 

• For a discussion ol the "parallel civ1lizations" theory from the viewpoint of the , ·bite 
proponents, see Chapter 28, Sections 4 and 8. 

''{heae ac:hieventenu also encourage some Negroes and help build up a "tradition of 
1ucceu," tbe lack of which has helped to keep Negroes down in the past. 
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Negro vote went to Roosevelt in the 1931 election. Yet they swung rapidly 
around a~d ~me the strongest supporten of his politics.• With their 
new adnurat1on for the New Deal, Negroes experienced a lift in their 
hopes for themselves. Unemployment relief removed much of the eco
nomic suffering, at least in the North. The United States Housing projects, 
Farm Security work, and other federal activities helped some Negroes to 
reorganize themselves. Politically, the Negroes were stimulated by their 
release from the Republican party and by the presence of Negroes in advi
sory positions in many government agencies. Above all, they were thrilled 
by Roosevelt'i appeal to the underdog and by the obvious friendliness 
toward Negroes on the part of the President and Mrs. Roosevelt. There 
had been no race riots for several years; lynchings reached a new low; 
Southern liberalism-with federal government support-seemed to be 
growing. All these things made the late 1g3o's a period of somewhat less 
despair and pessimism for Negroes than the early 193o's. But there was 
little long-range hope: Negroe~ had relief, but no jobs; and there was no 
significant improvement in their position on any other front. 

When the United States entered the Second World War in December, 
194-1, Negroes were not optimistic as to what its significance for them 
would be. They knew that the democratic war aims were not meant for 
them. The memories of the riots that followed the First World \Var 
rankled in their minds. Their difficulties in getting into the armed forces 
and into war industry in the period of prrparation for war convinced them 
that an increase of activities would only mean that there were more fields 
in which Negroes would be discriminated against. But there was more 
reason and more opportunity to protest. The democratic ideology stimu
lated by the War and the heroic example of the colored peoples of China, 
the Philippine Islands, and cl!>ewhcre, outweighed the emphasis upon 
"wartime unity and harmony," and gave the Negro protest an car among 
the whites, at least in the North. The!,e same things made the Negro want 
to protest more. 

We shall have more to say on the influence of the present War upon 
Negro attitudes in the last chapter. We shall find that the Negro protest 
has risen higher than ever. It is possible that at a later stage of the War, 
when the white unemployment n·,erve is worked off, the Negroes will see 
their employment opportunity rise. It is also possible that the white liberals 
will be able to open the doors somewhat more in the armed forces. It is 
possible that some more specific promises of measures against discrimination, 
not only in the economic field, but also in justice, politics, education, and 
other public services will be given to meet the low morale of the Negroes 
and to allay the uneasy feeling of many ~bites whe~ fac~d before t~e 
world with the inconsistency between their democratic faith and their 

• See Chapter z3, footnote 8. 
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treatment of Negroes. It is even possible that some real start will be made 
toward fulfilling the promises. Whether any promises to the Negro are 
fulfilled or not, it can be predicted with a fairly high degree of certainty 
that th.is W or, when and if it is won, and its sour aftermath will act lilr.e the 
First World War did-ar a great shock to the Negro people and as a stimu-
lant to their 'Protest. 



CHAPTER. 36 

THE PROTEST MOTIVE AND NEGRO PERSONALITY 

:llff••••• ..................................................................................................................................... , 

I. A MENTAL RESERVATION 

The Negro protest is shut in hv caste. Most of it is doomed to be intro
verted and self-consuming. An uproar like the Garvey movement is likely 
only to make the Negro protest appear intrinsically the more hopeless 
afterward. 

Negroes are only a tenth of the American nation. As an effect of the 
perfected caste controls, described in earlier parts of the book, their political 
and social power is much less than a tenth. Therefore, Negroes can never 
cherish the healthy hope of coming into power. A Negro movement can 
never expect to grow into a democratic majority in politics or in any other 
sphere of American life. And to escape from America is a fantastic dream 
from which Negroes always awake and find that they do not even want it 
to happen. There is a sense of hopelessness in the Negro cause. Meanwhile 
the individual Negro has to find his path through life as it is. 

But there is no wholehearted acceptance of the present situation. Deep 
down in the most dependent and destitute classes of Negroes in the rural 
South, the individual Negro of the masses ordinarily keeps a recess in his 
mind where he harbors the Negro protest. In the lower classes, and 
wherever the caste controls are severe, it is usually framed in the Christian 
ideals of human brotherhood and all men's fundamental equality before 
God. Church and religion is a much needed front to give respectability and 
acceptability to the suppressed Negro protest. The world can safely be 
claimed to be wrong in the light of Christian ideals. The rich and mighty 
white people are the possessors of this unrighteous world. Sometime, some
how, the wrongs are going to be corrected and "the last shall be first and 
the first shall be last." There is not only consolation and escape in this 
religious teaching, but it also serves as a means of guarding the democratic 
faith in the minds of downtrodden black people. It gives a supreme sanction 
to ideas from the American Creed, ideas which are unrealistic and fantastic 
in the light of the actual situation. This is the Negro protest in its most 
concealed form. In the upper strata, and generally in the North, the Negro 
protest is much more clearly thought out and overtly expressed in social, 
economic and political terms. 

757 
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On a high intellectual level one way of preserving human dignity in the 
face of outward humiliation is to follow the well-known formula of James 
Weldon Johnson: 

The pledge to myself which I have endeavored to keep through the greater pan 
of my life i1: 

I will not allow one prejudiced penon or one million or one hundred million to 
blight my life. I will not let prejudice or any of its attendant humiliations and 
injustices bear me down to spiritual defeat. My inner life is mine, and I shall defend 
and maintain its integrity against all the powers of hell.1 

2. THE STRUGGLE AGAINST DEFEATISM 

This attitude is not so uncommon as one would think, even among 
Negroes of humble status. But with the individual Negro there is always 
a tendency for the protest to become bent into defeatism. Negroes on all 
class levels give vent to this spirit of defeatism in expressions such as 
"niggers ain't for nothing," "niggers ain't got a thing," "we're the under
dogs," "Negroes can't win," "there is just no hope for Negroes," "why 
bother?" 

This cannot be said publicly, though. The protest motive does not allow 
it. No Negro leader could ever preach it. No Negro newspaper could print 
it. It must be denied eagerly and persistently. But privately it can be said, 
and it is said. 

Sometimes-and this also in all classes-the blame will be put on Negro 
inferiority: "niggers are no good," "niggers have no guts," "Negroes lack 
courage," "Negroes are lazy," "Negroes have no foresight and persistency," 
"Negroes can't work for themselves," "bl~ is evil." This agrees with 
what most white people believe and want to believe. To Negroes it repre
sents the old caste accommodation pattern. It kills ambition and makes low 
standards of morals and accomplishments seem natural for Negroes.• It is 
a convenient philosophy and may, in a sense, be necessary for a balanced 
personality. 

But Negro inferiority cannot be admitted publicly. It has been the result 
of the rising Negro protest that there is, in nearly the entire Negro popula
tion, a. theoretical belief that Negroes are just as highly endowed with 
inherent capabilities and propensities as are white people. An emphatic 
assertion of equality of the Negro people's potentialities is a central theme 
in the propagation of Negro race consciousness and race pride. "The Negro 
is behind the white man because he has not had the same chance, and not 
from any inherent difference in his nature and desires," 2 has been a thesis 
which for decades every Negro leader has found it necessary to assert. Not 
only Negro leaders and educators but all whites who address Negroes in a 

• ~e Chapter 9, Section 21 and Chapter 30, Section 1, 
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spirit other than the oppressive one £ind it always of greatest importance to 
combat what has come to be known as the Negro "inferiority complex." 
As we have shown, science has supported the Negro position of equal 
average endowment, and even prejudiced whites, with any sense of respon
sibility, no longer -publicly state that Negroes are inherently inferior.• 

To admit Negro inferiority is thus treason to the race. But the lives of 
Negroes are filled with disappointments. Equality in endowment is not 
visibly demonstrated in accomplishment, except rarely. Even Negroes who 
are articulately race conscious have their moments of tiredness when they 
slip back into the inferiority doctrine, in the same way as religious persons 
have their moments of doubt about the existence of a divine providence. 
The inferiority doctrine remains, therefore, as an ever present undercurrent 
in Negro consciousness which must constantly be suppressed. It creeps up 
in conversation, and it flavors the jokes, particularly when Negroes are 
among themselves. It provides the terms of abuse and insult in intra-Negro 
quarrels. It plays an important role in the relations between the classes in 
the Negro community. It is no longer-and this is a result of the Negro 
protest-an attitude of carefree complacency, but a complacency tainted 
with much bitterness. 

3. THE STRUGGLE FOR BALANCE 

The standard explanation of Negro failures, and the only one publicly 
accepted, is to place the responsibility upon the caste system and the whites 
who uphold it: "the whites are mean to Negroes," "white people won't 
give the Negro a chance," "the whites are keeping Negroes down," "the 
American caste system degrades Negroes to half-men," "all odds are 
against us," "Negroes meet unfairness everywhere." As the Negro protest 
is rising and is becoming popularized, the view becomes more and more 
widespread that white oppression and the caste deprivations are to be 
blamed and not Negro inferiority. 

In a way, this theory is an attempt at a rational explanation of the low 
status of Negroes. It preserves self-respect and does not necessarily damage 
ambition. Many Negroes who strive hard to keep up and improve their 
status actually succeed in holding to this theory without mental conflict. 
They place themselves and their group in a true perspective. They measure 
their failures and accomplishments in realistic terms: of their own abilities, 
of the caste deprivations, and of the factor of pure chance ( which is always 
of major importance in the individual case but i~ balanc~d out for t~c 
group). Such persons thus keep a balanced personality, but ma way that 1s 
more pretentious and less demoralizing, because less complacent, than the 
old caste accommodation. It may be said to be the goal of all Negro educa-

• See Chapter 6, 
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tion to adjust Negro youth to this balanced state of realistic conception of 
one's self and the world and of accommodation under -protdst. 

The temptations arc great, however, to lose this precious balance, either 
by falling into the bitter complacency of the inferiority doctrine referred to 
above or by overdoing the equality doctrine and trying to build up a 
strained case that black is superior to white.• A third temptation is to exag
gerate the accusation against the whites and so use the caste disabilities to 
cover all personal failures. The growing isolation makes such a self-decep
tion the more easy to accomplish and, indeed, difficult to avoid. The whites' 
race prejudice and the general fact of belonging to a group that is discrim
inated against provide a ready excuse for sub-standard performance and 
for beliefs which are just as effective as the old inferiority doctrine and 
personally less unfl.attering. · 

The effects, however, are even more thoroughly demoralizing. There is 
not only complacency but more comforting self-pity. There is also at times 
a cynical disregard for "the rules of the game" when dealing with white 
people in such extraordinary circumstances where they cannot, or are not 
inclined to, hit back and put the screws on. b This is an angle of the general 
problem of the double standard to which we shall return.c It has a Negro 
side-in so far as Negroes accept the easy escape, with or without acceptance 
of the inferiority doctrine also-and is thus not caused only by white for
bearance and paternalism. 

The caste pressures thus make it exceedingly difficult for an American 
Negro to preserve a true perspective of himself and his own group in rela
tion to the larger white society. The increasing abstract knowledge of the 
world outside-of its opportunities, its rewards, its different norms of 
competition and cooperation-which results from the proceeding accultu
ration at the same time as there is increasing group isolation, only increases 
the tensions. When once off balance in one direction or the other, it is easy 
to lose stability and to slide. to and fro among various contradictory atti
tudes. There is irritation and resentment involved in each of them, except 
in the old nai"ve and easy-going inferiority belief, which hardly exists any 
more because of the Negro protest. Normal individuals do not like to find 
irritation and resentment in themselves. It thus becomes opportune and, 
indeed, highly practical to try not to think too much about it. For "what 
is the use?" 

• See Chapter 35, Sections 7 and 9; Chapter 38, Scc:tion 121 and Chapter 39, Section 2., 

• I once heard a. white official of a philanthropic agency, who had discovered some 
financial double-dealing of a Negro research wo.rker, comment upon his decision just 
to forget about it in somewhat the following words: "We must remember that these 
people are held down in a subordinate cla.sa. When we lift up one of them and deal with 
him aa one of us, how can we assume that he should deal with us as a gentleman I" 

• Soe Section s of thi~ chapter. 
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4· NEGRO SENSITIVENESS 

The upper classes are in many ways better protected, but they feel humil
:ations more intensively. It requires hard and continuous struggle to over
come the_effects of the deprivations and humiliations. The intensity of this 
struggle 1s suggested by the fact that often a small personal incident has 
the power suddenly to infur.iate even those Negroes who pretend that they 
are not "race men." They feel overwhelmed by the discriminations and 
the prejudice. This is what is called Negro "sensitiveness." 8 

Referring to the South, Charles S. Johnson gives the following interest
ing analysis of why upper class Negroes are more sensitive: 

The greater sensitivity of the upper-class Negro to rac-ial discrimination is attribut
able to two factors: ( 1) his greater familiarity with political and social thought, and 
(2) the contradiction between his personal achievements and his social position. The 
upper-class Negro is more aware of the regional variations in racial prejudice. He 
sees the race system of the South as a local phenomenon, while the less educ:ited Negro 
is apt to regard white domination as part of the order of the universe. The upper• 
class Negro also feels himself entitled by training and ability to achieve a high social 
position in the community-a position denied by reason of race alone.' 

Much of the Negro sensitiveness is centered around the word "Negro" 
:ind its several synonyms. Even the lower class Negro in the rural South 
feels insulted when he is called a "nigger" by a white man. The word is 
hated because it symbolizes what prejudiced white people think of Negroes. 
It is often used, however, between Negroes of all classes not only as an 
insult but often in friendly joking. But it is insulting if it is used by a white 
person. In Chapter 29 we have discussed other names and modes of address 
to which Negroes are sensitive. All these words suggest to Negroes that the 
white man who uses them regards Negroes as inferior, and in the South 
white men who use them usually do have this attitude and express it inten
tionally in the words. The large number of these words and special ways 
of addressing Negroes indicate why Negroes have much to be "sensitive" 
about. 

Indeed, the entire racial "etiquette" and system of segregation in the 
South are taken as insults by the Negro. At every hand the Southern white 
man has given the Negro much to be sensitive about. The mere assumption 
by the Southerner that his deprecation of the Negro is not taken as an 
insult helps to make the Negro sensitive. Ray Stannard Baker tells of the 
following occurrence: 

I was lunching with several fine Southern men, and they talked, as usual, with the 
greatest freedom in the fu]l hearing of the Negro waiters. Somehow, 1 could not help 
watching to see if the Negroes took any notice of what was said. I wondered if 
.thev were aenaitive. Finally, I put the question to one of my friencla: "')h." he uid. 
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"we never mind them; they don't care." One of the waiten inetantly spoke up: "No, 
don•t mind me, I'm only a block of wood."1 

The constant insulting in the South has developed the trait of sensitive
ness in some Negroes to an unusually high degree. There is much cause for 
sensitiveness in the North also, but sometimes certain actions of Northern 
whites are taken as insults by Negroes when no insult is intended. This is 
understandable, of course, in view of the mutual ignorance of the two races 
in the North, but it nevertheless makes for mental unhealthiness on the 
part of some Negroes. 

In the lower classes the protest motive is weaker and the equality doctrine 
not practical. The desire to maintain personal dignity and the social pres
sure to keep up respectability are not so strong. It is possible to take a more 
cynical, and even exploitative, attitude toward white people's pretenses of 
superiority. Frazier tells us how lower class parents in Washington "cau
tion their children to avoid conflicts, to ignore insults, and to adopt tech
niques for 'getting by.' These techniques include 'acting like a monkey,' 
'jibbering,' flattery, and plain lying.» 8 One Negro youth expressed himself 
thus: 

I'm always being told I can't do something because I'm a "nigger." I don't feel 
badly about it all. I know being a "nigger" there are things I can't do, pbces I can't 
go, but I feel that where some tell me something I can't do, somebody will tell me 
I can do something I want to do. So I don't mind trying and if you know how to 
flatter and "jive" white people, you can get farther than they expect "niggers" to 
go. I usually make a big joke of it and act the part of a clown. I generally get just 
what I'm after. After all, I think that's all white people want anyway. They just 
want "niggers," to recognize them as superior, and, I'm the man to play their game. 
I don't care what he says or does as long as he kicks in. One thing sure, he wouldn't 
call me "nigger" down on Delaware Avenue. Then, too, I usually remember even 
i:£ he lets you do things, he really doesn't want you to, and you're still a ''nigger" to 
him. I don't feel badly about being told I can't do something because if he lets me 
hang around long enough, I'll get something out of him.1 

Another Negro boy who gave about _the same account confessed however: 
"I hate myself, every time I say 'boss' or 'coat-tail' a peckerwood." 8 

Frazier brings this attitude into relation with the fact that so many of 
the lower class families were born in the South, and Davis and Dollard, 
studying Southern Negro youth, inform us that "the role of entertainer 
and clown is a familiar one to lower-class people."0 Without doubt it is less 
common in the Northern cities, and it is becoming less common every
where. The pattern that is becoming generally approved is an attempt at 
voluntary withdrawal. This pattern has become perfected in the upper 
classes; it is spreading into the lower classes.• In the unavoidable contacts 

. • Bee Chapter 30, Seeti011 z. 
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with whites, however, their prejudices, and in the South the racial etiquette, 
must be accepted with good grace in order to avoid trouble and to get along. 

5. NEGRO AGGRESSION 

But some Negroes will openly tell the interviewer that: "I just get mad 
when I think about it all,,, Some really "get mad,, occasionally and hit at 
the whites in the fury of frustration. 

In the growing generation of Negroes, there are a good many individuals 
like Bigger Thomas, the hero of Richard Wright's popular novel, Natwe 
Son. They car. be seen walking the streets unemployed; standing around 
on the corners; or laughing, playing, and fighting in the joints and pool
rooms everywhere in the Negro slums of American cities. They have a 
bearing of their whole body, a way of carrying their hats, a way of looking 
cheeky and talking coolly, and a general recklessness about their own and 
others' personal security and property, which gives one a feeling that care
lessness, asociality, and fear have reached their zenith. In some cities they 
are known in the Negro community by the appropriate epithet "cats." 

Some few Negroes even outside the world of the "cats" consciously 
think out their aggression against the white caste, at least as a temporary 
flight of the imagination to relieve inner tension. Ralph Bunche testifies: 

There are Negroes too, who, fed up with frustration of their life here, sec no hope 
and express an angry desire to "shoot their way out of it." I have on many occasions 
heard Negroes exclaim: "Just give us machine guns and we'll blow the lid off the 
whole damn business." Sterling Brown's "Ballad for Joe Meek" is no mere fantasy 
and the humble Negro turned "bad" is not confined to the pages of fiction, granted 
that he is the exception. The worm does turn and a cornered rat will fight.10 

But physical attack upon the whites is suicidal. Aggression has to be kept 
suppressed and normally is suppressed. It creeps up, however, in thousands 
of ways. The whites do not get as wholehearted a response from their 
Negroes as they would if the latter were well satisfied with the necessity 
of accommodation. Not only occasional acts of violence but much laziness, 
carelessness, unreliability, petty stealing and lying arc undoubtedly to be 
explained as concealed aggression.11 The shielding of Negro criminals and 
suspects, the dislike of testifying against another Negro, and generally the 
defensive solidarity in the protective Negro community has a definite taint 
of hostility. 

The truth is that Negroes generally do not feel they have unqualified 
moral obligations to white people. This is an observation which a stranger 
visiting around in the Negro commw1ities cannot help making time and 
again. The voluntary withdrawal which has intensified the isolation between 
the two castes is also an expression of the Negro protest under cover. 

A less dangerous outlet for aggression is to deflect it from the white 
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caste and direct it upon other Negroes.12 This means that the caste protest 
turns inward upon the Negro community. The lack of police protection in 
the Negro community and the leniency toward Negro offenders if they 
restrict their activity to other Negroes makes this outlet for aggression 
even more inviting.• There are no reasons to assume that Negroes are 
endowed with a greater innate propensity to violence than other people,b 
The excess of physical assaults-and of altercations-within the Negro 
community is rather to be explained as a misplaced aggression of a severely 
frustrated subordinate caste.18 

This outlet is, however, prohibited in the Negro middle and upper 
classes where respectability is a supreme norm and fighting and squabbling 
are severely censored. Hindered by caste, prudence, and respectability from 
taking it out on either the whites or on other Negroes in blows and scold. 
ings, they have to store up their aggression. This is probably another cause 
of their greater sensitivity. Some few find an outlet in organizational 
activity for the Negro cause. 

6. UPPER CLASS REACTIONS 

Caste solidarity is founded upon the entirely negative principle that all 
Negroes find themselves enclosed together behind the same caste bar and 
bruise their heads against it. Caste does not allow any Negro, when he has 
raised himself above the rest-and even if he then hates them-to leave the 
group. This is a background against which the relation between the different 
classes in the Negro community should be viewed. It is convenient to dis
tinguish these relations, as seen by the minute upper class, from the 
conception held by the Negro masses. 

As has already been indicated, there are many upper class Negroes who 
try to escape from race and caste.14 They have arranged a little isolated 
world for themselves and want to hear as little as possible about their 
being Negroes or the existence of a Negro problem. They make it a point 
not to read Negro papers or Negro books; they keep themselves and their 
children apart from "common Negroes." They try to share the conservative 
political opinions of the whites of similar class status; they often over-do 
this considerably. They despise lower class Negroes, and they balance the 
account by despising lower class whites too. 

In a sense this is a type of accommodation. It relinquishes the '.Negro 
protest but it does not accept the inferiority doctrine, at least not in so far 
as it applies to themselves. When people who hold this attitude play up 
class, it is instrumental in allowing them to play down caste. To preserve 
their attitude they keep as far as possible from interracial situations where 
the reality of caste would become acute. But, since whites of their class do 

"~ Part VI. 
'See Chapter 6, 
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not accept them, they are doomed to loneliness together with some few like
minded and like-classed Negroes. 

The students at Negro colleges enjoy a particular]y protected life for 
some years, and it will be found that often the entire campus, or at least the 
majority cliques, arrange their life according to this pattern of isolation 
from the whites and from the Negro masses. They ordinarily meet difficul
ties in keeping it up in later life when they have left college. But many will 
try. The observer finds in Negro communities everywhere individual fam
ilies or clusterings of fami]ies of this sort; in the bigger cities they form 
small exclusive societies. By their escape into dass they have, however, 
only succeeded in isolating themselves from the Negroes, but have not 
succeeded in integrating themselves i'lto the wider world, either socially 
and economically or ideologically. Their personality situation is usually 
more cramped than that of ordinary members of the Negro caste. While 
making it a policy to overlook caste humiliations, some small incident may, 
as we pointed out, cause them to flare up in accumulated resentment. 

Most upper dass Negroes cannot sustain and cannot afford for economic 
reasons even to attempt the isolation from the Negro caste which this type 
of escape presupposes. They must identify themselves with "tlze race." But 
their class is also important to them. They often then try to take the whole 
"race" along in an imaginary escape into class. Many Negroes who by 
individual ability, hard work, or luck have succeeded in climbing the social 
ladder in the Negro community-often thanks to social monopolies created 
by the segregation and discrimination they protest against-feel satisfied 
with their own exceptional success only to the degree that they generalize 
it and think of it as applicable to the whole race. They are then inclined to 
minimize the handicaps the Negro caste labors under. There is a consider
able amount of accommodation in this attitude. I have often met Negro 
upper class persons who have idealized their own life history and, on this 
ground, come to entertain totally exaggerated notions about Negro progress 
in recent time and Negro opportunities for the future. a 

This attitude seems to be quite common among individualistic business
men and professionals. They borrow the spirit of the ordinary local Amer
ican chamber of commerce, boast of their accomplishments and opportuni
ties, and assume that they apply to the whole Negro people. Successful 
Negro preachers and educators, and some white friends of the Negro, join 
in the choir as it serves the good purpose of encouraging the Negro people 
to clamp down on the Negro protest somewhat, and to make a less resentful, 
more positive attitude toward life possible for the young and the rising. 
But there is little basis in reality for this attitude. It also is an escape. The 
boaster often reveals that he, himself, is not unaware of the self-deception 

• There are perfect parallels in the white world among "self-made men,, who have 
rilen from poverty, 
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he ha, made into a "race philosophy" by showing in one way or another 
that he actually considers himself as a great exception while common 
Negroes are classed as inferior. 

This last view is more consistently displayed by many upper class 
Negroes in the South who studiously build up their careers by pleasing 
white people and acquiring their patronage. In private they are often as 
overbearing to common Negroes as they are weak and unassertive to the 
whites. But they, too, usually cannot stand absolute loneliness, and they, 
too, usually need the Negro masses as a basis for their economy. & trusted 
"white men's niggers" they also need Negro followers to earn the patron• 
age of their white "angels." For these reasons they, too, will have to keep 
their superiority feelings somewhat camouffaged. 

Between this last type, the "white man's nigger," and the next to the 
last, the Negro boaster, fall most of the balanced and well-adjusted upper 
class Negroes. The types are not rigidly demarcated: most individuals 
move, to a certain extent, from one type to another according to the situa
tion and to their own mood at the moment. 

7. THE "FUNCTION OF RACIAL SOLIDARITY" 

All upper class Negroes, except the first type, who tries to escape "the 
race," have their status defined in relation to the Negro masses, and prac
tically all depend upon the lower classes of Negroes for their economy and 
their social position. The Negro masses are the only people they can influ
ence, and to many upper class Negroes this is important not only in itself 
but also as a basis for influence with white people. 

Upper class Negroes, further, share some of the disabilities of Negroes 
in general since many of the caste controls do not spare them. They un
doubtedly feel the humiliation of caste more strongly, even if they suffer 
less from specific deprivations. Their formula for being accepted as 
"belonging" to the Negro caste is the appeal to "race." In order to gain 
their purpose, this appeal hat to be invested with a certain amount of 
protest. It becomes an appeal to race solidarity. 

The feeling of racial solidarity and the work for Negro betterment 611 
many of them with an altruistic urge. They experience the joy and consola
tion of identification with a wider goal than that of self-elevation. Many 
thus succeed in building up a balanced personality in striving unselfishly 
for the Negro group. But there should be no reason for surprise that in this 
narrow shut-in world, to which they are doomed, much envy and personal 
strife enters into all collaboration with their fellow Negroes. There is much 
mutual suspicion of one another's motives and reliability. 

The Negro lower classes are, of course, likely to view the superior status 
and opportunities of upper class Negroes and their pretensions with envy. 
It is ·quite natural th11t the Negro upper class gets the brunt of the antago-
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nism from the lower classes which arises out of the latters' poverty and 
dependence and which rightly should partly be directed against the caste 
system and the whites.111 As the Negro protest becomes more articulate also 
among lower class Negroes, there is likely to be, however, a partial redi
rection of their antagonism in this latter direction and a mitigation of the 
class protest against the Negro upper class. Upper class Ner..roe.s find it 
"8C1Jssary to instigate a protest against caste on thlJ part of th1J Negro masses 
as a means of averting lower class opposition against themselves and to steer 
it instead against the white caste. For them the preaching of race solid::u-ity 
is an instrument to assert Negro leadership.10 It is also desirable in order 
to strengthen their economic monopolies behind the segregation wall. 

The protest motive allows, on the other side of the bargain, the lower 
class Negroes to take vicarious satisfaction in the attainments of the upper 
class Negroes. It gives basis to the symbolic significance of upper class status 
which we mentioned earlier.• As we have repeatedly pointed out, the com
mon Negroes need the Negro upper class as liaison agents to the whites. 

In this way, both upper class and lower class Negroes are likely to swing 
between, on the one side, desire for intense isolation and resentment against 
other Negro social classes and, on the other side, race solidarity based on 
the caste protest against white society. For few individuals in any one of the 
various classes is the state of his feelings toward the rest of the Negro com
munity a stable one. For all Negroes, the Negro protest fills a "function" 
of allowing a higher degree of caste solidarity. 

A See Chapter 34, Sections S and 8. 
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COMPROMISE LEADERSHIP 

..................................................................................... lll1HH1HHHHIIHH,IIIHIHIIIHHHIIIHIIHHII .. 

I, THE DAILY COMPROMISE 

In discussing the accommodating Negro leader in Chapter 34, we 
assumed for the purposes of abstract analysis that the protest motive was 
absent. This assumption, however, has some real truth in it, as we shall 
show in the present chapter. The accommodation motive has predominant 
importance in the daily life of American Negroes. But it is true that the 
protest motive is ever present. In some degree it has reached practically 
all American Negroes. To many individuals it is a major interest. And the 
Negro protest is bound to rise even higher. But the influence of the protest 
motive is limited mainly to the propagation of certain ideas about how 
things should be. In any case but few Negro individuals are in a position 
to do anything practical about it. Everyone, however, has to get on with 
his own life from day to day, now and here. Even when the individual 
plans for future employment, for business, or for schooling, he has to 
reckon with the world as it is. He has to accommodate. 

The Negro protest is thus mainly suppressed and turned inward. But it 
has effects upon Negro personality, upon the relations between the classes 
in the Negro community, and also upon caste relations. The whites, on 
their side, are accustomed to a certain amount of Negro unreliability, 
dishonesty, laziness, secretiveness, and even insolence and impudence. 
They shut their eyes to its explanation in Negro dissatisfaction and the 
other results of the caste system. The average white man, in the South, 
actually gets enjoyment out of observing and joking about Negro ineffi
ciency and slyness. He knows that he gets the services of Negroes for a 
cheap price, and so he can afford to joke about this. But, apparently,' he 
also wants to convince himself that the Negroes are well satisfied.1 Now 
and then, however, he reveals to the observer, more or less incidentally, 
that he knows about and understands the Negro protest. 

The Southerner keeps watching all the time for germs of unrest and 
dissatisfaction in the Negro community. He preserves the machinery of 
caste controls in a state of perpetual preparedness and applies it occasionally 
as an exercise or a demonstration. In this system, the Negroes have to 
accommodate individually and as a group. This is the situation in the South. 
As we shall observe later, the Northern situation is considerably different. 
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2. THE VULNERABILITY OF THE N.EGR.O LEADER. 

In the protective Negro community much goes on which the white man 
does not know about. The reality of this reserve is well known to Negroes, 
and it is coming to e~ective use in the Negro church, the Negro school and 
the Negro press. But the Negro leader has stepped out of the anonymity, 
and the eyes of influential white people are focused on him. He has to watch 
his moves carefully in order not to fall out with them. This would end his 
usefulness to the Negro community as a go-between. And it would spell 
his own ruin, as the whites have a close control on his income and his status. 

In the South practically all Negro teachers-from the lonely teacher in 
a dilapidated one-room school house isolated off somewhere in a rural 
county, to the president of a Negro college-arc appointed by white leaders 
and they hold their position under the threat of being dismissed if they 
become troublesome.• The Negro church is often claimed to be the one 
independent Negro institution founded entirely upon the organizational 
efforts and the economic contributions of the Negro people themselves. 
But the observer finds that to an amazing extent there are ties of small 
mortgage loans and petty contributions from whites which restrict the 
freedom of the preachers. Negro professionals and Negro businessmen, 
operating in the tight areas behind the caste wall, are also dependent on 
the good-will, the indulgence, and sometimes the assistance of whites. The 
same is even more true of the successful Negro landowner, who in most 
Southern areas meets the envy of poor whites, and so needs the protection 
of the substantial white people in the community. And for all local Negro 
leaders, it is perhaps not the economic sanction that is most important, 
but the sanction of physical punishment, destruction of property and 
banishment. 

In a sense, every ambitious and successful Negro is more dependent 
upon the whites than is his caste fellow in the lower class. He is more 
conspicuous. He has more to lose and he has more to gain. If he becomes 
aggressive, he is adding to all the odds he labors under, the risk of losing 
the good-will and protection of the influential whites. The Southern whites 
have many ways of keeping this prospect constantly before his mind. He 
knows he has to "go slow." 

3. IMPERSONAL MOTIVES 

This should not be construed to imply that there is a crude self-seeking 
opportunism on the part of Negro leaders or a cynical despotism on the 
part of the whites. The power situation is conducive to the creation of both, 
and the standards of power morals are low. But even the most right-minded 
ambitious Negro would be foolish not to realize that he has to keep in line 

• Sec Chapter 41, Section 1. 
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if he wants to do something for his own people. Accommodation on his 
part can be, and ohen is, altruistically motivated. He can view it as a 
sacrifice of personal dignity and conviction which he undergoes to further, 
not only his own aspirations, but also those of his whole group. He can 
point out, rightly, that reckless opposition on his part might endanger 
Negro welfare. 

There is much bitterness among Southern Negro leaders because they 
arc criticized for being "Uncle Toms," especially by Northern Negro 
intellectuals. They will tell the observer that it takes little courage to stay 
in the safety of the North and to keep on protesting against Negro suffer• 
illgs in the South. "They should come down here and feel the fears, uncer
tainties, and utter dependence of one of us in their own bones," said one 
prominent Negro banker in the Upper South. And he added: "If they 
then continued their outbursts, we would know that they are crazy, and we 
would have to try to get rid of them as a public danger. But, sure, they 
would come along. They would be cautious and pussy-footing as we are,,, 2 

On the white side, the motives are usually neither base nor crude. Often 
a Southern school board will try to appoint the best Negro they can get 
for teacher, school principal or college president. When they look for a 
"cautious," "sane," "sober," "safe," "restrained," and "temperate" Negro, 
they have in view a person who they honestly think will be good for "racial 
harmony." The same is true when they help a Negro preacher whom they 
consider a well-intentioned person. Mortgage loans and contributions to 
Negro churches are most of the time not given with the conscious intent 
to fabricate caste controls but to help religious work among Negroes by 
ministers who have their respect. But they operate within the framework 
of the Southern white philosophy of race relations. 

According to this philosophy, the whites should "look after their Ne
groes.'' Negroes should not protest but accommodate. They should not 
demand their rights but beg for help and assistance. Everything then 
works out for the good of both groups. When they dismiss a "radical" 
professor from a Southern Negro college or put the screws on an incautious 
preacher, doctor, or businessma~ or do not listen to his requests any longer, 
they act "in the best interest of the Negro group." Even whites who per
sonally would prefer to be more broad-minded, even Northern philan
thropists who would help the South, have to take into account "the public 
opinion among whites," what "people will stand for down here." 

The selection and the behavior of Negro leaders in the South is Ml out
come of thi.r fact, that practically all the economic and political powers are 
c<mcentrated i,, the white ca.rte while the small "mount of influence, status, 
11nd wealth thlt there is in the Negro community is derivati-ve and depmd
#11. The Negro masses are well aware of this situation. They need Negro 
leaders who can get things from the whites. They know that a Negro leader 
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who starts to act aggressively is not only losing his own power and often 
his livelihood but might endanger the welfare of the whole Negro com
munity. 

In Southern Negro communities there is apparently much suspicion 
against "radical," "hot-headed" and "outspoken" Negroes. Negroes do not 
want to be observed associating with such persons, because they might "get 
in trouble." A barricade will often be thrown up around them by a com
mon consent that they are "queer." The Negro community itself will thus 
often, before there is any white interference, advise individual Negroes 
who show signs of aggression that they had better trim their sails. 

4. THE PROTEST MoTIVE 

Nevertheless, the protest motive is not without influence on Negro lead
ership in the South. For one thing, some protest is almost a necessary 
ingredient in the leadership appeal to Negroes. The furthering of rac:e 
pride and racial solidarity is the means of diminishing internal strivings 
in the Negro community and of lining up the community into a working 
unity. Whites sometimes understand this, and there is, therefore, also a 
certain amount of "tolerated impudence'' which a trusted and influential 
Negro leader can get away with even in the presence of whites. If the 
Negro community feels sure that he, nevertheless, retains the ear of whites, 
such a guarded outspokenness will increase his prestige. Negro leaders are 
often keenly aware of just how far they can go with white people-just 
what they can afford to say, how they should say it, and when they should 
say it. Often a protest will be produced under the cover of a joke, or in a 
similar form, so that the whites do not quite get the full meaning or, 
anyhow, can pretend that they have not got it. There is a whole technique 
for how to "tell it right in the face of the whites" without being caught. 
The stories about such successful protests under cover form a mythology 
around a Negro leader who has the admiration and allegiance of his 
community. 

But much more generally the Negro community enjoys the demon
stration of the Negro protest-as long as it does not become too dangerous 
for racial harmony. The vicarious satisfaction taken in the victories of 
Negro athletes who have beaten white competitors has long been ob
served.8 The esteem in the Negro community for the "bad nigger" is 
another point. The "bad nigger'' is one who will deliberately run the risks 
involved in ignoring the caste etiquette, behaving impudently and threaten
ingly toward whites and actually committing crimes of violence against 
them. Because he often creates fear in the white community, and because he 
sometimes acts the role of "Robin Hood" for lesser Negroes in trouble 
with whites, he is accorded a fearful respect by other Negroes.' He cer
tainly does not become a Negro "leader." But, particularly in the lower 
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classes, he is a .race hero and will be protected by them by means of 
pretended ignorance as to his doings and whereabouts. 

Whenever a Negro leader can afford-without endangering his own 
status or the peace of the Negro community-to speak up against, or 
behave slightingly toward, members of the superior caste, this will increase 
his prestige.• 

5. THE DouBLE RoLE 

More generally, the presence of the protest motive in the Negro com
munity tends to induce the Negro leader to take on two different appear
ances: one toward the whites and another toward the Negro followership. 
Toward the Negroes he will pretend that he has dared to say things and 
to take positions much in exaggeration of what actually has happened. The 
present author, when comparing notes from interviews in the Negro com
munity with what the white community leaders have told him about their 
"good Negroes,'' has frequently observed this discrepancy.Ii 

A dual standard of behavior is not unnatural for a Southern Negro. It 
is rather to be expected of anybody in the lower layer of the Southern caste 
system. But the Negro leaders especially are pressed into such a pattern as 
they are more regularly, and in a sense professionally, in contact with 
whites and have a more considerable stake in the game. 

They play two roles and must wear two fronts .... The adjustments and adapta
tions of the Negro leader arc apt to be more pronounced and in bolder relief than 
those of the common Negro for the reason that the Negro leader clearly has much 
more to lose. He has two worlds to please and to seek his status in.6 

There is a limit, though, to what an accommodating Negro leader can 
pretend in the Negro community of what he has been bold enough to say 
or do. What he says to the Negroes, if it is really startling, will most of the 
time be reported by servants and other stool pigeons to the whites, and 
might make them suspicious of him. 

The Negro community gets a revenge against the whites not only out of 
the Negro leaders' cautious aggressions but also out of the whites' being 

• A Negro school principal in one of the larger cities in the Deep South once took 
me around and showed me various aspects of Negro lite in tl'le community. All the time 
and even when we were alone he displayed towards me the usual cumbersome caste etiquette 
of the region. In the evening he had called together a mec!illg of some twenty leading 
Negro citizens for a. conference with me, for which he acted as chairman. He now developed 
an entirely new peraonal relation to me and became bossy, careless, and even impudent, 
but under a general cover of exaggerated friendliness and great familiarity. The next 
day when we continued our explorations of the condition in the city he had again 
returned to his ordinary caste role of unobtrusive and overpolite Southern Negro. I even 
Bt'naed a sort of excuse for the previous evening. My tentative explanation was that he 
had put on the show of superiority at the meeting to impress his Negro friends, after he 
llad carefully surveyed me and, rightly, found that there was no risk involved, 
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deceived. The satisfaction when some member of the 't h 

ded · cc ull' h , commum y as suc-
cee m P . mg _t e w~ol > over the eyes oi trusting white men is at>t>U· 
ent. If_ deception 1s ach~eved, the Negroes seem to en)oy their \ea.den.' 
spread'ing the ftattery th1c\t when approaching the whites. This is the m01t 
concealed, the almost perverted, form of the Negro protest. 

6. NEGRO LEADER.SHIP TECHNIQUES 

This situation is likely to make the Negro leader sophisticated and 
"wise." He becomes intensely conscious of all his moves. One Southern 
Negro leader outlined the most effective technique to use, when approach
ing influential white people to get them to do something for the Negro 
community, in the following words: 

Don't emphasi?.e the Negro's "right" .•. don't press for anything ••• make him 
feel he's a big man, get to other white men to make him want to avoid seeming small, 
and you can make him jump through the b3rrel. You can make him a friend or a 
rattlesnake, depending on your approach.7 

Another Negro leader told us: 

I'm a respectable citi1.en, but when I try to get my rights I do so in a way that 
will not be obnoxious, and not in a radical way. I don't believe in radicalism. We ask 
for things, but never demand. When I'm in Rome, I burn Roman candles •.• but 
I don't "Uncle Tom."8 

A Negro editor in another Southern city explained: 

If a Negro goes so far as to make an enemy of the white man who h:is the power 
he is foolish. You can't hit a man in the mouth and expect him to loan you money. 
By all means keep in with the rn;in who hires and pays you. A man wouldn't be head 
of a big concern if he weren't a smart man, and a smart man will always react to facts. 
My approach is to the fellow on top because he is going to have to take care of me 
and I must work with him--he has the stick.9 

The successful Negro leader becomes a consummate manipulator. Get
ting the white man to do what he wants becomes a fine art. This is what is 
called ''playing 'possum." The Negro leader gets satisfaction out of his 
performance and feels pride in his skill in flattering, beguiling, and out
witting the white man. The South is full of folklore and legend on this 
aspect of Negro leadership.10 And the stories are told among whites too, 
just as are stories about clevt:r children or animals. 

Every person in this game has a double standard of understanding and 
behavior. The white leaders know that they are supposed to be outwitted 
by the subservient but sly Negro leaders. In the Southern aristocratic tradi
tion they are supposed not only to permit and to enjoy the flattery of the 
Negro leaders but also to let them get away with something for themselves 
and for their group. It is the price due the Negro leaders for their adaptive 
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skills and for their tactful abstention from raising the Negro protest. The 
Negro leaders also know their double role. 

The Negro community is thus, on the one hand, 6lled by the Negro 
protest and it demands to be appealed to in terms of Negro solidarity. It 
also wants to feel that the protest is getting over to the whites. On the 
other hand, the Negro community knows the caste situation, is afraid of 
radical leaders and trouble-makers, and wants its go-betweens to be able 
to make some real deliveries. 

7. MoRAL CoNSEQUENCES 

This situation is pregnant with all sorts of double-dealing, cynicism and 
low morals in the Negro community. The leaders are under constant 
suspicion from the Negro community that they are dishonest, venal and 
self-seeking. One observing Negro citizen expressed a common view when 
he told us: "You give a few Negroes a break, hand them a job, and all 
problems are solved." 11 The complaints about "bad leadership"-"incom
petent," "selfish," "treacherous," "corrupt"-were raised in every single 
Negro community the present author has visited. These complaints may, 
indeed, be said to constitute one of the unifying popular theories in the 
Negro world, a point upon which everybody can agree. "There are few 
Negro leaders," Ralph Bunche confirms, "who are not suspect immediately 
they attain any eminence. The racial situation has created a vicious circle 
in Negro reasoning on leadership, and the Negro leader is caught in it.m2 

The Negro community in the South cannot expect-and docs not want
its leaders to act out the protest the common Negroes actually feel. There 
is, indeed, little reason to believe that the leaders are less militant than the 
community seriously wants them to be. But the common Negroes do feel 
humiliated and frustrated. And they can afford to take it out on their 
leaders by defaming them for their "kowtowing," "pussy-footing," and 
ccuncle Tomming"; by calling them "handkerchief heads" and "hats in 
hand"; and particularly by suspecting them for being prepared to barter 
a.way their own honor and the interests of the group for a job or a hand-out. 
T lu Negro hates the Negro role in American society, and the Negro leader, 
,ono a&ts out this role in public life, becomes the symbol of what the Negro 
hates. 

The Southern Negro leader-not being allowed to state and follow a 
clear ideological line but doomed to opportunism, having constantly to 
compromise with his pride and dignity, and never being allowed to speak 
upon the authority of the strength of an organized group behind him but 
appearing as an individual person trusted by the adversary group before 
him-does not have the sanctions ordinarily operating to preserve the 
honor and loyalty of a representative leader. The temptation to sell out the 
group and to look out for his own petty interest is great. He thus easily 
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comes to justify the common suspicions around him by becoming a self
seeker and opportunist. The anger in the Negro community against un
scrupulous leaders is often directed against the fact that they do not get more 
for themselves out of their unscrupulousness in sacrificing the common 
interest: 

That [leadership] which can be bought .•. is usually purchase.able for "peanut 
money." The scorn for the practice among Negroee, frequently expressed is often less 
due to the fact that Negro leaden "sell out" than because they do M> 10 cheaply,18 

8. LEADERSHIP RIVALRY 

Since power and prestige are scarce commodities in the Negro commu
nity, the struggle for leadership often becomes ruthless. Such is the situation 
even in those fields where there is little white interference.1' White influ
ence is likely to increase bitter personal rivalry, as the leader comes to 
operate as a single individual, trusted by the whites but generally without 
any organiz.ed backing or control in the Negro community and without 
a cause or an issue. 

For the same reasons this rivalry does not provide a check on dishonesty. 
It rather loosens still more the loyalty of the Negro community. It also 
provides the influential whites with increased possibilities to "divide and 
rule.,, And it defiles still more the atmosphere around Negro leadership. 
The rivalry, the envy, and the disunity in the Negro community, and the 
destructive effects, are felt by even the poorest Negro, who will every
where tell the inquirer that "Negroes just can't stick together.11 "Lambast
ing our leaders is quite a popular pastime," observes James Weldon John
son.15 Under those circumstances the attainment of Negro leadership also 
tends to "do something" to the individual Negro: 

For when a value is scarce its possession tends to inflate the possessor. The Negro 
leader often quickly puffs up when given power, He "struts" and puts up a big 
front, or puts on "airs," often indulges in exhibitionism. It is often truly said that 
the Negro leader "can't stand power." Actually, there is a sort of ambivalence which 
characterizes the attitudes of Negro leaders. The leader will pay lip-service to the 
concepts of democracy for he understands their significance and appeal to the Negro 
as a group. But in his personal views and relationship the Negro leader is ordinarily 
very allergic to democracy-he prefers to play the role of the aristocrat, or the dictator 
or tyrant. For leaderskip itself u a form of escape.16 

9• QUALIFICATIONS 

It should be observed that these detrimental effects upon public confi
dence and morals in the Negro community are derivative from thtJ basic 
lade of dtJmocracy inhertmt in the Southern caste situation, and, further, 
that they become increased by the rising Negro protest as long as it is 
denied free outlet. They have close parallels in all other subordinate groups. 
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In this situation it is understandable why so many well-equipped upper 
class Negroes in the South withdraw voluntarily from attempting to play 
a leadership role. Bad odor around the whole activity is an additional reason 
for such withdrawal besides the ones mentioned in an earlier section.• But 
many cannot afford to withdraw entirely. So many of the vocations and 
positions which mean an economic and social career in the Negro commu
nity are under white control, directly or indirectly. And the influential 

· whites reckon on their Negro college presidents, their Negro high school 
principals, their favored Negro ministers, farmers and businessmen to 
shepherd the Negro community. 

This may, indeed, be a blessing to the Negro community as so many of 
the most devoted and capable Negro leaders in the South actually are 
persons who would prefer to stay away and mind their own business, if their 
position, and, especially, white expectations, did not draw them out as 
Negro leaders. It must never be forgotten-in spite of what many Negro 
interlocutors in their dismay and pessimism tell the interviewer to the 
contrary-that there are in the South many honest and diligent Negro 
leaders who unseHishiy forward Negro interests by a slow, patient, but 
determined, plodding along against odds and difficulties. And an important 
aspect of the changing South is that-as the general educational level is 
raised, racial liberalism progresses, and federal agencies become important 
-they are the Negro leaders to become increasingly trusted hy the whites 
in power. 

10. IN SouTHEllN CtTIES 

In the rural South only accommodating Negro leadership is yet possible. 
In Southern cities-except in the smaller ones-the observer finds single 
individuals and small groups of followers around them who use the pro
tection of the greater anonymity of the segregated urban Negro community 
to raise cautiously the bannt;r of Negro protest. 

They usually try to get the Negroes to attempt to register as voters. 
Upper class Negroes seldom become active protest leaders, as they would 
have too much to lose. Teachers or preachers are practically never active 
protest leaders. Such leaders seldom have conspicuous success, as the ordi
nary community leaders usually keep aloof, and as the Negro masses are 
apathetic. 

The N.A.A.C.P., a national protest organization, has branches in most 
of the larger Southern cities. With exceptions, those branches are not active 
for a protracted period and they cannot be active, since the margin of free
dom for the Negro protest is narrow. They have a social function and, in 
addition, the symbolic function of keeping the flame of protest burning in 
th~ community, and of collecting the contributions to be sent to the National 

• See Chapter 16, Section 6. 
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OBice in New York in order to make it possible for its staff to attack prob
Jems on the national front.• 

The present writer once interviewed the president of the N.A.A.C.P. 
branch in one of the smaller capitals of the Deep South. He was a distin
guished, elderly gentleman, a postal clerk who for many decades, upon the 
basis of his economic independence as a federal employee, had led a 
cautious fight for Negro interests in his community. During our conversa
tion I asked him whether they had any other similar organizations in the 
city, and the following conversation ensued: 

"Yes, there is the League for Civic lmprovement." 
''Why do you bother to have two organiz.ations with the same purpose of trying to 

improve the position of Negroes?" 
"Sir, that is easily explainable. The N.A.A.C.P. stands firm on its principles and 

demands our rights as American citizens. But it accomplishes little or nothing in this 
town, and it arouses a good deal of anger in the whites. On the other hand, the 
League for Civic Improvement is humble and 'pussy-footing.' It begs for many favors 
from the whites, and succeeds quite often. The N.A.A.C.P. cannot be compromised in 
all the tricks that Negroes have to perform down here. But we pay our dues to it 
to keep it up as an organization. The League for Civic Improvement does all the 
dirty work." 

"Would you please tell me who is president of this League for Civic Improve
ment? I should like to meet him." 

"I am. We are all the same people in both organizations." 

This story revealed much of the political shrewdness by which the difficul
ties are sometimes met. 

In a few places in the South there are appearing a few Negro labor 
leaders in new mixed unions, primarily in Birmingham and Baltimore and 
in other areas where Negroes arc in mining and building construction. These 
Negro leaders usually keep faithfully and cautiously to their specialty. 
Toward the white union leaders they ordinarily act out the traditional 
accommodating Negro leader's role, though with considerably more back
bone since they have an organized body of Negro workers behind them. 
The future of the Negro labor leader in the South, as well as the answer 
to the question whether he will have influence in broader spheres of 
politics and culture, remains uncertain. 

I I. IN THE NORTH 

In the North the protest motive has a much freer scope and can come 
out into the open. Negro power in politics and in trade unions is more 
substantial. White people are not united, as in the South, in a systematic 
effort to keep the Negroes suppreliSed. The Negro community, therefore, 
demands a display of actual opposition from its leaders. 

• See Chapter 39, 
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The Negro leaders are also much freer in their actions. They do not fear 
violence, intimidation and banjshment. Even the controls over their eco
nomic prospects are much less tight. But white protection and assistance 
mean much in the North also. Negro preachers in the North get hand-outs, 
too. Negro teachers and other public employees are mostly appojnted by 
whires in the North, too. But since the jobs are actually considered as 
concessions to Negro power and protest, the jobholders are not appointed 
-entjrely without consideration of the desires of the Negro community. 
And the civjl service regulations are usually more effective in the North 
in protecting the independence of jobholders. 

It is, thus, surprising that one meets in Northern Negro communities the 
same complaints about the great incompetence and venality of Negro lead
ers. One observes also much of the same keen and destructive personal 
rivalry of leaders. Part of this may be explained as a cultural heritage from 
the Southern situation. The greater freedom requires a radical reeducation 
which is far from finished among Southern-born Negroes in the North and 
among their children. Another part may be due to the fact that the Negro 
protest is not only much freer in the North but is also more widespread and 
more intensely felt. As the constructive outlets for this more intensive 
Negro protest are not too wide in the North either, it turns back on the 
Negro community and results in internal suspicion and vicious competition. 

But more important in explaining dissatisfaction with leaders is the fact 
that the share in power which the Negroes hold in the North creates a much 
greater stimulus for various white interests to buy the Negro leaders. As 
the Negro people are poor and inexperienced in holding power, the 
temptations seem strong. Political parties have a-reason in the North, which 
they do not have in the South, to bribe Negro newspaper·editors, preachers, 
and other community leaders before elections. Employers occasionally feel 
inclined to do the same in order to keep Negro workers hostile to the 
trade unions. And even other white interests in the North, where it is less 
possible than in the South to frighten the Negro community in the direction 
wanted, will instead buy off its leaders. 

It is possible-and, judging from the many sorry stories told to the 
present author, even probable-that there is just as much or more outright 
corruption in the Northern Negro leadership as in the Southern. And even 
in the absence of corruption, the Northern leaders, like the Southern ones, 
are apparently often interested in their own advancement more than in the 
cause they pretend to serve. Nevertheless, the Negro community also gets 
something-and indeed comparatively much-out of the greater freedom 
and out of its share in power. And the Northern situation is conducive to 
a gradual education of the Negro people to the opportunities and the duties 
of free citizenship. The masses can demand that their leaders be struggling 
protest leaders, clarifying and defining the Negro demands, and making 
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the necessary compromises in the full light of publicity. In the North the 
recognition of full democracy in principle and unhampered rights to fight 
for its gradual realization in practice give Negroes a basis for hope. 

12. ON THE NATIONAL SCENE 

The conspicuousness of Negro leadership on the national plane and the 
severe demands on competence and devotion have a cleansing effect. 

It is the writer's impression that national Negro leadership is no more· 
corrupt nor more ridden with personal envy and rivalry than other national 
leadership. Indeed, it compares favorably in these respects with, for in
stance, national white labor leadership. The actual power situation will 
often induce national Negro leaders to be compromising and even accom• 
modating. Considerations of personal advancement will sometimes make 
Negro advisors in government agencies and Negro aspirants for such jobs 
more interested in calming down the Negro protest than in giving it force 
and expression. But they are persistently watched by the Negro press and 
by the national Negro protest and betterment organizations. In politics and 
all other power fields the national Negro leaders, in conspiracy with their 
white allies, rather succeed in squeezing out more consideration for the 
Negro cause than corresponds to the actual strength of their organized 
backing-though, of course, far less than its potential future strength. 

On the national scene-and also in the larger Northern cities-one often 
observes a phenomenon which has an exact parallel in the women's world, 
namely, that it is felt appropriate to have "one Negro" on boards, on 
committees, on petitions, and so on. Ralph Bunche comments: 

Not infrequently, Negroes are shoved into positions of leadership by white leaden 
for purely strategic reasons. It is common practice in numerous organizations and 
movements today, especially those of the liberal variety, to say "we must have a Negro 
on this." This attitude has even found reflection in the purely academic and scholarly 
organizations where it has been deemed necessary to project a Negro now a11d then 
into some position of prominence in order to demonstrate the liberality and tolerance 
of the group.17 

The Negro appointed in this manner-for no other reason than that he is 
a Negro-often does not have the personal qualifications for holding a 
prominent position. This is an angle of the much broader problem of the 
"double standard" which we discussed in a previous chapter.• The caste 
situation generally works to the detriment of Negroes, but there are indi
vidual Negroes who are given recognition and advantages which they 
would not get if the measures were objective under a casteless system, 

This sketch of Negro leadership is frankly impressionistic and partly 
speculative, as no intensive research on this topic has been made. It has been 

• See Chapter :is, Sectioa 9. 
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needed as a background £or the account to follow on Negro ideologies and 
on Negro organizations and concerted action. In Appendix 9 we present 
a number of problems for research and a few methodological points, in
tended as a guide for future investigations. 
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NEGRO POPULAR THEORIES• 
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I. INSTABILITY 

Negro thinking is thinking under the pressure and conflicts to which the 
Negro is subjected. Du Bois pointed out: 

It is doubtful if there is another group of twch•e million people in the midst of 
a modern cultured land who are so widely inhibited and mentally confined as the 
American Negro. Within the colored race the philosophy of salvation has by the 
pressure of caste been curiously twisted and distorted. Shall they use the torch and 
dynamite? Shall they go North, or fight it out in the South? Shall they segregate 
themselves even more than they are now, in states, towns, cities or sections? Shall they 
leave the country? Are they Americans or foreigners? SJ1all they stand and sing "My 
Country 'Tis of Thee"? Shall they marry and rear children and save and buy homes, 
or deliberately commit race suicide? 1 

Frustration and defeatism, forced accommodation under concealed protest, 
vicious competition modified by caste solidarity, form the main texture into 
which the patterns of Negro political and social thinking are woven. Upon 
the personality basis we have sketched in Chapter 36, these patterns cannot 
possibly become consistent and stable. And Negro political and social 
thinking does not have much connection with broader American and world 
problems. To an American Negro1 there is little point in having definite 
opinions about the world. 

To an extent this is true of the little fellow everywhere in a big world. 
• Throughout this book, and especially in this chapter, we use the term "popular 

theories" to refer to a consciously thought-out, though not necessarily logical or accurate, 
system of ideas held by a large group of people concerning something that is importam 
or interesting to them. Popular theories may be attempts at abstract explanation or 
attempts at practical solution of problems which bother these people. They include not 
only beliefs concerning facts but also valuations, and they are usually complex in that 
they contain many beliefs and valuations and in that they have far-reaching implicatioaa. 
Some writers have used tbe term "ideologies" in .the same way that we use the term 
"popular beliefs," but there is no unanimity among those who use the term as to iu 
definition, and the term is almost completely foreign to the man in the street. Other 
writers have used the terma "popular beliefs" and "mass beliefs" in aomewhat the aame 
way as we use the term "popular theories," but in d1is book we have .restricted the term 
"belief" to a simple comprehension of facts, as distingui&hcd from valuations, 
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Everyone who is not on top has to work out his compromise between 
accommodation and protest. But the average white American has a better 
chance to do this constructively. He can feel himself in power by identify
ing himself with the American nation of which he is a full-fledged citizen, 
and by aligning himself with a group that can struggle with hope of coming 
into power sometime in the future. Corresponding to these affiliations with 
the nation, with a political party, and with various opinion and interest 
groups, popular theories are being developed about how society is and how 
it should be conserved or changed. The feeling of belongingness and 
integration gives white men some stability and self-assurance. It is true that 
even the white masses in America show a relatively low degree of partici
pation in, and responsibility for, the larger society.• Moreover, public 
opinion is relatively unstable in America, and propaganda an important 
factor. Even the ordinary white man in America has a. less well-organized 
system of opinions on general matters than he would have in a social order 
with more democratic participation. But the diHerence between whites and 
Negroes is tremendous. 

Negroes are denied identification with the nation or with national groups 
to a. much larger degree. To them social speculation, therefore, moves in 
a sphere of unreality and futility. Instead of organized popular theories or 
ideas, the observer finds in the Negro world, for the most part, only a fluid 
rmd amorphous mass of all sorts of embryos of thoughts. Negroes seem to 
be held in a state of eternal preparedness for a great number of contradic
tory opinions-ready to accept one type or another depending upon how 
they are driven by pressures or where they see an opportunity. Under 
certain circumstances, the masses of American Negroes might, for example, 
rally around a violently anti-American, anti-Western, anti-white, black 
chauvinism of the Garvey type, centered around the idea of Africa as the 
mother country. But they might just as likely, if only a slight change of 
stimulus is provided, join in an all-out effort to fight for their native 
country, the United States of America, for the Western civilization to 
which they belong, and for the tenets of democracy in the entire world, 
which form their cherished political faith. Or they might develop a passive 
cynicism toward it all. Negro intellectuals usually do not have such a trc· 
mendous instability of opinion as the masses. But compared with white 
intellectuals they show the same diHerence as Negro masses compared with 
the white masses. 

This is what white Americans perceive when they tell the observer that 
Negroes are "emotional" or "wistablc." In a sense this judgment is correct. 
And this trait can be observed not only in Negroes' popular theories, or 
lack of theories, about the larger society, but also in the type of religious 

• Soi Chapter 33. 
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experience they seek, ~he news they read, the art they crc.te, and in the 
disorganization and rivalry manifested in their families and social gather
ings.• Most American whites believe that emotionalism and lack of ration
ality are inborn in the Negro race. But scientific studies have made such 
inherent temperamental differences between Negroes and whites seem 
improbable,b The present author is inclined, for these reasons, to view this 
characteristic of Negro thinking as a result of caste exclusioi1 from partici
pation in the larger American l>ociety. 

2. NEGRO PROVINCIALISM 

Another observable characteristic of the Negroes' thinking about social 
and political matters is its provincialism. 

Here also we note an effect of caste exclusion, and not a racial trait. Pro
vincialism in social and political thinking is not restricted to Negroes. 
Everybody is inclined to consider national and international issues from 
the point of view of personal, group, class or regional interests. The range 
of vision stands apparently in a close correspondence to the degree of 
participation in the larger society. And again, when comparing American 
whites and Negroes, we note a quantitative difference in both cause and 
effect that is so great as to become qualitative, 

Negroes have so many odds directed against them and suffer so many 
injustices-and the dominant AmericM Creed which provides the com
mon floor for all social and political thinking in the country is so uncom
promisingly democratic-that it is only natural that when Negroes come 
to think at all about social and political problems they think nearly exclu
sively about their own problems. The Negro protest defines the ills of the 
Negro group ever more sharply in their minds and emotionalizes narrow
ness. Race consciousness and race pride give it a glorification and a systema
tization. As the Negro protest and race consciousness are steadily rising, 
Negro provincialism may even increase in the short run, in spite of the better 
edueationat facilities and a greater acculturation, 

The Negroes are so destitute of power in American society that it would, 
indeed, be unrealistic for them to try a flight into a wider range of prob
lems. It seems functional and rational that they restrict their efforts to 
what is nearest home. They are not expected to have a worth-while judg
ment on national and international affairs, except in so far as Negro inter
ests are concerned. To most groups of white Americans it would be pre
posterous and impudent, or at least peculiar, if Negroes started to discuss 
general problems as ordinary Americans and human beings. They are 
allowed-in various degrees-to protest; or it is, at any rate, taken for 
granted that they should protest. But they are neither expected nor allowed 

• See Chaptcra 4:i., 43 and 4-4,. 
• See Chapter 6. 
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to participate. So the Negro protest and the white ,expectation harmonize 
and accumulate in their effects to narrow the range of Negro thinking. 

This vicious circle of caste operates upon the finest brains in the Negro 
people and gives even to the writings of a Du Bois a queer touch of un
reality as soon as he leaves his problem, which is the American Negro 
problem, and makes a frustrated effort to view it in a wider setting as an 
ordinary American and as a human being. A corresponding and comple
mentary feeling of queerness is felt by the foreign observer when he turns 
over the leaves of the hundreds of recent books and articles by white 
Americans on American democracy and its implications. In this literature 
the subject of the Negro is a void or is taken care of by some awkward, 
mostly un-informed and helpless, excuses. This is, of course, seen clearly 
by the Negro intellectual. Ralph Bunche remarks: 

••• consciously or unconsciously, America has contrived an artful technique of 
avoidance and evasion. For example, American newspaper editorials carry glowing 
praise for the tenets of liberty and equality upon which the society is fou~1ded, but 
ignore completely the inconsistent Negro status. One author has recently written a 
book entitled American Problems of Today, and yet barely mentions the Negro in one 
or two incidental passages.2 

The tragedy of caste is that it does not spare the integrity of the soul 
either of the Negro or of the white man. But the difference in degree of 
distortion of world view is just as ,great as the difference in size between 
the American Negro community and the rest of the world. 

Negro thinking is almost completely determined by white opinions
negatively and positively. It develops as an answer to the popular theories 
prevalent among whites by which they rationalize their upholding of 
caste. In this sense it is a derivative, or set:onda,:y, thinking. The Negroes 
do not formulate the issues to be debated; these are set for them by the 
dominant group. Negro thinking develops upon the presuppositions of 
white thinking. In its purest protest form it 1s a blunt denial and a refu
tation of white opinions. Acc@mmodation may oend the denial toward 
qualified denial or even qualified agreement . .Hut .Negro thinking seldom 
moves outside the orbit fixed by the whites' conceptions about the Negroes 
and about caste. 

Restricted and focused in this way, the problem ot housing becomes to 
Negroes a problem of residential segregation and their share in public 
housing projects. Education becomes Negro education. Politics concerns 
Negro disfranchisement and what the Negroes will get out of the 
kaleidoscopic and unintelligible chance play of strange national and world 
events. The fight between the C.1.0. and the A.F. of L. is a question 
of whether Negroes will be allowed into the labor unions. World trends 
in agricultural economics and American agricultural policy are seen only 
in tcnps of cotton and the Negro sharecropper. 
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The national budget and its short-range and long-range balancing, the 

principles of taxation, monetary policy, and banking, have no sensible 
meaning in the Negro world, except perhaps in terms of unemployment 
relief. The World War becomes translated into the administrative details 
concerning the extent to which Negroes will be kept from working in 
defense industries and from service in the armed forces. Being denied 
full fellowship by white America, the identification with the nation is 
somewhat uncertain and blurred by a constant reminder of color. Africa 
gets the American Negroes' loyalty to nation, besides the United States. 
Thus the Negroes "· .. must perpetually discuss the 'Negro Problem/ 
-must live, move, and have their being in it, and interpret all else in 
its light or darkness," Du Bois complains.8 And Ralph Bunche observes: 

... when the Negro views any matter of broad governmental policy, he ordinarily 
weighs it not as an American citizen, but as a Negro American. His first queries will 
always be: "How will it effect 'Negroes'?" "Will it be so administered as to embrace 
Negroes fairly?" "What safeguards are taken to insure equal Negro participation in 
its benefits?" In other words, the Negro has learned from bitter experience that he 
must constantly be on the alert to hold his own in the society •.•• Thus there is a 
constant conflict between the Negro's ... desire to be a full-fledged American citizen 
••• and the necessity forced upon him by tradition and sentiment in the country, 
to "think Negro" first,4. 

The American caste situation being what it is, there should be nothing 
astonishing in the provincialism of the Negroes in their thinking or in 
their fixation on white opinions. The Negroes can even be said to act in 
a practical and rational way when they concentrate their efforts on their 
own worries and press their own local and national interests. It is also-from 
their point of view-only a matter of prudence if they feel inclined to 
view the white Americans' international ambitions and allegiances with 
skepticism and reserve. The Negro caste is, in a sense, "a nation within a 
nation," and an oppressed and exploited nation at that. It prays to become 
assimilated, but this is not permitted. It is thus understandable and, in 
some respects and some degree, even necessary that the Negroes fortify 
their souls with a dose of black chauvinism. 

But all this does not make a half-truth into a truth. It does not wipe 
out the distorting effects of huge gaps in knowledge and interests. Negro 
provincialism damages the efficiency of the Negroes' own struggle for a 
larger share. But it cannot be helped, since it is rooted in caste. A balanced 
and integrated world· view is denied American Negroes, together with 
many other good things in our social life. They will not be able to emerge 
completely from instability, provincialism, and distortion of opinions until 
that time in the future when American society itself is eventually delivered 
from caste. 
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J. THE THl'NltlNG ON THE NEOllO P&OBLEM 

Negro thinking in social and political terms is thus exclusively a think
ing about the Negro problem. The formation of popular theories among 
Negroes concerning the Negro problem also does not result in articulate, 
systematized and stable opinions. Particularly in the lower classes, and 
in the Southern rural districts, the ideological structure of Negro think
ing-even in its own narrow, caste-restricted realm-is loose, chaotic 
and rambling. This is understandable since the major determinants in the 
Negro problem are outside the Negroes' control and usually outside their 
vision. 

Some main elements, and particularly the doctrine of Negro equality, 
have, however, been fixed by the Negro protest, as far as public expres
sions go, even if it is a hard struggle for the individual Negro to keep 
up this badge of Negro solidarity.• But for the other elements, the popular 
Negro theories on their own problem have not only been developed and 
formulated by the small fraction of articulate upper class professionals and 
intellectuals but they have been reaching down to the Negro masses 
only slowly. In this process they have become blurred and simplified: 

••. there is little evidence that these articulated conceptions have filtered down into 
the inert Negro mass, whose intellectual muscles are lai. It is this "eJite" group 
which alone indulges in vivacious theorizing on the "problem."5 

The popular theories on Negro strategy all try to solve the fundamental 
problem of how to make a compromise between accommodation and pro
test. Any workable policy has also to engender support from white groups. 
One axis, convenient for our purpose of reach'ing a useful typology of 
Negro ideologies, concerns what social clfl,Ss or group among the whites 
is chosen as a prospectwe ally. 

4. CouR.TING THE "B~ PEOPLE AMONG THE WHITES" 

The traditional alignment in the South, following a pattern inherited 
from slavery and white paternalism, is for the Negroes to seek support 
from the white upper class. 

Both the lower class Negroes and the upper class Negro leaders feel that 
the "quality folks," the "best people among the whites" are the friends of 
the Negroes. They are held to be "too big" for prejudice. They are 
secure and out of competition. The lower class whites, on the other hand, 
have been considered as the Negroes' natural enemies. There is, as we 
have seen, a portion of truth in this view,b 

The Negroes have therefore looked to those whites who have secure 

• Sec Chapter ;69 Section 2., 

"See Chapter 17, Secti~n 6, and Chapter Is, Section 3. 
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social and ecoatomic positions to give them assistanc:c and backing. On the 
labor market Negroes have usually trusted the employers and have ~
pected them to give th~m jobs and to protect them from the antagonism 
of white workers. Negroes have seen the necessity of being tractable 
toward the employing class and of working for lower pay and keeping 
down demands in order to hold their jobs. Formerly Negroes gained 
entrance to jobs as labor scabs and strike-breakers. In education and busi
ness, too, and in interracial relations generally, their hopes have . been 
focused on the better class of white people. 

Booker T. Washington developed and utilized successfully this phi
losophy as a short-range strategy. He gave it an optimistic slant-and 
made a reservation for the Negro protest-by developing the idea that 
progress was possible if a strong Negro middle class could be founded 
upon white help and upon individual thrift and energy. If the Negro 
could become a good producer, his products would call forth a good 
price in return. 

Nothing else so soon brings about right relations between the two races in the 
south as the commercial progress of the Negro, Friction between the races will pass 
away as the black man, by reason of his skill, intelligence, and character, can produce 
something that the white man wants or respects in the commercial world.8 

The results would be not only gradually higher standards of efficiency, 
earnings, and consumption, but also a growing respect from the whites 
who would finally give Negroes suffrage, equal justice and, if not "social 
equality," at least equal public services. 7 

This philosophy has been taken over without substantial change by the 
Negro leaders and organizations pursuing a policy of conciliation, ex
pediency, gradualism and realism. It still forms part of upper and middle 
class, and even lower class, Negro thinking which is not too absorbed 
with protest. It was, naturally, never conducive to broadening the hori
zon for Negro opinions on general issues. It rather tied Negro thought 
to what was narrowly opportune for "getting along with white folks." By 
allying the Negro cause so exclusively with upper class white interests, it 
even kept Negroes, for a long time, from considering labor solidarity across 
the caste line. Booker T. Washington did much to raise the feeling for 
the dignity of labor so utterly destroyed by the institution of slavery. But 
he had no good words to say for labor unionism or labor solidarity between 
white and Negro workers. It should be remembered, though, that labor 
unions were nearly absent from the South in Booker T. Washington's time 
and very weak in the North and," further, that they did not usually show 
much friendliness toward Negroes.• Until after the First World War 
labor unions were looked upon as the natural enemies of Negroes. 

• See Appendix 6. 
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The trends of change in American society have made~is optimistic, 
gradualist philosophy increasingly unrealistic even as a short-range 
strategy. F,'or one thing, the outlook for Negro progress along economic 
lines can no longer be presented as so bright. The Negro's economic 
position is deteriorating, while his legal, political, and social position 
is improving. In any case, much success cannot be hoped for along the 
directions Washington pursued. The whole middle class ideology of 
Wasµington turns out to be a blind alley. The best prospect for an aver
age graduate of Tuskegee, or of any of the other schools like it, is to 
become a teacher, not a "doer," in business, crafts or agriculture. 

The common Negroes, who cannot aspire to exploit the petty monopolies 
behind the segregation wall, as teachers, preachers, professionals or busi
nessmen, have to compete for unskilled jobs and for the opportunity to 
advance to semi-skilled and skilled jobs in industry. Unemployment, mean
while, has taken on proportions in America greater than ever before in 
history, which is serious for an unpopular labor group like the Negroes. 
The power over employment is increasingly held not by employers, but by 
labor unions. Many cities where Negroes live in tens of thousands or hun
dreds of thousands are now "union towns." 

The functions of the philanthropic organizations-to which Booker T. 
Washington and his many successors pleaded and from which they so often 
got a helping hand-are in the process of being taken over by the states 
and the federal government. The federal government, particularly, is 
becoming a decisive factor as far as Negro interests as workers or unem
ployed workers are concerned. Even Negro education is becoming depend
ent upon the federal government. And the government is becoming less 
dependent upon the white upper classes. It depends upon the general elec
torate and, in labor issues, increasingly upon organized labor. 

This new configuration was hardly visible before the First World War 
and is to a great extent the result of the Great Depression during the 
'thirties and of the New Deal. 

5. THE DocrRINE OF LABOR SoLIDARITY 

The wave of socialistic thought after the First World War, to which we 
have referred in Chapter 35, brought to the fore the demand for labor 
solidarity a.cross the caste line. 8 But the American labor movement passed 
through a period of infirmity during the 'twenties and it was not until the 
New Deal that labor solidarity became a realistic basis for Negro policy. 

The younger generation of Negro intellectuals, with few exceptions, 
supported by a gradually growing number of Negro trade unionists, have 
since 1930 preached labor solidarity as the cu.re-all of Negro ills. White 
labor is explained to be the Negroes' "natural" ally; the old alignment 
with the white upper class was a "bourgeois illusion.m Whether or not 
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white labor is the Negroes' natural ally will be discussed presently. Be
fore embarking upon this task: it should, however, be remarked that, even 
if a rdiance upon the white upper class today would be an "illusion," this 
does not prove that it was so in Booker T. Washington's time, fifty years 
ago, when, as we have pointed out, the power situation in America was a 
very different one. 

Ralph Bunche, who, with reservations, is in fundamental agreement with 
the view that the Negroes' main hope lies in an alignment with white labor, 
explains this new view: 

This conception [ that of class conscioumess and class unity J • • , postulates the 
identity of interests of the working masses of the two races, and that these interests 
can be protected only by unity of action by both groups, against the employers and 
the capitalistic structure which dictate their exploitation • 
• • • This conception of the problem finds its immediate roots in the economic com
petition institutionalized by the capitalistic system. Under this system all workers are 
equally exploited, and division in the ranks of the working class is a fatal weakness. 
The employing class exploits the traditional hostility between black and white workers, 
deriving from the days of slavery, by playing black against white, keeping the two 
groups divided through fanning the flames of race hatred, and thus providing a 
mutual threat. Thus the Negro is often used as a scab and strike-breaker. This divi
sion decimates the strength of labor unions and reduces the collecti,•e bargaining 
power of all workers. The strength of the working class is in its unity and its ability 
to present a unified front to the bosses. Therefore, white and Negro workers must 
cast aside their traditional prejudices, in their own welfare; they must lock arm, 
and march shoulder to shoulder in the struggle for the liberation of the oppressed 
working masses. The overwhelming majority of Negroes are working class, and most 
of these are unskilled. Thus, practically the entire Negro race would be included in 
the scope of this ideology. The black and white masses, once united, could employ the 
terrifying power of their numbers to wring concessions from the employers and 
from the government itself. Some visualize the formation of a powerful labor party 
in whicJ1 all workers, of whatever race, color or creed, would work together for the 
exertion of that political influence, to which their numbers entitle them, on behalf of 
the masses of the people. Economic interest was thus to override conventional group 
prejudice, and the Negro worker would be accepted as a brother and equal. The basis 
of race conflict is economic competition, it is said, and as soon as the economic &true• 
ture undergoes such alterations as are necessary in order to guarantee economic aecurny 
to the working masses, the dynamic causes of race conflict will have been liquidated.10 

The Negroes are advised to think less about race and more about class-
not upper class, but working class. In this attitude there is evidently a tend
ency to explain away caste as far as possible. The caste disabilities are said 
to be due to the poverty and economic dependence of Negroes and not to 
their color. "The Negro sharecroppers suffer not because of their black 
face b11t because of exploitation, just like the white sharecroppers," is a 
thesis I have often heard developed by Negro intellectuals. They criticize: 
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Negro "racia.lism," and particularly the fight carried on by the N.A.A.c.P. 
for suffrage and civil rights. It is said that the vote and the abolition of 
social segregation might have both a practical and still more a prestige value 
to the tiny Negro "elite," but these things have little significance for 
Negroes. Ralph Bunche explains the view: 

, , , it ia not at all established that the Negro sharecroppers and the day laborer in 
the rural South, or the unskilled worker in Birmingham, is more exercised about being 
deprived of his right to vote, or being Jim Crowed on a street car, than he ia about 
hia inability to earn enough to make ends meet. These Negroes might well say that 
the poor white man of the South hasn't been able to do very much for himself with 
the ballot in all the years that he has had it. 

There is a tendency toward creating excessive illusions in this sort of thinking 
[along the line of civil liberties). The inherent fallacy in the political militancy thus 
outlined is found in the failure to recognize that the instrumentalities of the State, 
--Constitution, government and laws,-can do no more than reflect the political, 
aocial and economic ideology of the dominant population, and that the political arm 
of the State cannot be divorced from the prevailing economic structure. Civil liberties 
are circumscribed by the dominant mores of the society.11 

Speaking particularly about the redemption of the Negro masses in the 
South, Bunche stresses: 

Thia will never be accomplished at the Southern polls, not at least until labor, farm 
and industrial, black and white, has become so strongly organized and so bold as to 
present a forceful challenge to the authority of the entrenched interests. In other 
words the South must be subjected to a new agrarian and industrial revolution before 
any significant changes in the fundamental relationships-political, economic or 
racial-will occur.12 

To this critical view of the light for civil liberties we shall return in Chapter 
39 when we come to analyze the activity of the N.A.A.C.P.18 

6. SOME CRITICAL OBSERVATIONS 

The assumption that race prtjudice and caste conflict have their roots in 
economic competition and that the whole caste problem is "basically" eco
nomic has come to be widespread and is now accepted by practically all 
Negro and most white writers on the Negro problem.a It is always possible 
to point out numerous instances where economic competition or fear of 
competition have instigated or aggravated caste conflicts. Some employers 
have intentionally played off the two groups against each other in order 
to rule by division. And the white upper classes-even if their interests 
are not made conscious in this blunt way-have probably to a large extent 
been dominated by a fear that lower class whites and blacks might come to 

• Thia atatement, u far u the Negroes are concenied, is true for the 1930'1. It has 
become alightly lea true u the war spirit hu rekindled a belief in values other than 
economic and hu itimulated a new growth of variegated ideala. 
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terms and unite against them.• This motive is sometimes visible, for en.m
ple, in the fight about the poll tax or the labor unions in the South. 

Nevertheless, this hypothesis and, indeed, the very idea that one factor 
or another is ''basic'' or ''primary" to the caste system, is erroneous. In the 
cumulative causation of interrelated social factors none of them is so unim
portant that it should be neglected. Each factor can be made the object of 
induced change, and this will move the whole system-including the 
economic factors, whether they are the ones originally changed or not
in one direction or the other.b From a practical point of view, this reveals 
the fallacy of criticizing activities to improve Negro status because they do 
not attack the ''basic" cause. 

The further hypothesis that there exists a "natural" identity of interests 
between Negro and white workers is about as meaningful or meaningless 
a statement as the one that all mankind wants peace. It depends. The term 
"interest" when applied to a group of people is crude and ambiguous unless 
it is ascertained how the bonds of psychological identification are fixed. 
When it is said that all Negro and white workers have a "common interest," 
the assumption must be that they actually care about each other's welfare, 
that they all feel as a group. 

In economic discussion of group interests it seems often to be forgotten that auch a 
conception has its ground in a purely psychological assumption of an actual experi
ence of collectivistic feelings, which in reality may be absent or present in various 
degrees of intensity. When, for instance, it is argued that a special group of workers 
in the labor market, distinguished and visible on account of sex, age, color, culture, 
or what not, has common interests with other workers against the employers and not 
with the employers against the other workers, and that the other idea i1 an illusion, 
the truth of the statement is entirely dependent on the subjective factor: whether 
there is, in fact, a sentiment of solidarity in the entire labor group or not. The term 
"interest" is thus subjectively determined in two dimensions: first, of coune, aa 
to individual utility, as economic analysis has always assumed, and, second, as to the 
degree of factual emotional solidarity ties. Particularly in the weighing of remote 
contra immediate interests is this sec-ond factor of importance.14 

If white and black workers do not feel united as a group, there is, of course, 
no "common interest." "Labor solidarity" is not a thing by itself; it exists, 
or does not exist, only in the feelings of the workers for each other. 
If white workers feel a group unity among themselves, from which they 
exclude Negroes, they are likely to try to push Negroes out of employ
ment. If in such a situation white employers-for whatever reasons-are 
inclined to accept Negro workers, the interest solidarity actually ties the 
Negro workers to the white employers instead of to the white workers. 

• See Chapter 17, Section 4, and Appendix 6. Compare Arthur Raper, "Race and Clau 
Pre111ure1,11 unpublished manuscript prepared for this study ( 1 940), tassim. 

'See Chapter 3, Section 7, and Appendiz l• 
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It is argued, however, that:, from an interest viewpoint, white workers 
"should" feel an identity with Negro workers, and that they are working 
against their own interests by wanting to discriminate against Negroes. Such 
a split prevents the formation of strong labor unions; if white workers want 
effective union power, they will have to try to align Negro workers with 
them. This is true in those fields of employment where Negroes are already 
entrenched, and where they cannot be pushed out by the whites. It is true, 
for instance, in longshore work and coal mining.• But it is not so true in the 
greater number of industries where Negroes are at present effectively 
excluded or safely segregated in "Negro jobs." In those latter fields this 
reason for labor solidarity with Negro workers will become even less signifi
cant for white workers to the degree that they come to control employment 
by their unions. 

A feeling of "common interest" can be promoted, however, by the 
actual spread of the ideology of class solidarity. Of this there is as yet 
comparatively little in America. It is true that both the A.F. of L. and the 
C.1.O. are, in principle, committed to nondiscrimination. So is the whole 
American nation. Actually the record has been worse on the union front than 
in many other fields of American culture. We have reviewed these facts and 
discussed the relations between the American trade union movement and 
Negro workers. b Our tentative conclusion was that the future development 
of those relations is important for the welfare of the Negro people but also 
uncertain. The outcome will probably depend upon political decisions by 
governments and legislatures, which, in their turn, depend upon electorates 
in which labor is an important element but not the only one. For the out
come, the strength of the American Creed as a soc;ial force will be important. 
The civil rights and the votes which American Negroes will be able to hold 
are going to be important in this struggle to open further the labor unions 
to them. 

7• THE PRAGMATIC "TRUTH" OF THE LABOR SOLIDARITY DOCTRINE 

The eager intent to explain away race prejudice and caste in the simple 
terms of economic competition, and the exaggerated notions about the 
relative unimportance of caste, is an attempt to escape from caste into class. 
As such, it is closely similar to the tendency of certain Negro upper class 
persons, already described, who also want to forget about caste and want to 
align themselves with the white upper class.c The differences are, however, 

• See Appendix 6, It is true also in Southern agriculture, since all Negro sharecroppen 
can never be pushed out, even though I!lany of them have been. There will always be 
enough Negro sharecroppers who can be used by the plantation ownen to destroy an 
all-white union which excludes the Negroes. 

b S. Chapter I 1, SectiOJI 3• 
• &e,.Chapter 36, Sectio~ 6, 
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significant. In the theory of labor solidarity the identification would include 
the whole Negro people. The aim of this theory is to unify the whole 
Negro people, not with the white upper class, but with the white working 
class. And the underlying ideology stems from Marxist proletarian radi
calism instead of from American middle class conservatism. 

The theory of labor solidarity has been taken up as a last "solution" of 
the Negro problem, and as such is escapist in nature; its escape character 
becomes painfully obvious to every member of the school as soon as he 
leaves abstract reasoning and goes down to the labor market, because there 
he meets caste and has to talk race and even racial solidarity. The theory is, 
however, increasingly becoming "realistic" and even pragmatically "true" 
as a Negro strategy, in the same sense that Booker T. Washington's theory 
was realistic and true in his time. With the power over employment oppor
tunities increasingly held by the labor unions, the Negroes simply have to 
try to get into them in order not to be left out of employment. The Negro 
leaders have to try to educate the Negro masses to be less ~uspicious of 
unions. And they have to plead labor solidarity to white workers as the 
most important clement of the American Creed. 

It is also visible how not only the N.A.A.C.P., but also such conservative 
agencies for Negro collective action as the Negro church and the Urban 
League, in recent years have been becoming friendly to unions-provided 
they let the Negroes in. In practical! y the whole Negro world the observer 
finds that the C.1.0. is looked upon as a great Negro hope because it has 
followed a more equalitarian policy than the A.F. of L. Practically all artic
ulate voices among Negroes are coming out in favor of unionism-with 
this one condition that they do not discriminate against Negroes. 

This new policy preserves much more of the Negro protest but attempts 
to merge it with a class protest as far as possible. This attempt requires 
much accommodation and even humiliation. Many unions are as closed to 
Negro workers as the "quality folks" were to the Negro upper classes. 
Ralph Bunche faces this situation with a square realism which can well 
match what the old master politician, Booker T. Washington, must often 
have thought about the upper class Southerners he had to deal with, 
although he carefully avoided saying it in so many words: 

Negotiations with the poor whites on a national level is admittedly not euy, 
but the Negro has long exploited his humility, his ability to "take low," to bow and 
scrape, in his relations with the white employer and the white philanthropist. If he 
must, he can employ these artifices to much better advantage for himself in nudging 
into the good graces of organized labor. This is no time for picayunishnesa and die
plays of petty pride. 16 

If the dream should ever come true and if-under the influence of a 
~wing labor solidarity and considerable government pressure-the Negro 
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workers should become widely and wholeheartedly accepted in the Arnerican 
labor movement, be given fair chances for employment and advancement, 
and have a voice in affairs of the unions, one of the consequences of this 
tremendous break of the caste order would be the wjdening of the horizon 
of Negro social and political thinking. The Negro intellectuals and labor 
leaders, having the goal of aligning the Negroes to the labor movement, 
usually have concentrated their thinking on the practical question of how 
to get the Negroes into the unions. If this were once accomplished and an 
identification reached with the white laboring masses, it would mean the 
beginning of a liberation of the Negro soul. James Weldon Johnson wrote: 

Organized labor holds the main gate of our industrial and economic corral; and on 
the day that it throws open that gate . . . there will be a crack in the wall of racial 
dillCJ'imination that will be heard round the world.18 

Granted that attempts toward an understanding with the white working 
class are of paramount importance, other sectors should not be forgotten. 
Th8 Negroes' status in America is so precarious that they simply have to get 
the support of all possible allies in the white camp. In addition to the labor 
unionists, Negroes must seek the support of the civil liberties group in the 
North, the Southern liberals and interracialists in the South, and even the 
Southern aristocratic conservatives where they are prepared to give a help
ing hand. Furthermore, the vicious circle keeping Negroes down is so 
p11rfected hy such interlocking caste controls that the Negroes must attempt 
to mo'Oe the whole system by attacking as many point.r as po.rsible. 

Negro strategy would build on an illusion if it set all its hope on a blitz
krieg directed toward a "basic" factor. In the nature of things it must work 
on the broadest possible front. There is a place for both the radical and the 
conservative Negro leaders, for social workers and labor organizers, for 
organizations that can speak to the employers and those that can approach 
the workers, and for organizations that can lead the Negroes in politics. 
The practical conclusions from this eclectic principle will be drawn in the 
following chapter. 

8. "THE ADVANTAGES OF THE DISADVANTAGES" 

Repeatedly we have pointed out the fundamental dilemma of the Negro 
upper classes. On the one hand, upper class Negroes are the ones who feel 
most intensely the humiliations of segregation and discrimination. They are 
also in a position where they, more than the masses, can see the limits set 
by the caste system to their personal ambitions. They need to appeal to 
racial solidarity against caste if only to avert the aggression against them
selves from the lower classes and to direct it upon the whites. On the other 
hand, segregation and discrimination create an economic shelter for them. 
In tHe main, they enjoy their economic and social status thanks to the petty 
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monopolies behind the caste bar. This applies to ministers, teachen, and 
practically all other professionals, as well as to most Negro businessmen. 
Caste is their opportunity. They are exploiting "the advantages of the dis
advantages."• 

When we remember, further, that the upper class Negroes, even more 
than other upper class American groups, are responsible for the thinking 
on their group's problem, the question must be raised as to how this situa
tion influences popular theories on the Negro problem. This is a viewpoint 
somewhat different from the viewpoint we have followed until now, when 
we have asked with what white group Negroes have sought allegiance. Here 
a crucial matter is the attitude toward segregation. It is the upper class 
Negroes who have felt and expressed most clearly and persistently the 
Negro protest against segregation. They have manned the chief organization 
to defend the civil rights of Negroes, the N.A.A.C.P.; they have developed 
the doctrine that all segregation is wrong and that full democratic partici
pation and integration is right and is the ultimate goal to be fought for. 
The observer often finds them complaining that lower class Negroes do not 
resent strongly enough the Jim Crow restrictions. 

The sincerity of the upper class Negroes' opposition to segregation cannot 
be doubted. The fact that they themselves thrive in its shelter is seldom 
discussed openly and publicly,b When occasionally it is brought up, the 
inteUectual dilemma is projected into a distant future by the recognition that 
segregation will not be abolished soon, and by the reflection that such a 
change will lose opportunities for them in the Negro market but gain 
opportunities for them in the wider American market. 

Nevertheless, the opposition against segregation in upper class circles 
is directed primarily against those sectors of the caste system where it 
functions ]east as a shelter to themselves. The protest is thus outspoken 
and unanimous in regard to exclusion from hotels, restaurants, theaters, 
concerts, and segregation in transportation facilities. It is ordinarily less 
unanimous with respect to segregation in education. Negro schools provide 
employment for Negro teachers who, with present prejudice, would most 
of the time have less chance in a nonsegregated school system. If there is 
a segregated school system, the main interest becomes to improve the Negro 
schools and to guarantee the Negro teachers equal salaries. 

In regard to segregation in hospitals the observer finds the same ambiva
lence. As soon as separate Negro set-ups are provided at all, the Negro pro
test shows a tendency to become directed toward demanding better facilities 
in these set-ups and, particularly, toward the monopolizing of the jobs as 

• Thi. term was popularized by H. B. Frissell, the second principal of Hampton 
Institute. 

• E:s:c:ept, of course, by the critics among the radical Negro in1ellectual1 and bv tbe 
aocial acieatiste, 
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doctors and nurses tor Negroes. This, by the way, is a demand which is 
the more reasonable as Negro doctors and nurses are excluded practically 
everywhere from white hospitals, even where there are Negro wards. But 
the Negro protest has here accepted the segregation policy. "I was heart and 
soul ••• in [the] light against segregation and yet I knew that for a hun
dred years in this America of ours it was going to be at least partially in 
vain," comments Du Bois with reference to a particular incident during his 
work with the N.A.A.C.P. and continues: 

••• what Negroes need is hospital treatment now; and what Negro physicians need 
is h01pital practice; and to meet their present need, poor hospitals are better than none; 
segregated hospitals are better than those where the Negro patients are neglected or 
relegated to the cellar •••• l am certain that for many generations American Negroes 
in the United States have got to accept separate medical institutions. They may dis
like it; they may and ought to protest against it; nevertheless it will remain for a long 
time their only path to health, to education, to economic survival.17 

Ordinarily this policy is not expressed so bluntly, at least not publicly, 
but it is the guiding theory for most practical Negro policy on the local 
scene. It runs through the whole gamut of Negro professions and businesses. 
It was de.finitely part of Booker T. Washington's strategy: 

Let us in future spend less time talking about the part of the city that we cannot 
live in, and more time in making that part of the city that we live in beautiful and 
attractive. 18 

In judging this opportunistic policy it should be held in mind that, in the 
main, the economic and social interests of the articulate Negro upper class 
groups run parallel to obvious interests of the whole Negro people, as there 
is usually little prospect that segregation and discrimination will be stamped 
out in the near future. Excluded from, or separated and discriminated 
against, in aU sorts of public and private institutions and facilities, Negroes 
need more and improved schopls, parks, playgrounds, hospitals, Y.M.C.A.'s, 
funeral homes, taxi companies and all sorts of Negro professional and 
business activities. 

The N.A.A.C.P. is by necessity caught in the same ideological com
promise.• In principle the Association fights all segregation. As a long-range 
solution it demands that all color bars be torn down. Often its practical 
task, however, will be to defend the Negroes' interests that a reasonable 
equality is observed within the existing system of segregation: 

The NAACP from the beginning faced this bogey. It was not, never had been, 
and never could be an organization that took an absolute stand against race segregation 
of any sort under all circumstances. Thia would be a stupid stand in the face of clear 
and uncontrovertible facts. When the NAACP was formed, the great mass of Negro 

• Ste Chapter 39, 5ec?on I. 
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children were being trained in Negro schools; the great ma11 of Negro churchgoer• 
were memben of Negro churches; the great mass of Negro citizens lived in Negro 
neighborhoods; the great mass of Negro voters voted with the same political party; 
and the mass of Negroes joined with Negroes and co-operated with Negroes in order 
to fight the extension of this segregation and to mo,·e toward better conditions. What 
was true in 1910 was still true in 1940 and will be true in 1970. But with this vast 
difference: that the segregated Negro institutions are better organized, more intelli
gently planned and more efficiently conducted, and today form in themselves the best 
and most compelling argument for the ultimate abolition of the color line, 

To have started out in this organization with a slogan "no segregation,,, would have 
been impossible. What we did say was no increase in segregation; but even that stand 
we were unable to maintain. Whenever we found that an increase of segregation was 
in the interest of the Negro race, naturally we had to advocate it. We had to advocate 
better teachers for Negro schools and larger appropriation of funds. We had to advo
cate a segregated camp for the training of Negro officers in the World War. We had 
to advocate group action of Negro voters in elections. We had to advocate all sorts 
of organized movement among Negroes to fight oppression and in the Jong run end 
segregation.19 

Du Bois wrote this several years after he had left the N .A.A.C.P. as a 
result of a controversy with the Association mainly fought on this issue. 
He would not have said it in so many words fifteen years earlier, and the 
present leadership of the Association would probably not want to do it 
even today. But it is substantially a true characterization. Outside its impor
tant activity of defending full equality and democratic participation in 
politics, justice, and breadwinning, and besides its equally important long
range propaganda against all forms of segregation,• the Association finds 
itself, today as earlier, working for a more just administration of segregated 
set-ups. 

As Negro institutions are improved and increasingly manned exclusively 
by Negro professionals, segregation itself is undoubtedly becoming fortified 
in America. And it should not be concealed either that powerful Negro 
vested interests in segregation are created. The trend is also in line with 
the rise of the Negro protest, which, on the one hand, means intensified 
"race pride" and, on the other hand, voluntary withdrawal and increasing 
isolation of Negroes from the larger American scene.b The Negro protest, 
primarily caused by and directed against segregation, thus comes to build 
up a new spiritual basis for segregation. 

9. CoNDONING SEGREGATION 

"Whether self-segregation for his protection, for inner development 
and growth in intelligence and social efficiency, will increase his accepta
bility to white Americans ~r not, that growth must go on," 20 writes Du 

• See Chapter 3 9, Sections 5 to 9. 
• See Chapter 10, Section :1. 
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Bois in his old age when he has become peesimistic about erasing the color 
bar in a reasonable future. Instead he urges the building up 0£ a cooperative 
black economy for de£ense and mutual aid: 

To a degree, but not completely, this is a program of segregation. The consumer 
group is in important aspects a self-segregated group. We are now segregated largely 
without reason. Let us put reason and power beneath this segregation. 21 

A few important reservations must now be stressed. One is that few 
upper class Negroes arc prepared to follow Du Bois into this open endorse
ment of segregation, A second is that Du Bois-like Booker T. Washington 
before him and practically all other Negro pleaders for a positive utilization 
of segregation-does not accept segregation as an ultimate solution but 
rather expects that the policy recommended will favor its earlier break
down. Speaking particularly about segregated housing and rural settlement 
projects, he explains: 

Rail if you will against the race segregation here involved and condoned, but take 
advantage of it by planting secure centers of Negro co-operative effort and particularly 
of economic power to make us spirituaJly free for initiative and creation in other and 
wider fields, and for eventually breaking down all segregation based on color or 
curl of hair.• 

A third reservation is even more important, though it can only by implica
tion be inferred from what is said or written. Neither Du Bois nor any 
other Negro leader will be found prepared to urge the full utilization of 
segreg.ition, which would be advantageous if segregation were accepted as 
an ultimate solution of the Negro problem. 

A Negro leader, who really accepted segregation and stopped criticizing 
it, could face the dominant whites with a number of far-reaching demands. 
If, thus, Negroes accepted as final their disfranchisement in the South and 
condoned the exclusion of Negroes from politics, they could reasonably 
uk for a wide amount of self-government for Negroes. They could demand 
the right to elect their own school boards and governing bodies for their 
own hospitals and other public institutions. They could ask for Negro 
policemen to protect the Negro communities and perhaps even for separate 
lower Negro courts to settle civil and criminal cases between Negroes. 
Certain problems of fiscal clearing and white supervision would have to be 
settled, but with some legal ingenuity they could be solved. It would even 
be reasonable to ask for separate state and national representations of the 
disfranchised Southern Negroes. Even if such a representative body should 
have only the right to discuss and petition regarding legislation which 

•w. E. B. Du Bois, Dusk of DflllWl'I (194-0), p. us. The present writer does not 
lhare the optimism contained in the last part of this statement. Better utilization of 
11egrention by Negroes will give the caste system a certain moral sanction and, probably 
even more important, will- fortify it by Ne,rro vested intefflta. -
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concerned Negro interests, it would not be without great importance to 
the Negro people. 

If Negroes accepted residential segregation, they could reasonably 
demand that it be developed into a rationally planned policy, so that space 
is set aside for Negro sections. Residential segregation without such a 
positive policy is more cruel than it need be and than it is usually meant 
to be. Likewise, if Negroes accepted widespread economic discrimination, 
they could demand that at least certain "Negro jobs" be set aside and also 
be defended against white intruders. The present situation of one-sided 
competition and exploitation, where Negroes are excluded by the whites, 
but where the whites are free to squeeze Negroes out of even their tradi
tional jobs, easily results in a concentration of unemployment among the 
Negro people and their gradual relegation to relief as a normal "occupa
tion." 

The outside observer of the irrational, inefficient, and cruel American 
caste system cannot help making such reflections. He finds, however, that 
an intelligent discussion along those lines is almost entirely absent from 
America. This absence reveals certain moral taboos of greatest importance. 
I have taken interest in discussing these matters with many American 

·Negroes.Few of them have failed to see the sense of the proposals raised. 
But none has expressed approval of them. And they are never touched 
upon in Negro literature and in public discussion; they have never been 
thought through. The explanation is this: Negroes feel that they cannot 
afford to sell out the rjghts they have under the Constitution and the 
American Creed, C'CJen when these rights have not matc.riafrzed and even 
when there is no immediate prospect of making them a reality. At the same 
time Negroes show, by taking this position, that they have not lost their 
belief that ultimately the American Creed will come out on top. Referring 
merely to the proposal of an isolated black economy, and not to the more 
general problem of complete segregation in all fields, which is never men
tioned by Negroes, James Weldon Johnson once said: 

Clear tl1inking reveals that the outcome of voluntary isolation would be a permanent 
secondary status, so acknowledged by the race. Such a status would, it is true, solve 
some phases of the race question. It would smooth away a good part of the friction 
and bring about a certain protection and security. The status of slavery carried som~ 
advantages of that sort. But I do not believe we shall ever be willing to pay such a 
price for security and peace:22 

More surprising, perhaps, is the fact that white writers-who usually 
implicitly condone segregation and who therefore might be expected to 
want to improve the present very wasteful caste system23-never say a 
word on this problem, which, from their point of view, should be so para-
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mount.• Again the explanation of this lack of intellectual clarity and per
sistence cannot be given simply in terms of the relative.Jy undeveloped 
state of scientific social engineering in America. For in most other fields at 
least attempts at rational practical thinking and social planning are present. 
The explanation will have to be sought in moral taboos. The whites also 
are mkibited by the American Creed from thinking constructively along 
segregation lmes. They may observe and analyze scientifically the segrega
tion system as it works; they may condone it implicitly or explicitly as 
advantageous or inevitable under the circumstances; they may do it with 
eyes open to the sufferings and inefficiencies in the system as it is. But they 
cannot permit themselves to think through carefully and in any detail how 
a segregation system could be rationally organized. For this would impl'J 
an open break with the principles of equality and liberty. 

The extraordinary thing is how the national ethos works, in the short 
run, as a bar against clear and constructive thinking toward mitigating the 
inequalities which, contrary to the American Creed, are inflicted upon a 
weak group. In the long run, this same Creed might come to save, not only, 
as now, America's face, but perhaps also its soul.b 

10. BoosTING NEGRO Bvs1NESS 

The idea that the development of a Negro middle class of landowners, 
businessmen, and professionals would have importance in the fight for 
equality and opportunity is old with the Negro people. It was pronounced 
before the Civil War. It played an important role in Booker T. Washing
ton's philosophy: 

••• wherever I have seen a black man who was succeeding in his business, who was a 
taxpayer and who possessed intelligence and high character, that individual wa, treated 
with the highest respect by the members of the white race. In proportion a, we can 
multiply these examples, North and South, will our problem be solved.24 

In 1900 he founded the National Negro Business League, which is still 
functioning. The resolution drawn up by the business section at the first 
meeting of the National Negro Congress, in 1936, made it equally clear 
that Negro business is much more than "business'1 : 

The development of sound and thriving Negro business is most indispensable to the 
general elevation of the Negro's social and economic security ••• all Negroes con
sider it their inescapable duty to support Negro business by their patronage.211 

The same advice has been given the Negro people by their white friends 
through generations. Upon this theory Negro education, particularly along 

• Southern white writers are no real exception. It is true-as we have shown in earlier 
part1 of this inquiry-that they often in general lerms plead for certain alleviations of 
•Cfssary suffering inliicted upon the Negroes at the same time u they hold to the 

, . ~ty of the caste system. But there their thinking stopa. 
: • 

11 See Chapter •. 

• 
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Tuskegee lines, has been aided and directed. Sir Harry Johnston, review
ing the Negro problem in the beginning of this century, pointed to the 
Jews and drew this lesson: 

Money solves all human difficulties. It will buy you love and respect, power and 
aocial standing. With money you can create armies and build navies, you can control 
the votes of your fellow-citizens, found and shape their educational institutes, con
duct a Press, overcome disease, make actual the charity of early Christianity, achieve 
all purpoaes that arc noble, and check the Devil at every turn; whether he crop up in 
the forms of alcoholism, disease, intestinal worms, religious intolerance, political 
oppression, waste of the earth's natural resources, or the misuse of corrugated iron. 
If you are rich you can roof your dwellings with tiles of the most beautiful, or stone 
slabs, or wooden shingles, marble terraces or leaden sheets; if you are poor you must 
content yourself with corrugated iron and know that your dwelling is a blot on the 
landscape. 

The one undoubted solution 0£ the Negro's difficulties throughout the world is £or 
him to turn his strong arms and strong legs, his fine sight, si1btle hearing, deft fingen, 
and rapidly-developed brain to making of Money •.. 28 

And through the decades, Negroes have been told by white people and by 
their own leaders that in business they have fair chances. Moton stated it 
thus: 

It is in business, perhaps, that the Negro gets more honest consideration and a 
fairer deal than in any other of his contacts with the white men, not even excepting 
religion. 27 

Business will stimulate the Negro's initiative, give him valuable training 
and experience, increase his self-confidence, increase his wealth, create a 
relatively secure middle and upper class, give employment to Negroes in 
the lower classes, and provide a reservoir of resources which can be used in 
competition with the whites. "Business" in this po_r,ular theory includes all 
free professions. The scant success in building up a substantial Negro 
business and professional class and the explanations of this have been 
reviewed in Chapter 14. But the ideology is more alive than ever. Practi
cally all Negro businessmen and professionals met in the course of this 
study have this theory. It is preached in church and taught in school. 

Its popularity is understandable. Negro professionals and business men 
-except those to whom caste gives an absolute monopoly, as it does to 
most teachers in Negro schools and colleges, preachers, morticians, beau
ticians-have to compete with whites and have to seek to build up a relative 
monopoly by appealing to racial solidarity. Their standards are often lower 
than those of their white competitors. And they meet suspicion from the 
Negro customers. The last phenomenon. observed by all students, is well 
stated by Bunche: 
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Thia placid acceptance of Negro inferiority is the refrain of the profe11i~I 
Negro's plaint, Negro doctors and lawyen, Negro businessmen, and even Negro 
tcachen claim to suffer from the Jack of confidence in the ability of Negroca typical 
of 10 many of the group. It is alleged that many Negroes go out of their way and even 
auft'er humiliations from whites, in order to avoid going to the Negro doctor or 
hoapitaJ. A Negro lawyer will charge that the local Negro doctors, who themselves 
lose much of their potential Negro clientele to white docton, will yet engage only 
white lawyers when they require legal service; and vice versa. Negro students at Negro 
private school& under white control, have, occasionally, when polled, indicated a pref
erence for white teachera, though this is a sentiment that is fast changing. Negro 
bwineasmen allege that Negroes prefer to go downtown to white stores which do not 
want their trade, and often suffer insults, rather than trade in a Negro store. And 
even when, by circumstance, Negroes are compelled to turn to the Negro professional 
man, they not infrequently do so without confidence. I was seated in the outer office 
of a prominent Negro dentist in Richmond not long ago, when a Negro woman came 
in with an infected tooth. She infonned the dentist that the "white lady" she works 
for had told her to come. After careful examination the dentist informed her that the 
tooth would have to be extracted. She became firm on hearing this and promptly 
informed him that he was quite wrong, as her "lady" had assured her that the tooth 
would not need to come out. The dentist could not convince her of the correctness 
of his trained judgment over that of her white "lady," so she stalked out angrily.28 

Against this, Negro business and professional men have to appeal to their 
prospective clientele by developing race pride. They promise the advance 
of the whole race if Negroes only learn to stick together and to patronize 
race business. 

In more recent times two new ideological arguments have been added. 
One is the program of a cooperative Negro economy set forth recently by 
Du Bois:28 • 

We believe that the labor force and intelligence of twelve million people is more 
than sufficient to supply their own wants and make their aqvancement secure. There• 
fore, we believe that, if carefully and intelligently planned, a co-operative Negro 
industrial system in America can• be established in the midst of and in conjunction 
with the surrounding national industrial organization and in intelligent accord with 
that reconstruction of the economic basia of the nation which must aooner or later 
be accomplished.8° 

Du Bois' blueprint of"· •. a racial attempt to use the power of the Negro 
as a consumer not only for his economic uplih but in addition to that, for 
his economic education,"81 has remained in the realm of beautiful dreams 
and is likely to stay there. Americans in general have been weak in their 
cooperative endeavors, and there is little chance that the Negroes could 
take a lead in this field. The development of chain businesses in America 
has actually substituted for one of the chief accomplishments of consumers' 
cooperation in other countries to rationalize retail trade and lower con
sumet-s' costs, and at ~he same time, has made the prospect for consumers' 
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cooperation in America, at this late stage, extremely unfavorable. But 1t 
should not be denied that even discussion among Negroes of Du Bois' 
proposal would mean an advance in economic education of the Negro 
people. 

The second new idea is the use of the weapons of the boycott and picket
ing against white stores and other businesses in Negro districts which 
refuse to employ Negro workers. In numerous movements all over the 
country-sometimes with support from the local branches of the N.A.A.C.P. 
and the Urban League but usually directed by ad hoc organizations-the 
slogan "don't buy where you can't work" has been raised.• An unusual 
degree of militancy and tenacity has often been shown, and in some in
stances signal success has been won. 

This last movement has, of course, limited possibilities. At most, it can 
increase the employment of a few more white collar workers in the segre
gated Negro districts. It turns on a petty middle class racial basis and might 
even have great dangers. The Negro masses must seek employment in the 
general labor market, and their hope is in nondiscrimination, not in appor
tioning jobs according to race. Speaking about this utilization of the boycott 
weapon, James Weldon Johnson remarks: 

In our case it might prove a boomerang; on the very argument for the employment 
of Negroes where we spend our money, Negro emplorees may be Jet out where we 
spend no moncy.3~ 

I I. CRITICISM OF NEGRO BUSINESS CHAUVINISM 

The weaknesses of Negro business chauvinism are apparent from a con
sideration of the facts about existing Negro business.b In so far as Negro
owned business is inefficient compared to white-owned business, it cannot 
exist for a long time. James Weldon Johnson makes the following pointed 
observation: 

lt is a common practice among us to go into business relying on "race pride." Now, 
"race pride" may be a pretty good business slogan, but it is a mighty shaky business 
foundation. A Negro American in business must give as excellent quality, as low a 
price, and as prompt and courteous service as any competitor, otherwise he runs a 
tremendous risk in counting on the patronage even of members of his own race. 
"Race pride" may induce them once or twice to buy • • • a pair of shoes that cost 
more and wear out quicker, but it won't keep them doing it. The Negro business 
men who have succeeded have been those who have maintained as high quality, as 
low prices, and as good service as their competitors.83 

• See Chapter 14, Section 2.. For a description of the movement in New York City, ree 
Claude McKay, Harlem (1940), pp. 184-196. Another slogan of the movement is 
"double duty dollar"-referring to -the fact that the dollar both buys good and helps the 
Negro. 

• See Chapter 14, Section 2.. 
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Aside from its capacity for maintaining itself, Negro business has been 
thought of as a means of improving the whole Negro people. As can be 
expected, the advocates of interraciat labor solidarity are critical of this 
aspect of the ideology. Ralph Bunche develops the views of this school 
in criticizing Negro business ideology: 

It would seem clear ••• that this hope for the aalvation of the Negro within the 
e:riating ideological and physical framework, by the erection of a black bmineu 
structure within the walls of white capitalism, is doomed to futility. In the first 
place, it would affect beneficially only a relative handful of Negroes, and these would 
mainly be those who have sufficient capital to become entrepreneurs. The advocates 
of Negro business have little to say about the welfare of Negro workers engaged in 
such busineu, e:rcept to suggest that they do not suffer from a discriminatory policy 
of employment. No one argues, however, that their wages and hours would be better, 
their working conditions improved, or their work less hard. What evidence there is 
points in quite the opposite direction. The apologists for the self-sufficiency ideology 
are in pursuit of a policy of pure expediency and opportunism through e:rploitation 
of the segregation incident to the racial dualism of America. They refuse to believe 
that it is impossible to wring much wealth out of the already poverty-atricken Negro 
ghettoes of the nation. Moreover, it should be clear that Negro enterprise exists only 
on the sufferance of that dominant white business world which completely controls 
credit, basic industry and the state. "Big" Negro business is an economic will-o'-thc
wisp. Negro business strikes its appeal for support on a racial note, viz: the race can 
progress only through economic unity. But the small, individually-owned Negro 
businesses have little chance to meet successfully the price competition of the large
capital, more efficient and often nation-wide white business. The very poverty of the 
Negro consumer dictates that he must buy where buying is cheapest; and he can ill 
afford to invest in racial good-will while he has far too little for food. In this sense, 
Negro business looms as a parasitical growth on the Negro society, in that it exploits 
the "race problem." It demands for itself special privilege and parades under the 
chauvinistic protection of "race loyalty," thus further exploiting an already down
trodden group. It represents the welfare only of the pitifully small Negro middle
class group, though demanding support for its ideology from the race conscious 
Negro masses. Negro business may offer a measure of relief from racial and economic 
disadvantage to a handful of the more able or the more fortunate members of the 
race. But it is much more certain that the vast majority of Negroes in America will 
continue to till the soil and to toil in the industries of white America. 8' 

This is sound reasoning. But when all this is said-when it is granted 
that there is no prospect that Negro business will ever develop to great 
importance and that, in any case, even if the business class is benefited, no 
great gains are assured to the mass of the Negro people-there are, never
theless, some credit items which should not be ignored. The chief advantage 
is thlJ tiny Neg,-o hwiness and professional class itself, which lroes by prowl
~, pods tmd services to Negroes. It is this class which has the education 
)l1d leisure necessary to articulate the Negro protest and to take up success
iul collective bargaining with white society. 
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In the long run, this class can be depended upon to voice the interests of 

the broad masses of Negroes, simply because its own interests are convergent 
with those of the masses of Negroes. The Negro preacher, doctor, lawyer, 
journalist, real estate dealer, insurance man, banker, mortician, and retail 
merchant has his business founded upon Negro purchasing power. If he 
serves only the upper strata, his interests are, nevertheless, indirectly tied 
to the interests of the masses, as the majority of his customers live off the 
common Negroes. He might sometimes exploit the masses mercilessly. But 
fundamentally he must want the Negroes to get employment and good pay 
or, if employment shrinks, he must want them to get public relief, because 
otherwise he will fail himself. 

He must want the common Negroes to have the vote, because otherwise 
he will be less protected himself. He must want justice, because a prejudiced 
police and court system is a danger to him too. And when he fights against 
the humiliations of the Jim Crow system, which hurt him more than the 
Negro masses, even this is in the long run to the advantage of all Negroes. 
That there are exceptions and conflicts of interest is not denied. But neither 
should it be concealed that, in the main, the Negro masses can rely upon 
their upper class people to wage a fight that is in their interest. 

l 2. "BACK TO AFRICA" 

The idea of sending American Negroes back to Africa or to some other 
place outside the United States has, in the main, been confined to the 
whites. As Bunche observes: "The real significance of the colonization 
schemes is to be found in the conception of the Negro as an evil that had 
to be done away with." 35 This is true also in the case of such humanitarians 
and liberals as Thomas Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln when they showed 
interest in such projects. 

The American Colonization Society was thus organized in 1817 to rid 
America of the free Negroes who were considered a danger to slavery in 
the Southern states. Its work proceeded parallel to the measures taken to 
regiment the slaves, to discourage manumission, to hinder slave and free 
Negroes from being taught to read, and generally to suppress the free 
Negro population.• There were individual sponsors who had a different 
view, but in general the Society took a pro-slavery attitude. 

In spite of great efforts, the colonization scheme was a failure, owing to inade• 
quate capital, the unwillingness of the free Negroes to emigrate, and the inability of 
those of them who did go to Liberia to develop any kind of prosperous community in 
that equatorial region-their failure, of course, being taken as conclusive evidence of 
the Negro's incapacity for self-government. The chief result of the Colonization 
Society's crusade was the passage of laws in the southern states prohibiting the educatioa 
of Negroes, whether slave or free, under penalty of fine and imprisonment.36 

'See Chapter ;10, Section 4,. 
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Most of the Abolitionists prior to the Civil War were critical of the move
ment, and Garrison pointed out that in the zenith of its activity a great 
many more slaves were brought illegally from Africa every year than the 
Society had ever sent there during all the years of its existence. After the 
Civil War and Emancipation the movement gradually vanished. 

Most of the Negroes who went to Africa under the Society's auspices did 
so as part of a bargain with their masters in return for their freedom.• But 
there were some free Negroes who considered that colonization would be 
preferable to their anomalous and hopeless position in America. Since then 
there has always been some discussion among Negroes about the advisa
bility of colonization.87 The Garvey movement, referred to in Chapter 35, 
shows that the Negro masses are not immune to the idea. There have 
always been individual whites who have propagandized for it. Recently 
Senator Bilbo of Mississippi has made himself the white spokesman for it. 
He claims that more than two million Negroes signed a petition to the 
President endorsing his proposal, but this is probably a great exaggeration. 
In an interview with the present writer, he explained that he will wait for 
an increase of Negro support and for favorable circumstances, but when the 
question has so matured, he will take it up for more effective political 
pressure. Negro intellectuals are practically united against the back-to
Africa proposal. And this is understandable. They are entirely American 
in their culture; they want to stay in America and fight it out here. 

The issue is dead at present but it might rise again. Should America 
enter into a period of protracted unemployment after the present War, and 
should this unemployment become more concentrated upon the Negro 
people-prospects which are not unlikely-then the Negro, who has tradi
tionally been looked upon by the whites as cheap labor, might increas
ingly come to be looked upon as a relief burden. It is not beyond possibility 
that a large proportion of Southern whites might under certain circum
stances come to demand the sending away of Negroes from America. And 
we know that if the pressure is hard, there will be considerable response in 
the Negro masses to Negro leaders who promise to take them back to 
Africa.88 

However, under the perspective of present trends, there is also a more 
positive aspect of Negro colonization in Africa. Under the moral pressure 
of the present War, American and British statesmen are now making 
declarations that equality and liberty will be established in the whole world. 
The Atlantic Charter is only one example of a whole trend of public com
mitments to the freedom of suppressed peoples._ Applied to Africa, these 
vague promises can have no other import than that the imperialistic 
exploitation of the Black Continent shall come to an end after the present 
War _and that the century-old dreams of a true colonization of Africa will 

' See Chapter a, Sectio!J a, especially footnote 4. 
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finally be realized. This cannot occur, however, until Africa is not a chess
board divided among European powers but is ruled in the interests of 
humanity and its own native population and with the goal that its various 
peoples will be independent as soon as possible, and until capital is invested 
in health and education and in the development of its natural resources. 
Lord Hailey, an Englishman, has already done some of the necessary 
spade work89 of scientific inquiry for such practical work; a committee 
under his chairmanship is now preparing further plans. The problem is also 
being discussed in America. A committee of prominent white and Negro 
Americans wider the chairmanship of Anson Phelps Stokes-The Commit
tee on Africa, the War, and Peace Aims-has recently (1942) published 
a report, The Atlantic Charter and Africa from an American Standpoint, 
containing constructive proposals for a new African policy. 

There are several factors which make it more probable, perhaps, that 
something positive wi11 materialize out of the vague promises. One is that 
America has not taken any part in the African skin game. Another one is 
the fact that Russia and China are bound to play an important role in the 
peace. If anything in line with the promises would be carried out, it would 
be natural that American Negroes would take both a great interest in the 
adventure and an active part in its staging. Many Negroes in America feel 
an emotional attachment to Africa and its population. And because of their 
color they would, with greater ease, gain the confidence of the African 
Negroes. Until now there have been few such thoughts in the American 
Negro world. But Du Bois, who has become the most catholic of all Negro 
thinkers, with room for nearly every idea, remarks: 

. . . my plan would not decline frankly to face the possibility of eventual emigra
tion from America of some considerable part of the Negro population, in case they 
could find a chance for free and favorable development unmolested and unthreatened, 
and in case the race prejudice in America persisted to such an extent that it would 
not permit the full development of the capacities and aspirations of the Negro race.40 

The post-war development might perhaps come to realize not only the 
second but also the first of these two conditions. 

IJ. MISCELLANEOUS loEOLOGIES 

The white colonization schemes have practically never-even in the 
period when large regions of this country were unexploited-considered 
the possibility of settling the Negroes separately on the North American 
continent. Neither has there been much of a drive among Negroes to 
attempt to establish segregated Negro regions. The advocates of a Negro 
"Forty-Nirith State" have never found much of an audience. As we men
tioned,a the Communist phantasmagoria of a liberated, Negro-governed 
Black Belt fell flat among the American Negroes. 

• See Chapter 35, Section I. 
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The account of Negro ideologies in this chapter is only selective. There 
are a great number of other loose ideas rambling around in the Negro 
world, on how to solve the Negro problem; some of them are referred to 
in other chapters of this part. Amalgamation and passing are sometimes 
referred to vaguely as an "ultimate solution." There arc popular chauvin
istic theories connected with religious ideas in the various churches and 
sects. ·Racialism of the Garvey type is harbored among the masses and, as 
Bunche observes, "there are, in the Negro universities, a good many 'aca
demic Garvcyites'." 41 Under this racial perspective the world may assume 
queer proportions: 

Thus many Negroes hold to a conception of the Negro problem that can be 
described only as an "optimistic fatalism." The burdens of the present are lightened in 
the conviction of the inevitability of the "black man's day" when all will be 
re,•ersed. Whereas the Lothrop Stoddards bombard the white man with warning that 
the dark tide is rising, the black man considers this an augury of that future day 
when the world will see the "bottom rail on top," when black men will rule and 
their past will be vindicated. The heroic struggle of the British Indians for inde
pendence is acclaimed: Japan's rise to power in the East-even her invasion of China 
-is regarded as a source of great encouragement; every instance of rebellion in 
Africa, the Dutch East Indies, the West Indies, is hailed as a victory. Ethiopia was 
championed against Italy, and Liberia is a source of great pride. F.vcry outbreak in 
Europe is considered of utmost importance to the dark races of the world. The 
internecine conflicts, the conflagrations in the white world are all regarded as certain 
signs of the ultimate decline and fall from dominance of the white races, upon which 
the dark peoples will invest the chanecllorics of the world. It is pointed out that 
the dark people greatly outnumber the whites in the population of the world. That 
all this will transpire is never doubted; it is not a product of reason or cold calcula
tion, but is based upon blind faith. It is foretold in the stars, the scriptures, by the 
prophets; it is written and must come to pass.42 

Even the most superb political brains of the Negro people, constantly 
holding themselves with intentional effort to positive thinking, must some
times feel tired and pessimistic when facing the difficulties of getting a 
hearing from the dominant whites. Confesses J amcs Weldon Johnson: 

There is in us all a stronger tendency toward isolation than we may be aware of. 
There come times when the most persistent integrationist becomes an isolationist, 
when he curses the white world and consigns it to hell. This tendency toward isola
tion is strong because it springs from a deep-seated, natural desire--a desire for respite 
from the unremitting, gruelling struggle; for a place in which refuge might be taken. 
We are again and again confronted by this question. It is ever present, though often 
dormant.48 

What holds Negro thinking in a fairly consistent scheme and directs it 
rno..t of the time upon positive goals is, in the final analysis, the determina-
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tion to hold to the American Creed. Bowen summarizes a study of Negro 
opinion thus: 

But admitting the division of public opinion among Negroes, this survey found that 
on some matters Negro opinion is-more united than white opinion is upon almost any• 
thing. It found for instance, that Negro opinion is, so to speak, completely united 
on the proposition that, gi,•en the necessary technical qualifications, Negroes should 
be equally eligible with whites for any job in the United States. It found Negro 
opinion united on the proposition that skin color should not be penalized in any 
way whatsoever, It found division of opinion as to how this can be brought about, 
but the division is as to ways and means, not as to objective. In other words, the 
color line itself is unjust and t;irr:mnicaJ.H 

It is true that all Negroes down to the poorest Southern sharecropper are 
attached to Uncle Sam and expect more justice from Washington than from 
the state capitol, and more from the state capitol than from the county 
courthouse. The Negro people have a clear and unanimous view on the 
problem of "state rights vernu federal rights." They are for centraliz.ation. 
"They feel themselves as Americans and want to be nothing else/' observes 
Schrieke: 

But there is the real problem: they are American and Negro. As Negroes they see 
themselves constantly through American eyes, That unreconciled double-consciousness 
is their greatest trouble. 46 

This dual pull is the correspondence in the Negro world to what we for 
the white world have called the American Dilemma. Du Bois has expressed 
tht: tragedy of it: 

It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at 
one's self through the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the tape of a world 
that looks on in ammed contempt and pity. One ever feels his two-ness--an American, 
a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals 
in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.•• 



CHAPTER 39 

NEGRO IMPROVEMENT AND PROTEST ORGANIZATIONS 

·•••••n••••n•••••••••••••••••••••••••••11•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

I. A GENERAL AMERICAN PATTERN 

A rich vegetation of associations and organizations for worth-while 
causes is an American characteristic. Americans are great "joiners," and 
they en joy "campaigns" and "drives" for membership or contributions. 
Social clubs are plentiful, and even they are taken with a seriousness difficult 
for a stranger to understand. Enthusiasm is invested in committee work of 
small importance in churches, lodges, clubs and civic organizations of all 
kinds. 

Undoubtedly, this cuJtural trait is partly to be explained as an outflow 
of the idealism and moralism of the American people. Americans generally 
are eager to improve their society.• They also have a kindly spirit of neigh
borliness. They like to meet each other and to feel tied together for a 
common cause. For these things they are prepared to sacrifice freely of 
their time and their money. It is natural for the ordinary American, when 
he sees something that is wrong, to feel not only that "there should be a 
law against it,"b but also that an organization should be founded to com
bat it. 

More fundamentally, this trait is an indication of political frustration. 
Americans are a politically minded people, and the traditions of democracy 
are strong. But they do not have much of an outlet for their public interests 
within their political system~ as it has come to develop in practice. \Ve have 
observed in a previous chapter that the degree of participation on the part 
of the common citizen in the daily duties and responsibilities of government 
is low in America-that is, between the recurrent elections and except for 
his part in forming the nebulous but powerful "public opinion."e This 
frustration is accentuated because the political parties are not built around 
broad ideals and common interests. The lack of political goals often goes 
to the extreme when parties become what the Americans call political 
"machines." Only to an unusually low degree can the ordinary American 
feel the political party to be a medium for his aspirations in the field of 

• See Chapter 1, Section 12. 

~ See Chapter 1, Sections 8 a.nd 9. 
··See Chapter 3 3, Section J· 
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social ideals. In so far as party politics is corrupt, it becomes the more 
understandable why the American wants to keep his efforts for worthy 
causes "outside party politics."• The huge amount of organizational activity 
is thus partly a sort of substitute satisfaction for the Americans' lively 
political interests which they find so thwarted in the American practice of 
government. 

The lack of people's movements with broad well-integrated goals is part 
of this American setting.b The improvement and reform organizations 
usually have specialized aims, and an American who is using them to define 
himself with regard to his political leanings will have to-and often does
belong to a great number of them. In addition to such splits on issues, there 
is also a large overlapping of, and consequently competition between, organ
izations. Belonging to these organizations is, further, predominantly an 
upper and middle class pattern. The lower classes do not join organizations 
to the same extent. The organizations they do join are more likely to be 
merely social or religious. 

No improvement or reform organization has ever developed a mass 
following for any length of time. If an organization should be able to build 
up a real mass following and keep it for any length of time, this would, of 
course, mean the formation of a new type of political party.1 If this hap
pened to a significant number of reform groups at the same time and if they 
came to join together in broader formations, it would effect a change in the 
political system. Natural outlets would be created for people's public inter
ests, and most of the betterment organizations would have lost their excuse 
for existence. But the actual situation has never been thus. 

In this setting the organizations actua1ly have more of a "function" for 
the citizens' viewpoint than they would have in a system of democratic 
politics with more popular participation. Organizations are, in a sense, the 
salt of American politics. As there is so little idealism and, indeed, so few 
issues in ordinary party politics in America and, instead, often so much 
corruption, the ideals have to be pressed upon government from the out
side. "Pressure groups" belong to this political system, where ideals and 
broad interests are so unsatisfactorily integrated into the democratic process. 

This general American pattern will have to be kept in mind when we 
survey the Negro protest and improvement organizations. We shall find 
that, as usual, the Negro culture follows closely the American pattern with 
some differences in details, explainable in terms of the singular circum
~tances in which the Negro people live. As in other instances, those dif
ierences are of a type to make the Negro appear as an exaggerated Ameri-
can. 

On the one hand, the Negroes must feel mor(? frustrated in the American 

• See Chapter 1, Section 10. 
L See Chapter 33, 
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political system than the whit~. The majority of Negroes live in the South 
and are disfranchised. In the North they live in big cities where machine 
rule is usual. Nationally as well as locally, the political parties give only 
scant attention to the Negroes' ideals and interests. Their extraordinary 
caste status gives Negroes tremendous grievances against society around 
which to rally. The Negro cause is conspicuously defined by the conflict 
between caste and the American Creed. On the other hand, there are certain 
factors which decrease interest in public affairs among Negroes. A greater 
proportion of the Negro people belong to the lower classes, and those 
classes among the Negroes are, on the average, poorer, less educated, more 
apathetic than in comparable white groups. There is more defeatism in all 
social classes of Negroes, and in the South there is even sheer fear of 
expressing an opinion. For these reasons, we might expect that the Negroes 
have plenty of organizations expressing the Negro protest, or some com
promise between protest and accommodation; but we cannot expect much 
of a mass following. 

We shall devote the major part of this chapter to a discussion of the 
three most important organizations for Negro protest and betterment: the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (N.A.A.
C.P.), the Urban League, and the Commission on Interracial Relations. 
But we shall first mention the other organizations active in the field,a as 
they stood at the outbreak of the Second World War. Later we shall con
sider the development during the War. The value premises for our 
analysis are accounted for in a concluding section on Negro strategy. 

2. NATIONALIST MOVEMENTS 

There are still some remnants of the Garvey nationalist movement, 
officially entitled The Universal Negro Improvement Association.h A West 

• In this chapter we ahall not deal at all with certain white-dominated organizations. 
A number of left-wing organization,-the Communist party, the Socialist party, the 
American Civil Liberties Union, the International Labor Defense, the League for Industrial 
Democracy, the Workers Alliance of America, the American Leag-ue for Peace and 
Democracy, the Independent Labor League of America, and others--have ahown a more 
or less special interest in the Negro. (St·~ Ralph Bunche, "The Programs, Ideologies, Tactics, 
and Achievements of Negro Betterment and Interracial Organizations," unpublished 
manuacript prepared for this study [1940], Vol. 4, pp. 675 ff.) Some movement-usually 
more to the right-have concentrated on the South, as the Southern Conference for Human 
Welfare (see Chapter :u, Section 5), the Southern Committee for Peoples' Rights of North 
Carolina, the Citizens' Fact Finding Movement in Georgia, the Committee on Economic 
and Racial Justice {with headquarters in New York) (see idem). 

Finally, we shall not deal with the anti-Negro organization-such as the Ku Klux 
Klan, the Women of the Ku Klu"t Klan, The Alabama Women's League for White 
Supremacy, The Alabama Women's Democratic Club, The National Association for the 
Preaervatioa of the White Race, The White America Society. (For an analysis of these, 

• see ibul., Vol. 4, pp. 736 ff.) 
• See Chapter H, Section ,. 
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Indian Negro doctor, heading the New York division, which had estab
lished itself as an independent organization, explained its present-day 
(January, 1940) position to an interviewer for this study: 

We don't advocate going back to Africa. That will come in time. The main 
problem of the Negro is economic and that is what we must face. It's the Negro's 
problem and he must soh-e it by himself .••• I say, if we can soh·c our economic 
problem, then to hell with the white man and that is exactly what we propose to 
do ... 

Sir, the Negro must learn to keep his business to himself. He must be wise as 
a serpent and appear to be harmless as a dove. He must strike at the right moment. 
Let the European war start. Some Negroes are crying for peace. Peace, hell! Let 
them kill each other as long as they want to, The longer they do that, the better off the 
Negroes will be.2 

This leader claimed for his own organization a membership of some 700 
and referred to other small groups which carried on the original Garvey 
movement.3 

The Peace Movement of Ethiopia is a back-to-Africa movement of a 
very different temper. It was founded at a meeting in Chicago at the end 
of 1932 and has been working in support of the "repatriation" bill of 
Senator Bilbo.• It is claimed that, within eight months, 400,000 names were 
obtained on a petition directed to the !'resident of the United States request
ing that he use relief funds to settle Negroes in Africa instead of supporting 
them as unemployed here. It is also claimed that a supplementary petition 
contains around 2,000,000 names from all states in the Union. The leaders 
of the movement are obscure.4 The bdief is strong in many quarters that 
they are the agents of Senator Bilbo. 

In the memorial presented to the President at the end of 1933, the 
petitioners explained, among other things: 

We are simple minded, sincere, lowly, law-abiding workers who have maintained 
traditions of simple honesty, industry and frugality as much from choice as from 
necessity. few of us have education, but we have learned not to heed the blandish• 
ments of self-5eeking politicians, imposters, and the unworthy and undesirable 
products of the hectic civilization that is foreign to our nature .••• Given an oppor
tunity in our ancestral Africa, the knowledge of farming and of simple farm 
machinery and implements, which we have acquired here, would enable us to carve 
a frugal but decent livelihood out of the virgin soil and favorable climate of Liberia . 
• • . We are a liability now, and any cost of this project, no matter how great, would 
still, we sincerely believe, be a sound investment for the American people .•.. We, 
the subjoined and accompanying signatories, merely ask respectfully that we be 
eliminated from an over-crowded labor market and given a helping hand in estab
lishing such social and economic independence as we are fitted for-e~tablishing it 
where it will give no offense. and where it may serve as an object lesson to tempt 
those who remain.11 

• See Chaptc:r 38, Section n. 
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This sounds much more like the wishful dreaming of a kindly conservative 
Southern white man than an expression of thoughts and desires of Amer
ican Negroes. In fact, I have nowhere seen any traces of this organization 
in the Negro communities I have visited. When the President found it 
impracticable to act favorably upon the petition, the memorialists turned to 
the General Assembly of Virginia, since Virginia had taken the initiative in 
acquiring the territory which is now Liberia. This legislative body resolved 
to recommend the proposal.6 

The National Union for People of African Descent is another paper 
organization of American Negroes. It is extremely chauvinistic in the 
Garvey tradition. The aim of the organization is to create a sort of extra
territorial independence for the Negro people: 

••. to obtain a nation, a flag, an army and navy exclusively of the black people, and 
through these media to ultimately throw off the yoke of white domination, white cul
ture, and white mores.' 

It has been helped by Negro unrest but does not seem to have made much 
headway. 

The National Movement for the Establishment of the Forty-Ninth 
State wants to establish a territorial state in some less popula.ted part of 
America: 

••• not an isolated uncivilized hostile colony around which to build a figurative wall 
of China shutting out the possibilities of travel and growth from within and without; 
not a separate nation, but an interdependent commonwealth like any other of the 
present 48 states. 8 

In the Garvey tradition, this movement holcls a fatalistic and pessimistic 
view of the Negroes' future in white America. White people do not consider 
giving Negroes justice and, therefore, Negroes will not get any unless they 
get off by themselves. Like all other organizations of this type-except the 
Garvey movement itself-it has never amounted to much. 

During the present war crisis there have been rumors about various 
"fifth column" groups among American Negroes. For several years there 
have been attempts to disseminate Japanese propaganda to Negroes, but 
with minor success. Individual Negroes of the type who have been active 
in the small groups which are the remnants of thl! Garvey movement have 
given response, but their influence on Negro opinion is small. To our 
knowledge, only a few dozen Negroes have been arrested for advocating 
the cause of Japan.• There is undoubtedly a small group of Negroes who 
are in some degree friendly to Japan. A larger number take a vicarious 
satisfaction in imagining a Japanese (or German) invasion of the Southern 

• In addition, eome members of the Islamic cults have been arrested for failing to 
register for the draft. (PM [September 15, 1942 and September 22, 1942].) Two of the 
_,ersona attempting to win Negroes to the cause of Japan were white. One wu a f,,llower 
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states. 1 But on the whole, while Negroes are· dissatisfied, their protest has 
not turned in a treasonable direction. In fact, it may be said that their pro
democratic, anti-fascist ideology is at least as strong as that of most white 
groups in the United States.• 

3. BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

The National Negro Bminess League, founded by Booker T. Washing
ton in I 900, has its purpose defined in the preamble to its constitution: 

That through the promotion of commercial achievement the race could be led to a 
position of influence in American life and thus pave the way to economic independ
ence.10 

The League functions as the national center for local business leagues, 
Negro chambers of commerce, and similar organizations of Negro business 
and professional men and women. Annually it conducts a three-day conven
tion. Bunche reports about these conventions: 

The proceedings of these meetings consist mainly of informal business ''life 
histories" given by the members, in which they trace the origin, development ancl 
present status of the business with which they are identified. This is in furtheranc,. 
of the League's policy of stimulating and promoting busineas.11 

It publishes a journal, Negro Bminess1 and other propaganda material.-111 

In 1929 the Business League launched The Colored Merchants' Association 
(C.M.A.) stores. This was a cooperative endeavor. The idea was to reduce 
costs and prices by cooperative buying and group advertising. But few 
Negro businesses were attracted, and the Negro consumers were gcncralJy 
not willing to accept the untested brands sold by the C.M.A. stores instead 
of the nationally advertised, standard brands offered by the white chain 
stores. The project failed during the depression. 

We have discussed and criticized the ideology behind this movement in 
the preceding chapter.b Nothing the present writer has observed in Negro 
communities in various parts of America contradicts Bunche's evaluation: 

In terms of its influence on economic betterment of the Negro, the National Negro 
Business League has been inconsequential. As a factor in shaping the psychology and 
thinking of Negroes, however, it has been vastly important .•.. It has pursued the 
narrowest type of racial chauvinism, for it has organized, not business, but Negro 

of the professional Fascist, Joe McWilliama. (PM [September 15, 194-2).) The other 
owned the "Negro News Syndicate" and was supported by the Japanese. (Time magazine, 
[September 14-, 194-2.], p. 4-6.) 

• This is mainly an impression, but it baa some substantiation in the various confidential 
polla of public opinion now being carried on, and in such small studies as that of Delhert 
C. Miller, "Effect of the War Declaration on the National Morale of American College 
Students," The .American Sodologiclll RefJUCII (October, r94z), pp. 631-644. 

"'See Chapter 311 Section 10. 
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i,naineu and hu employed the ;acia] situation as its main stock in trade in bidding for 
the support of Negro patronage.11 

In 1918 Du Bois made an effort to create a national organization for 
consumers' cooperation. Upon his call, there met in the Crisis office "twelve 
colored men from seven different states" and they established The Negro 
Co-operative Guild.a Some abortive attempts to open cooperative stores in 
various cities were made, but nothing came out of it. Du Bois comments in 
1940: 

The whole movement needed more careful preliminary spade work, with popular 
education both of consumers and managers; and for lack of this, it temporarily failed. 
It must and will be revived.lB 

We have touched upon the spontaneous movement, "don't buy where 
you can't work." There is no national org~ization behind this movement, 
hut there are, or have been, several organizations with this purpose in many 
cities, as, for instance, The Colored Clerks' Circle in St. Louis and The 
New Negro Alliance in Washington.16 The movement is a logical corollary 
of the Negro business philosophy. It is doomed to be rather inconsequential 
and even has potentialities damaging to Negro interests.• 

Similar to the National Negro Business Leagtee are: The National Negro 
Bankers' Association, The National Negro Insurance Association, The 
National Medical Association, The National Teachers' Association, and The 
National Bar Association.17 These organizations exist largely as substitutes 
for the ordinary professional organizations which to a large extent-and in 
the South regularly-exclude Negroes.h Also the Negro fraternities and 
sororities belong to this group of professional organizations. All of them 
are "race organizations" in the sense that they have as one of their purposes 
the improvement not only of their particular group's status but also that of 
the Negro people as a whole. Many of them do a considerable amount of 
lobbying and petitioning. lq fact, even the churches, the lodges, and the 
social clubs are to a degree organizations for race defense. This tendency 
became intensined during the war crisis. 

Special mention must be given to the National Council of Negro Women 
even though we cannot describe or evaluate it. It is under the presidency 
of Mrs. Mary McLeod Bethune, the outstanding Negro woman "race 
leader," president of Bethune-Cookman College in Florida, Negro advisor 
to the National Youth Administration and long head of the "Black Cab
inet" in Washington. e 

It is possible to view all the Negro organizations mentioned in this 
section as r~ther futile and inconsequential. This is the attitude prevailing 

• See Chapter 14-, Section 2, and Chapter 38, Section 11. 

'~ Chapter 29, Section 6. 
• The "Black Cabinet'' was discwaed in Chapter 22, Section 5. 
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among the younger Negro intellectuals. When they are studied one by one 
and measured by their rather limited accomplishments, this view seems to 
be justified. Taken together, however, they mean that Negroes have 
increasingly become organized in natural social groups for concerted action, 
have become trained in orderly cooperation, and have become accustomed 
to plan and work together. All of them give an institutional sanction to 
protests against various kinds of discrimination. When seen in perspective, 
they represent bases for attempts at broader organizations. 

To this category of Negro organizations belong Negro trade unions, but 
we have considered them in Chapter 38 and in Appendix 6. 

4. THE NATIONAL NEGRO CoNGRESS MovEMENT 

The Joint Committee on National Recovery was formed in the early 
days of the New Deal to watch out for Negro rights in the policy-making 
at Washington. Under the chairmanship of George Haynes, and with 
John P. Davis as executive secretary, it protested against wage differentials 
in industry and discriminatory administration of the agricultural programs, 
and it upheld the interests of Negroes in the code hearings under the 
N.R.A. It was supported financially by some twenty-two independent 
Negro organizations, though its major support came from the N.A.A.C.P.18 

The National Negro Congress grew out of a conference in the spring of 
1935 held at Howard University under the joint auspices of its Division 
of Social Sciences and of the Joint Committee on National Recovery. The 
idea was born that a national Negro agency, embracing all the existing 
Negro trade unions, religious, fraternal, and civic bodies, could give more 
strength and unity to all those organizations and, particularly, help awaken 
a response from the Negro masses. Stress was laid upon economic and social 
betterment as well as upon justice and citizens' rights.19 For a time the 
National Negro Congress, which emerged out of these deliberations, actu
ally showed prospects of becoming a strong Negro movement, though it 
final! y failed. 

The first National Negro Congress met in Chicago in February, 1936, 
for a three-day session. It was attended by 817 delegates, representing 585 
organizations from 28 states and the District of Columbia. In a great 
number of resolutions, the Congress expressed the Negroes' dissatisfaction 
and protest and made practical proposals for change. Heading the list of 
resolutions was the general one to the effect that the Congress was not, 
and would never be, affiliated or dominated by any political faction or 
party.20 A. Philip Randolph-the head of the Brotherhood of Sleeping 
Car Porters, who is not only the most prominent Negro trade unionist but 
one of the wisest Negro statesmen in the present generation-undertook 
the presidency and John P. Davis, who had been the secretary of the Joint 
Committee on National Recovery, became the executive secretary of the 
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new organiution. Local councils were established in many cities and 
eeemed, in the beginning, to have been quite active. As late as 1939 and 
1940, when the present writer traveled around in this country, the local 
oouncils of the National Negro Congress were the most important Negro 
organizations in some Western cities. 

In October, 1937, the second National Negro Congress was held in 
Philadelphia. The delegates formed a total of 1,149 persons. Nothing 
important happened. Account was given of the progress in building up the 
organization. It is apparent that a chief difficulty was to get it on a sound 
financial basis. The third-and so far, the last-Congress meeting was held 
in Washington, D.C., in April, 1940. There were around 900 Negro and 
400 white delegates representing organizations from all parts of the 
country. At this meeting the Congress :iealed its doom by becoming simply 
a front organization for the Communist party.21 Randolph was ushered 
from the presidency, and the Congress sank to unimportance, from which 
it will probably never rise again.22 

The failure of the National Negro Congress seems due mainly to the 
following factors: lack of political training and understanding on the part 
of the rank and file of the Negro representatives for the various local 
Negro organizations; inability to raise even modest funds for the work of 
the organization; the skill, determination, and resources of the Commu
nists, and their success in getting some of their group into the leadership of 
the Congress. Since 1940 the Congress has been kept up by the Communist 
party as a paper organization with some scattered local following, but it 
has largely lost its support from the other Negro organizations which 
originally furnished its basis. 

The March on Washington Committee, led by A. Philip Randolph and 
created to voice the Negro protest in the war emergency, is in a sense a 
continuation of the nonpartisan general Negro movement represented by 
the Congress in its first year.-We shall consider this Committee later. 

The Southern Negro Youth Congress23 was organized in Richmond, 
Virginia, in 1937, as a federation of Southern youth organizations. A yearly 
congress is held, the last one in April, 1942, at Tuskegee lnstitute.H Local 
councils are organized to conduct youth forums, work for crime reduction 
programs, health projects, vocational guidance campaigns, and similar 
activities in the interest of Negro youth. Owing to the "special problems" 
which face Negroes in the South, the local organizations have usually not 
been militant on questions of Negroes' rights. In spite of this, the author 
found that upper class Negroes in the South often considered the move
ment "radical" and dangerous for interracial peace.211 Bunche gives, in 
1940, this summary evaluation: 

'The Southern Negro Youth Congress is a ft.ame that Bicker, only feebly in a few 
Soadletn cities today, It 1tarted with promiac but, lacking competent leaderahii:,. it 
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failed to catch the imagination of the young Negro of the South. Its program 1w 
been diffuse and recently, at least, seems to take its cue in the major eseentials from 
the "line" laid down by the American Communist Party ..•• Moreover, no aerioua 
effort has been made to reach the lower class Negro youth of the South who are in 
dire need of guidance and encouragement. In its present form the Negro Youth 
Congress is run by and for a select group of Negro school boys and girls who are 
themselves terribly confused and often frustrated. It can contribute but little toward 
the progressive development of the Negro.28 

This might be true enough, yet it should be recalled that any organization, 
even if its immediate accomplishments are small, represents a coming 
together of Negroes for concerted action, which gives training and vision. 

5. THE NATIONAL Assoc1ATION FOR THE AovANCEMENT OF 

CoLORED PEOPLE 

The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People is 
without question the most important agency for the Negroes in their 
struggle against caste. At several points in our inquiry, we have seen how 
it functions. It is an interracial movement. As a matter of fact, it was 
started on white people's initiative. In the summer of I 908 there had 
occurred a severe race riot in Springfield, Illinois, the home of Abraham 
Lincoln. Scores of Negroes had been killed or wounded and many had 
been driven out of the city. Wide publicity was given the affair in the press 
and one writer, William English Walling, threw a challenge to the nation: 
there was a need for a revival of the spirit of the Abolitionists to win 
liberty and justice for the Negro in America. The appeal was answered 
by Mary White Ovington. In January, 1909, Miss Ovington met with Mr. 
Walling and Dr. Henry Moskowitz in New York, and the plans were laid 
for the organization that was to become the N.A.A.C.P. Of these three, 
Miss Ovington is still active on the board of the N.A.A.C.P.• 

Oswald Garrison Villard was asked to draft a call for a conference on 
February I 2, I 909, the one hundredth anniversary of Abraham Lincoln's 
birth. Signed by many prominent white and Negro liberals, the document 
pointed in ringing phrases to the injustices inflicted upon the Negro against 
the letter and the spirit of the Constitution, and called upon 

••• all believers in democracy to join in a national conference for the discussion 0£ 
present evils, the voicing of protests, and the renewal of the struggle for civil and 
political liberty.27 

• Mary White Ovington, Ho,w t"6 Nfllional Assocuuion for t!,e A~,mc,mm, of Color,,l 
People Began (1914), cited by Bunche, o,p. cit,, Vol. 1 1 p. 2.4. The following account of 
the N.A.A.C.P. has drawn heavily. from Bunche's memorandum, compared with critical 
comments and information given by Walter White, the Secretary of the N.A.A.C.P., and 
Roy Wilkins, the Assistant Secretary of the N.A.A.C.P. and Editor of The Crisis. See 
alao Paul E. Baker, Negro-White AJiustment (1934), pp. 43 ff. 
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At this first conference a committee of forty was formed to carry on the 
work. Mass meetings were held, pamphlets distributed, and memberships 
solicited. The following year, at a second conference, a merger was consum
mated of the forces of the Negro liberals of the Niagara Movement• and 
of the white liberals of Abolitionist traditions. Out of these two groups the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People was formed. 
Moorfield Storey of Boston was elected the first president. He and all 
other officers of the new organization were white, except Du Bois, who was 
to become the salaried Director of Publicity and Research. The platform 
adopted was practically identical with that of the Niagara Movement. It 
was at the time considered extremely radical.28 "Thus," comments Bunche, 
"the N.A.A.C.P., propelled by dominant white hands, embarked upon the 
civil liberties course that the Negro-inspired Niagara Movement had 
futilely tried to navigate." 29 From the beginning Du Bois gave the tone to 
the new organization's activity. By r914 there were thirteen Negro mem
bers on the Board of Directors, most of whom were veterans of the Niagara 
Movement. In 1910 the publication of the organization's journal, The 
Crisis, began and it soon became popular. 

The long-run objective of the organization has always been to win full 
equality for the Negro as an American citizen. The specific objectives can 
best be presented by the following citation from its program as announced 
in 1940: 

t. Anti-lynching legislation. 
:i. Legislation to end peonage and debt slavery among the sharecroppers and tenant 

farmers of the South. 
3. Enfranchisement of the Negro in the South. 
4. Abolition of inju,tices in legal procedure, particularly criminal procedure, based 

aolely upon color or race. 
5. Equitable distribution of funds for public education. . 
6. Abolition of segregation, di,crimination, insult, and humiliation based on race or 

color. 
7. Equality of opportunity to work in all fields with equal pay for equal work. 
8. Abolition of discrimination against Negroes in the right to collective bargaining 

through membership in organized labor unions.80 

The N.A.A.C.P. works through the National Office in New York City 
and through branches or local associations in cities everywhere in the 
country.81 The National Office determines the policy of the organization 
and supervises the work of the branches.32 The National Office, including 
Th8 Crisis, employs 13 salaried executive officers and 17 other paid em
ployees. All are Negroes. The president of the Association has always 
been a white man; at present he is Arthur B. Spingarn, who succeeded his 
brother, the late Joel E. Spingarn. The Board of Directors has mem-

., See Chapter 35, Section 4. 
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hers of both races; at present it is composed of 30 Negroes and 17 
whites. There are I 3 vice-presidents, 4 of whom are Negroes.38 The 
main executive officer and the responsible head of the Association is the 
secretary: This office is now held by Walter White. Few branch officers are 
white, although some whites serve on executive committees of branches. 
It is estimated that about IO per cent of the total membership of the Asso
ciation is white. The Association is interracial only at the top, but practically 
all Negro at the base. 

The war crisis is giving increasing importance to the Association and 
during the last few years there has been a remarkable increase in the num
ber of local branches and in membership rolls. Currently there are 48 1 

branches of the Association and, in addition, 77 youth councilsH and 22 

college chapters. The total membership of the Association is approximately 
8 5 ,ooo. The Crisis has a circulation of about 17,500 copies. Since I 940 the 
Association has published a monthly paper, the N.A.A.C.P. BullctinJ which 
goes to all members. The National Office operates on a budget of around 
$85,000. Much the larger part of the budget is derived from membership 
feesJ but a smaller part is raised by contributions from individuals and from 
a few foundations, most often given for specific purposes. 36 

The branches-and consequently the National Association-have no
where been able to build up a real mass following among Negroes. The 
membership is still largely confined to the upper classes. It should be 
remembered, though, that lack of mass participation is not peculiar to the 
N.A.A.C.P. or even to the Negro world but is a characteristic of American 
public life as a whole. Few similar organizations have reached the organ
izational stability and the membershitsize of the N.A.A.C.I>, It should also 
be stressed that, while the lack of mass following is a weakness, the high 
intellectual quality of the membership of the N.A.A.C.P. is an asset. Few 
organizations in the entire country compare with the N.A.A.C.P. in respect 
to the education and mental alertness of the persons attracted to it. In a 
study of 5,5 I 2 Negro college graduates from all areas and of all ages, 
Charles S. Johnson fow1d that 25 per cent of them were members of the 
N.A.A.C.P.30 No other organization for Negroes approached this percent
age. The quality of the membership is reflected in the National Office. The 
national leaders of Negroes have generally been intdlcctuals,37 and the 
N.A.A.C.P. represents the highest manifestation of this general tendency. 
In most branches Negro professionals and businessmen constitute almost 
exclusively the officers, boards and executive committees. 

More fundamentally, however, this structure of the Association is a 
weakness. The Association should have a much larger popular support in 
order to be able to fight with greatest success. The national leaders of the 
movement, and also most of the local branch officers I have come in contact 
with, are aware of the fact that the Association, if it wants to grow, must 
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gain mc:ire members in the lower and middle classes of the Negro people. 
In the present war crisis the Association is making great strides forward, 
and it is reported that Negro workers are increasingly coming to join the 
Association. 88 There is also in recent years a visible tendency to try to get 
workers, and, particularly, trade union officials, on the boards of the 
branches. It is not improbable that as a result of the rigors and exigencies 
of the War, the N.A.A.C.P. will come out as an organization much 
stronger in membership and with much more of a following among the 
masses. 

6. THE N.A.A.C.P. BRANCHES 

The activity of the Association depends largely upon the effective organi
zation of its branches. They provide it with membership, the larger part of 
its financial support, and information from and contacts with its field of 
work. The branches are the lifeline of the Association, and the National 
Office is constantly struggling to maintain them in vigor and to found new 
branches, especially in recent years.80 

It is a heavy task the Association demands from the branches. We quote 
from a summary made by Bunche from the instructions given by the 
National Office: 

The branches are to assume responsibility for the general welfare of the Negro 
population of the particular locality. ln carrying out the broad program enunciated 
by the National Office, they are local vigilante groups covering all of the ramifications 
of Negro life in a prejudice ridden mitieu. The branches are to check on "biased 
and di1criminatory legislation, biased and discriminatory administration of the law, 
and injustice in the courts." They arc t~ combat attempts at racial discrimination in 
civil rights, parks, museums, theaters, conveyances and other public places, and in 
charitable and public agencies. They are expected to bring test cases on the rights of 
Negro citizens before the courts, where great injustice is done because of race or 
color prejudice. Instances of police brutality against Negroes are to be fought, and 
Northern branches are admonisHed to be on the alert for cases of extradition involving 
Negroes who have sought refuge in the North against Southern injustice. Branches arc 
to seek to secure new laws and ordinances to protect the welfare of Negro citizens 
and to prevent race discrimination .••• The branches are expected to assume respon
sibility for stimulating school attendance of Negro children, and encouraging Negro 
youth to attend high school and college, and also to sec to it "that careful technical 
training in some branch of modern industry is furnished all colored children." The 
branches must oppose all form1 of educational discrimination, and demand equal 
educational accommodations and facilities for Negro youth; direct educational 
segregation, and the subtle zoning of educational districts so as to segregate Negro 
children indirectly, should be fought, and the branches should cooperate in the 
CIU'l'ent fight to equalize teachers' salaries in Southern schools, and to eliminate the 
Negro-white differentials in educational appropriations. Similarl1 the branches are 
to•look after the health needs of the Negro communities; tax supported hospitals 
eacl'1dbig Negro patients should be attacked, and efforts put forth tC\ place Negro 
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DIVIC!I and internes in municipal hoepitals. The branches are to atrive for wider 
employment opportunities and better wages for Negroes; discrimination °in Civil 
Service employments should be opposed. The branches should cooperate with all 
community efforta touching the welfare of Negro citizens, and should combat 
unfavorable treatment of the Negro in the local press. They should cultivate cordial 
relations between the races in the community. Negroes should be encouraged to 
qualify for voting and to vote; all possible influence should be brought to bear toward 
the adoption and enforcement of civil rights laws; discriminatory practices in the 
administration of relief and on government work projects should be exposed and 
protested; and better housing for Negroes should be striven for.40 

As suggested in this statement, the National Office advises its branches on 
tactics as well as aims. The branches are advised "that injury to one Negro 
on racial grounds affects the status of the whole group, and hence, the 
health and happiness of our American civilization." 41 The present War, 
with the many problems it raises or aggravates for Negroes, has, of course, 
increased the demands upon the branches. 

When these things are considered: the immensity of the tasks set for the 
branches; the high demands made upon the time, interest, intelligence, and 
tact of the branch officers; the fact that those officers are not salaried but 
work on a voluntary basis in their free time; the inherent difficulties of 
minority tactics and, particularly, the power situation in the South; the fact 
that few white people outside the national center of the organization are 
prepared to give assistance or even sympathy to the work; while poverty, 
ignorance, and defeatism arc widespread among the Negro masses-when 
all these adverse factors are considered, it should not be a surprise that 
hardly any branch even approaches the realization of the ideals envisaged 
for its active working.'2 If we consider the handicaps under which the 
branches work, we should classify them, before the War, as a few energetic 
branches, some dormant branches, and the majority of branches somewhere 
between. 43 As is natural, branches in the South had small membership rolls 
and showed little activity. They often seemed to run through a sort of 
irregular vitality cycle. 

(I) The normal condition is local inactivity but with maintenance of a basic mem
bership roll and more or less regular meetings, where the stress is usually given 
to the general goals of the Association more than to the specific problems of the 
locality. There are always social and educational entertainments. Belonging to 
the Association and paying dues is, in the upper classes, considered a minimum 
duty of a "race man" and a sign of community spirit and social respectability. 
"In the main," states a president of a local association in the Upper South, "we 
are concerned with collecting the dollar to aid the national group financially
you see we have so many organizations here to take up people's time." 44 

Another head of a branch in the Deep South, whose policy is one of caution 
because he fears greater repreuion by local whitca, explains it thia way: ''Our 
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~ is to supply the material and the money; the folb up North have got to 
&tick their nedts out for us." 411 

(s) Now and then, ordinarily not for a period of many years, the local association 
flares up to importance in the community on account of a particularly self
sacrificing and energetic leader or group of leaders. Some actions are taken: In 
the North, these may be anything within the scope of the organization's aims. 
In the South they are usually restricted to the following things: a drive to get 
Negroes to register :md \"Ote; the organization of Negro voters to defeat a bond 
issue when Negro interests are flagrantly neglected; a representation to the 
authorities for more adequate schools or hospital facilities, for improved housing 
conditions, parks, and playgrounds, for the hiring of Negro policemen or fire
men to serve in Negro districts, for the equalization of salaries of Negro 
teach~rs, against occasional police brutality; the instigation of a law suit to save 
a victim from the injustice of the region. No Southern branch could ever have 
the resource&--0r the boldnes&--to raise more than one or two such issues at a 
time. By its activity it receives publicity, and a membership drive will tempo
rarily raise the enrollment considerably. 

(3) After some time the activity falls again, either because the leaders move away 
or get disillusioned, or because of developing factionalism and internal strife and 
jealousy. Sometimes the cause is that influential white people in the community 
scare the leaders, or at least some of them, by telling them that they have to 
slow down. In either case the branch returns to its normal condition of relative 
ineffectiveness with maintenance and watchfulness. In extreme cases the branch 
can be totally destroyed. 

In many Southern communities conservative or dependent upper and 
middle class Negroes shared the common white opinion in the region that 
the N.A.A.C.P. is a "foreign" or "radical" qrganization, that its policy is 
"tactless" and "tends to stir up undue hostility between the races." They 
stayed away from it entirely or made a compromise by paying dues but 
never attending meetings and by generally advising the organization to 
abstain from taking any action. I often heard the complaint that teachers 
are timid about identifying themselves with the Association for fear of 
jeopardizing their jobs, and that preachers are reluctant to join since their 
churches are often mortgaged by white people. In other communities, 
teachers and preachers were important in the local associations, but they 
did not usually urge action. Most other upper class Negroes also are 
dependent on the whites and have to proceed carefully. One prominent 
Negro leader in a city in the Deep South, which has a bad history of 
intimidation of Negroes, commented to us upon a recent unsuccessful effort 
to get a branch started again: 

They went about it wrong. The best way to get an organization like that starttd 
here is to go talk to the white man first.46 

This attitude should not be criticized in levity but must be understood 
against the backgraund of the Southern caste situation. 
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Another difficulty of the typical N.A.A.C.P. branch is the competition 
for interest, time, and money from churches, lodges and social clubs of all 
sorts. Particularly as the N.A.A.C.P. cannot promise much in immediate 
returns for the individual, this competition is serious. Other competition 
comes from independent local civic organizations, often with the same local 
program.47 There are hundreds of such organizations, often several in one 
city. The explanation of this is partly the same as of the great number of 
splits in sects and churches.• The local organizations sometimes thrive upon 
the spread of suspicion and even hostility against the N.A.A.C.P. as 
"foreign," "outside" or "meddling by a clique of New Yorkers." But 
more often the motives for the split are even more superficial and petty. 
Undoubtedly, it would mean a great increase in strength for the N.A.A.C.P. 
-and an equally great asset for the Negroes' organizational activity as a 
whole-if these organizations could be integrated :is branches of the Asso
ciation. 

Sometimes, however, there are more objective reasons for organizational 
duplication. In an earlier chapter we have given an illustration from a city 
in the Lower South where a League for Civic Improvement was maintained 
to do the pussy-footing with which the N.A.A.C.P. could not be com
promised.b In a city in the Upper South there is a powerful Committee on 
Negro Affairs with a membership of around a thousand, carrying on most 
of the Negro politics in the community. The N.A.A.C.P. branch has only 
about a hundred members. According to the president, the main function 
of the branch now seems to be one uf patient waiting-it will step into the 
breach if the Committee fails or if the backing of the National Office is 
needed.48 The leaders of the Committee on Negro Affairs, on the other 
hand, point out that the N.A.A.C.P. ''helps us because the white man will 
do things for us to keep the N.A.A.C.P. out." A prominent Negro leader 
in one of the largest cities of the Deep South, who, himself, regards the 
N.A.A.C.P. as "radical,,, explains: 

The South doesn't like the N.A.A.C.P. and regards it aa an alien force; but though 
whites won't give to the radical group what it demands, the conservative group can 
come behind and capitalizr on the situation created by the "radicals." Therefore, 
both radical and conservative Negro groups are necessary-the radicals do the block
ing and tackling and the conservatives "carry the ball." 49 

If all the difficulties under which a Negro protest movement has to 
work in the South are remembered, it is rather remarkable, in the final 
analysis, that the N.A.A.C.P. h:s been able to keep up and slowly build 
out its network of branches i;, the region, and that several of the Southern 
branches have been so relatively active. A strength of the organization is 

• See Chapter 40. 
- See Chapter 37, Section 10. 
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that, even if the formal membership is small, the great majority oE Negroes 
in all classes in the South, as well as in the North, back its program. 

The N.A.A.c.P. branches in the Northern cities usually have larger 
membenhip rolls than those in Southern cities, not only because there are 
many more Negroes in the average Northern Negro community, but also 
because most of the specific difficulties under which the Southern branches 
labor are absent. They are free to carry out campaigns and to take cases 
into court. The Negro vote gives them a backing for their demands. Con
sidering the much more favorable conditions under which the Northern 
branches work, it should be no surprise that they are generally stronger 
and more active than Southern branches. The surprising thing is that they 
-.re not stronger and more active than they actually are. 

7. THE N.A.A.C.P. NATIONAL OFFICE 

The major part of the work carried on by the Association is performed 
by its National Office, which strikes the observer as unusually effective in 
its work. Owing to the National Office, the Association exerts-locally and 
nationally-an influence out of proportion to its small membership. The 
33-year life span of the Association and the constant publicity it has re
ceived over the years give it prestige, stability, and respect, which the 
national officers know how to capitalize upon. 

Generally, the National Office acts as a "watchdog" over Negro rights. 
When anything important develops on the national or on some local scene 
which is adverse to Negro interest, the Association promptly intervenes. A 
usual measure is that its secretary directs a telegram or letter to the respon
sible officials, which is made public through the press service of the Associa
tion. Of special importance is its watch on national legislation. The National 
Office tries to get hearings before Congressional committees and other 
investigating bodies and places on record its information and its demands 
on behalf of the Negroes .. In the same way the Association fights for 
remedial legislation and for the adoption of changes in administrative 
practice. It is prepared to associate itself with other white or Negro organi
zations in cases touching Negro rights and interests. 

Systematic lobbying, primarily in Washington, but also in state capitals, 
is kept up. Much of this work falls upon the shoulders of the secretary, 
Walter White. The Association tries to get on public record the opinions 
in crucial problems of federal administrators, congressmen, governors, 
other state officials, and important personalities in organizations and in 
business. 

It loaea no opportunity to place each and every elected or appointed official on 
record regarding specific cases affecting Negroes, such as lynching, riots, civil service 
di,«:rimination, segregation, the right to vote, public works, unemployment relief, 
slander of the Negro race, etc. Where an official is d,~relict in hie duty or openly 
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prejudiced against Negroes, the National Oftice rallies the Branche• to political 
action against him. In this way it has defeated for re-election many politicians guilty 
of race biae.110 

The Association has successfully fought the appointment or election to 
public office of persons known to be prejudiced against Negroes.ni 

'The Association puts its trust in publicity. A large part of the activity 
of the National Office is in the nature of educational propaganda. It not 
only publishes The Crisis and the N.A.A.C.P. Bulletin, but also a great 
many pamphlets, brochures and books on various aspects of the Negro 
problem. The officers of the National Office strive to present their case to 
the white public also through articles in outstanding national periodicals. 
The National Office provides data for research work on the Negro problem 
and for political work even when it is carried on outside the Association. 
From its staff or from a circle of active sympathizers, it furnishes speakers 
for important meetings. The officers of the Association travel widely on 
lecture tours all over the country. Most of the officers have traveled and 
lectured abroad, displaying the* American Negro case to a world audience. 
Du Bois represented the Association as a lobbyist at the Versailles Peace 
Conference "in order to interpret to the Peace delegates the interests of the 
Negro peoples of the world."l'i2 The National Office has its own press serv
ice, which is used by the Negro press a and, occasionally, also by liberal 
white magazines and newspapers. In its publicity the National Office has a 
militant and challenging tone but is ordinarily-as far as the present 
author has been able to check during the course of this study-scrupulously 
correct in statements of fact. 

In a broader sense, all the work of the Association is centered around 
creating favorable publicity for the Negro people and winning a hearing 
for their grievances from the general American public. Publicity is, there
fore, an important aspect of all its moves. It succeeds rather well in reach
ing the alert strata of the Negro people-mainly through Negro news
papers-but it attempts also to reach the white public. There it is less suc
cessful, but more successful than any other agency. Its unceasing efforts are 
based upon the typical American democratic trust in the righteousness of 
the common man: 

••• we must win the American public to want this right for us. They are a just 
people and if we could by education get them to see how silly and needlessly cruel 
it is to deny a person food and shelter, they would help enforce the law.~3 

In its lobbying the National Office pretends with grace to represent the 
Negro people and is not afraid of making threats by referring to the Negro 
vote. When we consider the weakness of its local branches and the general 
rivalry and apathy in the Negro communities, this appears to be largely 

• See ...:hapter 42.. 
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bluffing, and it is often successful bluffing. This is said not in criticism but 
in sincere admiration.• 

From the very beginning, the Association has laid stress on its legal 
redress work, and this has always been a most important and, certainly, 
the most spectacular part of its activity .114 The Association takes its stand on 
the legal equality of all the citizens of the country stipulated in the Con
stitution,b and in most of the laws of the several states of the South and the 
North. It brings sdected cases of discrimination and segregation to the test 
of law suits. 

In hundreds of cases, the lawyers of the N.A.A.C.P. have been instru
mental in saving Negroes from unequal treatment by the courts, sometimes 
getting them acquitted when they were sentenced or in danger of being 
sentenced on flimsy evidence; sometimes getting death penalties or other 
severe penalties reduced:111 The frequently successful fights to prevent 
the extradition of Negroes from Northern to Southern communities, when 
the likelihood of obtaining a fair trial for the Negroes sought could be 
shown to be questionable, has proved time :tnd again an especially effective 
means of focusing national attention upon the low standards of legal cul
ture in the South.118 In numerous cases the exclusion of Negroes from grand 
and petit juries has been challenged, and the Association shares in establish
ing precedents by which the principle is now firmly established that the 
exclusion of Negroes from jury service is a. denial of the equal protection 
of the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitu-

• Roy Wilkins comments on this point: " . . the issues on which the N.A.A.C.P. uses 
the threat of reprisal by voters are carefully selected out of our long experience with 
items we know colored voters will resent at the polfs, regardless of party affiliations or 
other distracting factors. But it must be remembered that we labor under no illusions 
10 far as marshalling a complete bloc of Negro voters as such against any particular 
candidate or proposal. We know that party affiliation comes first with many colored 
people, just as it does with other racial groups. They are loyal, Democratic workers, for 
instance, first of all. We know that job-holding, or the hope of winning jobs will influence 
the vote more than consideration for racial ideals. We know that some communities will 
vote for segregated Negro schools on the excuse that only through those schools can they 
get jobs for their daughters as teachers. In other words, there is no such thing as a purely 
Negro vote. Nevertheless, on some broad questions, grievously aggravated in some com
munity or by some politician, it is possible to swing a goodly section of the Negro vote 
in the way it should go, despite other factors operating." (Memorandum [August 11, 

1942.].) 
b There is an interesting story from the First World War told by James Weldon John10n. 

Du Bois, who was then editor of Tiu Crisis, had been to the front in France and had a 
good deal to say about the treatment of the Negro soldier: 

"The utterances of Dr. Du Bois in The Crisis, the organ of the association, brought a 
viait to the office from agents of the Department of Justicei in reply to the query: 'Ju,t 
what ia thi1 organization fighting for?' Dr. Du Bois said: 'We are fighting for th,• 
rnforcement of the Constitution of the United States.' This was an ultima.~e condensati!:!I 
of fhe program of the, association." (Black Mml,attan, p. 247.) 
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tion.117 Police brutality, third degree methods in forcing confessions, and 
peonage have been fought. 

The Association has likewise been continuously active in defending the 
Negroes' right to vote.• In 1915 it succeeded in having the "grandfather 
clauses" of Southern state constitutions declared unconstitutional. It has 
fought several other cases connected with the white primary and other 
means of disfranchising Negroes. As we know, it has not succeeded in hin
dering the wholesale disfranchisement of the Southern Negro population. 
But it has put a stop to Southern legislatures enacting the most bluntly 
discriminatory provisions against the suffrage of Negroes and has thus 
achieved a strategic situation where the white South increasingly bases dis
franchisement upon extra-Jegal measures.b In the very year of the founda
tion of the Association a movement started to legalize residential segrega
tion by city ordinance.'" Challt:nging the constitutionality of this type of 
]egislation was one of the main efforts of the Association during its first 
decade. In the famous Louisville Segregation Case, a decisive victory was 
won. The Association has been constantly vigilant, though with consider
able caution, against the Jim Crow laws and, particularly, against inferior 
facilities for Negroes in segregated set-ups of various sorts. In recent years 
it has concentrated its attack on the barriers against Negro students118 and 
on the unequal salaries of Negro tcachers.d 

The fights in court must not be viewed in isolation from the attempts to 
influence lcgisJaturcs and administrators. Both types of effort are part of a 
grand strategy to win legal equality for the Negro people. The Association 
has spared no pains in pushing any and all Congressional action in favor of 
the Negro people, or in opposing measures having an actual or potential 
detrimental effect. Foremost among these efforts to influence legislation is 
the long fight for a federal anti-lynching law.69 In this it has not suc
ceeded as yet, but the important effect has been to keep the national con
science awake to lynching as a pub]ic scandal. In 1922, when the anti-lynch
ing bill was first seriously considered in Congress, the number of lynch
ings dropped spectacularly.e The Association-which has employed a 
"watcher" in each branch of Congress and now has a bureau in Washing
ton-has been able to stop much discriminatory legislation, including bills 
against intermarriage, Jim Crow bi]Js, and residential segregation bills for 
the District of Columbia.60 It has fought for increased federal aid to edu
cation, for an equal distribution of federal funds for education; against du, 
criminatory provisions in the Wages and Hours Act; against discrimination 

a See Chapter 22, Section 2. 

b The importance of this is discussed in Chapter 23, Section 4. 

• See Chapter 29, Section 4. 
" See Chapter 14, Section 4. 
• See Chapter 27, Section 4. 
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in C.W.A., P.W.A., W.P.A. projects; ~nst administrational discrimina
tion in the T.V.A., local relief, and public utilities; and for many other 
things.•1 

8. THE STRATEGY OF THE N.A.A.C.P. 

Both for strategic and for financial reasons the Association cannot afford 
to be a legal aid society for Negroes. The cases pursued are selected because 
of their general importance. The N.A.A.C.P. does not, therefore, substi
tute for institutions to enforce the laws and to aid poor people which we 
suggested were needed.• This need is becoming less and less met by the 
Association, as it has shifted its emphasis from legal defense to legal 
offense.02 

The author has found that some conservative Negroes and most con
servative and liberal whites in the South accuse the N.A.A.C.P. of being 
"reckless" in striking in all directions against the caste order of the region 
without any thought whatever as to what can possibly be attained. When, 
with this criticism in mind, I have studied the actions of the N.A.A.C.P. 
over the decades, I have, on the contrary, come to the conclusion that the 
Association is working according to a quite clearly conceived tactical plan, 
which is only more far-seeing than is customary in America, particularly 
in the South,h The Association has wisely avoided launching a wholesale 
legal campaign against the Southern segregation system, as this would 
have provoked a general reaction. It has selected its points of attack with 
care and has pushed the front with caution; sometimes it has preferred 
only to preserve a favorable defense position. On the other hand, when 
the N.A.A.C.P. is striking-for instance, for a federal anti-lynching law or 
for improved educational facilities for Negroes as in the Gaines Case-the 
effect is not, as it is often asserted, an intensified reaction in the South, but, 
on the contrary, a definite movement towards adjustment with the national 
norms. 

In this sense, the tactics of the N.A.A.C.P. are "opportunistic"-though 
within the framework of a long-range policy to reach full equality for 
Negroes. The Association has often accepted segregation, and in fact, has 
sometimes had to promote further segregation, whi]e it has been pressing 
for increased opportunity and equality within the segregated system.c The 
principle of opportunism, but also the integration of opportunism into the 
long-range aims, is a conscious tactic: 

In casca where race discrimination is too strongly entrenched to be attacked at 
present, it [ the branch] should secure at least equal rights and .tccommodations for 
colored citizens. 63 

• See Chapter 26, Section 4. 
11 See Chapter 33, Section 1, 

• See Chapter 38, Section 9, 
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and it is: 

••• convinced of the futility of any program to produce sep:irate but equal educa
tional opportunities for education for one-tenth of America's population, so they 
work for the day when the same and not equal opportunities are open to all. But on 
the way to the goal, the campaign to get those opportunities for all in states having 
laws requiring separate systems of education must be waged. Equal buildings, equal 
equipment in the buildings, equal salaries, equal length of school term, Cl}Ual trana
portation facilities, equa] per capita expcnditurc--a11 these are steps toward our goal." 

The N.A.A.C.P. has also been accused of being "radical." This crit-
icism has been excellently evaluated by Bunche: 

The leadership and membership of the N.A.A.C.P., both Negro and white, is not 
recruited from the ranks of radic-als. The program and tactics of the organization 
remain well within the bounds of respectability. It has, of course, been branded as 
radiral by those who resent its militant demands for Negro equality and rights. But 
never, in the history of the organization, has there been aught but acceptance of the 
fundaments of the "American way'' of life; the only demanJs for change have been 
directed toward Negm st.itus. Its membcr&hip and its hold upon the black masses have 
never been strong enough to permit it to utter serious threats, nor to invoke mass 
pressure. Thus its tactics have haJ lo conform to the dirtates of expediency and 
opportunism; good str:1tegy and the need for cultivating the prestige of the organ
ization and the decree that demands shall be made and cased fought only when 
circumstances :ire of such favorable nJture ~s to afford good chance of victory.66 

9· CRITlQUE OF THE N.A.A.C.P. 

The N .A.A.C.P. has ht!en criticized by the most diverse groups for its 
concentration on publicity, suffrage and civil liberties. To the Northern 
:;ociologist with laissez-faire (do nothing) leanings, the N.A.A.C.P. and all 
t'.he other organizations represent a superficial and inconsequential quack
doctoring of symptoms instead of a scientific treatment of causes. The "fun
damental causes" are conflicts of "interests" which are not supposed to be 
touched by propaganda or law suits.00 To the Southern liberal of a more 
contemplative temper, the struggle of the N:A.A.C.P. is a Don Quixotian 
battle against the unshakable "folkways and mores" of his unhappy 
region.67 To the younger school of more or less Marxian-influenced Negro 
intellectuals, the N.A.A.C.P.'s policy is in the main only an evasion of the 
central problem, which is the economic one.08 Different as these critical 
judgments are in motivation, they all express the fundamental defeatism 
in regard to the upholding of law and order which has become so wide
spread among American intellectuals of all colors and political creeds.• 

This pessimism is exaggerated and, consequently, the criticism against 
the N.A.A.C.P. is largely unjustified. In our inquiry we started out by 
stressing the faltering systems of law and order in America. The low legal 

• See Chapter 1, Sections u and u. 
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culture, particularly in the South, was thereafter given great importance 
in nearly every specific aspect of our study. But we have also observed the 
definite trend toward a more equitable administration of the law in the 
South, and we have found that this trend is not unrelated to efforts of the 
type here discussed. With specific reference to the N.A.A.C.P., the present 
writer is inclined to agree with James Weldon Johnson who was once sec
retary of the organization: 

There is a school that holds that these legal victories are empty. They are not. At 
the very least, they provide the ground upon which we may make a stand for our 
rights.811 

Very rightly Johnson points to the legal status of the Negro when the 
N.A.A.C.P. began to fight its battle, and the danger in the trend then under 
way, as the only basis for evaluating the organization: 

When the N.A.A.C.P. was founded, the great danger facing us w.is that we should 
lose the vestiges of our rights by default. The organization cheLked that danger. It 
acted as a watchm:tn on the wall, sounding the alarms that called us to defense. Its 
work would be of value if only for the reason that without it our status would be 
worse than it is.70 

Another Negro writer, Bertram \V. Doyle, though of the "accommoda 
tion" school, testifies to the same effect: 

The significance of the agit:1tion for rights and equality, as exemplified in, say, 
Mr. Du Bois, formerly a guiding spirit in the National Association for the Advance
ment of Colored People, was that under his ~chcme the races were not to be allowt"d 
to come to terms, and race rdatiom were not ag,1in to be fixed in custom and formu
lated in codes before the Negro had fully experienced his freedom. Resistance to 
compromise has, then, helped to keep the racial situation in a state of flux and h,s 
tended to serve notice on the white man that weaker peoples expect him to live up 
to the principle established in liis lawii--those laws to which he proclaims loyalty.71 

Thus, an evaluation of the N.A.A.C.P. requires us to examine the cases 
won by it and to note the effects of these victories. In the field of residential 
segregation, while the N.A.A.C.P. has not succeeded in getting the courts 
to outlaw private restrictive covenants, it has succeeded in having all laws 
to enforce residential segregation declared unconstitutional. This has meant 
that the Negroes are not completely ghettoized, and that they can expand 
in a city, though with much difficulty.• More important, the legal fight still 
goes on, and it is not improbable that the Supreme Court will soon come 
to reverse its stand on the constitutionality of even the private restrictive 
covenants. Similarly, in regard to suffrage: it is true that the Southern 
states have so far s'!lccceded in evading the Supreme Court decisions on the 

• $ee Chapter z9, Sectiom J and 4, 
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unconstitutionality of the white primary by having the primaries arranged 
as private party affairs.• But the fight is continuing, and even this barricade 
may fall as the "grandfather clauses,, fell earlier. Perhaps the poll tax 
stipulations also will be declared unconstitutional if Congress does not make 
them illegal first. Likewise, though the decision in the Gaines Case will 
probably not open the Southern universities to Negroes in the near future, 
it is already forcing the Southern states to take action to improve the edu
cation situation for Negroes. Generally speaking, the fight against injustice 
and discrim:nation in the South and the keeping of national attention on 
the matter are social forces working for change which it seems unrealistic 
not to take into account. 

The young Negro intellectuals who are critical of the N.A.A.C.P. have, 
however, a more positive point in mind.b On second thought they will 
usually concede the importance of the legal fight and also agree that it has 
crystallized the Negro protest/ But they insist that the N.A.A.C.P. has not 
attacked the fundamental economic problems.d They want the N.A.A.C.P. 
to come out with a radical economic program. They understand that this 
would alienate from the organizations many of their white and Negro 
supporters,72 but apparently they do not care about this or about the loss in 
effectiveness of the present activity which would be a consequence. 

This criticism is not new. Early in the history of the Association, the 
Socialists clamored against the narrow racial program of the N.A.A.C.P. 
They wanted it to attack the economic system, to embrace the economic 
and political philosophy of socialism. In later years, the Communist party 
has likewise been insisting that any Negro organization which does not 
devote itself to the revolutionary cause is futile. As an aftermath of this 
discussion, the young Negro intellectuals today-who are not c;ommunists 

• See Chapter 22, Section 2. 

'We shall exemplify this widespread criticism of the N.A.A.C.P., as well as the other 
Negro betterment organizations, by statements made by Bunche in the work which has been 
bamc to the description and analysis presented in this ch11.pter, Even if we differ from 
Bunche on fundamental points, we want to stress that we ha.ve chosen to use his presentation 
as an object for criticism, not because it is weak, but, on the contrary, because it i, the 
most clearly argued and ablest presentation of a view which we cannot sha.re. 

• "The N.A.A.C.P. unque&tionably deserves full credit for setting a new pattern of 
thought among Negroes with respect to their problems. The vigor with which the Associa
tion, from the date of its inception, fought for the rights of Negroes before the cour .. 
opened the eyes of the Negro to an entirely new vista." (Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 141.) 

4 
"· •• it [the N.A.A.C.P.] has ignored the fundamental conditions giving rise to the 

race problem. It has under&tood well enough that the Negro suffers from race prejudice, 
but bas failed to concern itself with the root causes of race prejudice." (/hid., Vol. 1, p. 
1421 compare i6itl., Vol. 1, pp. 145, patnm.) 

"· •• the South must be subjected to a new agrarian and industrial revolution before 
any significant changes in the funda.mental relationship-political, economic or racial
will occur. This is what the N.A.A.C.P. apparently lacks the understa.nding and courare 
to face." (IbiJ., Vol. 1, p. 147.) 
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and often not even Socialis~eprecate the N.A.A.C.P. as "bourgeois" 
and "middle class." 

To this criticism the N.A.A.C.P. answers that it considers its work in the 
civil liberties sphere important enough not to be lightheartedly jeopardized 
by radical adventures in other directions. It has machinery set up for this 
work, and three decades' experience has gone into perfecting it. This is a 
form of capital working for the Negro people which should not be squan
dered. It has "good-will" and a public "respectability" which might appear 
only as an object of ridicule to the radical intellectual but which, in the 
daily fight of the organization, is an asset. For a Negro protest or better
ment organization to adopt a revolutionary program would be suicidal for 
the organization and damaging to the Negro cause.• 

To the outside observer the reasons are strongly on the side of the 
N.A.A.C.P. against its critics. The American Constitution and the entire 
legal system of the land give the Negro a strategic strength in his fight 
against caste which it would be senselt:ss not to utilize to the utmost. As it 
is possible to get the support of the Northern liberals-and of an increas
jng number of the Southern liberals, too-in the Negroes' fight for justice, 
this should be taken advantage of. A more or less radical economic program 
would not only jeopardize this support, but from a technical viewpoint, it is 
also impracticable to over-burden an agency with such divergent tasks. 

Leaving aside their assumption that the economic factors are "basic,'1b 

the critics are, of course, right in urging that there be organized efforts to 
tackle the Negroes' difficulties in breadwinning and, particularly, in gain
ing entrance into the labor unions. The question is, however, whether or 

• "I feel very strongly that critics of the Association are not being reasonable where 
they m.i.intain~ in the light of the known American public opinion, and the known shackled 
condition of the Negro m the country, that an organization for his improvement should 
embark upon a political and economic revolutionary program. 

"These organizations, if you will, must be 1omewhat opportunistic in their operation. 
The identification of the Negro's cause prominently and predominantly with a political 
and economic revolutionary program would be suicidal. The dangers inherent in such a 
procedure are but demonstrated by the fact that no racial group in America has adoptt'd 
such a program. 

"Indeed, it may be questioned whether the white maSl('s have accepted such a. philosophy 
u the way out of their obvious difficulties. Only an infinitesimal minority of persons in 
this country subscribes openly to and works actively in 1uch a program. To ask the Negro, 
the most vulnerable, the poorest, the one most at mercy of the majority, to embark upon 
this is 113king more than is practicable or sensible.» (Roy Wilkins, in memorandum of 
March u, 1941.) 

"The white masses of America are not radical, to say nothing of the black masses. They 
are radical only with respect to the status of the Negro; on all other matten they are 
u conservative as the average American." (Roy Wilk.ins in memorandum of August 
I 1,, 194:t,) 

"See Chapter 3, Section S, and Chapter 38, Section 6. 
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not this is the proper task for the N.A.A.C.P. To an extent it is, undoubt
edly, and the Association has, during the New Deal, become increasingly 
active in fighting discrimination in public welfare policy and in the labor 
market. Outside such questions of discriminatory legislation and adminis
tration as the Association is particularly competent to handle, it leaves 
most of these problems to the Urban League, and the two organizations 
even have a gentleman's agreement of long standing to observe such a divi
sion of responsibility. The Urban League has, however, even stronger rea
sons for not embarking upon broad and fundamental economic reform pro
grams, as we shall see shortly. 

There is thus, unquestionably, room for more concerted action on the 
side of the Negro people. Particularly there is need of an agency attempt
ing to integrate Negro labor into the trade union movement.11 But the real
ization of this need should not be turned into criticism of the existing 
agencies serving other functions. Instead, the critics should go ahead and 
form the organizations they see the need of-soliciting advice and aid 
in their work from the experienced and established organizations. These 
critics-like most people who discuss the Negro protest and betterment 
organizations-assume without question that there should be just one unified 
Negro movement. We shall take up this important problem of Negro 
l>trategy later. Our conclusion will be that a suppressed minority group like 
the Negro people is best served by several organizations dividing the field 
and maximizing the support that can be gained from different groups of 
whites. 

In this light should also be judged the criticism against the N.A.A.C.P. 
that it has "not become an important factor in the national political 
scene.ma In our discussion of the Negro in politics, we have observed the 
need for organizing, local\y and nationally, a collective bargaining agency 
for the Negro people to deal with the political parties.b But again there is 
a question whether the N.A.A.C.P. can undertake to carry out this task 
to a greater degree than it already docs-which involves taking a stand in 
local and national political conflicts and supporting one party or the other 
-without losing in effectiveness in its primary function of fighting for legal 
equality for the Negro. Again it is a question of whether this task should not 
be given to another agency. 

An indisputable weakness of the N.A.A.C.P. is its lack of mass support.0 

a See Chapter 18, Section 3. 
b See Chapter 23, Sections 1 and 2. 

• "· .. the N.A.A.C.P. does not have a mass basis. It baa never assumed the proportions 
of a crusade, nor has it ever, in any single instance, attracted the masses of people to its 
banner. It is not impressed upon the mass consciousness, and it is a bald truth that the 
average Negro in the street has never heard of the Association nor of any of its leader~. 
It baa shown a pitiful lack of knowledge of maas terhnique and of how to pitrh au appeal 
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This is, as we pointed out, admitted by the leaders of the Association.• When 
passing judgment on this problem of tactics, it should, in fairness, be recalled 
that we arc actually asking why a severely disadvantaged group has not 
accomplished something which only rarely and imperfectly has been done 
among the whites in America. It should be borne in mind that the easiest 
means of rallying the American Negroes into a mass movement are such 
that they would destroy the organization. The Garvey movement demon
strated that the Negro masses can best be stirred into unity by an irrational 
and intensively racial, emotional appeal, the very thing which both the 
Association and its critics rightly shun. It is also questionable whether-as 
some of the critics of the Association hold-a greater stress on economic 
reform by itself has any more appeal than the fight against lynching and 
injustice. Poor and uneducated people all over the world are not particu
larly interested in economic revolution or even economic reform but must 
be educated to have such an interest. 

When all this is said, it nevertheless stands out as a most pressing need 
for the organization to broaden its membership basis and to strengthen the 
activity of its branchcs.74 There are, however, no easy panaceas available. 
It is the author's judgment that important steps arc: (I) to have more 
working class members on the local boards; (z) to intensify propaganda in 
the schools and among the youth; ( 3) to stress adult education by organiz
ing "study cirdes" and forums; (4) to get out more pamphlets and books 
on living issues and more printt.-d directions both for individual studies and 
for adult education. More important, however, is the actual fighting done 
for the Negro. At present the war crisis .is helping the Association win 
increasing support from the Negro people. Also in the somewhat longer 
perspective, the future seems promising for the Association. As the Negro 
masses are becoming educated and more articulatt, and as the Negro protest 
is rising, this courageous organization with its experienced and cautious 
tactics will be able to count on increasing support. 
-------- -------- ---- -- ------------
10 aa to reach the ears of the masses. Were it able to stir the people, it could establish itself 
on a sound and independent financial basis; it could develop a feeling of solidarity among 
Negroes; and it could then employ an expanded paid professional leadership which would 
make possible the execution of an effective national program." (Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 1, 

p. 15 1 ; compare ibid., V ul. 1, pp. 14-z f£ .) 
• "There are weaknesses in our branch structure and we have not yet found the formula 

for selling to the public the nature, the extent, the details, and the significance of the 
Association's program. Some have suggested that we might follow the example of Marcus 
Garvey and others in the utilization of fancy titles and robes. The Association, however, 
has felt that reverting to some of these methods of attracting the masses would do more 
ha.rm in the long run to the organization, than good.'' (Walter White, in letter, March 
15, 1941.) 
' "I believe that ~ .recognize our lack of skill at mast appeal, and I believe we are on 
the way to doing aomething about it/1 (Roy Wilkins, in memorandum, March u, 1941 .) 
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IO. THE URBAN LEAGUE 

Much of what has been said of the N.A.A.C.P. applies also to the Urh•n 
League. Like the N.A.A.C.P., the Urban League is an interracial move
ment. Both organizations were started on white initiative. In 1906 a group 
of whites and Negroes formed The Committee for Improving the Indus
trial Conditions of Negroes in New York City. About the same time, 
another interracial group in New York formed The Lea'l,ue for Protection 
of Colored Women. In 1910 a third interracial group held a conference 
which constituted itself into The Comm;ttee on Urban Conditions Among 
Negroes. The following year these three organizations decided to merge 
into one: The National League on Urban Conditions Amon'{, Negroes. The 
philanthropists, social workers, and professionals who made up the nucleus 
of the new organization "held that the Negro needed not alms but oppor
tunity-opportunity to work at the job for which the Negro was best fitted, 
with equal pay for equal work, and equal opportunity for advancement.m5 

The late professor, Edwin R. A. Seligman, became the first president of the 
organization. 

The National Urban League is the parent organization. It has its central 
office in New York. In order to expand the work of the League in Southern 
,;:ommunities, it has a Southern Field Branch Office in Atlanta, Georgia. 
The National Urban League is governed by an Executive Board of fifteen 
persons of whom seven are Negroes and eight whites. The president of the 
organization was for many years L. Hollingsworth Wood, and the execu
tive secretary was Eugene Kinckle Jones, both of whom had been with the 
League since its beginning. They are now both retiring and are being 
replaced by William H. Baldwin and Lester B. Granger, respectively.• 
Besides the executive secretary there is a staff of eight executive officers and 
ten office workers. One of the officers is white but all the other employees 
of the National League arc Negroes. The League publishes Opportunity 
and The Secretariat, the one directed to the general public, the other serving 
as house organ for the organization. The National League operates at 
present upon a budget of approximately $60,000 (including Opportunity). 
It is raised by contributions from foundations and from individuals.78 

Local branches of the League are established in 46 cities. Of these, 12 are 
in the South, including the Border states, 2 are on the Pacific Coast, I 2 are 
in the Northeast, and the remainder are in the Middle West. These figures 
reflect the history of the organization. It came into being to assist the 
unadjusted groups of Negroes migrating to Northern urban and industrial 
areas, but it has spread out to the Southern and West Coast cities which 
have similar needs. 

The local Urban Leagues are governed by interracial boards, Sometime!'! 
•Mr.Jones retains the office of General Secretary but is on leave from hi1 dutie1. 
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there arc other committees, usually interracial in composition. Many local 
Leagues, for example, have a committee on industrial relations. Each local 
office is staffed by a trained secretary, who is the responsible head of the 
work, and by speci.t.lized social workers and office workers, of a number 
determined by the financial resources of the local League. Thirty-nine of 
the forty-six local Urban Leagues are members of city-wide Community 
Chests, and most of these receive the greater part and often all of their 
financial resources from this source. Most local Leagues have incomes from 
individual contributions; some receive membership dues. For much of their 
work the local Leagues are able to solicit voluntary services from ministers, 
teachers, doctors, and other public spirited citizens in the Negro com
munity. The National Office estimates that the combined budget of the 
local branches at present approximates half a million dollars annually.• 

The activity of the local Urban Leagues is as wide in scope as modern 
social work when applied to the variegated needs of the poverty-stricken 
Negro communities. The outside observer cannot help but be impressed, 
not only by the urge to keep abreast of the latest developments in the 
broader social work field, but also with the attempts to find new solutions 
for the specialized problems of the Negro ghetto. It is apparent, however, 
that, particularly in the South, the Leagues work under tremendous handi
caps on account of indifference and even hostility from most white people 
a.nd halfheartedness on the part of even white sponsors and friends. It is 
also apparent that, all over the country, the efficiency of the work is kept 
.down by inadequate financial resources. 

Any detailed description of the activities-of the local Leagues in attempt
ing to get even the smallest economic openings for Negro workers and, 
generally, to heal the wounds of caste and mass poverty is out of the ques
tion in this book. They touch problems of education, home and neighbor
hood, problems of youth, recreation, vocational guidance and training, 
welfare work, housing, health, morals and manners. The Leagues carry on 
day nurseries, sometimes with baby clinics, child placement agencies, and, 
occasionally, schools for Negro girls who have become pregnant; they 
organize clubs for boys, girls, mothers, neighborhood and other groups; 
training schools for janitors or domestics; parent-teacher associations; study 
groups in trade unionism; health weeks, and so on. To mitigate delinquency 
among Negroes they offer to cooperate with the law-enforcement agencies 
and to perform such tasks as furnishing supplementary parole supervisors, 
safeguarding the interest of girls appearing in court, and, in some cases, 
nnding homes for them. Fights are waged against commercialized prostitu-

• The atatementa in thia and the followillg paragraphs are founded upon Bunche, op. 
• oil., Vol. z, pp. ~zo ff., upon information supplied by L. Hollinrsworth Wood, Eugene 

Kinclde Jones, and Lester B. Granger of the National Urban League, and upon the 
trriten own oblervationa. 
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tion in the vicinity of Negro homes, schools and churches. Much of this 
welfare work involves considerable "case work." Though not desiring to 
duplicate the work of the regular welfare agencies, the Leagues, neverthc
J~s, Snd themselves involved in individual problems such as illness, old age, 
delinquency, unemployment, mental disorders, legal entanglement, drug 
addiction, illegitimacy and dependency. 

None of the local Leagues can afford to become active in all these fields, 
but a primary task of all Leagues is to find jobs, more jobs, and better jobs 
for Negroes. They all function as employment agencies. The attempt is to 
run these agencies in an active way, opening up new jobs and preventing 
loss of jobs already held by Negroes. They have to get into contact with 
employers and trade union officers and try to "sell" Negro labor-impress
ing upon the employers that Negro labor is efficient and satisfactory, and 
upon the unionists that the Negro is a good and faithful fellow worker. 
A careful check-up has to be made on references, and a reputation 
must be gained and defended for the type of labor offered. The possibilities 
of vocational training have to be kept open to Negro youth, and the youths 
themselves have to be encouraged to be ambitious. The civil service boards 
have to be watched so that they do not discriminate against Negroes, and 
Negroes must be encouraged to take civil service examinations. 

Not only in job placement activity, but also in attempting to get play
grounds, housing projects, schools, and other public facilities, the local 
Leagues work as pressure groups-with a tactic moderated by local cir
cumstances and by their financial dependence on the white community. They 
engage in educational propaganda among whites as well as among Negroes. 
Sometimes regular campaigns are staged. Some Leagues have-openly or 
under cover-sponsored boycotts on the formula, "Don't buy where you 
can't work." 

The National Urban League is the general staff for all this work. It 
directs and inspires it, coordinates and evaluates the experiments made in 
one place or another. It conducts community surveys and other research 
work. It educates and sometimes agitates: among the Negroes to improve 
themselves and among the whites to reduce prejudices and to give the 
Negroes a fair chance. Sometimes it concentrates on a pressure campaign 
to reach a particular goal. It uses its own publication, Opportunity, pam
phlets and books, the radio, the pulpit and the lecture platform. It initiates 
conferences and investigations and furnishes government agencies with 
expert advice. 

What the Urban League means to the Negro community can best be 
understood by observing the dire need of its activity in cities where there is 
no local branch. The League fills such an unquestionable and eminently use
ful community need that-were it not for the peculiar American danger 
of corruption and undue influence when something becomes "political" 
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-it is obvious that the activity should be financed, and financed much more 
generously, from the public purse: by the city, the state and the federal 
government. The League's activity among maladjusted Negroes in the 
industrial cities of America has national importance. It is concerned with the 
effects of such nation-wide American phenomena as the migration from rural 
areas-partly caused by national agricultural policy-and the almost univer
sal economic discrimination against Negroes by whites.• 

There are few informed persons in America, among either whites or 
Negroes, who do not appreciate the social service work done by the League. 
In many communities, however, white people often look upon the League 
as "dangerous," "radical" and too "friendly to labor." Among the younger 
Negro intellectuals, on the contrary, the League is commonly accused of 
being too "timid." The League has "made no serious effort to define its 
program in any fundamental way," it is said.77 Because of its dependence 
upon white philanthropy, it advocates "a policy of racial expediency and 
conciliation, which is characterized by extreme opportunism."78 

Against these charges the League retorts that "it is a social service organi
zation attempting to perform a helpful task in a limited field.mo Indeed: 

••• tlie League could not be considered as a Negro movement, but an organization 
of American citizens who are convinced that an important development in our 
democratic institutions is that of according to tl1e large Negro minority in America 
their economic rights •••• 

The League is truly an interracial movement and cooperatively interracial at that. 
It would be expected, therefore, that the League should advocate conciliation in its 
highest sense. Any movement of this character whith ad\•ocates understanding through 
conference and discussion must necessarily refrain from advocating mass action of one 
race calculated to force the other group to make concessions. 80 

The dispute has come to center about the League's attitude toward trade 
unionism. The National Urban League stated long ago that its official 
policy is in favor of collective bargaining and against strike-breaking, pro
vided the unions are kept open to Negro workers.81 There have been some 
incidents in which the League is alleged to have condoned strike-breaking.112 

More important is the general accusation that the League has not whole
heartedly worked to integrate Negro workers into the labor movement.83 

I have found: ( 1) that 11,lmost everywhere the functionaries of the local 
Leagues are definitely in fuvor of trade unionism; ( 2) that in many cities, 
particularly in the South, local opinion-as represented by the Community 
Chests and the boards of the Leagues-hinders them from taking the action 
they would like to take to integrate Negro workers into labor unions; 
(3) that m still more cities, including many Northern cities, the unions do 
not take a very responsive attitude but are even more difficult to court than 

• See Part IV, specially Chapter I a. 
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are local employers; (4) that a League which might organize actual strike
breaking against a union open to Negroes-if it has ever occurred-is now 
out of the question everywhere; ( 5) that such an action, even against a 
union that openly discriminates against Negroes, is extremely unlikely in 
most cities and is not likely to occur except as a last resort. Generally speak
ing, local Urban Leagues change with the community, and, in most cities, 
dunge as much in advance of the community as iJ possible while maintain
ing community good-will and financial support for their program. Much 
the same is true about the National Urban League. As the trade union 
movement and collective bargaining are gradually becoming normal and 
appreciated factors in American society, the Urban League is increasingly 
holding the lead as a pro-union force working among the Negro people. 

This does not mean that it is likely that the League will ever become 
the agency needed in order to light the Negroes' way into the labor unions. 
This should not be turned into a criticism of the League but into positive 
thinking and action on the part of interested Negro experts and leaders to 
form such an agency, utilizing the experience, the advice, and the good
will from the League as well as from the N .A.A.C.P. The Negro leaders 
who see the need for a Negro movement with a broader and more radical 
economic program should not-from their own point of view-spend their 
fire in criticizing this useful social service agency, which has been able to 
solicit so much help from the whites and to soothe so much suffering among 
the Negro people. They should, instead, appreciate what is obvious to any 
impartial observer: namely, that this organization, even though its tasks 
h.ave been lowly, has been able to maintain a fighting spirit. It has been, and 
is now more than ever, pressing and fighting, intervening and proposing, 
educating and propagating for ideas and measures which-even from the 
point of view of its critics-are headed in the right direction even though 
they are not drastic enough in their opinion.a Again we observe that the 
critics of the Negro organizations are making the tactical blunder of assum-

• After reading this section, E. Franklin Frazier writes (letter, September a, 194:&): 
"Although you have shown why the Urban League has not reached Negro worken aa 

some critics have charged, I still feel that this is a defect in their program which ia not 
attributable solely to lack of resources but rather to the general outlook of the leader,. I 
agree with you that much educational work must be done to eecure the cooperation of 
Negro workers. In fact education of the upper layer of the Negro working clua should 
have been and is still an important function of the Urban League. But still I feel that their 
general outlook and the class position of its leaders have been responsible to a large extent 
for their failure to carry on such an educational program. For example, I recall that in 
one city where they attempted to organize a Workers' Council they invited only professional 
people and neglected the more intelligent and more articulate members of the working 
class. & 1 waa invited to the meetings 1 pointed out this defect but still the leaders insisted 
upon getting the professional class or educated people. I do not think that the Worken' 
Councils which the Urban League has formed have had much influence upon the Negro 
working clua." 
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ing as self-evi~nt that there should be only one unined Negro move
ment.86 

II. THE CoMMISSION ON INTEilRACIAL CooPER.ATION8' 

The Commission on Interracial Cooperation, or the Interracial Commis
sion, as it is commonly known, like the N.A.A.C.P. and the Urban League, 
is not a Negro movement proper but a joint effort by whites and Negroes.b 
While the two former organizations have a national scope and their central 
offices are in New York, the Interracial Commission worb in the South only 
and has its center in Atlanta, which is also the headquarters of the Ku Klux 
Klan and the capital of Georgia, one of the most backward states in the 
Union. 

This is indicative of much. The N .A.A.C.P. as a militant protest organiza
tion needs to work in an atmosphere where it can speak and act freely. The 
Urban League as a social service institution for unadjusted Negroes in 
industrial cities needs to be near the main concentrations of urban Negroes 
as well as near the chief centers of white philanthropy. But the Interracial 
Commission has set itself the much more difficult task of working from 
within to improve race relations in the region they are worst. The other 
two organizations can be "national." The Interracial Commission needs to 
be recognized as "Southern." It can receive grants from Northern phi
lanthropy, which is an established Southern pattern, but, in order not to 
have its work appear as "outside meddling," the Commission must have 
its seat in the South, its leaders and officers must be Southerners, and they 
must lay stress on regional pride and patriot~. 

There are more differences which should be understood in the same light. 
In the other two organizations, Negroes played an important role almost 
from the start and soon took over almost the entire political work. They 
gradually became predominantly Negro organizations. The Interracial 
Commission, on the other hand, has been much more exclusively the out-

• In our analysis of the interracial movement we choose to concentrate on the Commission 
for Interracial Cooperation and its local affiliates. lt should not be inferred that we under
estimate the other agencies for interracial work even if we do not give any specific account 
of them. Much of what we have to say on the Atlanta Commi•ion has bearing on some of 
the other agencies as well. Other agencies like the Commi11ion on Race Relations of the 
Federal Council of Churches of Chrilt in America and the Interracial Departments of 
the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. have different purposes, methods and sponsorship. (For 
analyses of these agencies, see Bunche, 01. cit., Vol. 3, pp. 498 ff., and Paul E. Baker, 
01. cit., pp. 24 ff.) 

• The following short analysis of the Commiaion on Interracial Cooperation is based 
upon the writer's own observations and upon Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 3, pp. 444 ff., Paul E. 
Baker, pp. cit., pp. 17 ff., various publications of the Commi11Jion, information given by 
Ho,ward W. Odum, Will W. Alexander, R. B. Eleazer. Jessie Daniel Ames, Emily H. 
Clay of the Commiuion, and Arthur F. Raper, formerly the Research Secretary of the 
Commi•ion. 
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come of white people's activity. The Commission can employ Negro lield 
workers, but it cannot, without endangering its good-will, have a single 
Negro employee working in its office.811 The N.A.A.C.P. tries, at least, to 
get mass support and the Urban League works, of course, mostly with poor 
Negroes. The Interracial Commission, on the contrary, has had to direct 
its main effort on "the best elements of the two races." The two other 
organizations are, in a measure, opportunistic, as must be all minority 
organizations for concerted action. The Interracial Commission has to go 
much furthe..- in compromise in its practical work. These differences are all 
explained by differences in the tasks approached and the political conditions 
under which the org?,nizations are working. No one who has read earlier 
parts of this inquiry will lightheartedly turn them into criticism against the 
Southern interracial movement. 

Like Southern liberalism itself,a of which the interacial movement is an 
operative part, the attempt to bring representatives of the two groups 
together in constructive efforts to improve race relations in the South has a 
long history. Thomas Nelson Page wrote in 1904: 

A possible step in reaching the solution of the question might be for a reasonably 
limited number of representative Southern men to meet in conference a reasonable 
number of those colored men of the South who are more familiar with actual condi
tions there, and thus are representati,•e of the most enlightened and experienced 
portion of that race. These, in a spirit of kindness and of justice, might confer 
together and try to find some common ground on which both shall stand, and formu
late some common measures as to which both sides shall agree and which both shall 
advocate.86 

Booker T. Washington and his white supporters in the South had the same 
vision. It is related that after the Atlanta riot in 1906, Washington boarded 
the 6rst train for the city and interested the leading white people in con
ferring with a limited number of prominent Negroes in the local com
munity.87 Ray Stannard Baker said that "this was the first important occa
sion in the South upon which an attempt was made to get the two races 
together for any serious consideration of their differences."88 There had, 
however, previously been some conferences on Southern education spon
sored by Northern philanthropists. Too, many churches and other religious 
institutions had earlier sponsored interracial work, and they arc still active 
in it. 

Nevertheless, the Commission on Interracial Cooperation represented a 
new and courageous start. It was organized in 1919 as an effort to meet the 
great uncertainty and strain in the relations between whites and Negroes 
after the First World War.80 The leading spirit of the movement and, later, 
the director of the work was W. W. Alexander. The purpose of the new 
organization was: 

• See Chapter a1 1 Sec:tioJI S• 
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••• to quench, if possible, the fires of racial antagoni,m which were ftaming at that 
time with Bllch deadly menace in all sections of the country.90 

Local interracial committees' were started, and a series of ten-day schools 
for whites and Negroes, respectiveJy, were held for the purpose of training 
leaders of both races to promote the interracial work. The schools con
centrated upon community readjustment and care for the returning troops.91 

Started for the purpose of meeting a temporary emergency, the Commis
sion's work was so successful and was deemed so important that it was 
decided to transform it into a permanent institution. 

In the beginning the Commission sought to build up a network of local 
interracial committees. At one time there were state committees in every 
Southern state and local committees in more than eight hundred counties. 
A staff of salaried officers organized and directed great numbers of volunteer 
workers. During this early period a main emphasis in the Commission's 
program was placed on the correction of specific wrongs in the local com, 
munities. During the 'thirties the Commission encountered financial di£ -
ficulties in keeping up its field staff. There was also some disappointment 
over the work in the local branches. The emphasis was then shifted to the 
educational approach and to the work of the Atlanta office. In 1938 only 
three of the Southern state commissions were even formally functioning.03 

At that time the Commission changed policy and started again to reorganize 
and revitalize state and local committces.98 This reorganization work is still 
going on. 

The center of the activity is the Atlanta office, which employs three 
white officers and four white office workers. The Executive Director is Will 
W. Alexander, and the Associate Director is C. H. Tobias; Alexander is 
white, Tobias is a Negro. Neither of these is actively engaged in the actual 
work of the Commission at the present time. The President is a prominent 
Southern white liberal, Howard W. Odum. The work is directed by a main 
governing Commission ot 104 whites and 53 Negroes, representing the 
whole South.• The Commission meets annually. Abstaining from laying 
down any fixed constitution,94 the main Commission and the Atlanta office 
carry on their own activity and assist in steering the activity of the state 
and local committees.8~ The Commission works on a yearly budget of around 
$70,000.98 It is estimated that approximately 85 per cent of the financial 
support of the Commission comes from foundation grants.97 

The Commission on Interracial Cooperation is the organization of South
ern liberalism in its activity on the Negro issue. In its publications it 
demands a fair opportunity for the Negro as a breadwinner; equal partici
pation in government welfare programs; equal justice under the law; suf-

~ • "Although the membership is composed of more white people than Negroea, our 
mcetinga arc usually-attended by a larger number of Negroes." (Emily H. Clay in letter, 
Auruat :u., 1942..) 
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£rage and other civil liberties. It does not attack segregation but stands up 
against discrimination.• The South is far from having achieved the Com
mission's aims, and the liberal forces of the region are weak. The Commis
sion is, therefore, compelled to adopt in practice a gradualistic approach. 
"Sometimes asking for all you want is the best way to get nothing.» R. B. 
Eleazer, the Educational Director of the Commission, has explained these 
tactics in the following words: 

The philosophy of tbc movement is not that of "seeking to solve the race problem," 
but simply that of taking the next practical step in the direction of interracial justice 
and good will.88 

The chief political means of approaching tho-goal set up by the Commission 
are conciliation, moral persuasion and education. Its practical task is formu
lated as the attempt to promote: 

• , , the creation of a better spirit, the correction of grievances, and the promotion 
of interracial understanding and sympathy.b 

• "The Commission has taken positive and public stands in its monthly paper Th, 
SoUlhem Frontier, in its county forums, and at annual state conventions, on questions 
involving political and economic equality and extension of equal participation in all 
social and public welfare benefits. These include elimination of the white primary, 
abolition of the poll tax as a qualification for voting, Negro policemen, equal pay for 
equal work, including equalization of teachers' salaries, equal training in skilled and semi
skillc;d work, opening of tax-supported hospitals to Negro doctors, and equal provision of 
recreational centers for Negroes. Legislatively, the Commission, in cooperation with state 
committees, has worked to secure appropriations for graduate and profossiomil training for 
Negroes and for the creation of training schouls for Negro girls; in fact, the Commission's 
program, through its state and local committees, has included every field of public service 
supported wholly or in part with tax funds." (Memorandum by Jessie Daniel Ames, 
August, 1940.) 

b A Practical Approach to the Race Problem, pamphlet issued by the Commission on 
Interracial Cooperation (1939); cited by Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 31 p. 456. 

The difference in tactics between the Commission and other organizations such as the 
N.A.A.C.P., as viewed by the Commission itself, is expressed in a 1eccr.t report from the 
Commission's Negro field secretary, Dr. C. H. Bynum, communicated to me by Emily H. 
Clay (in a letter of August 24, 1942). Bynum says: 

"In my opinion there is no fundamental difference in the programs of the Commission 
and other more vocal groups. The differences are in the approaches to the problem of race 
relations. We break down the general objective and others use the general compounded 
objective. We consolidate gains; others attempt 'blitz splits in the lines.' We use educational 
agencies I others seek greater concentration of governmental control. We balance permanent 
gains against probable imposed ruptures; others fight for violent ruptures predicated upon 
revolutionary changes. 

"My personal predictions are without value, but history indicates that we may suffer 
heartbreaking reversals in race relations when peace comes. Southern culture patterns may 
bend, but they will not break. Who knows what will be the outcome of continued 'invasion 
of states rights'? No pessimist am I, but I prefer the surety of acceptance to the resentment 
of imposition. Acceptance may become a part of the general culture; imposition will 
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In this spirit the Commission has sponsored and carried out important 
researches on various phases of the Negro problem, such as cotton tenancy 
and lynching.• It publishes monthly The Southern FrontitJrh and a great 
number of pamphlets and educational material. It tries to inffuence the 
white press to give more favorable publicity to Negroes and to suppress such 
material as is likely to inflame white opinion. For this purpose it maintains 
a press service which goes to both the white and the Negro press. The 
Commission arranges interracial meetings for students and churchgoers. 
The Commission carries its message to conventions, conferences, and synods, 
and through the church press. The Commission has encouraged the intro
duction of courses on race relations in hundreds of colleges and high schools 
throughout the South. It has succeeded in getting pledges from 7 50 college 
professors, representing 400 white colleges of the South, to give rational 
discussions of race relations and of Negro capacity and achievement.88 It 
attempts to influence strategic persons in state and local governments to give 
the Negroes more consideration. Sometimes the Commission enters legal 
redress work in selected cases which have broader applications. The Com
mission has thus recently, by following a peonage case to the Supreme 
Court, succeeded in getting Georgia's labor contract law pronounced uncon
stitutional,100 and is at present carrying another case to the Supreme Court 
involving a young Negro accused of rape, whose guilt is very doubtful.101 

From the beginning a main interest of the Commission was that of stamp
ing out lynching. It has carried its attack through all the publicity agencies 
which could be used and especially directed it to women, officers of the law 
and of the courts, and to the church. In 1931 the Commission organized the 
Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching, headed 
by Jessie Daniel Ames, the Director of Field Work in the Atlanta Office. 
This organization has succeeded in aligning more than 40,000 women, who 
nave pledged themselves to take certain active steps to help eliminate this 
blight on the South. Besides the prevention of lynching, the educational 
activity of the Commission covers health protection, sanitation, housing, 
relief, tenancy, agricultural adjustment, resettlement, and so on. The Com
mission has been active in securing Negro representation on boards and 
committees on government programs. 

The Commission has a large share in the achievement of the dramatic 

engender smoldering feelings which may at any hour leap into a blazing ilame of 
madneu.'' 

a "The Commission's research program was abandoned in 1939 and no research 
work ha.a been carried on 1ince that time, a large number of our members being of the 
opinion that the greater results could be obtained by directing our efforts to activities in 
the ~ld." (Memorandum by Emily H. Clay, August, 194a.) 

• The circulation of T/11 Soutll#rn Frontier, which began in January, 19401 has now 
~ a,300. (Emily H. Clay, letter, August 24, 194a.) 
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decrease in lynching, and generally, in the greater enforcement of law in the 
South during the last two decades. The Commission was able largely to 
nullify the influence of the fascistic Black Shirt movement that grew up 
during the 193o's to eliminate Negroes from all jobs while there was any 
unemployment of whites. Few other organizations could have made the 
effective appeal to Southern whites which the situation called for. The 
Commission's surveys-for instance, of the tenancy problem-have been 
of great importance in the national discussion and for national policy. The 
work of the Farm Security Administration: which for a long period was 
headed by W.W. Alexander, the Director of the Commission, is much in 
line with the efforts of the Commission and has set in effect many plans 
propagated and partly prepared by the Commission. The Commission has 
had its important part in the development of a friendlier attitude toward 
the Negro on the part of the white press in the South. The local interracial 
committees have also gotten much for the Negroes: 

••. scores of Negroes have been extended legal aid in cases in which they were 
subjected to persecution, intimidation or exploitation; sewers, street paving, water, 
lights, library facilities, rest rooms, and other civic advantages, such as parks, play
grounds, pools and other recreation facilities, have been obtained for Negro com· 
munities; community chests have been induced to include Negro welfare agencies in 
their budgets; day nurseries and social centers have been conducted, and the appoint· 
ment of colored probation officers has been securcd.102 

The fact that in most of these· and other respects the Negro is still dis
criminated against in the South should not be allowed to conceal the fact 
that many small changes here and there have occurred, due to the activity 
of the interracial movement. 

The Commission has not escaped criticism from conservative Southerners. 
The President of the Commission, Howard W. Odum, tells us: 

It [the Commission] has been investigated by the Ku Klux and by the Talmadge 
regime, and many efforts have been made "to get it." In recent years I have had very 
critical letters from some of the "best" people protesting against the radical view
point which the Commission has taken within the last few ycars.108 

But, as we have pointed out earlier in this inquiry, one of the most impor
tant accomplishments of the Commission-which has a far-reaching cumula
tive effect-is to have rendered interracial work socially respectable in the 
conseroatwe South. Liberal white Southerners, on their part, have usually 
backed the Commission. Whites in the North, outside the philanthropists, 
seldom know or care much about this work. 

Negroes, on the other hand, tend to be critical of the Commission-even 
the older and more conservative Negro leaders. Few Negroes in the South 
have wholeheartedly praised its work. Several of the Negroes who have 

• See Chapter 12, Section 12. 
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taken part in the local interracial committees or in the Atlanta Commission 
have privately made acid comments on the interracial movement. They 
complain that the white participants are not sincere enough, and that there 
is too much of the old paternalism in the whole approach. The Commission 
is frequently called a "face saving" device, a "gesture organization." But 
these observations were made in the years 1938-1939, when the activity in 
the local committees was at a low ebb and when the activity also of the main 
Commission was not as vigorous as earlier. The revitalization which the 
Commission has since gone through may have changed the attitudes of 
conservative Negro leaders. 

By the younger Negro intellectuals the Commission is condemned for 
the "na'ive assumption that when the two races know and understand 
each other better, the principal incidents of the race problem will then 
disappear."104 The Commission is accused of having a "defeatist attitude, 
since it accepts the existing racial patterns while asking favors and exceptions 
with them."" The Commission is criticized for using "influence'' instead of 
"pressure.» They point out that the Commission docs not reach, and has not 
even attempted to reach, the lower classes of whites and Negroes between 
whom the friction is most acutc.106 

This criticism seems too strong. It overlooks the power situation in the 
South. A movement which sets out to change public opinion and social 
institutions in the South and which wants to reap some fruit in the near 
future must make opportunism its tactical principle. It must develop an 
indirect approach instead of a direct attack. And it is no "naive assumption" 
that ignorance fortifies race prejudice, injustice and discrimination in the 
South. Education and cooperation will, therefore, have their effects even if 
they are slow to develop liberal political power which can force great 
reforms. The Commission is a useful agency. This, of course, should not 
exclude other and more radical efforts at the same time. Also it does not 
exclude a criticism that the Gommission could work more effectively. But its 

• Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 4, pp. 557 ff. 
"ln the very nature of race relations in this country, the white members of the interracial 

groups must take upon themselves the responsibility for fixing the measures of values in 
inter-group relationships. It is not merely a question of bow much the Negro is to ask 
for or to expect, but also IIO'W he is to ask for it, or indeed, whether he should ask for it at 
all, since it may often be more 'strategic' to permit his sympathetic white friends to act 
on his behalf. It is the whites alone who are in a position to advise the Negro tha.t it is 
better for him to ask for little and to anticipate something than to ask for too much and 
gain nothing. It is the white, also, who can lean on realism a.no inform the Negro that 
if he goes before responsible officials in the community and demands or asks for benefits, 
!,is appeals are apt to be ignored. Whereas, if his white friends appear in his behalf, he 
has a better chance to receive the favor. That this half-a-loaf approach of the inter
racialist ha1 won local benefits of various kinds for Negroes in particular communities ia 
not dcnied1 but this is no storming of the bastions of racial prejudice nor does it even 
aim toward them." (Ibitl., Vol. 4, pp. 559-560.) 
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rnain tactics must be condoned. These tactics are radical in the South, and 
among white people they can secure "'1e backing of only the small group of 
Southern liberals. 

If this is agreed, the question remains, however, whether the Commis, 
sion could not be made into a more efficient organ for Southern liberalism. 
While liberalism generally has been on the advance, the interracial move
ment seems to have been losing out during the 'thirties. The Commission 
has not fulfilled the promises it once gave. The South has been changing" 
and there have been many new possibilities which the movement has not 
utilized. When the writer traveled in the South in 1938-1939 and observed 
the great needs and weak efforts, he felt strongly that there was room for 
more courage and vision in the work of the Commission. The respectability 
the Commission has built up for inte"acial work in the South is a form of 
capital, hut as such it is of no use at all if it is not invested, and even risked, 
in new ventures. What is called for is, indeed, something of the spirit of 
the young W.W. Alexander when he first Jed the movement and before 
he was drawn into other important activities-that spirit, expanded and 
adjusted to the new situation. The post-war crisis in the South will not be 
minor. Already there are signs of unusual restlessness among both whites 
and Negroes in the South. A revitalized Interracial Commission will be 
much needed. 

From this viewpoint the reestablishment of state and local committees, 
which has been started, seems to be an important move in the right direc
tion. So as to be more influential in the political development of the region, 
a broader appeal must be attempted, in order to reach directly even the 
nuddle and lower classes of whites. Until recently the Commission has been 
working mainly with the "intelligent leadership" of the South and it admits 
that "the mass mind is still largely untouched.'Jloa The reservation should 
be made, however, that through the press, the churches, and the schools 
the Commission has already been influencing even the "mass mind.,, The 
new labor unions offer an opportunity for far-reaching work with the 
industrial workers. 

The efforts to tie larger groups of the Southern people to the Commis
sion's work are important also in order to lay a firmer financial basis for its 
work. It is demoralizing for the South to rely nearly exclusively on North
ern philanthropy. The movement is working for interests which are vital 
for the future of the South. The liberals in the region should be made to 
feel that they are accomplishing something by their own sacrifices. There are 
people in the South with substantial incomes, and, while it is true that most 
of them are conservative and inclined to look upon any sort of activity in 
the field of race with apprehension, some are liberal and might be made to 
see their responsibility. But even apart from such gifts, ordinary people 

• See Chapter u, Section 4. 
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with moderate means can afford to pay membenhip dues.1°' If the Com
mission could nise its budget, this would greatly increase the possibilities of 
building up local organizations and of intensifying its work in all directions. 

The present War and the peace crisis to follow it will severely test the 
whole work of the Commission. It is attempting to meet this test by 
increased activity. 

12. THE NEG.RO 0.RGANIZATIONS DURING THE WAR 

A War fought in the name of "the four freedoms" is a great opportunity 
for Negro organizations. The exclusion of Negroes from defense jobs, the 
limited opportunities and maltreatment of Negro soldiers, the restrictions 
in the Army and Navy, bring home to every Negro individual the cause 
for which the Negro organizations are fighting. 

In the First World War, Du Bois, then the leader of the N.A.A.C.P., 
wrote his famous article in The Crisis, "Close the Ranks," in which he 
virtually postponed the settlement of Negro grievances until the end of the 
War: 

We of the colored race have no ordinary interest in the outcome. That which the 
German power represents spells death to the aspirations of Negroes and all dark 
races for equality, freedom, and democracy. Let us not hesitate. Let us, wkile tke 
""" /11Jt1, forget our ,pecial grier,an&eJ and &Joie ranks 1koulJer to ,koulJer with our 
white fellow-citizens anJ tke allied nations that are fighting for democracy. We 
make no ordinary sacrifice, but we make it gladly and willingly with our eyes lifted 
to the hHls.108 

With few exceptions, Negro leaders in the Second World War have taken 
a different stand. They stress, of course, the loyalty of the Negro, but they 
do it more to inflate racial pride and to lay a basis for the accusations against 
the dominant whites who do not allow the Negro to make his full contri
bution to the war effort. They keep on emphasizing that Negro morale is 
low because of injustices and humiliations. They demand full civic, politi
cal and economic equality more strongly than ever. Walter White, in a 
statement issued a few days after the Pearl Harbor catastrophe, is typical 
of this Negro policy: 

Memories of all Negroes except those of the very young are bitter-green regarding 
the last World War .••• I urge [Negroes] to remember that the declarations of war 
do not lessen the obligation to preserve and extend civil liberties here while the fight 
is being made to restore freedom from dictatorship abroad .••• 

We Negroes are faced with a Robson's choice. But there is a choice. If Hitler 
wins, f:Very aingle right we now possess and for which we have struggled here in 
America for three centuries will be instantaneo118ly wiped out by Hitler triumphs. If 
the Allies win, w~ shall at least have the right to continue fighting for a ahare of 

· democracy for ounelves, 109 
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For the Negro organizations, the '\Var has provided more issues of 

immediate importance to attack. The organizations have increased in 
importance to the Negro people. Membership rolls have increased, par
ticularly for the N.A.A.C.P. A new impetus to organizational cooperation 
has set in. Churches and fraternal organizations have increasingly het:n 
drawn into this cooperation. National conferences of organizational leaders 
are held from time to time, sometimes on governmental initiative, but 
usually without it. The N.A.A.C.P. has, on the whole, been in the lead in 
this activity.• 

One of the most interesting effects of the War is the emergence of a new 
Negro organization: The March-on-Washington Committee. A. Philip 
Randolph, head of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, in January, 
1941, invited to a conference representatives of most of the Negro organi
zations. He proposed that a committee be formed to organize a march on 
the nation's capital to express the Negro protest against discrimination and 
to impress on the Administration the necessity of doing something about it. 
The Committee was formed, and preparation for the March made, when, 
on the initiative of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, conferences were held 
between the President and members of the Administration, on the one 
hand, and members of the Committee, on the other hand.U0 The President 
issued an Executive Order intended to abolish all discrimination ( on account 
of race, color, creed, or national origin) in employment in defense industries 
and government agencies, and appointed the Committee on Fair Employ
ment Practice to implement his order.b Randolph, on his side, called off the 
March for the time being. 

The March-on-Washington Committee, which, of course, gained a tre
mendous prestige among Negroes on account of its conspicuous success, did 
not dissolve. It did not even relinquish its idea of a March. The March-on
W ashington movement remains a popular organization in many parts of the 
country. It is headed by a committee of national Negro leaders and has 
the backing of the major Negro organizations. It also has local affiliates. 
Its chief way of reaching the people is through mass meetings. The move
ment restricts its membership to Negroes. Randolph gives the reason for 
this: 

Just as the Jews have the Zionist Movement fighting on their specific problem•; 
the workers have trade unions dealing with their specific problems; women have 
their movements handling their special problems, ao the Negro needs an all-Negro 
movement to fight to eolve his specific problems .••• Nor does this all-Negro move• 
ment idea imply that interracial movements are not necessary, valuable and sound. 

• At a conference, in January, 1942, of National Organizations on Problems of Negroer 
in a World at War, the N.A.A.C.P. was accepted as the clearing house for a number of 
committee& appointed to make recommendations on various problems. 

b See Chapter 191 Sect.ion 3• 
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It means that 1nterr1cial movements need to be supplemented by specific religjom 
groups of Jews and Catholics and Protestants. For no Negro is secure from intolerance 
and race prejudice so long as one Jew is a victim of anti-semitism or a Catholic is 
victimized as Governor Alfred E. Smith was by religious bigotry during the 
Presidential campaign against Herbert Hoover, or a trade unionist is harassed by a 
tory open-shopper.111 

The March.on-Washington movement is interesting for several reasons. 
It is, on the one hand, something of a mass movement with the main back
ing from Negro workers, but has at the same time the backing of the 
established Negro organizations. Though a mass movement, it is disci
plined and has not used racial emotionalism as an appeal. It demonstrates 
the strategy and tactics of orderly trade unionism. For the Negro cause it 
is prepared to use pressure even against the President. But it knows just 
how far it can go with the support that it has. Randolph, the leader of the 
movement, has so far (August, 1942) steered its course with admirable 
force and restraint. 

The outside observer may be allowed to express the opinion that the 
Negro strategy during the war crisis has been skillful. The Negro leaders 
know full well that they have immense possibilities of putting pressure 
upon the American nation during this War for democracy. The plight of 
the Negro people is so great that they cannot afford not to make use of 
these possibilities. But they are wise enough to adjust the tactics to the 
terrain in various issues and regions of the country, and are careful not to 
lose the sympathy of the liberal forces among the whites. I have the feeling 
that, during the struggle for Negro rights, the Negro organizations-
principally the N.A.A.C.P., the Urban League, and the trade unions-
have trained a small group of devoted and accomplished politicians much 
superior to the average run of white politicians. It is a great pity, and a loss 
to the public life of the American nation, that these Negro leaders are 
limited to the Negro struggle alone and cannot get an outlet for their 
ability in tasks of more general importance. 

13. NEGRO STRATEGY 

Certain general observations and conclusions on Negro strategy should 
now be brought together. Before we do this, the value premises, which 
have been applied in the foregoing sections, should be made explicit. They 
are only an adaptation of the valuations contained in the American Creed 
which have been defined in the introductions to Parts III to VIII of this 
book. We are assuming that: 

I. It is neither practical nor desirable for American citizens of Negro 
descent to be deported from this country. The problem is how to adjust 
race relations in America. 

1,. All concerted action by, or on behalf of, American Negroes should 
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be judged by the criterion of its efficacy in contributing to the ultimate 
extermination of caste in America. The interests of the Negro people in 
winning unabridged citizenship in American society are taken for granted 
in the American Creed. We are further assuming, as an evident matter of 
fact, that the power situation is such in America that Negroes can never 
hope to break down the caste wall except with the assistance of white people. 
Indeed, the actual power situation makes it an obvious Negro interest and, 
consequently, a g~eral American interest to engage as many white groups 
as possible as -allies in the struggle against caste. 

It is a peculiar trait of much of the discussion of Negro concerted action 
in America that it usually proceeds upon the assumption that one unified 
Negro movement is the desideratum.112 This assumption is unrealistic and 
impractical for several reasons. For one thing, a unified Negro movement 
would not appeal to the Negro masses except by an emotional, race
chauvinistic protest appeal. Such a movement, even if it were staged 
differently from the Garvey movement, would probably estrange the 
greater part not only of the Negro intellectuals, but also of the rest of the 
Negro upper class. It would definitely estrange practically all white groups. 
By this we do not mean that the racial appeal should not be used at all. 
It has to be used, but with caution. Still less do we mean that the Negro 
masses should not be appealed to. They should, but by movements with 
specific and limited practical aims. If, because of these reservations, the 
Negro masses are not reached within the near future to the same extent as 
would be possible in a race-chauvinistic, unified Negro movement, that is a 
price which will have to be paid. 

When we look over the field of Negro protest and betterment organiza
tions, we find that only when Negroes have collaborated with whites have 
organiz.ations been built up which have had any strength and which have 
been able to do something -practical. Except for the March-on-Washington 
movement-which has a temporary and limited purpose and which, in 
addition, is backed by the regular organizations-all purely Negro organ
izations have been disappointments. There are several explanations for 
this. One is that Negroes on the whole are poor. The completely Negro 
organizations have usually not had the sort of financial backing which has 
been available to interracial organizations. Another explanation is the lack 
of political culture in the traditions of the Negro people, because they have 
been subdued for generations. Political culture is one of the last accomplish
ments of any civilization, and there is not too much of it in this great and 
heterogeneous country as a whole, particularly on the state and municipal 
levels where Negroes have most of their political contacts. A third explana
tion is the existence of the interracial organizations. They have natural!} 
drawn to themselves much of the individual talent for political leadership 
in the Negro people. A fourth, and basic, explanation is the obvious fact in 
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the power situation, that it is advantageous and, indeed, necessary to have 
white allies in order to accomplish anything. 

Leaving aside the interpretation of the history of concerted action for 
Negro interests and facing the problem as a question of political strategy, it 
will be apparent that both the interest in keeping as allit,s as many 'Wnila 
groups as possible and the interest in maintaining a high effectiveness in the 
work being done, .speak for having, not one Negro organization, but a 
whole .set of organi:;;ations .speciali:;;ing on different tasks and applying a dif
ferent degree of opportunism or radicalism. This means that none of the 
existing organizations should be criticized by applying the norm of an 
imaginary unified Negro movement, which would be expected to do all 
that the critics want done for the Negroes. 

There is thus need for a militant organization like the N.A.A.C.P. to 
uphold the great Abolitionist tradition, taking its stand on the American 
Constitution and fighting for equality in justice and for suffrage, keeping 
alive the unabridged ideals of the American Creed, but having enough 
opportunism to take advantage of the possibilities of even minor improve
ments within the segregated setup if that can be done without violating the 
grand strategy aimed at exterminating segregation in the future. Such an 
organization will always have its influential white adherents. There is also 
need for a social service organization like the Urban League, doing its 
work among the victims of caste, educating and protecting Negroes, and 
exerting its pressure against the dominant white society from the welfare 
point of view. In America there will always be white supporters for such 
work, and they will be drawn from wider circles than the liberals of Aboli
tionist traditions who will come out for the N.A.A.C.P. In addition, there 
is in the South a pressing need for an interracial movement-indeed a need 
for a much more efficient agency than the present Commission on Inter
racial Cooperation-to exploit regional pride and the will to interracial 
understanding among white Southerners. Everything churches and other 
groups can do to increase the number of white people in the South and the 
North who are willing to do something for Negroes is a clear gain for the 
Negro cause. 

There is little "overlapping" or "duplication" among the various existing 
Negro organizations. In so far as there is duplication, it is useful. It means 
that different white groups are being engaged for the same ultimate end 
who could not agree as to the immediate ends. Another important observa· 
tion is that there is octually little friction and rivalry among the three main 
twgM#i:ution.r. The N.A.A.C.P. and the Urban League have been able, 
most of the time, to work out both a division of responsibility and-in 
certain respects-a collaboration. Even in relation to the Interracial Com
mission, there has been surprisingly little rivalry and destructive compe
tition. 
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Instead of unification there seems to be 11t1eel for further .rpeC1t1la11tion. 

It is a pressing need that concerted action be taken to integrate Negro 
workers into the labor movement.• It is a task of educating white and Negro 
workers and of 6ghting those labor organizations that discriminate against 
Negroes. This work cannot very well be done by any of the existing organ
izations without their becoming less efficient in the tasks they now perform 
and without their becoming weakened by losing some of their present 
white-and Negro-support. The Negro labor movement, which we thus 
propose, should also be interracial in order to be optimally strong and 
efficient. The chief difficulty in the way of its realization at present is the 
split in the American labor movement. Negro workers as a national group 
cannot afford to cast their entire lot in with the C.1.0., the A.F. of L., or 
with the John L. Lewis insurgents. Meanwhile, the local and occupational 
centers of a Negro labor movement that already exist are outposts, the 
importance of which should not be underestimated, nor should the services 
rendered for these groups by the N.A.A.C.P. and the Urban League. 

Negroes also need an agency to carry on-locally and nationally-a 
political collective bargaining with the political parties.b This organization 
is the most difficult one to effectuate, since-unlike the others-it should 
preferably be a pure Negro organization. In order to work effectively it 
should be narrowly specialized to play the political game. It should, fur
ther, be manned by the most intelligent, the freest and the most respected 
Negro leaders. It should not be affiliated with any of the political parties. 
The National Negro Congress, in its short history, has shown how this task 
should not be approached. 

There is also need for a legal aid agency concentrating its work on im~ 
proving the law enforcement of the South. The N.A.A.C.P. cannot function 
as such. To the degree that it does, this weakens it by drawing too heavily 
on its financial and personnel resources. Such an agency should preferably 
not be set up separately for Negroes, but should be an agency to defend the 
rights of all poor and disadvantaged people.C It should not assist in the 
prosecution of strategic cases only, but of all cases where there has been 
injustice and illegality.d 

Some of the wisest Negro thinkers have understood that the Negro 

• See Chapter 181 Section 31 Chapter 38, Sections 6 and 7. Similar propo.ala are made 
by Horace R. Cayton and George S. Mitchell, Th, Black Workers and lh, New Unions 
(1939), especially pp. 425-4341 and W. E. B. Du Bois, Dusk of Da'Wfl (1940), p. 207. 

• See Chapter 231 Sections I and a. 
• See Chapter 26, Section 4. 
4 The Civil Libertiee Union does this aort of work, but its activity is not concentrated 

in the South and it reatricta ite work to defense of civil liberties rather than to all legal 
aid. The Union has some political ideals, which restrict its ability to get money. The 
organization we propose should be completely nonpolitical. 
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movement should split on several fronts and that it should make the most 
of possible allies among the whites. Kelly Miller has this to say: 

The progress of all peoples is marked by alterations of combat and contention on 
the one ha11.d, and compromise and concession on the other, and progress is the result 
of the play and counterplay of these forces. Colored men should have a larger toler~ 
ance for the widest latitude of opinion and method. Too frequently what passes ae 
"an irrepressible conflict" is merely difference in point of view.118 

James Weldon Johnson wrote: 

We should establish and cultivate friendly interracial relations whenever we can 
do so without loss of self-respect. I do not put this on the grounds of brotherly love 
or any of the other humanitarian shibboleths; I put it squarely on the grounds of 
necessity and common sense. Here we are, caught in a trap of circumstances, a minor• 
ity in the midst of a majority numbering a hundred and ten millions; and we have 
got to escape from the trap, and escape depends largely on our ability to command 
and win the fair will, at least, and the good will, if possible, of that great majority .•.. 

It seems to me that the present stage of our situation requires diversified leadership. 
I am certain that there are two elements which are necessary. We need an element of 
radicalism and an element of conservatism; radicalism to keep us from becoming 
satisfied and conservatism to give us balance; to the end that the main body will be 
steady, but alive, alert, and progressive. We should guard against being stagnant, on 
the one hand, or wild-eyed on the other.11' 

Negroes should attempt to develop that type of political culture which 
is ideal in any democratic nation. There must be radicals, liberals and 
conservatives. Viewed as a going system of collective action all three factions 
and many others have their "functions" in the concert. The intelligent 
citizen should be able to see this. It is required of him, of course, to take 
his own stand and to fight by his individual opinion, but, nevertheless, to 
be able, not only to "see the viewpoint of the other fellow," but actually to 
understand and appreciate _his "function" in the system. When this mutual 
understanding is reached in a nation-which is a high stage of political 
culture-the radical or the conservative will find that it docs not decrease 
in the least his efficiency in fighting for his own opinions. On the contrary, 
he can strike harder and better-at the same time as he becomes a little 
more careful about where he hits. 

An American Negro should, in the same way, select the front where he 
wants to take his stand. But he should keep his eyes wide open to the 
desirability that other Negroes have other stands. The Negro labor organ
izer should be grateful that there are others who fight for his civil liberties 
and still others who do the welfare work for his potential members. The 
militant N-egro should be able to see the usefulness-in some situations
of some Negro leaders who understand how to do the "pussy-footing," and 
contrariwise. The present writer has fowid manr individual Negro leaders, 
most of them active in the organizations discussed in this r.hapter, who see 
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this fundamental principle of democratic politics more clearly than is com
mon among white Americans discussing national politics. 

The fact that Negroes will have to seek a maximum number of white 
allies should not, however, be a reason for neglecting the organization of 
the masses of Negroes. All efforts of their own are required for the Ne
groes' advancement. A. Philip Randolph, speaking vainly to the National 
Negro Congress when it went down, rightly observed: 

The only rational conclusion, then, seems to be that the Negro and the other 
darker racea must look to themselves for freedom. Salvation for a rac:e, nation, or 
class, must come from within. Freedom is never granted; it is won. Justice is never 
given, it is exacted. Freedom and justice must be struggled for by the oppressed of 
all lands and races, and the struggle must be continuous, for freedom is never a final 
fact, but a continuing evolving process to higher and higher levels of human, social, 
economic, political and religious rclationships.1111 

By this Randolph did not mean isolation in a black movement: 

But Negroes must not fight for their liberation alone. They 111ust join sound, 
broad, liberal, social movements that seek to preserve American democracy and 
advance the cause of social and religious freedom. 116 

A word must be added on the moral aspect of Negro leadership. To the 
outside observer, one of the most discouraging facts in present-day America 
is the great indifference shown by the average white citizen toward corrup
tion in politics, particularly in the states and municipalities where Negro 
concerted action will have to do most of its work. In the shut•in Negro 
world, there are, as we have observed,& so many special reasons for cynicism 
and amorality that dishonest leadership-except on the national level-is 
not unusual. 

To the Negro people dishonest leadership is a most -important cause of 
weakness in concerted action. It should be preached against and fought 
against. It should be a main topic in the teaching at Negro universities, in 
the Negro journals, in Negro adult education. If a generation of young 
Negroes could be brought up to understand how scrupulous honesty could 
tremendously strengthen the Negro cause-and, incidentally, in the long 
run advance them individually much more than the petty handouts by 
which they are now tempted-this would mean a great deal for Negro 
progress. 

• Sec Chapter sl!i. 
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................................................................................................................. , .................... .. 
I. NONPOLITICAL AGENCIES FOR NEGRO CONCERTED ACTION 

The primary functions of the Negro church, school, and press, which 
will be dealt with in this and the following two chapters, are not, of course, 
to be agencies of power for the Negro caste. Nevertheless, they are of 
importance to the power relations within the Negro community and 
between Negroes and whites. They bring Negroes together for a common 
cause. They train them for concerted action. They provide an organized 
followership for Negro leaders. In these institutions, theories of accommo
dation and protest become formulated and spread. These institutions some
times take action themselves in the power field, attempting to improve the 
Negro's lot or voicing the Negro protest. Even more often they provide 
the means by which Negro leaders and organizations, which are more 
directly concerned with power problems, can reach the Negro people. 

The Negro churches and the press are manned exclusively by Negroes .. 
They are not interracial institutions as are the successful Negro protest and 
improvement organizations we analyzed in the preceding chapter. The 
school-when it is a "Negro school," that is, when it is segregated-is also 
almost always Negro-staffed, except for a few colleges. None of these 
organizations is, however, outside the control of the whites. The Negro 
press is the freest among•these Negro agencies; the Negro school is the 
most tightly controlled. But in all these institutions Negroes are among 
~"-r,Jo,.r. They are usually away from the presence of whites, and this 

creates a feeling of freedom, in smaller matters even if not in major 
policies. 

The very existence of these Negro institutions is, of course, due to caste. 
Without caste there would be no need in America for a specialized Negro 
press, for segregated schools or for separate churches. Under the caste 
system they all take on a defensive function for the Negroes, and some
times _the_y t~e on an offensive function. Generally speaking, the Negro 
~ is,. 1n th_1s sense, m~re radical than the other nonpolitical agencies. 
Besides 1ts pnmary function of replacing the old "grapevine telegraph" 
iii ~ive Negro community and of providing Negro news, it is one 
~ for the Negro protest. The other agencies are generally 

858 
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more accommodating. We have already expressed our conviction that all 
these agencies, however, in the long run tend to build up the Negro 
protest.• 

Our treatment of these nonpolitical Negro institutions will be restricted 
mainly by the viewpoint of power and power relations followed throughout 
this part of our inquiry, and even in this respect it will not be so intensive 
as their importance warrants. The religious, educational, and cultural 
aspects of their activity will be almost entirely neglected. Some further 
considerations as to their role in the Negro community and as to what they 
indicate of Negro culture will be given in the next part of the book. 

2. SoME H1sTORICAL NOTESb 

With few exceptions the Negro shves brought to America had not been 
converted to Christianity.1 For nearly a century many slaveholders felt 
reluctant to let the Negro slaves receive religious instruction as there was 
a belief that a baptized Christian could not be held as a slave. But when 
theologians, legislatures, and courts declared, around the year I 700, that 
conversion to Christianity was not incompatible with the worldly status 
of a slave, slaveholders went out of their way to provide a religious teaching 
and a place of worship for their slaves, or at least did nothing to hinder 
missionary work among them. Their primary motive undoubtedly was that 
the Christian religion, as it was expounded, suited their interests in keeping 
the slaves humble, meek and obedient. But the Christian duty to spread 
the gospel was probably also taken seriously, perhaps particularly so in 
order to compensate for many other deprivations to which the Negroes 
were subjected. 

On many plantations the slaves were allowed to attend the same churches 
as did the whites, being seated sometimes in a gallery especially provided, 
sometimes in a separate section of the main floor. The service was then 
nearly always conducted by a white minister. But there were also Negro 
ministers, usually attending to the religious needs of only their own people, 
and separate worship soon became common. After the rebellion in 1831 
Jed by Nat Turner, a Negro preaclier, the fear of slave revolts and upris
ings made masters endeavor to check the separate religious meetings of 
their slaves. But there was no complete stoppage of religion among Ne
groes. The idea. of free worship and the advantages of having a sl~ve work 
oft his frustration in rdigion were too strong. Slaves ~ere all_owed_ u_1to most 
white churches and could even meet by themselves 1£ a white m1mster led 
them or if any white man observed them. Practically the only religious 

• See Chapter 35• . 
• Moat of the factual data for thi1 section have been taken £rom Guion G. Johmon ud 

Guy B, Johnaon, ''The Church and the Race Problem in the United States," unpublished 
lllanuacript prepared for thia study (194-0), Vol. 1. 
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meetings completely free of whites, however, were secret ones. Free 
Negroes, of course, continued to have their own churches, but a strong 
effort was made to separate them completely from the slaves. Some whites 
felt that only white ministers should be allowed to preach to Negroes, but 
on the whole, as long as the Negro preacher kept to the subjects of God 
and the other-world, and as long as he implanted a spirit of obedience to the 
existing order and the white master, there was little attempt to replace 
him. Undoubtedly the great bulk of the Southern Negro preachers advo
cated complete acceptance of slave status. 

Still, the church service was one of the few occasions when slaves were 
allowed to congregate, when they could feel a spiritual union with other 
Negroes, when they could fee; that they were equal to the white man-in 
the eyes of God-and when they could see one of their own number, the 
preacher, rise above the dead level of slavehood and even occasionally be 
admired by white people. The slaves on a plantation could regard the 
Negro preacher as their leader-one who could go to the white master 
and beg for trivial favors. 

In the North, the few Negro churches before the Civil War served 
much the same functions as they do today. Many of them-like some white 
churches-were "stations" in the "underground railroad," at which an 
escaping slave could get means either to become established in the North 
or to go to Canada. The Northern Negro church was also a center of Negro 
Abolitionist activities. The slavery issue in national politics of these times 
actually gave the Negro church in the North as great an interest and stake 
in worldly affairs as it has today. 

At the time of Emancipation probably only a minority of the Negro 
slaves were nominal Christians.• At the end of the Civil War, there was, 
on the one hand, an almost complete and permanent expulsion of Negroes 
from the white churches of the South and, on the other hand, a general 
movement among the Negroes themselves to build up their own denom
inations. This period witnessed another wave of conversion to Christianity 
of the Negroes and the firm establishment of the independent Negro 
church. Southern Negro religious leaders were helped much by white and 
Negro missionaries from the North. Observing the church situation in the 
'seventies, Sir George Campbell gives the following picture of this religious 
activity: 

Every man and woman likes to be himself or herself an active member of the 
Church, And though their preachers are in a great degree their leaden, these 
preachera are choaen by the people from the people, under a system for the most 
part congregational, and are rather preachers because they are leaders than leaders 
because they are preachers. In this matter of religion the negroes have utterly eman-

• ", •• only one -adult in six waa a nomiaal Christian." (W. E. B. Du Bois, T"6 
Negro [1915]. p. 227.) 
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cipated themselves from-all white guidance-they have their own churches and their 
own preachen, all coloured men-nd the share they take in the self-government of 
their churches really is a very important education. The preachers to our eyes may 
seem peculiar. American orators somewhat exaggerate and emphasize our style, and 
the black preachers somewhat exaggerate the American style; but on the whole I fe\t 
considerably edified by them. They come to the point in a way that is refreshing 
after some sermons that one has heard. 2 

Many Negro political leaders during Reconstruction were recruited from 
the preachers. After Reconstruction many of them returned to the pulpit. 
Under the pressure of political reaction, the Negro church in the South 
came to have much the same role as it did before the Civil War. Negro 
frustration was sublimated into emotionalism, and Negro hopes were fixed 
on the after-world. Negro preachers even cautioned their flocks to obey 
all the caste rules. But there was a new factor, which increased the possi
bility of the Negro church to serve as a power agency for Negroes; the 
white preachers and the white observer in the Negro church disappeared. 
There remained, however, the Negro stool pigeon who reported to the 
whites on the activities of Negroes in church and elsewhere. 

In practically all rural areas, and in many of the urban ones, the preacher 
stood out as the acknowledged local leader of the Negroes. His function 
became to transmit the whites' wishes to the Negroes and to beg the whites 
for favors for his people. He became-in our terminology-the typical 
accommodating Negro leader.• To this degree the Negro church perpet
uated the traditions of slavery. 

In the actual power situation after Restoration of white supremacy, this 
was a realistic and, in a sense, necessary policy. If it becomes known that a 
Negro preacher in the South criticizes the caste system-except in very 
general terms-he is usually threatened and may be punished physically 
or exiled. His church is also in danger. If, on the other hand, he keeps in 
the good graces of the influential whites, he can reckon with their backing 
and support. To get money for his church and other advantages for himself 
and his group, the Negro preacher has to emphasize the patriarchal rela
tionship-pointing out how "good" the Negro church is; that is, how the 
church keeps Negroes from going against the caste system.3 Negro sermons 
in the South no longer contain any appeal to accept a slave status. They 
even seldom contain, directly at least, admonitions to accept caste subordi
nation. But this advice is implied when the Negroes' attention is turned 
away from worldly ills. 

The Negro church came to serve a vital role linked intimately with the 1tatU1 of 
the race. The doctrine of othc-rworldliness provided an essential escape from the 
tedium and tribulations, first of slavery and later of economic serfdom .••• The 

• See Chapter 34. 
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indiJl'erence 0£ the Negro church to current aocial illlQell and iu emphaai1 on the 
valuea of a future life lent indirect but vital 111pport to the race patterna of the early 
po,t-alavery period.' 

Accepting this role, the Negro church in the South has earned consider
able good-will among the whites. Church and religion have a tremendous 
moral prestige in America, and the Negro church shares-on a lower level 
-in this appreciation. The white Southerner of today will often praise the 
Negroes for their "old time religion.'' Negroes are assumed to be endowed 
with particularly strong religious feelings. Religion is assumed to be a force 
for good in all respects and, particularly, for race relations. It is also taken 
for granted that the Negroes should be left a considerable freedom to 
develop their religious life as they want to, without interference. The 
Negro churches are, therefore, not closely controlled. The Negro preacher 
is trusted. 

Thus the Negro church in the South did not become an institution that 
led the opposition to the caste system. Yet as an institution that received the 
sanction of Southern whites, the Negro church was able in some cases to 
modify the harshness of the system, and it has helped to maintain the 
solidarity of Negroes in their cautious pressure to ameliorate their position. 
In many cases, the churches helped to support schools, and education was 
c>ne of the main ways that Negroes, individually and collectively, could 
.rise in the world. 

In the North the Negro church has, of course, remained far more inde
pendent. The ministers have been free to preach what they please without 
fearing intervention fron1 the whites.a They have taken stands in local 
politics and in labor strife-though perhaps, more often than not, serving 
white benefactors primarily instead of the Negro cause. In not a few cases 
the Negro church became a center for social work in the Negro community. 

• In more recent times there have developed aome very minor aects which are openly 
anti-white, but since they take no overt action other than to prohibit whites from attending 
their aervices, few whites even know of their existence. Notable among the anti-white 
sectB are the various "Islamic" cults. They claim to adhere to Mohammedanism instead 
of Christianity and look to the brown peoples of Asia Minor and Nonh Africa to save 
them from the whites. One of these cults in Chicago, known as the Moors, is not only a 
religious group but an economic unit and a harem as well. Some zoo Negroes, mostly 
women, live together in a few ramshackle buildings in the Near North Side slum areL 

Another anti-white group, the African Orthodox Church, is of somewhat greater 
numerical importance and has branches in many cities, but it has mollified its anti-white 
poaition somewhat in recent years. This church stemmed from the Garvey movement of 
the early 19:10•1 (see Chapter 35, Section 7) and has affiliated itself with the Greek 
Onhodox Church. Its anti-white position was that of the whole Garvey movement, but 
recently it has permitted whites to attend service, although it atill prohibits whites from 
becoming church leaders and emphasizes "segregated but equal." (J. G. St, Clair Drake, 
''The Negro Church and A880ciations in Chicap-o:'' wipublished manU&Cl'ipt prepared for 
thu 1tudy [ 1940], j,p. z88-z90.) 
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Some ministers have taken the lead in expressing to the world the Negroes' 
needs and protest.• But on the whole even the Northern Negro church has 
remained a conservative institution with its interests directed upon other
worldly matters and has largely ignored the practical problems of the 
Negroes' fate in this world.b 

3· THE NEGR.O CHUB.CH AND THE GENER.AL AMER.ICAN PATTERN OF 

RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY 

To the outsider the main observation about Negro churches and Negro 
religious life is that they adhere so closely to the common American pattern. 
There are differences, and they are important; but more important are the 
similarities. Again we shall see how the caste system forces the Negro tc. 
become an "exaggerated American." 

Americans generally are a religious peoplf; Southerners are more reli
gious than the rest of the nation, and the Negroes, perhaps, still a little more 
religious than the white Southerners. Negroes, on the whole, attend 
church probably in greater numbers than do whites although not in greater 
numbers than certain white groups like the Catholics. Among Negroes, as 
among whites, females attend more than males, the middle-aged and old 
attend more than the youth, the uneducated attend more than the educated, 
the lower and middle classes more than the upper classes. 11 

Particularly significant among these differentials is that between youth 
and age, since the tendency for Negro youth to abandon the church is 
perhaps even greater than among most white youth, with the exception of 
the Jews. This is explainable not only because of the general trend caused 
by increasing education and sophistication, but also by the very "backward- . 
ness" of the Negro church manifested in its emotionalism and puritanism. 
Still, as in white America, church membership confers respectability, and 
when young people marry and want to settle down, they are likely to join 
a church-though often one somewhat less attached to emotionalism and 
puritanism ~an the one attended by their parents. There is a trend toward 
a more intellectual and formal church service in the Negro as in the white 

• An outatanding case is tha.t of the Abyssinian Baptist Church in the Harlem aection 
of New York City. It had 8,000 members in 19391 which made it by far the largest Negro 
church in the city. It claims many more thousand& today. The young, popular, and 
ambitious minister, Rev. A. Clayton Powell, has not only taken a lead in sponsoring com
munity welfa.re work, but has helped the workers' side in several strikes, has succeeded in 
getting jobs for Negroes, and has become a publisher of a Negro newspaper and a 
member of the New York City Council. 

In Chicago, to take another exceptional case, the Good Shepherd Church sponsors a 
community center, which is directed by a Negro sociologist, Horace Cayton, and which 
ranks among the best of its kind. In several other instances upper class and educated 
Negroes have focused their effort., to improve the Negro community upon the large urban 
churches. 

• See Section 5 of thi1 chapter, especially the study by Mays and Nichohon cited there. 
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community. The difference is mainly that Negroes-together with some 
poor, isolated groups of whites-are lagging about half a century behind.• 

Today it is probable that a greater proportion of Negroes than of whites 
belong to churches as formal church members. According to the United 
States Census of Religious Bodies, which is very inaccurate but has the best 
data available for the country as a whole, Negro churches claimed 5,660,618 
members in 1936 and white churches 50,146,748.0 Even if we make all the 
assumptions that work in the direction of under-enumerating Negro church 
membership, the Negroes still have a larger membership: 44.0 per cent of 
the Negro population are members of Negro churches, as compared to 42.4 
per cent of the white population in white churches.7 Actually the discrep
ancy is much greater, since we have neglected the significant number of 
Negroes who are members of white churches. The census overlooks many 
of the small denominations to which Negroes adhere more than whites; 
we have not subtracted Orientals and Indians from church figures but have 
done so for our population base; we have ignored the fact that whites 
belong, in greater proportion, to those churches that count membership 
from birth rather than from confirmation ( for example, the Roman Catholic 
Church); we have neglected the fact that the Jewish churches report as 
members all persons living in communities in which local congregations 
are situated. 

America as a whole is still predominantly Protestant in spite of the "new" 
immigration; Southern whites and Negroes are even more Protestant. In 
American Protestantism various low churd1 denominations with less formal
ized ritual have always been predominant. Ihe great majority of Negroes 
belong to the Baptist and Methodist churchee or to small sects which have 
branched out from them, and the ritual of these churches tends to have 
little elaborateness or formality. 11 As in the white American population, 

• See Chapter 43, Section 3., 
• The only comprehensive statistics of religious affiliation for the United States are those 

of the Ccns111 of Religious Bodies, 1936. (U. S. Bureau of the Census l1941],) This census 
reports that the various Negro Baptist bodies claimed 68.So per cent of all members of 
Negro churches and the Methodist bodies 24.65 per cent. Next in size, according to this 
report, was the Roman Catholic Church with 2.43 per cent. The Protestant Episcopal 
Church, the Congregational churches, the Presbyterian churches, the Lutheran Church, and 
the Christian Science Church together claimed only 1.30 per cent. All the rest of the 
churches reported only 2.83 per cent of the church membership. Obviously there is something 
seriously wrong with these figures: many of the smaller sects are missing altogetheq the 
African Orthodox Church certainly has more than 1,952 members, and the Holiness 
Church has more than 7,379 members. (Ibid,, Vol. 1, pp. 850-853.) 

We guess that the actual pcr<"entage distribution of membership in Negro churd1es 
would show the Baptist proportion smaller, the Catholil' proportion larger and the mis
cellaneous group's proportion larger, It should be remembered that the census figures 
relcr to Negro churches only and do not include Negro members of white churches. 
Accordmr to Th# Negro Handbook there were 298,998 Negro Catholics in the United 
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among the Negroes the small upper class tends, more than the lower classes, 
to belong to the Episcopalian, Congre~ational, and Presbyterian churches." 
Protestant religion in America has always had relatively more emotionalism 
than in other countries: revival meetings and evangelists have played a 
greater role, and the regular church services have exhibited more emotional 
traits. The South is somewhat extreme in this respect, too, and the Negroes 

TABLE 1 

NEOllO MEMBEllSHII' IN HAR,l.l!M CKUllCHES BY DENOMINATION: 19.10 

Denomination Number Per Cent ------
Baptist '17,948 41 
Methodist 13,740 ~ 

Protestant Episcopal 7,151 ll 
Roman Catholic• 4,990 7 
Presbyterian 1,805 3 
Adventist I,CIXJ '1 
Congregationalist 950 I 
Moravian and Lutheran 900 1 
Other 9,139 14 
Total 67,6'13 lOO 

Sm,ree: The Greater New York Federation of Churchas, The Nepo Cbunbu in .Ma11baua11 (11130), pp. 
17-18, 

• Includes 5 churches having both Negro and white parishioners. 

still more so.h As in the white population there is a class differential as well 
as a geographical one in regard to degree of emotionalism in religious 
service. Upper and middle class Negroes are likely to frown upon the old 
practices which still prevail in the lower classes. 

States as of January 1, 1940. It was estimated that about one-third of them were in 
mixed churches. The 1936 Census of Religious Bodies reported only 137,684 Catholics 
in Negro churches. (Florence Murray [editor], 7'he Negro Hand.book [1942], p. 1oz; 
these figures were taken from John Thomas Gillard, Colored Catholics in tlu Uniud. 
States L194-i].) 

• The geographical distribution of Negro denominations is fairly even, on the whole, 
but there are significant exceptions that must be noted. In the South, Negroes have roughly 
the same denominational distribution as lower and middle class whites: they are mainly 
Baptist or Methodist with a concentration of Roman Catholic in southern Louisiana. In 
the Nonh there is a much greater divenity: not only have Negroes gone into the estab
lished churches dominant in the North-the Episcopalian, Catholic, Presbyterian-but have 
•tarted acores of new sects. Table I shows the distribution of Negro church me-mbership 
in the Harlem section of New York City in I9lO, Since 19lO we may guess that the 
Epi1copal, Catholic and "Other" churchcs--"Other" being predominantly the new Negro 
sects but also eomc of the white-dominated churches such as the Christian Science 
Church-have increased their membership, partly at the expense of the Baptist and 
Methodist churches. The Father Divine Peace Minion has developed since 19la-mainly 
in New York but also in other Northern and Western cities--and it symbolizes the rapid 
growth of new Negro sects. 

b Sec Chapter 43, Sectio1, 3. 
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In other respects than its emotionalism, the Negro church is quite like 
any lower class white Protestant church. Negro churches have made no 
innovations in theology or in the general character of the church service. 8 

Some of the Negro cults-notably the one led by Father Divine-are 
exceptions, but for a long time there have been similar phenomena in the 
white world. The visitor to an average Negro church will see much the 
same type of service-with choir singing, hymns by the congregation, organ 
music (in the larger churches), prayer, sermon, collection-and hear the 
same theological terms that he does in the average white Protestant church. 
Except for a slight slant in the direction of "race,"9 there is nothing in the 
formal content of the sermon to indicate that the church is a Negro church. 

God and the angels are ordinarily white to Negroes, as they are to 
white churchgoers.10 There is spiritual singing in Negro churches-espe
cially in the rural Southern and the smaller Northern churches-and the 
spirituals are different from anything that can be found in the white 
churches.a But the ordinary hymns of the various Protestant churches are 
also in common use. The appeals used by the preacher, his way of handling 
his voice and the movements of his body, and the responses given by the 
audience in Negro churches also are different, but less so if the comparison 
is made with lower class white churches in isolated regions. Negro churches 
have, in addition to regular services, Sunday schools and various voluntary 
associations, and they provide some entertainment11 and engage in an 
amount of educational and missionary work, just as most white churches do. 

Americans are divided into a great number of denominations. In addition, 
each denomination often has several churches even in fairly small-sized 
communities. For these reasons individual congregations are, on the aver
age, small in America. The split into miniature congregations is driven 
nearly to its limit in the Negro world.b With a relatively small congrega-

• See Chapter 44-, Section 5. 
• According to statistics, the i936 Census of Religious Bodies (Religious Bodies: 1936, 

pp. 86, 850-851), the number of members per church were: 
Total churches Urban Rural 

Negro 141 219 109 
Non-Negro 311 616 139 

Since the census fig-urea on churches are usually not very accurate, we may cite three eample 
ltudiea on the number of members in the average Negro church. 

In 185 rural churches studied by Mays and Nicholson (Benjamin E. Maya and J. W. 
Nicholaon, TJ,. Negro's Church L1933], p. 15), the average membership was 145 persona, 
of whom 50 per cent were actually contributing to the support of the churches. Compared 
to theae figures, 609 urban churche1 had an average membenhip of 586 persons, of 
whom 43 per cent were contributing financial support. But in considering the •ize of the 
w-ban church, a sharp division must be made between the churches with edifices or halls 
and the "lt<>reftont" or residence churches, 

ln Harlem, for example, out of 163 Negro churches, 1 :u were meeting in residence'? 
or atorea in 1930. Th~ 1u churches claimed a total membenhip of 14,913, or 122 apiece 
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tion, and with no support from public funds, the individual minister in 
America is dependent on his church membership. The soliciting of contri
butions thus becomes an important part of the life of an American church. 
In the Negro church the collection of money becomes of pathetic impor
tance, and a good portion of the time during an average church service is 
taken up by it. 

For the same reasons the American church becomes forcefully stimulated 
to make itself as indispensable as possible to the people, and it undertakes 
many functions of a social nature in order to "sell" itself to the public. 
The church in the segregated Negro ghetto tends to take on even more 
functions of a nonreligious type than does the white church. 

The church has been, and continues to be, the outstanding soda] institution in the 
Negro community. It has a far wider function than to bring spiritual inspiration to 
its communicants. Among rural Negroes the church is still the only institution which 
provides an effective organization of the group, an approved and tolerated place for 
social activities, a forum for expression on many issues, an outlet !or emotional 
repressions, and a plan for &0eial living. It is a complex institution meeting a wide 
variety of needs.12 

The Negro church was, from the beginning, the logical center for com
munity life. It is thus much more than a place of worship. 

It is a social center, it is a club, it is an arena for the exercise of one's capabilities 
and powers, a world in which one may achieve self-realization and preferment. Of 
course, a church means something of the same sort to all groups; but with the Negro 
all those attributes are magnified because of the fact that they are so curtailed for 
him in the world at large ..•• Aside from any spiritual benefits derived, going to 
church means being dressed in one's best clothes, forgetting for the time about work, 
having the chance to acquit oneself with credit before one's fellows, and having the 
opportunity of meeting, talking and laughing with friends and of casting an apprais
ing and approving eye upon the opposite sex. Going to church is an outlet for the 
Negro's religious emotions; but not the least reason why he is willing to support so 
many churches is that they furnish so many agreeable activities and so much real 
enjoyment. He is willing to support them because he has not yet, and will not have 
until there is far gre.ater economic and intellectual development and social organ
ization, any other agencies that can fill their place.18 

The stronger dependence of the church and the minister on the active 
church members involves, of course, a fundamental democratization of 
organized religious life in America. American churches have had to come 

on the average, and this was probably an over-statement. The other 41 churches had 
regular edifices or halls and claimed 51,uo members, or 1,250 apiece on the average. 
(Sec The Greater New York Federation of Churches, TIie Negro Cnwc/#1 in Mn"'1tllm 
[ 1930], pp. 11 and 17.) 

In Chicago, a more careful study of 266 storefront churches in 1938 showed that they 
averaged only about 30 members apiece, (Drake, op. cit., pp. 308-309.) 
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down to the people. In a veritable struggle for life they have had to go into 
competition with all other demands on peoples' money and time-and 
into competition with each other. Occasionally this is dangerous for the 
minister's integrity. He has to be a diplomat and a businessman and may 
have to compromise his ideals. The Negro churches are forced in the same 
direction as are white churches, but much more so. 

In one particular respect the great split into denominations and individ
ual congregations in America is anti-democratic in its results. It makes for 
a greater manifestation of social class distinction than there would be if 
most people belonged to the same state-supported church. u Belonging to 
one church or another serves in America as a means of class identification, 
just like membership in clubs. Even in this respect Negroes conform to the 
American pattern, but they exaggerate it slightly as high social status is 
rarer and respectability more precious in the lower caste. 

4. A SEGREGATED CnuRCH 

Both the strength and the weakness of the Negro church as a power 
agency for the Negro people is related to the facts that the Negro church 
is a segregated church and that there is astonishingly little interracial 
cooperation between white and Negro churches. In both respects the South 
is extreme, but the situation in the North is not very different. 

This virtual isolation between institutionalized religious life in the two 
castes is somewhat more easily explainable when we remember that 
churches in America have come to have significance for the social class the 
individual church member belongs to or aspires to belong to. Nevertheless, 
church segregation is a great moral dilemma to many earnest Christians 
among the whites. Embree explains to us: 

Segregation in Christian churches is an embarr.issmcnt. In a religion whose central 
teaching is brotherly love ·and the golden rule, preachers have to do a great deal of 
rationalizing as d1ey expound their own gospcl. 111 

Among Negroes all over the country this point is constantly made to prove 
the insincerity of white people. 

Southern whites usually succeed in keeping the Christian challenge of 
religious brotherhood off their minds. The observer feels that the very 
incompatibility between the uncompromising Christian creed, on the one 
hand, and the actual caste relations, on the other hand, is a reason why 
white ministers in the South keep so aloof from the race problem and why 
the white church in the South has generally played so inconsequential a 
part in changing race relations. It is also a reason why the white minister 
,has been closely watched by his congregation so that he does not start to 
draw practical -conclusions from Christian d,}ctrine that would favor the 
improvement of race relations. Bailey complained a generation ago: 
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Even in religion does the black blight of unfreedom appear •..• Let a preacher 

in a Southern pulpit begin to plead for the negroes, and he at once endangen his 
popularity if not his support. Preachers do thus plead, on occasion, and are generously 
called "courageous" by some of their friends. Why should a minister of the church 
be "courageous" when he reminds his parishioners of the fundamental principle of 
Christianity, the priceless value of every human soul? And yet I should personally 
advise nine out of ten clergymen to leave this negro question severely alone .••• If 
a special student of the negro question must submit to being called "brave" because 
he gently insinuates that, according to Christianity, negroes have immortal souls and 
that Christ died for those souls, although he has prefaced his remarks with a stiff 
statement of his adhesion to "Southern" principles, is it surprising that the people 
should want their ministers to keep clear of a subject which they ordinarily have not 
studied? On the other hand, I have heard esteemed and godly ministers make heart
less remarks about negroes, remarks so cruelly harsh and unsympathetic that they 
aroused my indignation that alleged amhassadors of the Most High should speak so 
slightingly of any of God's children .... When men must use certain thought molds 
in politics, and musJ fear the effects of disturbing a bristling racial orthodoxy, it is 
natural that they should not be free in religion.16 

The visitor to the South today finds Bailey's analysis of the moral di
lemma of SoutHcrrz ministers and church people still to the point. Things 
have changed, it is true, but not much. There are today more white ministers 
who dare to take an interest in their Negro neighbors, but the great majority 
of them keep astonishingly aloof-so much so that Moton could observe: 
"As a class, white ministers appear to have fewer contacts with Negroes 
than any group of their race.'HT Meetings of religious denominations for 
larger districts have acquired, under the influence of the interracial move
ment, the custom of "going on record" against lynching and for improved 
race relations. But the effects of this in the local community, where the 
minister faces the congregation which pays his salary, is usually slight. 

As far as casual observations give a basis of judgment, sermons in South
ern white churches are more "theological," less concerned with the citizen's 
daily problems, than in the North.18 The average Southern white man, for 
natural reasons, can only be grateful not to have his stand on race relations 
exposed to the teachings of Christianity. It is commonly observed that the 
fundamentalism of the region is not unrelated to the moral difficulty of 
holding to Southern traditions in dealing with Negroes at the same time as 
being a Christian. Southern white church people have spent millions for 
foreign missions as against very small amounts for home mission work 
among their poor Negro neighbors.19 

The moral situation is not altogether different in the North. It is true 
that the Northern whites since the Civil War have been generously sup
porting missionary work am:ong Negroes in the South and denominational 
Negro schools and colleges. This is actually one of the great educational 
deeds of modern times. It is also true that many white ,~urches in the 
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North have a few Negro members, and that they rarely would turn away 
Negro visitors who came to a service. But usually they cannot afford to let 
the Negro membership grow too large. Baker observed that he "found 
strange things in Boston": some Episcopal churches had had increased 
Negro attendance, and this created a serious problem. A prominent white 
church leader explained the matter to him in the following words: 

What 1/uJl we do with these Negroes! I for one would like to have them atay. 
I believe it is in accordance with the doctrine of Christ, but the proportion is growing 
so large that white people are drifting away from us. Strangers avoid us. Our organ
ization is expensive to keep up and the Negroes are able to contribute very little in 
proportion to their numbers. Think about it yourself: What shall we do? If we 
allow the Negroes to attend freely it means that eventually all the white people will 
leave and we shall have a Negro church whether we want it or not.20 

Similar situations and attitudes can be observed today everywhere in 
Northern cities with a heavy Negro population. 

If this moral problem of organized American Christianity has not become 
more conspicuous and troublesome for white people's conscience, the 
explanation is that probably most Negroes-the caste situation being what 
it is-prefer to worship in Negro churches, even if they are against church 
segregation in principle. In the South they have no other choice anyway, 
and the question is not very practical. Even in the North Negroes usually 
feel more comfortable by themselves. And Negro preachers have a vested 
interest in segregated churches. It can be observed that Negro preachers 
suspect many of the projects looking toward interracial cooperation in 
church activities as attempts to deprive them of influence. They feel, often 
with some justification, that interracial religious activity would mean hav
ing white men as church leaders for Negroes but not Negroes as church 
leaders for whites.21 Negro preachers have resented it when white denom
inations have sent white missionaries to convert Negroes.22 

We find also that the white-dominated churches, which have been trying 
to keep their doors more open to Negroes and have sometimes made special 
efforts to convert Negroes, have not been too successful. The Roman 
Catholic Church belongs to this group. Although the Catholic Church can 
claim a greater proportion of Northern Negroes today than fifteen years 
ago, the proportion of all Northern Negroes with religious affiliations who 
were members of Catholic churches is probably still below 5 per cent.28 

On the whole, the Roman Catholic Church prefers to have Negroes attend 
all.Negro churches, on the basis of residential segregation and of attempts 
to dissuade them from attending white churches.• 

• Gillard cltimates th11,t in 194-0 about one-third of the Negro Catholicw in the United 
States were in mixed churchea. (Cited in Tl,, N,gro Handbook, p. 102.) 

In the South, especially in southern Louisian11, where the French and Creole traditions 
are dominant, the Roman Catholic Church ia the only one where Nerroa are allowed 
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Of tho Protestant churches, the Congregationalists and Quaker churches 
have probably been most nearly equalitarian,36 but they have made little 
headway among Negroes. The Episcopalian and Christian Science churches 
have in the North much the same policy toward Negroes as does the 
Roman Catholic Church. A small but increasing proportion of upper and 
middle class Negroes have joined these churches and have some contact 
with the upper class whites who dominate them.4 

The great majority of white churches, in the North as well as in the 
South, thus do not want to have a substantial Negro membership. The 
great majority of Negroes do not seem to want to join white churches, even 
if they are allowed. As usual the caste separation has been fortified by its 
own effects. 

There is also astonishingly little interracial cooperation between the 
white and Negro churches of the same denomination. In the South there is 
practically no contact at all between Negroes and whites for religious pur-

to attend white churches. But even here, the dominant tendency is to keep Negroes in their 
own churches, to prevent Negroes from joining in interchurch Catholic meetinga or 
celebrations, and to provide a separate set of white priesta--who seldom mingle with 
the other priests--for the Negroes, (See Allison Davis, ''The Negro Church and Associa
tions in the Lower South," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study [1940], p. 15, 
passim.) The Catholic Negro churches have-with rare exceptiona--white priests, Accord
ing to Gillard, there were only 23 Negro priests in the Roman Catholic Church in 1941, 
and 6 of these were on foreign missions. (Cited in 7'"6 Negro Handbook, pp. 102-103.) 

• The Holiness Church, while predominantly white, has occasionally bi-racial congre
gatiom,. It has not been attracting many new members lately. 

The small Bahai Church is in America dominated by upper rlass Northern whites who 
have an explicit policy in favor of interracialism and internationalism. A small number 
of upper class N~groea have joined. It is the only white-dominated church in which there 
may be said to be absolutely no segregation or discrimination, 

Similar to the Bahai Church in its principle against any form of racial discrimination, 
but quite different in that it is Negro-dominated and in that it is patterned after the emotional 
lower class type of Negro church, is the Father Divine Peace Mission movement. Estimates 
of the total membership of this bizarre sect, which ha.a attracted members in 1ignificant 
numbers only since 1932., range up to 2. million (John Hoshor, God in a Rolls Royce [1936], 
p. xi), but there is good reason to believe that it was less than 15,000 in 1940 (Edward 
Nelson Palmer, "Father Divine Peace Mission," unpublished manuscript prepared for this 
study [1940], Appendix C of Guion G. Johnson :ind Guy B. Johnson, op. cit., p. 6.) Over 
half the members arc concentrated in New York City, and practically all the rest are in 
other Northern and Western citiu1 there are practically no adherents in the South. Most 
estimates have it that about 10 per cent of the members are white (iium), and one of the 
strongest injunctions of the sect is against recognition of color differences. The relation 
between the members is particularly intimate since they are enjoined to trade at "peace" 
stores and many of the members live together in the several "Heavens" which Father Divine 
has established in New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. While racial differences are not 
to be noticed, it must, of counc, be imJ,ortant to his followers that God in the person of 
Father Divine, is a Negro. 
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poses,a except for some outcast white who can occasionally be seen attending 
Negro churches, the formal and restricted interracial work between minis
ters which is sometimes arranged for" and the white man who attends a 
Negro church for amusement or study. In the North there are more 
interracial contacts'' but not enough to modify the basic fact of church sepa
ration. What little there is probably tends to improve race relations, to 
bring the Negro church closer to white norms of religious behavior, and 
to get money from the whites for the Negro church.26 

5. ITS WEAKNESS 

The Negro church is the oldest and-in membership-by far the strong
est of all Negro organizations. Like the lodges, burial societies, and the 
great number of social clubs, the Negro church by its very existence in
volves a certain power consolidation. Meetings of the church officials in a 
denomination and church papers-read at least by most of the ministers
provide for an ideological cohesion, not only in religious matters but, to 
an extent, also in the common race interests. It also has some significance 
when, for instance, it is pointed out about Mr. Mordecai Johnson, the 

• The Catholic Church in the region around New Orleans is an exception (see footnote 
a few pages back). Also, in the South occasionally a white preacher will visit a Negro 
Spiritualist Church to conduct a service (Davis, op. cit., p. 20.) 

• On~-e a year some Southern churches participate in "Interracial Sunday" sponsored by 
the Commission on Race Relations of the Federal Council of Churd1cs of Christ in America. 
Negro singen appear in white churches, occasionally a leading Ncgrn will make a 
speech, and the white minister will devote his sermon to race relations. (P.iul F.. Baker, 
N1gro-Wkit1 Adjustmmt [1934], pp. 226-228.) 

• The following five points of interracial contact in the North are taken, with slight 
modifications, from Drake, op, cit., p. 221. Drake made his summary on the basis of inter
views with Negro pastors and other church officials in Chicago. The de~cription is fairly 
representative for all large Northern cities: 

1. There is occasionally an exchange of pulpits or choirs between Negro and white 
ministers on "Interracial Sunday" and a few other ceremonial occasions. ln 1940, 
there were 45 exchanges in Chicago on Interracial Sunday. Only Negroes from large, 
well-established churches participate, and tbe white ministers are usually from 

small churches. 
a. Young people's groups have "interracial programs," "good will activitie~," a~d 

80 on. These are infrequent and informal except among the Congrcgat1onahst1 
and Catholics ( the Catholic Youth Organizations are particularly significant), 

3
, Where Negro churches belong to predominantly white denominations, the1: are 

the usual conferences, and similar meetings (especially in Holiness, Congregat1onal, 
Epiacopalian and Presbyterian churches), . 

4• Infrequent visits are made by white persons to Negro churches for special pro-
grams, money-raising events, or for political purposes. • 

5. Visits oecur by both Negro and white penor.1 to "un_orthodox" or e~otic chu~ches. 
It might be said that only the curious and the maladiuated go (espec1ally Holiness, 
Spiritualist and the smaller sect,}. 
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President of Howard University, that he is a Baptist minister and has the 
backing of the Negro Baptist world. 

Potentially, the Negro church is undoubtedly a power institution. It has 
the Negro masses organized and, if the church bodies decided to do so, 
they could line up the Negroes behind a program. Actually, the Negro 
church is, on the whole, passive in the field of intercaste power relations. 
It generally provides meeting halls and encourages church members to 
attend when other organizations want to influence the Negroes. But viewed 
as an instrument of collective action to improve the Negroes' position in 
American society, the church has been relatively inefficient and uninfluential. 
In the South it has not taken a lead in attacking the caste system or even in 
bringing about minor reforms; in the North it has only occasionally been 
a strong force for social action. 

This might be deemed deplorable, but it should not be surprising. 
Christian churches generally have, for the most part, conformed to the 
power situation of the time and the locality. They have favored a passive 
acceptance of one's worldly condition and, indeed, have seen their main 
function in providing escape and consolation to the sufferers. If there is 
any relation at all between the interest of a Negro church in social issues 
and the social status of its membership, the relation is that a church tends 
to be the more other-worldly the poon.:r its members are and the more they 
are in need of concerted efforts to improve their lot in this life. The 
churches where the poor white people in the South worship are similar to 
the common Negro churches.26 

Even in this respect the Negro church is an ordinary American church 
with certain traits exaggerated because of caste. Of 100 sermons delivered 
in urban Negro churches and analyzed by Mays and Nicholson, only 26 
touched upon practical problems.• The rural Negro church makes an even 
poorer showing in this rcspcct.b Too, the Negro church is out of touch with 

• Fifty-four others were classified as dealing with "other-worldly" topics, and the 
remaining 20 were doctrinal or tl1eological. (Op. cit., pp. 59 and 70.) Mays and Nicholson 
also reported, as have other students of the Negro church, that the sermons were character
ized by poor logic, poor grammar and pronunciation, and an excessive di&play of oratorical 
tricks. 

b Not only the sermon&; but practically all the prayer&; apiri~u.al&; and Church school litera
ture of tbe three major Negro denominations support trad1t1onal, compensatory . patterns, 
according to Mays. (B. E. Mays, 1'he Negro's God [1938J, p. 245.) Mays descr1bea these 
pattern, thus: "Though recognizing notable exceptions, they _are compe~satory and 
traditional in character because they are neither developed nor interpreted 1n te~s of 
social rehabilitation. They ar,· conducive to developing in th~ Ne~ro a complacent, ~aiae~ 
faire attitude toward life. They support the view that God m His good time an_d m 1-lis 
own way will bring about the conditions that will lead to the fulfillment of soc1a~ nee~. 
They encourage Negroes to feel that God will see to it that things_ work ?ut a~l r1g~t; if 
not in this world, certainly in the world to come. They make God. mfluen~1al chiefly m t~e 
beyond, in preparing a home for the faithful-ai home where H 1s suffering servants will 
\ie free of the trials and tribulations which beset them on the earth." (lil1m.) 
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current social life in the field of morals; the preaching of traditional 
puritanical morals has little effect on the bulk of the Negro population, and 
the real moral problems of the people are seldom considered in the church. 

Practically all Negro leaders have criticized the Negro church on these 
points. Booker T. Washington, for example, said: 

From the nature of things, all through slavery it was life in the future world that 
was emphasized in religious teaching rather than life in this world. In his religious 
meetings in ante-helium days the Negro was prevented from discussing m3ny points 
of practical religion which related to this world; and the white minister, who was 
his spiritual guide, found it more convenient to talk about heaven than earth, so very 
naturally that today in his religious meeting it is the Negro's feelings which are 
worked upon mostly, and it is description of the glories of heaven that occupy most 
of the time of his sermon.27 

Ignorance, poverty, cultural isolation, and the tradition of dependence are 
responsible for this situation, in the same way as they are factors keeping 
Negroes down in other areas of life. 

The frequent schisms in Negro churches weaken their institutional 
strength. New Negro churches and sects seldom begin because of theological 
divergences, but rather because a preacher wants to get a congregation,28 

because some members of a church feel that the minister is too emotional or 
not emotional enough, because some members feel that they have little in 
common with other members of the church, as well as because of outside 
missionary influences and division.29 The competition between the preachers 
is intense and, as we said, most churches are small. There is little collabora
tion between the churches. Overhead expenses tend to be relatively high in 
the small church establishments. 80 Since, in addition, the membership of 
the churches is composed usually of poor people, the economic basis of 
most churches is precariously weak.• 

Poverty often makes the Negro church dependent upon white benefac
tors. It also prevents paying such salariesb that ambitious young men could 
be tempted to educate themselves properly for the ministry.C In fact the 

• Negro churches usually have poor business practices. There ii little secretarial help, thus 
there is poor accounting, and the money is sometimes just given to the minister or to a. few 
church officers to do what they pleaae with it. There is probably a significant amount 
of misappropriation of funds under this system. (See Mays and Nicholson, op. cit,, pp. 
168-197 and 259-265, and Hortense Powdermaker, After Freedom [1939), p. 238.) 

b Mays and Nicholson (op. ciA., p. 189} reported from their 1930 sample atudy that 
69.4 per cent of Negro ministers had an annual income of less than $2,000, The average 
rural preacher got only $266 per church per year, but often he served several churches 
or had some other outside source of income. See Chapter 14, Section 5. 

• .According to a sample study by Woodson, "· , . only seven-tenths of one per cent of 
Ne,ro high school graduates contemplate taking up the ministry, and many of those who 
llave been known to qualify themselves thus do not stay in the ministry." {Carter G. 
Woodson, T"6 Nigro Professional Man ,,,,,J thl Communilf [19;1~1. a Ro,) 
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idea that a preacher should have education for his task is still usually lack
ing, and the average preacher has not much more of it than do the members 
of his Bock.81 The chief prerequisite for becoming a minister in most of the 
denominations to which Negroes belong is traditionally not education, but 
a "call" which is more often the manifestation of temporary hysteria or 
opportunistic self-inspiration than of a deep soul-searching. There are many 
exceptions, of course, and they are becoming somewhat more frequent, 
but the preachers who come to their profession through a "call" are still 
numerically significant. Such preachers tend to retain the emotionalism that 
has traditionally been identified with the Negro's religion. 

The ministry was once the chief outlet for Negro ambition. Under 
slavery, as we have noted, the preacher stood out as the leader and spokes
man for his group. After slavery his monopoly of status in the Negro com
munity diminished as business and professional men increased in number.BIi 
Increasingly status within the Negro caste is being based on education. 
Since there is little in the way of special attention paid to the Negro minis
ter's education-except for a minority, practically all in the cities-he is 
rapidly falling in relative status. Upper and middle class Negroes deprecate 
the common uneducated Negro preacher. Initiative and leadership in mat
ters concerning the Negro community tend to pass to this new upper class 
of Negro businessmen and professionals. Meanwhile, taking up preaching 
is still one of the few possibilities of rising for the individual without a 
professional training. 

As a class Negro preachers are losing influence, because they are not 
changing as fast as the rest of the Negro community. This is now on the 
verge of becoming a most serious problem, endangering the future of the 
Negro church. As improvements in education have been rapid in the last 
decades, the bulk of the old Negro preachers are today below the bulk of 
younger generation Negroes in education. Young people have begun to look 
down on the old-fashioned Negro preacher.83 Lately the problem seems to 
have become as serious in rural areas as in cities. It is true that city youths 
are better educated and more sophisticated, but so also are city ministers 
who occasionally make some attempt to adjust to the needs of youth.84 

It is difficult to see how the continuing decline of the minister's prestige 
and leadership can be stopped. Few college students are going into the 
ministry.BG The ministry is no longer a profession which attracts the 

Maya reports that there were z53 fewer students enrolled in Negro aeminariea in 1939 
than in 19z4. Including 9z Negro students in Northern white seminariea, there were only 
850 Negroes enrolled in all seminaries in 1939, and only 254- of these were college 
graduates. (Benjamin E. Mays, "The Negro Church in American Life," Cl,nstendom 
[Summer, 1940], pp. 389-391.) 
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brightest and most ambitious young Negroes.• The development under way 
will take a long time to manifest its complete effects. But it goes on and will 
spell the further decline of the Negro church as an active influence in the 
Negro community, if it does not begin to reform itself radically. 

6. Ta.ENDS AND OUTLOOK 

.The Negro church has been lagging ideologically, too. While for a long 
time the protest has been rising in the Negro community, the church has, 
on the whole, remained conservative and accommodating. Its traditions 
from slavery help to explain this. Its other-worldly outlook is itself an 
expression of political fatalism. In a city in the Deep South with a Negro 
population of 43,000 (Savannah), there are ninety Negro churches, one 
hundred active preachers and another hundred "jack legs"; here where the 
Negro ministry with few exceptions had been discouraging a recent move
ment to get the Negroes registered for voting, a Negro preacher explained: 

All we preachers is supposed to do is to preach the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ 
and Him Crucified, and that's all,b 

In most Negro communities visited by the present writer the progressive 
Negro leaders, trying to organize the Negro community for defense, com
plained about the timidity and disinterest on the part of the preachers. 
"They talk too much about heaven and too little about down here." 
Regularly the explanation was given that the churches were mortgaged to 
influential white people and that the preacher got small handouts from 
employers and politicians. Without doubt the preacher's old position of 
the white man's trusted Negro "leader" secures small advantages not only 
to himself but also to his group-and according to the scheme we analyzed 

• In the last decade or so, there have been summer institutes established for Negro 
ministera---such as the one sponsored by the white Southern Methodist Episcopal Church
but relatively few Negroes participate, and even the education thus offered is completely 
inadequate for lack of time and money. 

b Ralph J. Bunche, "A Brief and Tentative Analysis of Negro Leadership," unpublished 
manuscript prepared for this study ( 1940), pp. 79-80. 

Sterner and I once attended a Sunday evening service in a Negro Baptist church in one 
of the capitals of the Upper South. The preacher developed the theme that nothing in 
this world was of any great importance: real estate, automobiles, fine clothes, learnedness, 
prestige, money, all this is nothing. It is not worth striving for. But an humble, peaceful 
heart will be remunerated in heaven. After the service we went up to the preacher for a 
talk. We asked him if he should not instead try to instil more worldly ambition in his 
poor and disadvantaged group. The preacher began to explain to us, as foreigners, that 
this would not do at all in the South. The role of the Negro church, he told us, was to 
make the poor Negroes satisfied with their lowly status. He finished by exclaiming: "We 
are the policemen of the Negroes. If we did not keep down their ambitions and divert them 
into religion, there would be upheaval in the South." This preacher is not typical in his 
philosophy of extreme accommodation or in his intellectual clarity. But it is significant 
that he exiltl. 
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m Chapter 34-it does give him prestige in the Negro community. But as 
the Negro protest rises, the traditional Negro preacher alienates a growing 
section of the Negroes from the church. 

Care must be taken, however, not to over-state the criticism against the 
Negro church on this point. In both the North and the South one quite 
often meets Negro preachers who are active in the work for protest and 
betterment. Progressive ministers are still exceptions, but their existence 
might signify a trend. There seems to be less animosity against labor union!" 
among Negro preachers-reflecting the increase in power of the union! 
referred to in Chapter 38. As the Negro protest is rising, the preacher finds 
generally that he has to change his appeal to keep his congregation in line. 

When discussing the Negro church as it is and as it might come to be, 
it must never be forgotten that the Negro church fundamentally is an 
expression of the Negro community itself. If the church has been other
worldly in outlook and indulged in emotional ecstasy, it is primarily because 
the downtrodden common Negroes have craved religious escape from 
poverty and other tribulations. If the preachers have been timid and pussy
footing, it is because Negroes in general have condoned such a policy and 
would have feared radical leaders. The rivalry and factionalism, the 
organizational weakness and economic dependence of the Negro church, the 
often faltering economic and sexual morals of the preachers and their 
suspicion of higher education-all this reflects life as it is lived in the subor
dinate caste of American Negroes. 

When the Negro community changes, the church also will change. It is 
true that the church has not given much of a lead to reforms but has rather 
lagged when viewed from the advanced positions of Negro youth and 
Negro intellectuals. But few Christian churches have ever been, whether 
in America or elsewhere, the spearheads of reform. That this fundamental 
truth is understood-underneath all bitter criticism-is seen in the fact that 
Negro intellectuals are much more willing to cooperate with Negro 
churches than white intellectuals with white churches.30 The Negro protest 
and improvement organizations cooperate with all "respectable" Negro 
::hurches. The solidarity behind the abstract church institution in the Negro 
community is simply amazing. The visitor finds everywhere a widespread 
criticism, but this is focused mainly on the preachers. Few question the 
church as such, its benevolent influence and its great potentialities. 

The Negro church is part of the whole circular process which is moving 
the American Negroes onward in their struggle against caste. The increas
ing education of the Negro masses is either making them demand some
thing more of their church than praise of the other-world and emotional 
catharsis, or causing them to stand aloof from the institutionalized forms 
of religion. Not only the upper classes of Negroes are now critical of the 
shouting and noisy religious hysteria in oldtime Negro churches and new 
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cults, but so are young people in all classes. The issue of emotionalism is 
still a keen divider but the dividing line now cuts deeper into the Negro 
community. In many Negro communities perhaps the majority still cling 
to the old patterns and resent persons-including ministers-who will not 
participate with them in the display of intense religious feeling. But, 
according to Mays and Nicholson, even in the rural South the revival 
meetings are less successful than they used to be, the professional evangelist 
is beginning to disappear, and the regular sermons attempt to be more 
thought-provoking. 87 

This is all part of the general process of acculturation. With considerable 
lag, the Negro clergymen, too, are acquiring a better education, which is 
reflected in their work. Negro preachers are increasingly in competition 
with professionals, businessmen, politicians, and labor union officials £or 
local leadership. Competition is compelling them to try to do something 
positive for the Negro communi~,. The social work programs of the 
relatively few churches which have them are mainly a development of the 
last decade or two, and we expect to see the trend continuing, especially in 
the North. The movement to the North and to the Southern cities also 
tends to emancipate the Negro preacher from white pressure. The fact that 
he gets more of his prestige from Negroes than from whites in the North 
is beneficial to the Negro community. These trends are making the Negro 
church a more efficient instrument for amelioration of the Negro's position 
at the same time as they are reducing the relative importance of the church 
in the Negro community. 



CHAPTER. 4I 

THE NEGRO SCHOOL 
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I. NEGRO EDUCATION AS CONCERTED ACTION 

The trend toward a rising educational level of the Negro population is 
of tremendous importance for the power relations discussed in this Part of 
our inquiry. Education means an assimilation of white American culture. 
It decreases the dissimilarity of the Negroes from other Americans. Since 
the white culture is permeated by democratic valuations, and since the caste 
relation is anything but democratic, education is likely to increase dissatis
faction among Negroes. This dissatisfaction strengthens the urge to with
draw from contact with prejudiced whites and causes an intensified isolation 
between the two groups.a Increasing education provides theories and tools 
for the rising Negro protest against caste status in which Negroes are held. 
It trains and helps to give an economic livelihood to Negro leaders. 

In the Negro community, education is the main factor for the stratifica
tion of the Negro people into social classes.h The professionals who base 
their status upon having acquired a higher education form a substantial pa.rt 
of the Negro upper classes. And even in the middle and lower classes, 
educational levels signify class differences in the Negro community. In 
addition, education has a symbolic significance in the Negro world: the 
educated Negro has, in one important respect, become equal to the better 
class of whites. 

These tendencies are most unhampered in the North. There Negroes 
have practically the entire educational system flung open to them without 
much discrimination. They are often taught in mixed schools and by white 
teachers; some of the Negro teachers have white pupils. Little attempt is 
made to adjust the teaching specifically to the Negroes' existing status and 
future possibilities. The American Creed permeates instruction, and the 
Negro as well as the white youths are inculcated with the traditional 
American virtues of efficiency, thrift and ambition. The American dream 
of individual success is held out_ to the Negroes as to other students. But 
employment opportunities-and, to a lesser extent, some other good things 

• See Chapter 30, Section :z. 
• See Chapter 3:z, Sections 1 and 2.. 
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of life-are so closed to them that severe conflicts in their minds are bound 
to appear. 

Their situation is, however, not entirely unique. Even among the youths 
from other poor and disadvantaged groups in the North the ideals im
planted by the schools do not fit life as they actually experience it.1 The 
conflicts are, of course, accentuated in the case of Negroes. Often they 
become cynical in regard to the official democratic ideals taught by the 
school. But more fundamentally they will be found to have drunk of them 
deeply. The American Creed and the American virtues mean much more 
to Negroes than to whites. They are all turned into the rising Negro 
protest. 

The situation is more complicated in the South. The Negro schools are 
segregated and the Negro school system is controlled by different groups 
with different interests and opinions concerning the desirability of preserv
ing or changing the caste status of Negroes. Looked upon as a "move
ment," Negro education in the South is, like the successful Negro organ
izations, an interracial endeavor. White liberals in the region and Northern 
philanthropists have given powerful assistance in building up Negro educa
tion in the South. They have thereby taken and kept some of the controls. 
In the main, however, the control over Negro education has been preserved 
by other whites representing the political power of the region. The salaried 
officers of the movement-the college presidents, the school principals, the 
professors, and the teachers-are now practically all Negroes; in the 
elementary schools and in the high schools they are exclusively Negroes. 
With this set-up, it is natural and, indeed,necessary that the Negro school 
adhere rather closely to the accommodating pattern. a 

Negro teachers on all levels are dependent on the white community 
leaders. This dependence is particularly strong in the case of elementary 
school teachers in rural 9istricts. Their salaries are low, and their security 
as to tenure almost nothing. They can be used as disseminators of the 
whites' expectations and demands on the Negro community. But the ex
treme dependence and poverty of rural Negro school teachers, and the 
existence of Negroes who are somewhat better off and more independent 
than they, practically excluded them from having any status of leadership 
in the Negro community. In so far as their teaching is concerned, they are, 
however, more independent than it appears. This is solely because the 
white superintendent and the white school board ordinarily care little 
about what goes on in the Negro school. There are still counties where the 
superintendent has never visited the majority of his Negro schools. As long 
as Negro· stool pigeons do not transfer reports that she puts wrong ideas 
into the children's heads, the rural Negro school teacher is usually ignored. 

In cities the -situation is different. Negro elementary and high schools 
"See Chapter 34. 
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a.re better; teachers are better trained and better paid. In the Negro com
munity teachers have a higher social status. As individuals they also achieve 
a measure of independence because they are usually anonymous to the 
white superintendent and school board. In the cities, the white community 
as a whole does not follow so closely what happens among the Negroes. 
The Negro principal in a city school, however, is directly responsible to 
white officials and watches his teachers more closely than do superintendents 
of rural schools. 

In state colleges the situation is similar, except that the professors have 
a. still higher social status in the Negro community and except that the 
college tends to become a little closed community of its own, with its own 
norms, which tends to increase somewhat the independence of the teachers. 

In the private colleges there is much more independence from local 
white opinion within the limits of the campus. A friendly white churchman 
belonging to the interracial movement recently told the students of Atlanta 
University, in a commencement address, that the teachers there enjoyed 
greater academic freedom than their white colleagues at the Georgia state 
institutions, and this is probably true. The influence exerted by the North
ern philanthropists and church bodies who have contributed to the colleges 
-often exercised through Southern white liberals and interracialists and 
through outstanding conservative Negro leaders-is, to a great extent, 
effective as a means of upholding the independence of Negro college 
presidents and professors. 

As conditions are in the South, it is apparent that this influence is indis
pensable for this purpose. Neither the Negro teachers themselves nor any 
outside Negro institution could provide a power backing effective enough 
to keep off local white pressure. This outside white control gives the 
Negro teachers a considerably greater freedom even to inculcate a protest 
attitude-if it is cautiously done-than is allowed in publicly supported 
educational institutions. But it is inherent in the Southern caste situation, 
and in the traditions of the movement to build up Negro education in the 
region, that even this control is conservatively directed when compared 
with Northern standards. 

In spite of these controls, strongest at the bottom of the educational 
system but strong also in the higher institutions, there is no doubt, how
ever, that the long-range effect of th-e rising ltJ'Uel of education in the Negro 
people goes in the direction of nourishing and strengthening the Negro 
protest. Negro-baiting Senator Vardaman knew this when he said: 

What the North is sending South is not money but dynamite; this education is 
ruining our Negroes. They're demanding equality.2 

This would probably hold true of any education, independent of the con
trols held and the direction given. An increased ability on the part of the 
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Negroes to understand the printed and spoken word cannot avoid opening 
up contact for them with the wider world, where equalitarian i4eas arc 
prevalent. But in the South there is not much supervision of Negro schools. 
And as we shall see later, Southern whites have been prohibited by their 
allegiance to the American Creed from making a perfected helot training 
out of Negro education. 

2. EDUCATION IN AMERICAN THOUGHT AND LIFE 

Even where the Negro school exists as a separate institution it is, like all 
other Negro institutions, patterned on the white American school as a 
model. It is different only for reasons connected with the caste situation. 
Even in their thinking on education, Negroes are typical, or overtypical, 
Americans. 

As background for our discussion we shall have to remember the role of 
education in American democratic thought and life.• Education has always 
been the great hope for both individual and society.b In the American 
Creed it has been the main ground upon which "equality of opportunity 
fur the individual" and "free outlet for ability" could be based. Education 
has also been considered as the best way-and the way most compatible 
with American individualistic ideals-to improve society. 

Research in, and discussion of, education is prolific. In America, pedagogy 
anticipated by several generations the recent trend to environmentalism in 
the social sciencese and the belief in the changeability of human beings. It 
gave a basis for the belief in democratic values and expressed the social 
optimism of American liberalism. The major American contribution to 
philosophy-the theory of pragmatism-bears visibly the marks of having 
been developed in a culture where education was awarded this prominent 
role. And it was in line with American cultural potentialities when John 
Dewey turned it into a theory of education. No philosopher fr,m another 
country would be likely to express himself as he did in the following: 

The philosophy of education is one phase of philosophy in general. It may be 
seriously questioned whether it is not the most important single phase of general 

• See Chapter 91 Section 3• 
b To many Americans the great stress on education e:irly in the life of the new nation 

has become 10 commonplace that they do not sec anything exceptional in it. Wilkerson, for 
instance, observes that the federal Constitution was silent on the question of education 
and that so wue also many of the earlier state constitutions. (Doxey A. Wilkerson, "The 
Negro in American Education," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study [1940], 
Vol. 11 pp. 10-11.) The remarkable thing is, of course, that. on the contrary, some state 
constitution, in America did touch the question of public education. There were European 
countriea where public education was introduced earlier than in America, or equally 
early. But nowhere would it have been considered important enough to deserve constitutional 
a.action. • 

• &e Chapten 4 and 6, 
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phil010phy • • , the whole philosophic problem of the origin, nature, and function 
of knowledge is a live issue in education, not just a problem for exercise of intel
lectual dialectic gymnaatia.1 

At least since the time of Horace Mann, Americans have been leading · 
m the development of pedagogical thinking. The marriage between phi
losophy and pedagogy in Dewey and his followors has given America the 
most perfected educational theory developed in modern times. Under the 
slogan "education for a changing world" and supported by a whole science 
of "educational sociology," it requires that education be set in relation to 
the society in which the individual lives. The introduction of this value 
relation into discussions of educational goals and means is a paramount 
contribution of America. And this has remained not only an achievement 
of academic speculation and research but has, to a large extent, come to 
inAuence policy-making agencies in the educational field. America has, 
therefore, seen more of enterprising and experimental progressive redirect
ing of schools than has any other country. 

The duty of society to provide for public education was early established 
in America, and private endowments for educational purposes have been 
magnificent. America spends more money and provides its youth, on the 
average, with more schooling than any other country in the world. America 
has also succeeded in a relatively higher degree than any other country in 
making real the old democratic principle that the complete educational 
ladder should be held open to the most intelligent and industrious youths, 
independent of private means and support from their family. Education 
has been, and is increasingly becoming, a chief means of climbing the 
social status scale. It is entirely within this great American tradition when 
white people, who have wanted to help the Negroes, have concentrated 
their main efforts on improving Negro education. 

American Negroes have taken over the American faith in education. 
Booker T. Washington's picture of the freedmen's drive for education is 
classical: 

Few people who were not right in the midst of the scenes can form any e:tac:t idea 
of the intense desire which the people of my race showed for education. It was a· 
whole race trying to go to school. Few were too young, and none too old, to make 
the attempt to learn. As fast as any kind of teachers could be secured, not only were 
day-schools filled, but night-schools as well. The great ambition of the older people 
was to try to learn to read the Bible before they died. With thia end in view, men 
and women who were fifty or seventy-five years old, would be found in the night
schools. Sunday-schools were formed soon after freedom, but the principal book 
studied in the Sunday-school was the spelling-book. Day-school, night-school, and 
Sunday-school were always crowded, and often many had to be turned away for 
want of room.• 
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Campbell observed in the 'seventies that " •.. the blacb are very anxious 
to learn-more so than the lower whites."' Bryce remarked some decades 
later that ''there is something pathetic in the eagerness of the Negroes, 
parents, young people, and children to obtain education."8 And Baker 
wrote at the beginning of this century: 

The eagerness of the coloured people for a chance to send their children to school 
ia 10mething astonishing and pathetic. They will submit to all sorts of inconveniences 
in order that their children may get an education.1 

As self-improvement through business or social improvement through 
government appeared so much less possible for them, Negroes have come 
to affix an even stronger trust in the magic of education. It is true that some 
Negroes may lately have lost their faith in education, either because the 
-dchools available to them-in the South-are so inadequate or-in the 
North-because they achieve education but not the things they hoped to do 
with it. This attitude of dissatisfaction is probably part of the explanation 
why Negro children tend to drop out of high school more than do whites.' 
If both sources of dissatisfaction could be removed, there is reason to believe 
that American Negroes would revert to their original belief in education. 
And, aside from such dissatisfaction and even cynicism, the masses of 
Negroes show even today a nai"ve, almost religious faith in education. To 
an extent, this faith was misplaced: many Negroes hoped to escape drudgery 
through education alone. But it is also true that this faith has been justified 
to a large extent: education is one of the things which has given the 
Negroes something of a permanent advance in their condition. 

The American zeal for education has always been focused on the indi
vidual's opportunity. The stress on enforcing a basic minimum standard of 
education for all young people in the nation has been less. In education as 
in many other fields of clilture, America shows great disparity; there are 
at once many model schools and a considerable amount of illiteracy and 
semi-illiteracy. Bryce observed: 

If one part of the people is as educated and capable as that of Switzerland, another 
is as ignorant and politically untrained as that of Russia.8 

And a similar statement holds true today. 
This disparity is partly explainable in terms of size of the country and in 

terms of the administrative decentralization of the school system. But when 
one observes the tremendous differences in amount and quality of education 
between some of the cities and some of the rural districts i11 one single state, 
as, for instance, Illinois, he cannot avoid believing that more basic still is 
a general toleratiDn by Americans of dissimilar status between regions and 

• See Chapter 431 Section 4o 
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groups of people. In any case, these dissimilarities in educational facilities 
for whites in different regions are important for the Negro problem. A 
differential treatment of Negroes as a group has been less spectacular and 
has seemed less indefensible with this as a setting. 

There is no doubt that a change of American attitudes in this respect is 
under way and that an increasing stress is placed upon the desirability of 
raising the educational level in the sub-standard regions to greater equality. 
This change-which is part of a much more general tendency of the Ameri
can Creed to include ideals of greater economic equalization 8-has taken 
form in the proposals for greater federal aid to education. The Negroes' 
chance of getting more equality in education is bound up with this move
ment,b 

Considering the importance attached to education in America, it is sur
prising that the teacher has not been awarded a higher status in American 
society. Learning has never given much prestige, and until recently the 
teacher has been held on a relatively low economic level without much 
security of tenure, in most places. And even today he is, relatively speaking, 
not well paid, and his tenure is not secure, particularly in the South. 
Teachers in America have not even been allowed to have as much power 
over the government of their own schools as they have in comparable
countries. Their status as employees is stressed. This applies to all teachers, 
though in different degrees. The teachers in grade schools, mostly women. 
are socially and economically placed at a disadvantage compared with other 
professionals with the same amount of preparation. The professors at. 
colleges and universities are generally accorded middle class status, de~
nitely below that of a successful businessman. 

The Negro community is, in this respect, more similar to northern 
European societies. The teacher generally has a symbolic prestige from the 
importance of his calling. Because of the scarcity of business opportunities 
and of successful businessmen in the Negro community, the teacher is also 
more free from competition for prestige. It should be recalled, however, 
that the great personal dependency of the teacher, particularly in the rural 
South, and her low income tend to deB.ate her position in the Negro com
munity. 

Another peculiarity of America, which is not unconnected with the 
relatively low prestige of the teachers and of learning, is a common tendency 
to look upon education as something produced by the school and finished by 
graduation. The ordinary American does not conceive of education as a 
process which continues through adult life and is dependent upon the indi
vidual's own exertion. To few Americans does it seem to be an important 
goal in life continuously to improve their education. Few schools on any 

• See Chapter 9, Sections 3 and 4, 
• See Chapter 15, Section 3. 
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level direct. much of their attention to preserving and developing the 
"educability" of the students. The very perfection of text books and too 
much teaching is likely to make the student more passive in his attainment 
of knowledge. Too little is generally asked of the students; too much-in 
teaching-is required of the teachers.• This is, perhaps, one of the reasons 
why the final educational results do not measure up to the great amount of 
funds and time which go into schooling in America. In this respect the 
Negro schools do not differ from white schools. In fact, they can, even less 
well than white schools, afford to disregard the more formal requirements 
and go in for experimentation. 

In this connection should be noted the relative absence in America of a 
civic adult education movement upheld by the concerted efforts of the 
people themselves. We have related this to the relative political passivity 
of the American citizens between elections.b The government of American 
municipalities does not decentralize power and responsibility to a great 
number of boards and councils, and does not offer, therefore, much oppor
tunity for participation to the ordinary citizen. This decreases the functional 
importance of civic adult education, as does also the relative absence of 
organized mass movements. If this is true of the white Americans, it is, of 
course, much more true of the Negroes, particularly in the South where 
they are largely disfranchised. Lack of participation in the wider community 
must depress interest in continued self-education, except when it is voca
tional or professional and motivated by narrow considerations of individual 
economic advancement. 

· America is, however, prominent in the type of passive mass education 
through such agencies as the radio, press, popular magazines and movies. 
The rise of the Negro population, not only to literacy but to a real capa
bility of consuming the spoken and printed word, and the increasing efficacy 
of those agencies, must have a strong influence in raising the culture level 
of Negroes. Through these media, they are made more American. 

• This is definitely true also of the ordinary college and, to an extent, also of the 
graduate school. There are too many arranged courses, too much "spoon feeding." The 
heavy lecturing-which the observer relates to the legislators' and the entire society's 
Jack of respect for the learned profession and tluir demand to get labor for their money, 
aa well as to the tradition of preaching kept in institutions which were alrnost all denomina
tional seminaries in the beginning-is perhaps even more dangerous for the teachen than 
for the studenta as nothing is so indoctrinating as to listen to one's own voice. It keeps 
the profeuors from scientific work; and it keepa the students from finding their own way 
to the aourcea of knowledge. The "self-made man" is generally an American ideal, but in 
the IChools it is lea well realized than in other spheres of culture. The ''spoon feeding" in 
hirher institutions is the more imponant since they set the patterns, to a considerable extent, 
for "the lower schools. 

• See Chapter 3:1. • 
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3· THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEGRO EDUCATION IN THE SOUTH 

The history of Negro education in the South is one of heroic deeds as 
well as of patient, high-minded and self-sacrificing toil. In this context we 
can only present the outlines of the subject. 

One of the cultural disparities between the North and the South at the 
outbreak of the Civil War was that the Northern states had established 
tax-supported public schools, while the public school movement was only 
in its beginning in the South.9 The few Negroes in the North shared, on the 
whole, in the better educational opportunities in the rcgion.10 In the South 
most white people had little or no formal schooling. In all Southern states 
( except a few of the Border states and the District of Columbia) it was for
bidden to teach slaves how to read and write, and several states extended 
the prohibition to free Negroes.11 

Still, a few of the slave owners, or their wives and daughters, considered 
it a Christian duty to teach the slaves to read, and by x 860 perhaps as much 
as 5 per cent of the slaves could read and write.12 A larger proportion of the 
free Negroes had acquired some schooling. The education of Negroes 
under slavery cannot be discussed without noting also the excellent training 
as artisans and handicraftsmen a small proportion of the slaves received. 
Each plantation was a more or less self-sufficient economy outside of its 
major crop export and food import, and, therefore, required slaves with 
each of the skills necessary to keep up the community. In the cities many 
slaves worked in the commercial handicrafts. The artisan tradition was 
passed on from person to person and usually did not require schools or the 
teaching of the more general arts.• 

After the Civil War there came a tremendous demand for education 
in the South. Du Bois rightly points out that: 

The uprising of the black man, and the pouring of himself into organized effort 
for education, in those yean between 1861 and 1871, waa one of the marveloue 
occurrence• of the modern world; almost without parallel in the history of civiliza
tion.18 

A significant number of Union soldiers stayed in the South to teach the 
freedmen the "three R's." They were immediately assisted by better 
trained idealists-largely Abolitionists from the North, especially from New 
England.H Northern Negroes also came down to swell the number 
of teachers. As soon as these front-rank teachers had given their pupils an 
elementary education, the latter had no difficulty in finding positions as 
teachers. Wages were low and living conditions poor for teachers, but 
idealism was burning, and a rudimentary education spread. 

The Freedmen's Bureau did some of its most important work in establish-
,. See Appendix 6. 
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ing and supporting schools for Negroes. Missionary and church organiza
tions in the North contributed not only by sending down teachers but 
also by giving money for buildings and support of the students. Indeed, 
most of the Negroes who received education in the South between I 865 
and 1880 were schooled in institutions supported by the charity of Northern 
churches.15 Fisk, Atlanta, Howard and Hampton were founded in these 
years. The Negro communities themselves collected much money for their 
schools, particularly on the elementary level. 

As a part of this movement the Reconstruction governments laid the basis 
for a public school system in the South for both whites and Negroes. In all 
Southern states the great American principle of free public schools for all 
children was written into the new constitutions or other statutes. The 
Restoration governments only continued what their predecessors had 
organized for the whites. The Negroes were severely discriminated against; 
in many parts of the South Negro education deteriorated for decades. This 
period of reaction was a most crucial time for Negro education. Du Bois 
is probably right when he says that "had it not been for the Negro school 
and college, the Negro would, to all intents and purposes, have been driven 
back to slavery.mo 

The great wonder is that the principle of the Negroes' right to public 
education was not renounced altogether. But it did not happen. One 
explanation is the persistency and magnanimity of Northern philanthropy. 
But this activity was pursued under the indulgence of the Southern state 
and municipal authorities. And, though their own contributions to Negro 
education in many regions were not much more than face saving, the 
important thing is that face saving was deemed necessary and that the 
Negf'oes' statutory right to public education remained unassailable in the 
South. The American Creed, backed by the Constitution, showed it&:lf 
strong enough not to allow the sacred principle of public education to 
succumb. Even in the Soutn-as it came out of the Civil War and Recon
struction-the caste interest could never be pursued wholeheartedly. The 
moral dilemma, and the apologetic attitude, growing out of the partial 
allegiance to the American Creed, is illustrated in a pronouncement like 
the following from Thomas Nelson Page: 

The South has faithfully applied itself during all these years to giving the 
Negroes all the opportunities possible for attaining an education, and it is one of the 
most creditable pages in her history that in face of the horror of Negro-domination 
during the Reconstruction period; of the disappointment at the small results; in face 
of the fact that the education of the Negroes has appeared to be used by them only 
as a weapon with which to oppose the white race, the latter should have persistently 
given so largely of its store to provide this misused education.17 

Almost as soon as the movement for the educat;on of Negro youth began, 
the quarrel started as to whether Negro education should be "classical" or 
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"industrial.ms If the white Southerners had to permit the Negroes to 
get any education at all, they wanted it to be of the sort which would make 
the Negro a better servant and laborer, not that which would teach him to 
rise out of his "place." The New England school teachers-who did most 
of the teaching at first-wanted to train the Negroes as they themselves had 
been trained in the North: the "three R's" at the elementary level, with 
such subjects as Latin, Greek, geometry, rhetoric coming in at the secondary 
and college levels. But General S. C. Armstrong, a Union officer during the 
Civil War,19 had established Hampton Institute in the tidewater region of 
Virginia as an "agricultural institution." He wanted to see continued the 
skilled artisan tradition that had existed among Negroes before the War. 
His most famous pupil, Booker T. Washington, founded the Tuskegee 
Institute in Alabama and became the apostle of industrial education for 
Negroes. There is no doubt that-quite apart from the pedagogical merits 
of this type of education-his message was extremely timely in the actual 
power situation of the Restoration. It reconciled many Southern white men 
to the idea of Negro education, and \Vashington has probably no small 
share in the salvaging of Negro education from the great danger of its 
being entirely destroyed. Meanwhile, the New England advocates of a 
classical education and their Negro followers carried on at Atlanta, Fisk, 
and at a few other Southern centers of Negro college education. The 
elementary schools-there were practically no secondary schools fo1 
Negroes in the South at this time-followed the patterns set by the 
dominant colleges. 

The struggle between the conservative and the radical group of Negro 
leaders became focused on the issue: "industrial" versus "classical" educa
tion for Negroes. Washington became the champion for the former posi 
tion, and he was backed by the white South and the bulk of Northern 
philanthropy. Du Bois headed the group of Negro intellectuals who feared 
that most often the intention, and in any case the result, would be to keep 
Negroes out of the higher and more general culture of America.• This 
dispute was important in the development of Negro ideologies. It scarcely 
meant much for the actual development of Negro education in the South, 

• In this particular issue there was more heat :i.nd rivalry between the two groups than 
actual differences of opinion. Du Bois never deprecated in a wholesale manner vocational 
education1 in later days he became, in fact, more and more positively in favor of it. 
Washington, on his aide, had never accepted the dominant white man's idea that education 
for the Negro ought only to be training him to be a field hand or domestic servant and 
to know his lowly "place." In his famous Atlanta speech of , 895 he said: 

"To those of my race who depend on bettering their condition in a foreign land or 
who underestimate the importance of cultivating friendly relations with the Southern 
white man, ••. I would say: 'Cast down your bucket where you are,-cast it down in 
making friends in every manly way of tl1e people of all races by whom we are surrounded. 

"'Cut it down in agriculture, mechanics, in commerce, in domestic service, and in IM 
,rof11tiotu"." (Ut From Slaflery [1901J first edition, 1900], p. 219. ltalicl uun,) 
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which was dominated by the whites. If Negro education in the South did 
not become turned entirely into industrial education on the elementary 
level, the main explanation was, as we shall see, the growing expense of 
such training after the Industrial Revolution and the competitive interest 
of white workers to keep the Negroes out of the crafts and industry. On 
the higher level, a nonvocational Negro education had, as Du Bois always 
emphasized, its chief strength in the fact that Tuskegee Institute and other 
similar schools raised a demand for teachers with a broader educational 
background. 

During all this time, from the Civil War until today, there has been a 
steady stream of money going from Northern philanthropy to Southern 
education. A large part of it has gone to white education. But a considerable 
portion has gone to Negro education, and it has had strategic importance: 
first, to give it a start during Reconstruction, later to hinder its complete 
destruction during Restoration, and to advance it in recent decades. 

From about 1865 to about 1875, the period of "classical" education, most 
of the money came from Northern reform groups and churches, aided by 
state funds allocated by the Reconstruction governments. From about 1880 
to about 1905 these sources were pretty dry, and educators of Negroes 
appealed to wealthy Northern businessmen, who had little interest in 
Negroes but could be relied upon to donate to most nonradical charitable 
causes. This was also the period when Negro college students formed sing
ing groups which appeared before Northern audiences and took up 
~ollections. 

In the first two decades of the twentieth century, Negro education 
received a great boost when the Northern philanthropic foundations stepped 
into the picture on a much larger scale. 20 Before then the George Peabody 
Fund (established in 1867) gave money to both white and Negro common 
schools and teacher-training'schools in the South.21 The John F. Slater Fund 
(established in 1882) supported industrial and teacher-training schools. 
Both Funds were small, and at first dominated by conservative principles. 
In I 908 a Quaker lady of Philadelphia, Miss Anna T. Jeanes, established 
a Fund to give impetus to the small rural Southern Negro school. Mr. 
Jackson Davis, then school superintendent of Henrico County in Virginia 
and now an officer on the General Education Board, and Miss Virginia 
Randolph, a Negro teacher in that county, worked out the plan for this 
Fund. This plan calls for a rural industrial supervisor who goes from school 
to school in a county and helps the teachers organize their domestic science, 
their gardening and their simple carpentry work. At first the Fund paid the 
sal~es of these "Jeanes' teachers," but gradually many of the county 
school boards took over the function. The remnants of the Peabody, Slater, 
and Jeanes Funds ha.ve been recently integrated into the Southern Educa-
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tion Foundation, which still helps to pay part of the salaries of the Jeanes 
teachers. aa 

Another step was taken by the General Education Board, with money 
provided by John D. Rockefeller, under the direction of Wallace Buttrick:. 
This foundation paid for state supervisors of Negro education who were 
to be under the state superintendents. The supervisors, who were white 
Southerners, had no official authority whatever, but they have been most 
important in raising the standards of the Negro public schools of the South. 
They plead to the state and county officials for improved educational facil
ities, and they get their authority out of their political independence, their 
intimate knowledge of their fields, and the fact that they act as the local 
agents for the several foundations interested in aiding Negro education.28 

They are now gradually becoming integrated in the state administration 
and are paid out of state funds. 

Jackson Davis, N. C. Newbold, and several other leading educational 
statesmen of the South have been engaged in this work. The General 
Education Board has also given much money for fellowships, colleges, 
libraries, and other educational facilities for Southern Negroes and has 
made it possible for the Slater and Jeanes Funds to continue with their work. 
In 1911, Mr. Julius Rosenwald began the successful activity of giving 
one-third of the funds required for the erection of a rural school building, 
provided the school authorities, with the aid of white friends and the Negro 
people themselves, would furnish the other two-thirds.24 The Rosenwald 
Fund has established libraries for Negroes, has assisted Negro universities 
and colleges and has given generously to Negro scholars for fellowships 
and research projects. The John F. Slater Fund, given a new direction after 
1910 under the leadership of Dr. James H. Dillard, established the first 
"high schools" for Negroes in the rural South to give prospective teachers 
in the rural Negro elementary schools some education beyond that of the 
elementary school itself. The small Phelps-Stokes Fund ( established in 
19u) has devoted itself to assisting Negro and white college students, 
making studies of Negro problems and improving educational facilities for 
Negroes in the United States and in Africa. Andrew Carnegie, and the 
large foundation which he established, the Carnegie Corporation of New 
York, have given significant sums to Negro colleges and libraries, to 
various Negro improvement organizations, and to research projects on the 
Negro-including the present study.• 

• In addition to the foundations mentioned in the text, there are others working in the 
field of Negro education: 

(1) The Daniel Hand Fund {established in 1888), directed by the American Misaion
ary Association, aids Negro schools and colleges along with othen; 

(a) The du Pont family has donated gifta for the education of the small Negro 
population of Delaware1 

(3) The Duke family haa donated gift& to Negro colleges in North Carolina• 
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The support of Negro education in the South given by Northern phil
anthropic organizations has been important in terms of both the funds 
spent and the initiative taken. It has also spurred the Southern state and 
municipal authorities. Federal aid has had its importance and might come 
to mean more in the future. The general facts about this and about the 
discriminations in the South against Negro education in terms of financial 
expenditure have been reviewed in Chapter 15. We shall later add some 
notes on what this means for the actual character of education. 

The stress then will be on elementary and secondary education. At the 
college level, Hampton and Tuskegee continue with their vocational 
emphasis but have recently tended to give a good basic education of the 
academic type. Most of the Negro liberal arts and teachers' colleges of the 
South are inadequate; more so even than the average white Southern 
college or university, which is notoriously inferior to the bulk of Northern 
colleges and universities.25 The best Negro universities in the South
Howard (in Washington, D.C., supported by the federal government), 
Fisk (in Nashville, Tennessee, privately supported), Atlanta (in Atlanta, 
Georgia, privately supported )-are as adequate in many ways as the better 
Southern white universities. There are also one or two Negro colleges-for 
example, Talladega (in Alabama, privately supported)-that rank with 
the better white colleges. Only a half-dozen of the Southern Negro univer
sities offer any training on the graduate or professional level and, with the 
exception of Howard University, graduate training is restricted to a few 
fields. Many Southern Negro students go to the great Northern univer
sities. Many Northern Negro students go to Southern Negro colleges. 

The control of Negro schools in the South has been shifting somewhat 
in recent years. As elementary and secondary education for Negroes is 
coming to be taken for granted by white Southerners, the support for it is 
coming less from Northern philanthropy and more from state and local 
tax funds assisted by federal grants-in-aid. With the support has gone the 
control, and the South now has complete control of Negro education on 
the elementary and secondary levels. Negroes hold some of the control 
over their own schools, partly because they help to pay for them by volun
tary contributions, b?-It mainly because they are the only teachers now in 

(4) The Guggenheim Memorial Foundation provides research fellowships (some 2.0 

outstanding Negroes have received these); 
(s) There have been gifts by many Negro philanthropists. (See Horace M. Bond, 

Tiu Education of the Negro in the Ammcan Social Ortltr [1934], pp. 145-147} 1 
(6) Church missions support a significant proportion of the secondary schools and 

colleges for Negroes in the South; 
(7) The Harmon Foundation gives awards to Negroea for outstanding achievement. 

and holda_ exhibits of fine arts by Negroes. Other small foundations have apecial 
praee for Negroe,. 
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Southern Negro schools, and white school supervisors do not care to bother 
with Negro schools unless they hear that something is being taught that 
they do not like. But ultimate control is held by the white superintendents 
and school boards, subject only to the few restrictions entailed in accepting 
federal grants-in-aid and to the advice of the General Education Board 
supervisors. The same is true of the public colleges. The private colleges 
and universities for Negroes in the South are still supported, in large 
measure, by Northern philanthropy, control over them is still held by the 
trustees ( who often come from outside the community where the colleges 
are located), by the foundations and other philanthropists, and by the 
Negro faculty itself which is expressly permitted a significant degree of 
autonomy. 

4. THE WHITES' ATTITUDES TOWARD NEGRO EDUCATION 

There are apparent conflicts of valuations between whites and Negroes 
in regard to Negro education. These conflicts, the interests involved, and 
the theories expressing them determine the forms of Negro education. But 
the situation is not so simple as just a difference of opinion. In fact, many 
white!> are as cager to improve Negro education as is any Negro, and there 
are some Negroes who are rather on the other side of the fence, at least for 
the purpose of an opportuni!it1c accommodation. The s1tuat1on I!. compli
cated by the fact that both whites and Negroes are divided in their own 
mmds. They harbor conflicting valuations within themselves. Only by 
keeping this constantly in mmd can we understand the development of 
Negro education and correctly evaluate future prospects. 

The Ame1ican Creed definitely prescribes that the Negro child or youth 
should have just as much educat10nal opportunity as is offered anyone else 
m the same community. Negroes should be trained to become good and 
equal citizen~ in a democracy which places culture high in it'> hierarchy of 
values. This equalitarian valuat10n is strong enough to dominate public 
policy in the North, in spite of the fact that probably most white people in 
the North, too, believe the Negroes to be inferior and, anyhow, do not 
care so much for their potentialities and posMb1ht1es as for those of whites. 
In the South the existing great d1scnminat1on in education is an indication 
that another valuation i!> dominating white people's actions. But it is a great 
mistake to believe that the American Creed is not al!io pre!ient and active 
m the motivations of Southern whites. Behavior is as alw.i.yi. a moral com
promise. Negroes would not be gettmg so much education as they are 
actually gettmg m the South 1f the equalitarian Creed were not also active.• 

• The d1v1s1on of white opinion with respect to Negro eduta.t1on 1s brought out by a poll 
of public opinion m July, 194,0. (Pl.inned by the American Youth Comm1ss1on, interviews 
by the American Institute of Public Opinion, tabulations and analyses by several individuals 
and groups, published by the National Education A,soc1at1on. See National Ed.Ut:tllion 
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By itself, the interest of upholding the caste system would motivate 
Southern whites to give Negroes practically no education at all or would 
restrict it to the transmission of only such lowly skills as would make 
Negroes better servants and farm hands. There is no mistake about this 
interest; it is real and has economic importance. Charles S. Johnson gives 
an account of it as it appears in the rural South: 

Literacy is not an asset in the plantation economy, and it was not only discouraged 
but usually forbidden. The belief that education spoiled the slave carried over with 
but little modification for many years into the belief that education spoil• a field 
hand. The oldest members of the community arc illiterate, and in those working 
relations which reveal least change from the past this lack has proved no important 
handicap. Reading and figuring carry elements of danger to established relations, 
Since the detailed direction of planting and handling of accounts are the sphere of 
the planter, theoretically it is he who can profit most from the technique of literacy. 
Too much attention to reading about the outside, and particularly to figuring, on the 
part of Negro tenants, would surely make them less satisfied with their status and 
bring them into harsh conflict with the system. The need of enough education to 
read and figure arises largely among those families desirous of escaping from the 
dependent relationship under the old plantation system.28 

The poorer classes of whites in this respect have interests similar to those 
of the planters. They arc in competition with Negroes for jobs and for 
social status. One of the things which demarcates them as superior and 
increases the future potentialities of their children is the fact that white 
children in publicly supported school buses are taken to fine consolidated 
schools while often Negro children are given only what amounts to a sham 
education in dilapidated one-room schools or old Negro churches by under
paid, badly trained Negro teachers. The observer, visiting Southern rural 
counties, gets clear statements of these interests on the part of all classes of 
whites who want !o preserve the traditional caste order. The segregated 
school system of the South, in addition, allows a substantial saving by 
keeping Negro education low. 

The caste interest is not merely economic. The whites have told them
selves that education will make the Negro conscious of "rights'' which he 

4ssodtztion R,searcl, Bulletin [November, 1940], .P· 2.04.) A crou section of the nation 
wu aaked, "Do you think that the same amount of tax money should be spent in this state 
for the education of a Negro child a, for a white child?" Southern whites were split 
equally: 45 per cent answered "yes"; 46 per cent answered "no" ( 9 per cent are reported as 
having "no opinion"). Northern whites were in favor of equal educational expenditures by 
a heavy majority: 86 per cent answered "yes"; 10 per cent answered "no" (4 per cent 
are reported aa having "no opinion"). 

The larp minority in favor of equality in the South is remarkable. As a guide for 
pn.ctical policy, however, it has to be discounted because of the peculiarity, which we noticed 
in Chapter 2.8 and !!lsewhere, that Southern whites often become convinced by their legal 
pftllenll ''aeparate but equal" that Negroea actually get equal echooling, 
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should not know about. It will make him dissatisfied where he has been 
happy and accommodated. It will raise some Negroes above many whites 
in culture. It will make many more Negroes "uppity" and obnoxious. The 
supremacy of individual whites is bound up with Negro ignorance. If the 
Negro stays in the only "place" where he should be, then he does not need 
any education. These opinions also make sense in the light of the white 
caste's undoubted interest in keeping education away from the Negroes. 

The white people have among themselves all the power, and so their 
convergent interests have molded Negro education in rural districts. The 
low standard of Negro schools is the result. But even in the rural South 
the observer sees the impact of the American Creed. Often it is revealed 
only in a bad conscience. This is apparent everywhere. In most localities 
there also seems to be a gradual improvement of Negro schools. In prac
tically all places no obstacles are placed in the way of outside help if it 
observes the proper Southern forms, and it will even be encouraged either 
verbally or by "matching" it with local financial support. The scattering 
around the entire region of the Rosenwald schoolhouses is a case in point. 
Exertions by the Negroes to co11ect money among themselves for educa
tional purposes are never discouraged but applauded by almost everybody. 
This is not said by way of excusing the bald and illegal discrimination in 
the rural school systems in the South, but only to stress the fact that the 
white caste interests are practically never driven to their logical end. 

In the urban South, whites of the employing class do not have the same 
material interests in keeping the Negroes ignorant. They have rather to 
gain if their Negro servants and laborers have at least some education. The 
poorer classes of whites have scarcely any such gains to reap, however. 
They are interested in keeping Negroes as much as possible out of competi· 
tion on the labor market. The general interest of keeping the Negroes down 
to preserve the caste order intact is present in the cities too. It is shared 
by all classes, but, of course, felt most strongly by the poorer whites. City 
populations are, however, more closely integrated in the life of the nation: 
the regional traditions are somewhat weaker, the cultural level among 
whites is higher, the American Creed is stronger. So we find that Southern 
cities offer the Negroes a substantially better education. In the Border 
states the integration in the national life and the strength of the Ameri
can Creed are still stronger, and we find also that the educational facilities 
available to Negroes are more nearly equal to those of the whites. 

The primary rationalization of this gradual deviation in the South_ from 
the policy representing the crude caste interest is usually phrased m the 
popular theory of the American Creed-that education of the youths of 
the poorer classes is beneficial not only to themselves but to society. Thomas 
Nelson Page presented the liberal Southerners' attitude toward the educa
tion of the Negro masses many years ago: 
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There is much truth in the saying that unless the whites lift the Negroes up, the 
Negroes will drag them down, though it ia not true in the full sense in which it waa 
intended, It is not true to the extent that the white must lift the Negro up to his own 
level; it is true to the extent that he must not leave him debased-at least must not 
leave him here debased. If he does, then the Negro will inevitably hold him, if not 
drag him down. No country in the present stage of the world's progress ~an long 
maintain itself in the front rank, and no people can long maintain themselves at the 
top of the list of peoples if they have to carry perpetually the burden of a vast and 
densely ignorant population, and where that population belongs to another race, the 
argument must be all the stronger. Certainly, no section can, under such a burden 
keep pace with a section which has no such burden. Whate\·er the case may have been 
in the past, the time has gone by, possibly forever, when the ignorance of the work
ing-class was an asset. Nations and peoples and, much more, sections of peoples, are 
now strong and prosperous almost in direct ratio to their knowledge and enlighten-
ment ..•• 

Viewing the matter economically, the Negro race, like every other race, must be of 
far more value to the country in which it is placed, if the Negro is properly educated, 
elevated, and trained, than if he is allowed to remain in ignorance and degradation. 
He is a greater peril to the community in which he lives if he remains in ignorance 
and degradation than if he is enlightened. If the South expects ever to compete with 
the North, she must educate and train her population, and, in my judgment, not 
merely her white population but her entire population.27 

This has been the main argument throueh decades for improving the 
educational facilities for Negroes in the South. Usually it is restricted by 
assertion of their lower capability of responding to education. Usually also 
it is qualified by the insistence on a particular kind of education as more 
suitable for Negroes. 

There is petty pressure on Negro education in the South, but the truth 
is that the Southern whites have never had the nerve to make of Negro 
education an accomplul,ed instrument to keep the Negroes in their caste 
status. It would have beeri possible, but it has not been done. The Southern 
whites' caste policy has been halfhearted all through, but particularly so in 
education. The explanation is again that they are also good Americans with 
all the standardized American ideals about education. The interest of 
educating the Negroes to become faithful helots has been obvious, but the 
Southern whites have not even attempted to make it effective in practice. 
Instead, they have merely kept Negro education poor and bad. And even 
on that point they have been gradually giving up resistance to the command 
of the Creed. This is the deeper dynamics of Negro education. 

5. ''INDUSTRIAL'' versus "CLASSICAL" EoucATION OF NEGROES 

. Quite independent of how the specific value of "vocational,, or "indus
trial'' education,. as compared with a more liberal education, is viewed, 
there is no doubt that the popularity among whites, now as earlier, of the 
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former type of Negro education is mainly motivated by the interests of 
preserving the caste order. "Industrial" education for Negroes is the 
tormula upon which Southern whites have been able to strike a compromise 
between their belief in education, which stems from the American Creed, 
and their interests as white Southerners in preserving the caste order of the 
region. 

The argument runs: The Negroes are, and must be, servants, farm 
laborers, and industrial workers; they should, however, be trained to do 
their work better; then, in their "place," they would be better citizens too. 
What is needed, consequently, is a Negro education which bothers less with 
bookish learning and more with life in a humble status, daily duties, and 
the building up of character; the Negroes have to begin at the bottom and 
they will probably stay low, but they should be given the chance of moving 
upward slowly. The advocate of improved industrial training of Negroes 
also stresses the very material interest of the better class of white people 
to have more efficient servants. The play of these arguments can be ob
served today, when, for instance, one accompanies the State Agent for 
Negro Education in a rural county trying to persuade the local white 
leaders to spend money to improve Negro education. 

The formula, "industria] education for Negroes," thus has a different 
meaning for different white people. There are some who have a genuine 
belief in the superiority generally of a practical stress in all public education. 
There are many more who see strong particular reasons for this educational 
goal in the actual situation of Southern Negroes. Many have their primary 
interest in improving Negro education as such and know that it is politically 
much more feasible if it is proposed in this way. To many the formula is, 
however, only a rationalization for discrimination and for holding appro
priations low for Negro schools.• 

Industrial education becomes a byword. In the mind of one man it meant that the 
negro should be taught only to know the relative distance between two rows of cotton 
or corn, and how to deport himself with becoming behavior behind the chair while 
his white lord and master sits at meat; while, in the mind of another it stood for the 
awakening of the best powers and possibilities. To the white man of the South it 
may have meant that the negro was to be made more serviceable to him and more 
easily amenable to his imperious will. To the white man of the North it may have 
meant that the black man was to be made a competent worker, equipped with 
intelligence and skill such as are demanded of Northern workmen. However variant 
may have been the interpretations of the meaning of industrial education, there waa 
a general agreement to discredit the higher culture of the raee.28 

This has, among other things, the implication that in the South the prohlem 
of "industrial'' versus "classical" education for Negroes is not, and has 

• Although, as we shall presently observe, true vocational education actually is more 
expenaive. 
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M'IJ6" bun, tfucuss•d mer11ly in terms of petl11gogic11l adv11t1tages ""'1 
tluadvantt1g•s. The political caste problem is always· anJ necessarily in
volved. And the type of education to be given Negroes is always and neces
sarily connected with the amount of education and the financial obligations 
to be undertaken.29 

Two factors complicate the issue even more: the high relative costs of 
modern vocational education and the white laborers' fear of the Negroes as 
competitors. In the period immediately after the Civil War, vocational 
education was-a fact now often forgotten-motivated also as a Jess expen
sive way of giving Negroes some schooling. General Armstrong, when 
founding Hampton Institute, stressed the agricultural and vocational line, 
not only for the reason that such a training best fitted the occupational 
possibilities of the freed slaves, but also because it allowed the students to 
earn something toward their maintenance at school.80 In his appeals for 
f~ds for Tuskegee Institute, Booker T. Washington likewise always 
emphasized this element of economy, and particularly how the students, 
by their own work, erected many of the buildings and provided much to
ward the support of themselves and the school. 

The pedagogical aim of vocational education outside agriculture in those 
days was to continue and build up the artisan tradition from slavery and 
to turn out young Negroes skilled in the old handicrafts-train them to be 
carpenters, masons, blacksmiths, shoemakers. When, however, the Indus
trial Revolution finally hit the South in full force, the demand of efficient 
industry was no longer for the artisan but for the skilled machine operator. 
The old handicrafts became relatively less important. Even agriculture did 
not show much demand for skilled Negro labor. On the plantations the 
employers continued to be best satisfied with the ignorant field hands who 
were not disturbingly ambitious, and the trend toward increased Negro 
landownership turned downward shortly after 1900. If Negroes-outside 
domestic service-were to be given effective vocational education, this 
would require such an elaborate equipment for the schools that it would 
become more expensive than "classical" education. 

At the same time and partly for the same basic reasons, the interest of 
the white workers against allowing Negroes to acquire skills became 
stronger. In agriculture and in the stagnating crafts, new skilled Negro 
labor was not welcome; in industry it became a principle that all skilled 
jobs should be reserved for the whites. 

What if the industrial education of the Negro should be found to conSict with 
the intenm of the white labore·r or skilled worker? Does any one suppose that it is 

·' the purpo,e of the South so to educate the Negro ( or even allow him to be so 
educated) 11 to enable him to take the bread from the white man's mouth? And doe~ 
my 011e auppoae that the laboring white man of the arrogant and aggressive Anglo· 
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Saxon race will atand tamely by with folded arms while there is danger of iu being 
done? Thia is the central point of the whole aituation.81 

By and large, m spite of all the talk about it, no effective industrial training 
was e'Uer given the Negroes in the Southern -public schools, except training 
for cooking and menial service. The expensive vocational training, which 
conflicted so harshly with the interests of the white workers, has never 
become much more than a slogan. Negro education has mostly remained 
"academic'' and differs only in its low level of expenditure and effectiveness. 

Even at the well-endowed centers of Hampton and Tuskegee, the indus
trial training offered was in demand almost solely because of a need for 
teachers in the lesser schools, rather than because of the needs of modern 
industry. This explains why they have been able to realize, in some lines 
at least, the vocational idea as well as they have, without coming into 
greater conflict with the interests of white workers. The schools to which 
those teachers have gone, :md are now going, are usually not nearly so well 
equipped that they could be called "vocational" in any serious meaning of 
the term. They usually are poor schools, not deserving much of a classifica
tion into either "vocational" or "classical." A few exceptional schools 
excluded, they offer at best some training in domestic service for girls
which, for understandable reasons, meets more encouragement and less 
fear of competition-or a poor training in the technique of rapidly disap
pearing handicrafts, sometimes adjusted slightly to modern times by 
courses in "automobile repair work" or the like.32 

The discussion of whether Negroes should have a vocational or a liberal 
schooling is thus only in part a real issue. Partly it is a cover for the more 
general problem as to what extent Negroes should have much education at 
all. The lines are blurred because the argument for vocational education 
is used both by the people who want to have more education for Negroes 
and by those who want to restrict it. The main conflict is between the ever 
present equalitarian American Creed, on the one hand, and the caste inter
est, on the other. The actual situation is different between regions; opinions 
are divided and confused within almost every individual. Let us, as an 
example, have a Southern liberal survey the field of opinions, as he sees it, 
and attempt to formulate his own attitude: 

It is surprising to note the prejudice with which a great many southern whites 
view the whole subject of Negro education. Their sincere opinion that the Negro 
should not be given educational opportunities comparable to those which are provided 
for the white children is at least partly due to the strong belief that better facilities 
in the colored schools would not yield a proper return in human values. This belief 
is a heritage from slavery. 0£ course there is also the attitude that the educated 
Negro will lose the humility which has characterized his relations with the aouthem 
white man ever since Reconstruction. The white laboring man is no doubt inftuenced 
in his oppoeition to bP.tte.- educational facilities for Negroes by the fear that Negroes 
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will enter skilled trades and thereby create a new and very eB'ective rivalry in a field 
in which the whites have not had as much competition as they ·have where the task 
requires less training .and education. However, certain farsighted leaders and some 
others realize that the Negro must be given better schools, They believe that 
improved colored school facilities wiJl benefit not only the Negroes but also the 
whites. They feel that the colored man is entitled to a good high school education 
in subjects which may be selected with a view to the peculiar social situation in the 
South. The Negro must be trained for the jobs which are available under present 
conditions. Cultural training in the arts and sciences must for the present be subor
dinated to an education which is more suitable to his needs. In this way the greatest 
number wilJ be benefited. The curriculum for the colored schools needs a great deal 
of study with a view toward revision.88 

6. NEGRO A'ITITUDE<; 

The attitudes of the whites are of greatest importance for the growth of 
Negro education, as they have all the power. The Negroes are, how
ever, not without influence, partly because the whites are divided among 
themselves and divided in their own conscience. The remarkable thing is 
that the Negroes are split in much the same way and on the same issues. 

It is natural, to begin with, that the American Creed interest is more 
stressed with the Negroes. Deep down in their souls practically all Negroes 
feel that they have the right to equal opportunities for education. And the 
sanctity of the American Creed gives them the opportunity to express this 
opinion and to press the whites for concessions. The stress on education in 
American culture makes the Negro protest most respectable. But the 
observer finds also that there are a few upper class Negroes who express 
about the same opinion as whites, that common Negroes do not need and 
should not have much education. This is rare, however, and the opinion 
has to be concealed. 

Much more important is the split in the Negro world as to what kind of 
education is desirable. On the one hand, they sense the caste motivation 
behind most whites' interest in industrial education for Negroes. They 
know also that they can hope to win the respect of the whites and take their 
place as equal citizens in American democracy only if they are educated in 
the nonvocational cultural values of the broader society. On the other hand, 
they see the actual caste situation as a reality and know that many lines of 
work are closed to them. In order to utilize fully the openings left, and 
in order eventually to open up new roads into industrial employment, they 
often conclude that Negroes are in particular need of vocational training. 
They realize also that the great poverty and cultural backwardness of their 
people motivate a special adaptation of Negro education. On this point 
there is a possibility of striking a compromise with the liberal white man. 
In the North most Neg~oes will not make thi$ concession, and by no means 
all Negroes, perhaps not even a majority, in the South are prepared to take 
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the stand. Even the ones who do, stress at the same time the necessity of 
raising educational opportunities and of improving the schools. 

Concerning the content of teaching in other respects, Negroes are also 
.:iivided. On the one hand, they are inclined to feel that the Northern 
system, where a standardized teaching is given students independent of 
whether they are whites or Negroes, is the only right thing. On the other 
hand, they feel that the students get to know too little about Negro prob
lems. They thus want an adjustment of teaching toward the status of 
Negroes, usually not in order to make the Negroes weak and otherwise 
fit into the white man's wishful picture about "good niggers" but, on the 
contrary, to make Negroes better prepared to fight for their rights. They 
feel that education should not only be accepted passively but should be 
used as a tool of concerted action to gain the equal status they are seeking. 
For this reason many, if not most, Negro leaders desire that Negro students 
should get special training in Negro problems. 

Du Bois, who originally was the most uncompromising advocate of the 
idea that no difference at all should be made in teaching Negro and white 
students, later came out with the opinion that the Negro student should 
not only be taught general history and social subjects as they were taught 
to white students, but also Negro history and Negro problems and, indeed, 
a special race strategy for meeting their individual and collective problems 
in America. Negro youth should even be taught to have pride in Africa.84 

This opinion, except perhaps for the last point, is now commonly shared 
by most Negro intellectuals. The institution of "Negro History Week" has 
emanated from such attitudes.• Negro colleges and high schools are devot
ing an increasing interest to Negro problems. White interracialists condone 
these things.35 Other whites do not care but feel, as we have said, that it is 
the Negroes' right to discuss their own problems if they want to. 

There is a further controversy as to whether Negro education ought to 
be segregated or not. In the North the official opinion among whites is that 
segregation is not compatible with equality, but, as we have seen, much 
segregation is actually in effect as a consequence of residential segregation 
and of gerrymandering districts and granting permits to transfer. In the 
South direct segregation in schools is a necessary means of keeping up the 
tremendous financial discrimination against Negro schools. In recent years 
not even Southern liberals-with some rare exceptions-have stated th~t 
they favored mixed education. Segregation is usually not motivated by 
financial reasons but as a precaution against social equality0

88 

Negroes are divided on the issues of segregated schools. In so far as 
segregation means discrimination and is a badge of Negro inferiority, they 
are against it,37 although many Southern Negroes would not take an open 
stand that would anger Southern whites. Some Negroes, however, prdt:r 

• See Chapter 35, Section 9• 
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the segregated school, even for the North, when the mixed school involves 
humiliation for Negro students and discrimination against Negro teachers. 
Du Bois has expressed this point of view succinctly: 

••• theoreticalJy, the Negro needs neither segregated schools nor mixed achoola. 
What he needs is Education. What he must remember is that there ia no magic, 
either in mixed schools or in segregated schools. A mixed school with poor and unsym
pathetic teachers, with hostile opinion, and no teaching concerning black folk, is bad. 
A segregated school with ignorant placeholders, inadequate equipment, poor salaries, 
and wretched housing, is equally bad. Other things being equal, the mixed school is 
the broader, more natural basis for the education of all youth. It gives wider contacts; 
it inspires greater self-confidence; and suppreaes the inferiority complex. But other 
things seldom are equal, and in that case, Sympathy, Knowledge, ind the Truth, out
weigh all that the mixed school can ofrer.88 

Other Negroes prefer the mixed schools at any cost, since for them it is a 
matter of principle or since they believe that it is a means of improving race 
relations.• 

7. TRENDS AND PROBLEMS 

Schrieke, surveying Southern education a few years ago, sums up the 
situation in the following words: 

••. although there is some sort and some amount of Negro education everywhere, 
Negro education still docs not have a fixed, legitimate, acknowledged place. It is 
realized that something must be done in order to keep the Negro satisfied and in 
order to uphold the American slogan of free schools for every child, but it is rare 
that a community has any real interest in planning or building a wise system of 
education for the race. Politically, it is not generally admitted that the Negro has a 
right to schools or to other public services .••• The Negro is still not recognized as 
a citizen despite the Civil War amendments.811 

This somewhat pessimistic evaluation is warranted by the facts. The educa
tional facilities for Negro·es, particularly in many rural regions, are scandal
ously poor.b The white community often blinds itself to the entire matter. 

• There are many minor elements in the controver,y. Frazier, for example, report, that 
aome dark-skinned children in Washington and Louisville preferred mixed schools since 
the white teacher made no distinction between them and light-skinned Negro-a distinction 
claimed to be made by aomc light-skinned Negro teachers. {E. Franklin Frazier, Negro 
Yout.i at the Crossways [1940), pp. 96-97.) On the other hand, some Negro upper class 
parent, would like to keep their children away from the Negro schools, where prevail 
"dirt, noise, bad manners, :filthy tales, no discipline," overcrowding and poorly trained 
teachen. (W. E. B. Du Bois, Dusk of D11'Wn [1940), p. 178.) 

• The present writer has gone into many one-room, one-teacher Negro schools and hardly 
believed his eyes and his ears when he ascertained the primitive school building, the lack of 
practically •ll equipment, the extreme lack of contact with modern American civilization 
ea the part of the untrained, poorly paid, Negro woman 1erving as teacher, and the bottom
lea iporance of the pupils. I once visited such a school in a rural county of Georgia, not 
f&r from Atlanta. The building was an old Ro1enwald school, dilapidated bot far better 
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But in appraising the situation, it is equally important to recognize that 
there are dissimilarities in the level of educational facilities offered Negroes, 
and that there is a definite tendency upward. 

This trend is gaining momentum and is pushed not only by Northern 
philanthropy and the intervention of federal agencies, but also by the 
growing force of Southern liberalism.• The rising educational level of the 
whites in the region gives an increasing basis for understanding the necessity 
of doing something for Negro education. The skillful strategy of the 
N.A.A.C.P. is probably going to enforce a raise in the wages of Southern 
Negro teachers over the next decade and will, if it does not open the door 
of the graduate schools to Negroes, at least compel the Southern states to 

than many other school buildings in the region. The students were in all age groups from 6 
to 7 years upward to 16 to 1 7. There was also an imbecile man of about 20 staying on a, 
a steady student veteran. (The lack of institutions for old Negro mental defectives makes 
the great majority of them stay in their homes, and the homes find it often convenient to 
send them to school. There they are, of course, a great danger from several viewpoints.) 
The teacher, a sickly girl about 20 yean old, looked shy and full of fear; she said she had 
had high school training. 

The students seemed to enjoy the visit and it was easy to establish a human contact with 
them. No one could tell who was President of the United States or even what the President 
was. Only one of the older students knew, or thought he knew, of Booker T. Washington. 
He said that Washington was "a big white man," and intimated that he might he the 
President of the United States. This student, obviously a naturally very bright boy, waa the 
only one who knew anything about Europe and England; they were "beyond the Atlantic," 
be informed me, but he thought that Europe was in England. No one had ever heard about 
Walter White, John Hope, Du Bois, or Moton. No one had heard of the N.A.A.C.P. One 
boy identified Carver as a "colored man who makes medicine." Several could identify Joe 
Louis, Ella Fitzgerald, and Henry Armstrong. Asked if they knew what the Constitution 
of the United States was and wha.t it meant to them, all remained in solemn silence, until 
the bright hoy helped us out, informing us that it was a "newspaper in Atlanta.'' 

When telling such a horror story it must, at once, be added that it i1 not typical, though 
a large portion of rural Negro schools are at, or near, this cultural level. But it ia remark
able, and a significant characteristic of the whole system, that it can exist even as an 
isnlated c-ase. It should also be said that there are a few white schools in some regions of the 
South which do not reach much higher. I recollect that some white school children in 
Louisiana. believed that Huey Long waa still living (autumn, 1938) and was the President 
of the United States. 

A further reftettion ia that the usual measures of school efficiency (aee Chapter 431 

Section 4) are inadequate when the problem is to sound the bottom of ignorance in many 
Negro schools. 

• Aa an example of what can now be publicly stated in the South concerning the low 
existing level of Negro educational facilities and the need for improved ones, we may notP 
the excellent Louisiana Educational Survey. Charles S. Johnson and Associates prepared thf' 
monograph on the Negro public schools, and his report is summarized in popular form iD 
the "summary report" prepared by Carleton Washburne (Louisiana Looks at Its School.r 
[194:i]). Seldom baa such an excellent survey appeared regarding the schools of any atate, 
and the fact that thi1 survey emanates from one of the Deep Southern states is a mou 
hopeful ai,rn, 
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initiate some sort of graduate training in the state-supported Negro col~ 
leges. In the beginning this graduate training will perhaps be merely a 
sham gesture, but a basis for further advance will have been created. 
Segregation will probably be upheld on all levels while discrimination is 
being fought and decreased. Segregation will less and less be a means of 
economy; gradually it will, instead, become a financial burden. It is not 
unlikely that segregation will then start to break down on the highest level. 
In the total view, the prospects are thus not entirely discouraging. In fact, 
there have never been, since Reconstruction, fewer reasons for a defeatist 
attitude in regard to Negro education in the South. 

In spite of much and heated discussion regarding the type of Negro 
education, its actual development has never followed any plan or theory. 
The main problem has always been not what sort but how much educa
tion the Negro should have and how muclz he gets. Even today the chief 
problem is how to get increased appropriations and improved standards. 
As we have hinted, the theory of "industrial" training for Negroes has had 
its main function in being a bait for the powers of the purse in Northern 
philanthropy and in Southern public budgets. And the truth is that any 
type of improved education for Negroes is salutary. 

There is an immense need of new school buildings for Negroes, particu
larly in rural districts but also in most Southern cities. There is also need 
for new equipment of all sorts, for consolidated schools and for school buses. 
After the close of the present war there is going to be, in all likelihood, a 
great necessity for public works to mitigate unemployment, and much of 
this activity is bound to be directed upon erecting buildings for public. 
schools. 

The only sound and democratic principle for distributing the benefits of 
the post-war public works policy in various districts and groups would be to 
build for those districts and groups in the nation whose old buildings are 
worst. Such a policy would, in the South, mean concentrating almost the 
whole activity on building Negro schools and other buildings for Negroes. 
The old Negro schools are generally so bad and inadequate that this kind 
of public construction would suffice to occupy the unemployed for quite 
a while. Such a policy will probably not be followed for political reasons. 
It is, however, not only a Negro interest but a general democratic interest 
that this policy be pressed, so that Negro schools get the maximum out of 
any post-war unemployment emergency. As communities usually want to 
have buildings erected independent of their purposes if they do not have to 
pay for them-because they mean work and income for the community
and as Southerners are not likely to object too much if Negro school build
ings are built with federal money, it should be taken up for deliberation 
whether it would not be a wise policy to distri'6ute federal aid to education 
in the form of taking over the responsibility for erecting and furnishing 
the buildings. 
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A second most important condition for progress is to improve the stand

ards of Negro teachers. This has been seen by the Northern foundations and 
also by many of the Southern state authorities, and much effort has gone 
into improving teacher training in the South. Southern state and private 
Negro colleges largely serve this purpose. Many of the small Negro 
colleges in the South are inadequate and the whole system needs to be 
systematized. Many of them will, perhaps, succumb in the financial strain 
of the present War, and this might turn out to be a blessing in disguise if the 
remaining colleges are increased and improved correspondingly. The 
establishment of a new model teacher-training college in the South would 
be a great service which a farsighted federal policy could undertake in 
order to equalize educational opportunities for Negroes. Meanwhile the 
raised salary scales, to which the South will be compelled, will probably 
raise the standards of training Negro teachers. Negro teachers need not 
only better training and higher salaries; they also need more security of 
tenure. If the rural teacher could be given a greater independence and a 
higher prestige, this, by itself, would make her a better teacher and, partic
ularly, increase the influence of the school over the community. 

If the federal government undertakes further financial responsibility 
for education,o. it will be up against a problem which has been bothering the 
philanthropic foundations for a long time, although it is seldom discussed 
openly: How is it possible to aid without decreasing local responsibility? 
In the author's judgment, Northern philanthropy in its grand-scale charity 
toward the South, incidental to its positive accomplishments, has also had a 
demoralizing influence on the South. The South has become accustomed to 
taking it for granted that not only rich people in the North, but also poor 
church boards, should send money South, thus eternally repaying "the 
responsibility of the North for Reconstruction." Thus far, rich people in the 
South have been less inclined to give away their money for philanthropic 
purposes. 

For these moral reasons it is important, when the federal government 
steps in, that local financial responsibility be preserved as much as possible. 
The ideal solution would be that the federal government pay certain basic 
costs all over the country, such as original building costs and a basic teach
er's salary. It is, of course, of special importance that, as far as possible, 
absence of discrimination be niade a condition for aid. Otherwise the idea 
will become established that Negro education is the business of the federal 
government and less a concern of the state and the municipalities. In this 
sense there is a danger that the Negro people might become "the ward of 
the nation." 

Our assumption was that, to improve Negro education, larger appropria
tions, better buildings, more equipment, better paid and trained teachers 

1 For a consideration of what the federal government has already done, see Chapter 15, 
Section 3. 
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are essential. By this we did not want to discount altogether the problem 
of the direction of Negro education but only to retain true proportions. 
The main fault with Negro education is that it is undernourished and 
inadequate. As it is improved, however, the problem of its direction becomes 
important. Even when Negro education is on a low level, as in most rural 
districts at present, it is, of course, important not to have it misdirected. 
But the choice seems, for the most part, still to be between an antediluvian 
"industrial" education and an equally antediluvian "classical'' education.40 

The Jeanes teacher movement and other constructive attempts in South
ern Negro education have tried to work out a makeshift policy in which 
the emphasis is laid upon maintaining and enriching the relations of the 
student to his community.41 This is all very well, and entirely in line with 
modern educational theory as it has been developed in America. But one 
main point seems forgotten. With the present trends in Southern agricul
ture and American agricultural policy, it is fairly certain that many of the 
children born in a cotton county today are going to live and work not in 
cotton districts but in Northern and Southern cities. Many of the children 
born in a Southern city are going to live in the different environment of 
the Northern metropolis. If the American economy and economic policy 
are not going to stagnate, Negroes are going to work in new occupations 
within the next generation. What i.s needed is an education which makes the 
Negro child adaptable to and movable in the American culture at large. 

Even the Negro child who will stay in Southern agriculture will need 
to use various types of machinery, to follow popular journals in his field, to 
deal with credit institutions and government agencies, and successfully to 
take part in organizations. He needs to be able to read, write, and reckon, 
and to be lifted so high above illiteracy that he actually participates in 
modern American society. Before all, he needs not to be specialized, but 
to be changeable, "educable." And he needs it more than the white child, 
because life will be more 'difficult for him. 

The right balance between "industrial" and "classical" education can be 
struck if due weight is given to the prospect of mobility and change. The 
masses of Negro children are going to be laborers on the farms and in 
industries; some are going to be skilled laborers. We do not know where 
and in what occupation they are going to work, but we know there is going 
to be much moving around. They need to be taught skills; but the value 
of any vocational training should be judged in terms of the extent to which 
the skills acquired are transferable into skills in other trades. They need 
to be familiarized with the printed word and culture that is found in books, 
and, indeed, to get as much of the general American culture as they possibly 
can. 

·Meanwhile, Southern Negro schools are going to remain inadequate. 
The North will continue for many decades to get untutored and crude 
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Negro immigrants from the South. These uneducated masses of Southern~ 
born Negroes will be a heavy burden on the social and economic order in 
the North. It is, therefore, an interest for Northern cities, and not only for 
the migratory Negroes, that a program of adult education be instituted to 
teach the migrating Negro masses the elements of Americtm culture MUl 
also, perhaps, elements of vocational skills. 

More significant in the dynamics of Negro education than the low average 
standards in some regions arc the high standards in others, and the general 
trend toward improvement. The American nation will not have peace with 
its conscience until inequality is stamped out, and the principle of public 
education is realized universally, 



CHAPTER 42. 

THE NEGRO PRESS 

............................................................................................................................................ 
I, AN ORGAN FOR THE NEGRO PROTEST 

Most white people in America are entirely unaware of the bitter and 
relentless criticism of themselves; of their policies in domestic or inter
national affairs; their legal and political practices; their business enter
prises; their churches, schools, and other institutions; their social customs, 
their opinions and prejudices; and almost everything else in white Amer
ican civilization. Week in and week out these are presented to the Negro 
people in their own press. It is a fighting press. 

Negro papers are first of all race papers. They are first and foremost interested in 
the advancement of the race. A large percentage of the editorials are concerned with 
justice to the race, with equal privileges, with facts of race progress, or with com
plaint against conditions as they are. Of course there occur from time to time well 
written editorials on topics of general interest, such as world peace, better political 
adjustment, or the progress of civilization; but it still remains true that most of the 
editorials are distinctly racial. The articles in these papers are usually propaganda
that is, they follow the line of the editorials. A great many are genuinely inflamma
tory.1 

The Negro papers offer something not found in the white press: 

Through all the Negro press there flows an undercurrent of feeling that the race 
considers itself a part of America and yet has no voice in the American newspaper. 
Members of this group want to learn about each other, they want the stories of their 
success, conB.icts, and issues told, and they want to express themselves in public.2 

The purpose of the press is clearly conceived. P. B. Young, the editor of 
one of the best Negro papers, the Norfolk Journal and Guide, expresses 
it thus: 

Traditionally our press is a special pleader; it is an advocate of human rights.8 

There are at present about 210 Negro weekly, semi-weekly, or bi-weekly 
newspapers.• So.me of these are for the general Negro public; others are 

• Florence Murray (editor), The Negro H1111tlboak (1942), p. 201. (The figures are taken 
from a U. S. Bureau of the Census report for 1940.) There have been repeated attempts to 
launch Negro dailiet but they have regularly failed. (See G. Jamee Fleming, "The Negra 
Preaa," unpublished manuacript prepared for this study [1940] 1 Chapter IX.) The Atlanta 

9o8 
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organs of Negro religious denominations and labor organizations. Most of 
the general newspapers have a circulation limited to the locality where 
they are published. But ten to twenty Negro papers have large circulations 
extending to whole regions and sometimes to all Negro America. In addi
tion there are some 129 monthly, bi-monthly and quarterly magazines.4 

Two of these have outstanding national importance: The Crisis, published 
by the N.A.A.C.P., and Opportunity, published by the National Urban 
League.• The others are almost all organs of Negro religious denom
inations, fraternal orders, professional groups, colleges and schools. Only 
four Negro magazines are pictorial or theatrical. 11 The weekly press alone 
has a total circulation of around one and a half million.8 

Practically all Negroes who can read arc exposed to the influence of the 
Negro press at least some of the time. Perhaps a third of the Negro families 
in cities regularly subscribe to Negro newspapers,7 but the proportion is 
much smaller in rural areas. The readers of the Negro press are, however, 
the most alert and articulate individuals who form Negro opinion. News
papers are commonly passed from family to family, and they are sometimes 
read out loud in informal gatherings. They are available in barbershops, 
and sometimes in churches, lodges and pool parlors. Their contents are 
passed by word of mouth among those who cannot read.11 Indirectly, there
fore, even aside from circulation figures, this press influences a large pro
portion of the Negro population. 

No unifying central agency directs the opinions expressed in the Negro 
press. Like white newspapers, Negro newspapers are in keen competition 
with one another for circulation. Without discounting either the idealistic 
zeal and the strength of personal opinion of many editors, columnists, and 
other Negro newspapersmen, or the influence of petty corruption in the 
Negro papers, by and large the Negro press provides the news and the 
opiniorts which its reading public wants. This inference has the corollary 

Daily World is the only daily newspaper at the present time. In 1940 its daily circulation 
was about 5,000, but it had a weekly edition with a larger circulation. (Ibid., Chapter IX, 
pp. B ff.) 

• Among the magazines, Tl,e /nte"acial Review, an organ for Catholic Action, comea 
next perhaps in importance. Sill,ouette is a picture monthly, surviving Flash and Candid, 
which followed the Life pattern. A high place is held by 1'he Journal of Negro History, 
edited by Carter G. Woodson; Journal of Negro Education, edited by Charles Thompson 
of Howard UniversityJ and Phylon, The Atlanta University Review of Race and Culture, 
edited by W. E. B. Du Bois. For some further notes on the publications or organizations 
and on the earlier appearances and disappearances of Negro magazines, see Fleming, op, cit., 
Chapter XII. Also see: Sidney V. Re~dy, "The Negro Magazine: A Critical Study of Its 
Educational Significance," Journal of Negro Education (October, 1934), pp. 598-604. In 
this chapter we shall concentrate our attention on the regular Negro weeklies, which, at 
least directly, are of greatest importance for the formation of Negro opinion. Most of what 
we have to say is, mutatis mutanilis, valid for the periodicals also. 
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conclusion that Negro opinion-at least among the more alert and articu
late groups-can be ascertained and studied in the Negro press. 

The opinions expressed in the Negro press-directly in the editorials 
and columns and indirectly in the type of news selected-are remarkably 
similar all over the country. This is undoubtedly caused by the common 
demands of the reading public and the similarity of milieu 0£ the competing 
journalists. Negro papers in the South tend to be more cautious and less 
belligerent. But a large proportion of all Negro papers bought and read 
in the South are published in the North.0 This Northern competition 
explains to some extent why even Southern Negro newspapers give such a 
relatively blunt expression to the Negro protest. The more basic explana
tion, however, is that this is what the Southern Negro public wants to read, 
too. In the South, where concerted action on the part of Negroes is usually 
so severely checked, and where Negro leadership in all practical matters 
has to be accommodating, most of the time,a the Negro press serves as a 
safety-valve for the boiling Negro protest. 

This is possible-like the great amount of Negro protest within the wall~ 
of the Negro church and the Negro school-because the whites seldom 
know much about it. Whites, apparently, very rarely see Negro papers. 
Even when they do come across them, there is a certain abstract feeling 
among all Americans for the freedom of the press which, even in the South, 
covers the Negro newspapers. The Southern Negro press, further, usually 
'takes the precaution of not attaching its protest too much to local issues and 
news, but to general principles, national issues, and news from distant 
points. The local pages in Southern Negro papers are usually restrained. 

Northern Negro papers are less afraid of carrying the Negro protest into 
local news and issues. But even in the North most of the local coverage 
tends to be restricted to news and gossip about the town. Indirectly, how
ever, even the pages devQted to the local community have a protest pur
pose as well as an informational purpose in both the North and the South. 
All Negroes, and particularly the ambitious upper and middle classes of 
Negroes who make up most of the reading public, a.re aware that white 
Americans deny them social status and social distinction. This makes class 
and accomplishment seem tremendously important. The display of Negro 
"society news" in the Negro press is partly an answer to the social deroga
tion from the whites. 

The more important and open expressions of the Negro protest are to be 
found in the news coverage of the whole American Negro world and, to 
an extent, the Negro world outside the United States, and also in the 
columns and editorials on the status of the Negro people. It is a character
istic of the Negro press that if, on the one hand, it is provincial in focusing 
interest on the race angle, it, on the other hand, embraces the whole race 

• See Chapters 34 and 37, 
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world. The press defines the Negro grou'P to the Negroes themselves. The 
individual Negro is invited to share in the sufferings, grievances, and 
pretensions of the millions of Negroes far outside the narrow local com
munity. This creates a feeling of strength and solidarity. The press, more 
than any other institution, has created the Negro group as a social and 
psychological reality to the individual Negro. 

For this reason the Negro press is far more than a mere expression of 
the Negro protest. By expressing the protest, the press also magnifies it, 
acting like a huge sounding board. The press is also the chief agency of 
group control. It tells the individual how he should think and feel as an 
American Negro and creates a tremendous power of suggestion by imply
ing that all other Negroes think and feel in this manner. It keeps the Negro 
spokesman in line. Every public figure knows he will be reported, and he 
has to weigh his words carefully. Both the leaders and the masses are 
kept under racial discipline by the press. This promotes unanimity without 
the aid of central direction. 

The Negro press is thus strongly opinionated. This points to a difference 
between the Negro press and the foreign-language press supported by the 
various immigrant groups in America! Both types of "minority press" 
serve the interest of their groups to read more news about themselves 
than the "majority press" cares to give them. Many individuals in the 
immigrant groups are also not familiar with the English language, and a 
foreign-language paper is to them a practical news agency. Many more 
feel a certain pride in a non-American origin and culture. But this attach
ment is usually experienced as a sentimental quality of distinction, besides 
that of being, or becoming, an American. Immigrants are usually bent on 
assimilation and, as good prospects are held out to them, b they feel little 
desire to protest.c 

Negroes, on the contrary, have no language of their own, and their 
culture is American. But, however much culturally assimilated they are, 
they are not accepted as full-fledged Americans. They protest, not because 
they feel themselves different, but because they want to be similar and are 
forcibly held to be different.d The news in the Negro papers is selected and 

• For a sociolog-ical analysis of the immigrant press, see Robert E. Park, Tm Immigrant 
Pnss tmtl Its Control (192.2.). 

• See Chapter 31 Section 1. 

• Thia is true in all ordinary immigrant g-roups which do not feel very disadvantaged, 
&Dd who are consequently not in oppo1ition to their treatment in America. Exceptions are the 
papen of very diaadvantaged groups or of extremely radical sub-groups. 

• To the white American their pretensions are preposterous. "The impatient, all but 
militant and anti-social attitude of an influential section of the Negro press is to be 
condemned in this connection. These editors show an unfortunate lack of appreciation of 
the traits of the people they aspire to lead. Their language implies that the Negro ii only an 
Anrlo-Saxon who is '° unfortunate u to have a black akin. Such a race phil010phy only 
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edited to prove the theory that they are similar and that they should be 
treated as ordinary Americans. 

In a sense, the Negro newspapers have, thus, an opposite purpose from 
the ordinary immigrant papers, which take full assimilation of the group 
for granted and cater only to temporary language difficulties and to a senti
mental pride in keeping up a cherished ethnic and cultural distinction. The 
foreign.language press is doomed to disappear as the immigrants become 
fully assimilated and are not replenished by new immigration. The Negro 
press, on the contrary, is bound to become ever stronger as Negroes are 
increasingly educated and culturally assimilated but not given entrance to 
the white world. 

In spite of this basic difference in purpose and "function," the two types 
of press are interesting to compare. In many important technical respects 
they show similarities. Both the immigrant papers and the Negro papers 
usually have their reading public spread all over the country, and both 
tend to become regional or national in circulation. Both ordinarily serve 
a reading public below the average in income. Both, therefore, have diffi
culty in soliciting advertising, which tends to keep them marginal as 
economic enterprises. At present, the foreign-language press is often better 
protected against competition from the majority press; it can support many 
dailies.a With the decrease in the number of persons who read only a 
foreign language well, even the foreign-language papers will tend to 
become what the Negro papers already are, namely, papers read in addition 
to ordinary American newspapers. They will then also tend to be weekly 
and to be published in English, until they finally disappear altogethet.b 

2. TH.E GROWTH OF THE NEGRO PRESS10 

The development of the Negro press follows closely two interrelated 
trends: the rising Negrd protest and the increase of Negro literacy. The 
Negro press was born in the struggle against slavery as a Negro branch of 
the Abolitionist propaganda organs in the North. The first Negro news
paper, Freedom's Journal, was launched in 1827 in New York by John B. 
Russwurm and Samuel E. Cornish. Detweiler counts 24 Negro journals 
appearing before the Civil War. Some of them were rather short-lived.11 

works injustice to the Negro himself and it is high time to discard it." (John M. Mecklin, 
Democracy and Rt1e, Friction (1914], p, 46,) 

• In Chicago alone there are some 2.0 to 2.5 foreign.language daily newspaper, (Elizabeth 
D. Johns, ''The Role of the Negro Newspaper in the Negro Community," unpublished 
manuscript made available through the courtesy of the author [1940], p. 14,), while the 
Negroes have not succeeded in keeping up dailies. There is at present only one Negro 

,daily (eee footnote a few pages back). This is in spite of the fact that there are nearly 13 
million Negtoet in the country, as compared to only 11 million foreign-born whites and 
the latter are split up into many nationalities, 

• Thia proce11 has proceeded far, for instance, in the Scandinavian language groups. 
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The most famous of them was the North Star, edited by Frederick Doug
lass. It continued to be published-later as Frederick Douglass's Paper
until Emancipation, and had some white subscribers. Emancipation marked 
the end of this first period of Negro journalism. For the later development 
of the Negro press the tradition of militancy set during this first period was 
important. Many of those journals had been protesting, not only against 
slavery but also against discrimination in the North, and had advocated 
full civil liberties. They generally kept a high intellectual standard. James 
Weldon Johnson testifies: 

It is astounding on glancing backward to see how well written and edited were the 
majority of these periodicals. They stated and pleaded their cause with a logic and 
eloquence which seldom fell below the highest level of the journalism of the period. 
And yet it is not, after all, astounding-there was the great c-ause, the auspicious time; 
and, by some curiously propitious means there were, too, the men able to measure up 
to the cause and the time. There were among the editors of these papers, especially 
in New York, men of ability and men of learning.12 

After Emancipation, Negro papers could be published and distributed in 
the South. The campaign of Negroes to learn to read and the high prestige 
of the printed word provided a steadily growing Negro public. Negro 
papers started after Emancipation were "organs" for the Republican party. 
The Restoration was a hard blow for the Negro press, but the slow migra
tion to the North and the gradually rising proportion of literates in the 
Negro population sustained a rising number of Negro newspapers. 

In 1870 there were only about IO Negro journals in America; in 1880 
there were 3I; and in 1890 there were 154.13 In 1880 there were Negro 
publications in nineteen states; in 1 890 in twenty-eight states. Most of 
these journals had a small circulation; many were only fly-by-night enter
prises. Some of them, as the Washington Bee, the Cleveland Gaz.ette, the 
Philadelphia Tribune, and the New York Age, were, however, destined 
to have many years of national influence. Their success was largely the 
result of the "force of the personalities of their editors.m4 

From the Negroes' point of view, this period was a time of reaction and 
pessimism. The Negro press was not belligerent according to present 
standards, but followed Booker T. Washington's conciliatory course.• But 
in 1901 the Boston Guardian was launched by William Monroe Trotter 
as an uncompromisingly militant organ in the Abolitionist tradition. It got 

• When the Niagara. movement sta1ted, one of the main points of the reform program 
launched by the radical Negro mtcllettu.i.ls was to £ght the corruption of the Negro prer.s. 
More specifically, they accui.ed the "Tusk~gee Machine" (see Chapter 35, Sl'ction 3) of 
exerting undue pressure upon the Negro press In 190,1. Du Bois published a st.i.tement in 
the Boston Gullf"dian concerning the venality of certain Negro papers which he charged 
liad sold out to Mr. Washington. In his autobiography he reiterates the cba:ges. (See Dusk 
of D"'Wn [194-0], pp. 76 ff., 86 ff., passim). 
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a nation-wide reading public among the Negro intellectuals and was a 
force behind the Niagara movement.• In I 90 5, Robert S. Abbott started 
his Chicago DtJf ffltler, which was destined to revolutionize Negro journal
ism. The foundation of the N.A.A.C.P. in 1909 and the publishing of Tiu 
Crisis in 1910 gave further impulse to racial radicalism in the press. 

But it was the First World War that provided the tide of protest upon 
which the press rose in importance and militancy. It was largely the Negro 
newspapers that made the Negroes fully conscious of the inconsistency 
between America's war aims to "make the world ~fe for democracy" and 
her treatment of this minority at home. It was also the Negro press that 
made the northward migration into a Negro protest movement.b 

There was a more immediate personal interest in the contents of the 
press. Negroes wanted to read about employment possibilities and the 
stream of migration; about what happened to the 400,000 drafted Negro 
men and the 200,000 Negro soldiers in France. As riots increased in 
number and bloodiness, they wanted to read about them. The government 
believed that the Negro press was dangerous for morale during the War, 
and had to call a conference of Negro editors and other Negro leaders. 
It was staged as an important move and provided headlines in the Negro 
press. "With 'copy' like this to work on, every paper could exploit the war, 
and could benefit from it if its publisher was capable or willing to make 
the most of the circumstances.,,15 

The Negro, due to the War and to the Great Migration, had moved out 
of the isolated Negro community. In some places in the South attempts 
were made to keep out Negro newspapers· from the North.18 This, again, 
provided stories and grievances and gave additional emotional value to the 
Northern Negro newspaper in the eyes of Southern Negroes. The circula
tion of the Negro press swelled. 

After the War there w~re other things to keep up this interest in Negro 
newspapers: the continued wave of lynchings and riots, the Garvey move
ment, the friendliness on the part of the Communists and other radical 
groups emerging during the 'twenties, the continuing migration and the 
problems that accompanied it. During the 'thirties Negro welfare was 
deeply involved in most government policies, and there was a new type of 
discrimination. The shift of the Negro vote from the Republican party to 
the New Deal Democrats was a dramatic move of Northern Negroes. 

The Second World War again increased unrest, suspicion, and dissatis
faction, which it is the opportunity of the press to stir up and organize. 
Again the inconsistency between expressed war aims and domestic policy 
becomes glaring. Again there is discrimination in the Army, Navy, and 
¥r Force, and in the war industries. Again there are Negro heroes, unrec-

• See Chapter 35, "Section 4, 
b See Cbapten a and 35. 
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ognized by the whites, to praise. And again the low war morale of the 
Negro people becomes a worry to the government. Again white leaders 
come out with declarations that justice must be given to Negroes. The 
Administration makes cautious concessions. Negro leaders are more 
determined. All this makes good "copy." 

Now the color question is involved in the world conflagration. There is 
probably not a single issue of any one of the big weeklies which does not 
point out the failure of the British to give India independence, or contain 
editorial reflections to the effect that the defeat in Singapore and elsewhere 
was due to the Britishers' having maltreated and lost the confidence of the 
natives. China, moreover, cannot be expected to have too much trust in 
America which discriminates against all colored people. There is plenty 
of psychological compensation which the Negro press can now offer, and 
the opportunity is well exploited. There is little doubt that the Negro press 
is again making headway-carried along upon the rising tide of the protest. 

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEGRO PRESS 

Negro newspapers are similar to ordinary American newspapers, partic
ularly those circulating among the lower classes. Many of the dissimilarities 
are only the exaggerations of common American traits, called forth by the 
caste situation. For a true perspective, it is important to keep this constantly 
in mind when discussing the characteristics of the Negro press in terms of 
dissimilarities. 

As already mentioned, the Negro newspaper is typically an "additional 
paper." More white papers are probably bought and read by Negroes than 
Negro papers. The Negro papers, therefore, largely supplement the ordi
nary papers with Negro news and opinions. 

Even in this field they are not without competition. A few liberal white 
newspapers in the South present noncontroversial news from the local 
Negro world and, occasionally, some from other places. Some Southern 
newspapers sell a special edition, often marked with a star or several stars, 
in the Negro community, which is never seen in the white section of the 
city. Not only are most whites unaware of these "black star" editions, but 
many Negroes believe they are buying the regular white newspaper. In 
these special editions Negroes get a whole page or more for themselves, 
often substituting for the financial news. There they may be called by the 
titles of Mr. and Mrs. and have plenty of information on local Negro 
social life, associations and churches. These white newspapers do not give 
as much Negro news from the rest of the nation as Negro newspapers, and 
they do not express the Negro- protest. 

It is difficult to determine how much competition the white press in the 
South-of both the liberal and "black star" types-offers to the Negro 
press. The fact that the Negro newspaper is only an "additional" paper 
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tha.t comes out once a. week ma.y cause Negroes to neglect it. The limited 
coverage of the Negro press and its reporting of news that is usually a few 
days old work against it. Also, some Negroes get "fed up" with the problem 
and protest news, and turn with relief to a general newspaper that contains 
the little social news about Negroes in which they are interested. On ~he 
other hand, because the Negro paper is only a.n "additional" one, like a 
magazine, Negroes may be willing to buy both papers if they buy any at 
all. The fact that the Negro press in the whole country has a circulation of 
about one and a half miJlions, which includes about one-third of all Negro 
families in the country,& is a reason for believing that their weekly news
papers are not greatly hurt by competition from the Southern white daily 
press. 

There are, however, two types of indirect competition. First, the provi
sion of some Negro news in "black star" editions and in the regular liberal 
newspapers prevents the Negro press from carrying on a completely 
effective campaign against the white press on grounds of discrimination. 
Second, because of this and because Negro newspapers could not afford to 
provide general national and local news in addition to Negro news, the 
existence of the white press prevents the success of a daily Negro newspaper. 
Indeed, there is much soundness in the argument that the Negro newspaper 
remain a weekly one, since it could not hope to compete in providing 
general news as a daily paper. Many Negroes claim to get "fed up" on the 
Negro newspaper. This attitude would become accentuated if the Negro 
newspaper should appear daily. 

In the North there are no special Negro editions of the white daily 
press, and, with rare exceptions, white papers give even less attention to 
Negro life than is becoming standard in the Southern liberal press. One 
exception that should be mentioned is the New York newspaper with a 
national circulation, PM.17 Although they do not give space to Negro 
news, it is possible that the Hearst newspapers attract a good many lower 
class Negroes. It is not known how much the white daily press competes 
with the Negro weekly press in the North, but it is probable that th~ 
competition is even less than in the South. The stronger "race pride" in the 
North and the high quality of many of the large Northern Negro news
papers are also factors. 

As the Negro newspaper is a weekly paper, as Negro news is not too 
plentiful because of the paucity of agencies and reporters to communicate 
it, and as much of the news is several days old when it appears in the 
weekly press, it is natural that editorials, columns, and other non-news 

• This equa.tion ii not quite justified, of course, bcca.usc aomc familic1 subscribe to more 
than one Neg-ro newspaper. But it will do for rough calculations, since one and a half million 
peraom, if they we~ no more than one person from each family, would include more th•n 
one-thil'd of all Negro families. 
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items are given a proportionally larger space than in an ordinary daily 
newspaper, and that the news itself is more "edited." This is true, inci
dentally, of all week.lies, whether Negro or not. In the Negro weekly it is 
further motivated by the strong propaganda purpose: the news is presented 
majnly to prove the thesis of the Negro protest. 

The Negro weekly is ordinarily a "sensational" paper. It is true that 
there are degrees: The highly respected and respectable Norfolk Journal 
and Guide ii; more conservative in its appearance, and many of the poor 
Negro organs in smaller cities do not reach the technical standard where 
sensationalism is possible. But by and large, the statement is true. Sensa
tional journalism is, however, not an un-Amcrican trait. The Negro press 
has merely adopted a technique from the white press with which it is in 
competition. The most sensational white newspapers are found in the big 
cities, and there they appeal to the masses. Fleming observes: 

It is not by accident, it should be pointed out, that the Negro papers which tradi
tionally and consistently feature big, black headlines across Page One and show other 
marks of sensationalism are in the cities where Hearst papers arc also published with 
their striking headlines making appeal also to the Negro and other mass readers. For 
instance, there arc Negro papers which have lost circulation because Hearst papers, 
and others, could do a better job of carrying features giving "number" tips to 
policy players and bringing tl1e daily reports of the stock market for betting purposes. 18 

The Negro editors and publishers give the same type of defense for the 
sensationalistic technique in journalism as do their white colleagues: 

.•. they want to reach the largest possible number of readers, in order to use that 
following as an instrument for improving and advancing the race.19 

Thus the main factor in the explanation of why the Negro press exag• 
gerates the American pattern of sensational journalism is, of course, that 
the Negro community, compared with the white world, is so predominantly 
lower class. It is true that the lower half of the Negro community probably 
does not belong to the regular and direct audience of the Negro press.20 

Even if practically all persons belonging to the upper class were to buy 
Negro papers, this could not sustain them. The main reading public must 
belong to the middle class and the upper layers of the lower class. Hence, 
in the main, an expansion of the circulation, which every paper aims at, 
must be obtained in the lower strata of the Negro community. In this 
struggle to increase circulation, sensationalism is a rational policy. 

Sensationalism also occurs in the Negro press because it is an "additional" 
Negro paper. Its excuse for existing is to select those items with a race 
angle and to "play them up," as they are "played down" in the ordinary 
~bite press. In hammering the Negro protest week after week, the press 
1s constantly in danger of becoming abstract and tedious. It must, therefore, 
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attempt to "personalize" the news as much u possible. It must accentuate 
the human-interest angle, and create a feeling that people are fighting and 
that big things are happening. 

Much space is thus devoted to crime. This might seem surprising since 
Negroes rightly accuse white newspapers of giving too much space to 
Negro crime and too little to all other Negro activities. But most Negroes, 
like other lower class persons, want to read about crimes.• Furthermore, the 
white papers write much about crimes committed by Negroes against 
whites, but little about crimes in the Negro community and about crimes 
committed by white persons against Negroes. The last item, particularly, 
is important to the Negro newspapers seeking to combat and, if possible, to 
reverse the white stereotypes of "the criminal Negro." Crimes against 
Negroes by whites are always "played up" greatly. Lynchings are, of 
course, and have always been, a specialty for the Negro press. In the other 
direction, the Negro press is likely to treat as sensational individual accom
plishments of Negroes and public statements by whites for or against the 
caste system. It will also dramatize the society news. 

Few features in the Negro press seem more ridiculous to the ordinary 
white American than the display of Negro society. At the same time, no 
other news items in the Negro press demonstrate better how the social 
patterns and interests of Negroes are typically, and even over-typically, 
those of ordinary Americans. Fleming observes rightly: 

Many a sermon has been preached about Negro "sassiety" and of the way Negroes 
fritter away their time in the frivolities recorded on the society page. The ansv•;er lies 

• It iB interestinr to observe, on the other hand, that "sex" ia played up leas in the 
Negro press than in the white tabloid, appealing to lower class people. The Negro news
papers have more pictures of women, but almost generally they are dremied and they are 
presented in a social setting. These pictures are displayed in order to show off Negro soc:ety. 
The great social role given women is a general American trait and is, in the Negro world, 
particularly understandable when we remember the close ideological association between 
"white supremacy" in the South and "Southern womanhood." There seem, however, to be 
fewer picture, of alluring women displayed to tempt the sexual appetite of the readers. 
Thie impreaionistic observation is corroborated by Susan M. Kingsbury, Hornell Hart, and 
Aaeocia.tes, N,iws,pap,rs tmil ,,,. N.w1 (1937); four Negro papen (the Chicago D,fnur, 
the New York AmsurJam NRUs, the New York Ag, and the Baltimore AJro-Ameri&1111) 
were found to give "less attention" to sex interests than did the white tabloid. (Ibid., 
p. 88.) To the outside obaerver the lively interest in everything with ccsex-appeal" in Amer
ica appean as a backwuh of puritanism. The obaervation has also been made by Negroes. 
Jamea Weldon Johnaoa commentl: 

ccAn examination of the vut number of aalacioue white periodicala published in the U.S. 
would incline one to think that sex has gone to the white man's bead, transferred its seat to 
the imagination. When aex goes to the head, it loses its lusty, wholesome quality and begins 
to, feater, to become margoty. Sex with ua is, in a large measure, still in the lusty, wbole-
11>me atage. Let'• keep it there as long u we JIOll,ibly can.'' (N•g,-o ,1,,,,,._,, w-, NO'IIJ1 
(1934), pp. a9-30.) 
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in the background of the Negro: a people whoae tastes, goals and ideat-both from 
formal training and informal ideala--are strictly American, with no special religiOU1 
or nationalistic heritage being passed on to them in a way comparable to the experi
ence of the Jew or the offspring of more recent immigrants. In addition, Negroea 
in America have been largely a servant class, coming into close contact with the 
"cream" of American social position. From the days of slavery, therefore, they have 
known what is considered good taste and fine manners, and have sought to make their 
own lives after the pattern of the masters. Negroes also read the magazines and ncwa~ 
papers and i.ee the same moving pictures as docs the rest of America! There is more 
truth than jest in the saying among Negroes that if you visit a Negro's home where 
the dinner service is complete in el'ery detail and where the host and hoatesa know 
what to do with every piece of dinnerware, behold! there is a household where som~ 
one, at some time, has been a butler, valet, maid or cook to aome of the best familiee 
of America (not wholly true, but suggestive).21 

The "society'' page of the Negro newspaper is a direct copy of that of 
the white paper. It is certainly no more exaggerated than the gossip pages 
of the small-town American newspaper. Whites are amused by it partly 
because of their belief in the inferiority of the Negro, but also partly 
because they are seldom aware of the existence of a Negro upper class, 
especially one so attentive to the social niceties. 

Most upper and middle class Negroes "over-do" their social activity 
because they are struggling for status as individuals. Social mobility is 
great. Negroes stress "society" because whites deny them social prestige. 
They have to create prestige and distinctions of prestige among themselves, 
and there is an element of the caste protest in demonstrating that they 
have done it. But apart from this, Negroes, in their isolated and cramped 
world, enjoy reading about themselves in pleasant situations just like 
other small-town Americans. The society pages in a Negro paper are, 
indeed, most similar to the small-city white newspaper. While the Negro 
paper has the character of a small-town paper, at the same time, by cover
ing the whole country and the world from the race angle in its general 
news, it keeps the character of a general race paper. 

It seems probable that the society news in a Negro paper-as also in the 
small-city white paper-is of greatest importance for keeping up its sale. 
Many editors say that they feel that Negroes buy their papers partly 
because there they can read about themselves and their friend:- or social 
competitors. The Negro paper gives almost every uppe: or _middle cl:155 
Negro family a chance now and then to see one of the family dISplayed_with 
name and picture at least as a member of a club, a church, a committee, 

' "d a high school class, or as attending a tea, a dance, a br1 ge party or a sports 
event. Fleming observes: 

In the large, anybody not in the criminal clau, can get a "penonal'' or "aoeial note'' 
in the Negro paper.22 
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This personal publicity in many cases also gives the editor or, in bigger 
Negro papers, his usually underpaid employees, some additional income.• 

Usually it is not so much the arrived upper class persons who strive for 
publicity in this .Negro press as the people who are striving and aspire for 
recognition. But the former group gets its share because it is the pride of 
the Negro community and most often it dominates the civic organizations 
like the N.A.A.C.P., even if it leaves the churches and the lodges to the 
ambitious middle class. The news about all this organizational activity in 
the isolated Negro community-of churches, clubs, associations-serves 
primarily a purely practical purpose of giving certain information which is 
not offered in the ordinary press. It also defines the Negro community as 
an institutionalized society to the individual Negro, who is excluded so 
much from white society, and it gives him a feeling of security and belong
ingness. In all organizational activity there is also usually a "race cause" 
present, and even this news serves the protest motive in some degree. And, 
more or less incidentally, it supplements the society news in reporting on 
personal status and accomplishments of prominent individuals. 

The sports columns, likewise, have for their purpose to record and exalt 
Negro performances. Even the comics usually have, in addition to their 
regular purpose to distract and amuse, also a race message to tell: that the 
Negro is witty, that he is clever, that he is strong, and occasionally, that the 
whites are mean and inferior. When the Negro press indulges in self
criticism of the "race," there is often a prefatory repudiation of the 
white stereotypes of the "lazy" or "criminal" Negro and an attempt 
to redefine the characteristics in Negro terms: that Negroes are too good
hearted, too easily deceived and cannot "keep together." The Negro press 
makes an emphatic appeal to the Negroes to show in life and deed that the 
whites are mistaken. The Negro newspapers do what the national press in 
every country can be observed to do: they flatter the group and appeal to 
group-pride even when admonishing; they help to make it feel self
confident and superior. 

4. THE CONTROLS OF THE NEGRO PRESS 

The Negro press is primarily controlled by the active membet's of the 
upper and middle classes of the Negro community. As we have mentioned, 
these classes make up a great part of its subscribers. The people who 
publish and write the Negro newspapers belong to the upper class. It is the 
doings and sayings of people in the upper and middle classes that are 
recorded in the Negro press. They, therefore, set its tone. Indeed, the 

• I have met this practice of demanding a small amowit of money for taking society news 
· and eve.a U10ciational material in many Negro complunities, but can, of coune, neither 

know about itl financial importance nor if it i1 alao a practice in the comparable white 
pna. 
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Negro newspapers are one of the chief agencies for the Negro upper class 
to spread its opinions among the lower classes of the Negro community. 

In the Negro newspapers one can see displayed the dilemma of the 
upper class which we have often commented upon. They react with even 
more resentment than lower class Negroes against the humiliation of Jim 
Crow segregation. However, the caste barriers serve partly as a protection 
to give them special opportunities and status. They need to appeal to racial 
solidarity to avert lower class hostility against themselves and to perfect 
their economic and social monopolies. But they also must desire to stress 
accomplishments and distinctions within the Negro community behind the 
caste wal], and they want to have painted in the Negro press the pleasant
ness of the life they enjoy. Frazier observes: 

The Negro upper class, as we have remarked, has an essentially middle-class out
look (that is, in the historic seme), but in their philosophy and behavior one finds 
all forms of antiquated aristocratic attitudes toward work and expenditures as well 
as a "sporting complex." On the other hand, this class places great emphasis upon 
success and conspicuous consumption. Because of their i~olation, members of this 
class overemphasize the importance of their position in the Negro world and speak 
contemptuously of poor whites (who incidentally include public school teachers). 
They exhibit an almost childish awe toward professional men, especially physicians. 
The confusion in ideals and values is also vividly represented in Negro newspapen. 
These news organs are intensely race conscious and exhibit considerable pride in the 
achievements of the Negro, most of which are meager performances as rnca,ured by 
broader standards. In addition to carrying a large number of advertisements of 
products designed to conceal Negro characteristics, these papers constantly play up 
the slightest recognition shown the Negro by whites. The confusion in ideologies 
is shown in other respects. For example, a casual reader of the Afro-American might 
get the impression that this newspaper is far to the "left" and espou'ICs working 
class ideals, but a regular reader would find that upon occasions it is likely to play up 
the activities of Negro "society" or voice some reactionary religious or economic 
ideal.28 

The upper class control of the Negro press gives it an essential con
servatism, which only the casual white reader will not observe. The Negro 
lower classes, however, are caught in the same dilemma. They have accepted 
white values, even when they are brought to protest against white exclusion. 
They thus take a vicarious satisfaction out of reading about Negro accom
plishments and even about the conspicuous consumption of the Negro 
upper classes. The lower classes also are radical only in the race question. 

The upper class should not, therefore, be held entirely responsible for 
the ideology of the Negro press. The lower classes also play a part in its 
control, since they contain the bu1k of potential readers. As the educational 
level is raised and the circu1ation of Negro newspapers broadened, their 
co~trol can be expected to have increasing weight. In all political ~tt7rs 
which have a bearing upon the welfare of the poorer classes, the maJonty 
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of Negro papen tab a "radical" stand. The same is becoming true on the 
issue of labor unionism. The fact that most persons in the upper class are 
dependent, directly or indirectly, upon the economic welfare of the masses 
for their livelihood tends to bend the political opinions of the Negro upper 
cl.us toward economic "radicalism." 

Park, in his study of the immigrant press, pointed out: "In many cases 
the advertisements reveal the organization of the immigrant community 
more fully than does the rest of the paper ,"H and the same is true also of 
the Negro paper. The main observation about the advertising in the Negro 
press is that there is so little of it. And there does not seem to be much of 
a trend toward an increase.• In the almost complete absence of much ordi
nary commercial advertising, the ads for "hair:.Straighteners," "skin-bleach
ers," and other cosmetics, patent medicines, dream books and "occults" 
become the more conspicuous.26 They often include half or more of all 
advertising in a Negro paper. 

The paucity of advertising, of course, makes the economy of a Negro 
newspaper precarious.b It cannot keep the copy price too high, either, if it 
wants a substantial circulation. These factors explain why some Negro 
papers are so weak economically. It is often pointed out by Negro news
papermen that the paucity of advertising at least has one good effect, 
that the Negro press becomes freer from any outside controls. It depends 
more exclusively on its readers. There is undoubtedly some truth in this. 
On the other hand, the weak economy of the average Negro newspaper 
must make it easier to buy it for little money, if anybody cares to. There is 
gossip in the Negro communities about how one or another Negro paper 
has "sold out for an ad." It is significant that small Negro newspapers often 
start up in Northern cities just before an important election and disappear 
after the election is over. 28 

a Fleming report, from the i,940 meetinr of the Negro Newspaper Publi1hen' Asso
ciation in Chicago: 

"At the recent meeting ••• publisher after publisher reported his paper's losing fight to 
get advertising for soap, dental cream and chain grocery stores--and even now such copy 
ii for the most part &eant and infrequent, while there are even beer and whiskey concerns 
which turn down every ,uggeation to advertise in Negro papers. 

11Department store copy is absent because so many such stores are not anxious to have 
any, or any large numbers of, Negroes trying on hats, shoes and clothing I or they believe 
Negroes with capacity to buy will read their advertiflCment in the daily. New automobiles 
are miuing because the industry does not believe that the Negroes are able: to buy a new 
car. Other advertisers do not use any weekly paper whatever and see no difference between 
the white weekly and the Negro paper. In still other instances there are some dailies which 
so thoroughly cover the Negro community that advertisers can be convinced that advertising 
in the Negro paper is a needle11 duplication." (Op. cit., p. VI:2). 

• The economic weakness of Negro newspapers i1 partly reflected in their large death 
, rate. Detweiler (Fred!lrick G. Detweiler, TA, Negro Pr1s1 in the United States [1921], p. 
~ 14) points out that of 2.88 periodicals existing in 1910, only 163 remained in 19:n, and 
~· . ,nly 59 of these went back to 1900, .. 
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As no studies of the :finances and controls of the Negro press have been 
made, it is impossible to present a factual statement on this point. One 
important thing seems clear, however: the nna.ncial controls do not con
cern its stand on the racial question. In this main issue of the Negro press, 
it is free. Few white business enterprises have any interest in toning down 
the Negro protest.• It may be expected that, on the contrary, a white firm 
which bribed a Negro paper to favor its interest in some particular respect 
would rather want the paper's expression of the Negro protest to be 
accentuated in order to preserve confidence on the part of its readers.!? The 
same holds true, on the whole, of political parties in the North and a few 
places in the South which pay in cash for support from the Negro papers 
before elections. 28 

As Negro newspapers specialize in Negro news, they become dependent 
upon the agencies which provide such news. A Negro newspaper covers its 
own locality. Some few can afford to send staff writers to places where 
important national events are occurring and to have regular correspondents 
in certain main centers. But for the rest, all Negro papers must depend for 
their news on syndicate and organizational releases. There are a number of 
Negro news agencies: some giving their services for nothing, some exchang
ing news for free advertising space, and some asking a small fee.29 Before 
every election they tend to increase in number and efficiency. The main 
agency is the Associated Negro Press, in existence since 1919.80 The 
N.A.A.C.P. sends out its own news releases every week, and they are 
important for the Negro press. 

5. OUTLOOK 

The importance of the Negro press for the formation of Negro opinion, 
for the functioning of all other Negro institutions, for Negro leadership and 
concerted action generally, is enormous. The Negro press is an educational 
agency and a power agency. Together with the church and the school-and 
in the field of interracial and civic opinions, more than those two institu
tions-it determines the special direction of the process through which the 
Negroes are becoming acculturated. The Negro press causes, on the one 
hand, an intense realization on the part of the Negroes of American ideals. 
On the other hand, it makes them realize to how small a degree white 
Americans live up to them. 

As the educational level of the Negro masses rises, as those masses 
become less dissimilar in culture from other Americans, as the isolation 
between the two groups increases under voluntary withdrawal on the part 
of the Negroes, as race consciousness and race solidarity are intensified, as 
the Negro protest is strengthened, and disseminated even among the lower 

• Negro businesses will rarely have such an interest, either, and few Negro buaine11e1 
Luuld afford to spend money on 1t, anyhow. 
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classes-as all these closely interrelated processes are proceeding, partly 
under the influence of the Negro press itself, the Negro press will continue 
to grow. With larger circulation, there will be increased possibilities of 
getting advertising. With a fortified economic basis the Negro press will 
be able not only to buy better equipment but also to engage better-trained 
journalists and to organize a better national news service. When the Negro 
press can produce a better product than now, it will sell even better. The 
Negro newspaper will probably remain a weekly, though perhaps in some 
regions it will become possible to launch Negro dailies. This is the prospect 
we see for the Negro press. It will flourish and become more conspicuous 
when the foreign-language papers die out. We are assuming that American 
society will not rapidly become so thoroughly reformed that it will be of 
no importance whether a man is black or white. We believe that there is 
a trend in America away from racial discrimination, and in Chapter 45 we 
shall summarize the reasons why we believe that this is so. But there is a 
long way to go before the Negro will be secure in enjoying his full 
constitutional rights. It will probably not happen in this generation and, 
perhaps, not in the next. Meanwhile, gradual improvements will only 
strengthen Negro concerted action as they will seem to prove that the 
Negro protest is effective. All improvements will give the Negro press 
more big news and important issues to discuss. 

In the South the white press has been undergoing a great change in its 
treatment of the Negro problem. Most liberal white newspapers are today 
more generous in reporting favorable news from the Negro world than 
white newspapers in the North and often open their columns for Negro 
letters to the editor. Northern newspapers are frequently more liberal in 
their editorials, especially since the outbreak of the War, but give only scant 
space to Negro news. This process of change in the white press is continu
ing. The present war emergency seems only to have speeded it up. But
aside from the Southern "black star'' editions-this change does not mean 
serious competition for the Negro press since the latter serves to give 
"additional" news on the Negro. No feasible widening of the reporting of 
Negro activities in the white press will substitute for the Negro press. 
What happens to Negroes will continue to have a relatively low "news 
value" to white people, and even the most well-meaning editor will have 
to stop far short of what Negroes demand if he wants to satisfy his white 
public. It is likdy also that with increased race consciousness among 
Southern Negroes, the "black star" editions will lose in popularity. 

Whether or not this forecast of an increasing circulation for Negro papers 
comes true, the Negro press is of tremendous importance. It has rightly 
been cha.racter~z.ed as "the greatest single _power in the Negro race." 81 
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I. THE NEGRO ..:0MMUNITY AS A PATHOLOGICAL FoRM OF AN 

AMERICAN COMMUNITY 

Until now the Negro community has not been the primary object of our 
study. But we have not been able to avoid dealing with the community and 
with various, alleged or real, cultural and personality traits of the American 
Negro. There are a number of problems, however, such as those of the 
Negro family, crime, insanity, and cultural accomplishments, which have 
been touched upon only incidentally. We shall now take up these 
nonpolitical aspects of the Negro community. The treatment will be 
incomplete and condensed, for three reasons. First, these problems are not 
focal in our inquiry. Second, many sides of them have already been -iealt 
with in other parts of the book. Third, several of those problems have 
recently been treated extensively in the scientific literature. It would 
obviously be impossible to describe and analyze the hundreds of specific 
communities in which Negroes live. We must content ourselves instead 
with a general account of the basic community institutions and activities, 
noting the major contrasts between the white and the Negro pattern of 
community organization, depicting the salient historical trends, and indicat· 
ing the most striking divergences between the Northern and Southern and 
the urban and rural ways of life. 

The value premise for this Part is derived from the American Creed, 
America was settled largely by persons who, for one reason or another, were 
dissatisfied with conditions in their homelands and sought new opportuni
ties. Until 1921 the nation welcomed immigrants almost unreservedly. 
They came from everywhere and brought with them a diversity of institu· 
tions and cultural patterns. It was natural that the "melting pot," "Ameri
canization"-or, to use a more technical term, "assimilation"-became a 
central element in the American Creed. To make a homogeneous nation out 
of diverse ethnic groups, the immigrants were to abandon their cultural 
"peculiarities"-or to contribute them to American culture as a whole, as 
some would have it-and to take on the cultural forms of America. There 
could be diversity, to be sure, but this diversity was not to have a_ strictly 
ethnic basis; individuals should be free to be part of any commumty they 

937 
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wished. Ideally, Americanization was to take place immediatdy, or, rather, 
in the :five years required to achieve citizenship. But it was realistically 
recognized that in some cases it might require two or three generations. 

Negroes have been living here for over three hundred years, and practi
cally all of the ancestors of present-day Negroes came to this country more 
than a hundred years ago. It is probable that, on the average, Negroes have 
been Americans longer than any immigrant group except the British. They 
should be well assimilated by now. Negroes, however, together with the 
Orientals and, to some extent, Indians and Mexicans, have not been 
allowed to assimilate as have European immigrants. There is intense 
resistance on the part of the white majority group to biological amalgama
tion; and the lower caste status of Negroes is rationalized to prevent 
miscegenation.• Negroes have been segregated, and they have developed, 
or there have been provided for them, separate institutions in many 
spheres of life, as, for instance, in religion and education. Segregation and 
discrimination have also in other ways hampered assimilation. Particularly 
they have steered acculturation so that the Negroes have acquired the 
norms of lower class people in America. 

Negro institutions are, nevertheless, similar to those of the white man. 
They show little similarity to African institutions. In his cultural traits, 
the Negro is akin to other Americans. Some peculiarities arc even to be 
characterized as "exaggerations" of American traits. Horace Mann Bond 
has characterized the American Negro as a "quintessential American." 1 

Even the "exaggeration" or intensification of general American traits in 
American Negro culture is explainable by specific caste pressures. In his 
allegiances the Negro is characteristically an American. He believes in the 
American Creed and in other ideals held by most Americans, such as getting 
ahead in the world, individualism, the importance of education and wealth. 
He imitates the dominant culture as he sees it and in so far as he can adopt 
it under his conditions of life. For the most part he is not proud of 
those things in whicl, he differs from the white American. 

True, there has developed recently a glorification of things African, 
especially in music and art, and there was a back-to-Africa movement after 
the First World War.b But this is a reaction to discrimination from white 
people, on the one hand, and a result of encouragement from white 
people, on the other hand. Thus, even the positive movement away 
from American culture has its source in that culture. Negro race pride 
and race prejudice serve to fortify the Negro against white superiority. 
In -practically all its divergences, American Negro culture is not something 
independent of general American culture. It is a distorted de<Velopment, 
or a pathok,gical condition, of the general American culture. The instability 
of the Negro .family, the inadequacy of educational facilities for Negroes, 

• See Chapten 3 and 28. 
• See Cbaptel' 35, Sections 7 and 9, and Chapter 38, Section u. 
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the emotionalism in the Negro church, the insufficiency and unwholesome
ness of Negro recreational activity, the plethora of Negro sociable organiza
tions, the narrowness of interests of the average Negro, the provincialism 
of his political speculation, the high Negro crime rate, the cultivation of the 
arts to the neglect of other fields, superstition, personality difficulties, and 
other characteristic traits arc mainly forms of social pathology which, for 
the most part, are created by the caste pressures. 

This can be said positively: we assume that it i.r to the advantage of 
American Negroes as individuals and as a group to berome assimilated into 
American culture, to a&ffuire the traits held in esteem by the dominant white 
Americans. This will be the value premise here. We do not imply that 
white American culture is "higher" than other cultures in an absolute sense. 
The notion popularized by anthropologists that all cultures may be good 
under the different conditions to which they are adaptations, and that no 
derogatory association should a priori be attached to primitive cultures, is 
a wholesome antidote to arrogant and erroneous ideas dosely bound up 
with white people's false racial beliefs and their justification of caste. But 
it does not gainsay our assumption that here, in America, American culture 
is "highest" in the pragmatic sense that adherence to it is practical for any 
individual or group which is not strong enough to change it. 

Also not to be taken in a doctrinal sense is the observation that peculiari
ties in the Negro community may be characterized as social pathology. As 
a reaction to adverse and degrading living conditions, the Negroes' culture 
is taking on some characteristics which are not given a high evaluation in the 
larger American culture. Occasionally the Negro cu1ture traits are appre
ciated by the whites. The Negro spirituals-called by James Weldon 
Johnson, though with some exaggeration, "America's only folk music"
are a case in point.a 

From the practical point of view, the problem of the historical origin of 
the divergences of American Negro culture becomes irrelevant. The con-

• Similar exL-eptions can be noticed in every lower class culture. There has been, for 
instance, in most industrial countries in recent decades, a "proletarian" branch of literature, 
which draws its themes and its inspiration from life in the lower classes, This literature is 
often, characteristically enough, appreciated more by members of the higher classes than by 
the proletarians themselves. Generally pastoral romanticism, which has been a part of urban 
civilization since the time of the ancient Greeks, has idealized lower class life. The tendency 
is tainted with sentimentality, and this is frequently displayed by people who show a particular 
interest in Negro culture. Among the radically inclined, this romanticism serves to express 
their sympathy for the underdog; among conservatives it serves as a rationalization for 
continuing the inequalities. To Negroes it serves as an expression of their protest and their 
"race pride." As usual it appeals much more to upper and middle class Negroes than to 
lower class Negroes. The sentimentality involved in idealizing lower class traits has, ot 
course, nothing to do with scientific observation. The residuum of truth in the tendency is, 
however, that even if generally the result of adverse living conditions are bad, exceptionally 
they may be good-"good" and "bad" defined according to our value premise of placing 
the. ireneral American culture "higher." 
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troversy on social causation has come to tum on the question of the impor
tance of the African heritage. To a long line of writers, the African heritage 
has been regarded as a sign of the Negro's lade of capacity for higher civi
lization. Those writers usually attached their interest to the unfavorable 
traits they attributed to the Negro: criminality, amorality, lack of ability for 
organized social life, little talent for inventiveness, and so on. On the other 
hand, a modern school of anthropologists and historians, trying to appreciate 
the Negro, shows an equal, though opposite, selectiveness in their interest. 
They attempt, for instance, to derive Negro music, dancing, and art from 
Africa and to describe peculiarities in religion and the mother-centered 
family as an African heritage, while they leave crime and amorality to be 
explained by white pressure. Melville J. Herskovits and Carter G. Wood
son represent this tendency! Others, like E. Franklin Frazier, have 
regarded the African heritage as insignificant and have sought the explana
tion in the special circumstances connected with slavery and caste.2 The 
latter theory may be said to be predominant in sociological literature. 
There are certain variations of the latter theory: some would prefer to 
think: of Negro institutions as "accommodations" to slavery and caste 
conditions; some would prefer to think of them as the results of isolation 
due to slavery and caste; others would prefer to think of Negro institutions 
as a case of "cultural lag" because of the existence of slavery and caste,h 

Here the interest is in the fact that American Negro culture is somewhat 
different from the general American culture, that this difference is generally 
«eated by American conditions even if some of the specific forms are 
African in origin, and that the difference is significant for Negroes and for 
the relations between Negroes and whites.c 

2. THE NEGRO FAMILY 

. The recent book by E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Family in the United 
Stales ( 1939), is such an excellent description and analysis of the American 

• See Chapter 35, Section 9. 
• It cannot be uid that either of these theories, or the theory of a predominant African 

heritage, ia scientifically proved. The historical evidence ia usually 10 incomplete that, with 
aome 1electivene11 on the part of the particular writer, it can easily be fitted into any theory 
without proving it. Alao, there i1 no reason why all the theories could not be correct to a 
certain degree, For example, the practice of baptism is prevalent among American Negroes 
ud is also to be found among African Negroea and American whites: it may have been that 
the African cult sensitized and predisposed Negroes to like baptism, but the apecinc pattern 
wu adopted from white Americans. The scientific problem, which is largely unsolved, is to 
ahow comprehensively how, in apecifu: reapecta, present-day Negro culture developed when 
the Negro ala~bo were certainly not without culture when they reached America-had 
to live on lot generations under the specific circumstances created for them in America. 

• We do not mea,i to say that the difference between the two theories is not important in 
•ither a theoretical or a practical eenae. We have considered the practical significance of 
H.nli:ovita' theory in Chapter 3 5, Section 9. 
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Negro family that it is practically necessary only to relate its conclusinns to 
our context and to refer the reader to it for details. 

The uniqueness of the Negro family is a product of slavery. Most slave 
owners either did not care about the marital state of their slaves or were 
interested in seeing to it that they did not form strong marital bonds. The 
slave owners who did not want some of their slaves to marry were: those 
who had Negro mistresses, those who bred mulattoes or strong slaves, and 
those who did not want to make it difficult when they sold slaves individu
ally rather than in family units. The internal slave trade broke up many 
slave families-even those belonging to masters who encouraged stable 
marriages, when death or economic disaster occurred-and the threat of it 
hung over all slave families. Certain cultural practices grew up in slavery 
which retain their influences up to the present day in rural Southern areas: 
marriages sometimes occur by simple public declaration or with a ceremony 
conducted by a minister but without a marriage license. Coupled with this 
was the popular belief that divorce could occur by public declaration or 
simply by crossing state or county lines. 

After slavery there emerged certain new obstacles in the way of marital 
stability. Mobility was increased, work was not readily available, and there 
began a migration to cities with an attendant increase in desertion, prostitu
tion and temporary marriage. Yet coincident with these developments the 
stability of the Negro family grew. Even before the Civil War there had 
been certain masters who encouraged stable marriages among their slaves, 
and the freed Negroes, especially in the North, began to develop their own 
strong family units. The strong hold of religion on the Negro tended to 
stabilize his family life. At the close of the Civil War, the slave states 
legalized all existing common-law marriages• and, with the disappearance 
of the master's interests and of forced sale, there was a great increase in 
family stability. But the starting point was so low that Negroes never 
caught up. Isolation, poverty and ignorance were again the obstacles to 
acculturation. 

There are two outstanding types of exceptions to the general observation 
that the average Negro family is more disorganized than the white family. 
In rural areas of the South, especially in isolated areas, there is a large 
class of Negro families which is so like the ideal type of the monogamous 
patriarchal Christian family that Frazier calls them "Black: Puritans." The 
impetus for this family form probably came from the religious slave owner. 
Much more significant is the upper class Negro family in the towns and 
cities. Upper class Negroes probably have fewer extra-marital relations and 

• Some states required that the couple be remarried I others required only that they declare 
their marriage before a public officer and get a certificate; but the majority of Southern states 
legalized all Negro common-law marriages without any action on the part of the couple. 
A few states left it to the courts to recognize legality as cases arose. (Gilbert T. Stephenson, 
RAu Diltmctions in Ammcrm Ltl'IJJ [1910], pp. 67-68.) 
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NUMBER AJl'D RATE OF ILLEGITIMATE BIRTHS, BY N'ATIVJTY, SECTION AND RURAL-URBAN RESIDENCE: 1936 

Number I !i 
White i I 

Section Total Mother Mother I Other /I Births• Totals Native Foreign Races , 
Unu.•d Statesb 72,.138 · 31,850 30,597 8o6 I 40,488 \1 

Cities of 10,000 or more 30,461 16,441 15,615 583 14,010 I 
Cities of 2,500 to 10,000 5,741 2,969 2,894 44 2,772 I 
Rural 36,136 12,440 12,088 179 23/i96 , 

Soutlurn Stolts• 49,353 13,137 12,564 244 36,216 ! 
Cities of 10,000 or more 15,320 4,7S2 4,421 176 I0,568 I 

Cities of 2,500 to 10,000 3,656 1,041 1,oo6 12 I 2,6u I 
Rural 3o,377 7,344 7,137 56 2.'.J,OJJ I 

Northern and IY,st,m 
Sut,sb 22,985 18,713 18,033 562 4,272 
Cities of 10,000 or more 15,141 u,689 u,194 407 3,452 
Cities of 2,500 to 10,000 2,085 1,928 1,888 Jl 157 
Rural 5,7S9 5,og6 4,951 123 663 

Sowce: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Birth,, StiUWrlh• and 111/anJ JJcrtalily SlaJisties: z936, pp. !)-IJ. 

•Includes" Country not stated." 

Rate Per t ,ooo 

White 
Total Mother 

Births• Totals Native 
39.8 '20,J 20.6 
40.5 24.3 2~.'2 
28.8 16.1 16.4 
41.8 17.6 17.6 
58.6 20.9 20.4 
67.9 '27,0 26.3 
46.4 16.0 15.8 
56.4 18.9 18.6 

23.6 20.0 20.8 
28.7 23.4 24-9 
17.3 16.2 16.7 
17.7 16.0 16.2 

Mother Other 
Foreign Races 

9.9 162.1 
10,2 182.9 
6.1 182.1 

10.3 150.s 
18-4 1']0.0 
23-S 213.8 

8.4 191.4 
12.9 153.7 

8.2 117.6 
8.'2 126.8 
S,S 100.6 

9-4 87.8 

• Exclusive of California, Massachusetts, and New York. These states do not require a stntement concerning !egiti~ of child. 
• Includes: Alabama, Arkansas,.Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryla.tld, Mismssippi, Millsouri, North Ca,olina, Oklahoma, 

South <=Molina. Tennessee, Tes.as, virllinia, West Virginia. 
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less divorce than upper class whites.• They have reacted against the reputa
tion of lower class Negroes and have not permitted themselves the marital 
laxness of some upper class whites. This has been more or less a spontaneous 
trend, developing not so much with a positive model from white society,s 
but more with the negative stimulus of white derisiveness. Whites do not 
realize that one of the most stable types of urban families is that of the 
Negro upper class, so in one sense the effort to build a reputation is wasted. 
But ammunition for white derision is lessened and a model for the Negro 
lower class is provided. Th us the efforts of the small Negro upper class 
may yet have an important effect. 

There are no perfect indices of family disorganization, since there are 
no official statistics on extra-marital relations, on "temporary" marriages 
without benefit of clergy, or on unofficial desertion. Perhaps the best direct 
index of family stability that is available is that of illegitimacy. There is 
far from complete reporting of illegitimate births, there is even serious 
under-reporting of all types of births. But the figures are available for the 
whole country and are relatively more complete than for any other direct 
index of family disorganization. Table I brings out strikingly the differ
ence between Negro and white illcgitimacy.b For the United States as a 
whole, the figures indicate that Negroes have about eight times as much 
illegitimacy as native whites and about sixteen times as much illegitimacy 
as the foreign-born whites. Differentials between various groups of 
Negroes are not so certain, but there would seem to be fewer cases of 
illegitimacy in the North than in the South ( despite lack of regional differ
ences among whites) and fewer in the rural areas than in the urban areas. 

There are no nation-wide statistics on divorce by race, and even the 
scattered statistics available are of limited significance because most Negro 
couples who separate do so without a divorce and because the states have 
different legal practices in divorce. The same is true of legal desertion 
statistics.• All census data on this problem are somewhat inaccurate, and the 
figures cited suggest conditions rather than measure them precisely. The 
census information on the marital status of Negroes is especially inaccurate, 
since unmarried couples are inclined to report themselves as married, and 
women who have never married but who have children are inclined to 

• The model for the upper class Negro family was, in a sense, the white upper class family 
of an earlier generation. In this case, as in so many other cases, Negroaa were aasimilated 
with a cultural lag. 

• "Other races" are predominantly Negro and so may be used as an index of Negro, 
Frazier has data on illegitimacy for selected cities which have better statistics than the 
rest of the nation and which separate Negroes from whites, These data show roughly the 
same things as the table presented here. (See E. Franklin Frazier, Th, Negro Family in t"8 
United Stat,s [1939], Appendix B, pp. 568-569.) For a summary of studies of Negro 
illegitimacy in special localities, see Eleanor C. hbell, "Memorandum on the Negro Family 
in An1erica," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study (1940), pp. 63-64 and 84-89, 
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report themselves as widowed. It is suggestive that the proportion of 
"widows" among Negro women in 1930 was 15.9 per cent, as compared to 
9. 7 per cent among native white women of native parentage. If a legal or 
common-law marriage had broken up, the partners became either unattached 
individuals (if they had no children or had abandoned them) or members 
of broken families (if they stayed with their children). Unattached indi
viduals and "one-person families" constituted about 13 per cent of the 
Negro population in 1930, whereas the corresponding figure for the white 
population was 9 per cent. Broken families were 30 per cent of all Negro 
families, but only 20 per cent among native white families, despite the 
greater concentration of Negroes in rural-farm areas where broken families 
are least frequent (Table 2). 

TABLE 2 

PaoPOll.TJON B11.01tEN FAMILJEs• or ALL F.un1o1ss: 1930 

All families 
Rural farm families (South) 
Rural nonfarm families (South) 
Urban families (South) 

Negro Native White 

19.s 
12.8 
16.8 
19.8 

Source: Richard Sterner and As!IOCiates. The Nerro"s Share, prepared for this study (1943), p, 50. Sterner 
CQmp,Jted these figures from unpublished data of the U.S. Bureau of the Census, 

• Includes married if spouse is not present, widowed, divorced, and single heads of families. 

In addition to the direct indices of family disorganization, there are 
several other signs that Negroes have a larger share of the factors con
tributing to family disorganization. Lodgers, for example, are often a dis
ruptive factor in family life. In Northern urban areas 29 per cent of the 
Negro families reported lodgers in their homes in 1930, as compared to 
IO per cent of the native white families. In Southern urban areas the pro
portions were 20 per cent for Negroes and I I per cent for whites.• 
"Doubling up" of families in a single household is another factor contrib
utory to family disorganization, and Negroes have more of it.11 Similarly, 
as we have noted in Chapter 16, Negroes have more over-crowding and less 
home ownership. 

While the Negro masses undoubtedly have much more of all those 
characteristics which define family disorgani7.ation in the traditional Ameri
can sense, they have certain other cultural traits which tend to reduce the 
disorganizing effect of those characteristics. Although the census wouJd not 
bring out the fact, since there is a confusion over common-law marriage 
and temporary marriage, there are probably significantly fewer unattached 
Negro adults than unattached white adults. In a small community in rural 

• Richard Sterner and Associates, Tlze Negro's Slzare, prepared for this study (1943), P· 
SJ, For the United States as a whole, 15.2 per cent of the Negro families had lodgers, 'l!, 

compared to 9.0 per cent of the native white families, 
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Alabama, Charles S. Johnson found no spinsters and extremely few older 
bachelors among the Negroes (612 families).' He also found only two 
divorced persons who had not remarried. Further: common-law marriage 
and illegitimacy are not seriously condemned within the Negro community 
-except among the upper classes-and they have, therefore, fewer dis
organizing effects on the individual. The Southern Negro community 
dennes divorce in a broad sense-to include most cases of desertion or 
mutual agreement to separate and also the crossing of state or county lines 
-50 that there is no moral guilt attached to remarriage even if there is 
legal guilt. The Negro community also has the healthy social custom of 
attaching no stigma to the illegitimate child and of freely adopting illegiti
mate children and orphans into established families. A high value is placed 
on children generally, and those who mate outside of marriage do not have 
a tendency to prevent the coming of children. There are few unwanted 
children. Another healthy social attitude found by Charles Johnson is that 
of regarding a forced marriage as less respectable than desertion after a 
forced marriage. The erring daughter is forgiven by her parents and is not 
ostracized by the community. 

The existence of these practices does not mean that the Negro community 
has no moral standards, even in the traditional American sense. "Fast 
women," philandering men and "fly-by-night" affairs are condemned. In 
the rural South, the rule is that a person may cohabit with only one other 
person during a given period: there is little promiscuity.7 But the important 
thing is that the Negro lower classes, especially in the rural South, have 
built up a type of family organization conducive to social health, even 
though the practices are outside the American tradition. When these prac
tices are brought into closer contact with white norms, as occurs when 
Negroes go to the cities, they tend to break down partially and to cause th~ 
demoralization of some individuals. 

3. THE NEGRO CHURCH IN THE NEGRO CoMMUNITY8 

At least 44 per cent of American Negroes were claimed as members of 
Negro churches in 1936. Actually, the proportion is considerably higher, 
for several reasons.8 Although church membership means different things 
to different people, it is quite obvious-not only from total membership 
figures, but also from the character of the church service, the religious 
nature of many of the Negro's songs, the great use to which the church 
building is put, the diversity of voluntary activities organized around the 
church-that religion and church play an important role in the Negro 

• The most useful general sources of information on the Negro church that we have found 
and the ones we have relied upon for most of our factual data are: B. E. Mays and J. W. 
Nicholson, Tke Negro's Church (1933); and J, G. St. Clair Drake, "The Negro Church 
and Associations in Chicago," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study (1940). 
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community, probably more important than in the average white commu
nity. In this section we shall seek to sketch this role. 

Probably the chief "function" of the Negro church has been to buoy up 
the hopes of its members in the face of adversity and to give them a sense 
of community. This is, of course, true of any church, but it is especially 
true of Negroes, who have had a hard lot and to whom so many channels 
of activity outside the church have been dosed. Negroes have had to place 
their hopes for a better life in religion. As a Negro poet puts it, "Our 
churches are where we dip our tired bodies in cool springs of hope, where 
we retain our wholeness and humanity despite the blows of death from the 
Bosses . ... '"' It is this need, perhaps more than anything else, which has 
attached the Negro so strongly to his church and accounts for his reputation 
as a religious person. In the colder and more critical words of Mays and 
Nicholson,10 "It is not too much to say that if the Negro had experienced 
a wider range of freedom in social and economic spheres, there would have 
been fewer Negroes 'called' to preach and fewer Negro churches." 

The denominations to which Negroes belong do not tend to have a 
heavy, formal ritual.• It is true that a significant proportion of church
going Negroes belong to the formalized Episcopalian and Catholic 
churches, but the great majority belong to the Baptist and Methodist 
churches or to the many little sects that have grown up in recent years. 
Lower class Negroes more than middle and upper class Negroes adhere 
to these latter churches. The small upper class of Negroes tends to belong 
to the Episcopalian, Congregational, and Presbyterian churches, since for 
them a main function of church membership is to give prcstige.11 

The religious service in Negro churches is often characterized by extreme 
emotionalism. The old-fashioned preacher employs gestures, intonation of 
the voice, sobbing, and words calculated to arouse emotion.12 His audience 
aids with interjections at certain points and with stamping of the feet. 
There is a great deal of choir and congregational singing, and use of musical 
instruments of the percussion type. b These "rousements" bring most of the 
congregation into some degree of "possession." 

• For the facts concerning the distribution of Negro churches by denominations, see Chapter 
40, Section 3. 

• Allison Davis lists the rituals of Negro churches which arouse emotions as follows: 
"i. Narration of 'visions' or 'travels' as public evidence of indh•iJual's religious con

version. 
".z., Highly dramatized baptism in public ~etting, in a river, creek, or (usually in Old 

City and its environment) in a hog-wallow. 
"3. Communion service in which members shake hands with one another, and march 

around mmiater and church officers in a closely packed circle, while they sing and stamp feet. 
"4-, Communal participation by members in both sermon and prwyers, with antiphonal 

structure in which members reply to preacher or deacon, or interrupt him. Communal sing
iaJ, of ,ame antiphonal form. 

11J. FW1eral aervice in which all congregation views corpse, and participates in both 
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Whites, in searching for rationalizations to justify the subordination of 

the Negro, have seized upon the fact of religious emotionalism and ascribed 
it to "animal nature" and even to "excessive sexualitv." Even Northerners 
-or we could perhaps say, especially Northerners-h;ve done this, since the 
Negro's religion is so different from their own, and they are at a loss to . 
account for this behavior. Southerners, on the other hand, are accustomed 
to seeing extreme emotionalism in many lower class white churches and 
revival meetings. 

Two things are important in attempting to explain this emotionalism. In 
the first place, it has been exaggerated. A large minority of Negroes do not 
attend church, and another large minority do not have emotionalism in 
their church service. There are wide differences among the various Negro 
denominations in degree of emotionalism manifcsted.13 Emotionalism is 
uncommon in the upper and middle class Negro churches-which are quite 
like white churches of the same class level in this respect-and it is uncom
mon in the Catholic Church and other large, well-established urban 
churches whtre there are more lower class Negroes than middle and upper 
class Negroes. There is a definite trend for Negro youth to avoid the 
emotional type of church, and the same is true of the social "climbers,, of 
all ages and occupations.H Emotionalism is most common in the rural 
Southern Negro churches and in the "storefront"• churches of the cities. 
These form the great bulk of the Negro churches, but since their congre
gations are small, they do not include such a large proportion of the Negro 
churchgoers. But even in the churches of the rural South, emotionalism is 
declining. According to Mays and Nicholson, revival meetings in the rural 
South are less successful than they used to be; the professional evangelist 
is disappearing; and the regular sermons attempt to he more thought
provoking. Hi 

- ----- ----------- ---------------
sermon and prayers; a highly communal service with violent demonstrations such as shout
ing and 'getting happy.' 

"6. Marching of usher board of church, or of visiting usher hoards, around seated con, 
gregation up to chancel, where donation is made by earh member of usher board. Repeated 
several times, while both usher board and congregation Bing. 

"7. Intoning, or at times the singing, of sermon or prayer by minister. Use by minister 
of sobbing technique, or of triumphant laugh in preaching; walking into congregation or 
elaborate physical dramatization of sermon by preacher. 

"8. Devotion of a large part of the service to the collection of money. 
"To these rnay be added rituals of the Sanctified, Spiritualist, Holiness, and other esoteric 

sects found among both Negroes and whites of the lower class positions, such as the practices 
of 'sacred dancing,' rolling in a sawdust pit in state of ecstasy, tambourine playing, readinr 
of the future, healing of the sick, use of images of saints, foot-washing, use of drum and 
of jazz music, etc." ("The Negro Church and Associations in the Lower South," unpubliehed 
manuscript prepared for this study [1940], pp. 81-84.) 

• The term ''storefront" churches is commonly used to include churches in re1idencc1 u 
well a, in atorea. 
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The second point is that the great periods of Negro conversion to 
Christianity were periods when the emotional forms of religion were taking 
hold of the whites too. In the Great Revival of I 800, it was common to see 
large groups of whites, gathered in a field upon the advertisement of a 
traveling revival leader, shouting, crying, laughing, "speaking with 
tongues," barking, dancing, rolling around, and manifesting all the traits 
associated with extreme "possession." Negroes occasionally participated, but 
more often just watched from a distance or had their own imitations with 
the help of white missionaries.10 Negroes-and lower class whites in iso
lated communities in the South-have retained these religious practices in 
a relatively subdued form. Negroes have been losing them, but not as 
rapidly as have whites. Certain practices of the Negro Baptist and Metho
dist churches-such as permitting persons to become clergymen without 
having an education-and the geographical and cultural isolation of 
Negroes in the rural South, have helped to keep the Negroes behind the 
whites in the trend toward less emotionalism. 

It may be that emotionalism in religion is well suited to take the Negro's 
mind off his degradation and frustration. It is commonly said that it is 
religion that "keeps him going." The feeling of "possession" is used the 
world over to produce euphoria when circumstances are unduly unpleasant 
-although in most groups, drugs and drink rather than religious excite
ment produce the effect. Whether or not there is any relation between the 
decline of emotionalism in religion and the growing resentment and 
caustic bitterness among Negroes could not be proved, although it is 
plausible. 

Just as emotionalism was borrowed from and sanctioned by religious 
behavior among whites, so were the smaller religious sects taken over by 
Negroes after they were starteJ by whites. The generation following 1880 
saw the origin of a large number of lower class religious movements, espe
cially among whites in the Middle West.17 These movements gained most 
headway, perhaps, among the poor whites and the Negroes of the South. 
To this group of sects belong the Holiness Church, the Disciples of Christ, 
the Church of God and twenty-.odd others.18 

The Negro church is a community center par excellence. In the South, 
there are few public buildings for the recreation of Negroes, except some 
of the schools, upon the use of which many limitations are laid. Negroes 
are usually too poor to build special community centers. Only in large cities 
does private enterprise provide halls for Negro meetings and recreation. 
Negro homes are almost always too small to have more than two or three 
guests at one time. Only the church is left, and in many ways it is well 
fitted to serve as a community center. It is usually located in the heart of 
the community it is meant to serve, often closer to most of the homes than 
is the school. It is owned by the Neg:.-oes themselves, and they can feel 
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free to do what they please in it. The white man's respect for religion gives 
it a freedom from intrusion that is not enjoyed even in the Negro home. 
In the rural churches, often the preacher himself does not participate in 
the social activities that go on in his church, since he often has three or 
four other churches to attend to.• In fact, the Negro church is such a good 
community center that it might almost be said that anyone who does not 
belong to a church in the rural South does not belong to the community.18 

The school is often located in a church in the rural South. Lodges and 
clubs frequently hold their meetings in the church, more often in rural 
areas than in the cities. Lectures and meetings for discussion of civic prob
lems-including political meetings in the North-are probably most often 
held in churches. The large Negro churches in Northern, and sometimes 
Southern, cities often have the full gamut of social and recreational activ
ities that is found in large white churches.20 And, finally, the church, like 
the barbershop and the pool parlor, is a place to which one wanders when he 
has nothing else to do. 

The denominations to which Negroes predominantly belong-Baptist 
and Methodist-attempt to exercise a strict control over morals, and have 
a rather broad definition of morals. For want of a better term, we may 
say that they have "puritanical" standards of behavior. Negroes have taken 
over these standards but have modified them somewhat to suit Negro 
customs and white demands. For example, Negro preachers condemn extra
marital sex relations, but they scldom take any specific steps to stop them 
because usually so many of their congregation engage in the condemned 
behavior. Too, they dare not say anything against relations between Negro 
women and white men in the South for fear of physical punishment. In 
addition to extra-marital sex relations, the practices of gambling, drinking, 
drug-taking, smoking, snuff-dipping, card-playing, dancing and other minor 
"vices" arc condemned. Sometimes even ordinary sports and picnics come 
under a religious ban. These injunctions seem to have effect on middle class 
Negroes, espccial1y those who are ready to settle down. The upper class 
among Negroes also tends to avoid some of these practices, hut more 
because they individually want to or because they want to maintain status, 
rather than because of any specific in junction against them by the church. 
The bulk of the lower class, and the youth of all classes, seems to pay little 
attention to them. Females, as greater churchgoers, and as the traditional 
guardians of morals, obey them more than males. 

The Negro church, in respects other than its emotionalism, is like any 
lower class white Protestant church. In its relation to the Negro community, 

• The chur!'hes may often be scattered o\•er the countryside, and the ministers have 
difficulty in getting to them. Mays and Nicholson report that, of 1 59 rural rhurches studied, 
,mly 5.7 per cent of the preachers lived within 10 milca of the church. (O,p, cit,, p. :151.) 
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however, the Negro church tends to be different from the white church 1n 
relation to its community. 

The Negro preacher's stand on problems of caste and on all "political" 
problems is equivocal. On the one hand, he must preach "race solidarity" 
because his congregation demands it and because he himself stands to gain 
if the economic and political situation of his community improves. On the 
other hand, he is not only a focus of caste pressure, but his position of lead
ership depends upon the monopoly given him by segregation. Although the 
Negro preacher is "other-worldly" in his sermons,a he has a closer relation 
to politics than has the white clergyman. In accordance with Baptist and 
Methodist tenets, he preaches puritanical morals, and yet is often far from 
exemplary in his own life and sometimes has connections with the under
world. These paradoxes exist because the Negro preacher is not only a 
clergyman, but also, as Du Bois puts it, "a leader, a politician, an orator, 
a 'boss,' an intriguer, an idealist." 21 These divergent interests make the 
Negro preacher shift his actions fairly frequently with respect to contro
versial questions, so that he appears inconsistent. 

Negro preachers usually support Negro business. But at least one case 
is known where they have received threats from white business competitors 
for doing so.22 And there is the fact that the Negro church often receives 
more money from white businessmen (since there are more of them even 
in Negro neighborhoods) than from Negro businessmen. In advertising 
Negro business, preachers use the pulpit as well as written endorsements 
and the church paper.23 Some of the Negro businessmen are known rack
eteers: their legitimate businesses are sometimes a "front" for gambling 
rackets and even vice. The churches are, of course, officially against such 
things, but gambling (especially "policy") among the members of the 
congregation is too widespread to be stamped out, and often the contribu
tions from Negro policy racketeers-especially in the North-are a major 
source of support for the church. Some Negro ministers in Chicago meet 
the situation by ignoring the policy playing that goes on; others openly 
endorse it on the grounds that it provides jobs for Negroes and that 
"gambling isn't the worst sin." Some Spiritualist churches actually give out 
lucky numbers to be played.24 

Where Negroes vote, preachers frequently take a stand and use their 
influence and their pulpit to· swing Negro votes.25 Although the feeling 
is prevalent among Negroes, as among whites, that clergymen should have 
nothing to do with politics, the Negro preacher's position as a community 
leader, as well as his desire to get money for his church and even for him
self, often leads him to have some sort of tie with a political machine or 
candidate. A minister who has a political tie gains in power, since he can 
"me" minor difficulties with the law for members of his congregation and 

• See Chapter 40, Section 5. 
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sometimes even has control over a few jobs, political or otherwise. Poli
ticians, both white and Negro, realizing that Negroes are in great need and 
ve easily influenced by any display of friendliness or of power, often make 
use of the large churches even without the minister's express assent. They 
make an appearance at a church service and conspicuously donate large 
sums of money at collection time. Many of the church members inter
viewed by Gosnell did not resent a white politician even in the pulpit, since 
they felt that the Negro needs all the white influence he can get, and since 
they do not have time to attend regular political meetings in which they 
are interested.28 The church, as the community's most central public institu
tion, seems to many Negroes to take on political functions, as other non
religious functions, quite naturally. 

The Negro community is so poor, and the number of Negro churches so 
large in relation to the number of churchgoers,a that the upkeep of the 
church is a financial drain. A good portion of the time during an average 
church service is taken up with the collection, and there is a tendency to 
emotionalize the collection so as to elicit more money.21 Both in the 
South and in the North, there is importuning of white churches, white 
businessmen, and other white individuals for money to support the 
churches. Still the average Negro does not get much back from his 
church in the way of community services.28 Relatively few of the 
churches-even the urban churches--offer facilities for recreation, and 
the amounts spent on charity, education and social service are pitifully 
small. This is partly due to the fact that there are too many churches, 
which makes the overhead expense too high.b Too, the urban Negro church 
often gets itself into great debt when it buys or builds a church edifice. In 
Mays and Nicholson's sample of urban Negro churches in 1930, 71.3 per 
cent had debts on their buildings.29 Finally, Negro churches have poor 
business practices! For all these reasons, and relative to the poverty of the 
congregation, the Negro church is more expensive to the average Negro 
than the white man's church is to him. Most Negroes are aware of this 
fact and are not happy over it. 

The Negro church is at once modeled after the white church and yet 
fitted into the needs and culture of the Negro community. Theology and 
church service are the same as in white Protestant churches. Emotionalism 
was borrowed from the white& but has been retained after most whites have 
abandoned it, and is now considered a Negro "characteristic." Although 
Negroes do not, on the whole, pay much attention to the moral injunctions 
of the church, the church has been the major center of community life, and 
the preacher has been the major leader of the community. But this is 

• For statistics on the number of members per church, sec Chapter 40, Section J, 
• For the facts on church expenditures, see footnote 30 of Chapter 40. 
• See Chapter 40, Section 5. 
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changing rapidly as the Negro community becomes diversified, as other 
profcssjonals are becoming more numerous, as upper and middle classes 
develop among Negroes, as the minister does not advance as rapidly in 
education and sophistication as do the youth of his community. The Negro 
church has declined in relative importance since I 880, and the prospects 
are for a continued decline. Nevertheless, the Negro church means more to 
the Negro community than the white church means to the white com
munity-in its function as a giver of hope, as an emotional cathartic, as a 
center of community activity, as a source of leadership, and as a provider 
of respectability. 

4. THE NEGR.o SCHOOL AND NEGR.O EouCATION4 

As we have pointed out in Chapter 41, there were few educational facil
ities for Negroes before the Civil War. Since then the proportion of Negro 
children attending school has gone up so rapidly that now it is not far 
behind the also increasing proportion of white children attending school 

TABLE 3 
5cHOOL ATTENDANCE UI THE UNITED STATES, Aogs 5-20, BY RA.CE: 1850--1940 

- --- -- ---- - -· --------
NEGROES WHITES 

Per cent of Per cent of 
Population Population 

Year Number aged 5-20 aged s-20 

1850 26,461 1.7 52..9 
186o 32,629 1.8 56.0 
1870 180,372. 9.2 51.1 
188o 856,014 32.5 58.1 
1890 999,324 32.0 55-4 

1900 1,083,516 31.0 53.6 
1910 1,644,759 44-7 61.3 
1920 2.,030,269 53.5 65.7 
1930 2,477,311 6o.o 71.5 
1940 2,698,901 6+4 71.6 

Soa~<1s: The fiiW"l!S for 1~0-1890, inclusive, are from E. Gear.I{! Payne, "Negroes in the Public Ele
mentary Sc:bool of tho North." Th• A1111au of Ille 11....,acan 11.:aclcna)' of l'oliliGaJ GM Sa<iaJ Sdenu (November, 
1Sll28), p, 224. 

The figures for 1900 to 1940, wo have calculated !rom the followini sources: (1) U. 5, Bureau of the Censua, 
N,,rocs •• 11,, Uni,tsd Slota, 1100 io 11114, p. 3771 (a) U, 5. Bureau of the Cenaus, Negroes•• the Uni,ed Stalq, 
lfllO-lJ/Ja, pp. 209-210; (J) .S.,,,flm/a C,111ru o/ Ule Uniled Stat,,: 1040, Populotion, Preliminary Rel~se1 5eriu P-10, ~o. 17, Table 2. From the d"C8ll11ial c:ensu8"S of population of 1850 to 1800, we have corroboru.'l:Oll 
Payne's figures on number of Nogroee an.! whites attending tchool for every year but 1890 {where we have a 
diacrepancy of aome 7,Soo in the filllll'e for Negroeo), but we have not attempte4 to get the base figures on tha 
IIUDlber agecJ s to 20 for these year&. For Negroes al0110, Bond c:orroborates Payne's ~ntases within 1,,3 
per -t. (Horace Mann Bond, TIN &lueat1io• of the N,,,o M IM Ammca• Social Ordir [11134,I p. 178,) 

• The most useful general study of Negro education is that of Horace Mann Bond, Tl¥ 
Education of th8 N,g,o in the Amwi&an Social Ortl,r ( 1934). Also useful in more specialized 
problems are: ( 1) Charles S. Johnson and Associates, "The Negro Public Schools," Section 
8 of the Louisuma Educational Survey (1942) I (2) Buell G. Gallagher, American Cast,1 
lffld th,i N1g,-o Colug, (1938) 1 (3) Doxey A. Wilkerson, Sp,icu,l Problems of N,gro 
Education (1939) 1 (4) David T. Bl01e and Ambrose Caliver, Statistics of the Education 
of N1gro,s: 1933-z934 and z935-z936, U, S. Office of Education Bulletin No. 13 (1938). 
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(Table 3). These 6gures are deceptive, however, since the bulk of Negro 
children live in the South, and education for Negroes in the South is 
generally inferior to that for whites. Too, school attendance is something 
that can be misrepresented to a census-taker. The main reason for the 
discrepancy still existing is that Negroes do not attend high school and 
college to the same extent as do whites. As we shall see later in this section, 
elementary school attendance is about the same for Negroes and whites, 
except in the rural South. 

TABLE 4 

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, AoEs 7-20, llY RACE AND REOION: l9J0 

Region• 

United Statc:s 
Urban 
Rural 

North nnd Weat 
Urban 
Rural 

South 
Urban 
Rural 

Per cent of Popubtion aged 7-zo 
attcn<lin!): sd,onl April 1, 1930 

Negroes White~ 

64.4 75.4 
67,0 7~.8 
63,0 74.9 

71.1 76.4 
71/1 
70.6 

63.:1 71.8 
64.5 
62.7 

S11Mru1: Calculated from U.S. Bureau of the Cens11ft, Nrr,ors in lhe Unilrd Sl11lrs, zoao-19311, p, au, 
and Ptftunth Censa• oflhe United Stales: 19,n, Populatwn, Vol. 2,J>P• rOQQ, no6-1107. 

• South defined as the three census divisir,ns: South Atlantic, East South Central, West S,,uth Centrah 
North and West defined as the rest of Continental United States (including Mi•souri). 

Table 4 shows that Negroes are below whites in school attendance to the 
extent of about 9.6 per cent in the South and 5.3 per cent in the North. 
Within the South, rural areas have a greater discrepancy (between whites 
and Negroes) than do urban areas.80 

While the quantitative, though not qualitative, discrepancy between 
Negro and white education is disappearing, the lack of schools for Negroes 
in the past is reflected today in the statistics on educational status of adults 
(Table 5). The average Negro past the age of 25 years is reported to have 
had 5.7 years of schooling, as compared to 8.8 years for the average native 
white person. The education of rural-farm Negroes (practically all South
ern) has been least complete: 15 per cent have had no formal education at 
all, and almost 60 per cent never reached the fifth grade. Only 5.5 per 
cent of rural-farm Negroes (compared to 18.1 per cent of rural-farm native 
whites) have received any high school training whatsoever. In the country 
as a whole only 1 .2 per cent of adult Negroes are college graduates ( com
pared to 5.4 per cent of native whites) and only 7.1 per cent can claim to be 
high school graduates (compared to 28.6 per cent of the native whites). 
Clearly the formal education of the Negro population is greatly inferior to 
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TABLE 5 

Ys,u.1 or ScaooL CoMPLBTBD1 BY Paa1ox1 15 Yu1.1 OLD A.N'D Ovsa, BT lucs, 
ro• THB U1r1TED STATES, R.uuL AND UHAN Aaus: 1940 

PERCENTAGE DlSTRIBUflO~ 

United States Urban Rural Nonfarm Rural Farm 

Native Native Native Native 
Yean Completed White Negro White Negro White Negro White Negro 

Persona 15 years 1LJ1d 
over 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

No achool years corn-
plcted 1.3 10.0 o.8 6.6 1.7 11.7 1,5 15.0 

Grade School: 
I to 4 years 6.1 31-3 3.7 13.7 7.3 35.5 II.I 44.1 
5 and 6 years 9.7 21.5 7.5 21.3 10.8 21.4 14.6 11.9 
7 and 8 years 36.0 19.8 33.6 14.8 36.1 16.5 41.7 11.7 

High School: 
I to :i years 17.3 8.5 18.7 11.5 16.9 6.4 13.7 3.6 
4 fe&l'I 16.6 +,I 2.0,1 6.1 14.5 1,4 8.9 J.O 

College: 
I to 3 years 6.6 1.8 7.5 2.6 6.5 1.4 4.0 o.6 
4 years and more 5-4 1.2 7.0 1.8 4-7 0.9 I.S 0.3 

Not reported I.I 1.8 1.0 1.5 1.4 1,7 I.I 1.8 
Median school years 

completed 8.8 5.7 9.6 6.8 8.6 5.:> 8.:> 4.1 

s-u: Sui.,r,th Cn,nu of lhe Ua;,,,J Slales: ztuo, P0Pulalto11, Preliminary Release. Series P 10, No. 8 

that of the native white population even in number of school years com
pleted-disregarding the still more inferior quality of Negro education in 
the South. 

The situation is dynamic: education for Negroes is improving. The per
centage of Negro children who remain in school beyond the fourth grade 
rose from 18 in 1921 to 20 in 1936.81 At a later point we shall note the 
striking recent increase in high schools for Negroes. But Negro children 

TABLE 6 
luTIO or Nsoao TO WHITE PuPtLS IN PUBLIC ScHoo,.s BY GaAoas 

IN 18 SoUTHEII.N MATES: 1933-1934 

Ratio of Ratio of 
Negro to White Negro to White 

Grade Pupils Enrolled Grade Pupils Enrolled 

.631 8 .141 
1 .396 9 .135 
3 .36o IO ,111 
4 .318 II .099 
~ .288 n .091 
6 .152 Post-Graduate 
7 .~oo High School .013 

Kinde arten .087 

5-,c Calcalated from data in Dosey A. Wilkenon, Sneial Pr~ q/ NI('<!_ Bdw:lllio,o (rg30) pp. 
166-161, WUkenon tak1911 his data from U.S. Office of BducatiM, a;.,.,.;al s..,_ of Bdw:111m ;. Illa 11,,.,_, 
.!ilfMI: IOJ~IOJ-1, Bulletin No, a (l!IJS), pp. 56-57 and g6. 
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still lag far behind white children in education. There is a much stronger 
tendency for Negroes than for whites to drop out of school at lower grades. 
While the ratio of Negroes to whites in the first grade in the 1 8 Southern 
states (1933-1934) is .631, the ratio drops to .141 in the eighth grade and 
to .091 in the twelfth grade (Table 6). The "holding power,, of the Negro 
school is low at all levels. The reasons for this are in the whole character 
of the caste relation in the South. This tendency for Negroes to drop out 
of school more than do whites stops at the college level. Of all high school 
graduates over 2 5 years of age in the country ( 1940), a slightly greater 
proportion of Negroes than of whites have gone to college (42.6 per cent 
compared to 41.9 per cent).82 Of course, a much smaller proportion of all 
Negroes than of whites goes to college, but once Negroes have attained 
high school graduation, they have a slightly better chance of going to 
college. This reversal is probably due to the tremendous difficulties the 
Negro child encounters in getting as far as high school graduation, to the 
relative lack of opportunities for Negro high school graduates, and to the 
relatively better opportunities for college-trained Negroes.• 

It is unnecessary to take up the Negro school in the North since it hardly 
exists as a separate entity. Most of the Negro children in the North arc 
separated from white children because of a small amount of legal segrega
tion, a moderate amount of forced illegal segregation, and a large amount 
of coercive but not illegal separation ( connected with housing segregation 
and the system of gerrymandered districts and permits).b But there is little 
difference between Negro and white schools in the North either in quality 
of instruction and facilities or in the content of the courses. What there is, 
is due to the rapid migration of the Negroes to the North, which has caused 
an undue over-crowding of schools and an over-burdening of teachers. But 
this lag in ad justing facilities to increased enrollment would seem to carry 
with it no discrimination, and would probably disappear shortly after the 
end of large-scale migration. The teachers of Negro children are as well 
trained as the teachers of white children, except possibly for the selectiori 
which occurs when a white teacher avoids teaching in a school attendet 
almost entirely by Negro students. 

There is practically no attention paid to Negro problems or Negro 
students> needs in the Northern school. Except for a few aJl-Negro colleges, 
Negroes in Northern colleges are a small proportion of the student popu
lation, and except for a certain amount of social ostracism, they are not 

• See end of Chapter 13. The explanation is not that college enrollment is so much more 
common in the North generally. The proportion of those over tS who have had at least 
one year of college is the same in the South as in the North (not including the Pacific or 
MoWJtain states): 9.2 to 9.5. (Sixteenth Census of the United States: 19~0, Po,pulation, 
Preliminary Release, Series P-10, No. 8.) 

"See Chapter 29, Section 6. 
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treated dilferentl y than are white students.• The main reason why the 
average Negro gets an education inferior to the average white in the North 
is that poverty and disease keep him out of school more and force him to 
leave school at an earlier age. The rising legal minimum age for leaving 
achool-all Northern states having some sort of compulsory attendance law 
since the Civil War-and the lack of employment .!>pportunities, especially 
during the depression of the r93o's, have tended to reduce this differential, 
except at the college level. The school, outside of the activity of educating 
the young, is not important in the life of the Northern Negro community 
-a general characteristic of all schools in Northern cities where Negroes 
live. Only one aspect of Northern education for Negroes requires special 
attention: like white students, Negro students in the North are inculcated 
with the American Creed and with the traditional American virtues of 
efficiency, thrift, ambition, and so on. But employment opportunities-and 
to a lesser extent, some of the other "good" things of life-are so closed 
to them that these school-bred attitudes create special conflicts in their 
minds and cause them to become especially cynical with regard to them,b 
But this cynicism is by way of defense, and their deprivations cause the 
Northern Negro youth to place the highest value on the American Creed 
and the American virtues. 

The situation in the South, however, is different. While the federal and 
state constitutions require equal educational facilities for Negroes and 
whites, and the pretense is kept up that the constitutional requirements are 
met by "separate but equal" school systems: actually, however, the educa
tional facilities for Negroes are far inferior to those for whites except at a 
few universities supported by Northern philanthropy or by the federal 
government. To a great degree this is inevitable where two parallel segre
gated school systems must be maintained." The richer Northern commu
nities, with a smaller proportion of Negroes, find it a drain on the budget 
to support a single decent school system, much less two. The insufficient 
support of Negro schools in the South is reflected in a complete lack of 
schools in some rural areas, an insufficient number of schools in other areas, 
a grave lack of equipment, a lack of enforcement of the truancy laws for 
Negroes, an inferior quality of teacher training, differential payment to 
teachers, and miserably poor ~tandards all around. The situation has been 
so bad that Southern Negroes have lost much of the faith in education 
they once had. 

In the rural South the one-room school house for Negroes is fairly typical, 
with the whole range of elementary grades taught by a single teacher in a 

• Except at the graduate level, when instructors in the social science& expect Negro students 
to study Negro problem,, 

• See Chapter 3&. 
• See Chapter 15, Section 3; and Chapter 41, 
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single room. Where Negroes are a small element in the population, Negro 
school houses may be far apart ( cases have been reported where an elemen
tary school child has had to travel up to eighteen miles every day). The 
authorities are very discriminatory in providing bus services for Negro 
pupils.• School buses are generally provided for rural whites, but are rarely 
provided for Negroes. Some Negro families have to pay for private bus 
service, and others board their children in town.BB The alternative is not to 
go to school at all, an alternative followed by some discouraged Negro 
&milies. There is a special need for school bus service in rural areas, since 
adequate schools cannot be paid for unless they serve many children resid
ing over a wide area. But the "consolidation of schools" movement has 
hardly begun for rural Negro schools in the South, although it is well
developed for the white schools. 

Another handicap of a financial nature is that Negro children must some
times provide all their own books and other school supplies; white children 
get these things free. The content of the elementary education in the rural 
South is almost unbelievably poor in the eyes of the outsider; a poorly 
trainedb and poorly paid'' Negro woman4 must control and teach a group 
of children from a poor and uncultured home background, in an over
crowded,• dilapidated,' one-room i: school house, where she must perform 
at least some of the janitorial and administrative duties. She is also subject 
to unusual outside prcssure.n 

The Negro school in the rural South is kept open only about seven 
• While Negroes constituted 28 per cent of the pupils enrolled in the public schools of 

10 Southern states (1935-1936) and were 34 per cent of the rural-farm population aged 
5 to 17 {1930), they received only J per cent of the total expenditures for transportation 
(1935-1936). (Compiled from a variety of government reports by Wilkenon, op. cit., p. 19.) 

~ See Chapter 14-, Section 4-. 

• See Chapter Is, Section 3. 
• Of all teachers in public elementary and accondary schools in the 18 Southern states in 

1935-1936, 80.6 per cent were women. (Blose and Caliver, op. cit., p. 12.) 
• The average pupil load per teacher in 18 Southern states in 1933-1934 was 43 for 

Negroes and 34 for whites. (Biennial Survey of Ed11cation: 1,932-1934, pp. 64-65, and 
93-94 and 99; compiled by Wilkerson, op. cit., p. 21 .) 

'The average value of school property in 10 Southern states in 1935-1936 was hli per 
Negro pupil and $ 183 per white pupil. ( Compiled from various government publications 
by Wilkerson, op. cit., p. 31.) 

The literature is replete with descriptions of how dilapidated the rural Negro school 
houses are: see, for example, ibid., pp. 28-29; Ambrose Caliver, Rural Elenuntary Educa
tion among Negroes under J,anes Superu,sing Teachers, U. S. OffiL-c o! Education, Bulletin 
No. 5, ( 1933); John G. Van Deusen, The Black Man in White America (1938), pp. 
164-166. 

r Sixty-five per cent of all the Negro public schools in Louisiana are one-teacher achooh, 
:md another 27 per cent are two- or three-teacher schools (Charles S. Johnson, "The Negro 
Public Schools," p. 43). 

~ See Chapter 40, Sertion 1. 
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months a year; Negro children must work in the lields in planting and 
harvesting seasons, and the white planters give the signal for the Negro 
school to curtail its session, to close or to open. There is a low attendance 
generally becaus.: transportation is so poor for Negroes, because they must 
help around the house, because they are frequently ill or have insufficient 
clothing, because there is practically no enforcement of truancy regulations.• 
The white schools, in contrast, operate for eight or nine months a year, with 
fixed opening and clo_sing dates, and with fairly rigorously applied truancy 
regulations. The secondary school situation for Negroes in the rural South 
is much worse, since there are so few secondary schools, and they are so far 
apart. As a consequence, Negro children come out of their school system
both elementary and secondary-very poorly educated. All studies show 
them to be far below the national average in scholastic achievement.8

' 

Standards of teacher selection are low in the rural South. If a Negro girl 
knows a white member of the school board or any influential white person, 
she can be fairly sure of getting a teaching job even though she never 
completed high school. Sometimes there is the formality of passing an 
"examination" to get a teacher's certificate. The low standard of selection 
of the Negro school teacher, her usually inadequate ability to teach, and 
her extreme dependence on white men, give her a fairly low status in the 
rural Negro community. To the extent that she has been educated, how
ever, she can attain a higher status. The teacher and the school house are 
usually integrated into the Negro community, since the teacher's social life 
is bound up with that of the parents of her pupils, and the school house is 
usually used for community purposes. Although all rural people probably 
have a sense of possessiveness for their local school house and use it for a 
variety of purposes, rural Southern Negroes have a special pride in theirs 
since they help to collect the money for it and sometimes they actually 
build and furnish it. Some teachers have succeeded in organizing Parent-

• The average number of days in a school year in 18 Southern states in 1935-1936 was 
167 for whitea and 146 for Negroes. The worst state was Mississippi, where the average 
school term was J 45 for whites and 11 9 for Negroes. The discrepancy was even greater in 
Louisiana and South Carolina, although the absolute figures were not so low. In addition, 
Negro children failed to attend classes quite as frequently as white children so that their 
average number of days attended was only 113, as compared to 136 for whites. (See Blose 
and Caliver, op. cit., p. 35.) These figures are so high because no separation is made between 
rural and urban schools. In Southern citiea, Negro and white schools usually have the rame 
length of term, but in rural areas of the Deep South, "terms of three and four mo: ,tbs' 
duration are by no means uncommon ••• " (Bond, op. cit., p. 291.) Further, as 011r ,uper
intendent in Louisiana said, "You can't afford to enforce compulsory school laws for the 
Negro children. As it is, their schools are too crowded, and we hardly know what to do with 
the Ont!I we have. If all of them were in school that should be there, we'd have a school 
problem that the school board just wouldn't know how to handle." (Cited in Charles ~ 
Johmo111 ''The Neg-ro Public Schools," p. 125.) 
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Teacher Associations, and these have been of material advantage to both 
parents and teachers.• 

There is a clear tendency to avoid civics and other social sciences in the 
Southern Negro public schools. Theyare not taught to any extent in the white 
schools, but a special effort is made to prevent Negroes from thinking about 
the duties and privileges of citizenship. In some places there are different 
school books for Negroes and whites, especially in those fields that border 
on the social. Where white students are taught the Constitution and the 
structure of governments, Negroes are given courses in "character build
ing," by which is meant courtesy, humility, self-control, satisfaction with 
the poorer things of life, and all the traits which mark a "good nigger'' in 
the eyes of the Southern whites. The content of the courses for Negroes 
throughout the South, except at the colleges with a tradition dating back 
to the "classical" influence of the New England "carpetbagger," is molded 
by the caste system at every turn. For example: a leaflet sent out by a 
privately controlled and privately supported North Carolina "lnstitute"
something meant to be a cross between a technical high school and a tech
nical college-describes its course of study as follows: 

While the school gi,•es a thorough English Education, it must be remembered that 
it is strictly moral, religious and industrial. Every boy and girl is taught practical 
Politeness, Farming, Housekeeping, Laundry, Dressmaking, Printing, Cooking, Rrick
masonry, Plastering, and Automobile Mechanics. Students arc taught self-reliance, race 
pride, independent man and womanhood. They arc encouraged to remain at their 
homes in the South, to buy land, assist their fathers and mothers and to educate 
their fellows. 

To repeat: this is the course of study at a privately supported school at 
almost the college level. It is probably an exceptionally poor school, but 
it illustrates what docs exist. Publicly supported elementary schools for 
Negroes in the South put out no such statements regarding courses of study. 

There is a strong element of the vocational in the education of Southern 
Negroes. Rural boys are given courses in agriculture; urban boys are given 
courses in the manual arts; and girls are given courses in home economics. 
Since little money is made available to teach such courscs 11-and adequate 
teaching of them requires a good deal of expensive equipment-and since 
the teachers arc often inadequately trained, the courses are usually on a low 
level. The range of these courses, too, is restricted: for the most part, 
Negroes are taught only how to be farmers, semi-skilled workers and 

• While rural Negro teachers are integrated into the community, they are usually not 
a<.tive in it and belong to few civic organizations other than the P.T.A. (Charle, S. John,oo, 
"The Negro Public Schools," pp. 100-101.) 

• Negroes receive little of the money made available for vocational education by the , 
federal governrnent, since the state legislatures misappropriate the funds. See Chapter 15, 

Section 3 
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servants. Negroes who have succeeded in becoming businessmen have 
usually gone through the regular academic curriculum rather than the 
vocational schools. Except for the private schools, which train for skilled 
work, vocational education for Negroes in the South has usually meant 
training to do more efficiently the traditional menial "Negro job." Little 
attention has been paid to the fact that a changing economy has created a 
serious over-population in agriculture and even in domestic s~rvice. The 
teaching of new occupations to Negroes is even further from whites' minds 
than the teaching of the older, but desirable, occupations. Vocational educa
tion in the public schools of the South has also served as a means to keep 
Negroes from getting the general education given to whites, since it is felt 
-with good reason-that an academic education would make Negroes 
ambitious and dissatisfied with a low occupation, would "ruin a good field 
hand." Vocational education for Negroes in the North has had none of 
these degrading traits, and a larger proportion of Negroes in high schools 
has been getting vocational training in the North than in the South.311 

Educational conditions for Southern Negroes are better in the cities than 
in the rural areas. Negroes live closer together, and the local governments 
are thus more willing to build more and better schools. There are no 
problems of having the schools too far apart, of closing down the schools 
for planting and harvest season, of having all grades under one teacher in 
one room. The teachers are better trained, in some cases better trained than 
white teachers in the same cities, since Negro women who go to college 
have few opportunities outside of the city school systems.36 They also 
achieve a measure of independence." While the quality and quantity of 
education in the city schools is better than in the country schools, the sub
jects taught and their content are about the same. The Negro school teach
ers in the Southern cities usually have a high status in the Negro community 
and often are looked up to as leaders in social life and general activities. 87 

High schools for Negroes in the South have existed in significant num
bers for only about twenty years" and are still inadequate. In I 8 Southern 
states (1933-1934), only 19 Negro children out of 100 aged 14 to 17 
( 1930) were attending public high schools, as compared to 55 white chil
dren in the same Southern states and to 60 children in the nation as a 
whole.• These low figures are .not entirely due to the lack of public high 
schools for Negroes, but arc tied up with the whole educational and social 

• See Chapter 41, Section 1. 

b In 1915-1916 there were only 64 public high schools for Negroes in the 1 g Southern 
states and more than half of these were in 4 state-Kentucky, West Virginia, Tennessee 
and Texas, There were abo 216 p,·i'Uate high schools in that year, In 1935-1936 there were 
2.,305 public high schools in these states, and in 1932-1933, 92 private high schools. 
{Blose and Caliver, op. cit., p. 8.) 

• The worst state for Negroes was again Mississippi, where 7 Negro children out of 100, 

as compared to 66 white children out of 100, attended public high school. (Wilkerson, op. 
c#., up . . 16-1 ;. ) 
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structure of the South: Negro children tend to drop out of elementary 
school, partly because the family is poor and they are needed for work, 
partly because schools are so inaccessible, and partly because instruction is 
so inferior. But the lack of high schools is also important: 'Wilkerson points 
out that there was one white high school teacher for every 1 1 white seventh 
grade (elementary school) pupils but only one Negro high school teacher 
for every 20 Negro seventh grade (elementary) school pupils.38 Although 
two-thirds of all Southern Negroes live in rural areas, only 508 of the 
1,077 Negro high schools in I 8 Southern states ( 1933-1934) were in rural 
areas, and they enrolled only 2 I per cent of the total number of Negro 
pupils in public high schools in these states.88 

The Negro public junior college is practically nonexistent in the South, 
since there were only 5 of them in 16 Southern states ( 1933-1934), enroll
ing only 706 students."0 In addition, Negroes had 17 private junior 
colleges, enrolling another I ,344 students. The colleges proper present a 
comparable situation. Negroes constituted 25 per cent of the population 18 
through 21 years of age in 17 Southern states ( 1930) but only 6 per cent 
of the public college enrollment (1933-1934).41 

Of the 117 Negro institutions of higher learning in the United States 
( 1932-1933), only 36 were public. More than half of these public colleges 
were land-grant institutions-largely stimulated and supported by the 
federal government; of the 81 private colleges, all but seven were church
affiliated. Most of these colleges did not have the teachers and school 
facilities to provide an adequate education.• Before 1937, only 5 Negro 
institutions offered instruction at the graduate level. 42 After that year, 
when the federal courts declared that a state must offer equal educational 
opportunities to Negroes, several Southern states forced ill-equipped public 
Negro colleges to assume graduate instruction. For all practical purposes, 
however, it may still be claimed that only 3 or 4 Negro institutions have 
real graduate instruction, and none of them offers the Ph.D. degree. 

The whole Southern Negro educational structure is in a pathological 
state. Lack of support, low standards, and extreme dependence on the 
whites make Negro education inadequate to meet the aims of citizenship, 
character or vocational preparation. While illiteracy is being eliminated, 
this is only in a formal sense-since children who are taught to read and 
write and do arithmetic seldom make use of these abilities. Still there are 
many educational opportunities for Negroes, and the situation is far better 
than it was at the close of the Civil War. The concept of education for 

• By 1939, the Southern Association of College, and Secondary Schools had awarded 
Class "A" rating to only 18 Negro colleges, and 4 Negro junior colleges. (Fred McCuiation, 
Graduate Instruction for Negroes in the United States [1939], pp. 29-30.) In addition to 
theae, 3 public and a private institutions had been accredited in 1938 by the North Central 
Association and the Middle States Association, In the 11 states under the Southern Aasocia.
tion, 46 per cent of the white colleges are accredited but only 22 per cent of the Ne1ro 
collcgce. (Wilkerson, op. &it .. p. 70.) 
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Negroes is hardly questioned any longer. The complete educational ladder 
is available to practically all Northern Negroes and to most of the Southern 
Negroes who live in large Southern cities. At least the rudiments of an 
education are available even to the rural Southern Negroes. There is 
considerable educational opportunity at the college level, even in the 
South. The general trend toward improved education is helping the Negro, 
even if he does not share in the new opportunities as much as do whites. 

5. VoLUNTARY Assoc1ATIONS 

As many foreign observers have pointed out,43 America has an unusual 
proliferation of social clubs, recreational organizations, lodges, fraternities 
and sororities, civic improvement societies, self-improvement societies, 
occupational associations, and other organizations which may be grouped 
under the rubric of "voluntary associations." While this is true of 
Americans generally, Negroes seem to have an even larger relative 
number of associations. In Chicago in 1937, when the total Negro 
population of the city was less than 2 7 5 ,coo, there were over 4,000 
formal associations, the membership of which was wholly or largely 
Negro." In Natchez, Mississippi, where the total Negro population 
was about 7,500, there were more than 200 Negro associations discov
ered in one week in 1935.4n This characteristic of the Negro commu
nity becomes even more striking when it is realized that generally upper 
and middle class people belong to more associations than do lower class 
people.46 Thus, despite the fact that they are predominantly lower class, 
Negroes are more inclined to join associations than arc whites; in this 
respect again, Negroes are "exaggerated,, Americans. Only a small number 
of the Negro associations had as their primary purpose to protest against 
caste or to improve the Negro community in some way; 47 these protest and 
improvement associations were considered in Chapter 39. Here we shall 
give brief consideration to the many associations which have a "sociable" 
or "expressive" function. With rare exceptions, these associations have only 
Negroes as members, and their large number is in some measure a product 
of the prohibitions against having Negro members in white associations. 

Max Weber has sought to explain the numerous social clubs in America 
as a means of helping people to business, political and social success.48 This 
is only partly true for American Negroes. It is undoubtedly the reason why 
upper and middle class Negroes belong to more voluntary associations than 
do lower class Negroes.49 But it does not serve to explain why Negroes have 
relatively more associations than do whites, or why lower class Negroes are 
members of as many associations as they are. Membership in their own 
segregated associations does not help Negroes to success in the larger Amer
ican society. The situation must be seen as a pathological one: Negroes are 
active in associations because they are not allowed to be active in much of 
the other organized life of American society. As Robert R. Moton pointc<l 
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out,'0 the tremendous amount of club activity among Negroes is, in one 
sense, a poor substitute for the political activity they would like to partici
pate in but cannot because of caste. Negroes are largely kept out, not only 
of politics proper, but of most purposive and creative work in trade unions, 
businessmen's groups, pressure groups, large-scale civic improvement and 
charity organizations, and the like. 

A second reason why we regard the huge number of voluntary associa
tions among Negroes as pathological is that some of them-especially the 
lodges-would seem to follow a pattern which is about a generation behind 
the general American pattern. Whereas in white America the lodges-with 
their secret rites and elaborate ritual-began to become unpopular at least 
thirty years ago, the decline of Negro lodges occurred, not because they 
became unpopular, but because they failed to pay insurance premiums. The 
most serious decline of Negro lodges has occurred in the last ten years.111 

And when lodge membership did decline among Negroes, the lower class 
people who left lodges simply joined religious sects, rather than disentangle 
themselves completely from such old-fashioned groups, as did whites.6

:? 

The content of the meetings of the Negro sociable groups, even outside tht'. 
old-fashioned lodges, also reveals the lag in their adaptation to modern 
American standards. The meetings are often heavily formalized, in the 
manner of white upper class dubs of a generation or two ago. Strict rules 
of parliamentary procedure are followed in the "business" meetings; the 
"entertainment" consists, with little variation, of card-playing, lectures, or 
recitals; a complete roster of officers is elected even if there arc less than 
a dozen members in the entire club; in upper class clubs formal dress is 
required at certain of the meetings.a. 

Another reason why ffl! regard the great number of Negro voluntary 
associations as a sign of social pathology is that they accomplish so little in 
comparison to what their members set out to achieve by means of them. 
A large number of the associations-including not a few of the "social" 

• "Behavior at club meetings is rather rigidly stereotyped-( 1) business, while visitor• 
wait in another room, (2) card playing, (3) eating, (4) a period of rather general 
unorganized conversation and hilarity. There are wide variations, however, in the nature 
of the 'business' discussed and in the amount of formality involved, The bulk of the club, 
are very formal in their conduct of business, having a parliamentarian to correct the group 
on points of order, even when only four or five members are present. Since there is a great 
deal of inter-club visiting, the clubs are careful about 'doing things in an orderly manner' 
so that they will not get a 'bad rt"putation.' Some clubs play whist, but the bulk of them 
play auction bridge; a few play contract. A few vary the procedure by the use of popular 
games such aa 'Pick-up-sticks,' 'Lexicon,' or 'Pit.' 

"Ranking within the club world drpends partly upon the elaborateness of the entertain
ing and the orderliness of meetings. Clubs range from the very formal middle-aged women'• 
groups of upper-middle class to the rather rough behavior of younger upper-lower class (or 
even middle-aged lower class groups.) On the whole, however, the standards of the club 
world operate to stereotype the behavior." {Drake, "The Negro Church and .Asaociatiom iD 
Chicago," pp. 466-467.) 
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clubs-claim to be "civic-minded" or interested in improving the "race."• 
They collect money and hold dances or card-parties for such purposes, and 
they drain off a large part of the Negroes' spare time.b Even when they do 
not claim to be engaged in protest or amelioration, the social clubs and 
lodges divert to themselves a larger part of the Negro people's time and 
money than do comparable associations among the whites.111 This is accentu
ated by their intense rivalry and heavily formalized activity. Since, as we 
noted, Negro clubs and lodges do not help their members to business, 
political, or social success in the same way that white clubs do, much of their 
activity is wasted effort. Many Negroes are aware of this and talk against 
it. But the pattern of a "heavy'' social life is so traditional in the Negro 
community that even those who do not like it cannot escape it without 
cutting off much of their relationship with their fellows and without losing 
some of their prestige. It is probable that the bulk of the Negroes, includ
ing those who make no overt protest against the great proliferation of clubs 
with ritualized social activity, feel frustrated by it at times. The average 
sociable club has only one or two dozen members; there is an intense 
rivalry between clubs for status and an equally intense rivalry between 
members within any given club for office; the club is often short-lived; it 
seldom aids the individual to achieve success or raises the level of the 
"race"; it is time-consuming and the activities undertaken are heavily 
formalized. 

Aside from the above-mentioned differences between Negro and white 
voluntary associations, they are much alike. Negro associations are appar
ently modelled after white associations, even if those white models are 
remnants of a past generationc and so appear ludicrous to some white peo
ple today. 

• The athletic allllociationa, the occupational a11110ciation1, and the Parent-Teacher Asso
ciations h:i ve definite and limited functions, so that much of what is said about the soci:il 
clubs, church clubs, C<welfare" clubs, and lodges in this paragraph does not apply to the 
former groups. 

b Much of the money collected for "charity" by the social clubs goes to pay for the heavy 
expenses of the entertainment and of the club, (See Drake, "The Negro Church and Asso
ciations in Chicago," p. 477 and Davis, op cit., p. 163.) 

• As we noted above, the Negro social clubs are modelled after upper class white social 
clubs of the period 1880-1910 or th;e small town social clubs of today. The Negro lodges 
were modelled after the white lodges as they have been since 1865. The Negro lodges 
began when the white lodges refused to take in Negro members, and when white insuram:e 
c:omp:inies refused to accept Negroes as insurance policyholders. There wa, no attempt to 
hide the fact that they were imitations of the white lodges: the Eighth Annual Report of 
the Improved Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks of the World states: 

"Lib all other secret and benevolent organizations that ha\'e been organized, the white 
order ol Elka will not permit colored persons to become members. But there are colored 
.fflb,now. , .. Some may try to deprecate the colored Elks but we have the same ritual that 
Che ,vhite Elks have •• , , The difference between the white and colored Elka is this: 
,'..rJae white order ii known u the Benewlent and Protective Order of Elks. Ours is known 

· : :u the Improved Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks of the World." (Cited by W, E. B. 
·Du Bois (editor), Economic Coo1#ralion 1N11on,t N11gro111 [1907J, p. u6), 
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The distinctive thing about Negro associations has been the death bene&t 
and sickness insurance features of some Negro lodges and benevolent 
societies. Even this was not a unique trait of Negro organizations, since 
white lodges frequently have them too. But it was much more developed 
among Negroes,114 and it made the lodges of almost equal importance with 
the churches in the period around 1890.1111 The insurance features of many 
lodges elicited the only serious praise that has been bestowed upon Negr(? 
sociable organizations. A survey edited by Du Bois in 1898 said that the 
lodges represented the "saving, banking spirit among the Negroes and are 
the germ of commercial enterprise of a purer type," but at the same time 
he castigated their "extravagance and waste in expenditure, an outlay for 
regalia and tinsel.m;o Booker T. Washington saw the secret society as the 
Negro's means of creating capital, learning business techniques, and teach
ing the "masses of people habits of saving and of system which they would 
not otherwise have been able or disposed to learn."117 But owing to the 
frequent failure of the lodges and benevolent societies to pay insurance 
premiums,a which has been noticeable since the beginning of the depression 
in 1929,58 the lodges have been declining in popularity.b Especially the 
lower classes have left; the middle classes remain for the prestige, power 
and recreation that the lodges provide. But even the middle classes, and 
especially the upper classes, are being attracted away from the lodges and 
toward the business and professional associations, the college and high 
school fraternities and sororities. Typical of the highest sort of evaluation 
of the lodges heard today is the one expressed by the secretary of a local 
Urban League in a Northern city: 

Not much practical value to the community at large but vastly important to the 
individual who is thereby associated with a definite group, There are a few vision
ary optimists in each order who think their group can become "a great force for the 
political and social betterment of the Negro people," but the rest are there becaQse 
they like to have a good time with the boys, or the girls, and who like the pomp and 
ceremony and mumbo-jumbo of the meetings-which is as good a reason for join
ing as any.119 

Thus, aside from the fact that all Negro groups are inevitably forced to 
be "race conscious" and that most of them at least pretend to improve the 
position of the "race," "there is a pronounced tendency •.. for mutual aid 
associations and civic groups to become recreational associations."60 It is, 
therefore, only as a means of recreation that Negro voluntary associations 
can be given a high evaluation. To determine whether or not such a high 
evaluation is justified, we shall have to consider, briefly, the general charac
ter of recreation and amusement in the Negro community. This we shall 
do in the following chapter. 

• See Chapter 14, Section 3. 
~ See footnote 5 2. to this chapter. 



CHAPTER. 44 

NON-INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS OF THE 

NEGRO COMMUNITY 

................................................... , .. , ...... , ................................................................ •1n1tn11H1a 

I. "PECULIARITIES" OF NEGRO CULTURE AND PERSONALITY 

The increasing isolation between Negroes and whites has, as we noted,8 
increased the mutual ignorance of the two groups. Lower class Negroes 
know much of the private side of the lives of the whites since so many of 
them are servants to whites; upper and middle class Negroes know very 
little about either the private or the public life of whites. Whites of all 
classes know even less about Negroes. Because of their lack of intimate 
contact with Negroes, whites create and maintain stereotypes about them. 
Most of the stereotypes have no basis in fact, but even those that are super
ficially true are not understood by whites in terms of their motivation and 
cultural origin. Even when they do not mean to be unfriendly to Negroes, 
whites observe that certain aspects of Negro life are "different" or "pecul
iar." Some of these cultural peculiarities bother whites; all of them are 
taken into account-consciously or unconsciously-when whites act in regard 
to Negroes. Since the whites are the dominant group, it is important for 
Negroes to determine what whites find peculiar about their cuJture. In this 
chapter, we shall not attempt to describe all the ways in which the Negro 
community differs from the white community, but only those non-institu
tional differences in Negro culture which whites find most unusual or 
disturbing. We shall start from our conclusion in Chapter 6 that these 
differences have no basis in biological heredity, that they are of a purely 
cultural nature. 

In this section, we shall sometimes be writing about Negro culture traits 
as though they applied to all Negroes. This is, of course, incorrect, and it 
angers many Negroes. There is a diversity of behavior patterns among 
Negroes, perhaps as great as in white American society with all its diverse 
national backgrounds. Negro communities range from the folk societies of 
isolated rural Southern areas to the highly sophisticated wealthy night club 
groups of Harlem. Much of the diversity among Negroes arises out of a 
tendency of upper class Negroes to act in a manner just the opposite of lower 

• See Chapter 30. 
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class Negroes, and some of it arises out of diverse historical background. We 
shall try to take account of the diversity, but we feel we arc justified in 
writing of Negro culture traits because a'Verage Negro behavior differs from 
average white behavior. From a practical standpoint it is necessary to take 
account of these differences in averages because white people see them and 
use them to buttress their prejudices. 

Because of the isolation between the two groups and because of the fear 
and suspicion on the part of Negroes toward the whites, it is practically 
impossible for any white investigator to get completdy into the Negro 
community. We do not claim that we completely understand the Negro 
community, and no doubt many Negro readers will find some of our 
observations about them to be naive or mistaken. Yet the white 
investigator has two advantages: First, he knows what white people 
do not know about Negroes. Negroes do not realize how ignorant 
most white people are about the Negro community, and they do not 
understand how even their white friends may be unaware of certain 
things about them. Second, Negroes arc so thoroughly isolated from 
white society that they have little basis for comparing their society 
with white society. Without the objectivity acquired by stepping outside of 
their own culture, they often cannot see how the Negro community differs 
from the white. For these two n.:asons, it may be that the white investigator 
can more easily determine what whites find "peculiar" in the Negro com
munity and can more easily interpret these peculiarities to the whites. ThiP 
is not inevitably so, however, and there is need for Negro scholars, with 
their greater ability to get inside the Negro community, to understand the 
white man's point of view when they study and describe the Negro 
community. 

The trait which the whites perhaps associate most with Negroes is a 
tendency to be aggressive.• This tendency is remarked about whenever 
Negroes commit crimes, whenever they are insulting and even whenever 
they try to rise out of their "place." The tendency is exaggerated in the 
minds of the whites, and whites arc ambivalent in their beliefs since they 
also frequently speak of the Negroes as docile, subservient and dull. The 
tendency is exaggerated partly because white newspapers give relatively 
little news about Negroes other than crime news,b partly because of the 

• Some of the culture traits frequently associated with Negroes ha,·c been discussed at length 
in other chapters and will not be taken up again at this point, For a consideration of Negro 
immorality, see Chapter 43, Sertion 2. For a discussion of Negro religious emotionalism, 
see Chapter 43, Section 3. For a discussion of Negro aping of white manners, see Chapter 
32 1 Chapter 42, Section 3; and Chapter 43, especially Section 5. For a discussion of Negro 
laziness, inefficiency, and lack of ambition, see Chapter 9, Scetion 2, and Chapter 101 Section 
2. For a consideration of the causes of Negro servility, see Chapter 29, Section 2.. For a 
discuuion of racial beliefs in general, see Chapter 41 especially Sections 7 and a. 

~ See footnote 23 of Chapter 30, 
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t.raditional racial stereotypes and partly because many whites do not attrib
ute to Negroes the natural human reactions to insult and deprivation. 

Except for the sullen criminal youths found mainly in Northern cities,• 
Negroes seem to be no more aggressive than whites. In view of the fact 
that they are so frequently discriminated against and insulted, Negroes are 
remarkably passive ·and polite toward whites. Negroes have never, since 
the Civil War, organized to revolt against white domination. They are 
generally courteous to whites who do not insult them, and even to whites 
who do. It probably can be generalized that when noncriminal Negroes are 
called "bumptious," especially in the South, they are merely trying to get 
their rights as citizens and thus are attempting to rise out of their lower 
caste status. Another reason why whites, especially Northern whites, find 
Negroes aggressive or unpleasant is because they have unwittingly insulted 
them b or because they do not understand the Negro's suspicion and fear 
of whites arising out of the uncertainty of life and property in the South. 
In the North, too, Negroes may do unpleasant things out of ignorance or 
appear "bumptious" because they are glad to be free of Southern restric
tions. c 

• See Chapter 3 6, Section s. 
• We have noted aeveral times in this book that Negroes are sensitive to insult and that 

whites, especially Northern whites, insult them unwittingly. When, in November, 1942, 
Irving Berlin wrote a patriotic song, he used the word "darky" in it and precipitated a storm 
of protest. He quickly changed the word to Negro and aaid he had not mcttnt to insult anyone. 
The following excerpt from a letter to the editor of 1'ime magazine is interesting both as an 
c,xample of unwitting insult and for tbe list of names by which Negroes like to be described. 

"First it wa, your constant use of the abortive term Negress; your farfetched designation 
of fickaninnies in a Chicago department store .•.• Now it is your use of "darky-driven" 
trucks! ••• Damn!! What is wrong with Time's policy toward the American Negro in the 
lut year and a half1 It's getting so I can't read an article about the race without being 
insulted! ••• 

"Some terms (adjectives) that might be used in describing Negroes: 
"bronzed ( conventional but well liked) coal black (trite) 
mighty black smooth yellow (don't use 'high yaller') 
jade black golden tinted 
blue black mellow (current '3S-'40) 
huskies smooth (in place of 'shiny') 
Zigahoo (coined by Negroes) golden brown 
Senegambian chocolate brown (trite) 
coffee-colored (used by TitM) (you add to the list) 

Do,,111 

"Nigger darky 
Negrese octoroon 
pickaninny quadroon, etc." 
(A letter to the editor, Tinu [August ~s, 1941 ], p. 8,) 

• CCJf the Negroes in Harlem show at times less courtesy toward white visitors than ii 
nquired by the canons of good taste, this is bad, but understandable. It was remarked 
lhartly after the first migration that the newcomen on boarding street ca.rs invariablv 
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Next to aggressiveness, probably the most striking trait of Negroes 

noticed by whites is emotionality and spontaneous good humor. This is 
given both a high and a low evaluation. On the one hand, the ability to 
enjoy life is recognized as desirable, and the Negro's music, dancing, litera
ture and art are appreciated by the whites. But on the other hand, lack of 
self-control and the tendency to act on impulse are deprecated. Negroes 
have acquired the art of enjoying life more than have whites.1 Because 
they have no direct background in puritanism, they have taken sex more as 
it comes, without all the encumbrances and inhibitions. The relative eco
nomic independence of the Negro woman allows her to mate more in the 
spirit of equality and mutual enjoyment, and less out of a sense of duty 
or to get economic advantages. Because they have so little money to spend 
on entertainment and because the white masters in slavery times did not 
bother to regiment the small amount of free time of the Negroes, the 
Negroes have learned to en joy small and inexpensive things and to get 
as much pleasure as they can out of their free time. The habit of spending 
a good deal of leisure time out--0f-doors, due in part to the over-crowdedness 
of the Negro home, has contributed to the social pleasantness of Negro life, 
since being outside involves meeting friends and having no worries about 
destroying furniture." Negroes also try much harder than do whites to get ,,.. 
as much pleasure out of their work as they can. ;»i! 

There is something of the "devil-may-care" attitude in the pleasure
seeking of Negroes. They know that all the striving they may do cannot 
carry them very high anyway, and they feel the harshness of life-the 
caste pressures are piled on top of the ordinary woes of the average white 
man. "So you might as well make the most of it"; "what the hell difference 
does it make." In this spirit, life becomes cheap and crime not so reprehen
sible. Thus both the lack of a strong cultural tradition and the caste-fostered 
trait of cynical bitterness combine to make the Negro less inhibited in a way 
which may be dangerom to his fellows. They also make him more indolent, 
less punctual, less careful, and generally less efficient as a functioning 
member of society. 

Because of the false racial belief that Negroes had innate emotional 
talents to compensate for their low intellectual capacities, whites have 
seldom hindered the development of the Negro in the artistic fields. In 

strode to the front even if there were seats in the rear." (Charles S. Johnson, "New Frontage 
on American Life," in Alain Locke leditor], 1'/ze New Negro [1915], p. 187.) 

• Negroes do not hesitate to tell how they enjoy life in spite of caste, Claude McKay, for 
example, says: 

''The prison is vast, there is plenty of space and a little time to sing and dance and laugh 
and love. There is a little time to dream of the jungle, revel in rare sce11ts and riotous 
colors, croon a plantation melody, and be a real original Negro in spite of all the crackers. 
Many a white wretch, baffled and lost in his civilized jungles, is envious of the toiling, easy
living Negro." (.i Long Way from Hom, [1937], pp. 145-146,) 
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fact, whites have enjoyed a paternalistic feeling in fostering this develop
ment. Negroes have been able to 6.nd an economic market for their artistic 
achievements, and this has fostered still more their development in this 
field, especially as opportunities are so closed to them in other fields. The 
pattern of uninhibited singing and dancing into which the Negro child is 
brought from his earliest years also gives a superb training for achievement 
in these fields. This trait of singing and dancing is so deep in the American 
Negro's culture that he sometimes falls into the white man's error of 
thinking of it as a racial trait: "white people have no rhythm"; "they can't 
dance with feeling"; "whites are naturally cold." 

The good humor that is associated with the Negro's emotionalism is the 
outcome, not only of the attempt to en joy life to its fullest, but of stark 
fear of the white man. Much of the humor that the Negro displays before 
the white man in the South is akin to that manufactured satisfaction with 
their miserable lot which the conquered people of Europe are now forced 
to display before their German conquerors. The loud high-pitched cackle 
that is commonly considered as the "Negro laugh" was evolved in slavery 
times as a means of appeasing the master by debasing oneself before him 
and making him think that one was contented. Negroes still "put it on» 
before whites in the South for a similar purpose. They also use it when 
they are entirely among themselves-in the same way as they use the hated 
term "nigger." 

In a similar manner, the Negro slave developed a cleverness in language 
which is akin tQ the "bright sayings" of children. Like the "Negro laugh," 
he found that a clever remark amused the white man and often staved off 
punishment or brought rewards. 

No master could be thoroughly comfortable around a sullen slave; and, conversely, 
a master, unless he was utterly humorless, could not overwork or brutally treat a 
jolly fellow, one who could make him laugh. The famous black-face minstrels by 
white performers get their suggestion from the plantation entertainers. The most 
important use of humor to the Negro, however, was in his personal relations with his 
white master. The master says to a young sla\·c, "You scoundrel, you ate my turkey," 
and the slave replies, "Yes, suh, Massa, you got less turkey but you sho' got more 
nigger." The slave lives to eat another turkey and the master has another entertaining 
story.• 

• W. D. Weatherford and C. S. Johnson, Race Relations ( 1934), p. 284. Preceding the 
atatement quoted in the text, Johnson gives the following analysis of Negro humor: 

"The humor of the Negro has been regarded as one of his native characteristics. It is, 
indeed, one of the useful contributions of the race to the grim struggle of America for 
progress and wealth. This humor has enlivened the public and private stage, the joke columns 
of the press, and countless after-dinner speeches. It has made entertainment without end 
for the smoking cars of the railroad trains. Since the native African is not a very humorous 
pcnon, it seema most likely that this quality of humor was developed in slavery, and there 

.,». just as 1rood reuon for rcgardini:- it a.s a survival trait." 
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In one other way the Negro's humor. has grown out of the caste situation, 
not out of fear of it but out of contempt for it: the Negro tries, in all sorts 
of ways, to express his hatred of the prejudiced white man. Such cynical 
humor travels in the Negro community as do the anti--dictator jokes in the 
totalitarian countries of Europe: 

"It says in the white folks' newspaper that our women arc trying to ruin the white 
folks' homes by quitting their jobs as maids." 

"Yeah. A lot of white women arc: mad because they have to bring up their own 
children." 

Like the Negro's cackling laugh and appeasing humor, his "dumbness" 
has been developed as an accommodation to caste. There is no gainsaying 
the fact that most Negroes are extremely ignorant: they have no tradition 
of learning; they have had unusually bad schools in a region generally 
noted for the poverty of its education; their interests are often so closely 
restricted to the Negro problem that they have not developed knowledge 
of other things; they are forcibly isolated from white society so that they 
often cannot know what is expected from them in the way of manners. 
Yet, in addition to all this actual ignorance, there is a good deal of pre
tended ignorance on the part of the Negro. To answer certain questions 
posed to them by white people in the South is a way of getting both them
selves and their fellows in trouble. So they feign inability to understand 
certain questions. To volunteer information is often a sure way of being 
regarded as "uppity" by whites. So they restrict their conversation to what 
is necessary or customary. And they act humble, which also gives them an 
air of "dumbness." The aggressive Negro, the one who talks the most in .h 
an effort to impress others with his cleverness, is likely to be more ignorant .. 
and less intelligent than most of the humble or reserved Negroes. Actually, 
Negroes tend to be clever in their petty guilefulness. Some of the false
hoods told by Negroes-and lying is another of the traits in the stereotype 
of the Negro-have their cause in the fear or suspicion of the white man.3 

In other cases Negroes may lie to whites in resentment against the caste 
system. Among themselves, Negroes arc probably not given to lying, 
humility, "dumbness" or reservedness any more than whites are. In fact, 
they are inclined to be talkative and witty. Some of their talk is malicious 
gossip and detraction of others: there is naturally much jealousy among the 
members of a suppressed group when one of them rises or gets any 
privileges. There is intense competition among all those Negroes who feel 
that they have a chance to rise. The individualism of Negroes, their in
ability to "hang together," their bitter competition and jealousy arc com
~P.nted upon by white observers and deplored by Negro leaders.8 

Another trait attributed to the Negro and connected with emotionalislX' 
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is a love of the gaudy, the bizarre, the ostentatious.• The lower and m1C10Je 
class Negroes have their lodges with all their pomp and ceremony. If 
they can afford it, they wear colorful clothing of unusual style. Their social 
gatherings are made expensive by good food, display and excellent enter
tainment. The Negro's reputation for conspicuous display is, of course, 
exaggerated, because most Negroes do not have the money to be ostenta
tious: so many of them wear the cast-off clothing of white people and live 
in tiny shacks and flats. White people often generalize about the Negro 
race from a single observation: a Negro racketeer driving a gaudy, expen
sive car will cause thousands of white people to remark about the ostenta
tiousness of Negroes. What there is of color and pomp in their lodges and 
social gatherings is a sort of lag in acculturation, a misguided attempt to 
gain status by conspicuous consumption. Negroes have no more of this than 
do immigrant white groups and even many poor native white groups. 
Some of what appears exotic to whites is simply a result of the development 
of unique culture traits: a group which is kept so forcibly isolated as are 
the Negroes is bound to initiate a few such traits even though the great 
bulk of their behavior patterns are those which are common to all Amer 
icans. An example of such a trait is that which has come to be known as 
a "zoot suit": a man's suit with broad-seated and narrow-cuffed trousers and 
a long suit-coat, usually worn with a wide-brimmed hat. This suit, inci-

• Thia trait, as well as the connected Negro trait of audaciousness, is characteristic of 
white Southerners too, and it may be that Negroes have taken on the trait from the whites. 

"White southerners employ many of the same defense mechanisms characteristic of the 
Negro. They often ca.rry a 'chip on the shoulder'; they indulge freely in self-commiseration; 
they rather typically and in real Negro fashion try to overcome a feeling of inferiority by 
ei'hibitionism, raucousness, flashin!'ss in dress, and an exaggerated self-assertion. An air of 

"' belligerency, discreetly employed when it can be done without risk, is one means of release 
for the individual who feels himself the underdog. A casual observation of the conduct of 
aouthern law-makers in the chambers of Congress will be sufficient to demonstrate that 
southern Jcgislators, taken as a group, are more abusive, indulge in personalities and more 
rough and tumble repartee than the legislators from any oth~r section. What spice there is 
in the Congressional Record is furnished by the southerners, whether it be a Cole Blease, 
a Heflin or a 'Cotton Ed' Smith dclivc"ring one of the notorious diatribes against th<: Negro, 
(including a discourse on how permanent is the odor of the Negro), or a Huey Long giving 
one of his opponents a 'dressing down' with enough insulting innuendo to have caused 
gun-play in the old days (and enough even today to have gotten Huey's nose punched now 
and then, it was rumored). The soutnemer is proficient too, at conjuring up arguments to 
show how shabbily the South has been treated, Like the Negro, the white South holds out 
its hands for alms and special privilege. A Georgia planter, bitterly anti-New Deal, was not 
at all moved by the assertion that a lot of northern money was being sent South in relief 
and otbe,r New Deal activities. 'We oughta be gittin' some of it back; they stole enough from 
us .m the war,' he drawled. It is well-known in the inside circles of some of the national 
academic societies that southern mf'mbers put in sp~cial claims for representation among the 
oilicc-holders on the grounds that 'the South is discriminated against,' and they often got 
recognition." (Ralph J. Bunche, "Memorandum on Conceptions and Ideologies of the Negro 

-~em," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study [1940]1 pp. 71°73.) .• ,. 
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dentally, has been borrowed by white youths in America who consider 
themselves experts on jazz music (also of Negro origin) and by pseudo
sophisticated lower class youths of certain European countries. 

There are some special reasons why Negro clothing may look bizarre to 
white people: first, pieces of cast-off clothing may not go well together even 
though each piece looked all right when it was worn with its original 
counterpart. Second, that clothing which looks well on most white people 
may look foolish or odd on Negroes, because of the different skin color and 
features. Third, those who try to fit their clothing to their skin color and 
features may select things that are strange and exotic to conservative whites. 
Sometimes the adjustment of clothing to physical traits is successful: white 
clothing on dark skin often achieves a beautiful effect. Another interesting 
adjustment is the Negro woman's use of red lipstick on the eyelids to make 
her eyes appear larger, whereas white women use blue, brown, or black 
eye shadow to achieve the same effect. 

Upper class Negroes, in their attempt to avoid the unfavorable traits 
commonly associated with Negroes, are conservative in their dress and 
public behavior. They avoid everything that is loud, gaudy and cheap. But 
they also are driven by a desire for status and so engage in conspicuous 
consumption of another type. They imitate the staid, old-fashioned patterns 
of those upper class white people who have not become emancipated. Their 
clothes are most "respectable" and most expensive; their homes-though 
smalJ-are furnished in ''good taste"; their social gatherings arc costly and 
ceremonial. They even go to extremes of conspicuous consumption in their 
desire to gain status, as many other channels of gaining status arc dosed 
to them.' They try to copy the "highest" standards of white people and 
yet get absolutely no recognition for doing so. 

The struggle for status manifests itself frequently in speech and this, 
too, may become ostentatious. With education valut:d so highly, a.nd with 
so little of it available to them, Negroes often try to exhibit an education 
which they do not have. In speech this takes the form of the misuse of 
big words. The trait is manifested not only in the pompous oratory of 
many Negroes but also in their everyday conversations. On other occasions 
the big words arc used properly, but they are out of place in simple con
versation. The correct but misplaced use of big words also originates in an 
attempt to gain status, and is probably a survival of nineteenth century 
florid oratory. 

The eating of chicken, 'possum, watermelon, corn pone, pork chops is 
part of the stereotype of the Negro, at least in the North. These things 
are, of course, either common or delicate foods ·in the South for both 
whites and Negroes, and there is no special reason why their consumption 
should be regarded as a "Negro trait,,, As a matter of fact, the foods 
generally consumed by Negroes are far from bizarre: they can seldom 
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afford any but the most prosaic types of foods. And Negroes arc at least 
as cautious as arc whites in their djstribution of expenditures.• The belief 
that they have so mu.ch of the foods they desire seems to have the vppor
tunistic purpose of hiding the fact that Negroes are too poor to buy all 
the foods they actually need.b 

Another commonly observed trait of Negroes is their lack of poise, their 
inability to act in the conventional yet free and easy way expected of 
adult men and women in America. Much of this is a product of Southern 
caste etiquette, of course, where Negroes are presumed to be "uppity" if 
they stand up straight, look into the eyes of the person they are talking to 
and speak distinctly and to the point. Even in the North, many Southern
born Negroes keep their eyes on the ground, shuffie their feet, wiggle their 
bodies, and talk in a roundabout manner. Even when they want to get 
away from the Southern caste etiquette, many Negroes lack poise in their 
contacts with whites •:mt of a sense of insecurity. Like adolescent youths, 
many Negroes will either exhibit a startling lack of poise or appear to 
gain it by putting on a cold front and acting mechanically. The uncertainty 
of the caste etiquette is another factor making for lack of poise: how a 
Negro is supposed to act before a white man varies with time, locality and 
the character of the white man. Among themselves, of course, Negroes are
as much at ease as white people are. 

At all times, even when they have poise, Negroes are secretive about 
their community when talking to whites.5 They are suspicious of questions, 
and, except for stool pigeons who gain something by telling whites what 
goes on among Negroes, they are loyal to their group. They will usually 
protect any Negro from the whites, even when they happen not to like 
that individual Negro. They do not like to talk to whites about their 
community or about Negroes in general, for fear that anything ~hey say 
will be twisted around to disparage Negroes. This is true even of Negro 
intellectuals when they talk to friendly white intellectuals. Negroes are 
suspicious of whites, even when there is not the slightest ground for being 
so, and whites seldom realize this. 

The Negro's superstitiousness has been given much attention by whites. 
It is generally assumed that the Negro's superstitions and magical practices 
are of African origin. There i$ probably some truth in this assumption, but 
it has led whites to search out these superstitions and magical practices and 
to exaggerate them. As Powdermak:er says, in referring to the large litera-

• Chapter 16, Sections 3 and 5. 
b Somewhat like the belief, that Negroes are addicted to certain foods is their association 

with dice-throwing. City Negroes do engage in much dice-throwing, but rural Negroes and 
upper class Negroes do not often engage in this pastime. Crap-shooting is now so much 
enira,ed in by whites that there is some doubt whether Negroes shoot craps an) "'"''" ,ban 
.wlu&el do. 
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tun: on the subject: "It seems doubtful, however, that this emphasis on 
superstition is in proportion to its importance in the life of the Negro 
today.',e As among white people, superstition among Negroes is a survival 
of an earlier period, and as such it is disappearing as Negroes assimilate 
modern American culture traits. Upper class Negroes are about as free from 
superstition and magical practices as upper class whites are, and Negro 
youth of the lower classes adhere to them only loosely. It is only in the 
rural areas of the South that these beliefs and practices have a powerful 
hold on Negroes. It is there that the "voodoo" doctors arc still to be 
found,7 who use incantations and charms, but often add advice in love 
or economic cases, and pills in sickness cases in imitation of real doctors. 
Quack doctors find Negroes easy prey, even in Northern cities.• 

To the Northern white man, although seldom to the Southern white 
man, the speech of the Negro seems unusual. In fact, the "Negro dialect" 
is an important cause of the Northern whites' unconscious assumption that 
Negroes are of a different biological type from themselves. The present 
writer found many Northern whites who were ama-z.ed when they learned 
that Negroes could and did speak perfect English. It is not realized that 
the so-calJed "Negro dialect" is simply a variation of the ordinary Southern 
accent which so many Northerners like so well. It is this accent in lower 
class slang form, with a very small number of uniquely Negro cultural 
additions. There is absolutely no biological basis for it; Negroes are as 
capable of pronouncing English words perfectly as whites are. 

Northern whites are also unaware of the reasons why they practically 
never hear a Negro speaking perfect English: First, at least three-fifths 
of Negroes living in the North are Southern-born,8 and Negroes tend to 
retain the accent of their childhood, just as others do. Second, even most 
Northern-born Negroes were brought up m households and communities 
where they heard nothing but the "Negro dialect" spoken. School was th~ 
only place to learn good English, and many Negroes did not, or could not, 
take adequate advantage of it. Third, Negroes seem to be proud of their 
dialect, and frequently speak it even when they know how to speak perfect 
English. Some upper class Negroes do this to retain prestige and a follow
ing among lower class Negroes. In the South a few educated Negroes do 

• A recent case of quackery in New York City is reported in the New York lleralJ Tri
bune of March 13, 1942 (p. 10). A We~t Indian Negro"· .• complained that he went to 
Byron [the quack] last October for treatment for recurrent headaches, The treatment con
sisted of copious draughts of herbs and bites on the neck, and was neith~r partirularly 
effective nor worth the $59 charge, according to the complainant .••• Byron also is known 
as Saibu Sudens. When using that name he wears a fez, on the grounds that he is part 
Egyptian, and at other times dons a skullcap in token of his claim that the other part i1 
Jewish." Byron i:-ave his age as 99 years. 

For a discussion of supentition and occultism among Negroes in Harlem, sec Claude 
McKay, Harlem (1940), pp. 8z-8s; 105-110. 
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it to avoid appearing"'uppity'' in the eyes of the whites. Few Negroes aecm 
to realize that the use of the dialect augments white prejudice, at least in the 
North. Fourth, most of those who know how to spcalc perfect English arc 
members of the upper classes, and these are so segregated that a large 
proportion of the whites can go through their entire lives without hearing 
one of them speak. The high-toned, pleading voice of the Negro is also 
associated with his speech. This trait was, of course, developed by the 
demands of the caste etiquette. 

There are only a few dozen words and phrases that are uniquely Negro, 
except possibly in some isolated Southern rural areas.8 Some of these words 
refer to things which are unique to the Negro community-such as "peola" 
and "high yaller'' which refer to skin colors found among Negroes but 
not among whites. Others refer to things or conditions for which there is 
no adequate English word-such as "dicty,, which means trying to put 
on airs and act upper class without having the basis for doing so. "Muck
ety-muck" and a few other Negro words have been taken over into general 
American slang. For the most part, the white American is not aware that 
there are uniquely Negro words, although he may be vaguely aware that 
there are some things said when Negroes talk among themselves that he 
cannot understand. 

As more Negroes become educated and urbanized, it may be expected 
that they will lose their distinctive cultural traits and take over the domi
nant American patterns. The trend will work slowly, since caste serves to 
isolate Negroes from American culture and so hampers their assimilation. 
Still, there is reason to belie::ve that it is more rapid today than it was before. 
As the trend proceeds, and as there emerges a class of Negroes which is 
recognized by whites to have the same cultural traits as themselves, the 
Negro will be thought to be less "peculiar" than he is now. Recog-nition of 
increased cultural similarity is not unimportant in the general attitude of 
whites toward Negroes. Thus cultural assimilation plays a role in the 
general circular process determining the Negro's status in America. 

CRIMX-

Negro crime has periodically been the subject of serious debate in the 
United States and, at least since 1890, has often been the object of statistical 
measurement. Just as the past year has seen an epidemic of reports in New 
York newspapers of assault and robbery by Negroes, so other periods 
have seen actual or alleged "crime waves" among Negroes in other areas. 

• 1u preparing thi1 11ctiou we have relied inoet heavily on au uupubliahcd manlllCript 
prepared for this study: Guy B. Johnaou aud Louise K. Kiser, "The Negro and Crime" 
( 1. 940). A part of t~is study was incorporated in an article by Guy B. Johnson, "The Negro 

&lid Crime," Tl# Am,als of w Ammcan ACtJtUm, of Political tmtl Social S'"nc, (September, 
1941), pp. 93-104. 
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At all times the stereotyped notion has prevailed that Negroes have a 
aiminal tendency, which manifests itself in acts ranging all the way from 
petty thievery by household servants to razoMlashing homicide. 

The statistical studies of Negro crime have not been consistent in their 
.findings, and each has evoked much criticism in scientific circles. The census 
of I 890 contained a criticism of its own crime statistics: 

The increase in the number of prisoners during- the last 40 years has been more 
apparent than real, owing to the very imperfect enumeration of the prison population 
prior to 1880. Whatever it has been, it is not what it might be supposed to be, if we 
had no other means of judging of it than by the figures contained in the census 
volumes.10 

Since that time, there have been many pertinent criticisms of Negro crime 
statistics.11 Johnson and Kiser express the attitude of all honest students 
of Negro crime toward these statistics: 

The statistical data upon which we are forced to base our knowledge of Negro 
crime measure only the extent and the nature of the Negro's co~tact with the law 
and is of value for that purpose. However, our information relates to apparent 
crime only and not to the actual amount of crime committed by any one group or by 
the population in general. There is no consistent and measurable relation between 
apparent and real criminality and, as a result, it is not possible to estimate from avail
able criminal data the amount and proportion of Negro crime or the extent to which 
it is increasing or decrcasing.12 

This attitude, as well as the conflict of conclusions, is not difficult to under
stand when one realizes the nature of the statistics on Negro crimes and 
the character of the legal process which defines a given act as a crime. Crime 
statistics are generally inadequate, despite a tremendous improvement 
within the last decade, and Negro crime statistics are further complicated 
by discrimination in the application of the Jaw and by certain unique 
traditions. It may be stated categorically that there are no statistics on 
crimes per se: there are only statistics on "crimes known to the police," on 
arrests, on convictions, on prisoners. Honest studies based on different sets 
of statistics will give different findings. Crime is not uniformly defined 
from state to state and from time to time. Statistics on one area at one 
time will show different conclusions from statistics on another area at 
another time. Finally, the conclusions of a given study are largely deter
mined by the "factors" one takes into account in analyzing the statistics. 

It is necessary to consider all the weaknesses of the statistics on Negro 
crime because these statistics have been used to buttress stereotypes of Negro 
criminality and to justify discriminatory practices. Even capable and honest 
scientists like Walter Willcox have used the available statistics to "prove" 
Negro criminality •18 But Willcox did this in I 899; competent scientists 
are no longer so uncritical of their data. Incompetent popularizers, how-
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ever, continue to misuse the statistics. In this situation it becomes more 
important to criticize the statistics than it is to present them. To such a 
criticism we shall now proceed. 

Statistics on Negro crime have not only all the weaknesses of crime 
statistics generally-such as incomplete and inaccurate reporting, variations 
between states as to definitions and classification of crimes, changes in 
policy-but also special weaknesses due to the caste situation and to certain 
characteristics of the Negro population. One of the basic weaknesses arises 
out of the fact that those who come in contact with the law are generally 
only a selected sample of those who commit crimes. Breaking the law is 
more widespread in America than the crime statistics indicate and probably 
everyone in the country has broken some law: at some time. But only a 
small proportion of the population is arrested, convicted and sent to 
prison. Some major crimes (such as violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust 
Act and avoidance of certain tax payments) are even respectable and are 
committed in the ordinary course of conducting a business; 14 others ( such 
as fraud and rac,eteering) are not respectable but are committed frequently 
and often go unpunished. It happens that Negroes are seldom in a position 
to commit these white collar crimes; they commit the crimes which much 
more frequently result in apprehension and punishment. This is a chief 
source of error when attempting to compare statistics on Negro and white 
crimes. 

In the South, inequality of justice seems to be the most important factor 
in making the statistics on Negro crime and white crime not comparable. 
As we saw in Part VI,a in any crime which remotely affects a white man, 
Negroes are more likely to be arrested than are whites, more likely to be 
indicted after arrest, more likely to be convicted in court and punished. 
Negroes will be arrested on the slightest suspicion, or on no suspicion at 
all, merely to provide witnesses or to work during a labor shortage in 
violation of anti-peonage laws. The popular belief that all Negroes are 
inherently criminal operates to increase arrests, and the Negro's lack of 
political power prevents a white policeman from worrying about how 
many Negro arrests he makes. Some white criminals have made use of 
these prejudices to divert suspicion away from themselves onto Negroes: 
for example, there are many, documented cases of white robbers blackening 
their faces when committing crimes.111 In the Southern court, a Negro will 
seldom be treated seriously, and his testimony against a white man will be 
ignored, if he is permitted to express it at all. When sentenced he is usually 
given a heavier punishment and probation or suspended sentence is seldom 
allowed him.11 In some Southern communities, there are no special insti
tutions for Negro juvenile delinquents or for Negro criminals who are 

• Quaudtative evidence for this and the following paragraphs may be found not only in 
Part VI of tlai• book, but also in Johnson and Kiser, op. cit., pp. 65-19:i. 
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insane or feeble-minded. Such persons arc likely to be committed to the 
regular jails or prisons, whereas similar white cases are put in a separate 
institution and so do not swell the prison population. 

Some of the "crimes" in the South may -possibly be committed only by 
Negroes: only Negroes are arrested for violations of the segregation laws, 
and sometimes they are even arrested for violation of the extra-legal 
racial etiquette ( the formal charge is "disturbing the peace," "insolence 
to an officer," "violation of municipal ordinances," and so on). The beating 
of Negroes by whites in the South is seldom regarded as a crime, but 
should a Negro lay hands on a white man, he is almost certain to be 
apprehended and punished severely. As Frazer points out: "In the 
South, the white man is certainly a greater menace to the Negro's home 
than the latter is to his.m7 Similarly, when white lawyers, installment 
collectors, insurance agents, plantation owners, and others, cheat Negroes, 
they are never regarded as criminals.18 But stealing by Negroes from 
whites-beyond that petty stealing which is part of the patriarchal tradi
tion from slavery-is almost always punished as a crime. 

In one respect, Southern discrimination against Negroes operates to 
reduce the Negro's crime record. If a Negro commits a crime against 
another Negro, and no white man is involved, and if the crime is not a 
serious one, white policemen will let the criminal off with a warning or a 
beating, and the court will let him off with a warning or a relatively light 
sentence. In a way, this over-leniency stimulates greater crimes since it 
reduces risks and makes law enforcement so arbitrary. Life becomes cheap 
a~d property dear in the Negro neighborhood-a situation conducive to 
cnme. 

These things occur in the North, too, although in much smaller degree. 
In the North it is not so much discrimination which distorts the Negro's 
criminal record, as it is certain characteristics of the Negro population. In 
the first place, unorganized crime is much more prevalent in the South 
than in the North, both among whites and among Negroes, and when the 
Negro migrates North, he brings his high crime rate along with him. 
Specific cultural practices brought from the South also affect the Negro's 
crime record in the North: a member of New York's grand jury told the 
author that part of the high Negro juvenile delinquency and crime rate 
was due to the Negro practice of fighting with knives instead of with fists, 
as whites do. "The fights start in the same way among both groups, but the 
law defines the Negro's manner of fighting as a crime, and the white's 
manner of fighting as not a crime.m" 

A third impersonal cause. of distortion of the Negro's crime record is 
his poverty: he cannot bribe the policeman to let him off for a petty 
offense; he cannot have a competent lawyer to defend him in court; and 
when faced with the alternatives of fine or prison by way of punishment, 
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he is forced to choose prison. The Negro's ignorance acts in a similar 
fashion: he does not know his legal rights and he does not know how to 
present his case; thus even an unprejudiced policeman or judge may 
unwittingly discriminate against him. Also associated with the Negro 
lower class status in distorting his crime record is his lack of influential 
coMections: he does not know the important people who can help him 
out of petty legal troubles. In the North, the fact that an unusually large 
proportion of Negroes are in the age group 15-40, which is the age 
group to which most criminals belong, operates to make the Negro crime 
rate based on total population figures deceptively high. Negro concen
tration in the cities in the North, where the crime rate is generally higher 
than in rural areas, acts in the same manner. The Negro crime rate is 
further inflated by greater recidivism: a given number of Negro criminals 
are sent to jail more often than are the same number of white criminals.30 

The longer prison sentence meted out to Negroes raises the number of 
Negroes in prison at any one time beyond what it would be if crime 
statistics reflected only the total number of criminals. 

In general, our attitude toward crime statistics must be that they do not 
provide a fair index of Negro crime. Even if they did, a higher crime 
rate would not mean that the Negro was more addicted to crime, either 
in his heredity or in his culture, for the Negro population has certain 
external characteristics ( such as concentration in the South and in the 
young adult ages) which give it a spuriously high crime rate. With this 
attitude in mind, we may examine some of the statistics. The most nearly 
complete, and the most reliable, set of statistics on crime for the nation are 
the recent annual reports of the United States Bureau of the Census, 
Prisoners in State and Federal Prisons and Reformatories. We shall use 
the set for 1939, the most recent set available at the time of writing. These 
statistics have two important weaknesses (in addition to those just re
viewed): First, they do not include criminals in local jails, but only those 
in state and federal prisons and reformatories. For this reason, they do not 
include most of the petty crimes, and to get a relatively complete picture 
of types of offense we shall have to turn to other sources. Second, prisoners 
are a very selected group of criminals: they have been apprehended, 
arrested, indicted, convicted and committed. Criminologists generally hold 
that the further the index from the crime, the poorer it is as a measure 
of crime. This may be true for white prisoners, but it is not nearly so true 
for Negro prisoners. So many Negroes are arrested on the vaguest sus
picion that those who are actually sent to prison may more likely be a 
representative group of criminals than those who are only arrested. 

Table I shows that there are about three times as many Negro males 
in prisons and reformatories as there are native white males, in proportion 
to the sizes of their respective populations. and that the rate for Negro 
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TABLE s 
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PusORHS RacEI\'ED Fa.ow Couus IY STA.TB A.ND FEDBU.L r>1.11ox1 
ARD Raro1UUT01.1a:s av Sax, luca AND NATIVITY: 1939 

Number Received from Rates per 100.000 
Courts Population• 

Race and Nativity Total Male F~male Total Male Female 

White 47,971 45,796 1,175 41.3 77.0 3.7 
Native 45,180 43,257 1,023 41.4 80.9 3.8 
Foreign-born 1,691 1,5.19 151 13.6 41.1 1.8 

Negro 17,314 16,135 1,189 134.7 157-4 18.0 
Other Races 719 698 JI 113.8 :101.9 11.7 

- ·--- ----·-··------- -
Sow",: U.S. Bureau of the CenlU9, Pnro,,,r1 in Slale a•d Fldaal Pruon1 ,,.,1 &/Ol'ffflJI01N1: lOJO ( 1941)_ 

p. n; and SizueNth Cnnu of 1h, Uniutl S10111: 11140, Po,•lalion, Preliminary Release, Series P-10, No. 6 
• The population 1-are aa of lll40, · 

women is more than four times as great as that for native white women. 
Foreign-born whites have rates much lower than native whites and mem
bers of races other than white and Negro ( that is, Indians, Chinese, Fili
pinos, and others) have rates almost as high as do Negroes. Table 2 

reveals that the difference between Negroes and whites is much larger 
in the North than in the South. In the South the number of Negro male 
felony prisoners is only between two and two-and-a-half times as great 
(in proportion to population) as the number of native white male felony 
prisoners. In the North, however, the Negro rate is almost five times as 
large as the white rate. This would seem to be due mainly to the fact 
that Northern Negroes are concentrated in cities, where social disorganiza
tion is greater and law enforcement is more efficient. We shall return to 
the problem of causes of crime after considering the types of offenses 
which are most characteristic of Negroes. 

TABLE 2 

MAL& FELONY P11.1soll'11.lls R11.c11.1v11.o F1101o1 CottRTs BY ST4T& 4ND F11.011.uL ParsoNs 
All'O R&rOIUofATOl!.IES, BY GEOGllAPHIC AllEAS ANO BY RAce: AND NATIVITY: 1939 

Number Rate per 100,000 Population• 

Race and Nativity Southern Northern and Southern Northern and 
Statesb Western States Statesb Western States 

Total 19,430 28,894 46.6 32.1 

Native White 10,659 12,759 34.3 30.0 
Foreign-born White 13:2 I,43> 21.I 13.3 
Negro B,S48 4,401 86,3 148,7 
All Other Races 91 198 88.6 61.3 

Sowreu: U.S. Bureau of the CeDIIII, P,umu,1 In Slal1 and F1d,ral Prilons 0114 Rdormlllorll1: IOJO 
(11141), p, a8; and Sizteefllh Cnnu qf the U11i11d Stales: 1040, Po,ulalitm, Preliminary Release, Seria P-10, 
No. I, 

• Population buea are u of I 94.C?• 
b Southern atatu include, aceordin; to this cenaua publication: Delaware, Maryland, District o{ Columbia, 

VU'lli'nia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Plorida, Kentucky, Tenneesee, Ml88iaaippi, Arlramu, 
Lmiiaiana, Oklahoma an'i Tezas. Georgia and Alabama did not report. All Northern 1tatea reported. 
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Negroes tend to commit certain types of crimes and not others; on the 
average the distribution of their crimes according to type differs from 
that of the white population. We have already mentioned that Negroes 
do not tend to commit "white collar" crimes; they do not have the 
opportunity to commit these large-scale, almost respectable crimes. Another 
significant omission is organized crime by gangs; Negro criminals commit 
their crimes as individuaJs, ohen more spontaneously than do white 
criminals.• There are Negro racketeers, of course, but most of the big 
rackets operating in the Negro community (mainly connected with gam
bling) are run by whites.b 

Statistics on offenses by type are faulty because of variations in definition 
and classification used by different states. But they can be used to give a 
rough picture of the differences between whites and Negroes according 
to type of offense. We shall use the Uniform Crime Reports of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, since these offer the only available nation-wide 
information classifying arrests both by race and by specific offenses, includ
ing minor offenses. From Table 3, we can see that the Negroes' proportion 
was particularly high in crimes of homicide, assault, carrying and possessing 
weapons, robbery, burglary, larceny, receiving and possessing stolen goods, 
prostitution, disorderly conduct, "suspicion," violation of liquor laws, 
gambling. On the other hand, the contribution of Negro offenders was 
noticeably low in cases of embezzlement and fraud, forgery and counter
feiting, auto theft, sex offenses other than prostitution, drunkenness and 
driving while intoxicated. 

In view of the fact that whites generally believe that Negroes are 
especially responsible for rape and sex crimes, it is important to note 
that these offenses seem to be relatively unimportant among Negroes 
(although the rate is higher among Negroes than among whites). AH 
existing studies bear .::mt this point, so that the low rate of sex offenses is 
not just a quirk of these specific statistics. :ii Like other Negro crime rates, 
the Negro rape rate is fal]aciously high: white women may try to extricate 
themselves from the consequences of sexual delinquency by blaming or 

• The following statement refers to the Harlem Negro Community of New York City: 
"In regard to adult delinquency we find no organized crirninal gangs, but a preponderance 

of &!ich crimes as flourished among'poverty stricken and disorganized people. Moreover, the 
fact 1hould be stressed that the very economic impotence of the community and its subjec
tion to exploitation by outside interests, such as the policy racket and the location of institu
tions in the community for the pleasure and vices of whites, who seek this means of escape 
from the censure of their own groups, encourages anti-social behavior and nullifies the efforts 
of responsible citizens to maintain aocial control." (The Mayor's Commission on Conditions 
in Harlem, "The Negro in Harlem: A Report on Social and Economic Conditions Responsible 
for the Outbreak of March 19, 1935," typescript [1936], p. 115.) 

• See Chapter 14, Section 10, for a discussion of racketeering, gambling and other 
"ehady" occupation•. 
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TABLE 3 
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D11T1.1BUT10N or Au.asTs AccoaotNo TO RA.ca 4.lfD TvPs or OrnNu (Exc1.vouro THOSE 
UNoi;;a F1rrn• Y&Aas or Aoa): 1940 

Per Cent Negro of 
OIFcnse Characd Total in Each Rate per 100,000 Population• 

Ofl'cnsr t'1cgro White• 

Criminal homicide 40,J 19.8 3.:2 
Robbery Jo.8 31.7 7.6 
Assault 44.0 116.4 15.7 
Burglary-breaking or entering 24·5 66.3 n.o 
Larceny-theft :28.4 138.1 37.4 
Au~theft 14.8 15.4 9.6 
Embczucment and fraud 11.5 17.1 14.2 
Stolen property; buying, receiving, etc. 27-J 7.6 2.2. 
Arson 17-4 r.s o.8 
Forgery and counterfeiting 9.1 5.0 5.4 
Rape '!2.I 10.4 3-9 
Prostitution and commercialized vice :25.4 17-7 5.6 
Other sex offenses 14-9 11.1 6.8 
Narcotic drug laws l9.3 7.5 2..9 
Weapons, carrying, possessing, etc. 45,8 20.3 2.5 
Offenses against family and children 15.6 9.7 5-7 
Liquor laws 47,l :1b.5 4.4 
Driving while intoxicated 6,8 15,'.l 22.4 
Road and driving laws ?.1.6 10.0 .1-9 
Parking violations 14-.'.l b b 

Other traffic and motor vehicle laws ~1.0 I 5.{ 6.2 
Disorderly conduct l8.1 64.'l 17.6 
Drunkenness a.3 110,J 84.8 
Vagrancy 19,5 81.5 .16.0 
Gambling 41.9 43.2 6.o 
Suspicion ?.7,1 IJ0.6 .17•9 
Not stated 19.5 6.s 'l,9 
All other offenses :23.5 69.1 24.1 

Total l2,8 1,07ij,4 39i.!i 

Sources: U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Invest'!' ation, Uniform Crime Re~arls \Fourth 
Ouarterly Bulletin, 1940), p. 223; and Swd....t/1 c .. ,,., o/ 1/1, U nil, Stales: 11141>, Populalkm, Preliminary 
Release Series P-10. No. 1. 

• Population hues taken as of I 940. 
b Less than one-tenth of one per cent. 
• White includes both foreign-born and native-born, and it includes Mexicans (who arc aeP4rated in the 

original statiatica), 

framing Negro men; a white woman who has a Negro lover can get rid 
of him or avoid social ostracism following detection by accusing him of 
rape; neurotic white women may hysterically interpret an innocent action 
as an "attack,, by a Negro.22 Real cases of Negro raping of white women 
probably involve only psychopathic Negroes, at least in the South, for 
punishment is certain and horrible. 

As among whites, most of the crimes committed by Negroes are of a 
petty type; it is only by comparison with the white crime rates that the 
Negro rrime rates for serious offenses stand out. 
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One of the moat noticeable featuret of the Negro oB'enses is the small number of 
vicious or aerious crimes in the period studied-that is, most of the cases studied were 
misdcmeanon rather than felonies. There were, it is true, a rather considerable 
number of auault cases but a large proportion of these were in connection with 
drunkennea ••.• The comparatively large numbers in for possession and selling liquor 
and for fraud • • • are partly explained by the fact that quite a number of the 
former merely had in their possession a little liquor which they had not yet drunk, 
and that most of the fraud cases were instances of jumping small board bills. 

There was very little difference noted between the percentages of various crimes 
of the two races. In general, the crimes which one committed, most frequently, the 
other also tended to commit frequently. 

If any one feature ... may be thought of as characterizing most of the Negro's 
crimes, it is not their viciousness or even their immense numbers, but merely their 
petty qualities. • .• 

The relatively small propartion of violent crimes committed by Negroes, and the 
large proportion of cases of drunkenness, petty larceny, vagrancy, and other lesser 
11fi'enses, further enhances the conclusion that there is no innate racial criminal 
tendcncy.28 

The study for the Mayor's Commission on Conditions in Harlem, made 
by E. Franklin Frazier, showed that in the first six months of 1935, 6,540 
Negro men and 1,338 Negro women were arrested in Harlem.24 Of the 
male arrests, 31 .9 per cent were for policy gambling and 30.9 per cent 
were for disorderly conduct. Only 7 per cent were for burglary, robbery, 
grand larceny, assault and robbery, and pickpocketry combined; 5.0 per 
cent were for felonious assault; and only 0.5 were for homicide. About So 
per cent of the Negro women arrested were charged with immoral sex 
behavior. Another study showed that 54 per cent of the arrests of all 
women for prostitution in New York City were of Negro women, and 
that the rate for Negro women was 10 times that for white women.26 

Theft, burglary, and other property offenses are committed mainly 
against whites; assault, murder, and other crimes against persons are 
committed mainly against other Negroes. "Premeditated crimes or those 
requiring education and cunning do not seem to be so prominent among 
colored offenders as do those crimes likely to involve some emotional flare
up, or some immediate desire or economic necessity."26 

Explanations of Negro crime have usually started out from the statistical 
finding that Negroes commit more crimes than do whites. If this is done, 
the first group of "causes" of Negro crime to be considered are the 
discriminations in justice which we summarized at the beginning of this 
section. Because the criminal statistics reflect police and court practices as 
much as they do crime, it is impossible to prove whether or not the Negro 
crime rate would be higher than the white crime rate if there were no 
discrimination. In the same way, the general characteristics of the Negro 
population-poverty, ignorance of the law, lack of influential connections, 
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Southern patterns of illegality and use of weapons in fights, concentration 
in the cities and in young adult ages in the North-operate to make the 
Negro crime rate higher than the white crime rate, and so may be thought 
of as another group of causes of Negro crime. Existing data are insufficient 
to hold these factors constant in order to determine whether Negroes 
would still have a higher crime rate if they did not have these general 
characteristics in any greater degree than does the white population. 

A third group of causes of Negro crime is connected with the slavery tra
dition and the caste situation. It has always been expected of Negro servants 
in the South that they should pilfer small things-usually food but some
times also clothing and money. In fact, their money wages are extremely 
low partly because the white employers expect them to take part of their 
earnings in kind. Something of the same custom prevails between all white 
employers and Negro employees in the South. This custom has had two 
effects which operate to raise the Negro's criminal record: First, it has 
developed in the Negro a disrespect for the property of others, which some
times leads him to pilfer things from people to whom he does not stand in 
the relationship of indulged servant. If he may take a pair of socks from one 
employer, why may he not take a screw driver from :mother employer? 
This feeling is strengthened by the fact that Negroes know that their 
white employers are exploiting them. If they cannot get decent regular 
wages, they feel they should be allowed to get what they can by pilfering.27 

The second way in which this Southern custom gets the Negro in trouble is 
when he moves North. In the North any type of taking of property with
out express permission is regarded as stealing and it may sometimes lead 
to arrest: Negro servant women in the North have a bad reputation for 
petty pilfering, and this adds to bad interracial feeling. 

Much more deeply based in the caste situation than this custom is the 
Negro's hatred of whites, A not insignificant number of crimes of Negroes 
against whites are motivated by revenge for discriminatory or insulting treat
ment. Such a crime may be emotional, as when a Negro suddenly feels that 
he has stood enough in the way of deprivation and insults and that he only 
desires to make white people suffer too, even at the cost of his own punish
ment by law or by a mob. Negro literature is filled with stories of Negroes 
suddenly breaking out in such a manner. The revenge motive may also lead 
to a cold and calculating crime: it is said by many Negro social scientists that 
"mugging"-the robbing and beating of a victim in a certain way by a group 
of three or four petty professional criminals-was originally practiced only 
in Negro neighborhoods on white men who were thought to be searching for 
Negro prostitutes. The revenge motive is seen in the unnecessary and cruel 
way in which the victim is beaten. 

The Negro's reaction to caste is much more general than can be expressed 
by calling it a revenge motive. Caste, especially when it operates to cause 
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legal injustice and insecurity of life and property, prevents the Negro from 
identifying himself with society and the law. Because the white man regards 
him as apart from society, it is natural for a Negro to regard himself as 
apart. He does not participate in making the laws in the South, and he has 
little chance to enforce them. To the average lower class Negro, at least in 
the South, the police, the courts, and even the law are arbitrary and hostile 
to Negroes, and ·thus are to be avoided or fought against. The ever-present 
hostility to the law and law-enforcement agencies on the part of all South
ern Negroes and many Northern Negroes does not often manifest itself 
in an outbreak against them because the risks are too great. But occasion
ally this hostility does express itself, and then there is crime. The Negro 
community tends to be sympathetic toward an individual Negro who 
commits a crime against whites, since he is only expressing a hostility which 
is felt generally. Sometimes the hostility toward the white community is 
expressed in crimes against Negroes who turn traitor to their group and 
work with the whites.• 

The slavery tradition and the caste situation are also reflected in the low 
regard for human life that characterizes lower class Southerners generally, 
and especially Negroes. A slave's life had only a money price, not a legal 
or ethical price. After Emancipation, the use of violence to support the 
caste system and the general Southern pattern of illegality maintained this 
low regard for human life. Negroes have taken over the white man's 
attitude and have even exaggerated it. Assault and murder are relatively 
more common among Negroes. Such crimes are rarely premeditated; they 
are the result of a moment's anger when it is not inhibited by a developed 
~espect for life and law. The fact that the law is arbitrary, in the South, 
further depreciates the value of a Negro's life and property. For crimes 
committed against other Negroes, Negro criminals often go unpunished 
or are lightly punished, especially if they can get white men to act as 
"character" witnesses. Sometimes even a white man will not insist on having 
a Negro who steals from him arrested, usually because he needs this Negro 
as a worker. 21 

Certain traits, present everywhere, but more developed in the Negro 
as a consequence of his slavery background and his subordinate caste status, 
have also been conducive to ,a high Negro crime rate. Sexual looseness, 
weak family bonds, and poverty have made prostitution more common 
among Negro women than among white women. Carelessness and idleness 
have caused the Negro to be the source of a disproportionate amount of 
accidental crimes and of vagrancy. Negroes also have a high record in crimes 
connected with gambling and the use of liquor, although it is not certain 
whether their record is higher than that of other lower class groups. 

Social :organization is generally at a low level among Southern Negroes, 
"Tiu, iacludea "1tool pigeons," ccuncle Toms" and petty racketeers looking for immunity, 
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but disorganization only reaches its extreme when Negroes migrate to citie, 
and to the North.• The controls of the rural community are removed; 
and the ignorant Negro does not know how to ad just to a radically new type 
of life. Like the European immigrant, he comes to the slums of the North
ern cities and learns the criminal ways already widely practiced in such 
areas. The high crime rates in the Northern cities that successively charac
terized the slum dwellers of German, Scandinavian, Irish, Polish, and 
Italian descent, are now characteristic of Negroes and Mexicans as the 
most recent of a series.29 Negroes are especially prone to take over the 
criminal patterns of the urban slums since they have such difficulty in 
getting regular and decent jobs. More Negro mothers than white mothers 
have to work for a living and so cannot have the time to take care of their 
children properly. Negro children, more than white children, are forced to 
engage in street trades, where they can easily pick up the arts of robbing and 
prostitution. The over-crowdedness of the homes and the consequent lack 
of privacy prevent the growth of ideals of chastity and are one element in 
encouraging girls to become prostitutes. The friction that is bound to develop 
in a poverty-stricken household, especially where there arc no strong family 
traditions, weakens still further the family controls over the children, and 
the children then become more subject to the influences of the streets. 
Poverty is thus an important breeder of crime among Negroes. 

Partly because Negro neighborhoods are slum areas and partly because 
Negroes are supposed to be masters of sensuous pleasure, Negro neighbor-
hoods are frequented by whites who wish to do something illicit or immoral. 
White criminal gangs in Northern cities often have their headquarters in 
Negro neighborhoods. White men come to Negro neighborhoods to find 
both white and Negro prostitutes. Gambling dens and cabarets ( during 
the Prohibition era, elaborate speakeasies) are often concentrated in Negro 
neighborhoods. All sorts of tastes, including those which are regarded as 
immoral and perverted, are catered to in Negro sections. Illegal selling of 
narcotics is much simpler in Negro neighborhoods. The owners of these 
enterprises are practically all whites, although the "entertainers" and sub
ordinates are often Negroes. The police do not stand on the law so much 
in Negro neighborhoods; what goes on is too much for them to handle, 
and they come to expect graft for "protection." In such a neighborhood 
Negroes, especially children/ develop a distorted sense of values. Much of 

• The prison system of the South-bad for whites and especially bad for Negroes-acts 
like migration in fostering criminality among Negroes, Negroes have a higher recidivism 
rate than do whites, which means that Negro criminals have become more addicted to 
crime and less corrigible. (Sec Johnson and Kiser, op. cit., pp. 364-367 and 258-263.) 

• Recently Northern cities have become cspcci.i.lly concerned about juvenile delinquency 
among Negroes. In New York City in the autumn of 19.p, for example, there were a lri.ri;,e 
number of newspaper reports about a serious new delinquency wave in Harlem. In addition 
to the daily newspaper stories, there were statements and speeches by public official1, meetinp 
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the crime and vice among Negroes in cities, and sometimes even in smaller 
towns, exists because the white man brings his own crime, vice and disre
spect for law to the Negroes.• 

The intense competition between Negroes and the relatively un6.xed . 
moral standards serve to encourage crimes inflicted by Negroes on other 
Negroes. With so few opportunities available to them Negroes are willing 
to take greater risks to obtain some of them. With uncertain sex mores and 
a great deal of family disorganization, Negroes are more likely to act with 
motives of sexual jealousy. The over-crowdedness of the home and the 
lack of recreational facilities augment the effect of all these disorganizing 
and crime-breeding influences. 

We know that Negroes are not biologically more criminal than whites. 
We do not know definitely that Negroes are culturally more criminal, 
although we do know that they come up against law-enforcement 
agencies more often. We suspect that the "true,, crime rate-when extrane
ous influences are held constant-is higher among Negroes. This is true 
at least for such crimes as involve personal violence, petty robbery, and 
sexual delinquency-because of the caste system and the slavery tradition. 
The great bulk of the crime among Negroes has the same causes as that 
among whites. It is only the differences between the two rates for which 
we have had to seek special explanation. There are the same variations in 

of Negro and white civic groups, special investigating committees, and other means of 
arousing the public to the high Negro delinquency rate. The Negro rate ha.d always been 
considerably higher than the white rate, and now it seemed that the Negro rate was increasing 
while the white rate was steady and even declining. According to a Report of the Sub
Committee on Crime and Delinquency of the City-Wide Citizens' Committee on Harlem, there 
were ''five times as many Negro juvenile delinquents arraigned in Children's Court as white 
delinquents in proportion to their respective numbers in the population, and 1941 saw an 
increase of 23 per cent in Negro juvenile delinquency in the city." ([August, 1942] p. z. The 
Negro rate had risen steadily before 1941, too, because of continuing immigration from the 
South [/hul., p. 3].) This public agitation apparently had some e.ffect, for the Negro 
delinquency rate fell while the white rate rose following the entrance of the United States 
into the War. (Ibid., p. 3.) Newspaper interest in Negro delinquency has continued and 
elforts to diminish it have not slackened. New job opportunities for Negroes, a, a con
aequence of the war boom, may also be a factor in lowering the juvenile delinquency rate. 

• In their positions as servants to whites, Negroes see further into the seamy side of the 
white man's life. 

"Many of the moral Negroes have a very low opinion of white sexual and family stand
ards. In their positipns 31 butlers, maids, waiters, and bellhops, they have had exceptional 
opportunity to view the seamy intimacies of high life. Since servants are supposed not to see 
or hear, their presence is no deterrent, and they tell among themselves lurid tales of drunken
ness and promiscuity, some of which are undoubtedly true. There is a saying among male 
Negroes of the better class that all white girls are loose and many diseased. But caste resent
ment entef8 into their judgment just 31 race prejudice is likely to color similar generaliza
tions· about Negro morality by white men." (Robert A. Warner. Nl'W Ha'Uen Negroes 
i 1940]. p. :u B,) 
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the crime rate between social classes among Negroes as among whites: 
The upper and middle classes among Negroes are at least as law-abiding as 
the corresponding classes among whites; much of the differential in gross 

• crime rate lies in the fact that the proportion of lower class Negroes is so 
much greater. Upper and middle class Negroes make a special effort to be 
law-abiding just as they try to avoid most of the typical and stereotyped 
patterns of behavior associated with the Negro lower classes. But, like the 
lower class, they meet prejudiced treatment from the police and the courts 
and so add to the crime rate. 

3. MENTAL DISORDERS AND SUICIDE 

_ As we observed in Chapter 6, there is no indication that Negroes are 
innately more susceptible than are whites to mental disorder generally or to 
certain specific types of mental disorder. The circumstances under which 
Negroes live, however, have a definite influence on their mental health. 
We shall be able to give only a limited demonstration of this influence, 
since the data we are forced to use are extremely poor.• 

There is no proof that there was an increase in mental disease among 
Negroes after Emancipation, but if there was--as is likely-it may simply 
have been a manifestation of the general trend toward increased mental 
disease that was characteristic of whites also.80 Even if the increase was 
unusually sharp, this may be regarded as an instance of how Negroes started 
to "catch up" to whites after Emancipation, rather than as a proof that 
Negroes "could not take" freedom. 

Until 1933, there was a greater proportion of whites than of Negroes 
in state hospitals b for the insane, in the country as a whole, though in most 
of the Northern states the reverse was true for at least a decade previously.81 

The Census of 1933 showed that the proportion of Negroes in state hos
pitals was higher than the proportion of whites in state hospitals in the coun
try as a whole). This also was true in all but four of the Southern states, 
despite discrimination against Negroes in admitting them to state hospitals. 
Because whites made some use of private hospitals and because state hos
pitals discriminated against Negroes, it cannot be inferred from these figurel 

• Statistics on mental disorder in the United States refer to cases in institutions, not to all 
cases or even to all cases known to doctors, Since institutional policy varies more with time 
and place than with mental disease itself, the statistics must be used with extreme caution. 
It is impossible, for example, to present meaningful figures comparing Negroes and white£ 
in the whole country ( or in the South alone), Southern Negroes with Northern Negroes, or 
rates at present with rates a few decades ago, 

~ Throughout this section we shall use statistics for state hospitals only. Private hospitals 
not only have a differential policy by race and region, but require a fee that prohibits most 
Negroes from using them. Fortunately for comparative purposes, most whites also use th!! 
state hospitals. But the mere fact that whites use private hospitala to a certlin extent malmo 
the comparison of Negroes and whites in state hospitals of limited usefulness. 
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that Negroes now have a higher true rate of mental disease than do whites 
in the South. But the discrimination, if any, is so minor in the North, and 
the discrepancy in the rates between Negroes and whites is so great, that it 
is practically certain that Negroes have more mental disease in the North. 
than do whites. 

The only detailed and comprehensive study of the mental disease of 
Negroes is that by Benjamin Malzberg for New York State in 1929-1931.82 

He found the Negro rate of first admissions to state hospitals to be 151 
per 100,000 population, as compared to 74 for whites. Even for New York 
City alone, Negroes had a much higher rate than did whites.88 These great 
discrepancies existed in spite of the fact that the Negroes were a younger 
population and the young generally have less insanity. The Negro rate in 
New York State, standardized to hold age constant, was 225 per 100,000 
population, as compared to 97 for whites. The Negro rates exceeded the 
white rates at every age. 

It is clear that the great discrepancy between Negroes and whites in New 
York State is due to migration. There was practically no difference in the 
rate of Negroes and whites born in New York State (40 as compared to 
45).• Also there was only a relatively small difference between Negroes 
and whites born in states other than New York (186 as compared to 151), 
and this difference was probably due to the greater divergence in the 
places that Negroes came from. Conditions of life in the South, from which 
most Negroes in the North have come, are the most important reason for 
the higher mental disease rate of Negroes, as we shall see when we come 
to consider specific types of mental diseases. Also it is disorganizing to 
have to change one's home, job, friends, manner of living, especially if 
that change is as great as that from the rural South to the urban North. 
Too, the people who make these moves are generally the least satisfied and 
least secure; otherwise they would not be making the change.b 

The conditions under which Negroes live are reflected in the types of 
mental diseases predominant among them. There are two types of mental 
disease which are 3 or 4 times as prevalent among Negroes as among whites 
(New York State, 1929-1931): H general paresis, which is a consequence 
of syphilis, and the psychoses that sometimes follow too great indulgence in 
alcohol. Clearly the high syphilis rate among Negroes-and the family 
disorganization and poor health facilities in the South, which are behind 
it-is a major cause of the high mental disease rate of Negroes in the North. 
The poverty of Negroes in both South and North, and the disorganization 

• The slightly higher rate for whites is undoubtedly due to the fact that the white popula
tion was 8 years older, on the average, than the Negro population. 

b It is not necessary to claim that migrant, are least successful or most succeasful. For 
purpoaa of explaining the correlation between migration and mental disorder, it is enough 
to claim that micranta are least satisfied. irrespective of their degree of success. 
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associated with migration, would seem to be behind the greater indulgence 
in alcohol. In New York State the standardized rates were also significantly 
greater for Negroes than for whites in the following mental diseases: 
psychosis with cerebral arteriosclerosis (ratio: 2.9 to 1), dementia praecox 
(ratio: 2.0 to 1), senile psychoses (ratio: 1.9 to 1), manic-depressive psy
choses (ratio: 1.5 to 1).• Dementia praecox and manic-depressive phychoses, 
at least, would seem to be due in part to migration and urbanization.86 

According to a preliminary report of a study in progress, by Mandel 
Sherman and Irene C. Sherman, the specific symptoms of mental disease 
also are related to social background.36 Delusions of psychotic Negroes tend 
to center around the topics of religion, possession of great wealth ( often 
used to help other Negroes), attainment of superiority in the literary and 
educational fields, and outstanding assistance to the race. Delusions of 
whites, ori the other hand, center around possession of great wealth ( usually 
for personal benefit only) and somatic reactions (for example, false belief 
that one has a serious physical illness). In this connection it is interesting to 
note that Negroes have much less paranoia ( the "disease of egotism") 
than do whites. Another significant trait of the delusions is that those of 
Negro men and women are much less divergent than are those of white 
men and women. Negroes are also reported to have more hallucinations 
(errors in perception) than do whites, probably because they are less well 
educated and more superstitious. 

This presentation of a few selected facts regarding the distribution and 
differential character of mental disease is a sketchy reflection of a whole 
trend in psychiatric research. Experts are far from unanimous regarding the 
causation of mental disease or of the specific forms which it takes, but there 
is a growing feeling among them that the tensions and crises of life, as 
well as more objective social conditions, such as the presence of syphilis and 
the excessive use of hard liquor, are directly connected with mental disease. 
Negroes and whites lead different sorts of lives, to a certain extent and on 
the average, and this may be expected to reflect itself in differentials in 
the incidence of mental disease and of its specific manifestations. The 
average lower class Negro has, on the one hand, a more carefree life and 
fewer inhibitions, as so little is expected of him by the whites, by other 
Negroes, and by his own conscience. On the other hand, he meets the most 
severe frustrations along the caste line. The situation is different in different 
social classes: upper and middle class Negroes may feel the latter frustra
tions more intensively at the same time as they are not allowed the com-

• Institutionalization is an even poorer index of feeble-mindedness than it is of mental 
diseaae. The rate of fint admissions is much higher for whites than for Negroes in the 
country as a whole, but this is clearly due to discrimination against Negrocr in the South. 
In New York and New Jersey, where there is something like impartiality in institutional 
policy, Negroes have a higher rate than do whites. 
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penaation of c:arclesmess in personal behavior. If these and other group 
experiences are reflected in the incidence of mental disease, it may be 
possible to learn about Negro culture and personality through a study of 
characteristic mental aberrations of Negro individuals. 

In contrast to the high mental disease rate, Negroes apparently have a 
very low suicide rate. It is only 4.0 per roo,ooo population ( 1940), as com
pared to 15.5 for whites, 8.4 for Indians, 45.2 for Chinese and 26.0 for 
Japanese.87 One of the reasons for the low suicide rate for Negroes is a 
younger age composition, since suicide rises rapidly with age. But it also 
seems that Negroes are actually less prone to escape their problems by 
taking their lives.• 

4. RECREATION 

Negro recreation is conditioned by three factors: First, Negroes-are barred 
from using public recreational and amusement facilities in many places even 
in the North, and are inadequately supplied with private facilities.h Second, 
their geographical concentration in the South means that many of their 
recreational patterns follow those of the rural South. These are carried 
over to the urban North by the migrants from the South and are further 
shaped by the fact that the great bulk of the Negro population is of low 
economic status and lives in slum areas. Third, because recreation and 
amusement must be carried on almost entirely within the isolated Negro 
community, Negro recreation has developed peculiar traits of its own, dif
ferent from those that characterize recreation in the white community. One 
of the most striking characteristics of Negro amusements and recreation is 
their tendency to be informal, intimate and sociable. 

Life in rural areas is generally dull and uneventful.88 There is little to do 
during a large part of the year; at other times farm work takes up all the 
time.89 Recreation may become the means of filling up empty, dull days or 
serve as relief from long, hard, monotonous labor. Because of the lack of 
facilities, recreation tends to be informal and unorganized. Besides swim
ming, hunting, and fishing,'0 a considerable amount of time is spent in 
loafing, talking, boasting, telling tall stories, singing. Everybody partici
pates, and the behavior is free, easy, and spontaneous. Loud good-natured 
"banter" is part of it; it often deteriorates, however, into aggression and 
obscenity.'1 The laughing, boisterous groups, frequently seen by the whites, 
give them the idea that Negroes have a wonderfully happy time. While it 
is true that the Negroes' recreational behavior is relatively unrestrained 

• Thi, is eapeclallJ miking in view of the fact that few Negroes are Catholics, and 
Catholica have a low rate beca111e of religioua inj unctionL 

• See Chapter IS, Section S· For a full discU1Sion of the inadequate recreational facilitieii 
provided for Nerroes, see E. Franklin Frazier, "Recreation and Amusement among Ameri• 
can Nerroer." unpublished manuscript prepared for this study ( 1940). 
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and uninhibited, it is not a constructive form of amusement; it is monoto
nous and offers no chance to develop skills, physical or mental. Whenever 
commercial amusements invade the rural areas, no matter how cheap and 
sordid, the young people flock to them, thankful for any brightly lighted, 
stimulating place to meet people and to dance. 

One of the chief amusements in rural areas is "going to town" which may 
be to the nearest town, to the general store, to the "ice-cream parlor'' ( for 
the young people}, or to the railroad station, either in the evenings or on 
Saturdays. 42 The time is spent in shopping, meeting acquaintances, sitting 
around the stove in the general store, or standing on the street corners 
laughing and joking.• The men and young people participate in these 
activities, but the older women rarely do. 

For the older women, church activity is usually the only form of recrea
tion.48 They go to church to meet friends, display their new clothes when 
they have them, and enjoy the rivalries and strivings for prestige and posi
tion in the church. If the church is at all primitive in its service and music, 
it offers the additional experience of emotional catharsis. For the most part, 
rural women lead an even more monotonous and isolated life than do men. 

One would expect that in the absence of other recreational facilities there 
would be many radios, but this does not seem to be so.'" More use is made 
of the phonograph.411 Even the limited use of radios and phonographs, 
however, is healthy in that it helps to break down the isolation of these com
munities; and, since many of the successful, popular musicians are Negroes. 
it stimulates the ambition of Negro youth. Rural Negroes see few movies. 
Where there are movie houses in rural areas, they do not provide accom
modations for Negroes. Although movies offer a limited type of experience 
(and not always a wholesome one) to urban youth, they do give them some 
idea of other ways of living, other sections of the country and other histori
cal periods. Even this minor broadening experience is absent from rural 
experience. 

The informal gatherings to talk and joke and meet one's friends are 
carried over from the rural areas to the city. There the barbershop, the 
street corner, and most frequently, the poolroom become the gathering 
places for the lower class men and boys. In the cities, the men and boys who 
have the time for such activity are usually unemployed, and the atmosphere 
is much less wholesome and innocent than that which surrounds the same 
sort of loafing and talking in the country. The proprietor of the poolroom 
is often a petty criminal engaged in gambling and commercial vice, and the 

• Again we may point out that the gaiety of theae informal groups may be deceiving, 
aince much of the conversation is bitter and angry about incidents that have ha.ppened in 
town or on the plantations. The whites never hear this, as it ceases when they approach. 
The boi,tei.:)usness and unrestrainedness of conversation is customary in uneducated peopleJ 
and the laughter may be at the expense of the whites and bitter rather than humoro111. 
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young people become involved in criminal activities through his influence. 
The banter, loafing, wrestling, and working oft of animal spirits, natural 
and harmless in wide country spaces, become stealing and gang activity in 
the city. Too, the free and easy sex contacts of the rural areas are classified 
as juvenile delinquency in the city." On the other hand, Y.M.C.A.'s, 
settlement houses, city playgrounds, and athletic clubs in the North do 
provide organized and wholesome recreation, although not enough of it. 
Since Joe Louis' rise to fame and fortune, any place that provides gym
nasjum facilities attracts boys. 

Negro people in the city, even of the respectable middle class, spend 
much of their time on the streets, partly because of their rural background, 
partly because of the crowdedness and unattractiveness of their homes. One 
of the favorite Negro pastimes is "strolling." James Weldon Johnson 
describes it in Harlem: 

The masses of Harlem get a good deal of pleasure out of things far too simple for 
most other folks. In the evenings of summer and on Sundays they get lots of enjoy
ment out of &trolling .... Strolling in Harlem does not mean merely walking along 
Lenox or upper Seventh Avenue; ••. it means that those streets are places for 
aocializing. One puts on one's best clothes and fares forth to pass the time pleasantly 
with the friends and acquaintances and, most important of all, the strangers he is 
sure of meeting. One saunters along, he hails this one, exchanges a word or two with 
that one, stops for a short cJ1at with the other one. He comes up to a laugJ1ing, 
chattering group, in which he may have only one friend or acquaintance, but that 
gives him the privilege of joining in. He does join in and takes part in the joking, 
the small talk and gossip, and makes new acquaintances. He passes on and arrh•es in 
front of one of the theatres, studies the bill for a while, undecided about going in. 
He finally moves on a few steps farther and joins another group and is introduced to 
two or three pretty girls who have just come to Harlem, perhaps only for a visit; 
and finds a reason to be glad that he postponed going into the theatre. The hours of 
a summer evening run by rapidly. This is not simply going out for a walk; it is more 
like going out for adventure.47 

There is also much casual visiting back and forth in the respectable lower 
and middle class community, especially among the women. 

Urban Negroes .find most of their amusement and recreation in the social 
clubs, athletic clubs, churches and lodges.• Sports, dancing, card-playing and 
other games, petty civic improvement activities, and, in the churches, singing 
and dramatics 48 are the chief forms of amusement. In the large Northern 
(but not the Southern) cities, movies, theaters, concert halls, night clubs, 
and restaurants are generally available to Negroes (if they can afford 
them); but there is always the possibility of insult or unpleasantness, and no 
Negro section, even in New York or Chicago, can support a complete set 
of recreational facilities. The voluntary organizations, therefore, continue 

• Fu a dilcuaion of these volWltary aB1oc.iations, see Chapter +l, Section 5. 
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to be a thief source of Negro recreational life. Clubs support each other by 
buying tickets to the other's dances, style shows, plays, and so on; conse-
quently, a full (sometimes too full) social and recreational life is provided 
the club members.• Since the same small group of people with the same 
interests constantly intermingles socially; since these people participate 
little in other activities; and since clubs frequently meet in private homes, 
a highly personalized and socialized recreational life is the result. This 
feeling of intimacy and "at homeness" pervades all the sociable and recrea
tional life that is peculiarly Negro and is what the whites see and remark 
about when they say that Negroes have a good time. Negroes among them
selves act as if they were in a small family group, often even in commercial 
places. They know everybody and have a personal interest in everybody; 
they feel that they are part of a small community. This looks cozy and 
cheerful and intimate to whites accustomed to impersonal, formalized, over
organized social relations. 

A few other characteristics of Negro recreation may be noted. One of the 
main forms of recreation among lower class Negroes is gambling. Besides 
playing the numbers,b Negroes are traditionally expert poker players and 
crap-shooters. e The excitement of gambling coupled with the chance of 
gain is easily understandable in the light of the monotony of rural life and 
of the unemployment in cities. These games, also, can be played anywhere 
with little equipment and with anybody who happens to be around. It 
should he noted, further, that crap-shooting is the invariable accompaniment 
of traditional "Negro jobs," those of waiter, bell-boy, porter, jobs where 
the over-all hours are long and where the men must be on call at all times, 
but where there is much unoccupied time. 

Among the urban youth and lately among rural youth, dancing is a 
favorite pastime. Dancing is one of the favorite forms of recreation among 
the upper class and in the clubs and equally so in the commercialized dance 
halls frequented by lower class young people. Negroes have developed most 
of the modern jazz dances which are now popular in the white world. 

Most Negroes do not follow the usual American pattern of taking a vaca
tion. The great majority of them are too poor.49 The upper classes who can 
afford to are usually barred from those vacation resorts which meet their 
standards. 

Before the World War Negroes were developing summer reiorts for their excla
aive me on a relatively large scale. There i1 an excellent Negro summer reaort in 

• See Chapter 43, Section 5 • also see J. G. St. Clair Drake, ''The Negro Church and 
Association, in Chicago," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study (1940), pp. 
473-475. 

b See Chapter 14, Section 10. 
• Whites now play these gambling games extensively, also1 eee the footnote on crap ahoot

ing in Section I of thi, chapter, 



Michigan, ,and another in Mi11iaippi. Several colored aeuide relDl'tl floariah along 
the Atlantic coaat. On the whole, however, these can be patronized only by the few 
who have the time and money to apend a good portion of the year away from home 
on vacation. While there are some Negro resorts which can be enjoyed by poor 
Negroes, the number of this class actually able to patronize them is small. A pseudo
vacation ia obtained by many of the working colored people by securing jobs at 
aeaahore or other reaorts where they can earn their Jiving and stiJl have vacation in 
off houn and through a change of scene, In Philadelphia, for illustration, it is 
common for colored cooks and maids to go to Atlantic City and other nearby resorts 
for summer work, thus breaking the monotony of their routine and obtaining some 
semblance of a real vacation away from the home city and without starving. This is 
no doubt better than no vacation at all but the problem has not been faced. The 
majority of this group must continue to think of vacation as a short period free from 
work but otherwise no different from the rest of the year.50 

One of the most wholesome aspects of Negro recreation and amusement 
is that it is not a separate part of their lives, but is well integrated into the 
daily routine. Part of this seems to be that Negroes, having little time free 
from hard work, devised relaxing accompaniments to their work. Singing, 
for example, accompanies all work, even on the chain gang; gambling while 
working is another example. Part of it is that so many of the usual recrea
tional forms were denied them that they learned to enjoy the everyday 
things they did. 61 Whatever the cause, this integration of fun and work 
has undoubtedly made life possible for many Negroes under the difficult 
situations they face. 

5. NEGRO ACHIEVEMENTS. 

Opportunity is a most important prerequisite for achievement; and since 
the Negro's opportunities in America have been kept low, his achievements 
are also small. In 1929-1930, there were only 98 Negroes listed in Who's 
Who in America.82 No Negro is outstanding in national, state or local poli
tics. Few Negroes have been outstanding in business, and these have become 
successful usually by catering to special needs of the Negro group. At 
present, when the federal government is asking capable and wealthy busi
nessmen to work for it as "dollar-a-year" men, only one Negro has been 
included in the group. There. have been but one or two outstanding Negro 
military leaders. No Negro has been an outstanding jurist, although a few 
Negro lawyers deserve fame for the way they have handled cases involving 
Negro rights. Since scientific achievement requires not only a superior 
education but also a secure position and facilities in a university or large 

• We shall not attempt to give a systematic survey of Negro achievements in this section. 
Rather we shall single out the main fields in which Negroes have made notable achieve
ments aad give examples of the achievementa and the achievers. In order to be concrete, we 
.hall .meation names. The persons named are merely outstanding examples I they do not 
mcllide all Nerroe, who have made notable achievementa. 
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industrial concern, there have been only half a dozen outstanding Negro 
natural scientists, and perhaps a dozen or so outstanding Negro social 
scientists.• And so it goes, down the list of fields in which superior per
formance 1s regarded as noteworthy. Most of the fields in which Negroes 
commonly attain superior performance are regarded as lowly-such as 
agriculture and personal service-and so no attention is paid to the high 
performance, and it is not recognired as an achievement. The esteemed 
fields in which Negroes have made many achievements are those of the arts, 
of the sports and of entertainment. 

Before we go on to these, we call attention to the high performance of 
Negroes in a field that is often overlooked by whites. We refer to the 
fighting for the Negro cause-the field of race leadership. If we include 
this field with politics, we can honestly say that some of the most capable 
statesmen in the United States are Negroes, whatever we may think of their 
policies. 1£ these men, with their training in practical politics, were white, 
they would no doubt be national leaders just as they are now race leaders. 
This was almost recognized of Frederick Douglass and Booker T. Washing
ton, but the two other Negro statesmen of equal stature--W. E. B. Du Bois 
and James Weldon Johnson-have been virtually ignored by whites. On a 
second level, still high when compared with most white national leaders, 
are such men as Elmer Carter, Lester Granger, Charles Johnson, A. 
Philip Randolph, and Walter White. A woman, Mary McLeod Bethune, 
belongs on this level. Younger men, with no small achievement and still 
greater promise, are Earl Dickerson, Adam Clayton Powell and Roy Wil
kins. In addition to these, there are wise Negro politicians all over the 
country, in the national offices of the betterment and protest organizations, 
and in the federal government in Washington. Working on the Negro 
problem gives one a set of practical ideals, a training in strategy, and a 
respect for courage, patience, and loyalty, that are necessary to a first-rate 
politician. 

It is in the field of entertainment that the Negro's achievements are most 
widely recognized, and the opportunities made available to him there have 
made it possible for him to develop excellence in the economically sub
sidiary fields of arts and sports. The Negro has not only provided enter
tainment and art but also material for entertainment and art by whites: 
the Negro folk tales of Uncle Remus were set in writing by Joel Chandler 
Harris; many of the rhythmic songs of the Negro have provided the basic 
themes for white composers (Stephen Foster, for example); the greatest 
popularizers of ragtime music were Al Jolson and Irving Berlin; some of 
the best dramas of Negro life are by Du Bose Heyward; the Negro's 

• It may be remarked, in passing, that in sociology, which is the branch of science under 
which most of the 1tudies of Negro life and problems have gone on, Negroes have occasionally 
made first-rank achievementa in the :field. 
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abstract painting and sculpture have been one of the sources of modern 
cubism and su.rrealism.118 But Negroes themselves do not take second rank 
in these fields. Joe Louis is now the world's champion heavyweight prize
fighter, and Jack Johnson held this title a generation ago. Negroes have 
hdd several of the lesser boxing championships (notably Henry Arm
strong and John Henry Lewis) and have achieved first rank in running 
(notably Jesse Owens), football (notably Paul Robeson), and some of the 
other sports. Among the ten highest paid concert artists of the year 1941, 
three were Negroes: Marian Anderson, Dorothy Maynor and Paul Robe
son. 114 Roland Hayes ranked not far below the first ten. The stage has long 
witnessed front-rank Negro actors, and it is now graced with such figures as 
Todd Duncan, Canada Lee, Paul Robeson and Ethd Waters. On the dance 
Jtage there are such masters of their respective talents as Katherine Dunham 
and Bill (Bojangles) Robinson. Negroes have invented a whole series of 
dance steps, including the fox trot, cake walk, Charleston, black bottom, 
turkey trot, the shag, jitterbugging; and Latin American Negroes have 
contributed the tango, rhumba, samba, conga. The screen and radio are 
practically closed to serious Negro actors-there being only three or four 
pictures in the entire history of film-making that have portrayed Negroes, 
even as minor characters, in roles other than those of buffoons or criminals.a 
But some Negroes have achieved huge success in the role of buffoon
notably Hattie McDaniels and Rochester. Negro musicians of various types 
are also popular on the radio. Negro jazz band leaders are among the most 
popular-Louis Armstrong, Count Basie, Cab Calloway, Duke Ellington, 
Fletcher Henderson, Jimmie Lunceford, King Oliver and Fats Waller. 

• There is a definite improvement, in the last year or 10, in the treatment of Negroes in 
movies. Before 19401 there had been, in addition to the movies in which Negroes were 
portrayed as clowns, criminals, or incidental servants, only such special movies and shorts 
as were meant for purely Negro consumption. (For a history of these all-Negro pictul"es, see 
James Aeendio, "History of Negro Motion Pictures," International Photographer LJanuary, 
1940], p. 16.) There had been only one or two full-length movies in which Negroes were 
portrayed in more favorable or more human roles and which were meant for general white 
consumption, Ignorance on the part of film producers and fear of offending white Southerners 
were the main reasons for this treatment. After 1940, patriotic motives, stimulated by the 
growing war spirit, as well as definite pressure from the federal government, moved Holly
wood to treat Negroes a little more favorably in the movies. In 1940 and 1942 there were 
produced: Syncopation, showing tbe role of the Negro in the creation of jazz music; In 
Tms Our Life, an Ellen Glasgow story in which a Negro youth incidentally tells his ambi
tion to be a lawyer and in which he is almost executed for a crime committed by one of the 
white heroines; Tales of Manllattan, which shows Negroes as superstitious peasants but 
withal some cleverness and human emotion. In the week of July 3 1, 1942, some Negro leaders 
held a conference with "70 top executives of the screen world" to try to get them to assign 
to Negroes "roles in motion pictures more in keeping with their status and contribution 
to American life and culture." (N.A.A.C.P. Press Semce [July 31, 1942], p. 4,) It is likely 
that such eff'orta, if continued, will have some effect, especially when further presaure 
comes from war agencies of the federal government. 
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Negroes have contributed such popular musical forms as ragtime, jaz2., 
the blues, swing and boogie-woogie. 

Negroes have been greatly hampered in more serious music, but in the 
past year Dean Dixon has emerged as a symphony orchestra conductor 
under the sponsorship of the white music critic, Samuel Chot2inoff. Negroes 
have achieved moderate success in composing serious music ( for example, 
William Grant Still) and much greater success in composing lighter music 
(for example, Will Marion Cook, Duke Ellington, James Reese Europe, 
W. C. H.1ndy and Rosamund Johnson). In art, Negroes have had most 
influence as subjects for and influences on white artists, but there have 
been a few front-rank American Negro painters and sculptors (Richmond 
Barthe, Aaron Douglas, Augusta Savage, Henry 0. Tanner). In literature, 
Negroes have a forte, and in all branches of literature Negroes have made 
really outstanding achievements. The names of Countee CuHcn, Langston 
Hughes, Claude McKay, Sterling Brown, and Richard Wright (and in the 
past Paul Lawrence Dunbar and James 'Weldon Johnson) are well known 
to the white reading public, and there are at least a score of other Negro 
writers of equal merit but little known to the white reading public. 

To understand why Negroes have made outstanding achievements in 
these fields, it is necessary to go into their history. We find that there arc 
two distinct lines of development, which have begun to converge only in the 
last twenty years. One is the buffoonery practiced for the entertainment of 
whites; the other is the great variety of expressive activity practiced for 
the artists' own enjoyment. 

Under slavery, the chief form of entertainment in the large, isolated 
plantation was the slave show. The Negro was the court jester, who pleased 
his master by singing, dancing, telling jokes and generally "acting up." 
James Weldon Johnson describes the earliest Negro entertainment: 

Every plantation had its talented band that could cr~ck Negro jokes, and sing and 
dance to the accompaniment of the banjo and the bones, the bones being the actual 
ribs of a sheep or some other small animal, cut the proper length, scraped clean and 
bleached in the sun. When the wealthy plantation owner wished to entertain his 
guests, he needed only to call his troupe of black minstrels.65 

Even during slavery, but especially after it, there developed the "nigger 
minstrel show" which had the same features as the entertainment furnished 
by slaves. Practically all these shows which were successful had white actors 
who put burnt cork on their faces and spoke with a Negro accent; only 
Bert Williams among the Negroes achieved success as a minstrel come
dian. 116 These shows, which still exist in a modified form,67 appealed to the 
crudest tastes and accentuated all the Negro stereotypes. Their heyday 
lasted from 187 5 to 1900, and during this period Negro musicians, song and 
play writers, and dancers stooped low to appeal to the popular taste.18 Only 
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die songs devdoped into something better. These ~n u ''coon 
songs" bcca.use they were funny at the expense of Negroes, stressing their 
supposed chicken-eating, wife-beating, razor-6lashing traits-had a rhythm 
which made them popular. Later they developed into ragtime. After receiv
ing a further influence from Negro secular folk-music-especially that 
kind fostered by vagrant Negro troubadours along the Mississippi River
ragtime was to have a meteoric career culminating in Irving Berlin's 
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" (1911), and it ultimately developed into 
jazz.119 After the turn of the century, Negro entertainment began to improve 
in quality: the minstrel show gradually gave way to the musical comedy. 
Musical comedies written and acted by whites were popular in the period 
just before the First World War; and under the stimulus of the general 
popularity, shows written and acted by Negroes were successful. A high level 
of achievement was reached at this time by the writing and acting team of 
Cole and Johnson. These shows were still funny, but they also contained 
some serious art and appealed to a more cultivated audience. 

After the War, Negro entertainment began to climb to new heights of 
popularity and quality. The jazz fad was on, and Negro singers, dancers 
and orchestras were much in demand. There was a great opportunity for 
Negro composers and musicians to supply jazz and blues music, and some
times more classical variations. The African theme in art was suddenly the 
object of great admiration. Opportunity and Crisis magazines offered prizes 
for the best poetry and prose writing by Negroes, and the successful candi
dates found themselves swept up in adulation by thrill-seeking whites. To 
tbe Negroes, it was the period of the "New Negro," when their capacities 
and achievements were beginning to be recognized by the whites. To most 
of the whites who were giving this recognition to the Negroes, it was the 
period of the "gay 'twenties"; the patronage they gave to Negro artists and 
performers was only part of the general seeking, on the one hand, after 
thrills and novelties and, on the other hand, after really good art, music 
and literature. They sponsored artists with little ability along with artists 
of great ability. They encouraged Negroes to develop African and pseudo
African themes because they were so exotic and bizarre. They also encour
aged the noisy, the sexy and the perverted. When the Great Depression 
ended the "gay 'twenties," th~ patronage of the Negroes was greatly dimin
ished, and the Negro arts were left with certain traits that they could not 
easily change. 

Negro entertainment and the arts were, however, far from stopped com
pletely during the -193o's. There were still many serious white devotees, and 
the Negroes themselves formed an increasingly appreciative audience. The 
"swing" and "boogie-woogie" period came into popular music, and the 
blues enjoyed a new burst of popularity. Negro stage comedians were still 
popular,l,lthough there was less money available to pay for them. It was the 
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serious arts of poetry, the drama, painting and sculpture which were most 
affected by the depression. During the 19zo's they had been supported 
by the intellectuals and the pseudo-intellectuals; during the 193o's these 
people either had little money left or no longer cared for the Negro arts. 
The fad of adulating things Negro was definitely over, and Negro per
formers and artists had to compete with others without any special advan
tage. The best held on and strengthened their popularity; the mediocre 
dropped out and were soon forgotten. The Negro artists themselves 
developed higher standards and sought to base their art on something more 
secure than the white man's demand for the exotic and the bizarre. General 
anti-Negro prejudice makes it somewhat harder for a Negro artist or per
former to get a position than for a white person of equal talent, hut on the 
whole there is less prejudice in this field than in practically any other fidd.• 
Some whites are inclined to have a double standard in judging Negro 
achievements; they applaud mediocrity and thereby foster it. 

The federal government provided special opportunity between 1935 and 
1939, when the Federal Theater aided unemployed Negroes by putting on 
all-Negro shows: there was a chance not only for Negro actors, hut also 
for Negro writers, musicians and producers. The shows were successful 
and they strengthened both white and Negro recognition of Negro talent. 
The Negro painter was also given his chance when the W.P.A. and the 
N. Y .A. required the designing and decoration of such public works as 
schools, libraries, hospitals and parks. These federal agencies also offered 
art classes of various sorts, mostly in practical arts, and many Negroes par
ticipated.00 The Federal Writers' Project provided further opportunities 
for Negro writers. 

Today Negroes have a high record of performance and popularity in both 
serious and comic entertainment. Negro dancers, singers, orchestras, come
dians, strip-teasers, and acrobats are used in theater stage shows and night 
club Boor shows in all the large Northern cities. There are all-Negro shows 
and shows with both white and Negro performers (in the last 6 or 7 years 
Negroes have even been permitted to play in predominantly white 
orchestras).61 Negro sections of cities often contain a few entertainment 
places which are popular with white audiences. In the South Negro per
formers are much more restricted, but are sometimes used if strictly segre-

• Negroes cannot get on the opera stage, and they are occas.ionally restricted on the con
cert stage (witness the famous incident in 1939 when the Daughters of the American Revolu
tion prevented Marian Anderson from singing in Constitution Hall in Washington, D. C.). 
More serious restrictions against the Negro occur in the field of sports. Negroes cannot get 
into big league baaeball anJ r~rely have they been allowed into competitive tennis or golf 
games. They are generally kept out of competitive sports which require teams. Even in 
boxing, the sport in which they have achieved such notable success, they have been aeriously 
restricted (for example, Jack Dempsey, when champion, consistently refused to let H_!rry 
Willa battle fur his crown). 
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gated. Negro minstrel shows are still found, and the Negro buffoon is often 
part of vaudeville shows. Negro tap-dancers are in fairly wide demand, as 
are Negro burlesque dancers. Serious Negro artists and writers have a 
reuonably wide audience: one of the most popular novels of the past five 
years has been Richard Wright's Native Son. 

Although most of the contemporary Negro literature received its stimu
lation from white sponsorship beginning in the first decade of the twentieth 
century and greatly increased during the 192o's, it has in addition a 
purely Negro history. Since 1760, when Jupiter Hammon, a slave in Long 
Island, New York, published "An Evening Thought: Salvation by Christ, 
with Penitential Cries," there has hardly been a decade when some Negro 
has not published something. The early writing by Negroes was perhaps 
not so good, but few white Americans then were accomplishing anything 
of note. Frederick Douglass, however, attained a high level of prose writing 
in some of his Abolitionist oratory. By the last decade of the nineteenth 
century, a Negro poet, Paul Lawrence Dunbar, was recognized as on a level 
with the best white American poets of the century. 

Another serious strain in Negro art was that of folk-music. In this, 
Negroes have probably surpassed white Americans. The folk-songs are gen
erally classified into two types: the spirituals and the secular songs. After 
some early experimentation, the spirituals emerged as the distinctively 
Negro religious music after 1830.62 Negroes sang them practically only for 
their own benefit until the Fisk Jubilee Singers sang them around the 
country to get money for their school. By the 189o's they were recognized 
by whites as an outstanding form of music. This recognition was no doubt 
helped by Dvorak, the great Bohemian composer, in his use of some of 
them as main themes in his New World Symphony (1895). Since then, 
they have been favorite songs with all levels of white society, and many an 
outstanding Negro singer has got his start by fulfilling the demand of 
whites for spirituals. 

The secular folk-songs began mainly as work-songs or leisure-time songs. 
There were no musical instruments, of course, and the people kept time 
by clapping or stamping, or if they were working, they kept time by the 
movements needed in their work. Thus there developed an emphasis on 
rhythm, and Negroes became masters of the possibilities in rhythm. The 
songs were begun by whole groups of people: usually some song leader 
would start off with a likely line; if it caught, the rest of the group would 
take it up and it became a theme for the chorus; other individuals would 
chime in with a rhyming line to keep the song going. 63 Some of the songs 
are more individualized in character-especially the love songs, the blues 
a.nd the clever satires. Each song had many variations and was continually 
in the process of change until someone wrote it down. Sometimes the words 
did not ptake sense, or the consecutive lines would not follow each other 
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of the Negro's interests, problems and attitudes. These songs are still 
being created. They have achieved a great popularity in the white world: 
sometimes they are "jazzed up" or "swung" and become popular songs; 
sometimes they became popular in their original form ( for example, most 
of the blues); sometimes they are sung as semi-popular folk-songs; some
times they are mistakenly grouped with the spirituals because they have a 
few religious words. It was a white man, Stephen Foster, who was the 
chief popularizer of the secular Negro folk-songs. 

Until recently, the puritanical spirit has been a powerful influence on 
entertainment and the arts in America. To a large degree white Americans 
have considered it somewhat immoral to be an entertainer, and white 
American men have considered it beneath their dignity and their capacity 
to cultivate the arts. Nevertheless, practically all Americans have enjoyed 
stage entertainment, and many Americans show "appreciation of the arts." 
Since whites stereotype the Negroes as immoral and somewhat bestial, they 
have been willing to let Negroes entertain them. They could enjoy the 
bawdy and frivolous songs, dances and jokes without "sinning" them
selves.64 White men have also been willing to let their women and their 
Negroes cultivate the arts.• 

Negroes, on their side, have developed entertainment and the arts 
because they were relatively free of puritanical traditions and because there 
they were offered relatively attractive economic opportunities. Also with
out the means of paying for entertainment, they have learned how to 
entertain themselves. They have been so successful at this that they have 
taken over the whites' false racial belief that Negroes arc innately superior 
in emotional expression. This has, however, helped to provide a tradition 
of success which has spurred them on. Further, novels, poetry, songs, and 
even painting and sculpture have proven excellent media for expressing 
the Negro protest or rationalizing the Negro's accommodation to caste.86 

Even the spirituals often have these themes, sometimes under the guise of 
religious words to avoid censure from the whites ("Didn't my Lord 
deliver Daniel, and why not every man?" "Let My People Go"). The race 
issue is often a source of inspiration, and it provides a limitless set of high 
ideals. Whether all these influences make Negroes superior to whites in the 
arts we are not in a position to judge. We are merely interested in explain
ing why Negro achievements in this field are so much greater than in 
other fields, and why they have been so popular among whites. There are 

• At :&nt, whites may have thought it a little presumptuous of Negroes to go into the arta, 
but even under slavery, "Negro craftsmen were well-known as cabinet-makers, marquetry 
setters, wood carvers and iron-smiths as the workmanship of many colonial mansions in 
Charleston, New Orleans and other colonial centen of wealth and luxury will attest." (Alain 
Locke, Nigro Art: Past and Pr1smt [1936], pp. 1 and 1,) 
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many negative &ctors to be considered in judging relative en-ellcncc: 
Negroes can seldom get the training usually considered necessary to highest 
achievement in the arts; their segregated schools are usually inadequate; 
they are restricted in their contacts and, much more than whites, lack the 
atmosphere congenial to creative work; they are seldom allowed to get far 
from the race problem; many white critics have a double standard-more 
indulgent to Negroes-when comparing the products of Negro and white 
artists; there are still some restrictions against Negro artists, especially in 
the South. 

Whatever the reason for the success of Negroes in the fields of entertain
ment and the arts, the success has had predominantly beneficial effects £or 
the Negroes. It has enabled them to get a measure of self-confidence, even 
though it may have had the secondary effect of stimulating a false pride 
in race. It has made the whites more friendly, and sometimes it has made 
them have a measure of respect for Negroes.• It has opened a significant 
number of excellent economic opportunities for Negroes, and is thus the 
economic basis for a sizable portion of the Negro upper and middle class. 
Interest in the arts may have improved the taste and poise of Negroes; but 
interest in entertainment may have degraded their tastes. In a number of 
ways, never analyzed by students of Negro social life, entertainment and the 
arts have had a pervasive influence on practically all Negroes. 

When white support of Negro literature and art was partially with
drawn after 1929, Negroes tended to react away from doing the things 
whites wanted them to do. Paul Robeson, for example, declared: 

I believe where the Afro-American made his mistake was when he began trying to 
mimic the West instead of developing the really great tendencies he inherited from 
the East, I believe the Negro can achieve his former greatness only if he learns to 
follow his natural tendencies, and ceases trying to master the greatneu of the West. 
My own instincts are Asiatic.88 

This is only petulance, of course, but many Negro writers and artists have 
come to believe that they can develop an art quite distinct from the white 
American's art and from what the white American is willing to pay for. 
But, as George S. Schuyler wrote in 1926, "Negro art there has been, is, 
and will be among the numerous black natives of Africa; but to suggest 
the possibility of any such development among the ten million colored peo
ple in this republic is self-evident foolishness."87 Negro art will continue 
to be American because its creators are American and American influences 
continually mold it. Whether Negro artists will turn out products which 
differ from those of white artists will depend on those individual artists, 
and on the audiences willing to pay for the art. 

• ~ Chapter 30, Section 3. 
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CHAPTER 45 

AMERICA AGAIN AT THE CROSSROADS 

............................................................................................................................................. 
I. THE NEGRO PROBLEM AND THE WAR 

The three great wars of this country have been fought for the ideals of 
liberty and equality to which the nation was pledged. As a consequence of 
all of them, the American Negro made great strides toward freedom and 
opportunity.1 The Revolutionary War started a development which ulti
mately ended slavery in a11 Northern states, made new import of slaves 
illegal and nearly accomplished abolition even in the South-though there 
the tide soon turned in a reaction toward fortification of the plantation 
system and of Negro slavery. The Civil War gave the Negro Emancipa
tion and Reconstruction in the South-though it was soon followed by 
Restoration of white supremacy. The First World War provided the Negro 
his first real opportunity as a worker in Northern industry, started the 
Great Migration out of the South, and began the "New Negro" movement 
-though the end of the War saw numerous race riots and the beginning of 
a serious decline in employment opportunities. After the advances on all 
three occasions there were reactions, but not as much ground was lost as 
had been won. Even taking the subsequent reactions into account, each of 
the three great wars in the history of America helped the Negro take a 
permanent step forward. 

Now America is again in a life-and-death struggle for liberty and equal
ity, and the American Negro is again watching for signs of what war and 
victory will mean in terms of opportunity and rights for him in his native 
land. To the white American, too, the Negro problem has taken on a signif
icance greater than it has ever had since the Civil War. This War is crucial 
for the future of the Negro, and the Negro problem is crucial in the War. 
There is bound to be a redefinition of the Negro's status in America as a 
result of this War. 

The exact nature of this structural change in American society cannot 
yet be foreseen. History is not the result of a predetermined Fate. Nothing 
is irredeemable until it is past.• The outcome will depend upon decisions 
and actions yet to be taken by whites and Negroes. What we can know 
definitely, however, are the trends as they developed up to the War and 

• See Appendix 1. Section 3. 
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the chauges so far during the War. On the basis of this knowledge, we cau 
discern the gamut of poss.ibilities for the future. If, in addition, we have 
some insight into the temper and inclination of the people who are both 
the actors and the spectators of the drama being staged, we can estimate 
which are the most probable developments. 

2. SocJAL TRENDS 

Looking back over the ground we have mapped in our inquiry, we can 
make two general observations. One is the following: What we usually call 
,csocial trends" have their main significance for the Negro's status because 
of what is in white people's minds. It is true, for instance, that the decreas
ing relative demand for unskilled work, compared with skilled and semi
skilled work, and the change of much dirty and heavy labor to clean and 
easy iabor, have dangerous implications for the Negro's employment 
opportunities. But if these technological and economic trends have disas
trous effects on the Negro, the cause- of this is the persistency with which 
white people want to keep him out of skilled and pleasant work. It is also 
true that the trend toward mass unemployment in America tends to turn 
Negro labor into a relief burden. But, again, the concentration of unemploy
ment upon the Negro people is explainable only as the direct and indirect 
effects of discrimination. The restricted immigration of white Europeans 
to America and other population changes are reversing the century-old 
trend, in which the Negro was becoming a smaller portion of the total 
population of the United States, into a trend in which the Negro is becom
ing a slightly increasing proportion of the population. But if this change of 
trend will disappoint some white Americans and perhaps tend to increase 
racial friction, the cause is again race discrimination. 

The second observation is this: The important changes in the Negro 
prohlcm do not consist of, or have close relations with, "social trends" in 
the na"ower meaning of the term but are made up of changes in people's 
beliefs and valuations. We started by stating the hypothesis that the Negro 
problem has its existence in the American's mind. There the decisive 
struggle goes on. It is there that the changes occur. Our investigation has 
amply confirmed our basic assumption, as an abbreviated summary of 
some of our main findings regarding recent trends will demonstrate. 

In the field of "social" relations we traced a slow but visible decrease of 
discrimination in the South during recent decades up until the outbreruc 
of the present War. The racial etiquette was gradually loosening. White 
people were beginning to take cognizance of distinctions in education and 
class within the Negro community and becoming prepared to treat Negroes 
somewhat differently according to their individual worth. The "no social 
equality'' theory was not quite so rigid as in earlier generations. The entire 
Jim Crow apparatus was maintained, but its motivation was no longer so 
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self-evident. Southern liberals were demanding with increasing courage and 
determination that the doctrine "separate, but equal" should be followed 
out in its "equality" aspect as well as in its "separateness" aspect-that 
segregation should not be utilized as a means of discrimination. 

The separation of the two groups in the South was, meanwhile, becoming 
more and more perfected as the frequency of personal master-servant 
relations was decreasing and as the segregated Negro institutions and 
Negro professions were being built up. There even seemed to be a growing 
mental isolation between whites and Negroes. Behind this potentially most 
dangerous development was not only the exclusionist policy of the whites, 
but also the sullen dissatisfaction and bitter race pride of the Negroes them
selves. They were "withdrawing" themselves as a reaction to the segregation 
and discrimination enforced by the whites. 

In the North the sudden influx of Southern Negroes during the Great 
Migration caused a temporary rise in social discrimination. Since, in spite 
of this, there was much less of it in the North than in the South, the migra
tion meant a decrease of social segregation and discrimination for the Negro 
people as a whole. It also seemed that, despite the sharp temporary rise on 
account of the migration, the trend in the North, too, was toward decreas
ing race prejudice. 

In the administration of justice there was a definite improvement in the 
South, even if Negroes in that region are still far from enjoying equality 
before the law. There was a slow rise in the quality of the police and the 
courts. Lynching, peonage, and other conspicuous aberrations of justice 
were becoming stamped out. This development was spurred by the increas
ing interest and interference in the judicial order of the region, shown by 
the federal courts and other federal agencies, and also by the state govern
ments. The activity of such private organizations as the N.A.A.C.P. and 
the Interracial Commission were also of paramount importance for this 
development. More fundamentally the prestige of law was rising in the 
South and people were becoming more law-abiding. These changes were 
related to a. general rise in education of the Southerners and to their fullet 
participation in the larger American culture. 

In the North the Negro continued to enjoy full equality before the law. 
There was some strain in the North during the Great Migration, some
times mounting to race riots during which the arm of the law was not 
always just and impartial. But on the whole the judicial order of the.· 
region was upheld, and equality in jusltce was not a major problem. 

In the political sphere, the South continued to disfranchise the Negro, 
contrary to the clear precept of the American Creed and the Constitution. 
The masses of whites were also kept from political participation. Real 
issues were kept out of politics and there was a great amount of corruption. 
But these things proved increasingly difficult to keep up. Economic and 
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ideological changes, related to the region's rapid industrialization, urban
ization, and labor unionization, stepped up by the Great Depression and 
the New Deal, caused political splits in the Southern Democratic party 
machines. The splits usually remained latent, but here and there, now and 
then, they forced themselves into the open. The "Solid South" seemed 
definitely endangered. The poll tax was under fierce attack in all Southern 
states, and some had already abolished it. 

Meanwhile such things as the rise of the price level since the 'nineties 
and the improved educational level of Southern Negroes made the statutory 
devices to keep Negroes from the polls-by property and literacy require
ments as well as by the poll tax-less and less effective. Negro disfranchise
ment came increasingly to depend upon extra-legal and il1egal sanctions. We 
viewed this situation as extremely unstable for several reasons: the legal 
culture of the South was rising; there were no more loopholes left for 
legalizing Negro disfranchisement; the Solid South was showing signs of 
breaking up; the liberal forces in the North were getting increasingly 
exasperated with the South; and the Supreme Court was starting to enforce 
the Constitution as it applied to voting in the South. Southern liberals were 
standing up, not only against the poll tax, but often also against the one
party system and the exclusion of Negro voters from the primaries. Even 
conservative Southerners were occasionally found to hold the opinion that 
sometime in the future the Negro was going to vote in the South. While 
the Negro was almost as effectively disfranchised in the South in the years 
before the outbreak of the present War as he has ever been, our judgment, 
when taking all these changes into account, thus was that his political 
position was potentially much stronger and that his gradual enfranchise
ment was bound to come. 

In the North the Negro enjoyed uninfringed his right to vote, and the 
steadily continuing migration to the North meant that the Negro vote was 
growing. 

In the enjoyment of public services the Negro was discriminated against 
severely in the South in blunt repudiation of the Constitution and the state 
laws. But even in this sphere we saw a slow improvement of his status as a 
result of the rising legal culture of the region; the pressures from the 
Negroes, from public opirupn in the North, from the federal courts and 
administration as well as from the white Southerners' own better conscience. 
It was becoming somewhat less unusual that a playground or even a little 
park was arranged for Negroes in some cities. The Negro schools were 
greatly improved even if they usually still remained inferior. Without 
question the New Deal was of tremendous importance for the Negro in 
respect to the share he received of public services. It is true that the Wash
i~n administration did not dare and, in any case, did not succeed in 
staDlping out discrimination in rdief, agricultural policies, or anything else 
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in the South, but it dettnitely decreased it. It also brought a new kind of 
public servant to the South, educated and zealous officials who were not 
primarily interested in "keeping the Negro in his place" but in encouraging 
and advancing him. This introduced a new and wholesome type of public 
contact for the Negro people in the South, and Negroes got a feeling that 
public authority could be other than arbitrary and suppressive. 

In the North public services were, on the whole, granted to Negroes as 
to other citizens in similar circumstances. 

While in all these spheres the trends at the outbreak of the present War 
were definitely in the direction of a rise in the status of the Negro in 
America,a the same cannot be said about those relating to his occupational 
status. In Southern agriculture the Negro's plight had been becoming 
continually worse and showed no prospects for a brighter future. His low 
place on the occupational ladder usually as a plantation tenant-the increase 
of Negro landownership had stopped 40 years earlier-his dependence on 
cotton, his lack of education, and the intense race prejudice in the blighted 
rural regions of the South made him the main sufferer of the boll weevil, 
of Southern over-population and "white infiltration,'' of mechanization and, 
during the 'thirties, of the collapsing world market and the contractionist 
national agricultural policy. Yet there were no wholehearted attempts on 
a mass scale, either by the federal government or by any other agency, to 
reeducate rural Southern Negroes to take up new occupations in other 
areas. America was under the spell of economic defeatism so far as a belief 
in continued rapid industrialization was concerned, and there was no hope 
of placing the dislocated Negro sharecropper in the industrial cities. 

Some rural Negroes moved to Northern and Southern cities, increasing 
unemployment there. Monopoly of jobs by the whites increased during the 
Great Depression, and Negroes did not find any new employment openings. 
Various national policies, such as the Wages and Hours Law, instituted to 
stamp out sweatshop conditions, could not avoid hurting the employment 
opportunities of Negroes since they were marginal workers. Under these 
conditions it is a wonder that Negroes were able to retain as many of their 
jobs as they did. But Negro unemployment mounted in all cities, particu
larly in the North, and the Negro workers increasingly became a relief 
burden. The whole country, and particularly the North, was much more 
generous toward the Negro in doling out relief to him than in allowing 
him to work and earn his bread by his own labor. 

Meanwhile, the new unions in the mass production industries gave Negro 
workers hope by organizing them together with whites in fields in which 

• Coming back to South Carolina after an absence of twenty years, John Andrew Rice 
noted as one of the outstanding changes: "The Southerner's attitude toward the Negro i1 
incredibly more humane than it was in the South I knew as a child." (/ CtmU O,u of UN 
Eigktemtl, Century [194z], p. 195.) 
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Negroes were already working. But, with few exceptions, they did not open 
up new industries for Negro employment during the 'thirties, neither did 
they pave the way for Negroes to rise by promotion from the level of 
unskilled workers to that of the semi-skilled and skilled. Negro business 
did not flourish either, and the small gains made in a few professions were 
quantitatively insignificant. There is no question but that the development 
in the economic sphere was grave. But as discrimination was slowly decreas
ing in all other spheres, as there were good prospects that national politics 
would remain liberal and progressive, as Negro defense organizations and 
the Negro advisors in the federal administration were hammering on the 
inequalities, and as the new unions were pledged to nondiscrimination, 
there seemed to be good prospects that even the threatening trends respect
ing the Negro's economic status could have been turned, if the country had 
got out of the long stagnation in a normal way and had entered a new era 
of continued industrialization. Some of the economic policies of the New 
Deal were poorly thought out and badly integrated; in some respects they 
were damaging to the Negro. But administrators and experts were eager 
to learn from their mistakes and could be expected to accomplish better 
economic planning and direction when they were relieved of the pressure 
of emergency and improvisation. 

3. THE DECAY OF THE CASTE THEORY 

The problem of what would have occurred if there had been no war is 
now purely academic. The Second World War is bound to change all 
trends. But before we analyze the implications of the War for the Negro 
problem, we need to take a still broader perspective and ask: what has hap
pened to white opinions on the Negro problem in the span of three gener
ations since Emancipation? 

In the South three generations ago white people had for their defense 
a consistent and respectable 'theory, endorsed by the church and by all 
sciences, printed in learned books and periodicals, and expounded by the 
South's great statesmen in the Capitol at Washington. The Negro's subor
dinate status was a principle integrated into a whole philosophy of society 
and of human life. The ~egro was a completely different species of man
kind: undeveloped, "child like," am~ral, and much less endowed with 
intellectual capacities than the white man; he was meant by the Creator to 
be a servant forever; if kept in his "place" he was useful or at least toler
able, and there he was also happy; "social equality" was unthinkable as it 
implied intermarriage which would destroy the white race and Anglo
Saxon civilization. Much of this theory-which acquired an elaborate 
stnlcture to satisfy the specific needs to justify discrimination· in various 

_ -~heres of life-remained through Reconstruction, and it was again hailed 
ia the Restoration of white supremacy. Indeed, much of it remained until 
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a couple of decades ago. But now it is al.most destroyed for upper class and 
educated people. Its maintenance among lower class and uneducated people 
meets increasing difficulties. The gradual destruction of the popular theory 
behind race prejudice is the most importemt of all social trends in the field 
of mte"acial relations. 

It is significant that today even the white man who defends discrimina
tion frequently describes his motive as "prejudice,, and says that it is 
"irrational." The popular beliefs rationalizing caste in America are no 
longer intellectually respectable. They can no longer, therefore, be found 
in current books, newspapers or public speeches. They live a surreptitious 
life in thoughts and private remarks. There we have had to hunt them 
when studying the matter in this inquiry. When they were thus drawn out 
into the open they looked shabby and ashamed of themselves. Everybody 
who has acquired a higher education knows that they are wrong. Most 
white people with a little education also have a hunch that they are wrong. 
There is today a queer feeling of credo quia absurdum hovering over the 
whole complex of popular beliefs sustaining racial discrimination. This 
makes the prejudiced white man nearly as pathetic as his Negro victim. 

The white man is thus in the process of losing confidence in the theory 
which gave reason and meaning to his way of life. And since he has not 
changed his life much, he is in a dilemma. This change is probably irrevers
ible and cumulative. It is backed by the American Creed. The trend of 
psychology, education, anthropology, and social science is toward environ
mentalism in the explanation of group differences, which means that the 
racial beliefs which defended caste are being torn away. It also means, by 
implication, that the white majority group in power is accused of being the 
cause of the Negro's deficiencies and unhappiness. Authority and respecta
bility are no longer supporting the popular beliefs. The beliefs are no 
longer nourished from above. Instead they are increasingly fought. There 
is a considerable time-lag between what is thought in the higher and in 
the lower social classes. But as time passes the lower social strata also will 
change their beliefs. These ideas are spread by the advance of education. 

All of this is important. People want to be rational, and they want to feel 
that they are good and righteous. They want to have the society they live 
in, and their behavior in this society, explained and justified to their con
science. And now their theory is being torn to pieces; its expression is 
becoming recognized as a mark of ignorance. 

On the other side of the caste gulf the development leads to increased 
bitterness. To the Negro the white man's trouble with his conscience cannot 
but seem to be insincerity or something worse. The Negro protest is rising, 
spurred by the improvement in education. The Negro group is being per
meated by the democratic and equalitarian values of the American culture. 
Since at the same time there has been increasing separation between the two 
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groups, Negroes are beginning to form a self-conscious "nation within the 
nation," defining ever more clearly their fundamental grievances against 
white America. 

America em ne'Vet' more regard its Negroes 45 a -patient, suhmi.rswe 
minority. Negroes will continually become less well "accommodated." 
They will organize for defense and offense. They will be more and more 
vociferous. They will watch their opportunities ever more keenly. They 
will have a powerful tool in the caste struggle against white America: the 
glorious American ideals of democracy, liberty, and equality to which 
America is pledged not only by its political Constitution but also by the 
sincere devotion of its citizens. The Negroes are a minority, and they are 
poor and suppressed, but they have the advantage that they can fight 
wholeheartedly. The whites have all the power, but they are split in their 
moral personality. Their better selves are with the insurgents. The Negroes 
do not need any other allies. 

This moral process had proceeded far when the Second World War 
broke out 

4. NFl'JROES IN THE WAR CRISIS 

This War is an ideological war fought in defense of democracy. The 
totalitarian dictatorships in the enemy countries had even made the ideolog
ical issue much sharper in this War than it was in the First World War. 
Moreover, in this War the principle of democracy had to be applied more 
explicitly to race. Fascism and nazism are based on a racial superiority 
dogma-not unlike the old hackneyed American caste theory-and they 
came to power by means of racial persecution and oppression. In fighting 
fascism and nazism, America had to stand before the whole world in favor 
of racial tolerance and cooperation and of racial equality. It had to denounce 
German racialism as a reversion to barbarism. It had to proclaim universal 
brotherhood and the inalienable human freedoms. The fact that the 
Japanese utilize anti-white feelings in Asia and elsewhere made it even 
more necessary to stress the racial equality principle. 

In the internal political struggle before America became involved in the 
War, the isolationists haq worked up the idea that there was much to 
improve at home without trying to improve the rest of the world. They did 
not disdain even to point to the injustices inflicted upon the Negro; many 
isolationists to the left put the Negro cause to the forefront. A Georgia 
senator who had made a lengthy talk about the danger to democracy 
abroad was challenged by an isolationist co-senator with the question 
whether the fight for democracy should not begin in Georgia. The plight 
of the Negro sharecropper and the presence of peonage and lynching were 
brought up to stress the unsolved tasks at home and to win Negro sym
pathies for the isolationist cause. 2 One permanent result of this pre-war 
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discussion was that, in this War, the promises to establish the full demo
cratic liberties, not only abroad hut also in America., played an even more 
prominent role than in the First ·world War. 

For the Negroes this new \Var carried unpleasant reminiscences of the 
earlier one. The situation looked bitterly ironical. This time, too, the Negro 
had to fight desperately to get the right to fight for his country. In the 
armed forces Negroes were discriminated against in the usual ways and to 
almost the same extent. Mobs had attacked Negro soldiers and war workers, 
and a Southern senator had requested the Army to keep Negro soldiers out 
of the South. Negroes also had to fight to get into the war industries and 
had only partial success. In the First World War they actually made 
considerable advances in industrial employment, and the Great Migration 
was a welcome consequence. But this time the nation was well stocked with 
unemployed whites at the beginning of the defense boom. A technological 
development had also intervened, decreasing the industrial demand for 
unskilled labor-the type of jobs for which Negroes are least unwelcome. 
Up to the time when this is being written (August, 1942), the Negro has 
been almost excluded from the great bulk of the war industries. Discrimina
tion is the rule practically everywhere. 

Under the threat of a Negro march on Washington, skillfully staged by 
A. Philip Randolph, the President made a solemn proclamation against 
discrimination in the defense industries and government agencies and 
appointed a committee, having both Negro and white members, to see that 
it was observed. Other branches of the Administration made declarations 
and issued orders against discrimination: some of these statements were 
apparently sincere in their intention, some were face-saving moves, and 
most had their locus somewhere in the wide range between. The Repub
lican National Committee resolved that racial discriminations are "wrongs 
under the Constitution,, and pledged the opposition party to work to 
correct them. The national labor unions also lined up for nondiscrimination. 
The Negroes heard and read the kindly promises. They again noted the 
public acceptance of their own reading of the Constitution and the American 
Creed. But they knew the grim reality. 

In the twenty years between the two World Wars the general level of 
education of the American Negroes had become considerably higher, and 
so had their capacity for democracy. The Negro press had become better 
equipped, and it reached farther. The Negro organizations had grown in 
strength. The national Negro leaders had become firmer, and they were 
more resentful. This time they were not willing cheerfully to postpone 
their complaints until the War was over. The elderly Du Bois renounced 
with bitterness the credulous advice he once gave his people in the First 
World War to "close ranks." In this new War the Negro leaders advertised 
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freely- and sometimes provocatively-the danger of a low morale among 
Negroes. 

In this War there was a "colored" nation on the other side-Japan. And 
that nation started out by beating the white Anglo-Saxons on their own 
ground. The smoldering revolt in India against British rule had significance 
for the American Negroes, and so had other "color>' incidents in the world 
conflict: the wavering sympathies of several native populations in the 
Dutch and British possessions in the Pacific, the mistrust against Great 
Britain among the Arab peoples, the first abandonment of Ethiopia, and 
the ambiguity of the plans for the colonial chessboard of Africa. Even 
unsophisticated Negroes began to see vaguely a color scheme in world 
events, although their thoughts are usually not yet organized in a definite 
pattern.3 In a "letter to the editor" by a Negro, which crept into a liberal 
white paper in the Upper South, the concluding sentences read: 

The Negro races on earth are very suspicious of the white man's good intentions. 
This is very likely to be the last war that the white man will be able to lead humanity 
to wage for plausible platitudes.• 

And this low-toned threat from a single Southern Negro became occasion
ally more shrill in the North: all colored people should be united in their 
interests against the whites, and the aim should not be "national unity" but 
a. real color war which would definitely end white imperialism and exploi
tation. 

But this was exceptional. World politics and the color issue are, in the 
final analysis, of secondary importance to American Negroes, except as 
avenues for the expression of dissatisfaction. The American Negro is thor
oughly Americanized; his complaint is merely that he is ·not accepted. 
What really matters to him is his treatment at home, in his own country. 
A Negro journalist, explaining the feeling of the Negro to the white public, 
has this to say: 

Because he must fight discrimination to fight for his country and to cam a living, 
the Negro to-day is angry, resentful, and utterly apathetic about the war. "Fight for 
what?" he is asking. "This war doesn't mean a thing to me. If we win I lose, so 
whatl" 11 

Reading the Negro press and hearing all the reports from observers who 
have been out among common Negroes in the South and the North con
vince me that there is much sullen skepticism, and even cynicism, and vague, 
tired, angry dissatisfaction among American Negroes today. The general 
bitterness is reflected in the stories that are circulating in the Negro 
communities: A young Negro, about to be inducted into the Army, said, 
"Just carve on my tombstone, 'Here lies a black man killed fighting a 
yellow man for the protection of a white man.'" Another Negro boy 
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expressed the same feeling when he said he was going to get his eyes 
slanted so that the next time a white man shoved him around he could 
fight back.6 Their caste status being what it is in America, Negroes would, 
indeed, not be _ordinary human beings if such dissatisfaction and bitterness 
were not their reaction to all the morale talk about democracy, the four 
freedoms, the American way of life, all the violent denunciations of Na.z.i 
race hatred and the lack of freedom under totalitarian rule. We should 
also remember, however, that, even if Negroes are still mainly excluded 
from work in the manufacturing industries and from employment offering 
much future prospect, the war boom has created a lot of secondary employ
ment for Negroes, too. There is more money in circulation and some 
trickles down to the Negroes. With a little money in his pocket even the 
poor Neg:-o day laborer or domestic worker feels that he can afford to 
stiffen himself. Many white housewives notice strange thoughts and 
behavior on the part of their Negro servants these days. 

The loyalty of the American Negro in war and peace is, however, prover
bial. The only thing Negroes ask for is to be accepted as Americans. The 
American Constitution is even dearer to them than to their white compa
triots. They are more unreservedly anti-fascist. Few American Negroes 
want the Axis powers to win the War. But this is not much of an issue to 
Negroes, as they, about as much as white Americans, are convinced of the 
invincibility of their country. Negroes have never doubted the strength and 
resourcefulness of the whites. Even more, they know that America offers 
more possibility of democracy, even for themselves, than do the Axis 
nations. In one of the most thoughtful statements on the question of Negro 
loyalties since the beginning of the war crisis, Ralph Bunche says: 

There should be no illusions about the nature of this struggle .•.. The 6ght now 
is not to save democracy, for that which does not exist cannot be saved. But the fight 
is to maintain those conditions under which people may continue to strive for realiza
tion of the democratic ideals. This is the inexorable logic of the nation's position aa 
dictated by the world anti-democratic revolution and Hitler's projected new world 
order.7 

But it is quite common that Negroes feel a satisfaction in the temporary 
adversities and want the War to become as serious a matter as possible to 
the white people in power. There have been reports that poor Negro share
croppers in the South sometimes indulge in dreams of a Japanese army 
marching through the South and killing off a number of "crackers." They 
do not want them to land in the North, though, and they certainly do not 
want them to stay. But much more common is a glowing ill-concealed 
satisfaction over the war adversities on various fronts. Practically every 
issue of any Negro newspaper gives proof of this attitude. It must be 
conceded that Negroes have also some good rational reasons for this feeling. 
They know, of course, that, as a Northern Negro social scientist explains: 
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, •• the graver the outaide danger to "the ufety of this country, the more abundant 
the gains will be likely to be [ for the Negroes]. But until such time as this country 
is actually in grave danger most of the attention given to the problem of [ Negro J 
morale will be that of conjuring up the right type of propaganda to allay their dis
content.8 

A white commentator complained some months ago that the Negro press 
is something of a fifth column. He received the unanimous and angry· 
answer in all Negro papers that this is exactly contrary to the truth. 
Negroes are standing only for the democratic principles, to defend which 
America is waging war. They are dissatisfied because these principles are 
ignored in America itself. They are just the opposite of war dodgers and 
traitors: they pray to have the right to fight and die for their country and 
to work in the war industries, but they are excluded. They can, with new 
reason, point to the inconsistency between American ideals and practices, as 
does one of their wisest editors, Elmer A. Carter: " ... this strange and 
curious picture, this spectacle of America at war to preserve the ideal of 
government by free men, yet clinging to the social vestiges of the slave 
system."8 This ideological attack is so clear-cut and simple and so obviously 
to the point that it appeals even to the least educated Negro. The cause 
of the American Negro has supreme logical strength. And the Negro is 
better prepared than ever before in his history to fight for it. 

5. THE WAR AND THE WHITES 

This simple logic is, of course, apparent to white Americans, too. And 
the whites were on the way, even before the War, to lose their caste theory 
and their complacency in the face of obvious abuses of the American Creed. 
They are also stirred up by the War and the great cause of human liberties 
at stake. In the North the question can be publicly approached in only one 
spirit, that of the American Creed. A newspaper editorial reads like this: 

1£ the United Nations win this war the principle of the world-wide legal equality 
of races will have to be recognized. Since this is largely a war of ideas, and since 
racial equality before the law has become one of the central ideas on the demo
cratic side, we can almost say that this principle, in itself, may be the deciding factor. 
The Chinese, the East Indians, the numerous African peoples and many other groups 
are on our side, or would be so if they were completely convinced that we mean what 
we say by equality just as unreservedly as the Nazis mean what they say by inequalitr, 
But we Americans cannot very well talk convincingly in these terms unless we prove 
our sincerity in our own country. Our largest recognizable racial minority is the 
Negro.10 

The titular leader of the Republican party, Wendell Willkie, speaking 
in July, 1942, at the annual conference of the N.A.A.C.P. in Los Angeles. 
California, had this to say: 
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Today it is becoming increasingly apparent to thoughtful Americans that we cannot 

fight the forces and ideas of imperialism abroad and maintain a form of imperialian at 
home, The war has done this to our thinking. • • , So we arc finding under the 
pressures of this present conflict that long-standing barriers and prejudices arc break
ing down. The defense of our democracy against the forces that threaten it from 
without has made some of its failures to function at home glaringly apparent. Our 
very proclamations of what we arc fighting for have rendered our own inequities 
self-evident. When we talk of freedom and opportunity for all nations the mocking 
paradoxes in our own society become so clear they can no longer be ignorcd.11 

The world conflict and America's exposed position as the defender of the 
democratic faith is thus accelerating an ideological process which was well 
under way. In this dramatic stage of the American caste struggle a strategic 
fact of utmost importance is this, that the entire caste order is extra-legal 
if not actually illegal and unconstitutional. The legal order of the land 
does not sanction caste but, on the contrary, is framed to guarantee equality 
and to suppress caste. The only important exceptions are the Jim Crow 
Jaws in the Southern states. But even they are written upon the fiction of 
equality, although, if equality were enforced, they would not only lose in 
efficacy as means of expressing caste subordination, but also become tremen
dously burdensome economically for society and, consequently, the whites 
would be robbed of one of their main interests in upholding them. 

The whites are aware of the tremendous social costs of keeping up the 
present irrational and illegal caste system. Among other things, this anomaly 
is one of the main factors keeping the respect for law and order and the 
administration of laws at such a low level in America. The whites investigate 
these irrationalities and the consequent social wastage; they build scientific 
systems to explain their social causation, in fact, they know all about it and 
deplore it. They have the political power to make caste legal and orderly, 
whether with Negro consent or without it. But practically never will whites 
be heard making such proposals, and still less will they seriously discuss 
and plan for such a change. They cannot afford to compromise the American 
Creed. 

Caste may exist, but it cannot be recognized. Instead, the stamp of 
public disapproval is set upon it, and this undermines still more the caste 
theory by which the whites have to try to explain and justify their behavior. 
And the Negroes are awarded the law as a weapon in the caste struggle. 
Here we see in high relief how the Negroes in their fight for equality have 
their allies in the white man's own conscience. The white man can humiliate 
the Negro; he can thwart his ambitions; he can starve him; he can press 
him down into vice and crime; he can occasionally beat him and even kill 
him; but he does not have the moral stamina to make the Negro's subjuga
tion legal and approved by society. Against that stands not only the Consti-
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tution and the laws which could be changed, but also the American Creed 
which is firmly rooted in the Americans' hearts. 

6. THE No1tTH MovES TowARD EQUALITY' 

In the North the Creed was strong enough long before the War to 
secure for the Negro practically unabridged civic equality in all his relations 
with public authority, whether it was in voting, before the courts, in the 
school system or as a relief recipient. But he is discriminated against ruth
lessly in private relations, as when looking for a job or seeking a home_ to 
live in. The white Northerner, in his private dealings with people to whom 
he does not feel akin, has dangerous traditions derived from the exploita
tion of new immigrants. But even in those nonpublic spheres, and partiCll
larly in the problem of breadwinning, the white Northerner is becoming 
prepared, as a citizen, to give the Negro his just opportunity. But appar
ently, as a private individual, he is less prepared to feel that he himself 
is the man to give the Negro a better chance: in his own occupation, trade 
union, office or workshop, in his own residential neighborhood or in his 
church. The social paradox in the North is exactly this, that almost every
body is against discrimination in general but, at the same time, almost 
everybody practices discrimination in his own personal affairs. 

It is the cumulation of all these personal discriminations which creates 
the color bar in the North and for the Negro causes unusually severe 
unemployment, crowded housing conditions, crime and vice. About this 
social process the ordinary white Northerner keeps sublimely ignorant and 
unconcerned. This aloofness is, of course, partly opportunistic but it can 
be fought by education. When now, in the war emergency, the Negro is 
increasingly given sympathetic publicity by newspapers, periodicals, and 
the radio, and by administrators and public personalities of all kinds, one 
result is that the white Northerner is gradually waking up and seeing what 
he is doing to the Negro and is seeing also the consequences of his demo
cratic Creed for his relations with Negroes. We have become convinced in 
the course of this inquiry that the North is getting prepared for a funda. 
mental redefinition of the Negro's status in America. The North will accept 
it if the change is pushed· by courageous leadership. And the North has 
much more power than the South. The white South is itself a minority and 
a national problem. 

Also working in favor of the Negro is another trend, namely, the 
concentration of responsibility. Particularly in the crucial economic sphere 
this trend is rapid. Labor relations are coming increasingly to be planned 
and regulated by broad union policies and by national legislation and 
administration. The War will force this change forward step by step. After 
the War, in the great crisis of demobilization and liquidation, mass unem
ployment will be a main problem. Large-scale public intervention will be 
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a necessity. In this endeavor no national administration will dare to allow 
unemployment to be too much concentrated upon the Negro. 

The average white Northerner will probably agree with a policy which 
holds open employment opportunities for Negroes, because, as we said, he 
is against economic discrimination as a general proposition. There is also
together with all opportunistic ignorance and unconcernedness-a bit of 
rational defense for the distance he preserves between his political and his 
private opinion. In the individual shop where he works or the residential 
section where he lives, he sees the danger in admitting a few Negroes, since 
this will bring an avalanche of Negroes on his shop or his neighborhood. 
This danger is, of course, due to the fact of the Negro's general exclusion. 
It is part of the vicious circle holding the Negro down. 

If government policy prevents general discrimination, however, there 
will be no avalanche of Negroes on any one white employer or group of 
employers. The Negroes, who comprise less than 10 per cent of the popula
tion, must be given their chance in private enterprise or be supported by 
public funds. "Buck-passing" is no longer possible when the problem comes 
to be viewed nationally. And the planning and directing agencies will be 
compelled to make the white public see the problem nationally in order to 
get public support for the policy they must pursue. As private relations 
are increasingly becoming public relations, the white Northerner will be 
willing to give the Negro equality. 

These are the reasons why we foresee that the trend of unionization, 
social legislation, and national planning will tend to break down economic 
discrimination, the only type of discrimination which is both important and 
strong in the North. Other types of discrimination will then tend to 
decrease according to the law of cumulative causation which has been £re.. 
quently referred to in this book. 

7. TENSION IN THE Sot.rTH 

The situation in the South is different. Unlike the white Northerner, 
who is most inclined to give the Negro equality in public relations and 
least inclined to do so in private relations, the white Southerner does not 
differentiate between public and private relations-the former as well as 
the latter have significance for prestige and social equality. Moreover, he 
is traditionally and consistently opposed to Negro equality for its own sake, 
which the Northerner is not. He may be privately indulgent much more 
than the white Northerner, but he is not as willing to give the Negro equal 
treatment by public authority. This is one of the romantic principles behind 
the legal inequity in the South. But the Southerner is a good American, too, 
and the region has been becoming rapidly "Americanized" during the last 
generation. 

The ordinary conservative white Southerner has, therefore, a deeper 
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split in his moral penonality than does the white Northerner. The.»Tar 
is stirring up the conflict in his soul. The air is filled with reminders of 
the great cause of democracy and the equality of peoples, which is the main 
issue in the War America is waging against nazism, fascism, and Japanese 
imperialism. His "own Negroes" are making some money, reading the 
Negro press and getting restless. The N.A.A.C.P. and other protest organ
izations are fighting ever more daringly in his own cities. In his newspapers 
he reads how the national leaders, from the President down, come out with 
blunt denunciations of racial discrimination. He is finding that Northern 
leaders are increasingly getting interested in the poll tax, the white pri
mary, Negro disfranchisement, injustices against Negroes, and other 
peculiar institutions of the South which he guards behind the doctrine of 
"states' rights." 

What is he supposed to do? Give up Jim Crow and so perhaps allow a 
Negro to marry his daughters; build good schools for Negroes, though 
the schools are not too good for his own children; punish white invaders 
of Negro rights, though they otherwise may be perfectly good and upright 
citizens; relinquish white supremacy? Is he supposed to retreat from all 
"Southern traditions"? He sees "outside aggression" wherever he turns. 

This is an old story and a phase of a mental cycle through which the 
unfortunate South has often passed before. The fact that this time the white 
Southerner's caste theory is weaker than ever and does not inspire much of 
his own intellectual confidence makes his dilemma worse. His emotions 
on the color issue are less stable also because his personal ties to the Negro 
group have been decreasing, and racial isolation has been intensified during 
the last generation. He "knows the Negro" less well than did his father 
and grandfather, though he continues to pretend that he knows him well, 
because to "know the Negro" is also a Southern tradition. Having fewer 
personal contacts with Negroes he is likely to exaggerate the signs of ,-,ppo
sition from the Negroes, for he feels that the Negroes have good reason to 
develop opposition. The presence in Southern communities of Negro 
soldiers, many from the North, increase§ his uneasiness. Du Bois, writing 
abc,ut the First World War, talks about:· 

•.. the deep resentment mixed with the pale ghost of fear which Negro soldiers 
call up in the breast of the white South. It is not so much that they fear that the 
Negro will strike if he gets a chance, but rather that they assume with curious 
unanimity that he has reason to strike, that any other persons in his circumstances, or 
treated as he is would rebel. Instead of seeking to relieve the cause of such a possible 
feeling, most of them strain every effort to bottle up the black man's resentment.12 

In the present crisis, Guion G. Johnson, a liberal Southern white histo-
rian, could already in July, 194-1, report from the South that 

••• there has been some uneasiness that "our Negroes" are being tampered with, 
and white advocates of racial goodwill have occasionally found it more diflicu!!. 
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within the last year to speak out boldly. White person, who have for decades been 
working toward interracial cooperation may now find themselves charged with fifth 
column activity and Negro leaders may be denounced as communists or nazis.13 

Another prominent white Southern liberal describes in a letter to the author 
the mental state of the white South as of summer, 1942.: 

• • • we are in the midst of a situation in the South where we seem to have been 
thrown back with great losses where we had expected great g:iins: and •.• the situa
tion in the South may be of the proportions of a crisis greater than we have had 
in many years. For the first time in my experience the situation is so complex that we 
do not know how to proceed to next steps. Just a few years ago we almost had 
unanimity in plans for cooperative arrangements, in which Negroes and whites were 
enthusiastic and in which representatives of nearly all phases of the South were partici
pants. We had worked into entirely new patterns of fellowship and participation, and 
there were many evidences that the South was beginning to be proud of this progreu. 
Today, as far as I know, there is practically none of this left. The South is becoming 
almost unanimous in a pattern of unity that refers to white unity. The thousand& of 
incidents and accidents in the South arc bdng integrated into the old pattern of 
Southern determination against an outside aggression.a 

In the approaching conflict between the Negro and the South, this writer 
sees that 

• . . a South which was just coming into its own, getting ready for an enriched 
agriculture, a more balanced economy, a more liberal viewpoint will sacrifice all this 
in a pathetic blood and sweat episode reminiscent of the Civil War and Reconstruc
tion. 

Similar to this deeply concerned statement of a liberal white Southerner, 
we may cite the equally troubled view of a Negro clergyman, Dr. J. S. 
Nathaniel Trass: 

I am afraid for my people. They }1ave grown restless. They are not ha?PY• They 
no longer laugh. There is a new policy among thcm--something strange, per!iaps 
terrible.1r; 

The situation is so critical in the South today that fifty Southern Negro 
leaders have seen fit to gather together, deliberately excluding Northern 
Negroes, and to plead for racial amity. They accept social segregation, but 
request the elimination of all other inequalities. This development was 
made necessary by the fearful backing away of some Southern liberals
notably Mark Ethridge, John Temple Graves, and Virginius Dabney
from the social segregation issue. The meeting of the Southern Negroes 
serves both as an attempt to prevent the racial lines from being drawn more 
sharply and as a disclaimer of responsibility for future violence. 

An important element in the situation is that the Southern Negroes, if 
thry are attacked, are more prepar~d to fight; thi!' time than they have ever 
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'been before. A competent Negro social scientist, who bas recentfy been 
studying conditions in the Upper South, confu-ms this view and, in May, 
1943, con.ides that he expects the outbreak of serious race riots in the South 
within the next year. 

The situation is grave, and the years to come will provide a serious test 
of the political resourcefulness of white public authorities and of other 
white and Negro leaders. But regardless of what happens, we do not believe 
that this is a turn for the worse in race relations in the South. Even if there 
are going to be serious clashes and even if their short-run effects will be 
devastating to the Negroes involved and, perhaps, to Negroes in the whole 
region, we believe that the long-run effect of the present opinion crisis in 
the South, because it is a catharsis for the whites, will be a change toward 
increased equality for the Negro. When we make this judgment, we recall 
a remark once made in a conversation by a prominent and conservative 
Negro social scientist in the South. He stated as his considered opinion that 
tensions are not necessarily bad and that under certain conditions even race 
riots may have wholesome effects in the long run. He continued in about 
the following way: "They stir up people's conscience. People will have 
to think matters over. They prevent things from becoming settled. If the 
race situation should ever become fixed, if the Negro were really accommo
dated, then, and only then, would I despair about a continued great 
improvement for Negroes. As long as there is friction and .fighting, there 
is hope." 

At this juncture the white North is moving in a direction contrary to the 
South. The white South is becoming increasingly isolated. There has not 
been such a great distance in the views of the Negro problem between the 
white majority groups in the two regions since Reconstruction. Though 
it is seldom expressed clearly, the outside observer feels convinced that an 
increasing number of white Northerners mean business this time. It is true, 
as James Weldon Johnson once observed, that "essentially the status of the 
Negro in all other sections will depend upon what it is in the South,m6 

but the North will find it increasingly necessary to have its say about the 
Negroes' status in the South. The North cannot well afford any longer 
to let the white Southerners have their own way with the Negroes as 
completely as they have had. 

The national compromise .has lasted for two generations; it may now 
be approaching its end, at least relatively. Ten years from now this period 
in the history of interracial relations in America may come to look as a 
temporary interregnum. The compromise was not a stable power equilib
rium. Signs of its end have been frequent during the 'thirties: a whole set 
of Supreme Court decisions, the New Deal in the South, the increasing 
activity of federal agencies to stamp out peonage, the agitation for a federal 
lynching law and for an abolition of the poll tax by Congress, the repeal 
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of the two-thirds majority rule for the nomination of the Democratic 
candidate for the Presidency, and so on. 

The Negro problem is_ becoming national in scope in a different sense 
th~ w~ meant when white Southerners expressed a belief that the Negro 
migration to the North would give the North more of a share in the trouble 
of having Negroes as neighbors and that then the North would understand 
the racial philosophy of the South better. The Negro vote and the labor 
vote in the North also have considerable weight in checking Southern 
conservatism and have increasing power to do so. But aside from aJl that, 
.1ational planning cannot leave out the South or humor too much its irra
tionality. As a matter of fact the South, particularly its agriculture and its 
population pressure, will continue to remain one of the main national 
worries. 

Because of this development, spurred by the war crisis and the coming 
peace crisis, it seems justifiable to predict a growing tension between the 
two regions, one which will not be restricted to the Negro issue. There ir 
not going to be a civil war, of course. The South is this time relatively 
much weaker in all respects. The North will probably not become more 
considerate if the interracial tension in the South gets out of hand and 
results in bloody clashes. As recourse to civil war is out of the question and 
as things thus have to be settled by political means, the fact becomes of 
importance that the white South is not united against a redefinition of the 
Negro's status. The South has been, and is, changing rapidly, and Southerr. 
liberalism has been coming to be a force though it was practically nowhere 
in political power and today is fearfully timid on the Negro issue. Even 
the ordinary conservative white Southerner has a deeply split personality. 
In the short run this can be suppressed, and the tension can lead to violent 
reactions. But in the long run it means that the conservative white South
erner himself can be won over to equalitarian reforms in line with the 
American Creed. 

8. INTERNATIONAL AsPECTS 

What has actually happened within the last few years is not only that the 
Negro problem has become national in scope after having been mainly a 
Southern worry. It has also acquired tremendous international implications, 
and this is another and decisive reason why the white North is prevented 
from compromising with the white South regarding the Negro. The situa, 
tion is actually such that any and all concessions to Negro rights in this 
phase of the history of the world will repay the nation many times, while 
any and all injustices inflicted upon him will be extremely costly. This is 
not yet seen clearly by most Americans, but it will become increasingly 
apparent as the War goes on. 

We mentioned in passing that the American Negro a.nnot help observing 
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the color. angle to this War. He is obviously getting vicarious satisfactan 
out of this perspective, and he is also testing some vague feelings of solidar
ity and allegiance to the cause of other colored peoples involved in the 
world conflagration. But this is a minor part of the international implica
tions. The American Negro is thoroughly American in his culture and 
whole outlook on the world. He is also loyal to America, and there is no 
danger that he will betray it. This is at least certain in the short-range view, 
which covers this War and the coming peace. How the Negro would react 
if he were left dissatisfied and if later a new war were to be fought more 
definitely along color lines is more difficult to predict. 

The main international implication is, instead, that America, for its 
international prestige, power, and future security, needs to demonstrate to 
the world that American Negroes can be satisfactorily integrated into its 
democracy. In a sense, this War marks the end of American isolation. 
America has had security behind the two protecting oceans. When now this 
isolation has been definitely broken, the historians will begin to see how it 
has always greatly determined the development of America. Statesmen 
wm have to take cognizance of the changed geopolitical situation of the 
nation and carry out important adaptations of the American way of life 
to new necessities. A main adaptation is bound to be a redefinition of the 
Negro's status in American democracy. 

It is commonly observed that the mistrust of, or open hostility against, 
the white man by colored people everywhere in the world has greatly 
increased the difficulties for the United Nations to win this War.• Many 
old sins and stupidities are today staring back upon the white man, and he 
continues to commit them, though he now knows better. The treatment of 
the Negro in America has. not made good propaganda for America abroad 
and particularly not among colored nations. That good American who has 
acquired such a rare understanding for the Asiatic people's mind, Pearl S. 
Buck, comments: 

Japan ••. is declaring in the Philippines, in China, in India, Malaya, and even 
Russia that there is no basis for hope that colored peoples can expect any justice from 
the people who rule in the United States, namely, the white people. For specific 
proof the Japanese point to our treatment of our own colored people, citizens of 
generations in the United States. Every lynching, every race riot, gives joy to Japan. 
The discriminations of the Am"erican army and navy and the air forces against colored 
soldiers and sailors, the exclusion of colored labor in our defense industries and trade 
unions, all our social discriminations, are of the greatest aid today to our enemy in 
Asia, Japan. "Look at America," Japan is saying to millions of listening ears. "Will 
white American• give you equality? " 17 

1 Not only colored peoples have been disturbed by America's treatment of her Negroes. 
The German radio often mentions America's harsh treatment of Negroes in its propaganda 
broadc:a,ta to EUJ"l'lfll"'l.ll oeoples. (New York Timn [September a, 194-a], p. 3.) 
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And she assures her compatriots: 
We cannot ..• win this war without con,·incing our colored allies--who are most 

of our allies--that we arc not fighting for oursch-cs as continuing superior over 
coiored peoples. The deep patience of colored peoples is at an end. Everywhere 
among them there is the same resolve for freedom and equality that white Americans 
and British have, but it is a grimmer resolve, for it includes the determination to be 
rid of white rule and c.1ploitation and white race prejudice, and nothing will weaken 
this will.18 

This is perhaps an exaggeration. Perhaps the War can this time be won 
even without the colored people's confidence. But the absence of their full 
cooperation, and still more their obstructive activities, will be tremendously 
costly in time, men and materials. Caste is becoming an expensive luxury 
of white men. 

It seems more definitely certain that it will he impo~sible to make and 
preserve a good peace without having built up the fullest trust and good
will among the colored peoples. They will be strong after the War, and 
they are bound to become even stronger as time passes. For one thing, this 
is certain in so far as numbers are concerned. During the short span of the 
last three centuries, which include almost the entire epoch of white power 
expansion, the peoples of European stock increased sevenfold, while the 
others increased only threefold. The whites grew from a bare 100 millions, 
or a fifth of the globe's total, to over 700 millions, or a third of all man
kind. The increase for the whites was fastest during the last century when 
they gradually became able to control deaths but had not as yet brought 
births under control. The whites are, however, now in the second phase 
of this dynamic sequence: the white birth rate is falling so fast that it is 
catching up with the relative! y stable death rate. The population expansion 
of the whites is now slowing down, absolutely and relatively. Many of the 
Western nations, including America and all those other peoples on the 
highest level of industrial civilization, will probably start to shrink in 
population numbers within a few decades. The colored nations, on the 
other hand, are just entering the first stage where expansion is likely to be 
pushed by an increasingly improved control over death, and it is unlikely 
that the increase in birth control will keep pace with the improvement 0£ 
the control over death. The whites will, therefore, from now on become a 
progressively smaller portion of the total world population. If we except 
the Russian peoples, who are still rapidly increasing, the rapid change in 
proportion stands out still more dramatically. 

Another broad trend is almost as certain, namely, that the "backward,, 
countries, where most colored people live, are going to become somewhat 
industrialized. The examples of Japan and, more recently, of Russia and 
China give support to the view that in the future we shall see many back
ward countries industrialized at a tremendously more rapid rate than were 
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the pioneer Western countries, who had to find out everything for then
aelves. The same examples illustrate also how such backward nations can 
advantageously use the newly created industrial apparatus for producing 
war materials, and they illustrate, too, how they can fight with them. 

Particularly as Russia cannot be reckoned on to adhere to white suprem
acy, it is evident from these facts-though nobody in our countries seems 
to take it seriously-that within a short period the shrinking minority of 
white people in our Western lands will either have to succumb or to find 
ways of living on peaceful terms with colored people. If white people, for 
their own preservation, attempt to reach a state in which they will be 
tolerated by their colored neighbors, equality will be the most they will 
be strong enough to demand. 

History is never irredeemable, and there is still time to come to good 
terms with colored peoples. Their race pride and race prejudice is still 
mostly a defensive mental device, a secondary reaction built up to meet 
the humiliations of white supremacy. This is apparent in the case of the 
American Negro. It probably holds true even for other colored people 
who have not yet had a taste of power. A Chinese propaganda leaflet 
asaures the Americans: 

Chinese nationalism or race-consciousness ia essentially defensive in character. It 
has developed out of continuous fight for freedom, and has never been offensive.1P 

It should be apparent that the time to come to an understanding on the 
basis of equality is rapidly running out. When colored nations have once 
acquired power but still sense the scorn of white superiority and racial 
discrimination, they are likely to become indoctrinated by a race prejudice 
much more akin to that of the whites-a race prejudice which can be 
satisfied only by the whites, humiliation and subjugation. 

9· MAKING THE PEACE 

Americans in general are concerned with the task of making a constructive 
peace after the War. It is commonly understood that this task is fraught 
with immense and unprecedented difficulties and, particularly, that the 
:flagrant mismanagement of international affairs by the great democracies 
in the period between the two World Wars, the devastation caused by the 
Second World War, the breaking up of the state structures of Europe, and 
the approaching liquidation of colonial imperialism in the Far East have 
created a psychological state in mankind which, aside from all physical and 
economic deficiencies, raises almost insurmountable obstacles for the peace-

' makers. Americans generally recognize also that the protection of the two 
' oceans is gone forever, that American isolationism will never more be 

possible, that America is in world politics for better or for wone, and that 
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this time it has to stick to the making and upholding of the peace which 
is yet to be written. 

Americans also recognize that America has to take world leadership. 
The coming difficult decades will be America's turn in the endless sequence 
of main actors on the world stage. America then will have the major 
responsibility for the manner in which humanity approaches the long era 
during which the white peoples will have to adjust to shrinkage while the 
colored are bound to expand in numbers, in level of industrial civiliution 
and in political power. For perhaps several decades, the whites will still 
hold the lead, and America will be the most powerful white nation. 

America goes to this task with the best of intentions. Declarations of 
inalienable human rights for people all over the world are now emanating 
from America. Wilson's fourteen points were a rehearsal; Roosevelt's four 
freedoms are more general and more focused on the rights of the individual. 
The national leaders proclaim that the coming peace will open an age of 
human liberty and equality everywhere. This was so in the First World 
War, too. This time something must be done to give reality to the glittering 
generalities, because otherwise the world will become entirely demoralized. 
It will probably be impossible to excite people with empty promises a third 
time. It is common! y agreed, and taken as proved by the coming of this 
War, that peace cannot be preserved if the development of a democratic 
life in every nation is not internationally guaranteed and the possibility of 
oppression is not checked. It is anticipated that international agencies will 
be created to sanction such a development. 

In view of the clarity and unanimity in America on these fundamental 
points, few white Americans fully realize all the obvious implications. 
I have, for instance, met few white Americans who have ever thought of 
the fact that, if America had joined the League of Nations, American 
Negroes could, and certainly would, have taken their cases before inter
national tribunal back in the 'twenties. Some versatile Negro protest leaders 
are, however, familiar with the thought. After this War there is bound to 
be an international apparatus for appeal by oppressed minority groups. 
In America, Negro organizations like the N.A.A.C.P. are excellently 
equipped for such conspicuous litigation. It is, indeed, possible that such 
implications of the coming democratic peace, when they become better seen 
and publicly discussed, will act as deterrents and as a motive for isolation
ism in some American circles. But there is no way back. America is irre
deemably in world politics. 

Behind her two protecting oceans America has until now lived an 
exuberant and carefree life without having to bother much about its inter
national reputation. Probably no other modern people has cared less about 
what impression it makes on other nations. The ordinary American might 
have been interested to know, but has not bothered much about, the &ct 
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that lynchings and race riots are headlines in Bombay; that Huey ~ng 
and Father Coughlin, the wave of organized crime during and after 
Prohibition, the fiscal bankruptcy of Chicago some years ago, the corrupt 
political machines in Philadelphia, the Dayton trial of Darwinism, provided 
stories for the Sunday papers in Oslo; that many men and women in 
democratic countries around the entire world have had their first and 
decisive impression of American public life from the defense of Sacco and 
Vanzetti and the Scottsboro boys. Friends of America abroad have tried 
to make the picture of American life more balanced and more accurate by 
fixing public attention on the numerous good sides, on American accomplish
ments, on all the good intentions and on the favorable trends. But they 
have been only partly successful, and America itself has-until this War
never cared to advertise America abroad. 

This-like America's openness to criticism, which is the positive side of 
this unconcernedness-is a sign of great strength, but it was the strength 
of a departed isolation. There was also ignorance behind the attitude. 
Aware of all the good things in his country and rightly convinced that, on 
the whole, they greatly outweigh all the imperfections, the ordinary 
American takes it for granted that America is liked and trusted abroad. 

The loss of American isolation makes all this most serious. America has 
now joined the world and is tremendously dependent upon the support and 
good-will of other countries. Its rise to leadership brings this to a climax. 
None is watched so suspiciously as the one who is rising. None has so little 
license, none needs all his virtue so much as the leader. And America, for 
its own security, cannot retreat from leadership. 

There is, of course, another possible solution besides good-will, and that 
is power. In some quarters in America the observer finds exaggerated 
notions about the power which America's financial strength after the War 
will allow her. Americans have not commonly taken to heart what was 
conclusively proved by experience in the period between the two World 
Wars, namely, that, after the loans are given, the power belongs to the 
debtor and not to the creditor. 

Military power, however, can be substituted for good-will. But America 
does not have the will or stamina for real imperialism. The farmer, the 
laborer, the merchant, the intellectual, in one word, the common man who 
ultimately makes political decisions is against suppression abroad. In the 
international field the South'erner is not unlike his Northern compatriot. 
All American adventures in imperialism give abundant proofs of half
heartedness and show again the power over the Americans of the American 
Creed. If America does not go fascist, American militarism will not be an 
adequate substitute for good-will. 

The treatment of the Negro is America's greatest and most conspicuous 
scandal. It is tremendously publicized, and democratic America will con-
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tinue to publicize it itself. For the colored peoples all over the world, 
whose rising influence is axiomatic, this scandal is salt in their wounds. In 
all white nations which, because of the accident of ethnic homogeneity or 
for other causes, have not been inculcated with race prejudice, the color of 
the victim does not provide any excuse for white solidarity. That this is 
so in Russia is well known and advertised. It holds true also in many other 
white nations. 

IO. AMERICA'S OPPORTUNITY 

But these consequences of the present course of America's and the world's 
history should not be recorded only in terms of compelling forces. The 
bright side is that the conquering of color caste in America is America's own 
innermost desire. This nation early laid down as the moral basis for its 
existence the principles of equality and liberty. However much Americans 
have dodged this conviction, they have refused to adjust their laws to their 
own license. Today, more than ever, they refuse to discuss systematizing 
their caste order to mutual advantage, apparently because they most seri
ously mean that caste is wrong and should not be given recognition. They 
stand warmheartedly against oppression in all the world. When they are 
reluctantly forced into war, they are compelled to justify their participation 
to their own conscience by insisting that they are fighting against aggression 
and for liberty and equality. 

America feels itself to be humanity in miniature. When in this crucial 
time the international leadership passes to America, the great reason for 
hope is that this country has a national experience of uniting racial and 
cultural diversities and a national theory, if not a consistent practice, of 
freedom and equality for all. What America is constantly reaching for is 
democracy at home and abroad. The main trend in its history is the gradual 
realization of the American Creed. 

In this sense the Negro problem is not only America's greatest failure 
but also America's incomparably great opportunity for the future. If 
America should follow its own deepest convictions, its well-being at home 
would be increased directly. At the same time America's prestige and power 
abroad would rise immensely. The century-old dream of American patriots, 
that America should give to the entire world its own freedoms and its own 
faith, would come true. America can demonstrate that justice, equality and 
cooperation are possible between white and colored people. 

In the present phase of history this is what the world needs to believe. 
Mankind is sick of fear and disbelief, of pessimism and cynicism. It needs 
the youthful moralistic optimism of America. But empty declarations only 
deepen cynicism. Deeds are called for. If America in actual practice could 
show the world a progressive trend by which the Negro became finally 
inte,grated into modern democracy, all mankind would be given faith 
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again-it would hive reason to believe that peace, progress and ordeaiire 
feasible. And America would have a spiritual power many times stronger 
than all her financial and military resources-the power of the trust and 
support of all good people on earth. America i.s free to choose whethtJr the 
Negro shall rmHlin her liability or become her opportunity. 

The development of the American Negro problem during the years to 
come is, therefore, fateful not only for America itself but for all mankind. 
If America wants to make the second choice, she cannot wait and see. She 
has to do something big and do it soon. For two generations after the 
national compromise of the 187o's between the North and the South on the 
Negro problem, the caste status of the Negro was allowed to remain almost 
unchanged. It was believed by most well-meaning people that self-healing 
would work, that the Negro problem would come to solve itself by the lapse 
of time. George Washington Cable wrote in the 'eighties: 

There is a vague hope, much commoner in the North than in the South, that 
IOlllehow, if everybody will sit still, "time" will bring these changes.20 

Two decades later, Ray Stannard Baker reported from the South: 
All such relationships will work themselves out gradually, naturally, quietly, in the 

long course of the years: and the less they are talked about the better.21 

Most of the literature on the Negro problem continues to this day to be 
written upon this same static assumption. 

We have given the reasons why we believe that the intem,gnum, during 
which the forces balanced each other fairly well, is now at an end. The 
equilibrium, contrary to common belief, was unstable and temporary. As 
American Negroes became educated and culturally assimilated, but still 
found themselves excluded, they grew bitter. Meanwhile the whites were 
in the process of losing their caste theory. The international upheavals 
connected with the two World Wars and the world depression brought 
these developments to a crisis. American isolation was lost. Technical 
developments brought all nations to be close neighbors even though they 
were not trained to live together. 

We are now in a deeply unbalanced world situation. Many human rela
tions will be read justed in the present world revolution, and among them 
race relations are bound to change considerably. As always in a revolution
ary situation when society's moorings are temporarily loosened, there is, on 
the one hand, an opportunity to direct the changes into organized reforms 
and, on the other hand, a corresponding risk involved in letting the changes 
remain uncontrolled and lead into disorganization. To do nothing is to 
accept defeat. 

From the po.int of view of social science, this means, among other things, 
that social engineering. will increasingly be demanded. Many things that 
fqa:-·a-long period have been predominantly a matter of individual adjust-
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ment will become more and more determined by political decision and 
public regulation. We are entering an era where fact-finding and scientific 
theories of causal relations will be seen as instrumental in planning con
trolled social change. The peace will, bring nothing but problems, one 
mounting upon another, and consequently, new urgent tasks for social 
engineering. The American social scientist, because of the New Deal and 
the War, is already acquiring familiarity with planning and practical action. 
He will never again be given the opportunity to build up so "disinterested" 
1. social science. 

The social sciences in America are equipped to meet the demands .of the 
!)OSt-war world. In social engineering they will retain the old American 
faith in human beings which is all the time becoming fortified by research 
as the trend continues toward environmentalism in the search for social 
causation. In a sense, the social engineering of the coming epoch will be 
nothing but the drawing of practical conclusions from the teaching of social 
science that "human nature,, is changeable and that human deficiencies and 
unhappiness are, in large degree, preventable. 

In this spirit, so intrinsically in harmony with the great tradition of the 
Enlightenment and the American Revolution, the author may be allowed 
to close with a personal note. Studying human beings and their behavior 
is not discouraging. When the author recalls the long gallery of persons 
whom, in the course of this inquiry, he has come to know with the impetu
ous but temporary intimacy of the stranger-sharecroppers and plantation 
owners, workers and employers, merchants and bankers, intellectuals, 
preachers, organization leaders, political bosses, gangsters, black and white, 
men and women, young and old, Southerners and Northerners-the general 
observation retained is the following: Behind all outward dissimilarities, 
behind their contradictory valuations, rationalizations, vested interests, 
group allegiances and animosities, behind fears and defense constructions, 
behind the role they play in life and the mask they wear, people are all 
much alike on a fundamental level. And they are all good people. They 
want to be rational and just. They all plead to their conscience that they 
meant well even when things went wrong. 

Social study is concerned with explaining why all these potentially and 
intentionally good people so often make life a hell for themselves and 
each other when they live together, whether in a family, a community, 
a nation or a world. The fault is certainly not with becoming organized 
per se. In their formal organizations, as we have seen, people invest their 
highest ideals. These institutions regularly direct the individual toward 
more cooperation and justice than he would be inclined to observe as an 
isolated private person. The fault is, rather, that our structures of organ
izations are too imperfect, each by itself, and badly .integrated into a social 
whole. 
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The rationalism and moralism which is the driving force behind sal 
study, whether we admit it or not, is the faith that institutions can be 
improved and strengthened and that people are good enough to live a 
happier life. With all we know today, there should be the possibility to 
build a nation and a world where people's great propensities for sympathy 
and cooperation would not be so thwarted. 

To find the practical formulas for this never-ending reconstruction of 
society is the supreme task of social science. The world catastrophe places 
tremendous difficulties in our way and may shake our confidence to the 
depths. Yet we have today in social science a greater trust in the improva
bility of man and society than we have ever had since the Enlightenment. 
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APPENDIX I 

A METHODOLOGICAL NOTE ON 

VALUATIONS AND BELIEFS 

........................................................................................................................................... 
I. THE MECHANISM OF RATIONALIZAflON 

People have ideas about how reality actually ia, or was, and they have ideas about 
how it ought to be, or ought to have been. The former we call "beliefs." The latter 
we call "r,a/U11twm." A person's beliefs, that is, his knowledge, can be objectively 
judged to be true or false and more or less complete. Hia valuations--that a social 
situation or relation is, or was, "just," "right," "fair," "desirable," or the oppoaite, 
in some degree of intensity or other--cannot be judged by such objective standards 
as acience provides. In their "o-pinionl' people express both their beliefs and their 
valuation,. Usually people do not distinguish between what they think they know and 
what they like or dislike. 

There is a dose psychological interrelation between the two types of ideas. In our 
civilization people want to be rational and objective in their beliefs. We have faith in 
science and arc, in principle, prepared to change our beliefs according to its results. 
People also want to have "reasons" for the valuations they hold, and they usually 
express only those valuations for which they think they have "reasons.'' To serve 
as opinions, specific valuations are selected, are formulated in words and are motivated 
by acceptable "reasons." With the help of certain beliefs about reality, valuations are 
posited as parts of a general value order from which they are taken to be logical 
inferences. Thia value hierarchy has a simple or elaborate architecture, depending 
mainly upon the cultural level of a person. But independently of this, moat persons 
want to present to their fellows--and to themselves--a trimmed and polished sphere 
of valuations, where honesty, logic, and consistency rule. For reasons which we shall 
discuss, most people's advertised opinions are, however, actually illogical and contain 
conflicting valuations bridged by skewed beliefs about social reality. In addition, they 
indicate very inadequately the behavior which can be expected, and they usuall}' 
misrepresent its actual motivation. 

The basic difficulty in the attempt to present a logical order of valuations ia, of 
course, that thoae valuations actually are confticting. When studying the way in which 
the valuations clash, and the personal and social results brought about by the conflicts, 
we shall, morover, have to observe that the valuations simply cannot be treated as if 
they existed on the same plane. They refer to different levels of the mord penon• 
ality.• The moral precepts contained in the respective valuations correspond to 

• This hypothesis is presented more fully in the Introduction to thia volume (Section, J 

and a). 
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diif'ercnt degrees 0£ generality of monl jud,nient. Some valuations concern 1-u 
beinge in general; others concern Negroes. or women or foreigners; still others 
concern a particular group of Negroes or an individual Negro. Some valuations have 
general and eternal validity; others have validity only for certain situations. In the 
W eatern culture people assume, as an abstract proposition, that the more general and 
timele11 valuations are morally higher. We can, therefore, see that the motivation of 
valuationa, already referred to, generally follows the pattern of trying to present the 
more ,pecific valuations as inferences from the more general. 

In the course of actual day-to-day living a person will be found to focus attention 
on the valuations of one particular plane of his moral personality and leave in the 
1badow, for the time being, the other planes with their often contradicting valuations. 
Moet of the time the selection of this focus of evaluation is plainly opportunistic. 
The expressed valuations and beliefs brought forward as motives for specific action or 
inaction are selected in relation to the expediencies of the occasion. They are the 

• "good" reasons rather than the "true" reasons; in short, they are "rationalizations." 
The whole "sphere of valuations"-by which we mean the entire aggregate of a 

pel'IOll's numerous and conflicting valuations, as well as their expressions in thought, 
apeech, and behavior-is thus never present in conscious apperception. Some parts of 
it may even be constantly suppressed from awareness. But it would be a gross mistake 
to believe that the valuations temporarily kept in the shadow of subjective inatten
tion-and the deeper-seated psychic inc:Iinations and loyalties represented by them
are permanently silenced. Most of them rise to consciousness now and then as the 
focus of ~pperception changes in reaction to the flow of experiences and impulses. 
Even when submerged, they are not without influence on actual behavior. They 
ordinarily bend behavior somewhat in their direction; the reason for suppressing them 
from c:onscious attention is that, if obeyed, they would affect behavior even more. 
In this treatise, therefore, behavior is conceived of as being typically the outcome of a 
moral compromise of heterogeneous valuations, operating on various planes of generality 
and rising in varying degrees and at different occasions to the level of consciousness. 
To assume the existenc:e of homogeneous "attitudes" behind behavior would viol:.te 
the fac:ts, as we must well know from everyday introspection and from observation 
and reflection. It tends to conceal the moral conflicts which are the ultimate object of 
our study in this book. 

The individual or the group whose behavior we are studying, moreover, does not 
act in moral isolation. He is not left alone to manage his rationalizations as he pleases, 
without interference from outside. His valuations witl, instead, be questioned and 
disputed. Democracy is a "government by discussion," and so, in fact, are other forms 
of government, though to a lesser degree. Moral discussion goes on in all groups from 
the intimate family circle to t.h.e international conference table. Modern means of 
intellectual communication have increased the volume and the intensity of such moral 
interrelations. 

When discussion takes the form of moral criticism by one person or group or 
another, it is not that the one claims to have certain valuations that the other does 
not have. It is rather an appeal to valuations which the other keeps in the shadow of 
inattention, but which are assumed, nevertheless, to be actually held in common. ThiP. 
aaun.ption, that those with oppoaing opinions have valuations in common, is ordinarily 
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correct. As we observed in the Introduction,• cultural unity in America consists in 
the fact that moat Americans have most valuations in common, though they are 
difcrently arranged and bear different intensity coefficients for different individuals 
and groups. This makes discussion possible and secures an understanding of, and a 
response to, criticism. 

In this process of moral criticism which men make upon each other, the valuations 
on the higher and more general planes-referring to 111/ human beings and not to 
specific small groups--are regularly im·oked by one party or the other, simply because 
they arc held in common among all groups in society, and also because of the 
supreme prestige they are traditionally awarded. By this democratic process of open 
discussion there is started a tendency which constantly forces a larger and larger part of 
the valuation sphere into conscious attention. More is made conscious than any single 
person or group would on his own initiative find it advantageous to bring forward at 
the particular moment. In passing, we might be allowed to remark that this effect
and in addition our common trust that the more general valuations actually represent 
a "higher" morality-is the principal reason why we, who are convinced democrats, 
hold that public discussion is purifying and that democracy itself provides a moral 
education of the people. 

When thus even the momentarily inopportune valuations are brought to attention, 
~n element of indecision and complication is inserted. A need will be felt by the 
person or group, whose inconsistencies in valuations are publicly exposed, to find a 
means of reconciling the inconsistencies. This can be accomplished by adjusting one 
of the conflicting pairs of valuations. If the valuation to be modified is on the Jess 
general plane, a greater moral harmony in the larger group is brought about. Specific 
attitudes and forms of behavior are then reconciled to the more general moral 
principles. If, on the other hand, an attempt is made to change or reinterpret valuations 
which are more general in scope and most of the time consciously shared witl1 all 
other groups in society, the deviant group will sec its moral conflict with other 
groups becoming increasingly explicit (that is, if the other groups are not themselves 
prepared to change their general valuationR toward a moral compromise). This proce11 
might go on until discussion no longer becomes feasible. ln the extreme case such 
a moral isolation, if the dissenting group is powerful enough, may break the peace 
and order of society and plunge a nation into civil war. 

In the short-run day-to-day conflicts, usually no abrupt changes of valuations will 
occur. The need for reconciling conflicting valuations brought into the open through 
public discussion will, for the time being, only result in quasi-logical constructions. 
In the very nature of things, these constructions must be fantastic, as they represent 
an attempt to reconcile the illogicalities by logical reasoning. 

The temptation will be strong to deny the very existence of a valuation conflict. 
This will sometimes bring in its wake grossly distorted notions about social reality. 
There is a sort of social ignorance which is most adequately explained as an attempt 
to avoid the twinges of conscienc.e. It is, for instance, an experience of every social 
scientist, who has been working on problems of social policy and has taken some 
interest in people's reactions, that the strongest psychic resistance is aroused when 
an attempt is made to teach the better situated classes in a society about actual lower 

• Section a. 
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cJaa ttaadarda of living -and what ca111e1 them. Tu particular type of moral caJjpiam 
worb, aometima with eztraordinary efectivenae, in the American Negro problem~ 

The feeling of need for logical con.siatency within the hierarchy oI moral valu• 
atiom-«nd the embarraaed and sometimes diatreaaed feeling that the moral order is 
thaky--ia, in its modern intensity, a rather new phenomenon. With 1~ mobility, lea 
intcllectllil communication, and leu public di1C1U1ion, there was in prcvique generations 
lcea ~poaure of one another's valuation conflicu, The leeway for false beliefs, which 
makes rationalizations of valuations more perfect for their purpose, was 1110 greater 
in an age when science was leu developed and education leaa extensive. Thcae historical 
differentials can be observed today within our own BOciety among the difl'ercnt BOCial 
layers with varying degree, of education and communication with the larger society, 

• 1tretching all the way from the tradition-bound, inarticulate, quaai-folk-eoc:ietiea in 
ieolated backward regions to the intellectuals of the cultural centen. When one moves 
from the fonner groups to the latter, the sphere of moral valuations becomes Iese 
rigid, more ambiguous and also more translucent. At the same time, the more general 
valuations increasingly gain power over the ones bound to traditional peculiarities 
of regions, claues, or other smaller groups. One of the surest generalizations is that 
10eiety, in its entirety, is rapidly moving in the direction of the more general 
valuations. The speed stands in some relation to, and can be gauged by, geographical 
mobility, the development of intellectual communication, the decrease of illiteracy 
and the funds spent on education. 

During this process of growing intellectualization, people's awareneu of incon
sistencies in their own spheres of valuations tends to be enhanced. At the same time- · 
if moral cynicism does not spread, a possibility which we shall consider presently-they 
are increasingly reconditioned to demand consistency in their own valuations and, 
particularly, in those of other people. They learn to recognize and to avoid the use 
of illogicalities and misconceptions of social reality for overcoming the incongruities 
in their valuations. The impatient humanitarian might find this process exasperatingly 
slow, and the results meager. The perspective of decades and generations, however
providing moral catastrophes do not interrupt the growth process--yiclds a more 
optimistic impression. 

We have already hinted at the fact that valuations are seldom overtly expressed 
except when they emerge in the course of a person's attempts to formulate his beliefs 
concerning the facts and their implication in relati~n to some section of social reality. 
Belief, l:onccrning the facts are the very building stones for the logical hierarchies of 
valuations into which a person tries to shape his opinions. When the valuations 
are conflicting, as they normally are, beliefs serve the rationalization function of 
bridging illogicalities. The beliefs are thus not only determined by available scientific: 
knowledge in aociety and the .efficacy of the ml"ans of its communication to various 
population groups but are regularly "biased," by which we mean that they are 
1ystematically twisted in the one direction which fits them best for purposes of 
rationalization. 

There arc in the Negro problem whole systems of popular beliefs concerning 
the Negro and his relations to the larger society which are crudely false and can 
only be understood in this light. These "popular theories," or ideologies, are them
eelves important data in our study, as they represent strategic social facts in the 
practical and political problems of race relations. A legitimate task of education is 
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to a~pt to correct popular belief, by aabjecting them to rigorous examination in the 
light of the factual evidence. This edacational objective must be achieved in the 
face of the psychic resietance mobilized by the people who feel an urgent need to 
retain their biaaed beliefs in order to justify their way of life. 

If thia educational effort meeta with succeu, the illogicalities involving valuations 
become 9J>01&d to the people who hold them. They are then preued to change 
their valuations to 10me degree or other. For if popular beliefs depend upon valuations, 
• we have ahown, the valuations also depend upon the beliefs in our civilization bent 
upon rationalism. When aupporting beliefs arc drawn away, people will have to 
readjust their value hierarchies and, eventually, their behavior. As the more general 
norms in our culture arc given supreme moral sanction, this mcans--if we auume that 
this "valuation of the valuations" is upheld, and moral cynicism counteracted-that 
the valuations on a more specific level (often called "prejudices") will yield to them. 
This is the reason, and the only reason, why we generally assume that improved 
knowledge will make for "better" citizens. Facts by themselves do not improve 
anything. 

There is a question of terminology which should be touched upon, as it i1 
not without importance for our scheme of thinking. The term "value" has, in its 
prevalent usage, a loose meaning. When tightened it is generally taken to refet to 
the object of valuations, rather than to the valuations themselves. Unfortunately it has 
a connotation of some\hing solid and homogeneous while our hypothesis is that the 
valuations are conflicting, We shall avoid uaing the term "value." The term "attitude" 
has the same connotation of solidity. Too, it is often used to denote beliefs II well 
as vduations, When used in this book "attitude" should be understood as ,imply 
a convenient synonym for valuation.• 

2. THEORETICAL CRITIQUE OF THE CONCEPT "MOR.ES" 

We must voice our grave skepticism toward the simple explanatory scheme concern
ing the role of valuations in social life trpified by William Graham Sumner's concepts, 
"folkways" and "mores."b Since his time these concepts--<>r one of their several 
synonym&--have been widely used by social scientists and have, in particular, deter
mined the approach to the Negro problem. The formula will be found to be invoked 
with some regularity whenever an author expresses his attitude that changes will be 
slow, or, more particularly, that nothing practical can be done about a matter. It is 
closely related to a bias in social science against induced changes, and especially against 
all attempts to intervene in the social process by legislation. The concept of mores 
actually implies a whole social theory and an entire laissez-faire ("do-nothing") 
metaphysics,c and is so utilized. 

Leaving aside for the present the political connotations of Sumner's construction, 
and focusing our interest only on its usefulness as a scientific tool, oor main criticism 

• This paragraph will, perhaps, explain why the author has not been able to avoid the 
term "valuation'' though knowing well that it is not widely used in America. The term 
baa been used, however, by John Dewey in several of his works, by Charles H. Cooley in 
hi• Social Proc,ss (1918), by Robert M. Maciver in his Social CMUotion (194:1), and 
probably by others. 

~ William Graham Sumner, Folkways (1911, first edition 1906). 
• See Appeudix a, Section 3, and Chapter 1, Section 11, 
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ii the following: By stowing the commonly held 'Valuations into the system of 1'l>r1!11, 
conceived of as a homogeneoas, unproblematic, fairly static,• aocial entity, the inves
tigator it likely to underestimate the actual difference between individuab and 
groapa and the actual ftuctuations and changes in time, He ie also likely to lose eight 
entirely of the important facte, that even within a single individual valuations are 
operative on different planes of generality, that they are typically conflicting, and 
that behavior i1 regularly the outcome of a moral compromise. 

It might be that Sumner's construction contains a valid generalization and offen 
a U1Cfol methodological tool for studying primitive culture& and isolated, stationary 
!ollc-communities under the spell of magic and sacred tradition. It might even be 
that the most convenient definition of such a folk-culture is the applicability of the 
theory of folkways and mores. The theory is, however, crude and misleading when 
applied to a modern Western society in proceas of rapid industrialization, moving in 
awift trends rippled by indeterminate cyclical waves: a society characterized by national 
and international mobility, by unceasing changes and differentiations of all valuations 
and institutions, by spreading intellectualization, by widening intellectual communi
cation and secularization, by ever more daring discussion even of fundamentals and 
intimacies, and by a consequent virtually universal expectation of change and a firm 
belief in progress. If Sumner's construction is applied to such a society, except as a 
contrast conception to mark oH some remaining backward cultural isolates which 
are merely dragged along and do not themselves contain the active factors of social 
dynamics, it is likely to conceal more than to expose. It conceals what is most 
important in our society: the changes, the conflicts, the absence of static equilibria, the 
}ability in all relations even when they are temporarily, though perhaps for decades, 
held at a standstill. The valuation spheres, in such a society as the American, more 
ncarlr resemble powder-magazines than they do Sumner's concept of mores. 

3. VALUATION DYNAMICS 

In our view, changes in valuation11--0f the type known as "revolutions," "muta
tions,,, or "e:rplosions"-are likely to occur continuously in modern society. "Stability," 
or rather lack of change, when it reigns, is the thing which requires explanation. 
Individual persons in modem society are in the same sort of labile equilibrium as the 
molecules of explosives. Their valuations arc inconsistent, and they are constantly 
reminded of the inconsistency. Occasionally the .moral personalities of individuals 
burst, and a modification and rearrangement of the valuations in the direction of a 
more stable equilibrium is accomplished. 

Since similar influences work upon all individuals in the society, the cumulative 
results include continuous changes of "public opinion." Such changes are "intentional," 
in a sense, and part of a democratic development. The trend of opinions and 
changes in inatitutions in a democracy-the "reforms"-usually have their core in 
the cumulation of such valuation explosions in the minds of people. When the 
inconsistency between people's valuations is large and has effectively been exposed, 
the change might occasionally be sudden and quite big, and we speak then of a social 

• Summer recognized a "strain toward consistency" within the mores because of conflicting 
principles, but hi1 main cmphasis--and the same is true when the concept is used by con
temporary writert-is alwaya upon stability, inertia, and resistance against induced change, 
Compare Appendix a, Section 3, 
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revolution. But the more evolutionary social changes, if they arc diaaected into their 
,lements, are not very different except in magnitude. 

The hiatory of every n&tion and of every community, in fact, of every group, 
is, in one sense, the record of the succeasive wavea of such opinion explosions. Even 
societies have their catharses and, like individuala, they have them almost all the 
time. It is the weakness, not only of the static and fatalistic traditions in social 
science attached to the great names of Marx and Sumner, but of our common 
tendency to look for explanations in terms only of natural forces and material trends,• 
that we blind ourselves to the dynamics of opinion as it develops from day to day; 
or, in any case, we become inclined to deal with human opinions more as the result 
of social change than as part of the cause of it. 

By stressing that opinions arc not passive elements in the social process, we have, 
of course, not meant to make them altogether independent of material forces. The 
very fact that opinions to an extent are opportunistic implies that they will change as 
a result of every other change in social environment. Changes in the technique of 
production, of communication and of consumption force individual and group revalu
ations. But so, also, does spread of knowledge, as well as moral discussion and political 
propaganda. Ideas have a momentum of their own; they are partly primary causes 
in the social process; or rather, they are integral factors in an interdependent system 
of causation. 

In an opinion catharsis--<>£ an individual or a group-a new, temporary, and labile 
equilibrium of conflicting valuations is established. The direction in a normal and 
peaceful process of popular education is toward decreasing inconsistency. We said 
that ordinarily the new balance gives greater weight to the more general valuations. 
But our reason for the conclusion was that those valuations were generally agreed 
to be morally "higher" and have supreme social sanction, and we added the reserva
tion that our conclusion assumes that moral cynicism does not spread. If moral 
cynicism should spread, however-that is, if people become willing to throw aside 
even their most cherished general valuations, such as their faith in democratic liberty, 
equality, and Christian brotherhood-the situation permits almost any type of 
reconstruction. Instead of a rebirth of democracy and Christianity such that those 
terms acquire new personal meanings for every individual, there may be a revulsion 
to fascism and pagan gods. 

When a sudden and great opinion catharsis occurs in &0ciety, customs and social 
trends seem to the participants to be suspended or radically changed, as they actually 
are to a certain extent. In this sense history is undecided; it can take several courses. 
Ideological forces take on a greater importance. Leaders-whom we call either "states
men," "thinkers" and "prophets" or "demagogues" and "charlatans," depending upon 
our valuation of their aims and means--capture the attention of the masses and 
manage to steer the upheaval in one direction or the other. On a smaller scale the 
same occurs in every group at all times, and the "leaden" are legion; in a sense 
we are all "leaders." In the explanation of this type of process, where ideological 
factors, together with all other factors, arc active forces within an interdependent 
system of causation, the materialistic conception of history breaks down. Indeed, 
any mechanical philosophy of human dynamics is inadcquate-xcept when looking 

• See Appendix a, Section 3. 
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backward, became in looking backward,, -, development can be organized ~ -, 
acheme, if it ia general enough. 

Before leaving the mbject of ,ocjaJ dynamics, we mast qualify our remarb to 
recognize the existence of 10eial statics. By streaing the instability of valuations we 
do not deny that there is an enormou1 amount of resistance to change. There i.s a 
great deal of practically mechanistic causation in human life, almost cosnpletcly 
divorced from valuations. People do strive to keep their valuation conflicts under 
control. They want to keep them off their minds, and they are trained to overlook 
them. Conventions, stereotypes, and convenient blind spots in knowledge aboat BOCial 
reality do succeed in preserving a relative peace in people's conscience. Even more 
important, perhaps, is the fact that there are only a few hours a day free from the 
buainel8 of living, and that there are 10 many "pleasant" things to do during these 
fr:w houn. Most people, most of the time, live a routine life from day to day and 
do not worry too much. If it could be measured, the amount of both simple and 
opportune ignorance and unconcernedness about social affairs would undoubtedly be 
greater than the amount of knowledge and concern. 

But to stress these things is not to invalidate the dynamic theory we have presented. 
Modern people Jo have conflicting valuations, and the spread of knowledge and the 
increase of interrelations are more and more eXposing them. Changes in the material 
environment also keep minds from becoming settled. If we call the relative absence 
of change in modern society "stability," we must recognize that it ia not such as is 
envisaged in the theory of the folkwaya and mores. There is instflOility at bottom, 
a bt1U111&ing of force, in confUce fllith each other, and there is continuously the 
possibility of rapid, and even induced, change, the direction of which is not altogether 
predetermined by trends and natural forces. 



APPENDIX 2 

A METHODOLOGICAL NOTE ON FACTS AND 

VALUATIONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE 

......................................................................................................................................... 
I. BIASES IN THE RESEARCH ON THE AMERICAN NEGRO PROBLEM 

The biases in popular beliefs about social reality and the deeper conflicts of 
valuation~ rationalized by these popular theories can be made apparent through com
parison with "objective" truth as this is revealed by scientific research.a But the 
scientist himself ia not necessarily immune to biases. In the light of the history of 
scientific writings on the American Negro problem, the biased notions held in 
previous times and the opportunistic tendencies steering them stand out in high 
relief against the better controlled scientific views of today. Our steadily increasing 
stock of observations and inferences is not merely subjected to continuous cross
checking and critical discussion but is deliberately scrutinized to discover and correct 
hidden preconceptions and biases. Full objectivity, however, is an ideal toward which 
we are constantly striving, but which we can never reach. The social scientist, too, 
is part of the culture in which he lives, and he never succeeds in freeing himself 
entirely from dependence on the dominant preconceptions and biases of his environ
ment. 

Race problems, generally, and the Negro problem in America, particularly, are 
to an extraordinary degree affected by conflicting valuations of high emotional tension. 
Keeping in mind the actual power aituation in the American nation and observing 
the prevalent opinions in the dominant white group, we are led, even by a 
superficial examination, to expect that even the scientific biases will run against the 
Negroes most of the time. This expectation has been confirmed in the course of 
our study.b 

The underlying psychology of bias in science is simple. Every individual student 
is himself more or less entangled, both as a private person and as a responsible citizen, 
in the web of conflicting valuations, which we discussed in Appendix I. Like the 
layman, though probably to a lesser extent, the scientist becomes influenced by the 
need for rationalizations. The same is true of every executive responsible for other 
people,s research and of the popular and scientific public before which the scholar 
performs, and whose reactions he must respect. Againat the most honest determination 

• See Appendix 1, Section 1. 

• The fact that most of the literature on the Negro problem is biased one way or the 
other i1 commonly understood in America and often stated; see, for example, E. B. Reuter, 
T"8 Ammcan Rae, P,.ol,lem (19381 first edition, 19z7), pp. 17 and 271 John Dollard, 
Cast, and Class in a Soutl,ern Town (1937}, pp. 33-41. 

1035 
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to be open-minded on the part of all concerned and, primarily, on the parrbf the 
acientiltl themaclva, the need for rationalization will tend to influence the objects 
choacn £or reaearch, the selection of relevant data, the recording of observations, the 
theoretical and practical inferences drawn and the manner of presentation of reaults. 

The method of detecting bias also is simple. As the unstated premiaes are kept 
hiddea, the inferences drawn from them and from the factual data contain logical 
flaws. The general method of detecting biases is, therefore, to confront conclusions 
with premiaes and find the non setJuitur which must be present if inferences are 
biased. If all premises arc not stated explicitly, the inferences must be inconclusive. 
Thia method works as long as the biases are restricted to the plane of inferences. II 
the biasca have influenced the very observations, so that the observed data are wrongly 
perceived and recorded, the method is to repeat the observations. If they have 
influenced the selection of data collected, the viewpoints and hypotheses applied, or 
the demarcation of the field of study, the check consists in the application of 
alternative hypothcacs and the widening of the scope of research to embrace the 
neglected fields. The awareness of the problem of bias is a most important general 
protection. 

Certain tendencies toward scientific bias are apparent on the surface.• These biases 
may be classified into groups, each of which may be regarded as a continuum along 
which the specific biases fall.b 

(a) The Scale of "Friendliness" to the Negro. Various authors show a different 
degree of "friendliness" to the Negro people and to the Negro cause. It will often 
be visible in the very style of presentation, but its more important locus is, of course, 
in approaches and conclusions. This applies not only to general books on the 
Negro problem but to special re,earches and to researches primarily centered on 
other topics but involving some aspect of the Negro problem. 

White scholars until the last two or three decades worked more or Jess consistently 
in the interests of the dominant white group's need for rationalization or justification 
of the system of color caste. Even the friends of the Negro people were moved by 
the dominant public opinion to assume, without much questioning, views which 
were unduly unfavorable to the Negroes. They were, in other words, "friendly" to 
the Negroes only when compared with the very unfriendly general public opinion, but 
not when compared with what disinterested scholarship should have demanded. This 
general bias is most easily detected in the question_ of the Negro's racial traits, but it 
also operated in other fields, for instance in the writing of history. 

In the course of a general movement in the American social sciences toward 
increasing emphasis upon the "environment" as a cause of differences between social 
groups the scientific treatment of the Negro problem has, during the last few 
decades, become vastly more fr_iendly to the Negroes. Without any doubt many white 

1 Under a more penetrating analysis all tendencies to bias will be- found to have involved 
relations among themselves and with deeper ideological tendencies which have even shaped 
our main conceptual tools in social science; see Section 3 of this Appendix. These ideological 
tendencies are biased in a static and do-nothing (laiss,rrrfair,) conservative direction, which, 
in the main, works against a disfavored group like the American Negroes. 

b The statements made in the following paragraphs grew out of the author'• reflection• 
upon the literature on the Negro problem. For further explanation and 1ubatantiation the 
-e11der is referred to the specific ,chapter, of our inquiry. 
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ecientista in the field, perhaps the majority, have attached their research interests to 
the Negro problem or to various aspects of it because of a primary reform interest. 
ln the national etkos there is traditionally, as we often have occasion to point 
out, a strong demand for "fair play" and for consideration toward "the underdog.'' 
Since Negroes are severely auppressed, even today, and since by virtue of that fact 
they often fall below the mark in conduct and accomplishments, and since public 
opinion is still prejudiced against the Negroes, even a friendliness which stands out 
aa exceptional may allow views which are rather on the unfriendly side of true 
objectivity. The range o£ scientific opinions, therefore, docs not even today nece&Sarily 
include the unbiased opinion. 

Negro social scientists can be assumed, naturally, to have been biased in the 
friendly direction. Generally speaking, they have most of the time reached results 
more favorable to their group. Public and academic opinion in the dominant majority 
group, the Negro ac:ientista' desire to lean backwards and be strictly scientific, and 
other reasons, may often cause even the Negro scientist to interpret the facta in a 
way which is actually biased against his own people. 

(b) The Scale of "Friendliness'' to tke South. Most Negroes still live in the 
South, and, what is more important, all economic, social, and political problems of 
this region are connected with the Negro problem to a degree without comparison in 
other regions. The historical tradition through slavery, Civil War, Reconstruction, and 
Restoration also ties toge!her the judgments on the South and on the Negro. 
The same is true of the caste restrictions to which the Negro in the South is 
subjected. In general, a friendly attitude toward the South carries with it unfavorable 
views toward Negroes or at least a tendency to minimize the fact that they are a 
substantial proportion of the South's people. Conversely, a sympathetic attitude toward 
Negroes, their shortcomings, their grievance.s, and their problems, and especially the 
attempt to explain them on any basis other than racial inferiority, will be taken as a 
criticism of the social and moral order of the South. 

The first tendency is conspicuous in practically all writings on the Negro problem by 
Southern writers--at least until recently. The natural interest to defend the white 
South will be reflected in adverse biases in the discussion about the Negro. Because 
of the present trend in social sciences toward fewer adverse biases against the 
Negro, Southern social scientists have increasingly taken a critical attitude toward 
Southern institutions and morals. This second tendency runs parallel to, and supports, 
Southern liberalism. a 

A pro-Southern bias, is, however, not restricted to Southern writers. Ever since the 
great national compromise of the 187o's, when Reconstruction was liquidated, the 
need for rationalization of the anomalous position and treatment of the Negro has 
been national in scope. Contrary to the belief commonly held in the South, the 
present writer has reached the conviction that not only the general public in the 
North but also Northern social scientists are rather pro-Southern in their biasea,b 

• Southern liberalism is discussed in Chapter 2 1, Section 5. 
b This impression is based upon the writer's comparative studies of the literature on the 

Negro problem. The more precise significance of the statement is the belief tbat if a atatit
tically reliable sample from Northern scientific literature were made of statements which 
twisted truth somewhat in one direction or the other, there would be a considerable pre
ponderance of twists in favor of the South. Usually those twists are in the nature of avoid-
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Becaaae the uimmce 0£ the Negro problem ia 10 widely held to be a bW.apoA 
Southem civilization, this common tendency in favor of excusing or explaining the 
South gives rile to biaaes adverse to the Negro. The recent trend toward increased 
fricndliRCtll to the Negro has been connected with rising criticism against the South. 

Negro writen have naturally never shared much in the pro-Southern bias. 
(c) Tiu Scale of Rodicfliism-Conserr,atiim. The place of the individual sc:ientiat 

in the seal, of radicalism-conservatism haa always had, and still has, strong inftucncc1 
apan both the ,election of research problems and the conclusions drawn from research. 
J,, a 1111111 it ir the master scale of biflles m 1/u social scieneet. It can be broken up into 
aeveral scales, mutually closely integrated: equalitarianism•ariatocratism, environmental• 
iam-biological determinism, reformism-Jflissez-fawe, and so forth. There is a high 
degree of correlation between a person's degree of liberalism in different aocial prob
lem,. Usually the more radical a scientist is in his political views, the more friendly 

. to the Negro cause he will feel and, consequently, the more inclined he will be to 
undertake and carry out studies which favor the Negro cause. The radical will be 
likely to take an interest in refuting the doctrine of Negro racial inferiority and to 
demonstrate the disadvantages and injustices inflicted upon the Negro people. 

The tendency toward increased friendliness to the Negro people, already referred to, 
ia undoubtedly related to a general tendency during the last few decades, in American 
society and its social science, toward greater liberalism. In a particular problem where 
public opinion in the dominant white group is traditionally as heavily prejudiced in the 
conservative direction as in the Negro problem, even a radical tendency might fail 
to reach an unprejudiced judgment; whereas under other circumstances or in other 
problems the objective truth might lie beyond the most extreme conservative position 
actually held. The prevalent opinion that a "middle-of-the-road" attitude always gives 
the best assurance of objectivity is, thus, entirely unfounded. 

(d) Tke Seale of Optimiim-Pessimism. Without doubt most social scientists are 
under the influence of the general tendency of any man or any public not to want to 
be disturbed by deeply discouraging statements about the social situation and impending 
trends or by demands for fundamental changes of policy.a In the Negro problem, which 
has extremely disturbing prospects, indeed, this tendency to defend the "happy end· 

ance of facts and conclusions which would be embarrassing to the South; sometimes the 
avoidance take& the form of understatements, euphemistic expressions or concealment of 
such data and conclusion in unduly abstract and complicated formulations. Pro-Southern 
biases in the studies of Southerners, when they occur, take the same expreasion; in addition, 
their presentations of facts will often be softened by tribute& to the regional romanticiam. 
This bias is more prevalent in the fields of history and sociology than in the other social 
sciences. 

• This tendency can be illustrated from many other fields. When an economic depression 
turns into a prolonged stagnation 'of industry as in America during the 'thirties, economists 
are likely to begin to talk about "maturity" of the economy, a.nd to direct their interests to 
minor waves of ups and downs within the stagnation. When the industrialization process is 
checked for a time, some agricultural economists will always be found to give themselvea 
and the general public consolation in a new enthusiasm for self-sustaining farming or even 
an American peasantry, When sound forecasta of the reproduction trend point to a cumula
tively declining future population, the statisticians in all countries tum out for a time to 
talk' about the approach ot " "ronstant population." 
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ing," for white America and the Negro people will generally make for a 10ft-pedaling 
of such adverae facts in the interracial situations as offer little pr01pect of becoming 
changed within a reasonable time. This minimization or suppression of discouraging 
facts may occur when they refer to either the white or the Negro group. At the same 
time encouraging signs wilJ be unduly played up. Practically the whole literature on 
the Negro, as on all other social problems, is influenced by this tendency.• 

This optimistic bias may work against the Negro or for him. It may be connected 
with a radical or a conservative inclination. In some respects this tendency will gain 
strength as people's interest in reforms increases; they do want to believe in them. A 
lkeptical conservative is, sometimes, more likely to face facts as they are, than is a 
fervent liberal. On the other hand, a conservative is interested in presenting actual 
conditions in a favorable light, while the reformer takes his very start in revealing 
unfavorable facts. The tendencies here cross each other in a most complicated pattern. 

The majority of people do resist having matters which they regard as unfortunate 
depicted as hopelessly closed. They usually do not want, either, to be confronted with 
demands for fundamental reforms in deeply ingrained social usages, The reluctance 
on the part of many Negro and white social scientists to accept the term "caste" to 
describe the white-Negro relationship-and the remarkable charge of emotion invested 
in this minor tcnninological question-apparently has part of its explanation in the 
common dislike of a term which carries associations of permanency to an institution 
incompatible with the American Creed and in the unwillingness to face a demand for 
fundamental reforms. 

The optimistic bias becomes strengthened, paradoxically enough, by the scientist's 
own critical sense and his demand for foolproof evidence. The burden of proof is 
upon those who assert that things arc bad in our society; it is not the other way around. 
Unfortunate facts arc usually more difficult to observe and ascertain, as so many of the 
persons in control have strong interests in hiding them. The scientist in his struggle 
to detect truth will be on his guard against making statements which arc unwarranted, 
His very urge to objectivity will thus induce him to picture reality as more pleasant 
than it is. 

(e) The Scale of Isolation-Integration. In the Introduction we pointed out the 
opportune interests and factual circumstances which must make both white and Negro 
scientists inclined to treat the Negro problem in isolation from the total complex of 
problems in American civilization.b The maximum integration represents absence 
from bias along this line. Objectivity is reached the more completely an investigator 
is able to interrelate the Negro problem with the total economic, social, political, 
judicial and broadly cultural life of the nation. 

1 An illustration on a high level of an adjustment to the general demand for a "happy 
end" is Lord Bryce's famous study of American local and national politics, The American 
Commowwealth, published in 1891 and republished in 1910 and 1919. Bryce had to engage 
in a close -investigation of many deeply disturbing phases of American public life, and the 
greatness of his work is due largely to his successful effort never to shun the facts and neve1 
to present his conclusions in uncertain terms. But in short paragraphs sprinkled throughout 
his text he played up the reform tendencies somewhat. This became visible when, in latet 
editions, he could retain most of his text unchanged-including the optimistic foreca,u 
about "impending" reforms. 

b Introduction, Section 4. 
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(f) Tiu Sule of Seimlifte lt1Ugrity, The degree to which a ecientist is prepa&~ to 
study unpopular subjects and to atate plainly and clearly unpopular concl111iona derived 
from his findings depends, naturally, on his own political inclinations, hia p,:rsonal 
courage and the relative freedo!I' awarded him by society. Theae £actors, however, are 
not independent of each other. In communities where academic freedom is low, the 
scientist normally will, in adjustment to the environment where he works, develop, on 
the one hand, a dislike for controversial matters and for clear and bluntly scientific 
statements concerning them, and, on the other hand, an unduly high valuation of agree
ment and conformity as such. Quite independent of the favorable or unfavorable judg
mer,t society passes upon such an attitude, it is, of course, detrimental to scientific 
clarity and objectivity and to scientific progress. 

It ia 1pparent that the aocial and politic,] situation in the South, and particularly 
in the Deep South, is still not very favorable to a disinterested and objective study of 
the Negro problem. Until recently this problem, in spite of its supreme importance to 
the region, was avoided as an object for research. Even at present, and even at the 
aademic fortresses where a considerable amount of academic freedom has been realized, 
it requires peraonal courage on the part of a scientist to investigate objectively such 
aspects of the Negro problem as are heavily loaded with emotions; for example, those 
connected with sex or religion. Similar influences work upon the Negro scientist in 
the South. He will often have to become an artist in interracial diplomacy, which, on 
the whole, will tend to make him rather diplomatic even in his scientific research. The 
interracial situation in the South will thus tend to lay political inhibitions on both white 
and Negro scientists. 

In the North, and particularly at the great and famous institutions, such inhibitions 
are not found. Where there are remnants of inhibitions in social research they will 
rather be applied to other field&--economic and political-more important to the social 
forces in control of universities and other research institutions, than to the Negro 
problem. 

Quite generally it must be remembered, however, that the Negro problem is some
thing of a skeleton in the American closet. Objective studies are liable to show up 
situations which are scandalous, not only to the community but also to the nation. A 
certain apprehension is natural. On the whole, kowec,er, tke American puhlic ir remar.!1-
a/Jly scandal--proof,• But it seems as if the closet has first to be opened, ind the scandal, 
so to speak, be publicly "established." Certain scandals arc public, as a matter of tradi
tioo and convention, and investigations of them do not meet with violent protest. 
Lynching, for example, is such a public scandal in connection with the Negro problem. 
The phenomenon can be investigated and written about rather freely everywhere, 
even in the South. The same is t:me, to a great extent, of the seamy sides of politics. 
These scandals have become notorious and recognized. The national conscience hu 
dissociated itself from them, even if it has not been possible to stamp them out of 
existence, There are, however, other scandals which are not, at least not as yet, "estab
lished!' It seems to be rather accidental and, to some extent, a result of private 
initiative on the part of an investigator who originally opens the issue, which scandals 

• The extraordinary high degree of openness to criticism which characterizes Americ:aa 
cultme above every other national culture in the Weetern world ia cliac:1111Cd in Chapter 1. 
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are, and which are not, established enough to move the national comcience and leave 
the scientists free for their work.• 

2. METHODS OP MITIGATING BIASES IN SoCIAL SCIENCE 

Since Benjamin Franklin'• day, American science has quite distinctly leaned toward 
a healthy trust in "hard facts." The inclination to stress empirical "fact-finding'' hu 
characterized the magnificent rise of American social sciences. As a trend it has become 
accentuated during the last generation by the huge funds made available for research, 
the unprecedentedly rapid growth of universities and research institutions, the equally 
rapid increase of the number of persons engaged in scientific pursuits, and the specializa
tion thereby made possible. 

By subjecting popular beliefs and scientific assumptions to the test of facts, specific 
biases in the research on the Negro have time and again been unmasked. The recent 
history of research on racial differences offers excellent examples. Incidentally, it also 
gives a clue as to the direction in which the biases in the Negro problem would tend 
to go if unchecked. Generally speaking, our attempts to eradicate biases by stress on 
factual research have been the more fruitful, the simpler the problems involved are 
from a methodological point of view and the more successfully we have been able to 
utilize controlled research methods such as have been developed in the natural sciences. 

It must be maintained, however, that biases in social science eannot be erased. simply 
by "keeping to the faets" and by refined methods of statistical trea/tnent of the d.au. 
Facts, and the handling of data, sometimes show themselves even more pcrvious to 
tendencies toward bias than does "pure thought." The chaos of possible data for 
research does not organize itself into systematic knowledge by mere observation. Hy
patheses are necessary. We must raise questions before we can expect answers from the 
facts, and the questions must be "significant." The questions, furthermore, usually 
have to be complicated before they reach down to the facts. Even apparently simple 
concepts presume elaborate theories. These theories-or syqtems of hypotheses---contain, 
of necessity, no matter how scrupulously the statements of them arc presented, elements 
of II priori speculation. When, in an attempt to be factual, the statements of theory 
are reduced to a minimum, biases are left a freer leeway than if they were more 
explicitly set forth and discussed. 

Neither can biases be avoided by tl1e scientists' stopping short of drawing practical 
conclusions. Science becomes no better protected against biases hy tke entirely negatwe 
device of refusing to arrange its result for practical and political utilization. As we shall 
point out, there are, rather, reasons why the opposite is true. 

When perhaps a majority of the foremost social scientists in America have an am• 
bition toward, and take pride in, keeping entirely free from attempting to reach prac• 
tical and political conclusions from their research, part of the explanation is their high 
profesaional standards. The quest for scientific objectivity is, I believe, more lively, 
and kept more explicit, in America than elsewhere. The position is also more under• 
standable when considered from an historical perspective. Social science in America in 
its modern form developed as a conscious reaction to an earlier highly normative and 
teleological doctrine. Monumental theories were built without resort to the observa-

• There are other scales along which biased views fall, such as the scales of dogmatism
eclecticism, long-run-short-run perspective, practicality-impracticality. They have been 
incidentally taken up in the vario1.11 chapters. 



tion of 10C:ial facta, and radical changet in a:icial life were demanded withoairdae 
r.on1idention of the actual forces and proce111e1 through which 101:ial life exi8tl and 
changes, The reaction 'against reforminn and phil080phical system-building haa been 
particularly violent in American BOCiology where a concerted drive to build a social 
acience on the model of the natural science, is dearly apparent. This tremendous 
reaction ia 10 recent that many of the older generation of present-day sociologista took 
part in it,• Among the leas influential social scientists, the old-fashioned "practical" 
doctrine is actually still alive. 

ln seeking to explain why American social science avoids conclusions that are prac
tical, we must also recall its high degree of specialization. Practical conclusions tnmt 
always draw on a much more comprehensive range of insights into many .fields than 
is necessary for good work in most specialties. Many excellent social scientists honestly 
feel incompetent before the broader practical tasks.b Finally, there has been in America, 
until the New Deal at least, a great personal and institutional isolation between the 
echoJars and the political agencies of the nation. In America the general public has 
not developed a strong tradition of looking to its academicians for leadership of national 
thought in the broader issues. It has not given them the ear and prestige--and especially 
in the earlier period, not even the freedom-which was due thcm.c 

This attempt at explanation of the fact that most outstanding social scientists 
want to keep strictly to the principle of avoiding practical conclusions docs not weaken 

• In a significant sense this advance in social science- knowledge was part of the general 
modem trend toward secularization of thought. Many of the earlier sodologists-againrt 
whose teachings contemporary sociologists are still reacting-were clergymen, as were the 
fathers of &Orne of our outstanding contemporary sociologists. The recent trend toward facts and 
naturalistic explanation, is, therefore, a movement toward emancipation. In both the radical 
wing of previous social speculation-represented by such reform movements as Perfectionism, 
Po.itivism, and Telesis--and the conservative do-nothing (laiJS1z..fllire) wing-Utilitarian
ism, Malthusianiam, and Social Darwinism-there was an assumption of the freedom and 
ration11lity of the individual.· The reaction of modem sociologists has been against this 
assumption as well as against the similar "freedom of the will" doctrine of their cleriral 
predecessors. Such a reaction alone would tend to make social science less interested in the 
practical sphere of its subject matter. 

b Specialization and the handling of the large research funds and of the correspondingly 
large personnel resources also make cooperative work more possible and more necessary. 
Serving on committees of all sorts usually belonp to the responsibilities of the best men in 
every field. American eocial acientiats have broken new paths and carried out huge taaks, 
which earlier could not have been dreamt of, by successfully applying cooperation to research. 
But in committee work it is always the easier to reach agreement on factual aspects of research, 
whereas the more practical upecr-particularly when the matter is controvenial-are kept 
out of vision or left open. 

• In this light one also better un'derstands the high emotions contained in such denunciations 
of "pulpit oraton," "well-meaning theorists," "arm-chair philosophers," "arde:-nt evangelists," 
"artists," "social reformers," "religionists," "journalists," "promoters," "advertisers," "advo
cates," ":Sag-wavers," "day-dreamers" and "idealiats," as are frequently used by social 
scientists when they assert that they are going to be strictly factual and avoid practical con
clusions. 

The atrong anti-practical inclination to which such denunciations testify is abo to be 
unde.ntood u a nactiou agahut the particularly ''practical" and moralistic culture in which 
the 10cial scientists arc livin,-thc reaction itself thereby becoming moralistic. 
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the prcacnt author'• conviction that the principle ia arbitrary • a methodological rule 
and is detrimental to true scientific objectivity in ita application. The main reuone 
for this conviction arc the following: 

Although the social scientist attempts to make his initial observation of a phenomenon 
as factual as possible, he finds it difficult to adhere strictly to this principle. Our whole 
literature is permeated by value judgments despite prefatory statements to the con
trary. To the knowledge of the present writer, there is no piece of research on the 
Negro problem which does not contain valuations, explicit or implicit. Even when an 
author writing on, let us say, Negro education, politics, busine88, or labor attempts to 
give us only the data he has collected and the analysis he has made, he can rarely refrain 
from value judgments on them. 

These practical judgments arc usually relatively simple. They are not presented as 
inferences from explicit value premises plus the data, but rather, in the age-old fashion, 
as being evident from the nature of things: actually as part of tke o/Jjectwe tlato. They 
are not marked off praperly from theoretical knowledge of truth, bot are most often 
introduced by loading part of the terminology with valuations, valuations which arc 
kept vague and undefined. Sometimes the reader is told what is right or what is wrong, 
desirable or undesirable, only by implication. It should be stressed that this criticism 
often applies even to the most ostentatiously "pure'' fact-finding research. Man is, aa 
Aristotle told us, a political animal, and social science is a political science, in this 
sense, Valuations are present in our problems even if we pretend to expel them, The 
attempt to eradicate biases by trying to keep out the valuations themselves is a hope
less and misdirected venture. 

Attaching importance to the presence or absence of practical conclusions also fasten 
a dangerously superficial view of what biases really are. I have often observed that 
;ocial scientists who arc responsible for the publications of other aothor's works or 
who utilize them in their own writings, when they apprehend biases, believe that 
these can be "edited away," by modifying certain expressions used or cutting out or 
revising certain practical conclusions drawn. Similarly, a general tendency toward 
understatement is observable in most social science literature. When an author haa act 
down something which he feels to be unfavorable about a social class or a region, he 
looks for something favorable to say in order to "balance the picture." A "balanced 
view," a colorless drawing, is considered to be more "scientific." Particularly in govern• 
mental investigations great care is usually taken to spare the readers. The deliberate 
attempt that is made in such reports not to offend anyone will often make them diffi
cult to use for scientific purposes. This tendency is, of course, not only ineffective 
in mitigating biases, but, even worse, it is itself one of the main types of bias in 
research. 

Biases in research are much deeper seated than in the fonnulation of avowedly 
practical conclusions, They are not valuations attached to research but rather they 
-,ermeate research. They are the unfortunate results of concealed valuations that insinu
ate themselves into research in all stages, from its planning to its final presentation. 

The valuations will, when driven underground, hinder observation and inference 
from becoming truly objective. This can be avoided only by making the valuations 
explicit. T liere is no otlier Jerlice for ucluJing /Junes in social sciences than to face 
,he r,a/uaeions and to introduce tliem Ill uplicitly statetl, specific, and sufficiently con
,ruizeJ r,a/ue premises. If this is done, it will be possible to determine in a rational 
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vrq, and openly to ICCODJlt for, the direction of theoretical research. It will 1'1tber 
be poaible to cleanae the acientific work shop from concealed, bat ever resurgent, dia
torting valuations. Practical conclusions may thu1 be reached by rational inferences 
from the data and the value premises. Only in this way does social engineering, aa an 
advanced bnnch of social research, become a rational discipline under full scientific 
control. 

The method of working with explicit value premises has a very evident advantage 
in this last respect of laying a rational foundation for practical reaearch. There are 
only two meana by which social scientists today avoid practical and political conclusions: 
(I) neglecting to state the value premises which, nevertheless, are implied in the con
clu1ion1 reached; ( 2) avoiding any rational and penetrating analysis of the practical 
problems in terms of social engineering (which would too visibly distract from the 
aaaounced principles of being only factual). By the first restraint the doors are left 
wide open for hidden biases. The second inhibition prevents the social scientist from 
rendering to practical and political life the services of which he is capable. 

Regarding the last point, social scientists have become accustomed to anawer that 
"very much more detailed factual research is necesaary before wise action can be 
planned upon the basis of scientific knowledge." Thia statement, which, with few 
verbal variations, will be found BO often in our literature, is an expression of scientific 
modesty. But it also expresses escape. From the point of view of the practical man and 
of society, the rejoinder must be made: first, that practical action or inaction must be 
decided from day to day and cannot wait until eventually a lagging social science has 
collected enough detailed data for shouldering its part of the responsibility for social 
action; second, that, even with much more money and exertion spent on research, 
social science will, in this complicated and rapidly changing world, probably alway• 
be able to present this same alibi; and, third, that the scientist--even if his knowledge 
is only conjectural in certain respect&--is in a position to assist in achieving a much 
wiser judgment than the one which is actually allowed to guide public policy. 

The third point is the decisive one. Without doubt we know quite enough in most 
aocial problems to avoid a great number of wasteful mistakes in practical life and, 
conaequently, to have a better world. Even in science, although we may strive toward 
the absolute, we must always be prepared to deliver the incomplete knowledge we have 
on hand. We cannot plead that we must wait "until all the facts are in," because we 
know full well that all the facts will never be in •. Nor can we argue that "the facts 
1pealt for themselves'' and leave it "to the politician and the citizen to draw the prac
tical conclusions." We know even better than the politician and the ordinary citizen 
that the facts are much too complicated to speak an intelligible language by themaelvea. 
They must be organized for practical purposes, that is, under relevant value premiaea. 
And no one can do this more ,adequately than we ourselves, 

There is a common belief that the type of practical research which involves rational 
p}anning--what we have ventured to call "social engineering"-is likely to be emo
tional. This is a mistake. If the value premises are sufficiently, fully, and rationally 
introduced, the planning of induced social change is no more emotional by itself 
than the planning of a bridge or the taking of a census. Even prior to the stage 
of aocial engineering proper, the reaearch technique of accounting openly for one'• 
value premises actually de-emotionalizes research. Emotion and irrationa1ity in science, 
on the contrary, acquire their high potency preciaely when valuations are kept sup
preeeed or remain concealed in the ao-called "facts." 
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The primary task in the present inquiry on the Negro problem has been to acer. 

uin relevant facts and to establish the causal relation, between facts. The viewpointa 
and, consequently, the principle of selection in regard to both direction and intensity 
of analysis, however, have been determined by certain value premises. In the practical 
sphere it has been our main usk to ascertain how situations and trends, institutions 
and policies, have to be judged when a given set of value premises is applied. 

The question of the selection of value premises remains to be settled. Values do not 
emerge automatically from the attempt to establish and collect the facts. Neithe1 can 
we allow the individual investigator to choose his value premises arbitrarily. The r;a/ue 
,,,,-emues should he selected hy the criterion of re/er,tmce m,J signiftcmce to the culture 
under study. Alternative sets of value premises would be most appropriate. If for rea
sons of practicability only one set of value premises is utilized, it is the more important 
that the reservation is always kept conscious: that tke -praetical conclusions-and, tu an 
e,rtent, the Jirection of researcl>--har,e only kypotketical r,a/idity and that the selection 
of another set of value premises might change both. 

The formulation of specific valuations to be utilized as instrumental norms in a 
scientific investigation is likely to emphasize the tremendous moral responsibility placed 
upon social scientists. A number of points already made should, however, be borne 
in mind. First, the same responsibility is actually carried by every student, whether 
he chooses to make his value premises explicit or not. Second, if he makes his value 
premises explicit, hi. responsibility is, in fact, smaller, as he then fixes his readers' 
attention on the matter and thus aids them to criticize his value premises and con
clusions. Third, the research part of the work is mainly dependent on the value prem
ises as to viewpoints and direction. Fourth, his method means that he has taken precau
tions to avoid hidden valuations, that is, biases. 

3. THE H1sTORY AND LoGic OF THE H1DDEN VALUATIONS IN SocIA.L Sc1ENCE 

In the preceding section we have given our main reasons why social science is 
essentially a "political" science; why practical conclusions should not be avoided, but 
rather be considered as a main task in social research; why explicit value premises • 
should be found and stated; and how, by this technique, we can expect both to 
mitigate biases and to lay a rational basis for the statement of the theoretical prob
lems and the practical conclusions. The remainder of this note brings together under 
one head what is virtually a series of footnotes to the previous section. It contains 
arguments which are in the nature of digressions from the main argument in the 
text as technical qualifications. 

Probably everyone with mastery of the writings in any large field of social science 
will agree with the description we have given of the present situation. We emphatically 
denounce valuations in social science, but they are constantly creeping into our work. 
Most of us declare just as emphatically that we want to abstain from any practical 
conclusions and to direct our effort wholly to the discovery of the truth of the matter, 
but in spite of this intention we make value judgments in a general, vague, hidden 
and unwitting manner. We have briefly hinted at certain facts in the social situation 
:,f science and scientists in America which make this situation more understandable.• 

• Profeuor Robert S. Lynd has discussed the other-worldliness of social science in a 
suggeative manner froin a somewhat different viewpoint in his challenging book, KnowuJg, 
for Wha#P (191q). 
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In ftrioa, degreea thia tende11cy has characterized eacial research in all W estem ~n
triet mce ita beginning in the eighteenth centary. Leaving the question open for a 
moment u to how to cure this methodological confusion, we might point to some of 
its major historical determinants. In this short note we shall have to be inconclusive.• 
The problems of doctrinal history and the aociology and paychology of science involved 
are, in addition, eo complex that we prefer to have our remarks considered aa sug
gestions. 

Buie to the eagerness in trying to drive valuations underground is the rationalism 
of our Western culture. Even the man in the street, when he wants to appear en
lightened, will attempt to avoid expressing primary and personal valuations. He wants 
to be "objective" and to avoid arbitrariness. He will, therefore, give "reasons" for 
his desires, and he tries to make the reasons appear purely "factual" so that they will 
be acceptable to any "rational" man.- He wants, in other words, to suppress his 
valuations as 'tlaluationr and to present them as systems of rational beliefs concerning 
reality. The same tendency has for centuries driven the philosophers in their scholarly 
exertions to base systems of morals and politics upon "the nature of things" and, 
later, upon the "sensations," that is, in this context, upon empirical observations and 
rational inferences. The difference between the various moral philosophies which 
fought and superseded each other is--on this central point-not great. The phi• 
losophies of the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth centurie-nd, in par
ticular, the then perfected systems of Natural Rights and Utilitarianism-became the 
foundations, not only of our later moral and political thinking as it has developed in 
America among other countries, but also of the modern social sciences. The latter 
have, indeed, been a chief expression for the rationalistic desire in our culture to 
eradicate valuations and lay the basis for a factual and objective view of social problems. 

The social sciences thus developed as branches of the philosophies of Enlightenment. 
New philoaophical ideas have later been inserted; for imtance, the ideas of social 
development attached to the names of Darwin, Hegel, Marx and Spencer. But certain 
central normative and teleological ideas of the philo,ophies of Natural Rights and 
Utilitarianism have been preserved. One such idea is the thought that there is a 

eommunum bonum, a "general" or "common welfare," and that it can be ascertained 
by scientific investigation. Another one is the thought that basically human interests 
are in harmony. 

The idea that there is such a thing as a "common welfare," an "interest of society," 
which call be known, has followed us up to present times. It is seldom discussed but 
rather taken for granted. When during the 'twenties the criticism of classical eco
nomics in America asserted itself, and the so-called institutionalists apparently fol
lowed a tendency to find as many faults as possible with the old school of economists, 
the most central concept of classical economics, the "general welfare," was practically 
never challenged. Most work done in economics even today assumes tacitly the exist
ence of such an entity. The availability of this concept makes it easy and natural for 
the economist, and also for other social scientists, to apply a concealed valuation, cov-

• For a fuller treatment of some of the problems dealt with in this aection, we refer to 
the present author'• Das Polituche Element in de,, Notionaliikonomischen Doktrinbildung 
(1932), and ''Daa Zweck-Mitteldenken in der Nationalokonomie" in z,;t,chrift /ilr National
lkOflOMil (1932), pp. 305 ff. 

11 See Appendix 1 
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ered only by thia vague phrase, directly to hia material or factual data. Statem .. nb that 
IOJDething is, or is not, desirable from the viewpoint of "10ciety'' will surpriaingly 
often appear even in atatiatical work without any conclusive argument about how such 
a value judgment haa been reached and precisely what it means. 

From the beginning of social science the idea of a "harmony of interesta" was 
cloaely associated with the idea of "common welfare." "Social value" was originally 
conceived of as a value common to all participants in a society. The harmony doctrine, 
obviously, made the calculation of the social value out of individual interests so much 
easier, and this fact, undoubtedly, has been an advantage in its use which has gh·en 
it much of its survival strength.• We want to believe that what we hold to be desirable 
for aociety is desirable for all its members. 

The harmony doctrine is essential to "liberalism" as it has historically developed out 
of the philosophies of Enlightenment (the term "liberalism" is here used in its most 
inclusive sense), From the very beginning liberalism was split into two wings, a 
radical one and a conservative one. The radical wing upheld the opinion that a harmony 
of interest'l would exist only in a society where the institution-nd primarily the 
distribution of property-were changed so as to accord with the precepts of these 
philosophies. The "natural order" studied by the radical liberals was, therefore, a 
hypothetieal aociety where the "natural laws" functioned undisturbed by "corrupted 
institutions": where, thus, for example, all "natural" titles to property-with Locke 
the "fruits of labor"-were retained, but society was purified of all monopolies and 
privileges and, consequently, from "exploitation." The conservative wing, on the 
other hand, proceedt:d to apply the harmony doctrine directly to the unreformed 
society (which, incidentally, was a corruption of thought, as they all usually adhered 
to a philosophy which reserved the concepts "natural order" and "social harmony" 
for a society purged as severely as the radicals wanted it). The radical wing became 
the reformers, the visionaries, and the utopians: it gave birth to various schools of 
communism, socialism, syndicalism and anarchism. The conservative wing profited 
from its "realism." In its practical work it abstained from speculating about a "natural 
order" other than the one that existed; it studied society as it was and actually came 
to lay the foundations for modern social science. For this we have to be grateful to 
conservative liberals. But they perpetuated in modern social science, also, their static 
and fatalistic political bias, a do-nothing liberalism. The harmony doctrine in this 
setting was, of course, even less well founded than the radical liberals' idea that only 
in a very different "n.1tural order" would human interests be mutually compatible. 

Economics--or "political economy," to use the old-fashioned but much more ade
quate term (the attribute "political" has been dropped for convenience and as a 
tribute to the purity of science )-is the oldest branch o{ social science in the sense 
that it was the earliest to develop into a system of observations and inferences organized 
under the principle of social law~.b In economics we can most conveniently study 
the influence of the static and fatalistic general bias upon the development of a social 
science discipline. From natural science it early borrowed the concept of "equilibrium." 
This concept, as well as the derived concepts of "balance," "stability,,, "nonnal," are 
all often heavily loaded with the atatic and fatalistic valuations. To an e:rtent these 

• Myrdal, Das Politiscl,, Element in Jer Nationalokonomiscl,m DoktrmoilJung. 
• History and political science a.re, of course, older, but they never rea.ched agrecmeat 

upon a system of causation. 
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COllcepb have taken over the role of the comerntive variant of the old harmon,,'-doc
trine. It ia, of coure, poaaible to utilize them in a purely inatrumental manner and 
the 1acceea of generations of economilh in gradually perfecting oar knowledge of 
economic relations is due to such a utilization of the various notions of social equi
librimn and disequilibrium. The "aaaumptions" of economic theory have been useful, 
But their load of inherited static and fatalistic valuationa is heavy, and they will often 
tarn into convenient covers for biaaes in this direction. 

The direction is loose and general, however. Like "welfare" and "harmony of 
interest," those concepts can be bent considerably. Their role for the underhand 
preaentation of practical conclusions is rather the formal one of providing objective
sounding, technical terms for the subjective valuations which are actually pressing for 
expression. They thus permit entrance of the biases of a time, a social setting or a 

personality. These biases may be conservative or "radical" (radical in the sense of 
being Marxian). The relation between, on the one hand, the specific biases in research 
and, on the other hand, these value-metaphysical thought-structures forming the 
frame for economic theory and research, is primarily this: that the arbitrariness inherent 
in the structures allows the specific biases room for play which, under the rules of 
scientific strictness, they should not have had. But it is equally important to remember 
that they do not give absolutely free leeway. They are headed in one definite direc
tion. As long as economics keeps its valuations implicit and hidden, the utilization of 
those concepts will tend to insert in scientific work a do-nothing bias. 

The younger &oeial sciences have followed much the same track. A few remarks, 
mainly by way of illustration, will be made concerning American sociology, particu
larly as it has influenced the study of the Negro problem. 

Few have had more influence on contemporary American social science thinking than 
William Graham Sumner. He was a political economist of strong laiisez-faire lean
ings before he became a sociologist, and he continued to indoctrinate generations of 
Yale undergraduates with the economic doctrines of Manchester-liberalism.• Sumner 
is usually believed to have had two sides: on the political side he advocated Social 
Darwinismb and was a conservative; on the scientific side he was the great observer 
of "folkways and mores." These two sides were closer than is commonly thought. His 
observations that there were folkways and mores which gave societies a static stability 
buttressed his belief that social change was difficult to achieve. His desires to maintain 
the status fUO led him to conclude that there should be no attempt to change the folk
way, and mores. The unification of the two streams in Sumner's thinking gives us an 
example of the fallacious attempt to draw practical conclusions from purely factual 
premiaee: 

The great stream of time a!1d earthly things will sweep on just the same in spite of 
us ... Everyone of us is a child of his age and cannot get out of it. He is in the stream 
and is swept along with it. All his science and philosophy come to him out of it. There
fore the tide will not be changed by us. It will swallow up both us and our experiments 

·Charles A. and Mary R. Beard, The Rise of American C~liution, Vol. II, (1927), 

pp. 236-237, 429 and 430. 
b Social Darwinism refers to that continuation of the laissez-faire movement after it took 

on the Darwinian terminology of "struggle for existence" and "survival of the fittest," The 
ideolo,rical father of Sumner was the founder of Social Darwinism-namely, Herbert Spencer. 
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•• , That i, why it i, the gn:ateat folly of which a man can be capable, to ait down with 
a slate and pencil to plan out a new aocial world." 

Sumner could not fail to have a particularly strong imluence on aocial science think• 
ing about the problems of the South and, specifically, about the Negro problem. The 
theory of folkways and mores has diffused from the scientists and has in the educated 
cluscs of the South become a sort of regional political credo. The characterization of 
something as "folkways" or "mores" or the stereotype that "stateways cannot change 
follcways"-which under no circumstances can be more than a relative truth-is 
used in the literature on the South and on the Negro as a general formula of mystical 
significance. It is expressed whenever one wants to state one's opinion that "what ia, 
must be" without caring to give full factual reasons. To a large extent the formula has 
also been taken over by the Negro writers. We may note a recent example of the same 
sort of reasoning on the part of a writer, who, if he had not been influenced by 
Sumner, is in perfect agreement with him. The example is the more striking because 
it is taken from the pages of the radical Negro periodical, The Crisis, and is part of a 

review of a book whose author is trying to improve the lot of the Negro-though per
haps in a naive manner. 

It is the belief, on the other hand, of our author and a considerable group of educators, 
largely members of the "social frontier group" at Teachers' Collegt, that education can 
lead in social reform instead of following in the wake of sodal trends. This belief i1 a 
form of wish-fulfillment thinking based upon the assumption that social life can be 
rationalized and that the procesms social can be rid of its irrational elements and brought 
under the control of a previously established plan. Res est ridicula et nimis iocosa. Sueh 
a belief is not a product of scientific observation, but of the educator's fait/1, and one a1 
naive as any e,rer inherited by man. If the researches of science have established anything, 
it is that man is at bottom a most irrational animal; a rationalizing rather than a reasoning 
creature.b 

Much less conservative than Sumner but still bound by a similar fatalism have been 
Robert E. Park and some of his followers. Park's influence on the research on the Negro 
problem has been great and direct, as so many of the contemporary students of thi1 
problem are his pupils or recognize his guidance as their most important inspiration. 
Park is not, as was Sumner, moved by any deeply felt desire to maintain the status qun. 
But his keen observation of social conditions--and, perhaps, also some disillusions from 
his reform activities-have made him realize the tremendous force exerted by "natural" 
influences.c Not observing much in the way of conscious and organized planning in his 

• William Graham Sumner, "The Absurd Attempt to Make the World Over," Essays of 
William Graham Sumner. F.dited by A.G. Keller and Maurice R. Davie (1934), Vol. I, 
pp. 105-106. 

b James W. Ivy, review of An Analysis of tire Specific References to Negroes in SelecteJ. 
CurriCflla for the Etlucation of Teachers by Edna Meade Colson, in 1"lte Crisis (October, 
1941), p. 331. 

• Park, of course, recognizes the possibility of rapid and radical social change. His theory 
concerning such change is centered around the concept of "crisis." This theory was first 
developed by W. I. Thomas, Source Book for Social Origins (1909), pp. 17-:u. 
The theory, simply stated, is that under certain circumstances habits, mores, and folkways 
are recognized by people to be no longer useful as ways of meeting situations and needs, 
and, after a brief period of amoral disorganization, people come together to build up a new 
type '>f "socially acceptable" behavior, or auch a new folkway develops naturally ''without 
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contemporary America except that which was bungling and ineff'cctive bccalllt it did not 
take due account of the natural forces, he built up a sociological system in terms of 
"natural" causation and aequence, Probably because he has no intentional conservative 
1:,iaa, it is difficult to find simple statements in Park's writing which ei:emplify the fallacy 
of drawing practical conclmions f!'Olll factual premises alone. What we do find is a 
,ymmaric tendency to ignore practicaJ]y a]] possibilities of modifying-by conscioua 
effort-the social effects of the natural forces,• Occasionally the do-nothing (lais,.,. 
ftlir•) implications of Park's auumptions are revealed: 
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ne racea of high vim'bility, to speak in naval parlance, are the natural and inevitable 
objec:tt of ra.c:c prejudice.• 

Accommodation, on the other hand, is the process by which the individuals and groups 
make the necessary internal tlll7u1tmmts to social situations which have been created by 
competition and conflict. , , , Eventually the new order gets itself fixed in habit and 
cuatom and is then transmitted as part of the established social order to succeeding 
generations. Neither the physical nor the social world is made to satisfy at once all the 
wishes of the natural man. The rights of property, vested interests of every sort, the 
family organization, slavery, caste and class, the whole 10cial organization, in fact, 
represent accommodations, that is to say, limitations of the natural wishes of the indi
vidual, These socially inherited accommodations have presumably grown up in the pains 
and struggles of previous generations, but they have been transmitted to and accepted 
by 1ucceeding generations as part of the natural, inevitable social order, All of these are 
fozm1 of control in which competition is limited by status.• 

, •. the political process can only proceed in a relatively orderly way in so far as it 
generates a political power and authority capable of enforcing a certain degree of order 
and discipline until a new equilibrium has been achieved and the changes which the new 
programs initiated have been assimilated, digested and incorporated with the folkways 
of the original and historic society ,4 

Race relations , • . might comprise • • , all those situations in which some relatively 
1table equilibrium between competing races has been achieved and in which the resulting 
social order has become fixed in custom and tradition. 

Under such circumstances the intensity of the race consciousness which a struggle for 
atatus inevitably arouses, where it did not altogether disappear, would be greatly dimin
ished. The biracial organizations of certain social institutions that have come into existence 
in Southern states since emancipation exhibit the form which such racial accommodation, 
1ometime1 take.• 

diecussion and organization." The whole period is called a "crisis." This theory is not very 
clearly presented in Park's published writings, but the nearest thing to a complete statement 
of it may be found in the article on "Collective Behavior" in the Encyclopedia of the Social 
St:imcet {1935), Vol. 3, pp. 631-G31. 

• With the aame qualifications for the "crisis" theory of social change, it can be said 
that William I. Thomas, who has had a great influence on practically all contemporary 
American 1ociologist1, shows the same lack of interest for problems of induced change. 

~ "Behind Our Masks," The Suruey (May 1, 1926), p. 136. 
• Robert E. Park and Ernest W. Burgess, Introduction to the Science of Sociology ( 1921), 

pp. SM-511, {Italics ours.) 
• Robert E. Park, "Social Planning and Human Nature," Publktmons of the Amnictm 

Sociologiclll Society (August, 1935), p. :zS. 
• Robert E. Park, "The Nature of Race Relarions," in Edgar T. Thompson {editor), 

RIii¥ R"""°"1 ~ the Race Problem ( 1939), pp. 4-s. 
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Park'• nataralistic a11d, therefore, fatalistic philomphy hu been transmitted to 10tne _,f 
his students who have been working on the Negro problem. Throughout the writings 
of Edward B. Renter, for example, we find statements similar to the following taken 
from a recent consideration of race relations: 

It is in the nature of a competitive order, and every natural and social order i, com
petitive, to place groups and indi\·iduals in the position where they can survive, and it 
is in the nature of individuals and groups to develop the characten e1111CRtial or conducive 
to survival in the natural and cultural area in which they are placed and in which they 
struggle to exist. Whether we consider plants, animal.a, or human beings we find that, in 
the large, they are in those areu where each is best fitted to thrive and prosper, and that 
each is 10mewhat nicely adapted in its etructurea and in its habit system to the special 
conditions of existence in the habitat ••• Adaptation is the price of survival." 

What has been said of Park could be said also of William F. Ogburn. The tremendous 
BOCial influence of inventions and changes in economic organization and the march of 
social trends have convinced him that man's intentional efforts to do something about 
the world are futile.b 

... much of our difficulty is due to the fact that the different parts of our highly inter
related rivilintion are changing at unequal rates of speed, bringing maladjustment, and 
social problems that would not ocrur in a stationary society or in one where the different 
parts moved along simultaneously. When one part of our culture, as for instance, the 
technological-economic organization, changes rapidly while another part, as for instance, 
government, changes more slowly, there comes a time when the maladjustment is auffi
ciently serious to occasion a whnle series of rapid rhanges in the lagging institutions. In 
such times and for such changes the word "Revolution" is often used. 

For the future, there is no particular reason to think that the technological invention, 
and scientific discoveries will slow up. Indeed, they are likely to come faster. However, 
we may, perhaps, be able to speed up the changes in other institutions slightly more 
quickly, by greater use of the conununication inventions. But on the other hand, the procea, 
of keeping up with the pace set by technology may be slowed up because of the increasing 
heterogeneity of society and the po&.~ible greater number of institutional lags to be raught 
up. Therefore, no prospective int~gration of state and industry is ~xpectr-d to deliver us in 
the future from grave social disturbances.• 

• E. B. Reuter, "Competition and the Racial Division of Labor," in Thompson, Rae, 
Relations and tl,e Rare Problem, pp. 46-47. 

b It should be noted in passing that the Marxian teleology implied in the materialistic 
conception of history is, from our point of view (however catastrophic the trends are 
pictured) of the do-nothing (laissez-faire) va.riety1 that is, it is biased in the static and 
fatalistic dirertion as we have used these terms in this note, In his principal writings Mar:r 
shows--contrary to what is often popularly assumed-no interest whatsoever in social plan
ning. He expected "the reign of freedom" in the classleu communistic society to a.rise 
full-fl.edged by natural force out of a political revolution caused by trends in technology and 
production. The interest in social reforms which he showed particularly in later days were a 
result of an ideological compromise. Modem aocial engineering has actually had practically 
no inspiration from Marx's "scientific" socialism, actually le11 than from the early French 
and English socialists whom Man repudiated u dilettantes and utopian,. 

The libera.listic character of Marxism is easily understood when ita ideological roota are 
scrutinized. (It explains why elements of Marxian teleology have had surh an easy access 
into modern American aociology and history.) 

• William F. Ogburn, "Man and His Institutions," PubUcation1 of tlle American Socio
logical Society (August, 1935), pp. 39-40. 
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T.lie material, of social pla111Jing may, in general, be summed up• in die plirue "aociaI 
lorca. • Tlaey are wJaat IOCiaJ pJannen .liave to deal with. Wliat social forces may con,i,t 
ol doe, not c:oncem u, at the inoment, but the elfect nf social forces is to produce motion. 
In the cue of the above illustration the motion is in population growth. In fact, motion 
ia the principal characteristic of our age, for we call it the "age of change." Social 
planning deals with changes, either with changes already started, or in planning new 
changes. It is difficult to name a single phase of our contemporary civilization that is 
not undergoing change. Some parts are changing more rapidly than others. It is this 
fact that we are living in a changing world which is the justification for asking the 
question: What is likely to happen? ••• 

Technology enters the analysi1 at this point becauae these changes which are taking 
place are in large part instigated by invention. Thus many of the changes in international 
relations are affected by the airplane, just as in an earlier generation changes taking 
place in the relations of warring peoples were affected by gunpowder. Hence the knowl
edge of inventions supplies us partly with the answer to the question of what is going 
to happen. The wishes of human beings are relatively stable from age to age insofar u 
heredity or the physiological foundations are concerned. They take different expressions, 
however, because of the different social conditions in which men live. New inventions 
start changes in the behavior of mankind. They are new stimuli to which human beings 
respond." 

The social scientist& we have cited could not have reached their negative views on 
planned and induced aocial change unless guided by a act of general assumptions in their 
selection and interpretation of the empirical data. This implies that they have introduced 
valuations along with facts in deriving conclusions relative to what can be and should 
be the nature of man's practical efforts. We all claim that our factual or theoretical 
studies alone cannot logically lead to a practical recommendation. A practical or valua
tional conclusion can be derived only when there is at least one valuation among the 
premises, When our premises consist exclusive1y of facts, only a factual conclusion 
can result. If we proceed otherwise, and if we, further, denounce valuations, we are 
thus constantly attempting the logically impossible: From certain observations con
cerning the causation of a social phenomenon we jump to the valuational conclusion that 
we can do nothing to change this phenomenon because it has such and such a causation. 
To illustrate this common fallacy we have chosen examples from the writings of only a 
few leading sociologists. The specific error that is common to these three men-Sumner, 
Park, and Ogburn-has been with social science from the beginning and is still quite 
general in contemporary social science. This specific error is not that of observing a 
deep-rooted and all-pervasive social causation. The observations of such causation made by 
the particular authors chosen for exemplification are rather monumental contributions 
to knowledge of a most significant nature. The specific logical error is that of inferring 
from the facts that men can and should make no effort to change the "natural" out
come of the specific forces observed. This is the old do-nothing (laissez-faire) biu of 
"realistic" social science. 

To bring out the nature of this bias and demonstrate the arbitrarine11 thereby 
inserted into research, we may consider the same facts that have been observed by 
Sumner, Park, and Ogburn and add to them an explicit and dynamic value premise 

• William F. Ogburn, "Technology and Planning," in George B. Galloway and Aaociates, 
Pltnming for America (194-1), pp. 179-180. 
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(instead of the implicit fatalistic and static one) and from these deduce a quite difl'erent 
practical conclusion. Recognizing the folkways and mores,• for enmple, and having a 
desire to change some of tham in one direction or another, we should be interested in 
studying the range and degree of inertia; all the exceptions to the folkways; the 
specialization of groups; the conflicts (between persons and within persons); the 
changes, the flexibilities, and the manageability of aome factors in the 10Cial system; 
instead of, as Sumner usually b docs. stressing and exemplifying the great over-all 
inertia. On the practical plane we should make not only the negative inference that a 
plan for 10Cial change should expect to be time-consuming ancl to meet strong resistance, 
but also the positive inference that it has to direct its attack on certain points where the 
mores are weakest and where people are already beginning to question them ( or have 
a divided conRcience with respect to them). We should also infer that it should not 
attack them directly but should create situations where the people themselves will strain 
the mores. Similarly, if we recognize the tremendous force of certain processes and 
ecquenccs we might, with a dynamic value premise, deduce that strategy demands a 
redirection or stoppage of processes which contain within themselves a motive power 
in a certain direction, and an cft'ort against individuals coming to "adjust" themselves 
to the processes. Finally, a recognition of the sweep of social trends and of the basic: 
role of invention and economic organization in social causation, coupled with a dynamic: 
instead of static valuation, would lead one to facilitate the perfection and adoption of 
those inventions which have the greatest promise of moving the society in a desired 
direction and to seek social inventions which would modify economic organization and 
the effects of mechanical inventions. Social scientists are so habituated to using static 
and fatalistic value premises with such facts as the mores, social processes, and social 
trends, and they are so prone to associate radical valuation premises with a complete 
disregard of the facts, that they often do not realize that it is quite possible to couple 
dynamic value premises with factual knowledge of mores, social processes or social 
trends. The static and fatalistic: value premises have actually imbcddcd themselves into 
the data.c And it should not surprise us that the great development of social sciences in 
recent decades in America has not been accompanied by any correspondingly important 
development of social engineering. 

In the theory of folkways and mores the heavy load of do-nothing (laissez-faire) 
valuation becomes particularly apparent when Sumner ancl his many followers4 set 

• We stand in critical opposition to these concepts on theoretical grounds, as they tend to 
give an impression of a homogeneous and unproblematic valuational background for 
behavior, which we think is mistaken (see Appendix 1, Section 3), but this does not deeply 
concern our present argument. 

b See Appendix 1, Section 2. 

• The fact of static and fatalistic valuations in social science research may be accepted even 
though the analysis of its historical cau~ation, presented on previous pages, may be questioned 
by some. 

• Many other sociologists outside the Sumner tradition considered man-made legislation 
u ineffectual and dangerous. Franklin H. Giddings, the leader of the Columbia School, for 
example, had this to say about "stateways": 

"Because the folkway is adaptive it is variable, and folkways, therefore, become various, 
not only because new ways from time to time arise out of new circumstances and demands, 
but also through differentiation. One haa only to call to mind the fl.uctuatiom of fashion, 
the chantinr forms of address and ceremony, the rile and fall of recreations, the Beetln1 
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oat with the parpoe of proving the indlicacy of -legislation. With relereaee ~ nee 
relations in the South after the Cini War, Sumner aid: 

The two races have not yet made new mores. Vain attempts have been made to control 
the new order by legislation. The only result ia the proof that legislation cannot make 
mores, . . . It ia only juat now that the new eociety seems to be taking shape. There is a 
trend ia the morea now aa they begin to form under the new state of things. It ia not at 
all what the humanitarians hoped and expected. • • • Some are anxious to interfere and 
try to control. They take their atand on ethical views of what is going on. It is evidently 
impossible for any one to interfere. We are like spectators at • great natural convulsion. 
The resulta will be such as the fa.eta and forces call for. We cannot foresee them. They 
do not depend on ethical views any more than the volcanic eruption on Martinique con
tained an ethical element.• 

It ahoald be noted that-in spite of its psychologiam, its ethical relativism, its 
modernized terminology, and the abundant anthropological illustration11--this theory 
is nothing else than a reformulation and slight modification of the old laiJsez-faire 
doctrine of the "natural order" as it was more na"ively set forth in the Enlightenment 
period: human relations are governed by "natural laws"; "natural Jaws" are not only 
the right laws but are also, in the main, and in spite of all the interferences of foolish 
governments, actually permeating real life; they do not need to be legalized-if 
legislation adheres to the "natural laws," it is not exactly damaging but useless; if legis
lation conflicts with the "natural laws" it will be inefficacious though slightly damaging 

fads in games and sports, to realize the enormous flexibility of folkways. St:iteways tend 
toward uniformity. Governments attempt to atandardiu not only rights at law but also 
legal procedure, administrative rules, and the conduct of citiuns. Legislators are intolerant 
of exceptions, bureaucrats abominate them, and courts, while finding precedents for them 
when moral justice or the rule of reason requires, do not otherwise make them. Trial by 
jury, however, which mediates between folkways and statewaya, is a venerable if not always 
a venerated defense against the govemmentalists, who would dictate and ration our food 
and drink, write our medical prescriptions, cut our clothea, tell us what we may read and 
look at, and send us to bed at curfew. 

"Statewaya are instituted by command, backed up by physical force. They are formal, as 
machine-like as they can be made, and relentless. Folkways exert pressure which may be 
reaiatless, but it is indefinite, elastic, and automatically variable.'' (Studies in the Theory 
of Human Society [1922], p. 193.) 

• William Graham Sumner, Folk,ways (1906), pp. 77-78. Other statements by Sumner, in 
his least opinionated book, revealing his attitude toward legislation, are the following: 

"Acta of legislation come out of the mores ••.. Legislation, however, has to seek standing 
ground on the existing mores, and it soon becomes apparent that legislation, to be strong, 
must be consistent with the mores. Things which have been in the mores are put under 
police regulation and later under positive law. It is sometimes said that 'public opinion' 
must ratify and approve police regulations, but this statement rests on an imperfect analyai1. 
The regulations must conform to the mores, so that the public will not think them too lax 
or too strict." (Ibid., p. 55.) 

"[The mores] never contain any provision for their own amendment." (Ibid., p. 79.) 
"The combination in the mores of peraistency and variability determines the extent to 

which it is possible to modify them by arbitrary action. It is not possible to change them, 
by any artifice or device, to a great extent, or suddenly, or in any essential elementJ it is 
poaible to modify them by slow and long-continued effort if the ritual is changed by minute 
variation,." (Ibid., p. 87.) 
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• it will diatarb IIOlllewhat the amooth operataon of the "natural lawa." Th11 1a, for 
instance, the doctrine back of Adam Smith's well-known dictum that trade b.amen, 
though, of coune, irrational and cumbersome, will, 1n the broad overview, not amount 
to much, as the smugglers will pierce them, acting here aa the agents of the "natural 
lawa" with the same 1mmutab1hty as water seeking its level. The "1n\ mble hand" will 
inevitably guide human actlVlty On this central point, which apparently 1s much of the 
polittcal purpose of the whole theory of folkways and mores, Sumner simply cxprcSBCs 
a common American preJud1ce ag,unst leg1s!auon which we have dJScussed m Chapter 
1, Section S, and m other places. 

The presence of this same static and fatalistic valu.1t1on m the hidden ethos of 
contemporary social ac1ence 11 suggested by some of the terminology found throughout 
the writings of many soc1olog1sts, such as "balance," "harmony," "equ1hbnum," "adJUbt· 
ment," "maladjustment," "orgam7atlon," "disorgamzat1on," "accommodat1on," "funt
tion," "social process" and "cultural lag " While they all-as the correbpondmg contepts 
m economtcs, mentioned abo~e-have been used advant,gcoubly to descnbe empmcall) 
observable s1tuat1ons, they c.1rry within the1n the tendency to give a do-nothing (wmez
/Mre) valuation of those s1tuat1ons How the slip occurs 1s t.as1ly understandable When 
we speak of a social s1tuat1on bemg m harmony, or having equ11Jbnum, or its fortes 
organized, accommodated, or adJu&ted to each other, thert lb the ,lmobt mev1table 1mph
cat1on that aome sort of ideal has been attained, whether m terms oi "ind1v1dual h1pp1• 
neBB" or the "common welfart " Such a situation 1s, therLfor<., evaluated as "good 1 

and a movement m the d1rect1on 1a "desirable" 11 I he negative termr-d1sharmonv, 
d11equ1hbnum, mal.idJu~tmc.nt, d1sorga01.Lat1on--corrupundmglv describe an undtH1nble 

• There 1s practically no d1scuss1on m the literature on the. value 1.onnotat10n m the terms 
exemplified ID the text When ra1smg the question with 1epresrntatnc sor1al sc1ent1st~, I 
have often met the following reaction fir.t, an acknowledgment that many authon m 
apea.kmg of adJustrnent, a..commodation, d1Sorgamzat1on, and so forth, nnply 1.aluat10ns of 
"good" or "bad" and that this lS unscientific, but, second, that somehmrs-even wh1.n a 
valuation 1s 1mphed-th1s 1s BO general that 1t IS self-evident "Acwmmod.i.t1on, for example," 
1t II said, "1s a process whereby people are able to cooperate and thcnby m,unt.im some 
1oaal order, accommodation grows out of a conflict of 1Dtert.st and 1s 011ly t.~t.ibh&hed after 
each party to the conflict has accepted a pl.ict. m the soual ord1.r and devclopl'd appropriate 
or reciprocal attitudes, but there always remains a lattnt confl!lt Th1. only 'goodness' 
implied m accommodation 1s that thereby cooperation under social ordu 1s 1m11nt:uned " 
Against th11 argument there are several crme1s111s to be r used ( 1) the value given to 
cooperation and social order should be gwen exphatly rath1.r th.i.11 unplmtly ID the con
notation of a term, (z) this valuation 1s certamly not under all wnd1t10ns self 1.v1dcnt 
from the viewpoint of every party involved (to one party a t.ontmuc.d conflict can under 
arcumstances be preferable, if only for re.aching another and more favorable status of 
accommodation}, (3) this valu..t1on 1s not, iust beLause 1t 1s so g.nc.r.11, p1ec1&e ~nough to 

' serve a scientific purpose even 1£ 1t were ma.de exphc1t (the &ta Ub to wh1th coufhltmg 
parties are actually brought to "accommodate" 1s not given a przon but 1s tht outrnme of a. 
10C1al proceas, the actual result of which becomes condoned b1.lause "a<.wmrnodat1on" m 
general 11 condoned, thJS result could have been dilforent not only bec.iui.c: of J. prolong•J 
conJhct but also because of a different type of accommodat1on behavior by one person or the 
other) In the Negro problem pract1cally every s1tuat1on, txcept where a. ra.et. not 1s on, can 
be, and 11 often actually m the literature, descr1brd as an ",ccornmodat1on," and status quo 
m every aspect can thus be, and 1s, 1mpliatly JUStified becau,e 1t preserve, cooperation and 
th" social order 
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1ituation, 11 indicated by the etymological connection of their prefixea to the word ~d." 
A great arbitrarine.,_.llowing for the more specific biase1 of a penonality and a 
cultural setting-is present in deciding upon jlllt wl,ot shall be considered as equilib
rium and rtJMI disequilibrium in a proceu of social change. The following quotation 
Jua been choeen to illustrate the working of a political bias through the vehicle of such 
terms, not only because the biae--<lirected againat the Negro as his interest, are com• 
monly conceived-is expreued in a particularly blunt form, but also because it happens 
to be from the pen of a Negro aociologiat: 

In the face of these opposing views, then, conclusions concerning the efl'ect of education 
upon Negroes during this period may be reserved. If education brought disorganization 
among the former tlavea, it may be counted a, a liability. If, on the other hand; it aerved 
as aa outlet for feelings that might otherwiae have been directed into politics, where 
diacord might have resulted, it may be counted on as an auet. The situation doubtle11 
varied in different places at different time--.istiog or retarding adjustment in areas 
where the one effect or the other, already mentioned, preponderated.• 

Similarly, if a thing has a "function" it is good or at least esaentiaJ.b The term "func
tion" can have a meaning only in terms of a presumed purpose; if that purpose is left 
undefined or implied to be the "interest of society" which is no further defined, a con
siderable leeway for arbitrariness in practical implication is allowed but the main direc
tion is given: a description of social institutions in terms of their functions must lead 
to a conservative teleology. If there is a "cultural lag," there is likewise a presumption 
that the elimination of the lag is desirable. While social proceues and mores may not 
be good, in terms of certain arbitrary standards, they are believed to exist or develop 
with an inevitability that defies all efforts directed toward their modification. 

These and similar static terms constitute much of the basic descriptive and theoretical 
terminology in all the social sciences. It is certainly an important task of self-scrutiny 
for social science to determine why such terms and not more dynamic ones have been 
given such a strategic position in social science thinking. The present author has sug
gested above that the origin of social science out of the philosophies of Enlightenment 
and the greater "realism" of the lairsez-faire wing of early liberalism is of central 
importance. The very fact that the evaluative nature of these terms has gone almost 
unnoticed suggests that the explanation of their choice must go deep into the roots of 
Western culture, Whatever the reason for their predominance, the fact that such terms 
-without much care to preserve for them a strictly theoretical meaning-are widely 
used to describe much of social life and serve as keystones in theoretical explanations of 
social structure and change, inserts into social science an implicit static and fatalistic 
value premise. The use of such terms makes it appear that a given situation is desirable 
or inevitable without the explicit specification by the social scientist of what he considers 
desirable or of the possibilities of the modification of "inevitability." 

There is nothing to be criticized when a scientist explicitly states that he hopes a 
certain situation will develop, that such a situation is a good one according to certain 
standards which he sets up, or that a certain situation or uc,·elopment is inevitable beyond 

•Bertram W. Doyle, Tlw Etiquette of Race Relations in the South (1937), p. 127. 
b How easily even a radical social scientist may 1lip over to the expression of approval of 

, «NDethiog that he says has a function is illustrated by Durkheim's discu&sion of crime and 
,· pwaiabment: Emile Durkheim, Tiu Rules of Sociological Metl,od (1938; firat edition, 
' 1895), tnntlated by Sarah A. Solovay and John H. Mueller, pp. 66-70. 
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all poaibility of modi6cation l,y any contingency or directed effort wh1t10ever. What 
ia to be criticized is the use of terms to hide th~ fact that there is a value premise in a 
value judgment. The ohaervation of the facts of a given existing situation alone will 
never permit the conclusion that such a aituation is good or desirable or even that this 
situation is inevitable in the future. In other words, we are making a plea for explicit 
value premises. We are also making a plea for unbiased research. The relation between 
these two desiderata is this, that it is the hidden valuations which give entrance to biases 
in 1oeial science. 

The author is well aware that some of his criticisms and suggestions in the preceding 
pages on the history and logic of the hidden valuations in social science are controversial 
and would ask the reader to note that the following remarks on a positive methodology 
for social science as well as Sections I and z of this Appendix do not depend on the 
correctneaa of Section 3. 

It should also be teiterated as a concluding remark that when we have illustrated our 
thesis by citing prominent American sociologists, this is only because American sociology 
has provided the main scientific frame for the scientific study of the Negro problem 
which is our particular concern in this book. The tendencies criticized are, however, 
common in all social sciences in the entire Western world. Too, not all American 
sociologists have a do-nothing (laissez-faire) bias. ln e:irlier generations Lester F. W.ird, 
Simon Patten, and many others were reformers, and Ward thought of social science as 
social engineering. Their methodological principles were not clear, however. ln the 
present generation Louis Wirth, to mention only one prominent representative of a 
growing group holding a dissenting view, has expressed opinions in fundamental agree
ment with this appendix.• 

4. THE PoINTS OF VIEW ADOPTED IN TH1s BooK 

Scientific facts do not exist per se, waiting for scientists to discover them. A scientific 
fact is a construction abstracted out of a complex and interwoven reality by means of 
arbitrary definitions and classifications. The processes of selecting a problem and a basic 
hypothesis, of limiting the scope of study, and of defining and classifying data relevant 
to such a setting of the problem, involve a choice on the part of the investigator. The 
choice is made from an indefinite number of possibilities. The same is true when draw
ing inferences from organized data. Everything in the world is connected with every
thing else: when shall one stop, and in what direction shall one proceed when establish
ing causal relations? Scientific conventions usually give guidance. Rut, first, convention 
itself is a valuation, usually a biased one, and it is the more dangerous as it is usually 
hidden in tacit preconceptions which are not discussed or even known; second, progress 
in science is made by those who are most capable of freeing themselves from the con
ventions in their science and of seeking guidance from other sciences and nonscientific 
endeavors. 

• Louis Wirth, "Preface" in Karl Mannheim, Ueology antl Utopia ( 1936), pp. xiii-xxxi 
and his article "Ideological Aspects of Social Disorganization," American Sociological 
Rmerw (August, 1940), pp. 472-48:i. John Dollard's Criteria for the Life History (1935) 
and Caste antl Class in a Southern Town (1937) also exemplify a conscious interest in 
making biases explicit even if they do not reach a methodology centered on explicit value 
premises. Robert Maciver'• Social Causation (1942) and Robert Lynd'a Knovletlge For 
WhatP ( 1939) are other sociological books which arc free of implicit value premises. 
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Prior to reaearch, therefore, are complicated theorice. The architcctare o/-thac 
theoriea is arbitrary except when they are intentionally founded upon a de6nition of 
relevant intereatl. This ii true no matter how much effort i, invested in aelecting term• 
of low valuational content and no matter how remote from public interest the camal 
analyais ia. When one is oat to determine such a simple thing aa the level of "real wagea'' 
in a community, for enmple, he hae to rack his aoul to decide whether to base hit 
calculation, on hourly rates or on annual wages: whether to consider article1 outside 
of the staple commodities as necessities of consumption, whether to consider certain 
items, the consumption of which ia not "customary," as necessities because all dieticians 
think so, and generally speaking, how to decide the weights in the consumption budgets 
used for constructing a cost of living index. In a world of change and variation there 
can be no such thing as an "ideal index"; in the final analysis, the weights have always 
to be ekosen upon the basis of what one's interest in a study is. In comparing Negroes 
and whites, decisions must be taken in such problems as: is it more proper to make 
the comparison directly or to take into account the fact that Negroes are concentrated 
in the lower occupational brackets, in poorer and more backward regions of the coun
try, and that they have been discriminated against in education and in other respects?• 

These considerations sound trite to any scientist who is at all aware of his methodol-. 
ogy. What we wish to point out, however, is that every choice involve1 valuations. One 
does not escape valuations by restricting his research to the discovery of "facts." The 
very attempt, 10 prevalent in recent years, to avoid valuations by doing research that is 
simply factual and without use for practical or political efforts involves in itself a 
valuation. We hasten to explain that we are not criticizing pure fact-finding. Fact
finding is indispensable for the solution of most of the problem&--both practical 
and theoretical-that we encounter. The criticism is directed against fact-seeking that 
is done without a problem. The full statement of a problem, including the decision 
of scope, direction, hypothesis, classification principles, and the definition of all terms 
used, renders explicit the valuations necessary in fact-finding research. The author can, 
of course, explicitly disavow any practical interest and declare that he personally finds 
that the topic and the hypothesis appeal to him esthetically--or that he has made all 
his choices at random. If, however, practical usefulne&& is an aim in science, even 
the direction of research becomes dependent upon much wider valuations concerning 
society. 

It should be stressed that this complication of a science which is not mere "art for 
art's sake" docs "°' in the least decrease the demands upon objectivity in research. On 
the contrary, specification of nluations aids in reaching objectivity since it makes 
explicit what otherwise would be only implicit. Facts may be scientifically recorded and 
analyzed with explicit value premises as well as without them, and this can actually 
be accomplished the better in the former case since the explicit value premises focus 
the investigator's attention upon the valuations which, if hidden, are the roots of 
biases, since they generally set a standard of relevance and significance. This is tme 
alao when the analysis proceeds to draw prattical conclusions. The conclusions must 
simply be remembered to be only as valid as the premises, which is true in all science. 
In fact, only when the premises are stated explicitly is it possible to determine how valid 
the conclusions are. 

• See Richard Sterner and Aasociates, The N,gro's Sw, (1943), prepared for thia atudy, 
PP· J•t, 
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1. Tlt«wuietll anJ Pr«lieal R1sea1-en. Our entire di8Cllssion is based upon a diatinc:-

tion between two aspects, or stages, of social science research: the "theoretical" and the 
"practical." By "theoretical" research we mean here all the research which is directed 
purely and exclusively toward ascertaining facts and causal relations between facts. By 
ccpractical" research we mean the logical procedure of relating value judgments to fac
tual situations and to actual trends of change and, from their combination, deriving 
tcientific plans for policies aimed at inducing alterations of the anticip.1ted social trends 
("aocial engineering"). 

The relations established in theoretical research are simply cau1al. In pr:actic.al research 
the causal relations are transposed into purpfJJeful relations. The sequence in theoretical 
research-from cause to effect-is in social engineering turned into the reverse order 
from ends to means. In practical research the causal relations established by theoretical 
research are taken as facts. 

Theoretical research is primarily concerned with the pr11ent situ:1tion and the past 
development. It attempts to establish, out of ~y<tematized experience of the present 
and the past, a rational knowledge, in as general terms as possible, of the causal rela
tions between elementa~· factors in the social process. Its final goal is to be able on this 
basis to forecast the / uture by rational prognoses. 

Practical research is exclusively concerned with the future. Its principal viewpoint is 
that the future represents a set of alternatively possible trends of development. What 
future development will actually occur is, from the practical point of view, a matter 
of choice. in so far as decisions and ac-tions on the part of the citizen and socictv can 
determine this development. Its final goal, therefore, is the scientific planning of 
"induced changes." 

Between the two :-,pects, or stages, of sol'ial research there exist the following main 
relations: 

(a) The dircctior of theoretical researc-h is determined h}' the pr.1ctical purposes held 
in view. In a study of the American Negro problem which i~ as predominantly practical 
in its intentions as ours, the frame for all our theoretical research thus cnn<ists of certain 
practical questions concerning the future status of the Negro and the future of race 
relations in America. 

(b) Practical problems can, on the other hand, be approached only on the b:1Sis of the 
theoretical analysis of actual facts and their causal intrrrclations. 

(c) On theoretical grounds some practical goals can be shown to be futile-that is, 
impossible of execution. Theoretical research thus sets the scope of practical research 
by determining what is feasible. 

(d) Knowlrdge of facts is never enough for posing the practical problems concerning 
what is right, ju1t, desirable and advisable. Practical conclusions arc, by logical necessity, 
inferences from value premises as well as from factual premises. 

In our study it is o~r ambition, first, to keep this distinction Letwccn theoretical and 
practical research clear throughout the various specific problems we arc dealing with; 
and, third, to treat the practical problems as problems of scientific research. We shall, 
second, not to shun the practical problems but rather make them central in our work; 
therefore, have to devote the closest attention to value premises. 

2. Value Premise;. Value premises in research have to satisfy the followiug criteria: 
(a) They must be explicitly state,/ and not hidden as tacit assumptions. 
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(b) They mlllt be .s s1'6"fie and ca,ur•tir.etl aa the valuation of reality in tfnus of 
factual knowledge requires. 

(c) They cannot be derived directly from factual research but they will have to be 
-purpol#l,l'J selecletl. 

(d) They cannot be a priori, self-evident, or generally valid; they can have only an 
hy,oth,ti&ol character. 

(e) Since incompatible valuations are held in society, the value premi1ca should ideally 
be given as a number of sets of oltemalir,e hypotheses. The value judgmcntl reached as 
conclusion, from factual data and from these value hypotheses consist of a correspond
ing number of alternative plans for practical policy. 

(f) In a scientific treatment of the practical aspects of social problems, the alternative 
acts of hypothetical value premises should not be chosen arbitrarily. The principle of 
ac]ection should be their relM1anc,. Relevance is determined by the interests and ideals 
of actual persona and groups of persons. There is thus no need of introducing value 
premises which arc not actuaUy held by anybody.• 

(g) Within the circle of relevance so determined a &till more narrow circle of signif
icance may be taken to denote such valuations which are held by substantial groups of 
people or by small groups with substantial social power. Realistic research on practical 
problems will have to concentrate its attention upon value premises corresponding to 
valuations which have high social significance or are likely to gain in social significance. 
On the other hand, it is certainly not necessary to adopt only those valuation premises 
which arc held by a majority of the population or by a politically dominant group. 

(h) The goals set by the value premises must also be feasible. Some courses of future 
development migl1t be proved-by theoretical investigation of relevant data-to be 
imp01Sible or highly improbable. Valuations bent upon the impossible should, of course, 
not be chosen as valuation premises but be theoretically criticized as unfeasible. This 
theoretical criticism in terms of feasibility of people's actual valuations is, indeed, one 
of the most important tasks of social science. 

(i) The set of value premi&es selected must not include mutually incompatible ones 
but must be consi!tent. In this context we must observe that sometimes a balance or a 
compromise in the set of value premises must be worked out and defined (to take an 
over-simplified example, progress may mean a sacrifice of stability and order). Some value 
premises are more inclusive than others and subsume others under them. Some value 
premises stand in a proximate relationship to others (as means to ends). 

If these rules could be observed, the analysis of social problems in theoretical terms 
would become released from arbitrariness in the setting of problems and protected from 
the unconscious effect of biases. The analysis in practical terms would be elevated to 
the rational plane and made specific and realistic. 7'/,e aim of p1·,u;ticul research--start
ing out from the data re\'cafod 'by theoretical research and from sets of explicitly stated, 
concretely specified, alternatively assumed, hypothetical value premises which are 
relevant, significant, and attainable-is, in general terms, to show preci!ely wkot skordJ 
bo #u 1f"oc#&al and poli#col opinions and plans for action from th, poi,,t of r,uw of 

• This ia a rule of economy. There are, of course, no logical reasons why we might not 
anticipate combinations, syntheses, mutual modifications of existing value premises or even 
conjure up new ones and thus enlarge still more our perspective. Certainly we could go 
outside the culture and epoch under study and use the value premises operating there and 
tee what would happen if they were in the culture and epoch. 
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llu fldNOUS r,a/Udlion.s •I 1/uir holders also nu IM mortl correct anJ ,om_,,..,..... 
f11&l""1 /moroJtlJg• flJm&b St:unCtl -,roou,s, 

3. PrognostJs and Programs. A study of valuations as they, in the form of interest& 
and ideals, are actually held in various racial, regional, economic, and social groups of 
American society is, naturally, an important task in itself in the theoretical exploration 
of social reality. As the future social development will, in part, depend upon the reac
tions of the various groups and upon their relative power, the pognoseJ of future trends 
-which represent the ultimate goal for theoretical research-must include an investi
gation of the valuations and of the power behind valuations. 

Prognoses and programs arc in this scheme of thinking naturally interdependent: (a) 
the prognoecs will partly depend on the actualJy conceived programs of various individ
uals and groups with diverse valuations and with various amounts of power; (h) rational 
programs must, on the other hand, be built upon the prognose~ of trends which these 
various groups and individuals intend to bend in one way or the other; (c) even the 
existing programs of individuals and groups are, of course, founded upon ideas about 
future trc.nds; {d) practical research tries to rationalize the existing programs by connect
fog the valuations basic to those programs with available scientific knowledge; (e) to the 
degree that practical research is succes~ful in this, and to the extent that the educational 
agencies in society are effective in dililleminating knowledge, it will influence trends and. 
consequently, be a cause of change of programs to be considered in theoretical prognoses 

Exiating programs are multiple and conflicting, at least in a democratic society where 
no one group has all the power.• Practical research cannot, therefore, proceed on the 
old liberalistic doctrine that there is a "harmony of interest" and that there is only one 
program which is directed toward all the good in the world. Theoretical analysis reveals 
that there is actual struggle and competition between individuals and between groups, 
and that social trends take their form as an outcome of this struggle and competition. 
For practical analysis, therefore, there must be alternative programs. 

4. Thll Selection of Value Premises. The scheme of principles for selecting value 
premises and introducing them into scientific research, presented in the last two sections, 
represents an ideal for social science. The possibilities of approaching it, however, are 
severely restricted by a number of circumstances: 

(a) The scientific basis for constructing our "field of valuations" is poor. Public 
opinion with respect to the Negro problem has not been studied much, and the studies 
made do not meet our requirements.b For the most part we have been forced to base 
our generalizations on imprelillionistic observations of the values held by different groups 
and individuals. 

(b) Many of the valuations held with respect to the Negro problem have much 

• The more "normal" conditions are, the greater is the number of conflicting programs. 
In a crisis situation-economic, social, or political-there really is an approximation to 
"interest harmony" in society because interests have, for the time being, been taken away 
from long-range objectives and concentrated upon one, mutually shared, short-range objec
ti~e. In a depres~ion both employers and employees can be shown to have a common interest 
in economic expansion, raising volume of credit, demand, prices, production, employment 
and wage-earnings. In war the common interest rising above all other goals ii to win 
victory. In a crisis the methodological problem for practical research is, therefo.re, rela
tively simple. 

• See Appendix 1 o, Sertion 2. 
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b.roader application than this problem, and eonaecpend1 cannot be eompletelr ~cted 
to a uni-linear pro- and anti-Negro ac:ale of valuationL They branch oat into the whole 
complex of economic, aocial, and political problems where the Negro ha a stake in 
contemporary American civilization. Valuations which can be observed in behavior and 
opinions are not formed with reapect to the Negro in abstraction, but to the Negro 
in apecific aocial relations. This difficulty i,, however, 10D1ewhat relieved, a, there 
apparently ia a high degree of correlation between the valuatiom along varioU1 acalea. 

(c) Valuations concern not only goals or "ends" in the treatment of the Negro, but 
alao the "means" of achieving theae goab and the "by-effects" of the achievement. 

(d) We cannot assume that the conflicts of valuation are raging only /J11k,oe11n individ
uala and l,ehDeen groups. It is too significant to overlook that these conflicts are actually 
houaed within 1ingle individuals.• This makes both the observation of valuations and 
the imputation of power to various valuation, a moat delicate problem. 

(e) Partly because a single individual may hold several logically incompatible valua
tions, a set of valuations is seldom systematized and made self-consistent. 

(f) Another difficulty in extracting value premises arises out of the fact that they 
are bound up with beliefs. b People's beliefs represent not only their volitional attitudes 
to aocial problems but also their incomplete and incorrect views as to the facts of social 
reality. Beliefs may inffuence valuations, just as valuations influence beliefs. Because we 

can get at only expressed opinions, which are themselves a much modified form of 
complexea of beliefs and valuations, it is a complicated task to detect valuations. From 
behavior and apressed opinions we must infer back to those complexes. From them 
we must infer back to basic valuations. This latter step includes the speculation as to 
what people's valuations would be if they were juxtaposed with correct knowledge 
in1tead of incorrect knowledge. The tracing out of a set of existing valuations, and a 
determination of their relevance and significance, it-for this reason alone-a dif
ficult undertaking. 

(g) Aside from all this, the very multiplicity of relevant and significant sets of valua
tions will, of course, raise great operational difficulties in research. The number of sets 
of value premises :applied will have to be reduced much by way of abstraction. As there 
is a high correlation between valuations along different scales, some main composite axes 
can be defined. On each axis not every point need be repre,ented but only a few, so that 
one can see what difference it makes in scientific approach and practical conclusions when 
one moves to the one extreme or the other. But even after a reduction of the sets of 
value premiaes to a few, the analysis will tend to be complicated. 

S· The "lnrtrumental Norm." With these complications and difficulties in view, it 
becomes evident that to try to consider all the existing, relevant, and significant sets of 
valuations with respect to the Negro problem, to relate them to relevant facts, and to 
draw up various sets of practical programs is a task which cannot be accomplished within 
the confines of present research resources. The ideal should, however, be held clearly 
and uncompromisingly before our eyes as the goal for research. 

In this situation we have seen fit to adopt the following solution: that om single sel 
of r,J,r,an, tlfU ngnificant r1alue premises !Je selected for utilization m a preliminary 
Mldlysu md #1111 olller ngnifteant rets of r1olue premises !Je inlrodU&ed al a later stage 

• See lhe Introduction and Appendix 1. 

• See Appendix 1, Section 1. 
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of In. •1111Blouot1 lo,,,_ ,as~le iuJpu,u, in t,wms of 111,.,.,,,,,_. r111l11a,io,u tm,l 

poli&ies. 
The purely t,clmi&lll MU instrumental cluraeur of the preliminary set of value 

premiaes must be borne in mind constantly. The valuations of situations and trends, 
institutions and policies reached in terms of the instrumental value premises also are 
only preliminary. 

But we must not deceive ourselves on this point: the selection of the instrumental norm 
IN,s material significance, The whole direction of our theoretical research actually 
becomes determined by this norm. We have given one particular set of valuations a 
1"Yllegkally f11Dorahle position in the study. This is not a characteristic of our study in 
particular but of all research working under the same limits of research resources. It is 
not a bias, as the direction of research has been dl.'termined under conscious control and 
by help of explicit valuations. But measured by the standards of our ideal for research 
and keeping in mind all other possible sets of value premises, it is a one-sidedneu in 
approach, and we should be fully aware of it. In the present volume time and apace 
have, further, prevented the subsequent complementation of our results by applying 
alternative sets of nlue premises, acept at a few points.• 

Under these circumstances the utmost importance must be attached to the choice of the 
in1trumental norm. In Chapter I, Section 13, we have given the reasons why we have 
organized this book around a set of valuations which we have called the "American 
Creed." 

6. Tke Value-Loaded Terms. This very set of dynamic valuations contained in the 
American Creed has actually, to a great extent and despite- c-ompromises with the inherited 
static valuations of social science, determined the object and direction of previous 
research on the Negro problem. We arc thus keeping to the tradition, only attempting 
to clarify what we are doing. The scientific work on the Negro in politirs has been 
centered upon disfranchiscml.'nt. This means that the interest has been de-fined out of 
the notion that the extraordinary thing to be studied is the fact that often in America 
the Negro is not given the right to suffrage as other citizens. In the same vein the work 
on the Negro's legal status has been focused upon the specific disabilities of the Negro 
under the law. Negro education has likewise been studied under the main viewpoint of 
discrimination. The same is true of the research on the Negro as a breadwinner. Negro 
standards of living have been compared with those of the whites. His share in social 
welfare policy has been measured by the standards of equality. Discrimination has been 
the key word for most studies on the Negro problem. This very term-and all its 
synonyms and specifications-and the theoretical approach which it signifies are derived 
out of the precepts of the American Creed. 

It has often been observed that these terms, and a great many other terms of more 
general import for social research, as, for instance, class and caste, arc all value-loaded. 
Many scientists attempt to avoid what they rightly (as they are not specifying the value 
premises involved) conceive of as biases by choosing new terms for the same things 
which do not carry such apparent connotations of valuation. This attempt is in our 
view misdirected. Biases are not so easily eradicated. And in this case they signify
though in a concealed and therefore uncontrollable way-valuations necessary for the 
setting of scientific problems. "Without valuations," Professor Louis Wirth writct, 

• See, for example, Chapter :a3, Section ,. 
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"we have no intereet, no aenae of relevance or of 1ignificance, and, conscque:'ny, no 
object.". 

The value-loaded terms have a meaning and rcpreacnt a theoretical approach,. because 
the theoretical approach itself is determined by the valuations inherent in the govern
ing ethos of a ,oclety. When this is seen clearly, and when those valuations arc made 
explicit and, conacquently, the terms are defined ln ,-elation to tke r,aluations, then, and 
only then, are we in the position to use the terms freely without constantly endangering 
the theoretical analyai1 by permitting biases to slip in. There is thus no aenae in 
inventing new 1cientific terms for the purpoac. New terms for old things can only give 
a falae accurity to ouraclves and bewilder the general pcblic. In the degree that the new 
terms would actually cover the facts we discussed in the old familiar terms--the facts 
which we a11mt to discuss, because we are inee,-ested in them-they would soon become 
equally value-loaded in a society permeated by the same ideals and interests. Scientific 
terms become value-loaded because society is made up of human beings following pur
poaca. A "disinterested BOCial science" is, from this viewpoint, pure nonsense. It never 
eziated, and it never will exist. We can make our thinking strictly rational in spite of 
thia, bnt only by facing the valuations, not by evading them, 

• In a letter to the author, September 29, 19;9. 
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A METHODOLOGICAL NOTE ON THE PRINCIPLE 

OF CUMULATION 

........................................................................................................................................... 
In social science we have been drawing heavily on the notions and theories of the 

much farther developed natural sciences, particularly physics. The notion of equilibrium, 
for instance, has been in all our reasoning for centuries. Actually it is present in most 
research llf the present day, even when it is not formally introduced. In most social 
research we have restricted our utilization of the equilibrium notion to that simple and 
static variant of it, the 1tt1hle e9ui/il,,-ium. It is this equilibrium notion which is implicit 
in the sociological constructions of "maladjustment" and "adjustment" and all their 
several synonyms or near-synonyms, where equilibrium is thought of as having a virtual 
reality in determining the direction of change.• We propose the utilization of otk,r 
equilibrium nctiom besides this simplest one. For dynamic analysis of the process of 
change in social relations, it is highly desirable that we disengage our minds from the 
stable equilibrium scheme of thinking. The other types of equilibrium notions are often 
better descriptions of social reality than the stable one. 

If we succeed in placing a pencil upright 011 its end, it is also in equilibrium, but an 
unstable one, a "labile status" of balancing forces, as we easily find if we touch it. No 
"adjustment," "adaptation," or "accommodation" toward the original position will 
follow the application of a push, but only an accelerated movement away from the 
original state of balance. A third type of equilibrium is present when a pencil is 
rolling on a plane surface: it may come to rest anywhere. A fourth type is what we might 
call "created equilibrium," that is, arranging a disordered pile of pencils into a box 
by intelligent social engineering. 

The most important need is to give place in our hypothetical explanatory scheme to a 
rational recognition of the cumulation of forces. In one branch of social science, 
economics, these various types of equilibrium notions have lately been used with great 
advantage. The principle of cumulation has given us, for the first time, something which 
approaches a real theory of economic dynamics.I> ln Chapter 3, Section 7, we referred 
to the theory of the "vicious circle" as a main explanatory scheme for this inquiry into 
the Negro problem; the scheme reappears in c:very part of our book. The following 

• These equilibrium con~-epts have been used also as vehicles for introducing hidden valu
atione--i.e., bias---into research; see Appendix 2. Our interest in this appendix is directed 
only upon their usefulness as theoretical tools. To explain these other notions it is convenient 
to think in terms of analogies. Tbe stable equilibrium is like a hanging pendulum, unmov
ing, and with no tendency to move unless jolted. 

• For a simplified model of cumulative economic causation, see Gunnar Myrdal, Mon,eary 
Eg•ilibrium (1939), pp • .14 ff. 
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brief notel are intended to give an abstract darification of the theory and a pe.;:ctin 
on ICHDe of its future potentialities II a method of 10eial retearch. 

In considering the Negro problem in its most abstract aspect, let 111 conltract a much 
aimplified mental model of dynamic 10Cial causation. We 111ume in this model society 
of our imagination a white majority and a Negro minority. We ••ume, further, that 
the interrelation between the two groups is in part determined by a specific degree of 
"race prejudice" on the 1ide of the whitea, directed against the Negroea. We a11ume the 
"plane of living'' of the Negroes to be considerably lower than that of the whites. We 
take, as given, a mutual relationship between our two variables, and we assume this 
relatjonship to be of such a type that, on the one hand, the Negroes' plane of living 
i, kept down by discrimination from the aide of the whitee while, on the other hand, 
the white,' reason for discrimination is partly dependent upon the Negroes' plane of 
living. The Negroes• poverty, ignorance, superstition, slum dwellings, health deficiencies, 
dirty appearance, disorderly conduct, bad odor and criminality stimuJate and feed the 
antipathy of the whites for them. We assume, for the sake of simplicity, that society, 
in our abatract model, is in "balance" initially. By this we mean that conditions are 
static, that our two variables are exactly checking earh other: there is-under these static 
conditiona---juat enough prejudice on the part of the whites to lreep down the Negro 
plane of living to that level which maintains the specific: degree of prejudice, or the 
other way around. 

If now, in this hypothetically balanced state, for some reason or other, the Negro 
plane of living should be lowered, this will~ther things being equal-in its turn 
increase white prejudice. Such an increase in white prejudice has the effect of pressing 
down still further the Negro plane of living, which again will increase prejudice, and 
so on, by way of mutual interaction between the two variables, 11,J infinitum. A cumula
tive process is thus set in motion which can have final effects quite out of proportion to 
the magnitude of the original pubh. The push might even be withdrawn after a time, 
and still a permanent change will remain or even the process of change will continue 
without a new balance in sight. If, instead, the initial change had been such a thing as 
a gift from a philanthropist to raise the Negro plane of living, a cumulative movement 
would have started in the other direction, having exactly the same causal mechanism. 
The vicious circle works both ways. 

The Negroes' "plane of living'' is, however, a composite entity. Let us, while retain
ing our major assumptions, approach a more realistic conception by splitting up this 
quantity into components, assuming that the cumulative principle works also in their 
causative interrelations. Besides "relative absense of race prejudice on the side of whites," 
we introduce a number of variab!es: levels of "Negro employment," "wages," "housing," 
,.nutrition," "clothing," "health," "education," "stability in family relations," "man
ners," "cleanliness," ''orderlfneas,•• "trustworthiness," "law observance," "loyalty to 
aoc:iety at large," "absence of criminality" and so on. All these variable&--according to 
our hypotheaee--cumulate. In other words, we auume that a movement in any of the 
Negro variables in the direction toward the corresponding white levels will tend to 
decrease white prejudice. At the same time white prejudice is assumed to be, directly 
or indirectly, one of the causative factors effective in keeping the levels low for the 
severtl Negro variables. It is also our hypothesis that, on the whole, a rise in any 
1ingle one of the Negro variables will tend to raise all the other Negro van .. ole1 and 
th»a, .indirectly a, well a, directly, result in a cumulatively enforced e.ffect upan whites 
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prejudice, A riae in employment will tend to increaae earnings; raise atandards of living; 
and improve health, ed11Cation, manncn and law ob1ervancc and l'it;,i flillf"s11; a better 
education is assamcd to raise the chances of a higher aalaricd job, and c,i&1 ,•,rsa; and an 
all the way through our whole system of variables. Each of the secondary changes h11 its 
effect on white prejudice. 

If, in actual 10eial life, the dynamics of the causal relations between the various 
facton in the Negro problem ahould correspond to oar hypotheses, then--assuming 
again, for the aake of simplicity, an initially static state of balanced forces--any elllmge 
m ""' one of these f11etors, mdepm,Jenl of 1h11 fD"'J in whieh it is brought IIOOUI, will, 
/Jy the •ggr11g11111 weight of tlu eumulatiit,tJ tJff11cls f'Unning oacle tmJ forth oel'lQtJlltl 
tlum oil, start tktJ rDhole system m«ring in one direction or the other as the ca1e may 
be, with a speed depending upon the original pueh and the functions of causal inter• 
relation within the system. 

Our point is not simply that many forces arc "working in the same direction." 
Originally we assumed that there was a balance between these forces, and that . the 
system was static, until we introduced one push coming in at one point or the other, 
When the system starts rolling, it is true that 1h11 chang111 in the /orces--though not all 
the forces themselvet--Work in one direction; but this is becau~e the variables are 
assumed to be interlocked in such a causal mechanism that a change of any one causes 
the others to change in the sim,11 dirtJction, with a secondary effect upon the first variable, 
and 10 on. 

We may further notice that the "balance" assumed as initial status was not a stable 
equilibrium at all~f the type which is tacitly assumed in the notions of "maladjust
ment," "adjustment," "accommodation," "social lag"--and, further, that in our 
scheme of hypotheses there is not necessarily assumed to exist any new "balance," or 
"equilibrium," or "harmony," toward which the factors of the system "adjust" or 
"accommodate." In the utilization of this theoretical model on problems of actual aocial 
reality, the initial state of labile balance, which we assumed for simplicity in our demon
stration, will, of course, never be found. What we shall have to study are proce,ses of 
.rysttJms actually roll mg in the one direction or the other, systems which are constantly 
subjected to all sorts of pushes from outside through all the variables, and which are 
moving because of the cumulative effect of all these pushes and the interaction between 
the variables. 

The individual factors into which we split the Negroes' plane of living can, of coarse, 
be aplit again, and it is the purpose of scientific analysis to do so. The causal relations 
between the sub-factors, and between them and all other factors, will be assumed to be 
ruled by the same cumulative principle. White race prejudice, here assumed as the 
"cause" of discrimination, is not a solid and static factor. To begin with, it depends 
upon discrimination itself. If, for some reason-for example, the demand of the 
employer during a war emergency, or the ruling of a trade union-white workers 
actually come to work with Negroes as fellow workers, it has been experienced that 
prejudice will often adjust to the changed amount of discrimination. White prejudice 
itself can be split into a great number of beliefs and valuations; to a degree, both of 
these two types of facton are dependent upon each other, as we hinted at in Appendix ?, 

and, consequently, are under the rule of the cumulative principle. 
Throughout this treatise on the Negro problem the model of dynamic causation

and the implied akepticinn toward the idea of stable eqailibrium-ia kept steadily 
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in the back of oar mind. A main viewpoint in oar atady ot every single factor 
in the Negro problem ia thus ita interrelation with all other facton and their 
ewnulativc eHect upon the 1tatu1 of the Negro, The principle of cumlllation allowa 
ua to aee that there is sense in the general notion of the "atatus of the Negro." We 
should, indeed, have liked to present in our study a general index, year by year or at 
least decade by decade, as a quantitative expression of the movement of the entire 
system we are studying: the status of the Negro in America. Such an index would have 
about the ume significance as the general indices of production or prices or any other 
complex ayatems of interdependent variables. The index is an average. It should, for the 
wne principal reasons, have to be broken down for regions, classes, and items, 
and thia breaking down would have the same scientific function in an analysis. 
It would give quantitative precision to the concept of the general status of the 
Negro---a concept which, because of the cumulative principle, we cannot escape. 
And it ·alwaya clarifies our reasoning to be compelled to calculate a quantitative 
valae for a notion we use. Materials for such an index of (relative and absolute) Negro 
status arc, to a great extent, available, and the general theory of the index offers a 

methodological basis for its construction. But the work of constructing and analyzing a 
general index of Negro status in America amounts to a major investigation in itself, 
and we must leave the matter as a proposal for further research. 

Our chief task is to analyze the causal interrelation within the system itself as it works 
under the influence of outside pushes and the momentum of on-going processes within. 
The system ia much more complicated than appears from our abstract representation. To 
begin with, all factors must be broken down by region, social class, age, sex and so on, 
As what we are studying is a race relation, the number of combinations increases by 
multiples for each classification applied. White prejudice, for instance, varies not only 
with the status of the white man, but also with the Negro's social class and the field 
of Negro behavior in relation to which race prejudice is active. There arc also Negro 
prejudices in the system. 

Each factor has its peculiarities and irregularities. White prejudice, for instance, 
changes not only as a reaction to actual changes in Negro plane of living, but also to 
expectations of such changes. The latter reaction may be totally different from the 
former: a higher plane of Jiving among Negroes, when it is actually achieved, may be 
expected to effect a decrease of white prejudice, but the e:irpectation of it for the future 
might increase prejudice, particularly in the South (even if its long-run e.frects--when 
it actually comes-will be, as we have assumed, a decrease of prejudice). It is possible, 
finally, that certain social classes of white&--!lay poor whites in the South--even in the 
fairly long-range perspective will react with increased prejudice against the Negro's 
approaching the white man's status. 

The system thus becomes complicated, but the fundamental principle of cumulative 
causation remains. The scientific ideal is not only to define and analyze the factors, 
but to give for each one of them a measure of their actual quantitative strength in 
inB.uencing the other factors, as well as a measure of their ability to be influenced them
selves by outside forces. The time element becomes of paramount importance in these 
formulas. As we have exemplified for the factor of white prejudice, the effects might 
have diH'erent signs in the short and in the long run. Even when this is not the case, 
the dects will be spread differently along the time axis. A rise of employment, for 
iattuace, will almost immediately raise some standards of living, but a change in level.a 
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of education or health are slow to be achieved, and their efl'ects back on the other facton 
are in turn delayed, which slows up the whole process of cumulation. The system regu
larly develops under a great multitude of different outside pushes, primarily directed 
against almost every single factor. The actual pushes go in both directions, thus often 
tuming t/,- system arounJ on us a;riJ as it is rolling. Ideally, the scientific solution of 
the Negro problem should thus be given in the form of an interconnected series of 
quantitative equations, describing the movement of the actual system under various 
influences. That this complete, quantitative and truly scientific solution is far beyond 
the horizon does not need to be pointed out. But in principle it is possible to execute, 
and it remains as the scientific ideal steering our endeavors. 

Thia conception of a great number of interdependent factors, mutually cumulative 
in their effects, disposes of the idea that there is one predominant factor, a "basic factor." 
This idea--mainly in the form of a vague conception of economic determinism-has 
been widely accepted in the writings on the Negro problem during the last decade. 
As we see the methodological problem, this one-factor hypothesis is not only theoretically 
unclear but is contradicted by easily ascertainable facts and factual relations. Aa a 
ecientific approach it is narrow.• 

The theoretical system of dynamic social causation we have selected corresponds more 
closely to the practical man'a common-sense ideas about things than it does to the appre
hension of reality met in many scientific writings on the Negro problem. The social 
scicnti&t tends to rely too much on static notions and o priori to give too dominant a 
role to a "basic factor." The professional philanthropist, the Negro educator, the Negro 
trade unionist, the leaders of Negro defense organiz.ations like the N.A.A.C.P., the 
Urban League, or the Interracial Commi.&sion, and, indeed, the average well-meaning 
citizen of both colors, pragmatically applies this same hypothcsis,b To use once more 

• The usual economic one-factor theory is available in two extreme versions, depending 
upon the type of political teleology involved: (1) a radical Marxist version, where the 
expectation is an economic revolution which will change everything and even eradicate race 
prejudice; (2) a liberalistic version which does not expect an economic revolution and 
which-as the assumption is that no signi:ficant change can be brought about except by 
tackling the "basic factor," the economic system-is pessimistic about any type of induced 
change. There are all sorts of intermediary positions and also compromises toward recog
nizing that factors other than the economic one have some influence. But the one-factor 
theory always implies a fatalistic tendency and prevents a rational conception of interde
pendence and cumulative dynamic causation. See Appendix 2, Section 3. 

b The best formulation of our hypothesis available in the literature is, thus, to be found 
in a. book by a practical man writing without scientific pretensions but out of lifelong 
experiences: "There is a vicious circle in caste. At the outset, the despised group is usually 
inferior in certain of the accepted standards of the controlling class. Being inferior, members 
of the degraded caste are denied the privileges and opportuuities of their fellows and so are 
pushed still further down and then are regarded with tha.t much less respect, and therefore 
are more rigorously denied advantages, and so around and around the vicious circle. Even 
when the movement starts to reverse itself--as it most certainly has in the ease of the Negro 
-there is a desperately long unwinding as a slight increase in good will gives a little 
greater chance and this leads to a little higher accomplishment and that to increased respect 
and so slowly upward toward equality of opportunity, of regard, and of atatus." (Edwin R. 
Embree, Brown America [1931], p. 200.) To this it should only be added that even if the 
unwinding process is working with time lags so is the opposite movement. In spite of the 
time la.gs, the theory of the vicious circle is a cause rather for optimiun than for peuimiam. 
The cumulative principle works both WIJ'I, 
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Olar parallel from modern economic theory: when the ecoa.omiaca dmina the~ two 
deqdea abandoned the claical static equilibrium approach and went ahead to C0llltn1Ct 

a d7namic theory of cauaal interrelation, in a proceaa of change, what they actually did 
wu to apply the pragmatic notions of banken, bu1ineumen, and labor leaders and try 
to ty1tematize them. Thia revolutionized economic theory and had great importance for 
the 1cientific planning of economic policy. A rational strategy in the Negro problem also 
111ume1 a theory of dynamic causation.• 

• Some remarks on this problem are made in Chapter 3, Section 7. 
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The word AmeN&a is used as a synonym for continental United States. 
The word South ia not used cons1stentlv throughout the whole book, since various 

investigators upon whose work we have drawn have had variant definitions. In each 
CIL8e we have tried to m.iI-.e the defm1t1on clear by context or footnotes. In a sense the 
geographical boundaries of the South are "1deal-typical," and 1t 1s in this sense that 
we shall speak of the South when we are not using stat1st1cs. Some have stressed that 
there are many Souths, but in the Negro problem there are also reasons for speaking about 
one South. 

, •• 1£ it can be said there a.re many Souths, the fact remains that there 1s alao one South, 
That 11 to say, 1t IS easy to trace throughout the region (roughly delimited by the 
boundaries of the former Confeder.ite States of America, but shading over mto some of 
the border states, notably Kentucky, also) a fairly df'6.mte mental pattern, associated 
with a fairly definite social pattern-a complex of established relat1onslups and habits of 
thought, sentiments, preJudices, standards and values, and associations of ideas, which, 
1f 1t 11 not common strictly to every group of white people m the South, 1s still common 
in one appreciable measure or another, and m some part or another, to all but relatively 
neghg1ble ones.• 

The roughness of these ideal-typical boundaries for the South is suggested when we 
examine various criteria for defining the South, as in Table 1. When we use statistics, 
we refer either to the census defimt1on of the South (16 states and the Dutnct of 
Columbia) or to the school-segregat1on-law defimt10n ( 17 states and the D11,tnct of 
Columbia). These definitions differ solely bv the mclus1on of Missouri in the latter. 
Sometimes statistics for all these states are not a, ail able, and we are forced to use an 
aitifi.cially abbreviated definition but without pretenqe that this includes all of the 
South. 

The North is a residual term, compnsmg all states not in the South it thus includes 
all Western states m the historical period being d1scus~ed Sometimes, in order to call 
special attention to the Western statea, we speak of the "North and West." When we wish 
to restrict our discussion to the northeastern quadrant of the country, we speak of "the 
Northern states east of the Mississippi River " 

Many authors have defined different regions wstlun the South. When we cite them 
we use their definitions. When we use regional terms on our own authonty, we follow 
these definitions unless necessity forces us to specify other definttions Lower South, or 

• W. F. Cash, Tiu M,ntl of tlu South {1941) 1 p. viii. 
10'/I 
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Du-, Sou#h, includes Florida, Tens, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Loaiaiana, Arkansas, 
Oklahoma, and South Carolina; Upper Soutk includes North Carolina, Tennessee, and 
Virginia; Border 1ute1 include Kentucky, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, District 
of Columbia and aometimes Mi&&0uri. 

TABLE 1 

VAIUOUI DEFINITIONS or THE SOUTH 

State 

Oklahoma Choe- Not 
taw a 

Nation State 
Texas x 
Louisiana x 
Arkanau x 
Misailllippi X 
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A PARALLEL TO THE NEGRO PROBLEM 
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In every society there are at least two groups of people, besides the Negroes, who arc 
characterized by high social visibility expressed in physical appearance, dress, and patterns 
of behavior, and who have been "suppressed." We refer to women and children. Their 
present status, as well as their history and their problems 3n society, reveal striking 
similarities to those of the Negroes. In studying a special problem like the Negro 
problem, there is always a danger that one will develop a quite incorrect idea of its 
uniqueness. It will, therefor~ give perspective to the Negro problem and prevent 
faulty interpretations to sketch some of the important similarities between the Negro 
problem and the women's problem. 

In the historical development of these problem groups in America there have been 
much closer relations than is now ordinarily recorded. In the earlier common law, 
women and children were placed under the jurisdiction of the paternal power. When 
a legal status had to be found for the imported Negro servants in the seventeenth 
century, the nearest and most natural analogy was the status of women and children. 
The ninth commandment-linking together women, servants, mules, and other property 
--could be invoked, as well as a great number of other passages of Holy Scripture. We 
do not intend to follow here the interesting developments of the institution of slavery 
in America through the centuries, but merely wish to point out the paternalistic idea 
which held the slave to be a sort of family member and in some way-in spite of all 
differences-placed him beside women and children under the power of the pater
! RmiJias. 

There was, of course, even in tlie beginning, a tremendous difference both in actual 
status of these different groups and in the tone of sentiment in the respective relations. 
ln the decades before the Ci\·il War, in the conservative and increasingly antiquarian 
ideology of the American South, woman was elevated as an ornament and looked upon 
with pride, while the Negro slave became increasingly a chattel and a watd. The 
paternalistic construction came, however, to good service when the South had to build 
up a moral defense for slavery, and it is found everywhere in the apologetic literature 
up to the beginning of the Civil War. For illustration, some passages from Georg• 
Fitzhugh'• Soeiology for the South, published in 18 54, may be quoted as typical: 

The kind of slavery is adapted to the men enslaved. Wives and apprentices arc slave&; 
not in theory only, but often in fact. Children are slaves to their parents, guardians and 
teachers. Imprisoned culprits are slaves. Lunatics and idiots are slaves also.• 

A beautiful example and illustration of this kind of communism, is found in the 

"P. &6. 

1073 
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""' imtance of the Patriardt Abraham. Illa wives and hi. children, his men aervam and Im 
maid 111rv1111t1, hi, came1a and his cattle, were all equally hia propeny. He muld aacriic:e 
Isaac: or a ram, just aa he pleased. He loved and protected all, and all shared, if not 
equally, at leut fairly, in the products of their light labour. Who would not desire to 
have been a slave of that old Patriarch, atcm and deepotic u he waal ••• Pride, affection, 
1elf-intcrett, moved Abraham to protect, love and take care of his alaves. The same 
motives operate on all masters, and aecurc comfort, competency and protection to the 
slave. A man's wife and children arc hi, ,laves, and do they not enjoy, in common with 
him1elf, his property?" 

Other protagonists of slavery resort to the aome argument: 

In this country we believe that the general good requires us to deprive the whole 
female sex of the tight of eelf-government. They have no voice in the formation of the 
laws which dispose of their persons and property .••. We treat all minors much in the 
same way .••• Our plea. for all this is, that the good of the whole is thereby most effectu
ally promoted ..•. b 

Significant manifestations of the result of this dispositi~n [on the part of the Abolition
ists] to consider their own light a surer guide than the word of God, are visible in the 
anarchical opinions about human governments, civil anct ecclesiastical, and on the rights 
of women, which have found appropriate advocates in the abolition publications .••• If 
our women are to be emancipated from subjection to the law which God has impoaed 
upon them, if they are to quit the retirement of domestic life, where they preside in stillness 
over the character and destiny of society; ••• if, in studied insult to the authority of God, 
we arc to renounce in the marriage contract all claim to obedience, we shall soon have a 
country over which the genius of Mary Wolstonecraft would delight to preside, but from 
which all order and all virtue would speedily be banished. There is no form oi human 
excellence before which we bow with profounder deference than that which appears in a 
delicate woman, ••• and there is no deformity of human chara.cter from which we turn 
with deeper loathing than from a woman forgetful of her nature, and clamourous for the 
vocation and rights of men.• 

••. Hence her [Miss Martineau•s] wild chapter about the ''Rights of Women," her 
groans and invectives because of their exclusion from the offices of the state, the right of 
suHrage, the exercise of political authority. In all this, the error of the declaimer consists 
in the very first movement of tbe mind. "The Rights of Women" may all be conceded to 
the aex, yet the rie-hts of mm withheld from them, 4 

The parallel goes, however, considerably deeper than being only a structural part in 
the defense ideology built up around alavery. Women at that time lacked a number of 
rights otherwise belonging to all free white citizens of full age. 

So chivalrous, indeed, was the ante-bellum South that its women were granted acarcely 
any rights at all. Everywhere they were subjected to political, legal, educational, and 
social and economic restrictions. They took no part in governmental affairs, were without 

"lbiil., p. 297. 
• Charles Hodge, "The Bible Argument on Slavery," in E, N. Elliott (editor), Collon 

Is King, and Pro-Sltmery Arguments (1860), pp. 859-860. 
• Albert T. Bledaoe, An Essay on Lib•ty llflll Suwery (1857), pp. :u3-:u5. 
11 W. Gilmo.n, Simms, "The Morals of Slavery," in Tiu Pro..Sltmery .4rgummt (1853), 

p. 148. See al:10 Simms' "Address on the Occasion of the Inauguration of the Spa.rtanburg 
Female College," August u, 1855. 
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lepl rfchta over their property or the guardiamhip of their children, were denied 
adequate educational facilities, and were excluded from busine11 and the profellion,.• 

The same was very much true of the rest of the country and of the rest of the world. 
But there was an especia1ly close relation in the South between the subordination of 
women and that of Negroes. This is perhaps best expressed in a comment attributed 
to Dolly Madison, that the Southern wife was "the chief slave of the harem."b 

From the very beginning, the fight in America for the liberation of the Negro alave, 
wu, therefore, closely coordinated with the fight for women's emancipation. It is inter
eating to note that the Southern states, in the early beginning of the political emancipa
tion of women during the fint decades of the nineteenth century, had led in the grant
ing of legal rights to women. This was the time when the South was still the stronghold 
of liberal thinking in the period leading up to and fo1lowing the Revolution. During 
the same period, the South was also the region where Abolitionist 10cieties flourished, 
while the North was uninterested in the Negro problem. Thereafter the two move
ments developed in close interrelation and were both gradually driven out of the South. 

The women suffragists received their political education from the Abolitionist move• 
ment. Women like Angelina Grimke, Sarah Grimke, and Abby Kelly began their 
public: careers by speaking for Negro emancipation and only gradually came to fight for 
women's rights. The three great suffragists of the nineteenth century--;-Lucretia Mott, 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Susan B. Anthony-first attracted attention as ardent 
campaignen for the emancipation of the Negro and the prohibition of liquor. The 
women's movement got much of its public support by reason of its affiliation with the 
Abolitionist movement: the leading male advocates of woman suffrage before the Civil 
War were such Abolitionists as William Lloyd Garrison, Henry Ward Beecher, Wendell 
Phillips, Horace Greeley and Frederick Douglass. The women had nearly achieved their 
aims, when the Civil War induced them to suppress all tendencies distracting the federal 
government from the prosecution of the War. They were apparently fully convinced 
that victory would bring the su.ffrage to them as well as to the Negrocs.c 

The Union's victory, however, brought disappointment to the women suffragists. The 
arguments "the Negro's hour" and "a political necessity" met and swept aside all their 
arguments for leaving the word "male" out of the 14th Amendment and putting "sex" 
alongside "race" and "color" in the 15th Amc:ndment.4 Even their Abolitionist friend, 

•tirginiua Dabney, Liberalism in the Soutl, (1932), p. 361. 
• Cited in Harriet Martineau, Soci•ty m America {1842, first edition 1837), Vol. II, p. h, 
• Carrie Chapman Catt and Nettie Rogen Shuler, Womim Suffrage and Politics (19:13), 

pp. 32 II. 
• The relevant sections of the 14th and 15th Amendments to the Constitution are (under

lining ours): 
14th Amendment 

S•ction 2. Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States according to 
their reapcctive numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each State, excluding 
Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at any election for the choice of Electora 
for President and Vice President of the United States, Representatives in Coner~ the 
e:nc:utive and judicial officers of a State, or the members of the Legislature then:of, is 
denied to auy of the male inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one yean of age, and 
citizens of the United States, or in any way abridged, except for participation in rebellion, 
or other crime, the basis of representation therein shall be reduced in the proportioa 
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tamed on them, and the Republican party ahied away from them. A few Democrats, 
really not in favor of the extension of the suffrage to anyone, aought to make political 
capital out of the women'• demands, and said with Senator Cowan of Pennaylvania, "If 
1 have no reason to oft'er why a Negro man shall not vote, 1 have no reason why a 
white woman ahall not vote." Charges of being Democrats and traitors were heaped on 
the women leaders. Even a few Negroes, invited to the women's convention of January, 
I 869, denounced the women for jeopardizing the black man's chances for the vote. 
The War and Reconstruction Amendment, had thus sharply divided the women's 
problem from the Negro problem in actual politics.a The deeper relation between the 
two will, however, be recognized up till this day. Du Bois' famous ideological manifesto 
Tiu Souls of Bla&le Fol/I> is, to mention only one example, an ardent appeal on behalf 
of women's interests as well as those of the Negro. 

This close relation is no accident, The ideological and economic forces behind the 
two movements--the emancipation of women and children and the emancipation of 

which the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number of male citizens 
twenty-one years of age in such State. 

15th Amendment 
Section ,. The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or 
abridged by the United State, or by any State on account of race, color or prmous con
dition of SllfTJ;tutle. 
1 While there was a definite affinity between the Abolitionist movement and the woman 

suffrage movement, there was al10 competition and, perhaps, antipathy, between them that 
widened with the years. Al early as 1833, when Oberlin College opened its doors to women 
-the first college to do so-the Negro men students joined other men students in protesting 
(Catt and Shuler, op. cit., p. 13). The Anti-Slavery Convention held in London in 1840 
refused to aeat the women delegate~ from America, and it was on this instigation that the 
first women's rights convention "'as called (ihitl., p. 17). After the passage of the 13th, 
14th, and 15th Amendments, which gave legal rights to Negroes but not to women, the 
women's movement split off completely from the Negroes' movement, except for such a 
thing as the aupport of both movements by the rare old liberal, Frederick Douglass. An 
expression of how far the two movements had separated by 1903 was given by one of the 
leaders of the women's movement at that time, Anna Howard Shaw, in answer to a question 
po1ed to her at a convention in New Orleans: 

"'What is your purpose in bringing your convention to the South? Is it the desire of 
suffragists to force upon us the social equality of black and white women? Polftical 
equality lays the foundation for social equality. If you give the ballot to women, won't 
you make the black and white woman equal politically and therefore lay the foundation 
for a future claim of social equality?' •.• 

"I read the question aloud. Then the audience called for the answer, and I gave it in 
these words, quoted as accuntely as I can remember them· 

" 'If political equality is the basis of social equality, and if by granting political 
equality you lay the foundation for a claim of social equality, I can only answer that you 
have already laid that claim. You did not wait for woman suffrage, but disfranchised both 
your black and white women, thus making them politically equal. But you have done more 
than that. You have put the ballot into the hands of your black men, thus making them 
the political 1uperiors of your white women. Never before in the history of the world 
have men made former slaves the political maeters of their former mistresscs !"' (T/,e 
Story of a Pion11• f191~]. pp. 311-312,.) 
II 1903, 
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Negroes--have much in common and are cl01ely interrelated. Paternalism was a pre• 
industrial scheme of life, and was gradually becoming broken in the nineteenth century. 
Negroes and women, both of whom had been under the yoke of the paternalistic syatem, 
were both strongly and fatefully inB.uenced by the Industrial Revolution. For neither 
group is the readjustment process yet consummated. Both are still problem groups. The 
women's problem is the center of the whole compl~ of problems of how to reorganize 
the institution of the family to fit the new economic and ideological basis, a problem 
which is not aolved in any part of the Western world unless it be in the Soviet Union or 
Palestine. The family problem in the Negro group, as we find when an:,Jyzing the 
Negro family, has its special complications, centering in the tension and conflict between 
the external patriarchal system in which the Negro was confined as a slave and his own 
family structure. 

As in the Negro problem, most men have accepted as self•evident, until recently, the 
doctrine that women had inferior endowments in most of those respects which carry 
prestige, power, and advantages in society, but that they were, at the same time, superior 
in some other respects. The arguments, when arguments were used, have been about the 
same: smaller brains, scarcity of geniuses and so on. The study of women's intelligence 
and personality has had broadly the same history as the one we record for Negroes. 
As in the case of the Negro, women themselves have often been brought to 
believe in their inferiority of endowment. As the Negro was awarded his "place" in 
society, so there was a "woman's pla1.c:." In both cases the rationalization was strongly 
believed that men, in confining them to this place, did not act against the true interest 
of the subordinate groups. The myth of the "contented women," who did not want 
to have suffrage or other civil rights and equal opportunities, had the same social function 
as the myth of the "contented Negro." In both cases there was probably-in a static 
sense--often some truth behind the myth. 

As to the character of the deprivations, upheld by law or by social conventions and 
the pressure of public opinion, no elaboration will here be made. As important and 
mustrative in the comparison, we shall, however, stress the conventions governing 
woman's education. There was a time when the most common idea w.is that she was 
better off with little education. Later the doctrine developed that she should not be 
denied edul·ation, but that her education should be of a special type, fitting her for 
her "place" in society and usually directed more on training her hands than her brains. 

Political franchise was not granted to women until recently. Even now there are, in 
all countries, great difficulties for a woman to attain public ofli.ce. The most important 
disabilities still affecting her status are those barring her attempt to earn a living and 
to attain promotion in her work. As in the Negro's case, there are certain "women's 
jobs," traditionally monopolized by women. They arc regularly in the low salary bracket 
and do not offer much of a career. All over the world men have used the trade unions 
to keep women out of competition. Woman's competition has, like the Negro's, been 
particularly obnoxious and dreaded by men because of the low wages women, with their 
few earning outlets, are prepared to work for. Men often dislike the very idea of having 
women on an equal plane as co•workers and competitors, and usually they find it even 
more ''unnatural" to work under women. White people generally hold similar attitudes 
toward Negroes. On the other hand, it is said about women that they prefer men aa 
bosses u,d do not want to work under another woman. Negroes often feel the aame way 
about working under other Ne!?roes. 



... 

1n penonal relatiom 1rith l,c,th wom~ and Negroes, white men genenlly prefer a 
leas profeaional and more human relation, actually a more patemaliatic and pro
tective position-eomewhat in the nat_ure of patron to client in Roman timea, and 
like the corresponding strongly paternalistic relation of later feudalism. Aa in Germany 
it ja aid that every gentile has his pet Jew, so it i1 said in the South that every white 
has hu "pet nigger," or-in the upper strata--eeveral of them. We sometimes marry 
the pet woman, carrying out the paternalistic achemc. But even if we do not, we tend to 
deal kindly with her as a client and a ward, not as a competitor and an equal. 

In clraw.ing a parallel between the position o{, and feeling toward, women and Negroea 
we are uncovering a fundamental basis of our culture. Although it ia changing, ataviatic 
elements sometimes unexpectedly break through even in the most emancipated indi
vidual,. The similarities in the women's and the Negroes' problems are not accidental. 
They were, aa we have pointed out, originally determined in a paternalistic order of 
aociety. The problems remain, even though paternalism ia gradually declining aa an 
ideal and i1 losing its economic b11i1. In the nnal analysis, women are still hindered in 
their competition by the function of procreation; Negroes are laboring under the yoke 
of the doctrine of unassimilability which has remained although slavery is abolished. 
The aeeond barrier is actually much stronger than the tint in America today. But the first 
is more eternally ineiorable.• 

• Alva Myrdal, Nation and Family ( 19,p), Chapter :n, "One Sex a Social Problem," 
pp. 398-42.6. 
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PRE-WAR CONDITIONS OF THE NEGRO WAGE 

EARNER IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES AND 

OCCUPATIONS• 
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l, GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NEGRO Jo»s 

Many of the generalizations made in Chapter 1 3 will be corroborated in this Appendix 
by data on conditions in particular lines of work. The selection of industries and occu
pations that we shall use may be somewhat arbitrary. The reason is that we do not 
intend to give anything like an exhaustive description; our purpose is rather to empha
size the fact that general industrial trends, race prejudice, and other factors have worked 
out somewhat differently for different industries and oetupations, For that reason, we 
need include only examples on how the Negro has fared in different types of cases,b 
On the one hand, there are the so-called "Negro jobs," i.e., those industries in which, 
as far as the South is concerned, most of the workers are Negro. On the other hand, there 
are those industries which, even in the South, have only a minority of Negro workers. 
Finally, there are industries which are exclusively or almost exclusively for whites.c 

• The subsequent "case studies" are based, mainly, on a previously cited series of unpub
lished research memoranda on 11Negro Labor and Iu Problems," prepared by and under the 
direction of Paul H. Norgren. He was assisted by Lloyd H. Bailer (automobile1), James 
Healy (lumber), Herbert R. Northrup (tobacco and long1hore work) and Arnold M. R01e 
(aervice induatries exclusive of domestic service and alaughtering and meat packing). Most 
of the data on the Negro in domestic service have been drawn from a memorandum by 
Gladys L. Palmer ("A Memorandum Report on Negroes in Domestic Service") which was 
worked out in conjunction with this series. For more recent injormation, we have depended 
in part on an unpublished doctor's thesis by Herbert R. Northrup, "Negro Labor and 
Union Policies in the South" (Harvard University), in which certain parts of Dr. Norgren's 
materials have been supplemented and brought forward to the beginning of 194z. 

{Editor's Note: Since Dr. Myrdal's book went to pre•, Dr. Northrup has rewritten his 
thesia for publication by Harper & Brothen under the title, Organiutl Labor anti tlu Negro.) 

~ The length of each section, for the same reason, is not determined by the actual impor
tance to the Nerro of the various lines of work. 

• Obviously there are no distinct borderlines between these various groups. There are no 
Negro jobs in the sense that the Negro, at least in the South, has a complete job monopoly 
in certain occupations. On the other hand, when Negroes do compete with white workers in 
"non-Negro jobs," there is usually some concentration of Negroes in certain specific occu
pations. Even industries excluding Negroes may use Negroes exclusively for work carrying 
a social stigma ( charwomen, toilet attendants). The question of what occupations should 
be considered as Negro jobs is to be answered somewhat differently depending upon what 
kind of occupational or industrial classification is used for the analysis. An enumeration o>f 
"Negro jobs," for these reasons, must be arbitrary to some extent. 
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E'fen those thould be considered, for it ia just as important to find out why the.Negro 
llll failed to gain a foothold in a particular industry as it is to describe his condition 
in occupations where he has been allowed to work. 

Table r shows the industries in which significant numbers of Negroes are employed. 
A reference to it, as each of the specific indun-ries i, taken up, will serve to give basic 
facts relevant to the discussion and to place the industry under consideration in per
epective. 

We intend to begin with the "Negro jobs," in which the bulk of the Negro workers 
are concentrated. Those segregated or semi-segregated occupations in which, as far as the 
· South is concerned, one-half or more of the workers arc Negro, include the following 
principal groups: domestic service; home laundering; certain other service occupations; 
home sewing; lumber milling; turpentine farming and distilling; fertilizer manu
facturing; unskilled work in building construction; maintenance-of-way work on rail
roads; longshore work; delivery and messenger work; work as helpers and laborers in 
atores; unskilled work in blast furnaces and steel rolling mills; tobacco rehandling and 
other unskilled work in tobacco factories.• To this list could be added two traditionally 
Negro jobs which have been expanding rapidly since 1910, but in such a way that the 
Negroes have gained less than the whites, so that their share in the employment has been 
cut to less than one-half. These are unskilled work in building, repairing, and main
tenance of roads, streets, and sewers; and work as teamsters, truck drive~s and so forth. 
In the South, the proportion of Negro workers in these occupations, by 1930, was 42 
and 32 per cent, respectively.b It is apparent that motorization was the cause both of ·the 
increase in total numbers thus occupied and of its growing attractiveness to white labor. 
As we shall find, there is a similar development under way in some of the other "Negro 
job" industries as well. In other such industries, Negroes have been able to maintain 
their traditional position, at least up until 1930. 

Virtually all these "Negro job" industries have the common feature that they are 
.regarded as undesirable from one or several viewpoints. Many of them carry a social 
·stigma, particularly in the South, where they tend to be despised not only because they 
are located at the bottom of the occupational ladder, but also because of the very fact 
that they are traditionally "Negro jobs." The average wage level is low; in the South 
it tends to be even lower in relation to what is paid for skilled work than it is in the 
North. Most of the male Negro jobs call for outdoor work. They are usually 

• , , characterized by a much greater degree of int~rmittency in employment than most 
white jobs in the South ••.. Thus, all of the outdoor occupations are subject to frequent 
''layoffa" in rainy weather, Winter cold curtails employment in turpentine extraction and, 
to some extent, also in building work; and seasonal variations in demand seriously affect 
work opportunities in lumber and fertilizer production, Business depressions infringe far 
more heavily on the lumber and construction industries than on textiles, garment-making, 
and most of the other southern industry-sectors where whites hold the bulk of the jobs. 

Moreover, several of the Negro jobs are characterized 

• • • by a high degree of physical and psychological disutility. Practically all of the 
occupations .are "day labor" jobs, involving long and strenuous muscular exertion, 

• Fi,fumll, Cnrsus of the United States: 1930. Population, Vol. 41 Table 11 of state 
tables. See alao Thirteenth Census of the United States: 1910, Population, Vol. 41 pp. 434-

534,o .. , __ 
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TABLE 1 

I08r 

NoxAOUCULTVRAL INDUSTRIES AND SERVICE GROUPS HA.vtJIO 

15,000 N1aao Wou.&as OR Mout: 1930 

Number of Negro 
Workers, 1930 
(in thousands) 

Ind~and 
Service Group• 

The The North 
South and West 

PONJIVY a6 
Coal IDlnea 58 
BuRding industn, 11, 
Chemical and allied indus-

tries 48 
Pertilizerfacwries 17 
CiPI' and tobacco factories 34 
Clay, slasa and awne indua-

trlea 311 
Qothing industries 35 
Siait. coat, and oftr&ll fac-

tories IS 
Poocl and al\ied induotriea 57 Sia= and packing 

18 
Iron, steel, vehicle and ma-

chin~ industries 177 
Automobile factories 26 
Blast fumaces and ateel 

rollin2 mills 5
1
3 

Car ancf railroad shops 6 
Llmlber and furniture in-

duatries 139 
Saw and J>laning mills u4 
Pal"'!, printins and allied 

industries 17 
Tutile industries 26 
Cotwn DUlla 16 
Miacellaneoua manufactur-

ing industriea 141 
Independent hand trades 28 
TUl]>elltine farms and dis-

tilleries 33 
Construction and mainte-

nance of roads, atreeta, 
Hwers and bridges 64 

0a.,r:,r:;.t~:r:1ai:~= 
Poatal service 1j 
Steam railroads 163 
Truck transfer and cab 

companies 41 
Water transportation" 45 
Wholesale and retail trades, 

e:scept automobiles- 19a 
Public service (not else-

where clalsified)' 62 
Recreation and amusement 35 
Othor professional and HOU· 

profeasiOflAI aerviceo 138 
Hotels, restaurants, board-

ing hou- :128 
Laundriea and cleaning, 

dyeina and prNainr shops 78 
Other domeatic and per-

101181 aervicel I, 174 

b 
JI 

5 

69 
l 

132 
ua 

8 
:n 
15 

100 
19 

b 

19 
6 

105 

b 
b 

lat 

38 
16 

103 

124 

43 

806 

I 
12 
84 

It 
3 

14 
24 

b 
26 

13 

108 
23 

38 
b 

7 
a 

9 
5 
I 

41 
9 

b 

16 

25 
12 
58 

b 
b 

71 

24 
10 

35 

104 

35 

J68 

NelJl'O 
Worters 
as per
cent of 

All 
Workers, 

l!IJO 

13,3 
8.4 
7.0 

7,7 
60-4 
2:1-9 

11,2 

5-4 
4.0 

8.5 
7,2 

16.J 
a5,1 

1,2 
2,1 
3.p 

6.7 
7.8 

75.2 

14.1 

10-4 
6.3 

10,3 

8,5 
15.0 

3.6 

5.9 
7.p 

4,7 

r6,8 

18.6 

38.6 

Per cent 
P~o.les 
Amon11 

~c:.. 
l!IJO 

l.2 
,l 
,I 

I,!) 
.7 

54.0 

2.6 
48.0 

16.7 
20,8 

7.6 

l,O 
1.1 

.6 

.8 

2-4 
1-4 

12.3 
24-4 
18.0 

21-4 
76,2 

-!I 

-s 
-4 

3,3 
1.1 

.6 

.7 

8-4 

5.6 
16.0 

48.1 

46-4 

65.3 

83.6 

Number of Worlairs 
in 1030 to NUTAber 
of Workers in 1111 o 

XIOO 

All Nem, 
Worken Worken 

10!) 
I03 
IOI 

270 
ao, 
11 

IOI 
116 

82 
161) 

187 

183 
606 

155 
174 

108 
97 

161 
132 
t18 

120 
42 

JU 

l!ll 

b 
167 
101 

131 
135 

150 

100 
143 
77 

a41 
220 
135 

101 
303 

158 
278 

34!1 

368 
4,551 

l!)l 
368 

no 
101 

301 
231 
226 

114 
53 

103 

174 

b 
301 
1'15 

!II 
1311 

158 

•at 
0 

b 

h 

b 

Sorweu: F"k""h Cmsvs of lhe Unil•d Stale.: l()Jo, Populalion, Vol. 3, Part 1, p, 23, aad Vol. S, pp. 
t.08-S!l-7, Thirt1enln Cmsiu of 1/ie United Slates: 1p10, Pot,ulalwr,, Vol, 4, pp, 301-433, 
' • Heterogeneoua aub-groups, such as "other 1_ron and 1teel and machinery facwriea,'' are not li1111d,..., 
wben t.bey bad more than 15,000 Nesro worker& m 1930. 

b Data not available. 
• Includea ao,ooo Negro aeamatreAel. 

d Laraest sroul! of Negro workers were longshoremen and atevedoru (35,000). 
• Includes truck drivers delivery men laborers, porters, and luilpers in 1tore1 (100,000 Ne,ro W01bn) 
1 Laraest: group of Negr~ .,..orkera was 

0

32,000 "other laboren." 
• Includes 25,000 Negro clergymen and 54,000 Negro school teachers. 
• !1ipre available only for laundries: all .,..orkero-1911; Negro workers-395, 
I Large,t IP'OUP9 of Negro workers were: cooks (206,000); other aervaDta (494,000): bome launderen ud 

JallDdnaiea (270,000). 



toll ,;.. 
maally in the form of •identical motiom," CDDthnlOlllly npeatecl. The high nbjectlw 
uadeairability of aacla workt u compared with evea the malt monotono111 factory produc
tion-machine job, is univenally acknowledged. In addition, there are other "diaagree-, 
ahlenas facton'' 4ttached to the conditions of work in particular Nern, jobs which pu,h 
them even farther down in the utility ecale. In logging it ie chieBy risk of accident and 
cilaeaN1 in awmill,, accident risk and noiae1 in fertilizer plants, dQSt and diaagreeable 
odon1 in road comtruction, excessive exposure to the elemente, and so on.• 

Ax A.Mu.1CAx D!LDIMA 

Before we go farther in our description of the male "Negro jobs" we should con
sider the one occupation which is most important of all to the nonfann female Negro: 
domestic service. 

2. DoM:unc SERVICE 

The range of job opportunities, as previously stated, is more limited for Negro 
women than for Negro men. There is a similar sex differential in the white population, 
but the hardship worked on Negro women is much more pronounced. We have already 
emphasized the fact that, in 1930, as many as J ,J 50,000 Negro women earned their 
living as workers in domestic service and other service industries. This means that only 
one in seven of all Negro female workers gainfully occupied in nonagricultural pursuits 
worked in manufacturing, commerce, trade or any other nonservice occupation. The 
largeat group among the female Negro service worker& consisted of those employed by 
private households. They numbered 690,000 and thus constituted somewhat more than 
half of all Negro female worken in nonagricultural pursuits, Including males, there were 
about 750,000 Negroes working as servants of private families, which means that almost 
40 per cent of all workers in this field were Negro.b It was much lower, however, for 
certain groups of higher and "intermediate" servants like "housekeepers and stewards" 
(8 per cent) and "nurses, not trained" (u per cent) than for cooks and other house
hold servants, of which almost half were Negro. 

About two-thirds of the Negro servants reside in the South and one-third in the North 
and Weat,c The South had shown an increase of over 40 per cent from 1910 to 1930, 

but outside the South there were between two and three times moro Negro servants 
in 1930 than in 1910. Indeed, more than half the total increase occurred in the North 
and the West.4 There were seven Northern states, where one-fourth or more of the 

• Paul H. Norgren and Associates, "Negro Labor and its Problems," unpublished manu-
1Cript prepared for this study (1940), Part 1, pp. 6-7. 

• U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negro,s;,, ti,, Unit,tl States: .1920-1932, pp. 303 and 3:&5• 
326. See also Fifumtl, ClftlW of tM Unihl Stales: 1930, Population, Vol. 5; pp. 4u-587. 
It i1 aomewhat diflicult to ascertain which eervice worken can be considered as employee, of 
private households. The following groups were included in the figure cited in the text: 
cooks, other servants, houaekeepen, and stewards which were not employed by hotels, 
restaurants, etc., and nunes (not trained). 

• The ce111111 definitions of North, South and West are used throughout this Appendix. 
• Fif11,ml, Cmsus of ti,, Unil1,J S,at,s; 19301 Po,pulllJion, Vol. 41 State Table 115 Negroes 

in W Uniutl Stat,s: 1920-1932, pp. 303-309; and Thirtemth Cmsus of th, Unit,tl s,,,,111: 
1910, Population, Vol. 4, pp. 434-534. The comparison is not quite exact. In the fint place 
the Census deaignation "aervanta,, includes not only employees in private families but also 
cooka, maids, etc. {but not waiters and waitresses), in hotels, restaurants, eating places and 
lodcing housea; housekeepers and nurses, on the other hand, are not included. Second, data 
for 1910 and 1930 are not quite comparable. 
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llffml11 ,wire Negro. The percentage of Negroes waa mll higher in the South J 
in ten states it was 8 5 per cent or more, and th.ere were four Southern ltltet 
.vhere only one aervant out of twenty wu a white penon. 

The gain in employment of Negro servants in private families, which may have 
amounted to more than 300,000 new jobs, was due to several facton. One wu the 
enlargement of the market for the Negro domestic aervant brought about by the north
;ward migration of Negroe•, and the simultaneous decline in the number of young 
immigrant girls in the North. A second was a general expansion in the field. It has been 
estimated that the total number of domeatic workers in private families has increased 
by about one-third from 1910 to 1930.• It seems that but a small part of this increase 
wu for white workers; most of the expansion was a Negro gain.b 

It should be noted, however, that this general expansion was only half as great, pro
portionally, as the increase in number of nonfarm families.e This circumstance should 
be considered, for it may serve as a warning against any exaggerated hopes that the 
Negroes, even if they fail to get a real place in other parts of the nonagricultural econ
omy, can alway, be assured of having an increasing number of job opportunities as 
servants to private families. True, we have reason to assume that the increase in the 
number of nonfarm families will continue for a long time and that there will be a 
smaller number of white girls willing to work as domestics. If the Negro population 
becomes more dispersed over the entire North and West-which probably will happen 
gradually, but only in so far as some jobs can be found also for Negro men-this, too, 
will increase the opportunities for Negro domestics. Y ct, it should ne\·er be overlooked 
that the proportion of families having full-time servants is probably shrinking, owing 
to a number of factors: smaller number of children; higher wages for domestics; 
mechanization of home work and increased use of processed foods; transfer of service 
work from homes to specialized service establishments. These trends will limit the job 
opportunities for Negro women particularly where they now have a near-monopoly on 
this kind of work. As for the North and the West, we should not take it for granted 
that the chances of Negro domestics will increase in exact proportion to the difficulties 
of finding white workers. Many housewives outside the South have a prejudice against 
using Negro women in their homes, partly because they believe them to be less depend
able, partly because they shun the contact with an alien race. It is quite probable that 
the opening up of a public discussion on venereal diseases during recent years haa increased 
the reluctance of many white women to have colored help. Those who do use Negro 
domestics are increasingly insisting on "health cards." The prevalence of such attitudes 
has never been adequately studied, but we have reason to assume that such attitudes con-· 

• David Weintraub and Harry Magdoft", ''The Service Industries in Relation to Employ
ment Trends," Econometrica (October, 1940), p. 304. These a11thors made these computa
tions from data in Daniel Carson, assisted by Henriette Liebman, LtJbor Su,p,ply and Em,ploy
fMfll, Preliminary Statemmt of Estimates Pr1par1tl tmd Methods U11.l, W.P.A. National 
Reaearch Project (November, 1939). 

11 At this writing there are no data on household servants available from the 1940 Cen1u1 
which could be compared with those in the 1930 Census. It seems, however, that the propor
tion of Negroes among the domestic workers in the South bu been declining (see Chapte1 
13, Table 3). 

• There were about 14,000,000 nonfarm families in 1910 and over 23,000,000 in 1930. 
(Fifumtn CHIIUS of th# Umud Suus: 1930, Po,puta,;o,., Vol. 61 p. I 1.) 
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1titate • factor of ac,me ngnificance. The depraaion of the 'thirtiea aeeme to laave broaght 
about a great decline in homehold employment. A survey of aubacriben to ForttllU 
magazine revealed that half the families who had had a aervant in 1933 had none in 
1938.• 

It mast be conaidered that the market for domeatic service ia much more restricted 
in the North and Weat than it ia in the South. According to the Study of Consumer 
Purdwea for 1935-1936, no less than 61 per cent of the nonrelief white families in a 
sample of Southeastem villages had some expenditure for household help. For a ample 
of small cities in the North Central region, on the other hand, the correapanding pro
portion wu only :u per cent, and it was but 17 per cent for a group of villages in the 
Middle Atlantic and North Central areas.b Large cities also show a similar differential 
between the South and the rest of the country. It is particularly interesting to find that, 
in the South, among families with an income of less than $1,000, or even less than 
$500, there is a significant number who have domestics (Table 2). Among well-to-do 

TABLE 1 

PE&CBNT.&CE OF NoNllELIEr WHITE FAMILIEs, 1w SELECTED IN'COME Gaours, Wso HAD 
ExPENDITUU FOil HouHHOLD HELP: 1935-1936 

Middle 
North Atlantic 

South- Central and North 
Income Atlanta New York Chicago eastern small Central 
group villages cities villages 

' 500- 749 8 13 4 8 
750- 999 10 39 7 9 

1,000-1,149 17 3 s 57 JO II .......... 
1,000-2,499 51• 21 15• 80 34 19 

·········· S ,000-,,4991, 99 89 78 IOO 89 70 

Soweu: Bureau of Labor Statlatica, St•tly '![, Cm, .. ,,..,. P•rrlouu, "Palll!!y Ezpenditure in Chicago, 
!935-~6" (Ip30), Bulletin No, 642, Vol. 2, p. 35;' Family Expendit,ire in New York City, 1935-36" (ll)JQ), 
Bulletin No. 643, Vol. 2, p. 3~; "Family E,g,enditure in nu- Soutbaatem Citi•, 1935-36" (194_0), Bulletin 
No. 647,_Vol. 2, p. 31), and United States Department of Agriculture, Famil.JII E:J<pendi4•r• Jar HOJUoni and 
Ho,uclooltl Of>e,al.,,,., Miscellaneous Publication No. 432, Urban and Village Seriea (r1141), pp. 50-51, 

• Approiumato ii1111re. 
• Por tbe ibree laat columns: Ss,000-11,m, 

families in the South, the practice of having hired help is almost universal. In the North 
and West, on the other hana, there are quite a few households in the lligher income 
brackets which get along without any servants, and it is extremely rare that low income 
families have any expenditures for outside assistance in their homes. Moreover, it aeema 
that in the South, oftener than elsewhere, servants are hired on a full-time basis. 
According to the aatnples for small cities and villages, half the Northem families having 

• "The Seryqt Problem," Fortun,, March, 1938, p. 114 Thia figure and other referellCCI 
ir. this section to the Fortune article an quoted by permission of Fort11n11 ma.gazine. 

1, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Family EJCpmJitur, for Housing and Hou11holtl o,,,....., Miaccllaneoua Publication No. 43::i, Urban and Village Series (1941), pp. 50-51. 
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aenmts hired them for only a few houn a day, or a few days a week, but in the Scmth 
more than two-thirds of theae families had full-time domestia.• 

These findings are highly significant. They confirm the imprcBBion that there is a limit 
to further increases in the employment of Negro domestics. In the South, where such 
a large part of the demand comes from familiea in the middle, or even lower, income 
groups, the situation must be characterized as unstable. Any decline in family income or 
any improvement in working conditions that add to the expense of having a aervant 
may actually bring about a curtailment of the job opportunities for servants. And it is 
particularly in the South that the working conditions for domestics need to be improved. 
According to the previously quoted village and small city samples from the Consumer 
Purchases Study, casl,. wages for domestics showed a marked tendency to be low when 
the income of the family they worked for was ]ow.b 

By and large, domestic work is a low wage industry. The estimates of the state employ
ment offices, for instance (Table 3), indicate that wages as low as $3-5 per week OC('Ur 
even in the North. Some of the largest Northern cities, however, have cctypical" wage 
rates of $15-10, but these figures do not indicate a uniform level. Even in New York 

TABLE 3 
RANCE BETWEEN LocAL WAcE RATES ro1. Dm•i::snc Wo1.1t, IN SELECTED STATES, Acco1.01No 

To EsTJlofATES JV STATE EMPLOYMENT OFFICES: JANUA&Y, 1939 

Cooks General Maids 

State Resident Board Only Resident Board Only 

New York $5.<»-21 .00 $5.00-zo.oo $4.00-12.00 J4,00-I 5,00 
Illinois 4.00-15.00 4.00-1 5.00 4.00-12.00 4.00-13.00 
Minnesota 5.00-10.00 • 3.00- 6.oo 3.00- 5.50 
North Carolina 3.00- 7.oo 3.00- 6.50 3.00- 5.oo 3.00- 8,oo 
Georgia 1.75- 5.00 2.50- 5.00 2.75- 5.00 2.75- 6.00 
i\labama 2,00- 7.00 3.00- 5.00 2.50- 6.00 2.50- 5.00 

s,,,,,.,,: Gladys L, Palmff, "A MemorandumR~ on Negroes in Domestic: Service," unpubliahed mania• 
script _prepared for this study, (r<>40), pp. 240-2st. Based on reports to U.S. Employment Service. Ths 
State Employment Offices had indicated the wage rate most typical in about 6 to Ill different places in eac:b 
etate which were considered as represenw.tive of the various labor market 1ituatio11.1 uistina within the State 

• Complete data not available. 

wages are often low. It is a well-known fact that the wages at the "slave-markets" 
for Negro domestics in the Bronx and other placesc are freqaently far below what is 
considered to be typical for the better organized part of the domestic service market in 
New York. In the South, however, wages are low much more generally, and there are 
even localities where the usual wage is scarcely $1 per week. 

There are few data on wages for Negro and white domestics separately. Nevertheless, 
since Negroes are largely concentrated in the South, there is no question but that on the 
average they receive lower wages than whites. They do have some representation, how• 

"Itkm. 
•rum. 
"Carl Offord, "Slave Marketa in the Bronx," Tiu Nation (June 29, 1940), pp. 780-781. 
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-~ .among the better paid eenaau, but • Dr. Palmer &lda. partly on the basis of the 
ume mrvey, they do not get their proportionate &hare of the more worth-while joba.• 

The fact that wagea are seldom higher, and are 110metime1 lower, for servants who 
live in their own homee than for domestics who get living quarters in addition to the cash 
wage and meal, makes the real wage of the Negro household employees lower than that 
of their average white colleagues. Negroes seldom have "Jive-in" jobs. This may be due, 
ln some meaaure, to race prejudice on the part of their employers. One major reaaon 
for it is the fact that only a minority of the Negro servants are single. In 1930 no le11 
than 70 per cent of the Negro servants were married, widowed, or divorced, whereas 
the correeponding figure for native white servants was 46 per cent.b The fact that 
Negro domestics acldom leave their occupation after having married explains why their 
average age is ao much higher than that of white domestics. About one-fourth of the 
Negro domestics were under 2 5 years of age, as compared to almost half the native 
white domestics. This means that the average Negro servant should have more experience 
than mott white domestics. It meana, further, that they are in greater need of adequate 
wages, since they more often have to contribute to the family income. Yet their average 
wages are lower rather than higher than those of the young white girls. 

It is a well-known fact that hours of work often tend to be long in domestic service 
-«11J1ething which is of particular importance when the servant has a family of her 
own. Dr. Palmer quotes a study covering many sections of the country, according to 
which the general average would be around "72 hours a week, with many instances of 
80 or more weekly hours."e Fortune's study of upper cla11 servants gave somewhat lower 
averages, but several other studies cited by Dr. Palmer tend to confirm the higher 
cstimates,4 It is evident, particularly from the Fortune study, that hours of work tend 
to be particularly long in the South, which means that Negroes, by and large, have a 
longer working week than white servants. According to the Fortune sample, twice as 
many Negroes as whites work long hours. "On the other hand, it is held by some persons 
that the two o'clock dinner hour, usual in small towns throughout the South, shortens 
the day for servants. Cooks may come at the 'crack of dawn' but they are free to leave 
after that early dinner."• The fact that Negro servants seldom live with their employers 
means that they do not have to be "on call" after ordinary working hours. 

Domestic service is an unorganized industry. The elimination of exploitative condi
tions of work has lagged in this occupation compared with the development in manu
facturing industries. Adequately performed, domestic work requires a rare combination 
of various skills and social talents. Yet it has a social stigma which places it far below 
most unskilled occupations in people's appreciation. For this reason, it cannot offer any 
appeal to the ambition of those who want to make a career, and this affects the quality 

• "A Memorandum Report on Negroes in Domestic Service," unpublished manuscript 
prepared for thia study {1940), pp. 194-204. 

• U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negroes m the United States: 1920-r9Ja, p. 334. Fiftunll, 
Cffllfll of the Umtetl States: 1930, Pot,11',tion, Vol. 5, p. 299. 

• Dorothy P. Wells, article in Occupations, February, 1938, quoted in Palmer, 0,, cit., 
p. 206. 

• Palmer, ot. cit., pp. 207-2.u. 
• lhitl., p. 207, 
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of the wod:en and their performance in a way which perpetuates the low status of the 
oa:upation. Damatic service is not covered by any federal laWI about 110Cial accurity, 
minimum wages and maximum hours. The Employment Service aometime1 sets unoflicia] 
wage minima by refusing to refer registrants to employers who pay ularies below 
a certain scale. Relief agenciea often consider the value of a job offer before deciding 
whether or not a client should be offered the alternative of either accepting it or being 
taken off the relief rolls. Several of the Northern states have made some efforts to 
improve the situation by introducing protective legislation, but this legislation is not 
extensive and it has not been adequately enforced.a In the South there is still leu 
legal or administrative protection. Because so many middle income and low income 
families in the South have domestic servants, the problem of improving the conditions 
of work in this occupation without endangering the work opportunities is much more 
difficult in the South than anywhere else. 

Among the most constructive efforts are the attempts to give adequate vocational train• 
ing to an inc~eascd number of white and colored girls. The Work Projects Administr•tion 
has been training thousands of girls every year. Local organizations, such as the 
Y.W.C.A., have sponsored a number of training centers. Negro vocational institution, 
have done their bit. So far these attempts are minimal compared with the size of the 
market. Also, there is no guarantee that the best trained students will work as domestics; 
they may prefer such jobs as cooking in restaurants. Even at best, the chances to improve 
the conditions of workers and the status of the occupation appear rather slim; it goes 
without saying that only in those families which are able and willing to pay adequate 
wages can domestic work become "profeasionalized" in this way. The number of such 
families may increase, particularly because of the rising proportion of gainfully occupied 
married women in the white population. This trend cannot fail to increase both the 
need for reliable and competent domestic workers and the ability to pay high salaries to 
such workers. Some of the underlying forces--such as the higher employment rates of 
the housewives--will precipitate the trend toward greater dependence on specialized 
service industries such as commercial laundries, cleaning and dyeing shops, processed 
food production, child nurseries, hotels and restaurants. And this change, as we shall 
!ee, may tend to put the Negro in a still more disadvantageous position. 

3. OTHER SERVICE OccUPATIONS 

The most significant example of how the Negro has )oat out through the "industriali
zation" of service work is the displacement of the Negro home laundress by commercial 
laundries. This group of Negro service workers, the second Ingest among all groups, has 
declined from 368,000 in 1910 to ::&71,000 in 1930.b Since in 1930 not much more 
than one-tenth of these workers resided in the North and West, where there had been 
about aa many in 1910, it is evident that the northward migration failed to give the 
Negro laundress any new job opportunities which could compensate for the dispb.cement 
in the South, The main reason for this is probably that commercial laundries are 
particularly well developed in the large Northern centers; the competition of the 

• Ibid, pp. 2.25-z32. 
b U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negroes in ti# Uniutl Stat11s: 1920-1932, p. 326. Tmru11ntl, 

Cms,u of tlu Unitetl Staus: 1910, Po1ul41.ion, Vol. 4, pp. 4-30-4-31. Some of the Negro 
home laundresses may work as employees of private houaeholda. It is probable, however, 
that the majority of them did the laundering in their own home,. 
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Chineae laundryman and the home wahing machine may have been an additional factot·; 
the pattern of Negro residential segregation in cities like New York and Chicago, 
finally, may have made it more difficult for the Negro home laundreas to aolicit patrons. 
The commercial laundries, on the other hand, have increased their Negro labor forces 
from 15,000 in 1910 to 60,000 in 1930. Compared to this four-fold increase for 
Negroes, the number of white workers only doubled. Yet even this gain was small com
pared with the 1088. 

Dressmakers and seamstresses (not in factories)• constitute a similar case. The number 
of Negro workers in this group declined from 38,000 in 1910 to 20,000 in 1930. 

It is extremely difficult to get an idea of the development in most of the other service 
industries, since the census statistics are seldom quite comparable from one decade to 
another, and few adequate studies have been made. In 1930, :u.8,ooo Negro workers, 
constituting 17 per cent of all workers in the industry, were employed in hotels, 
restaurants, and boarding houses, the majority of them as porters, waiters, cooks and 
other ,ervants.b All these occupations have experienced a rather rapid growth during the 
last few decades, but the Negroes have had but a small share in these gains.c The conse
quence, in the case of waiters and waitresses, is that the proportion of Negroes has 
declined from 22 per cent in 1910 to 15 per cent in 1930. What little part the Negro 
had in the general increase was mainly in the North, where, by 1930, there were more 
Negro waiters than in the South. Negro waitresses made somewhat more progress than 
the waiters but were nevertheless much fewer than their male counterparts by 1930. 

In the white group, too, it was the women who made the largest gains. Thus, the loss 
of the Negro male waiters was largely the gain of the white waitresses. During the 
'thirties Negroes continued to lose in relative position. In the South, in 1930, 40 pe1 
cent of the workers in hotels, restaurants, and similar places were Negroes, but in 1940 

only 32 per cent were Negroes.d Negro bell-boys, too, have lost out, at least relatively. 
Travelers in the South often have occasion to observe that, nowadays, the most modern 
and busiest hotels and restaurants tend to have white bell-boys and white waitresseH, 
whereas the old-fashioned places tend to have Negro servants. In hotels and restaurants, 
generally, it seems that workers behind the scenes--cooks, porters, and so forth-are 
often Negro, even when those who come into direct contact with the customers are 
white. 

The barbershop and hairdressing occupations have undergone a tremendous develop
ment since I 910, particularly in the female branch, the beauty shop business. The total 
number of workers in the whole group of occupations almost doubled between 1910 and 
1930, but the Negro gain was only about 50 per cent. The Negro barber has lost most 
of his white business in the South. His gains have been restricted to the segregated 
Negro neighborhoods, where the beauty shops have experienced a faint counterpart to 

• U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negroes in 1M Unitetl States: 19ao-19J2, p. 3101 Thirteentl, 
Cmsus of the Unitetl States: 1910, Population, Vol. 4, pp. 312 and 313. Moat of these 
Negro seamatresees usually work in their own homea. Some may work in homes of white 
families where they a.re temporarily employed. 

b U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negroes in 1l1e United Stales: 19ao-r93a, p. 358. 
• Thirteenth Censur of the United States: 1910, Population, Vol. 4, pp. 430-433; . 

Fjfe.mtl, Census of tlu United Stlltes: 1930, Population, Vol. s, pp. 4u-.587. 
• See Chapter 11. Table 3. 
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~he boom in white areas. Under such circumstance&, there ia nothing 111rprising in the 
fact that alm011t half the Negro workers are in the North. 

The m011t imp0rtant group among other iervicc occupations from the viewpoint of 
Negro employment were the janiton and sextons. No less than 78,000 Negro worken 
were enumerated under this heading in 1930. It appears that there had been a big 
increase in this work since 1910, and slightly more so for Negroes than for whites. 
Among elevator tenders, on the other hand, th.ere was a decreasing proportion of 
Negroes. Among charwomen and cleaners the Negro maintained his relative position 
pretty well; and among bootblacks he improved it. 

Such is the story we can read in the census rep0rts. It is not encouraging. By and 
large, the displacement of work from homes to service and manufacturing industries 
brings a definite loss to the Negro, The main reason for this seems to be that it makes 
the work more pleasant, and thus more attractive to the white worker. When there is 
an expansion, the Negro usually fails to get his full share of it, except in particularly 
lowly occupations. Sometimes there is an actual decline in the number of Negro 
workers. Had more complete data from the 1940 Census been available at this writing, 
we should probably have been able to document these conclusions even more convinc
ingly. For, because of the unemployment among white workers during the 'thirties, 
these trends, if anything, must have become more pronounced. 

4-. TuaPENTtNE FAR.Ms 

Turpentine farms and distilleries are not a large industry, but they have the highest 
proportion of Negroes in the whole nonservicc group. Of the total labor force of 43,000 
in 1930, no less than 75 per cent was Negro. It is almost entirely a Southern industry, 
mainly located in Georgia and Florida. At present it is experiencing a pronounced war 
boom. Otherwise it has been almost stationary for several decades. Turpentine, which 
is used mainly for making paint, has been increasingly substituted for by petroleum 
products. There is, however, a growing demand for rosin, formerly considered only 
as a by-product of turpentine manufacture, so that it has become more valuable than the 
turpentine itself.• Certain technical innovations have made the existence of the ordinary 
turpentine farms rather difficult. Norgren points out that: 

There has been developed in recent yea.rs a new method of producing turpentine, 
known as the wood distillation process. This process contisu in removing and pulping 
the stumps of pine trees in "logged-over" areas, and distilling the pulp in large centrally
located stills. Since modern labor-saving devices are used throughout, the number of 
man-hours required to produce a given quantity of product by this method is only a small 
fraction of what it is in the average gum-turpentine establishment; and it is consequently 
not surprising to learn that wood turpentine has become a serious competitor of the 
gum-diatilled product.b 

There are obvious reasons why the turpentine industry employs predominantly Negro 
workers. It is located in rather isolated rural areas. The work is strenuous. The main 
part of it is "chipping," which means cutting of V-shaped gashes through the bark 
with a heavy knife. A normal day's work may mean cutting some J,ooo to 1,soo trees 
in this way during 8 to 12 hours. Other chores arc performed by children. Wages are 

• Norgren and Associates, o,. cu., Part 1, p. 106. 

'Ibul., Part 1, p. 108. 
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low. On tu baeie of Wd work and variou apot muliea,• Norgren estimated the normal 
wage at between 90 cents and $1.25 per day; the annual wage income, because of slact 
work during the winter and daring rainy days, is probably ljttle more than $200. 

Homing fac:ilitiea in the camps are often extremely unsatisfactory. The comm11111ry 
'}'Item i1 widely med, just as on Southern plantations. Prices are kept high, and worken 
eaaily become indebted to the employcn. Not even Negroes are. easy to get under auch 
r.onditions. There is a general complaint among employers that labor is scarce, Such a 
aituation muat tempt employers to indulge in practices of peonage, and there arc definite 
reports to the eHect that these temptations have not always been resisted. It has even 
happened that workers have been induced to come to the camps under false pretenses 
and then forced into contracts and debta and thereby retained as workers. 

Labor i1 recruited for these camps by a man, usually a Negro, who makes glowing 
speeches of high wages and easy hours. But soon the unsuspecting Negro youth, who 
thought he was getting on a truck headed for a distant city, finds he is headed toward a 
turpentine or lumber camp. Once there he gets into debt and can leave only upon threat 
of a aix months' chain rang aentence, For, according to the law, jumping a debt is defined 
11 "intent to injure and defraud."" 

The claim that the Florida peonage law was sponsored by turpentine farm interests 
sounds plauaible.e 

The turpentine farm workers have no protection from any federal labor legislation, 
as the turpentine industry, except for the distilleries, i! considered part of agriculture. 
Employers receive, for the same reason, certain benefits under the new agricultural 
programs. Indirectly, the workers may have received some part of these benefits. Yet, by 
and large, the gum industry is characterized by extraordinarily exploitative conditions 
of work, and it has an uncertain future, The implications of the situation are especially 
serious for Negroes because this industry employs mostly Negroes. 

5· LUMBER 

Next to building construction and the iron and steel industries, lumber is the most 
important of all manufacturing industries from the point of view of the number of 
Negroes employed, The lumber industry proper had in 1930 almost 140,000 Negro 
workers. In addition, there were about 26,000 Negro forest workers, most of whom 
were registered as "lumbermen, raftsmen and ~oodchoppers."4 A large part of the!k! 
were employed by the rapidly growing Southern paper and pulp industry. In this work, 
however, it is only the wood-cutting activity which is a Negro occupation, In the paper 
and pulp mills themselves there were less than 8,000 Negro workers in 1930.8 These 

• See, for example, Work Projects Administration, Part-Time Farming in tl,e Southeast, 
Research Monograph 9 (1937), pp. 212-a13. 

• Arthur Raper, ''Race and Class Pressures," unpublished manuscript prepared for this 
study (194,0) 1 p. 186. 

• Arthur Raper (idem) quotes an article by Orland K. Armstrong (New York Worlil, 
November 26, 1929), according to which the man, who was president of the Florida Senate 
when the peonage bill was paS&Cd, acknowledged that "the influence behind the passage of 
thi1 law was the naval stores and lumber operators of this state." 

• U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negro,r in the Unie,J States: 1920-1932, pp. 337-359. 
According to the 1940 figures, which are not quite comparable, there were in the South 
156,000 Negro workers employed in logging, aawmills and planing mills, manufacturing 
of furniture, ltore fixtures and miaccllaneous wooden goods. (Chapter 13, Table 3.) 

• U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negroes in Ille Umterl St(lt61: 1910-1912, p. 34,8, 
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were mainly in laboring jobs, at wages which were lower, compared with the pay of 
altilled and aemi-akilled workers, than was true in other partl of the country.• The wage 
level is still lower for wood cutten; prior to 19381 the average was less than $t for a 
day of IO to 14 hourL It is not clear whether the Wage, and Hours Law haa brought 
any aigniii.cant improvement. The employers have aucceeded fairly well in postpaning 
ita enforcement. An industry committee, set up in J 940 for the purpose of regulating 
labor condition, under the law, even excluded production of pulpwood from the paper 
and pulp industry, which means that the wood cutters cannot get any benefit from the 
minimum wage of 40 cents an hour decided upon by the committee.b 

Only a small minority of the 140,000 Negroes in the lumber and woodworking 
industry proper were in proceHing work. Furniture and piano factories had few Negro 

, workers (8,000), but box factories and miscellaneous plants had a somewhat greater 
number (17,000). The bulk of the Negro worken, or 114,000, were employed by saw 
and planing mills, where they constituted one-fourth of the national, and one-half of 
the Southern, labor force. 

Thia situation, of course, ia rather unfortunate for the Negroes. The saw and planing 
mills have been a atationary, sometime, even a regre11ive, induatry aince about 1910. The 
expansion in the Pacific, and particularly in tlie Northweatern areas, has made it still 
more difficult for the Southern mills. Moreover, Southern pine timber stands have been 
exploited in a rather shortsighted manner, causing serioua denudation. The increased 
use of iron, steel, cement, and bricks in building construction, the substitution of barbed 
wire for wood in farm fencing, of fiber for wood in boxes and crates, the use of mesh
bags instead of boxes for packing of fruits, as well as other similar changes, have brought 
about serious limitations in the demand. Nevertheless, there may be some hope for the 
future. Timber stands in other parts of the country may become so exhausted that the 
rapid growth in the Southern climate will give the Southern industry a competitive 
advantage. New uses for the product (e.g., plywood-built airplanes) may bring about 
an increased demand. 

During the early 'thirties lumber production in the South was reduced by almost 
two-thirds, and the recovery was very slow.c Owing to the present war emergency, the 
production is large for the time being, but this boom, of course, is not going to last. 
The insecurity in the situation is further en.hanced by the fact that mechanization, 
which has proceeded rather far in other areas, has been less pronounced in the South, 
mainly because low wages prevailed until recently. For this reason, and also because of 
the denudation of many Southern timber stands, the productivity of the workor in the 
Northwestern region has been estimated to be about 60 per cent higher than that of the 
Southern worker.4 Mechanization has not always caused displacement of labor; in aomc 
casea, it is claimed, mechanizati_on has increased job opportunities by making it p08Sible 

• Norgren and Associates, o,p. ,;,., Part 1, pp. 100-101. The section on the lumber indus
uy in Norgren'a manuacript was written by James Healy. 

'Ibid., Part 1, pp. 102-104, Information on prevailing wagea based on an interview, 
May 30, 1940, with Mr. Richter, Field Investigator in the Wage and Hour Division, U.S. 
Department of Labor. 

"Ibid., Part 1, p. 26; based on data from the Biennial Census of Manufactures. Also pp. 
31-32 and letter from Paul H. Norgren, August 16, 1942. 

4 Ibid., pp. 60-63. Information based on brief submitted to Office of National Recovery 
Administration, Division of Review, Yost et al, "Economic Problems of the Lumber~ 
Timber Products Industry" (March, 1936), Work Materials #79, p. 151. -
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to 11tilize ttaad, of timber which othenrite woald hll"e been economically inra..ible. 
StW, the rc:giooal dHf'ere11tial in thia regard constitata I conatant threat to the job 
opportunitie1 for Negroes. It ia hard to aee how an equalization of labor conditions could 
fail to encourage such technological changes as would curtail employment in the South.• 

The inaecurity of the individual worker is made still greater because of tke loose 
ltructure of the Southern lumber industry. A large part of the production comes from 
anall, marginal mills with a high bankruptcy rate. They employ a somewhat greater 
proportion of Negroes than do the large mills, partly because they have to depend on 
cheap labor, but also because they cannot alwaya a.fford to segregate white and Negro 
workers in the mill towns.b These conditions contribute to the enremely high labor 
turnover; the separation rate in 1934 was as high as 88 per cent.e The rapid labor tum
over must also be seen in conjunction with the fact that the number of working days , 
per year ranges around 200 days, according to a survey for 1939.4 The lumber industry 
ia really nothing but an outgrowth of agriculture. Labor flows continually back and forth 
between these two industries. 

The wage structure has long been characterized by a great differential between 
akilled workers, such as sawyers, who are predominantly white, and unskilled laborers, 
most of whom, in the South, are Negroes. Various studies quoted by Norgren and 
Aaociatea indicate that, in the South, sawyers (head, band) during the 'twenties a.nd 
early 'thirties, earned more than three times and sometimes almost four times as much 
per hour, on the average, as did laborers. In the Far West, on the other hand, sawyers 
earned somewhat more than twice the average wage of laboren.8 The wage level, 
further, has been particularly low and unstable in the South. The average hourly earn
ings for all workers in Southern logging camps and sawmills, according to certain 
sample studiea, seem to have decreased from roughly 30 cents in 1928 to 18 cents in 
1932. It was about twice as high in the Northwest in 1928, and the regional differential 
was even greater in 1932 in that the relative decrease was more pronounced in the 
South than in the Northwest.' 

The Wages and Hours Law, in conjunction with the business recovery, had brought 
about a great improvement by 1939-1940. The whole wage structure in the Southern 
lumber mills seems to have become somewhat more concentrated; sawyers (head, band) 
earned "only" about two-and-a-half times more than the low wage labor groups.c Even 

• See Work Progress Administration, National Research Project, "Mechanization in 
Lumber" (March, 1940), Report No. M-5, pp. 79-93. 

b Norgren and Associates, op. cit., Part 1, pp. 2.1-26 and 69. 
"Ibid., p. 47, and Montl,Jy Labor Review (May, 1935), pp. 1285-1287. 
4 Norgren and .Associates, op. cit., Part 1, p. 46. 
• A. Berglund, •I al., Labor in tM Industrial South (1930), p. 41. Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, "Wages and Hours of Labor in the Lumber Industry in the United States: 1932." 

(1932), Bulletin #5861 pp. 24:13. Quoted in Norgren and Associates, a-p. cit., Part 1, p. 59. 
t See Bllt'eau of Labor Statistics, "Wages and Hours of Labor in the Lumber Industry in 

the United States: 1928" (1928) 1 Bulletin #497, and "Wages and Hours of Labor in the 
Lumber Industry in the United States: 1932" (1932), Bulletin #586. Several other studies 
quoted by Norgren (op. cit., Part I, p. 64) confirm the impression of the low wage level in 
the South I some averages are even lower than those quoted in the text. 

1 Bureau of Labor Statistics, unpublished tabulation,, September 1 61 1941. The writer 
is indebted to Acting Commissioner of Labor Statistics, A. F. Hinrichs, for permission to ·use 
thae data, and to Dr. Norrren for certain sug,reations concerning their intetP.retation. 
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TABLE 4 

AYEUO& UIUOJfOS AHD Houu or Wou: ro1t LVMBElt WollEU IH THE Soul'JI BY TYPE AHD 

Buwca or IKousT1tT AND BY CoLOa: 1939-194,0 

Number of A~ROW'IY A.,..J:u:eeldy Averaae W•ld,-
WorJcer. Banwl8I Baniiap 

Type and Branch 
of Jadu.nry 

Nearo White Nearo White Nearo White Nearo White 

Batablisbments with 30 or 

$c:== 3,83g 3,166 lo.3a 111.37 35.8 39.3 ln:U 11a;st1 I branch 10,35 4,32S O.JO 0-311 38-4 41.1 II I 05 
aintenance and HrVice 
0CC11~ti0111 2,366 3,872 0-30 0,41 4::a.2 45.0 H.lo 11-46 

E•tabbshmenta (small 
loggin~mpa) with 
fewer :ao ~oy-
ees 555 415 o,a4 o.a8 37.6 38,8 0,01 10.1111 

Smue,: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, unpubliohPII tabulation.1, September, 11141. 
publiah tabl• obtained from Acting Commissioner A. P. Hniricha.) 

(P8l'Dliuion to 

more important is the fact that the a\·erage wage level had been brought up above the 
pre-depression level (Table 4). The high proportion of workers earning exactly 30 
cents an hour (Table 5) indicates that this improvement is due to a great extent to the 
Wages and Hours Law. At the same time it is evident that the law was still evaded 
frequently, particularly by small mills and in the case of Negroes.• This evasion is not 
always illegal, however; many small mills have simply withdrawn from interstate com
merce. But other small mill owners fail to comply, pointing to their inability to pay 
higher wages, The Wages and Hours officials have found it practical to abstain from 

TABLE 5 
PERCEKTAOE DtsTatBUTION ov I.oootN<l AND SAWMII.L Wo1u::.£Rs BY AVERAGE HouaLY 

EA11.N1Nos, BY TYPE AND BR.ANCH m· INDUSIRY AND BY C0Lo1t, IN THE SouTH: 1939-1940 
·--- ·- - -- - -------

Establishml'Dl.s with 20 Establiahment,, with fewer 
or More Employ- than au Kmployee1 

--- ---
Hourly Eo.rnilllla Lollsins Sa.wmillin11 LoqinR Sawmillin1 

NellfO White Negro White Negro White N811f') White 

Total 100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0 100.n 1011,0 100,0 100,0 
Under 20.0 cents J,2 r.2 4-J 1.8 27.6 11.4 34.2 18,7 
20.0-29.9 cents 2.8 3.4 4.0 4.4 24.1 26.3 17.8 :ii.a 
Euctly 30,0 cenbl 52,8 25.9 64.0 32.5 40,3 40,4 4~.1 3 ,2 
30,0-39.9 cents 32,5 41.4 23.8 Jr.ti 7,2 14.7 3,4 10.5 
40 cents and over 8,7 28,1 3.9 2!1,7 0,9 7.2 0,$ g,8 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistiei,, unpublished tabulationa, September, 11141. (Permission to 
publish taale obtained from Actin11 Commi!ISioner A. P, Hinrichs.) 

• The problem has been stated succinctly in a memorandum of a Wages and Hours inspec
tor in the Southern area: "The lu111be1 industry in this area is perhaps our big,-et headache 
111 an industry • .•• Wages in the souther~ branch of the industry have been traditionally sub
standard and 25 and 30 cents an hour minus the privilege of gettting Is cents of it back 
through the commissary devices, necessitated greater adjustment1 than in many other industries. 
, • , Also, .•• the scene of operation is more or leu isolated, which condition due,n't con
tribute towards cooperation in working out of problems that confront the industry." 
(Memorandum prepared by Robert K. Miller, Inspector, Atlanta, Georgia (May 10, 1940], 

p. I, Quoted by Norgrea, op. en., Part 1, p. 81.) 
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ming £orccful means againat 111ch financially weak operaton'I and have, for the mOlt 
part, concentrated their efforts on the larger millt--with great 111c:cc11, u we aee £rom 
the statiatia. 

There is no evidence concerning the extent to which there has been any displacement 
of labor because of the wage increase. Owing to the present war boom, employment has 
10 far increased rather than decreased. What is going to happen after the war, however, 
ia a di.fferent matter entirely. Unle11 this wage increase is wiped out by inflation
which may well happen-it is hard to visualize how it could fail to bring about, even
tually, considerable mechanization as well as elimination of financially weak establish
ments. 

The hourly earnings tended to be somewhat lower for Negro than for white lumber 
workcn. Such a difference usually appears even when Negroes and whites in the lalllc 
occupational sub-group arc compared (Table 6). This does not prove, however, that 

TABLE 6 
OccuPATIONI IN LuMBER. MILLS (Sawmills, Logging, Maintenance and Service Branches) BY 

Av&llAOE Hout.LY EAR.NINOS or WHITE Woa.KER.s, AND Di:rnuNc& Ba:Twa&N 
AvEuoE E.At.NINos or WHrrE AND NEoa.o Woa.KE1.1, IN THE 

SOUTH: 1939-1940 

(The original data are based on establishments with 20 or more employees.) 

AVlll'I~ hourly 
Nffll"8110f All 

white worken occupa• 
by ocr.upation tions• 

Total 60 
Under 35.0 cents 38 
15.0-39.9 cents 12 
40.0-44.51 centa 5 
45 centa or more s 

Number of <><:cupationa which averqe hourly earning• for 
Negroes wen: 

---· . ·- -· - --· -·1.o.,;;;:·th11n_ea_m_i,_n-11a-ofwhltea 

Hi11her 
than 
for 

whites 

5 
s 

Equal to b:, apecified amoants 
earninp 0.5- 2 .o- 4.0- 6.o- - °"""a.o 

of I.!> J,!> 5.9 7.0 centa & 
wlutes cents cents cents cents over 

3 
3 

21 
I!) 

2 

n 
10 
r 

6 
I 
s 

4 

3 
r 

10 

I 
4 
s 

So,,,e,: Adapted from U.S. Bureau of I,11bor Statistics. unpublished tabulations, September, 11>41, (Per
mllllon to publish table obtained from Acting Commilllioner A. F. Hinrichs I 

• Only occupatiClllll which had 25 or more Nqro and 25 or more white representatives in the aample were 
included 

Negroes arc paid less on an hourly basis when performing the same duties as white 
workcn in the same establishments. It is possible that these wage differentials in specified 
occupational groups arc caused by the tendency of low wage establishments to hire a 
greater proportion of Negroes than do high wage establishments. Besides, in most of 
the cases, these differences are rather small, except-and this is rather significant-in 
occupations where wages are far above the general average. The only chance for a Negro 
to get into a high wage occupation usually is to accept a wage considerably lower than 
that paid to white employees for the same kind of work. Yet, the main reason why 
Negroes, by and large, have lower pay than wJi.ites is that they arc relatively more 
concentrated in low wage work.b The proportion of Negroes is particularly low in 

• IIJM., Part 11 pp. 84-85. 
~ In part, there i1 a reveraed cauaation. The wage differential between "high" and C'Jow" 

occupations, aa we have seen, is more pronounced in the South than elaewhere. In other worcb, 
the wages for unskilled work are particularly low in the South because most of the unaltilled 
worken are Negroes. 
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maintenance and service occupations, which include such groupt1 J1s electrician•, 
machiniats, mechanice, millwrights and uwfilen. If we clauify all the occupations by 
the average hourly wages for all worken, we find that the proportion of Negroes dimin• 
i,hes regularly as the average earnings increase, from 69 per cent in occupations paying 
less than 35 cents an hour to 6 per cent in work paying 50 cents or more.• 

Earnings per week differ more than wages per hour, due to the fact that the working 
week is somewhat shorter for Negro than for white workers. Even so, it must be said 
that the $9-1 3 earned per week by Negro lumber workers--as against the $11-18 
earned by white11--is not so bad compared to what they have been used to before. The 
main problem ia how much work they will have when the war boom is over. 

Lumber mills located in isolated areas have to provide housing for their workers. In 
these "mill villages" Negroes are uaually segregated, and the accommodation for them 
tends to be inferior to that offered to whites. Most of the workers have to pay rent for 
their housing facilities. There is a commissary system, but nowadays it docs not seem 
to be used for the purpose of exploiting the workers, except in unusual cases. Peonage, 
by the same token, is reported to be rarc.b Increases in rents and commissary prices, 
however, have been used, in some instances, as one of the devices for evasion of the 
Wages and Hours Law, but Wages and Hours officials arc gradually wiping out practices 
of this kind. e 

There have been several attempts to unionize the Southern lumber mill workcn, but, 
so far, unions have little power in this field. There are four principal reasons for this: 
The pronounced anti-union attitudes of most Southern employers, wgether with the 
political impotency of the workers; the great number of small establishments, many 
of which have an isolated location; the high labor turnover and the constant inter
change of labor between agriculture and lumber camps; and the presence of the Negro, 
The Brotherhood of Timber Workers, organized in 1910 and soon affiliated with the 
International Workers of the World, worked among both Negroes and whites in 
Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas. T11e employers defeated it, capitalizing on the race 
isaue.4 The International Timber Workers' Union, an A.F. of L. affiliate, entered the 

• The complt!te series was: 
Occupations classified by Percentog, of 
(ff)M'oge hourly tlllrffl#fl Negro workers 

Under 35.0 cents 69.3 
35.0-39.9 " 36. I 
40.0-44.9 ,, I B.3 
45.0-49.9 '' u.6 
50.o-cent1 & over 5.8 

All occupations 59,9 
Adapted from: tJ. S. Bureau ol Labor Statistics, unpublished tabulations for sawmill 
and logging workers in establishments having 20 or more employees. Figur<'1 made 
available through the courtesy of Acting Commissioner A. F. Hinrichs . 

., Norgren and Associates, op. cit., Part 1, pp. 69-72, 
• lbirl., Part 1, p. 86, and Wage antl Hour R,port,r (May 27, 1940), p. 223. 
• That Southern employers have long been aware ol the value of the race isaue in the fight 

against unions is suggested by the following statement: 
"' ..• if the labor organization, pursue their policy of injuatice and disturbance, the time 
will come when the industries of the South ... will be filled with Negroes.' In Nerro 
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field in 1919, organizing l,c,th Negroes and whites, bat this anion, too, had no .f'ceeea 
in spite of an oft'er of the white leaders to "sell the Negroea out." During the N.R.A. 
period, the A.F. ol L. made some new attempts to organize Southern lumber workers. 
A C.1.0. union, the International Wood Workera of America, which has come into 
ezietence during recent years, seems to have been more succeasful. It has several local, 
in many Southern states and has even obtained some contracts. Yet it is safe to say that 
the overwhelming majority of the Souther12 lumber workers are still unorganized ... 

6. THE FERTILIZE& INDUSTRY-

The fertilizer industry differs from the turpentine and lumber industries in that it 
is a comparatively new industry which has been expanding during recent decades. The 
number of Negro workers more than doubled between 1910 and 1930, whereas the 
white labor force increased to a somewhat smaller extent. The reason for this difference 
is that the expansion was particularly pronounced in the South, which has the bulk of 
all fertilizer factories in the country.b In 1930 about 60 per cent of all workers and 81 
per cent of the unskilled workers were Negro; in the South, of course, only a small 
minority of the workers were white.c Even the North has a large proportion of Negro 
workera.41 

The Negro's predominant position in the Southern branch of the industry is probably 
due to the unpleasantness of the work. The odors are bad, the atmosphere dusty and, 
in all likelihood, unhealthy. Employment for most workers ia seasonal, the period of 
highest activity ~urring prior to the planting in the spring. Then, too, it is a low 
wage induatry, at least in the South, and especially for Negroes. According to a 
ample study for 1938,• the average hourly earnings for Negro workers in the South 
were zs cents, as against 37 cents for white workera. In the North, on the other hand, 
there wa, but a small wage differential and a much higher general level (49 and 5z 
cents, respectively). Even in specific occupations the earnings of Negro workers in the 
South were markedly lower than those of white workers. Skilled workers earned twice 
as much as unskilled workers in the South, whereas the corresponding difference in the 
North was not much over 50 per cent. Whereas in the North virtually all workers 
received wages in excess of the legal minimum, 2 per cent of those in the Upper South 
and no less than 43 per cent of those in the Lower South received wages lower than z 5 
cents an hour, which was the minimum wage at that time according to the Wages and 

labor lies the panacea for the wrongs frequently committed by organized labor, and a 
reserve force from which can be supplied any needed number of workers when the time 
shall come that they will be needed ' ... [The Negro] is absolutely loyal to his employer; 
he i1 not given to atrikes; he does his work faithfully, and can be depended on.' He 
[Mr. Coffin] believes that labor agitation can be largely kept out of the South because 
the Southern manufacturers will 'Negroize' their industrie, rather than submit to unjust 
domination by the unions." U.S. Intlutt,-ial Commission Rsports (1900), Vol. 7, statement 
of Mr. Coffin, p. b. 
• Norgren and A.aociates. op. eil., Part 1, pp. 50-54. 
• According to the 1937 C,mus of Manufactur,rs, 73 per cent of all worken in the 

fertilizer industry were in the South. 
• Fift.,ntl, C,nsus of tl,s Unitstl Stat1s: 1930, Po-pulation, Vol. 4, pp. 2.7-2.8. 
• Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Wages and Houn in the Fertilizer Industry 1938," 

Mostluy lAbor Rffirw (March, 1939), pp. 666-681. 
• ItlMn. 
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Hou.rs Law. This figure, however, does not nece111rily indicate widespread ncncompli
anc:e; since the fertilizer factories work for local markets to a great extent, it is probable 
that many of them seldom enter interstate trade. In spite of this condition, it seems 
most likely that the subsequent rise in the legal minimum, as well as the enforcement 
work of the Wages and Hours Division in the Department of Labor, has brought about 
a certain increase in the a'Verage Southern wage since 1938.• 

7. LoNcsHOR.E WoaK 

The Negro longshoreman ha, a somewhat different position from that of the workers 
in most other Negro jobs.b His wages arc c:omparath·cly high, although much less so 
on an annual than on an hourly basis. There is an old union tradition in this trade 
which includes racial collaboration. While such collaboration is by no means perfect, 
it is far superior to anything that can be found in most other typical Negro jobs. The 
Negro has even managed to get an increased proportion of these jobs. In those South 
Atlantic ports of Virginia, South Carolina, and Florida where he has traditionally had 
at leaac nine out of every ten jobs, he has maintained that proportion. He has even 
improved his position as indicated by the following figures: 

TABLE 7 
PEI.CEHTAOE OF NEOI.OES AMONG l.oNOSHOlll!MEN AND STl!VEDOI.ES IN SELECTED STATES: 

1910 AND 1930 

State 1910 1930 State 1910 

New York 6.o 15,2 Alabama 80.5 
New Jersey 2.7 '2,2 Louisiana 59.8 
Pennsylvania 40.5 $1,8 Texas 35.3 
Maryland 65.0 68.6 

--- ------ ---···-·-· Soureu: Thirl""'h Ce,u,u aJ 1/u Unilc,l Stales: 1010, Pot,ulaliml, Vol. 4, State Table 7. 
FU,tnth Cennu 11/llu Uniled Slttlu: 1030, Pot,ulttliml, Vol. 4, State Table n. 

1930 

95.8 
74.3 

69.8 

The total number of Negro longshoremen and stevedores increased from 16,000 in 
1910 to over 25,000 in 1930, or from one-fourth to one-third of the total national 
labor force in the occupation. All of this increase occurred between 1910 and 1920 
when there was a general boom in port activities. During the 'twenties, on the other 
hand, there was a decline in employment which hurt the white workers more than the 
Negroes. There was a decline during the 'thirties, of course, and both racial groups 
must have suffered heavily from it, but Northrup, during his fieldwork, gained the 
definite impression that the relative position of the Negro workers had not been 
impaired, at least not in the South. The only possible ex<:eption would be New Orleans.e 

There are definite reasons why the Negro does not have his usual inferior position 
in water-front work. No great differences exist between various skilled groups. All that 

• All data in this paragraph have been drawn from Norgrcn and A'!SOciates, ot, cit., 
Part 1. 

b This section is based on Herbert R. Northrup, "Negro Labor and Union Policiee in the 
South," unpublished Ph.D. thesia, Harvard Uo.ivenity ( t 94a). Some preliminary work for 
this theaia was done for our study. 

• Northrup, op, cit., p. 117, 
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CX>lll1II iii ph71ical strength and endurance II well a certlin training in the art of~ 
ing it. The popular belief's in Negro inferiority never refer to hi, physical condition, 
10 it is quite natural that they have hampered him lea in this field than in moat others. 
In only a few cases have white workers been able, for a time, to monopolize higher 
jobs; this happened with respect to cotton ,crewmen in New Orleans, but the white 
monopoly was broken at the beginning of this century, and the whole craft wu eventu
ally eliminated through technological development.• Racial competition, in the main, 
ha1 been a question of sharing jobs of the same tYPe or, at least, of about the same 
general 1tatu1, In the South the Negro had from the outset sucb a numerical superiority 
that it IOOD proved difficult not to treat him u an equal or near--cqual. Then, too, tile 
big expansion during the First World War wu accompanied by , Yarcity of white 
labor. There was no way of stopping the Negro from making gains. 

There are disagreeable aspects of this occupation which have made i\ unattractive to 
white workers. The work is extremely strenuous. There is little chance for the aide, 
worJc:er. Accident risks are high. Job opportunities are irregular and aubject to severe 
buainesa cycle fluctuations. Periods of idleness are broken by hours and days of rush 
work. Those who have a job try to keep it in order to make full use of it. Thia, at 
times, makes them work as much as :36 hours at a stretch, which increases the accident 
risk. 

Moreover, most ports have the so-called "shape-up" system of hiring b which means 
that there is no even distribution of work opportunities. The workers become entirely 
dependent on the hiring agents and foremen. This leads to favoritism. It opens the way 
to discrimination against the Negroes, who, for the most part, work in separate gangs 
and often have been segregated in separate positions when working on the !ame ship 
with whites.e It also lcJds to "kick-backs" to hiring agents and foremen and to other 
forms of corruption, graft and sometimes plain racketeering on the water front. Some 
of the labor unions have become undemocratic because of the power of the foremen. 

The trade union history of the longshoremen is long and turbulent, full of racial 
strife, with whites attempting to exclude Negroes or Negroes breaking the strikes of 
whites. But almost from the very beginning there were some successful attempts to 
organize racial cooperation on a basis of mutual solidarity and equality. There was a 
strong Negro union in Charleston, South Carolina, in the I 86o's, and during the 187o's 
at least two notewortl1y Negro unions were formed, one in New Orleans and one in 
Baltimore. In 1865 Negro and white longshoremen collaborated in a strike in New 
Orlcana,11 and there was a much bigger strike in the 1880'1 in which workers of both 
races participated. About that time a noted foreign observer commented on how "despite 
occasional outbreak of racial antipathy," the unions in New Orleans had been able to 
"harmonize the opposing factors, and have undertaken, through the recognition of 
black labor, a problem in civili:tation whose solution they will probably not live to see."• 

T.he International Longshoremen's Association (I.L.A.), organized during the 1890'1, 
• Sterling Spero and Abram L. Harris, The Black Work,r (1931), pp. 185-187. 
11 In this system of hiring, the worker must find out for himself where work is available 

each day and there is no aaaurance that the foreman will aelect him. 
"lbiil., p. 197. 
• 11,ill,, pp. 1h-183. 
• A. S. von Waltershausen, Di, Noru,,u,.;ltamrclun Gewn-krcha/tm unur um Emfi,m 

w fortscnreilmd,n Produktionst.rlmi/e (1886), p. 941 quoted in Spero and Harr.is, op. 

"'·· p. 184. 
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flu dominated the field during the last decades and ia still the most import.Int organ• 
b:ation. except on the West Coast where the longshoremen'& locals have joined the 
C.1.0. Ncgro:1 and whites are usually organized in separate locals. It is asserted that 
even Negroes like it better this way, in that it gives them the opportunity to work 
under foremen of their own race and also to bring organized pressure against the white 
part of the unions.• Negroes arc heavily represented in the national leadership of the 
union. Thi, does not mean, however, that discrimination and racial antagonism have 
been eliminated. It is frequently charged that the white workeu get more and better 
work opportunities than Negro workers. Writing .ibout present-day conditions in New 
Orleans, Northrup states that the Boo members of the white local get more steady 
work than the 2.,100 memben of the Negro locaJ,b In Houston the work is divided 
evenly between the white and the Negro locals, in spite of the fart that they are of 
different size (300 and 400 member,, respectively). Similar arrangements with similar 
re1ults exist also in other ports. Negroes have been hampered by the fact that union, in 
m0&t Southern ports were more or less crushed during the early 'twenties and remained 
comparatively powerless until the New Deal. Some Southern Negro locals are still suffer
ing from internal strife, graft, and corruption, even eometimea from the embezzling 
of union funds by unfaithful leaders. The national union directed by a powerful 
machine has taken a clear position on the race issue but has done little to tackle the 
basic problem of work distribution. The main reason is probably that a rotation system 
would necessitate a limitation in the number of workers and, hence, in the dues-paying 
membership; also, it would hurt the vested interests of those now favored. Only in a 
few of the Negro-dominated port,, like those in Texas (where the unions managed to 
remain strong throughout the 'twenties), on the West Coast, and, to a certain extent, 
in Baltimore, have rotation systems been introduced. The C.1.0. unions on the Pacific 
Coast seem to be the only ones which have gone the whole way on the race issue. 
Negroes are completely unsegregated, and the unions support them in every way, even 
going so far as to make water-front restaurants accept Negro union membel"'I as patrons. 
Only a handful of Negro longi,horcmcn, however, work on the Pacific Coast.c 

The ordinary hourly wage rate in work for deep-sea tr.iffic, as of ,\pril, 1942, waa 
$1.20 in the Northern ports and in Norfolk, $.70 in Charleston and Savannah, $.95 in 
Mobile, and $I.JO in New Orleans and Galveston. The North-South differential is due 
to the weakness of most Southern unions during the 'twenties and tarly 'thirtics.11 The 
employment opportunities certainly mu~t be good at the present time; we have no data 
on the extent to which the Negro longshoreman has been able to improve even his 
relative position because of the war boom. The future pro~pects, however, must be 
CJttrcmcly doubtful in this work with its pronounced booms and depressions, 

8. Bu1LDING Woauu 

Except for agriculture and dome1tic service, there is no industry which give, employ• 
ment to as many Negroes as does building construction and related work, such as con-

a /hill,, pp. 72-73. 
~o,. i;;,., pp. 175 and 178. 
• Interviews with union leaders in San Francisco made by Gunnar Myrdal, March, 194-0. 

• Northrup, 01. di., p. 119, The data for 1941 are baaed on information from the Inter
national Longshoremen's Aa,ociatiou (letter from John R. Oweua, Secretary-Treuurer, 
January 30, 1942). 
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1traetion and maintenance of highways, streeu, railroads. In 1930 there were 181,000 
Negro workers in building construction alone, almost half of them in the North and 
the Weat. In construction and maintenance of roads, streets, aewers, and bddgcs, there 
were 64,000 Negro workers, four-fifths of whom lived in the South. Finally, there 
were 98,000 Negro laborers employed by steam railroads, most of them in the main
tenance-of-way departments.• This last group will be discussed in the next section. 

It has been pointed out already that the Negro, in spite of migration to the North, 
hu 1011: in relative position both in ordinary building construction (which had about 
the wne total number of workers in 1930 as in 1910) and in construction and main
tenance of streets, highways, and so forth, which is an expanding industry. The almost 
complete cessation of residential and factory construction during the 'thirtiea haa 
hutened the elimination of the Negro building worker in that white competitors 
became stil1 more cager to monopolize whatever job opportunities were left. In the 
South leaa than one-fifth of all persona employed in construction work in 1940 were 
Negroes." 

The situation is somewhat different in skilled and unskilled building trades. In the 
laboring jobs the Negro workers are still in the majority in the South, even if their 
numbers have been decreasing for a long time. In 1910 almost three-fourths of the 
building laborers and helpers in ten Southern states were Negro, but this proportion had 
declined to less than two-thirds by 1930. Among Southern street and highway workers 
the proportion of Negroes decreased from over three-fourths in 1910 to somewhat 
more than one-half in 1930," although in this case there was a considerable increase in 
actual numbers even for Negroes. It seems that Negroes have smaller chances than 
whites to secure employment with municipalities. Unpublished data from the United 
States Bureau of Employment Security, quoted by Norgren, indicate that while 73 per 
cent of "private" placements of building and construction laborers in six Southern 
1tates during the period from mid-1937 to mid-1938 were of Negroes, the corre
sponding proportion for "public" placements was considerably lower-60 per cent.d 
Yet, there is no doubt but that this is still a "Negro job" in the South. 

There are many Negroes in skilled building occupations as well. Indeed, in 1930 
there were some 80,000 of them, which means that about half of all Negro skilled 
worken are in the building trades. But not even in the South did they dominate these 
skilled occupations. On the contrary, most of them had by 1930 become predominantly 
"white jobs" even in the South; in only one of them did the Negro have more than 
half the work opportunities! We can take it for granted that the situation has further 
deteriorated since that time. 

This condition is the result. of a long development. Although occupational census 
data were not tabulated by race until I 890, it is generally believed that "in the ant#-

• FiftHIIII, C#UUS of W UniJ1tl SJilt11: 1930, Pop"latirm, Vol. 4, State Table r r. 
~chapter 13, Table 3. 
• Norgrea and Auociateai op. cil., Part 1, p. 5. Baaed on the decennial censuses. 
• ]bill., p, 15:i. 

• Ibid., Part 31 p. 2891 based on census data. It should be emphasized that the Negro's 
llhue in employment in the skilled building trades was certainly smaller than this informa
tion hidicates, in that the proportion of skilled workers who were either unemploved or ha,. 
M accept unakilled work was greater among Negroes than among whites. 
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l,,llum South the bulk of the building work was ••• performed by Negroes.""' The 
South was even more rural then than now. Plantations were self-sufficient economic 
entities, and the only way to get comtruction work done was to train a few slaves for it. 
Even in the cities the white building workers suffered from competition with free 
Negroes and Negro slaves who were hired out by their owners or allowed to work 
independently on the condition that they give the owners p:irt of their earnings. It goea 
without saying that the white workers protested against this state of affairs, but as long 
as the politically most powerful class had a considerable interest in letting Ncgrocs have 
a large share of the work, there was no way for the white worker to drive the Negro out. 
A survey for 1865, made under the auspices of the federal government, indicated that 
80 per cent of all skilled mechanics (including building tradesmen) in the South were 
Negroes.b 

The end of slavery meant the end of this protection of the Negro worker. It also 
meant that plantation owners and other employers lost much of their interest in giving 
training to Negroes,e for they were no longer assured of rct.1ining the services of Negro 
workers whom they had trained. The change, of course, was not completed in one stroke. 
The Black Codes, and particularly the laws about apprenticeship, still gave employers a 
vested interest in Negro labor for a long timc.11 This only cushioned the effects of 
Emancipation. Negroes moved about as they had never done bcfo1e, and the old master
servant relationship meant much less th,m it had during sl.ivery. 

Alreadr by 1890 the white workers were in the rnajoritr in the skilled building 
occupations in the South.e Only one-fourth of the carpenters, for example, were Negro 
at that time, and among the painters the proportion of Negroes was even lower. The 
corresponding proportion for 1930 for these two groups hJd declined to 17 per cent. 
The Negro has never had a chance to enter the ranks of the electriciJns, a comparatively 
new occupation; by 1930, less than 2 per cent of the electricians in the South were 
Negroes. Plumbing, which has been a rapidly expanding trade, h,ts likewise given but 
few opportunities to Negroes; in 1930 only 12 per cent of all plumbers in the South 
were Negroes. Negroes also managed to maintain thc::ir relative position in plastering 
and bricklaying jobs, at least until 1930; no less than 44 per cent of the bricklayers and 
61 per cent of the plasterers in the South in 1930 were Ncgru. Y ct if we add the 
number of workers for all these six trades together, we find th.it the Negro's relative 
position in the South had become much worse during the period 1910-1930, in that 
the whites had got almost all the benefit of the big general expansion which occurred 
during this period. That the Negroes received a smaller share thJn did whites of the 
dwindling job opportunities during the 'thirties is indicated by several studies. Ana
lyzing data from the United States Employment Service for five Southern states in 

"Ibid., p. 285. See also Lorenzo J. Greene and Carter G. Woodson, The Negro Wage 
Earner (1930), pp. 14-17; Spero and Harris, op. cit., pp. 5-10; Raymond B. Pinchbeck, 
The Virginia Negro Artisan and Tradesman (1926) 1 pp. 17-54, 

b Norgren and Associates, op. cit., Part 3, p. 286. Norgren's main sources are: Charles H. 
Wesley, Negrr;, Labor in the United States, 1850-1925 (1927), p. 142; The Freedmlfh 
Record (July, 1868), pp. 108-109; and Tl,e Netw Era (January 13, 1870). 

• Northrup, op. cit., p. z8. 
d Sec Chapter 10. 
• Norgren and A&sociates, op. cit,, p. 289 and Northrup, op. cit. See also Walter F. Will

cox, "Negro Criminality." Journal of Social Science (December, 1899), pp. 85-86. 
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19n-19JB, Norgren foand that the pn,portioa of Negroe, amon1 the "phc:emerut" 
was invariably much lower than the c:x>rrcaponding proportion among thole registering 
for work. For carpentcn, they were S and 10 per cent, rcapectively; for brictlayen, g; 
and 44 per cent; for painters, 9 and u per cent; for plumben, 8 and 20 per cent; 
and for plasterers, 53 and 75 per cent.• The wne data ahow that the u:illed Negro 
building worker has great difficulty in getting employment in the increasingly important 
public building projects.b It is believed that plasterers, who have allowed Negroet a 
better position than has any other building craft, are threatened, more than the reat, by 
campetition from pre-fabricated materials, such as plasterboard.c 

There ia no doubt that the decline in the relative poaition of the skilled Negro 
building worker is due largely to the attitude of white workera. 

The intense anti-Negro aentiment which arose in the South during and immediately 
afkr the ReconstJ:'llction Period was ••. undoubtedly the most significant factor in 
cliaplacing Negroes from the building crafts.• 

Many employers have come up from the ranks of the white worken and share their 
views. Trade unions, however, had little to do with the big displacement of Negro 
ekilled workers which occurred between the end of the Civil War and the 'nineties, for 
until that time they remained rather powerless in the South. They are largely responsible, 
on the other hand, for the fact that the Negro has been kept from sharing in the 
expansion of the building trades which occurred in the South during this century. The 
discriminatory attitude of the organized building crafts is the more significant at the 
preeent time, aince they dominate the American Federation of Labor-a circumstance 
which is behind the reluctance of this organization to take any definite action against 
ezcluaionist and segregational practices. 

All building crafts are not equally bad. The leaders of the Bricklayers, Masons and 
Plasterers' International Union as well as the Operative Plasterers' and Cement Finishers' 
International Association have fought discriminatory practices in a rather consistent 
way.• Thia, no doubt, is the principal reason why Negroes have fared much better in 
these crafts than in other skilled building trades. We can also, in all probability, assume 
that the basic reason for the favorable behavior in the organized trowel trades toward 
the Negro was the fact that the Negro had managed to maintain a substantial position 
in these occapations before the time when the unions started to become powerful in the 
South. Consequently, it was difficult to disregard him.t However that might be, it 
remains a fact that it was in the 1 890's that the national leadership of the bricklayers' 
union started to take strong action against locals which excluded Negroes. Sometimes 
it uses the separate Negro local, but, according to Northrup, mainly "aa a club with 
which to force local unions to admit colored bricklayers." Out of zS Southern and 

• Norgren and .Aasociates, op. cit., Part 3, p. 293. The five states were Alabama, Gcoqia, 
Louiaiana, North Carolina and South Carolina 

b llnil., Part 3, p. 32.5. 
• Northrup, 01. cu., pp. 91-9a. 
• Norgren aad Aasoclatce, "1· cit., Part 3, pp. 287-288. 
• Ibitl., Part 3, p. 321, and Northrup, op. cit., pp. 80-96. 
r ''The extent of the opposition of the labor unions toward the black mechanics • • • 

yariod in inverse proportioo to the numerous strength of the Neg-roea in the uadea." 
(Greene aud Woodloa, o-,. di., pp. 181-1891 ace alao Northrup, ot. di., pp. 96-98.) 
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Border citia 1t11died by Norgrcn, Northrup, and othen, in 1940-1941, u had mixed 
local1, 3 (Atlanta, Richmond, and Charleeton, South Carolina) had separate Negro and 
white locale, and 3 (St. Louis, Baltimore, and Tampa) had white locals indulging in 
various degrees of cxclusionist policies. It is said that the race relations are usually good 
in the mixed Southern locals.• The plasteren' union shows similar conditions. Of 16 
Southern and Border cities surveyed by Northrup in 1940-19.p, only 2 (Birmingham 
and St. Louis) had separate locals for Nc-groes and whites; 2 had exclusively white 
locals; whereas the remaining 22 cities had unsegregated local unions (in 12 of these 
unions Negroes were in the majority). Discriminatory tendencies appear here and there, 
but the national leadenhip takes strong action against them,b 

These examples show that there is nothing inherently "natural" in the exclusionist 
and aegregational attitudes dominating other organized building crafte, except that the 
Negro worker was so powerless to begin with in these other trades that it was compara• 
tivdy easy to leep him out. The United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, for 
over forty years representing the most important of all the building crafts, usually 
organizes Negroes and whites into separate locals--that is, in so far as Negroes are 
allowed to belong to the union. In the South there seems to be no exception to thia 
rule, and it is often practiced in Northern cities as well. This segregation works consid
erable hardship on the Negro worker, for there seems to be little attempt to divide the 
work evenly between the Negro and the white locals. In the South, white locals arc 
often allied with the municipal political machines, and this is one of the reasons why 
it is so much easier for white workers to secure employment on public construction 
projects; the political bosses know, of course, that white workers can vote, and that 
Negroes cannot. Also, it is easier for white than for the colored locals to be in constant 
contact with private contractors. It even happens that white locals import white worken 
from other cities rather than allow Negroes to get a share of especially attractive work 
opportunities. Sometimes they have excluded Negroes altogether from work in white 
neighborhoods, which means that Negro carpenters are restricted to maintenance and 
repair work and the building of small unpretentious homes; they seldom get any share 
of the work on larger projects. It is extremely hard for the colored worken, under such 
circumstances, to maintain their skills. There arc Southern cities where few, if any, 
Negro craftsmen arc competent to use newer techniques and newer materials. During 
the 'thirties a great number of Negro locals disappeared, whereas the white locals 
usually managed to survive. As a consequence, in many Southern citica colored workers 
are completely excluded. During the latter part of the 'thirties and the present war 
boom, a reversal in this trend has been brought about, thanks to the efforts of the 
federal government/ In spite of these efforts, Northrup did not find more than 18 
colored locals in 33 Southern and Border cities in 1940-1941, and most of thoae aeemed 
to depend entirely on the protection of the federal govcmment.4 

The Brotherhood of Painters, Decoraton, and Papcr-hangen seems to be even worse 
than the Carpenters. Negro workers are not often organized even in separate locale. 

• Northrup, op. cit., pp. 83-85. 
• I bitl., pp. 94-96. 
• All data in this paragraph arc based on Northrup, op. cit., pp. 50-57. Conceming- the 

efforta of the federal government, see Chapter •9, Section 3. Norgrcn and Anociatea, 01. 
cit., pp. 314-316, and If. 

• Northrup, op. cil., p. 65. 
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When Negroes tend to undercut the going anion nte, the white local, IOffletimes allow 
Negroea to organize a local of their own ; bat they then make contractl with the former 
employen of Negro labor, thereby depriving Negroe, of many of the work oppor
tunities they formerly had. Recently, certain changea have been adopted in the conatiti.
tion of the anion which give the greater power to the national leadenhip; this may 
facilitate the actting up of more auxiliary Negro locals, but it may not mean that 
Negroes will get a larger share of the work.• 

Yet even the Painten are relatively liberal when compared with the Electricians and 
the Plwnben, which exclude Negroes almost completely. Norgren, writing in 1940, 
had not found any single Negro local in the South, whereas a few of the Northern cities 
had a handful of colored members in white locals. Moreover, these unions, particularly 
the Plumbers, have backed state and municipal legislation establishing public: licensing 
boards. Since the unions arc usually represented on these boards, they have been able 
to restrict the granting of licenses almost exclusively to white plumbers and electricians 
in all localities where this set-up is functioning.b We have seen the results of these 
excluaioniat practices: Negroes have never been able to get any significant representation 
among the electricians; even in the South Negro plumbers are a very small and decreas
ing minority. 

According to the general rule that Negroes are less discriminated against where they 
had a subata.ntial portion of the work at the time when union activities began, the union 
for building laborers treats Negroes rather well. The International Hod Carriers', 
Building and Common Laborers' Union had a total membership in 1941 of 250,000, 
of which aome 70,000 were Negrocs.c With few exceptions, Negroes and whites are 
organized in the same locals. There are certain complaints that many locals are admin
istrated by the national union rather than by the members themselves, but there seems 
to be no evidence that this state of affairs would work any particular hardship on Negro 
members. Negroes are represented in the nationJI leadership.d 

The federal government, as mentioned earlier, has, during recent years, attempted to 
secure for Negroes a share of the work on public housing projects for Negroes. During 
1933-1937 these projects were built by the Public Works Administration; and from 
1937 to 1942 they were built under the auspices of the United States Housing Author
ity. The proportion of Negroes employed is the same as the proportion of Negroes in 
the population of the locality where the project is built, and it applies to workers of all 
kinds. The contractors have not had any difficulty in filling their "Negro quota,, of 
unskilled workers and of such skilled workers as bricklayers, plasterers, and so forth, but 
when it comes to the other skilled workers, either they usually declare themselve~ unable 
to find enough competent Negro skilled workers; or the opposition of the white unions 
was so strong that the U.S.H.A. had to permit the application of a "blanket" quota for 
the whole project rather than of a specific quota for each occupation. Even if the claims 
about the nonexistence of competent Negro craftsmen were exaggerated, they were 
probably well founded in many instances; we have to remember that Negro craftsmen 

• lbitl., pp. 67-79. 
• Spero and Harris, op. cit., pp. 59-601 Norgren and Associates, op. cit., Part 3, pp. 312-

3131 Northrup, op. cit., pp. 49-50. 
• rbiJ., p. r r r, Information hued on American Federation of Labor, R,1porl o/ ProcuJ

ings, 1941, p. 492.. 
d Northrup, op. cit., pp. 113-114. 
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haJ been rather systematically kept out of the larger construction projects where they 
could have leamed newer techniques. Until the end of 1940 Negroes received 1, per 
cent of the total payroll on the U.S.H.A. projects, but only 5 per cent of the payroll 
for ekilled work.• Even so, it helped Negro workers in the South to maintain unions 
which otherwise would have disappeared and even to revive 10me unions which had 
diappcared during the previous depressions. 

9. RAILROAD WORKERS 

In 1930 there were 163,000 Negro workers employod by steam railroads, constituting 
slightly more than 10 per cent of the total labor force il'l the industry. About 98,000 of 
these Negroes were designated as laborers; 3 i ,ooo were porters, waiters, and cooks; less 
than 11,000 were firemen, brakemen, switchmen, and flagmen; and most of the rest 
belonged to minor categories of unskilled workers. Less than 200 were conductors or 
locomotive enginccrs.b 

Railway sen·ice expanded during the First World War but declined afterward, owing 
to competition with motor traffic. The end result, by 1930, was that the total number 
of employees was about the same as in 1910. The number of Negro workers had 
increased by 25 per cent, but this was due to their inroads in the North. The number 
of laborers, for instance, increased from about 8,000 to 24,000 in the North and West, 
but declined from 78,000 to 73,000 in the South.c Most other categories, such as 
locomotive firemen and brakemen, had fewer Negro workers in 1930 than in 1910. 

In the South, particularly, the decline in the proportion of Negroes employed in such 
occupations was very noticeable. The development during the 'thirties meant that the 
Negro's opportunities for advancement became still more insignificant than before; also, 
the groups in which Negroes were concentrated were severely hit by the depression and 
by competition with motor traffic. The total number of maintenance-of-way employees 
in the South declined by more than 50 per cent from 1928 to 1938,d and since 
Negroes constituted about three-fourths of this labor force in the South, it must have 
meant a tremendous loss in Negro employment. The census data show that in the South 
Negroes constituted only z 1 per cent of the railroad workers in 1940, as compared with 
25 per cent in 1930.• This decrease is, of course, in addition to the decrease in actual 
numbers of Negro railroad workers. 

Most of the railroad brotherhoods are among the leaders in Negro exclusionism. The 
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and the Order of Railway Conductors have been 
almost completely successful in keeping the Negro out. The Brotherhood of Locomotive 
Firemen and Enginemen is equally exclusionistic. Until the beginning of this century, 
however, the fireman's job was generally considered too dirty for a white man in the 

• Robert C. Weaver, ''Racial Employment Trends in National Defense," Phylon (Fourth 
Quarter, 1941), p. 347. Sec also Norgren and Associates, op. cit., Part 3, pp. 331-335. 

b U. S. Bureau of the Census, Negroes in tke United States: 1920-1932, pp. 353-3541 
Fifteentl, Cmsus of the United States: 1930, Population, Vol. 4, State Table 11. 

• U. S. Bureau of the Census, Nagroes in the Uniteil StaUI: 19110-1932, pp. 303-3091 
Thirteenth Census of the United States: 1910, Statistics, Vol. 4, pp. 434-534. These figures 
do not include female workers, who numbered only about 1,000 in 1930. 

• Interstate Commerce Commission, Annual Statistical Report for 1928 and 1938. Quotc<i 
by Norgren and Associates, o,p. cit., Part 1. p. 1111, 

• See Chapter 13, Table 3, 
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Soath, but technical clenlopments IOlffl made it more attractive.• The removal of ncial 
wage difFerentiala in 1918 made the employen lose their intereat in having Negro fire
men, which, of coane, hastened the elimination of Negroea,b Few, if any, Negroee are 
getting into 1111c.h oc:cupations at the present time. It it poaible. however, that the present 
war boom haa brought aboat a temporary change in this situation. Some .Ncgroea are 
even being driven out, and the probability is that the Negro, before long, will have but 
a handful of representatives in these groups. This process of elimination has been 
accompanied by physical intimidation and even murder. Charles S. Johnson has found 
trustworthy accounts and records of no less than :i I shootings and murders of firemen 
and brakemen during the short period r 9 3 r- r 9 34. e 

The Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Express and 
Station Employees (A.F. of L.), which formerly excluded Negroes, changed its policy 
in 1940 by accepting segregated Negro "auxiliaries," directed by white officers.4 Even 
more unfavorable to Negroes is the fact that a similar policy is followed by the Brother
hood of Maintenance of Way Employees (A.F. of L.), which represents the occupation 
including the balk of the Negro railroad workers. This union was orginally started by 
the foremen who are still dominating it. Since the foremen are always white, the Negro 
workera feel that the organization serve£ the purpose of keeping them subjugated under 
their white bosses.• This condition is the more deplorable since maintenance-of
way workers are the largest low wage group in the railway industry.f In 1935 over two
thirds of them earned 3 5 cents per hour or less in the South and almost one-fifth 
received 20 cents or less.11 Thanks to the Wages and Hours Act, there have been 
improvements since then, at least for those lowest down on the wage scale. The average 
in 1939 for 15 Southern states was 33 cents, as against 47 cents in the "Eastern 
district." b The application of the Wages and Hours Law has been delayed, in some 
cases, because of evasion. At least one great Southern road used the device of charging 
their worken undue amounts for rent and other expenses, but was forced, through 
coun action, to refrain from such practices.1 Tlle wage increases, on the other hand, are 
encouraging mechanization, particularly in ui.e South where, so far, there has been 
comparatively little mechanization and where the rise in wage cost counts most,J After 
the preaent war boom the Negro railroad worker, more likely than not, will have even 
le88 employment than he had before this emergency. 

• Charlea S, Johnson, "Negroa in the Railway lnduatry, Part a," Phylan (Second Quarter, 
1942), p. 204. 

~ Northrup, op. &it., PP• 348-34s,. 
• "Negroes in the Railway Iudustry, Part a." 
• Northrup, op. cit., p. 353. 
• rbitl., pp. 357-358, 
'Charlee S, Johnson, "Negroes in the Railway Industry, Part 1," p. 6. 
1 Federal Coordinator of Transportation, Tiu Extent of Law Wages and Lang Hows in 

,1,e Railraatl Industry (November, 1936), quoted in Norgren and Auoeiates, o,p, cit., Part 
1, pp. 140-142. 

• /bill., p. 14-1, Information secured from Wages and Hours Diviaion, Department of 
Labor. The "Eastern Diatrict" encompasaea Nc:w England, the Great Lakes region and the 
Central Eut. 

I /1,u., pp, 141•143, 
i I/Jul,, pp. 144-145, and Cbarlee S. Johmon, "Nqroea in the Railway IndUltry, Part 2," 

: PP· 196-198. 
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Oue group of Negro railroad workers atanc:la aomewhat apart: the Pulbm., porters, 
dining car waiten, redcapa, and other railroad ee"ice workers. In spite of the fact that 
total railroad employment was no larger in 1930 than in 1910, the number of Negro 
railroad se"ic:e workers doubled during this period, and the absolute number of Negro 
workers in the group (37,000) was larger than is to be found in most manufacturing 
industries. The reason is that Negroes ha,·e a near-monopoly on these jobs, even though 
there has been some competition from Mexicans and Filipinos during recent years, and 
even from whites in certain cities.• 

This has been the 6.eld of the most successful independent Negro unionism. After 
trying in vain for more than a decade to institute an efficient organization, the Pullman 
porters, under the leadership of A. Philip Randolph, finally succeeded in 1925 in 
organizing the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, which now has about 10,000 
members. In 1936 it got an international A.F. of L. charter, and after great difficulties, 
because of the unwillingness of the Pullman Company to recognize it as bargaining 
agent for the porters, it succeeded in 1937 in making the company sign a contract in 
which certain improvements in the conditions of work were granted. The wage rates 
for Pullman porters now vary between $89.50 and $114 per month, depending on 
years of service and type of work. Extra pay is received when the working time 
exceeds 240 hours a month. In addition, porters receive tips.b Another powerful Negro 
union is the United Transport Workers of America which includes redcaps, dining car 
waiten and othen,c 

10. TonAcco WORKERS 

There have been two opposing trends affecting the Negro's position in the tobacco 
industry. From a national viewpoint, he has often gained, but only for the reason that 
Southern manufacturing, both absolutely and relatively, has become more important. 
On the other hand, in those Southern states where the majority of the Negro tobacco 
workers are occupied, white workers have, at times, made substantial gains at the 
expense of the Negro. 

Let us consider, first, the national trend during the last decades. The tobacco industry 
underwent a rapid expansion during the First World War, but during the 'twenties 
there was a tremendous decline in employment due, largely, to mechanization. The net 
effect was that the total number of workers dropped 23 per cent between 1910 and 
1930.4 The depression in the 'thirties, of course, brought about further declines. 
According to the Census of Manufacturers, the tobacco industry had 25 per cent fewer 
workers in 1939 than in 1929. 

In 1930 there were 34,000 Negroes in the industry, only one-tenth of whom resided 
outside the South. The Negro had had a larger share in the employment gains during 
the First World War and a smaller share in the subsequent losses than the white worker. 
By 1930 there were 35 per cent more Negro workers in the industry than in l 9 Io, and 

• Charles S. Johnson, "Negroes in the Railway Industry, Part z," p. aoz. Interview by 
Gunnar Myrdal with white "redcap" Kansas City, Kansas, -March zo, 1940. 

11 "A Brief History of the Organizing of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porten, an 
International Union," undated typescript issued by the Brotherhood oi Sleeping Car Porters 
See a.lao, Charles S. Johnson, "Negroes in the Railway lnd111try, Part a," pp. 2.03-ao4. 

• Florence Murray {editor), Tna Negro HIIMbool, (194z), p. 136. 
4 Thirumtl, Census of t/,e United Stales: 1910, t>:,,pUUllion, Vol. 41 p. 396. 
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the proportion o! Negn:,ea in the industry had increuecl frmn 13 per cent to 23 per 
cen,.• This diff'erence, however, was entirely due to the condition that those state• 
where the Negro is predominant in the tobacco industry (prindpally North Carolina, 
Virginia, and Kentucky) have fared much better than most of the others, The Negro 
has bat few repretentatives among the c:igar makers in Florida, Pennsylvania, New 
Jeney, and elsewhere, a group which constituted more than half of all tobacco worlcen 
in 1939, and has suffered more than most other groups, partly because of the mechaniza
tion, but also because of the declining relative importance of cigar consumption. More
over, part of the Northern tobacco industry has migrated to the South--a trend which, 
of coune, would tend to improve the Negro's relative position.b 

Let ua now turn our attention to the Southern scene. It is bdieved that originally 
almost all the tobacco workers in the South were Negro slaves, but from 1850 on there 
is evidence of Negroes being displaced by whites. This trend was precipitated, after 
the Civil War, by the development of a new type of production which did not have 
the tradition of being a "Negro job" industry: cigarette manufacturing. The introduc
tion of machinery was another factor encouraging the hiring of white workers, in that 
it made the work less strenuous, Jess dirty and, generally, more attractive. Negroes were 
retained as tobacco stemmers, however, and in aJl sorts of common labor jobs, whereas 
most other processing work was handled by white operatives. e Yet, by r 890, the fint 
year for which census data on occupations by race are available, about two-thirds of all 
tobacco workers in Virginia, Kentucky and North Carolina were Negro. It seems, also, 
that a certain stabilization in the apportionment of jobs between the two races had been 
attained at that time, for the same two-thirds ratio was maintained until 1930,d The 
number of Negro workers almost doubled between 1 9 Io and I 920. There was a decrease 
by one-fourth between 1920 and 1930. 

Concerning the d'!vclopment during the 'thirties, it may be noted that the total 
number of tobacco workcn in Virginia and North Carolina was more than one-tenth 
higher in 1939 than in 1929.e The fact that the development was so much more 
favorable in these states than for the nation as a whole should, of course, make for a 
further improvement of the Negro's relative position in the tobacco indu~try. It is 
possible, however, that the proportion of Negro workers has declined in Virginia, North 
Carolina, and Kentucky; for, during the 'thirties, there has been a definite tendency 
to mechanize tobacco stemming, which previ(!usly has been much less affcc:ted by 

• Fifteenth Census of the Unit,d States: 1930, Population, Vol. S, p. 440. 
• Northrup, op. cit., pp. 194-195. Information based on J. P. Troxell, "Labor in the 

Tobacco Industry," unpublished Ph. D. thesis, University of Wisconsin ( 1931) 1 and U.S. 
Women's Bureau, The Effect on Women of Changing Conditions in the Cigar and Cigar,tte 
Industries, Bulletin No. 100,. p. 2.0. 

"Northrup, op. cit., pp. 181-186. See also, Pinchbeck, op. cit., pp. 54-59; and Joseph C. 
Robert, T"6 Tobacco Kingdom {1938). 

c Northrup, op, cu,, p. 190. Information baaed on the dec:cnnial censuses, It is possible that 
the data for 1900 and 1910 are not quite comparable with those for 1920 and 1930, bu• 
the possible error in the comparison seems not to be significant. 

• Sbtumtl, Census of tlie United States, Census of Manufactures, 1939, Tobacco Manu
faclflrers Grou#, p. 31 and Fifuentl, Census of tl,e United Stat11s, Cmffll of M-factur,1, 
1929, Vol. 2., pp. 388 and 537. The figures for 1939 include cigarette workers only1 those 
for 192.9 include both cigar and cigarette workers. Parallel data for Kentucky are not ret 
available. 
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mechanization than have other operations. The main reason for this ia the wage inc1·ease 
which has been brought about under the N.R.A., the Fair Labor Standards Act, an.I. 
throagh the eft'orta of trade unions.• 

A trend in this direction has been under way, but there seems to be little statistical 
evidence available at this writing on how far it had proceeded before it became sub
merged in the present war boom. So far, the main effect seems to have been that the 
Negro has received a somewhat smaller share than the white workers in the employment 
gains brought about through an increased demand. The number of colored worken in 
Virginia tobacco manufacturing increased by 27 per cent between 1931 and 1938; the 
corresponding figure for whites was somewhat higher, or 33 per cent.b There is reason 
to believe that the trend became more pronounced after 1938." Prior to that year, the 
independent stemmeries which during the peak season of 1939 gave employment to an 
estimated 40,000 workers, predominantly Negroes (whereas the average for the whole 
year was Jess than 19,000) had been exempt from all minimum wage regulations.d The 
failure of these independent stemmeries to be excluded from the wages and hours 
regulations brought about a considerable increase in the earnings of their workers; the 
average for I I stemmeries was 16 cents in 1935 and 33 cents in 1940--1941.8 A 
similar wage increase had already occurred in the stcmmery departments of the cigarette 
.factories between 1933 and 1935, because of N.R.A. regulations, and there arc several 
cases known when this has caused such plants to mechanize their stcmmery departments.' 

In spite of these wage increases, Negroes still receive much lower wages than whites. 
Worse than that, the work season is much shorter in rehandling work, where almost all 
the workers arc Negro, than in other operations. In Virginia rehandling plants ii 
averaged only 153 days (1939) whereas it was 234 days in cigar and cigarette manu·· 
factoring where two-thirds of the labor force was white. Although both labor groups 
were of about the same size during the time of operation, the rehandling worker~ 
received a total annual payroll less than half as large as that received by cigar and 
cigarette workers." It is a well-known fact that female Negro tobacco workers have to 
supplement their factory earnings liy doing domestic work during off seasons. 

The Tobacco Workers' International Union was organized in the 189o's. It wa:1 
a weak union most of the time until the late 193o's. Except for short periods, such a,, 
the First World War, it has seldom, until lately, taken a strong stand against employers, 
nor made any rigorous efforts to organize more than limited sections of the industry. 

• Northrup, op. cit., pp. 197-207. 
• Manuscript table based on the annual reports by the Virginia State Department of Labo,· 

aud Industry. Courtesy, Dr. Lorin A. Thompson, Virginia Population Study. 
• From 1938 to 1939 the number of white tobacco workers in Virginia increased by 8 pc·-· 

cent and the number of Negro tobacco workers by 3 per cent. (Ibid., and Department of 
Labor and Industry, Commonwealth of Virginia, Labor 01'4 Industry in Virginia, 43rd An
nual Report, year ending September 301 1940 L1941] 1 p. 31.) 

4 U.S. Department of Labor, Wages and Hours Diviaion, "The Tobacco Industry'' 
(mimeographed, 1941) p. 11. Quoted in Northrup, op. cit., p. 203. 

• "Hours and Earnings of Employees of Independent Leaf-Tobacco Dealers," Montluy 
Labor Review (July, 1941), p. 7. Quoted in Northrup, op. cit., p. 206. 

'Ibid., pp. 200-201. Wage data based on U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Earning11 111 

Cigarettes, Snuff, and Chewing- and Smoking-Tobacco Plants, 1933-1935," Montl,ly Lallo, 
Re'Vi6'UI (May, 1936), pp. t322 and 1331. 

• Department of Labor and Industry, Commonwealth of Virginia, op. cit., p. z7. 
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Ita main atrate17 aeeme to hae been to sell the rig&.t of uing the anion label te a £1!1111 
employers, who did not have to pay a high price for getting their conditiona of work 
accepted by the union, Then, too, it ha, been one of the moat comietently undemocratic: 
of all American organized labor groups. Between the years 1900 and 1939 there wu not 
1 single national convention, and the leadership was fundamentally the same during this 
whole time. The leaden would not retire even because of old age; the rank-and-file 
mcmberahip had to imtitute prolonged legal proceedings to reintroduce democracy and 
establish a new, more liberal and more cflicient leadership. Before this certain significant 
1w:ceuea had been won in the form of increaacd membership and contracts with large 
employers, particularly after the Supreme Court had upheld the National Labor Rela
tions Act in 1937. The change in leadership strengthened this trend still further.• 

It ia evident that the Negro could not expect any great advantages from the union 
u it functioned before this reorganization. Where Negroes were organized, they were, 
and still arc, for the most part kept in sc:grcgated locals. This system, of counc, may 
appear u much more "natural" in the tobacco industry than in many other lines of 
work, since there is a strict occupational race segregation in tobacco, but it has made 
racial cooperation more difficult. The new regime has been much more friendly to 
Negroes than the old one. For the first time since 1900 a Negro has been elected vice
prcsident. Negroes and whites are to be organized in the same locals ''whenever 
poaaible" and, in actual practice, this policy has been followed in at least one case 
(Memphis). In the Virginia-North Carolina area there ie a "joint shop committee" 
representing white and colored locals. These beginning interracial efforts may promise 
aomething for the future, but so far there has not been any complete understanding, 
nor grounds for the hope that the union will help the Negro in breaking up the occu
pational pattern of segregation in the tobacco industry, In aome places, particularly in 
Richmond, it has been difficult to make the white local leaders interest themselves in the 
Negro. Few attempts were made to get Negroes organized, and this made Negro workers 
at some of the local stemmeries start a series of successful strikes on their own in 1937-
1938. They were encouraged by the C.1.O., which helped them organize themselves 
independently, A group of white workers, n.embers of the Amalgamated Clothing 
Workers (C.1.O.), at one time joined their picket line. The C.1.O. has competed with 
the T.W.l.U. in other places, and this threat has helped to make the local leadership 
of the A.F. of L. union more aware of the necessity of admitting the Negro to mem-
bership,b . 

11. TEXTILE Woll.KER& 

We ahall consider the textile industry, not because it is a major "Negro industry," 
but--quite the opp06ite--b~causc it is the main Southern industry excluding Negroes. 
It is the largest of all manufacturing branches in the South, yet it fails to use any Negro 
labor, except for limited menial purp08C8, such as sweeping, cleaning and yard labor. 
The Southern textile industry underwent a continued expansion during the 'thirties 
but Negroes derived little, if any, gain from it. The proportion of Negro worken in 

• Northrup, op. cu., pp. 207-135, Northrup ha, brought together his material on the 
tobac:co worken anion in an article, ''The Tobacco Worker, International Union," The 
f}flllf'W~ J,,,,,,,,. of Eco,,omiu (AuJUSt, 1942), pp. 606-626, The references here, how
ever, arc to .the thesis, 

"ItlMa., ud Federal Writers' Project, T.v Nigro in Virginia (1940), pp. 308-311. 
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Southern textile mills and clothing factoriee declined from 7 per cent in 1920 to 4 
per cent in J 940. The absolute number of employed Negro workera in the South was 
:16,000 in 1940.• 

Before the Civil War the textile industry in the South was unimportant. It was 
largely manned by Negroes, and often owned by planters who used their own slaves. 
It was not until about a decade after the Civil War that the real growth began. Thia 
growth, however, was not a matter of an expansion of the old plants. Instead, there 
were neW plants built, mainly in the upper Piedmont area, where there is a big supply 
of white labor. Yet around many of the new textile mills there was a large potential 
Negro labor force as well. Norgren, on the basis of the J 880 Census, finds that Negroes 
constituted about one-third of the Population in the upland counties of Georgia, 
Alabama and the two Carolinas. Yet no appreciable share of the jobs was given to the 
Negro.b 

The explanation of this phenomenon seems to be that the origin of the cotton indus
try in the South was not a matter of individualistic enterprise alone. Regular ucotton 
mill campaigns" were organized by "citizens' committees" which often raised funds £or 
the purpose. The entrepreneurs depended on the moral and financial backing of their 
white fellow citizens and had to consider their viewpoints, wl1ich were colored by the 
anti-Negro sentiments bred during the Reconstruction period.c The very fact that the 
industry was a new one and not a descendant of the pre-war textile plants was enough 
to leave the Negro out. Only in rare instances has the Negro had a chance in any 
Southern industry where he had not become entrenched before or just after the Civil 
War, when the moneyed whites had a direct financial interest in him. 

As soon as this exclusionist pattern was established, the white working population 
acquired a vested interest in it which was difficult to remove. That the majority of the 
white workers are women, while the majority of the Negro workers arc men, may have 
contributed to the resistance. There is an even greater reluctance against allowing Negroes 
of either sex to work with white women than there is against letting Negro men work 
with white men. Some employers have tried to employ more Negroes, but have met 
with such vigorous protests that they have had to abandon the idea.d The Negro, thus, 
has been unable to share in the benefits of the spectacular rise of the Southern textile 
industry. Although it has hurt the working population in the New England and Middle 
Atlantic states, it has not helped the Southern Negro to any appreciable extent. 

An energetic unionization campaign in the South was inaugurated in 1937 by the 
Textile Workers' Union. Like other C.1.O. unions, it admits Negroes on a basis of 
equality, and membership in this union often protects the Negro from losing the few jobs 
that he now has in the Southern textile mills. It is not likely, however, that the union 
will ever do anything positive in order to help the Negro get a share in the ordinary 
production jobs. Even if unionism in Southern textile mills is baaed on a working clau 

• Chapter 13, Table 3. 
b Norgren and Alsociates, op. cit., Part 3, pp. 254-261. Norgren'• description of the 

historical development of the Southern textile industry is largely based on Broadus Mitchell, 
Tiu Ru, of Cotton Milli in tlu South (1921); and Broadus Mitchell and Georre s. 
Mitchell, Thi lntlustrial Rn,olution in the South (1930). 

• Ibid., Part 3, pp. 262-265. 
• lhirJ., Part 3, p. 269, and Greene and Woodaon, op. ch., pp. 146-148. 
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ideology, one can acarcelv expect the membenhip to accept major aaailica in order to 
help the Negro." 

I 2. COAL MINEtu 

Bituminom coal mining,b except for a temporary recovery during the present war 
boom, has been a declining industry for the past few decades. This is due to over
e:ipansion during the First World War, mechanization, and increased use of fuel 
substitute,, particularly oil and electricity. Nevertheless, the Negro is better o:ff in this 
occupation than in most others. Writing before the preaent war boom, Norgren •ya: 

Con~idered as a source of employment, bituminous coal mining is decidedly a declining 
industry. During the past two decades, the number of persons earning their livelihood in 
this branch of economic activity has decreased by more than 200,000 or approll'.imately 
one third•; and there is little prospect of any reversal of the trend in the near future. 

Despite this fact, there are good grounds for the contention that Negro coal miners 
constitute one of the more favorably situated groups in the colored working-class world. 
In the first place, while total employment has shrunk drastically, employment of Negroes 
has decreased only to a minor extent. Secondly, the occupational status of the Negro coal 
mine worker has always been, and still is, practically on par with that of the white 
worker--a state of affairs almost unknown outside of this industry. And, finally, as we 
have already intimated, he is afforded the protection of a union organization which 
proclaims, and adherea to, a policy of full racial equality.• 

In 1930 there were 58,000 Negro coal miners,4 or 43 per cent more than in 1910, 
whereas the number of white workers was about the same as in 1910. The bulk of the 
Negro workers was in West Virginia, Alabama, Kentucky and Pennsylvania. Most of 
the Negro miners in Pennsylvania had come there after 1910, often as strike-breakers, 
and since total employment in the Pennsylvania mines decreased between 191 o and 
1930, they had actually displaced some white workers. In spite of this northward migra
tion, the number of Negro miners remained insignificant in the North. In no Northern 
state did they constitute as much as 3 per cent of the labor force in the coal mine~, 
and about four-fifths of them were still in the South in 1930. Negroes had been able 
to better their relative position because the Southern fields had gained much at the 
expense of Northern mines (even to the extent of having more mine workers in 1930 
than in 1920, whereas the country as a whole showed a loss in employment during 
this period). The Southern mines had been unimportant around 1900, but by 1927 

the coal production in West Virginia, Kentucky, and Virginia alone temporarily sur
passed that of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and lllinois. These gains were partly due to 
improvements in the transportation facilities in the South and to technical factors. 

A third and very significant reason was the regional wage differential. The South, most 
of th.: time, had nonunion labor, whereas Northern operators had to pay higher union 
rates, A, a result, the number of days worked per year was usually higher in the South 
than in the North, where it dwindled to I 30-140 days during the depressions of the 

• Norgren and Associates, op. cit., Part 31 pp. 270-~71, 

• There ue but few Negroes employed in anthracite coal mining. 
• Norgren and Associates, op. cit., Pazt 4-1 p. 396. Norgren'a reference (•) is to: National 

Labor Relations Board, The Effect of Labor Relations in the Bituminous Coal lntlus"1 
•10• lntr.stau Comnurce ( 1938) , Bulletin No. 2, p. s 9. 

11 Anthracite coal mining included. 
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early 'twenties and 'thirties. In 1927, the Northern employers managed to get rid of 
the union contract and were able to cut their wage costt 10 that they regained a large 
part of their previous losses to the Southern fields. They have been able to maintain this 
positiC"II. When the New Deal brought about new wage minima and gave new power to 
the unions, the regional wage differential was kept small• and, in 1941, it was virtually 
eliminated. 

By and large, the Negroes failed to get their proportionate share of the employment 
gains in the South. Therefore, the proportion of Negroes among the Southern coal mine 
workers declined from 35 per cent in 1910 to 19 per cent in 1930, whereas the North
ern coal fields accepted a somewhat increased proportion of Negro workers. During the 
'thirties there was a continual loss in relative position for Negro miners in the South. 
About 46,000 Negro workers (including unemployed persons) were registered as coal 
minen in the 1930 Census, and they constituted 19 per cent of the total. In 1930 
there were 35,000 employed Negro coal miners in the South, making up 16 per cent of 
the total. There was only a small difference between the corresponding absolute num
bers for white workers.b 

The outlook for the Negro is doubtful. It is possible that the general long employment 
trends will not go as steeply downward as they did during most of the period 1920-1940. 
On the other hand, the South has lost the competitive advantage of a nonunion wage 
scale. Since the increase in wages has been greater in the South than elsewhere, it is 
likely that mechanization will be particularly pronounced in the South. Norgren and 
Northrup have noticed a tendency to mechanize the loading operations in Southern coal 
fields. It will probably hurt Negroes more than whites for several reasons: first, because 
Negroes are concentrated both in the South and in the hand-loading jobs; second, 
because whites arc usually selected as operators of mechanical loaders. (One factor in 
this selectivity is that mechanical loading is crew work while hand loading is a highly 
individualized occupation.) The United Mine Workers Union, which otherwise pro
tects Negroes, has been reluctant to resist such favoritism.e The present war boom may 

• Norgren and Associates, op. cit., Part 4, pp. 406-417. 
The wage level in West Virginia, Kentucky and Virginia declined from an average of 

82 cents an hour in 1921-2.2 to 70 cents in 1924, whereas the Northern fields (Pennsyl
vania, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois) almost maintained their level of 1921-192:1 (89 cent1) 
up until about 1927, when union conditions were abolished in most of them. The average 
wage, by 1933, hit a low of 37 cent• in the Upper South, as against 46 cents in lllinoie, 
Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania. Then followed an increase under the New Deal. By 
1936 the averages were 77 cents in the North and 74 cents in the Upper South. In 1941 
a basic daily wage rate of $7 was adopted for both Northern and Southern Appalachian 
area. The rate in Alabama, however, is lower ($5), partly because this state does not 
compete with the others, but probably also because it has the highest propol'tion of Negro 
workers in the coal mines. {See: F. E. Berquist and Associates, Economic Sr,rr.•ey of t"6 
Bituminous Coal, Industry under Free Competition and Code Regul.ation [ mimeographed], 
National Recovery Administration, Work Materials No. 69 [1936], 2 vols. Also, Table+ 
in Norgren, op. cit., Part 4, p. 436, and Northrup, of,. cit., p. 290.) 
b Fifteentl, Census of tlll Unit,a Stalls: 1930, Pot,Jlation, Vol. 3, P:irt 1, p. 231 Si:r

J11ntl, Census of t"6 Unit,a Stat,s: 19fo Population, Second Series, State T:ibles 18a and 
18b. 

• Norrn:n and Aaociatea, 01. cit., Part 4, pp. 417-419, and letter from Paul H. Norgren, 
Auguat 16, 1942. See alao Northrup, 01. cit., pp. 296-301. 
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c:oimteract tlau tNDcl temporarily; it i1 paible that the acarcity o! white labor will give 
the Negroea an inCl'UleG wre of the jobt. On the other hand, th.ere ia the danger of 
overexpamion which wm increac the general poat•war unemployment. It is !lllpoaible 
to •1 anything definite on thae important mattcn. ~ 

Al previously mentioned, unionism, until the New Deal era, was much weaker in the 
South than in the North. Yet there have been determined attempts since the 188o'e to 
unionize the Southern coal industry. These attempts were eometimea successful, but 
only for abort periods. Time and again the union was defeated by employera, who 
utilized aU eorta of brutal tactics. In this they were usually supported by groapa of 
white citizen, who were incited by the race issue.• These defeats, as well as the aublc
qaent aboliahment of anion contracts in the northern Appalachian area, could not fail 
to weaken the United Mine Workers, but the organization was by no means crushed. 
It had been fighting hard and from the very beginning had developed a technique of 
equalitarian collaboration between white and black labor which turned out to be highly 
uaef ul, The continued wage cuta during the Great Depresaion of the 'thirties, the 
unemployment which eventually brought great numbers of mine workers to starvation, 
a1 well 81 memories of the previou1 fight, all prepared the ground for a determined 
comeback. The opportunity came with the New Deal. With the institution of the 
N.R.A. a big organizing campaign was launched, North as well as South. The response 
wa1 impreuive. Within a few month• the overwhelming majority of mine workers was 
unionized. The employers tried to play up the race issue, and they spread rumors to the 
cB'ect that either Negroes or whites would lose everything by putting the union into 
power, Thia time it failed. Then, too, the mine operators were weak. Many of them 
were impoverished, and 10me had come to realize the futility of using the wage-cut 
method as a competitive instrument. Pressure from the government aided the union. 
Almost the whole field is now covered by contracts. Negroes and whites are organized 
in the same locals, often with a white president and a Negro vice-president-an arrange
ment which has been adopted in order to have a white repreaentative to contact employers 
and yet give the Negroes a voice in the decisions whenever they constitute an appreciable 
proportion of the workers. There may still be a amall amount of bad racial feeling, hut 
the leadership takes energetic action against any local which does not recognize the 
principle of racial equality and collaboration. The policy of "gradualism" adopted by 
the union has given results. At the beginning, when employers had to get used to the 
idea of disc:uuing work problems with representatives of labor, the unions were 
IODletimea reluctant to include Negroes among their representatives at these discussions. 
Today, even in Alabama, Negroes take part in all such discussions and argue quite as 
freely 81 white,. They probably have gained more than whites through the collective 
settlement of all sorts of petty grievances, since they were formerly more easily sub
jected to arbitrary treatment. by foremen. Then, too, more than whites, they are con
centrated in piece-rate work, where there is need for constant adjustments because 
o! the variation in yield of diS'erent work places. These policies seem to have brought 
about an increased mutual understanding between the two racial groups. Speaking 
o! the condition• in Birmingham, Norgren aays: 

Informants among both leaders and rank-and-file members testify that social intercoune 
between worken of the two racet ia much more common to-day than it was prior to the 

• Spero and Harria, op. ciJ., pp. 357-375. 
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adwnt of organization. Colored unioailta C911tn'bute freely to cliacullionl at uaioa 
buain• meetings, white delegates shake b&Dds with Negro delegates It diatric:t council 
uaemblages without displaying repugnance or embarrusment1 Negroes and whites ride 
toaaJier in the mine cages. Only in aocial gatherings ia the "jim crow" cultOm retained 
unchanged.' 

Perhaps still more important is the fact that seniority rule-regardless of race-
have been adopted in both the dismissal and the rehiring of workers.b 

13. IRoN AND Sn:Ei. WoRKEU 

The iron, steel, vehicle, machinery, and other metal indwtries had, in 1930, J 77,000 
Negro workers, over 60 per cent of whom resided outside the South. Except for the 
building industry, no other manufacturing branch had as many Negro workers. The 
increase since 1910 was tremendous; the number of Negro workers was between three 
and four times greater in 1930 than two decades earlier; whereas the number of white 
workers h.ad not even doubled. Still, Negroes constituted but 5 per cent of the total 
labor force in the iron, steel and vehicle industries.e 

The largest industries in the group, from the point of view of Negro employment, 
were blast furnaces and steel rolling mills, which had 53,000 Negro workers in 1930; 
automobile factories 126,000); and car and railroad shops (16,000).4 In this section, 
we focus our attention on the first group, and we shall consider the second one in a 
following section. 

The condition of the Negro in the basic steel industry is rather similar to that in the 
coal mining industry. Both are "heavy"' industries, in need of great numbers of 
unskilled workers :ind subject to pronounced business cycle variations. Of great practical 
importance for the Negro is the somewhat accidental fact that the present union leaden 
have been recruited from United Mine Workers officials and, therefore, are more 
likely to adhere to a philosophy of racial cooperation. There are also striking dissimilar
ities: whereas most Negro mine workers are in the South, no less than 72 per cent of 
the Negro steel mill workers were employed in the North and West in 1930. More 
important is the fact that the occupational pattern in the steel mills is much more 
heterogeneous than in the mine fields. There are marked wage differentials between 
various skilled groups. This made it more difficult to organize white and black labor on 
the basis of equalitarianism. This fact, in conjunction with the great power of the 
large concerns dominating the production of steel, has made it difficult to organize any 
union at all.• 

Steel production, except for cyclical fluctuations, is an expanding industry. There
fore, to achieve equality in the steel industry would be worth more to the Negro than 
!he progress he has made as a mine worker. By 1910 there were almost as many Negro 
workers in basic steel plants in the North as in the South, where the sted industry Wa$ 

unimportant. The number of Negro workers in Northem ateel plants was between four 

• Norgren and Auociates, op. cit., Part 4, p. 44-5. 
'The last three paragraphs are baaed on ibiil., Part 4, pp. 441-4481 and Northrup, op. cu., 

pp. 2.80-301. 

• Fift,1t11/, Cmms of tM Uniutl Slolls: ,930, Po,plllotion, Vol. 5, pp. 408-411. 
d Fifumtl, Cmnu of the Umt.tl S1t111s: z930, PopullRion, Vol. 3, Part 1, p. 2.31 U.S. 

Bureau of the Census, Negroes;,, tlu Unitetl StaU1: z920-z932, pp. 343-346. 
• Norgren and Associates, op. cit,, Part 4, pp. 1-51-452. 
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and five timea greater in 192.0 than in 1910, largely because of the r-zpansiOll of the 
ateel indmtry during the Fint World War. In the South, Negroes gained much le-, 9r 
about So per cent, although the general expansion in blut furnaces and iteel rolling 
mills waa much more pronounced than in the North. Negroes, however, got ~what 
more than their proportionate share of the new joba in Southern mills. The 'twenties 
brought a general decline in the baaic steel industry. Again, Negroes fared better in the 
North, where they had almoat the same number of steel worken in 1930 as in 1920. 
In the South, the decrease was somewhat more pronounced for Negro than for white 
worken. During the 'thirtiea, also, the Negro lost in relative position in the South. 
If we add together the figures for both basic steel production and manufacturing of 
machinery and transportation equipment (except automobiles), we find that, in 1940, 
the number of empJoyeJ white workeri in the South was almost as high as the number 
of hoth employed and unemployed white workers in 1930; for Negroes there was a 
substantial difference between the two figures. The 40,000 Negro employed workers 
in 1940 constituted only t 5 per cent of the total in the South; whereas the proportion 
of Negroes among those registered as gainful worken in steel and machinery production 
in 1930 had amounted to 19 per cent.• 

More than three out of every four Negro workers in blast furnaces and steel rolling 
mills were classified as unskilled in 1930. One in seven was a semi-skilled worker, and 
one in fourteen a skilled worker. On the other hand, about one-half of the native 
whites and one-fourth of the foreign-born whites were skilled, clerical or managerial 
workers. The Negroes had a higher representation in the skilled crafts than they had in 
11105t other industries, but this was largely a r.esult of the composition of the labor force 
in this industry. In relation to other groups, their position was about as unfavorable as 
in most other industries. The skilled Negro workers are largely concentrated in hot and 
disagreeable work, such as furnace jobs. There is reluctance to use Negroes in such 
skilled work as machinists do; little more than I per cent of those workers were 
Negroes. The situation, if anything, seems to have deteriorated rather than improved. 
There had been a slightly greater proportion of skilled craftsmen among Negro steel 
workers in 1910 and a lower proportion of semi-skilled workers. The proportion that 
Negro workers constituted of all workers had more than doubled in the unskilled and 
semi-skilled categories from 1910 to 1930, but increased only to a small extent for 
skilled and higher groups. Indeed, the major part of the increased need for common 
laborers had been met by hiring more Negro workers. But the general expansion in 
unakjl]ed occupations was much smaller than that in higher categories, so that the habit 
of uaing Negroes predominantly in the lower jobs put a limit to their chance of increas
ing their share in the total employment.b 

The wage level in the S!eel industry, as previously noted, is characterized by great 
differences in earnings between skilled and unskilled workers. This is particularly true 
in the South, where the general level is comparatively low, especially for common 

1 Fift,entn Census of tne United States: 1930, Population, Vol. 3, Part 1, p. a3. Surt,entl, 
Cmsus of tl,e Unit,tl Stat,s: 1940, Population, Second Series, State Tables 18a and 18b. 
Norgren and Aaaociates, op. cit., Part 4, p. 456, 

• U.S. Bureau of the Census, Alba M. Edwards, Social-Eeonom;, Grat.I-ping of tke Gamful 
Worhrs of.tlu Unit,tl Stalls, 1930 (1938), pp. 100 and 130. Thirtemth Census of tlu 
Unit,tl Sltltn: 1910, Population, Vol. 4, Table 6. Norgren and Aaociates, op. cit., Part 41 pp. 
471 and 473. 
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Jaboren. There haa been some equalization of both the regional and the occupational 
wage diferentials; at the ume time the general level has been raised considerably.• 
Most of the traditional characteristics of the wage structure still persist, however, and 
they<Cf'e behind the racial wage differentials mirrored in the following figures for April, 
1938: 

Negro White Differential 
--------- -- -----------

North 
South 

-----· ---------- -- ----

$.86 
.75 

$.n 
,21 

------ . - - ·- ----- ---------
Sowu: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Eamiup of Neirro Workera in the Iron and Steel Jnduatry 

April, u138", Monthly Lal,ar Rnw, (November, 11140), p. 1140. 

Comparing these figures with an earlier sample study for 1935, one finds that there 
has been a general increase in wages for both Negro and white workers, The Negro
white differential seems to have become somewhat smaller in the South even in terms 
of C'e1lts per hour but has remained almost unchanged in the North.b The main impres
sion conveyed by these data, however, is that, in spite of all racial injustice in the 
apportionment of jobs, the Negro steel worker, particularly in the North, enjoys 
relatively high wages compared with other Negro wage earners. It should be kept in 
mind that the increase in cost for unskilled labor may influence mechanization trends 
in a way which may be unfavorable to the Negro. He cannot be assured of any real 
future in the steel industry unless allowed the benefit of a wider range of occupational 
opportunities. 

Behind the wage increases during the 'thirties were the new federal minimum wage 
regulations and the Steel Workers Organizing Committee (S.W.O.C.)-later called 
The-United Steel Workers of America. This union has been the first which has consist
ently given real protection to the Negro. There was a long and hard struggle to 
organize this union, and during the early stages Negroes were excluded. The only time 
before the 'thirties when the Negro was shown any real consideration was in 1918, 
when the first noteworthy attempt was made to organize unskilled steel workers in 
Alabama; employers, playing up the race issue and using violence and intimidation, 
managed to defeat the unions completely." In 1919 an attempt was made to organize 
the whole steel industry on a broad basis under the leadership of a joint committee: 
representing several unions in the field, The unions were disastrously defeated in this 
year, and thereafter the Amalgamated was completely inactive. Negroes were frequently 

• U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Earnings and Hours in Bar, Puddling, Sheet-Bar, Rod, 
Wire, and Sheet Mills, 1933 and 1935," Monthly Labor Rroiew (July, 1936), p. 1171 
"Earnings and Hours in the Iron and Steel Industry, April, 1938," Monthly Labor Rrouw 
(August, 1940), pp. 421-4421 "Earnings and Hours in the Iron and Steel Industry," Part 
a, Monthly Labor RefJUJW (September, 1940), pp. 709-726; "Annual Earnings in the Iron 
IUld Steel Industry, 1937," Montldy Labor Rew11rw (October, 1940), pp. 823-8331 "Earn
ings of Negro Workers in the Iron and Steel Industry, April, 1938," Monthly Labor R1'1i,w 
(November, 1940), pp. 1139-1149. 

• U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Earnings of Negroes in the Iron and Steel Industry," 
MontMy Labor Rm,w (March, 1937), p. 566. Quoted in Norgren and A.ociatcs, at. al., 
Part 4, p. 476. 

• Spero and Harris, at. cit., pp. 247-25:z. 
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aaed in atrilte-breaking in the steel induetry. It ii aaid that the employers med eame 
30,000 Negro atrilre-breaken in the 1919 strike, and althoqh the union gave eame 
attention to obtaining Negro auppart, no considerable number of Negroe, waa ever 
orga~ized. , 

The N.R.A. brought about an extremely rapid increase in unionism, but the Iader
ahip of the Amalgamated ASBOciation of Iron, Steel and Tin Workers (A.F. of L.) 
failed to give this movement much encouragement and even showed aome hostility to it. 
A decision of the A.F. of L. convention of 1934 to organize the iron and steel industry 
was sabotaged by the A.F. of L. leadenhip, which permitted craft unions to "raid" 
newly organized units dividing the workers among the various crafts. In 1936 the 
C.1.O. organized the Steel Workers• Organizing Committee (S.W.O.C.), which 
lltarted an energetic and successful membenhip drive. In 1937 it won its most apcctac
ular victory when the United States Steel Corporation signed a contract.• Now nearly 
all major steel plants are covered by union contracu. 

This new unionism in steel meant a change in the position of the Negro. He had 
been taken in ae an equal by many of the company unions during the N.R.A. period, 
and alao by communist and independent local leaders. The fact that the leadership of 
the S.W.O.C. was largely recruited from the Mine Workers meant that his position 
became even more secure. Negroes in most cases responded enthusiastically to unioniza
tion eJiorts. Wherever Negroes constitute a large part of the workers they get aome 
representation in the local leadership, often, as in the Alabama district, a vice-presidency. 
The employers in the South have tried to play up the race issue and they encouraged 
aome municipalities to pass city ordinances forbidding joint meetings of white and 
Negro workers; this time it availed little,b 

The standard S.W.O.C. contract stipulates that seniority shall be followed for 
diamim and in rehiring." It is doubtful whether a ,imilar principle will be adhered 
to in the case of promotions even though the contract contains a clause to that effect. 
Norgren points to the heterogeneous occupational pattern in the ateel industry which 
makes it difficult to induce the white workers to go the whole way in racial equalita
rianism. He adds: 

If this problem [aboliahment of racial discrimination in promotion] docs not iron 
itself out in the local unions--and it is hardly probable that it will-it would seem to 
fall to the national union leaders to lead the way in solving it. As far as the writer has 
been able to learn, the heads of the S.W.O.C. have not, up to now, given the question 
serious consideration. This neglect is probably jintified to a considerable extent, since the 
1tcel union has as yet scarcely developed beyond the organization stage. There ii little 
doubt, however, that sooner or later the problem will come to the fore. And the manner 
in which it is handled should provide an acid test of the workability of the racial equality 
idea in the union movement! 

In 1940 an A.F. of L. union succeeded in winning an election at a Birmingham 
1Iant by promising the Negro workers help in getting promoted,• This seems to indicate 

a Norgren and Alaociatea, op, di., Part 4, pp. 490-5oa. 
"Northrup, ot, cit., p. 326, 
'Norpea ad Associates, ot, cit., Part 4, p. 505, and Horace R. Cayton and Georre S, 

Mitcbdl, Bl,,clt Workus tmtl ti# Nn» Unions (1939), pp. ao:1-21:1, 

• Norgren and Associates, of. cit., Part 4, p. 506. 
• Northrup, ot, di., p. 342.. 
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that the problem hu made itlelf felt rather severely in aome placeto. Even if the union's 
pretent policy of ''gradualiam'' in this matter • can easily be undentood, there is no 
doubt that the i•ue will soon have to be faced. It is obvious that Negro worken need 
a lartt\r share of the aemi-akilled and skilled jobs to minimize their risk of technological 
diaplacement. 

14. AUTOMOBILE WoR.KBRS b 

In 1930 there were 26,000 Negro workers in the automobile industry, constituting 
4 per cent of the total number of workers. The automobile industry does not, there
fore, constitute a major source of Negro employment. It is, however, one of the few 
industries in which the Negro has managed to get a foothold since the Civil War. 
Even if the Negro's gains in the automobile industry arc not spectacular, it is remarkable 
that he has done as well in this Northern industry as he has in the Southern textile mills. 

The explanation of this phenomenon is not difficult to find. It was during the First 
World War, with its accompanying scarcity of labor, that the automobile industry 
started to become of major importance in American manufacturing. Recruiting of labor 
was a major problem, particularly in Detroit where there was no large local labor supply 
to begin with. That almost 60 per cent of all Negro automobile worken were employed 
in Michigan in 1930 and that some concerns which h:m: plants in several places give 
no employment to Negroes except in or around Detroit confirms the contention that 
it was because of an initial shortage of labor in Detroit that the Negro was able to 
make so much headway in the automobile industry. It should not be overlooked that 
Southern whites have come in even greater numbers to Detroit. 

It is common today for automobile factory employment officials to estimate thnt any
where from 20 to 60 per cent of their employees arc Southern whites while Negroes 
aeldom exceed more than 10 per cent except in individual foundry establishments.• 

Not only are the Negro automobile workers distributed geographically in an uneven 
way but also the distribution among various concerns and plants is anything but propor· 
tionate. This, of course, suggests that the Negro gains may be accidental. Negroes 
constitute a rather high proportion among the employees of the parts manufacturers 
which are subject to severe price competition and cannot afford to pay high wages. 
The leading employer of Negroes among the main manufacturers is the Ford Motor 
Company which, at the beginning of 1940, had almost 10,000 Negro workers in 
Michigan. Almost all of them were employed in the River Rouge plant, where they 
constituted almost 11 per cent of the labor force. Next came the Brigg$ Manufacturing 
Corporation which had 3,000 Negro workers in the Detroit area, where they constituted 
more than one-fifth of the total labor force. General Motors Corporation, on the other 
hand, had a much smaller proportion of Negro workers, about :z,500, or :z.5 per cent of 

• Herbert R. Northrup has certain scattered and impressionistic evidence to the effect thnt 
the union 111.--tually has helped Negroes get promoted in several Northern plants (ibid., p. 
344). 

~ The extensive material on the Negro in the automobile industry contained in Norgl'en 
and Aasociates, op. cit., Part 4, pp. 5 1 3-642, was collected by Lloyd H. Bailer, who, under 
the 1upervi11on and guidance of Dr. Norgren, conducted an extensive series of interviews in 
Detroit, and wrote the main part of the chapter. 

• Norgren and Associates, op, cit., Part 4, p. 514. See, also, pp. 533, 541-544. 
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all ita worken in Michigan and Indiana. Chrpler had 2,000 Negroes, making up 4 per 
cent of its Detroit labor force.• 

Nearly three-fourths of all Negro workers in the automobile induatry in 1930 were 
in un,Jcilled occupations; the corresponding proportion for white worken wu lea than 
one-fifth. One-eighth of the Negro worken, but almost one-half of the white workers, 
were in 1killed and clerical occupations. The range of job opportunities for Negro 
automobile worJcen ia usually narrower than these figures suggest, Negroes arc invari
ably concentrated in ,crvice jobs, foundries and paint departments.b Some of the Negro 
foundry workers and painters are in skilled jobs, but Norgren and Bailer say: 

Negro operatives and skilled worken in these dcpartmenta • • • are almost invariably 
employed in such hazardous occupations a.a shear operators, heaters, spraymen, chippen, 
rough snag grinder, and sand blaster, and in other operations undesirable becaUR they 
are dirty, dusty, extremely hot, or are accompanied l>y fumes.• 

An inquiry among company officials and workers suggested that the main reason for this 
condition was the opposition of the white workera--many of whom are Southerners-
to collaboration with Negroes, Concerning the attitudes of employers' representatives, 
there are certain data assembled by Norgren and Bailer. Most employers' representatives 
who had any appreciable experience with Negro workers seemed inclined to think that 
Negroes were about as efficient aa whites, although some added qualification• to the 
elfect that Negroes compared "favorably with whites on the work they perform." 11 

Several officials believed, of course, in the general stereotype that Negroes arc particu
larly able to stand hot work.• One employen' representative pointed to the difficulty of 
Negroes' getting training as skilled workers. He believed, in addition, that it was 
possible to secure a higher percentage of skilled workers from a group of white workers 
than from a group of Negro workers; for this reason, he explained, employers preferred 
to get their craftsmen from the whites, although there are individual Negroes who are 
potentially just as good. Another informant gave this very interesting viewpoint: 

It seems to me the average colored worker is more loyal to his boss than to hia job, 
If he likes his boss, he will work himself to death, but if he doesn't like him he won't 
do a thing. The white worker is different. I've known white workers who simply hated 
their foremen but they did good work out of loyalty to the job itself.' 

The River Rouge plant of the Ford Motor Company, which has the largest propor
tion of Negroes of all major Detroit automobile factories, differs in other respects from 
the general pattern. The Negro haa a share of the jobs in almost all departments. He 

• Ibid., Part 4, pp. 526 and 539-545, 
" U. S. Bureau of the Census, Alba M. Edwards, Social-Economic Grouping of the Goinful 

Workers of tlte United States, z930 {1938), pp. 98-99. 
• Norgren and Associates, op. cit., Part 4, p. 549. The statement is backed up by a detailed 

analysis of job specifications in several of the major Detroit plants (ibid., pp. 551-559 and 
649-ti52). 

4 Ibid., Part 4, pp. 572-589. 
• Such a capacity has been attributed to all marginal groups of workers such as South 

Europeans, Negroes, and Mexicans who have had to content themselves with such jobs as 
appeared unattractive to the dominant group. ( Glen E. Carlson, "The Negro in the Indus
triea of Detroit," unpublished doctoral diBSertation, University of Michigan ( 1929). Quoted 
in Norgren and Alaociatea, op. cit., Part 4, p. 573.) 

'lllitl., Part 4, P• 574· 
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does not, however, have full equality of opportunities; the occapational 1tat111 of the 
Negro worker at the Ford plant differs only in degree from that of Negro worken in 
other plants. In 1937 about half the Negro worken were in the foundry of the River 
Roage plant, where they constituted 47 per cent of all the workers. In the tool room, 
scarcely I per cent of the worken were Negro. Still, the Negroes have a better chance 
to advance in this factory than they have almost anywhere else.• 

Thia ditferencc between the River Roage plant and other major automobile factories 
is not accidental. In 1921, when layoffs occurred because of the post-war dcpreesion, 
1C11De Negro leaden approached Henry Ford asking him not to dismiss Negroes in any 
di1eriminatory manner. Ford then set down the policy that Negroes should make up the 
same proportion of the workers as corresponded to their proportion in the population 
of Detroit, and that they should be represented in all departments of his company. He 
hu appointed some Negro officials in his personnel department who do the hiring of 
Negroes and have the right to interfere should any discriminatory practices occur. 
It is claimed that these Negro personnel officials have put pressure on the workers in 
political matten and, until Ford gave in to the union in 1941, in matters of labor 
organization. Although conditions even in other respects are not ideal, they are far 
better than in other automobile plants, and Negro leaders generally characterize them 
in this way,b Negro and white Ford workers are not segregated in the work rooms, 
which sometimes happens in other factories. White workers may object to this condition, 
but the opposition is not nearly as widespread nowadays as it used to be in the early 
'twenties when Negroes started to become a prominent part of the Ford labor force. 
The fact that the company's policy on this iesue is well known makes the white workers 
realize that opposition would be of little avail. The Ford training school was, until 
about 1940, the only major automobile trade school in Detroit which admitted Negro 
workers,e 

Daily wage rates are comparatively high in the automobile industry, but work ha, 
been insecure. There are seasonal variations in the need for labor. Since the beginning 
of the 'thirties, the cyclical variations have been worse. The drive for efficiency has put 
a premium on youth. It is frequently claimed that new workers are being hired while 
good, well-trained workers are walking the streets,d 

The automobile industry was not well organized until the C.1.0. organized the 
United Automobile Workers' Union in 1936-1937. The United Automobile Workers' 
Union (now the United Automobile, Aircraft and Agricultural Implements Workers' 
Union) includes the Negro on a basis of equality. Negroes have been represented in the 
leadership from the beginning. Yet for a long time the Negro was a poor uni<>n mem
ber. Bailer, when making a survey of all U.A.W. locals in Detroit in 1940, found that 
more than three-fourths of the white workers, but not much more than one-half of the 
Negroes, in plants under the jurisdiction of these locals were organized by that time. 
Moreover, there were general complaints about Negroes showing less interest than 
whites in union work. Some Negroes served as strike-breakers at a Dodge walk-out in 
1939, and the same thing happened in the Ford far.tories in 1941. The reaaons for this 
condition are obvious. Negroes have been unaccustomed to union work. As long as Ford 

• rbitl., Part 4, pp. 559-570 and 649-65a. 
'Ibitl., Part 4, pp. 589 and 599-65:&, 
• Ibid., Part 4, pp. 589 and 599-624. 
• 1bid., Part 4, pp. 5:r.7-531. 
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held au.t apinat IUlionilm, it ia qaitc andentanclable that many Negn,ea were reluctant 
to join in the fight. The high proportion of white Soathemen in the Detroit labor 
force made the union memben disinclined to accept the equalitarian phil010phy of the 
leaden. Segregation in aocial aB'ain of worken had been customary. It could not be 
abolished immediately, partly because real estate and restaurant ownen who catered to 
union 90eja} aHaira often supported aegregational practices. Bailer found, however, in 
1940 and again in 1942, that conditions were constantly improving. Ford's surrender to 
the unions has probably precipitated this development.11 

The problem of promotion remains a major difficulty. White workers would probably 
not object to the granting of departmental seniority rights to the Negro. In order to get 
full equality of opportunity the Negro mlllt have a chance for promotion not only 
within departments, but also from one department to another. In 1940, according to 
Bailer, the white workers objected so much to the granting of such rights to Negroes 
that it seemed impossible that they would get them in the near future.b Definite 
progre11 has been made during the present war boom. It is reported that Negroes have 
been moved from foundry shop in one establishment to skilled work in other depart
ments of other eatabliahments. e 

Thia description of the condition, in the automobile industry is largely hiatorical. 
The conversion to war ux has brought about an entirely new situation, which, at the 
present time, is rather difficult to survey. Elsewhere we have assembled aome scattered 
information on this dcvelopment.4 

IS· THE StAUGHT.ElllNG AND MEAT-PACKINC INDUSTllY 

The slaughtering and meat-packing industry had 18,000 Negro employees in 1930, 
constituting J I per cent of its total labor force. It ia not of great importance as a source 
of employment to Negroes, and yet it is the only food industry which has any appre
ciable number of Negro worken. The story of labor in the slaughter and packing 
houses is full of racial strife. It is a good illustration of how race prejudice, while 
usually limiting opportunities for the Negro, sometimes helps him.• 

About three-fourths of the Negro workers in 1930 were employed outside the South, 
and one-third of the Northern workers were in Illinois, where they constituted roughly 
30 per cent of the total unskilled and semi-skilled labor force. The proportion of 
Negroes among such workers was as high or almost as high in some of the secondary 
Northern slaughtering centers located in Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska. Among the 
akilled workers, Negroes generally had few representatives, and at each occupational 
level they tended to be more concentrated in heavy or distasteful work than were white 
employees. r 

This, however, is leas surprising than is the fact that the Negro makes up auch a large 

"lbitl., Part 4, pp. 626-639. Interview with Lloyd H. Bailer, August 3, 1942. 
• rum. 
• Interview with Uoyd H. Bailer, August 3, 1942. 
' See Chapter 19. 
• The chapter on the slaughtering and meat-packing industry in Norgren and Associates, 

op. cit., Part 4, pp. 653-698, was written by Arnold M. Rose. The basic sources were cen1us 
repo,n, Alma Herbst, Tiu Negro in t/18 Sltlughtering and Me11t-P11eking Industry in Cl,ic•go 
( 1932), and Cayton and Mitchell, op. cit., pp. 22.S-279. 

• Norrren and A,sociates, ot, cit., Part 4, pp. 659-671, 
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part ol the labor force in IIJllle of the Northem centen. This was not 10 originally. 
Kansas and Missouri had an appreciable proportion of Negro workers in 1910, but the 
increaae during the First World War was such that by 1920 this proportion had become 
twO or three times higher, Even more spectacular was the development in Chicago. 
Negroes had been used as strike-breakers in 1894 and, particularly, in 1904. Few of 
these Negro strike-breakers were allowed to stay, and by 1910 there were only about 
500 Negro workers in the Chicago stockyards. The subsequent increase was due to three 
factors: (1) the scarcity of labor during the First World War; (2) the interest the 
packers had in keeping the labor force heterogeneous when a unionization drive was 
1tarted in. 1916 and 1917 by the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen, 
and the Stockyards Labor Council; and (3) the fact that, while some unions did accept 
Negroes, there were several othen which "drew the color line sharply" or discriminated 
against them in other ways, and this alienated many Negro workers.• In other words, 
the packers made a definite policy of increasing the proportion of Negro workers, and 
the equivocal stand of the unions on the race issue ensured them of success. The unions 
could not fail to see this danger, and an energetic attempt was made to win the Negro 
workers over. It met with some response from the Negroes, but the race riot of 1919, 
due in part to the increase in the proportion of Negro workers in the stockyards and 
to "the conflict between union workers and packing house employers for the allegiance 
of Negro workers," made these attempts fail.b During a strike in DeC'ember, 192i, and 
January, 1922, Negroes were used as strike-breakers. The workers were completely 
defeated, and unionism in the Chicago stockyards was practically eliminated for a 
decade.c 

During the 'twenties Negroes Jost in rdaLil'e po.,1llon in some of the secondary 
Northern meat-packing centers. In Chicago, on the other hand, they continued to gain, 
in that the actual number of Negro workers was slightly inc-rcased between 1920 and 
1930, although the total labor force in the stockyards showed some decrcase.d When 
unionism returned to the Chicago packing houses during the New Deal, Negroes 
continued to be rather "poor union material." There was a three-cornered battle among 
company unions, the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen (A.F. of L.) 
and the Packing House Workers' Industrial Union (C.1.O.) The Amalgamated waa 
still unable to go the whole way on the Negro issue; often there was racial segregation 
in social affairs, and the representation of Negroes among the leaders was not high 
enough to appeal to the Negroes. The Packing House Workers are said to have been 
dominated (at least formerly) by communist leaders. Employers continued to intimi
date union members to such an eitent that Negroes, who had always gained more by 
siding with the employers, were reluctant to join the independent unions in large 
numbers,e Recently, there ha\·e been reports that the C.1.0. union has become a dom
inimt influence in the major Chicago plants/ and this may have increased the prospects 
for a final victory for the kind of unionism which will appeal to Negro workers. 

• Cayton and Mitchell, op. cit., pp. 242-246. 
b //ml,., p. 24-7. 

• Norgrcn and Aasociates, op. cit., Part 4, p. 676. 
• lbitl., Part 41 pp. 661-665. 
• lbitl., Part 4, pp. 689-694. Cayton and Mitchell, op. cit., pp. 262-279. 
r Information from Howard D. Gould of the Chicagc, Urban League (letter of May :u, 

1942). 
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Concerning the wage level, we may refer to the following average figures contained 
in a atudy in 1937 by the Department 0£ Labor. · 

Malca 

Section and Race Total Skilled ScmMkilled Unskilled Female, 

The North 
Nl!lfOC9 ,-71 ,.84 $.71 $.63 t-53 
WhitCI ,69 .82 .67 .6o .51 

The South 
Negl'OC9 ~ •Sf -49 -40 • 
Whites .53 .67 .50 -45 .38 

Sowa: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statiatica. "Eandnaa and Houn in du, Meat-Packing Inclumy, 0-ber 
Z!l.17," Monllll:, Laflor Rninl (October, Z!13!1), p. 953. 

• Number of worken in 8"Dlple too small for computina of averap. 

We find that the wage structure is characterized by a rather large difi'erential between 
North and South. In Northern states there is the rather e:itceptional phenomenon that 
Negroes at each occupational level and also in general, earned slightly more per hour 
than did whites. This is probably due to the fact that Negro workers, more than whites, 
are concentrated in some of the largest plants. In the South, on the other hand, Negroes 
usually earned less than whites, not only generally but also at each occupational level. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF NEGRO RESIDENCES IN 

SELECTED CITIES 

............................................................................................................................................ 
This description of the distribution of Negro residences in selected cities should be 

read in connection with the description of residential segregation in Chapter 2.9, 
Section 3. 

There have been Negroes in New York for hundreds of years.• At first they tended 
to live in close proximity to the homes of the wealthy whites in whose residences they 
were employed as servants. This caused them to live in little concentrations in several 
sections of the city. Some of these nests still persist, but the new migrants to New York 
tended to live together in a section which moved northward on Manhattan Island in 
the wake of the upper class whites. About 1 900 the main Negro center was in the 
vicinity of West Fifty-third Street and was no longer a satellite community to that of 
the rich whites. It contained "three rather well-appointed hotels" b and was as much 
an independent community as can be found among any ethnic group in New York 
except the Chinese. At the same time, the large Brooklyn Negro community also was 
developing. The last and biggest shift was from the middle of Manhattan to Harlem. 
Commerce and industry were moving uptown, and new residential opportunities opened 
to Negroes in Harlem after 1900: 

Harlem bad been overbuilt with large, new-law apartment houses, but rapid trans
portation to that section was very inadequatt!-the Lenox Avenue Subway had not yet 
been built-and landlords were finding difficulty in keeping houses on the east side of the 
section filled. Residents along and near Seventh Avenue were fairly well served by the 
Eighth Avenue Elevated. A colored man, in the real estate busineBS at this time, Philip A. 
Paytun, approached several of these landlords with the proposition that he would fill their 
empty or partially empty houses with steady colored tenants. The suggestion was accepted, 
and one or two houses on One Hundred and Thirty-fourth Street east of Lenox Avenue 
were taken over. Gradually other houses were filled. The whites paid little attention to 
the moveme11t until it began to spread west of Lenox Avenue; they then took stepa to 
check it. They proposed through a financial organization, the Hudson Realty Company, 
to buy in all properties occupied by colored people and evict the tenants. The Negroes 
countered by similar methods •••• 

• This description of the distribution of Negroes in New York is taken largely from the 
following two sources: 

James Weldon Johnson, "Harlem: the Culture Capital," in Alain Locke (editor), Tiu 
New Negro {1925), pp. 301-311. 
E. Franklin Frazier, "Negro Harlem: An Ecological Study,', Ammcan Journal of Soci
ology {July, 1937 ), pp. 72-88. 
b James Weldon Johnson, op. ,;,., p. 3oz. 

1125 
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The lituation now remind it.elf into &n actua.l contest. Nertoes not Ollly c:oatinued ti 
occupy available apartment houses, but began to purcha.e private dwellings bet,reei 
Lenox and Seventh Avenues. Then the whole movement, in the eyes of the whim, tool 
on the aapect of an "invasion"; they became panic-,tricken and began fleeing u from 1 

plague. The presence of one colored family in a block, no matter how well bred am 
orderly, was 1ufticient to precipitate a flight. House after house and block after blocl 
waa actually deeertcd. It was a great demonstration of human beings running amuc:k 
None of them stopped to reason why they were doing it or what would happen if the: 
didn't, The banks and lending companies holding mortgages on these deserted house 
were compelled to take them over. For aome time they held these houses vacant, preferrin1 
to do that and carry the charges than to rent or sell them to colored people. But value 
dropped and continued to drop until at the outbreak of the war in Europe property in th, 
northern part of Harlem had reached the nadir. 

In the meantime the Negro colony was becoming more stable; the churches were bein1 
moved from the lower part of the city; sorial and civic centers were being formed I am 
gradually a community was being evolved. Following the outbreak of the war in Europ1 
Negro Harlem received a new and tremendous impetus.• 

The Great Migration from the South greatly expanded b and stabi]ized the Harlem area 
To a limited extent, Negroes bought house!l-()ften fine old mansions-as well a 
rented them, and opened their own stores as well as traded with local white store· 
keepers, With the continuing migration of Negroes into New York, Harlem is stil 
expanding, but not in proportion to the increase in its population. Outside pressure 
and the growth of a well-to-do Negro class has forced and permitted the building ol 
large structures containing many small apartments. 

It is difficult and hazardous to make predictions. If, as is generally assumed, Ne\l 
York's commerce and indu~try do not expand to any considerable extent in the future 
Negroes are not likely to be pushed out of Harlem. Harlem can grow spatially also 
Harlem has a glamour of its own which will continue to :ittr:ict Negroes from all ovei 
the country even if emplo}'ment opportunities are not too bright, and they migh· 
become better off than they were during the 'thirties, particularly if the New Yori 
Negroes can mure effectively use their political power to break down economic discrim
ination. The: newcomers will, as usual, be forced to seek residence in established Negrc 
communities. The Brooklyn settlement is growing, but so is Harlem, and it is likcl> 
that Harlem will remain the center of New York's Negro population and, in a sense 
the cultural capital of all American Negroes. Aside from the couple of other largf 
Negro communities in the metropolis, and the half dozen small communities whicli 
have developed in vacant land at the outskirts of the city,C the few Negroes who livf 
in scattered sections of New York represent the older pattern which prevailed wher 
Negroes were few in nuinber and engaged in serving wealthy whites. 

Negroes have been living in Chicago 4 since the city was incorporated in the 18 3o's 
• James Weldon Johnson, o,p. cit., pp. 303-305. 
b The center of Harlem was i 35th Street and 7th Avenue, The expansion was outwar, 

from this center. See Frazier, op. cit., pp. 74-75. 
• There is, for example, the Jamaica area of Queens, and three or four small Negrc 

areas in the Bronx. 
d This description of the Negro community in Chicago is based on personal observatior 

by Arnold Rose and on a large number of historical sources, including a collection ol 
unpublished interviews with old residents (in possession of the Social Scien~ Researcl 
Committee of the Univerbity of Chicago), 
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They were few in number until the meat-packing induatriea brought them up from 
the South during the stockyards strikes of I 894, and I 904, and even then they formed 
im insignincant proportion of the population until the war industries' boom, beginning 
:n 191 ;. Before J 91 S Chicago Negroes lived in prac-tically every sec-tion of the city, 
usually in small concentrations at the edge of areas inhabited by wealthy whites. It is 
interesting to observe that, except for a few settlements at the very outskirts of the 
city, the Negroes have not been able to get into any new areas in the rapidly growing 
city aince 1910, despite a more th;1n six-fold increase in the Negro population since 
that time. The South Side area-largest in 1910--has expanded enormously in a thin 
strip, which has come to be known as Chicago's "Black Belt," and the other areas also 
have expanded slightly, but no new areas within the city proper ha\·e been opened to 
Negroes. As in the case of New York, segregation has been increasing: c,·cn the upper 
cJass Negroes whose ancestors fo•ed in Chicago on terms of almost complete social 
equality with their white neighbors arc now forced into the Negro ghettos and are 
hardly differentiated from the impoverished Negro just arrived from the South. 

The history of the expansion of the Chicago South Side Black Belt has exhibited the 
fu]l gamut of Negro housing problems. The ronstant immigration of Southern Negroes 
into this segregated area caused doubling-up of families, the taking in of lodgers, the 
conversion of once spacious homes and apartments into tiny fiats, the crowding of an 
entire family into a single ro0m, the rapid raising of rents, the use of buildings which 
should be condemned: The careless attitude of the health and sanitary in~pcction au
thorities toward Negroes and toward poor people generally is especially serious where an 
ignorant population took over the homes abandoned by another population group. 
Light industry, wholesale commercial establishments, gambling and vice resorts have 
been pressing the poorer Negroes southward from the direction of the downtown area. 
The hold{ng of land for speculation, the high cost of building, the bck of capital have 
left huge gaps of vacant land in the midst of the most over-crowded Negro areas in 
the northern half of the Black Belt. The west boundary of the section is sharply deline
ated by a serie& of railroad tracks which cut off the Negroes from their poorer white 
neighbors. The southward expansion has been marked by bitter conflict between the 
dispossessed whites and the harassed Negroes. Organizations have heen set up to prevent 
any white owners from selling or renting to Negroes; Negroes who succeeded in getting 
a foothold, or whites who seemed inclined to give diem one for large sums of moner, 
\'Vere terrorized and physically maltreated; bitter fear and h,1trcd has marked many of 
the other contacts between whites and Negroes because of the whites' beliefs that the 
Negroes were dangerous to their persons and property. There has been practically no 
expansion to the east despite all Negro pressures and needs. The housing difficulties 
of the Negroes in Chicago arc apparent at every point, and yet neither the City Council 
nor any other white group has been willing to do anything ahout it. 

Southern cities usually have such a large Negro population that when the Negro 
community grows, it is near enough to the outskirts of the city that it c:m expand into 
vacant land and not simply inherit white areas. Many Southern cities have traditionally 
had their Negro communities at the edge: of town. This is not true of Washington, 
D.C., however, for this rapidly expanding city has many of the seRrcgation patterns 
and problems of the typical Northern cities with large Negro populations, though in 
Washington the locations of the Negro districts are more scattered. Nor is it true of the 
old Southern cities, like Charleaton, South Carolina, or Baton Rouge, Louisiana, where 
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Negro residence, ·are 10 intenpened among white residences that it is difficult to find 
a large Negro community a, a spatial unit.• 

While Birmingham, Alabama, has received the major part of its Negro population 
since the Civil War, the Negro population of the city is not concentrated in a few 
areas.b Negroes, however, are not distributed at random throughout the city either, but 
rather are to be found in a large number of small segregated areas. This may be simply 
elplained by the fact that the city developed out of twelve originally separate towns, 
each of which had its one or two Negro areas, with some scattering of Negro families 
throughout. 

In Nashville, Tennessee,C Negroes are concentrated in a half dozen or so commu
nities adjacent to white lower class or lower middle class areas. In upper class areas, 
a few Negro servants occupy quarters provided by their employers. There are practically 
no Negroes in the white upper middle class areas of West End, HiHsboro and Belle 
Meade. In the white lower middle class area east of the Cumberland River there are 
two adjacent but distinctly defined Negro communities. In the white lower class area 
of South Nashville, there are large Negro communities with poorly defined boundaries. 
North Nashville, too, has a large Negro community surrounded by white lower class 
areas. According to Johnson, Negroes in Nashville (unlike Negroes in Northern cities) 
do not separate themselves into economic groups. 

• While 45 per cent of Charleston's population is Negro, only 5 per cent of the Negroes 
there live in blocks with I oo per cent Negro occupancy, and nearly 40 per cent live in 
blocks with less than 50 per cent colored occupancy. See Federal Housing Administration, 
T1" Structure and Growth of Residential Neighborhoods in American Cities (1939), pp. 
66-67. 

• For the facts of the distribution of Negroes in Birmingham, see Mabel L. Walker, Urban 
Blight and Slums (1938), pp. 43-44. 

• For the facts of the distribution of Negroes in Nashville, see Charles S. Johnson, Pat
tn-m of Negro Segregation, prepared for this study (1943), Chapters I and 2. Also see 
materials on Nashville gathered for this book (available in Schomburg Collection). 
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RESEARCH ON CASTE AND CLASS IN A 

NEGRO COMMUNITY 

............................................................................................................................................ 
We have presented only the barest outlines of the Negro class structure. Like all 

outlines, and like all descriptions in terms of "the average" and "the typical," the 
description is somewhat di~tortcd. There are exceptions to every statement. For fuller 
descriptions, the reader is referred to the community studies made in recent years.• 
While these studies are excellent, further resear<:"h is ncressary to get an adequate picture 
of the Negro class system. We shall append a few ~uggcstions for further research. 

"What constitutes the race problem," observes Charles S. Johnson, "is not the 6xed 
character of the relations, but their dynamic character. There would be no race problem 
if the Negro group uniformly accepted the status :1ssumcd for it. The present patterns 
of these relations are, in the large, different from what they were fifty years ago or 
even twenty years ago. They vary with localities and backgrounds and with social 
classes within the Negro and white groups." b Moreover, in this process of social 
change the class and caste structures are themseltJes changing. The studies of the Negro 
class structure so far have been, on the whole, of a static type and have contributed 
little to our knowledge of the social dynamics actually involved. Even when viewed 
as cross-sectional investigations, a general weakness of those studies has been that the 
correlation between the factors giving status--occupation, income and wealth, education, 
family background, complexion and so on-have been observed and recorded only in a 
vague and general way and, in any case, no attempt has been made to weight them 
quantitatively. From the point of view of social dynamics, this is serious since we do 
not have a basis for forecasting trends in social mobility, and we cannot properly make 
certain practical proposals we should like to make.c 

• See footnote 9 in Chapter 30, and footnote s in Chapter 31. 
b Growing up in the Black Belt (1941), p. 2.76, 
• Charles S. Johnson gives the broad outline of the dynamic problem as it appears to 

the individual: 
"In the present situation of the Negro in the South, the two values within control of an 

individual which can do most to facilitate class mobility are wealth and education. Ancestry 
and color, which are sometimes associated with social status, are factors beyond the control 
of living individuals struggling for status. Wealth is theoretically possible of control, but 
actually a remote possibility. Education is within reach and, consequently, it is invested with 
almost magical properties by both the ambitious parents and the youth." (/bid., p. 77.) 

What we want to know in some detail is how this causal mechanism actually functions, 
and how it determines change in the social class system. In a sense the things mentioned by 
Johneon rcprceent the "causea a.nd conditions" of aocial stratification. 

1129 
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The ideal community study thould start out f'rom a caref'al 1utistied/ ""4flysis of' vita], 
eocial, and economic data concerning the individuals and familiee making up the 
community being atudied. The le11 measurable data on attitudes, cultural traits, behavior 
patterns in which 10eial stratification is e:ipresscd, and the "feeling" of aocial atatua or 
toward aocial status on the part of members of the various groups, should then be 
observed and the results integ,-ate,I into tke f,-amewode of statis#eal /mow/edge. Only 
when 10 treated do they reveal their full meaning. The entire analysis should be 
dominated by the recognition that the Negro class structure ls rapidly changing. The 
dynamics of the problem do not consist merely in the tensions, frictions and movements 
within the class structure. Even more important is the resultant mor,ement of the whole 
eltus structure and, incidentaily, the actual import of a position in this structure for 
Negroes in various social classes. 

In auch an approach it is of importance to keep clear at the outset that our class 
concepts have no other reality than as a conceptual framework. They should, therefore, 
be given inrtrumenta/ definitions (in relati011 to the questions asked and the instruments 
used for observations). Fundamentally we arc studying a series of continua--on the one 
aide, incomes, occupations, educational levels, complexions, and so on; on the other side, 
family organization, ambition, moral standards, regard for respectability, social prestige, 
class and caste attitudes, and so on. We know that there are monopolistic clements in the 
social situation. Because of a causal mechanism-which constitutes the very problem of 
class dynamics to be investigated-there is a specific, but changing, correlation between 
all these various series, and we attempt to observe the result of this correl:ition in terms of 
social classes. But neither the particular series themselves nor the integration of the 
series into a composite "social status" reveal any gaps from which we can infer "natural" 
classes.• If there are gaps in some of the series, they can be assumed, in a rapidly 
changing society, to vary from community to community and from one time to another. 
We must choose our class lines arbitrarily 'to answer certain specific questions. 

Further, as usual, we must observe tke diffe,-enees in social stratification between 
South and North, rural and urban districts, and city communities of varying size and 
age. It ia true that every Negro community-no matter how srnall, and no matter how 
insignificant are the apparent differences in wealth, education, and color-has its social 
cleavages. But the differences between different Negro communities are so great that 

• The authors of the Warner group-to whon;i American socill} science is indebted, not 
only for much of the recently acquired detailed knowledge about the Negro class structure, 
but also for the impetus to overcome the popular American theory of the absence of class in 
this country-often give the reader the impression that they believe that there are in ,-,ality 
clearly demarcated social classes: " ... well-defined upper, middle, and lower social cla&ses 
exist within each caste. Each of these classes has its distinctive pattern of familial, recrea
tional, and general social behavior." (Allison Davis, Burleigh B. Gardner, and Mary R. 
Gardner, Deep South [1941], p. 49, footnote.) 

Because of this misconception-which is sometimes called reification-these authors 
became tempted to give us a somewhat oversimplified idea about social stratification in the 
Negro community. The fault is not the simplification, which is an almost necessary method 
when dealing with complicated social relations, but the reluctance to admit it and to make 
adequate reservations. What they are actually presenting is an ideal-typical-and, therefore, 
over-typical-description, based on much detailed observation which is all 01·ganized under 
the conceptual echeme applied. By unduly insisting upon the realism of this analysis, how
·ffer, they come to imply a rigidity in the clas., structure which is not really there. 
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the application of a too hard and fast conceptual frame of cla11 structure will do violence 
to the factl, When only a single community can be studied, it should not be assumed 
to be typical nor should the question of its uniqueness or typicality be ignored. Rather, 
the investigator must attempt to place it in the Southern scene, or in the American 
scene, or even in the whole Western civilization scene, by comparing it with the a\•erage 
and range in many significant respects. This he will be enabled to do by his general 
knowledge and-more important-by the great volume of census and other existing 
bodies of statistical data. In the same way he should make use of the often great volume 
of historical, descriptive, and statistical material, so that he can place the community 
in time and see its dynamics. A community is in constant flux, and a cross-sectional 
pictore involves a distortion. 

Caste and class are never the only bases for cleavage in a community. A community is 
a complex thing. Social life occurs in the form of human experience and is not ne:itly 
boxed according to the criterion in which the social scientist studies it. No two persons 
are alike, and the range of variation in many respects is great. Except for a few things 
like sexual differentiation, human beings do not divide themselves into "natural" 
classes. Not only must the social scientist abstract from social reality, note variation in 
his abstractions, and classify within the variations before he can begin to draw conclu
sions, but he must also make a decision as to what abstractions, variations and cbssifica
tions are significant. All these actions of the scientist arc ultimately arbitrary. When we 
.:hoose "caste" and "class" as tools to organize our observations and conclusions about 
American communities, we must be on our guard lest we put blinders on our observations. 

While we do believe the concepts of caste and class are important tools for the study 
of American communities, there are ot/1er ordering concepts which arc significant anc..1 
which must be related to caste or class to make even their role clear. Such traits as age, 
sex, "personality," "race philosophy," rural or urban background, and perhaps others, 
arc important to the study of any Negro community, For the purposes of illustration, 
we may indicate briefly how "age" is an important concept for the study of such a 
community. The continuous advancement of education and related factors of change 
make the younger Negroes different from the older ones. Age differentials arc a basis 
of solidarity and create tension within the class structure. As time passes, the young 
become the old and move the entire class structure. Taking a cross-sectional view, the 
constellation of caste, class and age may give a configuration like the one which Hor
tense Powdermaker compresses in the following statement: 

The White aristocrats are the least, and the Poor Whites are the most, hostile toward 
the other race, Among the Negroes the upper class is the most, and the lower class the 
least, antagonistic toward the Whites. Again, the old<·r generation of Whites are the ones 
in whom most affect is aroused by the inter-racial situation, while the younger generation 
is inclined to view the problem more casually. The reverse is true for tl1e Negroes: the 
older generation shows the tolerance and calmness traditionally associated with age, while 
the young people are the ones who feel most intensely on racial issues.• 

Such a situation is, of course, fraught with impending changes for the fundamental 
class and caste relations, Taking a long-range view, the Negro class structure of today 
is only the passing arrangement of a society in transition. 

• After Freedom (1919), p. 114• 
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We cannot cloee this description of what a atudy of a Negro community sh011ld be 
without calling attention to the study which best meets oar requirements, a study which 
ia now all but forgotten. We reft!r to W. E. B. Du Bois, Tiu Pkilu1J111i4 N,gro, 
published in 1899. 
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RESEARCH ON NEGRO LEADERSHIP 

,. ......................................................................................................................................... . 
The study of leadership and followership should not start out from an attempt to 

define on a f'riori grounds the two principal concepts involved. In this tangled and 
uncultivated field of study such an attempt would almost ine\·itably land the investigator 
in hollow and doctrinal squabbles on the meaning of words. We have only to settle that 
we are dit&ussing the role and importance of indirridual terrom in the rphere of social 
!lfld political p,Jwer and-as a prr.qer basis for these indir.1idz1alJ as well as a concept for 
contras~the role of the masses. This statement of the problem has to be made more 
definite by a realistic conception of the general pattern of leadership and followership 
in American culture as a whole. 

The general American pattern has to be assumed to be modified considerably in the 
Negro people because of caste. In this problem, caste particularly implies two things: 
First, that the identification on the part of Negroes with the American nation as a whole 
and with national groups of various types, as, for instance, the workers, becomes abnor
mally weak or totally lacking.• Second, that Negroes, because of their subordinate caste 
position, find all their power relations confined to the narrow orbit of accommodation 
or protest, or to a compromise between accommodation and prote-st, Besides this realistic 
axis of behavior in power relations, there are unrealistic outlets in extrovert or introvert 
aggression and in psychological and ideological escapism. As we saw in Chapter 38, 
Negro popular theories generally, because of caste, become fixated, negatively or 
positi\·ely, on white theories on the Negro; outside the Negro problem these popular 
theories become amorphous and unstable. 

The primary effect of the caste situation on Negro leadcrship--comparcd with a 
"normal" American situation-is to enhance tremendously the importance of Negro 
leaders as liaison agents between the two groups. Negro leaders have a "function" to 
fulfill for both castes. As the Negro class structure is also closely determined by caste, 
there is a relation to be investigated between class and leadership. The Negro leaders 
should be viewed from the standpoints of the two castes and their interests. The white 
caste has an interest in supporting those Negro leaders who c:an transfer their influence 
upon the lower caste. The Negro caste has two interests: one, to express the Negro 
protest as far as it docs not damage its imm•diatc welfare; two, to get as much as 
possible from the whites. The partly contradictory interests of the Negro community 
can be taken care of by the same individual leaders or by several different leaden in a 
division of responsibility. 

A most important problem, which, to be solved, would require much more factual 
research, concerns the operation of the selective social mechanism by which Negro 

• Tbe chapter on Neg10 ideologies enlarges upon this topic ( Chapter 3 B). 
rr,13 
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leadere are choaen and permitted te e:iercise influence. It ia apparent to the observer that 
the white caste controls the appointment and eventual dismissal of a number of Negro 
leaders and greatly promotes or hinders the rise of most of the others. This is partly 
a matter of tradition, but to a greater extent it corresponds to real interests of the 
whites. There are also, of course, other forces in action: partly "objective'' ones, such 
as individual merit, Negro class monopolies, and the factor of change, and partly 
subjective attitudes held by the Negro masses. 

The way to study this important aspect of our problem is to analyze--against the 
background of a survey of the entire social milieu in which Negro leaden develop and 
operate--the factors actually responsible for the elevation of a selected sample of 
Negroea to prominence in church, education, business, politics, and also in vice and 
racketeering. This would, incidentally, because of the close relation between class and 
leadership in the Negro community, also reveal much of the internal dynamics of the 
Negro class structure. 

We might be allowed to illustrate the type of study suggested by formulating a 
number of questions, some of which have been given a conjectural answer in Chapters 
34 to 37. How does the selective mechanism operate differently in the various :fields of 
social activities? in rural and urban districts? in the South and the North1 on the local 
and the national plane? What are the trends of changd 

To what extent, specifically, and by what means, do white caste interests interfere? 
What are the specific interests in Negro leadership of white politicians, planters, mer
chants, bankers, manufacturers, philanthropists, in a given community? What rewards 
do they hold out for Negro leaders and what effective demands do they make upon 
them? How tractable must those leaders he in order to become successful? What 
demands upon the Negro leaders, and with what effectiveness, are raised by the Negro 
community? How is a compromise struck between submission and aggression, accommo
dation and protest? What are the chances under various circumstances for a really 
independent Negro leadership? In other words, we should want a full analysis of the 

'social controls operating on the individual Negro who is attempting to rise to prom-
inence. 

What effect do the various influences on the selective social mechanism determining 
the rise of Negro leaders have on the racial, social and political attitudes of the Negro 
masses? What is the effect of the masses--th~ugh their partial influence on the 
selective mechanism and as the object for leadership influence--on the behavior and 
the popular theories of the leaders? How far down in the Negro class structure do 
various Negro leaders reach by their influence and from how far down in the masses 
do influences emanate upon the leaders? What influence do Negro leaders have on 
white leaders with whom th~y are in immediate contact1 . 

These questions open up the problems of the interrelations between functioning 
Negro leaders and the white community leaders, on the one hand, and between Negro 
leaders and Negro followers, on the other hand. More specifically we want to know, 
how much influence and what aort of influence do those prominent Negroes have? In 
what circles of the white and the Negro population is the influence exerted1 What 
deliveries to the whites and to the Negroes do they promise, and which do they actually 
make? 

How docs the Negro leader operate? To what e:itent and how does he utilize the 
white and the Negro preaa, the Negro organizations and the various "fronts"? To what 
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extent does the Negro leader become pressed into a dual atandard of behavior in order 
to serve his two constituencies: the white leaden and the Negro community? How does 
he make a choice among necessary compromises, advantageous compromises and plain 
selling out of the Negro interests? How does he strike a balance between personal and 
group opportunism? What techniques of adaptive manipulation docs he develop? 

To what eJ:tent does the peculiar situation of the Negro leader in the American 
caste &}'Item further corruption and destructive personal rh•alry? What does the Negro 
i;ommunity think of its leaders? How docs that influence the Negro leaders? 

These problems are hardly touched upon in our tentative analysis in the text. They 
lend themselves well to a treatment in terms of "leadership types." 
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QUANTITATIVE STUDIES OF RACE ATTITUDES 

........................................................................................................................................... 
I. EXISTING STUDIES OF RACE ATTITUDES 

Quantitative studies of race attitudes are summarized in a monograph prepared for 
this study by Eugene L. Horowitz.• In this Appendix we shall briefly indicate the 
direction of work that has been done and offer a few suggestions as to the type of 
attitude studies which would be in accord with the methodological principles presented 
in Appendix 1. 

One of the early classic efforts to measure race attitudes was that of Emory S. 
Bogardus.b His questionnaire offered a list of races and nationalities and a list of seven 
degree& of social intimacy ( e.g., proximity of residence, marriage). The interviewee 
was to check off the degree of social intimacy to which he would be willing to admit 
a member of each race or nationality. By this means Bogardus could present a rank 
order of races and nationalities according to the degree of preference for them by 
a given group of Amcricam. The problem of degree of friendliness toward the Negro 
and of comparative friendliness toward various races and nationalities became a major 
concern for those interested in the quantitative approach to the study of attitudes, 
especially after L. L. Thurstonec introduced a series of major technical improvements 
into the measuring process. In 1929, E. D. Hinckley devised a scale of attitudes toward 
the Negro which presumabl;· could be administered to any group of whites.o1 

With techniques developed for measuring the degree of friendliness or social distance 
toward the Negro, students began to investigate differences in attitudes as measured by 
the scales. There have been studies correlating the scores on these scales with region, 
rural-urban residence, age, sex, church affiliation, social class, intelligence, general 
education, general social and political outlook. The scales have also been used to measure 
the effect of experiments: students were given courses in.race relations or were brought 
into social contact with Negroes, and the change in their performance on the attitude 
teat was noted.• 

•" 'Race' Attitudes" in Otto Klinebcrg (editor), Characteristics of tha Amt1rican Negro, 
prepared for this study, to be published. 

'"Race Friendliness and Social Distance," Journal of Applied Sociology (January• 
February, 1927), pp. 272-287. 

• The first article in the series on race attitudes by Thurstone was "An Experimental 
Study of Nationality Preferences," The Journal of General Psychology {July-October, 
1928), pp. 405-4zs. 

• E. D. Hinckley, •'The Influence of Individual Opinion on the Construction of an 
Attitude Scale," TJ,e Jo11rnal of Social Psychology (August, 1932), pp. 283-29s. 

• On this point, 1cc, in addition to Horowitz (op. cit., manuscript pages u4-:u8), 
Maphe111 Smith, "A Study of Change of Attitudes toward the Negro," Journal of N11gro 
E~ (January, 1939), pp. 64-70. 
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The studies correlating friendliness toward the Negro with educational 1tatu1 and 

with experience regarding Negroes do in a general way what certain other studies do in 
a more epccifi.c way, These latter studies attempt to find out whether the poasesaion of 
certain information or misinformation about Negroes in a given situation affects a white 
person's attitudes toward Negroes in that situation. There are relatively few studies of 
this type. Related to these studies arc those which attempt to find out whether race 
prejudice is a general attitude which applies to most situations or whether it is a group 
of attitudes each of which applies only to a specific situation. An interesting study of 
this sort was that by Bolton in which the conclusion was drawn that a "group of 
Southern students are much more liberal toward the economic, the political and the 
educational rights of the Negro than towards social intermixture with the race," and, 
therefore, that the latter should be measured as a distinct attitude.• 

2, THE EMPIRICAL STUDY OF VALUATIONS AND BELJEFS 

The paramount importance attached to observing and measuring valuations and 
beliefs in the Negro problem by means of scientifically controlled research must be 
clear from the Introduction and Appendix I of this book. Unfortunately the results 
of quantitative studies of opinions and attitudes regarding this aspect of the Negro 
problem are meager. The most general conclusion from a survey of the existing studies 
rega1·ding the relation between valuations and beliefs is that they have not added any
thing significant to our knowledge,b They l1ave not yet succeeded in quantifying our 
general common-sense notions on the subject, The main explanation is undoubtedly 
that, until now, not much work has been done in this particular field.c 

Another general defect is that the studies which have been made usually have been 
planned in isolation from both the general social study of the Negro and the political 
battle about his status. They have, therefore, not had a perspective which gives relevance 
to the questions asked, and they have not been prepared by the working out of consistent 
schemes of scientific hypotheses. This is the more natural and, indeed, the more defen
sible, since the studies carried out have usually had an experimental character and h,:l\'C 
been more concerned with perfecting the tools of measurement than with the conclu
sions to be obtained. In the main this holds true also of the mass public opinion polls. 
Particularly when asking Negroes for their opinions-but ;1lso when ;isking whites for 
theirs on the Negro problem-there are a number of purely technical difficulties which 
as yet have not been overcome. 

Instead of indulging in further negative criticism, we shall develop briefly certain 
positive suggestions for opinion research as they have arisen in our study of the Negro 
problem. At the outset it should be remembered that an average opinion in regard to 
the Negro problem, as does every other opinion, contains two elements which are of 
different character: (I) beliefs concerning reality which can be true or untrue, com-

• Euri Relle Bolton, "Measuring Specific Attitudes towards the Social Rights of the 
Negro," The Journal of Abnormal and Social Psych,ology (January-March, 1937), p. 396. 

• A summary and evaluation of these studies has been made for our study by Horowitz 
op. cit., manuscript pages 115, u;-148. 

• It should be dear that our statement does not apply to the whole range of attitude and 
public opinion measurement, but solely to this activity regarding the Negro problem. The 
measurement of attitudes and public opinion has contributed much both to scientific and to 
practical knowledge outside the Negro problem, and ia now showing amazingly rapid 
advancement in present achievement and tremendous possibilities for future achieveDICllt. 
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plete or ineomplete; ( z) nluationa of an actual or hypothetical reality which can vary 
in inten1ity, clarity, and homogeneity but in themaelvea are neither complete nor incom
plete, neither true nor untrue. There are, of course, opinions, which are only beliefs 
or only valaationa. But more usually, opinion, are combinations of both: on the one 
hand, belief, are, as we have seen, nearly always influenced by the valuations for which 
they aerve as rationalizations (which in logical terms means that they are "biased"), and, 
on the other hand, beliefs influence valuations. 

Reacting to the earlier achools of rationalistic psychology, we became several decades 
ago ao impressed by the fact that people did not act and think rationally that something 
of a tradition became established not to split opinions into two components relating to 
the cognitive and to the volitional aides of mental processes. This is put of the back
ground for the present loose usage of the word "attitude" as a scientHic term.• In many 
questionnaires one finds questions concerning knowledge, concerning almost pure valua
tions, and concerning both combined-all these three types mixed together without 
much distinction. And the subsequent analysis does not take into account the difference 
between them. Such a differentiation is of great importance, however, since a study 
of people's beliefs throws light not only on what they know or do not know but, in 
addition, on the structure of their entire valuation sphere. 

The fact that people's beliefs, unlike their valuations, can be directly judged by the 
objective criteria of correctness and completeness offers u~ a ch,e for analyzing scientif
ically the ~mplexes of struggling valuations that exist in the minds of people. It is a 
sound hypothesis that, since the beliefs of men serve an opportunistic function, both 
the direction and the degree of their deviation from "objective" knowledge will tell 
us how people are trying to reconcile their valuations on a lower plane, implicit in their 
daily behavior, with the more general valuations which are recognized as morally higher 
in our society. From this point of view, it becomes of great importance to chart quanti
tatively people's knowledge and ignorance on controversial subjects. For this purpose 
the questions to be utilized in certain types of opinion studies should be purged as far 
as possible of all valuations; they should only test the respondent's conception of this 
particulu part of reality. It is fairly easy to prepare a standard norm of what represents 
objective knowledge; in the many problems where we are still ignorant or hesitant, 
consciousness of our ignorance constitutes true knowledge. For testing knowledge as to 
its degree of completeness, some sort of graduated scale can be worked out with the 
help of available techniques. 

If properly carried out, such a study of factual knowledge regarding the Negro 
problem-differentiated in relation to certain main axes: white-Negro, North-South, 
urban-rural, social class, education, sex, age-would he revealing. Its practical impor
tance for education is obviQus. It will also have great theoretical importance in explain
ing white people's behavior with respect to Negroes. The hypothesis is that we are not 
facing a question merely of more or less meager and incorrect knowledge. There is an 
emotional load of valuation conJl.icts pressing for rationalization, creating certain blind 
spot.-and also creating a desire for knowledge in other spots--and in general causing 
conceptions of reality to deviate from truth in determined directions, If such an 
analysis of the degree of knowledge and ignorance and also of their localization and 

1 As u,ed by Thomas and Znaniecki in T l111 Polish Peasant, the term "attitude" was a 
part of the reaction to the complete irrationaliSlll emphasized by the instinctivist and 
behavioa:ilt achoola, 
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concrete character ia carried out, the valuations and their conflicts can be recorded, 
indirectly bat quantitatively-just as the heat of distant stars is measured by observing 
their spectra. From our inquiry of the Negro problem we are convinced that ignorance 
is"°' always simple; it is often opportune.• 

But the valuations should, of course, also be studied directly. For this purpose ques
tions should be selected which relate to opinions that do not contain any reference to 
reality. A main consideration in the analysis of answers to such questions should be that 
valuations are complex and ordinarily conflicting, and that an individual's focusing of 
attention in the valuation sphere may be opportune. In most cases the indirect analysis 
of the valuation sphere, through the study of the deviations of beliefs from true 
knowledge, is likely to reach deeper than does the direct analysis. An individual contin
ually tends to arrange his valuations so that they may be presented in an acceptable 
form. But in his beliefs concerning social reality-which arc shaped to give the 
appearance of rational organization to his morals--he reveals himself. 

3. "PERSONAL" AND "POLITICAL" OPINIONS 

When studying valuations there is another distinction the observance of which is of 
utmost significance in the Negro problem as in other problems where human valuations 
are sharply conflicting, namely, the distinction between a person's "private," or 
"personal," opinion and his "public," or "political," opinion on the S;Jme question.b 
They do not need to agree; in fact they seldom agree, This, in itself, is a J'lason for a 
clear distinction to be upheld, since otherwise a major source of systematic error is 
contained in the observations. A further reason is that the very registration and measur
ing of this difference is an important part of an opinion analysis. 

A man's opinion as to the desirable size of a normal family might be totally different, 

• As examples of how opportune ignorance and knowledge may be, it might be pointed 
out that Negroes are amazingly sophisticated with respect to the iucidence of indirect taxa
tion and the environmental influences 011 intelligence test scores. Even ordinary Negroes with 
little formal schooling can explain to the satisfaction of the economist just how taxes on 
real estate are passed on to the tenant, and can often do better than the trained psychologist 
in revealing just how lack of incentive and intellectual stimulation can ket"p intelliirence 
tests from revealing "innate ability." It is apparent that the reason Ncgrors know these 
things is that they have been victimized by indirect taxation and the intelligence tests-that 
is, it is claimed that Negroes pay practically no taxes, because they pay practically no direct 
taxes, and that they arc biologically inferior because their I.Q. srores are lower. It is app:ir
ent, too, that whitcs--especially the dominant ones, the ones who pay direct taxes and who 
have, or think they have, high I.Q. scores--havc an opportune ignorance with respect to 
these things. Even when simple facts are presented to ruffle their ignorance, they reject them. 

b There has been much discussion about the distioction between "opinion" and "attitude," 
with the assumptions that the former is measurable while the latter is not and that the 
former is a mere verbalization while the latter directs action. Our distinction between 
personal and political opinions is different, and should not be confused with the distinction 
between opinion and attitude. It is no easier to measure political opinions than personal 
opinions; both direct action-although different kinds of action; and one is not more a 
mere verbalization than is the other. 

Schanck has attempted to investigate statistically the distinction between public and 
private attitudes, although without relation to the Negro. (R. L. Schanck, "A Study of a 
Community and Its Groups and Institutions Conceived of u Behaviors of Individuals," 
Psychological Monographs [193a],) 
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on the one hand, when he £acca the problem aa a citiz.en taking a atand on the population 
iuue if this is brought to the political forefront and, on the other hand, when he £aces 
his own family limitation problem.• Exactly this same thing i11 true in the Negro 
problem. Many white people would be prepared to stand for and practice changed 
relations to Negroes if they were made the common rule in society, while they are not 
prepared to practice them as exceptions to the rule. Some of the apparent confusion and 
contradiction in nearly every individual's attitude to the Negro problem becomes 
explainable by applying thi1 distinction. b 

Part of the actual differences between peraonal and political attitudes is rational. 
The very aim of a person's political opinion is to ask for and, eventually, to cause such 
institutional changes in society that the circumstances under which he lives and forms 
his personal opinions are modified, and, consequently, to change his personal behavior 
and attitudes also. A positive stand on the political population qucstion---tay a demand 
that the average nonsterile marriage produce four children-may be the center of a 
complex of political opinions demanding legal and economic changes in the family 
institution. There is no contradiction between a four-child norm in one's political 
opinion and, say, a two-child norm in one's personal opinion and actual family limitation 
behavior. 

Similarly in the Negro problem. In numerous conversations with white Americans 
in the North and in the South, the observer is informed by the man he talks to that he 
himself would be prepared to act in such and such a way different from his ordinary 
behavior if society, the local community, or "public opinion" would not react in such 
and such a way; and, second, that he would favor this and this social change implying 
such and such alterations of the caste relations in society, although he is not prepared 
to live up to those alterations as an individual unless the social changes are first carried 
out. It should be noticed that political opinions are thus regularly of a conditional 
character and that they usually refer to a more distant future. There are few white 

• See Gunnar Myrdal, Population: A Problem for Dnnocracy ( l 94,0), Chapter 5, 
"People's Opinions," particularly pp. lo6 ff. and us ff. 

b The distinction between public and private attitudes also comes out with regard to 
what one will or will not admit with respect to the Negro. Baker tells a story which illus
trates this aspect of the distii,ction. It 1s from " ..• the discussions of the Alabama legislature 
then in session. A compulsory education bill had been introduced; the problem was to pass 
a law that would apply to white people, not to Negroes. In this connection I heard a signifi
cant discussion in the state senate. I use the report of it, for accuracy, as given the next 
morning in the A,foertiser: 

" 'Senator Thomas said •.• he would oppose any bills that would compel Negroes to 
educate their children, for it had come to his knowledge that Negroes would give the 
clothing off their backs to send their children to school, while too often the white man, 
secure in his supremacy, would be indifferent to his duty. 

" 'At this point Senator Lusk arose excitedly to his feet and sa.id: 
" ' "Does the Senator from Barbour mean to say that the Negro race is more ambitious 

and has more aspirations than the white race?" 
"' ''The qucation of the gentleman .•• is an insult to the senate of Alabama," replied 

Senator Thomu deliberately. "It is an insult to the great Caucasian race, the father of all 
the arts and ICicncca, to compare it to that black and kinky race which lived in a state of 
black and ignorant savagery until the white race seized it and lifted it to its present posi
uoa." '" (Ray Stannard Baker, FoUowing th, Color Line [ 1908], p. 248.) 
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Americans even in the South who do not declare themselvea in favor of much more 
equality for the Negro in politics, education, and everything else--but they want them 
far in the future when certain conditions are changed. (The inconsistency in their 
attitudes often consists only in their being unwilling to do anything-not even in the 
political sphere and often least of all there-to change those conditions.) Generally, 
it can be a,sumed that being able to keep more of a rational and conacious distinction 
and relation between one's personal and political opinions is a function ( 1) of education 
and intelligence on the part of the individual, ( 2) of his identification with society 
(being a "good citizen"), and (3) of his training to think of himself as a would-be 
legislator, that is, as a participant in inducing the social change. 

But part of this difference between personal and political opinions is irrational, and 
there is then inadequate intellectual connection between the two. In many countries, 
again to use an illustration from the population problem, it is possible to prove statis
tically that a large number of people, who publicly condemn birth control as immoral 
and who back legislative measures to prohibit it, must practice it privately. In the Negro 
problem there are equally flagrant contradictions between people's opinions about how 
society ought to be and the opinions whereby they defend their own daily behavior. 

4. THE PRACTICAL STUDY OF RACE PREJUDICE 

In a footnote on page 52, in Chapter 3, we indicated that we preferred to use the 
word "discrimination" rather than "race prejudice." " Discrimination is generally 
considered to be the objective aspect of prejudice, and in many areas of life we could 
objectively observe discrimination. Race prejudice is a much more controversial subject; 
many persons who practice discrimination, consciously or unconsciously, claim they have 
no race prejudice, We have not neglected, however, the subjective aspect of discrim
ination, even though we have not associated our analysis with the term "race prejudice." 
In Chapter 28, for example, we presented the theory of "no social equality" which, 
in a sense, is a theory of a certain type of race prejudice. 

In this section we shall use the term "race prejudice" as a conceptual tool for 
analysis of the motivation of white people's negative attitudes toward Negroes. We 
believe it necessary to continue the practice followed in most attitude measurement 
studies, of measuring variations in rare prejudice :md relating this variation to variations 
in other significant variables. We should like to suggest an innovation in these studies: 
that the assumption be made that there arc several types of race prejudice, types which 
are differentiated from each other for practical reasons. It may be discovered that two 
white persons, having an equal degree of race prejudice according to an attitude scale, 
have different motivations for this prejudice, in such a manner that a given program of 
action will reduce the prejudice of one but not of the other. If such be discovered, 
we may claim to have a pragmatic classification of race prejudice. Presumably a judicious 
choice of questions on an attitude measurement scale would classify white people accord
ing to the type of prejudice they hold toward N cgroes. 

Many psychological theories of race prejudices have been advanced.b Implicit 
throughout our book has been the theory that it is useful to consider race prejudice as 

• We have occasionally used the term "race prejudice" in a common-sense way, not in an 
analytic way. 

b For an excellent brief summary of the~e theories, see Henry A. Davitlson, "The Anatomy 
of Prejudice," Common Ground (Winter, 1941), pp. 3-12. 
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ol three typea, which we have dacribed u that of the white Soathem~r, that of the 
white Northemer, that of the Negro. In holding thia theory, we do not claim that other 
thcorica are incorrect or that no other classification of race prej11dice is useful. It ia 
merely that we happen to find this theory and this clasaification moat useful, and we 
have organized our book around them. Our description and classification are, of course, 
baaed on impreasion and need to be verified and modified by further research. Further, 
we do not claim that all white Southernen have the kind of prejudice which we 
characterize aa being typical of prejudiced white Southerners, or that no Northernen 
have this kind of prejudice. It is merely that we find the race prejudice characteristic 
of moet prejudiced Southern whites different, on the average, from that characteristic 
of most prejudiced Northern whites. Similarly, we believe that the prejudice of most 
Negroes is to be analyzed in different terms. 

The prejudice of the white Southerner has a complex baais. The Southerner holds 
that all Negroes are inferior to all whites, and he has a great variety of racial and social 
belief, to support this valuation. The character of his prejudice is revealed in his "rank 
order of discriminations":• It is surely significant that the white Southerner is much 
leas willing to permit intermarriage or to grant "social equality" than he is to allow 
equality in the political, judicial and economic spheres.b The violence of the Southern
er's reaction to equality in each of the spheres rises with the degree of its relation to the 
acxual and the personal, which suggests that his prejudice is based upon fundamental 
attitudes toward sex and personality. An attempt to reduce race prejudice of this sort 
requires a profound strategy. Attitude measurement devices could not only get at the 
,pecific character of the race attitudes but could also help to test various experimental 
devices used in attempting to modify these attitudes. 

The race prejudice of the typical Northerner seems to be of a much simpler charac
ter. It is based mainly on ignorance, both simple and opportune, and is much less bound 
up with fundamental conceptions of society and self. The Northerner seldom gets a 
chance to see the Negro's good points, and he docs not understand the social back
ground of the Negro's bad points. The Southerner's prejudice also has much of 
ignorance in it, but the Southerner's ignorance is more opportune because it is tied to 
fundamental motives. The Northerner has !ittle of the Southerner's rank order of 
diacriminations: he favors equality in justice and politics, and he finds the etiquette of 
race relations obnoxious. The Northerner is against intermarriage and equality in the 
economic sphere. But e\·en here his motives seem to be largely different from those of 
the Southerner: he avoids intermarriage mainly for reasons of social status and personal 
antipathy, not because he believes that intermarriage will disrupt society;• he is against 

• See Chapter 3, Section 4. • 
'See Chapters :z.8 and 29. 
• CIPotential equality is of the essence of democracy. Extirpate 1race prejudice' in a democ

racy and social communion and intermarriage are Lound to follow. One of the reasons why 
Northerners fail to understand this is their aesthetic antipathy to the negro. Most Southerners 
like individual negroes that 'keep their placc'-and I daresay that the negroes, like all 
more or le.. primitive folk, are likable. The Northerner is protected from social comm'union 
and intc:rlJl&rriage by his feelings; the Southerner is protected by what he calls his principles 
-the superiority of the whites, and the like." {Thomas P. Bailey, Race OrJhodoxy in the 
s,,.,1, (1914], p. 63.) 
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economic equality largely out of ignorance of the Negro's capacities.• These hypotheaea 
need to be tested by attitude questionnaires. If we are correct in judging the North
erner's prejudice to be based so largely on ignorance, and if a distinction is made 
between questions of belief and que,tions of valuation,b the attitude measuring procesa 
can itself serve as an experiment. If two similar groups of Northerners are presented 
with the same set of valuation questions, and one group is also given rcle\·ant factual 
information, there should be a noticeable difference in their performance,c 

The Negro's prejudice toward whites or toward other Negroes seems to be a secondary 
reaction, Because he has taken Ol'cr American culture, the average Negro has also taken 
m•er something of the white American's attitude toward the Negra,d There is nothing 
of the "rank order" in the Negro's prejudice but something of ignorance. There is also 
much in it of considerations of personal social status. It may also be that some of the 
hostility felt toward the whites is deflected from them to the Negro group. 

The Negro's negative attitude toward the white man m:iy better be described as 
hatred or fear rather than prejudice. It is the hatred or fear toward those who humiliate 
him and deprive him of m,ny of the good things of life. If the deprivation or humil
iation were to cease, the hatred and fear also would cease. This is even true of the 
anti-Semitism found among Negroes: It happens that Jews are the leading retail 
merchants in many Negro neighborhoods and are the leading employers of Negro 
servants in Northern cities. The natural dislike of the dominant person by the subor
dinate person in an unequal economic bargain thus seems to be the cause of any striking 
anti-Semitism that appears in certain Negro groups. Negroe, practically never feel that 
whites are inferior, and they do not connect racial equality with sexu.11 and personality 
fears. Negro prejudice toward whites is based partly on ignorance, but it is much more 
a matter of fear and hatred of the oppressor. This secondary character of the Ncgro'P 
race prejudice could be tested by wisely administered questionnaires. 

• Probably both the Northern employer and the Southern employer are ignorant of the 
Negro's economic potentialities. But where the Northern employer would like to know of 
them, the Southerner employer would not. 

b See Section a of this Appendix. 
• Our distinction between the Southerner's and the Northerner's prejudices implies that 

two similar groups of Southerners would not manifest such a difference in 1>erformancc due 
merely to the administration of simple, direct, factual information. 

• Du Bois describes the prejudice of Negroes toward other Negroes: 
"Negroes, particularly the better class Negroes, are brought up like other Americans 

despite the various separations and segregations. They share, therefore, average American 
culture and current American prejudices. It is almost impossible for a Negro boy trained in 
a white Northern high school and a white college to come out with any high idea of his 
own people or any a.biding faith in what they can du: or for a Negro trained in the segre
gated schools of the South wholly to escape the deadening environment of insult and caste, 
even if he happens to have the good teachers and teaching facilities, which poverty almost 
invariably denies him. He may rationalize his own individual status as exceptional. He , .• 
cannot ordinarily believe that the mass of Negro people have possibilities equal to the 
whites." (W, E, B. Du Bois, Dusk of Dawn [1940], p, 191.) 
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l mroduction 

1 (1939), P· 172. 
1 William I. Thomas and Florian Znaniecki, The Po/irk Peasant in Europe tmd 

America (1918). 
8 One such exception is E. Franklin Frazier's book, The Negro Famil_v in the Umted 

States (1939). As Ernest W. Burgess hints at in his Preface, the importance of this work 
is in no small measure dependent upon Frazier's ability to look at tl1e development of the 
Negro family in its relation to the trend of changes in the total environmental setting. 

4 The American Commonwealth (1911; first edition, 1893), Vol. 1, p. 7. 
11 For a popular but comprehensive attempt at a cultural overview of present-day 

America, where lights and shadows are distributed in a very different way than in this 
study concentrated on a problem sector of American civilization, the author can refer 
to Alva and Gunnar Myrdal, Ko11takt Me,J .4meri.ka (1941). 

Chapter I. American Ideal, and the American Conscience 

1 Alien American, (1936), p. 149. 
i "Conceptions and Ideologies of the Negro Problem," unpublished manuscript pre

pared for th is study ( I 940), p. 4. 
3 "Memorial Address on the Life and Character of Abraham Lincoln" ( I 866), pp. 

4 and 6. 
4 Frederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier in Americm History ( 192 I), pp. 281-282.. 
11 Epic of America (1931), p. 405. 
0 Main Currents i11 American Thought, Vol. 3, "The Beginnings of Critical Realism 

in America, 1860-1920" (1930), pp. 285 ff. 
7 1913. 
8 Parrington, Main Currents in American Thought, Vol. 3, "The Beginnings of 

Critical Realism in America, 1860-1920," p. 410. 
0 After a careful survey of American heroes, Dixon Weeter concludes that only 

Washington could be placed on the side of conservatism, and even he occasionally went 
over to the liberal side and is popularly identified with liberalism. (Dixon Weeter, 
The Hero in America [1941], pp. 486-487.) 

10 Vernon L. Parrington, Main Currents in American Thought, Vol. 1, "The Colonial 
Milld, 1620-1800" (1927), p. 179. 

11 Charles E. Merriam, "The Meaning of Democracy," Jo,m,a/ of Negro EJuea
tion (July, 1941), p. 309. 

12 It has become customary in the writing of the early history of American ideas 
11~, 
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to auociate the two fundamental concepts of the Creed and the two co:Jlicting 
tendenciea in American aocial history: ( J) to French eighteenth century humanitarianism 
and equalitarianism, represented by Rousseau and (2) to English seventeenth century 
liberalism, represented by Locke. 

The difference between the two schoolt--and the two European influences condition
ing the American mind-hould, however, not be overemphasized. Both branches of 
the Enlightenment phil0110phy believed in "inalienable rights of man," both assumed 
a harmony between equality of opportunity and liberty. It should not be forgotten that 
Lockc--and in trineiple also the later English liberal&-justified only those titles to 
property which derived from labor as the single "factor of production"; other property 
titles were "monopolies" and "special privileges." (In pr«iiee the English school was, 
however, more conservative than in its principles, particularly in regard to property.) 
When Jefferson changed "property" to "pursuit of happiness," he followed the more 
inclusive French idealism, and stuck a radical tone. But as Jefferson and his party did 
not come out for a state interference in the interest of the poor, and as economic protec
tion of the interests of the rich could not be defended on the grounds of English 
liberalism, the change was not of great importance for the time being. Both schools had 
their interests focused on political and civil rights. Both schools thought in terms of 
Jefmtling the individual, primarily against the state, not procuring for him something 
by means of the state. The contemporary conservatives were actually more interventionist; 
they wanted, however, to interfere against equality. But they did not have philosophical 
support from either tlie French or the English school. 

In one single direction Jefferson wanted to extend the scope of government-popular 
education. And there he could also claim the support of both the English and the French 
philosophical schools of liberalism; both believed in environment as the chief explana
tion of human differences and, consequently, the chief means of improving mankind. 
The French interest was, of course, less platonic. But all U!Jeralirm of the Enlighten
ment flJtlJ for interoention in thir one fie!J of edueation. Belief in education became 
a part of the American Creed and has since then retained its hold upon the mind of the 
nation. In this field America early assumed world leadership and has held it up to the 
present time. 

11 Cited by Ernest S. Bates, America,, Faith (1940), pp. 275 ff. 
H l!Jid., P· 9· 
111 Ralph H. Gabriel, The Course of Amerir.an Dt'mocrotie Thought (1940), p. 37. 
18 Guion G. Johnson, "History of Racial Ideologies," unpublished manuscript pre-

pared for this study (1940), Vol. 1, p. 67. 
11 James Bryce, The ·American Commonwealth ( 1911; first edition, 1893), Vol. 

z, pp. z89 ff. 
18 "The Price "Of Free World Victory," mimeographed press release from the Office 

of the Vice-President. 
19 Lord Bryce, for example, wrote: "The Americans are a good-natured people, 

Jdnclly, helpful to one another, disposed to take a charitable view even of wrongdoers. 
Their anger sometimes flames up, but the fire is soon extinct.'" (Op. &it., Vol. 2, p. 285.) 

IO Gabriel, op. cit., p. 406. 
· fl "Popular impatience of restraint is aggravated in the United States by political and 

legal theories of 'natural law.• As a political doctrine, they lead individuals to put into 
action a conviction that conformity to the dictates of the individual conscience ia a test 
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o!the validity 0£ a law. Accordingly, juron will diaregard etatatea in perfect good faith, 
•• in the Sunday-closing pl'OleCutions in Chicago in 1908. In the same epirit a well
known preacher wrote not long since that a prime cause of lawlessneu was enactment of 
legislation at variance with the law of nature. In the ume spirit a sincere and, as he 
believed, a ]aw-abiding labor leader declared in a Labor Day address that he would not 
obey mandates of the courts which deprived him of his natural 'rights.' In the same 
apirit the busineas man may regard evasion of statutes which interfere with his carrying 
on business as he chooses as something entirely legitimate. In the same spirit public 
officials in recent addresses have commended administrati\'e violation of the legal rights 
of certain obnoxious persona, and one of the law oflicen of the federal government hu 
publicly appro\·ed of mob \·iolence toward such persons.'' (Roscoe Pound, Criminal 
Justice in the American City-A Sum,na,-y [1922], p. 15.) 

22 When the young Thoreau, for example, wrote his CiC'il DisoheJience ( I 849), he 
only gav'! an extreme expression for the common American anti-state attitude: the 
citizen must not "resign his conscience to the legislator"; "law never made men a 

whit more just." 
28 "The desire to expunge or cure the visible evils of the world is strong. Nowhere 

are so many philanthropic and reformatory ilgencies at work. Zeal outruns discretion, 
outruns the possibilities of the case, in not a few of the efforts made, as well by legisla
tion as by voluntary action, to suppress vice, to prevent intemperanc-e, to purify popular 
literature." (Bryce, op. cit., Vol. 21 p. 290.) 

24 One example is tl1e establishment of federal income taxation which touches individ
ual interests directly. It is my opinion that the income tax lcgisbtion in America is nearly 
as effective as, for example, it is in Great Britain, and more effective than it w:.is in 
France. Many of the New Deal measures bdong to the same c:1tcgory of fairly succes.•
ful legislation. The A.A.A. crop restriction and subsidy program as it has been developccl 
has, on the whole, been carried out successfully (wJ1atcver one thinks about its value), 
in spite of the fart that it would have been a strong local interest everywhere to connive 
in cheating the government. 

2~ Pound, op. cit., p. I 8. 
28 Donald R. Young, Americon- Minority Peoples (1932), p, i24. 
27 Bryce, op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 371. 
28 Quoted from Guion G. Johnson, op. eit., p. 93. 
29 Race Questions, Provincialism and otl,e,- A meriean Problems ( I 908), p. 111. 
30 Gabriel, op. cit., p. 4 I 8. 
81 Freedom and Cultu,-e (1939), p. 55. Dewey is here referring to the theory of 

human freedom that was developed in the writings of the philosophers of the Ameri
can Revolution, particularly in Jefferson's writings. 

82 0utof the House of Bondage (1914), pp. 134~135. 

Chapter z. Encountering the Negro Problem 

1 It is interesting to note that the first books having the term "sociology0 in their 
titles were almost exclusively concerned with the Negro problem: ( 1) George Fit1.hugh, 
Sociology for the Soulk ( I 8 54); (2) Henry Hughes, Treatise on Sociology: T heorelical 
and P,-ac1ieal (1854). 
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1 Pouible e:zceptiom are a few natural acienti1ts, 1UCh aa Emeat E. Juat, and a few 
celebritiea, such aa Joe Louis. But even they, when they reach national top standards, ano 
probably before that, are forced to become repre&entatives of their "race." 

George S. Schuyler, a prominent columnist gives the Negro point of view in his 
recent criticism of the white press for its "sinister policy of identifying Negro indi
viduals aa such": 

~·Thia is a subtle form of discrimination designed to segregate these individual, in 
the mind of the public and thus bolster the national polity of bi-racialism. Thus, 
Paul Robeson is not a great baritone, he is a great 'Negro' baritone. Dr. Carver is not 
j111t a great scientist, he is a great 'Negro' scientist. Anne Brown is not merely a great 
soprano, she ia a great 'Negro' soprano. Langston Hughes is not a poet merely, he is a 
'Negro' poet. Augusta Savage is a 'Negro' sculptor, C. C. Spaulding is a 'Negro' insurance 
aecutive, R. R. Wright, Sr., is a 'Negro' banker, J. A. Rogen ia a 'Negro' historian, 
Willard Townsend ia a 'Negrc' labor leader, et&., etc., ad infinitum • ••• No other group 
in thia country is ao singled out for racial identification, and no one can tell me that there 
is not a very definite reason for it. No daily newspaper refers to Mr. Morgenthau as 
'Jewish' Secretary of the Treasury, or New York's Herbert H. Lehman as the 'Jewish' 
governor, or Isador Lubin as a 'Jewish' New Dealer. Mayor Rossi is never identified as 
the 'ltalian-Americ:m' executive of San Francisco, nor is the millionaire Giannini 
called an 'Italian' banker. There would be considerable uproar if Senator Robert F. 
Wagner were termed 'New York's ahle German-American solon,' or Representative 
Tenerowicz dubbed 'Detroit's prominent Pole.' When has a Utah legislator in Washing
ton been labeled 'Mormon'? 

"One could go on and on, but the point is that 'our' daily newspapers carefully avoid 
such designations except in the case of so-called Negroes. I cannot recall when I have 
seen a criminal referred to as a Jew, an Italian, a German or a Catholic, but it is com
monplace for colored lawbreakers or suspects to be labeled 'Negro.' 

"Personally, I shall not be convinced of the sincerity of these white editors and 
columnists who shape America's thinking unless and until they begin treating the Negro 
in the news as they do other Americans. Those who continue this type of journalism are 
the worst sort of hypocrites when they write about democracy and national unity.'' 
(Pittsburgh Courier, June 13, 1942.) 

Schuyler's point is perfectly clear and his description of the situation correct-except 
that he does not care to mention that Negro newspapers are, if possible, more unfailing 
in giving prominent Negroes their "race label.'' 

8 E. R. Embree, Brown America (1931), p. 205. 
t James Weldon Johnson, Tiu Autobiography of an Ex-Coloured Man (1927; firs-t 

edition, 1912), p. 21. • 
11 See Edgar G. Murphy, Problems of the Pre1ent South (1909; first edition, 1904), 

especially pp. I 88 ff. and Chapter 8; also Jonathan Daniels, A Southerner Di1&ooers 
tlu Soutk (1938), Chapter 35; and Thomas P. Bailey, Race Orthodo~y in tke Soutk 
(1914), especially pp. 341 ff., pp. 368 ff. and p. 380, also William Jenkins, Pro
Slarl.,-y T l,o11g/,t in the OlrJ South ( 1935), pp. vii-viii. 

8 D,• Pl,t,ues of tlu South ( 1924), pp. I 57 ff. 
1 Wu the Negro Thinks (1929), p. SS· 
8.Following tlu Color Line (1908), p. 26. 
• The important problem of opportune distortion of knowlcage haa been dealt with 
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by 10D1e outstanding writen in American literature, See, for example, William James' 
tw0 eaaya: "The Will to Believe" in T /,e Neu.• W orlJ: A Quarterly Rwino o; Religion, 
EJniel1 an,J Tlieology (June, 1896), pp. 327-347, and "On a Certain Blindness ir 
Human Beings" in 011 Some of Life's Ueals (19n), pp. 3-46. 

10 Tne Souls of BJ"elt Foll, (1924; first edition, 1903), p. 186. 
11 Tne SJory of t/u N11gro, Vol. 1 (1909), p. 180. 
12 Tiu A"tohiograpl,y of an E,r..Col0'4retl Man, p. 166. Johnson goes on to draw too 

optimistic conclusions from this statement when he continues: 
" ••• and a mental attitude, especially one not based on truth., can be changed more 
easily than actual conditions. That is to say, the burden of the question is not that the 
whites are struggling to save ten million despondent and moribund people from sinking 
into a hopeless slough of ignorance, poverty, and barbarity in their very midst, but that 
they are unwilling to open certain doors of opportunity and to accord certain treatment 
to ten million aspiring, education-and-property-acquiring people. In a word, the dif
ficulty of the problem is not so much due to the facts presented as to the hypothesis 
assumed for its solution." (idem.) 
He overlooks here that the "actual conditions" of the Negroes actually fortify "a mental 
attitude" on the part of the whites to form a vicious circle, which will constitute the 
main viewpaint in this book (sec Ch3pter 3, Section 7). 

18 James Weldon Johnson, Along This Way (1934-), p. 318. 
14 Op. Cit., p. 65. 
111 Race Orthodoxy in th.11 South. (1914), pp. 37 and 34-7• 
16 What tke Negro Thinks (1929), p. 65. 
11 Negro Ameriums, What Nou,P (1934), p. 101. 

1s Along T kis Way, p. 142. 
19 A.mmca's Tragedy (1934), p. 7z. 
20 The New York Times (May 26, 1942), p. 20. 
21 Murphy, op. cit., p. 23. 
22 Americtm Minority People, (1932), pp. 205-206. The author, thereafter, describes 

the subsequent disfranchisement, condones the Southern election Jaws--without any 
explicit value premises--criticizcs the white primary and generally the unfair adminis
tration of the laws, leaving the reader, however, with the impression that measures to 
enforce the Constitution and the state laws are out of the discussion. There is no other 
interpretation than that such interferences would mean making the Negro "a ward of 
the nation." 

Chapter 3. Fac11t1 of the Negro Proo/em 

1 More recently, Donald R. Young has been most outstanding in arguing this restate# 
ment of the Negro problem. We quote from him: 

"The view here presented is that the problems and principles of race relations arc 
remarkably similar, regardless of what groups arc involved; and that only by an integrated 
study of all minority peoples in the United States can a real understanding and soci
ological analysis of the involved social phenomena be achieved." (American Minorilj 
P,n,p/es [ 1932], pp. :1:iii-1 ,) 
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In ezplai11ing the timiluitiee of the deprivations impaaed apoa di«"erent minority groupa, 
Donald R. Young points ODt that: 

"It it .•• to be n:pected that dominating majorities in various regions, when faced 
with the problem of what to think and do about minoritiee, will fail to be sufficiently 
inventive to create unique schemes of relationships and action. Variations in intensity 
of restriction and oppression, special techniques in maintaining superior status and 
other adaptation, to the local scene will always be found, but the choice of fundamental 
patterns of dominance in majority-minority relations is limited by the nature of man 
and hia circumstances," (R11ear,n Memorrmtium on Minority hop/es ,n #ne Depression, 
Social Science Research Council, Bulletin No. 31 [1937}, pp, 9-10.) 

2 Even a prominent leader of the Ku Klux Klan, whose conservative attitudes on 
"racial" questions cannot be doubted, expressed to the writer the considered opinion 
that, in time, not only the Poles, Italians, Russians, Greeks, and Armenians, but also 
the Tarka, Hindus, Jews, and Mexicans would come to be engulfed in the great 
American nation and disappear as separate, socially visible population segments. But 
it would take a very, very long time. I have heard this view affirmed by Americans in 
all aocial classes and regions of the country. 

8 Young, Researcn Memorandum on Minority Peo,pler in the Deprerrion, pp. 18-19. 
4 It is the present writer's impression that anti-Semitism, as he observed it in America 

during the last years before the Second World War, probably was somewhat stronger 
than in Germany before the Nazi regime. 

fl See Eugene L. Horowitz, "Race Attitudes" in Otto Klineberg (editor), Cnar
a,teristicJ of tne American NegrrJ, prepared for this study, to be published; manuscript 
pages JJ s-123 et p(IJsim. 

8 Robert R. Moton, What the Negro TMnh (1929), p. 219. 
7 This is much to be regretted. Indeed, it is urgently desirable that such impressionistic 

generalizations be critically examined and replaced by statistically verified and precise 
knowledge. Meanwhile, because of the lack of such studies, tl1e author has simply been 
compelled to proceed by building up a system of preliminary hypotheses. The defense is 
that otherwise intelligent questions cannot be raised in those sectors of the Negro problen, 
where statistics or other kinds of substantiated knowledge are not available. 

Some attitude studies and public opinion polls ha,,e been made which touch on sornc 
of the statements presented in hypothetical form in the text. But they were designed 
to answer other questions and are practically never comprehensive, and so they cannot be 
used aa conclusive proof of our hypotheses. We shall cite some of the relevant ones in 
footnotes at certain points, For a summary of all the attitude studies (up to 1940) 
dealing with the Negro, see the monograph prepared for this study by Eugene L. 
Horowitz, "Race Attittldes" in Klineberg (editor), Characterirti&s of the American 
Negro. 

8 There are some studies, however, which provide evidence for the hypothesis of tl:e 
"rank order of discriminations," even if they are not comprehensive enough to sen e 
as conclusive proof. There are a host of attitude studies showing how whites have 
diH'erent attitudes toward Negroes in different spheres of life. Probably the earliest of 
th~ atudiea was that of Emory S. Bogardus, "Race Friendliness and Social Distance," 
Journ11l of Atplua Sociolog'j (1927), pp. 272-287. As an example of such &tudies which 
apply ao!ely to Negro issues, we may cite the study by Euri Relle Bolton, "Measuring 
Specific- Attitudes towards the Social Rights of the Negro," TM 1°"""41 of A""°""'1t 
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.,.J Soeial l'l'Jel,ology (January-March, 1937), pp. 384--397. For a summary of other 
such ,tudica, sec Horowitz, op. cit., pp. 123-148. 

• Such studies should not only break the rank order into finer distinctions, but also 
develop a measure of the distance between the ranks in the order. It would, further, 
be desirable to ascertain individual differences in the apprehension of this rank order, 
and to relate these differences to age, sex, social class, educational level and region. 

10 This goes far back. Frederick Douglass nearly endangered his position among 
Negroes by marrying a white woman. About Dougl3ss, Kelly Miller observed: " ••• he 
has a hold upon the affection of his race, not on account of his second marriage but in 
spite of it. He seriously affected his standing with his people by that marriage." (Kelly 
Miller, Race Adjustment--Essays on the Negro in America [ 1908], p. 50.) And 
W. E. B. Du Bois tells us in his autobiography: "I resented the assumption that we 
desired it [ racial amalgamation]. I frankly refused the possibility while in Germany 
and even in America gave up courtship with one 'colored' girl because she looked quite 
white, and I should resent the inference on the street that 1 had married outside my 
race." (Dusk of Dau,n [ 1940], p. 101.) See also Chapter 30, Section 2. 

11 Op. cit., p. 241. 
12 I6itl., p. 239. 
18 An exception, which by its uniqueness, and by the angry reception it received 

from the Negroes, rather proves our thesis, is the remarkable book by William H. 
Thomas, The American Negro (1901). The fact that Negroes privately often enjoy 
indulging in derogatory statements about Negroes in general is not overlooked. It is, 
however, a suppression phenomenon of quite another order. See Chapter 36, Section 2. 

14 '
1The rape which your gentlemen have done against helpless black women in 

defiance of your own laws is written on the foreheads of two millions of mulattoes, and 
written in ineffaceable blood.» (W. E. B. Du Bois, T ke Souls of Black Foll, [ I 924; 
first edition, 1903], p. 106.) 

lG Op. cit., pp. 208-209. 
16 Race Adjustment, p. 48. 
17 Out of the House of Bonlage (1914), p. 45. 
18 Op. cit., p. 241. 
19 Editorial, Tiu Crisis (January, 1920), p. 106. 
20 Up from Slar1ery (191 5; first edition, r900), pp. 221-222. 
21 "The South, after the war, presented the greatest opportunity for a real national 

labor movement which the nation ever saw or is likely to see for many decades." (Blad 
Reconstruction [ I 9 35 ] , p. 35 3 -passim.) 

Chapter 4, Racial Beliefs 

1 See, for example: John H. Russell, The Free Negro m Virginia, 1619-181S5 
(1913); J.C. Ballagh, A History of Slar1ery in Virginia (1902); John C. Hurd, Tlt4 
Law of Freetlom a,u Bondage in the United States (1858-1862). 

2 A weak variation of this popular theory-weak because it looked forward only to 
temporary subordination of backward peoples-was that in making thi= Negroea slaves, 
white men were educating and Christianizing them. This variation is known as the 
"white man's burden" doctrine and played an especially important role in nineteenth 
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century exploitation. For some atatements of this doctrine, see W. 0. Brown, ''Ration
alization of Race Prejudice," Tiu lntemationJ Jou,-l of Et"4es (April, 1933), pp. 
299-301. 

8 H. A. Washington (editor), Tiu Writings of Tnomas Jefferson (1859), Vol. 1, 

p. 49· 
4 Letter to Robert Morris, dated April 12, 1786. Jonas Viles (editor), Letters and 

Addresses of George Washington (1908), p. 285. 
11 "Government and the Negro," Annals of the Academy of Political antl Social 

Science (November, 1928), p. 99. 
8 This materialistic explanation is not a new idea. It was already seen clearly by some 

in the ante-helium South. George Fitzhugh, for example, writes: 
"Our Southern patriots, at the time of the Revolution, finding negroes expensive and 

uselm, became warm anti-slavery men. We, their wiser sons, having learned to make 
cotton and sugar, find slavery very useful and profitable, and think it a most excellent 
institution. We of the South advocate slavery, no doubt, from just as aelfish motives 
aa induce the Yankees and English to deprecate it." 
The rationalization comes immediately, however: 

''We have, however, almost all human and divine authority on our side of the 
argument. The Bible nowhere condemns, and throughout recognises slavery." (Sociology 
for the South [1854), p, 269,) 

7 Chancellor William Harper, "Memoir on Slavery," paper read before the Society 
for the Advancement of Learning of South Carolina, annual meeting at Columbia, 
South Carolina, 1837 (1838), pp. 6-8. 

8 This stress on moral equality has not been lost through the ages. T. J. Woofter, Jr., 
a representative of modern Southern liberalism, writes: 

"It is desirable frankly to recognize the differences as they actually exist, but there 
is absolutely no ethical justification for the assumption that an advantaged group has an 
inherent right to exploit and oppress, and the prejudice based upon the assumptions is 
the most vicious enemy to human peace and cooperation." (Ba1is of Racial Adjustment 
[ I 92 5 ] , p. I I.) 
Vance, another Southern liberal, writes: 

"In a field where doubts abound, let us make one sweeping statement. If biologic-al 
inferiority of the whole Negro group were a proved fact, it would, nevertheless, be to 
the benefit of both white and black to behave as though it did not exist. Only in this 
way can the Section be sure of securing, in the economic sphere, the best of which both 
races are capable." (Rupert ·B. Vance, Human Geography of the South [ 1932), p. 463.) 

9 "Prejudice of any sort, racial or otherwise, is regarded as derogatory to intellectual 
integrity, incompatible· with good taste, and perhaps morally reprehensible. Hence the 
prejudiced in order to be secure in their illusions of rationality, impeccable taste, ancl 
moral correctness find rationalizations essential. The rationalization inoculates agair.st 
insights as to the real nature of one's reactions. It secures the individual in his moral 
universe. It satisfies his impulse to rationality. The mind thus becomes an instrument, 
a hand-maiden, of the emotions, supplying good reasons for prejudiced reactions in th:: 
realm of racial, class, or sectarian contacts." (Brown, op. cit., p. 294.) 

10 In this connection it is interesting to note, as an example of how political reaction 
f01ten racialism, that in the ,mte-hellum South racial thinkill8 also turned toward 
J3eliefa in biological differences between whites, The legend was spread that the white 
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Southerners were a "muter race" of Norman blood while New England waa aettled by 
descendants of the ancient British and Saxon serfs. The Northerners and Southerncn, 
it wu said, "arc the same men who cut each other's throats in England, under the name 
of Roundheads and Cavaliers." The Southerners were a Nordic race with greateJ 
capacity to rule. (See James Truslow Adams, America's Tragedy [1934], pp. 95 fF, 
121, and 128 ff.) A late example of this ideology will be found in a chapter entitled 
"The Tropic Nordics," of H. J. Eckenrode, Jefferson D1JC1is, President of th, South 
(1923). The present writer has on several occasions in conversation with Southerners 
met \•ague reminiscences of this popular theory, usually related to the myth that the 
South, unlike the North, was settled mainly by English aristocrats, The more common 
theory of Southern racial superiority nowadays is, however, simply the assertion that 
the white South-::rners belong predominantly to "tl1e pure Anglo-Saxon race," as the 
South has received so few immigrants in recent decades when these were recruited from 
other European countries. In addition, one often meets the idea that "the poor whites" 
and generally the lower classes of whites are racially inferior, as they descend from 
indentured servants. 

11 Guion G. Johnson, "History of Racial Ideologies," unpublished manuscript 
written for this study ( 1940). Vol. 1, pp. 149, -pauim; Vol. 2, pp. 331, pasrim. 

12 The same principle operates also outside the Negro problem. The American 
Creed, in its demand for equality, has strong support from the very composition of the 
new nation. As immigrants, or the descendants of immigrants with diverse national 
origins, Americans have an interest--outside of the Negro problem-in emphasizing 
the importance of environment and in discounting inheritance. In order to give a 
human and not only political meaning to the legend e plurihus ,mum, they feel the 
need to believe in the possibility of shaping a new homogeneous nation out of the 
disparate elements thrown into the melting pot. This interest plays on a high level of 
valuations where the individual identifies himself with the destiny of the nation. In 
daily life, however, the actual and obvious heterogeneity in origin, appearance, and 
culture of the American people acts as a constant stimulus toward prejudiced racial 
beliefs. 

Thus--even outside the Negro problem-there is in America a considerable ambiva
lence in people's thoughts on race. On a lower valuational level, there appears to be in 
America an extreme belief in and preoccupation with all sorts of racial differences, 
while on a higher level a contrary ideology rules, equally extreme when compared with 
more homogeneous nations. The former side of the American personality is responsible 
for much friction and racial snobbishness in social life. The latter side finds its expres
sion not only in empty speeches--what the Americans call "lip-service"--but alee in 
national legislation and in actual social trends. 

13 H. A. Washington (editor), The Writings of Thomas Jefferson (1854), Vol. 8, 
pp. 380-381. 

14 Ibid., pp. 380 ff, 
16 1915· 
18 Concerning this literature, see 0. G. Johnson, op. cit., Vol. 1, pp. 149, passim; 

Vol. 2, pp. 250-258 and 311-338. 
17 Much of the earliest literature of this sort is summarized in W. I. Thomas (editor). 

Sourcehook for Social Origins (1909). 
111 The change toward environmentalism in American psychology haa been meet 
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radical in child psychology, psychiatry and educational pqchoJogy, applied psychology, 
·~aocial psychology," and other branchea which are in cloae relation to aocial practice and 
t0eial science. Undoubtedly the biologistic approach hu still a 1tronghold in academic 
pqchology proper, But even there a change is under way which can be registered by 
comparing the present situation with the one prevalent two or three decades ago. An 
indication is the almost complete abandonment of the "instinct" psychology. 

18 Thia connection between biolo8}' and conservatism will have to be remembered 
when explaining why, with IOJlle outstanding exceptions, the medical profe111ion has, on 
the whole, in all countries, taken a rather reactionary stand on questions of 10tial and 
health reforms. 

:.io Perhaps the most influential of the popular racialistic writers were: Madison Grant, 
T/Je Possing of the Great Race (1916); Lothrop Stoddard, The Ruing Tide of ColtJr 
(1920); Charles W. Gould, America, A Family Matter (1920). 

21 The acts restricting immigration not only cut down the total number of immi
grants admitted to the country, but also provided that thoee allowed entrance should be 
predominantly from Western and Northern Europe. The 1921 act permitted an 
!mmigration from each country equal to 3 per cent of the number of foreign-born 
from that country resident in the United States in 1910. The 1924 act reduced the 
quota to z per cent and set the determining date back to 1890. Immigration from the 
Orient was completely prohibited, but that from independent countries in the Americas 
and from Canada was not restricted at all. 

22 As examples we may cite the foUowing: Car] C. Brigham, an outstanding psy
chologist who has since repudiated his book (A Study of American Intelligence 
[1923]); William McDouga11, the father of many trends in psychology (The Group 
Mintl [1920],andlsAmericaSafeforDemocracyf [1921]); Albert Bushnell Hart and 
H. H. Bancroft, the eminent historians (Tke Southern Soutl, f 1910], and Retrospec
tion, Political and Personal [ I 912]). 

28 William H. Thomas, a Northern mulatto who went down to the South during 
Reconstruction and became disillusioned, is an exception. His vitriolic but well-written 
book, The American Negro (1901), has, indeed, its best counterparts in some of the 
extreme expressions of anti-Semitism which, as is well known, are to be found in 
occasional writings by Jews. 

~' Kelly Miller, Out of the House of Bondage (1914), pp. 221-2.22. 
211 Ibid., pp. 220-221. 
26 Kelly MiJler, Rae- Ai;uslmenl--Essays on the Negro in America (1908), pp. 38-

39. 
27 Ibid., P· 40. 
28 Ibid., P· 45· 
21 lbitl., P· 40. 
ao 1/Jid., P· 31. 
81 Frederick Douglass, one of the first Negro leaders, thm argued the case against the 

race inferiority doctrine: 
"It is not necessary, in order to establish the manhood of any one making the claim, 

to prove that such an one equals Clay in eloquence, or Webster and Calhoun in logical 
force and dircctneu; for, tried by such standards of mental power as these, it ia appre
hended that very few could claim the high designation of mtm. Yet something like this 
fclly is seen iu the arguments directed against the humanity of the negro. His facultie, 
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and powen, m1ed11cated and unimproved, have been contrasted with th01e of the highe1t 
cultivation; and the world haa then been called upon to behold the immense and 
amazini difference between the man admitted, and the man disputed. The fact that 
theee intellects, so powerful and 10 controlling, are almost, if not quite, as exceptional 
to the aeueral rwe of humanity, in one direction, as the specimen negroes are in the 
other, ia quite overlooked." ("The Claims of the Negro," an Address before the Literary 
Societies of Western Reserve College at Commencement, July u, 1854 (1854), pp. 
7-8.) 
And again: 

"We all know, at any rate, that now, what constitutes the very heart of the civilized 
world-(1 allude to England)-has only risen from barbarism to its present lofty 
eminence, through successive invasions and alliances with her people." (lbiJ., p. 33.) 
Booker T. Washington pointed out that: 

"The Negro is behind the white man because he has not had the same chances, and 
not from any inherent difference in his nature or desires." (The Futur1J of thlJ AmR'ietm 
Negro [1902), p. 26.) 

One of the most brilliant of the early discussions of the biological equality of whitea 
and Negroes is that of a Negro doctor, C. V. Roman (American Cif.'ilization on,J tlu 
Negro [1916), especially pp. 4:z.-45 and pp. 321-351). 

For a similar statement from one of the older leaders, see the answer of T. Thomaa 
Fortune, editor of the New York Age, to the speech of W. H. Baldwin, "The Present 
Problems of Negro Education" (Proceedingi of tlu American Social Science Association 
in The Journal of Social Science {1900], pp. 65-66.) 

82 W. E. B. Du Bois, Black Recon.rtruction (1935), Foreword. 
33 For some e,ridence on this point, see Charles H. Wesley, "The Concept of Negro 

Inferiority in American Thought," The Journal of Negro History (October, 1940), 
pp. 540-560. 

34 W. E. B. Du Bois, The Philadelphia Negro, University of Pennsylvania aeries in 
Political Economy and Public Law, No. 14 (1899). 

85 Howard W. Odum, Social tmJ Mental Trans of the Negro (1910). For a discus
sion of Odum's retraction, see Buell G. Gallagher, American Caste anJ tke Negro 
Colleg1J (1938), pp. 178-179. Brigham repudiated his book (A Study of American 
Intelligence [ 19231) in a later article. ("Intelligence Tests of Immigrant Group,," 
Psyeho/ogi&1JI R6tliew [March, 1930], pp. 158-16;.) See also Chapter 6, Section 3. 

88 The reader may, for instance, compare the tone in Professor E. B. Reuter'a fint 
book, The Mulatto in 1h11 United Statei (1918), and particularly its last chapter, with 
the liberal and nearly warm treatment of the Negro people in his last book, Tl,e 
American Rac1J Prohlem ( 1938; first edition, 1927). 

87 Reuter, The Mulatto in the United States, pp. 99-100. 
88 Edward° K. Strong, The Second-Generation Japanese Prohlem (1934), p. 100. 

The classic statement on the difference between categoric and sympathetic contacts is 
that of Nathaniel S. Shaler, The Neighbor (1904), pp. 107-227. 

89 The tendencies of unsophisticated thinking to be "theoretical" are worthy of 
much more study than they have been given hitherto. They can be illustrated from all 
spheres of human life. To give an example outside our problem: The most human 
concept, l,o,u, ftJe, in jurisprudence is a late juristical development in all civilizations; 
originally legal systems are formaliat-ic and bchaviori11tic ( they do not consider people'• 
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intentions); /Jona fiJe is even today only the trained lawyer's way of thinking and has, 
as yet, never and nowhere really been understood by the masa of laymen whose thinking 
on legal matters always seems formalistic to the lawyer. Similarly the simple "econ'JIJlic 
laws" are thought-forms adhered to by business people when they speculate in this 
strange field, while the economic theorists, instead, devote their labor to criticising, 
demolishing, and complicating economic theory. It is the common man, and not the 
sllltistician roho "thinks in averages," or, rather, in pairs of contrasting types: good-bad, 
healthy-sick, man-woman, white-black. And the common man is likely to handle aver
ages and types as if they applied to the individuals. He will confidently tell you some
thing about "all Negroes," in the same breath as he observes an exception. 

He is, further, likely to construct his types without a thought as to sampling difficul
ties. He has a tendency to forget about range and spread. He has, of course, a prag
matic understanding that things and happenings have their causes. Otherwise he would 
not be able to get on with his several pursuits in a rational way. But particularly when 
it comes to social questions, causation becomes to the untrained mind divested of compli
cations. Social causation is to him mostly monistic, direct, apparent and simple. The 
very idea of causal interrelations within a mutually dependent system of a great many 
factors is usually entirely absent. In his thoughts on social causation he mingles his ideas 
about what is right and wrong. The unsophisticated mind is not qilestioning; it answers 
qaestions before they are stated. 

Generally speaking, it is a fact that "to think in concrete terms" when reaching for 
generalizations is the endeavor of theoretical training and a mark of the highest intelli
gence, while "theoretical," abstract and formalistic thinking is the common man's 
phi1060phy. 

40 Stoddard, op. cit., pp. 91-92. 
41 I/Ju., pp: 100-102. 
42 Lewis C. Copeland, "The Negro as a Contrast Conception" in Edgar T. Thomp

son (editor), Race Relations and the Race P1·oblem (1939), pp. 152-179. 
48 Like other beliefs of the white man, this one, too, is to some extent taken over by 

the Negro group, particularly by tl1e mulattoes. (Sec Chapter 32., Section 6.) 
"All the stigmas of the Negro group, as previously mentioned, are associated with 

physical appearance; and it is the black Negro who is regarded as mean, ignorant, 
primitive, and animal-like. The light-colored Negro, however, is conceived of as 
'smarter,' more intelligent, more 'civilized' (more 'like the whites' in behavior and 
ability). These beliefs are not restricted to either group but are frequently expressed 
by both Negroes and whites. Sometimes the comment of Negroes is very extreme, as in 
the case of two Negroes overheard discussing 'blackness.' One of them said: 'A black 
nigguh is the meanes' rascal God evah made! I mean it. A black nigguh is jes' natchally 
mean. He always suspects you of trying to beat him out of something or take something 
from him.' His companion corroborated his opinion: ' .•. My grandmother wuz uh 
little black woman, an' she wuz one of the evilest black women God evah made! Dat'i 
de truth. He', right about dat. Dey really evil!' Cases were known where light-skinned 
grandparents trained their children to condemn a black parent, the child saying of her 
mother: 'Oh, she's black!'" (Allison Davis, Burleigh B. Gardner, and Mary R. 
Gardner, Dup South [ 1941], pp. 40-41.) 

" The f(?llowing brief autobiography, describing the growth of racial beliefs and 
their relation to segregation, is taken, in full, from the Preface to II master's thcaia by 
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"white Southerner. The author has unusual insight, even for one who has abandoned 
his racial beliefs. "It was less than a year ago when I saw for the first time in my life 
a Negro newspaper. Before that time I had not known that Negroes had papen of their 
own. They were not to be seen in the places I frequented, though I often went as a 
boy into the homes of Negro tenants. I do not believe I ever heard one of the Negroes 
that I then knew say, I read thus and so in the newspaper, If they read at all, it waa 
not of their reading that they talked to white folks. 

"I was in college before I read a book written by a Negro. I had been to Negro 
churches and heard their preachers. Probably the first singing I ever heard was that of 
Negroes. But I had never associated them with writing, or very much with reading. 
Those were things, like our Boy Scout troop and school picnics, in which they had no 
part. I remember the surprise I felt at finding DuBois' Soul of the Black Folk, my first 
contact with Negro writing, not different in outward respects from other books I had 
read. I don't know what l expected Negro writing to look like; certainly I knew that 
it would not be white ink on black paper. Rut I did feel that there would be something 
physical to show that tl,is was done by a Negro. The Negroes that I knew worked in the 
cotton fields. Around the towns they did all kinds of odd jobs, for small pay. The 
women washed and cooked and kept house for the white folks. None of them wrote 
anything that I knew of. 

"There must have been more Negroes in the little South Georgia community in 
which I grew up than whites, for though there were only three or four white boys in 
the group with which I used to play, there were a half dozen or more Negroes. We did 
chore& together there on the farm, and went ' 'possum huntin' ' and to the swimming 
hole down on the creek and played ball and did all of those things that boys do in rural 
Georgia. 

"We did them together, and yet the Negroes were always a little apart. If we wer< 
swimming, they kept downstream. If we were playing ball, they were in the outfield and 
we did the batting. lf we were gathering plums, the Negroes always left us the best 
bushes. There was no ill feeling in this. Negroes were different. They knew it, and we 
knew it. In the fields we all drank from the same jug, but at the pump the Negroes 
cupped their hands and drank from them and would never have dared to use the cup 
hanging there. l never knew a Negro to come to the front door of my home, and l am 
sure that if one had done so, someone would have ahked him if he minded stepping 
around to the back. At the age of ten I understood full well that the Negro had to be 
kept in his place, and I was resigned to my part in that general responsibility. 

"As we grew to adolescence, the relationship with Negro boys became less intimate. 
We began then to talk of things which the Negro could not understand-of what we 
were going to do in life, of our little love affairs, of school life, of our hopes for the 
future. In such things the Negro had no part, and gradually we played together less 
and less. We were more often with grown Negroes, and I think now that we were 
always closer to the n1en than we were to the boys of our own age. They knew where 
rabbits were, how to tell when a dog had treed, when the wind was too high for 
squirrels to stir, where it was best to set a trap. l don't know how Southern white boys 
on the farm would learn anything without Negroes. And they sang a lot too and 
stru!l'med guitars and were almost always in good humor. They never talked very 
much about their own affairs, and they never told things on other Negroes. 1 have 
never known a Negro to lead a white boy into anything vicious. l knew some of theae 
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old Negroes well, after a fashion, and they were in their way good people. They were 
friendt of mine, and still are; and when I go back into my home community, I alwaya 
look up thoee whom I knew best. I call them by their first names, as 1 alway, have; and 
they call me 'Mister,' as they always have; and I know that they arc glad to aee me. 

"But they were not like white people. There wu a difference that we all recognized. 
lt waa to be expected that a Negro would steal a little now and then, not anything of 
consequence, of course, but petty things: watermelons, sugar cane, fresh meat, and 
thin89 like that, and now and then a little corn for hia shoat. It was a common saying 
with ua that a Negro who wouldn't steal had gold toe-naila. An old Negro cobbler in 
my home town once said to me: 'That boy workin' for me just ain't no good. 1 treats 
him well and gives him a chance to steal a little, and he just don't do nothin' but trifte.' 
I think all of us must have figured that a little stealing waa a part of the wage. Eight dollars 
a month was considered a fair price for farm help, with a house and some food furnished. 
Good Negroes were those who knew what not to steal. Stealing food and stealing money 
may be the same crime in that great chart of the good and the bad, but I have known 
Negroes who would lift a gallon of syrup without a scruple, and yet they could be trusted 
implicitly in the house with money and personal effects lying around. 

"Their moral codes were different from ours. I don't know that it ever occurred to any 
of ua that a Negro girl was capable of virtue. White men had no hesitation in approach
ing Negro women. I do not know how often they met with refusal, but I do know that 
an intimate relationship between white men and Negro women was not uncommon. It 
is my belief that practically no children and very little disease resulted from this rela
tionship, owing to the general knowledge of preventives that has penetrated even into 
rural Georgia. The better whites were much opposed to this intimacy, though white 
boys talked freely with one another of their experiences. Those who did not discontinue 
the practice when they were older, and they were few, became more reticent. Many 
Negroes keenly resented this intercourse with whites. An old Negro man once offered 
this as an explanation of the Negroes leaving the farm in such numbers and going to the 
city. 'Our women,' he said, 'have no protection against low-down white men in the 
country and in small towns.' 

"l have always understood that a Negro who touches a white woman must die. It is 
10J11ething that we learn in the South with9ut knowing how or when or where. I have 
heard the statement made by men in the community who were models of right living. 
Somewhere out of the past this idea came, born of pride in our own culture and possibly 
of an unrecognized fear that it might not persist. It was intemified by the chivalric 
ideal of womanhood which has been traditional in the South. In the aftermath of the 
Civil War the motto of those who rode with the Ku Klux Klan was the protection of 
Southern womanhood. Whatever might be the law, however courts might rule, whatever 
amendments might be added to the constitution, the Negro must be kept in his place. 
It might have been seen even then that most of those Negroes who were lynched were 
not charged with attempts to assault white women, and that many of those who were so 
charged were not clearly proved to be guilty. It might have been seen that what claimed 
to be a defense of white womanhood was more often than. not merely a riot of race 
antagonism, brought into e.z:istencc by rumors and swept along by a kind of fear. We 
used to talk a great deal of that race war which was coming, when black and yellows 
would unite and meet the scorn of whites with violence. It was one of our favorite 
topica of conversation. It may have been no more than bovish prattling, and now that l 
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em see how foolish ii the thought, I wonder that we talked of it at 111. But we had it 
from our elden. They taught us early to keep the Negro in hi, place, whatever the cost 
might be. 

"I'll never forget one of my fint lessons. It was on a very quiet Sunday afternoon, 
and a group of white boys were lying on the grass beside the road eating peaches. One 
of the boys was a good deal older than the rest of us, and we looked to him as a leader. 
I think it was he who made some suggestive remarks to a Negro girl who passed along 
the road, and certainly it was he who stood up to answer a young Negro man who came 
to protest when the girl told him what had happened. I think the girl would have been 
more flattered than annoyed had the remarks been addressed to her privately, for she was 
a bad sort; but there on the road in the presence of us all, she resented it. The Negro 
man was m:ad, and he said more than I have ever heard a Negro say in defense of his 
women, or for any other cause, We all knew him, and it was not tlie first time that he 
h·ad shown a disposition to argue with white folks. Our leader said nothing for a few 
minutes, and then he walked slowly up to my house, which was not far away, and came 
back with a shotgun. The Negro went away, and as the white boy lay down beside us 
and began eating peaches again, he remarked, 'You hav.e to know how to handle Negroea.' 
I knew then, on that quiet Sunday afternoon almost twenty years ago, and I know now, 
that he was ready to use that gun, if it were necessary, to keep a Negro in his place. 
Such incidents were not common, and few white boys would have done a thing like that. 
But still that was one way. 

"I am looking back to the things that I knew. In cities perhaps it was different. It may 
be a little different in the country now, though I don't think there has been much 
change. I have known Negroes who were happy, despite poverty and squalid surroundings. 
I have known whites who were miserable, despite wealth and culture of a kind. Old 
Negroes have told me, most any kind of Negro gets more out of life any day than a real, 
high-class white man; and I believe them. We say here in the South that we know the 
Negro. We believe that we have found for him a place in our culture. Education and 
the passing of years may change everything, but 1 know that there are in my community 
now many white people who wilJ die perpetuating the order as they found it, the 
scheme of things to which they belong." (Rollin Chambliss, What Negro News-papers 
of Georgia Say about Some Social Problems, 1933, published thesis submitted in partial 
fulfillment of requirements for Master's Degree, University of Georgia [ 1934], pp. 
4-8.) 

411 The independent role of the author should not be exaggerated. James Weldon 
Johnson writes: 

"The greater part of white America thinks of us in stereotypes; most of these stereo
types coming to them second-hand by way of the representation of Negro life and 
character on the stage and in certain books. In the main they are exaggerated, false, 
and entirely unlike our real selves." (Negro Americans, What Now? [1934], p. 52.) 

Against this opiniOR, which is common among intellectual Negroes, it should be 
pointed out that ordinarily the stereotypes are already in the white society, and that 
their appearance in the literature is derived rather than c,ice c,ersa. But the latter fix 
and sometimes magnify the former, This is true in the South. In the North, and par
ticularly in those regions where penonal relations to Negroes are scarce or totally absent, 
Johnson is probably more right: there the literary representations build up the stereo
trpes, And in the pactical problem of strategy it is possible to think of fiction aa a 
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deatroyer of racial ttereotypet. The fiction writers are intellectuals, anci it i1 more poa
aible to apoee them to modem scienti6.e knowledge than the average reading public. 
Their reaistllnce ia, however, rooted in their inter~st in keeping their market. People 
want to meet their stereotyped beliefs in the books they buy. 

48 Sterling A. Brown is the author of a paper "Negro Character as Seen by White 
Authors,'• from whicli. we quote: 

''The Negro has met with as great injustice in American literature as he has in 
American life. The majority of books about Negroes merely stereotrpe Negro character. 
• • • Those considered important enough for separate classification, although overlap
pings do occur, are seven in number: (1) The Contented Slave, (2) The Wretched 
Freeman, (3) The Comic Negro, (4) The Brute Negro, (s) The Tragic Mulatto, 
(6) The Local Color Negro, and (7) The Exotic Primitive. 

"A detailed evaluation of each of these is impracticable because of limitations of space. 
It can be said, however, that all of these stereotypes arc marked either by exaggeration 
or omissions; that they all agree in stressing the Negro's divergence from an Anglo
Saxon norm to the ftattery of the latter; they could all be used, as they probably are, 
as justification of racial proscription; they all illustrate dangerous specious generalizing 
from a few particulars recorded by a single observer from a restricted point of view
which is itself generally dictated by the desire to perpetuate a stereotype. 

"All of these stereotypes are abundantly to be found in American literature, and are 
generally accepted as contributions to true racial understanding. Thus one critic, setting 
out imposingly to discuss 'The Negro character' in American literature, can still say, 
unabashedly, that 'the whole range of the Negro character is ret1ea/etl thorougkly' in one 
twenty-six line sketch by Joel Chandler Harris of Br'er Fox and Br'er Mud Turtle." 
(Journal of Negro Education [April, 1933], p. 180.) Sterling Brown's reference 
is to John H. Nelson, The Negro Character in American Literature (1926), p. 118. 
This article was expanded by Brown and published in pamphlet form: The Negro in 
American Fiction (1937). 

Just to exemplify the type of prejudice transferred by good nonmalicious fiction, a 
few paragraphs may be quoted from Booth Tarkington's Penrod, first published serially 
in various magazines and later as a book, in several editions from 1913 on (italics 
ours). The book has been read by a great proportion of all American boys year after 
year. Its hero is a twelve-year-old middle class white boy living in a middle-sized Mid
western town. The Negro boys in the story, Herman and Verman (the names them
selves are significant), live in an alley near Penrod's home. They are having a fight with 
a white man, Rupe Collins. 

"Expressing vocally ~is indignation and the extremity of his pained surprise, Mr. 
Collins stepped backward, holding his left hand over his nose, and striking at Herman 
with his right. Then Verman hit him with the rake. 

"Verrnan struck from behind. He struck as hard as he could. An,l he strud with the 
tines dou•n. For in his 1imple, direct African way he wished to klll kis enemy, and he 
'Wi~J- to kill him os soon as tossihle. That was his single, earnest purpose. 
· "On this account, Rupe Collins was peculiarly unfortunate. He was plucky and he 

enJoyed conflict, but neither his ambitions nor his anticipations had ever included mur
der, .Ha /u,tl nOI learned that an habitually aggressir;e person runs the danger of eoliiding 
f/11#/,, be;ngs m one of those lower stages of ec,olution fllherein theories about '1,,ittin, 
/J.JOfll Ina bait' lllltJe not yet made their appearance. • • • 
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"TM slrllggu merusetl in primitioe simpli&ily: Time and again the howling Rupe 

got to his knees only to go down again as the earnest brothers, in their own way, assisted 
him to a more reclining position. Primal forces o-perate,l here, an,l the lflJO bltmd,eJ, 
sUghtly lngher products of er,olution, Sam and Penrod, no more thought of interfering 
than they would have thought of interfering with an earthquake." 

-&T 0-p. cit., PP· 52-53. 
"'W. E. B. Du Bois, Tiu Souls of Black Foll: (1903), p. 89. 
"' Quoted from Willis D. Weatherford and Charles S. Johnson, Race Relatiom 

(1934), p. 235. See, also, James Weldon Johnson, Blacle Manhattan (1930), pp. 
244•245. 

liO "A careful observation of negro schools, churches and miscellaneous gatherings in 
all parts of the country convinces the writer that fully three-fourths of the rising 
generation of the race have some traceable measure of white blood in their veins." 
{Miller, Out of the House of Bondage, p. 58.) 

51 Reuter, Th# Mulatto in the United States. 
52 "One thing is certain: where defense is needed as a result of actions unethic;al in 

the light of a personally accepted standard, defensive beliefs will arise." (John Dollard, 
Caste and Class in a Southern Toam [1937], p. 388.) 

118 Donald R. Young, American Minority Peoples ( 1932), p. 401. 
114 Ruth Benedict, Race: Science and Politics (1940), p. 237. 
GIi There have been many studies of the type of racial beliefs held and of the extent 

to which they arc held, but few attempts to show their rdation to the fonctioning of 
society. An example of a study of the types of racial beliefs is: Bertram Wilbur Doyle, 
"Racial Traits of the Negro .1s Negroes Assign Them to Themselves," unpublished 
master's thesis, University of Chicago (1924). An example of a study of the extent to 
which racial beliefs are held is: Daniel Katz and Kenneth Braly, "Racial Stereotypes of 
One Hundred College Students," JQUrnal of Almormal a11d Social Psycholo1u (1933), 
pp. 280-290. Much of the attitude measurement research comes under this rubric. An 
example of functional studies of beliefs--though not racial beliefs and so outside the 
scope of the present chapter-is Samuel M. Strong, "The Social Type Method: Social 
Types in the Negro Community of Chicago," unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of 
Chicago (1940), W. 0. Brown's and Copeland's previously cited studies also belong in 
this category. 

58 Some recent community studies carried out with a primary psychological interest 
in people's beliefs have given a vision of the field to be mapped. Dollard's Caste and Class 
in o Soutkern Town is particularly suggestive of what might be done. 

67 Among the things we want to know are: What do people mean by "race" in 
reference to the Negro people? To what extent do they allow for influence of environ• 
mental factors? How do they relate those factors to the race and to the individual, 
respectively? What is their idea about the manner in which education, better housing 
conditions, better nutrition, and so forth, "improve"-or "spoil"-the Negroes. To what 
extent and how do people allow for individual exceptions from their racial beliefs? Do 
they believe that all Negroes are worse than all whites, and, if so, in wh;at specific sense? 
How, more specifically, do they "think in averages"? and in contrast types? What are 
people's ideis as to the effect of cross-breeding upon the offspring? What specific beliefs 
are held concerning diverse bodily, intellectual, and moral Negro traits? How are they 
coordinated in systems of beliefs? How are they coordinated wi.th people's religious faith 
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and rhe American Creed? What evidence do people find £or rheir belie!,? How do 
people feel their own beliefs related to tradition and comttnmity conaenaas? Do people. 
recognize an irrational element in their beliefs, and how do they account for thia cle~ 
mentl Do people ever 1enae the opportunistic character of their beliefs? Do people know 
anything about results of recent research rejecting the racial beliefs or showing that 
they are without substantiation? What is their reaction to these endeavors o{ scientific 
research? What is their reaction to attempts to spread &eientific knowledge on racial 
matters? In all theae respects, we want to have the apheres of beliefs recorded for white 
individuala in different regions of the country, different social and economic classes, on 
different levels of education, in different age groups, and in the two sexes, We also want 
to know the beliefs among the Negro people. 

Chapter 5. Raee and A.nctutry 

1 James Bryce, The American CommonrqeRJth, Vol. z (1910; first edition, 1893), 
P· SSS· 

2 Laws defining a Negro vary from state to state and even differ within a single 
state depending upon the purpose of the law. The most common of these laws are those 
which define a Negro for the purpose of excluding him from marriage with whites and 
from going to white schools. Since Northern states cast of the Mississippi River do not 
prohibit intermarriage (except Indiana} and since they have no enforced segregation in 
public institutions, they have no definition of a Negro in law. Before and during the 
Civil War such laws existed in some of these Northern states so that the present situation 
represents a liberal trend in the law. The opposite trend has occurred in the West and 
South. The West has no Jim Crow laws, but it has enacted vigorous prohibitions against 
intcrm11rriage. Among all the non-Southern states west of the Mississippi River, only 
Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas, New Mexico, and Washington now have no such law. Many 
of the Western states with prohibitions against intermarriage define a Negro as anyone 
known to have any Negro ancestry whatsoever and have a heavy punishment for viola
tions of the law. Since Southern states have a whole series of )t,gal prohibitions for 
Negroes, it is common for them to have conflicting definitions of Negroes. (See George 
S. Schuyler, "Who is 'Negro'? Who is 'White'?" Common Ground [Autumn, 1940], 
pp. 54-55.) It would seem as though the Jim Crow laws were the most drastic since 
they prohibit persons with the slightest amount of Negro ancestry from using facilities 
and institutions for whites. The laws against intermarriage are often more liberal, since 
they permit a person with up to one-eighth Negro blood to be called "white." It is prob
able, however, that in practice the liberality of these two types of legal restrictions is 
reversed. Too, there has been a definite trend since Reconstruction to increase the num
ber 0£ situations where Negroes are sa defined in law and to broaden the definition of :, 
Negro: states that were formerly content to adopt a rule of one-quarter, one-eighth, or 
one-sixteenth Negro blood have increasingly tended to diminish the amount of Negro 
blood that will define a person as a Negro. There is little, if any, differential in law 
between states of the Deep South and Border, although there may be some differential 
in practice. 

For collections of laws defining Negroes see: (I) Charles S. Mangum, Jr., T l,e Legal 
Suttu of the Negro (1940), Chal)ter 1; (2) Louis Wirth and Herbert Goldhamer, 
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"The Hybrid and the Problem of Miscegenation" in Otto Klineberg, (editor), 
C"4raelerislics of llu Af'll8f'ietm Negro, prepared for this study; to be published; 
manuscript page1 160-162. 

8 A white person, particularly if he has a high statua in 10Ciety, may, in eomc places 
and under certain circumstances, be known to have a small amount of Negro blood and 
yet not loee caste. It must not be made notorious, however; it must not be put on record. 
And even to this last statement the observer of the American caste system finds curious 
exceptions, particularly in the old Mother Colony of Virginia and in Louisiana. Thest 
and other minor filigree-works on the dominant social pattern are here left out of account. 

'Sir Harry H. Johnston, The Negro in tl1e New WOf'ld (1910) p •• p3. 
1 Madison Grant, The Passing of the Great Race (1924; first edition, 1916), pp. 

17-18. 
6 Edwin R. Embree, Brown America ( 1933; first edition, 1931), p. 31. 
'I' The primary scientific meaning of "race" seems to be ethnological and to refer to 

a common and distinct ancestry. When population groups live in isolation from each 
other, the cumulated effects of mutations, combinations, and natural selections in 
adaptation to the environment produce different genetic constitutions in the groups, 
expressing themselves in different traits which are more or less common to all the 
members of each group and which are transmitted by heredity. These traits can then 
be used for classifying the groups. Such model conditions ha\'e rarely existed on earth. 
If we give up the demand that a racial group should be homogeneous, however, there 
seems to be a rather common agreement among ethnologists that nearly all mankind can 
be classified into three major stocks: the Caucm1id, the Mongoloid, and the Negroid 
peoples. These correspond roughly to the popular division of mankind into White, 
Yellow, and Brown. The three groups 
" .•• represent some considerable degree of adaptation to the conditions of the environ
ment. The dark skin, which characterizes most of the peoples living near the tropics, 
is almost certainly the result of the elimination by natural selection of the fairer typer 
of pigmentation less fitted to afford protection against the actinic rays of the sun. The 
greater number of sweat glands in the Negro and the reduction of their number among 
the yell~w-ski1:med peoples, are probably adaptations to hot and to dry conditions respcc· 
ti1•ely. Similarly the striking variations in the breadth of the nose according to latitude 
may be adaptively perpetuated through natural selection. A white skin is a disadvantage 
in the Tropics and a wide nostril in the: Arctic." (Julian S. Huxley and A. C. Haddon, 
lf'e Europeans [1935], p. 58.) 

The major criteria of race mean that two average Caucasoids have more ancestors 
in common than a Caucasoid and a Negroid, and also that a typical white man is very dif
ferent from a typical Chinese or a typical Negro. But all variations exist within and 
between the typical representatives of each group. The isolation has not been complete, 
and crossing has been widespread through history and pre-history. If it is thus difficult 
to draw sharp lines of distinction between the major groups, it is still more so within 
these groups. Migration and hybridization have been going on all the time through the 
ages and all the national "races" within the three major stocks are the result of extensive 
hybridization. 

8 If we use Herskovits' sample, and if we further assume that a person who said he 
was of mixed blood but was more Negro than white is, on the average, 75 per cent 
Negro, that a person who said he was about half Negro and half white is, on the average, 
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50 per cent Negro, llnd that a person who said he was more white than Negro i5, on the 
average, z s per cent Negro--if we malce all these assamptions--the proportion of African 
Negro anceston of a!J ancestors hack to any given time is roughly two-thirds. The 
computations are based on the figures presented on p. 177 of MelvilJe J. HerBlrovits' 
Tiu Anthropometry of tlu American Negro (1930). 

Of 341 N"' persons, 100 per cent or the ancestor~, 342.00 are aKsumed to 
or in proportion to the be pure Negro 

total peDS<>ns .. 97 NI 
.. 

100 
.. 

97.00 
•• 384 NNW 75 18B.00 .. 

1o6 NNW(I) 75 
.. 79.50 .. .. 16o NW so .. qo.oo .. 133 NW(I) so " 66.50 .. .. 

154 NWW 25 3B.50 .. 75 NWW(l) 2; 18.75 ... 
Total 1551 1o60.2~ 

• In the table, N stands for Negro, W r~r white, I for Indian. Two N's indicate a i:repondera,ice of Ne,n-o 
ancestry: two W's indicate a preponderanco of white a.ncestry; an I in parentheses inclic1Ltes an unknown 
amOWlt .,f Indian ancestry. 

1060 
Since the proportion -- neglects the unknown proportion of Caucasoid blood 

1551 
inserted before the Negroes came to the United States, we may reduce the proportion 
Negro to 2/3. However, in spite of Herskovits' valiant efforts to test the representative
ness of his sample, it undoubtedly contains too many upper class Negroes who have 
more white ancestry than the average Negro. {See footnote 41 in this chapter.) On the 
other hand, the persons interviewed by Herskovits may not have known about some of 
their white ancestry, and, in addition, Indian anc-estry is not accounted for in our cal
culation. TJ1ese counteracting errors must, to some extent, neutralize each other and 
the proportion of African ancestors is perhaps not too far away from 2/3. As we do 
not know the magnitude of the errors, the figure should not be taken to be more than our 
best guess based upon significantly inadequate data. 

11 Most states, including the Southern· ones, had laws prohibiting slave importations 
before 1808, but little attempt was made to enforce them-except in the North where 
slavery itself was prohibited during and after the Revolutionary W:tr. For the laws, 
see John Cadman Hmd, Th.e Law of Freedom and Bondage in the United States, Vol. 
2 {1858-1862), p. 2 1 passim. 

10 U.S. Bureau of .the Census, A Century of Population Growth in the United States: 

z:790-1:900, P· 91. 
11 Melville J. Herskovits, "Social History of the Negro," in C. Murchison (editor), 

A Handbook of Social Psycholog)' (1935), p. 236. 
11 Louis I. Dublin, Health and Wealth (1928), p. 256. 
18 The facts in this paragraph on the distribution of the peoples of Africa have been 

taken from Herskovits, "Social History of the Negro" in op. cit., pp. 207-267. 
14 This sentence should not be taken to imply that the population of Africa is any more 

.homogeneous today. 
11 Evjdence as to the geograpJ1ic homelands of the slaves is summarized in Melville 

J. Henko'rits, "On the Prov<.:niencc of the New World Negroes," Sor.W Fr,rre.s (Decl'm• 
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ber, 1933), pp. 247-262. In addition to this source, we have relied for this paragraph 
of the text on three memoranda prepared for this study: Melville J. Herskovits, Tn. 
MytA of the Negro Past (1941); Wirth and Goldhamer, op. cit., manuscript pages 6-16; 
and M. F. Ashley Montagu, "The Origin, Composition, and Physical Characteristics of 
the American Negro Population," unpublished manuscript (1940), pp. 8-20. 

18 Herskovits (The MytA of the Negro Past, pp. 43-53) summarizes the statistical 
evidence to date on the geographical location in Africa from which the slaves came. His 
chief sources are two publications by Elizabeth Donnan: "The Slave Trade into South 
Carolina before the Revolution," American Historical Ra,ier11 (1927-1928), pp. 804-
828, and "Documents Illustrative of the Slave Trade to America," Carnegie lnslitutio11 
Publication, No. 409, Vols. 1-4 (1930-1935). There is a wealth of material in these 
sources and in others cited by Herskovits, but the statistical propartions cannot be accepted 
as exact. because data are available for only a sample of slaves whose representativeness 
is not known. The verbal statement in the text, which agrees substantially with 
Her~kovits' conclusion, is, therefore, not more reliable but also not less accurate than the 
detailed statistical data given. 

17 When the high reproduction rate is taken into account-always increasing the 
relative importance for genetic composition of a population element in some proportion 
to its length of domicile in this country-the fact that there was an even greater. pre• 
ponderance of West African slave stock in earlier importation must raise its importance 
even abo\·e its simple aggregate numerical weight. 

18 For discussions of race intermixture in the West Indies see: Matthew G. Lewis, 
Journal of a West India Proprietor 1815-17 (1929), pp. 73 and 144; Edward B. 
Underhill, The West Indies (1862), p. 225; W. J. Gardner, A History of Jamaic" 
(revised edition, 1909), p. 165; George Pinckard, Notes on the West Indies (1816), 
Vol. 1, pp. 114-118, Vol. 2, pp. 136-137, 328, and 531; Robert T. Hill, Cuba and 
Porto Rico with the Other Islands of the West Indies (1898), pp. 164-169, 226-227, 
2.90 and 311; J. Stewart, A View of the PflSt and Present State of tke IslanJ of Jamaicfl 
(1823), Chapter 15; E. Goulburn Sinckler, The Barbatlor Handbook (1914), p. 44; 
Ludwell Lee Montague, Haiti and the United States 1714-1938 (1940), pp. 4-6; 
Zora Neale Hurston, Tell My Horse (1938), pp, 16-21; Puerto Rico, Americ,111 Guide 
Series (1940), p. 110; J. Antonio Jarvis, Brief History of the Virgin Islands (1938), 
pp. 44-45, 49, 188-189, and 200-201; George Milton Fowles, Down in Porto Rico 
(1910; first edition, 1906), pp. 60-61 and 96; George Mannington, The West lndie1 
(1930; first edition, 1925), pp. 71, 129 and 239-241; James G. Leyburn, The 
Haitian People (1941), pp. 3, 16, 177-179 and 189. 

111 Clyde V. Kiser, "Fertility of Harlem Negroes," Mil/Janie Memorial Fund Quarterly 
(July, 1935), pp. 273-284. 

20 The evidence on the subjects discussed in this paragraph is summarized in Hers· 
kovits, The Myth. of the Negro Past, pp. 293-294. For a discussion of the extent tr, 
which slaves sought to escape into free territory, see: Henrietta Buckmaster, Let My 
People Go (1941). 

21 Citations may be made to illustrate thes.e two extreme positions on the extent of 
mortality during passage. Evidence cited by Willis D. Weatherford and Charles S. 
Johnson (Ra&e Relations [1934), pp, 274-275) supports the position of high mortality: 

"The physical effects of slavery are often ove_rlooked or understresseJ because, in cer• 
t.iin significant respects, they are more closely related to the commercial than to th• 
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aoc:ial upecb of the elaveiy qstem. Neverthelea, if there is an.y nlae in ph71ical aelec+ 
don and Rtn'inl, there is perhaps no more aemitive enmple 0£ this in history than the 
cold and almost organic tldection £or which the &lave trade was responsible. For every 
alave introduced into the routine of the American slave system, from two to five died 
or were killed on the way. Thomas F. Buxton estimates that for every slave landed u£ely 
on a plantation five were lost, and he is aupported in this estimate by Normal Leya. 

"The African slave trade waa aided by the intertribal warfare which kept numerous 
llaves in the possession of tribes. As the trade became widespread and highly profitable, 
there were deliberate slave raids which entailed great loss of life. The march to the coast, 
hunger, the harsh measures of the slave drivers, the exposure to contagion in the close 
quarters of the slave barracoons, and the horrors of the notorious middle passage, the long 
ocean voyage on which the victims were packed cla&e in the foul and unsanitary hold, 
of the alave ships, resulted in an excessively high toll. It has been estimated that the mor
tality on the journey from the interior to the coast amounted to five-twelfths of the entire 
number captured. Since n1> careful records were kept, this may be an extreme figure, 
but it is known that this mortality was extremely high. 

"There are better estimates for the mortality of the middle passage. A journey 
required about fifty days. Slaves were cheap in Africa but high in America, and this fact 
enco11raged overcrowding. The records of the English African Company, for the period 
1680 to 1688, show 60,783 Negro slaves shipped, of which number 14,387 were lost in 
the middle passage. This is 23.7 per cent of the number. Altogether, this was an experi
ence calculated to eliminate weaklings. Says Le Fevre: 'From the standpoint of the 
American slaves, the most significant aspect of the slave-trade was its frightful efficiency 
in weeding out feeble bodies and easily depressed minds. Every Negro who survived 
proved by the mere fact of being alive, his physical and mental capacity for endurance.'" 
Herskovits (Tke Mytk of tl1e Negro P111t, p. 43) cites evidence of low mortality. He 
relies on Pere Dieudonne Rinchon. (Le Tr11ftc Negrier, J'apes /es lw,·es Je comm11rce 
Ju ,;~taine Gantois Pierre-Ignace Lier,,in Van Alstein [1938], pp. 304 ff.): 

"For he (Rinchon] shows that, between 1748 and 1782, 541 slavers bought 146,799 
.slaves, and disposed of 127,133. The difference, 19,666, or 13 per cent, would indicate 
that the losses from all causes during shipment-and it by no means follows that these 
were deatht--were much smaller than has been thought." 

112 Frederick Olmsted quotes a slaveholder· to this effect: "In the States of Maryland, 
Virginia, North Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Missouri, as much attention is paid 
to the breeding and growth of. Negroes as to that of horses and mules." ( 1' he Cotton 
Xmgtlom, Vol. 1 (1862], p. 57.) . 

28 Franz Boas, Clvmges in Boduy Form of Descendants of Immigrants (1910) and 
various other papers. A' critical and appreciative evaluation of Boas' work has been 
expressed by F. H. Hankins, The Racial Basis of Cir,,ilization (1926), pp. 355-356: 

"The famous study by Boas already referred to purported to show that the Eurapeln 
immigrant 'changes his type even in the first generation almost entirely'; children born 
a few years after the arrival of their parents in this country 'differ essentially from their 
foreign-born parents.' Elsewhere Boas contends that 'These observations seem to indicate 
a decided plasticity of human types.' In view of the fact that the differences between 
parents and offspring as shown in his original data for such a trait as head-form were 
not always either positive or negative but frequently conflicting, and in view of the fact 
lhat the general average differences were not always significant when compared with 
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the probable errors of the measurements, Boas'• clainu ('entirely,' 'eaentially') appear 
much exaggerated. It is, nevertheless, not necessary to deny that he found some real 
diff'erencea between the ancestral and the American-born generations. Whether the total 
change, whatever it was, should be attributed to the American climate, food, drink or 
mOJ'CII, is open to doubt. It i1 indeed quite probable that these had nothing whatever to 
do with the change in head-form assuming such a change to ha,•e occurred, whether as 
a mutation, a recombination of genetic factors, or as a purely somatic modification. One 
cannot be certain." 
Other investigators have followed Boas in studying the physical changes accompanying 
immigration. For example: Leslie Spier, "Growth of Japanese Children Born in America 
and Japan," Unh,eriity of Washington Publications in Anthropology (July, 1929); H. 
L. Shapiro, Migration a11d E11r1ironment (1939). For a summary of such studies sec 
Maurice H. Krout, "Race and Culture: A Study in Mobility, Segregation, and Selec
tion," American Journal pf Sociology (September, 1931), pp. 175-189. 

24 There is some inconclusive evidence that the average stature of American Negroea 
haa been increasing since the Civil War. (Stature has been used by anthropologists as a 
characteristic of race.) The average stature of Civil War Negro troops was 168.99 cm. 
(reported by Baxter); while that of World War Negro troops, less selected, if anything, 
was I 71.99 cm. ( reported by Davenport and Love) ; and that of Herskovits' more 
representative sample of 887 male Negroes was 170.49. (Sec Hcrskoviu, The Anthro
pometry of the American Negro, p. 43.) 

211 L. P. Jackson "Elizabethan Seamen and the African Slave Trade," The Journal 
of Negro HiJtory (January, 1924), p. 2. 

110 Most of the evidence on the basis of which this paragraph was written is brought 
together in Ashley-Montagu, op. cit. 

27 "The conversion of new negroea into plantation faborers, a process called 'breaking 
in,• required always a mingling of delicacy and firmness. Some planters distributed their 
new purchases among the seasoned households ••. " (Ulrich B. Phillips, American Negro 
Slt4•ery [1918], p. 53.) 

James G. Leyburn reports that families were separated to prevent their conspiring and 
planning revolts. (The 1/aititm People [1941], p. 179.) 

28 Sre W. E. B. Du Bois, Black Folk Then and Now (1939); also, "Africa" Tiu, 
EncyclopeditJ Britannica (eleventh edition), Vol. 1, pp. 325-330. 

211 There have been few attempts by legislation to hinder Negro-Indian intermarriage. 
Only three states (Louisiana, Oklahoma, and North Carolina) have laws forbidding such 
intermarriage, and these were never seriously enforced, (Sec Hurd, op. cit,, Vol. 1, p, 
295, and Mangum, op. cit,, pp. 253-254,) 

80 E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Family m tke United States (1939), Chapter I 1, 

"Racial Islands." 
81 K. W. Porter, "Relations between Negroes and Indians Within the Present Limita 

of the United States," The Journal of Negro History (July, 1932), pp. 287-367, and 
K. W, Porter, "Notes Supplementary to 'Relations between Negroes and Indians,'" 
The Journal of Negro llistory (July, 1933), pp. 282-321, especially pp. 320-321. 
These important studies are referred to, and the rest of the evidence on Negro-Indian 
miscegenation i. summarized in Ashley-Montagu, op. cit, 

82 Melville J. Herskovits, The Ameri&an Negro (1928), p. JO. 
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u The first census of 1790 showed a white sex ratio of 104 for the United States 
and 106 for the South. Earlier yean would probably show a higher sex ratio, but the 
data for them are incomplete and otherwise inadequate. 

84 Marcus W. Jernegan, uboring an,/, Dependent Classes in Colonial Amariea: 
r607-r783 (1931). Also Carter G. Woodson, "The Beginnings of the Miscegenation 
of the Whites and Blacks," Tke Journal of Nagro History (October, 1918), pp. 335· 

353. 
811 Jernegan, 01. cit., p. 55. Also, Woodson, op. cit., pp. 339-340. 
86 Reuter thus states that the miscegenation between Negro slaves and the growing 

group of poor whites "very greatly decreased as the institution of slavery developed."• 
He summarizes his arguments, which are representative of one vein of scientific opinion 
on this very controvenial question, in the following way: 

"As the status of the slave became better defined and a social difference was made, 
the friendly relation between the Negroes and the white servaats gave place to a feeling 
of hatred between the Negroes and the poor white class. This, together with the more 
strict discipline over the slaves, generally prevented much intermixture of these classes 
during the period that slavery existed as a national institution."b 
And even taking into account the relations between men of the master class and the 
slave women, he draws the conclusion that "mixture of the races probably went on 
more slowly during the period that slavery existed as a national institution, than in the 
period before or the period since."" 

Renter's reasoning on this point does not seem quite convincing. It is, first, doubtful 
to what extent the growing racial antipathies really prevented the type of exploitative 
sexual intercourse which we are here discussing. Second, only a part of the Negro slaves 
were employed on great plantations where the type of isolation and regimentation 
prevailed which would best support Reuter's hypothesis. While the proportion of slaves 
on the large plantations grew during the period, it never passed 5 3 per cent. d Third, 
and most important, the slaveholders had no interest at all in directing "the slave system 
as a working and developed institution" so that it "regulated strictly the conduct of the 
slaves and thereby restricted, in a measure, irregular relations between them and the 
general white population."• They had rather the opposite interest. The higher sales 
value of mulatto slaves, espcciaUy in the case of women, gave the slaveholders an 
economic interest in favoring race mixture, and contemporary observers even record 

"Edward B. Reuter, Tke Mula!to in the United States (1918), p. 158. 
b Ibid., p. 163. 
• Reuter is not consistent on this point, since he elsewhere says that there was a decline 

in mixture after Reconstruction. Compare: E. B. Reuter, The Mulatto in tl,e United States 
(1918), pp. 158-159 1assim1 E. B, Reuter, Race Mizture (1931), p. 47 1assim1 E. B. 
Reuter, The American Race Problem (1927), pp. 138-139 lasmn. 

4 The :figure of 53 per cent represents the number of slaves owned by persons who helJ 
ao or more slaves each in 1860, in the fifteen slave states. If we reduce the criterion of a 
"large holding" to 15 slaves, the proportion rises to 62 per cent. If we raise the criterion of 
a "large holding" to 30 slaves, the proportion falls to 40 per cent. Masters who held :zo 
or more slaves were u per cent of all masters. (Source: U. S. Census Office, Agrsculture of 
ti# Uniletl Sta#s m z86o; Compiled from tlu Original Returns of the Eighth Census [ 1 864], 

p. 2.4-7.) 
•Reuter, Tl,, M,Jatto m the United States, pp. 158-159. 
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caaea where rewards were given to white males who consented to be the fathers c,f 
mulattoes.• 

87 Wirth and Goldhamer, op. eit., mam1script page, 24-25. Wirth does not here refer 
to trends, of course. 

88 Concerning the miscegenation between Northern soldiers and Negro women 
during the period in \'Vhich the Northern Army occupied the South, Profesaor E. 
Franklin Frazier writes (in a communication to the author, July r, 1942): 

"In the genealogies which I have collected, few of the white ancestors were Northern 
men. It is posaible, of course, that the mulatto offspring of Northern soldiers and 
Southern Negroes do not belong to the upper and middle class in the Negro popuhtion 
as do the offspring of the Southern upper class whites and Negroes. It is possible that the 
relations between the Northern soldiers and Southern Negroes were more casual than 
sex relations between Southern whites and Negroes, and the mul:itto offspring did not 
know their white ancestors as well as did the mulatto offspring of Southern whites. 
Moreover, there is another factor which should be taken into account, namely: Northern 
soldiers had an aversion to close intimate contacts with the blacks, an attitude which w,s 
lacking among the Southern whites." 

89 Race Mixture, p. 49. 
• 0 See, for instance, T: J. Woofter, Jr., The Ba1is of Racial Adjustment (1925), 

pp. 42-44. Reuter expressed himself more guardedly. (See Reuter, Race Mi:tture, 
pp. 49-50.) See Wirth and Goldharner, op. cit., manuscript pages 33-35. 

41 The main evidences are the following: 
(a) In his samples of mulattoes drawn from various sections of the country, Herskovits 
found fewer white parents than white grandparents, who in turn were fewer than 
white great-grandparents, and so on. For his college group, 2 per cent reported white 
parentage, while about 10 per cent knew of white grandparents. (The Anthropometry 
of the American Negro, pp, 240-241. Also see The American Negro, p. 30.) Hersko
vits seems to forget that one has more grandparents than parents so that, all other things 
equal, the probabilities, naturally, increase in geometric fashion-as one goes back 
through the generations. He also neglects the fact that contraception is more prevalent 
in recent years--probably especially in sex relations which defy convention-so that 
the number of offspring cannot be used as :in index of tl1e number of sex contacts in 
time series. Finally, he neglects the possibility of socio-economic differentials-which 
affect the sample of college student&--bctween white parental and white grandparental 
groups. 
(b) In Mrs. Day's sample of 1,152 persons born before the Civil War, 243 were 
known to have been partners in interracial unions, while this was true of only 3 out of 
1,385 persons born since the Civil War. (Caroline Bond Day, A Study of Some Negro
White Families in the United, States (1932], p. 108.) Day's sample is not intended 
to be representative of the general Negro population, and her information is admittedly 
not complete in this aspect of the study. 
{c) Frazier records that of 920 known grandparents of 3 I I persons listed in Who's 
Who in Colored America: 1928-1929, 137, or 14.9 per cent, were white. (Frazier, 
op. cit., p. 247.) There is no corresponding sample of recent Negro births for compari
son, but .this high proportion is undoubtedly not obtained today. The sample is, of 
.:ours.:, not representative, and births are no perfect index of sex contacts i11 time series. 

• See Wirth and Goldhamer, of. cit., manuec.ript page ,o. 
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(d) There are a namber oI observations in the litenture to the 111me e&'ect. Kelly 
Miller writes in Out of tne House of Bondage: "Aa an illustration of the infrequenc:, 
of the direct mulatto progeny, the student body of Hcnqrd Univenity, about fifteen 

-hundred in number, is composed largely of the mixed element. There are probably not 
a half dozen children of white parents in this entire number. On the other hand, the 
.6.rat pupils in this institution, a generation ago, were very largely the oft'apring 0£ each 
parentage." ([191-4), p. 55.) 

flt Reuter, who has specialized upon the problem of race mixture, wrote two books 
on the subject: The Mulatto in tl,e Ut1itetl States in 1918 and Race Mi.ltture in 1931 

• and discu11ed present and future trends without even mentioning contraception and 
birth control. In his last book, The Amari&an Race Problem (1927), although Reuter 
diacaaes birth control among Negroes in regard to several other problems, he fails to 
consider the eifect of contraception on the number of mixed oifspring. More remark
able ia, perhaps, that Herskovits in his path-breaking book, TAe Amerie1111 Negro, also 
.i, able to discuss the present and future trend of miscegenation and amount of mixed 
oif'1pring without touching the question of contraception. 

u John Dollard, Caste and Class in a Southern Town ( 1937), p. 1-41. 
•• In June, 1932, The Birth Control Review devoted its entire issue to a discussion 

0£ birth control among Negroes. In this issue, in an article ehtitled "The Negro Birth 
Rate," S. J. Holmes states: "There is every reason to believe that the same causes which 
have led to a decreased birth rate among the whitea have occasioned the declining birth 
rate among the Negroes, As most students of this subj_ect agree, birth control is one of 
the most potent of these causes" (p. 172). 

A social worker gives further evidence: " ••. they [ the clients] ask often where 
they may obtain bona ft.de and acientific information concerning this [contraception) .••. 
The Negro client is feeling less and less guilty abollt asking for and receiving informa
tion on birth control and is expressing himself freely as having wanted such guidance 
for a long time •••. There arc still a great many who have not lost their sense of sinning 
in seeking such help •••• Yet there are increasing numbers who seek birth control." 
(Constance 1-'isher, "The Negro Social Worker Evaluates Birth Control," The Birth 
Control Review, op. cit., pp. 17-4-175.) 

Confirming evidence is given by Carolyn 'ijryant: "As far as teachability goea we find 
that the Negro women seem to learn and accept the method of contraception used in this 
clinic as easily or more so than the white patients. We have no definite figures to prove 
this statement." ("The Cincinnati Clinic," The Birth Control Rer•ieu•, op. cit., p. 177.) 

Norman Himes reports that " ••• at Cleveland, Cincinnati and Detroit the Negro 
rate of clinic attendance. is approJtimately three times the rate in which Negroes exist 
in the respective city populations." ("Clinical Service for the Negro," Tke Birth 
Cotllt'ol Review, op. cit., p. I 76.) 

George S. Schuyler, a Negro journalist, makes the following comments: "There is 
no great opposition to birth control among the twelve million brown Americans. Cer• 
tainly none has been expressed in writing. On the contrary one encounters everywhere a 
profound interest in and desire for information on contraceptive methods among tli,•m . 
• , . Negroes are perhaps more receptive to this information than white folk. Despite 
their vaunted superiority, the white brethren have a full quota of illusions -and, one 
might say, hypocrisies, especially about anything dealing with sex. Brown Americans 
are 10mewhat diffcrt>nt because they have been forced to £ace more frankly the hard 
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£acta of life. • • • No wonder one 110metimes hears a colored woman uy 'it'• a sin to 
bring a black child into the world.' ••• If anyone should doubt the desire on the part 
of Negro women and men to limit their families, it is only necessary to note the large 
scale of 'preventive devices' 10ld in every drug atore in the various Black Belts, and thtt 
great number of abortions performed by medical men and quacks." ("Quantity or .. _ 
Quality," The Birt/J Control Rer1iew, op. cit., pp. 165-166.) 

Further indirect evidence of the desire for family limitation among Negroes can ho 
presented. "There is reason to believe .•• if one is willing to accept the almost universal 
testimony of Negro physicians, that ... birth control of a sort is being attempted on a 
wide scale among the lower classes of Negroes ..•• Negro women in formidable num
bers, without the advantage of contracepti\·e information, seek relief through abortions 
performed under highly dangerous conditions ••• ," {Elmer A. Carter, "Eugenics for 
the Negro," The Birth Control Rer,iew, op. cit., p. 169.) 

Raymond Pearl's study, however, indicates that Negro women practice contraception 
less than do white women. (See The Natural Hi1tory of Population [1939), pp. 193-
194, and table, p. 231.) 

411 In the only recent study showing quantitative trends in intermarriage, Wirth and 
Goldhamer state that intermarriage in Boston and New York State (outside of New 
York City) has been decreasing, but the fact that there are now a larger proportion of 
Negroes in the North where intermarriage is not illegal may ha,·e counterbalanced this 
trend. (Op. cit., manuscript, pages 37-50.) Recent studies of Southern communities 
auggcat that concubinage hardly exists in the present-day South in the form which it 
took before the Civil War, or at least if it exists, is more effectively concealed. (See 
Dollard, op. cit., pp. 141-142; Hortense Powdermaker, After Freedom [1939], pp. 
195-196.) 

'
8 

" ••• In recent years a new type of contact between the two races has been .develop• 
ing in Northern cities. White collar workers of the two races have been associating more 
freely and are having, of course, sex relat~ons. Contraceptives are generally used in such 
contacts." (Communication from E. Franklin Frazier, July I, 1942.) 

'7 Wirth and Goldhamer discuss all these types of passing. (Op. cit., manuscript 
pages 72-99.) 

't- 48 One of the reasons often overlooked for the ability to pass of persons who still 
have large proportions of Negro blood is the fact that not all Africans had the black 
color of the "true Negro." (See Day, op. cit., pp. 10-11.) 

49 Day seems to be the only one who has made an approach to the use of the first 
method-and that only incidentally in the course of following up other interests. (See 
Day, op. cit., p. I 1.) Her samples of the families were known to have differing amounts 
of Negro blood in them, but were not intended to be representative of the general 
Negro population. Out of her 346 families, 3 5 included one or more individuals 
who had completely lost their racial identity. Her average family contained about 7.3 
persons over 14 years of age, living or dead, so her statement would allow one to 
estimate that, at the very minimum, J; out of every 1,000 Negroes passed. This 
conclusion is worthless, however, in view of the fact that Mrs. Day's sample was not, 
and was not intended to be, representative since her families were selected as containing 
some white blood even though individual members in them were full-blooded Negroes. 

The second method was employed by Hart--also in following up another interest. 
(ffornelJ Hart, Selectwe Migration as tJ Factor in Child Welfare in the United Stau1, 
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ell/, Speeill/. Referme11 to /ou,11 [19:u], pp. 28-29.) Between 1900 and 1910 he 
e,timated that 25,000 Negroes passed each year into the white community. If the 
average length of life after the passing be assumed as 20 to 30 years beyond childhood, 

·,and if the rate of passing between 1900 and 1910 be assumed to be the average for the 
years ju1t b«fore 1900 and since 1910, one could estimate that between 4 and 6 per 
cent of all those with some Negro blood ha,·e passed. It is known, however, that census 
data and vital statistics do not approach the accuracy required to make such refined 
estimates aa are necessary in judging the extent of passing, since the entire error is 
contained in the relatively small margin used to measure the amount of passing. 

The third method of estimating the extent of passing-that of noting diacrepancies 
in sex ratio--was used by Charles S. Johnson ("The Vanishing Mulatto," Opportunity 
[October, 1925], p. 291) and by Everett V. Stonequist (Tiu M11rginal M11n (1937], 
pp. 190-191.) The application of this technique has not only all the weaknesses of 
the original census data, but it also could only reveal the extent to which men pass 
more than women and not the total amount of passing. 

110 The above statement that passing cannot make the population darker refers to the 
average---since the traits, including akin color, of mixed offspring arc usually a blend 
of the traits of their parents, on the average. The question as to whether passing will 
create mtlitlidU11l cases of children with pronounced Negroid traits being born to 
ostensibly white parents is still a subject of controversy. It seems to be agreed by every
one that the offspring of two passable (or passed) mulattoes may have a darker skin than 
either of liis parents. The controversy is jiround the question as to whether the off
spring of a passed mulatto and a pure-blooded white person can have a darker skin than 
either parent. Majority opinion among those who have looked into this question seems 
to be that it cannot happen. Hooton, for example, says: 

"There is no reversion to the Negro type in the offspring of mixed parents which 
would support the traditional notion of seemingly White couples producing fully 
Negroid infants, but there is no doubt that by a combination of features from both 
parents an occasional child may intensify the Negroid appearance not particularly 
obvious in either of his progenitors. In other words, a Negroid child may look more 
like a Negro th:m either of his parents, if botk of tkem carry Negro blood. This is 
theoretically impassible if one parent is pure White, and I do not believe that it occurs. 
Negroid features seem to be attenuated, rather than intensified, by successive generations 
of inbreeding of mixed types, even when approximately identical proportions of blood 
are maintained. White features seem to gain upon Negroid features. I am convinced 
that some sort of Mendelian inhcrit:mce, involving many factors, is concerned in this 
process." (Earnest A. Hooton, "The Anthropometry of Some Small Samples of American 
Negroe1 and Negroids" "in Day, op. &it., p. 107.) 
East makes a similar statement: 

"A favourite short-story plot with which melodramatic artists seek to harrow th<' 
feelings of their readers is one where the distinguished scion of an aristocratic family 
marries the beautiful girl with telltale shadows on the half-moons of her nails, and in 
due time is presented with a coal-black son. It is a good framework, and carries a thrill. 
One waita shiveringly, even breathlessly, for the first squeal of the dingy infant. There 
is only this slight imperfection--or is it an advantage?-it could not possibly happen 
011 the stage as set by the author. The most casual examination of the genetic formulae 
aiven above demonstrates its absurdity. If there ever was a basis for the plot in re:11 
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life, the explanation lies in a fracture ,;if the seventh commandment, or in a tinge nf' 
negro blood in the aristocrat as dark as that in his wife." (Edward M. East, H,ru/.it,· 
md lluman Affairs [19z7), p. 100,) 

Wirth has examined the scientific 11nd p<>pular literature exhaustively and has never 
come across a documented case of a "black baby'' being born to a light mulatto and 
white person: 

"One further aspect of Negro-white miscegenation probably requires some comment 
in view of the persistent error of at least the lay mind on this particular point, n3meJy, 
the possibility that a white person mating with an individual who passes for white but 
has some Negro ancestry may produce a child darker than tbe mixed blood p.trtncr. lt 
should be pointed out in this connection that while two parties with Negro blood may 
,·cry occasionally have an offspring with somewhat more Negroid features than them
selves, it is not possible for a white person and a person with some Negro ancestry to 
have an offspring more Negroid than the partner with Negro blood." (Wirth and Gold
hamer, op. cit., manuscript page 113.) 
There is at least one biologist, however, who takes the opposite view, and says the 
"black baby" can happen, and occasionally doe~ happen. (Huxley and Haddon, op. cit., 
p. 82.) 

"In some extreme cases, the offspring of a cross between a white man and a half, 
breed coloured woman have been fair and almost black respectively." 
In a recent (December, 1941) statement to the author, Professor Huxley indicated thal 
he did not wish the above quotation from his book to be taken as final and beyond 
question. 

The Mendelian mechanism of color inheritance, too, is a subject of debate, so tha1 
it cannot be relied upon to settle this controversy, since the "white" partner may have 
had a distant Negro ancestor about whose existence he was completely unaware. Tl1e 
controversy is not very important practically, since if a dark-skinned baby can be born 
to a light mulatto and a white person, this happens so extremely rarely that one is still 
justified in branding as a myth the popular belief that it occurs. 

Finally, it should be said that it may be that the "black baby" is not given a chance 
to appear, since belief in the myth might encourage the use of contraceptives in white
mulatto relations. 

111 Southern scholars now discredit the theory that the origin of the Southern planter 
class was aristocratic, or that it differed much from that of the lower classes. See, for 
example: Thomas J. Wcrtenbaker, T/1e Old South (1942), p. 21; Virginius Dabney, 
Below The Potomac (1942), p. 2; Frank Owsley, "The Irrepressible Confiict" in I'll 
Take My Stand (1930), p. 69. 

62 Reuter, Race Mixture, pp. 160-161. Compare Reuter, The Mulatto in the Uni.tell 
States., pp. 396-397, passim. The cultural and social causes and effect& of this selective 
mating will be discussed further in Chapter 3 1. The fact itself is referred to by 
numerous authors, and is, indeed, obvious to any observer. (See Miller, op. cit., p. 5 7; 
Herskovits, The American Negro, pp. 63-64; and Donald Young, American Minority 
Peoples [1932], p. 356.) 

111 Reuter, The Mulatto in tlu United States. It should also be pointed out that 
Reuter'& estimate of the proportion of mulattoes in the total population-which he 
uses as a basis for comparison-is much too small in the light of subsequent findings. 
In his later hooks, Reuter retains his conclusion, but reveraea hiinsclf frequentlv. "No 
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Jegitimste inference may be drawn from eocial prominence to native ability." (Raee 
Mildw-, p. 110.) 

114 The belief that mulattoes were sterile aeem1 to have been called out when it wu 
deaired to diacourage miacegenation, and the opposite belief when it w:as felt necessary 
to explain the manifest increase in number of mulattoes without admitting the fact of 
continuing interracial sex relations. In the only careful study of the fecundity of 
mulattoes, Frazier finds that it is about the same as that of full-blooded Negroes. (E. 
Franklin Frazier, "Children in Black and Mulatto Families," Tke American Journal of 
Sociology (July, 1933), pp. 12-29.) This study is not methodologically perfect, but 
seems to be the best available on the subject. For other literature on the subject, see 
Wirth and Goldhamer, op. cit., manuscript pages 109-111. 

111 Klineberg has made a painstaking study which tends to show that Negro migrants 
to Northern cities have not included a disproportionate number of highly intelligent 
Negroes. (Otto Klineberg, Negro Intelligence 1111d Se/ectiCJe Migration [ 1935] .) 
A similar study done before Klineberg's with data for Washington, D. C. is: Alice S. 
McA1pin, "Changes in the Intelligence Quotients of Negro Children," Joumm of 
Negro Educ1Jtio11 (April 1, 1932), pp. 44-48. 

IIO The A·meri&an Negro and The Anthropometry of the A.merietm Negro. 
117 The Anthropometry of the American Negro, p. I 5. Herskovits' full table on p. 

I 77 is reproduced here: 

Unmixed Negro N 342 22.0 

Negro, mixed with Indian N(I) 97 6.3 
More Negro than White NNW 384 :&4.8 
More Negro than White, with Indian NNW(I) 106 6.9 
About the 1111me amount of Negro and White NW 260 16.7 
About the same amount of Negro and White, with Indian NW(I) 133 8.5 
More White than Negro NWW 154 9.3 
More White than Negro, with Indian NWW(I) 7S s-s 

1551 100.0 

These proportions refer to the existing Negro population and do not take into account 
those hybrids who have passed into the whtte or Indian populations. 

Hrdlicka-in searching for full-blooded Negroes on whom he wished to make 
anthropometric measuremeni-also reported that over 70 per cent of a group of 
Negroes in Washington, D. C., had at least one white ancestor.• Hrdlicka's Washington 
Negroes were not meant to be considered as representative of the entire population of 
American Negroes, and undoubtedly contained too many upper class persons who tend 
to have a relatively large proportion of white blood. The fact that Hrdlicka was 
acarching for full-blooded Negroes may, however, have counterbalanced this selective 
factor. Also Hrdlicka says that some of the remaining 30 per cent may have had some 
white blood. 

58 E. Franklin Frazier writes: 
"Many mulattoes in the United States with very little Negro blood consider them

selves pure Negroes. I have had mulatto students at Fisk University and Howard Univer
sity iP'iat that they were pure Negroes. One summer I visited a number of summer 

•Alei Hrdlicka, "The Full-Blood American Ne,:ro," Amencan Journal of P"'1skal 
Afllltntology (July-September, 1928), p. 15. 
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achools in the South in which I had the student teachen fill out blanks indicating their 
racial identity or racial mixture of their parent&, grandparents, and even more remote 
anccston. I was forced to give up the attempt to discover the amount of admixture of 
white blood because the majority of these elementary school teachen regarded them,elves, 
their parents, and more remote anceston as of pure Negro descent, despite the fact that 
they were obviously of mixed blood. Some could almoat pasa for white." (Communica
tion to the author, June 1,7, 1942.) 

119 Although Herskovits has made valiant efforts to test the representativeness of his 
sample, there has been no attempt to show that the samples of 11he other groupa--measured 
by other im•estigaton--are representative. Measurements made by different anthropolo
gists, at different times, on different samples of Afric:rn Negro, Amcric:rn white, and 
American Indian groups actually show very conflicting results. In many cases the samples 
arc very small, and the errors are correspcndingly largc--especially in relation to the 
small differences that actually separate the means and standard deviations of the group• 
which are compared. There are no comparisons for many important traits-such as skin 
color and hair form-and even where there are comparable data for the different races, 
the American Negroes have more traits which show greater variability than lesser 
variability. 

We have analyzed Herskovits' data and can find no striking evidence of lower 
American Negro variability. This analysis is partly subjective because of the inadequate 
nature of the original data, but is presented here for what it is worth. 

CoAfrAIUSON OF VARIA.BILITIES• OF THli. AMERICAN N11011.o PoPULA1"10N WtTII THE AAf&RIC:Alf 
\\"HITE POPULATION AND WITH THE WEST AFIIICAN NEGRO POPULATION IN 

TWENTY-THREE SELECTED TRAITS 

Number of traits in which the American Negro 
population is more or lcsa homogeneous than: 

The American White 
Population 

Number of traits in which American Negroes are 
more homogeneous 

Number of traits in which American Negroes are 
less homogeneous 

Number ot traits in which the evidence is con
flicting 

Number of traits in which there are no data 

Total 

6 

7 

s 
s 

13 

The African Negro 
Population 

4 

10 

' I 

13 
--------------------------------- ---- -----·-

Souru: Melville J. Herskovits, TIN A"'""~°""'""' aJ Ille A JIUriean 'N evo ( J 1130), Chapter J and pp. 
240-250. 

• Variability ia measured by the standard deviation in all caaas. 

The reason that Herskovits offers for the supposed greater homogeneity in the Ameri
can Negro population is that there is no longer much miscegenation with whites and 
Indians, and that the Negroes themselves are intermarrying. These reasons arc invalid 
even if the data were not: In the first place, the decrease in Negro-white offspring, 
ei·cu if it should be accepted a, established, is a rather new phenomenon, while the 
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African tribes, and poasibly even the Old Americans, have had less 011t-brccding than 
the American Negroes for a much longer period of time. Secondly, while Negroes with 
different physical appearance do marry each other, the predominant tendency is for like 
to marry like. Mulattoca--having a greater concentration in the cities and in the upper 
income brackeu, and having a higher prestige because of their relative physical similarity 
to white-tend to marry each other unless they happen to make a particularly good 
match in the darker, more Negroid group. Finally, Herskovits has not even considered 
the possibility that, if Negroes were more homogeneous in certain traits, this homogeneity 
might be due to greater homogeneity of environment rather than of gene composition. 
Thus, in view of the fact that his data for this purpose are inadequate; that it would 
seem-a priori-that a recently mixed group would show more variability than a more 
genetically isolated group; and that common observation of the most visible traits (color, 
hair form, nose breadth, lip thickness) of American Negroes indicate unequivocally that 
their range-at least-is greater than the range within the American white population 
-in view of all these things, the burden of proof of greater physical homogeneity of 
the American Negroes still lies with Herskovits. As far as we know now, the American 
Negro population may be becoming a homogeneous brown "race"-and it is to Hers
kovits' credit that he has opened up discussion as to this possibility-but this is a matter 
of the speculative future and not of the empirical present. 

GO Although there are no adequate data, apparently, to determine trends in class 
differentials in fertility among Negroes, it is probable that they have been increasing 
as a Negro upper class has been rising, and as effectiYe contraceptive devices have come 
into greater use in this upper class. 

Chapter 6. Racial CharacteriJticJ 

1 C. B. Davenport and A.G. Love, Army Anthropology (1921). 
2 For an evaluation of this and other studies of the physical anthropology of the 

Negro, see W. Montague Cobb, "The Physical Constitution of the American Negro," 
Journal of Negro Education (July, 1934), pp. 340-388. 

3 Notable among studies comparing Negro and white traits using small samples has 
been that of T. Wingate Todd and Anna Lindala, "Dimensions of the Body: Whites 
and American Negroes of Both Sexes,» American Journal of Physical Anthropology 
(July-September, 1928), pp. 35-119. These students had at most 100 cases for each 
sex-race group. Even less reliable was the study of Alei Hrdliata, "The Full-Blood 
American Negro," American Journal of Physical Anthropology (July-September, 1928), 
pp. J 5-3 3. Hrdlicka had only 20 males and 6 females. In fairness to these authon, it 
should be mentioned that they recognize the great limitations of their data, but other 
authors have used them without making the same reservations. 

'Ales Hrdlicka, Tke 0/J America111 (1925). 
11 Ibid., pp. 5-6. Hrdlicka did include a series of Southern "Engineer," and Appa

lachian mountaineer, in his sample, but he does not say how many. 
8 Thi, summary is based upon M. F. Ashley-Montagu, "The Origin, Composition 

and Physical Characteristics of the American Negro Population," unpublished manu
script prepared for this study (1940), and Cobb, op. cit-. pp. 340-388. These authors 
have relied.mainly on the following primary sources: Davenport and Love, op. cit.; 
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Todd and Lindala, op. eil.; Hrdlifka, "The Full-Blood American Negro,,, op. cit., 
pp. I 5-34; C. B. Davenport and M. Steggerda el al., Race Crossing in Jamt1nca (1929); 
M. J. Herskovits, Tiu Antl,ro-pometry of tke American Nigro ( 1930); M. J. Henko
vits, V. K. Cameron, and H. Smith, "The Physical Form of Mississippi Negroes," 
Tl,e American Journal of l'hysictJl Antl,ro-polog)' (October-December, 1931), pp. 193-
201; C. B. Day, A Stuily of Some Negro-White Fomilies in tlie U11iteil States (193i). 
Our list is aimed to include only thoae traits which have been most frequently 
measured by anthropologists. 

After this chapter was written, two other summary sources on the physical anthro• 
pology of the Negro became available and we were able to check our statements by 
them also: (1) Julian Herman Lewis, The Biology of tke Negro (1942); (2) W. 
Montague Cobb, "Physical Anthropology of the American Negro: Status and Desid
erata," unpublished manuscript ( 1942). 

7 In addition a number of investigators have reported minor skeletal differences 
between Negroes and whites. See Lewis, op. cit., pp. 68-73. 

8 Ashley-Montagu, from his experiences in anatomical l:iboratories, testifies that he 
"has never had any occasion to remark any appreciable difference of tho Negro genitalia 
as compared with those of whites." (Op. cit., p. 62.) In regard to body odor it should 
be pointed out that Negroes do have a larger number of sweat glands than do whites. 
But this does not prove that their body odor is different. Many white authors refer, 
however, to such a difference as an established fact. (E.g., Donald R. Young, American 
Minority Peoples [193:z.], p. 406; E. B. Reuter, The Amerir-an R11&e Problem [1938; 
first edition, 1927 j, p. 61; Robert E. Park, "The Bases of Race Prejudice,'' Tk,
Annals of the American Academy of Political an,l Social Science [November, 19:z.8], 
p. 17.) Some few authors arc careful to advance the l1ypothesis that, if the Negro has a 
peculiar odor, it might be explained as due to diet and lack of cleanliness (Otto Kline
berg, Race Differences [1935], p. 131.) William Archer writes (in Tkrougk Afro
America [1910], p. 144): "Let me take this opportunity of saying that to the best of 
my belief the 'body odour' of which we hear so much is mainly a superstition. The fact 
probably is that the ncgro ought to be at least as scrupulous in his ablutions as the white 
man--but often is not." Ashley-Montagu (op. cit., pp. 58-59) records "the fact that 
in his own experience of African and American Negroes he has never observed any 
particular or general difference in body odor between Negroes and whites," During the 
course of this study, I have not been able to find that Negro Americans have a different 
odor than white Americans of similar social and economic status, 

Klinebcrg refers to a suggestive experiment made by Lawrence "who collected in 
test tubes a little of the perspiration of White and Colored students who had just been 
exercising violently in the gymnasium. These test tubes were then given to a number 
of White subjects with instructions to rank them in order of pleasantness. The results 
showed no consistent preference for the White samples; the test tube considered the 
most pleasant and the one considered the most unpleasant were both taken from Whites.'' 
(Klineberg, Race Differencei, pp. 130-131.) Such experiments should be repeated on 
larger and more representative groups of whites, and the question should be asked 
whether the Negro sweat is identifiable, rather than whether it is pleasant . 

. Even if it were established that Negroes had a different odor, it would not explain 
why this odor is considered offensive. Likes and dislikes in smells of thi1 sort are a 
matter of personal taste and cultural conditioning. 
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• Earnest A. Hooton, "Tu Anthropometry of Some Small Samplea of American 
Ncaraea md Negroids/' in Day, op. rit., pp. 104-106, and Henlovi11, T"6 A111~ 
elry of 1"6 AffUriGtm Negro, pp. 177-227, . 

10 Some anthropologists believe that certain unique Negro traits are exceptions to this 
role; aome disappear rapidly when even a small admixture of white ancestry i, preaent, 
and othen are tenacious despite large admixtures of white blood.• There i, great 
disagreement even among these few obaerven, but we may note some of thoae traita 
which have been studied: hair form and low hair level are said to have a high degree 
of ''yieldingneu," while ear height, interpupi1Jary distance, and hair color are aid 
to be "entrenched." The nature of the inheritance of akin color is still a matter of 
debate, but the majority opinion seems to be that, on the average, the color of the off
spring tends to be a blend of the colors of his parents. 

11 Cobb, "Physical Anthropology of the American Negro: Stat111 and Desiderata," 
pp. 55-56. Cobb points out that even though Negroes may have continued to hold a 
certain championship, a white man of today is often better than the Negro champion of 
twenty years ago. Sec also Lewis, op. cit., p. 73, and compare Cobb's findings. 

111 See Section 3 of this chapter. A few of the earlier beliefs about Negro suscepti
bility to disease are cited in Young, op. cit., p. 339; in Harry Bakwin, M.D., "The 
Negro Infant," Human Biology (February, 1932), pp. 1-33; and in Charles S. John
aon and Horace M. Bond, "The Investigation of Racial Differences Prior to 1910,11 

Journal of Negro Education (July, 1934), pp. 335-337. 
For some of the earlier beliefs about Negro susceptibility to mental disease--which 

generally tried to show that Negroes had little mental disease under the secure condition 
of slavery--scc Lewis, op. cit.1 pp. 1.66-1.67. 

18 Concretely, this experiment should be made by selecting two groups of children
Negro and white-carefully matched in all essentials, keeping them in a controlled 
laboratory situation for at least a month to test and increase their comparability, and 
then inoculating them with certain disease germs (just as in ordinary inoculations to 
develop immunity). Large differentials in reaction ought to suggest, though not measure, 
differences in racial susceptibility or immunity. 

After writing the statement in the text, our attention was called by Lewis' book to 
the only approach to such an experiment that Lewis notes in his careful survey of the 
field, Its weaknessee--in terms of inadequate controls and insufficient cases---make its 
findings completely inconclusive, but its methodology is interesting. 

"In order to find the difference between colored and white people in their reactions 
to tubercle bacilli under controlled conditions, Levine (American Journal of Dueases of 
CJ,;JJren [1936] 1 p. '1051.) inoculated 74 white, 38 Negro, and z4 Puerto Rican 
children with identical amOlmts of living attenuated bovine tubercle bacilli (BCG). 
Necrosis of the local lesion on the thigh occurred more rapidly in Negro children than 
in white, Inguinal abscesses developed in more children and more rapidly among 
Negroes and Puerto Ricans than among whites. When the effect of such variables aa 
age, previous exposure to tubercle bacilli, economic status, and nutrition were taken into 
account, there still remained a racial factor that is related to the more severe reaction 
in Negroes and Puerto Ricans." (Lewis, op. cit.1 p. 140.) 

•T. W. Todd, "Entrenched Negro Physical Features," Human Biology (January, 19:19), 
pp. 57-69. Al10 Hooton, "The Anthropometry of Some Small Samples of American Negroes 
and Negroids" i11 Day, op. cit,, pp. 104-106, and Herskovits, The Antl,ropometry of ti,, 
JIINti&tm Nigro, pp. 177-2.2.7, 
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1' Good 1ummarica of reaearch on dieeue dift'erential1 may be found in Bakwin, 
op. cil., and Harold F. Dorn, "The Health of the Negro," unp11blished manuscript 
prepared for this study ( 1942). 

After this chapter was completed the best summary of disease differentials became 
available, and we had the opportunity of checking our statements by it: Lewis, op. cu. 

111 See Bakwin's summary, op. cit., and Lewis' summary, op. cit. 
ie Official death registration statistics underestimate the Negro death rates more than 

the white rates, Thus the reporting of a slightly higher Negro death rate usually mean1 
that the cause of death is more important among Negroes than tl1c statistics show. 
Studies which are based on a sample instead of the total population, however, arc likely 
to be biased in the other direction---iince they miss no cases and may get a poorer 
selection of Negro..:s than of whites. 

17 In Charleston, South Carolina, the white rate of tuberculosis in the period 1841• 
1848 was 268 per 100,000 as compared to 266 for Negroes. Willis D. Weatherford and 
Charles S. Johnson, Race Relations (1934), p. 375, and E. R. Embree, Brown 
America (1933; first edition, 1931), p. 49. 

18 Race Trgits and Tendencies of Ike Ameri&tm Negro (1896), p. 69. Also see S. J. 
Holmes, Tke Negro's Struggle for Surr,wal (1937), p. 39. S. A. Cartwright, a Southern 
doctor, writing before the Civil War, expressed this opinion: 

"To the question, 'ls not Phthisis very common among the slaves of the slave Statea 
and unknown among the native Africans at home!, I reply in the negative, that 
Phthisis, so far from being common among the slaves of the slave States, is very seldom 
met with. As to tl1e native Africans at home, little or nothing is known of their disease, • 
. . . Negroes, however, are sometimes, though rarely, afflicted with tubercula pulmonum, 
or Phthisis, properly so called, which has some peculiarities •.•. Phthisis is, par excel
lence, a disease of the sanguineous temperament, fair complexion, red or flaxen hair, 
blue eyes, large blood vctsels, and a bony encasement too small to admit the full and 
free expansion of the lungs, enlarged by the superabundant blood, which is determined 
to those organs during that first half-score of years immediately succeeding puberty .••• 
Hence it is most apt to occur precisely at, and immediately following, that period of 
life known as matureness ..•. With negroes, the sanguineous never gains the mastery 
over the lymphatic and nervous systems." ("Slavery in the Light of Ethnology," in E. N. 
Elliott (editor), Cotton ls King, and Pro-Slafler,y Argume,sts [1860], pp. 692-693.) 

18 Cited in Charles S. Johnson, "The Negro," American Journal of Sociology (May, 
194i), p. 863. 

20 Dorn, op. cit., p. 97. 
21 Embree, op. cit., p. S4-• 
22 A.G. Love and C. B. Davenport, "A Comparison of White and Colored Troops 

in Respect to Incidence of Disease," Proceedings of tne National Academy of ScienceJ 
(March, 1919), pp. 58-67. 

28 H. M. Pollock, "Frequency of Dementia Praecox in Relation to Sex, Age, Environ
ment, Nativity, and Race,"' Mental Hygiene (July, 1926), pp. 596.611. Pollock's 
figures arc the numbers of first admisaions in 1924 per 100,000 population. A criticism 
of this study may be found in Solomon P. Rosenthal, "Racial Differences in the 
Incidence of Mental Disease," Journal of Negro Education (July, 1934), p. 490. 

~' Even in 1924, the New York rates were 16.9 and 48.6 for whites and Negroes, 
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reapectively. In 1929-1931, Malzberg found the dift'erence even leas: 19.2 {OT whites 
and 44,4 for Negroes. See Benjamin Mab.berg, "Mental Disease among American 
Negroes" in Klineberg (editor), C"4rfl&lerlstics of the Anurie,m Negro, manuscript 
page JO. 

111 It is intereating to observe that, almost from the beginning of those studiea showing 
race di.frerencea, there haa been a minority of scholars who have remained skeptical and 
have ably contcated the findings. In 1897, Charles Horton Cooley beautifully demon
strated the complete invalidity of the findings of Francis Galton, in the famous essay, 
"Genius, Fame and the Comparison of Races" (Tlze Annals of tlu American Acatlemy 
of Political an,J Social Science [May, 1897], pp. 317-358). Other early critics of the 
use of the doctrine of innate differences included: Franz Boas, "The Mind of Primi
tive Man," Tlze Journal of American Folk-lore (January-March, 1911), pp. 1-1 I; and 
TIie Mintl of Primitifle Man (191J); William I. Thomas, Se~ anti Society (1907), 
John Dewey, "Interpretation of Savage Mind," The Psychological Review (May, 
1902), pp. 217-230. 

28 G. 0, Ferguson, "The Psychology of the Negro," Ard1ifJeJ of Psychology, No. 36 
(April, 1916). See also, W. H. Pyle, "The Learning Capacity of Negro Children," 
Prychological Bulletin (1916), pp. 82-83. 

27 Ferguson's example, as well as others cited in this section, have been taken from 
the summary prepared for this project by Klineberg, "Racial Differences as Shown by 
Tests and Measurements" in Klineberg (editor), C/i,aracteris#cs of tlie Ameri&c11, 
Negro. 

28 Albert L. Crane, "Race Differences in Inhibition," Arckii•eJ of Psye!Jology, No, 
63 (March, 1923). 

29 Boas, The Mind of Prim-itirle Man (19u), pp. 114-J15. 
80 /bitl,, pp. 271-271.. Boas later changed his position on these points. In the 1938 

edition of Tiu Mind of Primitir,e Man, the above statements arc not to be found, and 
there is a new emphasis on "variability of function" accompanying any given structure. 

81 Julian S. Huxley and A. C. Haddon, We Europeans (1936), p. 69. 
32 Ibitl., PP· 96-97. 
88 A history of these trends in psychological research, with special reference to the 

Negro is contained in two research memoranda written for this study by Otto Klineberg, 
"Experimental Studies of Negro Personality" and "Tests of Negro Intelligence," to be 
published in Klineberg (editor), Cl,,n-aclerirticr of the Ameritan Negro. 

8' While some authors report Negro-white differences in memory, others say they 
cannot find any. For a discussion of this subject, see Klineberg, "Tests of Negro Intelli
gence," in Klinebcrg (~ditor), Ch.aracteristits of the Americ:ati Negro, manuscript 
pages I 6 and 11 8. 

811 No one has sought a representative sample of either white or Negro children to 
determine what proportions were very superior, but the only investigators who have 
aought superior Negro children had no special trouble in finding them. Witty and 
Jenkin, studied 26 Negro children with I.Q.'s of 140 and above, who came from 
grades 3-8 in 7 Chicago public schools. (Paul A. Witty and Martin A. Jenkins, "The 
Educational Achievement of a Group of Gifted Negro Children," The Joumal of 
6.l.w:11tional Pry&hology (November, 1934), pp. 585-597.) The same authors report 

·:.o'1 one nine-year old Negro girl with a Stanford-Binet I.Q. of 200. "The Case of 'B'- -
1" 
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,\ Gifted Negro Girl," Tiu JOUN111/ of Soci11I Pryckology (February, 1935), pp. 117-
124.) 

16 Sec K.lincbcrg, "Tests of Negro Intelligence" in Klineberg (editor), Cluw6&ter
isti&1 of the Americdtl Negro, manuscript pages 13-14 and 106-109. Even Fcrguaon, 
who has been cited on a previous page as an example of a biased investigater, did not 
6nd that Negroes reached their maximum intelligence at an earlier age than did whites. 
He found, rather, that they continued their mental growth longer than whites, even 
though they never reached the levels attained by the whites. We need not accept this 
conclusion either, for the same reasons that his main findings arc to be criticized. 

87 See Klineberg, "Experimental Studies of Negro Personality" in Klineberg (editor), 
Charoctenstics of the American Negro, manuscript page 65. 

88 Subsequent studies have not been able to corroborate Ferguson's finding cited on 
a previous page-that there is a correlation between Intelligence Quotient and the 
possession of Negroid traits. See summary by Paul A. Witty and Martin A. Jenkins, 
"Intra-Race Testing and Negro Intelligence," The Jo11rna/ of Psychology (1935-1936), 
pp. 179-192. Even if a correlation were found, it would not pro\'c that the h.igh. 
intelligence was caused by white ancestry, since socio-economic differences between 
mulattoes and full-blooded Negroes would first have to be held constant, and since it 
would first have to be pro\'ed that the inheritance of intelligence docs not involve 
dominant or recessive genes and that the parent population were representative samples 
of the total Negro and white populations (which they were not) and that passing and 
differential reproductivity did not bias the sample of mulattoes. 

89 In their study, "Dimensions of the Body: Whites and American Negroes of Both 
Sexes," p. 48, Todd and Lindala make the point that "it is also irrelevant to suggest 
that our series are too small. They are quite representative of the series possible to most 
workers and in numbers they compare favor:ibly with series of other races and stocks 
which will have to be anthropologically compared." 

40 One of the earliest of the modern physical anthropological studies reported all its 
findings in frequency polygons. For presentation alone, if not in other respects, few 
recent studies have approached the excellence of this early stualy. We refer to Franz 
Boas, "The Half-Blood Indian," Tlie Popular Science Monthly (October, 1894), 
pp. 761-770. 

41 Franz Boas, Changes in Bodily Form of Descendants of l-mmigrants (1910). 
42 See, Walter H. Eddy and Gessner G. Hawley, We Need Vitamins (19.31), 

PP· .36-37. 
43 Social anthropologists have been using the psychologist's devices for some yean 

to quantify culture differences in personality traits. A selection of these studies is 
summarized in Klineberg, Ckaracteristics of the American Negro. There is, for example, 
the classic experiment of W. H. R. Rivers ("Observations on the Senses of the Todas," 
The British Journal of Psychology [December, 1905], pp. 321-396), which showe.d 
the Todas to have a higher pain threshold than his English subjects because they 
regarded the experiment as a test of their endurance. Another famous example is 
Margaret Mead's (Cr>ming of Age in Samoa [1928)) experiences with the administra
tion of the "ball-and-field" questions in the Binet tests, wh.cre she found that Samoan 
children were much more interested in producing an esthetically satisfying design than 
in devising a rational means for finding the ball. 

44 An example of the use of intelligence tests to measure cultural differencea betweea 
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-varlom gn,ap of Negroe, may be found in Charla S. Johnaon, G1-ornt1g Up;,, llu 
B/acl, llelt (1941), pp. 334-335. 

"A recent evaluative summary of such reaearch hu been made by Robert S. Wood
worth, Heredity and Entliromnent ( 1941 ) • 

•• .Klineberg, Negro lntel/.tgence a,ul Seleetir,e Migrlltion. 
"H. G. Canady, "The Effect of 'Rapport' on the I.Q.: A New Approach to the 

Problem of Racial Psychology,,, Journal of Negro EJueation (April, 1936), p. 217. 
'8 The present War may provide 10me data to do some of these dynamic studies. In 

the first place, measurements are being made of the psychic traits of a large number of 
individuals with diverse backgrounds. In the second place, these individuals are being 
subjected to experiences which arc drastically different from any they have known 
before. To get the fulJeet use out of the data being brought up by the War, it would 
be necessary to test the members of the armed forces after the War is over, and to 
compare the later measurements with the earlier ones. 

''Paul Horst and Associates, Tke Predietion of Perso,ul Adjustment (1941), p. 14. 
• 0 Anot~cr revolutionary development in psychological measurement is the trend 

away from the concept of "general intelligence." Mainly under the leadership of 
Thurstone, contemporary psychologists are trying to get at the "factors" in intelligence, 
and to arrive at an "intelligence profile" of an individual rather than a general I.Q. 
An allied development is that toward "item analysia"-the analysis of responses to 
specific questions and tasks in a personality inventory or battery. To go into these devel
opmcnta is beyond the scope of this book, but when they are applied to measurements 
of Negro-white: differences, they may become important to our problem, 

Chapter 7. Population 

1 Under the 1924 law, the President is permitted to reduce the quota. President 
Hoover did ao on March 26, 1931. See Niles Carpenter, "The New American Immi
gration Law and the Labor Market," Quarterly Journal of Economiu (August, 1931 ), 
pp. 720-723. 

2 American population statisticians have long known how inaccurate the birtk regis
tration statistica are, but not until recently have we come across any specific information 
regarding the inadequacy of death registration data. Harold F. Dorn cites a study by 
Isabella C. Wilson which indicates that about 50 per cent of the deaths of Negroes in 
Chicot County, Arkail~as, were unreported. (Harold F. Dorn, "The Health of the 
Negro," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study [ 1940; revised, I 94-2 J, 
Appendix; Isabella C. Wilson, "Sickness and Medical Care among the Negro Population 
in a Delta Area of Arkansas," University of Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station 
Bulletin 372 (1939}). Other discussions of under-registration of deaths are cited by 
Dom and by Lyonel C. Florant, "Critique of the Census of the United States," unpub
lished manscript prepared for this study (1939). 

• Dcapite these inadequacies, as well as the difficulty of having special registration; 
for votin& social insurance, unemployment, army draft, consumption goods' rationing, 
obaenation of aliens and other purpose,, America has avoided the far more efficient and 
lm expen1ive aystem of a continuous regiatration of population. Such a system would 
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not only substitute one registration for all these and make available more accante 
eatistia, bat it would reduce the possibility of error and fraud in voting, facilitate the 
aabatitution of direct taJ:ation for indirect, aid in the detection of criminals, reduci; 
the use of the oath (the notary public is an inconvenient ancl inefficient institution). 
The main reason why Americans do not seem to like continuous registration is that they 
are afraid it will ]cad to regimentation. But large sectors of the American public are 
already under continuous government registration (alJ who come under the Social 
Security Act, all who have postal savings accounts, and so forth) and the democratic 
nation, of Northern Europe have it for their entire populations, There are other reasona 
why Americans do not have this system: most Americans do not realize its advantages, 
those expens who do realize ita advantage, have a strong tendency to avoid the political 
battle necessary to institute it, and many politicians do not want to lose the petty 
patronage involved in census-taking. If continuous registration were to be instituted in 
the United States, probably the post office would be the best organization to administer 
it; since practically every community has a post office; since its employees usually are 
reasonably well-educated and have a respected status, and since it has the necesaary office 
facilities. 

'Su:ttJ1nt!J Census of the Unit•,J Stae,s: 1940, Population. Preliminary Releaac: 
Series P-5, No. 13. Nonwhites include Chinese, Japanese, and a few other colored 
peoples as well as Negroes, but non-Negroes are eclipsed by Negroes in the computation 
of nonwhite rates. Estimates made by Kirk on the basis of registered births and deaths 
show a similar picture: the net reproduction rate for Negroes in 1933-1937 was 104, 
while that for whites in 1933-1935 was 98. (Dudley Kirk, "The Fertility of the 
Negroes," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study (1940], p. 14.) 

G Sn:teenth Cemus of the United States: 1940, Po-pulation. Preliminary Release: 
Series P-5, No. 13. Kirk's computations show both whites and Negroes to have a net 
reproduction rate of 108 in 1930 (op. eit., p. 14). 

6 Thompson and Whelpton's various estimates of future trends in population place 
the Negro proportion in the American population in 1980 between 10.8 per cent and 
12.0 per cent as compared to 9,7 per cent in 1930. (Warren S. Thompson and P, K. 
Whelpton, "Estimates of the Future Population of the United States-1940 to 1980," 
Po-pulation Statirtics. 1. National Data. National Resources Committee [ 1937 }.) The 
lowest proportion of 10.8 was calculated assuming a medium fertility, high mortality, 
and net annual immigration of 100,000. The highest propartion of 12.0 was calculated 
assuming a high fertility, medium mortality, and no net migration. The tel"ms "high,', 
"medium," and "low" are used with reference to the period 1930-1934: "high fertil
ity'' is the actual birth rate of that period; "high mortality" is a declining death rate 
after that period at a greatly decreasing rate. Different assumptions are made for native 
whites, foreign-born whites, and colored peoples. For a detailed description of the 
assumptions used see: P. K. Whelpton, "An Bmpirical Method of Calculating 1''uture 
Population," Journal of the American Sutiseicat Association (September, 1936), pp. 
457-473. See also: National Reaources Board, Tiu Proo/mu of II Clumging Populatio~ 
(1938), p, 128. 

7 These figures were calculated by A. J. JaHe, "Population Growth and Fertility 
Trends in the United States," Journal of HtJreJuy (December, 1941), p. 444. The 
rates here are standardized for rural-urban reaidence only and not for region. Since 
practically all Negroes living in the North aiid West are urban, and since there ~ 
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practicaJly no difference in the urban rates for the whites and nonwhites, this i1 
practically equivalent to standardizing for regions as well as for rural-urban residence. 

It ia JlOt yet poesible to atandardize for both region and rural-urban reaidence at the 
ume time, since the neceasary breakdowns have not yet been made available by the 
Census Bureau and since Negro net reproduction rates were not calculated for rural 
areas in the Nonh or for rural or urban are111 in the West. It is possible, however, to 
Btandardi:ic for region alone juat as Jaffe standardized for urban-mral alone. The white 
rate then become, 95 and the Negro rate 96. The Negro rate is below the white rate, 
of course, since-as we have just said-region and urban-rural residence are comparable. 

8 The net reproduction rate we have used is more reliable than the birth and death 
rates which compose it because it is calculated from the decennial census statistics rather 
than from the annual registration statistics, and the former are generally more reliable 
than the latter. Even when annual registration statistics arc used, however, the net 
reproduction rate is usua!Jy more reliable since the under-registration of births and the 
under-registration of deaths tend to cancel each other out, even when their exact 
magnitude is unknown. 

8 Kirk, op. cit., p. 7 and Figure l. Since birth registration statistics have become 
available for a significant number of states only since I 91 5, Kirk was forced to use the 
number of children under 5 years per 1,000 women aged 15-44 as an index of the birth 
rate. In 1880 this was about 760 for Negroes, and in 1930 about 390. 

10 /6u,, P· 14, 
The changes in the uncorrected crude birth rates were as follows: 

White 
Negro 

1930 1940 

18.7 17.5 
2.1.7 2.1.7 

These figures are, of course, subject to many errors, but they can be relied on for the 
following two conclusions: (I) The white birth rate is lower than the Negro birth 
rate. (2.) The fall in the white birth rate between 1930 and 1940 was probably greater 
than the fall in the Negro birth rate. The figures fail to show what is likely-that the 
Negro birth rate fell between 1930 and 1940. (Texas-with a high birth rate-was 
not included in the 1930 figures, but was included in the 1940 ones.) These figures 
were calculated from: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Vital StatiJti&s--Speeial Reports, 
Vol. 14, No. 2, p. 9. The population bases were taken from the Sixteentk Census of 
1h11 Uni/11,J S1at11s: 1940, Population. Preliminary Release: Series P-10, No. 1. 

11 U.S. Bureau of the Cenaus, Vital Stalistics-Sp11t:ial R11por1s: 1940, Vol. 14, 
No, 2, p. 9. 

12 Dorn, O'J', cit. (194-2., first draft, 1940), Figures 17 and 18. 
18 The number of still-births per 1,000 live births, according to the inadequate 

official figures, was 2.76 for the whitea and 5.81 for the Negroes during 1930. (U.S. 
Bureau of the Census, Vital StaJistics--SpecW Reports: 1940, Vol. 14, No. z, p. 9.) 
• 14 Dom, op. cit. (1942; first draft, 1940), p, 3. By 1939 the expectation of life 
at birth had increased to 5 5.4 for nomokite females and to 5 2.4 for n<Jmukite males. 
The corre!JPonding expectations for white infants were 66.8 and 62.6, or u.4 and 
10.2 years greater, respectively. (Uem) 

16 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Viul Stdlistic,-.Spuial R#ports: 1940, Vol. 14, No. 2, 

., .. 9. 
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18 Kirk reports the following corrected groas reproduction rates: 

N,gro 

136 
130 

W/riu 

122 

109 

12.21 

See op, cit., p. 14, and footnote on p. 161 of this chapter. Other evide1\ce of the 
greater fall in the white birth rate may be had from the net reproduction rates reported 
in Table 1 and from the crude birth rates in footnote 10 of this chapter. 

11 Dorn reports the trends in the following manner: "Although it is impoaible to 
1tate definitely the amount of change in the average length of life of the Negro 
population, the available data indicate that, except for the first few years of life, there 
has been very little improvement since the beginning of the century. The only aeries 
of data covering the entire period are for Negroes living in the original registration states 
of 1900, the New England States, New York, New Jersey, Michigan, Indiana and the 
District of Columbia. In 1900, the Negro population of these states comprised 3.9 
per cent of the total; by 1930, it had increased to 9. 5 per cent of the total. Although 
the trend in mortality among Negroes in these states is probably representative of the 
trend among Negroes living in the North there is no way of determining the closeness 
with which it represents the trend of mortality among Negroes living in the South. 

"As shown in Figure 11, the expectation of life among Negroes living in the North 
actually decreased during the first three decades of th is century except for persons 20 

years of age and younger. The increase in expectation of life at birth was greater both 
absolutely and relatively among Negroes than among whites, but at other ages it was much 
less. (Figure 22.) 

"Better representation of the entire Negro population can be obtained by considering 
the trend of mortality in the death registration states of 1920. This group of states 
included about 65 per cent of the Negro population in J 920 and nearly 70 per cent in 
1930. The trend of mortality among Negroes in these states presents an even more 
unfavorable picture than the trend in the original registration states. (Figure 23.) The 
expectation of life for Negro males decreased at every age including birth; the decrease 
among Negro females occurred at ages 20 md over. The only increase in expectation of 
life during the decade was for females under 20 years of age. 

"The trend in the expectation of life among Negroes in the general populatio11 
agrees in general with that among the colored policy•holders of the Industrial Depart
ment of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company (Louis I. Dublin and Alfred J. 
Lotka, Twent·rfive Years of Health Prof.ress [19371). From 1921 to 1931 the expec
tation of life for both males and females from 10 to 60 years of age either decreased 
or failed to increase. However, from 1911 to I 921 the expectation of life definitely 
increased at the same ages. Since 193 I the downward trend in the expectation of life 
has been stopped and slight increases have occurred at most ages. But even so, in 1938 

the expectation of li£e for colored males was less than in J 91 I at 4-0 years of age and 
over and among colored females it was less at 50 years of age and over." (Metropolitan 
Life Insurance Company, Statistical Bulletin [June, 1939]. Dorn, op. &it. [194-2; 
first draft, 194-0], pp. 36-37a). (Figures referred to are in Dorn's manuscript.) 

18 / hid., p. 4c. 
lO For the death registration states at each of the years, the white death rate was 

10.8 per 1,000 population in 1930, and 10.4 in 1q4-o. The corresponding drop in the 
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Negro death rate was from 16.5 to 13.9, Theac figure, are subject to 11Veral types of 
error, but the comparative drops in the two rates are fairly reliable. Calculated from data 
in: V. S. Bureau of the Census, Vitll Sl11luli&J--Sfe&i41 ReporlJ: r9-10, Vol. 14, No. z, 
p. 9. Population bases for 1940 taken from: Suteentb Ceruru of the UnueJ Simes: 
r940, Popuhtion. Preliminary release: Series P-10, No. 1. 

See al10 the quotation from Dom in the preceding footnote. 
20 Surtemth Censu1 of the United State1: r940, Popu/,4tion. Preliminary Releaae: 

Series P-5, No, 3. 
21 A. J. Jaffe, "Urbanization and Fertility," Amerit:tm Journal of Sot:iolor, (July, 

1942). 
22 If we use the net reproduction rate as an index of birth rate, and recognize the 

general dciicienciea of the data, it is something of a measure of the truth of this state
ment that the relevant net reproduction rates were as follows in 1940. 

Nonwhite 
White 

Rural Farm 

1 54 
132 

SiJtteenth CenJUS of the United States: r940, Population. Preliminary Release: Series 
P-5, No. 4. 

23 "ln 19 counties most of which immediately adjoin the lower Mississippi River in 
Arkansas, Mississippi, and Louisiana, the fertility of the Negro rural-farm population 
drops to comparatively low levels. In the year 1930, the r:itio of children under 5 per 
1,000 woi:nen 20~44 among rural-farm Negroes was 885 in the entire United States, 
72 5 in Mississippi, 768 in Louisiana, and 71 8 in Arkansas, but only 5 I 8 in this group 
of counties. In some counties the ratio of children to women, even after correction for 
under-enumeration, was approximately at replacement levels (491) or even below." 
(Conrad and Irene B. Taeuber, "Negro Rural Fertility Ratios in the Mississippi Delta," 
The Southwestern Social Scient:e Quarterly [December, 1940], p. 210.) This study was 
made froin unpublished tables of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. 

24 If we use net reproduction rates to give us an index of birth rates, Series P-5a of 
the preliminary 1940 census releases (Nos. 14-, 15, 16) permits a rough comparison of 
the Negro-white net reproduction rates in the urban South and of eastern and western 
urban areas within the South: 

NET REPRODUCTION RATES IN Sou·rHERN RE010Ns: 1940 

Census Division 

South Atlantic 
East South Central 
Wcat South Central 

Urban Rural Nonfarm Rural Farm 

White Nonwhite White Nonwhite White Nonwhite 

71 73 119 n8 144 
79 70 U.8 IOI 150 
81 68 us 109 142 

211 See, for example, E. R. Groves and W. F. Ogburn, Ameriean Marritlge imJ Fllmily 
R~lions (1928), pp. 447-448. 
·• Registration statistics indicate a higher death rate for Negroes in the North than 
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ia tho South, but there i, notorious under-registration of dcathe in the South and cxpcn 
opinion seenu to hold to a lower apeci6c death rate in the North. While there are 
iduenc:ea which tend to raiae the death rate for Negroes in the North--such as novel 
climate, novel diet, and perhapa greater exposure to venereal disease--the influences 
which work to make the Negro death rate lower in the North than in the South seem
" trtor.--t.o be more important. In the North there is much easier access to modern 
medical facilities; the standard of living is higher; and Negroes are better educated. 
The death rate of inf ante and children is unequivocally lower in the North, even if that 
for adults is not. 

27 Sutuntn Cemw of the United States: 1940, Population. Preliminary Release: 
Seriea P-s, No. <f.. Because of deficiencies in census enumeration, these figures are not 
perfect, Alao the nonwhite rate covers colored persons other than Negroes. A large dif
ference in the declines, however, is certain. 

28 Studies showing the relation between income and vital rates among Negroes are: 
Philip M. Hauser, "Differential Fertility, Mortality, and Net Reproduction in Chicago, 
1930," unpublished Ph.D. thesis. The University of Chicago (1938). Frank W, 
Noteatein, "Differential Fertility in the East North Central States," The Mi/bani: 
Memoridl Fund QuarterlJ (April, 1938). Clyde V. Kiser, "Birth Rates and Socio
Economic Attributes in 1935,,, T/z.e Milhanle Memorial Fund Quorterly (April, 1939). 

29 Sutemtl, Census of Ille United States: 1940, Po-pulation. Second Series, State 
Table 4. 

80 U.S. Bureau of the Census, A Cmtury of Population Growth in the United Sutes: 
1790-1900, p. 86, and U. S. Bureau of the Census, Neg,·oes in the United States: 
1920-1932, p. 2J. 

81 Clyde V. Kiser, "Fertility of Harlem Negroes," The Milbatd Memorial Fu11J 
Quarterly (July, 1935), p. 275. 

82 For a short review of this discussion, see Samuel A. Stouffer and Lyonel C. Florant, 
"Negro Population and Negro Population Movements, 1860 to 1940, in Relation to 
Social and Economic Factors," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study ( 1940); 
(revised by Lyonel C. Florant under title, "Negro Migration-I 860-1940" [ I 942]) 
Chapter Ill, pp. I 5-25, 

33 There are several other factors to take into account when explaining the general 
inarticulateness of practical thinking on population in America; sec Gunnar Myrdal, 
Population: A Problem for Democracy (1940), pp. 24-30 and 66-72, and Alva Myrdal, 
Nation and Family (1941), pp. 9-10. General statements on American population 
policy may be found in Frank Lorimer, Ellen Winston, and Louise K. Kiser, FounJa
twns of Amerieon PO'f'Ulation PolicJ (1940); and Frederick Osborn, Preface to Eugenics 
(1940). 

It ia a public secret that the National Resources Committee before publishing its 
report, The Problems of a C nanging Population ( 19 3 8), found itself obliged to take 
out the discussion of birth control contained in the original draft. 

84 Compare Alva Myrdal, op. cit., Chapters Vil and VIII. 
811 W. Montague Cobb, "The Negro as a Biological Element in the American Popula

tion," Journal of N11gro Education (July, 1939), p. 347. 
88 W. E. B. Du Bois, "Black Folk and Birth Control," Birth Control Reeiiew (June, 

1932), p. 167. George S. Schuyler takes a position similar to that of Du Bois in the: 
following statement: 

"The question for Negroes is this: Shall they go in for quantity or quality in childrcnl. 
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Shall they bring children into the world to enrich the undertaker&, the phyaiciam and 
furnish work for social workera and jailen, or shall they produce children who are 
going to be an asset to the group and to American society. Most Negroea, especially the 
women, would go in for quality production if they only knew how!' ("Quantity or 
Quality," Bird Control Reouf.O [June, 1932 ], p. 166.) 

Another indication that Negroes favor quality even at the expense of quantity is the 
fact that 34 of the most eminent Negro leaden have endorsed the work of the Planned 
Parenthood Federation of America and have lent their names to the letterhead of it1 
Division of Negro Service. 

87 This pcint has been made in detail by Osborn, o-p. cit. 
88 Council on Medical Education and Hospitals, "Hospitals and Medical Care in 

Misaiuippi," Journal of the American Medical As,ociaeion (June 3, 1939), p. 2319. 
88 The Duke Endowment, Fourteenth Annual Re-pore of the Hos-pita{ Section (1939), 

P· 6. 
,o H. M. Green, "Hospitals and Public Health Facilities {or Negroes," ProceedingJ 

of the National Conference of Social Work (1928), pp. 178-180. In 1942, Edwin R. 
Embree repcrts that, for the United States as a whole, there are now "110 Negro 
hospitals in the United States, of which some 2 5 have been accredited, 1 3 of them 
approved for the full training of int.:rnes by the Council on Medical Education and 
Hoapitals of the American Hospital Association •••. While there are today 10,000 

hospital beds for Negroes in the country, in some areas where the population is heavily 
Negro there arc as few as 7 5 beds set aside for over one million of this group." (Julius 
Rosenwald Fund, Rer1iew for the Two-Year Period 1940-1942 [1942], pp. 13-14). 

41 Dorn, o-p. cit. ( 1940), p. 97. 
42 Compared to a proportion of 2 l. 3 per cent of all Negroes, 5 5 .o per cent of the 

Negro dentists, 42.6 per cent of the Negro physicians and surgeons and 36.3 per cent 
of the Negro nurses were outside the South in 1930. (U. S. Bureau of the Census, 
Negroes sn the Unitei States: 1920-1932, p. 293.) 

48 For a description of how Negro folk practices are dangerous to health, see Newbell 
N. Puckett, Folk Beliefs of the Southern Negro (1926). 

44 U, S. Bureau of the Census, Vital Statistics--Special Re-ports: 1940, Vol. 14., 
Ne. 2, p. 9. The infant mortality rate was, 43.2 for 1,000 live births for whites and 
72..9 for Negroes, 

411 Uem, The maternal mortality rate per 1,000 live births was 3.2 for whites and 
7.8 for Negroes. 

48 Vance has calculated that for the Southeastern states in 1930, 27 per cent of Negro 
women have no births a& compared to I 9 per cent of white women, while 29 per cent 
of Negroes have one birth as compared to 18 per cent of white women. (Rupert B. 
Vance, "The Regional Approach to the Study of High Fertility," The Milbanl, 
Memorial Fund Quarterly (October, 1941], pp. 356-374.) 

In 1930, the following proportions of families had no children under 10 years of age. 

Negro Native White 

North: Urban 68.1 62..6 
South: Urban 67.1 58.1 

Rural farm 46.7 44.a 
Rural nonfarm 59.0 47-9 
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Calculated from census data by Richard Sterner and Associates, Tin N•gro,, Shor•, 
prepared for this study ( 1943), Appendix Table I 7. Also see Notestein, op. &ii., and 
Kirk, op. w., pp. si-6,;. 

41 Raymond Pearl, "Fertility and Contraception in Urban Whites and Negroes," 
Science (May, 1936), pp. 503-506. Also see by the aame author, The Natural History 
of Popul4tion (1939), p. 113, fidssim. · 

48 U.S. Bureau of the Cenaus, Vital Statisticl--Sp,cW Re-ports: 1940, Vol. 14, No. z, 

P· 9· 
48 Dorn, op. cit., (1942; first draft, 1940), pp. 35-44, 
IIO "Sterilization laws have been passed by 2.9 states, and over I ,ooo operations have 

been performed in each of 7 states, namely, California, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Oregon, Virginia, and Wisconsin. The total number of sterilizations performed in the 
TJnited States up to January 1, 1940, was approximately 33,000 of which 17,212 were 
on insane cases and 15,231 on feeble-minded; 592 were sterilized for other reasons." 
(Publications of the Human Betterment Foundation, Pasadena, California [ 19401. 
Cited by Osborn, op. cit., p. 31.) 

111 Practically every modern discussion of birth control in every scientific book and 
every propaganda pamphlet contains a list of such reasons. 

Gt Official mortality statistics of the death registration states of 1930 which are 
defective, not only in revealing total numbers of deaths, but also in classifying these 
deaths by causes, show a syphilis rate of 42.5 for Negroes and 5.2 for whites (per 
J 00,000 population, 1929-1931). Death rates may not accurately reflect the relative 
incidence of syphilis, but Dorn summarizes sample studies which also show the Negro 
rate to be between 3 and 9 times as great as the white rate in various communities. 
(Dorn, op. cit. [1940], p. 71.) 

Recently some excellent data have become available on syphilis. Examination of the 
first million draft registrants--who are a selected sample of the population but a 
significant sample--showed that the syphilis rate was I 8. 5 per thousand for whites and 
241.2 for Negroes. That is, Negroes had 13 time& as much syphilis as whites. (See: 
New York Herald Tribune [October 16, 1941], p. 5; and PM (February 10, 1942], 
p. 20.) 

Since much less is known about gonorrhea, and since it does not seem to be much 
more prevalent among Negroes than among whites, it will not be discussed here. 

63 H. Poindexter, "Special Health Problems of Negroes in Rural Areas,» JourntJl of 
Negro Education (July, 1937), p. 407. 

64 On January I, 1940, there were 2,527 such clinics. Dorn, op. cu. (1940), p. 155. 
611 The LaFollette•Bulwinkle Act ( 1938) authorized federal grants-in-aid to the 

various states for venereal disease control. 
56 Dorn, op. cit., (1940), p. n4-b-3, 
liT "For the most part, the only time that a doctor may legally interrupt pregnancy in 

the United States is when its continuance threatens the life of a mother. Six states-
Florida, Louisiana, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey
overlook even this contingency, having no specific provision for therapeutic abortion. 
Seven states--Arkansas, Georgia, Kansas, Missouri, Ohio, Texas, and Wisconsin 
expressly require medical advice prior to the act, while thirty-one states, including New 
York, sanction abortion to save the life of the mother, with no provision for medical 
counsel. Only three states-Colorado, Maryland, and New Mexico--and the District 
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of Columbia countenance the interruption of pregnancy not only to rae the lite of the 
mother but also to preserve her health. The Miaaiaippi law forbida abortion• bat adda 
the cryptic provision, 'unless the same shall have been advised by a physician to be 
neceawy for such purpose."' {B. B. Tolnai, "Abortion, and the Law," Ntllio,, 
(April 15, 1939), p. 425.) 

M U.S. Bureau of the Census, BirtAs, StiJlbirtlu onJ lnf,m1 Mort.l~'j S'4Hsn,;s: 
1936, p. 9. 

119 Alva Myrdal, op. cit. 
6° For the dramatic history of the movement see: Margaret Sanger, My Figlu for 

Birl11 Conlrol (1931) or Autr;biograpl,y (1938). • 
61 The legal fight began in l 873 when the anti-birth control forces led by Anthony 

Comstock secured a federal law prohibiting the use of the mails for the dissemination 
of birth control information and prohibiting the importation of contraceptives. Many 
of the state governments before or after this year took steps to stop the sale of contra
ceptives and the encouragement of their use. The scope of the federal law was some
what narrowed by a series of court decisions, but a major setback to this law did not 
come until 1936, when the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit 
declared that birth control devices and information could be imported and sent through 
the mails by doctor, "for the purpose of saving life or promoting the well-being of their 
patients.'' In the meantime some states have repealed or nullified their laws. 

ln July, 1942, 19 states make no mention of the prevention of conception in their 
statutes; I 3 states have statutes which restrict the distribution and dissemination of 
information regarding the prevention of conception, but expressly exempt medical 
practice; 14 states have statutes aimed at the advertising and distribution of information 
regarding the prevention of conception, but exempt medical practice by implication 
or construction; only two state&--Massachusctts and Connecticut-have laws which 
penalize even physicians for giving information. (See: "The Legal Status of Contra
ception," mimeographed leaflet distributed by the Planned Parenthood Federation of 
America, July, 1942.) Three states actually sponsor birth control clinics. But the fight 
is far from won: the federal law remains on the books for all nonmedical persons and 
even for medical persons in the Territories and the District of Columbia; in 1937 a 
private clinic was closed in Massachusetts and the personnel subjected to criminal 
prosecution (there was a similar occurrence in Connecticut); 45 states do not give the 
birth control movement the active support it needs to be really effective. 

62 E. Mae McCarroll, "A Report on the Two-Year Negro Demonstration Health 
Program of the Planned Parenthood Federatfon of America, Inc.'' A talk delivered at 
the annual convention of the National Medical Association, Cleveland, August 17, 1942. 
Of the 803 birth control centers, 22 S were located in hospitals, 26 s in health depart• 
ment quarters, and 3 J 3 in settlement houses, churches and similar institutions. 

68 The only three states with birth control officially incorporated into the general 
public health program-North Carolina, South Carolina, and Alabama-are in the 
South. Several other Southern state• are expected to join this group shortly, but no 
Northern ones. By July, 1942, there were, in the United States, 345 contraceptive 
ce:nten deriving all or part of their support from taxes. North Carolina, South Carolina, 
and Alabama had 47 per cent of these. Over 24 per cent more were found in 13 other 
Southern states (among _Southern states only Louisiana and Mississippi had none). 
Twenty-one Northern and Western etatea had the remaining 29 per cent (almost half 
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of theiie were in California). Clearly the South leads in the public acceptance of birth 
control. ("Diatribution of Birth Control Centers and Services," mimeographed sheet, 
Planned Parenthood Federation of America, lnc._[July, 1941].) 

°' The Iacts for this paragraph have been generously provided by Miss Florence 
Rose of the Planned Parenthood Federation of America (interview, August 11, 194-2). 
Al10 aee: 

I. Claude C. Pierce, "State Programs for Planned Parenthood," address read at 
the Conference of State and Provincial Health Authorities of North America, 
Washington, D,C., March 23-24, 1942. 

2. G. M. eooper, F. R. Pratt, and M. J. Hagood, "Four Years of Contraception as 
a Public Health Service in North Carolina," American Journal of Public Health 
(December 1941 ), p. 2. 

3. George M. Cooper, "Birth Control in the North Carolina Health Department," 
North Carolina Medical Journal (September, 1940), p. 463. 

4. Robert Seibels, "The Integration of Pregnancy Spacing into a State Maternal 
Welfare Program," Southern Medicine and Surgery (May, 1940), pp. 230-233. 

5. J. N. Baker, Director, Alabama State Department of Health, "Alabama's Program 
for Planned Parenthood," address delivered at the Third Southern Conference 
on Tomorrow's Children, Nashille, TenneS&ee, October 31, 1941. 

811 Address by Dorothy Boulding Ferebee at the Annual Meeting of the Birth Control 
Federation of America, January 29, 1942. 

00 Information made available by Miss Florence Rose of the Planned Parenthood 
Federation of America (interview, August ZI, 1942). 

67 For a discussion of these prejudices among Negroes, see an address given by Dr. 
Dorothy Boulding Ferebee, "Planned Parenthood as a Public Health Measure for the 
Negro Race," delivered at the annual meeting of the Birth Control Federation of 
America, January 29, 1942. Dr. Ferebee lists the popular objections as: 

1. the concept that when birth control is proposed to them, it is motivated by a 
clever bit of machination to persuade them to commit race suicide; 

2. the BO-called "husband-objection'' which Dr. Robert E. Seibels of the South 
Carolina rural project observes "is often blamed on physical reactions to the 
material, but apparently is related more to superstitious fear of impairment of 
function through interference with a vital proceS&," 

3. the fact that birth control is confused with abortion, and, 
4. the belief that it is inherently immoral. 
88 J!JiJ., for a study showing the greater inefficiency of Negro women in using contra

ceptives, see Pearl, The Natural History of Population, pp. 1 I 3-114. 193. On the 
other hand, the Planned Parenthood Federation's experiment in Berkeley County, 
South Carolina, led to the conclusion that "So per cent of the contacted population of 
Negroes of low income and low intelligence level will use pregnancy spacing mcthoda 
when this is properly presented to them." (Robert E. Scibels, "A Rural Project in 
Negro Maternal Health," Human FertiUty [April, 1941 ], p, 44.) After two years of 
the Federation'• project at Nashville, 58 per cent of the 610 patients instructed used 
the method prescribed "consistently" and successfully (McCarroll, op. cit., p. 8.) 

fl The following discussion is largely based on a similar one regarding Sweden, by 
Alva Myrdal, op. cit., p. 200 ff. 

70 There arc several controversial iasues involved in the above suggestion that an 
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educatianal campaign be instigated to reach the muses with specific birth control advice. 
The fint is a legal question: The Comstock Law still stands on the federal statutes books 
for all nonmedical people and would probably be involved if general advice--not 
directed to specific cues investigated by a docto~ere distributed through the mails. 
Twenty-nine states also still have laws which prohibit nonmedical people from giving 
birth control advice. But the birth control organizations are no longer fighting the 
Comstock Law or the state laws (outside of those in Massachusetts and Connecticut, 
which apply to doctors). They are content to let them stand since they no longer apply 
to doctors. The second problem is one of quackery: if nonmedica] people were allowed 
to give advice, there would be all sorts of dangerous or useless contraceptives put on the 
market and advertised, But this is already happening, except that the mails arc not 
uaed, even in those states where it is illegal. People know that physicians can give 
contraceptive information; to overcome quackery it is necessary to disseminate correct 
infonnation on a mass scale without waiting for people to consult physicians. Too, it is 
possible to have laws which practically eliminate quackery. A third issue is the question 
of what the popular reaction might be: birth control organizations are afraid of losing 
the support of doctors and others of the "best people" and of being called "immoral." 
This is probably the decisive issue which prevents the birth control organizations from 
giving concrete information to the masses of the people. But the question remains as to 
whether there would be such a popular reaction, whether this reaction would nullify 
al] the smaJl but positive gains that have been made, and whether an extensive publicity 
campaign would not counterbalance any reaction. 

11 Because of the tendency to work through physicians, even greater emphasis than 
is neceaaitated by facts has been laid on the contraceptive techniques which require a 
doctor's advice; the pessary and the foam-and-sponge techniques. The simple methods 
of the condom and coitus interruptus are deplored. Yet the leading medical authorities, 
Dickinson and Morris, in a manual issued by the Birth Control Federation itself, have 
the following to say about the condom: 

"Properly tested, the condom provides protection as efficient as any method, and, 
skillfully used, furnishes recurity . .•. It ought to enjoy a much more favorable attitude 
on the part of the clinician." (Robert L. Dickinson and Woodbridge E. Morris, 
Tecknipes of Conception Control [ 1941 ], p. 34.) 

It may be that when all people know about birth control, and when the task is to get 
its methods perfected and individualized, it will be wise to shift emphasis back again 
from the condom to the pessary, since the latter is supposed to be the most efficient and 
least annoying method. Since it happens that the condom and coitus intem,ptw methods 
are for men, the pessary and other methods available to women should be spread so 
that women, too, should have opportunity to control conception. 

72 The public clinics now in existence disseminate information about birth control 
10ldy by mentioning it to women who have come into the public health office for other 
purposes, especially to women who have just had a child. Only indigent women uae the 
public clinic; others are referred to a priv11te physician. 

The demonstration projects sponsored by the Planned Parenthood Federatian have 
a 1imilarly slow method of reaching the public. During two years of the project at 
Nashville~ only 638 patients were advised, and during 21 months of the project in 
Berkeley County, South Carolina, only 1,008 patients were advised. (McCarroll, op. cit., 
pp. 7, 11.) It should be recognized, however, that completeness and not extensive 
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coverage waa the aim of these projects. Still, the achievements were small in view of 
the large amount of money spent. Not even the governments could afford to maintain 
permanent birth control clinics all over if they were as expensive as these two, and yet 
far from all persons needing contraceptive information in the two areas were reached. 
Despite the excellent work of the projects with those women contacted, the small 
number of women contacted shows how limited such clinics are. 

Chapter 8. Migrtnion 

1 The primary census data are somewhat unreliable, particularly for the South, and 
eepecially for Negroes. They are, furthermore, unreliable in a different degree from 
one census to another. Apart from this, such data as exist can only account for the 
composite result of migration together with all other factors of population change 
during a preceding decade, or the extent to which all persons living at the time of • 
census resided elsewhere than in their states of birth. We cannot, therefore, expect to 
gain any intensive and accurate knowledge of the movement of the population. All 
short-distance mobility is out of the picture. So also are stages and steps in migration, 
and all moves in one direction which arc compensated for by the same persons' (or other 
persons') migration in the opposite direction ( within the decade between two censuses). 
All yearly fluctuations are canceled out in the aggregate figures. Only a suggestion of 
stages of migration may be had by comparing different states as to the character of their 
populations born outside the state. Only to a limited extent arc there studies available 
for small parts of the population, allowing us to make valid inferences in these several 
respects. Perhaps the most useful of these is the information that may he had from the 
question asked of all farmers for the 1935 Census of Agriculture, "\Vhcre were you 
living five years ago?" 

The 1940 Census attempts to correct many of the earlier deficienries by supplying 
information from all persons in the United States on the same question: "Where were 
you living five years ago?" This does not meet all requirements for knowledge about 
migration, but it will offer a body of information vastly superior to anything that now 
exists. Unfortunately the information is not yet available at the time of writing (sum

mer, 1942). 
2 U.S. Census Office, Statistics of tlt.e United States in 1860, pp. 3 3 7-338. 
8 There are no data available to determine the exact size of the net migration of 

Negroes from South to North between 1910 and 1940. The figure of one and three
quarters million presented in the text is simply the difference between the Northern 
Negro population for 1940 and that for 1910. To use this figure a~ ;m index of net 
migration involves making two assumptions: (I) The net reproduction rate of Negroes 
in the North during this period was 1.00, on the average. Actually it probably averaged 
lcsa than 1.00. (2) The age distribution of the Northern Negro population was, on the 
average, that of a life table population. Actually there was probably a greater proportion 
of peraons in the child-bearing ages. The errors in our two assumptions affect our 
estimate of net migration in opposite ways. We have, therefore, only one assumption

that these two errors cancel each other. 
Du Bois estimated that two million Negroes migrated North by 1930. Bat his 



emmate is o! total migration ad does not aclude thoee who returned South, (W. E. B. 
Du Boie, "A Negro Nation within the Nation," Cu"MII Hirtory (June, r93SJ, p, 26s,) 

"'Stouffer and Florant, op. cit., p. 36. According to W. D. Weatherford and Charle, 
S. Johnson (Race RtJlatio,., [1934], p. 257) most of the Negroes who went to Liberia 
at first were ex-slaves who were freed on the condition that they emigrate. 

11 The Negro population of Kanaas increased from 627 to 43,107 between 1860 and 
1880 according to the census. Part of this was natural increase, of course, and only 
some of the increase occurred during the period when there was agitation for Negro 
migration to Kanaas. But there was also some return migration to the South. 

11 James Weldon Johnson, Along Tku Way (1934), pp. 206-107 and 2.08. 
T Thia reclassification was prepared by the Bureau of the Census with the aid of 0. E. 

Baker of the United States Department of Agriculture. The computation of the Negro 
population of these areas back to 1860 was done by Stouffer and Wyant. 

8 Stouffer and Florant, op eit, (1940), pp, 1-58 and technical appendix prepared 
by Rowena Wyant. 

8 Stouffer and Florant, op. eit. (1940), p. 5. 
lO As the National Resources Committee points out, part of the migration northward 

was by stages and part of it was direct from the Deep South. 
"Much of the Negro migration has been a State-to-State displacement. By 1930, for 

example, 72,000 Negroes had moved into North Carolina from South Carolina, but 
47,000 had moved out of North Carolina to Virginia and Maryland. More than 50 
per cent of the Negroes leaving South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and 
Louisiana have settled in other Southern states, while about 90 per cent of those leaving 
Kentucky and 65 per cent of those leaving Virginia and Tennessee have settled in the 
North. At the same time there has been considerable migration directly from the deep 
South to the North." (National Resources Committee, The Proo/ems of a Changing_ 
Population [1938], p, 99.) 

11 Stouffer and Florant, op, eit, (1942), pp. 54-58. 
12 These calculations are taken from Stouffer and Florant, op. &it, ( I 940), Chapter 1, 

pp. 17-18. These authors include Missouri in the Border states, and their definition of 
the North, as noted in the text, is confined to the Northern states ent of the Missisaippi 
River. 

18 U, S. Bureau of Census, Negroes in the United States: r920-r93:a, p. 22. 
14 Fifteentk Census of the United States: 1930, Population, Vol. 2, pp. 158-162, 
15 Ibid., pp. 163-167. 
18 The literature on Negro migration is too· large to be surveyed, even too large to 

be sampled for purposes of this section. In 1934, F. A. Ross and L. V. Kennedy 
prepared a whole book entitled A Bibliography of Negro Migration, and since then 
many other titles would have to be added to their list. In the monograph prepared for 
this atudy by Stouffer and Florant, a large and selected sample of this tremendous 
literature was integrated. For this section we have relied largely on this monograph and 
on a few of the better-known books on the subject, such as those by C. G. Woodson 
(A Century of Negro Migration [1918]), The Chicago Commission on Race Relations 
(Tne Negro;,, CMcag0 [192.2.]), L. V. Kennedy (The Negro Peasant Turns City
r1111r,J [19301), C. V. Kiser (Sea lslan,J to City [ 1932]), The general literature on the 
Negro alee» ha, much on migration. Because of the size of this literature we have felt 
that it. wcnila be best to make this section rather ahstract. The conditions which are 
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referred to here in passing arc usually taken up in greater detail in other part, of this 
book. 

17 Woodaon, op. cu., Chapter 8. Also see Ray Stannard Baker, Followir,g IM Color 
Lm. (1908), p. 110. 

18 Some experts on the problem hold a aingle-cause theory of Negro migration. They 
believe that migration is a result only of new economic opportunities in cities. Negroes 
went North because the cities were in the North, and if the cities had been in the 
South, Negroes should ne\·er have left the South in spite of its traditional prejudice 
and discrimination against them. (See, for example, Donald R. Young, American 
Mmority Peoples [1932], pp. 46 ff; and T. J. Woofter, Jr., Race1 aflJ Ethnic Grou-ps 
• A11UN&on Life [1933], p. 113.) 

The incorrectness of this theory can be judged by speculating what would happen 
if the aituation were to be reversed, If suddenly there should be a new development of 
industry in the South which would open many new jobs of the unskilled and service 
type to Negroes, at the same time as there was economic stagnation and unemployment 
in the North, it is not likely that Northern Negroes would migrate South in such 
numbers as Southern Negroes migrated North under comparable circumstances after 
1915· 

19 In other words, the real "causes'' of migration were as numerous as the Negroes 
who migrated and as complex as the entire life-experiences of these Negroes. These 
real causes were not simply a series of "conditions" or "factors" impinging on the 
individual, but they were complexes of factors actively interpreted, weighed, and 
integrated in the conscious and unconscious minds of individuals, What the analyst 
must do, however, is to resolve into elements the complex structure of the motivation, 
of individuals, group these elements, and determine which are the important onea--the 
ones without which the migration would have involved significantly fewer numben 
than it did. Such importan't classes of elements in the motivation of the migrants are 
usually termed "causes" of the migration, but they must be recognized to be causes in 
only a special sense--neither inevitable in their influence nor all-inclusive as explana
tions for the migration of all those who migrated. Unfortunately, due to the complexity 
of migration and the fact that it is always an event in the past and to the poorneaa of 
the data, the relative importance of the factors cannot be measured. The significance 
assigned to them is a function of the observer's judgment, based upon his knowledge 
of the history of the migration. 

20 The returning migrants probably mounted up to the thousands in the early days 
of the depression of the 193o's when jobs were no longer available and the relief 
machinery was not yet set up. Some local Urban Leagues and certain city govemmenta 
sponsored plans to send Negroes back to the South. 

21 Richard Sterner and Associates, Tha Negro'J Share. Prepared for this study (1943), 

P· 4o. 
12 Unpublished estimates by Stouffer and Florant indicate that the net migration of 

Negroes from the South was 317,000 between 1930 and 1940 as compared to 716,000 
between 1920 and 1930. As the authors recognize, there is a considerable margin of 
error in both figures. (Op. cit., [1940], p. 124.) 

:ia Two recent incidenta are illustrative of this point. 
1. A California law prohibiting the entry of indigents from other st;atea wu dccl;ired 

unconstitutional by the Supreme Court of the United States (No. 17, October 
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term 1941 ; Fred F. Edwards, Appellant "'· The People of the State of Cali
fornia; November 24, 1941). 

2. In attempting to build a labor camp for Southern Negroes near Burlington, New 
Jersey, in May, 1942, the Farm Security Administration met the opposition of 
the nearby township government, Nevertheless the F.S.A. went right ahead with 
its plans and there was no opposition from Congress (including the local c:on
greaman). The F.S.A. was aupported by the local farmers who needed the labot 
which the camp would provide. 

36 Between 1930 and 1940, the Negro population of California increased 53 per 
cent. 

111 There arc aome new agricultural job opportunities on the West Co11t--sach as in 
cotton planting and commercial fruit growing in California--but these arc likely to 
go to whites now migrating from the West Plains and from the South, and to Mexicans. 

2• Tannenbaum, for instance, says: 
"The South, in a search for solutions, must turn to the gradual migration of the negro 

and his replacement by foreign labor. These two factors are the only available means 
at hand for the breaking up of emotional concentration upon the negro, the gradual 
achievement of objectivity in attitude towards him, the slow softening of the burden 
of fear and hate that has scared and seared the South to this very day." (Frank Tannen
baum, Dorleer Phases of tlte South [1924],p. 182.) 

27 See Woofter, op. cit., p. 198; John Temple Gr:l\'es, "The Southern Negro and 
the War Crisis," Virginia Quarterly Rer,ietv (Autumn, 1942 ), pp. 512-513. · 

18 Woodson, op. cit., pp. 183-186; W. E. B. Du Bois, "The Hosts of Black Labor," 
Notion (May 9, 1923), pp. 539-541; and James Weldon Johnson, Black Manhatta11 
(1930), p. 152. 

Chapter 9. Economic lne'luality 

1 Charles S. Johnson, Edwin R. Embree, and W. W. Alexander, The Collapse of 
Colton Tenancy (1935), pp. 14-15 and 2.1-22. 

2 National Resources Planning Board, National Resources Deflelopment, Report for 
z 94 2 ( I 942), p. 3. Points 6-8 are omitted here as irrelevant to our present discussion. 

8 This is a world-wide trend; for a discussion of the basic principles involved, see 
Alva Myrdal, Nation and F tmiily ( I 94 I ) • 

'Sec Th11 Puhlic Opinion Quarterly (October, 1939), pp, 586-587 and (Fall, 1941), 

P· 475· 
11 See The Puhlie Opinion Quarterly (October, 1939), p. 592; (March, 1940), p. 

91; (September, 1940), p. 547; and (Fall, 1941), p. 477· 
11 Bulutin of the Bureau of School Seroice, Unioersity of Kentucky, "A Salaiy Study 

for the Lexington Public Schools" (March, 1935), p. 26. 
'1 For an excellent example of how a wide variety of these arguments arc marshaled 

one after the other, we may quote in full a letter to the editor of the Richmond N,ws 
Luder conccmiag diff'erential salaries for school teachers: 

"Alt.GOES NEGRO TEACHERS SHOULD RECEIVE LESS 

''F.ditor ol the Newa Leader: 
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"'Sir,-Th.ere ia a sort of soft-soap piety floating around in our part of the world that 
is like the will-o-the-wisp that riacs from miasmic swampland. lt II.oats majestically over 
the 'Negro question,' but when analyzed there is nothing to it. The special point about 
which it is bobbing now is 'equalization of teachers' salaries.' Let's cast the light of reality 
(or, ahould 1 say, the sunlight of truth?} over the shadowed point and present it as 
many of 111 vitally interested really see it. 

"Sho\lld Negro teachers receive the same salary that white teachers receive? Emphati• 
cally, No! Why not? 

"(1) Less than 10 per cent. of our taxes is paid by Negroes. Of course, destitute 
white children attend the same schools that wealthy ones attend, but they arc of the same 
race, an identical social unit, with co-ordinating future obligations. 

"(i) Negroes do not teach the same type of future citizens that white teachers 
instruct. God made the two races different and exacts of them their own best contribu
tions. White people have and will continue to have responsibility 'the brothers in black' 
cannot assume. 

"(3) Negroes do not teach the same things in reality and in the same way that white 
instructors do. The average Negro has an honorable service to render outside the academic 
field. 

"(4) White people owe Negroes no especial debt, save to 'love one another' in a 
Christian way. The Negro race has gained far more from the civic contact with the white 
than can be here portrayed-and Negro people generally know this and appreciate it, 
the 'soft-soap piety' generally bubbling from the caucasian mouth .•. Why do these 
people bubble and babble? Perhaps because it is a psychologic,l truth that everyone wants 
to make a 'splash' in life's 'mud-puddle!' 

"( 5) If Negro people are paid the same salaries the white teachers receive, salaries 
will not be equalized, but Negro teachers will have more, as their living expenses are less. 
This economic fact should have weight. Compare rent lists in good sections for white 
and Negro, for instance. 

"Let's not 'fly in the face of God' and His great plan. While He made all men of 
one blood, He gare them gifts differing. Let not the white girl's salary for service in 
the schoolroom be lessened, as it has already been markedly in a few cases, for her 
financial responsibilities, as well as her pedagogical efforts, must be greater than her 
Negro sister's. And above all, don't confuse piety with bubbles! 

Montrose."• 
s "A Salary Study for the Lexington Public Schools," op. cit., p. i5. See Chapter 14, 

Section 4. 

Chapter 10. Tke TraJition of S/IJl)ery 

1 Rupert B. Vance, Human Geography of the South (1932), p. 467. 
2 lhiJ.., p. 474• 
8 1/Jiti., p. 467. 
4 John Dollard, CaJte and Class in a Soutkmi Town (1937), P• 55• 
6 W. E. B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction ( 19 35), P· l 3 · 

• ''The News Leader Forum," Richmond Nn»s L,atkr {December 6, 1941). 
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• Sir George Campbell, ·traveling in the South ift the 'teYenties, liatened to many old 
alave breelKtt who told h.im about the aame story: 

" ••• the llavea were not worked out ltke omnibm hones; in fact, the capital 11111k 
in alavea wu 10 heavy, and produce had become 10 cheap, that the principal source of 
prcwt wu what waa called the 'increase' of the alaves--the breeding them for the 
market or for new plantations opened in the more Western States. As in breeding
farms for other kinds of stock, the human ,tock wu carefully, and, on the whole, kindly 
treated; and although the selling off the young stock as it became fit for the market 
wae a barbarous process, still, the family relations being so weak, as I have described, 
thoee who remained did not feel it so much as we should; and I think it may be said 
that the relations between the masters and the slaves were generally not unkindly. 
One old gentlemen in Carolina dwelt much on the kindness and succeas with which he 
had treated his slaves, adding as the proof and the moral that they had doubled in twenty 
yean." (Wkite anti Blad in tke UniteJ States [1879j, pp. 140-141.) 

7 Large numbers of e:x~sJaves lapsed into temporary vagrancy at the end of the Civil 
War. They, naturally, wanted to test their new freedom. Not without reason, they also 
feared re-enslavement. The general upheaval and the curtailment of production during 
and after the War were also responsible for the vagrancy. The hope which was never 
fulfilled, that the federal government would provide them with land of their own, also 
contributed to the unrest. "This belief is seriously interfering with the willingness of 
the freedmen to make contracts for the corning year," reported General Grant to the 
President in 1865.• Many of them regarded ateady employment with a white plantation 
owner as slavery. Heavy work and slavery then appeared to them as pretty synonymous 
concepts: 

Mammy don't you cook no mo', 
You's free! You'a free! 
Rooster don't you crow no mo,, 
You's free! You's free! 
OJ' hen, don't you lay no mo' eggs, 
You'a free! You's free! 
OJ' pig, don't you grunt no mo', 
You's free! You's free! 
01' cow, don't you give no mo' milk, 
You's free! You's free! 
Ain't got to slave no mo', 
We'a free! We's free!b 

Such a reaction was by no means general. The accounts of it probably have been 
exaggerated considerably,C because of the need to rationalize the system which was then 
being built up to keep the Negro worker in his place. In comparison with Southern 
whites, especially upper class whites and white women of all classes, Negroes were 
probably never characterized by unusual laziness. It was only by comparison with the 
continuous labor under slavery, and aided by forced unemployment, that Negroes 
mddenly appeared lazy. If Negroes ever manifested an unusual unwillingnea to work, 

•cited by Hilary A. Herbert, Wny the Sol.J Soutl,1 (1890), p. 17. 
"Cited by Federal Writers' Project, Tm N,gro in Virginia (194-0), p. 210. 
'Ibid., pp. UJ-124. 
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it waa only in the ii.rat year or two after the end of the War. In so far n it did appear 
during this period of general diaorganization, it was just plain human. The institution 
of slavery to a great extent had debased ordinary work in the appreciation of black and 
white alike. It was psychologically inescapable that slavery should backfire in thia way, 
particularly during the initial period of freedom. 

8 Rupert B. Vance gives this concentrated account of how the system of share tenancy 
came into being and how it became fixed upon the region: 

"A stricken upper class possessing nothing but lands met a servile population possessed 
of nought except the labor of their hands. In what must have been an era of primitive 
barter, a system was arrived at whereby labor was secured without money wages and land 
without money rent. Up and down the Cotton Belt southern states after 1865 vied with 
one another in passing crop lien laws. Accepted as the temporary salvation of a wrecked 
economic structure, the system has increasingly set the mode for southern agriculture. 
Under the crop lien system the unpropertied farmer mortgages his ungrown crop for the 
supplies necessary to grow it. He also pledges a portion, third, fourth, or half of his 
crop, for use of the land. The most outstanding commentary one can make on the South 
is to point out the fact that from that day to this the percentage of those who must 
secure their year's livelihood by crop liens has steadily inc-reased. Many of the enfeebled 
aristocracy saw their once proud acres go on the block for ridiculously low prices; but 
the hopes for the rise of a ,,igorous yeomanry to take their places never materialized. 
The crop lien system was de\·elopcd to readjust the Negro to cotton production on terms 
more fitting a modern economy than slavery. Its success was so great as to be disastrous. 
Congregated on its original fringes the unpropertied poor white farmers poured into 
the new scheme and helped to make temporary expediency a permanent arrangement." 11 

And so the stage was set for human tragedy. From the Negro angle Du Boia explains: 
"Now it happens that both mlster and men have just enough argument on their 

respective sides to make it difficult for them to understand each other. The Negro dimly 
personifies in the white man all his ills and misfortunes; if he is poor, it is because the 
wh"itc man seizes the fruit of his toil; if he is ignorant, it is because the w)iite man give• 
him neither time nor facilities to learn; and, indeed, if any misfortune happens to 
him, it is because of some J1iddcn machinations of 'white folks.' On the other hand, the 
masters and the masters' sons have never been able to see why the Negro, instead of 
settling down to be day-laborers for bread and clothes, are infected with a silly desire 
to rise in the world, and why they are sulk)·, dissatisfied, and careless, where their 
fathers were happy and dumb and faithful. 'Why, you niggers have an easier time than 
I do,' said a puzzled Albany merchant to his black customer, 'Yes,' he replied, 'and so 
doea yo' hogs.' JJb 

9 Du Bois, Blade Reeonrtruction., p. 368. Others who saw the need for basic economic 
refonn were Carl Schurz, congressman from Wisconsin (TM Condition of the South, 
Report to t/Je President [ 186 5 J and "For the Great Empire of Liberty, Forward." 
Speech delivered at Concert Hall, Philadelphia [September 16, 18641), and Hinton 
Helper (The Impending Crisis of the South [ 18601, especially Chapters 1 and 2, and 

pp. 180-186.) 
10 Paul S. Peirce, Tiu Freedmen's Buruu (1904), pp. 44, 74 and 110. 
11 Du Bois, Blac1 Reconstruction, p. 6oz. 

•vance, o,p. cit., p. 187. 
•w. E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Foll: (1903), 'i>P· 155·•5'· 
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12 See Federal Writere' Project, op. eie., pp. u s-22 S· 
18 Joaephua Daniela, Tor Heel Editor (1939), pp. 171-172. 
14 Woofter only expreases the common sense and the actual experience of social tenant 

legislation when he points out: 
"It is to the advantage both of the tenant and the landlord that the tenant treat the 

land as if it were his own; that he build the neceaaary fence& and terrace,, improve the 
farm buildings, and drain the swampy places."• 

Without legal claims on improvements he may make, the tenant is robbed of interest 
in conserving or improving the land . or the buildings: 

"On the contrary, just as it is to his advantage to rob the soil of its fertility, 10 he 
is tempted to burn the fire wood rails from any nearby fence or planks from the porch 
Boor or from an out-housc--if the place happens to be distinguished by having any 
movable materials that have not already succumbed to the ravages of time and tenants. 
The tenant is not likely to trouble to make any repairs that are not absolotely necessary, 
and these few will be so made as not to outlast his stay on the place." b 

111 Stipulations to this effect were, however, included in some of the Black Codei,, 
which also act up some requirements for the protection of the freedmen; ace Gilbert T. 
Stephenson, Race Distinctions in American Law (1910), pp. 62-63. 

18 Charles S. Mangum, Jr., The Legal Status of the Negro (1940), p. 27. 
17 Prior to Reconstruction some of the Northern free states had similar laws; see, 

for instance, Frank U. Quillin, The Color Line in Okio (1913), pp. 21-34 and 88-92. 
18 In some states the lien applies not only to the crop but also to livestock, or even 

to all tl1e tenant's property; in a number of states the cropper-in spite of sharing in 
the risk-has no legal title to the crop at all but is legally classified as a laborer. 

19 This may be exemplified by the following recent Georgia statute: 

"PROCURING MONEY ON CONTRACT FOR SERVICES FRAUDULENTLY 

"Any person who shall contract with another to perform for him services of any kind 
with intent to procure money or other things of value thereby, and not perform the 
service contracted for, to the loss and damage of the hirer, or after having so contracted, 
shall procure from the hirer money, or other things of value, with intent not to per
form such service, to the loss and damage of the hirer, shall be deemed a common cheat 
;,.nd a swindler, and upon conviction shall be punished as for a misdemeanor."c 

llO Mangum, op. eit., pp. 164-170. The Georgia law was a formulation which the 
Southern legislators had hoped would pass the test. Yet it failed. By a United States 
Supreme Court decision of January 12, 1942, it was declared unconstitutional. The 
case involved a Negro whose employer claimed to have paid the cost for the Negro's 
release from a previous debt charge. The Negro in return had promised to work the debt 
off ($19.50) but failed to do so (New York Times, [January 13, 194-2)). 

21 Baker gives the following picture of a typical situation one generation ago: 
"If he attempts to leave he is arrested and taken before a friendly justice of the peace, 

and fined or threatened with imprisonment. If he is not in debt, it sometimes happen• 

··T. J. Woofter, Jr., Tl,1 Basil of Racial Atliustmmt (1915), p. 89. 
• Charles S. Johnson, Edwin R. Embree, and W. W. Alexander, T"'1 Collaps, ~t Cotton 

Tmtmey (1935), p. ao. 
• Georgia Code of 1933, 26-7048. Quoted by Arthur Raper, "Race and Class Preuures," 

~~IWaed manuscript prepared for this study (1940) 1 p. 184. 
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that the landlord will have him arrested on the charge of stealing a bridle or a few 
potatoes (for it is easy to find something against almost any Negro), and he is brought 
into court. In several caaea I know of the escaping Negro has even been chased down with 
bloodhounds. On appearing in court the Negro is naturally badly frightened. The white 
man is there and oil'en as a special favour to take him back and let him work out the nne 
-which sometimes requires six months--often a whole year. In this way Negroes are 
kept in debt-so called debt-slavery or peonage-year after year, the)' and their whole 
family. One of the things that I couldn't at first understand in some of the courts I 
visited was the presence of so many white men to stand sponsor for Negroes who had 
committed various offences. Often this grows out of the feudal protective instinct which 
the landlord feels for the tenant or servant of whom he is fond; but often it is merely 
the desire of the white man to get another Negro worker."• 

For a discussion of these practices today, see Raper, op. cit., pp. 187-188, and Chapter 
:z6, Section :z. For a recent report of a case of peonage see the New York Sun (Novem
ber 5, 194:z), p. 9. 

Chapter 11. Tke Soutkem Plantation Econcmy and tke Negro Farmer 

1 Hinton R. Helper, The Impending Crisis (1857), pp. 57-58. 
2 Sixteenth Census of the United States: 1940, Population. Preliminary Release: 

Series P-5a, Nos. 14-16; and Sixteenth Census of th-e U11ited States: 1940, Agricultu,·e, 
United States Summary, First Series, Table VI. 

3 T. J. Woofter, Jr., "The Negro and Agricultural Policy," unpublished manuscript 
prepared for this study ( 1 940), p. 30. 

4 T. J. Woofter, Jr., and Associates, Landlord and T~nant on the Cotton Plantation 
(1936), p. 11. 

r, Herman Clarence Nixon, Forty Acres a»J Steel Mules (1938), p. 13. 
6 Carter Goodrich and Others, Migrati011 and Economic Opportunity (1936), pp. 

12 5-126. A similar reconnaissance sun·ey for 1934 indicated that conditions were even 
worse in Virginia, Georgia, Afab.ama, Mississippi, Tennessee, Texas, Oklahomn, and 
Kentucky where more than half of the land was believed to be eroded, at least "moder
atcly."b In a third source, 53 per cent of the land in the East South Central Division 
(Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi) is reckoned as "moderately eroded,'' 
:z 3 per cent is "severely eroded," and 7 per cent is "e~sentially destroyed for tillage."" 
This has contributed to make the Southeast contain the largest contiguous area in the 
country characterized by a low per capita value of farm land.4 For the whole South, 
;n 1940, the average value of land and buildings amounted to $596 per capita of 
the rural farm population. The correbponding national figure was $1,116.8 

• Ray Stannard Baker, Following the Color Line ( 1908), p. 98. 
b Letter with manuscript table, July 12, 1939, from Dr. E. A. Norton, Head, Physica: 

Surveys Division, Soil Conservation Service, Department of Agriculture, to Dr. T. C. 
McCormick. 

• Department of Agriculture, l'eRrbook of Agriculture (1938), p. 90. 
• See map published by the National Reaourccs Committee in Th# ProbJ#ms of a Chang

ing Population (1938), p. 57. 
• Sixtemtl, Census of the Unitetl States; 1910, Agriculture. United States Summary, Fint 

Series, Table VI. 
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7 Gunnar Lange, ''Trends in Southem Agriculture," aapublished manucript prepued 
far thi, study (1940), pp. 23 ff. 

8 Woofter, "The Negro and Agricultural Policy," p. 31. 
9 Lange, op. eit,, p. 27. · 
10 Fifteenth Census of 1"'6 UnueJ Stoles: 1930, Agriculture, Vol. III, Part 2, p. 62. 
11 U. S. Bureau of the Censua, Negroes in tlu UnueJ Stoles: 1930-1932, pp. 587-

~88, and Fifteentls Census of tlu UniteJ Stotes: 1930, Agriculture, Vol. Ill, p. 12. 
12 Fifteenth Census of Ike UniteJ Sutes: 1930, Agriculture, Vol. IV, p. 510. 
JI /!JU., p. 891. 
14 Frank Tannenbaum, D11rker Pkllses of tke Sot1tk ( I 924), pp. 117-1 I 8. 
111 i.J. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics, 1940, pp. 108•109, 
le Planters and other cotton farmers, it is sometimes claimed, have ahown that they 

know how to diversify their crops whenever the cotton price is low.• Indeed, it has been 
statistically ascertained that the cotton acreage--before the A.A.A.-varied with the 
price to a much greater extent than is true about most other crops.11 But this means, on 
the other band, that Southern farmers, in spite of their poverty and their need for a 
stabilized economy, have been unable to resist the temptation of making large temporary 
profits whenever the price exceeds a certain point. 

17 See, for instance, Rupert B. Vance, Human Geogropky of the South (1932), pp. 
198-199; and Woofter and Associates, Landlord ond Tenant, pp. 49-64. 

18 See, for instance, Goodrich and Others, op. cit., pp. I 34-13 8. 
19 Woofter and Associates, Landlord lffld Tenant, pp. 23 and 39. 
20 Fifteenth, Census of the United States: 1930, Agriculture, Vol. 11, Part 2, Table 

4-6; Thirteenth Censw of tke UniteJ States: 1910, Agriculture, Vol. V, p. 681, 
21 U. S, Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics, 1940, pp. 108-109. 
"The average annual Jos.~ from insect ravages during the period I 91 o to 1928 has 

been estimated to be about 1 5 percent, whereof the boll weevil is held responsible for 
I 2 percent." (Lange, op. cit., p. 30.) 

22 In 1929, on the basis of crop value, cotton had the first place in eight Southern 
states and held second place in North Carolina, where it was next to tobacco, and in 
Tennessee, where corn was more important. In se\·en of the states (South Carolina, 
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, and Arkans:is) it accounted for half 
or more (in Mississippi, three-fourth~) of the total crop value. Of the Southern states 
outside the Border only Virginia (corn, tobacco, potatoes) and Florida (citrus fruits) 
failed to have cotton among their principal crops. Corn, in most of the atates, had 
second place. Rice came third in Louisiana, just before sugar cane, and fourth in 
Arkansas,c 

23 J6id., PP• 657, 892-893. 
2' SiJrteenth Census of tlu UniteJ Sllltes: 1940, Agriculture, United States Summary, 

First Series, Table VI. 
211 Woofter and Associates, LondlorJ amt Tet1ant, p. 10. See also Davis, Gardner, and 

Gardner, op. cit., pp. 280-288. 
26 Wkite ,mJ Buck in tke United States (1879), p. 160. 

• Allison Davis, Burleigh B. Gardner, Mary R. Gardner, In,p Solltl, (194-1), pp. 
:172-273. 

b Rupert B. Vance, Human Faetors in Couon Culture ( 1929), pp. 118-119. 
• Fj/J1nu!, C,nsus of the Unit,tl St11t1s: 1930, Agricultwre, Vol. IV, pp. 715-71,. 
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27 U.S. Bureau of the Omaus, Nigro Po-p,Jai,or, ln 1!11 UniteJ Slflles: 1790--1915, 

p. 461. The number of owned fann homes is approximately the same as the number of 
owned farms. It is possible, however, that the frOportion of owned homes was somewhat 
lower than the 1tatistics indicate, for 1890, 1900, and 1910; the total number of farm 
homes for these years was 1earcely higher than the number of farm operators (owners 
and tenants), whereas there was a l,uge difference in 1930--indicating a substanti.11 
number of farm homes occupied by wage laborers. 

28 The number of owner-occupied Negro farm homes in the whole United States WJs 

almost exactly the same ( z 2 1,000}. 
29 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negroes in the UniteJ States: 1920-1932, pp. 257 

and 577; and SiJttemt/J Census of the United States: 1940, Agriculture, United States 
Summary, First Series, Table VI. 

ao See J.C. Folsom and 0. K Baker, A Grap/lie S11,nmary of Farm Labor and Popula
tion, United Statea Department of Agriculture Miscellaneous Publication No. 2.65 
(1937), P· IO, 

81 The degree of extension of credit itself, as well as the organiZJtion of the credit 
market, is a factor relevant to Negro landownership. But this factor works in II com
plicated way, and a discussion of it is beyond the scope of this book. 

32 Folsom and BJker, op. cit., p. 14. 
33 Richard Sterner and Associates, 7'/,e Negro's Share, prepared for this study 

(1943), p. 19. 
34 Si.irtuntli Cem,11 of the United Stales: 1940, Agricultme, United Stales Summary, 

First Series, Table VI. 
a:; Similar interpretations are given by Rupert B. Vance, "R.1cia] Competition for thr 

Land," in Race Relations and the Rare Problem, edit(·d by Edgar C. Thompson (19~9}, 
pp. 102-103. 

86 There arc no complete statistics on the extent to which large holding~ h:l\"C or 
have not maintained their relative position in Southern agriculture. Plantation5 do not 
even exist in ordinary census &tatistks; a farm is defined in such a way that even a share
cropper's plot is regarded as an independent unit. This procedure has often been 
criticized. See, for example, Karl Brandt, "FJl!acious Cemu, Terminology and Its 
Consequences in Agriculture" Social Reset1td1 (M.l1ch, 1938). However, there was a 
special enumeration of plantatiom in 325 counties in the Census of 1910 (1'/Jirteentli 
Census of the United Stales: 191 o, A grirttlture, Vol. V, Chapter I 1, "Plantationa in the 
South," pp. 877-889). A similar enumeration was pl:inncd for the Census of 1940, but 
the results have, at this writing, not yet been published. Tax digest dJta for ccrt.ain pl.m
tation areas in the Southeast indicate, however, that there has been a decline in tl1e 
number of large holdings (over 500 acres) and a large increase in the number of sm,tll
and middle-sized holdings. 'fhe&e comparisons (Over in one c:isc (20 Georgia counties) 
the whole period 1873-1934, and in other case& the period 1911-193+ or 1922-1934 
(Woofter and Associates, Landlord and 1' ena11t, pp. 1 8, 197). This trend does not seem 
to be quite general, however; another study indic.itcs an opposite trend in 20 Louisiana 
parishes {T. Lynn Smith, The Sociology of Rur11l Life (1940), pp. 305-307). 

81 Davis, Gardner, and Gardner, op, cit., pp. 296-297. 
88 Arthur F. Raper, Preface to Pe/Jfantrv (1916), pp. 121-122. 
89 /hid., p. I 29. Dr. Raper cites the following example of how an attempt by accepta

ble Negroes to buy land in a more desirable neighborhood of Greene County, Georgia, 
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wa tamed down. An old plantation was for sale by public auction in lots of sixty to 
ninety atres. Two Negroes wanted to buy two of the Jots for a price nearly double the 
market value, but were discouraged by both the owner and the auction company. 

"The Negroes then went to a local white friend and asked him if he would bid in the 
two lots for them at the auction, whereupon he adviaed; 'Now, I am going to help you 
get some land, for you fellows ought to have some; but I don't believe I could try to 
buy any of those lote--you know there aren't any Negro owners right in there, and 
besides that land is right on the main road. Now understand, I want to help you-you 
just keep in touch with me and I will help you to locate some land in the neighborhood 
where you will like it better.'"• 

,o Vance, "Racial Competition for the Land," p. 107. 
41 White landlords in the South have even been accused of "selling" land to Negroes 

without letting them have the proper title to it. An outsider cannot have any opinion 
about the prevalence of such practices, but all available information about the legal 
status of the rural Negro in the South makes it seem probable that such cases occur and 
that Negroes, more often than whites, are the victims in such transactions. Sec for 
example, Davis, Gardner, and Gardner, op. cit., p. 294; Campbell, op. cit., p. 335. 

'2 Farm Tenancy. Report of the President's Committee, prepared under the auspices 
of the National Resources Committee (1937), p. 39. 

48 Twelfth Census of the United States: z900, Agriculture, Vol.V, Part 1, pp. 
xcviii, civ; and Fifteenth Cenms of tke United States: 1930, Agricult1're, Vol. 11, 
Part i, p. 3 5. 

''Thirteenth Census of the UniteJ States: 1910, Population, Vol. IV, pp. 96-152; 
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negro Population in the UniteJ States: z790-1915, pp. 
506-508 and Table I. It is somewhat difficult to follow this trend, for few of the 
Southern wage earners in agriculture have steady employment, and this makes it difficult 
to enumerate them. Too, there have been certain changes in the census classifications. 
The- conditions of the Negro wage laborers in the Southern states, on the whole, have 
been studied far less extensively than have those of the Negro tenants. Therefore it will 
not be p098ible for us to pay as much attention to them as their. numerical significance 
would warrant. 

411 A similar enumeration was planned for the 1940 Census, but the results, at this 
writing, are not yet available. 

,a Tkirteentl,, Census of the United, States: 1910, Agriculture, Vol. V, Chapter 121 

"The Plantations in the South." A plantation was defined as a continuous holding with 
five or more tenants. It is probable that there were some plantation tenants also in "non
plantation counties," but even so the majority of the tenants certainly resided on small 
holdings. 

4T Farm Tenancy, Report of the President's Committee, pp. 91-95. 
48 Sterner and Associates, op. dt., p. 15. 
' 9 lbid., p. I 5. In nonplantation counties in 1930 only one-fourth of the tenants 

were Negroes. 
50 The proportion of :ill tenants who rented from their own or their wh·es' parents, 

grandparents, brothers, or sisters was, in 19301 not quite 30 per cent in the North, 17 

• Ibid •• p. us. 
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per cent in the West, and IS per cent in the South.• The figure for the South, however, 
indudes Negroes; for white tenants alone, it must be considerably higher. 

51 In counties dc~ignated as plantation counties in 1910, almost 60 per cent of the 
tenants were colored in 1930.b Woofter's sample study of plantations in 1934 indicates 
that 53 per cent of the plantations had Negro tcn:mts only; 41 per cent had both Negro 
and white tenants, and 5 per cent hJd white tenants only.c 

111 Of 189 Southern counties which were designated as plantation counties in the 
Census of 1910, more than half, or 165, showed increase in number of both white and 
colored tenants between 1900 and 1930. In most of the cases thc~c increases were pro
portionallr greater for white than for colored tenants. In 50 counties there was a decline 
in number of tenants in both raciJ! gioupb. When changes went in opposite directions, 
it was most often the white tenants who gained at the expense of the rolored tenants 
(65 counties). The reverse was true in but a few cast·s (9 countic~). This information 
was baaed on a special adaptation of the census material d made by Richard Sterner, 
"Standard of Living of the Negro and Social Welfare Policies," unpublished manu
script prepared for this study (1940). 

118 U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Agrit"U/turt: 1935, \'ol. Ill, pp. 204-105; 
and Sterner and Associates, Of, rit., p. I 3. 

54 As early a5 1879 Sir George Campbell observed about the con•t:tnt movement from 
one plantation to another: 

"It jq a form of strike as a counter-move against ill-treatment; and under the cir
cumstances the move may be a bold and effective measure. "e Compare in modern litera
ture, for instance, Lawrence W, Neff, R,ice Relation1 at Close Range ( 1 QI J ), p. :u; 
and John Dollard, Glau atJ.I Caste in a Southern Town (1937), pp. 445-497. 

1111 Woofter and Associates, Landlord tmd Tenant, p. zoo. 
118 It will be recalled that there is but scant information on the conditions of the non .. 

plantation tenants, who are quite numerous even in the Negro group (although Negroes, 
much more than whites, are concentrated on large holdings). 

117 Some of the best works on the subject arc: T. ]. Woofter, Jr., and Associates, 
Landlord and Te11a11t 011 the Cotton Plantation (1937); William C. Holley, Ellen 
Winston, T. J. Woofter, Jr., The PJ.uztation South, l9.U·HJ37, Works Projects Admin
istration Research Bulletin No. 22 (194-0); Farm Te1111ncy, Rcport of the President's 
Committee (1937); Arthur Raper, Preface to Peasantry (1936), particularly pp. 157-
180; Allison Davis, Burleigh B. Gardner, and Mary R. Gardner, Deef South (1941), 
pp. 255~421; E. L. Langsford and B. H. Thibodeaux, Plantation Organization and 
Operation in the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta Area, United States Department of Agricul
ture Technical Bulletin No. 681 ( 1939); Edgar T. Thompson, "Population Expansion 
and the Plantation System," American Journal of Sociology (November, 1935), pp. 

314-316. 
18 Davis, Gardner, and Gardner, op. cit., pp. 319-331. 

• F11n11 Tenancy, Report of the President's Committee, p. 47, 

" Stcmcr and Aasociates, ap. cit., p. 15. 
c Woofter and .Aleociatea, LrmJlartl antl T .nant, p. 196. 
• Fifumth C,mw of the Uniutl Staus: 1930, Agricultur,, Vol. II, Part :z., County table 

1, Supplemental for Southern States, and T-lft!, C,nsus of th. United States: 1900, Agricr,l
tun, Vol. V, Part 1, pp. 51-141. 

• Op. cil., pp. ix-x. 
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111 Arthur Raper, "llace and Cl111 Preaeures,"' uapubliahed mmucript piepared for 
this ,tudy (1940), p. 181. 

0 Woofter and ANOCiatef, IAr,JlorJ tmJ Tmt1111, p. 11. 
11 /hut., p. z9. 
ca Raper, "Race and Clau Prt1111reft" p. 180. 
61 Rupert B. Vance observes: 
"For the tenant to seek to keep his own accounts within the credit l)'Stem i, often 

regarded aa a personal inStllt to the landlord or credit merchant."• 
o, Davis, Gardner, and Gardner, for instance, have this to say on the problem: 
"One large planter in Rural County attributed the existence of a large number of 

landlords who stole from their tenants to the difficulty of raising cotton profitably other
wise, under the present economy. 

"'The only way a man can make money from farming is by stealing it from the 
Negroes, or by living close. Some people get ahead by living close and saving every cent, 
and then there are lots that steal from the Negroes. Some of them will take everything 
a Negro has, down to his last chicken and hog.' 

"A businessman, in one of the counties, whose business furnished him with a close 
knowledge of the credit dealings of most landlords and tenants in the county, stated 
that 'practically all landlords' cheated their tenants 'in one way or another.' "b 

OG Raper, "Race and Class Pressures," p. 183. 
88 Charles S. Johnson, Growing up in the Blade Belt (1941), p. 309. Italics outs. 
81 Woofter and Associates, Landlord 1111d Tenant, p. 59. 
88 Langsford and Thibodeaux, op. cit., p. 48. 
011 Woofter and Associates, Landlord and Tenant, p. 63. 
70 Holley, Winston, and Woofter, op. cit., pp. 27-28. 
11 Davis, Gardner, and Gardner, op. cit., p. 3 50. 
111 Woofter and Associates, Landlord and Tenant, p. 60. 
78 Information from officials of the Southern Tenant Farmers' Union, at conference 

in Memphis, January 31, 1939. 
74 There is probably not so much debt-peonage left, however, as is suggested by the 

following statement, taken from the resolution of the Georgia· Baptist Convention's 
Social Service Commission meeting in Augusta, November, 1939: 

"Peonage or debt slavery has by no means disappeared from our land. There are more 
white people affected by this diabolical practice than there were slave owners. There are 
n1ore Negroes held by these debt slavers than were actually owned as slaves. . • • The 
method is the only thing which hu changed:'>e 
Davis, Gardner, and Gardner quoted the following statement made by a Negro land
lord in the middle of the 'thirties: 

"'You don't get any more by being a good tenant! Grosvenor still takes it all and 
charges them besides! ••• They all do it. I do it myself-ome of these things •••• 
How can the tenant get his share? Most of them can't read or write. They can't acll 

• "Cotton and Tenancy" in Pro6lems of the Cot#on Economy, PrOCC1:ding, of the Southem 
Social Science Research Conference, New Orleans, Louisiana (March, 1935), p. 19. See alao 
Raper, "Rac:e .tnd Claaa Preasurea," p. 181 1 a.nd Federal Writers' Project, T/#11 An Our 
Liwl (1939). pp. Zl•U. 

•o,. cu., P· 351. 
• Cited by Ra.per, "Rue and Clua Pressu.ree," p. 198. 
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their own cotton. ••• They can't dispute the landlord'• word, if he is ,vhite, and they 
can't move if they owe him. Even if they don't owe him, another landlord won't 
take them unlcas the one they're renting from is willing for him to go.'"• 

TII For e:rample, see Raper, "Race a11J Class Pressures," pp. 178-180. 
16 Ray Stannard Balter, Folloroing the Color Line (1908), p. 79. 
17 See Davis, Gardner, and Gardner, op. &it., p. 356. 
Mangum informs us: 
There is a common-law rule that one can recover damages from anyone who cntic:et 

away one's servant. l\foreover, an Arkansas enticement statute, applying to the luring 
of renters as well as laborers, has been held not to be in conflict with the Thirteenth 
Amendment or the peonage statutes."b 

78 Raper tells a story about a case in Warren County, Georgia, where almost two
thirds of the population arc Negro. Adjoining Glasscock County, where the popula
tion includes a relatively large proportion of small white farmers, had an unusually good 
cotton crop in 1937 and sent to Warren County for pickers, bidding a higher price 
than planters in that county wanted to give, The result was a series of rather violent 
demonstrations and intimidation, by organized vigildntes. The trucks from Glasscock 
County had to turn back without any rickers, and the cnrag~d Warren farmers forced 
all Negroes they could get hold of to work for them, entering their homes in order to 
find them, scarcely even leaving the domestics employed by other white families in 
peace.c 

TD Ibid., P· 179. 
80 "Where the system flourishes, ignorance, prejudice, and crul'lty are the rule, not 

the exception. Tl1c arrangement has behind it the weigl1t of tr:tdition and public 
opinion, tainted by fear and hate. The white owners know no other order. The Negro 
tenant is poor, illiterate, and intimid.1tcd. There arc few better landlords to whom he 
could transfer his allegianc-e if he tried."d 

Chapter 12.. New Blows to Soutkem Agriculture During tke Thirties: 

Trends and Policies 

1 U. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics: 1940, pp. 108-1 JI; 
Gunnar Lange, "Trend~ in Southern Agriculture," unpublished manuscript prepared for 
this study (1940), pp. 17 ff. and Table A5. 

2 Lange, "Trends in Southern Agriculture," p. I 8. 
8 The situation was aggravatl.!d by the depression after 19:i9. Domestic and foreign 

demand for textiles dropped sharply with increased unemployment and rcduc-ed indus
trial income. As a result the demand for cotton lint fell off rapidly, and prices drc,pp.-J 
to half the pre-war level. The textile industries in the main cotton manufacturing 
countries abroad began to place more of their purchasing contracts with producers else
where than in die United States. England and France took larger shares of their cotton 
import from their dominions and from Egypt and Brazil. In Brazil cotton production 

• o,. cit., p. 35 6. 
'Charles S. Mangum, Jr., T/16 Legal Status of t/16 Negro (194-0), p. 170. 
• "Race and Cl.au Pressures," pp. 202-203. 

•Edwin R. Embree, Brown America (19331 firat edition, 1931), p. 143, 
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rme from an average of 492 million bales annually in 192 5-1929 to I ,8 56 million bales 
in 1933-1937, At the same time a tremendous increase in the production of synthetic 
fibrea occurred. World production of rayon and rayon staple fibres, which in 1 920 
had been only 33 million pounds, increased from 458 million in 1930 to 1,948 
million pounds in 1938. It ha been estimated that the production of these fibres was 
equivalent to 78,000 bales of cotton in I 920 and 4,583,000 bales in 1938.• 

"These two factors, the upward trend of cotton production abroad and the shift in 
demand to rayon, arc the most responsible for the sharp reduction of the demand for 
American cotton. It seems to be certain that these factors will continue to inftucnce 
the situation in the future and the American cotton producers cannot be expected to 
retain their present market!t--much less to regain what they lost, unless some way of 
expanding domestic consumption can be found. Other innovation!t--for instance, nylon, 
recently introduced on a commercial basi!t--have come into the picture lately and do not 
brighten the market outlook for cotton." b 

That the cotton economy has suffered much more during the depression and recovered 
much less after the deprea&ion than American agriculture in general is evident from the 
following figures: c 

h1oax NuMBaas J'Oa Gaoss CAsH INCOME l'ROM MAa1tan110s 

All Cotton and 
Year Products Cotton Seed 

1925-1929 100 100 
1932 43 31 
1939 71 41 

Yet, even so, cotton was still in 1939 the leading money-income crop of the whole 
country, giving the American farmers $609,000,000 in cash as compared to $397,-
000,000 from wheat, $367,000,000 from truck crops (all vegetables, except dry 
edible beans, potatoes, and certain garden plot crops), $326,000,000 from corn, and 
$264,000,000 from tobacco. None of the crops, however, could compete with milk 
($1,355,000,000), cattle and calves ($1,274,000,000) or hogs ($821,000,000).d 

4 Lange, "Trends in Southern Agriculture," p. 43. 
11 1/JiJ., PP· 23 ff. 
8 1/Ju •• PP· 11 and 24 ff. 
7 The number of cows and heifers kept mainly for milk production increased by 23 

per cent between J 930 and 1940. The national increase ( 17 per cent) was not much 

• See: I. W. Duggan, "Cotton Land and People," Journal of Farm Economics (February, 
1940). p. 197. 

• Lange, ''Trends in Southern Agriculture," pp. 16-17, 
• Adapted by Lange (''Trends in Southern Agriculture," p. 4a) from U. S. Department of 

Agriculture, Agncrdtural Statistics: 19-10, pp. 54-4 and 552; and Bureau of Agricultural 
Economia, l11com11 Parit1 for AgnC#lture, Part I, Section 1. Calendar Years 1910-1937 
(Preliminry, 1938). The figure 41, 118ed as the index for cotton and cotton seed for 1939, 
i, only approximate. 

'U, S, Department of Agriculture, Agricultur•l Sttlluli&s: 1940, pp. 544-545. 
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smaller, however, and the South's share in all milk produced (u per cent) or sold (12 
per cent) was still very small in 1940.• 

8 lf we exclude the West South Central states, where the raising of beef cattle 
always has been large but never has proYided much employment for Negroes, we find 
that the rest of the South had an increase between J 930 and 1940 of no less than 
69 per cent in number of cows and heifers kept mainly for beef production. The 
production of hay increased by S3 per cent in the South, whereas the rest of the 
country showed a small decline. The numher of hogs and pigs increased by 4 J per cent 
in the South, as against 4 per cent for the country as a whole. (The List figures arc 
somewhat too low, owing to a change in the enumeration method.)b 

91Jem. 
10 M. R. Cooper and Associates, "Defects in Farming System and Tenancy," U. S. 

Department of Agriculture, YetJrhook of Agriculture, 1938, p. J.f.4, 
11 Concerning these present trends, sec U. S. Department of Agriculture, The 

Agricultural Situation (particularly the issues for March, April, and August, 1942) and 
Crops and Marleets (for instance, the issue for July, 1942). 

HI Richard Sterner and Associates, The Negro's Share, prepared for this study (1943), 
p. J 9. Italics ours. 

13 We shall have to say more about this changt" later. At this writing it is not yet 
known how large the incre3se in number of wage lahor!'rs is compared with the decrease 
in number of tenants. Indeed, it is not even cert.tin whether tl1ere was any significant 
increase at all in number of wage workers between 1930 and 1940.e It is certain, how
ever, that the increase in number of Negro day laborers-if it did occur-was much 
smaller than the decline in number of Negro tenants. For the total Negro rural-farm 
population in the South declined by 4.5 per cent between 1910 and 1940. This dcrlini: 
was relatively smaller than during the decade 1920-1910 (8.6 per cc-nt), hut it is 
remarkable that it could go on at all in spite of the lack of industri.il employment 
opportunities during the 'thirties. The Southern white rural-form popul.nion, on the 
other hand, which had been slowly decrca•ing during the 'twenties ( - 3.0 per cent) 
showed a small gain during the 'tl1irties (2.1 per cent). The fal·t that white people 
have greater opportunities in farm ownership than ha\·e Negroes apparently meant more 
than their greater employment chances ill nonfarm areas. Thi: records for this decade 
show clearly, as we have found, that farm ownership and high tenure statm tend to 
keep the people on the land.d 

One of the reasons why Negro tenants were losing out seems to be that the increase,/ 
-popul,ation preuu,e had brought about an intemifteJ racial competitio11 for the land. 

• Sixteenth Census of tlte United States: 1940, Agr;cuJture, United States Summary, First 
Series, pp. 30-31. 

b Sixteenth Cenrns of tl,e Vnited States: 1940, Agrfrulturr, United States Summary, Firat 
Seriea, pp. 30-31 and s 2. 

• The number of Negro and white agrkultural wage workers in the South, in 1930, wu 
511,000 and 603,000 respectively (,ee Table I of Chapter 11). These figures include 
unemployed workers. The number of employed wage laboren in 1940 was 471,000 (includes 
a few nonwhites other than Negroes) and 495,000, respectively (Sixteenth Census of the 
Uniuil Sudes: 1940, Population, Second Series, State table 1Sa-b). It i1 obvious, however, 
that these two aeta of figures are inmmparable, so in spite of the two last ones being lower, 
a certain increase may, nevertheless, have occurred. 

• See Sterner and Associates, op. cit., pp. 11-18. 



Among z88 countiu in ,i:r sdected Southern state,, no l• tlun 199 mowed at the 
same tune (between 1930 and I 93 S) an increase in number o{ white and a decrease in 
n,umbet of Negro cash and share tenants; the reverse of thia happened in only one of 
the counties 1tudied. a 

Woofter'• plantation study indicates that the proportion of white families on the 
plani.tion increased daring these ycan,b 

uw. C. Holley, Ellen Winston, and T. J. Woofter, Jr., The PltJnlation SO#th, 
1934-1937 (1940), p. 49· 

111 The harvested area, because of the depression, had already declined from 43,000,-
000 acre& in 1929 to 36,000,000 in 1932. In 1933, because of the A.A.A., it was 
down to 29,000,000. There was a further decline to 22,000,000 in 1941.c 

10 From a peak of 17,000,000 bales in 1931, it fell to less than 10,000,000 in 1934; 

but then it started to climb again and reached an all-time peak of 19,000,000 bales in 
1937, when the acreage had been allowed, temporarily, to increase to a little more than 
three-fourths of the 1929 levcJ.d In 1940, however, it was down to n,500,000 bales.• 

11 The carry-over, which was almost 10,000,000 bales in 1932, had decreased to less 
than half of that figure by 19 3 7 but reached a new, even higher peak of I 3,000,000 
bales in 1939.t 
Behind this was the huge crop of 1937. 

• Richard Sterner, "The Standard of Living of the Negro and Social Welfare Policies," 
unpubliehed manuscript prepared for thia atudy ( 1940). These data are based on a apecial 
adaptation of census materials for all counties in Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Georgia., Alabama, and Arkansas, which had at least 100 colored and 100 white tenants (other 
than croppera). Corresponding tabulations were made for farm owners (241 counties) and 
croppers (269 counties). The following table gives a complete summary of the main results: 

COUNTIES IN SELECTED SOU'l"H£RN STATES BY INcP.EASE 01\ DECREASE IN NUMBER OF CoLORED 

iAIID WKrrE 0wNERa, TENANTS (other than cropper1), AND C11.0PP1,11.s: 1930-1935 

Co11nties by Decrease or In
crease of WAilt Operators 

Decrease 
Increase 

Counties by Decreaae or Increase of Colored Operators 

Owners 
Tenants other 
than Croppers Croppers 

Decrease Increase Decrease Increase Decrease Increase 

31 
51 

8 
145 

15 
199 

I 

73 
25 
39 

Sowee: U.S. Bureau of the Census, CfflSfU of A,rieullw•: IOJ.,, Vol. I, County Table 1, Suppl-ta! 
for Southern States. Fi/1..,,,-,, C,ru,., oJ lh1 Urdl,4 Slalu: 10.30, A,r,erdture, Vol. II, Part 2, County Table 1, 
Supplemental for Southern Statea. 

"T. J. Woofter and Associates, Landloril anil Tmant on tlu Cotton Plan1.tion (1936), 
p. 157. 

• Bureau of Agricultural Economica, "The Agricultural Situation" (August, 1942), p. 9. 
• U. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics: 1940, p. 109. 
• U. S. Department of Agriculture, A griculti,ra/ Statistics: 1941, p. 120, The preliminary 

figure for 1941 waa 11,000,000 bales {The National Industrial Conference Board, TA. 
F.ronomic Almanac for 1942-1943 [1941.], p. :i.66.) 

'U. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural St11tistics: 1940, p. 119 
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11 Car1 T. Schmidt, Afllm8M F""""'1 ;,, 1/u World CriN (1941), p. 156. 
1• lbU., P• 155. 

1247 

20 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Yearbook of Agriculture: 1940, p. 654. 
21 According to certain estimates (Holley, Winston, and Woofter, op. cit., p. 116), 

the labor requirements for cotton do not at all vary with the acreage, but only with the 
number of bales produced. It is understandable that this would be true about chopping 
and piclting--but le11 so about operations which have to do with the soil rather thin 
the plants. It does not seem, therefore, that these estimates would disprove that the 
acreage cuts have brought about a decrease in the need for yc:ir-round labor. 

22 Henry I. Richards, Cotto11 and the A.A .. 4. (1936), p. 146. 
28 Sterner and Associates, op. tit., pp. 7 5-76. 
2' Holley, Winston, and Woofter, op. cit., p. 44. 
211 Edwin G. Nourse, Joseph S. D~vi•, and Jolin D. Bl.lck, Tltree Years of the 

Agricultural Adju1tme11t Admini!tratio11 (1937), p. 344. Sel' .1lso ,\llison Davia, B. B. 
Gardner, and M. R. Gardner, Dup Soutk (19.p), pp. z!l~-284. 

26 Nourse, Davis, and Black, op. cit., p. 344. Sec also Carl T. SchmiJt, cp. cit., p. 265: 
"The Act ••• obligates landlords not to reduce the. number of their tenants bdow 

the average number on their farms during the last three ye.1r•. The loophole is that 
the limitation applies only if the county committee lin,\s that the change or reduction 
is not justified and disapproves such a change or reduc-tiun." 

27 Lange, "Agricultural Adjustment Programs and the Negro," p. 37. 
28 Thomas J. Woofter, Jr., "The Negro and AgricultuT.11 Policy," t1npuhlished 

manuscript prepared for this study (1940), pp. 104 ff. P:irticu!Jrly illuminating is the 
following statement by a Mi~,ouri planter, quoted by Sdnnidt, op. cit., p. 265: 

"What l1appcns after a landlord dl·cidcs upon a change [ from tcu:inh to WJgc !.1bor] 1 
He goes to the committee, and thereupon the three harassed men who are trying to run 
a complicated cotton program find themselves in an impo~sible position. Tl1ey know 
very well that, since 1933, other owners b.ave shifted to dar labor anJ are getting all 
the payments. Why, therefore, should they discriminate again~t this late-comer~ ••• 
They get very little credit if they stand firm and try to run a good program." 

211 Concrete examples of how the local administration in the Dcc.-p South is domin
ated by large landlords are given by Davis, Gardner, and G.irJncr. Sec, for instanct", 
op. cit., pp. 283-284. 

30 Lange observes: 
"The decentralization of A.A.A. might give the programs a more democratic 

character. That so muck of tke responsibility of 'l"·omoting the prog,ams /,,as been placeJ 
upon the local committee1 u, /wu.•er,er, in many respeclJ to the di.rad1:1antage of tka 
Negroer. The local administration of the A.A.A. in the South has been fitted into the 
traditional pattern of racial segregation. This segregation prevents the Negro from 
participating actively in the county aswciations. • • It is possible that A.A.A. to su11u: 
extent haa contributed to a breakdown of the racial barricn, for the Negroea are 
allowed to attend A.A.A. meetings together with white farm aperators in a few 
Southern states, as, for example, in North Carolina. But, with rare exceptions, they 
would not be permitted at those meetings in Alabama or Missis&ippi ... although the 
Negro farm operators actually are in the majority in many counties. The influence of 
the Negro farm agents over the administration of A.A.A. is, of course, only through 
the white agents. This brings us to the conclu8ion that the Negro f.u-111era have very 
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little in.fluence over the local operation and enforcement of the A.A.A. legislation. Thia 
melftl that complllinta from Negroes about acreage allotment and illegal divenion of 
payment practically always are judged by a committee of white farmers.• 

11 About the importance of the literacy factor in this context, see, for inatance, 
Davia, Gardner, and Gardner, op. dt., p. 419. 

18 Clkmges m Technology tmJ Wor Repirement1 m Crop Protluetion, Cotto,,. 
Work Projects Administration, National Research Project (1938). Cited by Lange, 
"Trends in Southern Agriculture," p. 33. 

Nv11BER o, Moroa TaucKS Alfi> TuCToas ON FARMS: 1930 AND 1940 

Texas All other 
Item and Year United The North The and Southern 

States and West South Oklahoma Statea 

Motor trucks 
1930 900,000 663,000 237,000 76,000 161,000 
1940 1,047,000 737,000 310,000 85,000 :225,000 
Per Cent Incrc:aae 16% 11% Jlo/o 12% 40% 

Tractors 
1930 920,000 774,000 146,000 6.1,000 83,000 
1940 1,567,000 1,:296,000 271,000 144,000 127,000 
Per Cent Increase 70% 6?'7'o 86% 129% 64% 

. ------ ,., ___ ~- --- ------s-u•: Fifi,...,,. c,,.,., of the Unil,d Stat,,: 1030, Agneult,;r,, Vol. IV, pp. 536, 537. Sizt11mh c,..,,,. 
cf IIN Ur,W Slwes: 1()40, A,riCfllt,;r,, United States Summary, Second Seriaa, pp. a7-31. 

84 Holley, Winston, and Woofter, op. cit., p. 20. 
811 By 1940, Texas and Oklahoma had more than half of all farm tractors in the 

South. They also showed a more rapid increase during the 'thirties than did the rest of 
the South or the nation. This, in conjunction with the drought which hit Oklahoma 
particularly, brought about a more spectacular decline in the rural farm population than 
in any other Southern state. The white farm population betwet'n 1930 and 1940 
decreased by 6 per cent in Oklahoma and by 7 per cent in Te':xas. The corresponding 
figures for the much smaller Negro farm population, as usual, were higher: 27 and 13 
per cent, respectively.b Speaking of mechanization trends as affected by the A.A.A. in 
these parts of the South, Carl T. Schmidt says: 

"To be sure, technological changes in cotton cultivation have been accelerated by 
the A.A.A., not only in the extent that it 11as given cotton planters cash with which to 
buy machinery, but also because the substitution of machines for tenants and croppers 
enables the landlords to double their share of the Government subsidy."c 

The continuance of the differential in mechanization rates between the two parts of 
the South must give the Southwest a conaiderable competitive ad\'antage, re-emphasizing 
the old shift in cotton culture to the Southwest. And under the pressure of this compe· 
tition, the Southeast will probably intensify its own efforts to make the change. It 
acems to be only a quc:stion of time until an extensive mec.hanization of tl1e cotton 

•tange, "Agricultural Adjustment Programs and the Negro," pp, 24-25, Italics ours. 
• Si:t1en,1!, Cmnu of thl United States: 1940, Preliminary Release, Series P-sa, No. 16. 
• "Power Farming and Labor Displacement," Monthly Labor Rmew (March, 1938), 

Quoted by Schmidt, op. cit., pp. 263-:164. 
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culture in the Delta will occur. An appraisal of what that would mean hu been given 
by Horace C. Hamilton.• 

"Langsford and Thibodeaux" have shown how the mechanization of plantations in 
the Mississippi Delta area would reduce the plantation labor force per plantation 
(having 750 acres of crops) from 40 families under the horae-drawn one-row system, 
to 24 families under a four-row tractor system. This amounts to a decrease of 40 per 
cent. In this estimate they arc quite conservative, because they are assuming that some 
of the 24 families would be kept there rrimarily for the purpose of hoeing and picking 
cotton. If the Delta should come to depend upon transient labor as the Plains and 
Blacklands of Texas do, then less than 24 families might be kept on the plantation. 
Already we know of many instances where transient cotton pickers h.ive been tramported 
in trucks from Texas to Mississippi.'' 

It should be: added that such transient workers arc- often Mexicans, who have :ictually 
started to compete on a small scale with Negroes even in this stronghold of Negro 
agricultural labor.c 

88 Schmidt, op. cit., p. 65. 
87 " ••• the general history of such machines suggests that the cotton-picker will 

eventually be perfected, for use in relatively flat country at least--and the greater part 
of the richer cotton bnd~ of the South are located in just such country ..• it is an 
ominous machine . , . since it overcomes the last and principal barrier to the mechaniza
tion of Southern cotton farming ... huge mechanized land units arc plainly imlii-ateJ 
as the easie~t way to recovering, so far as it is possible, the foreign market, lost piccisely 
because of the high production costs of the present methods of growing cotton."d 

38 Schmidt, op. cit., p. 69. 
30 "Many planters throughout the South agree that the cropper's nect"ssity of keeping 

his second-hand .Ford on the road, coupled with his inability to part with any cash for 
repairs, had made of him a good mechanic. Thus when the plantation comes to 
mechanize it will find its Negro lahor machine conscious and able to make the transi
tion."e 

4° Fifteenth Census of tke United States: 1930, Agrirulture, Vol. IV, pp. 530 and 
536-537. There were 38,000 tractors on tenant-operated farms in the South, but only 
2,000 on farms operated by colored tenants in the whole country. Most tractors used 
by tenants may have been registered as belonging to the owner-operated parts of the 
plantations. 

41 "If .. , the mechanical cotton pickers should be applied to half of the 10 million 
acres of cotton in the Delta Lands, the Gulf Coast Prairie and the Texas Black Waxy 
Prairie, we might expect a saving ••. of half a million pickers during the cotton 
picking season ...• Mechanization of other phases of cotton production should undoubt-

• "'The Social Effects of Recent Trends in the Mechanization of Agriculture," R,,,..Z 

Sodology (March, 1939), p. 11. 
' E. L. Langsford and B. H. Thibod~aux, Plantat;on Organization and OP6f'ation in t/u 

Yazoo-Mississippi Delta Aret1, U.S. Department of Agriculture Technical Bulletin 68:a 
(i939), P· So. 

• Information received by Sterner during interview, Department of Welfare, Clarksdale, 
Mississippi, January, 1940. 

•w. F. Cash, Th, MinJ of the South (1941), p. 411. Compare Rupert B. Vance, 
Human Geogrqky of the South (1936), P• 497• 

• Vance, op c,t., P• 497· 
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edJr accompany widespread me of the mechanical picker thereby decreaing the labor 
required prior to harveat,"• 

'2 Oren Stephens, "Revolt on the Delta," y.,.,.,.., M.g.aru (November, 1941), 
p. 664. 

48 Arthur Raper, "Race and Class Preaures," unpublished manuscript prepared for 
this atudy (1940), p. 2o6. 

HJJnn. 
411 Quoted by Raper, "Race and Cl:aS'I Pressure,," p. 2 I 3. Often even the attemptl to 

organize the tenant& in the Southwest met with violence. One woman sympathizer was 
whipped while studying the activities of the Southern Tenant Farmen' Union in 
Arkansas. (See Oren Stephens, op. cit., p. 661.) A Negro member, who had received a 
lc:illet from the Union containing an admonition that members take part in the election 
of the county conservation committee, showed thia leaflet in the office of the county 
agent, while inquiring about the date of the election. He failed to receive the informa
tion, but later he was handcuffed, beaten and "run out of the county."b 

A white attorney in Arkamas, although not particularly progreasive,e was aroused by 
the illegal practices in the dealings with tenants and, therefore, used to assist them at 
court. Because he had helped some members of the Southern Tenant Farmers' Union, 
his house was once attacked by a group of vigilantes, who, however, left when they 
found him armed.d The police generally take orders from the planter,. Lower courts 
tend to decide ag.iin1t the tenants, but when cases are brought to higher courts, as by this 
attorney, they are frequently reversed,• 

66 Southern Tenant Farmen' Union, "History of S.T.F.U., S.T.F.U. Study Coune," 
mimeographed, pp. J oz. See also Raper, "Race and Class Pressures," P· 208. 

One of the most spcctarular incidents occurred in January, 1939, when a group of 
diapl11ced sharecroppers and other discontented rural workers of both races, led by 
peraons l'onnected with both the Southern Tenant Farmers' Union (S.T.F.U.) and the 
United Cannery, Agricultural, Packing, and Allied Workers of America (U. C. A. P.A. 
W. A.), camped near a Mis~ouri highway, thereby demonstrating their plight. After 
the state health authorities had delivered the somewhat peculiar declaration that their 
presence at this place constituted "a menace to the public health," they were moved 
to a leas conspicuous location, where they were left stranded for some time, until the 
Farm Security Administration managed to take care of some of them. The organizers 
referred to this demonstration as an "organized peaceable protest against unfairness of 
cotton control to cotton workers" and against the "defeat of labor policy in cotton 
control."1 

• Roman L. Home and Eugene G. MeKibben, "Changes in Farm Power and Equipment, 
Mechanic.al Cotton Picker" ( 193 7), Works Progreas Adminiatration, National Retearch 
Project, Report A-:a, p. 1 8. 

• Information received by Sterner from the directors of the Southern Tenant Farmen' 
Union at conference in Memphis, December 31, 1939, A J1umber of similar CISCI are reported 
in i11uea of TIN Tfflllnt Farmu-, monthly magazine of the S.T.F.U. 

• Stephen,, ot, cit., p. 659. 
• Interview by Seemer, October, 1938. Story confirmed by Raper, "Race and CJ .. P.ra-

1urea," pp. u 6-:r. 1 7, 
• 16id., pp. ~10-:r.11 and :117, 

r Raper, "Race and Class Pressures," pp. :n 1-:n 3. See alao New York T.-1 (January 11, 
11139) and New York Post (January so, and November o, 1939). 
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:-. ff. L. Mitchell, "The Southern Tenant Farmers Union in 1941,•· Report of the 
Secretary ( 194a), p. z. 

• 8 Cited by Schmidt, op. cit., p. it. 
• 9 //;;J,, p. z86; and Sbrte,nt/i Cenr"s of tit# Unit•J Stat•s: 19401 Agrieu/tw-6, 

United States Summary, First Series, p. to. 
110 Bertram St"hricke, who, with a b:ickground in Dutch colonial policy, surveyed the 

American Negro problem in the e!lrly 'thirties, painted the future for :i new American 
• peasantry quite rosy: 

"America, and particularly the South, offers a unique opportunity for the dereJop
ment of the new peasant. He will do as the old pea~ant did, produce his own food and 
the feed for his stock. With his fruit, maple srrup, cre:1m and butter, home-cured 
hams, cereals, and vegetables, he will provide himself a healthier and more abundant 
diet than he has ever known. At the same time, in this age of radios, automnbilcs, 
movies, and telephones, he will not be isolated as was the pioneer. The word 'pea~ant' 
brings unfavourable associations to the American minJ. It suggesth feudalism. The 
agriculturist wishes to be called a 'farmer,' but farming implies the production of 
commercial crops. However, the peasant is not a ~crf; he is a hard-working stubborn 
character, proud of his freedom and independence on his self-owned land."• 

It should be recalled, howe,·er, th:it this new American pea•ant, in order to have a 
decent living standard-and particulJrly if he were to he prm·ideJ with those gadgets 
of modern civilization which Srhrieke would give him-would need a substantial cash 
income, This is not, under present trends in agricultural technique and in world 
production of agricult\iral good,, compatible with anything me the present ratio of 
labor to land in the South. 

The so-called ".igrarians"-a small group of Southern university professors, journal
ists, and so on-also have advoc.itcd a return to the land. Their reasons are sentimental 
rather than economic and they seem to have had no iniluence. Sec: Twelve Southerners, 
I'll Take My Stand (1930). 

lil Tlte Collap1e of Co/1011 Tenancy {1935), pp. 68-69. 
62 Preface to Pea1antry (1936), pp. 6-i, Italics ours. 
63 A tendency in Administration circles to abstain from publicly criticizing govern

ment policies has not been without responsibility for allowing the general public to be 
less well-informed on technical points of such public questions than corresponds to its 
intelligence and general education. The attitudes toward l.ibor unions, social insurance, 
and agricultural policy are as a result too often in black and white: one is either for a 
policy as a whole, or against it. The tendency to extreme loyalty on the part of govern
ment experts has to be understood against the background ( I ) that tha technical plans 
for policy are often originaliy drawn up without much public di&eussion; (a) that the 
Administration seems always to fear that the opposition will make undue use of any 
adrnission of unfavorable effects of a policy; ( 3) that the public cicpects all membera 
of the Administration to agree, and if they do not agree they are said to be "bickering" 
or .. showing jealousy." Thia spreads an air of one-mindedness and secretiveness around 
policy making, and makes the policy adopted partly a matter of accident. One admin
istrator, when discussing certa:n features of the A.A.A. for which he was not respon• 
aible, privately remarked: "You cannot expect me to criticize the policy of the govern• 

• Ali,n Ammcam (1936), p. 193. 
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ment." The whole aet-up is much like the often-criticized Ruasian scherrie of having 
diacuaaion until a policy is voted apon and then a complete stilling -:if :lilcussion. 

" Schmidt, op. cit., p. i8o. These estimates do not include future 1011e1 on 
commodity loans. Became of the War, such 10S&et perhaps will not be 10 large. 

111 The full aeries of estimates for the latter part of thia period ia given below: 

1929 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 

Million, of dollan 1651 648 807 1190 1245 136o 1473 1342 1354 1292 
Index Noa. 100 39 49 71 75 82 89 81 82 78 

Figures are from Farm /nrome (Fehruary r 9, 1941) a11d from figures made available 
through the Division of History and Statistics, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 
United States Department of Agriculture, in Lange, "The Agricultural Administration 
Program and the Negro," p. 39. The nine Southeastern states included in the analysis 
were: North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Missis
sippi, Kl'ntucky and Tennessee. A.A.A. payments are included for the years 19 33-1940. 

118 Computed from Lange, "Agricultural Adjustment Programs and the Negro," 
p. 39. Lange gets his figures from Farm forome (February 19, 1941) and from figures 
made available through the Di,·ision of History and Statistics, Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, United States Department of Agriculture. 

111 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Annotated ComJ>ilation of Sou Conserr,atio11 Mid 
Domestic Allotment Act, as amended (1938), Section 7a (5·). Quoted by Lange, 
"Agricultural Adjustment Programs and the Negro," p. 9. 

118 Lange, "Agricultural Adjustment Programs and the Negro," p. 7. 
1111 lbtd., PP· 10-1 I. 
80 Holley, Winston, and Woofter, op. cit., pp. 40, 41 and 44. 
61 True, not all planters receive incomes such as these averages indicate. Some even 

have to suHer losses. This was true of about 7 per cent of the 6,J6 plantations in 
Woofter's larger plantation sample of 1934. But over one-third of the planters had a 
net cash income of at least $2,000, and the average for this group was $5,393.• On the 
whole, it seems that the statement, often heard in the South, that not only tenants but 
planters as well arc poor, is greatly exaggerated. Those who want to argue that planters 
generally are badly off, often taken their recourse to certain computations of percentage 
returns on plantations; such computations cannot always be accepted without important 
qualifications. 

Woofter estimates that the operator's average "capital investment" (total value of 
land, buildings, livestock and machinery) for a sample of 63: plantations was $28,694 
in 1934. If the operator's salary for his own work is considered to be only $1,000 a 
year, the residual net return on this capital would be 5.5 per cent.b Such a capita] 
return may seem low, but it is questionable whether it is low also for agricultural condi
tions, The author, who is somewhat familiar with Swedish agricultural economics, can 
teatify that similar calculation• for Swedish farms indicate the prevalence of much 
lower return,. This argument, however, cannot be stressed much, for computations of 

• Woofter, umdlortl flntl Tnumt, p. 86 • 
• IINL, p. ZI I. 
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this kind arc always rather arbitrary and more or len incomparable. The main objection 
ia, rather, that such calculations seldom give any exact and meaningful indices on the 
economic success of the operations. For the capital value is not an independent unit; 
it ia a reB.ection of the anticipated net income (as well as of the anticipated return& on 
competing investment opportunities and of anticipated risk.a). The A.A.A. payments, 
for instance, undoubtedly have contributed to an increase in plantation values, and, 
although they constitute part of an increase in income, it is not certain that they have 
helped to bring about any rise in the percentage return. If they should have brought 
about such an increase, this is only because the investor considers them temporary and, 
consequently, bases his calculation on the assumption that his net income eventually will 
decline. Indeed, the greater the assurance that a certain increase in income will last, 
the less likely is it to cause any rise in the percentage return. 

82 Schmidt, op. ,it,, p. 152. 
03 Woofter, "The Negro and Agricultural Policy," p. 110. 
84 United States Department of Agriculture, "Extension Work with Negroes," 

mimeographed, p. 5. 
86 Figures made available through the courtesy of Dr. M. L. Wilson, Director of 

Extension Work, U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
88 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics: 1940, p. 719. In Miuis

sippi, for instance, where in 1942 the majority of the rural farm people arc colored, 
less than one~fourth of the extension workers were Negro. Tennessee had but 20 

colored workers in 1941, whereas the total number of extension workers, even in 1939, 
was fifteen times greater. Among all Southern counties with 500 or more Negro farm 
families almost two out of five were without any colored extension workers in 1941.• 

It has already been mentioned that the Extension Service has frequently failed to 
stand up for the rights of tenants when fand]ords ha1•e appropriated A./\.A. payments 
intended for them or in other ways have misused the aid gi1•en under the A.A.A. 
program. A somewhat less serious charge is that some county agents, who frequently 
are the secretaries of local chaptc:rs of the Farm Bureau, have helped to force tenants, 
including Negroes, to become dues-paying members of this organization, which rarely, 
if ever, represents the interests of the Southern tenant class.b The county agents may 
rarely express an explicit command to the tenants to join the Farm Bureau; but a mere 
suggestion, often made when benefit checks arc distributed, is enough to make a Negco 
believe that he has not much choice. About similar pressure from the side of landlords, 
see PM (February 23, 1942.) 

87 This system of federally organized credit agcncieA was began by the institution of 
the Federal Land Banks (for mortgage loans) in 1916 and the Federal Intermediate 
Credit Banks (for certain t} pes of production credit) in 1923. The Farm Credit Act 
of 1933 pro\·ided for the organization of the Farm Credit Administration (F',C,A.) 
which now includi:s half a dozen federally sponsored credit agencies working for various 
purposes, among those the older institutions which were just mentioned, as well as the 
Production Credit Corporations and Associations (for short-term credit), the Banks for 
Cooperatives, and the Emergency Crap and Feed Loan Offices (short-term credit fo:
farmers unable to get assistance from other institutions) .. In addition, certain indepen-

• U. S. Department of Agriculture, "Extension Work among Negroes," Table II. 
• Information from the Southern Tenant Farmer,' Union, December 31, 1939. 
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cleilt new federal agenciet give more apecialized type, of agricultural credit, mch II the 
Fann Security Adminiatration, which will be di11CW11ed mbaequently, the Commodity 
Credit Corporation, which ia part of the preYiously mentioned ''Ever-Normal Granary 
Plan,, IY9tem, and the Rural Electrification Administration. 

Even thia incomplete Hat is impre11ive enough. Poaibly it may reflect a certain over
lapping between varioua oflicca, but in the main it indicates a real effort to ao1Ye the 
problem of agricultural credit in it, various phaaes. 

•• U.S. Department of Agriculture, A.gricu/.turtll Sttllisties: 1940, p. 599. 
ff The total amount of such credit held by the various F .C.A. agencica and by the 

Commodity Credit Corporation on January 1, 1940, was not much more than hal£ of 
that held by one single group of private institutions, the insured commercial banb; it 
waa about the same in the South.• Woofter'• study of 646 plantations in 1934 ahows that 
a little more than one-fourth of the short-term credit came from government institu
tions, b The folJow-up study of 246 plantations showed that leBB than half of them used 
any ahort•tenn credit at all in 1937; among those who did, over two-thirds used private 
eourccs of credit, usually banks, but in a few cases used supply merchants and fertilizer 
companies. The government institutiona, however, had become more important at the 
expense of the private organizations. They were used somewhat less infrequently than in 
J9J4f and they granted higher average amounts of credit.c 

10 //,id., p. 2 5. 
71 Woofter, Landlord and Teruml, p. 55. 
11 Schmidt, op. di., p, 280. 
Tl See, £or in1t1mcc, The Te114111 Ftlt'm,r (February 15, 194-2.). 
H S~rner and Associates, op. cit., p. 305. 
115 Information from field offices in Mississippi, January, 1940. See also Sterner and 

AIIOCiates, op. &it., p. 297, 
Te Schmidt, op, cit., p. 238. 
77 MontMy Re-port of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, May s, througk 

Moy 31, 1934, p. 6. 
78 Report of tke Administrator of tke Farm Security A.dministr11tion, 1941, pp. zS-29. 
79 Sterner and Associates, op. cit., pp. 300-301. 
80 1/JiJ., pp. 300 and 305. 
81 /hid., pp. 301, 302, 304, and 308-309. 
12 JoiJ, Table 125, p. 306. 
88 R11port of th, AJministrtJtor of the Fdf'm Security Administratio11, 1941, p. 10. 
N Schmidt, op, &ii., p. 233. 

Chapter 13. S611,i,Jg Join Outside Agriculture 

1 "Whether upon the plantation or in towns, whether in the cruder tradea or the 
artistic crafts, the Negroes played an important role. We find them on the rice or the 
tobacco plantations, eerving their master, as carpenters, coopers, blackamitha, sawyen, 

• U, S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics: 1940, pp. 619, 620, 632, and 
633. 

11 Wo~!ter, LMUllortl """ Tmam, p. :a 1 :a. 
• Holley, Winnon, and Woofter, op. m., p. 25, 
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wheelwrights, thoemalcen, painters, etc. We may assume that they were, as a rule, not 
the most ,killed or euct craftunen, but they were capable of doing satisfactory work 
in shoeing horses and mules, making hogsheads, repairing barns and a1avc quarters, 
ma.king wagons, cutting timber. The sla,·e who had been trained to a craft always 
commanded a higher price than the ordinary field hand •.• 

"In the larger towns in all parts of the South, slaves were trained to ,·arious crafts and 
med in the shops of the larger shipwrights, cabinetmakers, shoemakers, wigrnakers, 
etc •••• 

"The custom of hiring out Negro artisans was common in many parts of the South. 
When a master craftsman died, his widow often found that she could depend on a fair 
revenue from the work of her slave helpers. 

"This use of Negro craftsmen tended to run white men out of the trades, since it 
not only lowered wages, but cast a stigma on skilled labor. Slave labor in the rice and 
tobacco fields had already struck a deadly blow at the yeomanry, now it began to under
mine the small but important artisan class .••• In the old South, after the passing of 
wigs and elaborate hair dressing for men, the barber business fell largely into the hands 
of blacks. An old Southern gentleman once told me that on his first visit to the North 
he experienced a kind of shame for the white man who cut his hair and the white girls 
who waited on him at table. Thousands in the South were shocked when the lint Negro 
postman delivered mail to their front doors. Thus, when the master craftsmen of the 
old South began to employ Negroes in large number, it tended to make carpentry, or 
bricklaying, or wheelmaking, or cooperage, or tanning the profe~ion of slaves, Slave 
workers not only degraded labor, but cheapened it," (Thomas J. Wcrtenbaker, Tiu 
O/J South [1942), pp. 229-232.) 

2 The Negro: The Southerner's Prohlem (1904), p. 127. 
8 The Negro in Louisiand (1937), pp. 135-B6, 
4 Willis D. Weatherford and Charles S. Johnson, Race Relations (1934), p. 315. 
11 Edwin R. Embree, Broa,n America (1933; first edition, 1931), p. 151. 
8 Page, op. cit., p. 77. 
7 Winfield H. Collins, The Truth ahout Lynehing anJ the Negro in the South 

(1918), p. 138. 
8 Eler;enth Census of the Unite,/ States: 1890, Populali011, Vol. II, Table J 16; 

Thirteenth Census of the United States: 1910, Population, Vol. IV, Table 7, 
9 Thirteenth Census of the United States: 1910, Population, Vol. IV, pp. 313-314; 

Fifteenth Census of the United States: 1930, Population, Vol. V, pp. 408-41 I, 

lO Although the South had 32 per cent of the nation's population in 1940, only about 
20 per cent of all wage earners in manufacturing industries in 1939 were in the South. 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Alntract of the United Stales: 1938, Tables 6 
and 793; U.S. Bureau of ti1e Census, Statisti,:al Abstract of the UniteJ States: 1941, 
Table 868; and Sixteenth Censu1 of tke United Stater: 1940, PopultJtion. Preliminary 
Release, Series P-10, No. 1.) 

11 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negroes in tlu UnitetJ States: 1920-1932, p, 53. 
12 lt should be noted that the concept 0£ "labor force" in the 1940 Census, like the 

concept of "gainful worker" in earlier census enumerations, includes unemployed 
workers. This circumstance, owing to the increase in unemployment, affects the compari-
10n between 1930 and 1940 to a greater extent than corresponding comparisons between 
pniviou, census years. There are no reliable data for 1930 which could be compared 
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with the 1940 figure, on employed worken. To be aure, a cenaa, of unemployment w11 
taken in 1930 which indicated a much lower unemployment than in 1940, particularly 
for Negroet (Fif,u,,1/J C11m,u of 1/u Umletl Su111: 1950, Unem,toymenl, Vol. II, 
pp. a3z ff.), but thi11 study probably involves an under-enumeration, especially for 
Negroea. (There was little indication of unemployment rates being significantly higher 
for Negroea than for white,.) It is not likely, however, that a comparison based on 
accurate data for employed workers would have ahown any smaller decrease in the 
proportion of Negroes in the urban ·labor force than do the figures in Table z, since 
this would have presupposed that the race differential in unemployment had become 
smaller. Rather it was the other way around; in spite of the lack of reliable statistical 
data, it seems most probable that, between 1930 and 1940, unemployment increaaed 
more for Negroes than for whites. 

Thia development is not restricted to the South. The discrepancy between the 
increase in urban Negro population and the increase in the Negro labor force waa even 
greater in the North than in the South during this period. We shall discuss the causes 
later. 

In both regions the development is to some extent explained by the institution of 
old age benefits and large-scale relief and by the increase in the numben of Negro 
youths who attended schools: these factors caused a certain tendency for Negroes to 
withdraw from the labor market. (See Chapter J 3, Section 9.) However, these with
drawals from the labor market were certainly due, in part, also to the lack of employ
ment opportunities for Negroes which have tended to cause elderly people, particularly, 
to abstain from seeking jobs and from considering themselves as workers. 

18 Sec source refcrertce to Table 3. Data available at this writing do not enable us to 
indicate the exact size of the change in total employment, since the 1940 figures refer 
to employed workers 14 ycan of age and over, and those for 1930 to both employed 
and unemployed workers 10 years of age and over. These circumstances have been 
considered in the text comment, which refers only to some of the most apparent 
changes. 

H The Negroes in New York not only had to bear the pressure of general sentiment 
against free Negroes, but were called on to stand up under an economic pressure stronger 
than that endured by any other of the free groups. For generations the New York 
Negroes had had an almost uncontested field in many of the gainful occupations. They 
were domestic servants, laborers, boot-blacks, chimney-sweeps, whitewashers, barbers, 
hotel waiters, cooks, sailors, stevedores, seamstresses, ladies' hairdressers, janitors, caterers, 
coachmen. (At that time a black coachman was almost as sure a guarantee of aristacracy 
for a Northern white family as a black mammy for a family of the South.) In a limited 
way they were engaged in the skilled trades. The United St::tes Census of 1850 lists 
New York Negroes in fourteen trades. In two occupations-as janitors of bminess 
buildings and as caterers--a number of individuals actually grew wealthy. (Jame, 
Weldoa Johnson, Blacll Manhattan [ 1930], pp. 43-44.) 

:us l"•derick Douglass, cited by B. Schrieke, Alien Americans (1936), p. 122. 
11 There were many exceptions though. Ray Stannard Baker relates from the North: 
~And yet, although I expected to find the Negro wholly ostracised by union labour, 

I dhcovered that where the Negro becomes numerous or skillful enough, he, like the 
Italian or the RU11ian Jew, begin, to force his way into the unions. The very fi.nt 
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Negro carpenter I chanced to meet in the North (from whom I had expected a com
plaint of diacrimination) said to me: 

"'I'm all right. I'm a member of the union and get anion wages.' 
"And I found after inquiry that there are a few Negroes in most of the union, of 

skilled workers, carpenters, masons, iron-workers, even in the exclusive typographical 
anion and in the railroad organizations a few here and there, mostly mulattoca. They 
have got in just as the Italians get in, not because they are wanted, or because they are 
liked, but because by being prepared, skilled, energetic, the unions ha,·e had to take 
them in as a matter of self-protection. In the South the Negro is more readily accepted 
as a carpenter, blacksmith, or brick-layer than in the North not because he is more highly 
regarded but because (unlike the North) the South has almost no other labour supply." 
(Following the Color Line (1908], p. 135.) 

17 The New South (1890), pp. 249-250. 
18 Problems of the Present So11tk (1909; first edition, 1904), pp. 186-187. The 

thesis that the South provided industrial opportunities for Negroes had a vital role in 
its defense for abridging their rights as citizens: 

"The South has sometimes abridged the Negro's right to vote, but the South ha1 not 
yet abridged his right, in any direction of human interest or of honest effort, to earn 
his bread. To the Negro, just now, the opportunity, by honest labor, to earn his bread 
is very much more important than the opportunity to cast his vote. The one opportunity 
is secondary, the other is primary; the one is incidental,-the greater number of enlight• 
ened peoples have lived happily for centuries without it,-the other is elemental, 
structural, indispensable; it lies at the very basis of life and integrity-v,,hcther indi
vidual or social." (Ibid., pp. 187-188.) 

19 Up From S/(Jflery (1901; first edition, 1900), pp. 219-220. 
20 Tkirteentk Census of the United States: 1910, Population, Vol. IV, Table 7. 
21 Thirteenth Census of the United Stales: 1910, Population, Vol. IV, Table 7; and 

Fifteenth Census of the United St.Jtes: 1930, Population, Vol. IV, State Table 11. 
22 The data for the nation as a whole indicate that, between 1910 and 1930, there 

was a 46 per cent increase of male workers (all races) in nonagricultural pursuits. For 
unskilled workers the rate of expansion was only 20 per cent. (U.S. Bureau of the 
Census, Alba M. Edwards, Social-Economic Grouping of the Gainful Worki,rs of th, 
United States in 1930 (1938], p. 7.) Yet it was due, mainly, to this limited expansion 
in laboring jobs that the Negro was able to make any inroads into industry. Sterner 
points out: 

"There were 1,171,000 more male unskilled workers in 1930 than in 1910; 40 per 
cent of these [additional] workers were Negroes. Of the 2,121,000 additional semi
skilled workers, 8 per cent were Negroes. The total increase in number of skilled, 
clerical, managerial, and professional male workers amounted to 5,739,000 persons, of 
whom only 2 per cent were Negroes." (Richard Sterner and Associates, Tiu N,gro's 
Shari, prepared for this study [1943], p. 27.) 

Nevertheless, there had been some improvement in the Ncgroe~' occupational status; 
the proportion of all Negro workers who were in semi-skilled occupations had increased, 
at the same time as the proportion of those in unskilled occupations had declined some
what. Yet in relation to the white workers, the position of the Negro had become 
wone. (/,lem.) 

21 Edwarda, op. eit., pp. 47 and 59· 
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16 1/,U,, PP• 46-59. 
•s1:t1,,n1k C"""' of tka Umt,tl Stt1111: 1940, Po,u/llUIJII., Preliminary lleleae, 

Serie• P-4, No. 4• 
It The employment ratea for white female, were comparatively uniform all over the 

country, In moat large cities, North as well as South, from one-fifth to one-third of the 
white women were reported •• employed. The ratea for Negro women in large Southern 
cities usually ranged from one-third to one-half. In the North they were less consistent, 
and frequently much lower. In aome cities, like Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, and Pitta
burgh, they were even lower than those for white women. (Si:ttemtk Census of Ill. 
U,u1,J Slates: 1940, Po'f'Ultdio11, Second Series, State Reports, Table 41.) 

27 ln the nine Northern cities having the heaviest Negro population (New York, 
Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Cleveland, Los Angelca, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, 
Indianapolis), the proportion of actually employed pcraona among Negro men 14 yean 
and over ranged around one-half (from 45 to 56 per cent), whereaa the corresponding 
figure for white males varied between two-thirds and three-fourths (from 63 to 73 
per cent). Southern cities showed a somewhat smaller difference, but even there 
Negroes were worse off than whites. The large cities in the Upper and Lower South 
1howed a rather uniform pattern; in most of them about two-thirds of the Negro men 
and three-fourths of the white men were registered as being employed. (!Jem.) 

28 SiJtte,ntn Cemus of the UniteJ States: 1940, Population, Preliminary Relcaae, 
Serice P-4, No. 8. 

29 Sur1ee111k Census of tke Unit,J States: 1940, Po-pulalion. Preliminary Relcaae, 
Series P-4, No. 8. See also Sterner and Associates, op. cit., p. 31. 

80 Sterner and A11&0ciatcs, op. cit., p. 3 1. At the Censaa of 19 30 no less than 20 per 
cent of the Negro boys and u per cent of the girls, 10 to 15 years of age, were 
registered as gainful workers. The corresponding figures for white boys and girls were 
5 and z per cent, respectively. Corresponding data from the 1940 Census are not avail
able at thia writing. It is known, however, that the rate for colored boys and girls, 14 
ycan of age, dropped from 2. 3 per cent in I 930 to I I per cent in 1940; whereas, the 
corresponding figures for whi tc boys and girls were 5 per cent in 1 9 3 o and 3 per cent 
in 1940. (Sixteemk Census of th, Unit,d States: 1940,. Population, Preliminary 
Releue, Series P-4, No. 8). 

Bl The general rate for Negro women was about stationary for the period 1900-1930, 
but thia wu probably due to the migration from rural areas, where but a small propor
tion of females are registered as gainful workers. Urban areas seem to have ahown a 
alight decline during the period. (Sternor and A860Ciates, op. cu., pp. 29-30.) 

82 I/Ju., P• 33· 
88 It should be noted, however, that data for 1930 and 1940 arc not quite comparable 

since the basic census definitions have been changed. Seaaonal workers, who were 
neither working nor seeking work during the time of the census, were not included as 
members of the "labor force" in 1940; but in 1930 they were reckoned as "gainful 
worken." Since they may have been particularly numerous among the Negroes, it is 
pouiblc that thi,, to aome extent, may have made the equalization between Negroes and 
whites, in regard to proportion of persons in the labor force, appear as somewhat more 
p,onounced than it actually wu. This error in the comparison may have been counter
acted, to aome extent, by another difference in definition: young workers, who had 
never had any unemployment, arc included as member, of the "labor force" in 1940; 
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but they were not contidered aa gainful worlten in 1930. Thie group, however, i, 
small. (Reguding these problem, of definitiot\, see the previously quoted ccnms publica
tions.) 

M Surtu,ul, C"""1 of 1"6 Unite,/ States: r940, Po,uJati011, Preliminary Releue, 
Serie, P-4, No. 8. There were several cities, however, partic11Llrly in the North, where 
the proportion of all workera (employed and unemployed) had become smaller among 
Negro than among white males (Table 6). Also, there were in the North some large 
citie1 where the relative number of female workers and job-seekers w.1s only slightly 
higher in the Negro than in the white group. In such cases Negro rates usually tended 
to be even lower than white rates for girls under 2 51 at the same time as they were 
higher for other age groups. (Ibid., Series P-4, No. 6.) One sometimes hears that many 
Negro mothen would rather work than let their daughters lo~e status in the eyes of 
possible suitors by accepting positions a, domestics. We <"an take it for granted, at any 
rate, that the extremely limited range of job opportunities for Negro women is behind 
this phenomenon; after all, of all Negro women workers in nonJgricultural pursuits in 
19301 less than one-half were able to find work other than a~ servants or cooks in private 
families, (U.S. Bureau of the Census, Nef,roes in the United St,ites: 1920-1932, 
pp. 303 and 358.) There has not been any substantial improvement since then. 

BG Si.irteentl,, Cen.rus of tke United States: z940, Populatior1, Second Serice, State 
Reports, Table J 7 • 

86 The proportion of old Negro men (75 years of age and over) who were still "in 
the labor market" declined from 53 per <"ent in 1930 to 23 per cent in 1940 (the 
correspanding figures for whites were 3 1 and 1 8 per cent, respectively). ( Sixteenth 
CtmSUJ of tke United Stat11s: 1940, Population, Preliminary Releaqe, Series P-4, No. 8.) 

37 The discussion in this section is based, mainly, on the 1940 Census. There are no 
major studies which would enable us to get an idea about the trends in employment and 
unemployment rates by race. In addition to the 1940 Census, there are only two general 
studies reliable enough to be used, viz. the Unemployment Check Census studies of 
November, 1937 (Calvert L. Dedrick and Morris H. Hansen, Final Report on Total 
and Partial Unemployment, r937 [1938), Vol. 4) and the National Health Survey of 
1935-1936 (Bernard D. Karpinos, The Socio-Economic and Emplo)·m~nt Stat11s of tl,11 
Urhan Youtk of tl,e United States, 1935-1936 [1941).) Both of these studies give 
about the same picture of the character of the race differences in regard to the size of 
the "labor force," employment and unemployment u docs the 1940 Census. (Sterner 
and ASIOCiates, op. cit,, pp, 39-45,) Yet the three sets of data are not comparable to 
1uch an eJ:tent that any conclusion, regarding the trends could be drawn on the basis 
of them. 

88 /huJ., pp. 44-45. ltalica oun, 

Chapter 14. Tk11 Negro in Business, the Profersions, Public Service anti 
Otker W kite Collar Occupations 

1 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Alba M. Edwards, Social-Economk Grouping of 1/u 
Gomful Workers of the United States: 1930 (1938), p. 86, Table 31. 

2 Sutherland report,: 
"The field studies indicated that there was no better place to study frllltration of thil 
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type than in the mall northern community. Herc the tradition ol liberalinn in nee 
relations haa given Negro youth an expectation ol freedom in community lite. In their 
childhood experiences they are accepted in the churches, in the achools, and on the 
playgrounds. Some are favored by white teachers who, recognizing their traditional 
handicap, give them special encouragement. Service clubs allocate part of their educa
tional lunda to Negro youth. Honors in athletics, in class offices, and in scholastic attain
ment also come their way. Responding to these incentives, the boy or girl feels no 
ieolation and expects his good fortune to continue. He has already experienced aome 
of the bleuinga of the American dream. 

"Sad, therefore, is the awakening which comes to many of these youth when, upon 
graduation from high school, they find that the communities did not mean to be really 
liberal; that, although a service club would help a Negro boy to tomplete his high 
school course, its mcmben would not give him a job after his &ehooling was over. 
Even before graduation day the lines of participation had been drawn and his social 
contacts were limited largely to other Negroes in the community, and in many small 
towns there are too few of them to provide any satisfactory kind of society. Unless he 
could manage to continue his education in college and settle in a larger community, 
his prospect of success was exceedingly slight." (Robert L. Sutherland, Color, Class, 
1111,/ Personality [194:z], pp. 31-32.) 

8 Sixteenth Census of the United States: 1940, Preliminary Release, "Retail Trade. 
Retail Negro Proprietorship-The United States--1919" (August :z9, 1941). The 
description in this section is based both on the Census of Business and on occupational 
information from the Census of Population. They are not comparable in that the 
population census is much more complete in regard to very small establishments, but 
the discrepancy docs not affect the main conclusions. 

4 /Jem. 
11 Ira DeA. Reid, "The Negro in the American Economic System," unpublished manu

script prepared for this study (1940), Vol. 1, pp. 10:z-103. 
°ᚈ� Charleston, South Carolina, where Negroes live widely scattered, has little Negro 

bu,iness; Savan11,ah, Georgia, where Negroes are concentrated in one area, has much 
more Negro business. 

7 This is true, for instance, in Richmond, Virginia, where the principal Negro 
neighborhood borders Broad Street. 

8 Reid, op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 105. 
8 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negroerin tu United States: 1920-1932, pp. 332-333. 
10 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negroes m tu United States: 1920-1932, p. 3 58; 

and U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statisti&al A.hstract of t!u United States, 1938, p. 66. 
11 Edwards, op. cit., p. 10. 
12 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negroes in the Uniteil States: 1920-1932, p. 497. 
18 For a statement of how few of the "Negro entertainment" places in Harlem arc 

owned by Negroes, see Claude McKay, Harlem: Negro Metropolis (1940), pp. 
117-uo. 

H See James Weldon Johnson, Blaele Manhattan (1930), pp. 43-44. 
111 W. E. Burghardt Du Bois, The PhilaJelpma Negro (1899), pp. 119-121. 
1• /1,itl,, p. uo. 
17 NMII N#gro A.llitmee v. Sanitary Grocery Co., 303 U.S. 552 (1938). 
11 Ot, cit., p. 143. 
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19 One or two of the more noteworthr campaign& may be mentioned. Certain Harlem 
organizations, in the middle of the 'thirties, forced some stores to take on a few Negro 
clerks. The merchants, however, secured an injunction against them for "restraint of 
trade" and the new colored workers were dismissed. The great discontent caused by 
thia incident was the major force behind the Harlem race riot of 1935. The tight was 
continued by an organization called Greater New York Coordinating Committee for 
Employment which, in l 93 8, succeeded in getting a written agreement with the 
Uptown Chamber of Commerce to the effect that all stores in Harlem under the 
jurisdiction of the Chamber should increase the proportion of Negroes among their 
white collar worken to at least one-third, as soon as white employees rcsign~d or were 
dismissed for cause. Negro workers should have the same chanre of hcing promoted 
u other workers. Another campaign in New York which, according to Reid, has turned 
out to be "singularly effective," concerns public utilities. In this case there arc sever:11 
possible tactics: to force white telephone operators to make the connections instead of 
using the mechanical dialing system, to demand out-of-turn inspection of electricity and 
gas connections, to avoid using electricity, and so on. The St. Louis Urban League h:is 
organized "block units," some with 100 per cent membership. These and the Colored 
Clerk's Circle, as well as other organizations, have succeeded in getting jobs for acveral 
hundreds of colored clerks. There are some camp.iigns, however, which have miscarried, 
as for instance, one in Atlanta in the middle of the 'thirties. (Reid, op. cit., Vol. 1, 

pp. 149-161.) 
20 /hid., Vol. 1, p. 163. 
21 Edwards, op. cit., pp. I J 8-119. 
22 Sir George Campbell, White and Black in the United State1 (18i9), p. 286. 
Du Bois comments as follows: 
"Morally and practically, the Freedmen's Bank was part of the Frcrdmen's Bureau, 

although it had no legal connection with it. With the prestige of the government back 
of it, and a directing board of unusual respectability and national reputation, thi1 
banking institution had made a remarkable ~tart in the development of that thrift 
among black folk which slavery had l.cpt them from l.nuwing. Then in one sad day 
came the crash,-all the hard-earned dollars of the frcc..dmen di~appeared; but that 
was the least of the lObs,-all the faith in m•ing went too, and much of the faith in 
men; and that was a loss that a Nation which to-day sneers at Negro shiftlessness has 
never yet made good. Not even ten additional years of slavery could have done 10 

much to throttle the thrift of the freedmen as the migmanagement and bankruptcy of 
the series of savings banks chJrtered by the Nation for their especial aid." (W. E. B. 
Du Bois, Tke Souls of Black Folk [1903], pp. 36-37.) 

2B Most data in this and the preceding paragraphs are based on Reid, op. cit., Vol. 1, 

pp. 70-83. Some of the main sources u5cd by Reid are: Abram L. Harris, Tke Negro 
as Capitalist (1936); Jesse B. Blayton, "The Negro in Banking," Tke Banleers 
Magazine (December, 1936), pp. 511-514; and J. B. Blayton, "Arc Negro Banks 
Safel" Opportunity (May, 1937), pp. 139-141. 

2" All data on Negro insurance, except when otherwise stated, have been drawn 
from Reid, op. 1,"it,, Vol. 1, pp, 84-92. The main basic source used by Reid was Samuel 
A. Rosenberg, Negro Managed Building and Loan As1ociatwns in tke United State, 
( 1939). Concerning the general problem of Negro housing credit, see Chapter 15, 
Section 6, 



P Same Northern statn have made attempt, to atop diacrimination in inauranc:e; the 
New York act even forbide the refusal of a Negro'• application becauae of his race 
alone. (See Charlea S. Mangum, Jr., Tiu L,gol Shdus of tlu N,gro (1940), p. 70.) 
Mott data on Negro life inaurance, except when otherwise 1tated, arc based on Reid, 
op. eit., Vol. I, pp. 3 7-69. 

118 Sec, for instance, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statiltia, StuJ1 of 
Consumw Purc!IJJses, Family E;rpenJitures in Sd,cteJ Cities: 1935-36, Bulletin No. 
648, Vol. 8, "Changes in Assets and Liabilities" (1941), pp. 70-179. U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, Bureau of Home Economics, Consumer Purchases Study, C1"'ng,s in 
Assets 1111J Lia!,ilities of Fam;/;es, Miscellaneous Publication No. 464 (1941), pp. 50 
and 79. Concerning average amounts of premiums, see also, Richard Sterner and 
Astociatcs, Th, N,gro's Share, prepared for this study (1943), p. 152 and Appendix 
Table 35. · 

27 According to the Consumer Purchases Study it ia quite usual that every year aa 
much as 5 or Io per cent-sometimes up to 15 per cent--of the low income families 
surrender their insurance policies; the proportion of policies which fail to reach maturity 
must under such circumstances be extremely high. (U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, Study of Consumer Purchases, Family Expenditures in Selected 
Cities: 1935-36, pp. 70-179.) 

28 A survey of funeral expenses connected with 7,8 7 l "adult deaths" of industrial 
policyholders in 1917 revealed that the average cost of burial was $363. The average 
insurance carried was somewhat lower ($309). Another group studied was composed of 
3,12 J veterans, for whom the a\·erage burial cost ranged from $241 in towns with less 
than 10,000 population to $336 in cities of over 150,000. Funeral expenditures of 
319 dependent widows applying for pensions to the New York Board of Child Welfare 
averaged $247 in the Jewish group, $421 in the Italian group, and $4-52 in the Irish 
group. It happened frequently that low income families spent large sums on an extrava
gant funeral and a few weeks later applied for relief. The high fees app:irently had 
caused an O\'er-expansion in this business; it was ascertained that 92 per cent of the 
undertaken in New York City made a living on an average of but 25 funerals a year. 
(John C. Gebhard, Funeral Costs, Miscellaneous Contributions on the Costs of Medical 
Care, Number 3, The Committee on the Costs of Medical Care [1930], pp. 3-7.) 
Although conditions may have changed since the time of this study, it is a well~known 
fact that funeral costs arc still high. 

29 We have asked Negro insurance officials whether it would not be in the public 
interest for the insurance companies to d~velop policies which would set limits to the 
extraprdinary expenses that poor Negro families incur when one of the family diea, and 
whet.her they would not start an educational campaign to teach people the importance 
of keeping insurance for the survivors instead of spending it on funerals. The answcra 
have, in general, been the following: ( 1) one should not interfere with the desire, of 
people to use their money as they please; ( 2) the intense desire among even the poorest 
Negroes to guarantee a decent funeral after death is one of the strongest incentives for 
keeping up insurance, and tho insurance companies should not be expected to demolish 
the basis for their own businc&1; (3) even granted that the morticians artificially stimu
late in an umocial way conspicuous consumption in luxurious funerals, and that, parti
cwarl,i, th.ey exploit the poor people, one busineaa should not be expected to take a stand 
apimt another business; (4-) the morticians are so powerful in the Negro community, 
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and are IO entrenched in the churches, that not even the big insurance company dares 
to take up a fight against them. 

ao A detailed account of these societies is given in Harry J. Walker, "Negro Benevolent 
Societies in New Orleans," unpublished manuscript, Department of Social Science, 
Fisk University (1936). 

11 Modern Negro insurance history centers around four institutiom: the North Caro
lina Mutual Life Insurance Company of Durham, the Standard Life Insurance Company 
of Atlanta, the National Benefit Life Insurance Company of Washington, D. C., and the 
Supreme Liberty Life Insurance Company of Chicago. The history of the North 
Carolina Mutual goes back to 1898. C. C. Spaulding, still the leading Negro finance 
official, soon became its most prominent officer, The Standard I.ife Insurance Company of 
Atlanta, which was organized in 1913, has had a more turbulent history. Its activities 
rose rapidly but soon they became too invoh·ed, in that investments were made in quite 
a number of business and real estate projects, many of which were far outside the sphere 
of ordinary life insurance investment. The comrany wa~ finally diSllolved in the middle 
of the 'twenties. The National Benefit Life Insttrance Company in Washington aleo 
w:u one of those concerns which went too far in its investment rolicies. It failed in 
1931. There are several other Negro life insurance ventures whirh have been char
acterized by similar shortcomings, such as unwise spending, high administrative costs, 
lack of prudent management, excessive investment in real estate, too great a readiness to 
help Negro business establishments, margin:il trading in stock. Irregularities have not 
been infrequent. The personnel is often underpaid. Premiums, it is claimed, are com
puted from tables which do not reflect the true mortality of the Negro population. The 
turnover among those insured is described as high. 

Unsuccessful Negro insurance companies have been made the subject of a special 
study by the Department of Commerre, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
entitled Causes of Negro Insurance Company Failures, Bulletin No. 15 (1937). 

82 Edwards, op. cit., pp. 7 and I 3• 
88 //,iJ,, pp. 46-49 and 58-61. 
H It should be noted, in passing, that these data seem to suggest a certain equalization 

in the educational facilities for Negroes and whites. At the same time as the Negro 
school system expanded somewhat more than the white school system, there was a great 
increase in the number of Negro pupils in unsegreg:ited Northern schools. 

"Doxey A. Wilkerson, Special Problems of Negro Education (1939), p. z1. Among 
sources used by Wilkerson are Ambrose Caliver, Education of Negro Te(Jt:/urs, U. S. 
Office of Education, Bulletin No. 10 (1933); David T. Blose and Ambrose Caliver, 
Statistics of tke Education of Negroes, 1933-34 and 1935-36, U. S. Office of Educa• 

tion, Bulletin No. 13 (1938). 
88 Wilkerson, op. cit., pp. 23-25. 
87 Bond, op. cit., pp. 264-265. 
8B Decision of the United States Circuit Court of Appeal, of June 181 1940, in the 

case of M,lum Alston v. tl,e Senool Board of Norfollr, Virginia. 
811 An account of these developments is given in recent iBBuee of the magazines, Tne 

Crisis and Opportunity. A summary of the development until mid-1941 is given in the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Tucnt1rs' Salarit11 ils Blt.ie4 
and Wmt,. A Pamp!J,t for T(l{Jt:/urs tmtl Tht1ir FrunJs (September, 19-41). 
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40 .Reid, 01, w., Vol, :&, p, 248; Woodson, 01, &ii,, pp. 68-69; Charle• S. John10n, 
Tiu Negro College Gruuate (1938), p. 137. 

' 1 It aeema that the majority of the churches give at least moral support to Negro 
business establishments in one form or another. (Woodson, Of'. est., p. 76.) 

' 1 Reid, op. c,t,, Vol. 2, p, 242. 
41 Woodson, op, cit., pp. 69-70. See also Chapter 40 of this book. 
"Woodson, op. c,t., p. 89. 
' 1 Reid, op. &it., Vol. :&, p. 182. 
'' Woodson, op, es.1., pp. 98-102, Although Woodson does not say so, it is quite likely 

that aome of this white trade consists of abortion caaes, 
,1 /Jm,. 
48 The average amount per year for different community group, ranges between 

$10 and $zo for families with an income of less than $500, they usually run into several 
hundreds of dollars for families with more than $3,000. Negroes, since thev are poorer, 
often use a somewhat smaller percentage of their income for this purpose than do whites, 
and the actual amounts they spend are only one-third or one-hJlf of those spent by 
the average white family.• 

"Woodson, op. cu., p. 96, 
110 //JU., P· 97. 
111 Harold F. Dorn, "Health of the Negro," unpublished manuscript prepared for tlm 

1tudy (1940),p.11.3 a. 
62 Reid, op. &ii., Vol, 2, pp. 186-187. 
118 Sterner once interviewed one of the leaden of the National Medical ,hsoc1ation 

(the Negro professional organization for physicians and surgeons) who rcsaks in the 
Deep South. He complained about how a patient brought to a h0<,p1tal w.is alwavs a 
patient lost to him. He dc.bcnbed how he had tned to make Ncgroc.s undcr~tand that 
the treatment at the public clinic was not in any real sense free, as the p'lt1ent~ hJd to 
pay "with their good name." One of the reasons why the Negro pm ate practitioner was 
losing out, he explained, was that employers send their workers to the public clinic, 
they are not eicn allowed to retain Jobs at a shirt factory unle,s they are free from 
syphilis. The informant aeemed to be ag:11nst any further increase m public health 
facilities for Negroes, but apparently mainly for the reason that he fcand that Negro 
doctors would never get any chance to work at public clinics and hospitals. ll1b repeatc.d 
requests to the state go~ernment that the Negro doctor be given a rtal pl.ice in the 
public health service of the state had been in vam, (Interview, January 8, 1940,) 

H Howard University with 2 76 candidates had only 3 3 failures, or I z per cent. 
This ranks favorably with other medical schoolb, Hana1d Univus1tv, at the top, had 
1.1 per cent of its 276 candidates failing, Lo}ola Univcmtv, at the bottom, had 20.9 
per cent of its 254 candidates failing. (.\lbert E. Casey, "Research Activity and the 
Quality of Teaching in Medical Schools," Srienee [July 31, 1942], pp. 110-111.) 

111 Reid, op. cit., Vol, 2, pp. 185-187. During the 'thirties, there was a decline in the 
number of students at Neg10 medical schools, but this was prob.1bly a depression 
phenomenon. The number of intemeships available to Negroes has increased from 68 
in 1931 to 168 in 1939. 

MCharlc:a S, Johnson, op, c,t,, p. 137, 
• Starner and Aaaociatca, op. ch., pp. 14-9-153, Data based on Study of Consumn- Pur

c"'1ses. 1935-36. Data refer to nonrehcf families only. 



FOOTNOTES 

BT Woodaon, op. cu., pp. 104-113. 
118 Reid, op. cit., Vol. z, p. ZI 5. 
19 Woodaon, op. t:it., pp. 165-183._ 
80 Reid, op. cu., Vol. z, pp. 283-290. 
61 Cited in i/,id., Vol. 2, p. 296. 
112 Sterner once met a white Farm Security supervisor in the Deep South who com

plained about the restricted possibilities of having Negro assistants and cooperating freely 
with them. He asserted that Negro workers, in general, gained the confidence of Negro 
clients much more easily than did white workers. He once had a male Negro assistant 
who had been forced to leave because of the resentment in the community. According 
to another informant in the community, a young educated Negro who said that he wat 
the friend of this Negro assistant, the departure had been brought about by a group 
of whites who had entered the office of the assistant and told him to get out of town 
before a certain time. There was still a female Negro co-worker, but she had to work 
outside the town and the daily communications with her had to be made o,·er the 
telephone--an arrangement which the white Farm Security official described as 
extremely inconvenient. 

sa Thirteenth Cenms of the United States: z9zo, Po-puution, Vol. IV, pp. 416-419; 
Fifteenth Census of the United States: 1930, Po,pulation, Vol. 111, Part 1, p. 23; Vol. 
5, P· 548. 

8' Fifteenth Census of the United States: 1930, Population, Vol. V, p. 83. 
611 Thirteenth Ce,11t.1s of the United States: 1910, Population, Vol. IV, pp. 426-431; 

Fifte,nJh Census of the United States: 1930, Population, Vol. V, pp. 572-574. 
68 Laurence J. W. Hayes, The Negro Federal Government Worker (1941), pp. 

37-56. 
87 Robert R. Moton, What the Negro Thinks (1929), p. 169. 
88 The total number of Negro federal employees (including custodial workers and 

laborers), according to the estimates cited by Hayes (op. cit., p. 15 3), increased regularly 
--even during the Wilson administration: 

Number Pwcmt 

1892. 2.,000 1.4 
1900 1,000 0.4 

19 u zo,ooo 5.0 

1918 45,000 4.9 

1933 53,000 9.8 

1938 82.,000 9-9 

Only a minority of these workers, however, were officials and clerical employees. 
69 A very light Negro stenographer told Sterner that she had at first worked in the 

stenographic pool of one large Washington agency. After some time she was sent to work 
in another building of the same agency where those in charge of assignment did not 
know her race. Immediately she was put to work as a private secretary to one of the 
white officials. The white girls associated with her. This situation embarrassed her, for 
she had not intended to "pass" but feared the expression of resentment from her bou 
and the white girls if she told them that she waa a Negro. 

'IO Thia has happened, for instance, in the Bureau of the Cenaw owing to the activity 
of the Federal Workers' Union, to which, however, only a minority of the employeea 



1,166 
in the Bureau belong. Some time afterwarda, a mimeographed aheet deno'lincing Negro 
employees was accrctly distributed among the employees. 

Another incident, as related by the Washington Bureau of the National Aaoc:iation 
for the Advancement of Colored People: 

"A suit in criminal court against ••• a guard at the War Department building in 
Arlington, Va., i1 expected to be filed by the Bureau within the next few da,,.. 

"Trouble came May 18, when James Harold, a War Department draftnnan, waa 
atruck over the head ••• when Harold and other colored worken in the department 
attempted to enter the cafeteria in the building. 

0 Quick action by the Bureau resulted in the removal of the ban against Negroea at 
the cafeteria.'' (N.A.A.C.P., Bull,tin, [June, 1942].) 

11 Fifteenth CenSUJ of tl,IJ United States: 1930, Popultltion, Vol. V, pp. 574-576. 
7l1Woodson, op. cit., pp. 250-251. 
78 Tlwteenth Census of the United States: 1910, Population, Vol. IV, Table VII; 

U. S. Bureau of the Censu11 N1Jgroes in the United States: 19110-19311, Table 23; 
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of tke United States, 1938, Table 51. 

74 For an enumeration of the white-owned and Negro-owned places of amusement 
featuring Negro entertainers in New York, see McKay, op. cit., pp. 117-120. 

711 Reid, op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 358. Baaed on unpublished manuscript by William T. 
Smith (editor), Silhouette, Los Angeles, California. 

78 PM (June 23, 1942), P• 22. 
77 Frazier deacribea a district of Louisville in the following words: 
"Within the boundaries of this zone the tempo of Negro life in Louisville is most 

rapid and all forms of illegal and anti-social practices flourish. Throughout the area 
'hustlers,' thieves, 'con' men, pimps, policy writers, and race horse bookies ply their 
trades. Under the guise of legitimate business, traffic is carried on in dope or 'reefers,' 
liquor, and prostitution. Though the number of legitimate liquor stores is increaaing 
monthly, bootleg liquor known a, 'mammy,' 'splo,' and 'derail' is sold in the dens of 
vice to which men go for all types of sexual pleaaures. There are homosexual 'joints' 
masquerading under the names of clubs and inns. And, as in all cities, there are the 
'exclusive' dens of vice where Negro women cater to the pe~erted as well as normal 
sexual desires of white men." (E. Franklin Frazier, Negro Youth at the Crossways 
[1940], p. 16.) 
Fortune magazine describes the underworld of Harlem: 

"There are reefer pads (marihuana dens), gambling houses, and countless houses of 
prostitution. Most 'hotels' are brothels, :1:nd it is a usual sight to see a dozen street
walkers on every corner in lower Harlem ••• 

"Almost every grocery, cigar store, beauty parlor, barbershop, and tavern in Harlem , 
is a numbers 'drop' where the collectors pick up the play for the day •.. Harlem ••• 
has ••. the city's highest record of ••• dope peddling." (This quotation and others 
in this section arc reprinted through the courtesy of Fortune magazine, "Harlem,'' 
July, 1939, p. 170.) 

78 See Claude McKay, op. eit., pp. 101-116. 
79 Du Bois mentions thia type of gambling as early as 1897. (See The PhUtJde/pl,ia 

NtJgro, p. 265.) 
80 See J. Saunders Redding, "Playing the Numbers,'' The No,-th .Ameri&M Reflielll 

(D~cr,.1934), PP· 533-5,4,a. 



FOOTNOTES 

11 During the prohibition era and afterwards when bootlegging became lea profit• 
able, the organized white criminal gangs "muscled in" and not only took: control of the 
numben racket in the Negro community but introduced it into the white communitv 
where it now ftourishea all over the United States. The New York investigation int~ 
the activities of "Dutch" Schultz, head of the numbers racket, revealed a close tie 
between hia activitiea and those of the Tammany political machine. (See N1Ju•JW1J1Jk 
[August 1, 1938], pp. 7-8.) 

At the present time, although the heads of the national numbers 1yndicates are whites, 
Negroes run the number rackets in Negro communities, Fortune points out: 

" ••• the hottest game in Harlem is the numbers game, the policy racket, which is 
going atronger than ever since the publicity of the Jimmy Hines [Tammany leader] 
trial. The racket, run by Negroes who have a working agreement with the white bankers 
of Manhattan and Hoboken, grosses about $20,000,000 a year." (FortuntJ, Of', cit., 
p. 170.) 

For a description of the "numbers" racket in Chicago, sec J. G. St. Clair Drake, 
"The Negro Church and A680ciations in Chicago," unpublished manuscript prepared 
for this study (1941), pp, 274-277; and J. G. St. Clair Drake, Churches ,m,J Volu11-
tary Associatiom in the Chicago Negro Community, Work Projects Administration 
Report (1940), pp. 179-182. 

82 See Redding, op. &it., pp. 537 and 540. 
88 Gosnell tells about Daniel M. Jackson, before his death in 1927 the most power

ful vice and gambling king in Chicago, that he was noted for his generosity to poor 
people. He quotes the following statement, made during an interview, by a Negro 
journalist: 

"I don't like to admit it, but an open town is far better for the Negroes than a 
closed town. , , • Of course, these bosses make a lot of money, but while Jackson was 
in control he donated thousands to charities, the N.A.A.C.P., working girls' l1omes 
and the like. While Jackson was in pcwer the colored people always had a friend to 
go to, ••• " (Harold F. Gosnell, NtJgro Politicans [1935], pp. 131-132.) 

Regarding the reasons for the power of the Negro underworld leaders, Gosnell 
states: 

"In commenting on this sitnation one prominent Negro said: ' ••. Now, if I were 
to run for a political office, I would have to raise campaign expenseR. If I went to 
every professional man in the town, I would not be able to raise two hnndrcd dollars. 
But if I went to the vice lords and policy kings, I would get two or three thousand 
from a couple of them.' •.• ln relation to other enterprises run or partly controlled 
by Negroes the total amount of money involved in the undercover activities is large. 
The drug stores, the taxi cab companies, the beauty parlors, the bonding houses, tht" 
1mall shops, the criminal lawyers, the real estate companies, and even the bankers 
in the communities where the 'racketeers' are numerous and well supplied with cash 
may depend in part for their own prosperity upon the patronage of those engaged 
in illegal activities." (Ibid., pp. 134-13 5.) 

H In addition to the jobs connected directly with the numbers game, there are a 
whole parallel series of "shady" businesses that exist partly for the purpose of turning 
ap the lucky number; these arc the occult enterprises, the astrologers, charm sellen, 
c:ryatal-ball readers, fortune tellers: 

"A subsidiary of the [numbers] game is the dream-book and incense busine& 
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DNam boob containing lucky numben are 10ld for two bits or halt a dollar. The 
incense sells for a dime and, when it hu burned down, three numbers (the right 
onea, of course) car, be seen in the ashea." (Fortune, op. cit., p. 170. See also, Redding, 
op, cit., pp. 539 ft'; and John B. Kennedy, "So Thie is Harlem," Colliers [October 
z.~, 1933], pp. u and 50-5:z.) 

Many of these enterprises are owned and operated by the policy kings on a syndi
cated basis, and the employees belong to the shady middle or lower class; they have 
relatively little power or wealth. Some few of the astrologen, many of them women, 
however, build up a reputation and clientele and exert considerable influence in the 
shady upper classes. See McKay, op. cit., pp, 73-81.) 

811 Frazier has aome pertinent observations on the mechanism of the tendencies to 
aaociality among Negroes: 

"The ••• pathological ·feature of the Negro community is of a more general char
acter and grows out of the fact that the Negro is kept behind the walls of segregation 
and is not permitted to compete in the larger community. This produces an artificial 
situation in which inferior standards of excellence and efficiency are set up. Since 
the Negro is not required to compete in the larger world and to assume its responsi
bilities and suffer its penalties, he docs not have an opportunity to mature. Moreover, 
Jiving within a small world with its peculiar valuations and distinctions, he may easily 
develop on the basis of some superficial distinction a conception of his role and status 
which may militate against the stability of his own little world. This is manifested not 
only in the activities of racketeers who arc known as such, but also in the behavior 
of those who because of color, of 'good looks' or education maintain a professional 
or upper-class 'front' while engaging in antisocial practices." (Op. cit., p. :zgo.) 

88 Frazier, op. cit., p. 16 passim. 
81 One observer reports: 
"l have seen colored prostitutes galore, catering to a white clientcle who are satisfied 

to pay fancy prices for novelties offered. It is said that about ninety per cent of these 
dives are owned and managed by whites .•. ; five per cent arc owned and managed by 
whites and negrocs jointly, and the balance are managed by colored people. (Hendrik 
de Lceuw, Sinful Cities of tlu Western World [1934], p. z66.) 
Fortune states: · 

"In recent yean white prostitutes have also been imported from downtown." (Op. 
cit., p. I 70.) 

88 Gosnell observes: 
"Since it is easier to observe immoral conditions among a poor and unprotected people, 

colored prostitutes arc much more liable t~ arrest than white prostitutes. White women 
may use the big hotels or private apartments for their illicit trade, but the colored women 
are more commonly forced to walk the streets." 

And he goes on to explain how officers often tend to arrest Negro girls solely because 
they find them in company with white men, whereas white women can approach white: 
men without being conspicuous. (Op. cit., pp. uo-u1.) 

88 The Natio,, reports that prices for Negro prostitutes range from 2 5 cents to $z 
while -.:hose for whites are $1 to $5. ("Prostitution in New York City," editorial, 
Natio# [March 25, 1936], p. 369.) 

80 Merely as an illustration we quote the following estimates about the Chicago 
Negro_ community: 



"Protected b111ineas ia important in the economic life of the community. Some 
$10,000,000 is spent annually~ ~licy playing alone. The game give, employment to 
more than 4,000 people and ma1ntams a weekly payroll of $4-0,000 in aalaries and com
missions. No other business in the Negro community is so large or so influential." (W. 
Lloyd Warner, Buford H. Junker, and Walter A. Adams, Color /l1'IJ Human Nmur• 
(1tJ41J, P• 19.) 

Chapter 15. Tiu Nt1gro In Tiu Public Economy 

1 Clearly regressive indirect taxation, such as property, tobacco, liquor, and sales to1xe11i 
and custom duties, made up more than half the total national tax receipts in 1937. (See 
the Twentieth Century Fund, Facing tke Tu Proolem [1937 ], pp. 9-25. For a similar 
estimate for 1936, sec Clarence Heer, Federal Aid and the TO)( Problem, The Advisory 
Committee on Education, Staff Study No. 4 [1939], p. 34.) Some estimates are pre
sented in this study illustrating the point in the text that taxes were regressive for the 
lower and middle income groups; see ioiJ., p. 232. 

2 The Constitution of the United States does not, of course, say anything directly 
about the distribution of public services, or about the principle of "need." The 
relevant phrasing is in Section I of the Fourteenth Amendment: 

"No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immuni
ties of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, 
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within iu 
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." 

It is to be noted that this requires not only equality but also equality applied to 
mdifliJuals and not to groups. Under the Fourteenth Amendment, the Supreme Court 
has consistently required the states to provide equal facilities to inJi1·iJual Negroes, and 
this in effect turns out to be the principle uf need. If, for example, a state has an 
unemployment insurance law, it must apply equally to individual Negroes and individual 
whites, even though Negroes as a group arc more benefited because more of thc1n are 
unemployed. Similarly, individual Negroes do not have to pay higher gasoline taxes than 
individual whites, even though the entire group of Negroes pays less gasoline taxes 
because it buys less gasoline. For this reason we shall refer to the principle of need as 
the "constitutional" norm, and we shall regard as unconstitutional any attempt to relate 
the distribution of general public services either to a group or to the amount of taxes 
paid by an individual or group. 

8 An example of this is presented in T, J. Woofter, Jr., and Associates, Blacli Yeo
manry (1930), The total tax levy for an almost all-Negro community during the period 
1921-1927 was $16,437, while the total value of services was estimated at $6,837, or 
42 per cent of the former amount. (See ibid., pp. 158-185 and 275.) 

"T. J. Woofter, Jr., for instance, has this to say: 
"The democratic theory of public expenditure demands more than common justice. 

It demands that the money raised from public taxation be spent where it is most needed, 
regardless of the sums which the needy group have paid in. If the policy of expending 
money for education in proportion to the amount paid in were adopted, then the rich 
districts and wards would have magnificent palaces for public schools and the poorer 



diatricu and war& would have achoola little better thn thole pnntlded for die Ne,roes 
now.•.• 

11Some commanitiea are ••• so far behind the realization of this democratic ideal 
that it i, neceaary to hold up before t:hem the amount of money which the Negroea 
actually contribute in order to emphasize the fact that common ju1tice demand, the 
more liberal aupport of colored institutions. 

"Many communities in the South have never expended a cent of public money for a 
colored public achool building, but have relied on the use of a church or a BChool build
ing erected by private agencies. In aome of these communities bonds have been issued 
recently to build expensive schools for whites. This means that colored property holden 
arc tucd to build 1chool buildings for white people, , •• " (Th. Basis of Raei4l Adjust
,,,,.,,, (192.5), pp. 154-155.) 

0 "The universality of the property tax burden is often ignored in current tax dia
cmaion. Many memben of the community, it is sometimes said, are 'exempt' from taxes, 
since they are ao poor that they pay no income taxes, health duties, or gift taxes, and 
own no taxable property. They are, however, exempt only in the sense that they have 
no direct contact with the tax collector." (The Twentieth Century Fund, op. cit., 
p. 296.) 

O It ia indicative of the opportunism of popular beliefs that, while the observer finds 
moat white people in the South inclined to stress that Negroes pay practically no taxes, 
Negroes, on the other hand, show themselves quite sophisticated in the theory of the 
incidence of indirect taxation. In 1873 a Negro Reconstruction politician, the Missis-
1ippi State Superintendent of Education, Cardozo, expressed what is the Negro theory 
in the matter: 

"Again it is objected that a general tax compels white men of the State to educate 
the children of the Negro. But as the Negro forms a majority of the entire population 
of the State, and in an eminent degree a majority of the producing clasacs, as such 
classes of every population-the laborer, tenant, and consumer-indirectly bear the 
burdens of taxation, it follows that an assessment upon the property of the State would 
be principally paid by the Negro •••. " (Quoted in Horace Mann Bond, The Educatio11 
of tne Negro in the American Social Or,ler [ 1934), p. 71.) 

7 The Advisory Committee on Education, Report of 111#· Committee (1938), pp. 
10-:Z:Z. 

8 The mean family income in 1935-1936, according to the estimates of the National 
Reaources Committee, was $1,6:za for the country as a whole and $1,326 for the South. 
The Mountain and Plains regions, how~ver, which include several states with rather 
high expenditures per pupil, showed an average family income ($1,363) which was not 
much higher than that for the South. (National Resources Committee, Consumer 
lneomes in IM United States, Their Distribution in 1935-36 [1938), pp. 21-22.) 
In the South there were in 1930 about 6 children, S to I 7 years of age, to every 10 

adults, 20 to 64 years of age; in the rest of the country there were about 4 children to 
every 10 adults. (Report on Econo,ni& Conditions of the South, prepared for the Presi
dent by the National Emergency Council f 1938], p. 25; The Advisory Committee on 
Education, Retort of the Committee, p. 25). Additional information on income and on 
nmnber of children is presented in Chapter 16 of this book, 

• A calculation made by the Advisory Committee on Education (The Federal GOflem
,,,.,,, ,,,,_ Ed,u;atio,, [1938), pp. 8 and 12-13), of the yield of a uniform state: tax, 
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hadicates that the atat~te variations iu these yield• are much greater than are the 
clifercncea in actual expenditures for education. In Miuiuippi the yicld per child would 
be only one-tenth of that in New York State, whereas the actual expenditure per child 
wu one-fifth of the amount expended in New York State. 

lO In Arizona and in the two Dakotas, the expenditure level was even higher than the 
national average, and in Utah it Was not far below thia national figure. (Advisory Com
mittee on Education, Th# Federal Gwi,rnme,11 and Edueation, pp. 8 and 11-13.) 

11 Misaouri and Oklahoma even showed somewhat higher per pupil expenditure• for 
Negro schools than they showed for white schools. This is due to the fact that Negroes 
in thcte two states, to a greater extent than whites, are concentrated in cities, where school 
expenses always tend to be higher than they are in the country. 

12 David T. Blose and Ambrose Caliver, Statistics of the Education of Negroes, 
z933-34 and .r93s-.,6 (1939), pp. 14-16. 

11 Doxey Wilkerson, Special Problems of Negro Education (1938), p. u. 
H Ibid., p. 19. 
111 /bsd., p. 9. Alao aec Chapter 43, Section 4, of this book. 
18 Sixty-five per cent of all the Negro public schools in Louisiana are one-teacher 

schools, and another 2 7 per cent are two- or three-teacher schools. (See Charle, S. 
Johnson, "The Negro Public Schools," Louisiana .Educational Suro•y [1942], p. 4-3,) 

17 Wilkeraon, op. cit., p. 33. 
l8 //Ju., pp. 40, 45, and 60. 
18 The main figures in the tabulation are as follows: 

Median Expenditure for Teachers' Salaries in Counties With 

Number Specified Proportion of Negroes in the School 

of Population, Aged 5-19: 1930-1931 

Counties 
0 - 11..5- l~.o- 37.5- 50.0- 62.5- 75,0- 87.5-

Race 12.4% 24.9% 37.4% 49.9% 62.4% 74-9'/o 87,4% 99,9% 
"'----- -------- -

Negro Schools sz1 $8.62 $5::i.8 $5.56 $4.46 $,1.05 $2.85 $1.u (only I 

White Schools 526 14.31 16.87 21.25 21/15 22.58 26,'25 18.50 county) 

Souru: Horace Mann Bond, Th• Educaltofl of lh1 Nepa 011 llu A1111rico11 Social 0,,l,r (1pJ4), pp. a40- a41, 

20 Bond, op. cit., pp, z32-245, 
21 "Experience with a number of Federal funds has demonstrated that when tl1e 

division of Federal grants between separate white and Negro schools or institutions i, 
left entirely to administrative discretion, it is exceedingly difficult to eecure an equi
table distribution, Experience with some State distributive funds has alao indicated that 
when such fonds are allocated to local jurisdictions for Negro schools, frequently either 
the funds for Negro schools are diverted in part to white schools or the local support of 
Negro schools is reduced and the effect of State aid is cancelled in whole or in part." 
(The Advisory Committee on Education, Report of the Cwm1itte", p, S 1,) 

22 See Charles S. Mangum, Jr., The Legal Status of the Negro (1940), PP· 88, 
-passim, Mangum summarizes his discussion as follows: 

"The central theme running through the above discussion of the statutes and deci• 
sions on this important subject is the guarantee of equal educational opportunity for the 
children of all races. The fact that such a guarantee of equal facilities exi1u doea no& 



mean that it i• carried out in the southern atatea. In fact it is the exception and not the 
rule for the Negro achooh in that part of the nation to be anywhere near as efficient 11 

th01c for the whitc1. The inequalities arc manifest to anyone who has even a cunory 
knowledge of the preacnt status of edacation in the South." (16itl., pp. ug-130; Com
pare p. 137.) 

18 Charles H. Thompson, "The Status of Education Of and For the Negro in the 
American Social Order,'' Journal of Negro EJU&ation (July, 1939), pp. 494-495. 
See also, Bond, op. eit., p. 1 7 1. 

2' Wilkerson, op. eit., p. 79. Where the federal government has left it up to the 
state legislatures to allocate the funds for agricultural, industrial, or home economics 
training, Negroes have received little of the benefits. According to Wilkerson, such 
federal acts include: Hatch Act (1887), Adams Act (1906), Smith-Lever Act (1914), 
Clarke-McNary Act (1924), Purnell Act (1925), Capper-Ketcham Act (1928), and 
Bankhead-Jones Act, Sections 1-8 and 21 (1935). But where the federal law stipulates 
that Negro schools arc to receive an equitable share of the funds, Negroes have received 
benefits. Such laws include: Nelson Amendment (1907) to the Morrill Act (1890) and 
Bankhead-Jones Act, Section 22 ( 1935). Negroes have received about half their propor
tionate share of the Smith-Hughes Act (1917) funds. (Idem.) 

211 I/Ju., P· 72. 
28 Robert M. Lester, "Corporation Grants for Education of the Negro," A Report 

of the Carnegie Corporation of New York (1941), p. 26. 
21 Advisory Committee on Education, Tiu FeJeral Gor1emment anJ Edueation, 

pp. 17-18. 
28 Ira DeA. Reid, bl a Minor Key (1940), p. 39. 
28 Advisory Committee on Education, Federal Relations to Etiucation, two vols. 

(1931); Advisory Committee on Education, Report of the Committee (1938), p. 243. 
More recently the American Youth Commission, headed by Owen D. Young and com
posed of eight laymen and eight educators, came to a similar conclusion after extensive 
investigation. (Educational Policies Commiaaion, Etiueatior, anti Eamomie Well-Being 
m American Democracy [ 1940].) The conclusion of the former of the two commissions 
wu summarized as follows: 

"The facts presented previously in this report indicate that no sound plan of local or 
state tuation can be devised and instituted that will support in every local community 
a achool system which meets minimum acceptable standards. Unless the Federal Govern
ment participates in the financial support of the schools and related services, several 
millions of the children in the United. States will continue to be largely denied the 
educational opportunities that should be regarded as their birthright.'' (Advisory Com
mittee on Education, Report of the Committee, p. 47; compare Clarence Heer, op. eiJ., 
particularly pp. 86-87.) 

80 The subject is touchy, and the Advisory Committee on Education is anything but 
clear in ita pronouncements on this point. On the one hand, it recommends, in its 
main report, that: 

". • • all Federal action should reserve e:iplicitly to State and local auspices the 
general administration of schools, control over the proaeases of education, and the deter
mination of the best uses of the allotments of Federal funds within the types of 
expeaditure for which Federal funda may be made available.'' (R11por1 of 11,,, Cor. 

"*'-f!, P· 4:1.) 
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On the other hand, it advi11e1 that: 
"All Federal grants for educational purpoaea to States maintaining separate schools 

and institutions for Negroes should be conditioned upon an equitable distribution of the 
Federal funds between facilities for the two races." (/hid., p. 43.) 

In the last statement it does not seem to be implied that federal authorities should 
make it a condition for federal aid that slate and local appropriations be equitably dis
tributed between Negro and white schools. It is only said that the proportion of state 
and local funds spent for Negro schools should "not be reduced" when the federal 
government gives money. (/hid., p. 51.) 

81 Sterner and Associates, Tke Negro's Skare, prepared for this study (1943), pp. 
152 ff. 

82 According to Elliot H. Pennell, Joseph W. Mountin, Kay Pearson, Business Census 
of Hos'f'itals, 1935, Supplement No. 154 to the Public Health Reports (1939), 47 
per cent of the total income came from government funds, 43 per cent from patients 
and 10 per cent from private endowments and gifts. (Russell Sage Foundation, Russell 
H. Kurtz (editor), Social Work Yearhook, 1941 [1941], p. 329.) 

83 Monroe N. Work (editor), Negro Year Book, 1937-1938 (1937), pp. 290-

292. 
at According to a survey for 1935, none of the states in the Upper and Lower South 

had as many as 345 beds per 100,000 population in all registered general and special 
hospitals, and all but three of them (Virginia, Florida, and Louisiana) had Jess than 
264. On the other hand, Maryland, District of Columbia, as well as several Northern 
and Western states, had rates higher than 445. (Joseph W. Mountin, Elliot II. Pennell, 
and Evelyn Flook, Hospital Facilities in the United States, U.S. Public Health Service 
Bulletin No. 243 [1938], quoted by Harold F. Dorn, "The Health of the Negro," 
unpublisl1ed manuscript prepared for this study [ 1940], Figure 44.) Conditions have 
certainly improved since then, however, in part due to increased efforts on the part of 
the federal government which has rendered assistance, through its program of public 
works, for the erection of several new hospitals. 

86 According to Charles S. Johnson, the P.W.A. provided, either by direct aid or by 
loans, 8,000 ho~pitals beds for Negroes in 17 Southern states. (See "The Negro,'' 
American Journal of Sociology [May, 1942], p. 857.) Also sec: Federal Works Agency, 
Second Annual Report (1941), pp. 116, 191, 315, 460. 

36 Social Work Yearhook, 1941, pp. 332-336 and 427-430. 
87 Sterner, when visiting the public health clinic in a Mississippi county in December, 

1939, was told how planters brought truckloads of their tenants to the clinic for treat
ment of syphilis. A prominent Negro doctor in another Mississippi town told him how 
white manufacturers did not even let Negroes do factory work unless they received 
treatment Ior veneral diseases at the public clinic. The public health officer in this city 
aaid that about 90 per cent of the clients at the clinic were Negroes. 

88 At the end of 1939, alm0&t two-thirds of the rural counties were still without any 
complete health departments directed by full-time medical officers, bat the increase i11 
number of units where satisfactory public health services are rendered has been ei:tremely 
rapid during the last decade. In 1940 more than two-thirds of the countiea had at 
least public health nurses. The federal government, under special provi1ion1 in the 
Social Security Act of 1935 and the Venereal Disease Control Act of 1938, hu rendered 
financial assistance on a matching basis to several programs, including general health 
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clinics u well u maternal and child health servicee, venereal dieeae clinice, and '° on, 
(So&,/ Worl Y•,l,ool,, 19111 pp. 314-315 and 431-433.) Considerable extenaion 
o! thia federal misunce was proposed in the National Health Bill. 

It Michael M. Davia observes: 
"Programs have been planned by categories of diaeaae. Tubercul0Bia, diphtheria, infant 

and maternal mortality, venereal diaeaae, hookworm, malaria, menul disease, and 10me 
othen, have each been the objective of apecilic programs. Genera] sanitation, the 
diepoeal of excreta, and the control of epidemics represent other, historically older 
objectives which are really categorical. The diseases of people have been studied and a 
aeriea of technical procedures have been discovered for control or prevention. The 
people have rarely been studied, to determine the health needs they had, the needs they 
felt, and the relative urgency of those recognized nced&--So as to plan a health cam
paign, which would meet a social situation as well as a series of biological ones. 

"In order to be both wise and efficient, public health policy needs to take into account 
both the social and categorical points of view. The issue is one of balance. If the balance 
had not been so heavily weighted on the categorical side, the Mexicans in a few states, 
the whites of the Appalachian highlands in several states, and the Negroes in many states, 
would have had much more attention from public health departments and voluntary 
agencies." ("Preface" to Harold F. Dorn, "Health for the Negro," unpublished manu
script prepared for thia study [ 1940), p. 1 o.) 

,o Negro Yo11r Book, 1937-38, pp. 559-560. 
'1 As there arc no comprehensive statistics on recreational facilities and their di1tri

b11tion between whites and Negroes, we are restricted to citing examples. Concerning 
the conditions in small Southern cities, E. Franklin Frazier makes the following state
ment: 

"The dominant white group in these areas aimply pay little or no attention to the 
recreational need, of Negroes, For example, for the white resident& of Greenville, 
South Carolina, there is within thirty miles a state park available but there is no public 
reservation for Ncgroea. In the city of Greenville there are two small areas without 
any equipment in which Negroes are allowed to play. Negroes are denied the use of a 
tract of land, eighteen acres in area, between two densely popwated Negro areas, chiefly 
because it is used as a playing field for the white baseball team. Even the areas adjacent 
to the Negro high and elementary schools arc too small to provide adequate recreation 
for the school children."• 

Yet Greenville is one of the few small cities in the South having a Negro community 
center. It has been organized by a private- agency. Frazier characterizes it by quoting the 
following statement by the National Recreation Association (April, 1939): 

"It is not adequately supported and does not have a budget consistent with its service. 
The outdoor area is too small to be considered in contemplating even the Negro child 
school population of nearly 4,000. It does have a side yard with a tcnnia court and a tot 
lot." b 

T,b.o large cities in the South, where the need for recreational facilities is greater, 
alao l&ave inadequate provisions. Frazier gives a complete description of the recreational 

• ccaea-tion and Amusement among American Negroes," unpublished manuecript pre
pdlf( for this 1tudy (1940), p. 36 • 
.. :.' Jtnort of the Field Director, Bureau of Colored Work, National Recreation Asaocia

. • (Augu1t, 1939) t cited in ibul,, p. 37, ., 
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£acilitia in North Carolina, where conditions, however, arc superior to thoac in the Deep 
South, In 1940, Raleigh had three playgrounds, one park with a awimming pool, and one 
community center for Negroes. Greensboro had one park with a community building, 
a swimming pool, a golf course, and a playground; it also had three independent super
vied playgrounds, one handicraft center and a skating rink. There were similar provi
sions in Durham and Charlotte. On the other hand, Winston-Salem, which has the 
largest Negro population in the state (36,000 in 1940), did not have any special recrea
tional facilities for Negroes, except a swimming pool; for the rest, school houses were 
used as recreational centers, with special recreational leaders.• 

In respect to the situation in Virginia's urban arear-likewise above the average for 
the entire South-we may quote the following statement: 

"· •• Negro children of smaller cities have for their only playgrounds their school 
yard, vacant lots of outlying regions, or the alleys. The Community Center of Rich
mond, sponsored by the Colored Recreation A~sociation, a Richmond Community Fund 
agency, offers courses in vocational arts and crafts and in home-making, music and folk
dancing. The gymnasium and playground affords such recreations as boxing, ten pins, 
volley baJI, basketball, ping pong, baseball, and t~nnis for young and old. In .Julr, 19~!1, 
the Richmond city council approved the purchase of a large plot of ground in North 
Richmond, upon which is to be erected a playground and recreation center with space 
and equipment for games, a swimming pool, and modern gymnasium and field house. 
By means of a P,W.A. grint the outdoor swimming pool was completed for use during 
the summer of 1939. 

"Likewise Lynchburg, Norfolk and Newport News have inadequate recreational 
facilities for Negroes. Happyland, a private park of Lynchburg, has a lake for swimming 
and boating, picnic grounds, recreational fields, and what has been described as the 
'most beautiful dance floor in Virginia.' The Recreation Center of Newport News 
was completed in January, 1938, out of funds contributed principally by the Newport 
News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company." b 

Birmingham, Alabama, a city in the lower South, has no Negro parka. In Houston, 
Texas, there is a ten•acre park for Negroes donated to the city by ex-slaves; the white 
parks comprise 2,600 acres." 

' 2 The four states were Virginia, Kentucky, Texas and North Carolina. The remain
ing nine states were Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Okla
homa, South Carolina and Tennessee, It was estimated that only 21 per cent of the 
Negroes in these 13 states had accesa to public library services.d 

In some large cities with public branch libraries, like Atlanta and Birmingham, 
Negroes can use only books stored in the special Negro branches. In Richmond :and 
Houston, on the other hand, books can be secured through the Negro branches from the 

main library.• 
The Virginia State Library in Richmond can be used by Negroes, although they have 

to sit at segregated tables in the main reading room. On the whole, there may be some-

• See o,p. cit., p. 39. 
11 The Federal Writers' Project, Th, Negro in Virginia ( 194-0), p. 344-, 
• See Frazier, op. cit., pp. 45-46. 
"Survey made by Eliza Atkins Gleason, Thi Soutlinn Negro and llu P"bUc Libr11r7 

(1941), p. 90. 
• See Frazier, o,p, cit., pp. 49-50. 
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what greater freedom in the caae of 'higher" library servicee tlian there is in respect to 
the "popular" public libraries. 

The Rosenwald Fund has tried to improve the situation by supplying money on a 
matching b111i1 for the extension of library service. But only 11 counties cooperated 
between 1930 and 193 5 and even they were quite diacriminating in the distribution of 
thae fanda between Negroes and white,.• 

48 Federal Works Agency, Second Annual RefQrl (1941), pp. 116, 191, 315 and 
,f.6o, 

"/hid., pp. 121-125. 
' 11 Not only do real property taxes increase housing expenses for the consumer in a 

way which must be particularly burdensome for 1ow income families; even more impor
tant, perhaps, is the fact that they must make investments in housing more risky than 
they otherwise would be. For what they really mean is that states, counties, and munici
palities have a first mortgage on all real estate, leaving less room and less security for 
other mortgages, and making the owner's equity much more likely to fluctuate in value 
than would have been the case if taxes were on income only. 

46 Suffice it to say that, in 1940, when most of the building construction was of 
single family homes, I 71,440 new small homes, or 40 per cent of all new dwellings in 
this category, in nonfarm areas were covered by F.H.A. insurance. (U.S. Federal 
Housing Administration, SerJenth Annual Report [1941], pp. 6 and 15.) In 1941, 
218,035 new small homes, or 41 per cent of new single family homes, were covered 
by F.H.A. insurance. (U.S. Federal Housing Administration, Eighth Annual Report 
[1942), p. 3.) 

41 U.S. Federal Housing Administration, Ser•enth Annual Report (1941), pp. 15 
and 77. See alao Sterner and Associates, op. cit., p. 314. 

"Sterner and Associates, op. cit., p. 313. See also U.S. Federal Housing Admin
istration, Sur.ceuful SuhJifli.rions, Planning Bulletin No. 1 ( 1940); and National 
Aaociation of Housing Officials, Housing Year!Joole (1940), pp. 161-162. 

49 U.S. Federal Housing Administration, U1uerwriting Manual (1938), par. 935. 
110 /hid., par. 980. 
111 /dem. 
112 Coriennc K. Robinson, Federal Public Housing Authority, letter (August 28, 

1942). It should be noted, in addition, that a considerable number of projects orig
inally intended for low income families were turned over to defense workers for the 
duration of the War. Concerning the Negro's share in the war housing program, see 
Chapter 19. 

118 0ne New York project, for instance, the Sooth Jamaica Houses, has 1,050 Negro 
and 459 white residents thus intermingled. The John Jay Homes in Springfield, Illinois, 
also have about 100 Negro :ind 400 white families living without any segregation. The 
experiences, so far, ha,·e been good; there have been extremely few expressions of bad 
interracial feeling. (New York Her,lld Tri/June, (June 10, 1942]; William M. 
Ashby, "No Jim Crow in Springfield Federal Housing," OpfQrtunity [June, 1942], 
pp. 170-171; and Sterner and Associates, op. cit., p. 320.) This may be due, in part, 
to thcr fac:t that the white inhabitants in such projects are often Italians, Poles, and 

• ~is ll. Wi1110n and Edward A. Wight, County Library Servic, in t"6 Solltl, (191s), 
pp, f7-9f f cited by Doxey A. Wilkerson, Special Problems of Negro Education ( 193 9) , 

"'14'-1.4,. 
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other immigranta, not yet imbued with American race prejudice. Then, too, there ia no 
guarantee that conflicts would be avoided, were this practice to be followed on a larger 
acale than hitherto. Still it should be tried. Even a partial success would be extrcmelv 
~~ . 

•• Federal Works Agency, Second Annual Report, p. 382. 
1111 /oiJ., P· 8. 
18 Anne E. Geddes, Trends in Relief E.1rpendit1,res, 1910-1935. (1937), pp. 21 and 

92-94. 
111 In 1890 aomewhat more than I per cent of the total population and somewhat )e91 

than I per cent of the Negro population was cared for in public almshouses. The differ
ence was due to the fact that almshouse care was less extensive, in proportion, in the 
South than it was elsewhere. In the South, Negroes and whites had about the ume 
proportions cared for in almshouses; in the North the proportion of Negroes cared for 
wu twice as high as the proportion of whites. Thus, public relief agencies in the North 
and in the South showed about the same difference in their attitude toward Negroes 
as has characterized them during recent years. Sec the following table: 

"PAUPF.11.S"' I~ ALMSHOUSES Ill 189,:, 

---------·-·--· -·--·-
The North 

Race United States and the West The South 
--··-----

~umbers 
All Races iJ,o.15 59,896 13,149 
Negro 6,4l.17 2,01.1 4,454 

Percentage of total population 
All Races 1.2 1.4 .6 
Negro .9 '.!.8 •7 

--------
Sources: Elnmlh C,nnu of 11'• United Stain,: 18po. Rtpart on Crim,, "Pauperism and Benevolence la 

the United States," Part 2, p. 651. U.S. Bureau o( the Census, NtpMS in the U•it1J Sta/t,; IOW· IOJ~, p. 5. 

~8 Grace Abbott, From Relief to Social Serurity ( JC}4 I), p. 9. 
119 Sterner and Associates, op. cit., Part 2, particularly pp. 219-230. 

80 /Jem. 
GlIJem. 
82 The period 1933-1935 stands somewhat apart in the history of public assist:ince. 

We may call this the F.E.R.A. period, since the main welfare agency during these years 
was the Federal Emergency Relief Administration. State and )oral agencies were being 
organized, but the federal government carried the main financial responsibility over 
the whole field and particularly in the South. Eventually a certain specialization among 
various aspects of the relief work was brought about, and this trend was precipitated 
around 1935-1936 when the social security program and various spl•cial programs were 
inaugurated; at the same time a strict demarcation line was drawn between, on the one 
hand, the re~ponsibilities of the federal government and, on the other, those of state 
and local governments. 

In October, 1933, Negro relief rates in urban areas of Northern states with 100,000 
or more Negroes varied between 2 5 and 40 per cent, and they were usually between 
three and four times higher than the white r:ites. The corresponding state figures for 
urban Negroes in the South varied between 10 and 33 per cent and were u1ually two 
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or three times higher than thciee for whites. In the rartl Soath, on the other ~ 
which, of coune, compri1e1 both villaga and open country, Negro relief ntes were 
101Detime1 lower-a, for instance, in Mi•iaippi, Arkan..., and I.ouiaiana-and aome
timee higher than the white rates. Both Negro and white rates were quite heterogeneous 
in the rural South, the lowest one being 2 per cent and the higheat 27 per cent.• 

A apecial survey of urban workers on relief in May, I 934, indicated a higher general 
level but about the aame differential. Half the Negro families in I aample of cities in 
the North and in the Border states were receiving public assistance; the corresponding 
proportion of white families was 10 to I 3 per cent. Cities in the Upper and Lower 
South showed a proportion of Negro relief of one-third, whereas the white figure waa 
about the ume as it was in the North,b The Census of Workers on Relief in March, 
1935, showed a similar pattern for urban areas in the North and the South. There wa1 
one lltate (Mississippi), however, where even the urban rate was alightly higher (17 
per cent) for whites than for Negroes (16 per cent). The rural areas in the South, 
of coane, showed an even greater lack of uniformity. The relief incidence was some
time• higher and aometimea lower for Negroes than it was for whitca,e 

The lack of uniformity in the South becomes even more evident when data for 
individual cities and counties are considered. There were some Southern cities which 
definitely showed a Northern pattern. Even more pronounced, however, were the 
divergencies in rural areas. Georgia had two counties, both with an appreciable propor
tion of Negroes in the population, where there were no Negroes at all on the relief 
rolla in March, 1935, whereas as much as 12 and 19 per cent, respectively, of the 
white families were receiving public assistnnce. Most of the other Georgia counties 
had lower relief rates for Negroes than they had for whites, but there were a few 
where the relations were reversed. In Eastern Texas, there were some counties where 
relief rates for Negroes were less than half those for whites; on the other hand, there 
were other counties where the Negro relief incidence was four times higher than the 
white relief iDcidence,4 

Since Negroes are always poorer than whites, on the average, this heterogeneity cannot 
be explained on the basis of "local conditions." In the main, it is just a matter of lack 
of uniformity in the administration of relief. One can well. understand how this came 
about. On the one hand, there were the federal relief officials demanding equal treat
ment of Negroes and whites. On the other hand, there were the traditional local atti
tudes. The dominant group in the South was against racial equality. Public relief was 
a new thing. The politically and economically most potent among them tended to be 
against it, except when their attitudes were conditioned by obvious needs during the 
wont depression years when even they welcomed the assistance in carrying their 
laborers through the off-seasons. It is frequently said that, in many places, planters el'en 

• Sterner and Associates, op. cit., p. n. Data based on Federal Emergency Relief Ad
ministration, u-ploy,unt Relief Cmsus, October, 1933, Report No. a ( 1934) 1 pp. 14 
and 15. 

11 Sterner and Associate., op, cit., p. 2.18, Data based on Katherine D. Wood, Urban 
Wor.ur, on R,lief. Part a (1936), pp. 7z-73. 

• See Sterner and Auoeiates, op. cit., p. u3. Data baaed on Philip M. Hauser, Wo,J,rs 
on R1l;,f in tlu Unie,tl Stfll,s in M,cl,, 1935, A Census of Usual Occupalions (1938), 
Vol. It pp. 101°103. 
_ · • S. Sterner and Aasociates, op. cil., p. 1:13, 
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took commatrd of public welfare agencies, making them accept their workers on the 
relief roll• when they were not in need of their services, and making them turn them 
back to work u aoon as there was any work to do. 

It seems that in every country where large-scale public relief has been introduced, 
employer, have been against it because of their interest in ha,·ing an abundant labor 
eupply competing for low wages. It goes without saying that such an attitude has been 
prevalent in the South, where planters have shown in so many other wa~·e (social 
unctions for "tenant stealing," laws against "enticement of labor," remnants of peon
age, and ea on) how far they can go in order to secure absolute command 01•er the 
service, of "their Negroes." We have run across this several times during our field 
work in the South. 

"The conventional attitude of the landlord was that the tenant, and particularly the 
share-cropper, was dependent on him for direction and aid. More than nine out of 
every ten landlords interviewed stated that it was one of the functions of the landlord 
to maintain his tenants, if possible, in times of distress. At first sight it would seem 
difficult to reconcile this statement with the {act that approximately So per cent of the 
landlords actually wanted their tenants to get on relief. The contradiction ia partially 
explained, however, by the fact that 50 per cent of the landlords reported financial 
inability to care for their tenants •.• a considerable number of unsc-rupulous landlords 
used government relief as a means of furnishing their tenants with goods which could 
and should have been furnished by themselves. On the other hand, nearly 40 per cent 
of the landlords who had tenants on relief were opposed to governmental aid for their 
tenants on the grounds of its demoralizing effects upon them ...• Among tl1e landlords 
who had no tenants on relief, more than 70 per cent stated that they objected to relic! 
because of its demoralizing influence on the tenant."• 

Caught in the middle were the local social workers. In the beginning, comparatively 
few of them had much of a professional background, but the proportion of trained 
workers has gradually increased, and practical experience must have given many others 
an outlook rather different from the prevalent one. Under such circumstances, almost 
anything could happen. The treatment of the Negro is a matter of chance. A good social 
worker, for instance, can treat Negroes and whites on a basis of equality. In the cities, 
where professional standards are higher than in rural areas, the chances of giving 
Negroes something approaching their just share is, of course, much greater. Even there, 
however, it may well happen that welfare workers are hampered by politicians. 

In the beginning of November, 1938, Sterner visited the Department of Welfare 
in Birmingham, Alabama. Negroes and whites were received in segregated parts of the 
offices. The statistical data re\·caled the higher relief needs of Negroes, but, nc,•rrthcless, 
a large proportion of the clientcle· was white. Just after this, there was reported in a local 
newspaper an interview with a member of the state legislature who claimed that he had 
found evidence of discrimination against whites; Negroes, he said, could go into the 
department and get what they asked for, but a white applicant had a hard time getting 

a fair hearing. 
Relief grants, during this period, were much lowcr in the South than tJ1ey were 

elsewhere. In July, 1935, for instance, the national average bcndit per casi: per month 

• Harold Hoffsommer, Lantllord-Tenant Relations and Relief in Alabama, Federal Emer
gency Relief Administration, Division of Research, Statistics and Finance, Rcacarch Bulletin, 
Series II, No. 9 (1935), pp. 1 and 4· 
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wu about $30, ollt all the atatea in the Upper and Lower S..,uth showed lower figures; 
moat of them paid between $10 and $18. Negroea amally received less than did whitea, 
at least in rural areas. In the Eastern cotton area, for inrunce, the average grant to 
whitea in June, 1935, was $16, whereas Negroes received $13.• 

88 Thie tendency to di1regard the Negro in most of the current reporting on relief 
may often be due, of course, to a desire not to publicize racial diacrimination. Some 
aoc:ial workers hBYe given Sterner another explanation which, in many cases, may be 
1lm01t equally feasible: when there are relatively more Negroes on the relief rolls than 
in the general population, such statistics could bring about pressure from white tax
payers wanting to limit relief appropriations to Negroes. Quite unrealistic, on the 
other hand, is the following rather usual explanation: "Since we don't diacriminate 
against Negroes, we have no reason to count them separately in the statistics." 

"Alva Myrdal, Nation and Family (1941), p. 134. 
811 In 1937 over 32,OOO,ooo workers were covered by old age insurance. Of those 

over 2,240,000, or 6.9 per cent, were Negroes. Together with other nonwhites they 
constituted still not more than 7 .8 per cent of the total coverage. According to the 
1940 Census, on the· other hand, 10. 7 per cent of the total labor force ( including unem
ployed persons and relief workers) was nonwhite,b 

Those covered by insurance in 1937 constituted over 70 per cent of all workers 
actually employed in 1940. Three-fourths of the white workers but only one-half of 
nonwhite workers were covered. There was a great difference, however, between the 
South and the rest of the country. In the North the overwhelming majority not only 
of the white but also of the nonwhite workers were within the old age system. In the 
South, on the other hand, about three-fifths of the Negro workers and almost half the 
white workers were in unco\·ercd occupations. The old age pension system was particu
larly inefficient in regard to female nonwhite workers, North as well as South; only 
about one-fourth of them were covcred.c 

The real race differential is even greater, however, than these 1igures suggest. Even 
in covered occupations, low-wage workers are often denied any benefits from the 
aystem. Since Negro covered workers had only 3 per cent of the total taxable wage 
income,d it ia obvious that such additional restrictions must. hit them worse than the 
white,. In general, in order to qualify for old age benefits, a worker "must have had at 
least 1 quarter of coverage for each z calendar quarters elapsing during his working 
lifetime."• Quarters during which he has had a wage income of leaa than $50 are 
not counted as having been "covered." Not less than 4z per cent of the covered Negro 

'"Sterner and Auociatea, op, cit., p. :u7: 
• Social Security Board, Old Ag, ""' SU"1wors Insurance Statistics, Emflo'J'ffl61" fltlll 

W.rgn of Cowr,tl Workers, 1938 (1940), pp. 16-18. Sixuenth Census of the United States: 
1940, Potulation, Preliminary Release, Serie, P-4, No. 4. 

• 1t1Mn, and Si#umtl, CfflSUS of tlu Unit,tl St,ates: 1940, Population, Preliminary Release, 
Scriea P-4a, Nos. 14 to 16. It is obvious that theae percentages cannot be exact. Not only i1 
there a time differential; there is alao the fact that covered workers include unemployed as 
well III employed persons. The comparison gives some idea, however, about the relative 
etliciency of the system for various groups. ,. I-. 

•w.,ne F. Caskey, "Workers with Annual Taxable Wages of leu than $:loo in 1937-39," 
8ot:i11l'Security Blllletin (October, i941), pp. 17-a4. 
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worken, as againat u per cent of the white workers in 19351 had wage incomes of leu 
than $200 per year; more than half the female Negro workers had wages below the 
limit.• Thia means, of coune, that a substantial proportion even of the covered Negro 
worken are not going to get any old age benefits at all, if present regulations are to be 
maintained. 

The benefits range between $10 and $85, depending upon the number of dependente, 
the years of coverage and the average previous wage income. The last two stipulations 
mean that Negro average benefits must be lower than are those for whites. (A large 
number of covered workers moves between col'crcd and unco,·cred occupations. Since 
the field of uncovered occupations is larger for Negroes than it is for whites, they are 
more likely to have spent considerable time outside the system of old age insurance.) 
Even persons with fairly )ow previous wage incomes, however, recci,·e benefits whil-h, 
at least in the South, must appear high compared to average relief benefits under many 
other social welfare programs. For instance, a worker who has had an average monthly 
wage of $50 and a coverage of fa·c years will receive for himself and his wife, when 
both have reached the age of 65, a monthly benefit of $31.50.b There are additional 
benefits for children under 16 (sometimes 18) years of age. There arc benefits, as well, 
for surviving wives and children. 

Unemployment compensation has limitations in coverage similar to those of the 
Old Age and Survivors' Insurance. In the rural South, of course, Negroes have little 
help from the unemployment insurance. Although the system is fairly nniform, benefits 
may vary to some extent.c In the South, most clients receive between $5 and $10 per 
month; in most other states the majority of recipients get benefits in excess of $10.4 

66 Social Wo,-k Y ea,-hook, 1941, op. cit., p. 6 I I. 
87 Ibid., p. 609, and Virginius Dabney, Below Jhe Potomac (1942), p. 114. 
88 Social W o,·,6 Y earhoo.6, 194 1, op. cit., p. 6 12. 
89 Even in Virginia, where conditions are probably better than in many other 

Southern states, there remains much to be done. The state labor commissioner officially 
refers to the "inadequacy of the State safety laws" and refers, among other things, 
to the fact that, for factories and buildings for public use, there arc no lcg:tl "standards 
and controls 01·cr the width, pitch and gcncr:il rep:iir of st:iirways or the condition of 
floors ... aisles, passageways, ladders, platforms, and scaffolding." (Department of 
Labor and Industry, State of Virginia, Fo,-ty-tl1ird Anm,al Report, Industrial Statiltics, 
Ca/m,Ja,- Year, 1939 [1941], p. 21.) 

70 S~teenth Census of the United St,1tes: 1910, Population, Preliminary Release, 
Series P-1 o, No. 6. 

7l Sterner and Associates, op. cit., pp. 272-274. 
'72 California paid $34 per month in 1939-1940; several Northern states, as well 

as the District of Columbia, paid between $20 and $30. In the South, on the other 
hand, there were eight states which paid less than $10. 

78 Sterner and Associates, op. cit., p. 280. 
H Ibid., pp. 282-283. The last percentage was between one-and-a-half and two 

• rum. 
"Social Wo,-k Yearbook, 1941, o-p. cil., p. 384. 
0 lbitl., p. 570. 
4 Social Security Board, "Operation of the Employment Security Board," Social SecurilJ 

Bulu,;n (October, 1941), p. 63, 



times higher in New York, New Jency, and Pennsylvania, although in these Northern 
.. tea Negroet conatitote only a small minority 0£ the total population. 

"f/,IJ., P• 281. 
"lhu., p. 184. 
'IT In April, 1940, for instance, there were in this country 8,000,000 unemployed 

penona, of whom 2.,900,000 were taken care of by the W.P.A., C.C.C., or N.Y.A. 
(those on the Student Work Program arc not included in either of the figures). (Sec 
Si#teentn Census of tke United St4tes: 1940, Po,ulation, Preliminary Release, Series 
P-4, No. 5.) 

78 Sterner and Associates, op. cit., pp. 2.39-2.41. 
TD This discrepancy waa particularly pronounced in Tennessee, where 23 per cent 

of all unemployed workers, those on emergency work included, in 1940 were Negroes, 
whereas the proportion of Negroes among relief workers was but 11 per cent. (Uem. 
and Skteentl, Census of Ike United States: 1940, Popul4tion, Second Series, Tennessee, 
State Table 16.) 

80 Sterner and Associates, op. cit., pp. 241-242. One of the reasons why Negroes are 
discriminated against to such an extent in rural areas of the South is, of course, that 
agricultural employers are against seeing Negroes get wages on relief work high enough 
to compete with those paid on the farms. For similar reasons, in part, there is a pro
nounced special discrimination against Negro women on W.P.A., as evidenceJ by the 
following figures for February, 1939: 

Negroes as a Percentage of 
All W.P.A. Workers in: 
J 3 Southem states and the District of 

Columbia 
All other states 

Mau 

a6.a 
10.2 

(//,iJ., p, 244,) Thus, the Southern states gave Negro women a share of the work 
relief employment which was no greater than that given to them by states in the North 
and West; and it was only about half as great as the proportion of Negroes among all 
unemployed women in the South in 1940. (Sixteen.ti, Census of the United States: 
1940, Population, Preliminary Release, Series P-4a, Nos. 1.,: to 16.) 

This phenomenon is due not only to the popular belief in the South that Negro 
women always can and should earn their living as domestics. E\·cn more significant, 
perhaps, are the Southern segrcgational practices and the rules about local sponsorship 
of W.P.A. projects. Negro men probably would be even worse off than they are under 
present conditions had it not been for the fact that most W.P.A. projects for men are 
outdoor projects. This means that, even according to Southern rules, both Negroes and 
whites can work on the same project, although in separate gangs. Projects for women, 
on the other hand, are indoor affairs. Seldom, if ever, is it possible in the South to have 
a sewing room for Negro women in the same building where there is such a room for 
white women. The consequence is that separate projects have to be organized for Negro 
women if they are to have any share in the jobs. Since there are few local agencies 
which would even think of sponsoring projects especially for Negroi:s, Negro women, 
in most places, have to be without them. (Sterner and Associates, op. cit., pp. 245-2.46.) 

It goes without saying that the aituation is similar in regard to projects for profes
.aional ,t.nd clerical workers. On the whole, there is a general complaint among Negroea 
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tD the efect that their chances of being 111igned to other than the lowest and least well
paid jobs on W.P.A. are much smaller than corresponds to the actual akil]a 0£ Negrn 
unemployed workers. Certain evidence preaented by Sterner, although not quite conclu
sive, makes it seem probable that such complaintt are justified, at least II far II the 
South ia concerned. (JhiJ., pp. 249 and 251.) 

81 The C.C.C. organized work projects at rural camps principally for boys aged 17 
'to 23 who were unemployed and eligible for relief or otherwise came from low income 
groups. The work consisted of soil conservation, development of forests and parks for 
recreational use, Hood control and so forth. The objective• of the National Youth 
Administration have been stated as follows: 

"(a) to provide funds for the part-time employment of needy school, college, and 
graduate students between sixteen and twenty-five year, of age so that they can continue 
their education; (b} to provide funds for the part-time employment on work projects 
of young persons, chiefly from families certified as in need of relief, between eighteen 
and twenty-five years of age, the projects being designed not only to provide valuable 
work experience but to benefit youth generally and the communities in which they live; 
(c) to encourage the establishment of job training and counseling service ..• ; and 
(d) to encourage the development and extension of constructive leisure-times activities." 
M. M. Chambers, "Youth Programs" in Social Work Yearbook, 1941, op. di., p. 614. 

82 Sterner and Associates, op. cit., p. 258. 
88 Ibid., pp. 263~265. 
Bf. I hid., P· 287, 
811 J/Jid., P· 291. 

Chapter 16. Income, Comumption an,/ Housing 

1 A great number of studies on income of farm families have been made, but there 
are probably none that give an exact picture of the income distribution of all Southern 
farm families. Owing to the importance of income "in kind" in agricultural areas, it 
is always difficult to get reliable statistics on farm income. Besides, many simples arc 
biased in either a high or a low direction. By surveying different studies having different 
characteristics, however, it is possible to arrive at fairly safe general conclusions. Such 
a survey has been made by Sterner and Associates, Tiu Negro's Share, prepared for this 
study (1943), pp. 62-70. In this context, we may content ourselves by citing the main 
results of the two most important studies. 

The plantation study made by T. J. Woofter, Jr., in 1934, -indicates the average 
annual income for families of Negro tenants and wage laborers on plantations was but 
$278, whereas the corresponding figure for whites was $452. Negro wage laborers 
earned a, little as $175 per year. Even the Negro cash renters and share tenanu were 
not far above the $300 mark, being worse off than white sharecroppers, who earned 

$417.• 

• Unpublished figures made available by Woofter, cited in Sterner and Associates, o,p. cit,, 
pp. 67-61. 
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These figuree, however, are probably slightly too low. While the v~ of ~e-me 
production wu included, certain other items, such as housing, fuel, r«, ,.,. wages 
earned olf the plantation, were not. The sample of farm families of ,the Consumer 
Purchases Study for 1935-1936 (sec table in this footnote) indicates higher incomes 
for Negroes and whites alike, but these data arc biased upward.• The reason is that 
large groups among the poorest families, such as unemployed worken, wage laborers, 
broken families, and farmen who had moved within the year, were completely excluded 
from the sample. Almost half the families approached during the survey turned out 
to be ineligible for the sample because they were of these types.b Since the groups studied 
mast have had much higher average incomes than the excluded groups, the fact that 
they included such extremely high proportions of destitute families is remarkable. 
Since wage laborers were excluded, it was, of course, the Negro sharecroppers who were 
loweat on the scale, A significant number of them had less than $250. White share-

MBDJAIII' INCOMES" FOil Naoa.o AND WHITE FARM FAMILIES IN THaEE SouTHEASTEll.111' SAMPLE 

Al.BAS: 1935-1936 

Owners and Teniints 
State Except Croppers Croppers 

Negro White Negro White 

South Carolina J599 J1,o.15 k24 J541 
Georgia 491 708 409 544 
Mississippi 576 1,091 416 574 

St111ru: U, S. Department of .Agriculture, Bureau of Home Economics, Ca,1111"'" Piwcha••• Slutl'1, 
F- Senu, Fomil'1 In~.,,,.. ontl &,p,..,lilur,a, Saulluasl R11ian, Miscellaneous Publication No. 462, Part 
1, Fomil:, Income {1941),_pp._5 and 77-80, 

• Theae u well u all f0Uowin1 median income figures are calculated under the assump_tion that relief 
familiaa, for which no C01DP!ete income data were eathei-ed, had i11comes below the median. This assumption 
is oertaizib, correct, ucept fur aome rare cases. 

• The RD!ple for the eastern pa.rt of Nonh Carolina (not used in the table) gave income 
figures which cannot, by any stretch of the imagination, be characterized a.s typical for the 
Southea,t. The median income varied between $797 for Negro sharecroppers and $1,587 for 
white operators (other tenants and owners). Negro operators and white croppers, as usual, 
had about the same position; they earned $1,046 and $1,023, respectively. Another sample 
for North Carolina which included only white operators in the western part of the state 
indicated an opposite extreme. The median. income was but $611, which is lower than that 
for any other group of white operators sampled in the Southeast. (U. S. Department of 
Agriculture, Bureau of Home Economics, Consumer Purchases Study, Farm Series, F111114y 
lnco1M and Expenditures, Southeast Region, Miscellaneous Publication No. 462., Part a, 
Family Income [1941 ], p, 5.) The figure cited for white operators in eastern North Carolina 
( $ 1 ,S 87) is higher than that for any of the states aampled in farm regions of the North
cut and of the Middle West1 the latter varied between '936 {Iowa) and $1,503 (Illinois), 
(Sec U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Home Economics, Consumer Purchase, 
Study, Farm Series, Ftlfflily Income 11ntl Eqnuli.,.es, Mitltlle Atlllnlic, Nortl, Central ,m,J 
N,w Englanil Regions, Misccllancou1 Publication No. 3831 Part 1, Family /,,come [1940], 
p. 19.) 

'U. S. Departmcnt of Agriculture, Miscellaneous Publication No. 46a, o/. cit., p. 185. 
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croppen were aomewhat better of£. They had about the same position as the combined 
group of Negro ownen, cash tenants and share tenants. Highest on the scale was the 
corresponding group of white operaton. 

2 Sterner and AS80Ciates, op. cit., p. 71. Data based on U.S. Department of Agricul
ture, Bureau of Home Economics, Consumer PurcllfJser Study, Urban anJ Vu/age 
Series, Famuy /,u;o,ne anJ EKpenJiture, Southeast Region, Miscellaneous Publication 
No. 375, Part 1, FMIIUJ Income (1941), p. 92. 

8 In this case the only low income group excluded from the sample was broken 
families. This is probably the main reason why Negro incomes in villages appear so 
low compared with the income data for farm families contained in the same study. 
In addition, it is probable that the great number of displaced Negro farm families in 
Southern villages helps to drag the income level down. White village families in these 
34 villages earned between three and four times as much as did Negro families. Their 
median income was $1,220. For nonrclief families alone, it was $1,410. These figures 
compare very well with those for the 8 groups of villages studied in other parts of the 
country, which-if relief families are included-showed a range in median incomes of 
from $737 (Illinois and Iowa) to $1,355 (California). In fact, only 3 of these 8 
non-Southern village groups had income levels higher than those for white families in 
oouthern villages. a 

• Sterner and Associates, op. cit., p. 71. 
D Idem. Data based on U.S. Public Health Service, National llealtk Suroey: r935-

1936, Preliminary Reports, Population Series, Bulletins A and C (1938). An addi
tional confirmation, based on data for 14 Southern cities but only 3 Northern cities is 
presented in Department of Commerce, Consumer Use of Selected Goods an,J Seroices, 
by Income Classes, Market Research Series, No. 5 (1935-1937). 

The mean income, on the other hand, seems to be significantly higher in Northern 
than in Southern cities, since the frequency of very high incomes is greater in the 
North. See, for instance, the estimates in National Resources Committee, Consumer 
Incomes in tke United States, 1935-1936 (1938), p. 28. 

8 Margaret Loomis Stecker, Intercity Differences in Costs of Li-oing in March, 1935, 

59 Cities (1937), p. xix. 
1 While the allowances for food may be sufficient, at least for a limited time, they 

are not as large as the minimum amount for what the Bureau of Home Ernnomics 
calls a "good" diet, determined by what families in actual practice had been found able 
to purchase. Only a few adequate dwelling units which can be rented for the amount 
intended for housing in this budget arc available in American citics.h 

8 Sterner and Associates, op. cit., pp. 84-88. 
9 For example, the median income for nonrelief Negro families in Atlanta, consisting 

of husband, wife and o, 1, 2, and 3 to 4 d1ildren under 16, was $710, $685, $675 
and $655, respectively. This was so in spite of the fact that the proportion of low 
income families receiving public assistance-who were not included in these figures-

• U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Home Economics, Consumer Purclu,11s 
Study, Urban and Village Series, Family Income anJ EK'pmtliture, Southeast Regior1, Mis
cellaneous Publication No. 3751 Part 1, Family Income (1941), p. 14. 

b Sterner and Associates, op, cil., pp. B6 and 316. 
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1'11 pmitively correlated with the nmnber of children in the family, which moau that 
the sample of larger families had fewer poor c:ua. (/1,;J,, p. la.) 

10 Alva Myrdal, Nation 1111d Ft1mity (1941), pp. 61-76. 
11 Large families do not benefit from subsidized housing in proportion to their 

greater mft'erings from bad housing conditions. (Sec Chapter 1 S, Section 6.) The 
whole program is designated primarily for low income families; family size, at beat, 
is given secondary consideration only. The new aocial welfare system includes a special 
program for broken families (Aid to Dependent Children); but there arc no corres
ponding 9Pccial provisions for large families. While urban relief authorities generally 
give assistance to a greater proportion of the large than of the small families, it has 
sometimes happened that welfare agencies in the farm areas of the South have failed to 
consider the special plight of the large families, particularly in the case of Negroes. 
(See data from the Consumer Purchases Study cited in Sterner and A810Ciates, op. eit., 
p. 81.) 

111 In 1930, 59 per CC!nt of all Negro children under 21 years of age in private 
families belonged to housel1olds which had at least four children, whereas the corres
ponding proportion for native white families was 44 per cent. (See Sterner and 
Associates, op. cit., p. 49.) The figures would be still higher if one added families 
having four or more children, of which some were over 21 or had already left home. 

18 The Consumer Purchases Study shows that, for instance, in Atlanta, white 
husbands, 50 to 59 years of age, in "normal" nonrclief families, earned over one-half 
more than did husbands 20 to 29 years of age. The corresponding difference for Negro 
families was only about one-third. The absolute amount of difference was over $700 
for white families and $190 for Negro families. (lbiJ., p. 83. U.S. Department of 
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Study of Consumer Purchases, Urban Series, Family 
/r,come m the Southeastern Region 1935-36, Bulletin No. 647, Vol. 1, Family Income 
[ 1939], Tabular Summary, Section B, Tables 8 and 18.) 

1' In Atlanta, Mobile, and Columbia, for instance, there were about twice as many 
supplementary earners in "normal" nonrelief Negro households as there were in 
corresponding white families. But each one of them did not earn more than one-fourth 
or one-third as much as did the supplementary earners in white families, and their 
total earnings per family, therefore, were only one-half or two-thirds of those of the 
fewer white supplementary earners. Even so, their contributions made up a larger 
percentage of the total family income than was the case in white families, (Sterner and 
Associates, op. eit., pp. S7 and 77-79.) 

111 In the urban North, where 40 to 50 per cent of the Negro families were on relief 
at that time, and in addition, a great number were broken families, the study repre
sented less than half the Negro population. Groups covered by the study were, on the 
average, better off than those excluded. The exclusions were somewhat less important 
in the urban South; still they were considerable. In the rural farm South, the excluaion of 
relief families meant comparatively little; but in view of the exclusion of wage laborers, 
and of farmers and tenants who had stayed less than one year on the farm, and of 
broken families, this rural sample was, at least, just as much too "high" as was that for 
the urban North. 

18 Sternl!r and Associates, op. cit., p. 93. Basic data available in U.S. Department of 
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Labor, Bureau of Labor Stati1tic1, Stutly of C0111111Mf' Purd11ses, u,.1,.,. SIIN4s, Family 
E~ilflr• m C!He•go, 1935•J6, Bulletin No, 642, Vol. 2, Fomily E1rpe11dilur,: 
(1939); F11mily 1"81Jmi1 tmtl. E11pe,uiture m Nn1J Yori Cit,y, 1935-36, Bulletin No. 
643, Vol. 2, F-;Jy E1tpetdilur• (1939); Fomily E1tpmtiituf'e in Nine Cities of tin 
E1111 c-,,.,,1 R•giot,, Bulletin No. 644, Vol. :a, Ft1mily E1tptmtiitur11 (1941); Fmn,ly 
£11,µ,,Jilwe in TMt111 Sowludllern Cities, 1935-36, Bulletin No. 647, Vol. 2, Family 
E~il,we (1940); and U,-1,,m Teckmcill Sirles, Family E1tpenditu,-e in Selectetl 
Cities, 1935-36, Bulletin No. 648, Vol. 8, Changes m Assets and Liahilities (1941), 
Tabular Summary, Tables :a and 3; U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Home 
Economica, Consumer Purcluues Study, U,-han anJ Villag11 Serie1, F(Jtni/y lncorn11 anJ 
E:rpe,uiture, Firle Regions, Miscellaneous Publication No. 396, Part 2, Family E:rpenJi
ture (1940), pp. 182-189; Farm Serie1, Family Income and Expenditure, Fir•e 
Regions, Misccllanc1>us Publication No. 465, Part z, Family Expentlitt1re (1941), 

P· 11 3· 
17 Sterner and Associates, op. cit., p. 93. 
18 /hid., pp. 31 and 94-165. 
19 /hid., pp. 163 and 165. 
20 The general data on value of housing are not quite reliable since they have to be 

estimated for families residing in their own homes or in houses owned by their em
ployers.· In the case of rent-paying families in Atlanta, Georgia; Mobile, Alabama; 
Columbia, South Carolina; Albany, Georgia; and Columbus, Ohio, however, it can be 
ascertained unequivocally that Negro tenants usually pay lower rents than do white 
families with the same income; but in New York it is the other way around. (U.S. 
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Study of Conm111-er Purckases, Urhan 
Technical Serie~, Family Expendittire.r in SelecteJ Cities, r935-36, Bulletin No. 648, 
Vol. 1, Housing [ 1941 ], pp. 20 and 26; and Bulletin No. 647, Vol. 1, op. cit., p. 104, 
and Family Income in Nine Cities of tke East Central Region, r.935-36, Bulletin No. 
644, Vol. 1, Family Income [1939), p. 88.) 

21 It should be remembered that it is particularly difficult to get complete reports on 
Negro food consumption, since Negro domestic servants, as well as hotel and restaurant 
workers, often eat the food of their employers. The fact that the expenditures for 
housing are sometimes lower, in relation to income, in Negro than they are in white 
families may be due to the greater insecurity in Negro income. The phenomenon is 
also characteristic of groups of lower social status generally. Wage earners often pay 
lower rents than do business, professional and clerical workers in the same income 
classes. (U.S. Department of Labor, Bulletin, No. 644, Vol. 1, op. cit., p. go.) 

22 Atlanta Negro families, in the average Negro income group $ 500-$999, had an 
average of $241 to spend for clothing, personal care, medical care, recreation, and all 
other items, after food, housing, household operation and f urnishinga had been paid 
for. Negro sharecroppers with an income of less than $ 500 spend, on the average, $73 
on the same "extra" items (clothing, medical care and so on). (Sterner and Associates, 
op. eil., pp. 96' and 97.) 

2a In the "average white" income class $1,500-$1,999, for instance, clothing 
expenditures in Negro and white families were $206 and $180, respectively. Yet auch 
a difference is of little practical significance, as the number of Negro families in this 
e<'Onomic group i1 exceedingly small. 
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:i, In Negro families with lea than $500 in income, $9 worth of clothing was 
bought for the h1111band, an equal amount was spent on the wife, and $6 was left over 
for children and other family members; when there were more than four persons in 
the family, husband and wife could each apend but $5 on themselves. In the income 
group $500-$999, the husband's share in the clothing budget was $24, the wife's 
share was $27 and that of children and other family members was $21. (Sterner and 
Auoc:iatca, op. t:il., p, 140.) The following description gives 10me idea about what 
such mms meant in concrete terms: 

"The figures for the husbands in low-income families were far below the annual 
clothing requirements suggested in the WPA budget for an emergency standard of 
living. [Margaret Loomis Stecker, Quantity Budgets for Basic Maintenance and Emer
gmcy St1mJards of Lirting, Research Bulletin, Series 1, No. 21 (1936), p. 15.) For 
example, while an annual replacement of one cotton work shirt and one other shirt 
with attached collar and purchase of a wool work shirt every other year is suggested, it 
appears that one-third of the Negro men at the lowest income level and almost one-fifth 
of the white and Negro meu at the next level bought no shirts at all during the year. 
Likewise, in contrast to the annual purchase of two pairs of work shoes and one pair of 
oxfords suggested in the emergency budget, work shoes were purchased barely every 
other year, on the average; two-thirds of the Negro men in families with incomes 
below $ 500 bought no street shoes, and approximately one-third of the wliite and 
Negro men at the next income level failed to purchase any during the year of the 
study." (Sterner and Associates, op. cit., pp. 140-141.) 

211 Interdepartmental Committee to Coordinate Health and Welfare Activities, 
ProG1eJings of tke National Health Conference, July, 1938, "Report of the Technical 
Committee on Medical Care" (1938), p. 57. Quoted in Sterner and Associates, op. cit., 

P· 153. 
26 Sterner and Associates, op. cit., Appendix Table 32. 
27 Negro sharecroppers with incomes under $500 spent, for the entire family, an 

annual average of $1 for reading matter, less than 50¢ for movies and other admissions, 
$ I for games and sports equipment, $ I for other recreation, and $ 12 for tobacco. 
Atlanta Negroes in the income group $ 500-999 spent for these same items $9, $ 5, $ 1, 

$7 and $ 1 7. The corresponding figures for white Atlanta families in the income 
bracket $1,500-$2,249 were $17, $22, $5, $22 and $44. (Ibid., pp. 154-159 and 
Appendix Table 36.) 

ll8 In cities, villages, and farm areas of the South, Negroes consumed larger quantities 
of fish and other seafoods, but smaller quantities of milk, eggs, potatoes, other vegetables, 
and fruits, than did white families of similar means. In order to cut down on their 
expenditures they bought less baked goods, but more flour and cereals than was usual 
in white households. Largely for the same reason, they consumed less processed foods 
than did white families of the same economic classes. These arc among the most usual 
differences, but there were others which appeared more or less consistently; some of 
them were mainlr "cultural."• 

• U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, StutlJ of Comu,n,r Purcl,as11, 
Urbtm Tu"'""l Sm11, Fnly B:rpmditur11 in Sel,ctetl Cities, Bulletin No. 648, Vol. :r., 
Footl ~940), Tabular Summary, Table 51 U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of 
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.n Exactly how great this difference is we cannot say, since the low income groups 

were greatly under-represented in the expenditure sample of the Consumer Purchases 
Study (which, of course, must affect the data for Negroes much more than it docs those 
for whites). Yet the records, despite this fact, show a considerable discrepancy in regard 
to several important items. Negro farmers and tenants consumed even less than did 
white sharecroppers of pork, poultry, eggs, fats, potatoes, vegetables, fruits, sugar, and 
particularly milk. Of fish and other seafoods they consumed somewhat larger qu:intities, 
of beef and grain products about the same amount :is white sharecroppers. Compared 
with owners and more independent tenants among the whites, their inferior position 
was even more pronounced. In Southern t'illager whites consumed four times as much 
milk, three times as many eggs and fruits, twice as many potatoes and other vegetables 
as did Negroes. Although Negroes, in ,•illages as in other community groups, were 
greater consumers of fish and seafood, the combined consumption of meats, pork and 
fish was one-and-a-half times as high in white as it was in Negro households. Even of 
fats and sugar, whites bought larger quantities than did Negroes.• Concerning the 
situation in Southern cities we may quote the analysis of Sterner and Epstein: 

"Whites reported the consumption of nearly six times as much whole fresh milk and 
twice as much canned milk as Negroes. On the average, white families used more than 
twice as many eggs, over three times as many tomatoes, five times as many oranges, and 
orer twice as many pounds of white potatoes as Negro families. Negroes used somewhat 
less butter and other table fau but more lard products. Beef was used in considerably 
larger quantities by whites than by Negroes •.•• While [Negroes used] more fresh 
pork and salt-side, they consumed less bacon, ham, and poultry than white families. 
On the other hand, Negroes used twice as much fresh fish as whites."b 

30 U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Study of Comumer Pur
~l,,ases, Urban Technical Series, Family Expenditures in Selected Cities, Bulletin No. 
648, Vol. 2, Food (1940), Tabular Summary, Table 4. 

31 Sterner and Associates, op. cit., Appendix Table 27. 
32 /biJ., pp. 99-100. 
33 Almost half the Negro families sampled in small cities, villages, and farm areas of 

the Southeast liad a food-value per week and per food-expenditure-unit of less than 
$1.38. The same was true of over one-fourth of the Negro families sampled in Atlanta, 
Columbia and Mobile. White families, on the other hand, usually had relatively few 
representatives in this economic group (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of 
Home Economics, Consumer Purchases Study, Urban and Village Series, Family Food 
Consumption and Dietary LeCJels, Fioe Regions, Miscellaneous Publication No. 452 
[1941], p. 188; and Farm Series, Family Food Co,uumption and Diett.ll'y LUJels, Fir>e 
Regions, Miscellaneous Publication No. 405 [ 1941 ), p. 328.) 

Home Economics, Consumer Purchases Study, Urban and Village Series, Family Food Con
sumption and Dietary Lweis, Five Regions, Miscellaneous Publication No. 452 ( 1941), 

Tables 30 to 34; and FIIN1l Smes, Family Food Consumption and DieJary ~els, Fiv, 
Regions, Miscellaneous Publication No. 405 (1941), Tables 48 to 52. 

• U. S. Department of Agriculture, Miscellaneous Publication No. 405, op, cit., Table, 
48-521 and No. 452, op. cit., Tables 30-34. 

b Sterner and Associates, o,P. cit., p. 112, 
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" Paaca-r.&oa or Nsoao AlfD WJIITII F.AMJu•• .. TB& 8ovTRIIAl1' W1'1'11 Dasr1 FuU1111mro 
Ls11 Tu• OPTSMux REQu1aa111T1 or SPBCinBO NuTUPTa: 19.36-19371 

Familia by Weekly No.01 
Food Value per Food- Families Alcor-

cxpenditure-wut in Enel'IJY Pro- Phoa- Cal- Vita- Thia- bic Ribo-
Sample V slue tcin phOl'UI c:ium Iron min min Acid Sa-rin 

No. Pc:t. Pc:t. Pc:t. Pc:t. Pc:t. Pc:t. Pc:t. Pc:t. Pc:t. 

$0.69 - Ir -.11 
Villap familica, Nc:aro 84 48 70 66 93 58 67 68 96 94 
Farm families, Negro" JO, so 57 24 6o 22 52 47 96 79 

$t.,J8 - $2.07 
City families, Negro• 54 16 41 45 33 21 24 44 67 91 
Village families, Negro 53 17 26 25 JS 24 63 4J 73 19 
Village families, White 69 22 49 30 73 39 68 61 69 74 
Farm Families, Negro" 89 7 14 9 34 9 23 30 81 48 
Farm families, Whited 133 16 4 2 23 4 44 17 79 38 

Sow"6: U. S. Department of Aariculture, Bureau of Home Economica. Co,u,,,,,,,. PurdltuM Stady Form 
5,,.,,, Family Food Couumplion antf DHlary Lntls, FJPI R11J01111, Miacallanoous Publication No. 405 (19:41), 
PP:- 52-61 and roi·I and Urba,s and Villa,, s,,.,,. Famil:, Food c.,.,.,,.,ffots anti Dklor:, Lnal1, Pw, R1pon1, 
Miacellllneoua Pub ication No, 45:1 (1941),_pp. 2!)?-U!I• 

• The following requiremenw wen used for thia tabulation: energy value 3,000 calories, ~n 67 .c!'Ul.8, 
phoeph0n1, 1.3a grama, calcium o.68 gram, iron 12 milli~a. v:itanun A 6,000 International Unit9J thiamin 
1.5ms111Rratna, aaoorbio acid 75 milligram,, and ribofiav,n 1.S milliilrama. ThMe requirement. nier to the 
daily needs of a moderately active full•gn>wn :man. Needs of women and younpr ~ may bo different 
from t~ften lower but 9<>ffletimea higher. Thia complication ia taken ci.re of by computing the oon• 
"'1mption per n1:1trition unit, whereby the needs of a full-grown man are used as a unit. The number of food 
mcpenditure units are computed in a similar _,. (U.S. Department of Agriculture, M-1laneoua Publicaticm 
No. <452, op. di., Pl>• 251-253). 

Groupa having Jess thau 50 repreaentatlvea In the umple are excluded from the table. 
b Ownara, tenants and croppers. 
• Atlanta, Georgia; Moln1e, Alabam&; Columbia, South Carolina. 
• own.,. 111:1d tenant., ftcept croppera. 

811 To be sure, these observations are based on rather small samples. For this reason, 
we cannot draw many detailed conclusions. It is extremely unlikely, however, that the 
data would give us an exaggerated general impre6Sion regarding the frequency of dietary 
deficiencies in the Negro population. Rather, it is not unlikely, that they minimize the 
occurrence of such deficiencies. For we must keep in mind that large groups at the very 
bottom of the income ladder, such as relief families, broken families, agricultural wage 
laborers, farmers and tenants who have moved within the year, are completely excluded 
from the sample. 

88 To be sure, statistical correlation does not prove anything about causation. Sick 
people may live in alums because their sickness has kept them so poor that they cannot 
afford adequate housing. Prostitutes may not get housing accommodation in decent 
neighborhoods, and so are forced to live in slums, Poor slum families may get tuber
culosis because their diet is bad. Nevertheless, any common sense evaluation will tell 
us that the causation, in part, goes from poor housing to bad moral, mental and physical 
health. 

IT The material in more than one-half of the Southern farm houses in 1934 wae 
unpainted wood. This w~s true about less than one-tenth of the farm houses in 
Northern etates cast of the Mississippi River. About one-third of the Souther~ farm 
house, had foundations in poor condition. The corresponding proportions for other 
are. varied between 7 and 28 per cent, There were about the same differences in 
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regard tc, the condition of other paru of the house, auch as exterior wall,, roof,, floo1 
and eo on. In regard to almost every equipment item, for which data are available 
conditions were worse in the South than they were in other regions. Thia was true eve: 
in regard to such conveniences and necessities ae are particularly needed in the Souther: 
climate. Only a minority of the farm families in the country have bathrooms in thei 
homes, hut in the South bathrooms were scarcer than they were anywhere else. Fror 
one-third to one-half of the Southern farm hou9es were without screens in 193~ 
whereas the corresponding proportions for other regions varied between 4- and 14 pc 
cent. One-fourth of the farm houses in the country were equipped with ice boxes o 
other refrigeration; in New England two-thirds of the farm houses had refrigeratio: 
of aome kind. But in the South the proportion was below the national average. (Sterne 
and AISOCiates, op. eil., p. 168.) 

88 /hid., PP· I 72-1 73· 
89 The average number of occupants per farm house ranged in the South from 4.6 i 

the West South Central division to 5.2 in the South Atlantic division. In Norther 
states east of the Mississippi it was about 4.4. The number of rooms per house range 
in the South from 4.2 in the West South Central area to 5.2 in the South Atlantic are, 
whereas the average for the four Northeastern divisions ranged from 6.o to 8.9. (l/Ji,J 
p. 177.) 

40 The Consumer Purchases Study, based on a sample which omits the poore1 
families, gives proportions of crowded large !amities, in farm areas of the South, i 

shown in the following table: 

LARGE FAMILIES L1v1No JN HoMES WITH MoRE THAN 1.5 PERSONS PEil RooM As A Ps11.c1JIITAO 
or ALL I.AR.OB F'.u11 FAMILIES, av CoLOR. AND TsNUR.E: IN 1935-1936 

Owners and Tenants 
Croppers Area Except Croppers 

Negro White Negro Whit 

North Carolina and South Carolina 59.4 27.1 63.6 46.~ 
Georgia and Mississippi 68.3 35.0 6o.4 45.7 

Sovct: Richard Sterner and Anocikte9, Th, Ne,r,o's Share (r943). p. 180. O:.ta hued on U.S. Depar1 
ment of Agriculture, Bureau of Home Economic:11, Con,um,r Purd>a11s Slud?1 Urban, Villa1e, ,.,,,1 PGrffl Serie. 
FofflNJI Hounnr and Facililies. Fioe Re1ion1, Miacellaneoua Publication No. 3911 (11140), Table 36. Cos 
c:emlna the definition of lar,iO fkmily, IICO footnote (a) of 1'able J in this chapter. 

41 Sterner and Associates, op. cit., pp. 181 and 179. 
42 One-third of the dwelling units in the urban Southeast (including the Sout: 

Atlantic states, the East South Central states and Louisiana) and one-fourth of thos 
in the Southwest were without any prii-ate indoor flush toilets in 1934-1936, where~ 
the corresponding proportion for the country as a whole was I 5 per cent. There wcr 
1imilar differences in regard to other equipment items, Almost one-fourth of th 
dwelling units in the Southeast and close to one-fifth of those in the Southwest wer 
characterized as either in need of major repairs or unfit for use. The national figure-
excluding New York City-was 16 per cent. The median dwelling unit was one o 
four rooms in the South; in other regions it was one of five rooms. The proportion o 
"doubled-up" families and of crowded households was higher in the South than any 
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where else. (Sterner and Auociatcs, op. cit., p. 186. Data based on Peyton Stapp, Urban 
Housing; A Summary of Real Property J,,uentorier ConJuetetJ III Worl Projectr, 
.1934•361 Works Progress Administration [ 1938], passim.) 

ti Sterner and Auociates, op. cit., pp. 182-183. Data based on U.S. Public Health 
Service, Tke Nlllional Health Surfley, .1935-36, Sicknea and Medical Care Series, 
Bulletin No. 5 (1939), p1111im. 

44 The proportion of families having living quarters equipped with running hot and 
cold water, inside flush toilet, and electric lights, for Atlanta Negro families in the 
income group $1,000-$1,249 was only 23 per cent. For white families in the same 
income class it was s 8 per cent. The corresponding figure for white families having an 
income of $7 50-$999 was s I per, cent; not until one comes to the lowest income group 
listed for the white population ($500-$749) does one find a figure (24 per cent) on 
about the same lcvd as that quoted for Negro families in the income group $1,000-
$1,249. By the same token, one has to go as high up on the Negro income scale as to 
the class $1,750-$1,999 in order to find a percentage (57 per cent) about as high as 
that for white families in the income group $1,000-$1,249. (U.S. Department of 
Labor, Bulletin No. 648, Vol. 1, op. cit., p. 75.) 

' 11 Sterner and Associates, op. cit., Table 79. 
•• In Augusta, Georgia, 8 per cent of the Negro and 3 per cent of the white house

holds were living in dwelling units where there were more than two persons per room. 
These crowded households included 15 and 6 per cent, respectively, of the population. 
In all probability they included an even larger proportion of all minor children. (/bu., 
P· 194.) 

The statement that children are more crowded than are adults is based on the fact 
that they, to a greater extent, belong to large families. It is corroborated by Swedish 
experiences. (Myrdal, op. cit., p. 246.) The Real Property Inventories, however, do 
not contain any data on the number of children in crowded households. The important 
point about children as the main sufferers of poor housing conditions seems to have 
been overlooked in American housing statistics. 

' 7 U.S. Department of Labor, Bulletin No. 648, Vol. 1, op. cit., p. 26; U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture, Bureau of Home Economics, Consumer 

0

Purcha1e1 Study, Urban 
antl Village Serie1, Family ENpen,liturer for Hou1ing and Housekold Operation, Fir,e 
Regiom, Miscellaneous Publication No. 432 (1941), p. 86. 

'8 Sterner and Associates, op. eit., p. 99. 
,. //J1il., p. 197. 

Chapter 17. Tke Mecnanics of Economic Discrimina#ion tn a Practical Problem 

1 The following experiences of the author may serve as illustrations: 
A Negro lad in Minneapolis, Minnesota, had successfully prepared himself in the 

excellent vocational school of this Midwestern city to become an electrician. As he had 
been told before he started to take these courses, he encountered difficulties in getting 
apprenticeship training and employment, in spite of the best personal recommendations 
and in spite of assistance from the local Urban League. Most of the contractors declared 
that they themselvea had nothing against engaging him. They were not prejudiced, they 
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explained, but they had to abstain on account of occasional customen who were 
prejudiced. 

I made some inquiries and found that most housewives I questioned did not mind. 
A few stated that they felt that they rather wanted to have white workers around in the 
house when something was to be repaired. They did not realize how their slight and 
unmotivated bias had the cumulated effect of closing employment opportunities to great 
numben of Negro youths. They were actually shocked when informed of what they 
were doing. One roung lady announced that she was immediately going to take up the 
matter in the church club. 

The incident from Minneapolis could be duplicated in any similar Northern city. 
In Minneapolis at the time of my visit (Christmas, 1939) the majority of Negro 
worken was unemployed. The total Negro population was estimated to be only four 
or five thousand in a total population of half a million. The local Urban League worked 
hard to find employment outlets but with scant success. The white people I met were 
all well informed about the criminality and viciousness in the Negro slum quarters but, 
on the whole, totally ignorant about Negro unemployment. They had gh·en practically 
no thought to the possible causal relations between economic distress and morals. 

The following example, drawn from a different line of work, also illustrates the 
ignorance of white people. A Negro clerk told Sterner that he had been unable to con
vince a white friend about the fact that a Negro (before the recent change in policy) 
was unable to enlist for ordinary combat service in the Navy. He had to take his white 
friend to a naval recruiting office and try to enlist in order to make the friend believe. 
that his statement was correct. 

2 Cited by Earl Brown, "American Negroes and the War," Harper's Magazi111> 
(April, 1942) p. 551. 

8 The technique of introducing Negro labor has often been discussed during this 
war emergency. See, for instance, "The Negro's War," Fortune (June, 1942), p. 157; 
and "Found: A Million Manpower," Modern Industry (May 14, 1942), p. 31. 

4 Comparatively little good research work seems to have been made on employers' and 
workers' opinions regarding Negro labor. Some of the most noteworthy studies of 
employers' attitudes have been summarized by Charles S. Johnson (The Negro in 
Am,rictm Civilization [1930], pp. 68-86). Usually it was found that the bulk of the 
employers considered Negroes to be about as good workers as whites. There was a signif
icant proportion of them, however, who believed Negroes to be inferior to whites, but 
also a large number who held that they were superior to their white competitors. Indeed, 
according to some of the most significant studies, the number of those believing 
Negroes to be better than were whites was actually larger than the number of those 
who held the opposite view. These judgments referred to general efficiency at the 
place of work. In regard to regularity, punctuality, and so forth, the results were some
what less encouraging; the opinion that Negroes in this respect were less dependable 
than were whites, according to certain studies, was more frequently voiced by employer, 
than wu the opposite contention that whites were less dependable. 

A recent inquiry made by the National Industrial Conference Board (William 
Barnes O'Connor, "The Use of Colored Persons in Skilled Occupations," The Con
f•me• BoarJ Manage,runt R11&orti [December, 1941], pp. 156-158. Quoted by per
miuion of the National Industrial Conference Board) gives, in part, aimilar reaulta. 
The overwhelming majority, among over 100 employers and company officiala quee-
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tined, thought that Ne8fOII were abo&it II good • whitea on comparable d:illed and 
temi-dilled work; bat there was a large minority who thoaght they were poorer than 
whitea, and only a few who believed thC'm to be superior to their white: compctiton. 
The judsmenta were particularly favorable to the Negro in regard to actual performance 
in productiODJ 85 employen tho11ght they were equal to whitet, I::& that they were 
poorer, and 5 that they were better than whites. A minority of over 30 employen 
thought that Negroes were poorer than white1 in regard to ability, skill and regnlarity in 
attendance. Least favorable were the judgments on general intelligence; 49 informants 
believed Negroes to be inferior to whites, and about the same number believed them 
to be equal to whites. It is interesting to find, however, that many employers char
acterized the problem u "distinctly individ11al rather than gro11p." 

Such studies, of coune, indicate merely employers' opinione--not the actual per
formance record of the Negro worker, and still less his potentialities. It can be taken for 
granted that many informants voice preconcdved ideas rather than findings baaed on 
actual measurements of the workers' performance; for some of the "experiences" quoted 
(Johnson, op. ~it., p. 78, and O'Connor, op. ~it., p. J 58) are just familiar stereotypea 
about Negroes being particularly good at hot, greasy, dirty or other disagreeable work. 
It is a well-known fact that most managers and foremen are likely to make mistakes 
about their workers' actual ability unless they use aome kind of numerical measurement 
aa a basis for their judgment. Such measurements are often made, of course, but it is 
questionable how often they are used for the purpose of finding out how the range 
of Negro performance records compares with that for white workers. The fact that 
Negroes are often segregated in special occupations incre:1ses the difficulty of making 
eound comparisons of this type. 

It seems that additional research work, where these complications were given due 
consideration, would be extremely valuable. It would be of great interest, for instance, 
to find out how the opinions of those employers who have organized systematic tests 
of the abilities of Negro and white workers may differ from those of other employers. 
The results could be highly significant, even though they, of course, would not measure 
the real potentialities of the Negro worker. 

It would be profitable, as well, to make some intensive studies of the attitudes of 
white workers. The opinion poll technique should make such inquiries fairly easy to 
organize. The emphasis should be put on how the attitudca may differ among various 
group, of white workers. ClaBBifications according to region, sex, employment condition 
(whether unemployed or not), occupational status (unskilled, skilled, clerical worker, 
and so on), union and nonunion, craft or industrial union, and so forth would often 
give strategically significant results. It might be corroborated, for instance, that white 
women are more biased than are white men, as has already been suggested by certain 
experiences and findings (O'Connor, op. &it., p. 157). It could be ascertained to what 
extent the rank-and-file membership in the new industrial unions agrees with its leaden 
on the policy of ueating Negro workers as equals. Still more important would be to find 
out about the difference in attitude among worken with various kinds of experiencea of 
collaboration with Negroes (those in all-white plants; those in eatabliahments where 
Negroes.are eegreaated; those who compete with Negroes on equal terms). It would be 
neccaiut., of eoane, to ask not only whether the informant m g-en,l is prepared to 
lei ·~ compete with white worken on equal terms; but alao whether he would 
,_~.:dch competition in nu Dflm occupation MU ;,. nis oron wor/,tf11&e. 
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1 Johnaon, op ril., pp, 78-79. 
• See O'Connor, op. ril., pp. l 56-1 ;B. 
T Actually, there have been only few e:umplea--and those mainly during the period 

191 S to 1930--when employers have made serious attempts to make white workers 
accept Negroes as fellow worken. The instances when white-dominated labor unions 
havj! attempted to educate the employers to hire Negro workers have been even Jess 
lignifi.cant. 

Chapter 18. Pre-War Labor Market Controls and Their Comeljuence.s for the Negro 

1 Most data on legal provisions in this section are based on Richard A. Lester, 
Economics of Lohor (1940). (Mimeographed; now printed.) 

2 Virginius Dabney, Below the Potomac (1942), p. 114. 
8 11,iJ., p. 87. 
• In 1930, a few years before the introduction of these minimum wage regulations, 

the average hourly wage for Negro male workers in Virginia manufacturing industries 
was 28 cents, as against 39 cents for white workers. The corresponding figures for Negro 
and white manufacturing workers in the female group were 16 and 21 cents, respectively. 
None of the specific industry groups which had more thm a handful of Negro women 
paid as much as 25 cents an hour to Negro females. (Department of Labor and Industry, 
State of Virginia, Forty-Third Annual Report, Calendar Year 1939, Industrial Statistics 
[1941]; Thirty-fourth Annual Report, Calendar Year 1931, Industrial Statistics, 
[ 1932 ], pp. 24-26). Yet Negroes certainly had higher earnings in Virginia than in most 
other Southern states. This confirms the impression that Negroes, albeit the law's cm·er
age is particularly limited as far as they are concerned, ought to be much more affected 
by it than the whites. 

We quoted these Virginia figures because they seem to be the only data with break
down by race covering a whole state. (By and large, there is a greater pat1city of informa
tion by race in the Deep South than in the Upper South in official state reports on labor 
conditions, public welfare and so on. Actually, the more federal or private investiga
tions indicate the occurrence of discrimination against the Negroes, and the greater the 
proportion of Negroes in the population, the more are the Negroes forgotten in official 
state reports. There are exceptions to this rule, but the general trend is unmistakable.) 
A complete series of such wage data, by race, would be extremely valu:1ble for the 
purpose of checking up on the enforcement of the Wages and Hours Law. Unfortunatcl}•, 
the breakdown by race in the Virginia wage statistics has been discontinued during 
recent years. Certain over-all wage data suggest, however, that by 1939 the total averages 
for both races combined in virtually all specific industries were at least up to, or in 
the neighborhood of, the 30-cent limit. This seems to be true even about certain indus
tries where Negro women predominate and where the wage level previously had been 
extremely low (such as where there prevailed an average rate of only J 2 cents per hour 
for Negro female workers in 1930). 

One of these industries was peanut shelling and cleaning. Despite the substantial 
increase in wages, there was no tendency to displace the Negro women in this line of 
work. The candv industry, on the other hand, which started from an equally low 
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wage-level, had but a small minority of white worken in 1930, but in 1939 about half 
the workers were white, moat of them women. 

The total number of Negro workers in all manufacturing industries did not decrease 
but showed a rather substantial increaae, at least in the male group. Yet this has to be 
seen against the background of the tremendous expansion in Virginia manufacturing 
industries, which occurred between 1930 and· 1939. The rates of increase for all four 
color-sex groaps of wage earners and the proportions of workers who were colored were: 

f&RCBNTAGB INCREASE IN' NUMBER OP WAGE EARNERS IN VIRGINIA MANUPACTUllIN'G INDUI-

TRIES: r93~r939, AND PERCENTAGE OP NONWHITE WAGE EARNERS: r93~r939. 

Male 
Female 

Nonwl,it~ 

23% 
4 

Whit~ 

39% 
32 

28.3% 
34.5 

I9.J9 

26.0% 
28.6 

Sowu1: Ilepartnient of Labor and lnduatry, State of Virginia Forly..lhw4 A tttttuil R-,orl, Calendar 
Year 21>39, Industrial St.tiatiaa (IP-Jl); Tl,i,Jy-J,,,.,lh A11•Nlll R,~1. Calendat Year Jf>JO, Induauial Statinice 
(11131), pp. 14-~-

The facts that whites profited much more from the expansion than did Negroes, 
and that the proportion of Negro workers declined, particularly among women, was 
probably not all due to the improved working conditions and the increased competition 
brought about by the unemployment among whites. But, unless we are much mistaken, 
those circumstances must have been operating as important contributing factors. 

6 Such a program has been developed in Cincinnati. One of the main "selling points" 
was that employers should hire local labor rather than allow unemployed workers with 
legal residence in the community to become public charges. (Information from Dr. 
Lorin A. Thompson, who formerly was connected with this program.) 

8 The National Labor Union of the 186o's represented the first noteworthy endeavor 
to unite all organized labor on a national basis. The leadership showed a liberal attitude 
toward Negroes, but, in order not to alienate monopolistically inclined groups of white 
workers, it tolerated separate unions for Negroes and whites, probably even outright 
exclusion of Negroes. Negroes sometimes met in separate state and national conventions. 
The union's interest in organizing a political labor party interested Negroes even less 
than whites; this interest eventually contributed to the union's downfall after a few 
years. The Industrial Congress of 1873, on the other hand, foreshadowed the principle 
of "trade unionism pure and simple" of the American Federation of Labor, but it was 
soon destroyed by the big depression whid started the same year. Negroes were hardly 
at all represented in these efforts. 

The Knights of Labor originally started as a secret order in 1869, but did not grow 
into importance until the I 8 So's. It again manifested a liberal attitude toward Negroes, 
:and soon met enthusiastic response from them. It was the goal of the Knights to 
organize and develop a general working class solidarity of all workers. Those who did 
not belong to trade unions were organized in local assemblies. Several of these local 
assemblies were segregated, however, and the Knights had little power to combat the 
tendency of ordinary trade unions, composed mainly of skilled workers, to organize 
Nei~ into separate unions.• 

··'11e historical notes are baaed mainly on Sterling D. Spero and Abram L. Harrie, Th, 
.• liiii:a Werur (19.31), particularly pp. :13-4,7. 
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The craft unions, mainly compoeed of the labor aristocracy of skilled workers, 

became increasingly dissatisfied with the all-inclusive objectives of the Knights, Already 
in 1881, before the Knights had reached their peak, the craft unions had organized. 
special federation of their own, which in 1886 withdrew from the Knights and 
adopted the name "American Federation of Labor" (A.F. of L.). After this, the 
Knights of Labor disintegrated. The development toward craft unioniim naturally hit 
the Negroes more than the whites, not only on account of their race, but also because 
they were mainly unskilled workers. The A.F. of L. was not left completely unchal
lenged during the whole period before the institution of the C.1.0. There were some 
attempts to organize workers on the basis of a common, nonracial and nondisrriminatorv, 
working class solidarity. The mo~t noteworthy e:umple is the syndicalist group, lnte

0

r
national Workers of the World (l.W,W.), which was started in 1905 and lasted until 
the early 'twenti1:s. It meant something for Negroes in lumber and longshore work in 
certain areas of the South. With such exceptions, however, it was the American Federa
tion of Labor and the independent Railroad Brotherl1oods which go,·crncd organized 
labor during the long period from the early 189o's until the middle of the 19301s. 

The A.F. of L. was never an association of craft unions only. Some unions were 
organized on an industrial basis, at least in name, but in some cases also in fact. In the 
latter group we find those few unions--for instance, the United Mine Workers' Union 
and the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union-which during the entire 
period of their existence have recognizrd the necessity of including the Negro on the 
basis of equality, and also, in spite of certain unavoidable racial frictions and with some 
limitations, have succeeded in giving the Negro a square deal. It must also be recognized 
that part of the failure of the Federation to organize a more substantial proportion of 
all wage earners was due to the energetic anti•union work of the employers. During the 
decade before the First World War there was a series of vicious intimidations. It was 
during this time that one of the presidents of the National Association of Manufac
turers expressed the belief that "the American Federation of Labor is engaged in an 
open warfare against Jesus Christ and His cause.'' 0 The 'twenties brought a new attack 
from the employers in the form of labor espionage, blacklisting, strike-breaking, 
violence. This was also the heyday of the company unions, which by 1928 had about 
1,500,000 members.b 

These circumstances, however, should not be allowed to overshadow the fact that the 
Federation, by and large, has been governed by the craft spirit, and that its main pur
pose has been to regulate the monopolistic competitive interests of the crafts. ltl 
principal business was not to fight for labor in general. It was to draw the jurisdictional 
borderlines among it< nrious member groups by means of the "charter." This explains 
why mass production industries, like steel and automobiles, were practically unorganized 
until the C.1.O. was instituted in 1935. The policy of the Federation was that the mal8 
production workers were to be divided among the crafts. But this could be done only 
if they were first organized on an industrial basis, and then there was the danger that 
they would like to stay organized that way. This was exactly wh3t finally happened, 
and the Committee for Industrial Organization (C.l.O.)c grew out of the resistance 

• Richard A. Lester, op. cit., p. 3 1 o. 
b lbitl., p. 313. 
• In 1938, the name of the Committee for Industrial Organization was changed to Con

greu of Industrial Orranizations. 
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o! the newly organized indialltrial worken againlt tile attempts of the cnftl to take 
them arer.a 

"On this matter we may quote Paul H. Norgren: 
"From its very beginning, the Federation hu profeaed adherence to the principle of 

racial equality. Time and again it hu 're10lved,' and its leaden have reaffirmed that it 
knowa no color bar, and that 'the workers mu,t unite and organize' irrespective of race 
or creed. 

"For a few yean immediately after its formation, the leaden of the Federation 
apparently made an attempt to enforce this principle. Thus the Executive Council, in 
an early publication, etatea that 'a union that [ draws the color line] cannot be admitted 
into aftiliation with thia body.' (Quoted by Spero and Harris, op. cit., p. 88.) However, 
the dictatce of expediency and the desire for increased membership soon gained the 
upper hand, with the result that in J 89 5 the International Aa10ciation of Machiniete, a 
atrictly Negro-excluding body, was admitted as a full-fledged affiliate. 

" ••• there is no way of knowing whether the Federation will in the future attempt 
• • . to bring an end to racial discrimination by ita constituent unions. The present 
writer, for one, is extremely skeptical as to the possibilities. There was some hope in 
this direction in earlier years, when several large industrial unions, including the 
United Mine Workers, and the Amalgamated Clothing Workers, were still affiliated with 
the Federation. But after the expulsion of these unions in 1937, the craft union leaders 
came into virtually complete control of the Federation ...• 

"It ia, in fact, abundantly clear even to the casual student of the labor movement in 
this country, that one of the principal functions of the American Federation of Labor, 
as it e:rista today, is to provide a centralized source of pious propaganda through which 
the craft unions which control it can iasue frequent public reassurances of their firm 
adherence to the principles of democracy, equality, and unity among the laboring 
masses, while at the same time they continue with impunity to practice exclusionism and 
restriction of job opportunities in their own particular fields •. , • The 'control make-up' 
of the Federation is well adapted to this Jekyll-Hyde role. The Executive Council
which makes all the important decisions concerning policy-is made up principally of 
the heads of the craft union• which, in one way or another, practice racial discrimina
tion.'' (Paul H. Norgren and Associates, "Negro Labor and Its Problems," unpublished 
manu8CJ'ipt, prepared for this study [1940], pp. 303-308, pmsim.) 

Making a survey of the Negro-excluding unions within and without the Federation, 
;Norgrcn says: 

"No less than twenty American trade unions explicitly exclude Negroes from mem
bership, either by constitutional provision or in their rituals. Only eleven of theae, 
however, are of any appreciable importance from the standpoint of barring Negroea 
from job, .••. The eleven larger unions include the Boilermakers, the Machinists, the 
Commercial Telegraphers, the Railroad Telegraphers, the Railway Mail Clerks, the 
Railway Clerks and Freight Handlers, the Switchmen, the Firemen and Enginemen, 
the Trainmen, the Conductors, and the Locomotive Engineers. • • . In addition, five 
uniont--the Electricians, the Plumbers and Steamfitters, the Bridge and Structural 
Iron Worken, the Granite Cutters, and the Flint Glass Worker~xclude Negroes 
by tacit agreement." (/oid., pp. 300-301.) 

• Sea, for ialtance, J. Raymond Walsh, C.1.0. /rlli,utru,l Unionism in Acuo. (1937), 
pp, al'~47. 
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It should be noted that 1lm01t all the Negro-excluding union1 are either A.F. of L. 

affiliates or independent railroad brotherhoods. (See Florence Murray [editor], TAe 
Negro HtmJl,ool, [1942], pp. 134-135.) 

These are the cues of complete excla,ion. Bat moat other craft unions show more or 
less partial discrimination: 

"Most of the other national craft uniom, while they do not bar Negroes from 
their ranks, either curtail their rights and privilege• within the union, or allow their 
local componenta to do BO. Thus the national rules of the Motion Picture Operators, 
the Blacksmith, and Drop Forgers, the Sheet Metal Workers, and the Maintcnance-of
Way Employees (an unskilled craft union) permit the organization of colored workers 
in 'auiliary' locals, but prohibit them from having any voice in union affairs. And if 
they are subjected to unfair or arbitr:iry treatment by the employers, their only mean, 
of obtaining redress is to request the officials of the 'regular' (white) lot"al to present 
their grievances for them. • • • 

"The Carpenters and the Painters do not have any con~titutional provisions or other 
explicitly stated rules in their national set-up providing for the exrlmion or segregation 
of colored workers. Neverthele,s, there is a great deal of discrimination againRt 
Negroes among the locals of both these uniom which, while not openly sanctioned, is 
always tacitly condoned by the central organizations. The national leadership of the 
Bricklayen' Union, on the other hand, has on II number of occasions attempted to 
enforce racial equality in the constituent bodies. As far as the writer has been able to 
learn, however, these attempts have been sporadic, and not very vigorous; and there 
are still a number of local bricklayers' organizations which openly practice discrimina
tion." (Norgren and Associates, op. cit., p. 302.) 

More recently (September, 19,4.2) Northrup has classified the unions m:ording to 
degree of discrimination and nondiscrimination as follows: 

"Unions excluding Negroes by ritual-(1.) International Awx:iation of Mac-hini,ts 
(A.F.L.) 

"Unions excluding Negroes by comtitution,-( 1) Ma•ters, Mateq, and Pilots; 
(2) Commercial Telegraphers; (3) Railroad Tclegraphm; (4) Railway Mail Associa
tion; (5) Switchmen's Union; (6) Airline Pilots; (7) Sleeping Car Condul'tors; 
(8) Wire Weavers; {all A.F.L.); (g) American Federation of Railro.id Workers; 
( 1 o) Locomotive Engineers; ( 1 I) Locomotive Firemen and F.ngi nrmen; ( 12) Rail
road Trainmen; (13) Railway Conductors; (14) Train Dispatchers; (15) Railroad 
Yardmasters of America; (16) Railroad Yardnmters of North America; (all inde
pendents). 

"Unions which generally refuse admittance to Negroes by tacit coment:-(1) Broth
erhood of Electrical Workers; (2) Journeymen Plumbers and Steamfitters; ('J) Asbestos 
Workers, Heat and Frost Insulators; (4) Granite Cutters; (5) Flint Glass WorkenJ 
(all A.F.L.). 

"Unions which provide Negroes with Jim Crow auxiliary status which gives them 
the privilege of paying dues but no say in the organization -( 1) Boilermakers, Iron 
Ship Builders, Welders and Helpers; ( z) Blackamiths, Drop Forgers, and Helperi; 
(3) Railway Carmen; (4) Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Exprea& 
and Station Employees; (5) Maintenance of Way Employee&; (6) Federation of Rural 
Letter Carriers; (all A.F.L.) (7) Rural Letter Carrier&' A110Ciation (Independent)!' 
(Herbert R. Northrup, unpublished memormdum made available by the courtesy of the 
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author [September, 1941]; thia memorandum ia to be incorporated in a forthcoming 
article,) 

8 The C.I.O. ha,, however, demanded that the A.F. of L. take positive steps to 
eliminate racial discrimination before any alliance between the two organizations can 
be reached. 

1 Richard A. Lester, op. cit., p. 309. 
10 See the reports by the La Follette Committee: Violluiom of Fre,: Speech 1111,J 

Assllt1Wly 1111d Interference witk Rigkts of Lahor. Hearings before a Subcommittee of 
the Committee on Education and Labor. United States Senate, Second Seuion on 
S. Rea. 266, Washington, 1936, passim; Oppressioe Labor Practices Act. Hearings 
before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Education and Labor, United States Senate, 
Seventy-aixth Congresa, first session on S. 1970, Washington, 1939, passim. 

11 Concerning the widespread use of violence as a weapon in labor strikes in the 
South, Virginius Dabney writes: 

"It is interesting to note, on the basis of material gathered by Dr. Arthur Raper of 
Atlanta, tliat far more strikers and labor organizers were killed in the South in the period 
immediately preceding the birth of the C.l.O. than subsequently. In 1919 and 1930, 
when Gastonia and Marion were in the headlines and the first great textile strike was 
on, seven strikers and one police chief were slain. In 1934 and 193 5, no fewer than 
forty-two Southern laborers and organizers were killed in strikes. In 1936 and 1937, 
with the coming of the C.1.0., only five workers and organizers were killed in Southern 
labor disorders; the total for 1938 and 1939 was 14, while the figure for 1940 and 
1941 is six. But while slayings have become less numerous, beatings have increased, and 
organizers are all too frequently set upon by company deputies, sometimes accom
panied by irate citizens, or by non-union workers who have been persuaded, whether 
rightly or wrongly, that unionization will bankrupt their employers." (Dabney, op. cit., 
p. 131.) 

12 "How Democratic are Labor Unions?" Harper's Magazine (May, 1942), pp. 
655-662. 

18 Ibid., p. 661. 
H Herbert R. Northrop, "Negro Labor and Union Policy," unpublished Ph.D. 

thesis, Harvard University ( I 942), pp. 408-409. 
Norgren describes two of the state laws against race discrimination: 
"The Pennsylvania Labor Relations Act of 1937 contains a clause stipulating that 

unions which exclude workers from membership because of their color shall be denied 
the protection of the State Labor Relations Board. (Correspondence with Reginald A. 
Johnaon of the Urban League of Pittabargh, July, 1940.) In January, 1940, the New 
York state legislature passed a law expressly forbidding unions to 'deny a person or 
persons membership ••• by reason of race, color or creed.' A union which violates this 
statute is subject to court action, and the aggrieved person may recover up to $ 500 for 
the injury. In addition, union officers or members found guilty of violating the law are 
subject to fine or imprisonment •••• According to the above-mentioned correspondent, 
the Pennsylvania anti-discrimination clause has up to now been almost completely 
ineffective, owing largely to the difficulty of finding 'a dispute under a clear cut 
circumstance where the racial clause of the Act can be put into effect.' The New York 
Act is still too new to permit of appraising its effectiveness or otherwise.'' (Norgren and 
Ateociates, op, nt., p. 307.) 
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Chapter 19. Tiu War Bornn--ontl Tlnr,after 

1 A study made by the Work Projects Administration indicates unequivoca11y that, 
i.t least until the latter half of 1941, Negroes were grossly under-represented among the 
in-migrants to certain large cities including many primary war production areas. 
(See table in this footnote.) This was true in the North as well as in the South. In 
most cases there were not even half as many Negroes among those moving to the cities 
as among those already in the cities. This means that the war boom had rc1·ersed an 
earlier migration trend. While the Negro population until 1940 had been increasing 
faster than the white population in urban areas, both in the North and in the South, 
during this early stage of the defense boom, it was the white population that showed 
the most rapid growth. This pattern was, of course, wholly different from that during 
the First World War. 

Conditions may have changed somewhat since the fall of 1941. The Bureau of 
Employment Security reports in September, 1942, that: 

"These developments [ the federal government's stand on discrimination and coopera
tion by some industries] have resuited in some slight increases in Negro employment from 
3.5 percent in May to 4.7 percent in July of employment in the major war manufactur
ing establishments •••• It is reported [however] that many employers in war production 
industries plan to continue their discriminatory policy until other available sources of 
labor are exhausted. This appears to be true especially of the aircraft, ordnance, rubber 

PER.CENTAQE or NONWHITES IN Ti{E TOTAL PorULATlON, 1940, AND AMONG RECENT IN-MIGRANTS 

Accoao1No TO SuaVEYs MADE DuuNo THE LA nu. HALF or 1941, IN SELECTED C1TIE¥ • 

Percentage of Percentage of 
Nonwhite Persons Nonwhite Persons 

City In Total Among~cent City In Total Among recent 
Population In-migrants Population In-migrants 

---- -------
Nori/, and West North and W,st 
Bridgeport 3 I (cont.) 
Philadelphia IJ 6 San Diego 3 
Pittsburgh 9 8 Los Angeles 6 J 
Dayton 10 5 Oakland 5 3 
Indianapolis 13 4 
South Bend 4 :I. South 
Detroit 9 4 Baltimore 19 11 

Des Moines f (b) Washington, D.C. 2.9 7 
Wichita s 2 Norfolk 32 14 
Seattle 4 (b) Atlanta 35 16 
San Francisco 5 (b) Nashville '18 8 
Long Beach 0 Oklahoma City 10 I 

Houston 22 7 
St. Louis IJ 3 

So,,ree: MillfttiOD figures fumisbed by counesy of Work Projectl Admi~tra.tion,, J?iviaioa of R-rc;b: 
Popalation fillW'flll from s;,,,,..,,. c..._, of,,., Unil•d Slat<•: 1940, Pot>ul4'w•. Preliminary Rel-. Seriei 
P-s, No. IO. _,_ The "-·-- f ,_ ... 'd I . . •L-• The data on in-migrant. are hued on rather amall ,am.,,.,.. ..,.,.._ or JDUIVI ua cities, .....,, .. 
fore sbo1.ild not be atreued u much u the fact that virtually all data 111ve about the aame , ....... 1 imprauiOD 
of Nesroea beina under-repreaented amona tha i.u-mi,iranta. 

11 1-than o.s per cent. 



prod11c:t1, electrical machinery, machinery, and 1"tile-mill produc:u industries." (Federal 
Security Agency, Social Security Board, Bureau of Employment Security, Tne Labor 
M •ltet [September, 1942], p. I 3.) 

1 At the close of the First World War about 39,000 Negroet were employed in plmt11 
under the jurisdiction of the United States Shipping Board. (George E. Haynea, TA. 
N,gro di Wor.i During the World War Mui Dumg R,eo,,strue1io,, [1921] p. 58. 
Quoted by Robert C. Weaver in "Racial Employment Trends in National Defense,» 
Part I, Pkylon fFourth Quarter, 1941), p. 342.) 

8 The Federal Security Agency, as late aa June, 1942, made the following 1ipifi• 
cant statements: 

"In April, 1940, Negroes constituted 9.8 per cent of the population, 10.7 per cent 
of the Nation's labor force, and 12.5 per cent of the unemployed. Since 1940 Negroes 
have constituted an increasing proportion of the unemployed-during the past year 
from J 5 to 20 per ccnt--bccause industry has recruited its war workers almost ell:clu
aively from atnong the white labor force." (The LtJhor MtH'ltet (June, 1942], p. 10.) 
And: 

"Over 500,000 Negroes who should be utilized for war production arc now idle 
because of the discriminatory hiring practices of war industries, In addition, several 
million other Negroee engaged in unskilled occupations are prevented from making a 
greater contribution to the war effort because employers, with few exceptions, are 
unwilling to train and promote them to jobs of higher skills. Persistent discrimination 
ie accentuating the shortage of labor in areas where acute problems already exist. Dis
criminatory hiring practices in these areas result in the recruitment of white in-migrants 
while Negroes remain unemployed. With the inHu:s: of outside workers into these cities 
housing, transportation, health, educational and sanitation facilities in many localities 
have become inJdequate and local problems have increased." (Ibid., p. 9.) 

'Lester B. Granger of the National Urban League (interview, August 10, 1942) 
emphasized particularly the reasons given under (1), (2) and (4). Paul H. Norgren 
of the War Production Board, Labor Division, stressed especially the declining need 
for unskilled labor (interview, August 3, 1942), 

11 "During the depression of the 1930'1 employers could set almost any combination 
of job specifications and still be assured an ample supply of applicants. As a result, 'native, 
Protestant, white,' came to be a fairly widespread personal qualification for employ
ment, Maintenance of such qualii'ications not only contradicts democratic principles 
but in the present situation also greatly intensifies disruptive recruiting practices and 
encourages unnecessary migration of unskilled as well as skilled workers. Discrimina
tion by one company has resulted in over 40 per cent of its 34,000 workers coming from 
outside the State while there yet retnains a large number of unemployed Negroes in 
the local community who could have been trained and hired." (Tiu Labor M•A11 
[May, 1942), p. 6.) 

8 For a report of alleged Ku Klus: Klan activity in the U.A.W. in Detroit, eec PM 
(Febtuary 13, 1942), p. 14. 

T Again we may quote the Federal Security Agency: 
"Moreover, the bulk of placements of Negroes was concentrated in service and 

11nskillcd occupational groups. In the fint quarter of 1941 only s I per cent of all white 
placements, as against 90 per cent of all Negro placements were made in service and 
anslcilled occupatioas. In the first quarter of 1942 the corresponding proportiom were 
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S 5 per cent and 93 per cent .••• ln the fint qaarter of 194 1 16 per cent of all white 
placementl compared to 1.9 per cent of all nonwhite placemenb were made in either 
skilled or profe11ional occupationa. In the first quarter of 1942 the corresponding pro
portion, were 14-.6 per cent of all white placements, and only 1.2 per cent of all non
white placements." (Tiu Labor Market [June, 1942), p. 11.) 

These figures, however, are not quite representative. It appean that the Employment 
Service handles a larger part of the turno\·er in unskilled than in skilled occupations. 
A comparison with Edwards' classification indicates that there is a much higher propor
tion of skilled, clerical, and professional workers in the total labor force than in the 
Employment Service placements. (U. S. Bureau of the Census, Alba M. Edwards, 
Social-Economic Grouping of the Gainful Workers in the UniteJ States, 1930 [1938], 
p. 7.) The Employment Service data, furthermore, cannot cover promotions of workers 
within an establishment. 

8 War Production Board, Statistics Division, "State Distribution of War Supply and 
Facility Contracts, June 1940 through May 1942" (mimeographed, June 30, 1942). 

9 Robert C. Weaver, "Racial Employment Trends in National Defense," Part 11, 
Phy/on (First Quarter, 1942), p. 28; Federal Security Agency, Social Security Board, 
Bureau of Employment Security, Negro Workers and the National De/ewe Program 
(September 16, 1941), p. 5; Robert C. WeaYer, "With the Negro'a Help," A#/rmtie 
Mrmthly (June, 1942), pp. 699-700; interviews with Lester B. Granger, Executive 
Secretary, National Urban League (August 10, 1942), and Paul H. Norgrcn, War 
Production Board, Labor Division (August 3, 1942). 

16 "Throughout the country there was a heavy demand for unskilled labor needed 
for the construction of airports, military cantonments, barra<"ks. . •. Negro unskilled 
labor shared substantially in these employment opportunities and benefited by the wage 
rates paid on these projects, which were generally higher than wages usually earned in 
unekilled work. 

"The extraordinary demand for skilled construction workers, particularly carpenters 
.•• resulted in many job opportunities particularly for union members. There is evi
dence, however, that in some localities, in spite of the acute shortage of carpenters, 
Negroes were not employed. In skilled building trades occupations other than carpenters 
and cement finishers, and to some extent, bricklayers and masons, there is no evidence 
that discriminatory practices were being noticeably relaxed," (Negro Workers t1nd the 
National Defense Program, p. 5.) 

Weaver ("Racial Employment Trends in National Defense," Part I, pp. 352-356) 
cites a number of instances where Negro carpenters have been employed on defense 
project-and others where they have not been able to get in. As a result of increased 
employment there was a growth in the number and strength of Negro carpenters' locals. 

Some other building crafta, however, have maintained a more consistent exclusioniatic 
policy. The President's Committee on Fair Employment Practice found in 1942 that 
the Chicago Journeymen Plumbers' Union excluded Negroes from membership; that 
the Union for several years had had a written agreement with the Plumbing Contractors• 
AQociation of Chicago, according to which the contractors were to accept as workers 
on certain defense projects (Great Lakes Naval Training Station and the Cabrini Hous
ing Project) only plumbers who were members of the union; and that Negroes, for 
this reaaon had been unable to work as plumbers on those projects. The Committee 
directed that these practices be abolished. ("Summary of Hearings on Complaint• of 
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Negro Plumben against the Chicago Journeymen Plumbers• Union Local 130 held in 
Chicago, Illinois, April 4, 1942, before the Preaident'a Committee on Fair Employ
ment Practice, with Findings and Directions" [mimeographed, 1942].) It goes without 
saying that this ia just one example of barriers instituted by some of the unions in the 
building tradea. 

11 In the female group only six-tenths of J per cent of all placements in defense 
industries made by the Employment Service, during the period October, 1940, through 
March, 1941, were nonwhite. On the other hand, for all male and female defense and 
nondefense placements taken together, the Negro's share amounted to about 20 per cent, 
It should be considered, however, that only a part of the newly hired workers were 
recruited through the Employment Service, (Negro Wor.fers an,J the National Defetue 
Program, p. 10.) 

UI Only J 9 per cent of all the hiring that was planned for the period September, 
1941, to February, 1942, was to occur in plants where Negroes were represented in 
the labor force. Even in the South more than two-thirds of the anticipated expansion 
referred to establishments which barred the Negro entirely. To be sure, several 
employers indicated their willingness to start hiring Negroes, but it is evident that a 
great number of them were just paying lip-service to government regulations. What makes 
their statements particularly suspect is the fact that the expressed readiness to change 
policies was particalarly pronounced in the case of professional, managerial and skilled 
workers. (Federal Security Agency, Social Security Board, Bureau of Employment 
Security, "Survey of Employment Prospects for Negroes," undated mimeographed 
release.) 

18 White placements through the Employment Service in 18 selected war industries 
tripled from the last quarter of 1940 to the beginning of 1942, whereas Negro place
ments in the same industries increased by only So per cent. (Tke Labor Market [June, 
1942 J, p. I 1.) These data give strong support to the theory that the proportion of Negro 
workers in the war ind~stries has actually declined. However, since it is uncertain what 
relation there is between Employment Service placements and total placements, the 
evidence is not quite conclusive. It is possible, for instance, that there has been a 
greater increase in the utilization of the Employment Service for white workers than 
there has been for Negro workers. 

14 "Not always, however, are the employment practices of shipyards the obstacle to 
maximum utilization of local labor supplies. A city ordinance in Miami, Florida, for 
example, prohibits Negroes from working in skilled and semiskilled occupations in 
sections of the city other than Negro and has consequently affected shipbuilding expan
sion in the area. Negro boatbuilder and joiner trainees, needed in the local yards, 
cannot be hired because of this ordinance." (The LahOf' Market [June, I 94-2], p. 14. 
See also: ihiJ., p. 10; Weaver, "With the Negro's Help," pp. 700-791; and the National 
Urban League, "The Integration of Negroes into Defense Training and Employment. 
The Barriers faced, the Progress made," typescript [February 17, 1942}. Thia aource 
indicates, for instance, that the number of Negro workers at the Charleston Navy Yard 
increased during 1941 from 453, or 9.5 per cent of the total, to 1,302, or 17.7 per 
cent. The number of Negro workers at the Norfolk Navy Yard in Portsmouth, Virginia, 
had, by November, 19411 increased to about 6,000, or 23 per cent. Supplementary 
infonnation from Mr. Lester B. Granger of the National Urban League, foterview 
!Augmt 10, 194-2,],) 
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111 The Bureau of Employment Security obaerves, with reapect to the ordnance 

industry: 
"Hiring of Negroes is not commensurate with rapidly expanding job opportunities, 

and it ia doubtful that there will be a general acceptance of Negro workers in the near 
future. Jobs filled by Negroes at present arc chiefly in the custodial services and in the 
unskilled categories, with few instances of upgrading reported. Virtually e,·cry impor
tant employer has indicated that hiring of nonwhites will begin 'when necessary,' that 
is when the supply of white workers is exhausted. Employment prospects for Negroea in 
southern war plants, even as unskilled workers, are limited, due to the a,·ailability of a 
large pool of whites. Almost without exception, job opportunities for Negroes are 
negligible in the large ordnance plants of the Great Lakes and Middle Atlantic States." 
(The Labor Market [June, 1942], p. 15. Sec also other sources cited in the preceding 
footnote.) 

16 There are certain instructions issued, after conferences with unions and employers, 
by the Office of Production Management (September l 7, 1941) and jointly by the 
War Manpower Commission and the War Production Board (June r8, 194-z), regulat
ing the seniority rights of workers moved from one production line to another, or from 
one establishment to another within the industry. 

17 Interview with Lloyd H. Bailer of the War Production Board, Labor Division 
(August 2-3, 1942). See also Lester B. Granger, "Negroes in War Production," Sun:,ey 
Graphic (November, 1942), p. 544· 

18 The Labor Market (June, 1942), p. JO; and Weaver, "With the Negro's Help," 
p. 701. 

18 The Richmond Times-Dispatch, for instance, carried a series of articles on the sub
j ect during the winter of 1940-1941. Among the most noteworthy pamphlets arc: 
Council for Democracy, The Negro and Defense (1941); Frank R. Crosswaith and 
Alfred Baker Lewis, "Discrimination, Incorporated," Social Action (January 1 5, 1942); 
Earl Brown and George R. Leighton, Tke Negro and the War, Public Affairs Pam
phlet No. 71 (1942); The National Urban League, "Report of Progress in the War 
Employment of Negro Labor" (mimeographed, July, 1942). Prominent magazine 
articles are: "The Negro's War," Fortune (June, 1942), pp. 77-80, 157-164; "Found: 
A Million Manpower," Modem lndu1try (May 15, 1942), pp. 28-31; Earl Brown, 
"American Negroes and the War," Harper's Magazine (April, 1942), pp. 545-572; 
Stanley High, "How the Negro Fights for Freedom," Readers Digest (July, 1942), 
pp. 113-118. Walter White, "It's Our Country, Too," The Saturday Evening Post 
(December 141 1940), pp. 27 and 61-68. See, also, other sources cited in this and 
the preceding Section. 

20 The National Defense Advisory Commission instituted a special Department of 
Negro Affairs in its Labor Division in July, 1942. In August, the N.D.A.C. made a 
statement to the effect that defense workers should not be discriminated against because 
of age, sex or race. This declaration was backed up by the President in September and 
by Congress in October, 1940. A few days later the N.D.A.C. reached an agreement 
with the Congress of Industrial Organizations and the American Federation of Labor 
to the effect that all trade union barriers against the Negro should be removed. In 
November, 1940, the U.S. Commiuioncr of Education urged those in charge of public 
defense training programs to consider the nondiscrimination clause in existing defenac 
training legislation. In April, 19~1, a Negro Employment and Training Branch WU 
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iautitntecl ia the OSice c,£ Prodaction Manaaement, later the War Production Board. 
During 1942 it was moved to the War Manpower Comminion. (President's Committee 
on Fair Employment Practice, Negro Employment and Training Branch, Labor Divi
sion~ O.P.M., Minority Groups Branch, Labor Division, O.P.M., "Minorities in 
Defeaue" [1941], pp. 10,,u.) 

21 Brown, "American Negroes and the War," pp. 548-550. 
22 The President's Committee on Fair Employment Practice was originally aet up a 

a division within the Office of Production Management. Later it became independent, 
In 1942, it was moved over to the War Manpower Commission. 

23 Lester Granger points oat that allowing the Committee to fine employen who 
diacriminate would give them an eft'cctive method of control. ("Negroes in War Prodac,,o 
tioo, p. 470.) 

2' Brown and Leighton, Of'. cit., pp. 26-27. 
21 On September 6, 1941, the President issued a second, and much stronger, condem

nation of discrimination, but this one applied to federal government agcnciea only. 
Mr. Roosevelt's new letter "to heads of all departments and independent establish

ments" read: 
"It has come to my attention that there is in the Federal establishment a lack of 

uniformity and possibly some Jack of sympathetic attitude toward the problems of 
minority groups, particularly thoae relating to the employment and assignment of 
Negroes in the Federal civil service, 

"With a view to improving the situation, it is my desire that all departments and 
independent estabfohments in the Federal Government make a thorough examination 
of their personnel policies and practices to the end that they may be able to assure me 
that in the Federal service the doors of employment are open to all loyal and qualified 
workera regardless of creed, race or national origin. 

"It is imperative that we deal with this problem speedily and effectively. I shall look 
for immediate steps to be taken by all departments and independent establishments of 
the government to facilitate and put into effect this policy of non-discrimination in 
Federal employment." 

28 Brown and Leighton, op. &it., p. 2 7. During the winter .of 1941 it happened that 
about 200 Negro stenographers and typists hired by the War Department had to spend 
their time in enforced idleness since most office heads refused to use their services. 
(//Jid., p. 19.) 

It seems that many hiring officials in federal offices have recourse to various tricks 
when they find out that they have emplored a Negro. There arc numerous stories told 
by Negroes about how, when they report for work, they are told that "some mistake 
must have been made," and a technical excuse is found for dismissing them, Hiring 
official, have even been accuacd of asking the Negro for the letter of employmcnt-nd 
then keeping it, leaving the employee without proof of hia employment. According to 
one white informant who has collected material on practices in various federal offices, 
one of the most usual tricks is based on the fact that job descriptions arc often oral. They 
l!an simply be changed when the hired peraona tumi out to be a Negro. (For inatancc, a 
secretary who ia good at typing, but leu well trained in taking dictation, is told that 
dictation i• the main part of the job.) The uac 0£ detailed, written job descriptions is 
the on\y anawer in such cases. The aamc informant believed that it would not be impoa
aible wen to overcome the diacriminationa in diami•l• made poasible by the atipula-
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don of a probationary period. ''When yoa fire a veteran, yoa have to ahow cause, When 
you fire a Negro, you don't have to." (Interview, August 3, 1942.) See also, Granger, 
"Negroes in War Production," pp. 471 and 543. 

ST In addition there were the so-called supplementary coanea, where Negroes, during 
the same period, constituted but 1.7 per cent of the total. (Negro Workers a,u ,he 
Nati01U! Defense Program, pp. I 7•18; Tlze Lahar Mark1t (June, 1942), p. 11.) It is 
a well-known fact that Negroes are under-represented on most in-plant training programs 
organized by employers, The Work Projects Administration and the National Youth 
Administration, on the other hand, have, to a <"omparatively large extent, included them 
in their war work training programs. (High, op. ci,., p. 11 5.) 

28 For the whole South the percentages of nonwhites among those referred to such 
courses and projects was only 7.5 per cent, although 26.2 per cent of the total Southern 
labor force in 1940 was nonwhite. The corresponding figures for the rest of the nation 
were 2.9 and 4.8 per cent, respectively, indicating a much smaller discrepancy. (Federp) 
Security Agency, Social Security Board, Bureau of Employment Security, "Vocational 
Training Activities of Public Employment Offices, January, 1942," mimeographed; 
SiKttmzth Census of the United Statei: 1940, Po-pulation, Preliminary Releases, Series 
P-4, No. 4, and P-4', Nos. 14 to 16.) 

Workers are referred to these training courses by the Employment Service. The latest 
instructions i11ued by the Bureau of Employment Security to local offices have the fol
lowing rather unfortunate formulation: 

" ••. it is the policy of the United States Employment Service ... to fill requisitions 
for trainees without regard to race, color, creed or national origin, except in tho~e 
States where separate educational facilities for whites and Negroes arc required by law, 
namely ••. " rEighteen Southern and Border states enumerated.] (Federal Security 
Agency, Social Sec-urity Board, Bureau of Employment Security, "U.S.F..S. Operation• 
Bulletin No. C-45" [July 1, 1942], p. 2.) 

The intention, of course, is just to acknowledge the segregation in the Southern educa
tional system. The formulation, however, leaves the door open for almost any kind of 
discrimination. 

211 Journal and Guide, Norfolk, Virginia (February 28, 1942). 
BO Information from Lester B. Granger, National Urban League (Augu~t 10, 1942). 

According to Mr. Granger all Southern states, except Georgia, have Negro Rmployment 
Service offices. 

81 "U.S.E.S. Operations Bulletin, No. C-45,'' pp. 2-3. 
82 The reeomrr,endations and requirements sent out by the U.S.E.S. to its local office• 

included the following injunctions: 
" ••• it is the policy of the United States Employment Service: ••. 
(z) To make definite effort to persuade employers to eliminate specifications which 

prevent the consideration of local qualified workers because of their race, color, creed, 
or national origin . . . 

"(3) To omit discretionary specifications from advertising sponsored or approved by 
the United States Employment Service: 

"(4) To report to the Director of the United States Employment Service for appro
priate disposition each instance in which an employer refuses to relax diacrisninatory 
specifications; 

"(s) To refme to make referrals on employer orders which include discriminatory 
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apecificationa in thoee ltates where 111ch specification, are contrary to State law; ••• " 
(/!Jul., p. 2.) 

88 The war housing work, for a long time, was extremely uncoordinated, particularly 
from a local viewpoint. This waa due, largely, to the fact that the locd Housing Author
ities were kept from leadenhip 1ince they worked under the auspices of the United 
States Housing Authority which happened to be rather unpopular in Congre•. Moat of 
theee organizational difficulties, however, have been overcome since the integration of 
all public housing programs under the National Housing Agency in 1942. 

u The following description of the conditions in the Negro aection of Norfolk, 
Virginia, in the spring of 1942 ia pertinent in this context: 

"Three recent field trips to the area have convinced the writer that there ia an 
immediate demand for dormitory accommodations. All rooming houses are overcrowded. 
Such community agencies as the Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associa
tions have canvassed the city for spare rooms that residents would be willing to rent 
out to new-comen. All available sleeping space has been utilized: porches have been 
closed in, two and three double beds have been placed in rooms, couches have been 
placed in halls, and as many as 3 5 men a night can be found sleeping in chairs or on the 
floor of the recreation room of the Y.M.C.A. It is difficult to find single accommoda
tions. A man has to share his bed with a second occupant. The 'hot bed' practice of sleep
ing men in shifts without a change of linen has been reported ••• " (Lyonel C. Florant, 
Population Study, Virginia State Planning Board, "Memorandum re: Negro Housing 
in Norfolk, Virginia," typescript [June 3, 1942], p. 3,) 

811 Information from Miss Corienne K. Robinson, National Housing Agency, Federal 
Public Housing Administration (letter, [August 28, 1942]). 

88 Sec, for instance, Emmett J. Scott, T ke American Negro in tke W orlJ War 
(1919), pp. 77-78. 

87 Monroe N. Work (editor), Negro Year Book, r93r-32 (1931), pp. 327-334. 
Negro soldiers were used on both sides in the Revolutionary War--often in unsegregated 
outfits. There were almost 180,000 Negro troops on the Union side in the Civil War; 
some fought on the Confederate side. During the First World War there were 380,000 
Negroes in the Army. About 200,000 Negro soldiers were se_nt to France. Most of these 
were in labor battalions and service units; only 42,000 were combat troops, and Negroes 
had to fight for the right to be represented at all among the line soldiers. About I ,400 
Negroes were commissioned as officers in the Army of the First World War, although 
it took some time before the Army leadership could be induced to make provisions for 
giving officer's training to any Negro sol~iers. 

88 Scott, op. cit., particularly, pp. 82-91, 315-3z7 and 442-443. 
89 Brown and Leighton, op. cit., p. 7; "The Negro's War," p. 164; "The Negro in 

the Army Today," typewritten statement issued by Judge William Hastie, Special 
Assistant, War Department; White, op. cit., p. 63. 

,o "The Negro in the Army Today.'' 
' 1 See, for uample, White, op. cit., p. 61. 
' 2 High, 01. &it., p. 114; Brown and Leighton, op. &it., p. 7. 
' 8 The Negro pilot school at Tuskegee at present (August, 1942) accepts only some 

2o-ocld Nern, pupils every five weeks. At the present time (September, 1942), however, 
there are plans for a considerable expansion in the Negro aviation cadet training 
pqram. 
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"During the Fint World War, for instance, there was a serious riot in Houston, 
Tens, in 191 7, which ended in the execution of thirteen Negro soldien, Another 
large riot in Spartanburg, South Carolina, was barely avoided. A Negro soldier had 
been beaten up while buying a newspaper in a hotel; the next night a group of soldiers 
started marching from their camp to the city in order to "shoot it up," but were 
stopped by a white officer. There were numerous other clashes. Special in,•estigations 
revealed widespread discrimination against Negroes in certain camps, such as Camp 
Lee, Virginia, where the military police was accused of treating Negroes unfairly. 
Passes were said to be issued more freely to white than to Negro soldiers. Officers 
aometimes inflicted bodily punishment on Negroes. When selecting Negro soldiers for 
promotion to the ra:ik of noncommissioned officers, they often showed a tendency to 
prefer illiterate "funny fellows" to men of greater ability. The chief of the only 
Negro combat div:sion stationed in the North caused a general resentment among 
Negroes when he issued a bulletin urging Negro officers and men to refrain from their 
legal right to visit theaters and other places "where their presence will be resented," 
giving as a reason the argument that "white men made the Division, and they ran 
break it just as easily if it becomes a trouble maker." (Scott, op. cit., pp. 80-110.) 

4111 N.A.A.C.P. Annual Report for I94I, pp. 7-9; Brown and Leighton, op. eit., p. 7. 
It goes without saying that these arc only a sample of the incidents which have ocC'urred. 

48 To be sure, the merchant marine may, in large part, have to be rebuilt after the 
War, and this may, for a time, minimize the decline in shipbuilding. It is possible, as 
well, that the government, for the purpose of meeting another future emergency, ,~il1 
subsidize ship production in order to maintain some part of the present shipbuilding 
capacity. Even so, there must be a substantial decline. At present, facilities are being 
geared to the purpose of replacing sl1ips that have been sunk; to the transportation of 
military supplies and troops; to provide for the increase in need due to the tremendous 
slowing up of transportation. 

47 See, for instance, George B. Galloway, Postwar Planni,,g ;,, tke UniteJ States 

(1942). 

Chapter 20. Underlying Factorr 

1 W. E. B. Du Bois, The Philadelphia Negro (1899), pp. 368-370. 
2 Gilbert T. Stephenson, Rare Distinctions in American Law (1910), p. 284. 
8 Stephenson, op. cit., pp. 282-284, and Charles S. Mangum, Jr., The Legal StatUJ 

of the Negro (1940), pp. 371-374. The live New England states mentioned had, in 
1860, a total Negro population of 16,084, constituting 4.5 per cent of the tutal free 
Negro population outside the 11 secession states; New York had, in addition, 49,005 
Negroes of which, however, probably the great majority were disfranchised under the 
limitation. 

"The Constitution of Tennessee of 1834 provided that no pc1son should be disqual
ified from voting in any election who was then by the laws of the State a competent 
witness in a court of justice agaimt a white person."• It is impossible to tell, however, 
how many Negroes were thus qualified to vote. 

The Wisconsin Constitution ( 1 848) limited voting to whites, but the Supreme 

• Stephenson, op. cit., p. 284. 
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Court of the State held in 1866 that suff'rage had been extended to Ne,roet by a refer
endum at the general election on November 6, 18-4-9; since the result of the election 
wu in dispute from 18-4-9 until 1866, it is probable that no Negroes voted during that 
period.• 

6 Marian D. Irish, "The Southern One-Party System and National Politics," Tl,11 
JoUf'1lt!ll of PoUtit:1 (February, 19-4-2}, p. 80. 

11 To quote two repreaentative liberal Southern anthon; Willis D. Weatherford: 
"Who among us has not seen how the presence of the Negro has moulded our 

political hiatory since cmancipationf We have been slow to pasa laws for compulaory 
school attendance, lest we tie ourselves to the task of classical education of the Ntgro. 
We are slow enough about extending the suffrage, lest the colored man should become 
too influential. No major political issue has faced the South in the last hundred yean 
that has not been decided largely in the light of the presence of the Negro."b 
T. J. Woofter, Jr.: 

"It is •.• apparent that in excluding the Negro the South is, in a way, politically 
dominated by the Negro question. Before all others it looms as the bulwark of the one
party system. It was a determining factor in the prohibition vote. It affected the South's 
stand on woman suffrage and it ramifies into hundreds of questions of public policy, 
it inftuences the South's position on child labor, it is a stumbling block in the admin
istration of compulsory school laws, standing as an ever-present shadow acroBB the door 
of political councils. "C 

The conaervative Southerner ib not so likeJy to write books on the Negro problem 
as is his liberal compatriot. The present writer recalls, however, from his talks with 
many Southerners of conservati\'e leanings that they too usually complained about how 
the Negro problem has entered into all public questions of the region and hindered 
their consideration upon their own merits. But they consider this situation without 
remedy or, rather, hold that even a gradual enfranchisement of the Negro could only 
accentuate this "plight of the South." 

8 Charles A. Beard and Mary R. Beard, The Rise of American Cwilization (1927), 
pp. 298-306. 

7 Donald Young, American Minority Peoples (1932), p: 212; compare ibU., pp. 
201 ff. especially p. 207. 

8 Some Northern states--Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Maine, Delaware, 
Wyoming, California-actually have literacy requirements for registration in their 
constitutions or election laws.4 In addition, in some Northern states, paupera are 
disfranchised; some criminale are prohibited from voting. In Utah, anyone who advo
cates polygamy, or belongs to an organization that advocates it, may not vote.• 

When these requirements are enforc.ed, they arc done so regardless of race or 
national origin; Northern states that have literacy requirements also provide adult 
education schools to teach illiterates how to read and write. 

9 Frank U. Quillin, The Color Line in Ohio (1913), p. 9. 

• 1um. 
'Willia D, Weatherford and Charles S. Johnson, Rae, R.Zatiom (1934), p. a98, 
• T• Blllis of Racial AJiust,nmt (1925), p. 166. 
'Stephenson, op. cit., pp. 301-302; and Osmond K. Fraenkel, "Restrictions on Voting in 

the Vldted States," in The National £11,wy,rl' G#ilil (}U11rterty (March, 1938), pp. 135-143. 
• Fraenkel, o;. cit., p. 138. 
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10 Stepheuon, at, ell., pp, 184-287, and W. E. B. Du Bois, Buuj R,eonsm1e,io,, 

(1935), p. 341. 
11 Al late a, 1831 the Virginia legislature conaidcred a plan for the gradual eman

cipation of the slaves; the plan, inspired by Thomas Jefl'enon, and introduced into the 
legislature by hia grandson, Thomas Jeiferaon Randolph, was debated for month, and 
finally defeated by a single vote.• 

11 William Sumner Jenkins, Pro-Slau61"} Thought in the OU Sout/1 (1935). 
ll From the judgment in the text, we do not make exceptions of modern fascism 

and nazism. Those ideologies, however, fall outside our d,mification: they arc no more 
like conservatism than radicalism but could, perhaps, best be characterized as a peculiar 
blend of reactionism and radicalism. 

H The reluctance of modern conservatism to build up closed systems of compendent 
logical propositions varies, of course, considerably. Catholic conservatism, for inqtanre, 
tends more toward a closed system of principles. Hegelianism w.1s also, in some respects, 
a conservative philoaophy and was developed info a s~ stem, though not a static one. 

111 George Fitzhugh, Sociology for t/11 South ( 18 54), Chapter 2. 
18 Jenkins, op. cit., p. 295. See also Chapter 10 of this book. 
17 Fitzhugh, op. cit., p. 289. 
18 Ibid., p. 248. 
18 Speech in the Senate, March 2, 1859, quoted in Jenkins, op. eit., p. 192. 
2°Congressional Globe, 35th Congress, ISt Session, App. p. 71 (M.1rch 4, 1858); 

quoted from Jenkins, op. cit., p. 286. 
21 Judge Upshur, quoted by Jenkins, op. cit., p. :i.88. 
22 Quoted from: W. F. Cash, The Mind of the South (1941), p. So. 
23 A few quotations on the last point from this rcmJrkable book should be given: 
"Notwithstanding the fact that the white non-sl.iveholdcrs of the South are in the 

majority, as five to one, they have never yet h.id any part or lot in framing the ]awe 
under which they live. There is no legislation except for the benefit of slavery, and 
slaveholden:. Aa a general rule, poor white persons arc regarded with less esteem and 
attention than negroes, and though the condition of the ],mer is wretched beyond 
description, vast numbers of the former are infinitely worse off. A cunningly de\·iscd 
mockery of freedom is guaranteed to them, and that i~ all. To .ill intents and purpose~ 
they are disfranchised, and outlawed, and the only privilege extended to them is a 
shallow and circumscribed participation in the political movements that usher slave
holders inta office."b 

"The lords of the lash are not only absolute masters of the blacks, who are bought 
and sold, and driven about like so many cattle, but they arc also the oracles and arbiters 
of all non-slaveholding whites, whose freedom is merely nominal, and whose unparal
leled illiteracy and degradation is purposely ,ind fiendishly perpetuated. How little the 
'poor white trash,' the great majority of the Southern people, know of the real condition 
of the country is, indeed, sadly astonishing. The truth is, they know nothing of public 
measures, and little of private affairs, except what their imperious masten, the sl:ive
drivers, condeacend to tell, and that is but precious little, and even the little, always 
garbled and one-sided, is never told except in public harangues; for the haughty 

• Sec William E. Dodd, Statesmm of tl,e O/J South ( 1911), p. Bo. 
"Hinton R. Helper, The lmt1ntling Crisis of lk South (1857), p. 4:z. 
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cavalien of shacklca and handcuJrs will not degrade themselves by holding private 
convene with those who have neither dimes nor hereditary rights in human S.eah,"• 

"It is expected that the stupid and sequacious maascs, the white victims of slavery, will 
believe, and as a general thing, they do believe, whatever the slaveholders tell them; and 
thus it is that they are cajoled into the notion that they arc the freest, happiest and 
most intelligent people in the world, and arc taught to look with prejudice and diaap
probation upon every new principle or progressive movement. Thm it is that the South, 
woefully inert and inventionlcss, has lagged behind the North, and is now weltering 
in the cesspool of ignorance and degradation."b 

2' "The most tangible reform that he [Tillman] could suggest was that the Fifteenth 
-and sometimes the Fourteenth-Amendment be repealed ••. [but] ••• he did not 
arouse [Northern] public opinion to effect the repeal of the Fifteenth Amendment."• 

25 "Less than 5 per cent of all cases involving the Fourteenth Amendment have 
dealt with Negro rights and most of those have been lost."d 

"Since 1868 some 575 cases invo}vi;g the 14th amendment have come before the 
supreme court for adjudication. Only 2.7, or less than 5% of these have dealt with the 
ncgro. By far the greater portion of the litigation under this act has been concerned 
with the federal regulation of industrial combinations. Organized capital rather than 
the negro race has invoked the protection of the 14th amendment against state inter
ference. Of the 27 cases concerned with the negro, 'LO were decided adversely to the 
race for whose benefit the act was framed. The six decisions favouring federal inter
vention in modified forms are concerned for the most part with the refusal to admit 
negroes to jury service in the state courts."• 

28 For ex.:unple, two leading Southern Restoration statesmen, L. Q. C. Lamar and 
Wade Hampton, in a symposium in 1879, stood hy the post-war Amendments. In 
presenting his opinion, Lamar first states the two propositions for the symposium: 
"'I. That the disfranchisement of the negro is a political impossibility under any 

circumstances short of revolution. 
"2. That the ballot in the hands of the negro, however its exercise may have been 

embarrassed and diminished by what he considen, erroneously, a general southern 
policy, has been to that race a means of defense and an element of progress. 

"I agree to both propositions. In all my experience of southern opinion I know no 
southern man of influence or consideratior1 who believes that the disfranchisement of 
the negro on account of race, color, or former condition of servitude is a political 
poasibility. I am not now discussing thf: propriety or wisdom of universal suffrage, or 
whether, in the interests of wise, safe, and orderly government, all suffrage ought not 
to be qualified. What I mean to say is that universal suffrage being given as the condition 
of our political life, the negro once made a citizen can not be placed under any other 
condition. And in this connection it may surprise some of the readers of this discussion 

• Ibid., pp. 43-44. 
b /llitJ., pp. 44-45. 
• Butler Simkins, "Ben Tillman's View of the Negro," in Tiu Journal of Soutlum Histo'1 

(May, 1937), pp. 170-173, See also Paul Lewinson, Rae,, Class and Party ( 193:a), p. 84, 
footnote. 

4 Charle, S. Johnson, Th# Negro in American Ciwlization {1930), p. 337. 
• John Moffat Mecklin, Democrll&Y anJ Race Friction (1914), pp. 231-232, 
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to learn that in 1 869 the white people of Mississippi unanimously voted at the polls in 
favor of ratifying the enfranchising amendment •••• "• 

''Whatever may have been the policy of conferring the right of voting upon the 
negro, ignorant and incompetent as he was to comprehend the high responsibility thrust 
upon him, and whatever may have been the reasons which dictated this dangerous ex
periment, the deed hu been done and is irrevocable. lt is now the part of true states
manship to give it as far as possible that direction which will be most beneficial or least 
hurtful to the body politic."b 

27 The editor of The Nffl/s anJ Courier of Charleston, South Carolina, is such an 
exception: 

"Again let it be said and clearly understood that were The News and Courier a 
democratic newspaper, if it believed in democracy as President Roosevelt believes in it, 
as he described it in his North Carolina speech last week, it would demand that every 
white man and woman and every black man and woman in the South be protected in the 
right to vote. It would demand the abolition of all 'Jim Crow' cars, of all drawing of 
the color line by law. That is democracy. But The News and Courier is not a democrat. 
It fears and hates democratic government. The News and Courier believes in Democratic 
government-Democratic with a big 'D' and that is another word for a measure of 
aristocratic government that ought to be more aristocratic than it is."c 

"In South Carolina, the Democratic party, has been, so far as the negro vote is 
concerned, a Fascist party, and that is why The News and Courier 'cooperates' with it. 
In the North the Democratic party has become so democratic that it turns Southern 
stomachs."d 

A prominent white lawyer in a letter observed: 
"We have a newspaper in Charleston, S.C., which fills its editorial column with daily 

blasts against the Negro. It is, so far as l know, the last surviving representative of a 
school of journalism which was at one time quite common in the state. Its own influence 
is rapidly dwindling."8 

28 The "grandfather clause" no longer belongs to this list since it was declared 
unconstitutional by the United States Supreme Court in 1915. 

ll1I The author of the disfranchisement amendments of the Virginia Constitution 
(1902), Carter Glass, later U.S. senator, replied tu a question whether the elimination 
of the Negro vote would not be accomplished by "fraud and discrimination": 

"By fraud, no; by discrimination, yes. But it will be discrimination within the letter 
of the law ..•• Discrimination! Why, that is precisely what we propose. That, exactly, 
is what this convention was elected for-to discriminate to the very extremity of per-

• L. Q. C. Lamar, "Ought the Negro to be Disfranchiscd?-Ought He to Have Been 
Enfranchised?" in The North American Rftl;l'tAI (March, 1879), p. 2.31. 

b Wade Hampton, "Ought the Negro to be Diefranchised?-Ought He to Have Been 
Enfranchised1" in T"6 North Amerktm Rwiew (March, 1879), p. 2.40. 

For similar expressions of opinion from other leading Southerner&, see the "Symposium: 
Ought the Negro to be Disfranchised?-Ought He to Have Been Enfranchised1" in TM 
North Amencan Rfflie,w (March, 1879), pp. 2.2.5-2.81, from which the above 1tatement1 
are taken. 

• August 2.6, 1937. Quoted from Rayford W. Logan {editor), Tiu .Atlitud., of tlu Sow/um 
Whit• Pr,11 to'Wtzf'd. N,gro Suffrag•, 1932-1940 (1940), P• 69. 

4 July zo, 1938. Ibid., p. 70. 
• July a, 1940. 
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millible action lfflcler the limitation, of the Federal Conatitution, with a •iew to the 
elimination of every Negro voter who can be gotten rid of, legally, with.out materially 
impairing the numerical ltrength of the white electorate •• , • It it a fi.ne diacrimination, 
indeed, that we have practiced in the fabrication of thia plan.''• 

Mofl'at Btates: 
"There can be no reaaonable doubt that the inJe#t of the delegatee to theee vario111 

conventions (Mississippi, South Carolina, Louisiana, North Carolina, Maryland, Ala
bama, and Virginia] was to frame their constitutions in such wise as to stand the test 
of the Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution and at the same time withhold the 
ballot from the great mass of negro voters in their respective statea."1• 
Moffat backs his etatcment with many pages of quotes from the legialators who partici
pated in the conventiona.0 

Jame. Weldon Johnson makes the following statements: 
"Not long ago, in a widely circulated weekly magazine, Senator George, formerly 

a member of the Supreme Court of Georgia, was quoted aa saying in the course of an 
interview: 

"'Why apologize or evade? We have been very careful to obey the letter of the 
Federal Constitution-but we have been very diligent and astute in violating the spirit 
of such amendments and such statutes as would lead the Negro to believe himself the 
equal of a white man. And we shall continue to conduct ourselves in that way,' 
"Senator Glass was quoted by the same interviewer as saying: 

" 'The people of the original thirteen Southern States curse and spit upon the 
Fifteenth Amendment-and have no intention of letting the Negro vote. We obey the 
letter of the amendments and the Federal Statutes, but we frankly evade the spirit 
thereof-and purpose to continue doing so. White supremacy ia too precious a thing 
to surrender for the sake of a theoretical justice that would let a brutish African deem 
himaelf the equal of white men and women in Dixie.' " 4 

BO Bertram Schrieke reflects likewise: 
''National history strongly believes in the falt accompli. If a revolution is successful, 

its promoters are heroes, their opponents tyrants; if a revolution is unsucreasful, the 
promoten are dishonest agitaton or at least impractical but dangerous idealists. Since 
the revolution that undid reconstruction, no new revolution in the South has occurred; 
therefore no need has been felt for a new evaluation. The slogans of the struggle of 
the southern Democrats--'Negro domination,' 'carpet-bagger governments,' 'corruption, 
frauds, and maladministration because of Negro participation in pclitics,' and so on
have now become 'historical verities.' Ai.a matter of fact, there had never been a Negro 
majority in the reconstruction governments, whereas Southerners of standing had 
prominently participated in them. Al for political corruption and 'spending,' these had 
not been much worse than in the North, especially in New York, during the same 

• Yirgmia D.bat11: ,9or-02. Vol. a. Quoted from Lcwinson, at. cit., p. 86. 
• R. Burnham Moffat, ''The Disfranchisement of the Negro from a Lawyer's Standpoint," 

T.v Joflffllll of t.v American Social Sci,,,c, A1sociation (September, 1904), p. 33. 
• Ibi4., pp. 34-6a. See also Jamea A. Hamilton, Negro Suffrt1g1 antl Cong,..,tioflal 

R,trasmtanon (1910). 
• "A Nerro Looke at Politics," TIN A-,.ican M,rcury (September, 19a9), p. 9a. See also, 

Tl# Jofl#'ffM of t/N Amuican Social Saenc, A1saciatian {December, 1899), p. 67, a state
ment by Mr. Wooda of Marion, South Carolina in a discussion of a paper by W. H. Baldwin, 
and Jtclward M. Sait, Ammcan Parties antl Eucnons (19391 first edition, 19a7), pp. S3-5+• 
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period. However, not facts but opinion, about facta determine national history •••. 
The whole attitude of the North towards the South was changed, softened. The desire 
to forget the regrettable miaunderstanding between the states for the sake of the unity 
oI the nation made it necesury to adapt the southern version of the history, at least in 
part. The f ait 11ccompli of the undoing of reconstruction stamped reconstruction as a 
failure and established the southern evaluation of reconstruction governments as his
torical truth."• 

11 Joaephus Daniels, T,-Heel Editor (1939), pp. 281-282. Some of them had 
consistently favored the Union cause throughout the Civil War when it was extremely 
unpopular ta do 10. 

Ill A few white historians--Louis Hacker, for example-have given a history of the 
Reconstruction that carreaponds with the facts, But these are far from dominant among 
writers of history. Two great historians, J. W. Burgess and W, A. Dunning, set the 
pattern for the dominant historical interpretation of the Reconstruction period.b 

Negro writers have had a contrary need for rationalization which is equally undcr
atandable. W. E. B. Da Bois' Bla&le Recomtruelion (1935) is expressly written to 
counterbalance the common bias in favor of the unreconstructed white Southerner•. 
Carter Woodson and other Negro historians have the same purpose in their books.e The 
Negro authors concede that the Reconstruction governments were guilty of extravagance, 
theft, and incompetence in many cases, but insist that the charges have been grossly 
exaggerated. They point to the very difficult conditions in the war-ridden, poverty
stricken Southern regions, where the former ruling aristocracy and a large portion of 
the entire white population were openly hostile and obstructive and wished Negroes 
to fail. They also emphasize that political corruption was widespread and com111on in 
the whole country in this period and point particularly to the Tweed machine in New 
York. They observe that the liistorians they criticize have not gil'en the Reconstruction 
governments their due credit for their remarkable initiative in establishing a public 
school system in the South and beginning social legislation. They stress finally that 
there was nowhere "black domination," but that the Negroes were usu.1lly in a minority 
among the electors, and that whites always held the great majority of the higher, 
policy-making offices. There are also quixotic attempts made from the side of some 
Negro writers on the period to picture the Negro legislators as great reformers and 
statesmen who introduced the democratic institutions to the South. 

The English observer of the South during Reconstruction, Sir George Campbell, 
gives first-hand evidence that the Negroes' position is justified, that the South was n,, 
worse off nor more corrupt during Reconstruction than was the rest of the country.d 

Ralph J. Bunche is one Negro author who has probably struck a balanced picture of 
the Reconstruction period.• He points out that there was no "black domination" but 

• Alim Americans (1936), pp. 112-113. 
• For a discussion of historians of the Reconstruction by a Ne,:ro, see A. A. Taylor, 

"Historians of the Reconstruction," The Journal of Negro History (January, 1938), PP· 
18-24. 

• See, for example, Kelly Miller, Out of the House of Bond11g• ( 1914), PP• 116-117; 
llobert R. Moton, Whllt tlu Nigro Tkinks (1929), pp. uS-130. 

• W.hile !Ind Bl«ll in the United States (1879)) pp.176-180. 
• "The Political Status of the N~gro," unpublished manuscript prepared for this etuay 

(1940), Vol. 1, pp. :i.zo-240. 
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rather that there were Negro carpetbagger and ecalawag governments operating, in the 
presence of federal troops, under the dominance of Congress. The North had a variety 
of conflicting interests, some selfish, some altruistic, with respect to the South and 
considered that its victory gave it the right to satisfy these interests. The bulk 0£ the 
Negroes, he concludes, were ignorant peasants who played only a feeble role in the 
political drama of the period. 

In surveying the literature on Reconstruction, the present author has gained the 
impression that in explanation of the imperfections of the Reconstruction regime-
besides the factors of physical war, destruction, and general poverty in the South; the 
wave of political corruption in the whole nation which reached a culmination in this 
period; and the psychology of defeat among the Southern people-the lack of political 
education generally in the South has been given too little weight. Successful democracy 
has never been established anywhere in the world except by considerable exertions of 
the masaes themselves, masses who have been fairly well educated and who arc public 
spirited from the start, and who, in addition, during the struggle for representation and 
power, have acquired political experience and built up organized civic movements of 
their own. What happened in Reconstruction was, on the contrary, that, without their 
asking for it, almost a million Negro men, most of whom had not only been kept in 
total ignorance, but who in the protected slave existence had lacked any opportunity 
to live a self-directed life, were suddl·nly enfranchised. "Rights which the agricultural 
laborers of England did not obtain until 188 5 were ... thrust upon these children of 
nature ••• " reflected James Bryce.• At the same time, one hundred thousand men of the 
not much larger white population were disfranchised and, in addition, another hundred 
thousand white men were not only disfranchised but were disqualified for office because 
they had taken up arms against the Union. The disfranchised and disqualified group 
contained a great over-representation of the educated and politically alert and experi
enced classes of the South. Under the guard and direction of the Union army and 
federal agencies, the political power in the Southern states was thus conferred on the 
masses of totally uneducated Negroes and the nearly as ignorant white masses, both 
abruptly freed from the controls of tl1e politically experienced upper strata under which 
they had been held in the tmte-hellum South. 

Even the staunchest believer in democracy must feel anxious and skeptical when 
contemplating this situation. One must be surprised that the actual outcome was not 
worse. The agents for the federal government, the "carpctbaggers"~perating without 
much of a rational plan and often lacking support from Washington-must have been, 
on the average, considerably better than their reputation, as transmitted through the 
historical mythology. One also feels that the freedmen-led by the carpetbaggers and 
the scalawags and also by some educated free Negroes from the North-if not a success 
as responsible citizens, were less of a complete failure than could have been reasonably 
expected. 

A basic fl.aw of the Reconstruction regime was thus, according to the present author's 
view, the almost total lack of general education of the black and white masses in the 
South. It is true that "the ballot is a school-master." It is true also that the Reconstruc
tion governments took immediate and courageous measure, to establish a public school 
system in the South, and that the Negroes especially went in enthusiastically for educa• 

• T"6 .lflllNClm Commonwealth (1900; first edition, 1893), Vol. :z, p. 495. 
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tion. But education, not leaat political education, takes time. And the Negroes were not 
given time. 

81 See William J. Robemon, Tke C/,Qnging South ( 1917), p. 144; Bessie L. Pierce, 
Puhlie Opinion and tl,e Teae/#ng of History;,, tne United States (1926), pp. 136-169; 
Marie E. Carpenter, Tke Treatment of tke Negro in American Histor"j Sckool T"t
/Jooks (1941), especially pp. 43-48; and Lawrence D. Reddick, "Racial Attitudes in 
American History Textbooks of the South," in The Journal of Negro History (July, 
1934), pp. 225-265. 

84 Thomas P. Bailey testified: 
"l found that the younger white voters were bent on causing trouble at the polls 

during a municipal election. I inquired whether they feared that the negroes might 
carry the election. The reply was in the negative. The 'audacity' and 'impertinence' of 
the negroes in 'daring' or 'presuming' to vote was the trouble."" The same attitude is 
frequently displayed today. 

85 "Patterns of Race Conflict," in Race Relations and the Rare Proo/em, Edgar T. 
Thompson (editor) (1939), p. 138. 

88 Paul H. Buck, The Road to Retmion-1865-1900 (1937), pp. 284-285. 
87 Edgar G. Murphy, The Basis of Ascendanry (1910), p. 39. 
88 "The South accustomed itself to denying this es.'lential condition of democratic 

government (freedom of speech) during the days of slavery."b 
311 Human Geograpky of tke Soutk (1932), pp. 75-76. 
to Op, &it., p, 43• 

Chapter 21. Southern ComeNJatism anJ Liberalism 

1 Because there were sc\'eral occasions on which the South split politically, as we note, 
in the text, Lewinson claims that the South is not generally "solid."• On another ground, 
Ray Stannard Baker prefers l'I0t to consider the South as "solid," although he does uec 
the term: 

"In the South to-day there are, as inevitably as human nature, two partieos and two 
political point, of view. The one i.s aristocratic and the other is dcmocratic.nd 

Nevertheless, one party is completely dominant in the South today, despite freak election• 
such as in 1928 and despite splits within the party. There is a "Solid South" and it has 
a one-party system. 

2 John D. Hicks, Tke Populist Reflolt (1931), p. 391. For a brief hist~ry of the 
Populist party in the Southern states sec Lewinson, op. cit., pp. 69, 75 and 164. 

8 The principal idea of this movement to disfranchise the Negro by "constitutional" 
means was to invent statutory formulations which discriminated against "Negro charac
teristics" rather than against the Negro race. Poll tax requirements and property, 
literacy, "understanding" and "good character" clauses were the main devices used. 
(See Chapter 22.) Some of these techniques for disfranchising the Negroes were 

• Race Orthodo:ey ;,, t!M S outn ( 1914), p. 3 8. 
'William E. Dodd in a communication to the edjtor of Nation (April 25, 1907), p. 383 

See aleo William E. Dodd, Thi Cotton Kingdom (1919), pp. 23, 69-70, and 146. 
"Paul Lewinson, Race, Class rmtl, Party (1932), p. 101. 
4 Following t!M Color Line (1908), p. z.p. 
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already on the law boob of tome Southern etates. The tuk was now to build them into 
a unified and efficient ayatem. 

The educated upper clueea in the South faced a dilemmL On the one hand, it must 
me seemed to be both advisable on general grounds and constitutionally more correct 
to allow these clauses to disfranchise also the poor white people in the South. It is obvious 
that, in addition, such a course also favored the political foterests of those classes to 
keep the political power firmly in their own hands. On the other hand, the white 
supremacy doctrine assened a principle of democracy among all white people and 
established a gulf between them and all Negroes. More important was the fact that the 
lower classes had tasted political power and were most suspicious of anything that might 
diafranchiec them; their suspicion had only been accentuated during the agrarian revolt. 

The question of disfranchising the Negroes was, for this reason and in spite of the 
great unanimity in the main purpose, the cause of heated campaigns. The debates in 
the constitutional assemblies were long and extremely controversial. Indeed, the con
troveny has lasted until this day; it now concerns principally the poll tax. ln principle 
the upper classes had to give up; the compromises reached were everywhere openly 
announced as aiming at disfranchising the largest possible number of Negroes without 
depriving any white man of his vote. Devices such as permanent registration, the 
"grandfather clause," or the exception of war veterans were intentionally framed in 
order to enable all the white voten to evade the force of the clauses aimed at disfran
chising the Negroes; in addition, a sufficient discretionary power was reserved for the 
regiatrars to give effect to the promise of a "righMninded" administration of the 
election statutes. The upper classes felt a certain satisfaction in the reflection that some 
of the corrective devices were bound to have decreasing importance as time passed. In 
practice, particularly the poll tax requirement has turned out to be a barrier to great 
masses of lower class white people. 

The dilemma of the "best people" in the upper strata and their interpretation of the 
reault ia interestingly revealed by Edgar G. Murphy, who himself had taken an active 
part in the struggle about the new constitution (1901) in his home state, Alabama, and 
who is distinguished as one of the most sincere friends of the Negro among the conserv
ative-minded old Southerners and the author of two books.on the Negro problem. In 
Pro/Jlems of Jhe Pre1ent South (1909; first edition, 1904} he writes: 

"Had the negro masses presented the only illiterate elements, that method (namely 
to require literacy for voting) might have been pursued. But there were two defective 
classes--the unqualified negroes of voting age and the unqualified white men. Both 
could not. be dropped at once. A working constitution is not an " priori theoretic crea
tion; it must pa1S the people, The unqualified white men of voting age might be first 
included in the partnership of reorganization. Such a decision was a political necesaity. 
. . . Moreover . . . no amended Constitution, no suffrage reform, no legal status for a 

uner and purer political administration, fllas -posswle UJitliout tkeir r,otes • ••• 
"Terms were given them. Under skillfully drawn provisions the mass of illiterate 

negro votcra were deprived of suffrage and the Jiu# r,otmg white population-with 
certain varioualy defined exceptiona--waa permitted to retain the ballot. Care was 
taken, however, that all the rismg gt1nerdlkm and all future gmeratio,,s of white fl!orlrer; 
should be ~tuined to accept the suffrage test, a test applicable, therefore, after a 
brief fixed period, to white and black alike. Such is the law."• 

• Pp. 19a-193, italica oun. 
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The altimate goal to be reached as new generations of white Southerners rose to voting 
age wu what he called "the sapremacy of intelligence and property."• Murphy did not 
want to disfranchise the Negroes entirely: 

"Take out of his life all incentive to the franchise and you will partly destroy hie 
interest in the acquisition of knowledge and of property, because no people will, in the 
long run, accept as a working principle of life the theory of taxation without repreaenta
tion."b 
He understood that the reaching of his goal presumed honest administration of the 
provisions decided upon: 

"If these boards of registrars--the eBBential and distinctive provision in the suffrage 
system of the South---be administered arbitrarily and unfairly, if they perpetuate the 
moral confusion and the debasing traditions which they were inkndcJ to supplant, then 
the South will stand condemned both to the world and to herself. She will have 
defeated the purpose of her own deepest political and moral forces."c 
In Th, Basis of Ascendancy, published in 1909, Murphy already thought that hi, 
policy had proven successful: 

''The clouds of conflict have rolled away. Within less than ten years thousand, of 
the worthier black men, under our amended constitutions, have been admitted to the 
ballot; and in Alabama alone, in the first presidential election after the readjustment 
of the suffrage, more than half of our adult white men did not qualify and vote. 
Despite all the frank assertions of discrimination on the part of the South, despite all 
the imputations of discrimination from the side of the North, the thing which the 
Southern majority declared should happen and which the Northern majority denounced 
as having happened has not happened at all. Many ncgroes have been admitted. Many 
white men have been excluded."d 

As to the disfranchisement of white men, Murphy was correct as we shall see in Chapter 
22. But otherwise this last quotation and the next to the last one indicate wishful 
thinking. 

4 Lcwinson, op. cit., pp. 189-199. Sec also, Marian D. Irish, "The Southern One
Party System and National Politics," Tiu Joiirnal of Politics (February, 1942), pp. 
80-94, and George E. Stoney, "Suffrage in the South. Part II: The One Party System," 
Surr,ey Gr1.1plu& (March, 194-0), pp. 163-167 and 204-205. 

6 Ralph Bunche, "The Political Status of the Negro," unpublished manuscript 
prepared for this study (1940), Vol. 1,· p. 36, 

8 Henry W. Grady, Th, Neru South (1890), pp. 242-243. 
"/6id,, pp. 240-241. 
8 I6id., p. 239. 
9 Virginius Dabney, Below the Potomac (1942), pp. 112-113. 
lO "The Negro Citizen" in Charles S. Johnson, The Negro in Anurican Cir,iliZlltion 

(1930), pp. 467-468. 
11 Sixteenth Census of the United States: 1940, Agriculture, United States Sum-

mary, Second Series, Table 26. 
12 William Archer, Tl,rough A.fro-America (1910), p. 146, 

• IbU., p. 199. 
• 11,;,., p. 195. 
0 Ihitl., pp. 197-191. 
•p, 4. • 
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11 Dabney, of. m., pp. 241-24-4. 
u Archer, o,. ei1., p. I 54· 
111 For a general description of intolerance in the South, aee Dabney, o,. cit., pp. 

:137-:156. 
18 Tiu Mind of llu Sow/I (19,p). 
1T /1,ul., P• U• 
11 W. J. Cash, who streuecl these factors, concludes that: 
"If the yoke of law and government weighed but lightly, so also did that of claaa. 

Prior to the last ten or fifteen years before Secession, the Old South may be said, in 
truth, to have been nearly innocent of the notion of class in any rigid and complete 
aense.',. 

On the other hand, there was the myth among the Southern arittocrats that they 
were descended from Cavalier Norman stock, whereas the lower classes in the South 
were of Roundhead Saxon stock. As we said, they kept these ideas to themselves. 

19 For a diecu11ion of the effect of the last War on the South, see Frank Tannen-
baum, Darur Pluses of the South ( 19:14), pp. 13-20. 

20 Quoted from memory. 
11 One Southern liberal has given us the following lyrical picture of the South: 
"In particular here was a large segment of "America's Tragedy" with its harvest of 

later conflict and confusion, born of undesigned and unbalanced programs of reconstruc
tion. So came an American epoch that was the South. Old golden pages of history, 
shining parchment records of culture, then yellow and faded, scorched and seared with 
yean of embattled conflict, and epic struggle. , , • Gallant figures on black horses and 
white .•. and crude, simple folk, sore with the footfall of time, passing across, an 
epoch which was to be destroyed by physical and cultural conflagration and to rise up 
again in another American epoch Rtrangely different and vivid and powerful. Cultures 
in the making, social processes at work, portraiture descriptive of how civilizations grow. 
All the South's yesterdays, with their brilliant episodes and with their sordid pictures 
receding, giving way to the South's tomorrows, through a sweeping American develop
ment reminiscent of universal culture. Thus, there are many Souths yet the South. 
It ia pre-eminently national in backgrounds, yet provincial .in its processes. There are 
remnants of European culture framed in intolerant Americanism. There are romance, 
beauty, glamor, gaiety, comedy, gentleness, and there are sordidness, ugliness, dullness, 
sorrow, tragedy, cruelty. There are wealth, culture, education, generosity, chivalry, 
manners, courage, nobility, and there are poverty, crudeness, jgnorance, narrowness, 
brutality, cowardice, depravity. The South is American and un-American, Christian and 
barbaric. It is strong and weak, white and black, rich and poor. There are great white 
mansions on hilltops among the trees, and there :ire unpainted hou~es perched on pillars 
along hillside gullies or lowland marshes. Yet, here is reflected a composite region-in-the
making, descriptive of American reality, rich in power, range, and contrast, shaped and 
proportioned by strong backgrounds whose unfolding episodes were vivid with the 
quiver of life. Here are epic and romantic materials of history and literature alongside 
measurable elements for the scientific study of human society. Here are illuminating 
mater.iala !or the better understanding of American life through the study of regional 
aituatiom and folk society. Their consistency is often in their contradictions, their unity 
in their diversity, like some masterpiece of orchestral harmony. Or, like some unfold-

• Jl,U., P• 34· • 
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ing evolution 0£ aocial culture or some masterpiece of narrative, charm and po.ver are 
revealed only through dramatic unfolding, episode upon episode, year upon year. Here is 
a civilization slowly gathering together its processes and patterns until the magnitude of 
the whole haa Seen fashioned, neverthele11, whose power and brilliance are cumulative, 
residing unescapably in separate units, yet also, and more, in the high potentiality o£ the 
final unity."• 

A milder example may be taken from a more recent book of an outstanding Southern 
liberal: 

"Not content with such flagrant misrepresentations as the foregoing, certain profes
sional Northerners delight in reading lectures to all Southerners for their 'narrow
mindedness,' their 'provincialism,' and their general lack of decency and intelligence. 
Such criticisms of the South are heard most often with respect to its handling of the 
race problem. Fantastic statements in Northern magazines and newspapers, by self-con
stituted authorities who know little or nothing about the subject, naturally contribute 
only slightly to intersectional goodwill. For example, the following pontification appeared 
not long ago in the editorial columns of the Lowell, Massachusetts, Sur,: 'Any Negro in 
the South who dares go near a polling booth on election day invites a bullet through 
his brain. That is fact, not fiction.' A Virginia editor promptly pointed out that many 
thousands of Negroes vote every election day in the South, without any such retribution 
as the Lowell paper declared to be universal, and three Northern-born residents of 
Virginia protested the Sun's extravagant assertion. The Massachusetts daily promptly 
modified its charge with respect to Negro voting, but was equally absurd in its comment 
upon one of the above mentioned letters. The author of the letter, a native New Eng
lander, had declared, on the basis of residence in both Florida and Virginia, that 'the 
lot of the Southern Negro is no worse than that of the average Northern laborer.' Thir 
declaration, it is true, was distinctly vulnerable, but the Sun's editor went to the 
extreme length of saying, in rebuttal, that 'no Northern laborer would for one moment 
tolerate conditions under which the Southern Negro lives.' He should have read the series 
of newspaper articles by Harry Ashmore, a young South Carolina newspaperman, lovingly 
deacribing the unspeakably foul slums of various Northern rities--a series which was 
published with gusto in 1938 by more than a score of Southern dailies grown weary of 
excursions by Northern journalists into the cabins and back alleys of the cotton belt.''b 

22 The present author was traveling in the South in the fall of 193 8 when the out• 
burst of anti-Semitism in Germany disheartened and infuriated liberals all over the 
world. The Southern liberal newspapert--and many of the conservative onea--were out• 
raged and denounced in no uncertain terms the barbarous actions taken by the German 
Nazis against the Jews: the cheating and beating, the arbitrary justice, the discrimina
tions against the Jews by attempts at residential segregation and Jim-Crowing in atreet• 
cars, and beaches, in the labor market, in business. But the intellectual association to the 
conditions of Negroes in America was skillfully and completely avoided. One liberal 
editor with whom I discussed this point told me that such an association, if expressed, 
would "altogether spoil the educational e.ffect.'' It had to be left to "the deeper force1 
in the Southern soul" to make this comparison. 

• Howard W. Odum, An American Epocl, ( 1930), pp. 32.9-330, adapted in Howard W. 
Odum and Harry E. Moore, Amencon Regionalism (193B), pp. 52.1 and s2.3. 

• Dabney, oj. cit., pp. u-u. 
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Chapter 22. Po/,uieal Prllf:tiedl ToJ111 

1 Tiu WorU A/""11111&: 1942, p. 813. Theee percentages thoald not be taken u an 
exact meaaure of the South's adherence to the Democratic party, since, if the Republi
can party were to get enough vote, to challenge it, the Democratic party in time would 
get more penona to vote. 

2 "The one-party system of the South expreuea itself through the local political 
machines. These are the courthouac gangs, the county cliques, which are the main props 
of the southern political structure as it exists today. The real venality of southern politics 
ia revealed in the operation of the counhouse gangs. Though they arc technically sub
ject to the controls of the county and state Democratic party committees, in their own 
domain they are supreme. Here officea are bought and sold, and there is found an almoat 
complete anarchy of political thought and law. By and large, they tend to make their 
own rules, and are rarely ever well-informed upon the laws of the state that they are 
sworn to uphold. In the courthouse gangs will be found the probate judges, the ordi
naries, the county clerks, the registrars or the members of the county registration com
mittees or boards, the sheriffs, the beat committeemen, the members of the election com
mittees and the county Democratic party officers. 

"The political power of these local machines is so great that it is virtually impossible 
to make any generalizations concerning the pattern of any particular aspects of southern 
politics. For example, if we are to consider the qualifications for registration required 
of Negroes in Georgia and Alabama, it is not enough to study the state laws on the 
subject. The local registrars take the law into their own hands and there are almost as 
many variations of the laws as there are counties. Even within the white population, the 
laws are not administered uniformly. The county officials are often known to grant favors 
with respect to the application of the Jaws, to friends or political partisans." (Ralph J. 
Bunche, "The Political Status of the Negro," unpubliahed manuscript prepared for this 
1tudy [1940], Vol. 1, pp. 3S-36.) 

8 Tiu WorU Al,na,u,c: 1942, p. 813, and Suteentk Cmsw of the UnileJ Stines: 
1940, Populatitm, Preliminary Release, Series P-10, No. 6, Table 3. 

' For detailed evidence of the general corruption in Southern elections see: (I) 
Bunche, "The Political Status of the Negro," especially Vols. 1 and 2; (2) George C. 
Stoney, "Suffrage in the South. Pan II: The One Party System," Suroey Grapnic 
(March, 1940), pp. 163-167 and 204-205. For other excellent surveys of the Southern 
political scene, sec (3) Paul Lewinson, Race, Clau tmd Party (1932); and (4) Marian 
D. Irish, "The Southern One-Pany System and National Politics," The JOU1'fllli of 
Po/mes (February, 1942), pp. 80-94. 

11 It is by no means certain that it is the poor whites who stay away from the polla 
in greatest proportion, even though it is cenain that they get least out of politics. 
R01enstein found that, for a single Mi88issippi county, the poorest white farm operaton 
were regiatered in greater proportion than white farm operators of middle income. 
(Joseph Roaenstein, "Government and Social Structure in a Deep South Community," 
unpublithed M.A. thesis, University of Chicago [1941), pp. 17-18.) 

8 A cietailed county-for-county description of election practices in the South is avail
able in Bunche, .. The Political Status of the Negro," Vols. I and 2. 

'"The Cui:ur1-Georgian of Macon County, Georgia, in an editorial of November 
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S, 1936, attacb the abtence 0£ a 1ecret ballot in Georgia and the need for an Australian 
Ballot, stating, in part: ' ••• the preaent method can hardly be called a aecret ballot 
became friends, relatives, aupporters, and sometimes even the candidates themselves, 
literally stand over the voting booths, making it impoasible for a penon to mark hia 
ticket without several persons knowing for whom the vote has been cast.'" (/l,iJ., 
Vol. 1, p. 194.) 

"The numben on the ballot arc used to check up on how people vote in almost 
every precinct. Almost every election after the official burning of the ballots, lists of 
names of thoae who voted and how they voted on major offitea arc 'for sale.'" (Inter
view with a member of the Alabama Legislature, February, 1940, cited in ibitl., p. 
us.) 

8 V. 0. Key, Jr., Political Parties antl Pressure Groups (1942), pp. 402-407. 
9 Bunche, "The Political Status of the Negro," Vol. 51 p. J 180. 
10 Lcwinaon, op. cu., pp. I 10 and 1 ;o. 
11 For a history of the movement, see ibitl., pp. 166 ff. 
12 This is a tradition from Reconstruction. Many Southerners find a partial motiva

tion for the disfranchisement of the Negroes in the fact that Negroes voted against 
the whites. Many stories are told to illustrate this tendency. 'rhe best one is Booker T. 
Washington'• about an old Negro in Reconstruction time who relates: 

"We watches de white man, and we keeps watching de white man till we finda out 
which way de white man's gwine to vote; an' when we finds out which way de white 
man's gwine to vote, den we votes 'xactly de other way. Den we knows we's right.'' 
(Booker T. Washington, Up from Slaoery [ I 915; first edition, 1900 ], p. 111.) 

13 See Section 4 of this ch.apter. Wendell Willkie, the defeated Republican candidate 
for President in 1940, has recently made a number of speeches condemning race prej
udice and discrimination against Negroes. He even delivered the keynote speech at 

the 1942 convention of the N.A.A.C.P. If he should again become the Republican 
candidate for President, which docs not seein likely at the present time, it is probable 
that he would get many Negroes to vote for him who had voted for Roose\·elt in 1936 
and 1940. The same would happen if any other Republican candidate should dcmon
atrate friendlineas toward the Negro, or if the Democratic candidate should be a 
Southerner. 

H Theoretically, anyone not qualified by the grandfather clause (i.e., Negroes) could 
still register if he paid taxes and met a battery of other restrictions. Another theoretical 
weakness of the grandfather clause arose from the fact tl1at many Negroes had white 
fathers and grandfathers who had voted before 1861 or who had served in a military 
capacity; such white ancestors could not be formally claimed by Negroes, however. 

11 G,m,n v. U11Uetl Stal#s, 238 U. S. 347 (1915). 
18 Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 4, P• 982. 
17 NiMm v. H#rndon, 273 U.S. 536 (March, 1927). In this brief resume of the 

legal status of the white primary, we shall not present the decisions reached by state 
courts or lower federal courts, but only those of the United States Supreme Court. 

18 Ni.Iron v. Condon, 286 U.S. 73 (1932). 
19 Gror,ey v. Tofllmend, :z95 U.S. 45 (1935). 
llO Unuetl States v. Patric• B. CltlSJic et oJ., No. 618 (October Term, 1940). See 

Ralph J. Bunche, "The Negro in the Political Life of the United States," JD1mllll 
of Negro Education (July, 1941), p. 574· 
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21 Charlea S. Mangum, Jr., Tiu Legal Stotw of llu Negro (194-0), p, 371. 
21 A few Northern states still have a compulsory poll tax for everyone. In such a 

form it Jw no effect on voting. The compulsory poll tax is 10 different from the volun
tary poll tu that modem experts give it a new name, "capitation tax." The compulsory 
poll tax, or capitation tax, is compulaory in that if one does not pay it, he is 11tbject 
to criminal prosecution, just as for nonpayment of other taxes. The voluntary poll tax, 
which is found only in the South, does not carry any pcnaJty for nonpayment other than 
inability to vote. 

28 In a few Southern states the payment of poll taxes by landowners is compulsory. 
24 Mi11i1&ippi is perhaps the moat restrictive state: the payment of all state taxes 

is made a prerequisite to voting in the general election, but only the poll tax of two 
dollars per year for two years is necessary for voting in the primary. Alabama and 
Georgia, while they charge only $1.50 and $1.00 per year respectively, make this hard 
on older persons by requiring all back taxes (back to the time the individual became 
twenty-one years of age) before registration. South Carolina requires payment of a poll 
tax of $ 1 .00 for voting in the general election, but no poll tax need be paid to vote 
in the primary. Virginia has a three-year cumulative tax. Tennessee, Texas, and Arkansas 
are relatively lenient with a small tax ($1.00 in Tennessee and Arkansas, $1.50 in 
Texas with an additional $0.25 optional to the county), without the cumulative 
features and without any distinction between primary and general election. (Bunche, 
"The Political Status of the Negro," Vol. 3.) 

211 /hid., Vol. 3, p. 630. 
28 There also has been an attempt recently to abolish the poll tax by federal law. In 

1938, a bill to this effect was introduced in Congress by Representative Lee E. Geyer, 
California Democrat, The Southern-dominated House Judiciary Committee stifled the 
bill for four years (as did a Senate Committee for the bill introduced by Senator 
Pepper of Florida), but in 1942 the bill was forced to the floor of the House by 
sentiment created by the disfranchisement of soldiers. As this is being written (October, 
1942), the House has passed the bill, and it is now up before the Senate. Liberals 
throughout the South are fighting the poll tax, but many would much prefer that the 
individual states abolish it, rather than see it killed by the tJnited States Congress or by 
the federal courts. (See Virginius Dabney, Below tke Potomac [1942], Chapter 4.) 

27 While Louisiana no longer requires the payment of the poll tax, it does require 
the posse1&ion of a "poll tax certificate," which is evailable without cost. This ia con
fusing to many voters. 

28 Bunche, "The Political Status of the Negro," Vol. 3, and Lcwinson, op. cit., p. 80. 
29 The World Almanac: 1942, p, 813; and Si:tteenth Cenoo of 1/u Un,ited Stalu: 

1940, Population, Preliminary Release, Series P-10, No. 6, Table 3. 
80 For cases of this and other kinds of discrimination in the application of require

menta for voting, see Bunche, "The Political Status of the Negro," Vol. 3, esp. p. 774, 
and Vols. 4 and 5. 

81 1~., Vol. 4, p. 839, and Vol. 7, pp. 1563-1565. 
11J~., Vol. 2, pp. 316, 330 and 436-506 passim. The South generally has more 

risid residence requirements for voting than the North, but whether there is any 
apecial di,crimination against Negroes in this respect in the South is not known. (See: 
Leo Alilunas, "legal Restrictions on the Negro in Politics,•• Tiu Journal of Negro 
Hislory [April, 1940], p. 158.) 
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11 For documented caacs of each of these types of violence and intimidation, sec the 

unpublished monographs prepared for this study (1940}: Bunche, "The Political Status 
of the Negro," especially Vols. 2 and 4, and Arthur Raper, "Race and Class Pressures." 
See also Lewinson, op. de., Chapter 6. 

H I have talked to a great number of registration officers in various Southern states, 
and they have usually been very outspoken .on this point. They have also been astonish
ingly frank in describing the methods they used. A tax collector in Georgia, for exo1mplc, 
referred to the Supreme Court jurisdiction cl.tuse of the State Constitution and said: 

"I can keep the President of the United States from registering, if I w,mt to. God, 
Himself, couldn't understand that sentence. I, myself, am the judge. It must be written 
to my satisfaction." (lnterdew by Myrdal, November 3, 1939,) 

811 Interview by Wilhelmina Jackson, December, 1939, in Buncht', "The Political 
Status of the Negro," Vol. 4, p. 941. 

86 Interview by Wilhelmina Jackson, December, 1939, in lbU., Vol. 4, p. 940. 
87 Sometimes a vague excuse may acrompany a refusal to permit a Negro to register 

or vote, such as that "there is no provision in the law for registering Negroes," or that 
the "quota" of Negro voters had been filled. (See Lewinson, op. cit., p. 118.) 

88 /tlem. 
a& /oiJ., P· 119. 
40 Raper, op. cit., pp. 288-291. 
41 The causes of local variations are discussed rn Lcwinson, op. cit., pp. 1 zo-1 z4, 

132-138. 
42 A candidate who docs this is sometimes a "reform" candidate, For a description of 

several "reform" campaigns leading up to general elections, sec Lewinson, op. cit .. 
pp. 148 ff. When the 1928 campaign split the South, there were rontests in the general 
elections for a few years afterwards where pro-Hoo\·er Democrats joined the Repub
licans to battle the regular Democratic randidates. (See ihid., pp. 159 ff.) 

43 Ibid., p. 147. 
44 In one case at least the commission form of government is known to have hurt 

Negroes politically: In Chattanooga before 1920 the city hJd an aldermanic govern
ment, and there were Negro aldermen from Negro sections of the city. In 1920 a 
nonpartisan commission form of government was in~titute<l and--since elections became 
city-wide-Negroes were outvoted. From that time on, according to a local labor leader, 
Negroes received less consideration in politics. (Interview by George Stoney, January, 
1940, in Bunche, "The Political Status of the Negro," Vol. 4, p. 973., 

45 Here again we rely on Bunche's estimates. 
48 See Chapter 12, Section 5. Corruption is absent only in the sense that Negroes 

are not intimidated at the polls. Tkere have been reports of white plantation owners 
bringing their Negro croppers to the polling place and "voting" them. Too, the voting 
is not secret, so that white plantation owners know their tenants' vote. On the other 
hand, some Southern whites feel that the A.A.A. elections are bad because they are giving 
Negroes the idea that they ca:i vote. Other whites satisfy themselves by believing that 
the Negroes do not know what they are voting for anyway or by telling Negroes how to 
vote. While Negroes vote in the main A.A.A. referenda, they are often not permitted 
to vote for the committeemen who administer the program locally. In some cases they 
are permitted to vote, but only for white nominees. In all Alabama, for example, there 
was only one county which had Negro committeemen in the A.A.A. program. (Halo 
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County, which had three Negro committeemen in U)4.0, repl'elenting three eeparate 
communities.) See Bunche, "The Political Stata1 of the Negro,'' Vol. 5, p. 1066. 

" Lewinson, o-p. m., pp. 107 ff; Bunche, "The Political Stata1 of the Negro," Vol. 
4. Bunche quotes a number of these statements from his interviews, including some by 
Southern senators. They represent one of the traditional stereotypes. Stone says: 

"The Negro manes in fact do not have to be excluded. They will disfranchise 
themselves if left to their own devices." (A. H. Stone, StuJie1 in the Amerit:11n RM• 
Problem [1908], p. 374.) 

Occasionally a Negro author will agree to the white rationalization. Bertram W. 
Doyle writes: 

", •• the Negro manes are, in general, not interested. The situation serves II an 
illustration to draw the distinction between the controls established by laws and formal 
regulation and those fixed in custom and habit. The Negro masses look on the white 
man 11 chosen to rule and on the ballot as a means to that end. They feel out of place 
participating in such. They accept their status as nonvoters and expect to be guided 
thereby. They would much prefer that "quality" white people govern them; but, even 
in other instances, they exhibit a lack of interest. From this standpoint the battle for 
and against Negro suffrage, on principle, or on a platform of the enforcement of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth amendments of the Constitution, is hampered by the under
lying sentiments and habits of the Negroes themselves. Voting and participation in 
governmental affairs seem not to be in the mom of the Negro group." (Tke Etiquette 
of Race Relation, in tke Soutk [1937], pp. 139-140.) 

"Allison Davis, Burleigh B. Gardner, and Mary R. Gardner, Deep Soutk (1941), 
p. 487. 

49 For general traits of nonvoters, see Charles E. Merriam and Harold F. G01Snell, 
N-Yoting (1924), and Herbert Tingsten, Political Be/urJio,- (1937). 

GO The political boss of a large city in the Deep South, who openly conceded to the 
author that he bought votes, gave a sort of democratic motivation for vote-buying which 
might be recorded because of the light it throws on the psychology of corrupt politics. 
"Why," he said, "shouldn't the poor devil, who doesn't own more than his shirt, have 
the right to expect a couple of dollars for his vote, when ·the big shots get so much 
more out of politics .••• If you were a local business man," he continued, "wouldn't 
you expect favors from me, if you helped me into office? Well, what about the common 
citizen? Should he be entirely forgotten in this big game?" 

ni In Detroit in 1940, for example, Negroes constituted 9.2 per cent of the total 
population but II.O per cent of the population 21 years of age and over, 

52 W. E. B. Du Bois, Tk• Pkilfldelpkia N•gro ( 1899), p. 373. 
18 There are many forms of gerrymandering: in addition to cutting up a minority 

group, it may also take the form of concentrating a group in one election district when 
that group could control several districts if otherwise distributed. Since the modification 
of the boundaries of an election district always aJfects the in1luence of the vote in that 
district, the only test for the presence of gerrymandering is to equate the total votes 
of all groupe over several election districts with the total influence of these groups in 
electing candidates. 

Gerrymandering is p088ible because Negroes are segregated in certain areas of the city 
and became the multi-district ayatem is used instead of proportional representation or 
other 1yatem1 without districts. 1£ Negroes were distributed throughout a city or if a 
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diatrict'• boundaries meant nothing (as under a proportional representation l)'ltem), 
there would be no gerrymandering. But there would also be much less chance of electing 
Negroes to office (except under a proportional repre11entation system), When Negroes 
are scattered throughout a city, they cannot exert much inftuence in any district. Segre• 
gation usually gives them control of at least one district, and alao makes apparent to 
politicians how they vote in city-wide elections. Voting on a city-wide basis takes away 
the advantage of being a majority in a single district. In Detroit and Chattanooga, the 
Negroes have little political influence, partly because of the city-wide election system 
for local office. But if the city-wide system is combined with proportional representation 
it gives greater weight to the votes of those Negroes living in non-Negro areas. Between 
1930 and 1938 the New York City Council, operating under the single-member
diatrict plan, had a Negro alderman. When proportional representation was put into 
eft'ect in 1938, the: Negro alderman was lost. But in 1941, Negroes managed to concen
trate their votes, and with the help of some white votes, sent a representative to the 
Council again. 

114 In 1933 the victorious Democrats of St. Louis redistricted the city for the election 
of state legislators. A large number of the Negroes formerly concentrated in the Twelfth 
District were shifted into the huge Eleventh District and their vote in both districts 
was completely overwhelmed. Previous to 1933, one or two Negro legislators were 
always elected from St. Louis; after that year no Negro has ever been elected. Negro 
leaders have been working to stop this gerrymander. (Memorandum by David M. 
Grant in Bunche, "The Political Status of the Negro," Vol. 6, p. 1316.) The re-appor
tionment of I 93 I in Detroit also served to prevent Negroes from electing a congress
man. The Negro majority in the First District was wiped out by putting some of its 
Negro constituents in the predominantly white Thirteenth and Fifteenth Districta. 
Both of these cases of gerrymandering were perpetuated by the Democratic party, 
apparently not because it was making a racial discrimination against Negroes but because 
Negroes were tied to the Republican party before 1933. A more exhaustive study needa 
to be made to determine whether Negro areas have ever been gerrymandered in the 
North on account of race prejudice. 

116 Recently a congressman was successful in forcing the New York Legislature to 
promise to make the long overdue adjustments. 

116 Since there are no registration or voting statistics in the North which differentiate 
Negroes from whites, all quantitative studies of Negro voting and nonvoting are based 
on differences between areas inhabited mainly by Negroes and areas inhabited mainly 
by whites. 

IIT Edward H. Litchfield, "A Ca11e Study of Negro Political Behavior in Detroit," 
Public Opinion Quarterly (June, 1941), pp. 267-274. Litchfield found that this 
greater political apathy among Negroes existed even when economic status ia held 
conatant. In the absence of figures on income, measures of economic status used to 
compare Negroes and whites may be called into question. Rents, for example, are not 
comparable when Negroes are segregated and crowded. Such weaknesses of economic 
indices' do not apply, however, to differences within the Negro group. , 

118 Harold F. Gosnell, Negro Politicians (1935), p. 17. In Cleveland, too, 1t has 
been claimed that Negroes vote more than whites, although statiatics have not been 
compiled to prove this. See memorandum prepared for this study by Harry E. Davia, 
cited in Bunche, "The Political Status ~f the Negro," Vol. 6, p. I 279. 
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SI One ltadent reports that, while Negroes oote much less than whites in Detroit, 
they ,-egi,IM" for voting alm08t to the same e:rtent. This is because some Negro men 
hope to get jobs in the Ford factories by registering and forming Republican clubs. 
(My interviews.) See also: T. R. Solomon, "Participation of Negroes in Detroit Elec
tions," unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Michigan (1939), pp. 101-102. Quoted 
in Bunche, "The Political Status of the Negro," Vol. 6, p. 1 308. 

00 Tingsten, op. cit., Chapter 3, has a complete summary of all these studies. Although 
tiosnell, Arneson, and others have made such studies for two or three such communities 
in America, it ia difficult to do this, since voting statistics are not broken down by race, 
and it is difficult to find suitable economic indices. (Sec: Harold F. Gosnell, Getting 
Out the Vote (1927); Harold F. Gosnell and Norman N. Gill, "An Analysis of the 
1932 Presidential Vote in Chicago," The American Political Science Re,•iew (Decem
ber, 1935), pp, 967-984; Ben A. Arneson, "Non-Voting in a Typical Ohio Com
munity," The American Political Science RMJiew (November, 1925), pp. 816-822; 
W. Donaldson, "Compulsory Voting," National Municipal ReC1iew (July, 1915), 
pp. 460-465. There is, however, a simple substitute for voting statistics in America and 
that is the already collected public opinion polls made by Gallup, Fort,me magazine and 
others. Many of these polls give information as to whether the informant voted or not 
in the previoua election, and they have a rough estimate of the informant's economic 
status. A rctabulation of several such polls ought to provide a reasonable estimate of the 
extent of nonvoting in different income groups. 

81 Tammany sought the Negro vote in New York City as early as 1886 when they 
got John A. Nail, a saloon-keeper and leading Negro citizen, to set up a Negro Demo
cratic club. After 1900 Ferdinand Q. Morton took over leadership of Negro Demo
crats. He was skillfully supported after 1920 by Mrs. Bcssyc Bearden. The Ga"cy 
movement helped the Democratic party in New York to a large extent. (Bunche, "The 
Political Status of the Negro," Vol. 6, pp. 1335-1356.) For a rletailed description of 
Negroes in recent New York politics, sec Claude McKay, liar/em ( 1940), pp. 124-131. 

02 Henderson, op. cit., p, I 9. 
88 Litchfield, op. cit., pp. 271, 273. 
0• Gosnell, Negro Politicians, p. 36. 
86 ln St. Louis, for example, Negroes were given only three upper-bracket political 

jobs by the Republicans. The incoming Democrats, despite a general curtailment due 
to the depression, opened up eleven more jobs to Negroes and built one hospital and 
three community centers for them. (Democratic Campaign Booklet, prepared by Negro 
Division of the Democratic Campaign Headquarters of St. Louis. Quoted by Bunche, 
"The Political Status of the Negro," Vol. 6, pp. 1315-1316, 1320.) 

86 New York was something of an exception, since the nominal Republican, La 
Guardia, was the mayor during the depression after beating Tammany candidates, 
La Guardia supported Roosevelt nationally, however. Chicago, too, was something of an 
:xception since the pre-depression Republican mayor, Thompson, was very pro-Negro. 
After Thompson's defeat in 1931, however, he was rapidly forgotten, and the. Negro 
vote shifted to the Democratic party after a few years. 

87 The figures for 1932 and 1936 are from Henderson, op. cit., pp. 19-21. The 
figure for 1940 is from H.F. Gosnell, "The Negro Vote in Northern Cities," National 
Mllllfei,-1 Rerliew (May, 1941), p. 267. Since Gosnell used a slightly different basis 
£ar·ei1culation than Hendenon, the 1936 and 1940 figures may not be e:v•c•ly com-
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parable. Henderson ahowed a Negro vote of 59.5 per cent for the Democratic candidate 
for Mayor in 1939. 

18 Litchfield, op. cit,, p. 271. The percentage Democratic among Detroit Negroee 
in 1930 was 19,5, 

69 In addition to the factors mentioned as causing the shift in the Negro vote toward 
the Democratic party, Gosnell observes that there was one other factor that influenced 
the local elections if not the national ones. As Northern city administrations fell into the 
hands of Democrats after 1930, the Negro underworld was forced to back them. 

"This year one syndicate had 1,500 policy writers on the streets canvassing for the 
Democratic ticket. One of the leaders of this syndicate recently made a settlement with 
the federal government of $500,000 for his back income taxes in 1938. A rival svndi
cate that sponsored a Willkie meeting was raided and practically closed down.' The 
police have this element of the Negro community well under control." (Gosnell, "The 
Negro Vote in Northern Cities," National Municipal Rer-•iew, p. 267.) 

70 Litchfield, op. cit., p. 273. 
71 Gosnell, Negro Politicians, p. 352. 
72 Davis, in Bunche, "The Political Status of the Negro," Vol. 6, pp. 1289-1290. 
78 Litchfield, op. cit., p. 272. Negroes, by economic class, had about the s.1me propor

tions Democratic as the city as a whole. This comparison, however, has methodological 
weaknesses. Henderson found a similar class differential in voting among Chicago 
Negroes. Henderson, op. cit., pp. 30-3 J. 

14 The estimate that there are as many Negroes voting today in the United States 
as there are Southern whites voting in seven Deep Southern states was made in the 
following manner: to get the :ipproximate number of Negro voters in all Northern and 
Western states and in the Border states of Delaware, West Virginia, and Maryland, the 
proportion of all voters for President in 1940 to the total population in I 940, for each 
state, was applied to the Negro population of the respective state. That is, it was assumed 
that Negroes voted in the same proportion in these states as did whites. The only 
empirical evidence we have on this point is Gosnell's finding that in Chicago Negroes 
voted more than did whites and Litchfield's finding that in Detroit Negroes voted less 
than did whites. (See Section 4 of this chapter.) If Negroes voted less than did eligible 
whites in the entire North, we feel that this is compensated for by the fact that many 
of the foreign-born whites are not citizens and so cannot vote. A similar procedure was 
used to estimate the number of Negroes ,·oting in the Border states of Missouri and 
Kentucky except that the percentage was arbitrarily reduced by 10 per cent before being 
applied to the Negro population, in order to compensate for the minor restrictions on 
Negro voting in some areas of those states. Our estimates showed that over 1,263,000 
Negroes voted for President in 1940 in the North and West, and that over 348,000 
Negroes voted in the five Border states. For the 12 states of the Upper and Lower 
South we used Bunche's estimate of 250,000 Negro votes. The total number of Negro 
votes in the United States was thus about 1,861,000. 

To determine how many Southern states had this many whites voting, we subtracted 
the estimated Negro vote from the total vote for each state, and added these white 
votes together (beginning with the states that disfranchised the Negroes most) until our 
total was close to 1,861,000. The total white vote for the six Deep Southern states of 
Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama, South Carolina, Arkansas and Georgia was 1,430,000. 
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By adding Florida, the total waa brought up to 1,905,000, which ia cloee to the total 
number of Negro votea. 

11 Goauell, Negro PoluieiMl.t, pp. 36.f,-367; Bunche, "The Political Statm of the 
Negro," Vol. 6, p. u.72 passim. 

Tl Lewinaon, op. ell., p. 130. 
"See Raper, op. cu., pp. z7 ff. 
78 Editorial in the Montgomery AJr,ertuer (April 23, 19.f.O). Cited in Raper, ot. 

m.,p . .f.S• 
'II /1,U., P· so. 
80 According to a Negro political leader in an interview in November, 1939. See 

Bunche, "The Political Statue of the Negro," Vol, .f., p. 923. 
81 /!Ju., P· 99.f.· 
82 Raper, "1· oil., p. 13. 
88 Bunche, "The Political Status of the Negro," Vol . .f., pp. 866-867. 
a, JbiJ., P· 911. 
811 Ibid., p. 985. 
88 /1,iJ., Vol. 6, p. l.f.90, and Lewinson, op. cu,, pp. 150-151. 
87 Bunche, "The Political Status of the Negro," Vol, .f., p. 906. 
88JJem. 
81 /6U., Vol • .f., p. 782. 
90 Gosnell, Negro PoUticitms., p. 373. 
91 Gosnell describes the political loyalty of the Negroes in the following terma: 
"The greatest contribution which the rank and file of the Negro group had to offer 

to the white political leaders was personal loyalty. The politician who won their confi
dence could count on their support even in the most adverse of circumstance. It was 
common belief among certain white politicians that the Negro vote was influenced 
primarily by large expenditures of money. It is true that colored party workers demand 
compensation for their services on behalf of given candidates. Other things being 
equal, the colored voters, like the white voters in many parts of the United States, 
support the candidates who spend the most money. However, these candidates had to 
measure up to given standards of acceptability if the money 1pent was to yield the best 
returns. In other words, money, jobs, and other rewards might not influence the Negro 
voters to support a candidate who was regarded as hostile to the interests of the race in 
preference to one who had a reputation of fair dealing in race matters. This is not to 
say that the favored candidate, if he wanted a large vote, could neglect to spend the 
money that was commonly put into dibtricts of the same economic status, Another 
evidence of the loyalty of the colored voters was their behavior when the political 
fortunes of their favorite candidates were sinking. The Negroes, like other minority 
groups, do not enjoy supporting losing causes, but when their friends are going down 
they stick with them to the last." (Negro Politicians, pp. 365-366.) 

H Henderson, op. cit,, pp. 78-79. 
98 Gosnell, Negro Politicians, p. 367. 
14 Negro political leaders have sometimes claimed that Negroes control the "balance 

of power" in as many as 17 states. Thia estimate is based on the dubious assumptions that 
all Negroes of voting age do vote, that the Negro vote is perfectly organized and flex
ible, tut white voters are always divided as closely as they were in 1940, and that white 
voters would be uninfluenced if an organized Negro movement were afoot. 
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"The tradition of a "Black Cabinet" dates further back. (See James Weldou 

Joh1110n, A.long Tlw Way [1934), p. 239.) 
N Archie C. Edwuds, quoted by Laurence J. W. Hayes, Tiu Nigro F,d,,,-al Gor,,m

"'*" Worur, Howard University Studies in the Social Sciences (19.p), pp. 73, 153. 
According to Kiplinger, at the end of I 9.p there were more than 150,000 Negroes in 
the federal civil service, and they were increasing as the war boom continued. (W. M. 
Kiplingcr, Washington Is Like That [1942.], p. 148.) 

Chapter 23. Trends and Po11ihililie1 

1 We are not overlooking the watchdog service on behalf of the Negro interests 
carried on primarily by the national office of the N.A.A.C.P. (see Chapter 39). W. It R. 
Du Bois, a former leader of the organization, gives in his autobiography an inside view 
of how political strategy appeared to Negro leadership up until recently: 

"We had calculated that increased independence in the Negro vote would bring a 
bid for the Negro vote from opposing parties; but it did not until many years later. 
Indeed, it was not until the re-election of the second Roosevelt in 1936 that the Negro 
vote in the North came to be eagerly contended for by the two major parties. In 1914 
we tried to make congressional candidates declare themselves as to our demands, but 
were only partially successful. The Sixty-fourth Congress saw eleven bills introduced 
advocating color caste and the state legislatures continued to be bombarded by similar 
legislation. Thus, in 1916, we found ourselves politicaJly helpless. We had no choice. 
We could ,·ote for Wilson who had segregated us or for Hughes who, despite all our 
requests, remained doggedly dumb on our problems."• 

2 I have observed in the big cities a certain amount of anti-Semitism among Negroes, 
which is rather natural as Jews in the role of businessmen and real estate owners are 
frequently the ones among the whites who are in closest contact with the Negro and arc 
thus likely to be identified as the exploiters of the Negro people. Rarely, however, docs 
an anti-Semitic tone creep into the Negro press. This is not only due to the fact that 
Jewish merchants usua11y contribute so large a part of the tiny local advertising for 
every Negro paper, but more fundamentally to a clear knowledge by almost everybody 
writing or talking in the Negro group that as a people they cannot afford any negative 
racialism but have to stick to racial equalitarianism. 

B Robert E. Park points to one important aspect of this general "law" at tl1e end of 

the following statement: 
"The freedman was not able at once to enter into the spirit and tradition of a free 

competition and industrial society. He had no conception, for example, of the secret 
terror that haunts the free laborer; the fear, namely, of losing his job and of being 
out of work. On the contrary, his first conception of freedom was that of a condition 
in which he would be permanently out of work. So far, therefore, from being possessed 
by that mania for owning things which is the characteristic, as the communists tell us, 
of a capitalistic society, his first impulse and aim were to get as deeply in debt u 
possible. If, therefore, the agents of the 'Third International' find that such Negroea 

• Drui of Dawn (1940), p. 137. 
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are II yet not ripe for communism, it is undoubtedly became they hue not had aa yet 
the opportunity to realize the evils of a free and competitive aociety.',. 

'The Communiau have tried to circumvent this difficulty. The church is often the 
only meeting place.b But the great majority of Negro preachers will not only keep 
them out of their churches, but use all their influence to atamp out Communism as a 
"Godleu," anti•religious creed. 

5 Negro A.meri&am, Whal Now? (1934), p. 11. 
41 /!Jitl., p. 68. Compare Jaine& Weldon Johnson, Alo11g tl,is Way (1934), p. 411. 
1 James Weldon Johnson, Negro .4meri&tmJ, What Now!, p. 9. 
8 The following figures taken from a survey made by Fortune magazine show to what 

a great extent Negroes support the New Deal: 

"Do you approve: 
"in general of F.D.R.? 
"of his economic objectives? 
"of Wages and Hours Legislation? 
"of F.D.R.'s attitude toward Busincul 
"of F.D.R.'a Advisors and Associates? 

84.7 
87.3 
91.3 
85-2 
73.6" 

These figures arc quoted by courtesy of Fortune magazine. ''The Fortune Quarterly 
Survey: XIll," Fortune (July, 1938), pp. 3~37 and 74-80. 

8 The most comprehensive and penetrating study of the subject is still, after half a 
century, James Bryce, Tiu American Commonwealtl, (1893). 

10 W. E. B. Du Bois, "The Negro Citizen" in Charles S. Johnson, Tl,e Negro in 
American Ci1:1iliz.ation (1930), p. 466. 

11 Du Bois, "The Negro Citizen," op. &it., pp. 465-466. 
"I do not for a moment argue that political power will immediately abolish color 

caste, make ignorant men intelligent or bad men good. We have caste and discrimination 
in the North with the vote, and social progress in some parts of the South without it. 
But there is this vast difference: in states like New York, where we are beginning to 
learn the meaning and use of the ballot, we are building a. firm and unshakeable basis 
of permanent freedom, while every advance in the South, unprotected by political 
power, is based on chance and changing personalities. I maintain that political power 
is the beginning of all permanent reform and the only hope for maintaining gains. 

'~There are today a surprisingly large number of intelligent and sincere people, both 
white and black, who really believe th:\t the Negro problem in the United States can 
ultimately be solved without our being compelled to face and settle the question of the 
Negro vote. 

"Nearly all of our social &tudies apparently come to this conclusion, either openly 
or by assumption, and do not aay, as they ought to say, that granted impulse by philan
thropy, help by enlightened public opinion and the aid of time, no permanc11• improve
ment in the economic and social condition of Negroes is going to be made, so long as 
they are deprived of political power to support and defend it. 

"Nowhere else in the world is there any suggestion that a modern laboring class can 

• Introduction to Charles S. Johnson's Shadow of t/11 Plantation (1934), p. xxii. 
• See J. G. St. Clair Drake, "The Negro Church and AISociations in Chicago," unpublished 

manuacript prepared for this study (1940), p. 409. 
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permanently better itself without political power. It may be a quemon, it certainly 
i, a question, as to just how labor is going to use this power ultimately so ae to raise its 
economic and social statw. But there is no question but that such power must be had."• 

12 See, for instance, Booker T. Washington, Tiu Futur1 of tl,1 AmMiellfl Nigro 
(1899), pp. 141,156 and 212. 

18 "The more I consider the subject, the more strongly I am convinced that the most 
harmful effect of the practice to which the people in certain sections of the South ha,•e 
felt themselves compelled to resort, in order to get rid of the force of the Negroes' 
ballot, is not wholly in the wrong done to the Negro, but in the permanent injury to 
the morals of the white man. The wrong to the Negro is temporary, but to the morals 
of the white man the injury is permanent. I have noted time and time again that when 
an individual perjures himself in order to break the force of the black man's ballot, 
he soon learns to practise dishonesty in other relations of life, not only where the Negro 
is concerned, but equally so where a white man is concerned. The white man who 
begins by cheating a Negro usually ends up cheating a white man. The white man who 
begins to break the law by lynching a Negro soon yields to the temptation to lynch 
a white man. All this, it seems to me, makes it important that the whole Nation lend 
a hand in trying to lift the burden of ignorance from the South."b 

"These disfranchisement measures, harsh and severe as they are in many features, 
meet with little or no opposition from the nation at large. Although the clear and 
unmistakable intent of the Federal Constitution is set at naught, yet the nation suffereth 
it to be so. There is no moral force in the nation ,t present that will lead to their 
undoing, and no political exigency seems to demand it. That they violate the spirit, if 
not the letter, of the Federal Constitution is n-:>.orious. Every fourteen year old child 
in America is fully aware of this fact, and yet the nation winks at the violation of its 
own fundamental law. Men of the highest patriotic and personal probity ignore their 
oath to execute the law, and condone its annulment. If there is a growing disrespect 
for law in the attitude of the American mind, the cause is not far to seek nor hard to 
find. If one portion of the organic law may be violated with impunity, why not another 
if it seems to conflict with our interests or with our prejudices? »e 

1• "I am not saying a word against all legitimate efforts to purge the ballot of igno
rance, pauperism, and crime. But few have pretended that the present movement for 
disfranchisement in the South is for such a purpose; it has been plainly and frankly 
declared in nearly every case that the object of the disfranchising laws is the elimination 
of the black man from politics."d • 

"More and more I a:.1 convinced that the final solution of the political end of our 
race problem will be for each state that finds it necessary to change the law bearing 
upon the franchise to make the law apply with absolute honesty, and without oppor
tunity for double dealing or evasion, to both races alike. Any other course my daily 
observation in the South convinces me, will be unjust to the Negro, unjust to the 
white man, and unfair to the rest of the states in the Union, and will be, like slavery, 
a sin that at some time we shall have to pay for."• 

• 1bid., pp. 464-465. 
b Booker T. Washington, Up from Slll'uery (19011 first edition, 1900), pp. 165-166, 

• Kelly Miller, Out of 1he House of Bondage (1914), p. 130. 
•w. E. B. Du Bois, Tiu Souls of Black Folk (1903), p. 175. 
• Washington, Up from Slav,ry, pp. l~-87. 
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211 "There ii a growing school of thought in the South which holda that any mm. 

110 matter what hi, race, who ia qualified to vote ought to be pezmitted to vote, and that 
it ia wholly unjust for election officials to diaqualify thomanda of Negroe, arbitrarily 
while permitting other thousands of white illiterates to troop to the polls. It is the Tiew 
of the element that an educated and respectable Negro ia a greater aaaet to the com
numity and more dcaerving of the franchise than an unlettered white swineherd from 
the pine barrens. It cannot be said that thia view i1 held by anything remotely approach
ing a majority of the Southern white,, but it undoubtedly is gaining in favor. Aa recon
struction and its atrocities recede further and further into the background, more and 
more white Southerners are coming to feel that the cry of 'white supremacy,' railed 10 

often in the put, is in the twentieth century a mere rawhead and bloodybonea without 
mbatance or meaning. na 

18 The relevant section of the Fourteenth Amendment reads: " ••. when the right 
ta vote at any election £or the choice of Electors for President of the United States, 
Representatives in Congreu, the executive and judicial officen of a State, or the 
members of the Legislature thereof, is denied to any of the male inhabitants of such 
State, being twenty-one years of age, and citizens of the United States, or in any way 
abridged, except for participation in rebellion, or other crime, the basis of representation 
therein shall be reduced in the proportion which the number of auch male citizens 
shall bear to the whole number of male citizens twenty-one years of age in such State." 

There wa, eome discussion about applying the penalty to the South demanded by this 
aection of the Constitution after the disfranchising laws were adopted by the South. 
In I 904-, the eo-called Crumpacker Resolution was before Congreu demanding that 
the representation of the disfranchising states be reduced after a careful investigation. 
ln 1904 the Republican Party platform carried the same demand. By the end of the 
ii.rat decade of the twentieth century discussion on this point was dead. 

There was some question as to the constitutionality of such a resolution. Some held 
that the Fifteenth Amendment superseded the Fourteenth, and t'iat a disfranchising 
state's representation should not be reduced but the disfranchising stopped. James G. 
Blaine, the great statesman of the last decades of the nineteenth century, for example 
uid: 

"Before the adoption of the Fifteenth Amendment, if a State shou]d e:x:dnde the 
negro from suffrage the next step would be for Congress to exclude the negro from 
the baais of apportionment. After the adoption of the Fifteenth Amendment, if a State 
ehottld exclude the negro from suffrage, the next step would be for the Supreme Court 
to declare the act unconstitutional and d1erefore null and void."h 

The relevant section of the Fifteenth Amendment reads: "The right of citizens of 
the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any 
State on account of race, color, or previoua condition of servitude." 

11 Compare Charles S. Mangum, Jr., The Legal Status of tke Negro (1940), pp. 
388 ff'. J. W. Johnson comments from the Negro side: "More than once he took his 
case to the Supreme Court of the United States, but the Court pointed out that he had 
failed to ahow that the rtate had abridged or denied his right to vote or that persons 
who pre.vented him from voting had done so because of his race, color or prffliour 
contlilirm of sRTlitutle. So, unable to prove that the committee which had met him at 

' •Vfrgini'DI Dabney, Libwalum;,, t"6 South (1932), pp. 253-254. 
• ~ Yuri of Congress (1886), Vol, :a, pp. 418-419. 
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the pGll1 with llhotpn1 was actuated by any 111ch base and uncon,titutiontl motives, he 
found hi1 case thrown out. In the last analyaia, he lost his vote became of the attitude 
of the Supreme Court."• 

18 Thomas P. Bailey, Race Ortl,o,Jo,ry i1. IM South (1914), pp. 60-6 1. 
19 Marian D. Irish, "The Southern One-Party System and National Politics," TM 

Joumal of Polities (February, 1942), p. 82. 
so ccA Minority of Our Own," New York Tlm6s (April 3, 1942), 
21 "For the nation, therefore, the fair position would seem to be that the South ia 

entitled to work out this extremely important and extremely delicate question in the 
way in which they have begun, without further disastrous interference such as occurred 
during the reconstruction period."b 

22 "For the dominant political party in a third of the United States to rule that in 
1942 only qualified 'white voters' shall be allowed to participate in the selection of tne 
officials of our democratic government would be an anachronism too dangerous to 
democratic principles and Christian ideals to be preserved for the sake of old daya and 
old ways."c 

28 Woofter, op. cu., p. 151. 

Chapter 24. /neguality of Justice 

1 "In many a small town and city [of the South], the mayor and councilmen offer 
for election with a complete list of police and other public officers."4 

2 Willis D. Weatherford and Charles S. Johnson, Race Relations (1934), p. 61. 
8 W. E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk (1903), p. 176. Italics ours. 
'As early as 1904, Murphy recognized the "morbid and exaggerated solidarity" 

among Negroes against the white agencies of justice as the "blind moving of the instinct 
of aelf-protection."8 Weatherford observes how the reaction breaks down " •.• one of 
the most powerful deterrents of crime; namely, the loss of status among those who are 
of the same class as the possible criminal."t 

The Negro spokesmen generally do not deny the charges against their people of 
being inclined to shield criminals of their own race. But they unanimously point to the 
defects in the working of justice as the explanation: 

"The Negro feels that he cannot expect justice from Southern courts where white 
and black are involved. In .his mind accusation is equivalent to condemnation .•• , The 
very spirit in which, he feels, the law is administered makes it difficult for the colored 

• Negro Americans, What Norw? pp. 56-57. 
'T, J. Woofter, Jr., T"6 Basis of Racial Adjustment (19:15), p, 167, 
• Statement by Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching, in Jaaic 

Daniel Ames, T "6 Cnangmg Character of Lynching, published by (. ommiuion on Interracial 
Cooperation (July, 1942), p. 70. See also Dabney, op. cit., PP• :&53-254. 

• Artbur Raper, "Race and Class Pressures," unpublished manuscript prepared for thit 

etudy (1940), p. 14. 
• Edgar Gardner Murphy, Problems of the Present South ( 19091 firet edition, 1904), 

p. 174. 
'Weatherford and Johnson, op. cit., p. 430. 
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citizen to e:erciae cheerful co-operation and acquiescence."• Rohen R. Moton, a moat 
conservative Negro educator and leader, writes in the same vein: 

"In the light of these facts [ the attitudes and activitiea against the Negro in the 
Fint" World War] it ought not be difficult to understand why the reproach is so often 
hurled at the Negro that he does not cooperate with officers of the law in apprehending 
criminals and those accused of crime. To the Negro the law where these practices obtain 
appears not as an instrument of justice, but as an instrument of persecution; govern
ment is simply white society organized to keep the Negro down; and the officers of the 
law are its agents authorized to wreak upon the helpless offender the contempt, the 
indignation, and the vengeance that outraged law and order feels when stimulated by 
prejudice. There is no such hue and cry over crime when the victim is a Negro and the 
perpetrator either white or black as when the victim is white and the suspect is black 
or supposed to be black."b 
and: 

"The Negro knows, perhaps better than he knows anything else, that his chances of 
securing justice in the courts in those sections of the country where discrimination is in 
other things legal and common are so &lim that in most instances he has nothing to gain 
by resOEting to the courts even for litigation with members of his own race; while it is 
accepted by most as a foregone conclusion that no court anywhere will render a j udg
ment against a white man in favour of a Negro plaintiff. A Negro defendant may 
occasionally get a favourable judgment as against a white plaintiff, but the reverse is a 
far more frequent possibility, so much so that a Negro very rarely brings suit against 
a white man for any cause in those states where relations between the two races are 
more or less strained. It is figured that to do so will involve a man in fruitless litigation, 
with the original loss augmented by the cost of the action. In spite of all the injustices 
and abuses from which Negroes suffer, one seldom hears of a court action brought by 
Negroes against any white person in our Southern atates.''c 

A recent investigator of a Southern community, Hortense Powdermaker, testifies 
concerning the attitudes among the Negroes: 

" ••• many of the Negroes have long since concluded that their best course is to keep 
clear of legal complications wherever possible. To go to ·court for any cause would 
be to solicit more trouble than the matter at issue might be worth. Since no Negro can 
e:icpect to find justice by due process of law, it is better in the long run to suffer one's 
lOSB--Or to adjust it oneself. From this angle, the 'lawlessness' sometimes ascribed to the 
Negro may be viewed as being rather his private and individual 'law enforcement' 
foute Je mierR. The feeling against goihg to court has in it an element of race-solidarity. 
Some Negroes will criticize one of the race who takes legal action against another 
Negro. Such criticism is part of a definite counter-current against the still prevalent 
tendency to take one's troubles to a white man."4 

On this point the Southern white liberals--who, in this region, have to defend the 
principle of legality, since conservatism there is married to the tradition of illegality
agree without reservation with the Negro leaders. Baker reported this more than thiny 
years ago. One of the Southern liberals told him frankly: 

"We complain that the Negroes will not help to bring the criminals of their race 

• Kelly l\filler, Race Adiustment (1908), p. 79. 
• W.vt ti# Negro Tmnks (19:19), pp. 154-155. 
•· Moton, o,. i;;t., pp. 141-142.. 
"A/Ur Fn1Jo,,, {1939), p. u6. 
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to jmtice. One renon for thia is that the Negro has too little confidence in oar courts, 
We mll8t give hini that, above all things..,• 
Woofter eloquently expresses the view of Southern liberalism today when he says: 

"In the successful adjustment of the legal relationships of the two races democracv 
is vitally involved. The right to a fair trial by an impartial jury of peers is one of th~ 
bed-rocks upon which freedom rests, and if it cannot be preserved when the courts 
serve two races, then democracy itself rests on quicksand. The problem of legal justice 
is, therefore, fully as important to the white race as to the Negro race. Any tendency 
to weaken the feeling that the court system is entirely impartial, unaffected by passion 
or prejudice, and meticulously just, or any tendency to strengthen the feeling that the 
court can be biased or made the instrument of a particular class, is a tendency which 
may wreck 1ociety.''b 

11 For example, Robert A. Warner describes the situation in New Haven, Connecticut, 
in these terms: 

"Only occasionally are justice betrayed and the colored people robbed of the protec
tion of the law, when the judges of the city court suspect acts of violence in which 
Negroes are involved are simple assaults. One such case wa,; appealed to Criminal 
Superior Court successfully. A white man, drunk, was surprised in the act of stealing 
the car of a reputable Negro couple. When they chased and overtook him, he slashed 
the woman so severely that a blood transfusion was necessary to save her life. The city 
court disposed of the case with a cursory $25 fine and costs for breach of the peace, 
and suspended judgments or penalties for the motor vehicle violations involved. The 
higher court gave the miscreant a deserved year in jail." (New 1/,wen Negroes [ 1940], 
p. 224.) 

8 The classic case study on this subject is the survey undertaken by The Chicago 
Commission on Race Relations. (Tlze Negro in Chicago [1922).) 

7 In Detroit a federal housing project, the Sojourner Truth Homes, was the scene 
of a riot between whites and Negroes. The project was designed for Negro defense 
workers. On the day set for occupancy, February 28, whites who lived nearby picketed 
the project, Moving vans containing the furniture of prospective Negro tenants were 
stopped. When one van tried to pass the line, the white men climbed all over the truck; 
a stone was thrown, hitting a Negro driver. Then mounted police charged in. Life 
magazine reports: "Cops charged down on Negro sympathizers of excluded tenants. 
Police devoted most attention to Negroes, made no effort to open picket lines for vans. 
Said one inspector: 'It would be suicide if we used our sticks on any of them [ the 
whites).'" (Life [March 16, 1942], pp. 40-41.) 

8 Henry Hill Collins, Jr., America's Own Refugeei (1941), p. l 56. See also, David 
W. Anthony, "The Cranbury Terror Case," Tlze Crisis (October, 1939), pp. 295-296. 

9 Of 1,247 Negro lawyers, judges, and justices reported in the United States in 1930, 
:mly 436 were from the whole South, where over three-fourths of the Negro popula
tion were concentrated. (U. S. Bureau of the Census, Negroes in tlu United States: 

1920-1932, pp. 9 and 293.) 
• Ray Stannard Baker, Following the Color Line (1908) 1 p. 49. The statement wa1 ma~ 

by a Mr. Hopkins, leader of the Civic League of Atlanta, composed of the foremolt white 

citizens of that city. 
•T. J. Woofter, Jr., Tiu Btui.s of Raeial Atljustmmt (19zs), ,,. us. 
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10 Statementa in this paragraph are the conduaiQna the pretent author ha reached a!ter 
having interviewed a great number of white and Negro lawyen in Northern citiea. 

11 E. Franklin Frazier, Nigro Youtn Ill tin Crossw"'Ys (1940), pp. 34-35 and 169. 
11 Hinton Rowan Helper, T In lmpmtlmg CtviJ of the Soutl, ( 1 860; 6.nt edition, 

I 857), p. 140. 
11 "Notes on Virginia: 1781-1782," in Tnt1 Writings of Tnomas JeffMson, H. A. 

Washington (editor) (1859), Vol. 8, pp. 403-404. In two paragraphs Caah, in hie 
MhN of llu Soutn, gives the common acnee of the long-drawn-out discauion about 
whether slavery was cruel or not: 

"Wholly apart from the strict queetion of right and wrong, it is plain that slavery waa 
incacapably brutal and ugly. Granted the existence, in the higher levels, of genuine 
humanity of feeling toward the bondsman; granted that, in the case of the house
aervanta at least, there was sometimes real affection between master and man; granted 
even that, at its best, the relationship here got to be gentler than it has ever been else
where, the stark fact remains: It rested on force. The black man occupied the position 
of a mere domestic animal, without will or right of his own. The lash lurked always in 
the background. Its open crackle could often be heard where field hands were quartered. 
Into the gentlest houses drifted now and then the sound of dragging chains and shackles, 
the bay of hounds, the report of pistols on the trail of the runaway. And, as the adver
tisements of the time incontestably prove, mutilation and the mark of the branding 
iron were pretty common. 

"Just as plain was the fact that the institution was brutalizing--to white men. 
Virtually unlimited power acted inevitably to call up, in the coarser sort of master, that 
udiam which lies concealed in the depths of universal human nature--bred angry 
impatience and a taste for cruelty for its own sake, with a strength that neither the 
kindliness I have so often referred to (it continued frequently to exist unimpaired side 
by aide, and in the same man, with this other) nor notions of honor could effectually 
restrain. And in the common whites it bred a savage and ignoble hate for the Negro, 
which required only opportunity to break forth in relentlesa ferocity; for all their rage 
againat the 'white-trash' epithet concentrated itself on him rather than on the planters." 
(Wilbur J. Cash, Tiu Mind of tke South [1941], pp. 82-83.) 

H John Codman Hurd, The Law of Freedom and Bondage in tlu United States 
(1858-1862), Vol. 1, pp. 222-309; Vol. 2, pp. 2-218. 

111 See: William Goodell, Tiu American SlarJe Cotle in Tneory and Practice (1853); 
John Codman Hurd, Tke Law of Freedom antl Bontlage in tin Unuetl States (1858-
1862); and George M. Stroud, A Sleetm of tne Ltm1s Re1"ting to SlarJery in tne Ser1eral 
SlillR of tne Unitetl States of America (1856). 

18 Compare William Sumner Jenkins, Pro-SlarJery Tlwugnt in tke Oltl Soutn (1935), 
PP· 153-154. 

17 Goodell, op. cit., pp. 122-127, 201-224; Stroud, op. cit., pp. 20-28, 67-75; 
Hurd, op. cu., Vol. z, pp. 79-80 and 96. 

11 For a summary of these insurrections and their effects on the whites, see Harvey 
Wish, "American Slave Insurrections before 1861," Tne Journal of Negro History 
(July, 1937), pp. 299-320. See also Chapter 35, Section 1, of this book. 

19 Gilbert T. Stephenson, Race DiJtinctions in A.·merican Ltm1 (1910), pp. 36 ff. 
20 ·1. ·.Schrleke. A.lien Americans ( 1936), pp. I 35-136. 
111 See. Frank Shay, Jutlge Lynek ( 1938). 
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n G117 B. Johnson, 1CPattem1 of Race Conflict," in Race R-1,uio,u Mtl tlN Raea 

Pro/Jllm, Edgar T. Thompson (editor) (1939), pp. 131 :ff. 
18 lt hu become customary in eociological literature to refer to the llavery ll}'ltem and 

the ante-bcllum South as a aocial order in balance and equilibrium. "There was no 
ecrious race problem under slavery. The problem arose with the sudden and complete 
destruction of the old social arrangement, and the necessity for making a new racial 
adjmtment under the irrevenible conditions of a tremendous Negro population growth, 
economic interdependence, and the partial acculturation of the Negro group." (Charle9 
S. Johnson in Weatherford and Johnson, op. cit., p. 543, Compare William Graham 
Sumner, Foll,r,ooy1 [ I 906], pp. 77 and 90; Robert E. Park, "The Bases of Race Prej• 
udice," TJ,a AfltldU of tlu Amerie1111 Aeademy of Poluical and Social Scienee [No\·em
bcr, 1928), pp. 13-1 S; Bertram W. Doyle, Tiu Etiquma of Raee Relation, in tlu Sou,/, 
[1937], pp. 7 ff.) This view is considerably exaggerated, to say the least. 

2' There are, however, advantages to be gained by holding the Negro in a subordinate 
position. "Three gains are seen as accruing to the middle-class white group; they are the 
economic, sexual, and prestige gains. The white middle class i& so placed that it makes 
aII of these gains from the Negroes and some of them from the lower-class whites." 
(John Dollard, Caste and Class in a Soutkern Town [1937], p. 99.) 

Chapter 25. Tke Police and Otker Public Contacts 

1 Arthur Raper, "Race and Class Pressures," unoublished manuscript prepared for thi1 
study ( 1940), p. 20. 

2 A great many of these arrests occur on streetcars and buses. A Negro may be arrested 
for demanding the right change from the conductor or for refusing to give up his seat 
in the colored section of the car to a white person.• He may be arrested for being in 
the white section of town after dark.b Raper cites the following case. 

" ••. Mrs. Edna Lewis, prominent Negro Baptist from Akron, Ol1io, .•. was attend
ing the Baptist World Alliance in Atlanta in August, 1939. When driving downtown 
she had asked a policeman how to reach Fort Street. Instead of directing her, he said, 
'All you darkies want to go to darkeytown.' 'Well,' replied Mrs. Lewis, 'I happen not 
to be any more darkey than you are.' The policeman, indignant and amazed stammered 
out, 'Why-why-I'll have you put in jail for that.' Whereupon, he arrested her, called 
a nearby patrol wagon and sent her off to the police station on a charge of 'disturbin~ t~e 
peace.' At the sergeant', desk she was told she could post a bond of $12 or remain in 

jail until Monday.•oe 
In July, 1942, in Rome, Georgia, Mrs. Roland Hayes, wife of the famous tenor, 

went with her daughter into a shoe stote where she had dealt for three years. It was a 
hot day, and they sat under the fan. A clerk asked them to move back into the sectio11 
reserved for Negroes. Mrs. Hayes refused, saying it was hot, and that she preferred to 
remain under the fan. Words were achanged, and Mn. Hayes told the clerk he was 

behaving like Hitler. 

• Raper, oj. eit., pp. 6-7. 
b /bill., pp. 56-57, 
• Ibid., pp. 57-fl. 
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When Ml". Hayes later went into the store to rectify the matter, a policeman caught 
him by the belt as he started to leave. When he atated that his wife did not curse (as the 
clerk contended that she had), an un-uniformed man hit him in the mouth. The 
policeman handcuffed Mr. Hayes and took him and his wife and daughter to the police 
station. In the car, Mr. Hayes was struck again. Mr. Hayes and his wife were put in a 

cell, later released on $ 50 bond.• 
In both Mrs. Lewis' and Mr. Hayes' cases, further action did not follow because 

of the ensuing publicity, but the ordinary Negro in similar circumstances would have 
been fined or imprisoned. 

8 Guy B. Johnson observes: 
" ••• for the most part each plantation or household was a little realm in which the 

elaveowner was lord and master and had jurisdiction over the punishment of his slaves 
£or all ezcept those serious offenses which were recognized as crimes against the state. 
This £act is of great significance for the understanding of racial conflict, for it means 
that white people during the long period of slavery became accustomed to the idea of 
'regulating' Negro insolence and insubordination by force with the consent and approval 
of the law .''b 

4 "In the rural areas the punishment of Negroes is largely in the hands of white 
planters. They whip Negroes both for infractions of the caste rules and for minor 
:rimes, such as fighting or theft. Furthermore, the planter for whom the Negro worka 
either participates in the punishment himself or gives his permission. Some planters 
assert that they are solely responsible for their own Negroes and that no one else has any 
right to punish them.''c: 

6 Compare John Dollard, Caste and Class in a Southern Town (1937), pp, 122 ff. 
and Chapter 8, and Davis, Gardner, and Gardner, op. cit., pp. 5 5-56, 336 ff., passim. 
See also Chapter 2 7, Section 1. 

8 Raper, op. cit., p. 6. "The conductors in charge of trains operated in these [Jim 
Crow J states are in practically every instance given police powers to enforce the regula
tion. "d Some street car conductors in Southern cities carry guns and use thein to 

threaten Negroes. 
7 Raper, op. cit., especially pp. 6-10 and 35-63. 
a J!Jid., p. 7. 
8 J!Jid., pp. 13-18 and appendices 1, 6, and 9. 
10 //JU., p. 14. 
11 "When a department goes on civil service, the more flagrant abuses of 'log rolling' 

are eliminated, but the department even1hen is not immune to political bias. Civil service 
commissions sometimes reflect factionalism. Even if the commiaaionera achieve absolute 
impartiality, there is still plenty of opportunity to leave off the person with a high civil 
service ranking and appoint others with lower ratings, for the common practice is to make 
a selection from the three highest ranking applicants, which means the third highest 
may 1ecure the appointment. The other two would then remain on the list, to be called 
back along with a new third, and again the first and second ranking applicants can be 

"See TitM (July z7, 194z), p. 17. 
·• "Patterns of Race ConB.ict" in Race Relations tmd 1/Je Race Problem, Edgar T. Thomp-

1on (editor) (1939), p. 130. 
• AlliNa Dawa, B. B. Gardner, and M. R. Gardner, Deet South (1941), pp. 55-56. 
•a.ri. S. Maorum, Jr., Legfll Status of lhe Negro (1940), p. 183. 
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ignored. And 10 on until the desired number of appointment, have been made. The only 
circumstances under which the highest ranking applicant would neceaarily be appointed 
ia £or all eligible persona on the list to be appointed."• It is understood that Negroes 
cannot apply for police positions. 

12 :biJ., p. 14. "Where the police department is directly under the city adminis
tration, that is, 'in politics,' each political faction has its own list of prospecth·e officers, 
who work in the campaign on promise of a job if successful at the polls. But this does 
not mean that the particular person who becomes a policeman took an interest in the 
election; he may have been sponsored by a politically potent father, uncle, lodge buddy, 
or perhaps a former employer. Under such a system, victory for the contesting political 
party may mean the dismissal of half or more of the force."b 

18 Ibid., P· I 5. 
H Ibid., P· 14. 
111 I bid., P· I 6. 
18 Ibid., pp. 19 and 20. 

lT Ibid., P· 20. 
18 lbiJ., p. 2 I, 

"The fact that Negroes are used unofficially by the police force seems to contribute 
to the high homicide rate among Negroes, simply because the lives of the Negro 
informers, spotters, and stool pigeons are cheap to the Negroes who are wanted by the 
police and who are being reported, often as not, by fellow criminals trying to protect 
their own skins. The law is white. So too are the officials who administer it. The Negro 
who works with the police becomes a party to the 'crime' of subjecting a member of his 
group to an unfriendly court. He is by definition of the hunted man, a traitor to hi, 
own race--and his life may be the price."9 

19 The hardships of the white policeman should not be forgotten when accounting 
for his intense race prejudice. When he patrols the Negro sections of Southern cities, 
he is in considerable danger of personal violence and knows it. Dr. Raper describes the 
daily routine as follows: 

"Police service to Negro communities is limited largely to radio cruising cars. A map 
~f their routes through Atlanta's Negro sections, however, shows that they do not go 
through the areas where most Negro homicides occur, but rather stay on the main 
thoroughfares which are given over largely to business purposes. Too often the police 
go into the Negro community only when called, as it were, to umpire Negro brawl,, 
or even more often to pick up members of the 'enemy' faction. When poolroom oper
ators or restaurant keepers arc umympathctic with boisterousness, the whole group may 
be taken off together in 'Black Maria.' Managements do not, as a rule, follow such a 

practice, however, for to do so would be to go out of business shortly. 
"The real function served by the police in many Southern Negro communities seems 

to be limited to rounding up vagrants, loiterers, crap shooters, non-cooperating prosti
tutes, and drunks. These occasional arresting excursions serve several purposes: the:,, 
keep the Negroes intimidated, they maintain arrest quotas, they earn money for the 
police court, and sometimes they help preserve order. For, as pointed out. by more ~ban 
one police official, most of the Negro killings grow out of these social gatherings. 

• Raper, op. cit., p. 17. 
b lbitl., p. 16. 

• Ibid., pp. u-u. 
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Though nearly all responsible Negro people want better police tenicm in their c:om• 
manitiee, they do not commonly agree that the picking up of people for trivial o&'en,ea 
ii deairable. They apect the police oflicen to be quite diacriminating and perhaps to 

111e more insight than they have, for from the white policeman'• point of view, Negro 
ganga mu1t be broken up upon sight or there ia likelihood that banter will be challenged 
by heavy threata, and aomebody fatally wounded with a razor, ice pick, or pistol."• 

111 "It is a common belief of many whites that Negroes will respond only to violent 
methods. In accordance with their theory of the 'animal-like' nature of the Negro, they 
believe that the formal punishments of tines and imprisonment £ail to act as deterrents 
to crime."b 

"Much of the beating of Negroes by the police is based on the general belief that 
formal punishments by fine or jail sentence fail to act as deterrents to Negro criminals. 
This belief is combined with the feeling that legal technicalities frequently prevent 
Negro lawbreakers from being punished through the courts. Thus, the police tend to 
revert to direct action and to administer punishment themselves. They claim that their 
action i1 justified because it reduces crime."e 

21 Raper, op. cit., p. 35. 
21 ln the North, there is much killing of Negroes by the police, but it seems to be 

more a part of the regular warfare against criminals than it is an expression of race 
prejudice. It is the present writer's impression that brutality other than killing is much 
leu common in the North than in the South. It is to be regretted that no quantitative 
information is available on police brutality other than killing. 

u Raper, o-p. cit., pp. 5z-53. Compare i/Ji,J., p. 35. 
2' For substantiation, ace ibid., pp. 41-5z. 
211 /hid., P· 5 3. 
W. E. B. Du Bois sums up the situation thus: 
"These districts are not usually protected by the police--rather victimized and 

tyrannized over by them. No one who does not know can realize what tyranny a low
grade white policeman can exercise in a colored neighborhood. In court his unsupported 
word cannot be disputed and the only defense against him is often mayhem and 
aasauination by black criminals, with resultant hue and cry."4• 

l!O U.S. Bureau of the Census, Negroes in the United States: 1920-1932, pp. 3:zz-
324; and Fifteenth Census of tl,e United Stlltes: 1930, Potulation, Vol. IV, Table 13. 
The census figures for the South do not include Negro women officen who are, how
ever, few in number. 

l!T Raper, op. cit., p. 27. 
28 /hid., p. I 8. 
''The Univenitiea of North Carolina, Virginia, Alabama and perhaps other atates 

•pc>nsor institutes for police officers." (/huJ., p. I 8.) 
99 I have been made aware that this recommendation seems utopian. Even m01t 

North-ern police ayatems are far from reaching this standard. But considering both the 
very large proportion of all young men who go through college and the high crime rate 
which makel the police 10 particularly important in America, it acema to the foreign 

• I/J/1., pp. u-23. 
• Duil, Gardner, and Gardner, op. cit., p. 46. 
• 1/IU., p. soa. 

_ • Dfui of Dll'Wfl (1940), pp. 182-183, 
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obeener that it is an irrational practice to keep the policemen's pro£e11ional standard 
10 anuaually low. 

80 For di11CUAion1 on the problem of improving the police standards, see Auguat 
Vollmer, TAe Police and Modem Socjety (1936), especially pp. 216-234; and the 
National Resources Committee, Urhm Gor,ermnent (1939), pp. 276-291. 

11 "After acvcral years' experience in rural Black Belt communitica, the writer ii 
thoroughly convinced that the local whites would be thrown into a panic if they knew 
the contents of the letters regularly going in and out of the Negro community. No 
matter how poor and illiterate the small town Negro family may be, and how cowed 
by the potential mob, regular inquiry will be made at the general delivery window, 

"Most sharecropper families have at least one member who can re~d and write, and 
all have mail boxes by the roadside. The R.F.D., however, may not be considered 
dependable in times of strife, and especially important, or should we say delicate, letters 
are carried personally to the post office. 

"Sometimes the local post office may net be considered safe, and letters may be 
posted in the nearest city. This is particularly true when people are under surveillance, 
for whatever reason, and wish to conceal the destination of their letters. The files of 
Washington officials, as well as the Commission on Interracial Affairs and the N. A. A. 
C. P., bear eloquent testimony to the sense of security that Negroes and poorer whites 
feel even in the local postal service in the rural South,"• 

a:.? Raper testifies that they sometimes start out by approximating federal standards 
but sooner or later become appreciative of local practices, and continues: 

"On the basis of wide personal observation, the writer knows of only one instance 
in the South where absolute equality between the races was practiced by a local admin
istrator. This was in Atlanta, for a few months shortly after the emergence of the 
New Deal, when Misa Louisa deB. Fitzsimmons was in active charge of relief admin
istration."b 

88 Raper, op. cit., p. u. 

Chapter 26. Courts, Sentences on,J Prisons 

1 Through Afro-Americo (1910), pp. 9,-98, 
2 IbiJ., pp. 96 and 97. 
8 Virginius Dabney, Libero/ism in Jiu South (1932), p. 256. 
'Arthur Raper, "Race and Class Pressures," unpublished manuscript prepared for 

this study ( 1940), pp. 64 ff. 
11 Ibu., p. 89. 
8 Letter, April 15, 1940. 
7 Charles S. Mangum, Jr., Tiu Lego/ Stotus of the Negro (1940), p, 343• 
8 Raper, op. cit., p. 67. Compare ibid., pp. 156 ff. 
11 lhu., p. 155. 
10 Mangum, op. e-u., Chapter I 2. 
11 Raper, op. eit., pp. 79 and 80. 
12 "ln moat courts where Negro jurors will not be U8Cd or will be use<i only undet 

• Raper, o;. cit., pp. 10-11. 

• /bM,, p. 81 footnote 1. 
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the sternest inatructions from the judge, a Negro lawyer wonld be a real handicap to a 
client. The general white populace, including the jurors, would feel that such a Negro 
client was uppity-if not actually trying to insult the community." (/6iJ., p. 91.) 

18 A Northern Negro lawyer complains: 
" ••• many of them [Negroes] who have the means prefer white lawyers in the 

same manner that a person prefen to buy at a big, well-equipped store. My office is 
not so well equipped and manned as to indicate that I could handle very important and 
intricate case, ••• " (Letter, March 20, 1940.) 

14 A white lawyer from the Upper South writes in a letter: 
"When the cases involve no such issues [ on the race question] but are merely ca11es, 

I have noted that cases between Negro and Negro are handled somewhat differently 
than cases between white and white. I mean a spirit of levity, an expect.Ilion of some
thing 'comical' appears to exist. The seriousness in the white vs. Negro c.ise is decidedly 
Licking. As you know it is a rare case indeed in which a Negro who has murdered 
a Negro receivc..s the extreme penalty, either death or life imprisonment here, regardless 
of the facts. Only the other day in a local case a Negro who murdered another with 
robbery as motive, a charge that would have been as between white and white, or Negro 
and white victim, good for the electric chair, was disposed of by a jury with a 1 5 year 
sentence. The punishment as between Negro and Negro, as distinguished from white 
vs, white, or Negro vs. white victim, is decidedly different and clearly shows the 
racial approach to the question. In short the court-room feeling is that the Negro iq 
entirely inferior, with punishment for crimes by him against his own kind puniqhcd 
with less punishment than when the white man is involved." (Letter of June 19, 
1940.) 

111 The author can pcrbonally testify to a few cases of a white upper da~s pcr:.on 
securing leniency for a Negro accused of a crime against another Negro. 

16 Edgar G. Murphy, for example, wrote: 
"Petty crimes are often forgiven him, and in countless instances the small offence~ 

for which white men arc quickly apprehended are, in the ncgro, habitually ignored. 
The world hears broadly and repeatedly of the cases of injustice, it hears little of those 
more frequent instances in which the weaknesses of a child.:race are accorded only an 
amusei1 indifference or a patient tolerance by their stronger neighbors." (ProblemJ of 
the Present South [ 1909; first edition, It)04], p. 176.) 

17 A generation ago Baker observed: 
"One thing impressed me especially, not only in this court but in all others I have 

visited: a Negro brought in for drunkenness, for example, was punished much more 
severely than a white man arrested for the same offence. The injustice which the weak 
everywhere suffer-North and South-is in the South visited upon the Negro. The 
white man sometimes escaped with a reprimand, he was sometimes fined three dollars 
and costs, but the Negro, especially if he had no white man to intercede for him, was 
usually punished with a ten or fifteen dollar fine, which often meant that he must go 
to the chain-gang." (Ray Stannard Baker, Following tke Color Line l 1908 J, p. 49.) 
See also Allison Davis, B. B. Gardner, and M. R. Gardner, Deep South (1941 ), p. 504-. 

18 See Chapter 10, Section 4. The Southern legal codes contain a number of laws 
making it pollible for the employers in rural districts to utilize the leg.11 machinery 
for tlaeir own economic purposes. Among them the vagrancy laws: 

"···. they afford a legal means for recruiting temporary peons. The device is simple: 
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Employers let it be known that they need additional laboren. If such an announcement 
brings out a sufficient number of workers, there is no excu'le for in\'oking the vagrancy 
laws; but if a sufficient number is not forthcoming, any person without l'isiblc and 
obvious means of support is subjected to chOO'ling between accepting the local labor 
apportunity or being drawn into court, where he may readily be fined or imprisoned. 
If fined, however, he may still be forced to accept local emplll)•ment, for an employer 
may arrange with court officials to pay his fine and let him worl. it nut. Such prisoners 
are ready victims of peonage, they are court w.irds and their cmplo}ers exercise dose 
surveillance over their mo\·ements, having \'irtu.il liceme to l.eep them in debt at the 
commissary. The worker has little choiLe, for the pi i,on sentence hangs 01 er his head 
should he not work out the fine satisfactorily. 

"The inclusiveness of the vagrancy charge may be seen from the Florid.i statute 
which defines persons subject to arrest for v,1grancr as 'rogues, vagabonds, idle or 
dissolute persons, common pipers and fiddlers ••. pcrsonq who neglect their calling, or 
are without reasonably continuous employment or ,cgubr income, and who have not 
sufficient property to sustain them.' Under such a law a do:r.en potential workers can 
be picked up at a crap game or just around the corner, for being unoccupied. And 
should they not readily submit, they can be picked up for disorderly conduct or resist
ing arrest." (Raper, op. cit., pp. 187-188.) In April, 1942, the United States Depart
ment of Justice began investigating such a Cabe in Georgia, 

19 Raper, op. cit., p. 107. 

llO lbi,J., PP· 137-141. 
111 Ibid., pp. 189-195. 
112 Mangum, op. cit., p. 274. 
23 On February I 8, 1936, at Raleigh, North Carolina, a white man was executed 

for killing a Negro. This datum was so important because it was recorded in the press 
to be the first time that such a thing had ever occurred in the South. (Sec Raper, op. 
cit., p. 166.) 

21 Kelly Miller, R(lee Adjustment (1908), p. 80. 
:lll U.S. Bureau of the Census, Prisoners in State and Federal Prisons anJ R,jo,"""" 

tories: 1939, p. 29. In 1938, the proportion WJS 45.0; in 1937 it Wds 44.5. 
28 Suteenth Census of tlie United States. 1940, Populution, Prclnnin,1ry Release, 

Series P-10, No. 1. 

:lT Raper, op. cit., pp. 163-168. 
28 Frank Tannenbaum, Darker Phases of the South ( 1924), Chapter 3; Raper, op. 

cit., pp. 171-172; George Washington Cable, The SJent South (1885); Robert E. 
Burns,/ Am a Fugilir,e From a Georgia Chain Gang (1932); Jesse F. Steiner and 
Roy M. Brown, The Nortli Carolina Chain Gang (1927}; John L. Spivak, Georgia 

Nigger (1932). 
28 See Raper, op. cit., Appendix 10, "Women Criminals in Atlanta, August 1939." 
80 See: Tiu Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, "Legal Aid," Vol. 9, PP• 319-324; 

Reginald Heber Smith, Jwtice and the PoQf' (1919). Tiu Annals of the Ameri&1111 
AcotJemy of Political tl1ltJ SoeilJI Science (March 1926) are entirely devoted to a 
discussion of legal aid societies in the United States. For a discussion of the relative 
lack of these societies in the South, see ibid., pp. 20-26. 

Bl Reports from several Negro lawyers, even in the Deep South, suggest that the 
anere presence of a large, interested, and well-behaved Negro audience in court haa 



a beneficial inhence upon the impartiality of the legal procedaree. It aleo 111:imalatee 
the Negro lawyer. One of them, from a small city in the Lower South, writes: 

"I have found that a courtroom of Negro spectaton gives the Negro lawyer a feeling 
of support. He has potential clients, and certainly he will override any fean which 
may reside in his heart and soul to win more clients. So, he become, more effective at 
the bar. Then too, the Negro spectaton convey an interest which is compelling to the 
judge, in deciding cases which are affected with a public interelll:," (Letter, April 14, 
1940.) 

Chapter 27. Violence ,mJ lntimiddlion 

1 The patterns of extra-legal violence and intimidation have been felt by poor 
whites, to a certain extent, as well as by Negroes---in spite of the fact that, in recent 
years, poor whites have come to employ violence against Negroes more than do upper 
claa whites. Even during slavery white aggression turned against other white people 
who did not conform or who were obnoxious for one rea110n or another. The clasa 
angle became more important when, in the later decades of the nineteenth century, 
emall white farmen were pressed down into tenancy, or, as i11dustry developed, became 
a white proletarian class of industrial workers. Southern white sharecroppers and textile 
workers could certainly not be dealt with ;as Negro labor, but part of the sanctions 
against the lower caste were transferred and applied to the lower class. Nearly one-half 
of the fatalities in labor struggles for each year between 1934 and 1940 occurred in 
the South which had scarcely one-fourth of the nation's population and less than one
fourth of its industrial workers. Nearly one-half of the Southern labor fatalities have 
been Negroes, though they constitute only one-fifth of the Southern industrial popula
tion. (Arthur Raper, "Race and Class Pressures," unpublished manuscript prepared for 
this study [ 1940J; and Fifteenth Census of the United States: 1930, Po-pulation, 
Vol. IV, Table I 8 and State Table I 1.) 

2 The custom of dueling when one's 11honor" was challenged was quite common 
among the upper classes of the South in the nineteenth century. This was part of the 
Southern pattern of taking the law into individual hands, but it is one type of extra
legal violence which has been completely done away with. Dueling never had any 
significance for Negroes or poor whites. 

9 Raper, "Race and Class Pressures," pp. 278-295. 
4 To the average Northerner, who has little contact with poor white Southemera 

but some contact with Southern Negroes, the carrying of knives and other weapons is 
a "Negro custom." Actually, of course, it is a Southern custom. 

"Most men, Negro and White, carry guns, and many of them also have knives. The 
most common type, familiarly called a 'crab-apple switch,' is a rather long pocket 
knife with a sharp four-inch blade." (Hortense Powdermaker, After Freedom l 1939], 
pp. 169-170.) 

11 Amendment II of the United States Constitution rcada in part "the right of tho 
people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed." 

8 Excellent studies of lynching include: The National Asaociation for the Advance
ment of Calmed People, Thirty Yu,-s of Lynelung m tlu United Statt11: 1889-1918 
(1919); Fnnk Sha~, /Utlg• Ly,ul, (1938); Walter White, Ro-,. IIIU Faggot (1929); 
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Artllur Raper, TAe T,-.g•Jy of Lyt1eMt1g (1933); John Weldon Hoot, "Lynch Law, 
the Practice of Illegal Popular Coercion," anpabliahed Ph.D. thesis, Univenity of 
Pennsylvmia (1935). 

7 Compare Donald R. Young, American Minoril'J P,o-ples (1932) 1 pp. 254 ff., and, 
by the ume author, Resurcl, M,mor.,,Jrm, on Minoril<j Peo-p/41 in 11,, D-,,.nsir:m 
(1937), pp. 172 ff. 

8 White, o,p. eit., pp. 19 ff. 
9 Earle F. Young, "The Relation of Lynching to the Size of Political Areas," 

Sociology """ Social Res1tlf'cla (March-April, I 928), pp. 348-3 53; and National 
Reaourcea Committee, Our Cities (1937), p. 16. 

10 Commiaion on Interracial Cooperation, Tke Mo/J Still Ritles (1935), pp. 15-16, 
and Raper, Tke Traged'Y of Lynching, pp. 29-30. 

11 Raper, Tke Tragedy of Lynching, p. 36. 
19 //,iJ., PP· 36-37. 
18 William Archer, Tkrougl, Afro-America (1910), pp. 216-217; Thomas P. 

Bailey, R1Jce Ort/wtio:ry in the South (1914), p. 44; Sir Harry H. Johnston, The 
Negro sn tke New World (1910), p. 462. Similar statements have been made by E. G. 
Murphy, Tke Basis of Ascentiar,cy (1909), p. 52, and more recently by Frank Tannen
baum, Darker Pl,ases of the South (1924) 1 pp. 32-33; Walter White, Rope anti Faggot 
(1929), pp. 62. ff.; John Dollard, Caste and Class in a Southern Town (1937), pp. 
163-164; Hortense Powdermaker, After Freedom (1939), p. 52; E. Franklin Frazier, 
"The Pathology of Race Prejudice," Tke Forum (May, 1927), pp. 856-862; W. F. 
Cash, The Mind of ti,, Soutl, (1941), pp. 114-n7. 

HWhite, op. cit., pp. 57 ff.; Tannenbaum, op. cit., pp. 34 ff. 
111 Dollard, Caste and Class in a Southern Town, pp. 32.1-32.6 and 338; '..Vhite, 

op. eit., Chapter 4. 
16 Raper, The Tragedy of Lynchi11g, pp. 16-19 and 32-33, passim. 
17 Raper, "Race and Class PreBBures," p. 275. Also see Raper, The Tragedy of 

Lynching, pp. I 3-14. 
18 Raper, The Tragedy of Ly,sching, pp. IO ff. passi,n. 
19 1/JiJ., PP· I 1-12.. 
20 1/Jid., pp. 12-13; White, op. cit., pp. 3, 26 and 38, 
21 Raper, The Tragedy of L'Jnching, pp. 8 ff. and 44 ff.; White, op. cit., pp. 3-18 

and 54-81 ; Tannenbaum, op. cit., 2 5-26. 
22 Willis D. Weatherford and Charles S. Johnson, Rae• Relations (1934), p. S7i 

White, op. cit., pp. 103-105 passim. 
28 Weatherford and Johnson, op. eit., p. 5 7; White, op. cit., p. 111 ; Tannenbaum, 

op. cit., pp. I 9-20. 
24 T. J. Woofter, Jr., in Raper, TIM Tr"gedy of Lyncll411g, pp. 30-31; C. I. Hov

land and R.R. Sears, "Minor Studies of Aggression: VI. Correlation of Lynchings with 
Economic Indices," reported in John Dollard et al., Frmtration and Aggression (1939), 
p. 31; and Buell G. Gallagher, A·merican Caste and eke Negro College (1938), pp. 
381 ff. 

111 Op. cit., p. 11. Compare p. 12. Ray Stannard Baker (Following tke Color Line 
(1908)) earlier made a similar statement:" .•. a community will rise to mob Negroes 
er to drive them out of the country • , because the Negro is becoming educated, 
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acquiring property and 'getting out of his place'" (ilnJ., p. 81), and he ta1b about 
their "fear" of the Negro. (/6"., pp. 7-8,) 

21 Tannenbaum, op. cit., pp. 8-9. 
llT White, op. cit., pp. J n H. 
28 /!Jitl., PP· 40 ff. 
119 William J. Robertson, Tiu Changing South (1927), p. 99. The phenomenon 

waa observed also by Andre Siegfried, who pointed out that the Klan movement waa 
inspired by the Protestant clergy; see America Comes of Age (192.7) pp. 132.-135. 

80 Raper, T Ju TrageJy of Lyn&hing, pp. 2, 21 p,mim. 
81 "Village life is dull everywhere, but in the South the situation is in many respect, 

worae than in any other part of the country. The single crop so characteristic of the 
South has its influence in denying the rural population varied. interests. The single 
crop, with its reduction of the farmer to the status of a city worker, who has to depend 
upon a money economy for nearly all of his needs, with its greater emphasis upon a 
money crop for sale rather than a varied crop for use, with its tendency to neglect the 
other subsidiary activities that are the very foundation of diversified farming, with its 
large tenancy, its frequent change of place, its intermittent periods of idleness, its 
moRotonous food, its indebtedness, lack of interest in the farm, in its appearance, and 
the too frequent absence of numerous cattle and their almost human appeal to tender
ness and care-the single crop has made the rural community in the South much more 
a burden spiritually and has meant much greater need for external excitement, partly 
expressed in intense religious emotions and protracted meetings." (Tannenbaum, op. 
cit., pp. 21-2.2..) 

ai White, op. cit., pp. 9 ff. 
88 For a general consideration uf the nature of the lynching mob, sec Richard T. 

LaPiere, Collectic,e Beluwior (1939), pp. 538-542. 
84 Charles S. Johnson describes the effects on the Negro community: 
"During and shortly after a lynching the Negro community lives in terror. Negroes 

remain at home and out of sight. When the white community quich down, the 
Negroes go back to their usual occupations. The incident is not forgotten, but the routine 
of the plantation goes on. The lynching, in fact, is part of the routine .... The effect 
on children is profound and permanent. After a time the Negro community returns 
to 'normal.' Life goes on, but Negro youth 'let white folks tend to their business.' 
Contacts with whites are avoided as far as possible. The youth may work for white 
people but intimacy is avoided. The Negro servant or l.1borer continues friendly to his 
employers. The employers may even be,Iiked and regarded as 'good white folks,' but 
ultimate trust is held in abeyance." (Growing Up in the Bl4ck Belt [1941), pp. 
317-3 I 8,) 

85 Murphy wrote: 
"h has become increasingly obvious, however, that whatever the practise of lynching 

may or may not be, it is not a remedy. It does not prevent crime. Through the morbid 
interests which it arouses, and through the publicity which it creates, it inflames to 
the utmost the power of criminal suggestion and aggravates all the conditions of racial 
suspicion and antagonism. The so-called 'remedy' has always been followed by new 
outbreaks of the disease, the most atroci0111 crimes coming at short intervals after the 
previous exercise of the mob's philosophy of 'prevention.' " (Edgar G. Murphy, 
Prooums of the Present Soutn [1909; first edition, 1904], p. 178.) 
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Miller observed: 
"In the first place it causes the whites to hate the Negro, as it is a part of human 

nature to hate those whom we have injured. In the second place it causes the Negro 
to hate the whites. It is universally conceded that lynching has no deterrent effect upon 
the class of crimes alleged to excite its vengeance. On the contrary, it probably has the 
opposite effect. The criminals and outlaws of the Negro race, who care nothing for 
life or death, may be thus hardened into resolves of revenge, and lie waiting to strike 
the hated race where the blow will be most keenly felt." (Kelly Miller, Race Adjust
ment [1908], p. 69.) 

Similarly Stone: 
"But the point I would urge is that the illegal execution of Negroes by lynching, 

even when torture is added, has an inciting rather than a deterring influence upon the 
large number of potential criminals." {Alfred H. Stone, Studies in the Americ,w Race 
Problem [1908], p. 465.) 

86 Moorfield Storey, Problems of Today (1920), pp. 128 ff.; Weatherford and 
Johnson, op. cit., pp. 437 ff. 

37 James Weldon Johnson, Along This Wa)' ( 1934), pp. 361-374. 
38 Donald Young points to the conflict of "interests" as a basic cause of lynching and 

suggests that the decrease in Negro lynchings in the South "may be ascrihed not so 
much to a recognition of the evils of lynching, per se, as to decreasing cla~hes of inter
ests between black and white in the South." (Americ,m Minority Peoples, p. 256.) 
He follows out the thought by stating: 

"This suggests the futility of anti-lynching laws, of interracial commissions, and of 
educational programs in warring against mob action, Laws taking the prosecution of 
mob members out of the local courts into the federal would be only a well meant 
gesture, for even federal juJgcs arc human, reflect local sentiment, and must depend 
on the cooperation of local witnessi:s who are com·inced th:tt lynching is justified to 
preserve group welfare. It is for this reason that local legal authorities arc usually without 
either the power or the will to prevent or pro,;ecnte such offenses. To impose a heavy 
fine on the c~unty in which lynchings take place, a suggestion based on the theory that 
the substantial property owners of the community would be spurred to prevent them 
in order to save their pocketbooks, could have but little effect, for the stronger belief 
would still persist that such coercion was necessary to protection. 

"Interracial commissions and other educational programs are valuable to the extent 
that the clash of group interests is fictitious, and c~n be shown to be so. Usually such 
programs reach only the more substantial clements in a community, people who as a 
rule arc neither leaders of nor participants in mob action. Why should they be? They 
have achieved personal security, and are not directly in conflict with the minorities 
who arc the object of lynchings. Their interest is a secondary one, derived from the 
ma.~scs directly in conflict with Negroes, Chinese, strikers, or other competing groups. 
This is the fundamental explanation of the fact that mobs, with few exceptions, are 
composed of the handicapped social classes who cannot be reached by appeals to justice 
and humanity." (/hid., pp. 256-257.) 

This reasoning-which, incidentally, is also adhered to by many among the young 
Negro intellectuals under Marxist influence-is not convincing to us. Collective "inter
ests" do not exist as solid and unchangeable social entities. The "interests," as they arr. 
felt, depend upon the actual bonds of i_dcntification; a "redefinition of the situation" 

• 
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will change the "interest." Sach a redefinition cm be accomplished by education and 
propaganda, and aho by lam and the administration of 12WI. (See Chapter 38, Sec• 
tion 6.) 

89 See Chapter 25, Section 3. Allison Davis and John Dollard mention five inci
dentt in New Orlean, between 1936 and 1938: 

"Three of these men [ five colored men killed by white policemen) were killed in 
city jail, while awaiting trial. The other two were shot while in custody. All were 
acaued of having attacked white men or women. By means of detailed accounu in the 
newepapers, these symbolic 'legal lynchings' were made known to the colored popula
tion and served as a means of further intimidation." (Childrm of BondtJge [ 1940 ], 
P• :z4-8,) 

'° ", , . lynchings often happen. They are different to what they used to be though. 
They used to be big mobs hunting for a nigger, but now you just,hear about some nigger 
found hanging off a bridge." (Interview in Charles S. Johnson, Growing U-p m tlu 
Blt1ele Belt, p. 5.) Also sec Jeseie Daniel Ames, The Ch11111gmg Clurocler of Lynching 
(1942), pp. 8-9. 

The following quotation suggests that secret vigilante lynching has become quite 
significant. It ia from a pamphlet entitled Lynching Goes Underground ( [January, 
1940), pp. 7-8), sponsored by Senators Wagner and Capper and by Representatives 
Gavagan and Fish. The title page reads: "The author of this report, who must remain 
anonymous, is a native white Southerner who has lived all hi~ life in the South and still 
lives there, He has made a number of investigations of lynchings." 

"With regard to the whole problem of lynching your investigator desires to make 
the following statement. It is his considered judgment that, for various reasons, lynching 
i1 entering a new and altogether dangerous phase. Lynchings in the past have been 
charac;terized by the mob, the faggot, the rope. Hundreds of people, often thousands, 
poured out to participate or witness the lynching of a man or woman accused of some 
crime, often of the most trivial nature and often without any real charge at all. Picture, 
of the mobbed and mobbers have been taken and widely circulated. Souvenirs of the 
lynched man or woman, in the form of fingers, toes and other parts of the body, have 
been brazenly displayed by members of the mob. 

"Public opinion is beginning to turn against this sort of mob activity. Sentiment is 
growing against lynching. Agitation for Federal and state anti-lynching laws gives pause 
to the lynching crowd. Lynching, they say, must go on, but it must be done quietly so as 
not to attract attention, draw publicity. Thus those who most rule by terror and intimida
tion turn to new methods. The old mo1' is disappearing but the work of the mob goea 
on. A Negro is accused of some crime, real or alleged. A few white men gather, formulate 
their plans, seize their victim. In some lonely swamp a small body of men do the job 
formerly done by a vast, howling, bloodthirsty mob composed of men, women and 
children. The word is then passed that the matter has been handled to the satisfaction 
of those in charge of such matters. 

"Your investigator has probed numerous lynchings. His acquaintance with ]ynchera 
and the lynched extends over a lifetime, It is his judgment that countless Negroes arc 
lynched yearly, but their disappearance is shrouded in mystery, for they are dispatched 
quietly and without general knowledge. . • • 

"YOllf:·-.inffltiga~or was informed by competent observers that since the notoriour 
douw,e""blow torch lynching which occurred at Duck Hill, Mississippi, in 1937, word 
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hu been paued that in the future all diflicultiea between Negroes and white, will be 
handled by a small group of white men already appointed for that purpose. He was 
similarly adviaed that in the vicinity of Cleveland, Miasissippi, at least four Negroes had 
been lynched within the put four or five montba." 

n "'Let the law take its course,' under mob surveillance, is doubtful gain, for in such 
a situation the courts are virtually prostituted to mob demands." (Raper, "Race and 
C1ll8 Pressures," p. 277.) See also Chapter 26, Section 2, of this book. 

42 W. E. B. Du Boia, Dusi of D"""' (1940), p. 264. 
48 The Chicago Commi•ion on Race Relation,, Th, Nigro m Chlc,go (1922), 

p, J. There were 17 other persona injured whose race was not recorded, bringing the 
total of injured up to 537. 

•• Du Bois, Dusi, of D_,,, p. 264. 
411 The Chicago Commission on Race Relations, op. cit., p. 7 2. 
48 Du Boia, Dusk of Dawn, p. 252. 
47 Baker, op. cit., p. J 5. 
• 8 The Chicago Commiasion on Race Relations, op. eit., p. 67. 

Chapter 28. Th, Btnis of Social lturUtllity 

1 James Bryce, Th, Relations of th, A,Juanc,J an,J the Badwar,J Rae,s of MmlHnJ 
(1902), p. 43• 

2 Thia assertion has also been expressed in the literature; sec, for instance, E. B. 
Reuter, The American Rae, Problem (1927), p. 388. 

8 James Weldon Johnson, in his autobiography, discusses the Jim Crow arrangement 
in railway traveling and gives the following exemplification of the point in the text: 

"It was the usual 'Jim Crow• arrangement: one-half of a baggage coach, unkempt, 
unclean, and ill smelling, with one toilet for both sexes. Two of the seats were taken 
up by the pile of books and magazines and the baskets of fruit and chewing gam of the 
'news-butcher! There were a half-dozen or more Negroes in the car and two white 
men. White men in a 'Jim Crow• car were not an unusual sight. It wm1--and in many 
parts still is-the custom for white men to go into that car whenever they felt like 
doing things that would not be allowed in the 'white' car. They went there to smoke, 
to drink, and often to gamble. At times the object was to pick an acquaintance with some 
likely-looking Negro girl.:' (Along This Way [1934], pp. 116-87.) 

' "The practice depends upon the individual white man. Negroes and whites occa
sionally shake handa under a variety of conditions: when a salesman is trying to sell 
goods, when a former employer meets a respected Negro who has worked for him, when 
whites are attending public programs or meetings of Negroes, and occasionally on the 
streets. The white man makes the first approach." (Charle, S. Johnson, Growing Up in 
the Blade Belt [1941], p. 277.) 

6 See W. E. B. Du Bois, Dusk of Dawn (1940), p. 2.59; James Weldon Johnson, 
.Along This Way, pp. 2.98, 299; R. E. Park and E. W. Burgeas, Introduction to the 
SeiMlee of Sociology (1921), pp. 250-2.51; Charles S. Johnson, Patterns of N•gro 
S11g,11gtdion, prepared for this study (1934), P· 6. 

8 The one-sidedness of the segregation system is so entrenched that it also dominates 
the interracial work. Partic\llarly in th_e South and when more than one individaal 
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from each group i1 involved, this activity can ordinarily be observed to take the form 
of white people coming to the Negroea--attending their church meetings, concem, 
lecture programs, or arranging an interracial conference of leaders or students in a 
Negro college. Negroes are not auppoaed to take the initiative, James Weldon Johnson 
ob1erves: 

"There, interracial intercourse, when it does take place, is more often than not a one
sided arrangement. In such instances, the whites a,me into our midst, but, no matter 
how sincerely they desire the closer relationship, they fear to offend public sentiment by 
having us go into their midst. Few there are who dare defy that sentiment. The situa
tion of those who genuinely wish to defy it and dare not is near to pathetic. The culti
vation af social and intc1lectual intercounc between members of the two races in the 
South cannot progress very far until the whites are as free to act as we are." (Negro 
Amerieans, What Now? [1934], p. 83.) 

The greater freedom of the Negro of which Johnson speaks is the freedom to receive 
white people without being ostracized by his own group. 

7 This auddcn change of attitude has, as is well known, its exact counterpart on the 
white side. It has been repeatedly pointed out by Negro authors that a dark-looking man 
who speaks Spanish, French, or some other foreign language and appears as a South 
American (or Italian, or Indian) will be excepted from the ordinary Jim Crow practices 
against American Negroes. Thia story from Booker T. Washington's Up from S/(lflery 
may illustrate the point: 

"I happened to find myself in a town in which so much excitement and indignation 
were being expressed that it seemed likely for a time that there w0uld be a lynching. 
The occasion of the trouble was that a dark-skinned man had stopped at the local hotel. 
Investigation, howe,•er, developed the fac-t that this individual was a citizen of Morocco, 
and that while travelling in this country he spoke the F.nglish language. As soon as it was 
learned that he was not an American Negro, all the signs of indignation disappeared. The 
man, who was the innocent cause of the excitement, though, found it prudent after 
that not to speak English.'' ( [ I 929; first edition, 1900] p. 103.) 

8 Booker T. Washington tells us about his early childhood: 
" .•. the plantation upon which I was born, in Franldin County, Va., had, as I 

remember, only six slaves. My master and his sons all worked together side by side with 
his slaves. In this way we all grew up together, very much like members of one big 
family. There was no overseer, and we got to know our master and he to know us." 
(The Story of the Negro [1909), Vol. I, p. 149.) 

8 18 Stat. L. 335, Chap. II4. 
10 Gilbert T. Stephenson, Race Distinctions in American Law (1910), p. IO; 

Charles S. Mangum, Jr., Tiu Legal Status of the Negro (1940), p. 28. 
11 Stephenson, op. cit., p. I I. 
12 /!HJ., pp. II s H.; Mangum, op. cit., p. 29. 
18 Stephenson, op. cit., pp. I 7 I lf. 
14 8cc W. E. B. Du Bois, Blad Reconstruction (1935), especially pp. 674 lf. 
11 For an up-to-date account of the Jim Crow legislation, sec Mangum, op. cit,, 

eapecially pp. 181-zu.. 
18 "The two races have not yet made new mores. Vain attempts have been made to 

contl'Ol the new order by legialation, The only result ia the proof that legislation cannot 
aake mores.'' (William Graham Sumner, Follways [1906], p. 77.) 
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17 "No small part of the motive back of the South's legal separation of the racea in 

transportation and education is the fact that services for the two r.1cee can be made 
unequal only when administered to them separately. The phrase 'separate and equal' 
symbolizes the whole system, fair words to gain unfair ends." (Arthur Raper, "Race 
and Class Pressures," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study [1940], p, 3.) 

18 Henry W. Grady, The New South (1890), pp. 244-246; italics ours. In this con
text Grady furnishes his audience the following illustrath·e information: 

"The Negroes of Georgia pay but one-fortieth of the taxes, and yet they take forty
nine per cent of the school fund. Railroads in Georgia provide separate but equal car, 
for whites and blacks, and a white man is not permitted to occupy a colored car." (Ibid., 
p. 246.) 

This information is, of course, inaccurate even today and was still more so in 
Grady's time. 

18 Referring to the Jim Crow arrangement in the r.1ilway system, William Archer 
remarks: 

"Remember that the question is complicated by the American's resolute adherence to 
the conatitutional fiction of equality. As there are no 'classes' in the great American 
people, so there must be no first, second, or third dass on the American railways. Of 
course, the theory remains a fiction on the railroad no less than in life. Everyone travels 
first class; but those who can pay for it may travel in classes higher than first, called 
parlour-cars, drawing-room cars, and so forth. The only real validity of the fiction, 
it seems to me, lies in the unfortunate situation it creates with regard to the negro. If 
our three classes (or even two) were provided on every train, the mass of the negro 
population would, from sheer economic necessity, travel third. It might or might not 
be necessary to provide separate cars on th.it level; but if it were, the discrimination 
would not be greatly felt by the grade of black folks it would affect. In the higher-class 
cars there would be no reasonable need for discrimination, for the number of negroes 
using them would be few in comparison, and personally unobjectionable. The essential 
elbow-room would seldom be lacking; conditions in the first and second class would be 
very much the same aa they are at present in the North." (Tkrough Afro-America 
[1910], pp. 72-73-) 

20 /Jem. "But elbow-room is just what the conditions of railway traveling preclude; 
wherefore I hold the system of separate cars a legitimate measure of defense against con
stant discomfort. Had it not been adopted, the South would have been a nation of aainta, 
not of men. It is in the methods of its enforcement that they sometimes show themselves 
not only human but inhuman." (Ibid., p. 72.) 

21 Edwin R. Embree, Brown America (1933; first edition, 1931), p. 205. 
22 Cited in Charles S. Johnson, Patternr of Negro Segregation, p. 207. 
28 Quoted from wiJ., pp. 195-196. Similar remarks are: "We have always had caste 

in the world"; "I imagine the average [Negro] is probably happiest when he is waiting 
on white folks and wearing their old clothes." (See idem.) 

2" William M. Brown, Tke Crucial Race Question (1907), p. r 18. 
211 Charles S. Johnson, P11t1erm of Negro Segregation, p. 195. 
26 The full gamut of interest motives is suggested by John Dullard (Ct1st11 11nJ C/1111 

in" Soutkem Town [ 1937 j, pp. 98-187) in his theory uf gains. It should be noted that 
Dollard considers these gaim--which he clauifies as economic, sexual, and prcatige--as 
a means of interpreting and ordering the facts of Negro-white relations in the South. 
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He doa not mean that the pine theory ia held comci0111ly and unqualifiedly by the 
majority of Southern whites who receive theee gains from Negro 1111bordination. 

11 RM:e O,'1,oJr»ry m tlu SouJn (1914), p. 48. 
u The popular theory usually docs not reach the level of articles and boob any more; 

even the recent acientific literature on the Negro problem ia likely to avoid this central 
notion, Thomu P. Bailey, a Mississippi profe110r writing just before the Fint World 
War, gives perhaps the clearest pronouncement in print of the prevalent view: 

"Some representatives of the humanitarian group feel it difficult to understand why an 
illiterate and even vicious white man should object to dining with a highly cultured 
negro gentleman. To them the attitude of the 'low' white man seems eaentially illogical 
and absurd; but it is not so to the men who know the 'low-grade' white man from the 
inside. The whole picture changes when one knows 'what it is about.' Soria/ attitudes 
at hottom llf'e concerned with ffltlf'riage, and all it stands for. Now, race conscience may 
prevent the enlightened humanitarian from encouraging in any way the interbreeding of 
the two races. Race-pride will deter the average man who is willing to acknowledge 
the excellence of certain individual negroes. But may it not re(Juire r{ICe enmity to 'f"e• 
oent tlu llmlllgamation of the 'lower' grades of the higher race with the higher grades 
of the lower race?" (Op. cit., pp. u-12; second and third italics ours.) 

29 Thomas N. Page, Tke Negro: The Southerner's Prol,lem (1904), p. 2.92.. See 
also Chapter 3, Section 3, and Chapter 4. Under the influence of modern research this 
doctrine is in process of disappearing from the literature but it lives on in the convic
tion of white people. It has even today the gist exemplified by the quotation in the text. 

ao Again the prevalent sentiment is best exemplified by a citation of old literature. The 
rhetorical intensity of the following paragraphs from Henry W. Grady gives something 
of the emotional tone of even present-day popular views: 

"But the supremacy of the white race of the South must be maintained forever, and 
the domination of the negro race resisted at all points and at al) hazards, because the 
white race is the superior race. Thia is the declaration of no new truth; it has abided 
forever in the marrow of our bones and shall run forever with the blood that feeds 
Anglo-Saxon hearts." (Op. cit., p. 104.) 

"Standing in the presence of this multitude, sobered with the responsibility of the 
message I deliver to the young men of the South, I declare that the truth above all others 
to be worn unsullied and sacred in your hearts, to be surrendered to no force, sold for 
no price, compromised in no necessity, but cherished and defended as the convenant of 
your prosperity, and the pledge of peace, to your children, is, that the white race must 
dominate fore,•er in the So11th, because it is the white race, and superior to that race 
with which its supremacy is threatened." (/hid., pp. 107-108.) 

81 Sec Chapter 3, Section 2. James Weldon Johnson obse"es that in the South " .•. 
a white gentleman may not eat with a colored person without the danger of serious loss 
of aocial prestige; yet he may sleep with a colored person without incurring the risk 
of any appreciable damage to his reputation," and concludes, "Social equality signifies 
a series of far-flung barriers against amalgamation of the two races; except so far as it 
may come about by white men with colored women." (Along This Wtry, pp. 312.-313.) 

12 "The intelligent Negro may understand what social equality truly means, but 
to the ignorant and brutal young Negro, it signifies but one thing: the opportunity 
to enjoy, equally with white men, the privilege of cohabiting with white women. Thi• 
the whita of the South understand; and if it were understood abroad, it would aerve 
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to explain aome thinp which have not been underatood hitherto. It will explain, in pan, 
the univerul and furious h01tility of the South to even the least 1ugge1tion of aocial 
equality." (Page, op. m., PP· 1 U•II 3.) 

11 ''Even the m01t liberal White, in the community claim that the equality for which 
the Negroes ask is not possible without the 'social equality'-the intermingling and inter
marriage-they so deeply fear. They also hint that the Negroes 'unconsciously' do 
de1ire thi1 aort of aocial equality." (Hortense Powdermakcr, After Freedom [1939), 
P• 350.) 

H Bailey, "'P· eit., p. 42. 
811 The B111is of Raeial Atljus1111enl (1925), pp. 240-241. Woofter distinguishea 

between contactl which are "helpful" and those which are "harmful." In the latter 
category he places "social intermingling" along with "vice" and "crime," "violence, 
economic exploitation, unfair competition, and demagogic or exploitative political 
contacts." (Ibid., p. 21 5.) 

88 Jbitl., pp. 135 ff. 
8T JhiJ., P· 239. 
88 Liheralism in the Soutk (1932), p. 254. Dabney continues: 
"The argument runs that such laws were desirable twenty or thirty years ago when 

the great majority of blacks were unclean in person and slovenly in attire, and when 
the ubiquitous saloon and its readily purchased fire water were conducive to clashes 
between the lower orders of both races. It is contended that these reasons for separating 
the races in public gatherings and on public conveyances do not now obtain to anything 
like the same extent, and that the Negroes should no longer be humiliated in this 
manner." 

ae Jbitl., p. z55. 
40 "Here, as elsewhere, however, it has been rather the social inequality of the races, 

than any approach to equality, which has been responsible for the mixture, in so far as 
such has occurred. It was the social inequality of the plantation days that began the 
process of mixture ..•. If race-amalgamation is indeed to be viewed as always an evil, 
the best way to counteract the growth of that e\'il must everywhere be the cultivation 
of racial self-respect and not of racial degradation." (Josiah Royce, Race Questions, 
Pror1inCffJlum and Other American Problems [ 1908 j, pp. 21-22.) 

'1 See Chapter 27, Section 3. W. F. Cash, in his Tke Min,/ of the South (1941), 
gives, with much insight and understanding, the story of how in the Old South the sex 
relations of white men with Negro women tended to inllatc white womanhood (pp. 84 
if). The Negro woman, torn from her tribal restraints and taught an easy complaisance, 
waa to be had for the taking: 

"Boys on and about the plantation inevitably learned to use her, and having acquired 
the habit, often continued it into manhood and even after marriage. For she was natural, 
and could give herself up to passion in a way impossible to wives inhibited by Puritanical 
training. And efforts to build up a taboo against miscegenation made little real progress." 
(JbiJ., p. 84.) 

The white women were naturally disturbed by what they could not help knowing 
about. The Yankees were not slow to discover the opening in the Southern armor: 

"And the only really satisfactory escape here, as in so many other instancca, would 
be fiction. On the one hand, the convention must be set up that the thing simply did not 
aiat, and enforced under penalty of being shot; and on the other, the woman muat bo 
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compenaated, the revolting suspicion in the male that he might be slipping into beetiality 
got rid of, by glorifying her; the Yankee must be answered by proclaiming from the 
hou1ctop1 that Southern Virtue, so far from being inferior, was superior, not alone to 
the North'• but to any on earth, and adducing Southern Womanhood in proof." (I!Jitl., 
p. 86,) 

After the War thi, led to "the Southern rape complex." (lbiJ.,. pp. I 16 ff.) Every 
attempt to rise aocia11y on the part of the Negro became an insult to the white woman: 

"What Southerners felt, therefore, was that any assertion of any kind on the part 
of the Negro constituted in a perfectly real manner an attack on the Southern woman. 
What they saw, more or less consciously, in the conditions of Reconstruction was a 
paaaage toward a condition for her as degrading, in their view, as rape itself. And a 
condition, moreover, which, logic or no logic, they infallibly thought of as being u 
absolutely forced upon her as rape, and hence a condition for which the term 'rape' 
stood as truly as for the de facto deed." (Ibid., p. J 16.) 

". , • the increased centrality of woman, added up with the fact that miscegenation, 
though more terrifying than it had been even in the Old South, showed little tendency 
to fall off despite efforts to build up standards against it, served to intensify the old 
interest in gyneolatry, and to produce yet more florid notions about Southern Woman• 
hood and Southern Virtue, and so to foster yet more precious notions of modesty and 
decorous behavior for the Southern female to live up to." (Ibid., p. u8.) 

' 2 The "woman on the pedestal" pattern is found outside the American South, of 
course. It is a general trait in Western civilization and had extreme expression among the 
feudal nobility of the Middle Ages and the court nobility of France after Louis XIV. 
It was given added impetus by the loss of the economic function of middle class women 
at the end of the 18th century. But nowhere did it appear in such extreme, sentimental, 
and humorless form and so far down in the social status scale as in the American South. 
(For a general description of the Romantic "pure woman" ideology, see Ernest W, 
Burgess, "The Romantic Impulse and Family Disorganization," The Suroey [Decem
ber 1, 1926], pp. 290-294.) 

48 All the moral conflicts involved in preserving the institution of color caste in a 
democracy, but quite particularly the aS60Ciation of the caste' theory with sex and social 
status, explain the fear complex upon which most investigators of the race problem in 
the South have commented. Thomas P. Bailey was early outspoken on this point: 

"But the worst has not been told. The veriest slavery of the spirit is to be found in 
the deep-seated anxiety of the South. ~outheraers are afraid for the safety of their 
wivea and daughters and sisters; Southern parents are afraid for the purity of their 
boys; Southern publicists are afraid that a time will come when large numbers of 
negrocs will try to vote, and thus precipitate race war. Southern religionists are afraid 
that our youth will grow up to despise large numbers of their fellow-men. Southern 
business men are afraid that agitation of the negro question will interfere with business 
or demoralize the labor market, Southern officials are afraid of race riots, lynchings, 
savage atrocities, paying not only for negro fiendishness but also for the anxiety caused 
by fur of what might be." (Op. cit., pp. 346-347.) 

"Thomas Carlyle, Occasional Discourse on the Nigger Question (1853; first printed 
in FtwM"s Matazine [December, 1849]), p. 28. 

•• Quite ordinarily this attitude is directly associated with cherished memories from 
alavery. The pattern was set early after the Civil War. Again Henry W, Grady can be 
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u1ed to illustrate the consolidation of white thinking on race relations after Reconstruc
tion. He talked touchingly of the relations that "did exist in the da) s of sla,·ery" 

" ••• how the negro atood in alavery days, open-hearted and cympathetic, full of gossip 
and comradeship, the companion of the hunt, frolic, furrow and home, contented in 
the kindly dependence that has been a habit of his blood, and ne,er lifting his eyes 
beyond the narrow horizon that shut him m with his neighbors and fric-nds Rut this 
relation did exist in the days of sla,ery. It was the rule of th,tt regtme. It ha, sun ived 
war, and strife, and political campaigns in v.hich the drum-Ix.at msptred and 'Federal 
bayonets fortified, It will never die until the last slJ,eholder and sla,e ha\e been gathered 
to rest. It is the glory of our past m the South. It is the answ~r to abu'IC and slander. 
It is the hope of our future." (Op. cu, pp. 152-153, compare P1gc, op. rst., pp. So, 
164 passnn.) 

46 "For those still living in the county there is, it V1ould appear, one un £ 1ilmg rule 
of life. If they would get along with lea,t d1fhculty, they shoultl gc.t fo1 thcm,clves a 
protecting white family. 'We have mighty good white foils friends, and ef >ou ha, e 
white folks for your friends, dey can't do you no harm.'" (Charles S. Johnson, 
Shadow of tha Plantatwn [1934], p. 27.) 

47 Woofter remarks: 
"The liberality with which these colored beggars arc treated ib often more of a 

liability than an a,set to racial ad1ustment, b~caubc su~h emotional but umc1rnt1hc gnm!', 
often lcnes the givers with a paternal1st1c feeling toward the whok Ule Jnd a hc.hc.f that 
by giving small alms they J1ave discharged their full c1v1c duty towa1d th1..11 1..olorc.d 
neighbors." ( 0 p. c,t., p. 199 ) 

411 Dollard, op. cit., pp. 3 89-4 3 2. 
49 It was part of Washington's tactics to exaggerate this point. An interesting com

parison can be made betwec:-n his hrst bool, publi~hc.d m 1899, and Im liter \l.ritings. 
In the former, T lu Future of the American Neg,o, he painted the crutlt1es of ~1:ivery 
in glaring terms, m the latter he rather elaborJted on the lightc.r s1deq of the mqt1tu
tion. This was part of his attempt to gam the a'lmtance or at ka,t the tolerance of the 
Southern whites, and he had found out that this appealed to the Northern pl11lanthrop1,t 
also. In his last book, The Story of the Negro ( 1909), he wrote, for 1mtance, m explain
ing why "a mob in the South ••. docs not seel to v1bit its pumbhmrnt upon the innocent 
as well as upon the guilty". 

"In the South every Negro, no matter how worthli..sb he may be as an inJ1~1dual, 
knows one white man in the town whose fr1endbh1p Jnd protection he can alwa)b count 
upon, perhaps he has gamed the friendship of tl11s wl11te man b)- reason of the fact that 
some member of the white man's family ownc:-d him or some of his rd.1tives, or 1t may 
be that he has lived upon th1b white man's plmtat1on, or that some. member of his family 
works for him, or that he has performed some act of kmdne~s for this white m,n which 
has brought them into sympathetic relations with each other. It 1s generally true, as l 
have said before, that in the South every white man, no matter how bitter he may seem 
to be toward the Negro as a race, knows some one Negro m whom he has complete con
fidence, whom he will trust with all that he has. It 1s the md1v1dual touch which holds 
the two races together in the South, and 1t is thlB md1v1dual touth between the races 
which ib lacking, ma large degree, in the North." (Vol. 1, p. 189.) 

This was a gross overstatement even when Wabhington wrote, and is still lcu accurate 
today. (Sec Chapter 27, Section 2.) 



"ltelly Miller, Rt1e# AJjUJlmml-E11a'}1 °" 1111 N#f"O in A1'JUried (1908), p. 92. 
11 "Vardaman, declaiming violently against Negro colleges, ha• actually, in specific 

imtances, given them help and encouragement. I told how he had cut off an $8,000 
appropriation from Alcorn College because he did not believe in Negro education: but 
he turned around and gave Alcorn College $14,000 for a new lighting &)'Item, bccauac 
lu l,a,l eome in personal eonlaet with tl,a Negro ,presuJ,,., of Aleom CoUege, lltsil lil,e,l 
Mm." (Ray Stannard Baker, Followtng the Color Litu [1908], p. 250.) 

11 Aut0010gn,pl,y of tm Ex-ColoureJ Mtm {1927; first edition, 1912), p. 79. 
118 Robert R. Moton, WAat the Nagro Thinlu (1929), p. 27. 
H "The very existence of a la:z:y, ahiftless, incompetent, irresponsible mass of laborcn 

that require the closest supervision all the time necessarily lowers the economic energy 
and standard, of the white people. Many a white man excuses his easy, sauntering way 
of tranaacting business by speaking of the ridiculous rush and hurry-scurry of the North. 
But much of our Southern lassitude is caught from the ways of the negro rather than the 
wile• of the hookworm ..•• In a thousand ways negro economic inefficiency retards the 
development of the South. And this constant doing of less than our best, this easy-going 
lack of regard for time, this willingness to put up with inefficient aervicc and to over
look small pilfering because one 'expects that from a negro'-what is all thia but an 
insidious form of psychological economic unfreedomi" (Bailey, op. cit., p. 342.) 

1111 George W. Cable, The Negro Questio,. (1903; first edition, 1890), p. 23. 
18 The Basir of Ascendancy (1909), p. 233. 
117 Problems of tlze Present South (1909; first edition, 1904), pp. 274--275. Murphy 

continued: 
"It has fixed its barriers-in no enmity of temper but in the interest of itself and its 

civilization, and not without regard to the ultimate welfare of the negro. It cannot base 
its eocial distinctions on an assertion of universal 'inferiority'-for in that case every 
gifted or truly educated negro might shake the structure of social usage. It bases its 
distinctions partly upon the far-reaching consideration that the racial stock of the two 
families of men is so unlike th..it nothing is to be gained and much is to be lost from 
the interblending of such divergent types; partly upon the broad consideration of practi
cal apediency, in that the attempt to unite them actually Brings unhappiness; partly 
upon the inevitable persistence of the odium of slavery; partly upon a complex inde
finable, but assertive social instinct." (Ibid., pp. 27 5-276.) 

118 Willis D. Weatherford, Negro Life in the South (1915), p. 173. 
118 Page, op. eit., p. 307. 
ao Negro Americanr, WAat NowP p. 84-
61 John Dollard reports from his study of a community in the Deep South that it is 

rather the white middle class that shows the most bitter resentment against the Negroe1 
(a,. eu., p. 77). But Dollard reports that there were very few lower class whites in this 
community, and he did not study them intensively (ihiJ., p. 99). Davis, Gardner, and 
Gardner 1110 report from their commun~ty study that "it is the lower-middle-cla11 whites 
who take it apon themselves to control the urban Negroes and to keep them in hand." 
(Alliaoa Davia, B. B. Gardner, and M. R. Gardner, Deep South [1941], pp. 56•S7.) 

ts "ID many instances it was noticed that lower-class whites living in Negro neighbor
haocll treated their Negro neighbors in much the same way aa they did their white 
ui&'hbon. T.here were the usual piping, exchange of services, and even visiting." 
(Davia, Gardner, and Gardner, op. cit., p. 50.) 
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1111 Cbarlea S. Johmon, Gf'o«Hllt Ut m ,1,, BIMi B,lt, p. :&84. 
84 lou., pp. z83-a84. 
111 Frank U. Quillin, Tiu Color Li,,, in Ohio (1913), pp. 97-104. 
"Dusi of Dwm, pp. 8 fl'. Du Bois tells about when he entered high school cc, 

there came IOllle rather puzzling distinctions which I can sec now wrre social and racfal; 
but the racial angle was more clearly defined against the Irish than against me. It was a 
matter of income and ancestry more than color." (/hid., p. 14.) Another description of 
the atatus of Negroes in a miall New England city may be found in Robert A. Warner's 
NeuJ H«1en Negroes (1940). 

87 According to some observers, there was a noticeable decrease of friendliness toward 
Negroes in the North even before the Great Migration. Ray Stann.ird Baker, for ex
ample, expresaes this opinion in Following tke Color Line (pp. 188 ff.). It may have 
been due to the passing of the Abolitionist fervor or to the beginning of the Negro 
migration from the South (partly for the purpose of breaking strikes) or to the "new 
immigrants" from Southern and Eastern Europe. Counterbalancing factors were the im
proved educational and economic status of Northern Negroes and the practical a~sence 
of forced residential segregation. If there was such a trend, it was not important, and 
the increase of anti-Negro sentiment in the North may-for all practical purposet--be 
aaid to have begun with the Great Migration. 

Chapter 29. P,merns of Social Segregation md Discrimination 

1 The actual patterns of segregation and discrimination-even if not their motivation 
-are facts subject to simple observation and, consequently, to quantitative measurement 
and analysis. When the attitudes and popular theories of white persons with respect to 
Negro persons are manifested in such concrete acts as passing laws, signing restrictive 
covenants, and demanding certa;n signs of deference, these actions can be counted and 
classified, and differences noted in them relative to type, region, time periods, social 
class, sex, age and so on. Residential segregation is visible in the layout of the rummunity, 
and some of its concomitants--such as a differential in the proportion of Negroes seen 
on various streets or in various storcs--can be made graphic by simple enumeration. 
Studies have been made--using census data--of the proportions of Negroes residing in 
the different sections of cities. (See, for example, T. J. Woofter, Jr., and Associates, 
Negro Problems in Cities [1928]; and United States Federal Housing Administration, 
Homer Hoyt, Tke Structure and Growth of Residential NeigkborkooJs in American 
Cities [ 1939] .) Th.ere has not been, however, a systematic effort to relate the facts 
of residential distribution to differentials in patterm of ways of limiting contacts with 
Negroes and treating them as inferiors. The provision of such things as separJte public 
toilets, drinking fountains, and railroad station entrances for Negroes is visible in signs 
and posters or in the structure of buildings. Prohibitions against intermarriage and 
against the use of the same schools or the same railway cars arc easily detcctible in laws 
and court decisions, as well as in collected statistics and by direct observation. The extent 
of separation of Negroes and whites in business and in profession;il and friendly associa
tions can be discerned by scanning membership lists or by brief interviews with secretariea. 
For the measurement of segregation and discrimination in interpersonal relations, the 
inveatigator could obtain ahort-period ~iaries of Negroea, and perhapt whites, living in 
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dift'erent areas and of dift"erent statuses and with different personal characteristics. This 
~ource would provide exact information on such things as the use of the term "nigger" 
and the refusal to let Negroes enter by the front door and sit in the presence of"whites. 
It is especially important to get precise information about interpenonal relations between 
Negroes and whites since these probably form the most sensitive index of the condition 
of and trends in the Negro problem as • whole. Only quantitative data could really 
indicate how segregation and discrimination curtail the number and scope of penonal 
contacts over the color line, and how they change the character of those contacts which 
remain. Only quantitative data-along with other information---could permit an 
empirical analysis of the causation of those patterns. 

Since no systematic quantitative study has been made, we shall be forced to give the 
,ame sort of imprenionistic survey which we have just criticized. We have the advantage, 
however, of Charles S. Johnson's summary of general patterns of segregation and dis
crimination in thirtet'n communities (Pattern1 of Negro Segregation [ 1943]; this study 
was carried out as part of our inquiry), as well as a diverse variety of local studies and 
of published and unpubli~hed statements. For the etiquette of race relations, there is the 
study by Bertram Wilbur Doyle, The Etiquette of Rate Relations in the South (1937). 

2 Mississippi has " ... a criminal statute punishing anyone for publishing, printing, 
or circulating any literature in favor of or urging interracial marriage or social equality," 
(Charles S. Mangum, Jr., The Legal Status of the Negro [1940], p. 237.) 

8 Louis Wirth and I ferbert Goldhamer, "The Hybrid and the Problem of Mis
cegenation," in Otto K.lineberg (editor), Charaeteristies of the American Negro, pre
pared for this study; to be published, manuscript page 160. 

The Supreme Court hds ne\·er directly passed upon the constitutionality of the laws 
against intermarriage. It is, however, commonly upheld on the ground that the pro
acription is not discrimination but applies to both the Negro and the white partner. 
(Compare Mangum, op. cit., pp. 288 ff.) 

4 The existing statistical knowledge about recent intermarriage is limited to three 
areas. Wirth and Goldhamer have complied in detail statistics for Boston and for New 
York State outside of New York City. (Op. tit., manuscript pages 37-71.) Panunzio 
has calculated summary figures for Los Angeles County. (Con'stantine Panunzio, "Inter
marriage in Los Angeles, 1924-1933," The American Journal of Sociology [March, 
1942], p. 699.) Of all marriages involving Negroes in Boston in 1934-1938, 3.7 per 
cent were with whites. For New York State exclusive of New York City, the correspond
ing figure in 1934-1936 was 1.7 per cent. For Los Angeles County in the period 1924-
1933, there were only four cases, although there were 51 cases of intermarriage with 
Asiatics and Indians. California has had a ]aw prohibiting Negro-white intermarriage 
aince I 850, but there were three cases of Negro males born outside the United States 
and one case of a white female born outside the United States, who were allowed to 
marry into the other group. If the number of intermarriages be considered, not as 
relative to the total number of marriages involving Negroes but as relative to the total 
number of marriages involving whites, the percentage drops to an insignificant fraction. 
Thus even the relative nwnerical significance of intermarriage is much greater for 
Negroes than for whites. The data show intermarriage higher in urban than in rural 
areas, but this is only among marriages between Negro males and white females, and not 
between white males and Negro females. The former type of intermarriage is m11ch 
,nore common, and the light female finds she can get a better man among her own 
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peopl~ially from the ranks of dark auperior Negroes, while the light male can 
alao marry "upward" by seeking a white wife, from whom he docs not expect economic 
advantage anyway. It may also be that the white woman has more sexual attraction for 
the Negro male than the white man has for the Negro female, since sex ccntact between 
the former pair ia more forbidden, even in prostitution. In socio-economic status, the 
Negro male who intermarries is high, while the white male, the white female, and the 
Negro female are low, The white females, by marrying into the lower caste, go upwad 
in claaa, but the white male usually cannot get such an advantage because the better 
cla11 Negro female finds it to her advantage to marry the darker Negro of high socio
economic status. Whites who intermarry are not predominantly foreign-born as is some
times thought. Among white males who marry Negroes, there are about as many nati\'e
born of native parentage as there are foreign-born, relative to their respective population. 
Among white females who marry Negroes in Boston and New York State (outside of 
New York City) the relative proportion of native-born of native parentage is actually 
higher than that of foreign-born. Among both males and females, the native-born of 
foreign parentage have the least amount of intermarriage, which fact perhaps reflects the 
general ambitiou1ness of this element of the population. Finally, it should be mentioned 
that those who intermarry tend, to an unusual extent, to be marrying for a second or 
third time. Over 30 per cent of Wirth's sample of Negro and white brides were pr('
viously married. The proportion was almost as high for Negro grooms though much 
&mailer for white grooms. 

It is possible to get trends in intermarriage for Boston only. In that city, between 1900 
and 1904, 13.6 per cent of all marriages involving Negroes were interracial. (Alfred 
Holt Stone, Studies in the American Race Problem [ 1908], p. 62.) Between 1914 and 
1918, this percentage had dropped to 5.2, and between 1919 and 1923 to 3.1. In 
1934-1938, it had risen slightly to 3.7. (Wirth and Goldhamcr, op. cit., Table IV, 
manuscript page 41.) Needless to say, Boston is not typical of the entire United States, 
and it experienced accretions to its Negro population since 1900. 

Holmes cites a study by Hoffman which indicates that intermarriage was declining 
already in the last few decades of the nineteenth century in four Northern states. (S. J. 
Holmes, Tiu Negro's Struggle for Suroir1al [ 1937 j, p. I 74.) 

5 According to W. J. Cash (Tiu Mind of the South [1941], p. 313), when the red 
light districts of Southern cities were suppressed, prostitution took to hotels, where 
Negro bellboys took on the economic and sexual functions of pimps. There are also 
isolated cases recorded of more permanent relations between Negro men and white 
women, (See, for example, Waltc:r White, Rope and FtJggot [ 1929J, pp. 71 ff., and 
Allison Davis, Burleigh B. Gardner, and Mary R. Gardner, Deep South [1941], pp. 

33-37.) 
6 The toleration in the South is abetted by prohibiting Negro men from protecting 

their women against the white man's advances. In the city studied by Allison Davis and 
John Dollard (Childre,s of Bondage [1940], pp. 245-246), a Negro minister who 
protested in his pulpit against interracial liaisons was warned by a group of white busi
nessmen. 

7 John Dollard, Closs and Caste in a Southem 1'own (1937), pp. 141-142; Hortense 
Powdermaker, After Freedom (1939), pp. 181 ff. 

11 For an excellent description of the scope and rigorousness of this etiquette, ace 
Doyle, op. cit. This book interprets the etiquette as a means of accommodatina what 
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wa preYioaaly, and might again become, a conftict relation between Negro. and whitea. 
Thi, interpretation, in oar opinion, i, quite in error since only a amall proportion of 
Negroca feel accommodated when performing 1elf-abaing actions demanded by the 
etiqaette. Actually, the majority of Negroea are at bottom embittered by the perform• 
ance of theae action, ,nd keep it up only to avoid violence and greater humiliation, 
Not only arc Ncgroca rcaentful, but they arc alao in constant fcar--dcspitc the etiquette 
and perhaps because of the etiquette. It is easy to slip and to violate a complex etiquette 
or to have one'• actions misinterpreted as a violation of the etiquette. Such a situation 
creates a fear in the Southern Negro which ia not known to the Northern Negro. In 
one aense, therefore, the Northern Negro without the etiquette and with police and 
court protection is better "accommodated" than the Soathern Negro with his etiquette. 
Even whites cannot be said to be "accommodated" to Negroes by the existence of the 
etiquette, since they are-for the most part-acutely aware of the deference accorded 
them and are constantly on their guard lest it be neglected-indicating that the Negroea 
are attempting to leave their lowly place. On neither side is there accommodation in the 
acnac that the course of race contacts runs so smoothly-oiled by the performance of the 
etiqaettc-a to pass unnoticed. Rather, the course of race contacts is the result of an 
oblique and reprCISCd but continuoua struggle-for most Southern Negroes and whites-
with the perforJllance of the etiquette being one of the tributes demanded by the whites 
for being on top in the atruggle. 

1 Edgar Gardner Murphy, Problems of tke Present S01,tk (1909; first edition, 1904), 
p. 278. Italics oars. 

10 Violence did occur, howe,·er, in the upper middle class area of Kenwood in 
Chicago, in December, 1940, when a white family had a party where Negroes were 
present. Lower class persons in a neighboring block learned of the event while it was in 
progre11 and formed a mob outside the home. After windows were broken, police pro
tection had to be sought to evacuate the members of the party. When the white owner 
retarned to his home the next day, he was shot at. He moved to a new residence under 
police protection. This incident is, of course, far from typical and it was complicated 
by the fact that the Kenwood area was being threatened by :r,legro residential invasion 
and by the fact that the white person in question was known to be a Jewish radical. 

In Princeton, New Jersey, a white woman who proposed to have a dinner to which 
Negroes would be invited was visited by a delegation of leading white women of the 
town and was told that such things were just not done. 

11 Charles S. Johnson, Patterns of Neg,:o Segregation, pp. 145-146. 
12 In America the modem usage of one common set of titles (oataide the caste sphere) 

ha developed out of an earlier system of differentiated titles, where the ones now used 
referred to upper class status: 

"Clau lines in New England were alao indicated by the forms of addrcBS in vogue, 
Some of the titles denoting good repute were: 'esquire' or 'gentleman' for wealthy land
ownen and.merchants who had belonged to the English upper middle class; •master' 
for clergymen who posscased the degree of master of arts; 'mister' for profcsaiona] 
people and substantial landowners and merchants (about one man in fourteen w» 
addre88ed as Mr.); and 'goodman' for ordinary yeoman farmers. Such military titles 
as captain and ensign also signified an honorable station. Indentured servants, tenants, 
and wage-earners were unceremonioualy called by their family or given names. Church 
pews were assigned on the baai1 of eocial status, while the namea .:>n the student regiater 
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at Harvard College were liated, not alphabetically, but according to family rank." 
(Cuni1 P. Nettela, Tne Roots of A.mmean Cioiliution [1938], p. 32,7,) 

11 John Dollard describes typical Negro behavior in relation to whites in Southern
town as "'white--folks manner": 

"There is a continual flow of agreement by the Negro while a white man is talking, 
auch as 'Yes, bon,' 'Sho nuff,' 'Well, I declare,' and the like. The Negro must maintain 
a paaition of continuous affirmation of the white man's wishes and ideas, showing 
thereby his lack of contrary intent, independence, aggre11ivenesa, and individuality. A 
'good nigger' from the white man's point of view ia one who has mastered this tech
nique.'' ( Op. cit., p. 1 Bo.) 

When whites tell jokes about Negroes a main point is to "give an image of a high
toned, pleading voice, full of uncertainty, begging for favor. Evidently this whining, 
cajoling tone is one of the badges of inferiority which Negroes accept and culth•.1te. 
The whites imitate it with an evident hostile relish. It establishes at once by its difference 
from ordinary white speech the infci-ior position of the Negro as a suppliant," (/hid., 
p. 257.) 

14.Jinn. 
111 Gustavus Myers, America Strikes Bade ( 1935). It is interesting to note that the 

South has similarly been accustomed to accusing the Northern Yankees of "materialism." 
18 To illustrate the extent to which the etiquette has broken down---or never existed 

-we may cite Charles S. Johnson's aummary of the etiquette in eight counties of the 
rural South. (Gror.oing Up in the Bloc!& Belt [1941], pp. 277-280.) 

"Where taboos are rigid: 
1. Negroes may never marry whites in any of the counties studied. 
2. Negroes may never dance with whites in any of the counties studied. 
3. Negroes may never eat with whites in any of the counties except Bolivar and 

Coahoma (Mississippi) and Davidson (Tennessee). 
4. Negroes may never play games with whites in any counti"s except Bolivar, David

son, and Madison (Alabama}. 
5. Negroes must always use 'Mr.' and 'Mrs.' when addresRing whites in all counties. 
6. Whites never use 'Mr.' and 'Mrs.' when addreBSing Negroes in Bolivar, Coahoma, 

Johnston (North Carolina), Macon (Alabama) and Shelby (Tennes,ee). 
7. Negroes never drink with whites in Madison and Shelby counties except occa

sionally among the lower classes. 
8. Negroes never enter white people's houses by the front door in Coahoma and 

Johnston. 
9. Negroes must give whites the right-of-way on the sidewalks in Bolivar and 

Madiaon. 
10. Negro men must take off their hats in banks, stores, and ao forth, where whites 

need not, in Madison. 
11. Negroes cannot touch a white man without his resenting it in Bolivar and 

Madison. 
12,, Negroea must always say 'Yes, sir,' and 'Ye,, ma'am,' when addre11ing whites in 

all counties except Davidson and Johnston.'' 
''Where the etiquette is relaxed: 
1. Negroes drink with whites 10metime1 in Bolivar, Coahoma, Davidson, Greene, 

Johnston, and Macon. 
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s. Negro. and white1 make hands eometimes in all coantiee. 
3. Negroea enter white people's house, by the front door aometimea in Bolivar, 

Davidlon, Greene, Madieon, and Shelby. 
+ White, use 'Mr.' and 'Mn.' eometimea in Davideon, Greene, and Madi10n when 

addre•ing Negroes. 
S· Whites and Negroes play games together sometimes in Bolivar, Davidson, and 

Madison. 
6. Negroes must use 'Yes, sir,' and 'Yes, ma'am,' sometimes in Davidson and Johnston. 
7, Negroes may touch a white man without causing resentment in David10n, Johnston, 

Macon, and Shelby.'' 
''Where the etiquette is confused: 
1. Negroes attend theaten patronized by whites in all counties but Madison. 
2. Negroes can try on hats in all stores in all counties but Shelby. 
3. Negroes can try on gloves in all stores in Bolivar, Davidson, Johnston, and Macon, 

and in no stores in Greene. 
4, Negroes must occupy a separate section while being waited on in all stores in 

Coahoma, Macon, and Madison; in some stores in Davidson, Greene, Johnston, and 
Shelby; and in no stores in Bolivar. 

S• Negroes may sit in all public parks in Bolivar, Coahoma, Greene, and Macon; in 
some parks in Davidson and Shelby; and in none in Johnston and Madison. 

6. Negroes use hotels with whites in none of the counties. 
7. Negroes use some restaurants with whites in Coahoma, Davidson, Madiaon, and 

Shelby only, and these are separated by partition. 
8. Negroes serve on juries sometimes in Coahoma, Greene, and Shelby, never in 

Bolivar, Johnston, and Madison. 
9. Negro lawyers may try cases in all counties except Madison. 
10. Negroes are segregated in all courts except in Coahoma. 
Ir. Whites work for Negroes sometimes in Bolivar, Davidson, Greene, Johnston, 

and Madison; never in Coahoma, Macon, and Shelby. 
12.. Whites work witk Negroes usual1y in Coahoma and Greene; sometimes in David-

aon, Johnston, and Madison; seldom if ever in Shelby. · 
I 3. Whites are served by Negro doctors in Davidson, Greene, Johnston, Madison, 

and Shelby; not in Bolivar, Coahoma, and Macon. 
14. Negroes usually vote in Coahoma, Davidson, Johnston, Macon, and Shelby; 

aometimcs in Greene and Madison. 
15. Negroes and whites worship together sometimes in Coahoma, Davidson, Greene, 

Macon, and Madison; never in Bolivar, Johnston, and Shelby. 
16. Negroes drink with whites in drug and liquor stores in Coahoma; at beer 'joints' 

in Bolivar; when each party is about half drunk from whisky in Greene; and among 
the lower classes occasionally in all counties." 

17 C. V. Roman, American Cwuiuticn anti tke Negro (192.1; fint edition, 1916), 
P· 58. 

18 Intervicw by Charles S. Johnson, Patterns of Negro Segregation, pp. s2-53. 
Other cases of this sort are cited by Johnson (ihiJ.); by R.R. Moton (Wkat the Negro 
Tkinlu (1929], p. 181); and by John A. Kenney ("The Inter-Racial Committee of 
Mont.dair, New Jeney," Journal of the National Medical Associaticn [July-September, 
1931J, pp. 102.-103). 



FOOTNOTES 

18 U.S. Federal Housing Administration, op. eit., p. 63. These cities do not constitute 
a repreaentative umple of American cities, as Hoyt is well aware. They do not include 
the seven most important cities in the country from the standpoint of total numbers of 
Negroes. They are especially biased for the North: although 40 of the 64 cities were 
in the North, they included only 3 of 28 Northern citiet containing the largest num
bers of Negroes, New York, Chicago, or Philadelphia alone-none of which was 
included in the sample-had more Negroes than all the included 4-0 Northern cities 
put together. 0£ the 32 cities in the study containing the smallest proportions of non• 
whites, all were in the North except two in the Border states; of the 16 dtics contain
ing the largest proportions of nonwhites all but one were in the South. For these reasons 
we shall not draw the conclusion that Hoyt docs, that " •.• the degree of nonwhite 
concentration in any city increases directly with the number and proportion of non
white persona in the population." (Ibid., p. 6S.) On the basis of our own impression
istic observations of cities not in Hoyt's sample, we are inclined to belie\·e that the 
correlation between concentration and proportion of Negroes is not large, an<l wh:itevcr 
correlation there is would be due to the relation between number and proportion. In 
other words, we should guess that the concentution of Negroes in a city is far more 
related to their number than to their proportion in a city. We should also guess that 
any generalization of this sort would have to be qualified for differences between 
South and North. 

20 Using an even less refined technique, one based on wards rather than blocks, 
Burgess reported that Negroes showed the greatest concentration of any ethnic group 
in a group of major cities--cxcept for Philadelphia where the Italians were more 
concentrated than the Negroes. (Ernest W. Burgess, "Residential Segregation in 
American Cities;'' Tiu Annals of the American Academy of Politic"/ and Sou,,t 
Scun&e [November, 1928], pp. 108-109.) For Chicago alone, there is a study of 
residential concentration of Negroes by Mary Elaine Ogden, "The Chic.1go Nl·gro 
Community-A Statistical Description" (mimeographed), Chic-ago: W.P.A. Dihtrict 3 
( 193 9). This study was done under the direction of Horace Cayton and W. LloyJ 
Warner. 

21 See Burgess, op. cit., p. 110. 
22 For a discussion of these movements and the forces behind them, see I.yonel C. 

Florant in Chapter 2 of Samuel A. Stouffer and Associates, "Negro Popul.ition and 
Negro Population Movements, 1860-1940," unpublished m.mu,cript prepJrc<l for 
this study (1940). 

23 Woofter has adopted a four-fold classification of cities based cm the patterns of 
residential segregation found in them. This is better than our two-fold cl.issifi1.ation 
in many respects and deserves to be quoted here: 

"The first group is typified by New York and Chicago, where the concentration of 
Negroes is great and yet where it affects only a small part of the whole city arc.1. In 
Chicago this pattern seems to be changing as the Neg1ocs spread more southward. , . 

"The second group is typified by Richmond, and includes most of the large southern 
cities where Negroes are highly concentrated in several rather large parts of the city 
and lightly scattered in others, thus leaving a large proportion of the white people in 

areas from 10 to 90 per cent. Negro ..• 
ccThe third group ia typified by Chatle,ton, and is limited to the older southern 
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citiee and towns wliich have a heavy percentage of Nepoea W tli,:ir total population 
and conaequently a heavy acattering of Negroe, throughout the city. • • ' 

"Group four is composed of cities with light colored infusion, where the dilusion 
of Negroes alfeets only a very 11maJI area of the city and is somewhat acattered within 
tbia area ••• " (T. J. Woofter, Jr., and ANOciatca, Negro Pro6Jem.,;,, Cui,J [I928J, 

P• 38.) 
H1bi4., P• 37 • 

• ''. Wooft~r:s maps &how this concentration of Negroes outside the central business 
d1str1cts of c1t1es to be typical. (l6ill., pp, 4-o-67.) See also Burgess, op. cit., p, 108. 

28 " 'S ' ' ' H l ~" C '··- R · egregat1on m ar em. onnnn ,e,u111 (December, 194,1), p. 5, While 
McKay is incorrect in saying that there is no segregation of Negroes in New York, 
he i, correct in pointing out that Harlem is not a self-sufficing community in the sens.: 
that New York's Chinatown is. Chinatown has not only segregation, but also an alien 
culture and its own internal government. Negro communities are, on the other hand, 
more of an integral part of American life than even Greek and Italian communities. 
(Burgess, op. cit., p. I 10.) 

Harlem is, in one sense, less integrated into New York than the Black Belt is into 
Chicago: Harlem's cultural and commercial center is ne.1r ita geographical center at 
J 35th Street and 7th Avenue and zones of decreasing concentration of Negroes and 
Negro activities encircle it. The Chicago community, on the other hand, is a Jong thin 
,trip, with poor Negroes at one end near poor white areas and wealthy Negroes at the 
tJther end near wealthy white areas. (See E. Franklin Frazier, Tiu Negro Family m 
Cmcago [1932], and "Negro Harlem: An Ecological Study," American Journal of 
Sociology [July, 1937], pp, 72-88.) 

27 Document in possession of the Social Science Research Committee of the Univer
sity of Chicago. ("History of Grand Boulevard," document number 7.) 

28 See Charles S. Johnson, Negro Bowing (1932), pp. 35-37. 
llll This was the famous case of Buchanan v. Warley. 245, U.S. 60, 38 S.Ct. 161 Nov. 

51 1917. For a discussion of the laws and court cases, see Richard Sterner and Associates, 
Tiu Negro's Skare, prepared for this study (1943), pp . .205-209. 

80 "lron Ring in Housing," The Crisis (July, 1940), p. 205. This and other descrip
tions of the extent and legal status of restrictive covenants may be found in Sterner and 
AISOCiates, op. cit., pp. 207-208. 

81 Some have mistakenly thought that the Supreme Court's decision in the recent 
(1940) case of Hansberry v. Lee mrde restrictive covenants illegal. Actually nothing 
waa decided except that Negroes could move into the West Woodlawn area of Chicago. 
The case was so decided because 95 per cent of the white property owners of that 
area had not signed the restrictive covenant, which--by its own terma--called for 95 
per cent of the signatures. 

811 From document in possession of the Social Science Research Committee of the 
University of Chicago. 

13 Woofter brings out the nature of the surroundings to a Negro neighborhood in hi, 
maps in N-~o Problems of Citu,. Burgess adds corroborating facts (op. cit., p. 108). 

H See Chapter 28, Section 4, Mangum describes these laws thua: 
"Thele atatca are California, Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kanaaa, 

~uaetta, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Penn• 
.,..., Rhode bland, Washington, and Wiaconain. The etatutee are more or lea 
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,pedfic concenting places which are meant to be regulated, Some of them contain long 
Jiltl of placea of public resort, while others mention only a few or none at all, The 
ltlt'lltCI diifer in die type or types of remedy to be employed in seeking redress. Thus 
eeven atatce provide for a criminal prosecution only, one makes a provision for a civil 
action alone, eeven allow both a criminal action and either a suit for a penalty or a 
civil action for damages, while the remaining three permit both types of redress but 
aute that succe11 in an action of either kind shall bar all other proceedings." (Op. cit., 
PP· 34·3 5.) 

811 For example, in May, 1942, New York State added prohibitions against discrim
ination by public golf couracs and by sports promoters in state-wide contests. 

89 The partial futility of the civil rights law in New Jersey is indicated by the 
following comment made by a city official in Atlantic City: 

" 'l think the southerners handle them better because they don't assert their rights. 
They arc not permitted in the bars, etc. This equaliution law is not a benefit for the 
man who runs the place. In New Jersey they have a state law that they are to be 
admitted to restaurants and theaters, but the courts wouldn't recognize it here. It is 
seldom a sensible colored man will thrust himself in where he is not wanted. In New 
York they have hired lawyers and prosecute such cases to the bitter end; they do not 
succeed in getting very far, not for the present time. I was in a restaurant in Philadel
phia one time and a colored couple came in. The manager told them all the tables were 
rcacrved. They walked out. That's what overcomes the law. I kept a hotel for thirty 
years. They knew I didn't care for their trade, and they never came. I told them, "You 
know it is not fair to make me lose my trade." You can't throw them out, but the 
majority arc satisfied to keep to themselves. They understand in the moving pictures 
that they are to sit on the left side. Our colored people arc a nice cla11.'" (Quoted in 
Johnson, Patterns of Negro Segreg4'ion, pp. 200-201.) 

87 For example, Princeton University, in New Jersey-a state with a civil rights law 
-permits no Negro to enroll as a student. 

The American Red Cross refuses to permit Negro women to assist in ita civilian 
first-aid training program unless they can form their own segregated units on their own 
initiative. It has also refused to accept Negro blood donors, After protests it now 
accepts Negro blood but segregates it to be used exclusively for Negro soldiers. This ia 
true at a time when the United States is at war, and the Red Cross haa a semi-official 
status. 

The United Service Organizations--a body created to give civilian aid in the present 
war effort-refuses to let Negroes participate in many of its activities i11 several 
Northern states. For that matter, so does the Office of Civilian Dcfensc--a government 
agency which has refused to permit Negroes to acrvc as volunteer airplane spotters in 

at least one Northern state. 
88 Johnaon, Pallems of Negro SegregllH<m, p, 7• 
BllltJem, 

'°Uem. 
41 While the teachers and principals of Negro achools in the South are uniformly 

Negro, the controlling and supervising officials arc white. In 1940, Wilkerson found 
Negroea on the achoo! boards only in Washington, D. C., West Virginia, Oklah?ma and 
Mi880uri among all Southern states. He was able to find only 18 Negroes holding state 
administrative or supervisory positions. (Doxey A. Wilkerson, "The Negro in American 
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Education," anpubliahed manaacript prepared for thi1 study [19,4.0), Vol. 1, pp. 163-
174.) 

u In another important cue (Donolli Murroy v. #u Unirlernty of'Maryum.l, 1936), 
the Maryland Circuit Court of Appeala decided that Negroes must be admitted to the 
Jaw school of the University of Maryland, and acveral Negroes have taken advantage 
of the ruling. 

48 Mangum, op. &d,, p. 79. 
44 l!JiJ., PP· 8o-8z. 
411 Wilkerson, o,. en., Vol. 1, pp. zo9-z u. Concerning the illegal situation in the 

10uthern half of New Jersey, see Marion M. T. Wright, Tiu EJ1"t11ion of Negroes in 
Nffll Jersey (1941), pp. 183-193. 

48 In May, 1942, a Negro minister of New York City waa named to the board of 
Union Theological Seminary. This was apparently the first time since Reconstruction 
that a Negro attained such a position in a predominantly white educational institution. 

41 Only two Southern states make legal provision for the extension of public library 
service to Negroes. 

"In West Virginia, a state law requires all libraries receiving public funds to give 
eervice to Negroes, and in Texas the law requires commissioners' courts to make proper 
proviaion for library service to Negroes through branches of the county free library," 
(Tommie Dora Barker, Libraries of tlu South, [1936], pp. 51-52.) As a result, over 
one-third of the public libraries serving Negroes in 13 Southern states in 1935 were 
in West Virginia and Texas. 

48 Referring to what happened to the proposed training school for delinquent Negro 
girls in Georgia, Dabney reports: 

ccTalmadge even vetoed an appropriation voted almost unanimously by the Georgia 
Legislature in 1941 for the operation of a training school for delinquent Negro girls. 
The building had been paid for with the nickels and dimes of Georgia's Negro women, 
and had been presented by them to the state four years before. It had never been 
opened, for lack of fund-and doubtless won't be, as long as Georgia sends Talmadges 
to the gubernatorial mansion, although Georgia has a tra,ining school for delinquent 
Negro boys. So has every other Southern state except Mississippi, which has practically 
aa many Negroes as whites, but no training school for either delinquent colored boys 
or delinquent colored girls." {Virginiua Dabney, Be/Of() tlu Potomac [194z], p. z14.) 

4& Op. &it., P· 234. 
60 Many authors have observed thal the coming of the cheap automobile has meant 

for Southern Negroes, who can afford one, a partial emancipation from Jim Crowism. 
"Race is most completely ignored on the public highway; there a Negro in a moving 

automobile has not only a legal right to half the road, but in practice is accorded it. 
The mechanics of the situation ensures that only the person careless of his own life 
will dare claim more than his share. Some [white] people, observing this equality, feu 
it is a bad precedent. E.fl'cctive equality seems to come at about twcnty-nve mile. an 
hour or above. As 100n as the car is stopped by the side of the road, to pick wild &wen 
or fix a puncture, the color of the occupants places them in their traditional racial 
tolea." (Arthur Raper, "Race and Class PreS1ure1," unpublished manuscript prepared for 
this 1tudy (1940], p. 9.) 

a~ M•ngum, "'/>· &it., pp. 181-18z. 
~ Jl,U., pp. 182 and 203-204. 
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111 Johnson, Pattmu of Negro Segregation, p. 47. 
H In Atlanta formerly, Negroes not only had to sit in separate section• of the car, 

but also had to enter by a different door. With the adoption of the one-man car this 
practice was abandoned. According to Johnson (ihi.l., p. so), the one-man car has 
reduced friction since there is no confusion u to where to enter and conductors do not 
!Uta with the &eating. 

115 Mangum, op. cit., pp. 32-65. 
118 Only in New York and New Jersey do the Civil Rights Acta prohibit racial 

aegregation in cemeteries. (/biJ., p. I 56.) 
IIT //,iJ,, p. 175. 
118 See Mangum, op. cit., pp. 26-68, passim. 
118 See, for example, Davis, Gardner, and Gardner, op. cit., p. 463. 
eo There are exceptions: In the first half of 1942, there was a fight to get Negroes 

and Orientals into the American educators' national honor fraternity, Phi Delta Kappa. 
After numerous debates, threats of secession, and temporary compromises the fight was 
won. Previously, however, even the local chapters could not admit Negroes, 

Chapter 30. Effects of Social lnetJuality 

1 Gilbert T. Stephenson, Race Distinctions in American Law (1910), pp. 20 ff.; 
Charles S. Mangum, Jr., Tiu Legal Status of the Negro (1940), pp. 18 ff. 

2 Stephenson, op. cit., p. 28. 
8 Emmett J. Scott and Lyman Beecher Stowe, Boo,er T. Washington (1916), pp. 

108 ff.; see particularly Washington's correspondence with Edgar Gardner Murphy, 
idem. 

• The New Re-public (December 4, 1915), pp. 113-114. 
Ii "He [ the Negro] feels that it is a libel against his race to say that segregation and 

discrimination are necessary to protect the white man's civilization, the sanctity of his 
home, or the integrity of his race. He feels that it is an unwarranted insult both to his 
person and to his character to establish that there is any place to which the public is 
admitted that will be defiled by the mere presence of a black man in the en joymcnt of 
equal privileges with others. He maintains that prejudices of individuals that make 
for discrimination against his race should be properly regarded as purely private and 
personal without any title whatsoever to recognition and support by public authority." 
(Robert R. Moton, What the Negro Thin/es [1929], pp. 238-239.) 

8 William Archer, Through Afro-America (1910), p. 212. 
7 Democraey and Raee Friction (1914), pp. 184-185. 
"Any one acquainted with southern conditions in the 'black belt' today will realise 

that this is no mere possibility, but is to a very large extent a reality. There exist in the 
minds of both blacks and whites two conceptions of conduct, recognised as valid in two 
different spheres and with little in common. This explains the paradoxical fact that 
a moral lapse of a negro often does not make him lose social standing with the negroes 
nor with the whites, while the condemnation of a white by his fellows for committing 
the same offence will often be shared by the negroes also. Each is judged by the social 
1tandarda of hi1 group and the other· group accepts those judrmcnta as valid for the 



individual and the cue concerned; there is little free .immediate functioning of aocial 
11nctiom independent of race diltinctiom." (/1,U,, pp. 14-1 S.) 

8 /!Jid., P· 110. 
9 See the aeries on preaent Negro youth problems prepared for the American Youth 

Commission: Ira DeA. Reid, In" Minor Key (1940); Allison Davia and John Dollard, 
Cl,,ildren of Bondage (1940); W. Lloyd Warner, Buford H. Junker, and Walter A. 
Adams, Color and HU1MII Nature (1941); E. Franklin Frazier, Negro Youln "' 1/u 
Cros,rco,s (1940); Charles S. Johnson, Growi11g Up m tlu BJ.,ele Belt (1941); Ira D. 
Walker, Vincent J. Davis, Donald W. Wyatt, and J. Howell Atwood, TIius Be Tneir 
D11tiny (1941); and Rohen L. Sutherland, Color, Class, 1111d PersOlltllity (1942). 
These atudiea have confirmed and given definiteness to the observation of Booker T. 
Washington: 

"The Negro boy has obstaclea, diacouragements, and temptations to battle with that 
are little known to thoac not situated as he is. When a white boy undcrtakea a task, it is 
taken for granted that he will succeed. On the other hand, people are usually surprised 
if the Negro boy does not fail. In a word, the Negro youth starts out with the presump
tion against him." (Up from Slar,ery [19:29; first edition, 1900], p. 36.) 

10 James Weldon Johnson, Tke Autobiography of an E:r-ColoureJ Man (19:27; first 
edition, I 9 u), pp. 79-80. 

"Beyond that there is a type of Negro already referred to, whom the majority of 
whites never see and consequently do not know. They own their own homes, so the 
white landlord does not see them; they carry insurance with a Negro insurance com
pany, so no white collector comes to the door; their groceryman is a coloured man; they 
travel by auto rather than by street car or train; as a rule they live in the segregated 
residence di~tricts; their physician, lawyer, dentist, and often their banker is a Negro. 
As a result of all this, there is a constantly diminishing contact between the correspond
ing classes of the two races, which for the whites as a whole is fast approaching the 
zero point." (Moton, op. &it., pp. 17-18.) 

11 Ray Stannard Baker observed long ago: 
" Here is a strange thing. I don't know how many Southern men have prefaced their 

talks with me with words something like this: 
"'You can't expect to know the Negro after a short visit. You must live down here 

like we do. Now, I know the Negroes like a book. I was brought up with them. I know 
what they'll do and what they won't do, I ha,•e had Negroes in my house all my life! 

"But curiously enough I found that t~ese men rarely knew anything about the better 
clau of Negroes--thosc who were in business, or in independent occupations, those who 
owned their own homes. They did come into contact with the servant Negro, the field 
hand, the common laborer, who make up, of course, the great mass of the race. On the 
other hand, the best class of Negroes did not know the higher class of white people, and 
based their suspicion and hatred upon the acts of the poorer sort of whites with whom 
they naturally came into contact, The best elements of the two races are as far apart 
as though they lived in different continents; and that is one of the chief causes of the 
growing danger of the Southern situation." (Folloruing Jne Color Line [ 1908], p. 44.) 

12 Edgar G. Murphy may again be used to e:s:preu the views of the enlightened and 
responsible Southerner: 

"Of the destructive facton in negro life the white community hean to the utter
moot, bean through the pre11 and police courtl; of the c:orutructiv.-: factors of negro 
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proare--tJie negro IChool, the aaner negro church, the negro home-the white com
munity is in ignorance. Until it does know this upect of our negro problem it may 
know more or len accurately many things about the negro; but it cannot know the 
negro •••• Seeing the negro loafer on the street, the negro man or woman in domestic: 
aervice, the negro laborer in the fields, is not seeing the negro .••. And at the point 
where this lower contact ceases, at the point where the negro's real efficiency begins, 
and he passes out of domestic service or unskilled employment into a larger world, the 
white community loses its personal and definite information; the negro pasRes into the 
unknown. Aa the negro attains progress, he, by the very fact of progress, removes the 
tangible evidence of progress from the immediate observation of the white community. 
Thus the compoaite idea, the social conception of the negro which is beginning to obtain 
among us, is determined more largely by the evidences of negro retrogression or negro 
stagnation than by the evidence, the real and increasing evidence, of negro advance
ment." (Problems of the Present South (1909; first edition, 1904], pp. 167-168.) 

18 Du Bois may be quoted to illustrate the Negro point of view: 
"And here is a land where, in the higher walks of life, in all the higher striving for 

the good and noble and true, the color-line comes to separate natural friends and 
co-workers; while at the bottom of the social group in the saloon, the gambling-hall, 
and the brothel, that same line wavers and disappears." (W, E. B. Du Bois, The Souls 
of Black Folk (1903], p. 186.) 

14 W. E. B. Du Bois gives the Negro angle to the situation when he writes of the 
"best elements" of the two groupa: 

" ••. it is usually true that the very representatives of the two races, who for mutual 
benefit and the welfare of the land ought to be in complete understanding and sym
pathy, are so far strangers that one side thinks all whites arc narrow and prejudiced, 
and the other thinks educated Negroes dangerous and insolent. Moreover, in a land 
where the tyranny of public opinion and the intolerance of criticism is for obvious 
historical reasons so strong as in the South, such a situation is extremely difficult to 
correct. The white man, as well as the Negro, is bound anJ barred hy the rolor-line, 
and many a scheme of friendliness and philanthropy, of broad-minded sympatl1y and 
generous fellowship between the two has dropped still-born because some busybody ha, 
forced the color-question to the front and brought the tremendous force of unwritten 
law against the innovators." (Tiu Souli of Black Folk, p. 184.) 

111 Moton, op. eit., pp. 4-5. 
16 The series of investigations on Negro youth recently prepared for the American 

Youth Commission (see footnote 9 in this chapter) present a large amount of interview 
material in which this view is confirmed. 

Charle, S, Johnson, whose study concerned the rural Deep South and who has most 
explicitly analyzed his findings as to the attitudes of Negro youth toward the dominant 
caste controls, concludes: 

"Among the youth of all areas, social classes, and individu.il temperaments, two 
characteristics were observed which were fairly common: (a) they were race conscious 
to the extent of recognizing themselves as different and apart from the rest of the 
community; and (b) they entertained a conviction that Negroes, as a race, were treated 
unfairly and were suppressed economically." (Growing Up in the Black Belt (1941], 
P• a85.) 

The Southern caste order makes the expression of antagonism inadvisable and even 
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dangcrou,, "Outward mbmi11ivcnea and respect may thus be, u often aa not, a man 
behind which these youth conceal their true attitudes," (l6iJ., p. ag6.) In this situation 
voluntary withdrawal become, the natural 10lution. John10n observes that: "ln moat 
cues the youth expreesed themselves aa preferring not to aS10Ciate with whites, and 
viewed their segregation with indifference." (/6iJ., p. a88.) 

Davis and Dollard, who studied two small cities in the Deep South, give much the 
same picture, except that the urban youth seem to invest more explicit dislike and even 
hatred in their attitude of withdrawal: 

"Thia finding runs counter to the widespread social dogma which states that the 
southern Negro does not experience his caste restriction• as punishments. The dogma, 
papwar as it may be, is not borne out by the thousands of pages of interviews which 
have been recorded for N egroca of all social classes in Old City and its rural back· 
ground, in Natchez, and in New Orleans. Within their conversation groups these 
Negroes in the Deep South were often found detailing the instances in which they 
had been threatened or humiliated by white people and expressing great hostility and 
resentment toward the local white group. In fact, the antagonism voiced by the local 
white people toward Negroes, although it was certainly violent, and fully supported 
by group approval, was scarcely more violent than that which Negroes, including the 
youngest adolescents, expressed to the white group as a whole. 

" •.• indeed it becomes clear that only a vested societal interest in caste can account 
£or the established dogma that most Negroes are completely 'accommodated' to their 
~ste status and that they are simple-natured, childlike beings with childish needs. 
It is necessary for the society to inculcate strong defensive teachings of this kind to 
prevent general human recognition of the basic deprivations and frustrations which 
life in a lower caste involves. But it is certain that the sting of caste is deep and sharp 
for most Negroes," (Op. cit., pp. 244-245.) 

17 Arthur F. Raper, Preface to Peasantry (1936), p. 276. 
18 Negro Youth gt the Cro1Sfl}(/y1 ( 1940), pp. 70•7 J. 
19 Some communitiea--notably in Texas, the Far West and New England-xclude 

Negroes entirely. 
20 "Acr0118 the Tracks is a life but 1itt1c known to the Whites, who rarely go there. 

Everything that happens on the white side, however, is known to the Negroes, who 
have constant access to white homes and business places. This disparity of information 
is both a natural and a significant factor in the relations of the two groups.'' (Hortense 
Powdermakcr, After Freedom [1939], pp. 11-u.) 

21 "Almoat every white woman feeli that she knows all about her cook's peraonality 
and life, but she seldom does. The servant is quite a different penon Across the Tracks 
and is not as a rule communicative about the life she leads there. She, on the other 
hand, has ample opportunity to know intimate details concerning her mistress's life and 
family. Under her mild 'Yes, Ma'am,' and 'No, Ma'am,' there is often a comprehen• 
sion which is unsuspected and far from mutual.'' (I6iJ., p. 119,) 

22 This is somewhat less true in the coal and steel industry in the South and, gener· 
ally, in the North. See Appendix 6. 

:aa There are 10me quantitative studies which bear out thia point. The Chicago 
Commiasion on Race Relations made a study of all articles dealing with Negroes in 
three leading Chicago newspapers during 1916-1917. Of the I ,33 8 articles, 606 dealt 
with crime and vice, riots and clashe1. In 191 8, the same three newspapers published 
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275 article, "favorable" to Negroes and 165 "unfavorable." (The Chicago Commi11ion 
on Race Relations, Tiu Negro in Cmcago [19:a:a], pp. 524, 532.) 

In a study of 28 Texas newspapers, Ira B. Bryant, Jr., classified news about Negroes 
11 social, anti-social and neutral. The "anti-social" news was practically all about crime. 
In the 16 urban newspapers, 84.4 per cent of all Negro items were anti-social, 12.8 
per cent were social and 6.6 per cent were neutral. In the I 2 rural newspapers, 59.8 
per cent of all Negro items were anti-social, 24.5 per cent were social, and 15.7 per 
cent were neutral. ("News Items about Negroes in White Urban and Rural News
papers," Joumal of Negro EJucation [April, 1935), pp. 169-178.) 

On the other hand, Robert A. Warner reports that the newspapers of New Haven, 
Connecticut, arc uniformly friendly to Negroes and do not report any undue selection 
of crime news to th exclusion of other types of news. (New II ar,en Negroes [ 1940), 
P· 2 7S,) 

In a study of 60 issues of I 7 white newspapers from various sections of the United 
States, from July 15, 1928, to March 21, 1929, Gist found that 46.9 per cent of all 
news space devoted to Negroes was "anti-social." Gist felt that this was unusually law 
since at that time newspapers were giving an unusual amount of space to Negro voting 
in the election of 1928. (Noel P. Gist, "The Negro in the Daily Press," Social Forces 
[March, 1932), pp. 405-411.) 

In a study of 4 Philadelphia newspapers for the years 1908, 1913, 1918, 1923, 
1928, and 1932, Simpson found that the percentages of Negro crime news in all 
Negro news space ranged from 51.1 per cent to iJ,6 per cent. He further found that 
the total amount of news space devoted to Negroes was progressively declining over 
this 2 5-year period: the number of Negro news inches rer 10,000 Philadelphia Negroes 
fell from 159 in 1908 to 32 in 1932. (George E. Simpson, The Negm in the Phila
delphia Press [1936), pp. 115~116.) 

2
• Time (September 8, 1941), p. 13. 

25 James Bryce, The Relations of the Adr•tmced and the Backu•ard Races of M,mkind 
(1902), pp. 31-32. 

28 W. E. B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction (1935), p. 52. 
27 Concerning the Southerner who says he knows the Negro, Moton observes: 
"When one of these says he 'knows the Negro' it means that he has had them under 

his control for very practical purposes and has come to a pretty wide and thorough 
knowledge of the habits, mannerisms, foibles, weaknesses, ddects, dcliciencie~, virtues, 
and excellencies of this particular type of the race. It means, too, that he is thoroughly 
familiar with the ethical, social, and moral code that obtains among white men of his 
class in dealing with Negroes of this class and under the conditions obtaining in the•e 
fields. lri such a declaration he means to say that he knows how to get the required 
amount of work from any given group of such Negroes, that he knows the conditions 
under which they will work best, the amount of pressure they will stand, what abuse 
they will submit to, what they will resent, under what conditions they will remain 
cheerful, when they will become sullen, what and when to pay them, what food to 
provide, what housing to furnish, what holidays to recognize, and what indulgences 
to grant. Such a man knows, too, to what extent public opinion in his own race will 
support him in his relations with his men. He is familiar with all the local prejudices 
and practices involved in race adjustments; he is adept according to these in 'keeping 
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the Negro in hit place'; and above all else he can be coanted on to be firm and reaolute 
in all hie dealinge with blaclc foll: of every type and claa. • •• 

"Thua a great part 0£ 'knowing the Negro' ia a thorough understanding of the 
operation, of this type 0£ interracial aentiment and of how to employ it in managing 
the Negro and 'keeping him in hie place.' Where firmness is required rather than 
sympathy, where ruthleuneu is the order of the day rather than consideration, a 
white man who 'knowa the Negro' is the most effective agent procurable. What he 
ioem'I know about the Negro is the factor that produces the race problem," (01, ri#,, 
pp, 6-7 and 8,) 

"Perhapt no 1ingle phrase ha1 been more frequently 11Sed in disc1111ing the race 

problem in America than the familiar declaration, 'l know the Negro • , .' 
"Negroes have always met this remark with a certain faint, knowing smile. Their 

common experience has taught them that as a matter of fact there are vast reaches of 
Negro life and thought of which white people know nothing whatever, even after 
long contact with them, sometimes on the most intimate terms!' (Thill., p. 1.) 

!18 Baker, Of>. 1;;1,, pp. 38-39. As early as J 899, ex-Governor Northen of Georgia, 
in a speech at Boston, noted that the two races were drifting apart in the South. 
("The Negro at the South,'' p. 7, quoted by Walter F. Willcox, "Negro Criminality," 
Journal of Social Science [Decemher, 1899], pp. 87-88.) 

28 For an example of how laughter is a part of the interracial etiquette, see Jonathan 
Daniels, A Southerner Discovers tl,o Sout!, (1938), pp. 255-259. 

80 P. 67. 
81 Baker, op. &ii., p. 39. 
82 Kelly Miller, Raco Adjustment, Essays on tke Negro i11 America (1908), p. 9z. 
88 I have the impression that Southern radio stations make less use of national net

works than do Northern radio stations. If this were found to be a fact, an analysis of 
the reasons for it would be suggestive. 

84 Scott and Stowe, op. cit., pp. J J 5 ff., and Alfred Holt Stone, Studies in llu 

American Race Prohlem ( J 908), pp. z4z ff. 
811 "The Bases of Race Prejudice," The A"na/s of the A1J!eri&an Academy of Polilietll 

a,sJ So&ial Science (November, 19:28), p. 13. 
88 Quoted from John Temple Graves, "The Southern Negro and the War Crisis," 

Tiu Virginia Quarterly Review (Autumn, 194z), pp. 504-505. This article, too, ia 
an e:zample of the recent tendency toward increased unfriendliness toward the Negro 
on the part of Southern liberals, 

Chapter 31. Casto anJ Class 

1 "· •• the Negro group has gradually ceased to exhibit the characteristics of a cute 
and has assumed rather the character of a racial or national minority." (Robert E. Parle, 
"Introduction" to Bertram Wilbur DoyJe, Tiu Etiquetto of Raee RelaWHII in tlld 
Soutl, [ 19 3 7], p. n:ii.) See Donald R. Young, A merictJn Minority Peoples ( 193 2) 
and, by the same author, Rasearch Momo,-andum on Mmorit, Peoples m tlu DefJl'MlfOfl 
(1937). 

2 Many Negro social scientists, and some white ones, are reluctant to use the term 
"caste" because of its connotations of invariability and accommodation. They point oat, 
with good reason, that the use of the term "caste" hu IIODletimea blinded social 
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acieatista to many important facts about the relationa between Negroes and whites and 
ha aometimee been med u an excuee for conditione which are undesirable from the 
Negroes' point of view. Charles S. Johnson, for example, ably presents the case ag.i!nat 
the concept of "cute" (Gro111mg Up in the BIid Bell [1941), pp. 325~327). He 
pointa oat that there is much tension and friction between Negroes and whites, and 
IOIDe 10eial acientiats 1eem to presume that a ca1te eyatem is 80 "accommodated" that 
there i, little or no tension or friction. The Negro in the South occupies a subordinate 
poaition, but "he ia atruggling against this status rather than accepting it.'' There i1 
conatant change, contrary to the beliefs of many who use the term "caste": " ... the 
attitudes of the white group are constantly changing, and at many points in the rela
tionahip between the two races there is a blurring of caste distinctions." Thus, he says, 
the term "caste" is inapplicable since: "A caste system is not only a separated system, 
it ia a stable system in which changes arc socially impossible; the fact that change cannot 
occur is accepted by all, or practically all, participants," 

We are in agreement with Charles Johnson's description of the facts, and we re~pect 
his right to choose any definition of caste he desires, but we do not agree with his 
definition; we do not believe that such a caste system as he has defined ever existed, and 
we point out that he is forced to use 10me other word to mean what we mean by caste. 
Johnson uses the older terms "race" and "race system" in exactly the same way as we 
use "caste" and "caste system." While the former terms now enjoy a pec-uliar popu· 
larity in Negro circles (for example, certain militant Negroes use the term "race man" 
to refer to any Negro), partly in reaction to white prejudice, we believe the term 
"caste"-with its socially static connotation-is less dangerous and inaccurate than the 
term "race"-with its biologically static connotation. 

8 To this censoring attitude corresponds, as a reaction, an exaggerated interest in 
European nobility. A Scandinavian, conditioned for a long time to look upon nobility 
with complete unconcernednes-ensing only a slight, pleasant and favorable a&'IOcia
tion to the old history-will invariably be much astonished the first time he sees his 
democratic American friend make so much fuss over a prince or a count who happens 
to be around. The author has observed that European governments, public agencies, 
and business concerns have not been slow to adapt themselves to this American peculiar
ity by attempting, whenever practical, to include nobility as political or bu~iness repre
llCntatives to this country. All wavering from the principle of merit and efficiency must, 
however, in the long run, be expensive to those cuuntrics, particul.1rly as it tends to 
preserve the American misconception of the role played by nobility in Europe, 

The point has, however, a much closer bearing to the problem under study in this 
book. To the author it has become apparent that the Northern romanticism for the 
"Old South" has the same basic psychology. It is, likewise, only the other side of 
Yankee equalitarianism, The North has 80 few vestiges of feudalism and aristocracy of 
its own that, even though it dislikes them fundamentally and is happy not to have 
them, Yankees are thrilled by them. Northerners apparently cherish the idea of having 
had an aristocracy and of still having a real class society-in the South. So it manufac
tures the myth of the "Old South" or has it manufactured by Southern writers working 
for the Northern market. Henry W. Grady, Southern spokeaman to the North, deecribe, 
the nle-/JeJlum South in dithyrambs: 

"That was a peculiar society. Almost feudal in its splendor, it was almost patriarchal 
in ita simplicity. Leisure and wealth gave it aquisite culture. Its wives and mothen, 
aempt from drudgery, and .almost from care, gave to their sons, through patient and 
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constant training, 10mething of their own grace and gentleness, and to their homu 
beauty and light. Its peaple, homogeneom by n1:cessity, held straight and 1imple faith, 
and were religious to a marked degree along the old lines of Christian belief. Thi, 
ume homogeneity bred a hoepitality that waa as kinsmen to kinsmen, and that wasted 
at the threahold of every home what the more frugal people of the North conserved and 
invested in public charities. The code duello furnished the highest appeal in di,pate. 
An affront to a lad was anawered at the pistol's mouth. The ~ense of quick responsibility 
tempered the tongues of even the most violent, and the newspapers of South Carolina 
for eight years, it is said, did not contain one abusive word. The ownership of slaves, 
even more than of realty held families steadfast on their estates, and everywhere 
prevailed the sociability of established neighborhoods. Money counted least in making 
the aocial status, and constantly ambitious and brilliant youngsters from no estate married 
into the families of planter princes. Meanwhile the one character utterly condemned 
and ostracized was the man who was mean to his slaves, Even the coward was pitied 
and might have been liked. For the cruel master there was no toleration •••• 

"In its engaging grace--in the chivalry that tempered even Quixotism with dignity 
-in the piety that saved master and slave alike-in the charity that boasted not-in 
the honor, held above estate--in the hospitality that neither condescended nor cringed
in frankness and heartiness and wholesome comradeship-in the reverence paid to 
womanhood and the inviolable respect in which woman's name was held-the civiliza
tion of the old alave regime in the South has not been surpassed, and perhaps will not 
be equaled, among men." (Tke New Soul/, [1890], pp. 153-159 par1im.) 

It would be interesting to investigate in further detail the role of this projected 
Yankee class romanticism in the original creation and the tenacious upholding of the 
myth of the "Old South" and the whole ''ptJur•res lzonteux" mentality of the region. 
Aa in the case of the Europeans, it is only natural that the Southerners, when they 
found out that they could sell their region with all their troubles, sorrows, and unsolved 
problems as "glorious," to the Yankees, availed themselves of this easy escape. And, 
both in the defensive position before the Civil War and the poverty and drudgery 
afterward, they had, of coune, also reason of their own to indulge in mythological 
romanticism. But it is likewise natural that it has been Southerners who themselves have 
found that this easy way of appealing to the North is too expensive in the long run 
and hindera both progress at home and a real und.erstanding on a deeper level with the 
powerful Yankees. 

4 When the Fortune survey asked the, question, "If you had to describe the class to 
w.hich you belong with one of these three words [upper, middle, lower], which would 
you pick?" they obtained the following results: 

"People who are actually-

Proa- Upper Lower 
"Answered that they are: perous Middle Middle Poor Negro 

------
Upper Class 23.6% 7.9% 4.6% 4.;% 16.1% 
Middle Ca• 74.7 89,0 89.4 70.J 35.7 
Luwer'Clua O.J o.6 3.1 19.1 26.2 
Don't,Know l-4 2.; 2.9 6.1 22.0" 
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Fortune commented: cc ••• every clau and occupation, including even the unemployed 

and the lowly farm hand, deciaively considered itaclf middle class •. ," (Theae figures 
arc reprinted through the courtesy of Fortune magazine and are from "Fortune Survey: 
XXVII," Fortune [February, 1940], p. 20.) For a further discuBBion, see George 
Gallup and Saul Forbes Rae, The Pulse of Democracy (1940), pp. 169-170. 

11 The leading users of the concepts of caste and class have been a group of investi
gators centered around Professor W. Lloyd Warner of the University of Chicago: 
John Dollard, Caste and Class sn a Southern Town ( 1937) (This book was only slightly 
influenced by Warner and used the concepts of caste and class in a less doctrinal way 
than the following books); Allison Davis and John Dollard, Children of Bondage 
(1940); W. Lloyd Warner, Buford H. Junker, and Walter A. Adams, Color and 
Human Nature (1941); Allison Davis, Burleigh B. Gardner, and Mary R. Gardner, 
Deep South (1941); W. Lloyd Warner and Paul S. Lunt, The Soda/ Life of a Mod
ern Community (1941). 

In addition there are a few sociologists outside the Warner group who stress problems 
of clasa stratification-notably Louis Wirth and Robert S. Lynd. Many writers have 
employed the concept of caste as central to a study of some aspect of the Negro p1oblem. 
Few have done this with such insight as Buell G. Gallagher (American Caste and the 
Negro College [1938].) 

6 There has been some attempt to consider «social classes" in America before Warner, 
however. Those interested in philanthropy did 90 early. William G. Sumner had a class 
stratification scheme borrowed from Galton, based on biological ability (Folkways 
[1913; first edition, 1906), pp. 39-53) and he wrote an essay on "What Social Classes 
Owe to Each Other" (1883). Far more realistic was Thorstein Veblen in his Theory 
of tke Leisure Class ( 1899). In recent years, much influence in the direction of think
ing in terms of class stratification emanated from the work of Alba M. Edwards of the 
United States Census Bureau (Social-Economic Grouping of the Gainful Workers i,
tlu United States: 1930 [1938].) 

7 Speech at New Haven, March 6, 1860, in the Complete Works of Ahralunn Lincoln, 
John G. Nicolay and John Hay (editon.) (1905; first edition, 1894), Vol. V, pp. 360-
361. 

8 Young, Ameruan Minority Peoples, p. 417. 
9 Davis and Dollard, op. cit., p. 13. Compare the other works cited in footnote 5 of 

this chapter. Davis and Dollard continue: 
"A class is composed of families and of social cliques. The interrelationships between 

these families and cliques, in such informal activities as visiting, dances, receptions, teas, 
and larger informal affairs, constitute the structure of a social class. 

"The forms of participation of the social clique and class are of an intimate type 
which implies that the individuals included have ef/ual status in tke sense that they may 
r,i.rit one another, /uzr,e interfamily ritwls such as meals or tea together, and may inter
marry. Other types of cliques and larger groups which are organized upon a different 
basis, such as by common occupation, or recreation (card-playing, golfing, etc.) or 
church membership, or lodge membership, are not necessarily class-typed. Social partic
ipation of this kind, th~efore, may not be used by the observer as a reliable index of 
class position." (Idem.) 

From a scientific point of view this definition of class has the advantage that: "Social 



c1-ea may be determined objectively by using recarda of intimate IOCial panic:ipation 
between the inliabitanta [of a community]." (/d,m,) 

Social c:luaea, but not castes, are supp01ed to overlap somewhat in their membcnhip. 
"Participation line, are not rigidly drawn. In this reapect, aocial clasaes are to be con
trasted with the color castes, of Negroes and whites, which are mutually ezcluaive in 
their aocial life." (/Jem.) 

Warner himself is not ao explicit about how one claas can be diatinguiahed from 
another, although he is quite clear as to the criteria of status. 

"Great wealth did not guarantee the highest aocial poaition. Something more wu 
neceaury. 

"In our efforts to find out what this 'aomething more' was, we finally developed 1 

cl111 hypothesis which withstood the later test of a vast collection of data and of subse
quent rigorous analysis. By class is meant two or more orders of people who are 
believed to be, and are accordingly ranked by the members of the community, in 
10cially superior and inferior positions. Members of a class tend to marry within their 
own order, but the values of the society permit marriage up and down. A class system 
aleo provides that children are born into the same status as their parents. A class society 
distributes rights and privileges, duties and obligations, unequally among its inferior 
and superior grades." (Warner and Lunt, op. cit., p. 82.) 

''We eventually became convinced that the cliques were next in importance to the 
family in placing people socially ...• As we define it, the clique is an intimate nonkin 
group, membership in which may vary in numbers from two to thirty or more people. 
Aa such it is a phenomenon characteristic of our own society. When it approachct the 
latter figure in size, it ordinarily breaks up into several smalJer cliques. The clique 
is an informal association because it has no explicit rules of entrance, of membership, 
or of exit. It ordinarily poBBessea no regular place or time of meeting. It has no elected 
ofticen nor any formally recognized hierarchy of leaders. It lacks specifically atated 
purposes, and its functions arc less explicit than those of the family. the association, or 
the institution. The clique may or may not include biologically related persons; but all 
its members know each other intimately and participate in frequent face-to-face 
relations." (Ibid., pp. 110-111.) 

lO In Davis, Gardner, and Gardner we find a statement which suggests that class 
consciousneas is a basic criterion of class: "Members of any one class thus think of 
themselves as a group and have a certain unity of outlook." (Op. cu., p. 71.) In general, 
however, memben of the Warner group•do not emphasize class consciousness. 

11 "In both Yankee City and Old City, individuals recognize their class members by 
characteristic traits, ranging from dress and speech to education and family connections. 
Clau distinctions arc always made on the basis of possible social intimacy, as in the 
following typical expressions: 'They go around with our friends.' 'We don't go around 
with those people. They don't fit in with our group.' '1 know 1 can't class with the big 
shots.' 'They arc ignorant people, and we don't have anything to do with them.' Social 
classea are thus operating in our society as groups between which there ia not intimate 
participation," (Davis and Dollard, op. cu., p. 259.) 

11 "In the study of human motivation in our society, the analysis of the 10Cial cl• 
preasurea &lld rewards is of major importance. A child is trained principally by hia 
famW,, hit family's aocial clique, and his own aocial clique; the goals and sanctiona of 
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both the family and the intimate social clique are determined principally l,y the class• 
ways, that i-. by the criteria of statue in tl,,ir f""'I of tlu society." (lhiJ., p. 16.) 

"For it is the memben. of the child's and his family's cliques who actually constitute 
that '10Cial environment' of which we have talked so loosely, and which, we have said, 
reinforces the child's habits. Through the demands and pressures of the family and of 
the clique, c:lasa learning is instilled and maintained." (JhiJ., p. 262.) 

18 Actually, of course, there is a strong correlation between "social class" in \tarner's 
aenae, on the one hand, and income and occupation, on the other hand. One student haa 
taken the population of Yankee City, grouped by Warner into classes on the basis of his 
information, and reclassified it according to Alba Edwards' aocio--economic census group
inga. He found a high correlation between the two classifications. (Robert Dubin, 
"Factors in the Variation of Urban Occupational Structure," unpublished M.A. thesis, 
The U nivenity of Chicago [ 1 940] . ) 

1' R. M. Maciver, Soctel'j: Its Structure and Changes ( 1931 ), p. 89. 
16 William Archer, Througl, Afro-America (1910), pp. 234 If. 
UlAulohiograpl,'J of an E~-Coloured Man (1927; first edition, 1912), pp. 75-76. 

Johnson continues: 
"It is a struggle; for though the black man fights paaeively, he ncvertheleae fights; 

and his passive resistance is more effective at present than active resistance could possibly 
be. He bears the fury of the storm as does the willow-tree. 

"It is a struggle; for though the white man of the South may be too proud to admit 
it, he is, nevertheless, using in the contest his best energies; he is devoting to it the 
greater part of his thought and much of his endeavour. The South today stands panting 
and almost breathless from its exertions." 

17 Robert R. Moton, Wh.Jt tl,e Negro Thinks (1929), p. 8. 
18 As this is being written the Negro press is still vibrating over the first lynching for 

the year 19.p, which occurred in Sikeston, Missouri, January 25. 
The N.A.A.C.P. reports that: "White citizens in Sikeston will not testify against 

each other in any pr08ecution for guilt in the lynching ... and they use the threat of 
a race riot to prevent further inve$tigation and publicity ... . 

"The make-up of tl1e mob was described as being 'juhl folks' ••• The investigators 
said: 'We were given the definite impression that the lyndu.:rs would not be ostracized 
by the community; on the other hand those who 111igl1t tt:Jtify ag<1in,t the ly11cl1ere 
would be ostracized .••• 

"'Young Prosecuting Attorney Blanton will hardly sacrifice both his career and 
personal friends, by prosecuting those friends who elected him to office. Even the most 
liberal of the planters said he would "not be inclined to testify."'" (N.A.A.C.P. 
Pre&S Release [Febr11ary 13, 1942], pp. 1-2.) 

Although Governor Forrest C. Donnell nf Missouri ordered an immediate investiga
tion, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation sent their investigators into Sikeston, no 
indictments were ever brought. 

The way in which thia solidarity on the white side elicits a cormponding solidarity 
on the Negro side is beautifully illustrated in this case. Negro columnists are com
J:,lementing the American war slogan: "Remember Pearl Harbor" with the Negro slogan: 
"Remember Sikeston." 

18 Davia, Gardner, and Gardner, op. dt., pp. 48-49. 
20 W. E. B. Du Bois, Du,, of Dawn. (1940), pp. 130-131. 
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• 1 FoUoa,mg lne Color Lin. (1908), p, 11, 
21 Claude McKay, A Long w., from H01M (1937), p. 217. 
118 (1934), p. 7· 
H Negro Amerieans, WA.rl N°"'f, p. 6. 
lilli Archer ob11erve1: 
"0~ let a dozen white men be killed by armed negroea in any city of the South, 

and a Bame would burst out all over the land which would work untold devastation before 
either authority or humanity could check it, The incident would be taken u a declara
tion of racial war; everywhere the white mob would insist on searching for arms in the 
negro quarters; the negrocs would inevitably attempt some panic-stricken defensive 
organization; and the more effective it proved, the more terrible would be the calamity 
to their race. Not even in the wildest frenzy, of course, could the race, or a tenth part 
of the race, be violently wiped out; but they might be so dismayed and terrorized as to 
lo11e that natural buoyancy of spirit which has hitherto sustained them, and enabled 
them to increase and multiply. The prophets of extinction already read hopelessneta and 
a preecience of doom in the negro tone of mind; but, so far, l think the wish is father 
to the thought. The race, as a whole, is confident, in its happy-go-lucky way. Bat would 
their spirit survive a great massacre, followed by an open and chronic Negerhetze1 
I doubt it •.. " (Of eit., pp. 206-207.) 

26 The only white p;issers the author has personaJJy observed were two cases of white 
women married to Negro men, who found it convenient to call themselves Negroes. 
Donald Young informs us: " ••• occasionally persons of unmixed white ancestry have 
deliberately passed themselves off as Negroes, presumably in the main because of a 
preference for Negro associations and for employment opportunities, as in a colored 
orche1tra." (Re1earck MMnOrtmdum on Minority People, in the Depre11ion, p. 28.) 
Sometimes white orphans have been brought up in Negro households and voluntarily 
retain the caste status of their foster parents. See a special investigation by Louis Wirth 
and Herbert Goldhamer, "The Hybrid and the Problem of Miscegenation," in Otto 
Klineberg (editor), CMt"aeterwtic1 of the American Negro, prepared for this study; 
to be published, manuscript page 75. 

27 See ibid., manuscript pages 97-98 and quoted sources. 
28 /oitt., manuscript pages 83-84. 
29 lout., manuscript page 89. 
80 A Negro's comment cited by Baker, op, cit., p, 161. 
81 Charles S, Johnson, op. cil., p. 301. 

Chapter 32. The Negro ClaJs Struelur11 

1 The resentment against the rising Negro takes concrete forms: " •• , •even the rea• 
sonable Southerner,'" William Archer quotes a Southerner as saying, "•feels a certain 
bitterness on the subject of education when he sees the black child marching off to a achoal 
provided by Northern philanthropy, while the child of the "poor white" goes into the 
cotton-factory."' (Through Afro-America I 1910], p. 17.) The fact that this is an 
exception, that white children on the average are much better provided for, and that 
emplDyment in the cotton industry is one of the best protected caste monopolies in 
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breadwinning, doea not meet the white wish that dll Negroes 1h.ould be below .zz whites 
and no aception allowed. ' 

2 Hortense Powdermaker, After Freedom (1939), pp. 5-6. 
8 See Wilbert E. Moore and Robin M. Williams, "Stratification in the Ante-Dellum 

South," A11Uri&tm Socsologkal Rmew (June, 1942), pp. 350-351, 
4 E. Franklin Frazier, The Free Negro Frnndy (1932). 
11 ''The Bases of Race PreJudice," Annals of the American Academy of Political and 

Social Science (N?vember, 1928), p. 20. (Italics ours.) Park is, of coarse, not the 
first on~ to.have pointed out the presence of caste and class structures in Southern society, 
nor to 1nd1cate the trend toward parallelism in class structures. 

• W. Lloyd Warner, "Introduction," to Deep South by Allison Davia, Burleigh B. 
Gardner, and Mary R. Gardner (1941), pp. 10 ff. 

7 W. E. B. Du Bois, Dwk of Dawn (1940), p. 183. 
8 Buell G. Gallagher has also suggested diagrams to describe cane and class in the 

South in recent years. He presents two diagrams: (1) "Economic," which is much like 
our second, or percentage, diagram. (2) "Social," which shows all Negroes below all 
whites. 

"Two caste patterns prevail, each governing etiquette and fixing status in its sphere. 
In economic status ( 1 ), the Negro caste is integrated (as an encysted group, not 
assinulated), but m all other respects (2) every Negro is judged inferior to all whites 
in status." (Amerscan Caste and the Negro College [1938), p. 87.) 

CASTE AND CLASS 1N TIU AMLRICAN Souru or IHE 19301s 

(1) ECONOMIC (2) SocIAL 

Legend A, B, C = Caste Line, 
11 2, 31 a, b, c, d=Clllll6C•, 

Since Gallagher separates these two things, instead of integrating them into "status" 
-as do Park and Warner-he is considering something a little different than we are at 
this point: he is considering Southern white th<.ory as well as practice, and neglecting 
factors other than "economic" and "&ocial" that might go to make up status (such as 
status in court). G.illagher's prei.entation may be the most useful for many purposes, 
and it brings out the fact that a person may have one status in one situation and another 
statUB in another situation. 

Another caste-class diagram is suggested by Wilbert E. Moore and Robin M. Williama, 
but since it refers only to the pre-Civil War period and not to present conditions, we 
may neglect it here. (Op. cit., p. 349.) 

11 John Dollard, Caste anl Cla11 in a Southern Town (1937), pp. 98 ff. and 173 ff. 
10 There were, of course, also other relations than that of servant-master to the 

better class of whites which molded this personality type. 



Ralph Bunche r,e his tribute to a pamg generation in the folJovrinr wardl: 
"The fine old gentlemen of the earlier days. with all of their old-fogeyiam, tolerance 

and patience, wonhipped a diierent god, They were under the spell of the uiltocralic 
whita of their day; they took as their model the best educated and moat cultured nien 

of their period, and they attempted to acquire and did acquire many of the grac:a and 
talcnta of this group without, through lack of richea, being able to cultivate their mOl'e 
coatly vicea.. · 

"It does seem that the current generationa of Negroea have lost aomething valuable 
in the tran1ition, and this not merely in poise, dignity and the graces, but also to a 
damaging degree in the qualities of honor, principle, integrity and intellectual honCBty.', 
("Conceptions and ldeologie1 of the Negro Problem/' unpublished manuaipt, pre
pared for thia study [1940), p. 111.) 

11 Marcua Wilson Jernegan, Woring IJflll Dependent Cl4sses in Colonial Amerit:11, 
:r607•:r78J (1931), p. 9. Sec also Chapter 5, Sections 4 and H and Louis Wirth and 
Herbert Goldhamer, "The Hybrid and the Problem of Miscegenation" in Otto Kline
berg (editor), Characteristi&s of the American Negro, prepared for this study; to be 
published, manuscript pages 208 and 138-139. 

12 Wirth and Goldhamer, op. eil., manuscript page I H· and aourcea cited by them. 
11 "Along with the advanugeous social position of the mulatto there has been a 

pronounced disadvantage for blacks in the ideological heritage of society generally. The 
concept of blacknesa has held, in the popular mind, an unfavorable connotation, 'Black 
i1 evil,' 'black as sin,' 'black as the devil,' arc phrases which suggest the emotional and 
aesthetic implications of this association. The evil and ugliness of blackness have long 
been contrasted in popular thinking with the goodness and purity of whiteness. Whether 
with respect to men or things this color association has been deeply meaningful; it 
is an inescapable clement of the cultural heritage." (Charles S. Johnson, GrOtQing Up in 
tne Blade Belt [1941], p. 257.) 

"The interviews revealed results similar to those of the tests. Some of the reactions 
to bJackne11 were as follows: 'Black is too black,' 'Black is ugly,' 'Black people arc mean,' 
'Black isn't like Besh,' 'Black is bad because people make fun, and I don't think it looks 
good either,' 'Black people can't use make-up,' 'Black people are evil,' 'White looks 
better than black,' 'No black people hold good jobs,' 'Black people can't look nice in their 
clothes,' 'You can't get along with black people,' 'Black looks dirty,' 'Black people have 
to go to the kitchen and scrub,' 'Even in college they don't want to take in blade 
atudcnta.' Black youth arc called by .such derisive names aa 'Snow,' 'Gold Dust Boys,' 
'Blue Gums,' 'Midnight,' 'Shadow,' 'Haint,' 'Dusty,' 'Polish,' and 'Shine.' ••• 

"In the aecond place, the belief that 'black people arc mean• can easily make 8\lch 
people 'mean' if the behavior toward them is habitually baaed on such an assumptio11 
In the end the reaction of such dark persona reinforces the stereotype." (I/JU., pp. 
259-262.) 

14 Donald R. Young observes rightly: "The common preference for the 'mammy' 
type of servant or the 'darkey' type of gardener, butler, odd-job man, and flunkey it 
not in opposition to this atatement, for the very preference of these types helpa keep 
them in the dead-end employments just mentioned, certainly not employnicnta which 
lead to advancement." (American Minority Peoples [1932), p. 397.) 

111 Davia, Gardner, and Gardner tell us about the suprc1t1e importance of the com• 
plaion for clau status in a Southern city, "Other qualification, being nearly equal 
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colored penon1 having light akin and 1white' types 0£ hair will be accorded the highest 
mtion within the Jower caste. This fact does not prevent the expreaion of atrong 
antagonilffll to light-ekinned penons by the rest of the group. Such antagoni1m ia an 
expre11ion of the envy and humiliation of the darker individuals. 

"Since the system of cluaes operates within a caste system, the physical traits of the 
white cute must be accorded highest value; the darker individuals cannot but be condi
tioned to the all-important symbols of the upper caste, and so give them highest rank. 
The upper class, on the other hand, thinks of the lower class as black and woolly-haired, 
thus mentally asaociating the lowest social rank with the 'lowest' physical traits." (Op. 
&ii., P· 2 35-) • 

"The .high social value placed upon light skin color and white hair-form is even more 
clearly related to the operation of caste sanctions. While it is not true that these physi
cal traits alone assure a colored person an upper-class status, it is certain that, in most 
of even the older colored communities, social mobility proceeds at a faster pace for 
persons with these physical traits. It is commonly said by colored men of the upper 
and upper-middle claSlles today that they marry women for their 'looks,' while white 
men of parallel 1tatus marry for family status, money, and education." (Ibid,, p. 244.) 

18 "It was observed in the testing program and in the direct interviews with the youth 
that they consistently rated their own complexions a shade or more lighter than they 
appeared to be. This prompted the study to attempt a more careful measurement of a 
tendency which seemed to have some significance. It suggested a type of unconscious 
reaponse to the color evaluations which they gave in other situations. They could escape, 
in their own minds at least, some of the unfavorable association, by appraising them
selves as lighter than they were." (Charles S. Johnson, Growing Up in llze B14el Bell, 
p. 265.) 

11 Fo&flling tl,a Color Luu (1908), pp. 157 ff.; Througl, Afro-Amerie• (1910), 
pp. 225 ff. 

18 This "peculiar inconsistency" on the color question has been observed and dis
cussed by every author on the Negro problem during recent decades. Recently much new 
material has been made available by the studies on Negro youth, prepared for the 
Americ;in Youth Commission (see footnote 9 to Chapter 30), all of which have ittached 
great importance to the color factor in the personality development of Negro youth. 
One of the studie-Co/or and Human Nature (1941) by W. Lloyd Warner, Buford 
Junker, and W. A. Adama--was mainly directed on this problem. This new material 
rather tends to confer the impression that color and color preference in the Negro com
munity is even more important than was earlier assumed in the general literature on the 
Negro problem, 

19 "It often happens that darker children in families feel that their parents give pref
erence to the chiJdren of lighter complexion. Even such inadvertent and casual com• 

pariaona as 'better hair,' 'nicer complexion,' 'prettier skin,' 'nicer shade' affect the 
more aemitive young people and contribute to their feelings of inferiority. Children 
may apply color values unfavorably to one or the other of the parents and find them
selves apologizing for the dark complexion of a parent. They may even harbor resent
ment against the parent who was biologically responsible for their own undesirable 
appearance. By far the most frequent instancea of color sensitivity, however, occur out
aide the home as the child attempt, to make adjmtmcnt to new groups." (Charles S, 
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Joh1UOD, Gf'tlfllWg Ut it, 1/u Blael, Belt, p. 'l.67. Compare Alli1011 DaTi1 and John 
Dollard, CMJJren of Bondage (1940), p. 254 ,assim.) 

For a discu11ion of how the color problem enters in the school ace, Davis and Dollard, 
op. eit., p. 2;3; E. Franklin Frazier, Negro YouJn at Jne Crossways (1940), pp. 96 fl'.; 
and Anonymous, "'The Revolt of the Evil Fairies," TIie New Repuhlic (April 6, 1942), 
PP· 458-459. 

20 The few attempts made to tabulate and correlate color of Negro husbands and 
wives confirm this observation. See: M. J. Herskovits, The American Negro (1928), 
p. 64; E. B. Reuter, Race Mbtture (1931), pp. 158-159; E. Franklin Frazier, TIie 
Negro Family in the United Stater (1939), pp. 572 ff~ 

21 Wirth and Goldhamer have surveyed the various studies bearing on the problem; o,. cit., pp. 142-147. 
22 " ••• dark color is widely looked down upon in the Chicago Negro community. 

Instead of being regarded as a proud racial distinction, it is taken as a reminder of tradi
tional servitude and as a badge of lowly status. The distribution of our cases in each 
social class according to color also suggests .•. that dark-skin persons in the higher ranks 
of Negro society find themselves a minority in competition with individuals of lighter 
color. These higher positions call for personalities strong enough to cope with potential 
confficts over appearance in relation to social acceptability." (Warner, Junker, and 
Adams, op. cit., p. 3 I.) 

"Our results indicate that there is little correlation between class and color in the 
southern rural area. Differences in complexion and hair create problems of adjustment, 
but do not mark class lines within the rural Negro group." (Charles S. Johnson, Grow
ing Ut in the Blad Belt, p. 272.) 

28 Before Emancipation and, in the mulatto societies, for a considerable time after
ward, it was a point of pride to have a white (illegitimate) father, particularly if he 
belonged to the aristocratic classes. This is not true any more. The studies of Dollard, 
Powdermaker, and others show that even in the South it is rather a disgrace. Davis, 
Gardner, and Gardner, for example, say: "\Vhereas in Old County of a generation 
ago an individual's status was increased by his kinship to white persons of the middle 
or upper classes, today both miscegenation and illegitimacy ~re rather heavily tabooed in 
the colored upper and upper-middle classes." (Op. cit., p. 247.) 

2' "Although mulattoes on the whole appear to be proud of their lighter complexions, 
they are at a disadvantage when the question of paternity is raised by their darker 
associates. Such derisive terms as 'Yell~w Pumpkin,' 'Yellow Bastard,' are used in this 
connection. The youth commenting on this shade of complexion made such statements 
as these: 'Yellow people are not honest' (meaning that they are probably illegitimate), 
'Yellow is the worst color because it shows mixture with whites,' 'Yellow is too con
spicuous' (like black), 'Yellow people don't look right,' 'Real yellow people ain't got 
no father,' 'Yellow don't have no race, they can't be white and they ain't black either,' 
'Anything that is too light looks dirty,' 'Yellow is mixed bad blood,' 'Light people get 
old too quickly,' 'Yellow don't hold looks so long,' 'White colored people is all bastards.'" 
(Charles S. Johnson, Growing Ut in tne Bladi Belt, pp. 262-263.) 

23 See E. B. Reuter, The Mulatto in the UniteJ States (1918), especially pp. 19, 
102-104, and Everett V. Stonequist, The Marginal Man (1937), especially Chapter 6. 

21 Roben E. Park in the "Introduction" to Stonequist, op. eit., p. xv. 
21 Stonequist writes about the mulatto that he is " ••• not the dejected. apiritlcea 
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outcut; neither is he the inhibited conformist. He is more likely to be restle11 and race
c:onacious, aggreuive and raliical, ambitious and creative. The lower status to which he is 
aaigned naturally creates discontented and rebellious feelings. From an earlier, spon
taneous identification with the white man, he has, under the rebuffs of a categorical 
race prejudice, turned about and identified himself with the Negro race. In the process 
of 10 doing, he suffers a profound inner conflict. 

"After all, does not the blood of the white man flow in his veins? Does he not 
ahare the higher culture in common with the white American? Is he not legally and 
morally an American citizen? And yet he finds l1imself condemned to a lower caste 
in the American system I So the mulatto is likely to think to himself. Living in two such 
aocial worlds, between which there is antagonism and prejudice, he experiences in him
self the same co:tflict. In his own consciousness the play and the strife of the two 
group attitudes take place, and the manner in which he responds forms one of the most 
interesting chapters in the history of the Nt'gro.'' (Op. &it., pp. 24--25.) Stoncquist 
makes similar statements about the unhappiness of mulattoes as over against dark Negroes, 
on pages 24--27, 110-113, 14-4--14-5 and I 84--1 89 of 1'/te Marginal Man. 

28 The theory of the "margin.il m,m" WdS originally developed for Jews and other 
white immigrants in America, and for them it probably has validity and a strong 
empirical basis. It was transferred uncritically to the Negro situation where its validity 
it questionable. Stonequist uses two types of e\ idt:nce to support his theory that the 
mulatto has greater personality difficulties than the full-blooded Negro. 
( 1) He quotes autobiographical statements by mulattoer. who complain bitterly about 
being colored. Du Bois' famous statement is quoted, for example: 

"It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at 
one's self through the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the t.ipe of a world 
that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One feels his two-ncss-an American, a 
Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one 
dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being tom asunder.'' (The Souls 
of Black Folk [1903], p. 3. Quoted in ib,d., p. 145.) 

In practically all these quotations (many of them are from Du Bois), however, the 
mulatto is not complaining because he wants to be associatt:d with the white world over 
agaimt the black world. He is complaining because of the treatment accorded him as a 
Negro. When Du Bois speaks about his "double consciousness"-having loyalties and 
feelings of both Negroes and Americans-he means Negroes and Americana, not-as 
Stonequist makes out-Negroes and whites. It is the antithesis between the American 
Creed and the Negro's actual status to which Du Bois calls attention, not the mulatto's 
character as a marginal man. It may justly be said that the American Negro is a marginal 
man, but it cannot be claimed, from these quotations, that the mulatto is any more 
"marginal" than is the black man. 
(2) Stonequist reports the results of a questionnaire study. He finds, for example, that 
the 45 Negroes who could possibly pass for white or Indian or Mexican in a sample 
of 192 Negro college students had greater "psychological difficulties with which to con
tend" than the darker Negro students. This sample, however, cannot be regarded as 
representative of the entire Negro population. (Op. &it., pp, 189-190.) 

It should be noted that there is some pragmatic truth in the theory that the mulatto 
has more Weltsehmerz. In so far as there is still a correlation between color and clw 
status, this is true, because upper class Negroes are more articulate and more sensitive to 
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the diacriminatiom directed ag1in1t all Negroea. But II far u his co1o.r ia c:cmccrnecl, the 
mulatto hu Jeu of a penonality problem than doea the dark Negro, and he c:ertalnly 
hu no loyalty to hia white ancatora. 

• Op. eil., p. 135. 
IO Dollard, op. cit.; Powdermaker, o,. eil.; and Davia, Gardner, and Gardner, o,. eil. 

Also the atudies of Negro youth prepared for the American Youth Commi11ion, cited 
in footnote 9 of Chapter 30, have been framed with a main view on the Negro cl• 
l}'StCJD, 

11 -Many earlier 1tudiea of the Negro, which could not be deacribcd 11 "community 
1tadie1," alao divided the Negro population into 'three c1 .... 

n If we add together all the folJowing occupational groupa of male Negroca, we 
arrive at a figure of Bo per cent of all male Negro gainful workcn in 1930: ownen of 
leu than zo acres of land used for agriculture, agricultural cash tenants having leu 
than 50 acres, agricultural share tenants having leas than 50 acres, all agricultural share
croppers and wage laborers, and all nonagricultural gainful worken in the unskilled and 
.emi-ekilled groups in Edwards' social-economic classification. For purposes of general 
description, this would seem to be a most useful description of the Negro lower 
classes defined in purely occupational terms. One of the major weaknesses of the 
definition is that it includes all servant employees, and in the Negro world some of 
these have middle or even upper class status, On the other hand, aome skilled worken 
with restricted employment opportunitics--espccially in building construction-will 
have lower class status in the Negro community. (Sources: ( 1) United Statca Bureau 
of the Census, NegrofJs in 1/u Unitetl StatfJs: r920-r93:z, pp. 602-605. (z) United 
Statea Bureau of the Census, Alba M. Edwards, Soeial-Eeonomic Grouping of 1/,a 

Gainful Worier1 of tne United States, r930 [ 1938], pp. 58-59.) 
For the Southern rural population Charles S. Johnson eatimatca--" ••• on the basil 

of occupation, income, education, family organization, relationship to property, and 
general community recognition of standing"-that the lower class amounts to 82 per 
cent, while the middle class takes I z per cent and the upper class only 6 per cent 
(Growing Up in tkfJ Black BfJ/11 p. 77), Johnson's criteria. could, of course, be varied 
according to the needs of the investigator and different percentages would result, but 
no one has ever said that the bulk of Southern rural Negroes arc not lower cla88, Frazier 
informs us that in urban communities in the Border cities like St. Louis and Washington, 
the lower class comprises "about two-thirds of the Negro population." (Frazier, NfJgro 
Youth at the Cro1sway1, p. 263.) Wamer, Junker, and Adams tell us that the "great 
mall8C9 of Chicago Negroes belong to the lower class." (Op. eit., p. zz.) Davis, Gardner, 
and Gardner state that "the overwhelming majority of colored persons arc considered 
lower cla1111, according ID Ike eoloretl group', oa•n 1tanJards." And that "in most Ameri
can colored societies the middle and upper classes together •.• do not include more 
than one-fourth of the population." (Op. cit., p. zzz.) These estimates are not very 
exact and they are apparently not made on similar criteria. In this context our only point 
it that all authon include the majority of the Negro population in the lower claaa. 

11 "The critical fact is that a much larger proportion of all Negroes are lower claM 
than is the case with whitca. Thia is where caste comes to bear. It puts the overwhelming 
majority -of Negroes in the lowest class group and keeps them there." (Davia and 
Dollard, op. eu., p. 65.) 

u. Thomas Nelson Page'• vision was ". • • a vast sluggish mau of uncooled lava 
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o,er a large aection of the country, burying some portiona and affecting the whole. It 
i1 apparently hannle11, but beneath its surface smoulder fire, which may at any time 
bunt forth unezpec:tedly and apread desolation all around." (Tha Negro: Tl,e SO#tlum
,r I. Pfw/WI [ 19()4], p. 64,) 

•Charles S. John10n, Growing Ut m the B1"/, Belt, pp. 75 ff., 98, i8o 'JNUsim. 
Compare Charles S. Johnson, Slu,Jow of the PLmtaJion (1934), p. 6. 

"Within the lower clauea a distinction should be made between the 'folk Negro' and 
the rest of the population. This distinction is important and more cultural than eco
nomic; it refers to the family habits and values evolved by the Negro culture under the 
imtitution of slavery. Many of the naive traits and customs of the 'folk Negro' are 
out of line with the practices of the larger society, but were at times in the past essential 
to group survival in cultural isolation. Stripped of their basic African culture by the 
exigencies of life in America, they evolved a social life and n culture of their own which 
was adequate for survival in their peculiar status in America. The customs, beliefs, and 
value, developed have been a response to their limited roles within the American aocial 
order, even whe11 many of the traits of the group have been borrowed from early 
American settlers and crude pioneen in the cotton country. In a sense, they have been 
repositories of certain folkways now outgrown by those groups which were more rapidly 
abeorbed into the larger currents of American life. The patterns of life, social codes and 
aocial attitudes, set in an early period, have because of the cultural as well aa geographical 
isolation continued to be effective social controls. In the social consciousness of the group 
and in its social life, there has been a considerable degree of organization and internal 
cohesion. 

"The 'folk Negro' organization of life and of values has been essential to survival 
and to the most satisfying functioning of the members of the group in their setting. 
Many things for which the larger dominant society has one set of values, meanings, and 
acceptable behavior patterns-marriage, divorce, extra-marital relations, illegitimacy, 
religion, love, death, and so forth-may in this group have quite another set. This helps 
to explain types of peraonalities developed under the peculiar circumstances of life of 
the 'folk Negro' and makes their behavior more intelligible. The increase of means of 
communication and the introduction of some education is breaking down the cultural 
iaolation of this group." (Charles S. Johnson, Growing Up in the Blad Belt, pp. 75-76.) 

86 "The upper claas of the Negro population is that group possessing in general a 
family social heritage known and respected by the community, a substantial amount of 
education, an occupational level which is achieved by special fozmal preparation, a 
comfortable income, ownership of property, stability of residence, superior cultural 
1tandard1, a measure of personal security through influential connections, or the ability 
to exert economic or other pressure in the maintenance of this eec:urity, or tmy com
lJmati<m of most of these clu,racteristicr. Further, this group is conceived by itself as a 
claas and is so recognized by others; it is recognized by similar groups in other areas; 
and is regarded, whether with approval or disapproval, by other classes as a different and 
an exclusive society. In this classification are usually the Negro doctor's families, some 
teachers and school principals, 1ucceasful landowners, and even families without large 
possessions but with superior education and a significant family history. The distinction 
may be clarified by the observation that the typical rural preacher, although a 'profea
sional,' doe1 not normally belong in the class. The physician almost always doe,. Moat 
of the preac:hen, eapec:i.1lly in the Southern rural areas, are about ae unlettered u thei, 
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congregations. Further, the economic and 10eial limitations of their calling restrict their 
entree to this cla•." (lhu., pp. 73-74.) 

11 Hortense Powdennaker speaks of a ''lag" in a proce• of acculturation. "The upper 
class enforces strict Puritanical standards fonned after the white model. Th.e morals 
they enforce, however, correspond to those of a generation ago more closely than those of 
today. While they observe and inculcate in their children the Puritanical code of which 
their ancestors were deemed incapable, the descendants of the whites from whom they 
learned these ideals of behavior are tending to greater laxity." (Op. cit., p. 355.) 

88 See Chapter 39, Section 6. Hortense Powdermaker sees an interesting parallel 
which emphasizes the paradoxical situation of the Negro upper class in the caste conflict: 

"There is a further analogy between the position of the Negro upper class and that of 
the Poor Whites, one at the top, the other at the botton of the social ladder within it& 
group. Each serves as agent for its race toward the other, taking actions and expressing 
&entiments to which the group as a whole is not ready to commit itself, The Poor 
White, in his occasional violent expressions of race antagonism, acts for those Whites 
who tacitly condone and overtly deplore such behavior. He is rewarded by his fellows 
chiefly in resentment, since he embodies, in addition to traits of his own which they 
dislike, their own least worthy impulses. The Negro upper class acts out for its race 
the denial that Negroes are inferior; it demonstrates that they too can be educated, 
moral, industrious, thrifty. This class also reaps a share of resentment from other mem
bers of its race, but here resentment is far less keen and less conscious, and is offset by 
Jubstantial advantages, among which is to be numbered a very gratifying prestige. Each 
:,f these two classes is set apart from the rest of its race, experiencing different con
Bicta and holding different attitudes; and each awakens in the other race a special 
hostility strongly tinged with fear." (Op. cit., pp. 334-335.) 

89 Writing of the upper class in 1 899--when he could still speak of it as "the germ 
of a great middle class"-Du Bois observed: 

" ••• in general its members are curiously hampered by the fact that, being shut 
o:II from the world about them, they are the aristocracy of their own people, with all the 
responsibilities of an aristocracy, and yet they, on the one ,hand, are not prepared for 
this role, and their own masses are not used to looking to them for leadership. As a class 
they feel strongly the centrifugal forces of class repulsion among their own people, 
and, indeed, are compelled to feel it in sheer self-defense. They do not relish being mis
taken for servants; they shrink from the free and easy worship of most of the Negro 
churches, and they shrink from all such, display and publicity as will expose them to the 
veiled insult and depreciation which the masses suffer. Consequently this class, which 
ought to lead, refuses to head any race movement on the plea that thus they draw the 
very color line against which they protest." (The Phil4Jelphia Negro, p. 177.) 

,o Dusle of Dllflm, p. 185. 
u Frazier, Negro Yowl, fll #"6 Croslfllllj1, p, z8, 

Chapter 33. Tiu AmMiem Po#am of J,uir,uuol LuJarslup MU Moss Pllllirm'J 

1 Tiu A1111#i,;im CommonaJultk (1910, first edition, 1893), Vol.:&, p. 373. 
! The contrary tendency in American history and social science in recent decades ls 

eviciatly a reaction to this popular attitude. It goes, as reactions usually do, to the 
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opposite r.xtreme ~ and AO American social speculation, on the scientific level, is dominated 
Dy a rather doctrinal stress on trends and mechanical forces and by an underestimation 
of, not only the personal accidents in history, but also the importance of ideas and 
ideals. Charles and Mary Beard's The Rile of American Cwilization (1927) is visibly 
marked by a materialistic conception of history as dominated by economic intercstl. 
They do this even though they are good Americans, and as authors have enough feeling 
for their audience to populate their pages with outstanding personalities, to paint them a 
little in the fashion of angels and devils, and often to forget their philosophical inten
tion to show up individuals as marionettes in the power of deeper forces. A sociologist 
1uch as William Ogburn is even more typical of this scientific reaction towl!Id a mechani
cal view of social change. The reaction has influenced a small group of intellectuals 
around the great universities and the periodicals devoted to social criticism and reform, 
but has as yet not disturbed the ordinary American's ways of thinking. And even the 
little crowd of intellectuals themselves are influenced only on a rather abstract plane 
of their thinking. In their daily affairs they usually think and act according to the 
popular attitude, and, indeed. they hal'C to do so if they do not want to doom themselves 
to isolation. 

8 Fifteenth Cemus of the United States: 1930, Population, Vol. II, p. 37; and 
Sixteenth Census of tke United States: 1940, Popul,1tion, Preliminary Release, Seriea 
P-10, No. 1. 

4 See the classic study by A. A. Berle and Gardiner C. Means, The Modern Cor
poration and Prir1t1/e Property (1932), especially pp. 277-287. 

It is not surprising that big business in America, organized as it is, has been unusually 
reluctant to share its control over labor conditions with trade unions or to allow govern
ment interference in the public interest. 

Chapter 34. Accommodaling Leadership 

1 An interesting parallel, which cannot be followed up here, would be with similar 
problems and tendencies in the relations between the wider society and other distinct 
minority groups such as the other color castes-Japanese, Chinese, Filipinos, Mexican.
and immigrant groups-Jewish, Czech, Polish, Italian. 

2 This pattern has sunk deep into the entire class structure of the Negro community. 
It is commonly known that Negro domestics often consider it a degradation of their 
social status to work in a Negro family. An upper class Negro friend of mine testifies: 

"I know of a good many instances, especially in Washington, and one or two of them 
are personal, where Negro domestics flatly refuse to work for Negroes, for fear that they 
will lose caste by doing so. My wife, who happens to fall in the category of the 'volun• 
tary' or 'sociological' Negro, once hired a domestic at a wage admittedly higher than thie 
girl had ever gotten before, when I chanced into the room, The young lady, a dark 
brown skin, promptly arose, exclaimed: 'Oh, I didn't know you were eolored-1 don't 
work for colored,' and left without further ado. On another occasion we had employed 
a nice, inefficient but highly religious old lady in the same capacity. She had to attend 
church each Sunday morning, and would cook the dinner early and depart. After a few 
Sundays, she explained to us the reason for the generous portions of our larder with 
11\'hich she sallied out these Sunday mornings. She had a long tram ride to her home, ahe 
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aid, IIAd on her car ahe would alwaya encounter a number of her frienda who were 
employed • dome1tica in white familiea. Theac friend, were always well laden with 
tidbits, it aecms, and ahe IOlemnly declared that this was the fint time ahe had ever 
worked for colored; none of her friends ever had, though they knew ahe wu ea 
engaged, and that ahe wanted to show her friends that 'colored folks are just aa aood 
to wort for as white folk.' Thua we sacrificed half of each Sunday dinner to maintain 
the prcatige of the race." 

1 It ahould be noted that Negro leaderahip docs not ,_. s• raise an individaal'• atatua 
in the eyes of white people in general. Only a few white people know about the leader• 
ahip function he performs; to others he is jmt another Negro. His class status, on the 
other hand-which might be a function of his leadenhip--is easier to observe from his 
drea, mannera, occupation, and so on, and may more generally command white respect. 
(Sec Chapter 30, Section :&, and Chapter 3:&, Section 4.) Whites will, however, regularly 
ahow respect if they come to know about an individual Negro's accomplishments or even 
if they come to know quite m obstraclo that he is a "distinguished Negro.'' 

4 In thi1 analysis of the relation between social class and leadership, color will be left 
out of account. It is true that most Negro leaders, particularly on the national plane, 
have been mulattoes and sometimes near-white or passable. (Compare E. B. Reuter, Th, 
Muldtto in IM Unit,I States [ 1918] .) This fact is, however, the less astonishing when 
we remember (1) how greatly mixed the entire Negro population is (Chapter 5), 
and (:&) how color is an important factor in determining social class in the Negro com
munity (Chapter 31). It is plausible that a light color is often an asset to a Negro leader 
in his dealings with both whites and Negroes, but it is also certain that a dark color 
is IODletimes advantageous for a Negro leader. The two tendencies do not cancel each 
other since they occur in different types of leadership. 

But color, independent of its relevance for class, is probably a minor factor for Negro 
leadership. Renter's asaertion that the mulatto is "the most vital point" in the race 
problem (ibid., p. 87, passim) seems, for the reasons given, much exaggerated. 
An analysis directed to this particular relationship could only be warranted in a study 
which proceeded to distinguish between all the different fl!ctors determining leadership 
in the Negro community, that is, besides color: education, occupation, wealth, family 
background, and so forth. This we cannot undertake in the present abstract overview. 

A story related to us by E. Franklin Frazier (conversation, July 11, 1942) might be 
repeated, however, to illustrate that dark color is sometimes an asset for a Negro leader. 
At a convention called to elect a bishop of one of the major Negro denominations, two 
candidatea presented their qualifications. The first was very dark in color, and his 
.keynote speech waa that a dark man should lead the Negro people. The electors were 
predominantly dark and their applause indicated that his election was practically 
clinched. The other candidate, a light man, met a hostile audience. He agreed that 
dart Negroes needed dart leaden, but aaid that sometimes admiration for dark skin 
waa more important than dark akin itaelf. He then pointed to his opponent'• wife and 
to hi• own wife in the audience. The opponent's wife had light skin, but his own wife 
had dark akin. He won the election. 

Marc:ua Garvey', dark akin wu an auet, but ao may be Walter White's extremely light 
u:in, 1ince there may be a feeling that this man who coll.ld pau is making a peraanal 
ucrifice by being a "voluntary" Negro. 

I ,A field interview by Ralph Bunche and myael£ with a loc:al Negro leader of the 
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l7pe characterized in the tes:t, and with aome other people in the Soatheutem cout city 
where he lives, ia presented in excerpts in: Ralph Bunche, "A Brief and Tentative 
Analysis of Negro Leadership," unpublished manuscript prepared for thia atudy (1940), 
pp. 94•1II, 

• A word might also be said about the "shady" upper clast-the big-time gamblen 
and lords of vice and crim'!, ln spite of the fact that they have, in a sense, upper clu1 
1tatu1 and may be personally papular, they cannot be used as regular leaders because they 
do not fit, the American idea of what a leader should be. They do act as "behind the 
acenea" political leaders, especially in the North. 

T J. G. St. Claire Drake, "The Negro Church and Associations in Chicago," unpub
liahed manuscript prepared for this study ( I 940), p. 402.; and Allison Davia, Burleigh 
B. Gardner, and Mary R. Gardner, Deep South (1941), pp. 2.36-2.39. This theme 
appean in literature, too. See Walter White, Tiu Fire in tlu Flint (1924). 

8 Tiu Negro: Tke Soutkemer's Problem (1904), p. 64. 
• The beat published study of Northern Negro political leaden i, Harold F, GoanelPa 

Negro Polmeims (1935), 

Chapter 35. The Negro Protest 

1 See Melville J. Herskovits (The Myth of the Negro Part, prepared for this study 
[194r), pp. 91 ff,) for a 1hort aurvey of the slave revolts and for references to the 
literamre, 

2 Grofllfng Up in t/11J Blacle B-it (1941), p. 2.43. 
8 Quoted from W. E. B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction (1935), pp. 14-15 • 
.. I/Ju., p. 1:u.. 
11 Booker T. Washington, The Futur, of tlu Ameri&m Negro (19oz; firat edition, 

1899), p. 132. 
8 Race Adjustment, Essays on tlu Negro in America (1908), pp. 17-18. 
7 Patterns of Negro Segregation, prepared for this study (1943), p. 2.63. 
8 From a perspective of alma&t 4-0 years after he first opened attack on the "Tuakegee 

Machine," Du Bois comments upon it as follows: 
"It arose first quite naturally. Not only did presidents of the United State, con,ult 

Booker Washington, but governors and congressmen: philanthropists conferred with 
him, scholars wrote to him. Tuskegee became a vast information bureau and center of 
advice. It was not merely passive in these matters but, guided by a young unobtrusive 
minor official who was also intelligent, suave and far-seeing, active efforts were made to 
concentrate influence at Tuskegee. After a time almost no Negro institution could 
collect funds without the recommendation or acquiescence of Mr. Washington. Few 
political appointments were made anywhere in the United State, without hia consent. 
Even the careers of rising young colored men were very often determined by hia advice 
and certainly his opposition was fatal. How much Mr. Washington knew of this work 
of the Tuskegee Machine and was directly responsible, one cannot aay, but of iu 
general activity and scope he must have been aware ••.• The control was to be drutic, 
The Negro intelligentsia was to be suppressed and hammered into conformity. The 
procesa involved some cruelty and disappointment, but that was inevitable. This wu the 
real force back of the Tuskegee Machine. It had money and it had opportunity, and it 
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found in Tmkegee tool• to' do ita bidding •••• Things came to such a paa that when 
any Negro complained or advocated a course of action, he waa silenced with the remark 
that Mr. Washington did not agree with this. Naturally the bumptious irritated, ycung 
black intelligentsia of the day declared, 'I don't care a damn what Booker Washington 
thinks. This ia what I think, and I har,e o rig!Jt to thinle.' » (W. E. B. Du Boi,, Dusi, 
of D"""' [1940], PP· 73-75). 

• Du Bois testifies: "The Guardun waa bitter, satirical, and personal; but it was 
well-edited, it was earnest, and it published facts. It attracted wide attention among 
colored people: it circulated among them all over the country: it was quoted and 
diacuaaed. I did not wholly agree with the Guardun, and indeed only a few Negroes 
did, but nearly all read it and were influenced by it." (Ibid., p. 73.) 

10 Du Bois was then professor at Atlanta University. He had there started what has 
been called "the first real sociological research in the South" (Guy B. Johnson, "Negro 
Racial Movements and Leadership in the United States," American Journal of Sociology 
[July, 1937 ], p. 6s.) When he did not get the support he hoped for to fulfill his 
plan to study the Negro problem-because Booker T. Washington and his group did 
not endorse it, or so he believed- and later, when the N.A.A.C.P. was founded, he 
left the University entirely. Another reason why he left was that he thought that his· 
connection with the University increased its difficulties in getting foundation support. 
(See Du Bois, Dusi,, of Down, pp. 68-95 passim.) 

11 Ibid., p. 72. 
12 James Weldon Johnson, Along Thu Way (1934), p. 313. 
18 Following Ike Color Line, p. 2 J 9. 
14 For the history of the Niagara Movement, see Ralph J. Bunche, "The Programs, 

Ideologies, Tactics, and Achievements of Negro Betterment and Interracial Organiza
tions," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study (1940), Vol. I, pp. 15 ff., and 
W. E. B. Du Bois' autobiorraphy, Dusi,, of Dawn, pp. 88-95. 

111 Emmett J. Scott, The American Negro in the World War {1919), pp. 92-104 

and 426-457; Du Bois, Dusk of Dawn, pp, 245-256; James Weldon Johnson, Along 
Thu Way, pp. 318-319. 

18 James Weldon Johnson describes "the spirit of defiance born of desperation" 
after the First World War and attributes to it the new racial radicalism of the period: 

"With the close of the war went most of the illusions and high hopes American 
Negroes had felt would be realized when it was seen that they were doing to the 
utmost their bit at home and in the field. Eight months after the armistice, with black 
men back fresh from the front, there broke the Red Summer of 1919, and the mingled 
emotions of the race were bitterness, despair, and anger. There developed an attitude 
of cynicism that was a characteristic foreign to the Negro. There developed also a 
spirit of defiance born of desperation. These sentiments and reactions found varying 
degrees of expression in the Negro publications throughout the country; but Harlem 
became the centre where they were formulated and voiced to the Negroes of America 
and the world. Radicalism in Harlem, which had declined as the war approached, 
burst out anew, But it was something different from the formal radicalism of pre-war 
days; it was a radicalism motivated by a fierce race consciousness." (Bl4el,, Manhattan 
[ 1930Jt p • .146.) 

t,r For the history of the Garvey movement and a bibliography, sec Bunche, o-,. eit,. 
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Vol. 2, pp. 393 fr. The descriptive facts about the movement in thia section are taken 
from Bunche. 

18 Quoted from Amy Jacques Garvey (editor), Pl,iJosopl,y tmtl Opiniom of Mar"" 
Garoey ( 1923), pp. 8-9. 

19 Quoted from il,i,J,, p, 77, 
20 Quoted from wU., p. 5. 
11 Op. 6it., Vol. 2, p. 412. 
11 Dusll of Dawn, p, 277, 
18 Bl"ll Mml,attan, p. 256. 
2' James S. Allen, The Negro Question in tl,e Unitetl States (1936), especially 

PP· 1 77-194. 
llu First edition 1845. In its final form, after many additions through the decades 

until Douglass' death in 1895, it is called The Life and Times of Frederick Dougl,zss. 
28 An example of pseudo-history, fantastically glorifying the achievements of Negroes 

is: James Morris Webb, The Blad Man the Father of CwiUzation; Prooen by Biblical 
History (1910). 

:?T The combination of Kholarly and protest motives in the work of the Association 
is seen in its statement of purposes and achievements (taken from the inside cover ot 
The Journal of Neg,·o History for January, 1942): 

"Its purposes: 
l. To collect sociological and historical data. 
2. To publish books on Negro life :ind history. 
3. To promote the study of the Negro through clubs and schools. 
4. To bring about harmony between the races by interpreting the one to the 

other .•.• 
"Its achievements: 

l, It has directed the attention of investigators to this neglected field. 
2, It has extended the circulation of 1'he Journal of Negro History and The 

Negro History Bulletin into South America, Europe, Asia and Africa. 
3. It has published twenty-seven volumes of articles and documents giving fact• 

which are generally unknown. 
4. It has produced twenty-nine monographs on Negro Life and History. 
5. It ha, organized and stimulated the studies of local clubs and classes, which 

have done much to change the attitude of communities toward the Negro. 
6. It has collected thousands of valuable manuscripts on the Negro which have 

been made accessible to the public in the Library of Congress. 
7. It has had thirteen young men and women trained for research in social 

science and for instruction in colleges and universities." 
The protest purpose of the Association is more revealed in its annual meetings and 

in its other activities than in the Journal, 
28 Lawrence Reddick, "A New Interpretation for Negro History," The Journal of 

Negro History (January, 1937), p. 17. 
119 The Association is connected with The Associate,J Publisliers, a publishing firm 

also headed by Dr. Woodson. This firm publishes many scholarly and popular boob 
on ·.:he Negro-some at the direction of the Association-and has agents to increase 
their sale in Negro communities all over the country. 
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80 Thia ocean in the week which inc:lnda Lincoln'• birthday, Febnwy as. It u 
been going on aince I 92.6 and aeems to be growing rapidly in popalarity. 

11 E. B. Reuter, Tl# AIIUN&4tl Raea Pro/Jum (192.7), p. 300. 
11 Herakovits, op. cit., p. 3 2, In reviewing this book, Alain Locke hu pointed oat 

that Herskovits' type of propaganda might come to increase race prejudice rather than 
to decrease it, in that if white people come to believe that Negroes have a atroDg 
African heritage they would think that Negroes were unassimilable. (Alain Locke, 
''Who and What Is a Negro?" Opportunity [March, 1942], p. 84.) Frazier further 
criticizes the practicality of Herskovits' propaganda by asserting that if whites came to 
believe that the Negro's social behavior was rooted in African culture, they would lose 
whatever aensc of guilt they had for keeping the Negro down. Negro crime, for 
czample, could be explained away aa an "Africanism" rather than as due to inadequate 
police and court protection and to inadequate education, (E. Franklin Frazier, apeech 
to the West Harlem Council of Social Agencies, New York City [December S, 1941 ].) 
There ia, perhaps, a measure of truth both in the claims of Herskovits and in thoae of 
his critics, but both make certain assumptions about the causes of race prejudice which 
are not only unproved but are not stated explicitly. 

18 "In the South the prestige of the Negro group aufl'ers from persistently unfavor
able judgments on the part of the white community; of equal significance is the fact 
that Negro youth do not as a rule take pride in the qualities for which Negroes are 
most appreciated by the whites. Only a few of them, for example, recognize loyalty, 
uncomplaining industry, and patience as having racial prestige value comparable to the 
importance given these traits by the white group when they wish to speak favorably 
of Negroes. It is a convenience in the biracial situation to be regarded as loyal, tractable, 
happy and hard working; few of the interviews with these youth revealed, however, 
that they were proud of these racial virtues. Indeed, few of the comments assumed these 
virtues to be racial, or the qualities to be virtues.'1 (Charles S. Johnson, GrDflling Up in 
In• Bu,el, B•IJ, p. 2.4-2.) 

Chapter 36. Tiu Protest Motwe and Negro Personality 

1 James Weldon Johnson, Negro Americans, What NowP (1934), p. 103. This 
formula has many variations. Booker T. Washington retells from a conversation he once 
had with Frederick Douglass: 

"At one time Mr. Douglass was tr~veling in the State of Pennsylvania, and was 
forced, on account of his colour, to ride in the baggage-car, in spite of the fact that 
he had paid the same price for his passage that the other passengers had paid. When 
some of the white passengers went into the baggage-car to console Mr. Douglass, and 
one of them said to him: 'I am sorry, Mr. Douglass, that you have been degraded in 
this manner,' Mr. Douglass straightened himself up on the box upon which he wa1 

1itting, and replied: 'They cannot degrade Frederick Douglass. The soul that is within 
me no man can degrade. I am not the one that is being degraded on account of this 
treatment, but those who are infticting it upon me.'" (Booker T. Washington, u, 
fro,,, SI«,_,, [1901; first edition, 1900], pp. 99-100.) 

1 8ookcr T. Washington, TM Future of tlu Anuri&an Nagro (1902; unt t".ditfo:i, 
1899), P• 26. 
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1 Om diacullion of Negro aensitivenea does not mume that light-colored Negroe1, 

became of their color, are any more sen,itive or emotionally unbalanced on the averap 
than dark Negroes. (See Chapter 32, Section 3, for a criticism of this theory,) It may 
be, however, that upper class Negroes are more sensitive because of their status and 
education, and aince upper clan Negroes tend to be of lighter color, there is an appar• 
ent--but no directly c:ausal--connection between color and aensitivencss, 

• Charles S. Johnson, Growing Up in 11,a Bla&I, Bell (194-1), p. 312, 
• Following the Color Line (1908), p. 27. 
• E. Franklin Frazier, Negro Youth at the CrosMays ( 1940), pp. 44-51, 
'IlxJ., PP· so-s 1• 
8 //Ju., p. 56. "Coat-tail" is the Negro word for flatter, and a ''peckcrwood" i1 a 

lower class white man. 
1 Alliaon Davis and John Dollard, Children of Bondage (1940), pp. 87-88. 
10 "Conceptions and Ideologies of the Negro Problem," unpublished manuscript 

prepared for this study (1940), p, 161. 
11 Sec John Dollard, Caste anJ Class in a Southern TOUln (1937), pp, 250 and 

286 II. 
12 Dollard, op. &it., pp, 267 ff. 
18 " ••• since the hostility of Negroes against whites is violently and effectively 

suppressed, we have a boiling of aggressive effect within the Negro group." (Dollard, 
op. cit,, p. 269.) Dollard goes even further and suggests a purpose on the side of the 
whites: "One cannot help wondering if it does not serve the ends of the white caste 
to have a high level of violence in the Negro group, since disunity in the Negro caste 
tends to make it less resistant to the white domination. If this should be a correct 
observation, it need not follow that the tolerance of violence is a matter of conscious 
policy on the part of the white group; instead it would seem to be pragmatic, unfor
malized, and intuitive, but nonetheless effective." (Ibid., p. 280; compare p. 285.) 

14 This phenomenon is often commented upon in the Negro world: 
"It is common for educated and upper class Negroes to develop an aloofness, a social 

exclusiveness and snobbishness, which is at times even more sharp than in the white 
aociety, because the Negro finds in it both a means of defense against inferiority feeling 
and a form of escape. Negroes who hold good jobs, as for instance, teachers, are 
notoriously passive and comformist. Their jobs give them economic and social atatua 
which they are determined to hold even at the expense of surrendering their intellectual 
independence. The Negro radicals, few as they are, have rarely been recruited from 
among Negroes holding good jobs." (Bunche, op. cit,, p. 174,) 

111 Just as lower class Negroes manifest their frustrated antagonism against whites by 
showing antagonism against upper class Negroes, so upper class Negroes do the same 
against lower class Negroes. They sometimc.s even go so far as to blame the whole caate 
system on the low standards of behavior of lower class Negroe,. Charles S. Johnaon 
quotes an illustrative statement by a senior postal clerk in Indianapolis: 

''We have a very low class of Negroes in Indianapolis. That is one reason why it ia 
difficult for us to insist on all of our rights, We can't go to the white people and ak 
that certain Negroes be admitted to places and others refused, I can't blame white 
people, though, for drawing a line." (Patterns of Negro Segregation, prepared for 
thia study [1943], p. :t83,) 

111 "It ia interesting to notice here that the chief device employed by appu-claa 
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colored speaken for diuolving the antagonism of a lower-clau audience was to emphuiu 
the soUJarily of tl,e c111te, to invoke the ideals, that is, of 'race pride' and 'race loyalty.' " 
(Allison Davia, Burleigh B. Gardner, and Mary R. Gardner, Deep South [1941), 
p. 236.) 

Chapter 37. Compromise Leadership 

1 "In many respects the Negro is a model prisoner-the best in this country. He 
accepts the situation-generally speaking-bears no malice, cherishes no ill will or 
resentment, and is cheerful under conditions to which the white man refuses to 
reconcile himself. 

"Thia adaptability of the Negro has an immediate bearing on the question before 
111. It explains why the Negro masses in the Southern states are content with their 
1ituation, or at least not disturbing themselves sufficiently over it to attempt to upset the 
existing order, In the main, the millions in the South Jive at peace with their white 
neighbours." (Alfred Holt Stone, Studies in tke American Race Problem [1908], 
P· 235.) 

11 For another statement in the same direction, see Booker T. Washington, The 
Story of tke Negro (1909), Vol. 1, pp. 190-191. 

8 Thus Joe Louis enables many lower class youths (in fact, many Negro youths and 
adults in all classes) to inflict vicariously the aggressions which they would like to carry 
out against whites for the discriminations and insults which they have suffered. A 19-
year-old Washington youth, a high school graduate, said: 

"'I've tried to follow in Louis' footsteps, but I'm not big enough. I've heard all of 
his fights and seen him several times here in Washington. I've thrilled at every damned 
"peck" he knocked over and helped raise hell in the U street celebrations after each 
one. When he lost, I felt pretty bad, though I'll ever feel something was wrong
crooked. He sure proved something was wrong the way he beat up Schmeling the 
aecoDd time!"' (E. Franklin Frazier, Negro Youtk at the Croiswayi [1940], p. 179.) 

"Likewise, a ten year old son of a laborer would rather be Joe Louis than any other 
Negro in the country because he 'would get a lot of fun going in the ring and beating 
up somebody.' He added, 'Joe Louis has done a lot to make the colored race recog
nized.'" (Ibid., p. 180.) 

An upper class lad--a 1 7-year-old ai1d college freshman--spoke of Joe Louis' fight 
with Schmeling as follows: 

'' 'I was hitting every blow with him and taking with him those he got, And when 
he lost, I really felt sick. Somehow I didn't even want to go on the street the next day. 
One thing he's done, he's certainly made the so-called white fighters have a wholesome 
respect for his fists. I aupposc symbolically that's the only way white people call be 
made to respect Negroes in other walks of life.'" (Ibid., p. 190.) 

Charle, S. Johnson observes: 
"ln a few areas of the South, the disposition of Negro youth to celebrate too jubi

lantly the fistic triumphs of Joe Louis has been brusquely and sometimes violently 
discouraged, indicating that the symbolism was as significant for the white as for Negro 
youth.'' ( Gf'OfDmg Up m tke Blad Belt [ 1 94 I], p. z46.) · 
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'Arthur Raper, "Race and Class Pressures," unpublished manusc:ript prepared for 

this study (1940), PP· 54-55. 
11 Ralph Bunche also observes that "It is common for Negroes to have one set of ideas 

which they express before Negroes and a totally different set for use when in the 
prcacnce of whites," and tells the following story: 

"I once heard a Negro black-face comedian on the stage of the Howard Theatre in 
Washington enact this phenomenon most humorously. He was mimicking a 'big Negro 
leader' in an address to a Negro audience. After citing the grievances of the Negro 
people, the speaker, first looking about very cautiously to make sure there were no white 
eaves-droppers present, proclaimed (loudly at first, stentorian in the middle, and then 
dwindling to a bare stage whisper at his climax): 'What we cullud folks has to do is to 
RlSE UP AND STRIKE DOWN these, hyah, tlam,ieJ white folks!' (I.1st two words 
written in very small type.)" ("Memorandum on the Conrcptions and l<l<'ologiea of 
the Negro Problem," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study [19iO], p. 97.) 

6 Ralph J. Bunche, "A Brief and Tentative Analysis of Negro Leadership," unpub-
lished manuscript prepared for this study (1940), pp. 34-35. 

7 Quoted in ihid., p. 81. 
8 /dem. 
9 Quoted in ihid., p. 82. 
lO "The stories of the demeanor of Negro college presidents and the administrators 

of other Negro institutions, when they appear before white legislators, governors, 
educational officials of the state and philanthropic foundations, arc lcgiun, and these 
would be extremely revealing sourres of information on how the Negro le~der can 'go 
into an act' when he wants something from responsible white men .... Just recently 
a prominent Negro Republican politician demonstrated to the Committee how Negroes 
can 'strut' as a means of winning their favor-and he got it. The str.1tegic pcrmn:il 
adjustment to the attitudes of the dominant group made by the individual Negro 
leaders afford a wide vista and a very challenging subject for research." (/hid., p. 35.) 

11 Quoted in ihid., p. 125. 
12 /hU., p. 126. 
18 lhiJ., p, 11, See also Chapter u, Section 5, of this book. 
14 "As an example, note the frantic scramble for the Negro bishoprics and the 

leadenhip contests within the lodges." (Bunche, "A Brief and Tentative Analysis of 
Negro Leadership,'' p. 10.) 

15 Negro Americans, What Nott:? (1934), pp. 85-86. 
18 Bunche, "A Brief and Tentative Analysis of Negro Leadership,'' p. 10 (italia 

ours). See also, Chapter 36, Section 5, of this book. 
17 /hid., p. 32. 

Chapter 38. Negro Popular Theories 

1 W. E. B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction (1935), p. 703. 
2 Ralph J. Bunche, "Memorandum on Conceptions and Ideologies of the Negro 

Problem," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study (1940), p. 23. 
a W. E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk ( 1903), p. 2.02.. 

'"Programs, Ideologies, Tactics, and Achievemenu of Negro Betterment and Inter• 
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racial Organizmom,•• anpubliahed manaacript pnpared for thit 1tad7 (1940), VoL 1, 
P• 13· 

1 Bunche, "Concepti0111 md ldeologiet1 of the Negro Problem,,, p, 98. 
• Booker T. Washington, Tiu Futur• of tlu .AtlUIN&on Nt1gro (1899), pp. 86-87. 
'I' 1/JiJ., PP• 85, 93, 176, 177 '/'f'Slim, 
8 There were BOme Negro leader, (luac Myen, J01iah Wein, Peter H. Clark, John 

M, Langston, Sella Martin) even during the Reconstruction period who advocated 
labor aolidarity and trade unionism as a vital concem for the Negro people. D11 Bma 
uyt: "The Negroes, especially the Northern artisans, tried to keep in touch with the 
white labor movement." (Du Bois, Blaci Recomtruction, p. 360.) The Negro unions 
acnt delegates to the National Labor Union Convention in New York in 1869, and 
Isaac Myers, their leader, appealed for solidarity between the white and Negro 
laborers. The white labor movement responded rather cooUy and in December of 1869 
the Negroes held their own convention (The National Negro Labor Convention) in 
Washington at which 159 delegate, were present. (//J;,J,, p. 362.) 

There was even some interest in the international labor movement. In 1 870 Sella 
Martin was sent as a delegate of the colored workers to the World Labor Congreas in 
Paris, but international labor was as uninterested in Negro labor as was the American 
movement, and interest in international labor soon died among American Negro labor 
anioniata. (J!JiJ., pp. 360-361.) For a complete account of the Negro labor movement 
during Reconstruction, see ibttJ., pp. 354-367; see also, Guion G. Johnson, "History of 
Racial Ideologies in the United States with Reference to the Negro," unpublished manu-
1eript prepared for this study (1940), Vol. z, pp. 239-2.44, especially p. 239. 

• Harris, in discuaaing the young intellectuals, aays: "To have confined their propa
ganda to the Negro bourgeoisie would have caused the Negro radicals to compromise 
with the theories to which they were committed. Their acceptance of the theory of the 
class struggle and their application of it to the race question caused them to champion 
labor 10lidarity between white and black workers." (Sterling D. Spero and Abram L. 
Harris, The BlacA W01'ur [1931), p. 391.) 

10 "Conceptions and Ideologies of the Negro Problem," Pl?· I 31-133. 
11 /h;J., P· I 30. 
11 "Programs, ldeologiea, Tactics and Achievements of Negro Betterment and Inter

racial Organizations," Vol. 1, pp. 147-148. 
11 In passing it should be observed that the academic radicalism of Negro intellectuala, 

exemplified by the citation from Bunche, pn easily come to good terms with the type 
of liberal but skeptical J.;,sez-faire (do nothing) opinion so prevalent among white 
10tial scientists writing on the Negro problem. Both groups are critical of the fight for 
auffrage and civil rights, (See Chapter 39, Section 9.) Both assume that the economic 
factor is basic. And-ilince neither party is very active in trying either to induce or to 
prevent an economic revolution-it does not make much difference if the Negro 
radicals look forward to an economic revolution and the white 10ciologists do not. (Seo 
Appcndiz 2.) 

H Gunnar Myrdal, Population: A Prohlem for Democracy ( 1940), pp. 87-88, 
11 "Pqrama, Ideologies, Tactics and Achievements of Negro Betterment and lnter

ncial 0.rpnizationa,'' Vol. 4, p. 778. 
18 N'f"O Amerieans, What Nowt (1934), pp. 66-67. 
11 W'~'E. B. Da Bois, Dwl: of Daam (1940), p. 309. 
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11 Emmett J. Scott and Lyman Beecher Stowe, BooJ., T. W.uAi#g,o,, (1916), p. 40. 
111 Du Bois, Dwl: of D11r1m, pp. 309-310. 
90 IIJitl., p. 306, 
n 1/Jitl., p. u 5. 
n James Weldon Johnson, op. cit., p. I 5. 
28 Examples are: E. B. Reuter, in the last chapter of Thll MuLztto in t!itJ UniJtJJ 

S141tJI (1918), and Donald R. Young, Ameriean Minority Plloples (1932), pp. 578-
593 ,asmn. 

"Quoted in Scott and Stowe, op. cit., p. 189. 
111 Cited in Bunche, "Conceptions and Ideologies of the Negro Problem," p. 121. 
118 Tiu NtJgro in tlu New World (1910), pp. xi-xii. 
11 Robert R; Moton, Whal lhtJ 'Negro Thinks (1929), p, 38. 
18 "Conceptions and Ideologies of the Negro Problem," pp. 113-114. 
n Dusle of Daron, pp. 173-220 passim. 
80 16itl., p. 321. 
81 16itl., p. 208. 
82 James Weldon Johnson, op. cit,, p. 71. 
88 1/JiJ., PP· 77-78. 
H "Conceptions and Ideologies of the Negro Problem," pp. 122-124. 

1151/Jitl., p. 55. 
88 Ernest Sutherland Bates, American Faith (1940), p. 438. 
87 Samuel A. Stouffer and Lyonel C. Florant, "Negro Population and Negro Popula· 

tion Movements, 1860 to 1940, in Relation to Social and Economic Factors," unpub
lished manuscript prepared for this study (1940), pp. 44-50 (revised by Lyonel C. 
Florant under the title, "Negro Migration-1860-1940" (1942]). See also, Bunche, 
"Conceptions and Ideologies of the Negro Problem," pp. 51-55. 

88 Du Bois observes that "there is no likelihood just now of [the Negroes) being 
forcibly expelled" but continues: . 

"So far as that is concerned, there was no likelihood ten years ago of the Jews being 
expelled from Germany. The cases are far from parallel. There is a good deal more 
profit in cheap Negro labor than in Jewish fellow citizens, which brings together 
strange bed-fellows for the protection of the Negro. On the other hand one must 
remember that this is a day of astonishing change, injustice and cruelty; and that many 
Americans of stature have favored the transportation of Negroes and they were not al] 
of the mental caliber of the present junior senator from Mississippi. As the Negro 
develops from an easily exploitable, profit-furnishing laborer to an intelligent inde
pendent self-supporting citizen, the possibility of his being pushed out of his American 
fatherland may easily be increased rather than diminished. We may be expelled from 
the United States a, the Jew is being expelled from Germany." (Dwle of Dlfflm, p, 306.) 

Unlike Du Bois, I am inclined to believe that it is less the economic rise of American 
Negroes to economic independence and more their submergence into unemployment 
and public relief which will spell the danger. If I am right, the security for the 
American Negro will be, first, an economic policy which will avert more unemploy
ment, and second, a continued fortification of the American Creed. 

88 MaJcolm Hailey, An African Surr,ey (1938). 
,o Dusle of Daron, p. 199. · 
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41 Ralph J. Bunche, "A Brief and Tentative Analysis of Negro Leadership/' unpub-
lished manuscript prepared for this study (1940), p. z9. 

d Bunche, "Conceptions and Ideologies of the Negro Problem," pp. 140-141. 
48 James Weldon Johnson, op. cu., p. 13. 
"Trevor Bowen, Dirlme White Right (1934), pp. vi-vii. 
' 1 Bertram Schrieke, Alien Ameri&11ns (1936), p. 151. 

"Du Bou, Tlld SotMI of 81"1' Fol", p, i, 

Chapter 39. Negro lmprwemmt and Protest Organizatiom 

.. 

1 Reform groups have occasionally become political parties in the United State&. In 
a aenae the Republican party began as a rather radical reform group. All but one or two 
of the sma]] "third parties" in the history of the United States have been radical, and 
many of them had a nucleus in a refor,:n group. The reforms sought have been specific 
--aa in the cue of the Prohibition party-or general-as in the case of the Socialist 
party. The third parties have been both short- and long-lived. Their death has not 
always meant failure to attain the reforms sought: in some cases one or the other of the 
major parties has incorporated some of the third party's aims into its own program and 
has succeeded in bringing it into law. 

2 Ralph Bunche, "The Programs, Ideologies, Tactics and Achievements of Negro 
Betterment and Interracial Organizations," unpublished manuscript prepared for this 
study (1940), Vol. z, pp. 419-423. 

8 /hid., Vol. 2, p. 423. 
'/hid., Vol. 3, pp. 425 II. 
11 /hid., Vol. 3, pp. 427-428. 
8 Jou., Vol. 3, pp. 428 ff. 
7 Jou., Vol. 3, p, 434. 
8 "49th State," Compass (March, 1936), p. 17. Cited in Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 3, 

P· 439· 
8 The highest proportion of Negroes, of all Negroes interviewed, who have admitted 

pro-Japanese inclinations, in a confidential poll conducted by Negro interviewers, is 18 
per cent. But in a similar pol] of Southern white industrialists, asked to choose between 
complete Negro equality and German victory, they chose the latter by a heavy majority. 

18 Bunche, op. &it., Vol. 2, p. 301. 
11 /bid., Vol. 2, p. 307. 
12 Afliliated is Tiu Houseu,ife's League, working for the promotion of race business. 

According to a pamphlet published by The Housewife's League: "A belief in the future 
of Negro Business and a desire to assist in every way by patronizing and encouraging 
the same, is all that is necessary to become a member." (Ibid., Vol. a, p. 305.) 

18 Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 314. 
H Du Bois, Dusk of Dar,vn (1940), p. 280. 
11 //Ju., p. 281. 
18 See Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 2, pp. 380 1£., for a critical account of the latter 

organization. 
17 Jou., Vol 2, P· 306; Vol. 4, PP· 672 1£. 
18 /1,;J., Vol. 4, pp. 668 ff. 



ta/~., Vol. 2, pp. 319 ff. 
20 IIJU., Vol. 2, pp. 323 ff. 
21 /Intl., Vol. 2, pp. 355 ff. 
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21 The Congress had gotten into debt to the Communist party. Davis, who as secretary 
had carried the chief responsibility for its work, had apparently become skeptical about 
the possibility of carrying on the Congress according to the original plans. (See Bunche, 
op. cit., Vol. 2, pp. 369•371. See also Lester B. Granger, "The Negro Congreu--lts 
Future," Opportunity [June, 1940], pp. 164•166.) 

The third Congress was much affected by the international situation. This was the 
time of the Hitler·Stalin pact, which opened the Second World War, and the American 
Communists agitated violently against American participation in the "imperialist" war, 
against Roosevelt's aggressive policy toward Germlny, his rearmament program for 
America, and the aid to Great Britain. The Communists staged the Congress excellently 
for their purposes. According to Bunche: 

"The Negro rank and file did not know what it was all about except when pcrfervid 
speeches were made demanding anti·lynching legislation, the franchise, and full 
democracy for the Ncgro. The more subtle aspects of the line that was being followed 
were over the heads of most of the rank and file, but the Congress was well organized 
and the speeches were all of a pattern." (Op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 360.) 

John L. Lewis, though not a Communist himself, gave the tone of the meeting in 
his keynote speech. He came out violently against the President's foreign policy and 
wanted the Congress to join forces with Labor's Non-Partisan League. President A. 
Philip Randolph spoke after Lewis and gave a carefully prepared address, later printed 
under the title The World Crisis and the Negro People Today. He pointed out that the 
Soviet Union was a totalitarian country pursuing powrr politics, and that the Com
munist party depended on Russian orders. He warned the Congress to stick to its 
principle and remain r.onpartisan. Only if the Congress ab,tained from any politic-:al 
alignment and retained a minimum program of action was there hope that it could 
establish an effective national Negro pres•ure group on the basis of all Negro organ
izations. 

"The procedure, conduct and policies of the Negro Congress, as set up in this third 
national meeting, will make its influence in the affairs of the American Negroes, short 
lived. The American Negroes will not long follow any organization which accepts 
dictation and control from the Communist Party. The American Negro will not Jong 
follow any organization which accepts dictation and control from any white organ· 
ization." (The Worltl Cri1isanJ the Negro People Today [1940], p. 25) 

During Randolph's speech the Communists arranged a demonstration and walked out, 
leaving only a third of the audience when he finished talking. Thereafter nearly alJ 
speeches followed the "party line," and the Negro protest was skillfully draped in 
Communist slogans. 

28 Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 2, pp. 372 ff. 
24 The Southern Frontier (June, 1942). 
21i Like the National Negro Congress, with which it haa atrong relations, it haa partl7 

bet'n under Communist influences. 
28 Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 2, pp. 378•379. 
27 Cited in ihitl., Vol. I, p. 27. 
H James Weldon Johnson, Blad, Mannaltan (1930), pp. 14-0 fr. 
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• o,. ril,, Vol. 1, p. z9. 
• TM At:itl T•d of DM110t:re1, Leaflet (1940); cited in ilni., p. 4+ 
11 In the following etatea and regions the branchea have formed conferencea which 

ho1cl periodic etate or regional conventiana: Virginia, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, New 
Jeney, South Carolina, Ohio, lllinoia, Iowa, Maryland, Michigan, New York, T~; 
and Southern, Northwest and New England regions. (Information from Roy Wilkim, 
memorandum [Augmt 11, 194-2).) 

82 A branch is "· •• a constituent and subordinate unit of the A110Ciation, subject to 
the general authority and jurisdiction of the Board of Directors of the Aaaciation. Ju 
objectl shall be to promq_te the economic, political, civic and aocial betterment of 
colored people and their harmoniou, cooperation with other people,." (Quoted iD 
Bunche, op. cit,, Vol. 1, p. 36.) 

u Information from Roy Wilkins, memorandum {August 11, 1942). 
14 The local Youth Councils arc an intrinsic part of the structure of the Auociation. 

"Thi, i1 an attempt by the Asaociation to canalize ••• the current tendencies of restle11 
youth to organize and to attract young Negroes to the organization •••• The Youth 
Councils devote themselvea to the broad program of the Association, with apccial atten
tion to the problems of youth and employ similar tactics." (Bunche, op. cu., Vol. 1, 

p. 4,z.) 
81 lnformation from Roy Wilkins, memorandum (August I I, 1942). 
Concerning the last point, Wilkins comments: "Offhand, I do not believe we receive 

contributions from more than five foundations, and the largest gift from any of them 
ia leas than 1/80 of our total budget." 

88 Tn11 N11g,-o Coll11g11 GraJuat11 (1938), p. 349. 
87 Greene found that only 10 out of 367 Negro "leaden" were not college or 

pn>fessional achoo] graduates. His complete figures are as follows: 

Academic Preparation of Negro Leaders as Determined by the Number of Degree, they 
Received "In Coune" 

D1gr,• Numb,r 
Bachelor', ................................... , . . . . . . 127 

Master', . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104 

Doctoral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 
Profeaional . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 7 
No degree indicated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

No report . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 . 
(Harry W. Greene, N11gro L1atl11rs [1936], p. 12.) 

Some of the persona in Greene's ample were selected because they were outstanding 
in academic fields. Still, the high educational level of nearly everyone on Greene'• liat 
ii nothing less than phenomenal and is probably not paralleled among white leaders. 

88 The Detroit branch has secured I 2,000 new members in a recent membership 
campaign and other branches have doubled, and in some cases, trebled their membership. 
(Letter from Walter White [July 2.9, 1942).) A great proportion of the members in 
llmle branches aa in Norfolk, Virginia, and Mobile, Alabama, are workers. (Roy WilkiN 
in mcmqrandum [August 11, 1942.).) 

81 O.. of the officers of the National Office is Branch Director, one ia Field Secretary, 
• Bnach Coordinator, and one, Youth Director. The National Secretary and the 
other national oaicen frequently visit the branches. 
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'° Bunche, O'f, rit., Vol. 1, PP· 45-47. 
'1 Progrmi Bool for N.A.A.C.P. Branches (1939), p. 1. Quoted in au., p. 45. 
A main tactic, for the branches 11 well II for the National Office, is legal redrea. 

The great majority of the cases handled by the Aaociation originate in the branches, 
The branches are advised to carry the financial and legal responsibility for local cases 
themselves II far II possible. When they cannot be so handled, the branches appeal to 
the National Office and its Legal Committee for assistance. If the National Office enten 
a cue, it works in collaboration with the branches. (Sec wiJ., p. 38.) It is held that 
neither the Na.tional Office nor the bra.nche, mould function, or could !unction, 11 

a legal aid society: 
"It [ the Association] only handles cases where it seems great injustice has been or 

ia about to be done because of race or color prejudice, or cases where its entry will 
dearly establish a precedent affecting the righta of colored people in general." (E. 
Frederic Morrow, An Outline of Branch Functions; cited in ibid., p. 39.) 

Thus, even if the individual sufferings cannot be disregarded as a motive for action, 
the main consideration must be its importance aa a test case. Bunch summarizes: 

"In the selection of the iuuca on which fights arc to be waged, the branches are told 
to select 'live issues,' in which discriminations are glaring, 'where the correction of the 
injustices will benefit a large number of Negroes,' and where there is a chance to win. 
Publicizing the fight is regarded as an important clement in the struggle, and the 
branches are advised never to 'start on a big campaign without telling the folka that 
count ••. what it is the branch is about to do,' and enlisting their support. The aid of 
the other organizations, such as interracial, civic, religious, and labor union groups, is 
also to be solicited in the campaigns, in efforts to bring maximum pressure to bear on 
officials, and to mold a favorable public opinion." (1/Ji,J., pp. 49-59,) 

Publicity should be a vital part of the work of the branches, they are told, They arc 
advised to build up a "contact list" of prominent people of both races, "who could 
assist in sending telegrams ~nd letters of protest to officials when impending legislation 
is detrimental to the best interest of the group, or letters and telegrams urging enact
ment of impending legislation that will protect or enhance the best interests of colored 
people." (E. Frederic Morrow, .An Outline of Branch Functions, p. 1; cited in i/Ji,J., 
PP· 49-50.) 

42 The Association has been unable, for financial reasons, to carry out it, old plan to 
employ regional secretaries to supervise and stimulate the activity of the branche1, 
(Information from Roy Wilkins in memorandum [March u, 1941),) 

48 An account of the observations made of N.A.A.C.P. branches by interviewers for 
this study is given in Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 1, pp. 108 ff. See also White's and Wilkins' 
critiques. The present writer himself visited, in the years 1938-1940, a great many 
N.A.A.C.P. branches in all parts of the country. 

"Bunche, op. cu., Vol. 1, p. 117. 

'° /!Ju., Vol, 1, p. 118. 
' 8 /hid., Vol. 1, pp. u8-J29. 
'7 For a survey of the independent local organizations, sec ibid,, Vol. 4, pp, 587-667, 
"'IhiJ., Vol, 1, pp. 116-117; compare ibid,, Vol. 4, pp. 598 ff. 
dlnterview (November, 1939); quoted in i/Ju., Vol. 1, p. 130. 
•N.A.A,C.P. Prus SM'flf&e, Series No. 22.; cited in ibu., Vol 1, p. 40. (See alao 

;;;J., Vol 1, p, 100.) 
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11 fl,IJ., Vol. 1, pp. ·too II. 
152 IbiJ., Vol. 1, p •. 10s. 
18 Progr,m Book fOf' N.A.A.C.P. Brmekes, p. 6; cited in ibid., Vol. 1, p. so. 
N For a summary of N.A.A.C.P.'s achievements in the legal field, see iDM., Vol. 1, 

pp. SS ff.; and the critical memoranda by Walter White and Roy WilkiDS. 
111 See Bunche, op. di., Vol. 1, pp. 69 ff, 
11 /bu., Vol. 1, pp. 63 ff. 
117 Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 78 ff. 
118 Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 98 JI. 
119 See ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 79 ff. 
80 See ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 83 ff. 
11 /bU., Vol. 1, pp. 83-100. 
82 ", •• instead of waiting until cases arose out of fundamental legal and cultural 

patterns which were viciously anti-Negro, we began as far as our means would pennit 
to attack the fundamental evils." (Letter from Walter White [March 1 5, 1941] .) 

This change is usually not seen or understood by the few social scientists, Negro or 
white, who have given some attention to the Asaociation. Guy B. Johnson, for example, 
writes: 

"While the organization has carried on a great deal of educational work along the 
line of stimulating race consciousness and race pride and has taken the oJJensive in a few 
legislative ventures, it has for the most part found itself carrying on a defensive 
legalistic program. That is, it has largely been concerned with specific cases involving 
disfranchisement, segregation, discriminatory legislation, injustice in the courts, lynch
ing, peonage, etc.'' ("Negro Racial Movements and Leadership in the United States," 
in the American Journal of Sociology [July, 1937), p. 66.) 

88 E. Frederic Morrow, An Outline of Brmek Functions, p. 1; cited by Bunche, 
op. nt., Vol. 1, p. 46. 

84 Program Book for N.A.A.C.P. Branekes, p. 6; cited in ibU., V~I. 1, p. 50. 
16 Bunche, op. cu., Vol. 1, p. 51. 
ea". , . the possible influence of reform organizations 1;s well aa of individual 

reformen in the field of race relations is definitely limited to the correction of partic
ular instances of inj ustic~spccially those which are so outrageous as to exceed the 
limits of popular prejudiced approval-and to campaigns of public enlightenment 
concerning the basic community of interests among all people in the United States. 

"Thia is our reason for omitting discu,ssion of the hundreds of organizations and 
movements for the improvement of race relations and the securing of justice for 
minorities in our country. What have such organizations as the National Urban League, 
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the Association for 
the Study of Negro Life and History, the Commission on Interracial Cooperation 
accomplished to justify their existence? The answer is: Muc::h in the way of fighting 
particular instances of atrocio11s injustice, a little in the way of the dissemination of 
interracial facts, and nothing so far as any general change in racial attitudes is concerned. 
Shortly after the World War, lynchings of Negroes declined rapidly, and a good share 
of the credit for this decline was claimed by the Commission on Interracial Cooperation. 
Seven Negroes were reported to have been lynched in 1929, counting only those who 
were· killed by moba and not those who were otherwise mistreated, and twenty in I 930. 
If the Commimoa wu responsible for declines in lynchings, ia ita negligence allo 
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reapontihle for this increucf Actually, of coune, lynchings fluctuate in practical inde
pendence of the eH"orts of tuch organizations, which have no means of attacking the 
fundamental cauaes of lynching. All praise should go to the efforts of the interracial 
pioneers who are sacrificing much for their ideals and who have fought valiantly for 
the adjustment of interracial relations. Nothing, however, is to be gained by carrying 
our confidence in them to the extent of believing that they may do more than battle 
the symptoms of race prejudice, ,B a fever may be reduced by the application of ice, 
affording some relief to the patient but not curing the disease." (Donald Young, 
American Minority Peoples [ 1932], pp. 589-590; compare i/,;J.,, -passim.) 

Young's proof against the claims of the Commission on Interracial Cooperation of a 
good share in the credit for the decline in lynching is not entirely convincing. No one 
denies that other factors than the fight of the organizations have influence on the 
yearly fluctuations-and even t'.1c trend--of lynchings. But this does not exclude the 
fact that the organizations also have :in influence, primarily on the trend., but also on 
the fluctuations. (See footnote• on p. 423.) 

87 "Now, while this legalistic approach has been successful in the sense that it has 
aometimes served as a goal to the South and that it has won numerous important legal 
cases--some of the United States Supreme Court decisions involving new precedentt
it is doubtful whether it has brought the Negro any nearer his goal. The N.A.A.C.P. 
has been, from the standpoint of the southern white man, in the same class with 
abolitionists and carpetbaggers, an outside agency which has tried to impose its ideas 
upon him. Sociologically the weakness of the movement is inevitable and incurable; it 
attempts to undo the folkways and mores of the southern caste system by attacking the 
results and symptoms of the system. Paradoxically, if it leaves the attitudes and folk
ways of the white man out of its picture, it i~ doomed to fail; and if it takes those 
attitudes and folkways into account, it is either forced back to the gradualistic and 
conciliatory position of Booker Washington or forced forward into revolutionary 
tactics. One wonders then, whether its chief function, aside from its r,alue in aetwlly 
obtaining raeial rights [ n.b.], has not been to serve as a catharsis for those discontented, 
impatient souls who, while they see no hope of normal participation in American life, 
feel that they must never give in and admit that they are beaten down spiritually." 
(Guy B. Johnson, "Negro Racial Movements and Leadership in the United States," op. 
cit.; p. 67 [italics ours] . ) The obtaining of "racial rights" is, of course, the main 
purpose of the N.A.A.C.P. 

88 " ••• it can scarcely be claimed that these victories [ won by resort to court] have 
materially altered any of the fundamental conditions determining the relations between 
the races in the country." (Bunche, op. est., Vol. 1, p. 141; compare ibid., Vol. 1, 

pp. 143-144; see also Chapter 38, Section 5, of this book.) 
• Negro A.meri&ans, What NowP (1934), P• 39, 
TO [hiJ., p. 38. 
71 Bertram W. Doyle, Tiu Etiqullte of Race Relations in the Soutk (1937), P• 162, 
71 "The interracial make-up of the N.A.A.C.P. is also an undoubted source of 

organizational weakness. There can be no doubt that the Negro leaders in the organ
ization have always kept a weather eye on the reactions of their prominent and influ
ential white sponsors to any innovation in the program of the organization. These 
white sympathizen are, in the main, .either cautious liberals or mawkish, miuionary
iriinded eentimentali1t11 on the race question. Their interest in the Negro problem ia 
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motiYatcd either by a aenae of 'fair play' and a deaire to ace tho ideu of the Cautita
tion Jived up to, or an 'I love your people' attitude. Both attitllda are far from touching 
the realitiee of the problem. But the evident concern for the opinion1 of the white 
eapportcn of the organization, especially on the part of the National Office, hu been 
a powerful factor in keeping the Aaociation thoroughly 'respectable' and hu certainly 
been an in&ence in the very evident desire of the Aaoc:iation to keep it1 tkirta free of 
the grimy bitterness and atrife encountered in the economic arena. Thi, hu alao been 
a reaponaibility of the Negro members of the Board, who, by and large, have never 
been distfoguished for the advanced nature of their aocial thinking. At beet they have 
been cautiou,, racially minded liberals, and not infrequently, forthright reactionaries. 
In general they have suffered from an intellectual myopia toward all but narrowly 
racial problem,. The liberal, white or black, northern or southern, recoila fr<>ZD the 
ehock of clua conflict. Yet the twitchinga of liberalism within him acek release; lacking 
the courage and conviction to face the harsher realities, he seeks to find rcleue and 
eolace in counterfeit substitutes, in political and social ersatz. He recognize1 and revolts 
againat injustice,, but seeks to correct them with palliatives rather than solutions; for 
the 10lution1 are harsh and forbidding, and are not conducive to optimism and spiritual 
apli!t. 

"The N.A.A.C.P. is an interracial organization, and, though to leaer degree than the 
lea militant interracial groups, still leans heavily upon interracial good-will and under
atanding. Such reliance is a basic weakness in any organization designed to work on 
behalf of an economically and politically oppressed group, and where 'good-will' and 
inter-group 'understanding' arc only will-o'-the-wiepe which confuse the problem and 
mislead thinking on it." (Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 1, pp. 147-148.) 

71 "It has not been able to become a solid political factor • • • through taking a strong 
hand for or against a particular party, because of the conflicting political interests of 
its membership. Thus, its politics ia 'Negro' politics; its political interests arc measured 
eolely in terms of the attitude of a candidate or a party toward measures directly con
cerned with Negro welfare." (Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 1, p. S4,) 

H Winning a greater membership is also important in order. to give the A880ciation 
a aolid financial basis. On the other hand, a main impediment to the organization in 
attempting to recruit a larger membership is ita lack of financial resources. 

It is, of course, a vital necessity to the Association to keep independent as far as ~ 
1ible from outside support in order to maintain freedom of action. It is a public secret 
that one of the foundations working in the·Negro field, that had earlier contributed to 
the Association, has tried to convince the N.A.A.C.P. that it should merge, fint with the 
Urban League and, at a later occasion, with both the Urban League and the Commia-
1ion on Interracial Cooperation. The N.A.A.C.P. refused as it was not greatly dependent 
on aupport from foundations and Community Chests and felt that a merger would 
hamstring the program of the Association and infringe upon its freedom to challenge 
the interracial slaku po. As a result, it lost its earlier snpport from the foundation. 

TG See BuJtChe, op. eit., Vol. 2, pp. 218 tf.; and Paul E. Baker, Nt1gro-Whiu Atljwt
,nm, (19S.f.), pp. 21 ff. 

Tt Information from Lester B. Granger (letter, August 7, 1942). Some of the C01l9 

tdbatloD.1 have the form of membership dues. 
fl IWlche, op. cit., Vol. s, p • .26;. 
fl ltlMn. "It tri'ea to make the moet out of the condition of racial eeparatiUD ancl 
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appeah to the c:omcience and good will of the white community, especially the employ
ing cl-. That the Urban League baa rendered valuable aervices for Urban League popu
latiom throughout the country ia not disputed, but it i1 equally true that its policy 
operates within the genteel framework of conciliation and interracial ,ood will. Ita 
el'orta have had to be directed at winning the sympathies of white employen, profes
aionah, and intellectual groupa, and the top ranks of the hierarchy of organized labor. 
With ita interracial basis, it must rely upon the good will of responsible whites." (lbiJ., 
Vol. 2, pp. 265-266.) 

"As an interracial, dependent organization it can never develop a program which will 
spur the Negro masacs and win their confidence. lt ha& not exerted, nor can it, any 
great influence upon the thinking of Negroes nor upon their course of action, It 
operatea strictly on the periphery of the Negro problem and never comes to grips with 
the fundamentals in American racial conflict." (Ibid., Vol. z, pp. :z71-:z7:z.) 

f8 Letter from Eugene Kinckle Jones (Auguat 8, 1940). 
80 Memorandum by Eugene Kinckle Jones (June 17, 1941). 
81 Annual Conference of the Urban League in I 919, held in Detroit, Michigan. 
82 Spero and Harris quote several cases of &trike-breaking. (Sterling D. Spero and 

Abram L. Harris, T lu Blaci Worker [ 19 3 1], pp. 140-141.) See alBO, Bunche, 01. ri#., 
Vol. :z, pp. 268-269. 

Eugene Kinckle Jones states: "No local League has ever openly engaged in atrilte
breaking activities. The only case in our records • , • was ••• on a job where we had 
furnished Negro worken on a project where the racial element was involved and not 
the question of wages and hours." (Memorandum, June 17, 1941.) 

For a complete evaluation of this question, see Horace R. Cayton and George S, 
Mitchell, Blacl WorRers and tl,e Nero Unions (1939), pp. 398-412. 

88 Bunche writes: "The labor policy of the Urban League has been spotty. The 
organization's interest in increased economic opportunity for the black worker haa led 
it to exert e.ffort toward the lifting of trade union barriers against the Negro worker, 
but these e.fforts to get the Negro into the labor unions have been, for the most part, 
confi.neu to negotiations with prominent trade union officials. No effective program for 
carrying the message of organized labor to the rank and file of white and black workers 
has yet been devised by the League, Moreover, it is doubtful that if a program revolving 
about labor organization and white and black labor unity were instigated by the Urban 
League it could be executed through the branches as they are now constituted." (Bunche, 
op. &it,, Vol. 2, p. 267. 

"· •• basically the policy of the Urban League is not a policy of labor organization 
or of working class unity. It is a policy thoroughly middle class in its orientation and 
perspective, which is interested only in getting jobs for Negroes. The interracial and 
businese clase structure of the directing boards of the Urban League locals have often 
made it impossible for the work of the League to be as soundly liberal as the local 
executive secretaries might often wish it to be." (Ibid., Vol. :i, p. 270.) 

"It [ the League] apparently has never convinced itself that one Negro worker in a 
labor union may, in terms of ultimate benefits to the Negro group, weigh more heavily 
than ten Negroes placed in temporary jobs as marginal worken." (Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 171.) 

To this Jones replies: "Doctor Bunche evidently has in his mind the type of organiza
tion he would form to correct the problems aa he aeca them, and he j udgca the National 
Urban League on the baaia of this conception while the National Urban l.eqqe u 
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never announced a plan to 10lve all of the labor problems of the Negro •••• It ha& 
never announced that ita program, ia to orgtlfWU Negro labor. It hu aenae enough to 
know that it could not be aucceuful in this if it tried any more ao than any other group, 
011t1ide of the worker, themaelvea." (Letter, A11gu1t 8, 1940.) 

And: "Such a program (of securing employment for Negroes] demands not only 
that Negroes be induced to prepare formally for jobs which the League helps to open for 
them, but wo that labor unions be induced to welcome Negroes to membership and 
Negroes be educated to the value of collective bargaining as a necessary development in 
progrCS1ive BOCiety .... I think that any student of social problems must confe1a that 
the real job of workers' education belongs to the workers themselves and is a part of the 
program of most well organized labor movements." (Memorandum, June 17, 1941.) 

The League also points to its Workers' Councils which have been organized during 
recent years to educate the Negro workers in the principles of collective bargaining. 
"The work of these Councils was not simply theoretical education. They actually organ
ized Negroes and got them into unions where union membership was a requisite for 
obtaining joba. ••. It was estimated that at least 1,000 Negro workers moved into union 
ranks within a space of two years as a result of the Workers' Councils' leadership." 
(Lester B. Granger, letter of August 7, 1942.) 

84 Concerning the effect of the War on the activity of the Urban League, Lester B. 
Granger informs that it "has been to intensify and emphasize some of its activities 
rather than to change its program; for instance, in the employment field, attention has 
been put on war jobs for Negroes on the semi-skilled and skilled levels. Employers have 
been approached with a new argument-that of the need for all-out 100% use of 
every available labor resource. As the public employment service became more and more 
important in filling war job orders, more attention has been given by the League to 
correcting unsound practices and inadequate policies of state employment services. Thif 
concern was increased when first the President federalized all state employment service£ 
and merged them into the United States Employment Service, and when the War 
Manpower Commission, using the U.S.E.S. facilities, was given full authority in register
ing, clasaifying, assigning, and possibly drafting l:ibor for war uses. In this situation, 
the professional placement experience of the Urban League has proven to be invaluable 
as an aid to educating and otherwise influencing public employment officials. 

"The League has given a good deal of attention to war housing of Negroes in such 
key cities as Buffalo, Detroit, Baltimore, K:1nsas City, New Orleans, and Atlanta, Work 
with lccal housing authorities has been accompanied by work with the National Housing 
Agency to insure a fair proportion of war housing for Negro workers. Local Urban 
Leagues have been active in the Civilian Defense program, recruiting and helping to train 
volunteer workers, assisting in the sale of defense and war bonds, disseminating infonna
tion for consumers, and carrying on similar activities." (Letter of August 7, 1942.) 

811 Emily H. Clay observes on this point: 
''For the past couple of years the Southern Region of the Y.M.C.A., which occupies 

apace on the ame floor with us, has had in its office a Negro Student Secretary. Also, 
for about two years (1924-1926) Mr. David 0. Jones served as our General Field 
Secretay, resigning in 1926 to become president of Bennett College. During that period 
he ,peqt part time in an office provided for him at our headquarters and part time, for 
cam'P-Nencc, iu an office provided on one of the local campusea [in a Negro univeraityl. 
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Although it 1w been discnaed from time to time, we have not had a Negro on our 
headquarten atafl aince 1926." (Letter, August 2.4, 1942..) 

88 Tne Negro: Tne Sout/umers Prohlem (1904), p. 16. 
87 Emmett J. Scott and Lyman Beecher Stowe, Booleer T. W11Jhington (1916), p. 26. 
88 Ray Stannard Balcer, Following the Color Line (1908), p. 2.0. 
89 "A week after the Armistice one might have observed a subtle but ominous change. 

Diatrust was awakened. What would be the attitude of the Negro troops when they 
returned from France? Rumon filled the air, and by the time the soldiers began to 
retum suspicion and fear had taken deep hold upon both races. Mob violence, which had 
greatly declined during the war, burst out afresh. In city after city race riots flamed up, 
with casualties on both sides. The tension tightened everywhere, and with dread suspense 
the Nation awaited the outcome." (The /ntem1&ial Commission Comes of Age, leaflet 
[February, 1942.].) 

90 A Practical Approach to the Race Problem, leaflet published by the Commission 
on Interracial Cooperation (October, 1939). 

91 Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 3, pp. 449 fr. 
92 Jessie Daniel Ames, Democratic Proresses at Work in the South, Report of Com

mission on lntemzcial Cooperation 1939-r941 (October, 1941). On the activity of the 
state and local committees as of 1939-1940, see Bunche, op. cit., Vol. 3, pp. 461 ff. 

98 "We now have active State Committees in Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia .•. the ground work is now being 
laid for the reorganization of active committees in Arkansas and Florida ..•. We have 
the following active local or county committees: Alabama-Jefferson County; Florida
Ocala; Georgia-Fulton-DeKalb County, Griffin, Macon Arca (17 counties), and 
Savannah; South Carolina--Charlcston, Florence, Greenwood County, and Sumter 
County; Te:z:as--Austin, Dallas, and Houston; Tennessee-Memphis. There are also 
local committees in North Carolina and Virginia, but I cannot give you a current list of 
these just now. 

"Although the actual membenhip of our committees is not large, it is representa
tive of a great many organizations through which we are able to extend our program.•• 
(Letter from Emily H. Clay, [August 2.4, 1942.].) 

The field staff now includes two full-time workers in addition to the white Director 
of Field Work in the Atlanta Office; of the two field workers, one is a Negro. 

"The lnum,eiat Commission Comes of Age, leaflet (February, 1942). 
91> " ••• the Commission has refused to bind either itself or the atate committees, with 

rigid rules and regulations. It still refuses to dictate a program to any state or community. 
It docs, however, assist in setting up state and local committees and, if they request help, 
will cooperate in the development of a program upon which the community agreea." 
(/hit/.) 

98 The figure is an average from 1922. to 1942.. (lnformatio11 from Emily H. Clay, 
letter, August 24, 1942.) 

111 lnformation from Emily H. Clay, letter, August 2.7, 1942.. 
98 Quoted in Paul E. Baker, op. cit., p. 19. 
88 R. B. Eleazer in comment at the Seminar on American Racialism held by the 

American Misaionary Association Division, New York City, January 16, 1942.. 
100Sections 7, rs, and 716 of the Penal Code of Georgia. (Sec Chapter 11, Sec

tinn 9.) 
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181 Emily H. Clay, memorandum, August, 1941. 
181 "A Practic:al Approach to the Race Problem," o,. eb. 
108 Letter, August I 3, 194:a. 
UN Bonche, op. Gil., Vol 4, p. 551. 
u111 riu., vo1. 4, pp. 551 H. 
Ult Qucationnaire returned by Arthur Raper, formerly Rctearch Secretary of the 

Commission, February 26, 1940; cited in ihiJ., Vol. 3, p. 460. 
lOT "Six of the eight State Committees •.• have dues paying memberships, 11 followt: 

Alabama--61, $2.00; Georgia-191, $1.00; Kentucky-155, $1.00; Tex11--135, 
$5.00; Miaiaippi-uo, $2.00; South Carolina-137, $1.00. Some of the local or 
county committees also have dues, among these the Fulton-DeKalb and Macon Arca 
Committees, to which the members pay fifty cents annually." (Emily H. Clay, letter, 
August 24, 1942.) 

101 The Crisis (July, 1918), p. III. (Italics ours.) 
lot N.A..A..C.P. Press Releost, (December 11, 1941). 
110 The story is told by Earl Brown, "American Negroea and the War," H,,-,,s 

Mogcme (April, 1942), pp. 545-552. 
111 A. Philip Randolph, National Director, March-on-Washington movement, Madison 

Square Garden, June 16, 1942, pp. 13-14. 
112 This demand is not only raised by critical Negro intellectuals {see Chapter 38, 

Section 5), but also by many conciliatory white friends of the Negro cause. Guy B. 
Johnaon, for inatance, in a commencement address at a Virginia Negro college (publiahed 
in the Vvgim,, Shlte College Giw.ette [December, 1939]) pointed out: 

"The , • , great need in the strategy of the Negro group is an eJl'ective organization. 
Now l realize that there are many organizations, but there is not one which has the con
fidence of anything like a majority of the Negro population •.• 

"An organization such as I have in mind should be race-wide, drawing support from 
all aegments of the Negro population. It ahould be militant but not 10 militant u to 
acare off the majority of Negroes who have to earn their bread and butter in the South. 
It should combine the idealism of the N.A.A.C.P. with the patience and opportunism 
of the Southern Commission on Interracial Cooperation. It should be realistic in its 
tactics." (/6U., p. u.) 
And Johnson adds: 

"I am aware that all this sounds like th~ rankest sort of opportunism. That is enctly 
what it is, and, in my humble opinion, that is exactly what it takca to form a good 
atratcgy for a minority group organization, But whether you agree with me or not on 
thia point, I believe you will agree that the Negro's bargaining power would be much 
stronger if he could consolidate his forces into one organization which would com
mand the respect and t~e support of many thousands of Negroes in all walka of life." 
(/biti,, p. 14; compare the discussion in Tiu Crisis (July, 1939], p. 209 and [Septem• 
ber, 1939] pp. 271-272.) 

11a Race A.tljustmem (1908), p. 24. 
11' N•gro A'1Urictms, WAid NOt1Jf pp, 81 and 87. 
111 Tiu World Cf'ffll MUI #u N•gro P•o,lll ToJ41, p. 14. 
UI //Jul,, P• SI• 
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Chapter 40. Tha N•,ro Chureh 

1_ A !ew bad been alave1 in Portugal. Most of these were probably Christians, 11 were 
a few who had been converted in Africa and the West Indies. Some othen had been 
converted to Ialam in Africa. (Melville J. Herskovits, "Social History of the Negro" 
in Carl Murchiaon [editor], ..4 HanJhoo/J of Soei.rl PryeJ,ology [1935], pp. 234-240.) 

1 Wllu• anJ B14&/J (1879), p. 132. 
1 See AllilOJl Davie, "The Negro Church and Aasociations in the Lower South," 

upubliahed manuscript prepared for this study (1940), pp. 36-37. 
"Charles S. Johnson, Gror:oing Up in the Blad Belt (1941), pp. 135-136. 
1 For an imperfect but reasonable substantiation of these statements, see the manu• 

acripta prepared for this study, already referred to, by J. G. St. Clair Drake, "The 
Negro Church and Associations in Chicago" ( J 940) ; Allison Davis, "The Negro 
Church and Associations in the Lower South" (1940); and Guion G. Johnson and Guy 
B. Johnson, "The Church and the Race Problem in the United States" ( 1940). Also 
eee: Benjamin E. Maya and J. W. Nicholson, The Negro's Churen (1933); and U. S. 
Bureau of the Census, Religious Bodies, 1936 (1941), Vol. I. 

•U.S. Bureau of the Census, Religiow BoJies, 1936, Vol. I, pp. 86 and 851. The 
total reported church membership was 55,807,366. The figure for white churches waa 
calculated by subtracting the Negroes from the total, thus ignoring Orientals and 
Indiana. 

'I Population is taken as of 1940. Sources: Religious Bodies, 1936, pp. 86 and 851; 
and SiKtemtll Census of the United St(ltes: 1940, Po-pulati<m. Preliminary Release, 
Series P-10, No. I. 

8 Guy B. Johnson, "Some Factors in the Development of Negro Social Institutions 
in the United States," Amerie"" Journal of Sociology (November, 1934), pp. 329-337. 
Also sec Guion G. Johnson and Guy B. Johnaon, op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 292; Hortense 
Powdermakcr, .After Freedom (1939), pp. 245-246; and Drake, op. cit., pp. 254-255. 
The Johnaons point out that " •.. almost every Negro religious body listed in the ccn1u1 
hu its white counterpart in doctrine and policy, except for minor variations." (Op. eit., 
Vol. 2, p. 292.) 

9 Drake, op. cu., p. 255. 
lO "The majority of Negro youth of all classes believe that God is white. To lowcr

claas youth, He resembles a kindly paternalistic, upper-class white man. They believe that 
because of Hia goodness and justice, colored people will not suffer discrimination in the 
other world." (E. Franklin Frazier, Negro Youth at the Croswayr [1940], p. 133.) 

11 Drake, op. cit., pp. 426 ff. 
111 Cb.arlcs S. Johnson, Groflling Up in th# Blac/e Belt, p. 135. 
11 Jam.ca Weldon Johnson, Blaclr MtJnhattan (1930), pp. 165-166. For further dia

cu1aion of this point, sec Chapter 43, Section 3, of thia book. 
16 The Roman Catholic Church, though not state-supported, often gets persona from 

all aocial classes in the same congregation. It is my belief that, for this rea10n, there is 
a relatively greater feeling of equality among Catholic laymen. 

11 Edwin R. Embree, BrOt,Qr, America (1933; first edition, 1931), pp. 208-209. 
1e Thomu P. Bailey, Rac11 Ortnodolt'J in tne South (1914), pp. 343-345. 
17 Robert R. Moton, Wmit tke Negro Tkinh (1929), p. 253. 
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11 For a diacuuion of Southern church attitudes, 1ee Virginim Dabney, UhR.lum i,, 
11¥ SOtRn (1932), pp. :&87-308, and Wilbur J. Cash, Tl¥ Mintl of Ille Sowb (1941), 
PP• 333-337. 

19 Baker quoted a Southern clergyman's description of the situation up to 1900: 
"The Rev. H. S. Bradley, for a long time one of the leading clergymen of Atlanta, 

now of St. Louis, said in a sermon published in the Atlanta Constitution: 
" ' ••• We have not been wholly lacking in our effort to help. There are a few 

IChools and churches supported by Southern whites for the Negroes. Here and there 
a man like George Williams Walker, of the aristocracy of South Carolina, and a woman 
like Miu Belle H. Bennett, of the blue blood of Kentucky, goes as teacher to the Negro 
youth, and seeks in a Christly spirit of fraternity to bring them to a higher plane of 
civil and moral manhood, but the number like them can almost be counted on fingen of 
both hands. 

cc 'Our Southern churches have spent probably a hundred times as much money since 
the Civil War in an effort to evangelize the people of China, Japan, India, South America 
Africa, Mexico, and Cuba, as they have spent to give the Gospel to the Negroes at our 
doors. It is often true that opportunity is overlooked because it lies at our feet.' '' (Ray 
Stannard Baker, Following the Color Line [1908], p. 56.) 

Weatherford pointed out in 1912 that: "The Southern Baptist Convention has only 
been asking from its large membership $ I 5,000 annually, or less than one cent per 
member ••. " (W. D. Weatherford, Pr,sent Forces in Negro Progress (1912), pp. 
164-165.) 

20 Quoted in Ray Stannard Baker, op. cit., pp. 1 21-1 2 2. 
21 Guion G. Johnson and Guy B. Johnson, op. cit,, Vol. 1, pp. 212-213. 
22 A study of 64 ministers in Chicago (pastors of churches either owning or buying 

their buildings) revealed that: 
"' •.• four-fifths of the ministers of the regular sample condemned racial division, 

the accompanying attitudes or both. Yet only one-third of the regular sample were 
unwilling to grant that the religious needs of Negroes are best served by separate racial 
churches. Stated differently, all but one-fifth condemned rach1l division, but only one
third took the position that the separate Negro church does not serve the religious needs 
of colored people best •. .'" (Jesse H. Atwood, "The Attitudes of Negro Ministers of 
the Major Denominations Toward Racial Division in Protestantism," unpublished M.A. 
thesis, University of Chicago [1930], p. 78. Quoted in Drake, op. cit., pp. 283-284.) 

28 According to the 1936 census of Religious Bodies, the proportion in 1936 was only 
3.8 per cent in New Jersey, 1.4 per cent in New York, 2.1 per cent in Illinois, and 2.7 
per cent in Pennsylvania. (U. S. Bureau of the Census, Religious Bodies, z936, Vol. 
1, pp. 878, 888, and 892.) These proportions do not include a signif.cant number of 
Negroes who attend mixed Catholic churches, and the census, as we have pointed out, 
under-enumerates the Negro Catholics. The highest reported proportion of Negro 
Catholics, irrespective of whether they attended Negro or mixed churches, waa 7.4 
per cent for Harlem in 1930. (The Greater New York Federation of Churches, TM 
Negro Cnure/uJ m Manl,attan (1930], pp. II-18.) 

H See Gaion G. Johnson and Guy B. Johnson, op. cit., Vol. 1, pp. 198-:100. 
• There it one type of contact between Negro and white churches that usually 

cautea unfriendlinC88. As Negro districts have expanded in Northern cities, white 
c:oagreptions have felt forced to acll their church cdinc:es to Negro congregatiom. Not 



only thil, bat the attendant financial difficulties promote ill-will. The whites usually do 
not realize tlult their church buildings have deteriorated in value since the time they were 
built, and the Nepoea are often unwise in 111uming obligations which they cannot 
meet. (See Maya and Nicholson, op. cu., pp. 181 i.) 

H "The Churchea have either had nothing to uy on the eubjec:ta of low wages and 
long hoan in the milla, or have distracted attention from economic wrongs by stressing 
the calamitice of individual sinfulness." (Broadus Mitchell and George S. Mitchell, 
TIH /,u/wtr-W Rer,olutifm in tlu Soutl, [1930], p. 1-1-4-.) 

IZT Booker T. Waahington, Tiu Futur11 of,,,_ AtrUriun N11gro (1899), p. 170. 
28 There arc plenty of Negro preachcn. In 1930, Negroes constituted 9.7 per cent 

of the total population, but about J 6.8 per cent of all clergymen. The actual figure is 
probably higher than this, since some Negro preachen have other occupations, and the 
latter may be the ones reported to the census-taker. (Fift,entn Census of tl,e United 
St"'111: 1930, Po,ula#on, Vol. IV, pp. 32-33.) Many of these preachers-the so-called 
"jack leg" preachc~have no congregation. 

28 See Mays and Nicholson, op. cu., pp. 10 -,.,nm. 
80 On the buia of their sample study of I 8 S rural Negro churches and 609 urban 

Negro churches in 1930, Mays and Nicholson (ilnJ., pp. 171 and 261) report the 
following percentage distribution of church expenditures: 

Salaries 
Interest and Reduction of Church Debt 
Benevolence and Miscellaneous 

Items (mcludmg m&urance, rent, hea.t, light) 
Education, M1ss1ons, etc. 
Repairs and Upkeep 

185 Rural 
Churclus 

69-9 
2. 0 

15.S 

5-9 
6.4 

100 0 

609 Urban 
Churches 

43.2. 
2.2..9 

u.o 
6.6 
63 

100,0 

Of the urban churches, 71.3 per cent reported that their buildings were under a 
mortgage. 

81 Fry's analysis of the 1926 Census of Religious Bodies indicates that the following 
percentages of Protestant clergymen reported that they graduated either from college 
or seminary: 

Urban 
Rural 

Negro Wlute 

So 

47 

(C. Luther Fry, Tiu United States Looh at /11 Churches [1930], pp. 64--66.) These 
iigurcs arc inflated by exaggeration in reporting and by overlooking some of the smaller 
churches. Mays and Nicholson (op. at., p. 302) questioned 590 urban Negro mini1ten 
and found that only 27.7 per cent claimed to have graduated from college or aeminary. 
They also reported that 57.5 per cent of I H rural Negro ministers had only a 
grammar school education or leu. (J!J,d., p. 238.) 

In a study nf 1,200 Negro ministen, Woodson found that 70 per cent had no college 
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degree. He auo found that thoee with a degree--ither in theolo8Y or in liberal arta, 
or both-were mostly from unaccredited colleges. (Carter G. Woodson, Tiu N,gro 
Profesl'iontll Mm and the Community [ 1934], p. 64.) When we speak of the college
trained Negro clergymen, we must keep in mind that the standards of their colleges and 
acminarics in the South arc pitifully poor in most cases. 

82 In 1930, clergymen still constituted 18.4 per cent of all professionals among 
Negroes and only 3.4 per cent among native whites. (Fifteenth Census of tin UmteJ 
Stater: 1930, Population, Vol. IV, pp. 32-33.) '· 

88 Davis, op. cit., pp. 120-125. Also sec Willis D. Weatherford and Charlea S. John-
10n, Race Relations (1934), p. 497; and the recent studies of The American Youth 
Commiasion, especially E. Franklin Frazier, Negro Youtn at t}NJ Crossways (1940), p. 
133. 

84 Charles S. Johnson supports, and has some evidence to pro\·e, the position that 
rural Negro youth are more dissatisfied with the church than urban Negro youth. (Grow
ing Up in the Black. Belt, pp. 145-164.) 

3r. We may cite again Woodson's finding that only seven-tenths of I per cent of a 
sample of high school graduates expressed the intention of entering the ministry. (Wood
son, op. cit., p. 80.) 

88 On the basis of a sample study of 5,512 Negro college graduates, who were not 
quite representative of the total population of Negro college graduates, Charles S. 
Johnson reports the following percentage distribution suggesting the degree of adherence 
to the church on the part of this group: 

Not a member 
Inactive member . . . . . ......... 15.1 
Active m~mber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48. 1 

Officer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.5 
Preacher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.1 
Not given . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.9 

100.0 

(Charles S. Johnson, 1'/;e Negro College Graduate [ 193SJ; p. 347.) 
87 Op. cit., pp. 102 and 139. 

Chapter 41 .. The Negro School 

1 Caroline F. Ware, Greenrdch Vil!ur,e (1935), rP· 4;5-461. 
2 Cited by Ray Stannard Baker, Following tl,e CrJ/or Line (1908) p. 247. 
8 John Dewey, "The Determination of Ultimate Values or Aims through Antecede11t 

or A Priori Speculation or through Pragmatic or Empirical Inquiry," in Tne Scientific 
Mor,,ment ;,, Education, the Thirty-Se1:1enth Yearbook of tho National Society for the 
Study of Education, Part 2 (1938), pp. 475-476. 

4 Booker T. Wahington, Up From Slarlery (1901; first edition, 1900), pp. 29-30. 
11 Sir George Campbell, White and Black (1879), p. 259. 
8 James Bryce, Tiu American Commonwealth (1910; first edition, 1893), Vo1. 2, 

p. 520 • 
. T Q-,_ Ml., p. 5 3. 
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• Bryce, op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 320. 
• The Southern pro-slavery theory was expounded upon the principle of equality 

among the whites just as much as of their superiority over the Negroes (see Chapten zo 
and 31). One of the glaring contradictions between philosophy and life in the Old South 
was, therefore, its aristocratic educational system which left the masses of poor whites 
altogether uneducated. This was seen by some of the pr<Hlavery advocates. George Fitz
hugh, for instance, wrote: 

"We need never have white slaves in the South, because we have black ones. Our 
citizens, like those of Rome and Athens, are a privileged class. We should tr:iin and 
educate them to deserve the privileges and to perform the duties which society confers 
on them. Instead, by a low dcmagoguism depressing their self-respect by discourses on 
the equality of man, we had better excite their pride by reminding thL·m th.it they do 
not fulfill the menial offices which white men do in other countries. Society does not 
feel the burden of providing for the few helpless paupers in the South. And we 
&hould recollect that here we have but half the people to educate, for half arc Negroes; 
whilst at the North they profess to educate all. It is in our power to spike this last gun 
of the abolitionists, We should educate all the poor." (Sociology for the South [1854], 
P· 931 compare pp. 144, 147 ff., 255 ff., pauim.) 

10 Before the Civil War many of the Northern states had separate schools for Negroes, 
but these were not very inferior to those for white~. Most colleges-with the notable 
exceptions of Oneida Institute, New York Central Collc-ge, and Oberlin Colll'ge (whose 
President was Horace Mann, the greatest leader of public education in the United 
States)-refused to accept Negroes, but three Negro collc-ges--Avery College (Pennsyl
vania, 1849), Ashmun Institute (now Lincoln University, Pennsylvania, 1854), Wilber
force University (Ohio, 18 56 )-were established there. (Sec Doxey A. Wilkerson, 
"The Negro in American Education," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study 
[1940], Vol. 1, p. 91.) 

11 Horace Mann Bond, The Education of the Negro in the American Soria/ Order 
(1934), p. 21. See also Willis D. Weatherford and Charles S. Johnson, R,u:e Relations 
( 1934), pp. 350-3 5 I. South Carolina and Georgia had such laws in the eighteenth 
century. 

12 W. E. R. D\1 Rois, Blark Reconstruction (1935), p. 638, The Census of 1870 
reports that 18.6 per cent of all Negroes Io rears old and over were literate. (U.S. Bureau 
of the Census, Negroes In the United Sluter: I920-1932, p. 231.) This figure includes 
the ante-bellum free Negro population (who could go to school in the North), and it 
probably includes many Negroes whose literacy comi,tcd in nothing more than ability 
to write one's name. Too, it refers to a <l.ilc five years after the end of the Civil War. 

18 Du Bois, Black Reconstrt11 tion, p. I z 3. 
14 They have been very differently judged. A Southern white liberal in the previous 

generation, Thomas Nelson PJge, wrote: 
"But the teachers, at first, devoted as many of them were, hr their unwisdom alienated 

the good-will of the whites and frustrated much of the good which they might have 
accomplished. They might have been regarded with dinrust in any case, for no people 
look with favor on the missionaries who come to instruct them as to matters of which 
they feel they know much more than the missionaries, and the South regarded jealoualy 
any teaching of the Negroes which looked toward equality. The new missionariea 
went counter to the deepe&t prejudice of the Southern people. They lived with the 
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Negroea, mmorting with them, an.cl appearing with them on terms of appareat intu:nacy, 
and were believed to teach 10eial equality, a doctrine which was the aureat of all to arome 
enmity then u now." (Thd N,gro: lhd Soutlurtur'1 Probl,n, [ 1904], pp. 58-39-) 
Modem Southern liberal, arc much more appreciative. T. J. Woofter, Jr., fot inatance, 
write,: 

"For mme time after the Civil War these boards gave comiderable more than money. 
They aent IODlt of the choicest spiJ:itl in their ranlca u miuionary teachers. Facing dia
couragement, oetracism, and many other difliculties, theae white teachen preserved 
the linlc of connection between the white race and the training of Negroes in the higher 
achooh. They have left their indelible imprints upon such institutions as Fislc, Howard, 
Atlanta, Tougaloo, Talladega, Lincoln, Straight, Hampton, Clark, and Meharry Medi
cal College, u well u upon a number of muller denominational high achoo&. The 
character and devotion of many of the well-trained Negroes of today ia due largely to 

the efforta of these miuionariea, and the South and the Negro race owe them much 
gratitude." ( Bw of R.4ei4l AJ ;w1nu111 [ 192 5), p. 194.) 

Negroes have been almost consistently appreciative of the ''Yankee teachen." Booker 
T. Wahington aaid: 

"Whenever it ia written-and I hope it will be-the part that the Yankee teachen 
played in the education of the Negroes immediately after the war will make one of the 
most thrilling parts of the history of this country. The time is not far distant when the 
wh.ole South. will appreciate this aervice in a way that it has not yet been able to do." 
(Op. cit., p. 62.) 
Du Bois amplifies the praise even more: 

" ••• which once saintly 10uls brought to their favored children in the crusade of the 
,i:1tie1, that finest thing in American history, and one of the few things urftainted by 
sordid greed and cheap vainglory. The teachen in these institutions came not to keep 
the Negroes in their place, but to raise them out of the defilement of the places where 
davery had wallowed them. The colleges they founded were aocial settlements; homes 
where the best of the 10ns of the freedmen came in cl011C and sympathetic touch with 
the best traditions of New England. They lived and ate together, studied and worked, 
hoped and harkened in the dawning light. In actual formal content their curriculum 
was doubtless old-fashioned, but in educational power it waa supreme, for it wu the 
contact of living souls." (W, E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk [1903), p. 
100.) 

111 Paul H. Buck, The Roatl to Reunion 1865-1900 (1937), p. 166. 
18 Du Bois, Black Recomtruction, p. 667. 
lT Op. eit., P· 60. 
18 The difference in opinion existed before the Civil War. Free Negroes in the 

South had hoped the whites there would let them have schools if they were of the 
"industrial" type. In 18 5 3, Frederick Douglus cxpre111Cd himaelf aa in favor of "an 
induatrial school" when Harriet Beecher Stowe offered some money either for this or 
for an "educational institution pure and simple." He wished e1tablished " ••• a aeries 
of l91'bhopa, where colored people could learn some of the handicrafta, learn to work 
in •, wood, and leather, and where a plain English education could also be taught." 
Ha-,mion was" ••• that lllmJ of money was the root of all evil to the colored people. 
'J'Jaey were shot out from all lucrative employments and compelled to be merely barbers, 
_..., coachmen and the like at wagca ao low that they could buy up little or nothing." 
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(See Frederick Douglass, Lif• a,u Timas of FraJeriel, Douglass [ 1941; fint edition, 
1893), p. 3 I 5.) 

19 Armstrong was one of the few "carpetbaggers" who did not come from New 
England; rather, he had been a missionary to the natives in Hawaii. This may explain 
the differences between him and the other leading carpetbaggers with respect to their 
attitudes toward Negro education. General 0. 0. Howard, for example, the head of the 
Freedmen's Bureau, established Howard University in Washington, D. C., as a liberal 
arts college. Similarly, General Swayne established the liberal arts Talladega College; 
and E. M. Cravath left the Federal Army to build up Fisk- liberal arts college. 

20 Most of the facts about the work of the foundations in the educational field have 
been taken from Weatherford and Johnson (op. cit., pp. 363-364); from a 
pamphlet by Robert M. Lester, Secretary of the Carnegie Corporation of New York, 
"Corporation Grants for Education of the Negro" (November, 1941); and from 
Bond (op. cit., pp. 130-144). 

21 The Peabody Fund was discontinued in 1914 and divided its money between the 
Slater Fund and the George Peabody College for Teachers, at Nashville. Although only 
whites are taught at this college, they are given some understanding of Negro needs 
and abilities. 

22 While everyone agrees that the Jeanes teachers have made a great improvement 
in Southern Negro education, they have been criticized as overworked, disorganized, and 
inclined to bow too much to Southern folkways. Regarding the latter point, one white 
school superintendent in Louisiana stated: 

"Somehow they see only the best things in the colored schools in their parish. That's 
what they talk about-the rosy things. They forget about all the bad things, they just 
ignore them-never talk about them. Why, I've been to their meetings, and to he.u 
them talk every one of them comes from the best parish in the state. They just see the 
world through rose-colored glasses. You sec, that h~s the effect of leaving people who 
might do something about colored schools in ignorance." (Interview in Charles S. 
Johnson, "The Negro Public Schools," Louisuma Educational Survey, Section 8 
[ 1942 ], p. 40.) 

When judging the Jeanes teachers and their work-as so much else in Negro educa• 
tion-it should be remembered, however, that they are nothing else than heroic attempts 
to mitigate in a small way what is actually the result both of the extreme poverty and 
cultural backwardness in the Southern rural Negro community, and the outright dis
crimination against the Negro schools, which keeps them on an often incredibly low 
standard in regard to both equipment and training of teachers. When the Jeanes 
teacher is viewed in this setting, she becomes a remarkable and pathetic figure in the 
history of Negro education. 

28 Schrieke describes the activities and problems of the General Education Board 
supervisors: 

"For the most part it was the work of the state agents for the Negro ,chools, who 
emphasized the needs and grasped the opportunities. Nobody who has not actually aeen 
them in their work can realize the difficulties they must face almost daily. Although 
nominally officers of the state departments of education, their salariea are paid by the 
philanthropic foundations; they are supervisors of Negro education but have no authority 
whatever. For their success must depend entirely upon the goodwill they manage to 
create and upon their personal pre,tige. They live and work in the South with ita 
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prejudices. Of coane they are Soatbcrnen th.amelvee ancl know how far thq Clll p. 
bat they are restrained in their eff'ortt by the milieu. They have to be extremely 
careful not to an,me aentiments that would impede the progreu of their wort:. For their 
aw:ceea they mmt depend apon the traditional paternalistic attitude toWarde the Negro 
who keept in hi, place. They have a definite tul:, but they arc 1ubordinate to the state 

mperintendent of education, who may be an educator and an organizer, but who may 
uo be a politician, playing partiaan politics." (B. Schr~eke, Alim Af#mCIIN (1956), 
pp. 163-164.) 

The preaent writer has been equally impreaed by the activity of the state agentl for 
Negro education. To Schrielte's evaluation 1 should like to add a few obeervatione. The 
independence of the agents, since they drew their salaries not from state funds but from 
an outside agency which could keep a control over their aelection, has given this group 
of public servants a rare spirit of zeal and devotion which is now upheld u a great 
tradition. To the outsider, it is striking that this group contains individuals who are 
extraordinary in their surroundings on account of freedom from prejudice and 
thorough knowledge and understanding not only of the Negro school but of the whole 
setting of aocial and economic problems in which it is encloeed. Their policy could be 
called "progreuive opportunism." 

26 Between 1913 and 1932, some 5,357 Negro achoo! buildings in 15 Southern 
1tate1 were constructed with Rosenwald aid. "The total coat of these buildings wu 
hB,408,520 of which $18,104,155 (64o/o) came from tu funds, $1,211,975 (4o/o) 
from personal contributions of white friends, $4,366,519 (15%) from the Julius 
Rosenwald Fund •.• and $4,725,871 (17%) in a fiood of 111I1all contributions from 
Negroea themselvet-1triking evidence of the desire of membera of this race for 
schooling for their children." (Edwin R. Embree, Julius Rosert1Wald FtmJ: Rm• of 
TtllO Decades, 1917-1936 [1936], p. 23.) 

Doxey Wilkerson makes the following comparison: 
"When the number of 'Rosenwald buildings' constructed during this 20-year period 

ia compared with the total number of Negro schools in 12 States for which information 
is available, it will be seen that the number of buildings constructed with Rosenwald 
aid ia equivalent to about one-fifth (20 per cent) of the total number of Negro school 
buildings in 1935-36. More than one-fourth of the Negro school buildings in 
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Maryland, and nearly one-third in North Carolina and 
Tenneaeee were constructed with Rosenwald aid. Similarly, in the 10 States for which 
information is at hand, the amount of money invested in 'Rosenwald buildinga' ii 
equivalent to nearly one-third (32 pei cent) of the total value of Negro achoo) 
property in 1935-36, In South Carolina the corresponding proportion is more than 
one-half, in Arkansas nearly three-fourths, and in Mississippi nearly nine-tenths." 
(Doxey A. Wilkerson, Spuial Prohlems of Negro Education [1939], pp. 32-33; 
Wilkenon's sources are David T. Blose and Ambrose Caliver, Statsstks of tlu Etluelllio,s 
of N11gro1S: 1933-34 tmd 1935•36, U.S. Office of Education, Bulletin No. 13 [ 1938], 
p. 22, and Negro Year Boole: 1937-38 [1937], p. 185.) See also, U.S. Oflice of 
Education, Bimnitll SUt"f/ey of Etl""""11 m tlu Umtetl Statas: 1934-36, Bulletin No. a 
(1938), Vol. I; pp. 80-89. 

11 For a rocel).tJ good impreuioniatic eurvey of both white and Negro collegee and 
univeraitiea m the South, see Virginius Dabney, Belor11 1/u Pot0fll4& (1942), pp. 139-
176 and H6-133. . -;·.· . · 
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11 Charloa S, Johmon, 811u"" of 1/u PIMlllllitm (1934), p, 119. 
17 Page, Of, ril., pp. i95-z97. 
21 Kelly MilL:r, 011# of 11# Ht1t111 of Bonug, (1914), pp. 151-15&. 
• The lat point, and the entire cute iuue, ie illustrated by the following quotation 

from Thoma Nehon Page: 
"At thia point, the question arise&: How mall they [the Negroes) be improvedf 

One element 1171, Improve them, but only as laborere, for which alone they are fitted i 
another, with a large charity, aya, Enlarge this and give them a chance to become 
pd mechania, u they have ahown themselves capable of improvement in the industrial 
field; a third class goes further yet, and say,, Give them a yet further chance-a chance 
to develop themselves; enlighten them and teach them the duties of citizenship and 
they will become measurably good citizens. Yet another says, Give him the opportunity 
and push him till he is stuffed full of the ideas and the learning that have made the 
white race what it i1, 

"The last of thete theorie, appears to the writer as unsound as the first, which is 
certainly unaound. Keep them ignorant, and the clever and the enterprising will go of£ 
and leave to the South the dull, the stupid, and the degraded. 

"The question is no longer a choice between the old-time Negro and the 'new issue•, 
but between the 'new issue', made into a fairly good laborer and a fairly enlightened 
citizen, who in time will learn his proper place, whatever it may be, or the 'new 
i11ue', dull, ignorant, brutiah, liable to be worked on by the most crafty of thoae who 
would use him ; a noisome, human hot-bed, in which every form of viciousneu will 
germinate.'' (Op. cu., pp. 299-300.) 

ao "Student labor is two-fold in its object, instruction and production, knowledge 
and support, • • • To destroy the industrial system would . . . destroy its best re1ult1, 
and place it beyond the reach of the most needy and deserving class of pupils." (Re-port 
of t!u Hamptor, NCf'ffllll antl Agricultural Institute (1875], pp. 6-7.) 

11 Winfield H. Collins, Tiu Truth about Ly11tbing antl tlu Negro in th, South 
(1918), pp. 154-1,5. 

12 Within the same city, public schools for whites offer different vocational training 
than do public schools for Negroes: 

"In Little Rock, for example, the white schools offer printing, aviation, automobile 
retail selling, and C0111J1etology; the Negro schools offer bricklaying, carpentry, automo
bile mechanics, 11nd sewing. In Pinc Bluff four vocations were offered in the white and 
Negro high schools-carpentry and automobile mechanics in both of them-with book
keeping and typing making up the third and fourth for the whites and cooking and 
sewing for the Negroes; in Anniston, Alabama, five for whites and none for Negroes; 
Phoenix City, two for whites, one for Negroes; Selma, similar number. In a few 
inltllnccs the Negroes had more courses, but in general they had fewer courses and 
more of the m011t menial ones." (Arthur Raper, "Race and Class Pressures," unpub
lished manuscript prepared for this study [ 1940], p. i 30.) Raper bases hia information 
on II questionnaire returned by 88 Negro high school principals of the South. 

11 Charlea S. Mangum, Jr., Legal Status of tlu Neg,-o (1940), pp. 132-133. 
M A vigorous and detailed plea £or giving the Negro special training to meet apccial 

problem, may be found in Carter G. Woodson, The Mis-EJueatio,, of IM Negro 
(1933). 
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James Weldon Johneon give, a good account of thete ideas aa they have become 
common among Negro intellectuals today: 

"The old pattern was designed to give us a sound general education, an educ:,tion 
to flt us to take our places as intelligent American citizens. That idea of education is 
fundamental and right; for whatever may be the opinions and attitudes on the matter, 
the aolid fact remains that we are, for good or ill, a part of American civilization. We 
may be aegregated and Jim-Crowed, but there is no way to subtract or extract us from 
American life; 10 we must be prepared to keep adjusted to it, to keep pace with it. 
And that means that our institutions must give Negro youth as good, as broad, and as 
high an education as is correspondingly given to white youth. 

"But we need not only an education that will enable us to meet the general situation 
as American citizens, we need also an education that will enable us to meet our peculiar 
situation as Negro Americans. 

" ••• the teaching of history to Negro youth should not confine itself to the experi
ences of the race in America, but should explore the achievements that lie in the African 
background, A study of the African cultural background will give our youth a new and 
higher sense of racial self-respect, and will disproYe entirely the theory of innate race 
inferiority. , •• 

uwhat I have said about the teaching of American history is to be said also about 
the teaching of economics, political science, sociology, literature, and other of the arts. 
It ia something pretty close to a waste of time for Negro students to study the laws of 
economics without being given an interpretation of the effects of those laws on the 
economic and industrial plight of Negro Americans. In teaching the science of govern
ment, what is purely academic should be supplemented by inferences drawn from 
government as it is constituted, maintained, and enforced in the United States and the 
various states, and from its operation on Negro Americans as a group. I do not in the 
least advocate that our colleges become any part of political machinery or touched by 
partiun politics, but I finnly bdieve that special political education of Negro youth is 
a proper and necessary function for them. The political history of the race should be 
reviewed; independent political thinking should be inculcated; political rights and 
responsibilities should be explained, and preparation for · exercising those rights and 
assuming those responsibilities should be given." (Negro Americans, What NOflJ? 

[ 1934], pp. 48-49.) 
811 "The stimulation of race pride demands that colored pupils be taught more of the 

history and achievements of their own 1ace. The growing body of literature by colored 
writen should be studied and the accomplishments of colored men of mark held up 
as inspiring examples." (Woofter, op. cit., p. 183.) 

88 See Part VII. It is remarkable that segregation is upheld even in the institutions 
for higher learning and even in the graduate schools. This is, of course, related to the 
fact that colleges in America generally stress the social side of life so much (the ao
called extra-curricular activities) and the scholarly side less. In the South this streu is 
even more apparent. Even the graduate schools in the South do not have much of the 
spirit of the age-old ideal of the "academic republic" where abstract truth-seeking ia 
supreme and where age, nationality, language, and other individual characteristics are 
ignored, It i1 probable, however, that segregation will first break down, if ever, in the 
graduate inat1tutions. 
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Wilkcrsoo polled 838 studcnti in a white land-grant college in the Deep South on the 
iane of mixed education and reports the following reaction. 

Oneations and Choices 
Presented Students 

Percentage of Total 
Students (N = 838) 

"I. If a few Negroes are admitted by order of court or legislature: 
'S1,ouJJ the other students lear;e i11 ,protestl' 

(a) Certainly should not . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 3 
(b) Probably should not . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 7 
(c) Can't say; not sure ................... , .. , . . . . 9 
(d) Probably should . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
~ e) Certainly should . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3+ 

"11. If a student plans to enter, but learns a few Negroes might be 
enrolled: 'Should he enter the institutio11 anyway?' 

(a) Certainly should . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.1 

(b) Probably should . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IS 
(c) Can't say; not sure ................. : . . . . . . . . . . 7 
(d) Probably should not . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
(e) Certainly should not . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 

"III. If a few Negroes :ire admitted by order of court or legislature: 
'How should the other ttudents trut them?' 

(a) Go out of the way to be friendly to them . . . . . . . 0.4 
(b) Make no ad\•anccs but :iccept their presence in good grace 46 
(c) Can't say; not sure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
(d) Deliberately ignore them so they'll feel they are not 

wanted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . · . · z7 
(e) Organize to make life miserable for them; try to force 

them to leave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

"IV. If court or legislature orders admission of Negroes: 'Out of a 
&lt1Js of 100, kow many might /111 Negroes he/ore their presence 
would create a serious p,ro/,lem?' 

0-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 
2-5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
6-1 l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
16 and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15" 

(Wilkerson, "The Negro in American Education," pp. 183~184.) 

87 See, for instance, Robert R. Moton, Wl,at the Negro Thinks (1929), p. 114, 
88 W, E. B. Du Bois, "Does the Negro Need Separate Schools?," Journal of Negro 

Edueauon (July, 1935), p. 335· 
Booker T. Washington, in reply to :in inquiry from whites on how to accompli,h 

eegregation in the North, said: 
"As a rule, colored people in the Northern States are very much opposed to any plane 

for separate schools, and I think their feelings in the matter deserve consideration. The 
real objection to separate schools, from their point of view, is that they do not like to 



£eel that they arc compelled to go to one achool rather than the other. It 1ec1111 a i! it 
was taking away part of their freedom. Thi, feeling i1 likely to be all the etronger where 
the matter is made a aubject of public agitation. On the other hand, my ezperience ia 
that if this matter ia left to the discretion of the 1ehool officials it uaually aettlee itself. 
Aa the colored people uaually live pretty closely together, there will naturally be 
echoola in which colored 1tudent1 are in the majority. In that caae, the procCII of 
separation takea place naturally and without the necessity of changing the constitution. 
If you make it a constitutional question, the colored people are going to be oppoeed 
to it. If you leave it simply an administrative question, which it really is, the matter 
will very likely settle itself." (Quoted in Emmett J. Scott and Lyman Beecher Stowe, 
Boo/i,r T. Wasmngt<m [1916], pp, 42-43.) For another similar 1ituation, see Moton, 
op. &it., pp, 1 u Jf. 

88 Schrieke, op. cu., pp. 166-167. 
'° The latter type may be exemplified by the following quotation from Schrieke: 
" ••• the same curriculum is taught in the Negro schools aa in the white, and the 

aame books are supposed to be used. The children are grouped in grades, but, as a matter 
of fact, these grades have only a theoretical value which does not correspond with that 
which the white schools attach to it. I found pupils in an eighth grade studying com
mercial geography without maps, and in another place I found them studying the state 
history. In both cases they understood almost nothing of the subjects, with the result 
that the geography and history classes simply developed into very poor reading classet
poor because the worst kind of training in reading is the reciting of words and sentences 
which have no meaning for the reader. l have seen textbooks on literature used when 
the pupils did not understand one word of what they read. The English was far too 
.:{ifficult. I found seventh- and eighth-grade pupils unable to spell 'April' or 'cotton.'" 
(Op. cu., pp. 160-161.) 

' 1 The theory behind it may be exemplified by the following quotation from Willia 
D. Weatherford: 

"Perhaps the weakest point in the Negro school is its maladjusted course of study. 
Most of the Negro children are located in the rural districts. These children, like the 
white rural children, are being taught from books made almost entirely by city teachers 
and adapted to city children. They talk about problems and situations arising in urban 
communities. The city is glorified and the country neglected. This has a tendency to 
make the rural child dissatisfied with the rural surrounding, and desirous of getting 
away to the city ••. but if nine-tenths pf the material in their readers and histories 
relates to things that do not concern their daily life, how can we expect their school 
work to give them any appreciation of their surroundings? ••• There is a great need 
that we have two sets or text books, one for the rural children and one for the urban ••• 
the body of the text for the rural child will deal with the materials at hand. It will 
teach him the beauty of nature, and it will help him observe the birds and bees, the 
flowers and plants and trees; it will help him sec new beauty in the growing cropa and 
the fallow fields. Who would dare say there was not as much real culture in studying 
the life about him as in studying the life offered by the city zoo? ••• What the rural 
child need!t--and eepecially is this true of the Negro child-is a new ability to interpret 
the life that surrounds him." (Weatherford and Johnson, ot, cit., pp, 360-361.) 
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1 Willi, D. Weatherford and Charles S. Johnson, RtJ&11 R11l.mor11 ( 1934), p. 485. 
1 Frederick G. Detweiler, Tiu Negro Press m tlu Umtu Sutei (1922), p. 79. 
1 "The Negro Preu-Today and Tomorrow," Opportunity (July, 1939), p. 205. 
• Florence Murray (editor), The Negro Handbook (1942), p. 201. (The figure• 

arc taken from a U.S. Bureau of the Census report for 1940.) 
15 The Negro HanJboo4, p. 201. 
8 The U.S. Bureau of the Census repaned that there were 210 Negro newspapers 

in 1940, but only 1 5 5 reported their circulation figures. These 15 5 newspapen reported 
11 combined cir:ulation per issue of 1,276,600. (Cited in Tiu Negro Hmdboole, p, 
201.) The eminent Negro journalist, George S. Schuyler, estimates that the total 
circulation of the weekly Negro newspapers is around 1,600,000 (Pittsburgh Courier, 
May 9, 1942). We feel conservative in seeaking of the circulation as around one and 
a half millions. The Pittsburgh Courier has the lugcst circulation of all Negro newa
papcrs; it sells about 141,500 copies weekly. The Chicago Defender is second, with 
a weekly circulation of about 83,500. (Ayer's Directory of Newspapers and Perioiieals 
[1942), pp. 845, 217.) 

7 Estimate based on the asaumption that there arc one and a half million Negro 
newspapers 10ld per week. (See text footnote in this chapter.) Johns estimates that a 
third of Negro aduha in Chicago "regularly read" Negro newspapers. (Elizabeth D. 
Johns, "The Role of the Negro Newspaper in the Negro Community," unpubliahed 
manuacript made available through the courtesy of the author [ 1940] .) 

8 Detweiler, op. cit., pp. 6-7. 
9 In an unpublished study of certain localities in Misaissippi, Alabama, and Loui,iana, 

Charles S. Johnson found that more Northern newspapers were read than local ones. 
Cited by Detweiler, op. cit., pp. 10-11. 

10 The following historical notes are based mainly on G. Jamea Fleming, ''The 
Negro Press," unpublished manuscript prepared for this study (1940); and Detweiler, 
o-p. cit. 

11 Op. en., p. 39. 
12 James Weldon Johnson, BltJ&k Mmlullkm (1930), p. 15. 
18 Irvine Garland Penn, Afro-Ameri&411 Preis ,mJ Its Editors (1891), pp, 11z-114. 
u Fleming, op. cit., pp. II: 4-5. 
111 /bu,, p. LIi: 12. 
18 In February, 1919, the town of Somerville, Tennessee, decreed that no "colored 

newspapers" might be circ.ulated in that town, but that every "darkey" must read a 
newspaper edited by a Confederate veteran. (Detweiler, op. cit., p. 1.) In February, 
1921, an agent for the Philadelphia American was lynched in Athena, Georgia. White• 
claimed that he had murdered a white woman; Negroes claimed that his only crime wu 
to have tried to build up a Northern Negro newspaper's circulation. (lhu., p. 20i aee 
alao pp. 19-u.) 

17 PM, although a daily, does not have complete coverage of the news, and it hu a 
higher price than usual. Its attention to national Negro issues and protests, however, i• 
aid to have given it a large circulation among Negroes in New Yorlt and Washington, 
capecially tl1oec in the upper cl,ssee, PM does not, however, give the Negro aociet7, 
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rcligiom and organizational news. It doea not, therefore, attempt to mbatitute for a 
Negro newspaper. Nevertheleu, and in apite of PM's pronounced pro-Negro attitude, 
a New York Negro newspaper was disturbed by the competition and admonished 
.Negroes to stick to the Negro press. Something like PM is the Chicago Sun, which is a 
newspaper also owned by Marshall Field. 

18 Fleming, op. &it., p. Vil: I 1. In a footnote on the same page, Fleming drawl the 
following parallels: 

cc1n New York the Hearst Er,emng Journal (now the Joumal-A1MN&M1) and the 
Am.sterJom News (Negro); in Chicago Hearst's 1/erald E~ammer and hie AmMie• 
(now merged aa the Herald-American) and the Chicago Defender (Negro); in Pitts
burgh the Hearat'a Sun-Telegraph and the Pittsburgh Courier (Negro)," 

19 "Gist of numerous interviews with editors and publishers." /hit!., p. VIII: 3. 
20 See Johns, op. cit., pp. 79 If. 
21 Fleming, op. cit., p. IV: 36. 
22 lhu., p. IV: 43. 
28 E. Franklin Frazier, Negro Youth at tin Crosltllays (1940), p. 2.89. 
2' Park, op. cit., p. I 1 3. 
211 See Fleming, op. cit., Chapter VI. 
118 Ralph J. Bunche, "The Political Status of the Negro," unpublished manuscript 

prepared for this study (1940), Vol. 6, p. 1303. Also see ihid., pp. 12.51-12.52., for 
a concrete example of attempted corruption of the Negro press. 

27 White neighborhood businesses might, however, have an interest that a Negro 
newspaper should not preach the advantages of Negro business too much. The duty 
to favor Negro business is, however, such an important part of the dominant Negro 
ideology that no Negro newspaper would dare to come out against it. But it is worth 
noticing that many Negro newspapers have kept cool or critical toward local movements 
with the slogan ''Don't buy where you can't work." For such an attitude there are 
perfectly honest reasons (see Chapter 38, Section 6), but an additional reason might 
be the advertising from white businesses in Negro neighborhoods, which is usually 
much more substantial than the advertising from Negro businesses. 

In two cases I have been told by Negro editors that Jewish merchants in Negro 
neighborhoods have made representations as advertisers against an occasional story with 
an anti-Semitic tendency. In both cases the editors explained that there was no conilict, 
as they, themselves, were against any anti-Semitism among Negroes, and that the stories 
had been slips. 

28 This whole problem of the economy of Negro newspapers and the outside financial 
controls deserves study. In general terms the problem is often touched upon in Negro 
public discussion. P. B. Young, the editor of the Norfolk Journal a,,J GuiJe, writes 
thu.s: 

"How to adr,ocate our cause without suffering the prohibitions which modem business 
places upon agitation is a question which every Negro publisher has to answer in defining 
a business policy that will blend with the ideals for which the Negro pre&& must con
tend." ("The Negro Press--Today and Tomorrow," p. 2.05.) 

29 See Fleming, op. cit., Chapter X. 
80 The A.N.P. asks for a small weekly fee. It is frequently accused of acting more 

... a piiblicity agent for some institutions and groups than as an impartial news service. 
The d~ " ••. denies that ANP ever 'sells out' its news service to any party, althougJ. 
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he makea no aecret of the fact that subjects of pictures are genenlly asked to under
write the COit of cuts and mata." (11,iJ., p. X: 4.) 

11 Edwin Mims, Tiu A«1ancmg Sou,,i (19:16), p, 268. 

Chapter 43. ln.sn1tmam 

1 "Shoald the Negro Care Who Wins the War?" Tiu Annals of tl,a AtMN&•n 
AMlhmy of Political tmil Social Science (September, 1942), p. 84. 

2 The reader interested in the controversy may wish to compare the two points of 
view as expressed in two pieces of research: E. Franklin Frazier, 7'/u Negro Family 
• tin Unu,tJ St•t,s ( 1939); Melville J. Herskovits, The Myth of the Negro Pa;t 
(1941). See also these authors' reviews of each other's books: Herskovits' review of 
Frazier: Nation (January z7, 1940), pp. 104-105; Frazier's review of Herskovits: 
Nation (February 14, 194z), pp. 195-196. 

Henkovits earlier took just the opposite stand from the one he now takes. In 19z5, 
he was even more extreme than Frazier in denying an African tradition: "What there 
is today in Harlem distinct from the white culture which surrounds it is as far as I am 
able to aee, merely a remnant from the peasant days in the South. Of the African 
culture, not a trace. Even the spirituals are an expression of the emotion of the Negro 
playing through the typical religious patterns of white America." ("The Negro's 
Americanism" in Alain Locke (editor), The New Negro [1925], p. 359.) 

8 "In the small upper class, where it [licensed marriage} has been accepted in form 
and in meaning, it is altered chiefly by the emphasis and symbolism it has acquired. For 
this clau marriage is bound up with the mord and religious ideas of sin and virtue, It 
carries the stern obligation of continence and fidelity, and is regarded as a solemn 
contract upon which rest the stability and ultimately the meaning of the family. Since 
marriage is expected to be permanent and binding, it is entered into with deliberation 
and formality. To this group the courtship is highly important. Its form resembles that 
in analogous white circles today, but the emphasis and the somewhat ceremonial flavor 
are reminiscent of earlier white patterns. •• , 

"In such courtships the idea of sexual relations before marriage would be scandalous. 
It is considered essential that the girl be a virgin when she is married, and that the 
marriage be legal, usually with a church ceremony. No member of this class in Cotton
ville has had a divorce or separation. Their code requires that a marriage be maintained 
even if it is not sexually or temperamentally satisfactory. For them divorce carries the 
stigma it had in most white communities a generation ago, and which it still carries in 
certain rural white communities today. 

"Toward adultery also, this small group maintains an attitude more general among 
whitea of a generation ago, regarding it aa an unforgivable sin." (Hortense Powder
maker, Aft,r FreetJom [1939], pp, 149-150.) 

'We may present some samples of what is available in the way of legal divorce and 
desertion statistics: In Mississippi, in 1934, the divorce rate for Negroes Wat 4.4 per 
100 marriages, while for whites it was 12.6 per 100 marriages (Frazier, op. cit,, 
p. 379), In Chicago, in 1921, the Court of Domestic Relations reported that official 
recognition of desertion was given to 414 couples in which the husband wa Negro, 
This was 15.6 per cent of all desertiens recognized, and it is to be compared with the 



fact that Negroea *'8titutcd only 4.1 per cellt of Chic:ago'a popalation in 1920. (Piprel 
on deeertion from Eme1t R. Mowrer, F"""'1 Dw,_;,;.,;o,, [1939), p. 9J• Pcpalatioa 
figares are from the Fourtumll C##IW of ,,._ UtHlu s,-,n: 19ao, P~ Vol. 
III, Table 13.) 

• Some of the doubling up is due to the presence of collateral relatives in the home
hold. In a study of 61z rural Negro families in Macon County, Alabama, 30 per cent 
of the familiea were found to contain r to 6 relatives. (Charles S. John10n, $'-low 
of,,._ P"""'11ion [ 1934], p. 29.) 

1 Charle• S. Johnson, "Negro Penonality Changes in a Southern Community.'' ill 
E. B. Reuter (editor), Race.,,, Culture Conlllell (1934), p. 216. M01t of the facta in 
thil paragnph arc taken from Charles S. Johmon and from E. Franklin Frazier, 

,. Alliaon Davis, Burleigh B. Gardner, and Mary R. Gardner, Deep SOUi!, (1941), 
p. 113. 

1 A, noted in Chapter -40, Section 3, we have calculated this .figure ,imply by taking 
the total number of membcn reported by Negro churches (as reported in the cemm of 
Rdligious Bodies: 1936} and dividing it by the total Negro population in 1940. The 
remlting figure ia much too low aa a measure of the proportion of Negro church 
membera because: (1) the Negro population grew between 1936 and 1940; (2) IODle 
of the emaller Negro churchea are overlooked in the Cenaua; (J) children arc usually 
not included in the church figures but arc included in the population figures. It i, alao 
to be noted that the figure cited in the te.xt doe, not include Negroes who were memben 
of "mixed" churches. 

• Richard Wright, u Millson Blad Voices (1941), p. 131. 
10 B. E. Maya and J. W. Nicholson, Tiu Negro's Cburch (1933), p. 11, 
11 J. G. St. Clair Drake, "The Negro Church and Associations in Chicago," unpub

liahed manuscript prepared for thia study (1940), pp. 388-395. 
11 For a diacussion of the lower class Negro preacher, aee Drake, "The Negro Church 

and A110Ciation1 in Chicago," pp. 366-371. 
11 "The Methodists and Baptists look down upon the Sanctified, considering their 

noise and dancing 10D1ewhat heathenish." (Powdcnnakcr, op, eit., p. 234.) 
14 Drake, "The Negro Church and Association, in Chicago," p. 434-
ir, Op. el,.., PP· 102, I 39, ::&53. 
16 Guion G. John1on and Guy B. Johnson, "The Church and the Race Problem 10 

the United States," unpublished manuacript prepared for thi, 1tudy (1940), Vol. z, 
pp. u7 II. 

17 I/Ju., pp. 296-298. 
18 /J.m. 
19 ", , • Negroes regularly attend church whether Christians or ainnen. They have 

not yet accumulated wealth adequate to the construction of clubhouaes, amusement 
parb and theaten, although dance halls have attracted many. Whether they derive any 
particular joy therefrom or not, the Negroes must go to church, to ace their frienda, 
11 they are barred from social centers open to white1. They must attend church, more
over, to find out what is going on; for the race hu not sufficient interests to maintain 
in eveiy locality a newspaper of its own, and the white dailiea generally mention 
Negroea only when they happen to commit crimes against white penona. The yoang 
Nqro must go to church to meet hia sweetheart, to impress her with hia worth and woo 
her in marriage, the Negro farmer to nnd out the developments in the buainea world, 
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the Negro mechanic to learn the needa of hia community and how he may mpply 
them." (Carter G. Woodson, Tiu History of tlu N•~o Cluwel, [ 1911 }, pp. 167-168.) 
• 

0aoA11JZATIONs AND Ac:nvmas or 609 UR.UN CHu1.cass 

Organizations and Activities 

P11Uchina 
Union ac:rvices and interchurch cooperation 
Missionary societies 
Cluba (Social, Educational, Financial) 
Sunday church a.:hool 
Poor relief 
Revival• 
Choin 
Young People's work 
Prayer Meetings 
Recreational work 
Paaton' aid boards 
Gymnasium claaes 
Church papers 
Extension work in mi88ions 
Feeding the unemployed 
Junior churches 
Daily vacation Bible achool 
Benevolent societies 
Clinic (free) 
Motion pictures 
Cooperate Y. W. and Y. M. C. A. 
Girl Scouts 
Boy Scouts 
Kindergarten 
Nurseries (day) 

Number of 
Churches 

6og 
609 
6og 
609 
6o8 
590 
561 
5o3 
398 
388 
191 

77 
30 
'l'l 

'11 

J8 
JJ 
JO 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
3 

Per Cent 
Frequency 

100.0 

100.0 
100.0 

100.0 

99.8 
96.9 
92.1 
h.6 
65,4 
63.7 
31.4 
11.6 
4.9 
3.6 
3.4 
3.0 
2.1 
1.6 
1.0 
o.8 
o.8 
o.8 
o.8 
o.8 
0.7 
0.5 

s-ce: BeQfamln B. Mays and JDIIIPh w. Nlchal1011. Th, N1,ro'1 Cltwdl (ID33), pp. UI-HJ, 

21 W. E. B. Du Bois, Tiu Souls of Blael Foll (1903), p. 190. 
n Allison Davis, "The Negro Church and Associations in the Lower South," unpub-

lished manuscript prepared for this study (1940), pp. 63-64. 
98 Drake, "The Negro Church and Associations in Chicago," pp. 273-274. 

:a. l!Jid., PP· 1.74-1.77. 
21 The infonnation for this paragraph on the relation 0£ church to politic, ia taken 

from ibid., pp. 231-235, and from Harold F, Gosnell, Negro Poli.tic1t1ns {1935), 

PP· 94-100. 
H Gosnell, op. en., pp. 94-100. We have noted, in Chapter 22, Section 4, that the 

Northern Negro manifests unusual interest in politics. 
27 Davis, op. cit., p. Bs; and Powdermaker, op. cit., p. 238, 
28 The £acts in the remainder of this paragraph arc taken from Maya and Nicholaon, 

a,. cu., pp. 168-197. 
n I/Jill., p. 195. 
10 Thia can be inferred from Table 4 since practically all Northern Negroee are 
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urban. It ia also directly corroborated by Doxey A. Wilkenon, Spuitd Pro/Jlmu of 
Negro Edueauon (1939), p. 7. 

11 David T. Blose and Ambrose Caliver, Stat/sties of Ike Edueation of Negroes: 1933-
1934 a,ltl 1935-1936, U.S. Office of Edacation, Bulletin No. 13, (1938), p. 2. Alao 
see other statistics in that study. 

112 Svtemtll Censw of J/,e United States: 1940, Po-pulation. Preliminary Releue, 
Series P-10, No. 8. 

88 Charles S. Johneon, "The Negro Public Schools," Loubiana Edueatio,,al Sllffley, 
Section 8 (1942), p. 66. 

H Wilkerson records aome of the other conclusions of such scholastic achievement 
teats: 

"They have demonstrated such facts as these: (1) that the extent of racial differences 
in scholastic achievement varies markedly among different school systems; (2) that such 
differences arc greater in segregated than in nonsegregated schools; (3) that there is 
close correspondence between the extent of racial differences in scholastic achievement 
and racial differences in school environment; (4) that differences between the achieve
ments of white and Negro pupils in Northern school systems are attributable almost 
entirely to scholastic deficiencies on the part of Negro migrants from impoverished 
school systems in the South; and ( 5) that Negro graduates of Northern high schools 
maintain better scholastic records in Southern Negro colleges than do graduates of 
Southern Negro high schools." (Wilkerson, op. eit., p. r 53.) 

One of the best of these investigations was the Rosenwald Survey of 10,023 children 
in the third and sixth grades in 16 Southern counties. This is reported in Horace Mann 
Bond, Tke Education of the Negro in the Ameri&an Social OrJer ( 1934), pp. 339-349. 
Other studies are listed by Wilkerson ( op, eit., p. 1 5 3): 

"Doxey A. Wilkerson, 'Racial Differences in Scholastic Achievement,' Journal of 
Negro Education III (1934), pp. 453-77, and 'A Racial Index Number of Relative 
Educational Efficiency for Virginia County and City Systems of Schools,' Virginia 
Teachers Bulletin IX (1932), pp. 1-5, 8-12; Charles H. Thompson, 'A Study of the 
Reading Accomplishments of Colored and White Children,' unpublished master's thesis, 
The University of Chicago, 1920, and 'The Educational Achievements of Negro 
Children,' Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, CXL 
( 1928), pp. 193-ioB; J. H. Johnston, 'Graduates of Northern High Schools as 
Students at a Southern Negro College,' Journal of Negro Education, LI, (1933), 
pp. 484-6; T. E. Davis, 'A Study of Fisk University Freshmen from 1928 to 1930,' 
Journal of Negro Education, II (1933),'pp. 477-83; and Forrester B. Washington, 
'The Negro in Detroit' (Detroit: Bureau of Government Research, 1926)." 

811 Ambrose Caliver, Vocational Education tmd GuUM1&e of Negroes, U.S. Office of 
Education, Bulletin No. 38 (1938), p. u. 

88 In Nashville, Tennessee, for example, the President of the Board of Education 
admitted in court (February 23, 1942) that there is a larger percentage of Negro 
teachers with college degrees in the schools of Nashville, than there is of whites. 
(N.A.A.C.P. news release [February 27, 1942]). 

8f Nea,o teachers in the city schools sometimes manifest their upper claaa 1tatu1 to 
the detriment of the lower cl.asses of Negroes. Frazier (E. Franklin Frazier, Negro 
YOfd/1111 tke Crosm1oys [ 1940], p. 282) records that they sometimes use their teaching 
qoeiricm1 to advance their own status and citea the c:asc of a school principal who did 
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not wiah to have the correct number of under-nourished pupil• reported because ahe did 
not want to be known u the principal of a "poorhouse," Frazier and others report that 
light-skinned upper class Negro teachen sometimes make it hard for dark-skinned 
lower clU& pupila. (lbiJ., pp. 96-99.) Davis and Dollard, for example, say about the 
dark-skinned pupil: 

"He finds that he is not granted these privilegea; instead he is stigmatized by teachers 
and their favored students on grounds of the 'ignorance' of his parents, the dialect 
which he speaks, the appearance of his clothes, and, very likely, the darkness of his 
1kin. It does not take him long to discover that something is wrong and that the 
teacher'a 'peta' of high status are the only ones who can make the prcatige goal 
responaes. If there is no reward for learning, in terms of privilege and anxiety
reduction, there is no motive for work. The lower-class child soon becomes a 'dummy'. 
Frequently he is openly aggressive toward the teacher; if not, he plays hookey, and he 
displaces his aggression from the powerful teacher to the more vulnerable upper-clast 
and upper-middle-class pupils. He becomes like his parents, 'bad' and 'ignorant.'" 
(Alliaon Davis and John Dollard, Childrm of Bondage [19,f.o], p. 285.) 

88 Wilkenon, op. cit., pp. 39-40. 
89 loid., p. 40. "From another point of view, though Negroes constitute about 14-

percent of the total rural population in these 18 States, they had only 7 percent of the 
rural high ~chools in 1933-34 and formed 4 percent of the rural high school enroll
ment. By contrast, whereas Negroes constitute about 21 percent of the urban population, 
they had 30 percent of the 1933-34 urban high schools and 14 percent of the urban 
high school enrollment. It is in rural areas, primarily, that Negroes fail to share the 
benefits of public secondary education." (Ibid,, p. 41.) 

• 0 There were 70 public junior colleges in these states for whites, enrolling 17,695 
students. (Ioiti., pp. 44-45.) 

n Ibid., p. 64. 
42 Fred McCuistion, GraJuaJe Instruction for Negroes in the UniteJ Statt1 (1939), 

p. 39. The five Negro institutions offering graduate work before 1937 are: Howard, 
Fisk, Hampton, Atlanta and Xavier. By 1939 nine Southern states had no provision for 
the education of Negroes on the graduate anJ professional level. Two other states 
claimed to offer graduate instruction in their public colleges (Texas and Virginia) but 
the quality of such instruction was very poor, and its range very limited. The remaining 
six states and Virginia, offered to Negro students scholarships which could be used either 
in the private universities within the state or in out-of-state universities. These scholar
ships, however, are not granted freely. The District of Columbia has Howard Univer
sity. 

41 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democraty in America ( 1900; translatei:l by Henry Reeve; 
first edition, 1835), pp. 114-118; James Bryce, The Ameri&1Jn Commonwealth (1910; 
fint edition, 1893), p. 294; Max Weber, "Geschliftsbericht," Verll4ndlungen Jes 
Erstn Deutschen Soziologenlages 'tlom 19~22 01'tober, 19Io in Frankfort 11.M. (1911), 
translated for private use by E. C. Hughes (1940), pp. 51-60. 

4' Drake, "The Negro Church and Associations in Chicago," p. 438. 
411 Davis, op. cit., p. 139. 
• 8 Herbert Goldhamer, "Voluntary Associations," unpublished manusc1ipt ( 1937), 

pp. 107-11 2. 



61 J. G, St. Clair Drake, "Cluarehea and Voluntary Aaociatiom in the Chkago 
Negro Community," W.P.A. Diat:rict 3, Chicago: project under the ,aperrision ef 
Horace It Cayton (December, 1940), p. 185, 

"O,- llit., p. SS· 
"Drake, "Churchea and Voluntary Al90Ciation1 in the Chicago Negro CommWlity," 

pp. 207 and :ah. (The latter page bu 1tati1tical 1ubetanti1tion of the fact that lower 
cl• Negroc, join fewer uaociationa than do upper clau Negroea.) 

80 Fitumg • w., Oul (192,0), p. 170, 
11 Out of 2.2 local Urban League aecretaries reaponding to a queetionnaire aent out 

for our etudy, all but one reported that lodges and fraternal orden were decreuing 
among Negroe, in their respective citiea, and that Negro youth were showing leu and 
leea intereet in them. (T. Arnold Hill, "Churches and Lodges: Digest and Analyei1 of 
Questionnaires Submitted by Urban League Secretaries for 'The Negro in America,'" 
unpublished manuscript prepared for this study [ l 940], pp. 14-1 5.) Also aee Drake, 
"The Negro Church and Associations in Chicago," p. 500; and Harry J. Walker, 
"Negro Benevolent Societies in New Orleans," unpublished manuacript available at 
Fisk Univenity (Nashville, Tennessee) (1936), p. 305, 

112 HilJ, op. m., p. 13. According to Drake, it was mainly the ]owf'r class Negroes who 
left the lodge, within the past ten yean, since they were primarily interested in the 
death benefit& given by lodges until the latter became financially unstable during the 
1930'1. ("The Negro Church and Aaaoc:iations in Chicago," pp. 500-502.) 

118 Criticism of the waste of money by Negro lodges and clubs is made by many 
Negro leadera. See, for example, James Weldon Johnson, Negro Americans, What 
N°"'l (1934), PP· 32-34. 

H At late as the 193o's, there were between 300 and 600 benevolent and mutual 
aid organizations among Negroes in New Orleans. This waa much more than among 
whites in that city. (Sec Walker, op. &it., p. 18. Thia ia, by far, the best study of Negro 
lodges that baa come to our attention,) 

1111 E. Nelson Palmer, "A Note on the Development of Negro Lodges in the United 
State,," unpublished manuscript prepared for this etudy, under the direction of Guy B. 
Johnson (1940), p. n. Palmer bases this statement on two aourcea: Howard W. Odum, 
So&ial 111M Mental Traits of 1/u Negro (1910), p. 99; and Carter G. Woodaon, "Insur
ance Business among Negroes," Tiu Journal of Negro History (April, 1929), pp. 

203-204. 
18 W. E. B. Du Bois (editor), Some ~fforts of A.m6rican Negroes for Tluir Own 

So&i4l Butmnmt (1898), p. 17. 
111 Tiu Story of tlu Negro (1909), Vol. 2, pp. 168-169. Both the Du Bois and the 

Washington evaluations are quoted in Palmer, op. &it., pp. 14-15. 
118 Abo aee Abram L. Harrie, Tiu Negro III C•,pitalisl (1936), p. 178. 
118 Cited in Hill, op. w., p. 16. In a few communities in the Deep South, lodgea 

have a £cw judicial functions. 
"On St. Helena Island, for example, a man rarely goes to court before fint laying 

the case before his local lodge, 'praise houae,' or church. Few cues even reach the 
courts, £or moat of them are settled eatisfactorily by these lodge and church 'courts', 
including aome rather serious offenses, 1uch as theft and assault." (T. J. Woofter, Jr., 
Jlld&I, YIOtllllllry [ 1930), pp. 238-242, summarized by Guy B. Johnson, "Some 
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Pactcm in the Development of Nesro Social lnatitutiom in the United Statea," TIN 
AfMl'ieMI J,,,,,.,,. of Soeiology [November, 1934), p. 336.) 

• Drake, "The Negro Church and Aaoc:iatiom in Chicago;' p. 440. 

1 Negro spoke1D1en have glorified the Negro'• ability to enjoy life and have found 
in it a means of group survival. James Weldon Johnson long ago said: 

"These people talked and laughed without restraint. In fact, they talked 1traight from 
their lungs and laughed from the pits of their atomachs. And this hearty laughter was 
often justified by the droll humour of some remark. I paused long eno11gh to hear one 
man ay to another: 'W'at's de mattah wid you an' yo• fr'en' Sam?' and the other came 
back like a fl.ash: 'Ma fr'en'? He ma fr'en'? Man! I'd go to his funeral jea' de same ,a 

I'd go to a minstrel show.' I have since learned that this ability to laugh heartily is, in 
part, the salvation of the American Negro; it docs much to keep him from going the 
way of the Indian." (The Au10'1iography of an E~oloureJ MMJ [19:17; first edition, 
19u], p. 56.) 
More recently, W. E. B. Du Bois has claimed: 

"This race has the greatest of the gifts of God, laughter. It dances and ainga: it is 
humble; it longs to learn; it loves men; it loves women. It is frankly, baldly, deliciously 
human in an artificial and hypocritical land. If yo11 will hear men laugh, go to Guinea, 
'Black Bottom,' 'Niggertown,' Harlem. If you want to feel humor too exquisite and 
111btle for translation, sit invisibly among a gang of Negro workers. The white world 
has its gibes and cruel caricatures; it haa its loud guffaws; but to the black world alone 
belongs the delicious chuckle .•• , We arc the supermen who ait idly by and laugh and 
look at civilization. We, who frankly want the bodies of our mates and conjure no 
blush to our bronze cheeks when we own it. We, who exalt the Lynched above the 
Lyncher, and the Worker above the Owner, and the Crucified above Imperial Rome." 
(Dwk of DfJf/Jn [1940], pp. 148-149.) 

2 "The death of Denmark Vesey and Nat'Turner proved long since to the Negro 
the present hopelessness of physical defense. Political defense is becoming less and lcsa 
available., and economic defense ia &till only partly effectiv~. But there is a patent defenee 
at hand,-the defense of deception and Battery, of cajoling and lying, It is the same 
defense which the Jews of the Middle Age used and which left its &tamp on their 
character for centuries. To-day the young Negro of the South who would aucceed 
cannot be frank and outspoken, honest and self-assertive, but rather he is daily tempted 
to be silent and wary, politic and sly; he most flatter and be pleasant, endure petty insults 
with a smile, shut his eyes to wrong; in too many cases he aces positive pcnonal 
advantage in deception and lying. His real thoughts, his real aspirationa must be 
parded in whispcn; he must not criticize, he must not complain. Patience, humility, 
and adroitness must, in these growing black youth, replace imp11lse, manliness, and cour
age. With thia sacrifice there is an economic opening, and perhaps peace and aome 
proaperity, Without this there is riot, migration, or crime. Nor is this aituation peculiar 
to the aouthcrn United States,-is it not rather the only method by which undeveloped 
racea have gained the right to share modern culture? The price of culture is a Lie," 
(W. E. B. Du Bois, Tiu Souls of 8!11Gk Folk [1903), pp. 20-4-205.) 
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1 See, for eumple, B. Schrieke, A.lien Amarit:111'11 (1936), pp. I 50-151, and Jamea 
Weldon Johnaon, Negro A.flUrium, Whal NOfOf (1934), pp. 85-86 pm.rim. Negro 
intellectuals, 11 tho group which is rising m01t rapidly, are cspecially jealous of each 
other. That is one reason why they are so critical of Negro leaden. A Negro friend of 
the author's, shortly after he confided that, in his opinion, certain Negro leaden accom
plished absolutely nothing for the race, received an excellent position in a white institu
tion due to the eft'orts of one of the leaders he ao aeverely criticized. 

"Allison Davis, Burleigh B. Gardner, and Mary R. Gardner, Deep SouJII (1941), 
p. 244. 

1 "In spite of emancipation Negroes still feel it necessary to conceal their thoughts 
from white people. In speech and in manner they may convey the impre•ion of con
currence and contentment when at heart they feel quite otherwise. In these recent 
days the psychologists have come to call this a 'defense mechanism,' and some are sure 
that it is the only thing that enables the Negro to survive in his contact with the white 
man. Negroes are aometimes warned, even now, that they dare not manifest any resent
ment toward mistreatment; that the safest policy to pursue is to acquiesce in the judg
ment of those white people who have manifested a friendly attitude toward them and 
appeal to their consciences for the redressing of wrongs and correction of ab11SCs. Small 
wonder that the Negro is so generally secretive." (Robert R. Moton, Wha, t"6 Negro 
Thin/es r 1919J, pp •• 2-13.) 

8 Hortense Powdermaker, After Freedom (1939), p. 286. 
7 See Zora Neale Hurston, Mules and Men (1935), pp. zz9-i87, and Newbell N. 

Puckett, Foll: Beliefs of the Southern Negro (1926). 
8 In 1930, 58.3 per cent of all Negroes living in the North and West were Southem

born, counting Missouri in the North. With continuing migration, a low birth rate, 
and a recalculation putting Missouri in the South, the proportion today would no doubt 
be higher. (U. S. Bureau of the Census, Negroes in the United States: 1920-1932, 

P· zz.) 
11 For an analysis of Negro words that refer to personality types, see Samuel M. 

Strong, "The Social Type Method: Social Types in the Negro. Community of Chicago," 
unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Chicago ( I 940). 

lO U.S. Bureau of the Census, Eleventk Census of ,he United States: 1890, "Crime, 
Pauperism, and Benevolence," Vol. J, p. 126. 

11 See Guy B. Johnson and Louise K. Kiser, "The Negro and Crime," unpublished 
manascript prepared for this study (1940), pp, 65 and 291 ff. 

12 Ibid., p. 95. A similar criticism of Negro crime statistics is given by one of the 
nation's leading students of crime: 

"Conclusions have been reached that the Negro is responsible for a 'larger proportionate 
share of crime'; and that 'the Negro has committed more crime than any other racial 
group'; and that 'the Negro crime rate as measured by all comparative records is greater 
than that of the white.' ••• The data hitherto compiled from the sources discusaed, 
permit only one conclusion, namely, that the Negro appears to be arrested, convicted and 
cc,mmitted to penal institutions more frequently than the white. Any other conclusion 
would be based on the assumption that the proportionate number of arrests, convictions 
or commitments to the total number of oft'enses actually committed is the same in both 
groups. This auumption is untenable, for there are specific factors which .:riously 
distort the arrest, conviction and commitment rates for Negroes without affecting these 
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rates for whites in a 1imilar manner. No measurement hu u yet been devised for the 
evaluation of these factors." (Thonten Sellin, "The Negro and the Problem of Law 
Observance and Administration in the Light o{ Social R.eaearch," in Charles S. Johnson, 
The Negro m Americtm Cwaff.lltion [ 1930], p. H7·) 

18 "Negro Criminality," Journal of So&ial Scinl&tJ (December, 1899), pp. 78-98. 
14 Edwin H. Sutherland, ''White-Collar Criminality," A.m#rit;a,, Sociological Rmer,q 

(February, 1940), pp. 1-12. 
111 Johnson and Kiser, op. cit., p. 347. There are other ways in which white criminals 

divert suspicion from themselves to Negroes; see i!Jid., pp. 345-348. 
111 After making a special analysis of some statistics on homicides in the South collected 

for this study by George K. Brown, A. J. Jaffe conc:ludes: "It appean statistically signif
icant that a Negro who murders a white man receives a much stiffer penalty than if he 
murders a Negro. On the other hand, a white man can murder another white man with 
about the same (or perhaps even more) impunity as one Negro can murder another. 
Also a white can murder a Negro with relative freedom from punishment/' (Unpub
lished memorandum prepared for this study [ August 19, 1940].) Brown's data are in 
Appendix B of Johnson and Kiser, o,. cit. Johnson and Kiser also present some data 
which further corroborate this point; see i/Jid., pp. 3 58-362 and Appendix D. Independ
ently, Powdermaker has presented some similar data for Misaiuippi (o,. w., pp. 395· 
396). 

With respect to parole and probation, the U. S. Bureau of the Census reported: "It 
is quite apparent ... that Negroes remain in the institutions to the expiration of their 
sentence in much greater proportions than do whites." (Prisoners in State and Federal 
Prisons and Reformatories: 1939 [ 1941], p. 4-3.) With respect to length of prison term, 
it reported:" ••• among the State prisoners, the Negroes generally served longer periods 
of time than did the whites ..•. It is quite apparent that whites served less time than 
Negroes in the Southern States, for murder, manslaughter, burglary, forgery, rape, and 
other sex offenses. The whites serve a little longer for aggravated assault, and for larceny 
•.• [and] for auto theft." (lhiJ., p. 70.) 

The ·Detroit survey reported aimilar 6.ndinga: 
"The Detroit survey disclosed that of the number of whites convicted of felonies 

1 3. 5 per cent were given the alternative of a fine or a prison sentence while only 7. I 
per cent of the Negro felons were so favored. Over 12 per cent of the white defendants 
were placed on probation as compared with 7.2 per cent Negroes. Similar disproportions 
were revealed in the number of suspended sentences. The Detroit Survey is typical of 
situations throughout our state jurisdictions." (Nathaniel Cantor, "Crime and the 
Negro," TM JoumaJ of Negro History [January, 1931 I, p. 63.) 

11 E. Franklin Frazier, "The Pathology of Race Prejudice," Tiu Forum (June, 

1927), P• 860, 
18 Johnson and Kiser, op. w., 411-412. 
19 Interview (November 18, 1942). 
20 Johnson and Kiser, op. &ii., pp. 258-263. 
21 //Jid., p. 212. 
22 For ixamplcs of false accusations of rape for which Negroes have been arrested 

and puniihcd, sec The Negro Yur Boole: 1931-193a (1931), PP· 291-292. Also 
aee Ray Stannard Baker, Fol!OfJJing tlu Color Lina (1908), PP• 8-9. 

2• R. M. Lightfoot, Jr., Negro Crime in a Small Ur/Jan Commumty (1934), PP· 30 
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and 6z; aee, aha, pp. s4-.S, For 1imilar evidence of the high proportion of miam 
oil'cmea among Negro arresu, aec Maurine Boie, "An Analyai, of Negro Crime Statimca 
for Minneapolia for 19z3, 19z4 and 19z5," On,o,-tunuy (June, 19:18), p. 173; H.P. 
Brinton, "Negroes Who Run Afoul the Law," Soelt,l Foreu (October, 193z), pp. 98-
99; B. P. Chamberlain, Tiu Negro mJ c,.;,,,. ;,, Virgi,,id (1936), p. 107; Ira DeA. 
Reid, Soew Conditions of the Negro in the Hill Dirlriet of Pi111burgll (1930), pp. 59-
60; Detroit Bureau of Governmental Research, Tiu Negro in Detroit (1926), Section 91 

p. 8; and H. L. Andrews, "Racial Distinctiom in the Courts of North Carolina," 
unpublished M.A. thesis, Duke University {1933), p. so, This footnote and the quota
tion to which it refers is taken from Johnson and Kiser, op. cit., pp. 201-2oz. 

2' The Mayor', Commiaion on Conditions in Harlem, '·The Negro in Harlem: A 
Report on Social and Economic Conditions Responsible for the Outbreak of March 19, 
1935," typescript ( 1936), pp. 97-99. 

21 The study was made by New York City's Welfare Council. It ia summarized in the 
Report of the Suh-Committee on Crime and Delin,umcy of tne Cily-Wule Ciliutu 
Commilue on Harlem (194z), p. S• 

26 Johnson and Kiser, op. eil., p. 216. 
17 "Many colored tenants do not regard the taking of small amounts of stock or cotton 

from their landlords as stealing but rather as a just compensation for the money stolen 
from them by their landlords in the reckoning of accounts or for the beatings admin
istered to them by their landlords. Under the systems of economic control and intimi
dation exercised by the landlord, the colored tenant often justifies his thefts on the 
grounds that his only means of securing his fair share of the proceeds from his crop 
is by the use of stealth." (Davis, Gardner, and Gardner, op. cit., pp. 395-396.) 

"One of my earliest recollections is that of my mother cooking a chicken late at 
night, and awakening her children for the purpose of feeding them. How or where 
ahe got it I do not know. I presume, however, it was procured from our owner's farm. 
Some people may call thia theft. If 1uch a thing were to happen now, I should condemn 
it as theft myself. But taking place at the time it did, for the reason that it did, no one 
could ever make me believe that my mother was guilty of thieving. She waa simply a 

victim of the system of slavery." (Booker T. Washington, Up From Slt1rJ1ry [ 1901; 
first edition, 1900], pp. 4-5.) 

28 "This system has many bad results. It encourages the Negro in crime. He knows 
that unless he does something pretty bad, he will not be prosecuted because the landlord 
doesn't want to lose the work of a single hand; he knows that if he u prosecuted the 
white man will, if poaaible, 'pay him out.' It disorganises justice and confuses the 
ignorant Negro mind as to what is a crime and what is not, A Negro will often do things 
that he would not do if he thoug-ht he were really to be punished. He comes to the 
belief that if the white man wants him arrested, he will be arrested, and if he protects 
him, he won't suffer, no matter what he does, Thousands of Negroes, ignorant, weak, 
indolent, to-day work under this system." (Baker, op. cit., p. 97.) 

29 Clifford R. Shaw and Henry D. McKay, Jrweml, Deiin9ueney a,u Url,tm A.r"'11 
(1942). 

BO Some have claimed that Negroes had lcaa mental disease before Emancipation than 
afterward, supposedly because they received better care under slavery and did not have 
to worry about the struggle for cziatencc. Sec: (1) J. W. Babcocl:, "The Colorei.l 
Insane.'' AliMlisJ _,. N6Ur'Ologis1 (1895), pp. 423-447; (2) A.H. Witmer, "Inanity 
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in the Colored Race in the United Statea," Au.isl tmtl Nnrolopl (January, 1891), 
pp. 1.cr30. 

11 The Iacta in this paragraph have been taken from (1) Benjamin Malzberg, "Men
tal Diaeue among American Negroes: A Statistical Analysis," in Otto Klineberg (editor), 
Cwmri1ies of the Ammeim Negro, prepared !or this study, to be published, manu• 
acript pages 5-6; (2) Solomon P. Rasenthal, "Racial Difl'erences in the Incidence 
of Mental Diaeaae," JOUl'fUl of Ne,ro Education (July, 1934-), pp. 484-493. 

u Malzberg, O'/', &it., manuscript pages 7 ff. 
aa Rateastandardiud to hold age constant: New York City (19i9-1931): Negroea

z33; Whitea-104,. (IbU., manuscript page u.) 
N //JU., manuacript pages 8 ff. 
811 Their poverty and younger average age, in addition to their eoncentration in cities, 

would help explain why Negroes have more dementia praecox. (See Rosenthal, op. t:il., 
p. 490.) 

88 "Psychotic Symptoms and Social Backgrounds" in M. Bentley and E. V. Cowdry 
(editors), The Pro/Jlem of Mental Disorder (1934), pp. 339-345. 

87 U. S. Bureau of the Census, Vital Statutic.t-Specu,l Re-porti, Mortality Summary 
for U. S. Registration States: Suicide (September 19, 1942), Table E. 

118 Frank Tannenbaum describes the lack of recreational patterns in the rural South, 
with special reference to the whites: 

"Studies of rural social life in single-crop areas have shown that there are few 
parties, few picnics, few dances, and fewer public meetings. In one locality over 70 per 
cent of the people had not attended a party during the year, over 90 per cent had 
not been to a dance, over So per cent had neither participated in nor attended an athletic 
exhibition, and over 70 per cent had not been to a public meeting. 

"And in one county only one family had seen a moving picture show during the 
year .•.. The weekly visit to the nearest town is the only break in the monotony of 
life. This monotony is so great that a public hanging has been known to attract mothers 
with children in their arms, who have come trooping for miles to get some contact with 
other people." (Darker Pkases of the South [1924], pp. 139-140.) 

119 "Rural life has its period of intense work and its period of dull and uneventful 
calm. When the soil is being broken and prepared for crops, all hands strong enough 
for the plow are engaged from early sunrise to sundown. Again when the crop matures 
and particularly when the cotton is ready for picking, idleness and leisure are costly. 
Between seasons the most common answer to tl1e question about bow and where the 
children play is likely to be 'We don't do nothing, mostly just sit and talk.'" (Charles 
S. Johnson, Grrxvmg Up in the Black Belt [ 1941 ], p. 170.) 

'° There seem to be few caste restrictions on hunting and fishing, partly because they 
aupplement the food supply of meagerly fed plantation tenants, partly becauae there is 
an element of "sportunanship" and "fair play'' in hunting and fishing traditions. 
Negroes sometimes hunt and fish with whites; they are aeldom deprived of their game; 
they are usually left undisturbed in the spots they have chosen to hunt and fiah; and 
there are few segregated fishing and hunting places. (See Arthur Raper, Pr,fac, to 
Pustmtry [1936], pp. 3g6-397.) 

'1 Sec Charles S. Johnson, GrOfllitlg Ut in ,he Blaclc Bell, pp. 184-185 and US; fot 
an excellent picture of thia aort of am~ent, see Richard Wright'• story, "Big Boy 
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Leaves Home,'' in Unelt1 Tom's CmUrtm (1938), and Zora Neale Hunton, Tluir 
Eyt11 Wt1rt1 W111cm11g GoJ (1937), eapecially pp. 98-109 and :zoo-:zo:z. 

42 James Weldon Johnaon teU. of this recreation in a small Southern town: 'CWe 
alway, went to the railroad station on Saturdays to see the four trains come in and go 
out. ••• I never aaw anybody that I knew getting of, but there was a faint excitement 
in watching the traffic, At any rate, I got an understanding of why country people love 
to meet paaing trains." (Along This WdJ [1934l, p. 114,) 

48 Much of all the recreational life in the rural community is carried on in and around 
the church, which is the natural meeting place in the community (sec Chapter 43, 
Section 3) ; in some areas the church tries to provide healthful organized recreation for 
the young people in the form of social and athletic clubs (see Charles S. Johnson, 
Growing Up m tke Blade Belt, pp. 175 ff.). 

"In Charles S. Johnson's study of 916 families in the rural Deep South, only 17.4 
per cent of the families had radios (ihU., p. 55). Some of the younger children had 
never heard a radio (ihiti., p. I 8 3). The census figures indicate that only .oo 3 per cent 
of the Negro families in the rural Deep South had radios as compared to 11.9 per cent 
of the white families, (Fifteenth Census of tke United States: 1930, Population, Vol. 
VI, State Tables 16 and 4.) 

411 In Charles S. Johnson's study 27.6 per cent of the homes had victrolas (Growing 
Up m tke B/4el, Belt, p. 56). Unfortunately, certain companies producing records have 
issued a special series for Negroes, "race records," many of which are vicious and obscene, 
and these were widely sold in the rural areas. (Donald R. Young, American Minority 
hofks [ 193:z ], pp. 306-307, and Forrester B. Washington, "Recreational Facilities for 
Negroes," Tke Annals of tk11 American Academy of Political and Social Science 
[November, 1928], p, 2.79,) 

48 For a discussion of how rural patterns of recreation arc considered normal in the 
county and delinquent in the city, see Charles S. Johnson, Growing Up m tke B/4el 
Belt, pp. 186-187. 

47 Blacl Mankattan (1930), pp. 16:z-163. 
48 For a discussion of amateur theatricals among Negroe!I, see Sterling A. Brown, 

"The Negro in American Culture: Section D--The Negro on the Stage," unpublished 
manuscript prepared for this study (1940), pp. 148 ff. 

48 In the past all-day excursions, especially where facilities were available along the 
Miasi&1ippi and Ohio Rivers and along the sea coast, were popular with rural Negroes; 
they even developed their own excursion. steamers. (Washington, op. cu., p. :z79.) This 
form of recreation seems to have disappeared. 

liO Young, op. cu., p. :z96. 
111 "In a recent survey of the Negroes of Richmond, Virginia, 698 men and 889 

women were asked what they did for amusement. 'Going to church' was placed fi.nt 
by 198 men and 331 women; 'movies and theaten' by 134 men and 254 women; 91 
men and 176 women 'played with their children' or 'enjoyed their homes and friends.' 
Reading was reported by 101 men and 88 women. And 91 men and 93 women 
had no amusements or recreations whatever. 'Smoking, hunting and fishing' were 
u:trcmely popular with men, Society or ledge meetings, sewing and fancy work, 
were favorites oI the women. Music, singing, and playing of musical instruments were 
named repeatedly by both men and women. Almost everything in life was mentioned 
by a aprinklmg o£ both as an amusement: 'walking,' 'drinking,' 'eating,' 'sleeping,' 
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'praying,' •resting,' 'working,' 'gardening,' 'traveling,' •sitting around,' 'ming snuff',' 
'helping to make othera happy,' 'policy playing,' 'automobile riding,' etc." (lbU., pp. 
269-270.) 

112 Charles S. Johnaon, Tiu Negro College GrtlllUtde (1938), p. 339. 
118 Alain Locke, Negro Art: Part anJ Present ( 1936), pp. 34-42 and 93-117. 
16 TfflH (May I 1, 1942), p. 53. 
111 Bud Mtmhatt,m, p. 87. 
118 Brown, "The Negro in American Culture: Section D--The Negro on the Stage," 

p. 16. 
IIT /hit/., PP· 7 and 12. 
118 James Weldon Johnson gives the following evaluation of the minstrel shows: 
"M_instrclsy .vas, on the whole, a caricature of Negro life, and it fixed a stage tradi• 

tion which has not yet been entirely broken. It fixed the tradition of the Negro as only 
an irresponsible, happy-go-lucky, wide-grinning, loud-laughing, shuffling, banjo-playing, 
singing, dancing sort of being. Nevertheless, these companies did provide stage training 
and theatrical experience for a large number of coloured men. They provided an 
essential training and theatrical experience which, at the time, could not have been 
acquired from any other source. Many of these men, as the vogue of minstrelsy waned, 
passed on into the second phase, or middle period, of the Negro on the theatrical stage 
in America; and it was mainly upon the training they had gained that this second 
phase rested." (Buci Manhattan, p. 93.) 

59 Alain Locke, The Negro anJ His Music (1936), pp. 57 and 70. 
80 See Vernon Winslow, "Negro Art and the Depression," O-pportumty (February, 

1941 ), pp. 42 and 62. 
81 Sterling A. Brown, "The Negro in American Culture: Section G--M1uic,,. 

pp. 208-21 2. 
82 Locke, The Negro anJ His Music, pp. 18-27. 
83 /hU., p. 30. 
64 "Part of the 'coon-songs' popularity comes from the vicarious enjoyment by 

white audiences of things forbidden. Goldberg says that 'what the whites were thinking 
in the gilded Nineties, the blacks were 1inging.' (Isaac Goldberg, Tm Pan Alley 
[ 1930], p. I 56.) The franker side of sex, the 'gold-digging,' fighting for one's man or 
one'• woman, the various degrees of sexual proficiency, could be mentioned if the actors 
involved were Negro. But to approach the borderline between the genteel and the 
gross, to venture into the risque, to mention the unmentionable, was 'not damaging to 
one's social or business reputation,' if the songs were about Negroes. Negro life was the 
fantastic Cockaigne, beckoning to the inhibited, offering escape no less attractive for 
being droll. Today Hollywood stars, such as Mae West and Marlene Dietrich, in the 
roles of sirens of the 'nineties, sing as throatily as they are able, the hot numbcn of 
Negro honkytonks as their mating-calls." (Brown, "The Negro in American Culture: 
Section G-Music,'' p. go.) 

811 Sec, for example, Nick Aaron Ford, The Contem-porary Negro Nwel (1936), 
flOIJim, especially pp. 94-102. 

18 Time (August 28, 1933), p, 3z. 
8T "The Negro-Art Hokum," Nation (June 16, 19z6), p. 66s. 
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1 A parallel analyail of tbe relatiomhip between war and improvement in tbe ltatm 
of Negroes may be found in Guion G. Johmon, "The Impact 0£ War Upon the 
Negro,"' Journal of Negro Eilue11tion (July, 1941), pp, 596-611. 

ll Horace R. Cayton, ''The Morale of the Negro in the Defcnae Crisia," unpubliahed 
manu,cript of paper read to the zoth Annual Institute of the Society for Social Releucli, 
The Univeraity of Chicago (August 15, 1941), p. 11. 

Cayton rcilected pessimistically: 
''lt is not that any of these men or groups are really interested in changing in any 

fundamental way, the position of the Negro in the United States. Thia would pl'9"e, in 
moat instances, just as embarraning to them as it would to those leaden who are 
interested in an immediate declaration of war, But the Negro present& a 'pat' argument 
for thote who want to say that democracy ahould be built at home. Nevertheless, the 
Negro was thrilled to at last have national figures apeak about this plight on the radio, 
from the platform and in the newspapers. Neglected, for the most part, by the pro-war 
groups, the anti-war crowd has made a deep impresaion on the Negro public." (Idem,) 

8 There is a question whether Negroca have identified themselves with other colored 
peoples as mnch as Southern whites have identified American Negroes with Japan. A 
confidential public opinion poll taken before Pearl Harbor showed that the South, with 
no Japaneac population, was more anti-Japanese than Americans on the West Coast, 
who had a definite Japanese problem. Also symbolic is the following AP dispatch from 
Atlanta, Georgia (from the New York Her11ld Trwune [April 5, 1942], p. 3). 

''.Atlanta children were heard reciting thi1 wartime rhyme: 

'Eenie, meenie, minie, moc, 
Catch the emperor by the toe, 
If he hollen make him say: 
"I surrender to the U.S.A."•" 

Thia, of counc, is a paraphraac of the doggerel containing an anti-Negro acntiment, 
llnown to every American child ( in two veraiona) : 

... 

"Eenie, meenie, minie, moc, 
Catch a nigger by the toe 
If he hollen,' let him go 
Eenie, meenie, minie, moe." 

"Eenie, meenie, minie, moe, 
Catch a nigger by the toe 
If he hollen, make him pay 
Fifty dollars every day." 

'Raleigh N•1 • OIJSerr,er (May 3, 1942). 
11 Earl Brown, "American Negroes and the War," in HMplr's M•g•itM (April, 

1941), p. 546. 
8 ~~ L Cayton, "Fighting for White Folks?," Nmion (September a6, 1942), 

P· a6L 
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14z7, 1436; criticism of, 876, 8771 fu
ture of, 876-8781 independence of, in 
North, 86z-863,1 as medium of escape, 
861, 873, 8771 membership of, 861-864, 
865, 866n.-867n., 87an., 874, 142.61 and 
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test, 744·74S, 757, 8161 recreational ac
tivity of, 983, 14:171 segregation of, 635, 
859-860, 868-872., 14u1 aocial work 
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road," 8601 and uniona, 793 J value of, 
321n,1 weakneu of, 872.-876, 877 
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lem1 by, 14131 Negro membership in, 
869-870, 8710.1 reactioniam in, 10, u 

Church of God, 9 l I 
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6931 education conditions in, 9501 em
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in South, z89t interracial aex relatiom in, 
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Civil liberties, 6.ght for, 790, 79+ 
Civil Liberties Union 1 1•• American Civil 

Liberties Union 
Civil rig-hts laws, 41Bn., 5zs, 533, 579, 

5801 601n., 1367 
Civil service: diacrimination in, 327-329, 

416, 8391 Negroes in, +97, 5021 504, 
778, 13311 police systems and, 539, s++; 
reform of, 436 
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ment in South over, 4S; Negro troops in, 
738, 1308; Northern attitude toward, 45, 
471 elavery issue in, 431, 443 
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138t; in church, 8611; concept of, 667-
6691 1130, 1377-1378; in early New 
England, 13,62-13631 as escape from 
caste, 7921 factors accentuating, 213,671; 
factors hindering rigid system of, 670-
6711 Marxian theory of, 681 73; "mean
ing" of, 670-6741 the result of restricted 
competition, 673-674; auocial continuum, 
67 s-676, 700; solidarity of, s,, I.,abor 
solidarity 

Cl1111 attitudes in South, on social inequality, 
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Class Coneciou1ne111, 67 4 
Cla&S discrimination in Europe, 670 
"Cla11 problem," 75 
Cl.us atratincation, Negro, 5801 S93, 66:r., 

700-705, 764--765, 1386-1 388; i..i caste 
eyatem, 689-6931 and education, 875, 
879; importance of relationship to white 
IOCiety in, 6951 and leadenhip, 727-733, 
13901 in underworld, 704-705 

"Claaa etruggle," 67 3 
"Clalaical" versus "vocational" education, 

881-889, 896-900, 90& 
Clay, C. C., on economic life in the South, 
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Clay, Emily H., on Interracial Commis-

sion, 844, 846, 1408-1409, 1410 
Clergymen; 111 Ministers, Negro 
Cleveland, Negro vote in, , 32.7 

1447 
Cloeed ehop, 405n. 
Cto.d \1Dion, 40511. 
Clothing, Negro, 962-9631 expenditUffll for, 

370, 1287-1188 
Club activity, 952-953 
Cobb, W. Montague: cited, 12141 on racial 

strength, 169 
Collective bargaining, political, of Negroea, 

498-500, 505-508; need for agency for, 
835, 855 

Collective consumption, 333 
Colleges: discrimination in, 6331 Negro, 

632, 732-733, 765, 881, 888, 889, 890, 
891, 892, 901, 904-905, 945, 951, 1415, 
J4291 poll of, on mixed education, 14aq 
segregation in, 14,20 
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Color, 13h-13S4; and cute, 695-7001 con
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leaderahip, 13901 question of, in World 
War II, 91 S, 1004, 1006, 1016 

Color bar; su Diecrimination ""' Segrega-
tion 

Color caste; see Caste system 
Color line; see Caste line 
Colored Clerks' Circle, 816, 12.61 
Colored Merchants' Association, Ir 5 
Com1nel't'ial establishments, discrimination 

and segregation in, 636-638 
Commissary S}-Stem, 247, 1090, 1095 
Commission form of government, 487, 132s 
Commission on Interracial Coopcration1 se, 

Interracial Commission 
Committee on Africa, the War, and Peace 

Aims, 807 
Committee on Discrimination in Employ

ment, 418n. 
Committee on Economic and Racial Justice, 

Bun. 
Committee for Improving the Industrial 

Conditions of Negroes in New York City, 
837 

Committee on Urban Condition, Among Ne
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Common-law marriage I s,, Marriage, com-
mon-law , 

Common welfare, 1046-1047 
Communism: experimentt in, 712 t idu

ence of, on Negro intellectuals, 5101 
Marx's idea of, 1051n,1 NegJ"O attituda 
toward, 508-510, 754, 807, 133z 

Comm11nitt party, S 1 2n, 1 appeal of, to Ne
groes, 7so1 in National Negro Coar-. 
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hi» 14011 on Negro orp.nizatiom. 8331 
Negroee in, 49S I and 10cial equality for 
Necroee. 508 

Community, Negro: cute and cla• in, 1129-
11321 church in, 867. 935-942.. 14:16-
1427, 14361 u pathological form of 
American community, 92.7-930, n681 
protective, see Protective community 

Community leaden, 711-7 u 
Company town, 404 
Company uniom, 11:13, n97 
Competition: freedom of, 6721 between 

Negro and white workers, 69, 193, 195, 
au, a6a, a81, 291-:&91, 388, 397, 597, 
599, 8941 10981 of Negro newspapers, 
909-9101 of Negro ministers, 8741 re
stricted, 6741 67 51 of white and Negro 
pre•, 915-916 

Compromise between accommodation and 
protest, 768-780, 7h, 786, 843 

Compromise of the 1870'a, 88, :126, 431, 
447, 504, 739 

Comstock, Anthony, 1 u6 
Comstock Law. ual 
Congress: Negro members of, 447, 4971 501 1 

5oz; Southern members of disproportion
ate influence of, 464, 476-4771 Southern 
members of, not representative of region, 
516, 1329-1330 

Congress of Industrial Organizations, 402, 
4101 855, 1096, 10991 11101 11111 1121; 
anti-atrike policy of, 4251 founding of, 
u97-u981 principle of nondiscrimina
tion in, 792; 793, 1300 

Conservative party in America, 511 
Conservatism: American, 12-1 3 ; Catholic, 

13111 Negro, 508-5091 9631 of Negro 
press, 9:11 

Conservatism, Southern, 455-458• 464, 466, 
474, 5171 519; disregard of, for law and 
order, 440-441, 445, 533; and Negro 
problem, 456-457, 471-472; rooted in 
pro-slavery philosophy, 441-4H 

Conspicuous consumption; see Consumption; 
conspicuous 

Constitution of the United States (see also 
Reconstruction Amendments), h81 1334, 
13461 as basis of Negro struggle, 799, 
834; circumvention of, 336, 448, 480-
486, 533, 5481 and democracy, 7; on 
equality, 5261 6901 12691 and issue of 
slavery, 861 Negro faith in, 510, 10071 
on right to vote, 479; silent on educa
tion, &bn.1 and woman auffrage, 1075-
10761 wonhip of, 1:i-13 

Constitutional Guards, 449 
Construction indultry I see Building trade, 
Consumer Purchuea Study, a57, 355, 356, 

364, 365, 368, 3 76, 377, 379, 101+. 
1:162; 1284, 1286, 1291 

Co111umption : collective, 3 3 3 1 compicuoua, 
367-368, 703, 911, 96z, 963J education 
in, 3671 food, 371-375 

CoD1umption industrica, 4111 424, 425 
Contraception (se, also Birth Control), us, 

133, 176, 180-1h, 1205, 1206-1207, 
1226-1229 

Convenation, interracial, etiquette of, 611, .. 
612, 1363 

Convenion t\l war production, 413 
Convict camps, Southern, 554-555 
Cook, Will Marion, 989 
Cooley, C.H., 91, 103m.; cited, 1216 
Cooper, M. R., on cotton production, z5z 
Cooperatives, Negro, 455, 713, 718, 748, 

798, 802, 815, 816 
Copeland, Lewis C., quoted, 11 92 
Com production, 1238 
Cornish, Samuel E., 737, 912 
Corruption: in court, 523; in long-shore in• 

dustry, 10981 of Negro leadership, 774• 
775, 778; of Negro press, 913n.; police, 
977; political, 434-435, 475, 476, 497, 
498, 733, 811, 857, 1315, 1322-1323, 
1325, 1326 

Cotton economy, 1244, 1246 
"Cotton mill campaigns," 1 11 1 

Cotton picker, mechanical, 1249-1250 
Cotton production, 232-234, 1238; and the 

A.A.A., 255-2561 deterioration of, 189, 
193, 1991 effect of depreuion on, 251• 
252; effect of improvement in, 86; mech
anization of, 1248-1250; Negro role in, 
205 

Cotton Stamp Pla~, 2 s6 
Council of Safety, 449 
County Agricultural Conservation Commit

tees, 2 ~8 
County Farm Demonstration Agents, 2581 

546, l2J3 
Courts, Southern, 54-7-550; cost of, 549n.; 

discrimination in, 527, 5481 550-5531 pro
tection of, 498-499; reform of, 555-557 

Craft unions, 294, 406, 4121 1297, 1299 
Craftsmen, Negroes as, 280, 887, 889, 898, 

1254-1255 
Crane, Albert L., on Negro characteristics, 

145 
Crap-shooting, 964n, 
Cravath, E. M., 1417 
Credit agencies, 1253-1254 
Credit cooperatives, z,i 
Credit system, 23a-a34, :147, 314• u421 

agricultural, 260; for Negro buaineamen, 
308; reform of, 260, 272-273, 348 

Crime, Negro, 655-656. 966-979, 1432.• 
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Crime, and aocial conditions, 557 
Crime .oewa, 655-656, 918 
Crime p.reveution, 544-S+s, SSJ•S57 
Crime 1tatiatia, 33on., 542n., SSl·H41 

criticism of, 967-970, 97:a 
c,;,;,, ho, 821, 909, 914 
cccriaia" theory of IOcial change, 1O5on., 

1061n. 

Crop divenific:atlon, 253, 1238 
Crop restriction program, 488, 558, 1183 
Ctollbreedin1n aee Amalgamation 
Crumpacker Reiolution, 1334-
Cullen, Countee, 989 
Cultural diversity, 3-s, 17 
Cultural lag, 930, 962, 1388 
Cultural level, raised, 592, 645-647 
Cultural similarity of Negroes and South-

ern whites, 7On. 
Cultural unity, xlviii, 1029 
Culture, African, 747-748, 752-753, 928 
Culture, American: absorption of, by Ne-

groes, 38, 657, 811, 879, 928-929; anJ 
education, 88z-886; fragmentation of, 
713, 714; influence of Negroes on, 38; 
traits of, 709-716, 810-812, 882-886 

Culture, Negro, characteristics of, 689-705, 
750-754, 915-920, 930-942, 952-955, 
956-965 

Culture, political, 853, 856 
Culture, Weatern, 1356 
Cumulation, principle of; se, Vicious C:rcle, 

theory of 
Cuney, N. W., 478 
Custom and cronomic discrimination, 215-

216 
Cynicism, Negro, 959 

Dabney, Virginius, 468, 1013; cited, 398, 
454, 457, 13241 on criticism of the 
South, 13211 on equal suffrage, 1334-; on 
Jim Crow laws, 589; on justice for Ne
groes, 5471 on poll tax, 483n.; on segre
gation, 1355; on training school for de
linquents, 1 J 61 1 on women's rights in 
tmle-beUum South, 1074-1075 

Dairy farming in the South, 235, 25.2 
Dancing: interracial, 608, 6101 Negro pro-

feaional, 9881 a.a recreation, 985 
Daniel Hand Fund, 891 n. 
Daniels, Jonathan, 468 
Daniels, Josephus: cited, 447; quoted, u6 

:u7 
Davenport, C. B., and Love, A. G., cited, 

137 
Davis, Alliaon: cited, 495, 691, 861, 87nn.-

871n., 87an., 875, 940, 941, 95411,1 on 
emotionaliam, 936n . .:937n. 

Davia Allison, and Dollard, John: cited, 
13611 on claa concept, 6731 1377-1379; 
on color of school children, 14::191 on 
"legal" lynching, 13501 on Negro atti
tudes toward cute, 137a5 on Negro lower 
clau, 1386 

Davis, Allison, Gardner, B. B., and Gard
ner, M. R.: cited, 241, ::145, 247, 489, 
700, 73::t, 935, 963, UJI, 1361 I OD 
cheating of Negroes, 1242 1 on cla.u con
aciousneas, 13 78; on color, 1382-13831 
on justification of petty theft, 14341 on 
Negro attitude toward color, 11921 on 
Negro lower claaaes, 1386; on Negro
white tension, 677-678; on police atti
tudes toward Negroes, 1 34:11 on punish
ment of Negroea, 13401 on race pride, 
1 396; on relations between Negroea and 
low"r class whites, 1358; on social clauea, 
1130 n. 1 on taboo of miscegenation and 
illegitimacy, 1384; on tenancy, 124.2-1243 

Dnvis, Jackson, 890, 891 
Davis, Jefferson, on slavery, 44&-443 
Davis, John P., 8171 1401 
Davis, Michael M., on public health pol-

iry, 1274 
Dawson, William, som. 
Day, Caroline Bond, cited, u9, 1205, 1207 
Dayton trial, 458, 660 
Death penalty, 554, 566n. 
Dea.th rate, Negro, 122, 316, 344, 1.215, 

1221-12:13, 12.24, 12251 control of, 171-
1 75 ; decline in, 14 q future, 1 341 of 
slaves, 121, 1201-12021 and white, 141-
142, 161-165 

Deaths, registration of, 15 9, 12 1 I, 12 2 1-
122 t 

Debt peonage, :ul-229, 247-248, 1090, 
1236-1237, 1242, 1345 

Del't'ntralization of politics in the South, 4 7 4 
Declaration of Independence, 6-7, 8 
Defeatism: economic, 1 oo 1 ; intellectual, 

19-2 1, 8 3 1 ; Negro struggle against, 7 s 8-
759, 786; political, 812 

Defense plants; see War production 
Defense reactions (see lllso Rationalization): 

Negro, 56-57, 62, 14321 white, 30-32, 
88, 104-105, 283-a84t 441-445, 460, 
96an, 

Delany, Martin, 737 
Delaware: death penalty in, 5541 Negro 

police in, 543n,1 traneportation Jim Crow 
optional in, 635 

Democracy: America 'e contribution to eoc:i
ety, 51 and American Creed, 25, ,-131 
building of, 6-71 to comb&t ipol'&Dett 
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:114, aod edllcadon, 6741 the free recog-
nmon of ability, ~7:1. 1 importance of, to 
Negroe,, 65&; iuue of, in World War II, 
5r71 1004, 1007, 1orz1 Jdenonian, 433· 
434, and justice, 523-5261 maintained 
through electoral controls, 717, 7181 and 
moral education, 102.91 Negroes and 745, 
8501 postulates of, 81 post-war, 1021-
10:1.4-1 in public institutions, s&:1.1 reac
tion 11gainst, 4331 and religion, 9, 867-
868, 14111 revival of, 432-437, 716, 745, 
7 551 and slavery, inconsi~tency between, 
8H in the South, 440-441, 460-461; 
theory of, 78-80; in trade unions, 406, 
407, 718 

Democratic party: Negro support of, 479n., 
49:1.n., 494·495, 49H in the South, 45:a-
455, 463, 464, 465, 474, 475, 477, 480, 
487 1 511n. 

Demonstration projects, birth control, 1 u8-
1229 

Dempsey, Jack, 991n. 
Denomination,;, Negro religious, 936, 939 
Dentists, Negro, 172, 325, 638, 1224 
Deportation; see Back-to-Africa movement 
Depression; see Great Depression 
Detroit: clash~s between Negroes and police 

in, 527, 528, 529n.; housing project riot 
in, 568, 678, 133 7; Ku Klux Klan influ
ence in, 410; Negro population in, 13261 
Negro vote in, 494, 13281 13291 racial 
friction in, 662 1 restriction of Negroes 
in, 5a7; Southern-born policemen in, 
529n. 

Detweiler, Frederick G.: cited, 909, 912, 
9:un., 14231 on Negro press as race: or
gan, 908 

Dewey, John, 103m., 11831 on the Ameri
can Creed, 23; on educational philosophy, 
812-88 3; on moral nature of the social 
problem, xlvii ; on political organization, 
717n. 

Dickerson, Earl, 987 
Dickinson, R. L., and Morris, W. E., on 

contraception, 1228 
Diet, Negro, 374, 375, u90 
Differentials: age, within class structure, 

113q in employment rates, 297-2.98; fer
tility, 134n., 1 212; in food consumption, 
1289; in .illegitimacy, 933; income, 164-
165, us, 319-320, 1094-1095, 1096, 
1099, llU•lllJ, 1116-1117, 1124, 
rz3a-1ss31 in punishment, 1433; in re
lief t,eatment, 199 ; in trea.tment by in
-~ companies, 316; in school ex-

• pellml'Jlffl, 337, 338-341; in susceptibility 
• cliieaee, u14-12151 in treatment by 
F.s.A.. 274-2751 in treatment of wit-

D4*et, 5a6-5a71 in voeatioual trahuilg, 
1419 

Differential reproductivity, 131-132., 134-
135 

Dillard, James H., 891 
Disciples of Christ, 938 
Discontent, Negro (su .ZSo Proteat, Negro), 

2.6, 459, 525, 645, 744·745, 7491 fostered 
by education, 879 
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0
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lJouMe role of Negroes, 1432 
Double standard: of conduct, 760, 772-773, 
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of justice, 551; moral, 24-6-147, 5901 
for Negro achievement, 754, 779 
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Douglass, Frederick, 491, 695n., 726, 913, 

987, 99:i, 1075, 1076n,, 11871 charar
ttrized by Kelly Miller, 7401 on "in
dustrial" education, 1416; on inferiority 
doctrine, 1190-1191; Negro protest voiced 
by, 7 3 7-n 8; on Negro unemployme-nt, 
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Doyle, Bertram W.: on Negro education, 
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866, 8720., 936, 937, 940, 952, 9~4n., 
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II 8-119 
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Du Bois, \V. F.. B., 601, 726, 750, 820, 
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964, u87, n88-n90; bad habits of, 373 
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Foster, Stephen, 987, 993 
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816 
National Negro Business League, 307, Boo, 

815 
National Negro Congress, Boo, 817-81 B, 

855, 1401 
National Negro Insurance Association, 816 
National Resources Planning Buard, 209• 

210, 627n. 
National Teachers' Association, 816 
National Union for People of African De

scent, 814 
National Youth Administration, 326, 343 1 

347, 361, 362, 465, 503, 991, u83, 
1307 

Nationali~m, American, 5-6, 13 
Nationalist movements Negro, 812-815 
Natural law, 15-17, 1054 
Natural resources, public control of, z 11 

Navy: discrimination in, 10051 Negroes ir, 
419-423 

Nu:ism, 6, 1004, 13111 and leadership 
conrept, 709 

"Ne-gro," American definition of, 113-117, 
~86, ~89-590, 668, I 198-1199 

Negro Co-operative Guild, 816 
Ntgro F11mily m tkt Umttrl St11t11,. 930-

931, 1181 
Negro History movement, 751-752 
"Negro History Week," 752, 901, 1394 
Negro History Bulletin, 752 
Negro press, 194, 305, 647, 7:r.7, 744, Bz7, 

1005, 1423-142.4; advertising in, 142.4, 
characteristics of, 91 ~-9201 circulation 
of, 909, 1423; controls of, 920-9:&31 
economy of, 9221 14241 and equalitarian
is1n, 631 future of, 923-92.41 growth of, 
9 1z-9151 importance of, 92 31 an organ 
for protest, 33z, 525, 537, 858, 908-912, 
9 1 7; political publicity in, 5081 radical
ism in, 5101 aupported by politics, 491 

Negro problem: manifoldness of, 73-751 as 
moral issues, xlv-xlvii I Negro approach 
to, 27-30, 31-3z, 38, 7861 unity of, 
73-7 5 ; a white man's problem, 669 

Negro vote; 11111 Voting, Negro 
Negro World, 748 
Net reproduction rate, 160-.01, 12.19-uzo, 

1222, 1229 
Nettela, Curtis P., an early New Englantl 

title of addresa, 1 3 62.- 1 l 6 3 



New Deal, 9, 9S, SS'1 nl31 «htnued di,. 
crimination under, 335, 463-464, 494, 
504, 546, 6001 educational beneflta of, 
343, 4155-46151 effect of, on adminietra
tive staDdardt, 4 3 7 1 and federal jobe for 
Negroea, 3281 importance of, to Negroes, 
r4, 479n., 1000-10011 a liberal reform 
party, s 111 and Negro social workers, 
3a61 Negro support of, 510, su, 133:z; 
aa popular movement, 465; and social 
reform, 5451 and Southern liberate, 467, 
471, 472.; and youth auiatance, 361 

New England, Negro population in, 1309 
New Jersey: riots in, 568n,1 school segre-

gation in, 633 
New Mexico, school segregation in, 633 
New Neg-ro Alliance, 816 
New Negro movemi;nt, 599, 750, 753, 754, 

99o 
New York Ag,, 9180, 
New York Amrterdam N1J1r1Js, 9180. 
New York City: Negro Democratic vote 

in, 492.n., 494, 495; Negro population 
of, 1125-1126 

New York State: anti-discrimination legis
lation in, 408, 41 Sn., 13671 Negro popu
lation in, 1309 

New York State Employment Service, 4180. 
Newbold, N. C., 891 
News agencies, Negro, 92.3 
Newspapers; s,e Negro press antl Prc11 
Niagara movement, 742-744, 91 3n. 
"No Aocial equality" doctrine, 58, 395, 449, 

457, 537, 550, 573, 575, 586-589, 628, 
646, 669, 998, 1142; beliefs supporting, 
582.-5861 critical evaluation of, 589-592.1 
gradual breakdown of, 660-663; in the 
North, 603 

Nobility, European, 13 7 5 
Nonpartisan elections, 487-488, 500 

Nonpolitical Negro institution,, 111 Church, 
Negro, Schools, Negro, antl Negro· ,press 

Nomegregation: in housing, 12761 of 
Negro crirninaia and intane, 968-969 

"Nordic race,'' 114n. 
Norfolk Journal antl Gui"6, 917 
Norgren, Paul H.: cited, I 090-1091, 109:i, 

1095•1096, 1096-1097, I 100•110:&, 1104, 
IlII•IltZ, 1112-1113, 1119-11:10, Il2:&, 
11a3, 1302; on abolition of racial di.., 
crimination in promotion, 11 18 1 on 
A.F.L. and color line, 1298 1 on coal 
mining, 1 112. 1 on lawa against discrim
•ation, 1300; on Negro jobs, 1080-

'. 108a I on Negro-white social iatercourse, 
1114-11151 on turpentine production, 
_10891 on union dilc:rimination, 11991 on 

whit• and Negroee ia aato indaetry 
1119 

Norgren, P. H., and Bailer, L. H., Of! 
Negro occupations in 11.ato induetry, , 1 ao 

North: accommodating leadenhip in, ?H• 
7a3, 73 31 attitude in, towa.nl amalp.
mation, 57-58, 6031 attitude in, toward 
Civil War, -45, 47 I caate ayatem in, 46, 
693; color line broken in, 6781 compared 
with the South, 44·49; crime ate in, 
969, 971, 977 1 definition of, 1071 1 de
preasion in, a9s I discrimination in, ff-
67, 199, 599-604, 609, 610, 6u-613, 
614, 617-618, 62.6, 722., 999, 1010-1011, 
1 3 6 7; disfranchisement in1 4 3 I l eco
nom ic opportunities in, 191, 1961 educa
tional segtegation in, 633, 901 1 945-9461 
equalitarianism in, 383, 384, 5:.16-529, 
1014-10151 housing segregation in, 352, 
618-62.a, 6z3, 624, 6z61 housing lhort
age in, 196 1 ignorance about Negroes in, 
383-386, 606, 644, 658-6591 interracial 
aex relations in, 12.61 lif.'eracy require
ments for voting in, 1310; meaa11:res 
against discrimination in, 41 S. 1367; 
mental situation in, on race problem, 44-
49; migration to, 46, 183, 189, 191-197, 
295, 32.9-330, 527, 568, S99, 602, 652, 
999; mixed churches in, 869-8701 Negro 
behavior in, 491-492.; no; Negro 
church in, 860, 86i-863, 872; Negro 
education in, 879, 1421-1422; Negro 
employment in, 291-296; Negro lead
ers in, 722-72.4, 733, 777·7791 Negro 
ministers in, 862-8631 Negro police in, 
543n.1 Negro preH in, 910; Negro pro
test in, 777-779; Negro suffrage in, 437•. 
440, 725, 733 i Negro voting in, zoo, 
491-497, 754-755, 132.8, 13291 Negroes 
in politics in, 491-497; "no social equal
ity" theory in, 603 1 participation in elec
tions in, 4'1H poll tax in, 131141 prisom 
in, 5 s H ra.cial isolation in, 649-6 so; 
race prejudice in, 1142-n43; relative 
judicial equality in, s 2. 6-s 2 9 ; segrega
tion in, 626, 7221 aodal segregation and 
discrimination in, 577, 599-604, 636, 
999; and Southern suffrage problem, 
51S·S18; standards of social welfare In, 
3551 white and Negro newapapera in, 
916 

North Central Association, 951n. 
North Carolina : birth control program in, 

J2261 death penalty in, 554n.; education 
requirement for voting in, 484; libe1,tl.. 
ism in, 467-4681 Negro jurore in, 5501 
Negro police in, 543n.; poll tax re
pealed in, 482. 1 primaries in, 486, recn-



hmn 
ational facilities in, n 75 1 riota in, 
.56ln.1 terror organization, in, 4491 vot
ing in, 483, 481n. 

Nol'th Carolina Mutual Life Insurance 
Company, 1263 

Notth Dakota, expenditures for education 
m, 1111 

N,wu, Sw1 913 
Northrup, Herbert R.: cited, 408, 1097, 

1099, 1101, 1102, 1103-1104, 1106, 
1101-1110, 1113, 1118, 11190.; on dis
crimination in unions, 1299-1300 

Nourse, E.G., Davis, J. S., and Black, J. D., 
cited, 257 

Number of Negroes in America; sea Quan• 
titative goal for Negro population policy 

Numben game, 330-331, 940, 985, 1267, 
u69 

Nursa, Negro, 171., 31.5, 638, 796, 11.1.4 

Oberlin College, 10760., 1415 
Occupational mobility, 213 
Occupational status of Southern whites, 297 
O'Connor, W. B., cited, 393 
Odum, Howard W., 96, 8441 on criticism 

of Interracial Co1nmi1111ion, 847; descrip
tion of South by, 13zo-1321 

Office of Civilian Defense, discrimination in, 
1367 

Officeholders: Negro, 497, 501-504, 535, 
542-543, 723-724, 7551 power of, 43.S, 
716, 717n.; publicity afforded, 718 

Offord, Carl, cited, 108 s 
Ogburn, William, 1389; on institutional 

changes, 105i I on materials of social 
planning, 1052 

Ohio: lynching in, 5611 school segregation 
in, 633 

Oklahoma: expenditures for education in, 
127 i; prohibition in, 457; transportation 
segregation in, 635; voting in, 483, 488 

Old age benefit system, 357, 358, H9, 400, 
u80-1281; occupations not covered by, 
358, 1280-1281 

Old Age and Survivors• Benefit System, 
3570. 

"Old Americans," 47, 114n., 138 
Oliver, King, 988 
Olmsted, Frederick, on slave-breeding, 1202 
One-party system in the South, 45Z·4H, 

474, 475, 519, 1312 
Oneida Community, 712 
Operative Plasterers' and Cement Finishers• 

International Association, 1102 
Opinion correlation, eystem of, 7z-73 
Opinion research; see Public opinion polls 
Opiniom, "personal" and "political," .n 39· 

1141 

Opportuniun, 208, 471, 600, 774, '"' 830, 
8J4n., 840, 843, 848, 854, 893, 1010, 
1139, u70, 1410 

Opportunistic beliefs 3 111 Stereotypes about 
Negroes 

Opportunity, equality of, 573, 671-67z, 884, 
893 

Opportunity, 837, 839, 909 
Optimism-pe&simism, scale of, 1038-1039 
Order of Railway Conductors, 1105 
Ordnance industry, Negroes in, 413 
Organization (see also Trade Unions and 

Unionization) : of Negroes to resist attack, 
68 ID. 1 of plantation tenants, 250, z62, 
263, 1250 

Organizations: anti-Negro, llun,1 duplica
tion of, 825, 854; left-wing, Bun.; Ne
gro, 812-852, 952-955 

Organiz.er$, boor: import a.nee of, 713, 714-\ 
terrorization of, 1 300 

0.-i<"ntals; see Chinese and Japanese 
Out-patient srrviccs, 346 
Over-crowding in Negro homes, 376, 377, 

378-379, 977, 978, 1127, 1291, 1308, 
1426 

Over-population in rural South, :r.05, :r.31-
232, 253, 264, 265, 424 

Over-production of cotton, 2 s 1 
Overtime, payment for, 398 
Ovington, Mary White, 8 1 9 
Owrn, Chandler, 749 
Owenites, ? 12 

Owens, Jesse, 734 
Owens, John R., cited, 1099 

Packing House Workers• Industrial Union, 
1123 

Page, Thomas Nelson, 712 ; characteriza
tion of Negro m.isscs by, 1386-1387; on 
fight for race purity, 586, 1354-13 H; on 
interracial friendehip, 74m.; on inter
r:idal work, 843; on Negro education, 
888, 896, 14191 on Northern teachen for 
Southern Negroes, 1415-1416; on retro
gression of Negro workmen, 2831 on 
Southern industrial labor, 280-281 

Page, Walter Hines, 460 
Paige, "Hot Lips," 645n. 
Pale Faces, 449 
Palmer, Edward Nelson, cited, 8710., 9H, 

1086 
Panunzio, Constantine, cited, 1360 
"Parallel civilizations," 578-58%, 595, 741, 

754, 1H8 
Parent-Teacher Aaociationa, 948-949, 95411, 
Park, Robert E., 1049-10501 on accommo

dation, 10501 on 11.dvertiscmenta in Ne
,rro press, 9u I oa bi-racial orpnization. 



690.6911 on freedmea aad competitive 
IOCicty I I 3 JI• I J J 2 I OD the .. marginal 
man," 6991 on Negroea as national mi
nority, 1374; on race prejudice, 662 

Park, R. E., and Burgess, E.W., cited, 576 
Parrington, Vernon L.: on American lead

ership, 7-8 ; on humanitariani1111, 6-7 
Participation: in associations, etc., 674; gen

eral, in politics, 436, Sil, 716-7171 low 
dtgree of, in politics, 18, 4531 455, 456, 
475, 476 782, 810, 886; of Negroes in 
politia, 435-436, 489-490, 503-504, 529, 
725-7261 national, in Negro problem, 
26-27 

Party allegiance, of Negroes, 50B-5u 
Party system, 507, 716n., 778, 8111 changes 

in, 51 I 
Passing, 129-130, 133-134-, 675, 683-618, 

6990., 8081 uo7-uo81 professional, 6851 
by whites, 1 380 

Passivity of masses, 4061 712-7161 719, 7321 

886 
Patemali1m, 404 442, 443, 459, 577, 592-

595, 702, 729, 73on., 848, 960, 1077, 
1078, 13571 decreasing, 5251 of Negro 
leaden, 732; toward South, 70n. 

Patronage, white, of Negro art, 750 
Patten, Simon, 1057 
Patterson, F. D., 503-504 
Peabody Fund, 8901 1417 
Peace Movement of Ethiopia, 813-814 
Peace plans, 425, 425n.-426n., 806-807, 

1018-1021, 1023 
Peanut industry, 252; Negro women in, 

1295 
Pearl, Raymond, cited, 174, no7 
Peirce, Paul S., cited, 224 
Pellagra, 174 
Penal Institutions I set1 Prisons 
Penn, Irvine Garland, cited, 913 
Pennell, Elliot H., cited, 1273 
Pennsylvania, school segregation in, 633 
Peonage 1 1t11 Debt peonage 
Pepper, Claude, 467 
"Personal" opinions, 1139-114-1 
Personality: of leader, 710, 719, 734·73H 

in leadenhip, reaction against, 1388-1389; 
of Negro editora, 91 3 ; Negro characteris
tic, of, 956-965; in politics, 453, 454, 
474, 716n.1 struggle for balance of, 759-
760, 766 

Personality problems, 688, 699-700, 1384-
1385 

Personalization, Negro, of national prob-
lems, 714-785 

Peterkin,.Julia, 4-68 
Phelpa-Stokee Fund, 891 
Philanthtophy, Northem, to Southem edu-

,cation, 869. 190-892, l9JJ demonlisinr 
infl.ueacc of, 905 

Phillips, Ulrich B., on "breakmg in" 1lavea, 
u.03 

Phillipa, Wendell, 107 s 
Phillipe County, Ark., riot of 1919 in, 567 
Photographs on job applications, 327, 3118, 

416 
Pkylon, T!,e Atlanta u,,;,,,,sil,y R«lin» of 

RRCe and Culture, 909n, 
Physical force I se• Violence 
Physical traits, Nerro, 137-14-01 change. in, 

120-123, 1203 
Pickens, William, 748n. 
Picketing of white stores, 803 
Pinchback., P. B., 738 
Pinchbeck, Raymond B., cited, 1108 

Pittsburgh Courier, 14:z3, 1424 
Planned Parenthood Federation of America, 

179, 180, 1224 
Planning: city, 351-351., 6a6-6:171 of em

ployment, 386-3881 of labor relations, 
1010; migration, 386-3881 national, 
10151 post-war, 425, 425n.-426n., 806-
807, 1018-1ozi, 1023; of race relations, 
649; of social change, 1044-, 1052, 1059 

Plantation system, 224-, 225, 230-250, 444, 
1239-1241 

PM, 14-23-14-24 
Pneumonia-influenza rate for Negroes, 142-

143, 174 
Poindexter, H. A., cited, 177 
Points of view of this book, 1057-1064 
Police protection to Negroes, 497-499, 501; 

denial of, 530, 559, 764 
Police system: changes in, 544·545; federal 

and state, 5 44-,. s 6 5 ; and interracial rela
tions, 544 

Policemen, Negro, 542-543; authority of, 
543n.; need for, 544n., 54S 

Policemen, Southern white, 535-537, 538-
540, 1339-13431 brutality of, 527, S4-1-
54-2; education of, 538-5391 in Negro 
neighborhood, 535, 540-5431 Negroes 
killed by, sz7, 542, 543n., 566, 13421 
plantation owners as, 536; prejudices of, 
541; training of, 544·54S, 13421 tr&lll
portation operators aa, 1340; as uphold
ers of caste system, 532, 535-536, 538, 
542, 577, 618 

Policy game; see Numbers game 
Political benefits to Negroes, 497-504, 13d 
Political discrimination (1t1e alsr, Disfran-

chisement, Negro), 61, 65, 107, 274-, 
429, 459, 588 

"Politicallf opinions, 1139-114-1 
Political system: in America, ho-h1J and 

,mall parties, 505 1 in the South, 474·479• 
514--520, 999-1000, I 322-1313 



Politics: clergy in, 4581 growth of bu
reaucracy in, 431-4-371 honest, 511-5n1 
labor and farmer, 714; leadership in, 
716-719; machine, 311, 439, 453, 476, 
486, 488n., 490, 499, 7331 8101 13u; 
Negro bargaining power in, 498-500, 
505-508, 835, Bss; Negro church in, 
940-94q Negro power in, 7771 778; and 
Negro problem, 475-476; Nrgrocs in, 
429-432, 475-476, 478, 491-497, 7zs-
7a6, 733, Ssz, 987, 1000, 1328, 1330; 
police systems subject to, s 3 9 

Poll tax, 44-6, 4-50, 476, 4-81-483, 489, 514; 
abolition of, 463, 482, 1000; arguments 
for, 4h; compulsory 13 2.41 fight to abol
ish, 471, 515, 516-517, 791, 833, 1318, 
1324; in the North, 1324 

Pollock, H. M., cited, 143 
Poor whites, 597-598, 689, 1189, t 388; 

elfect of Negro discrimination and segre
gation on, 644 ; legal rights of, s z SI so
cial inferiority of, 581 

Popular beliefs; see Stereotypes about Ne
groes 

Popular movements; see Mass movements 
Popular theories, Negro, 781-809, 1030-

1031; on colonization schemes, 805-807; 
derived from white aristocrats, 786-788; 
instability of, 781-78 J; on labor solidar
ity, 788-794; on Negro business, 800-
8051 on the Negro problem, 27-30, 31-
32., 38, 786; provincialism in, 783-785; on 
segregation, 797-800; upper class, 794· 
797 

Population, Negro: age structure of, 162• 
163; in Chicago, u26-1127; growth of, 
157-1611 165-166; in New York City, 
uz5-1126; policy of, 167-1711 registra
tion of, 1218-u 19; rural, decline of, 
279; in Southern cities, 1127-11 z8; 
trends in, 12 1 9 

Population, white, decreued eirpansion rate 
of, 1017 

Populist movement, 452, 455 
Porter, K. W., cited, 1203 
Postal service: Negro trust in, 1343; Ne

groes employed in, 32.7, 545 
Post-war plans, 425, 425n.-426n., 806-807, 

1018-1021, 1023 
Post-war world, 408; housing in, 6z 7 ; Ne

groes in, 423-42.61 unemployment in, 
401, 408, 409, 42.4, 425, 1010-1011 

Pound, Roscoe: on law-making, zo; on nat
ural law, 11Ba-1183 

Poverty, Negro, 205-2071 304; of ccin
aumer, 804; and crime, 976, 9771 and 
drinking, 980-981; and education, 946, 

948; and health, 34-41 and housing con• 
ditions, 375-379, 619; and judicial clia
crimination, 534, 5481 5501 and non
voting, correlation between, 493 

Poverty, wtiite, a background factor in 
lynching, 563 

Powdermaker, Hortense: cited, 607, 689, 
700, 12 07; on age JiJferentiala within 
class, 11 3 1 ; on disparity of information 
between races, 13 72.; on emotionalism in 
Negro church, 1426; on Negro attitude to 
law, 1n6; on Negro midJle class, 7040,1 
on Negro upper class and poor whites, 
1 3 S8 ; on social equality and amalgama
tion, 13 H; 011 Southern custom of carry
ing arms, 1346 l on superstition, 96 51 on 
upper class Negro marriage, 1425 

Powell, A. Cla)•ton, 863n., 987 
Power: of American President, 717n. 1 of 

offic.-eho!Jcr, 7161 overlapping, 718 
Power relations, Ji, lii, 724-72.61 8.58, 859 
Pragmatism, 88z 
Preachers, Negro; 11111 Ministers, Negro 
Prejudice: of Negroes against Negroes, 

xlviii; race, see Race prejudice 
Premises; see Value premises 
President's Interdepartmental Committee to 

Coordinate Health and Welfare Activitie1, 
34-S 

Press, Negro; see Negro press 
Press, white: anti-lynching position of, 565s 

and disfranchisement policy, 4861 grow
ing anxiety of, around Negro problem, 
5171 influence of, toward reform, 5561 
liberal, in the South, 472, 646, 661, 726, 
915; "minority,'' 911, 9121 Southern, 
support of one-party system by, 4S4·4SH 
treatment of Negro news by, 3 7, 48, 104, 
42.z, 600, 656, 661, 916, 924, 957, 1184, 
1372-1373 

Pressure groups, 8I 1, S_p-852 
Primary elections, Southern (se11 also White 

primary), 454,474,475 
Princeton University, Negro students not 

enrolled in, 633, 1367 
Prisons, 554-555; profit from, 548; reform 

of, SH·S57S segregation in, 555, 634; 
self-segregation in, 6481 in the Sout~, 
554·SSS, 977n. 

Production credit associations, 273 
Production techniques, changes in (s1111 ol,o 

Mechanimtion), 424, 
Profeasional monopolies, 68 5, 686, 690, 

693 
Professional organizations, Negro1 111 Busi

neu and professional organizationa, Ne
gro 

Profcuionals, Negro, 171, 30,, 306, 311-



316, J19-3J01 631, 64-S, 647, 654, 717, 
734-735, 750, 753, 7691 795, 801, 878, 
959-960, 987-99JJ u leaden, 731-7311 
and Negro proteat, 804-805 

:Profita from pcnitentiariea, 548-.&49 
Program,, building of, 1061 
Prohibition, 17, 19, 455, 457 
Promotioh, racial discrimination in, 111 8, 

u.u 
Propaganda, 7h; Japanese, 8141 81412 •• 

81511.; and treatment of Negroes, 1016 
Property interests in the South, 454 
Property requirement for voting, 4461 483-

484, 514 
Property rights, 671 
Property valuea, and Negroes, 623 
Proportional representation; r 3 :z 7 
ProAer, Gabriel, 7 l 6 
Prostitution: Negro, 3.a91 655, 838-839, 

974, 976, 977, 12681 1361; white, 607 
Protection; see Police protection to Negroes 
Protectionism: economic, 386, 39H social, 

1 79 
"Protective community," 515, 680-683, 6881 

703, 763, 964, 976 
"Protective" leaguee, 449 
Protest, Negro (111 tdso Compromiae be

tween accommodation and proteet), 7:zo, 
7131 Abolitionist and Reconstruction 
leaders of, 737-7391 accommodation 
under, 7601 under cover, 757, 763-764, 
768, 771, 77:z-773; during depression and 
in World War II, 754-756 J against dis
crimination, 640-641 1 8 5 1 1 and educa
tion, 8791 Sh, 9001 expressed in arts and 
literature, 9931 Garvey movement, 746-
749 J and intellectuals, 749-7 50 J leaders 
of, 72.6, 730, 736-738, 74,2-743, 746-749, 
771-772, 1005-10061 in Negro history 
and culture, 7ro-754; and Negro per
sonality, 757-767; Negro press an organ 
for, 908-9 u; Niagara movement, 742-
744 i nonpolitical agencies for, 858-859; 
in the North, 777-7791 organizations of, 
776-771, 8u-Sr5, 817-841, 851-85:z, 
854, 8771 position of upper cla.u in, 794-
797 J at present, 744·74S I and religion, 
7571 rising, 6631 7S9, 783, 8761 877, 
880, 1003-10041 slave revolts, 736-737; 
as spiritual basis for self-segregation, 7971 
and segregation policy, 795-7961 Tuske
gee compromise, 739-742J in World War 
I, 745; in World War II, 7 H, h 8 

Protestantism, 86.4,-865 
Provindalism: Negro, 783-785 1 of South

ern liberala, 4-71-473 
Paychic traitl: Negro, 144--1491 resea.rch 

iato, 150 

Public CODtaetl, Nern, and white, 5JS-Ssl. 
545-546, 1001 

Public facilities, discrimination and ,egre
gation in UJC of, 61, 65, 6z8, 634, 795 

Public health programs, n2, 323, 314, 344-
346; segregation in, 3:zs 

Public institutiona. democracy in, 58:a 
Public opinion: and attitude against Inter

marriage, 617; changes in, 1031-10331 
control of courts by, 5:z3, 524, 547, 5611 
control of, by leaders, 712, 10331 depend
ence of judges and police on, 52.4, 52.61 
influence of, 556, 678, 7181 810; instabil
ity of, 7821 and lynching, 566; on mean 
and dishonest whites, 5 5 9 1 and Necro pro
test, 7 2 6 1 and race etiquette, 61 8 

Public opinion polls, 626n.1 815n., 893n.-
894n., 1137-1139, 1186, 1194, 13181 

1332, 1376-1377, 1400, 14n, 1430 
Public service, 333; careers in, 4371 dis

crimination in, 1691 170, 334·337, 588, 
1000-1001; distribution of, 3341 Negroes 
in, 327-3:z9, 54:z-543 

Public Works Administration, 3431 345, 
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